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PREFACE

TO THE SIXTH EDITION

This woi-k has scarcely yet been twelve months before the

public, but both in this country, in America, and elsewhere, it has
^een subjected to such wide and searching criticism by writers of

all shades of opinion, that I may perhaps be permitted to make a
few remarks, and to review some of my Reviewers. I ni'vst first,

however, beg leave to express my gratitude to that large majority

of my critics who have Ijestowed generous commendation upon
this work, and liberally encouraged its completion. I have to

thank others, who, differing totally from my conclusions, have
nevertheless temperately argued against them, for the couj-tesy

with which they have treated an opponent whose views must
necessarily have offended them, and I can only hslj that, whilst

such a course has commanded my unfeigned respect, it has cer-

tainly not diminished the attention with which I have followed
their arguments.

There are two serious misiipprehensions of the purpose and line

of argument of this work which I desire to correct. Some critics

have objected that, if I had succeeded in establishing the pi-opo-

sition advanced in the first part, the second and third parts need
not have been written: m fact, that the histoi'ical argument against

miraclea is only necessary in consequence of the failure of the
philosophical. Now I contend that the historical is the necessary
complement of the philosophical argument, and tliat both are

equally requisite to completeness in dealing with the subject

The preliminary affirmation is not that miracles are impossible,

but that they are antecedently incredible. The counter allegation

is that, although miracleo may be antecedently incredible, they
nevertheless actually took placi. It is, therefore, necessary, not
only to establish the antecedent incredibility, but to examirio the
validity of the allegation that certain miracles occurred, and this

involves the historical inquiry into the evidence for the Gospels
which occupies the second and third parts. Indeed many will

not acknowledge the case to be complete until other witnesses
are questioned in a succeeding volume.

J
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The view I have taken is clearly supported by Mr. Mill. In his

recently published " Kssayson Religion," he directly replies to the

question whether any evidence can suffice to prove a Divine Reve-
lation, and defines what the nature and amount of that evidence

must be. He shows that internal evidences, that is to say, the

indications which the Revelation itself is thought to furnish of

its divine origin, can' only be negative. The bad moral character

of the doctrines of an alleged Revelation, he considers, may be
good reason for rejecting it, " but the excellence of their morality

can never entitle us to ascribe to them a supernatural origin ; for

we cannot have c(»nclusive reason for believing that the human
faculties were incompetent to find out moral doctrines of which
the human faculties can perceive and recognise the excellence. A
Revelation, therefore," he decides, " cannot be ]>roved divine unless

by extez'nal evidence ; that is, by the exhibition of supernatural

tt>,ts."' He maintains that it is possible to prove the reality of a
supernatm-al fact if it actually occurred ; and after showing the

great preponderance of evidence against miracles, or their ante-

cedent incredibility, he proceeds : "Against this weight of negative

evidence we have to set such positive evidence as is produced in

attestation of exceptions ; in other words, the positive evidences

of miracles."^ This is precisely what I have done. In order to show
that Mr. Mill's estiniate of the nature of this positive evidence

for miracles does not essentially diflfer from the results of this

work, the following lines may be quoted :

" But the evidence of miracles, at least to Protestant Christians, is not, in

our day, of this cogent description. It is not the evidence of our senses, but
of witnesses, and even this not at first hand, but resting on the attestation of

books and traditions, And even in the case of the original eye-witnesses,

the supernatural facts asserted on their alleged testimony are not of the
transcendent character supposed in our example, about the nature of which,
or the impossibility of their having had a natural origin, there could be little

room for doubt. On the contrary, the recorded miracks are, in the first place,

generally such as it would have been extremely difficult to verify as masters
of fact, and in the next place, are hardly ever beyond the possibility of hav-
ing been brought about by human nieans, <>r by the epontaneous agencies of

nature.

"

The second point to which I desire to refer is a statement which
has frequently been made that, in the second and third parts, I

endeavoured to prove that the four canonical Gospels were not

written until the end of the second century. This error is, of

course, closely connected with that which has just been discussed;

but it is difficult to understand how any one who had taken the

1 Three Essays on Religion, 1874, p. 216.

2 Ibid. p. 234. 3 Ibid. p. 219,
:-^-^.
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slightest trouble to ascertain the nature of the argument, and to

state it fairly, could have fallen into it. The fact is that no attempt
is made to prove anything with regard to the Gospels. The evi-

dence for them is merely examined, and it is found that, so far

from their affording sufficient testimony to warrant belief in the

actual occurrence of miracles declared to be antecedently incredi-

ble, there is not a certain trace even of the existence of the Gospels

for a century and a half after those miracles are alleged to have
occurred, and nothing whatever to attest their authenticity and
truth. This is a very different thing from an endeavour to estab-

lish some special theory of my own, and it is because this line of

argument has not been understood, that .some critics have ex-

pressed surprise at the decisive rejection of mere conjectures and
possibilities as evidence. In a case of such importance, no testi-

mony which is not clear and indubitable could be of any value,

but the evidence producible for the canonical Gospels falls very-

far short even of ordinary requirements, and in relation to miracles

it is scarcely deserving of serious consideration.

It has been argued that, even if there be no evidence for our
special gospels, I admit that gospels very similar must early have
been in existence, and that these equally represent the same pre-

vailing belief as the canonical Gospels: consequently that I merely
change, without shaking, the witnesses. Those who advance this

argument, however, totally overlook the fact that it is not the

reality of the superstitious belief which is in question, but the

reality of the miracles, and the sufficiency of the witnesses to

establish them. What such objectors urge practically amounts
to this : that we should believe in the actual occurrence of certain

miracles contradictory to all experience, out of a mass of false

miracles which are reported but never really took place, because

some unknown persons in an ignorant and superstitious age, who
give no evidence of personal knowledge, or of careful investiga-

tion, have written an account of them, and other persons equally

ignorant and superstitious have believed them. I venture to say
that no one who advances the argument to which I am referring

can have realized the nature of the question at issue^ and the

relation of miracles to the order of nature.

The last of these general objections to which I need now refer

is the statement, that the difficulty with regard to the Gospels

commences precisely where my examination ends, and that I am
bound to explain how, if no trace of their existence is jireviously

discoverable, the four Gospels are suddenly found in general cir-

culation at the end of the second century, and (piloted as authori-

tative documents by such writers as Irenreus. My reply is that

it is totally unnecessary for me to account for this. No one ac-

l i
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quainted with the history of pseudonymic literature in the second

century, and with the rapid circulation and ready acceptance of

spurious works tending to edification, could for a moment regard

the canonical position of any Gospel at the end of that century

either as evidence of its authenticity or early origin. That which
concerns us chiefly is not evidence regarding the end of the se-

cond hut the beginning of the first century. Even if we took

the statements of Irenjeus, and later Fathers like the Alexan-

drian Clement, Tertullian, and Origen, about the Gospels, they

are absolutely without value, except as personal opinion at a late

date, for which no sufticient grounds are shown. Of the earlier

history of those Gospels, there is not a distinct trace, except of a

nature which altogether discredits them as v/itnesses for miracles.

After having carefully weighed the arguments which have been

advanced against this work, I venture to express strengthened

conviction of the truth of its conclusions. The best and most
powerful reasons which able divines and apologists have been able

to bring forward against its main argument have, I submit, not

only failed to shake it, but have, by inference," shown it to be un-

assailable. Very many of those who have professedly advanced
againr^t the citadel itself have practically attacked nothing but

some outlying fort, which was scarcely worth defence, whilst

others, who have seriously attempted an assault, have shown that

the Church has no artillery capable of making a practicable

breach in the rationalistic stronghold. I say this solely in refe-

rence to the argument which 1 have taken upon myself to repre-

sent, and in no sense of my own individual share in its mainten-

ance.

I must now address myself more i)articularly to two of my
critics who, with great ability and learning, have subjected this

work to the most elaborate and microscopic criticism of which
personal earnestness and official zeal are capable. I am sincerely

obliged to Professor Lightfoot and Dr. Westcott for the minute at-

tention they have bestowed upon my book. I had myself directly

attacked the views of Dr. Westcott, and of coui-se could only ex-

pect him to do his best or his worst against me in reply : and I am
not surprised at the vigour with which Dr. Lightfoot has assailed

a work so opposed to principles which he himself holds sacred,

although I may be permitted to express my regret that he has not

done so in a spirit more worthy of the cause which he defends.

In spite of hostile criticism of very unusual minuteness and ability,

no flaw or error has been pointed out which in the slightest degiee

aflfects my main argument, and I consider that every point yet

objected to by Dr. Lightfoot, or indicated by Dr. Westcott, might
be withdrawn without at a,H weakening my position. These ob-
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jections, I may say, refer solely to details, and only follow side

issues ; but the attack, if impotent against the main position, has

in many cases been insidiously directed against notes and passing

references, and a plentiful sprinkling of such words as " misstate-

ments " and " misi'epresentations " along the line may have given

it a foriiiidable appearance, and nialieious effect, which render it

worth w^hile once for all to meet it in detail.

The first point ^ to which I shall refer is an elaborate argument
by Dr. Lightfoot regarding the " Silence of Eusebius."^ I had
called attention to the impoi'tance of considering the s'lence of the

Fathers under cei'tain conditions ;
^ and I might, omitting his curi-

ous limitation, adopt Dr. Lightfoot's opening comment upon this

as singularly descriptive of tiie state of the case :
" In one pro-

vince, more especially, relating ttt the external evidences for the

Gospels, silence occupies a prominent place." Dr. Lightfoot pro-

poses to interrogate this " mysterious oracle," and he considers

that " the response elicited will not be at all ambiguous." I

might again agree with him, but that unambiguous response can
scarcel}^ be pronounced very satisfactory for the Gospels. Such
silence may be very eloquent, but after all it is only the eloquence

of—silence. I have not yet met with the argument anywhere
that, because none of the early Fathers quote our canonical

Gospels, or say anything withregiird to them, the fact is unambigu-
ous evidence t'mt they were well acquainted ^"ith them, and con-

sidered them apostolic and authoritative. J^:-, Lightfoot's argu-

ment from Silence is, for the present at least, limited to Eusebius.

The point on which the argument turns is this : After exam-
ining the whole of the extant writings of t,he early Fathers, and
finding them a com[)lete blank as regards the canonical Gospels,

if, by their use of apocryphal works and other indications they

are not evidence against them, I supplement this, in the case of

Hegesippus, Papias, and Dionysius of Corinth, by the inference

that, as Eusebius does not state that their lost works contained

any evidence for the Gospels, they actually did not contain any.

But before proceeding to discuss the point, it is necessary that a
proper estimate should be formed of its importance to the main
argument of my work. The evident labour which Professor

Lightfoot has expended upon the preparation of his attack, the

space devoted to it, and his own express words, would naturally

lead most readers to suppose that it has niinos^ a vital bearing

upon my conclusions. Dr. Lightfoot says, after quoting the pas-

sages in which I appeal to the Silence of Eusebius :

V

' My reply to Dr. Lightfoot's lirst article may be found in the " Fortnightly
Review," January, 1875.

' " Ctintomporary Review," January, 1875, p. 1 ff

.

^ S. R., i., p. 212.
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" This indeed is tho fundamental assumption which lies at the basis of his

reasoning ; and the reader will not need to be reminded how much of the
argument falls to pieces, if this basis should prove to be unsound. A wise
master-builder would therefore have looked to his foundations first, and as-

sured himself of their strength, before he piled up his fabric to this height.

This our author has altogether neglected to do." >

TowartLs the close of lii.s article, after triimiphantly expressing

his belief that his " main conclusions are irrefragable," he further

says :

** If they are, then the reader will not fail to see how large a part of the
argument in ' Supernatural Religion ' has crumbled to pieces.'"^

I do not doubt that Dr. Lightfoot sincerely believes this, but he
must allow me to say that he is thoroughly n)istaken in his esti-

mate of the importance of the point, and that, as regards this

work, the representations made in the above passages are a very
strange exaggeration. I am unfortunately too familiar, in connec-

tion Avith criticism on this book, with instances of vast expendi-

ture of time and strength in attacking points to wliich I attach

no importance whatever, and which in themselves have scarcely

any value. When writers, after an amount of demonstration
which must have conveyed the impression that vital interests

were at stake, have, at least in their own opinion, proved that I

have omitted to dot an " i," or cross a " t," or insert an inverted

connna, they have really left the question precisely where it was.

Now, in the present instance, the whole extent of the argument
which is based upon the silence of Eusebius is an inference re-

garding some lost works of three writers only, which might alto-

gether be withdrawn without afiecting the case. The object of

my investigation is to discover what evidence actually exists in

the works of early writers regarding our Gospels. In the frag-

ments which remain of tho works of thi-ee writers, Hegesippus,

Papias, and Dionysius of Corinth, I do not find any evidence of

acquaintance with these Gospels,—the works mentioned b}^ Papias

being, I contend, different from the existing Gospels attributed to

Matthew and Mark. Whether 1 am right or not in this does not

aflfect the present discussion. It is an unquestioned fact that

Eusebius does not mention that the lost works of these writers

contained any reference to, or infoi-mation about, the Gospels, nor
have we any statements from any other author to that effect.

The objection of Dr. Lightfoot is limited to a denial that the

silence of Eusebius warrants the inference that, because he does

not state that these writers made quotations from or reference to

undisputed canonical books, the lost works did not contain any
;

1 " Contemporary Review," January, 1876, p. 172. 2 /bid. p. 183.
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it does not, however, extend to interesting information regarding

those books, which he admits it was the purpose of Eusebius to

record. To give Dr. Lightfoot's statements, wliich I am examin-
ing, the fullest possible support, however, suppose that I abandon
Eusebius altogether, and do not draw any inference of any kind

from him beyond his positive statements, how wouM my case

stand ? Simply as complete as " well could be : Hogesippus,

Papias, and Dionysius do not furnish any evidence in favour of

the Gospels. The reader, thei-efoie, will not fail to see how
serious a misstatement Dr. Lighttoot has made, and how little

the argument of " Supernatural Religion " would be affected even
if he established much more than he has attempted to do.

We may now proceed to consider Dr. Lightfoot's argument it-

self. He carefull and distinctly defines what he understands to

be the declared intention of Eusebius in composing his history,

as regards the mention or use of the disputed and undisputed
canonical books in the writings of the Fathers, and in order to

do him full justice I will quote his. words, merely taking the

liberty, for facility of reference, of dividing his statement into

three paragraphs. He says :

" Eusebius therefore proposes to treat these two classes of writings in two
ditterent ways. This is the cardinal point of the passage.

" (1) Of the Antilegomena he pledges himself to record when any ancient
writer employn any book belon^jing to their class (rivei onoiaii xexprji'rai)

;

"(2) bnt as regards the undisputed Canonical books he only professes to

mention them,when such a writer has something to tell nhoiit them (riva nspl
T(Sy evSiaOy/Hooy e.ip7frai). k.ly anecdote of interest respecting them, as

also respecting the others (^rc^v jlit) rotovrogi^), will be recorded.
" (3) But in their case he nowhere leads us to expect that he will allude to

mere quotations, however numerous and however precise."i

In order to dispose of the only one of these points upon which
we can differ, I will first refer to the third. Di<l Eusebius intend

to point out mere quotations of the books which he considered

undisputed ? As a mattei- of fact, he actually did point such out
in the case of the 1st Epistle of Peter and 1st Epistle of John,
which he repeatedly and in the most emphatic manner declared

to be undisputed.2 This is admitted by Dr. Lightfoot. That he
omitted to mention a reference to the Epistle to the Corinthians

in the Epistle of Clement of Rome, or the reference by Theophilus
to the Gospel of John, and other supposed quotations, might be

Hi '

>:
'

; ;3!

1 " Contemporary Review. " January, 1875, p. 173.

2 I regret very much that some ambiguity in my language (S. R. , i. p. 483)
should have misled, and given Dr. Lightfoot much trouble. I useu the word
"quotation" in the pense of a use of the Epistle of Peter, and not in reference to

Any one sentence in Pelycarp. I trust that in this edition I have made my mean-
ing clear.
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set down as much to oversight as intention. On the other hand,
tliat he dill nienti(jn disputed books is evidence only that he not
only pledged himself to do .so, but actually fulfilled his promise.

Although nmch might be said upon this point, therefore, I con-

sider it of .so little importance that I do not intend to waste time
in minutely discussing it. If my assertions with regard to the

silence of Eusebius likewi.se include the suppo.sition that he pro-

posed to mention mere quotations of the " undisputed " books,

they are so far from limited to this very subsidiary testimony
that I should have no reluctance in waiving it altogether, Even
if the most distinct quotations of this kind had occurred in the

lost works of the three writer.s in question, they could have proved
nothing beyond the mere existence of the book quoted, at the

time that work was written, but would have done nothing to

establish its authenticity and trustworthiness. In the evidential

destitution of the Gospels, apologists would thankfully have re-

ceived even such vague indications. Indeed there is scarcely any
other evidence, but something much more definite is required to

establish the reality of miracles and Divine Kevelation. If this

point be, for the sake of argument, set aside, what is the i>osi-

tiou ? We are not entitled to infer that there were no quotations

from the Gospels in, tlie works of Hegesippus, Papias, and Diony-
sius of Corinth, because Eusebius does not record them ; but, on
the other hand, we are still less entitled to infer that there were
any.

The only inference which I care to draw from the silence of

Eusebius is precisely that which Dr. Lightfoot admits that, both
from his promise and practice, I am entitled to deduce : when any
ancient writer " has something to tell ahuat " the Gospels, " any
anecdote of interest respecting them," Eusebius will record it.

This is the pnly information of the slightest value to this work
which could be looked for in these writers. So far, therefore,

from producing the desti'uctive efiect upon .some of the arguments
of "Supernatural Religion," upon which he somewhat prema-
turely congiatulates himself, Dr. Lightfoot's elaborate and learned

article on the silence of Eusebius supports them in the most con-

clu-sive manner.

Before proceeding to speak more directly of the three writers under discus-

sion, it may be well to glance a little at the procedure of Eusebius, and note,

for those who care to go more closely into the matter, how he fulfils his pro-

mise to record what the Fathers have to tell about the Gospels. I may men-
tion, in the first place, that Eusebius states what he himself knows of the

composition of the Gospels and other canonical works.' Upon two occasions

he quotes the account whicli Cloment of Alexandria gives of the coniposi-

1 Cf. H. E., iii. 3, 4, 18, 24, 25, &c., &c.

1
1
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tiun of Mark's OoBpel, and also cites his statements regarding the other Gos-
pels. ^ In like manner he records the information, such as it is, which
IrenKius has to impart about the four Go8j)el« and other works, 2 and what
Origen has to say concerning thcni.^ Interrogating extant works, we find

in fact that Eusebius does not neglect to <[Uoto anytliing useful or interest-

ing regarding these books from early writers. Dr. Lightfoot says that Euse-
bius "restricts himself to the narrowest limits which justice to his subject

will allow," and he illustrates this by the case of Irenieus. He says :

" Thougli he (Kusebius) gives the princij)al passage in this author relating to

the Four Gospels (Irenajus, Adv. Hier. iii. 1, 1) he omits to mention others

which contain interesting statenjents directly or indirectly aflfecting the cjues-

tion, e.g. that St. John wrote his Gospel to counteract the errors of Cerinthus

and the Nicolaitans (Ireuieus, Adv. Hier. iii. 11, P " * I must explain, how-
ever, that the " intei'esting statement " omitted, . .lich is not in the cr)ntext

of the part quoted, is not advanced as information derived from any autlior-

ity, but only in the course of argument, and there is nothing to distinguish

it from mere personal oj)inion, so that on this ground Etisebius may well

have passed it over. Dr. Lightfoot further says ;
" Thus too, wheij he <juotes

a few lines alluding to the unanimous tradition of the Asiatic Elders who
were acqiuvinted with St. John,-'' he omits the context, from which we find

tliat this tradition had an im[)ortant bearing on the authenticity of the Fourth
Gospel, for it declared that Christ's ministry extended much beyond a single

year, thus confirming the obvious chronology of the Fourth Gospel against

the apparent chronology of the Synoptists."** Nothing, however, could be
further from the desire or intention of Eusebius than to represent any dis-

cordance between the Gosjjels, or to support the one at the expense of the

others. On the contrary, he enters into an elaborate explanation in order to

show that there is no discrepancy between them, affirming and supporting
hia view by singular (juotations, that it was evidently the intention of the

three Synoptists only to write the doings of the Lord for one year after the

imprisonment of John the Baptist, and that John, having the other Gospels
before him, wrote an account of the period not embraced by the other evan-
gelists.'? Moreover, the extraordinary assertions of Irenseus not only con-

tradict the Synoptics, but also the Fourth Gospel, and Eusebius certainly

could not have felt much inclination to (]Uote such opinions, even although
Irenseus seemed to base them upon traditions handed down by the Presbyters
who were acquainted with John.

It being then admitted that Eusebius not only pledges himself

to record when any ancient writer has something to " tell about
"

the undisputed canonical books, but that, judged by the test of

extant writings which we can examine, he actually does so, let us

see the conclusions Mdiich we are entitled to draw in the case of

the only three writ-ers with regard to whom I have inferred any-
thing fro^ the " silence of Eusebius."

I need scarcely repeat that Eusebius held HegesippUS in very
high estimation. He refers to him very frequently, and he clearly

1 li^

1 H. E. ii. 15, vi. 14,

2 H. E. V. 8. 3 H. E. vi. 26.
* "Contemporary Review," January, 187.5, p. 181.

6 By a slip of the pen Dr. Lightfoot refers to Irenseus, Adv. Ha?r. iii. 3(fc4. It

should be ii. 22, 5.

6 76., p. 181. 7 H. E. iii. 24.
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shows that ho not only vahiod, hut was intiumt<»ly ac(|nainto(l

with, liis writings. Eusehius (jiiotos from the work of Hegosippus

a very h)ng account of the martyrdom of James ;nie refers to

Hegesippus a.s liis authority for the statement that Simeon wavS a

cousin (ayal/uk) of Jesus, Cleophas his father hiiing, acconhng to

tliat author, the hrotlier of Joseph ;2 he conHrins a passage in the

l*4>i.stle of Clement l)y reference to Hegesippus ;^ lie (juote: from
Hegesippus a story reganUng some members of the family of

Jesus, of the race of David, who were brought before Domitian ;

*

he cites his narrative of the martyrdom of Sinujon, together with

other matters concerning the early Church ;
^ in another place he

gives a laudatory account of Hegesippus and his writings ; '' shortly

after, lie i-el'ers to the stateuiont of Hegesippus that he was in

Rome until the epi.scopate of Ehtutherus,'^ and further speaks in

praise of his work, mentions his observation on the Kpistle of

Clement, and quotes his remai'ks about the Church in Corinth, the

succession of Roman Bishops, the general state of the Church,

the rise of heresies, and other matters.'* I mention the.se numer-
ous references to Hegesippus as ] have noticed them in turning

over the pages of Eu.sebius, but others may, very probably have,

escaped me. Eu.sebius fulfils his pledge, and states what disputed

works were used by Hegesippus and what he said about them,

and one of these was the Gospel according to the Hebrews. He
does not, however, record a single remark of any kind regarding

our Gospels, and the legitimate inference, and it is the only one I

care to draw, is, that Hegesippus did not say anything about
them. I may simply add that, as Eusebius ([uotes the account of

Matthew and Mark from Papias, a man of whom he expresses

something like contempt, and again refers to him in confirmation

of the statement of the Alexandrian Clement regarding the com-
position of Mark'.s Gospel,'' it would be against all reason, as well

as opposed to liis pledge and general practice, to suppo.se that

Eusebius would have omitted to record any information given by
Hegesippus, a writer with whom he was so well acquainted, and
of whom he speaks with so much respect.

I have said that Eusebius wouh'. more particuLarly have quoted anything
with regard to the Fourth Gospel, and for those who care to go more closely

""into the point my reasons may be briefly given. No one can read Eusebius
ai+entively without noting the peculiar care with which he speaks of John
and his writings, and the substantially apologetic tone which he adopts in

regard to them. Apart from any doubts expressed regarding the Gospel it-

1 H. E. ii. 23.

2 H. E. iii. 11.

3 H. E. iii. 16.

* H. E. iii. 19, 20.

6 H. E. iii. 32.

6 H. E. iv. 8.

7 H. E. iv. 11.

s H. E. iv. 22.

« H. E. ii. 15.
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aolf, the controversy as to the autheiitioity of the Apocalypse and sicoiul and
third Episth'HCitlled by his uiiitie, with which KuHebiiia was so wollac(|uainted,

and thu critical diluninia iih to tlie iinpoHuibility of the same John having
written both the Gospel and the Apocalypse, regaiding which ho so fully

quotes the arguujent of Dianyrtius of AUx;. idria,i evidently made him i)ecn-

liarly interested in tin; rt.ibject, and his attention to the Fourth (Jospol was
certainly not diniininlied by his recognition of the essential difference bo-

weoi; thaf work and the tliree Synoptics. The first uccaRion on which he
speaks of John, he records the tradition that he Wiis banished to Patinos

during the i)er8ecution under Domitian, and refers to the Apocalypse . He
•juotes Ircnieus in support of this tradition, and the composition of the work
at the close of Doniitian's reij^n.'- He goes on to speak of the j^rsecution

under Domitian, and ipiotes Hegesippus as to a command given by that Em-
peror to slay all the posterity of David,'' as also Tertullian's account,'* wind-
ing up his extracts from the historians of the time by the statement that,

after Nerva succeeded Domitian, and the Senate had revoked the cruel de-

crees of the latter, the Ajxistle John retui'ned from exile in Patmos, and,
accordii '^ to ecclesiastical tradition, settled at Ephesus.'' He states that

John, the beloved discii>le, apostle and evangelist, governed the Churches of

Asia after the death of Domitian and his ret\irn from Patmos, and that he
was still living when Trajan succeeded Nerva, and for the truth of this he
(piotes passages from Irenseus and Clement of Alexandria." He then gives

an account of the writings of John, and whilst asserting that the (lospel

must be universally acknowledged as genuine, he says that it is ris^htly put
last ir. order amongst the four, of the composition of wliich he gives an ela-

borate description. It is not Decessai-y to quote his account of the Fourth
Gospel and of the occasion of its cimi>osition, which he states to have been
Joliu's, receiving the other tlueo tiospels, and whilst admitting their truth,

perceiving that they did not contain a narrative of the earlier history of

Christ. For this reason, being entreated to do so, he wrote an account of

the doings of Jesus before the Baptise was cast into prison. After some verj'

extraordinary rcsoning, Eusebius says that no one who carefully considers
thi^ points he mentions can think that the (iospels are at variance with each
other, and ho conjectures that John probably omitted tlie genealogies be-

cause Matthew and Luke had given them. 7 Without further anticipating

what I have to say when si)eaking of Papias, it is clear I think, that Euse-
bius, being aware of, and interested in, the peculiar difliculties connected
with the writings attributed to John, not to put a still stronger case, and
(pioting tradititms from later and consequently less weighty authorities,

would certainly Invve recorded with more special readiness any information
on the subject given by Her;esip[)Us, whom he so frequently lays uvtder con-

tribution, had his writings contained any.

In regard to Papias the ease is still clearer. We find that

Eusebius quotes his account of the composition of Gospels by
Matthew and Mark,^ although he had already given a closely

similar narrative regaiding Mark from Clement of Alexamlria,

;;iil

y

4l

%

n
f
M
•il

1 H. E. vii. 25. * H. E. iii. 20. « iii. 23.
•-i H. E. iii. 18. 6 iii. 20. 7 R. E. iii. 24.

3 H. E. iii. 19, 20.

8 I am much obliged to Dr. Lightfoot for calling my attention co the accidental

insertion of the words "and the Apocalypse " (S. K. i. p. 433). This was a mere
slip of the pen, of whicii no uae is made, and the error is effectually corrected by
my own distinct statements.
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and appealed to Papias in coniirmation of it. Is it either possible

or permissible to suppose that, had Papias known anything of

the other two Gospels, he would not have inquired about them
from the Presbyters and recorded their information ? And is it

eitlier possible or permissible to suppose that if Papias had
recorded any similiar information regarding the composition of

the third and fourth Go.spels, Eusebius would have omitted to

quote it? Certainly not; and Dr. Ligiitfoot's article proves it.

Eusebius had not only pledged himself to give such information,

and does no in every case which we can test, but he fulfils it by
actually quoting what Papias had to say a.bout the Gospels.

Even if he had been cai'eless, hit; very reference to the first two
Gospels must have reminded him of the claims of iuo rest. There
are, however, special reasons which render it still more
certain that had Papias had anything to tell about the Fourth
Gospel,—and if theie was a Fourth Gospel in his knowledge he
must have had something to tell about it,—Eusebius would have
recorded it. The first quotation which he makes from Papias is the

passage in which the Bishop of Hierapolis states the interest with
whichhehadinquirednbout the words ofthe Pre; ;byters, "wuat John
or Matthew or what any other of the disciples of the Lord said,

and what Aristion and the Presbyter John, disciples of the Lord,

say."^ Eusebius observes, and particularly points out, that the

name of John is twice mentioned in the passage, the former,

mentioned with Peter, James, and Matthew, and other Apostles,

evidently being, he thinks, the Evangelist, and the latter being

clearly distinguished l)y the designation of Presbyter. Eusebius
states tliat this proves the truth of the assertion that there were
two men of the name of John in Asia, and that tw(,' tombs were
still shoAvn at Ephesus bearing the name of John. Euseliius then
proceeds to argue that probably the second of the two Johns, if

not the first, was the man who saw the Revelation. What an
occasion for quoting any inforn ation bearing at all on the sub-

ject from Papias, who had questioned those who had been
acquainted with both ! His attention is so pointedly turned to

John at the very moment when he makes his quotations regarding

Matthew and Mark, that I am fully warranted, both by the

conclusions of Dr. Lightfoot and the peculiar circumstances of the

case, in affirming that the silence of Eusebius proves that Papias
.said nothing about eitl 3r tho third or fourth Gospels.

I need not go on to discuss Dionysius of Corinth, for the .same

reasoning ((|ually applies to his case. I have, therefore, only a
very few more words to say on the subject of Eusebius. Not
content with what he intended to be destructive critici.sm. Dr.

I H. E. iii. 39.

'iM\

rri
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Lightfoot valiantly proceeds to the constructive and, " as a sober

deduction from facts," makes the following statement which he
prints in italics :

" The silence of Eusefnus respecting ejirly

vritnesses to tJie Fourth Gospel is an evidence in its favcHv."^

Now, interpreted even by the rules laid down by Dr.

Lightfoot himself, what does this silence really mean ? It

means, not that the early vrriters about whoin he is suppos8<i

to be silent are witnesses about anything connected with the

Fourth Gospel, but simply that if Kusebius noticed and did not

record the mere use of that Gospel by any one, he thereby

indicates that he himself, in the fourth century, classed it amongst
the undisputed books, the mere use of which he does not under-

take to mention. The value of his opinion at so late a date is

very small.

Professor Lightfoot next makes a vehement attack upon me in

connection with " The Ignatian Epistles,"^ which is equally

abortive and limited to details. I do not intend to complain of

the spirit in which the article is written, nor of its unfairness.

On the whole I think that readers may safely be left to judge
of the tone in which a controver.sy is carried on. Unfortunately,

however, the perpetual accusation of mis-statement brought
against me in this article^ and based upon minute criticism into

which few care to follow, is apt to leave the impression that it is

well-founded, for there is the very natural feeling in most right

minds that no one would recklessly scatter such insinuations,

it is this which alone make such an attack dangerous. Now in a
work like this, dealing with so many details, it must be obvious

that it is not possible altogether to escape errors. A critic or

opponent is of course entitled to point these out, although, if he bo
high-minded oj- even alive to his own interests, I scarcely think

that he will do so in a spirit of unfair detraction. But in doing
this a writer is bound to be accurate, for if he be liberal of such

accusations and it can be shown that his charges are unfounded,
they recoil with double force upon himself. I propose, therefore,

as it is impossible for me to reply to all such attacks, to follow

Professor Lightfoot and Dr. Westcott with some minuteness in

their discussion of my treatment of the Ignatian Epistles, and
once for all to show the gi'ave misstatements to which the^
commit themselves.

Dr. Lightfoot does not ignore the character of the discussion

upon which he enters, but it will be seen that his appreciation of

its diificulty by no mea' s inspires hirrt with charitable emotions.

He says :
" The Ignatian (juestion is the most perplexing which

confronts the student of earlier Christian history. The literature

1 " Contemporary Review," Jan., 1875, p. 183. 2 fb. Fch., 1875, p. 337 ff.

•'V
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is voluminous ; the considerations involved are very wide, very

varied, and veiy intricate. A writer, therefore, may well be

pardoned if he betrays a want of familiarity with this subject.

But in this case the reader naturally expects that the opinions at

which he has arrived will be stated with some diffidence '" My
critic objects that I express my opinions with decision. I shall

hereafter justify this decision, but I would here point out that

the very reasons which render it difficult for Dr. Lightfoot tc

form a final and decisive judgment on the question make it easy

xor me. It requires but little logical perception to recognize that

Epi.stle."., the authenticity of which it is so difficult to establish,

cannot have much influence as testimony for the Gospels. The
stateni^nt just quoted, however, is made the base of the attack,

and war is declared in the following terms :

" The reader is naturally ied to think that a writer would not use such very
decided language unless he had obtained a thorough mastery of his subject

;

and when he linds the notes thronged with references to the most recondite

sources of information, he at once credits the author with an ' exhaustive

'

knowledge of the literature bearing upon it. It becomes important, theiefore,

to inquire whether the writer shows that accurate acquaintance with the sub-

ject, which justifies us m attaching weight to his dicta as distinguished from
his arguments. "'!

This sentence shov.'s the scope of the discussion. M}'^ dicta,

however, play a very subordinate part throughout, and even if

no weight be attached to them, and I have never desired that any
should be, raj argument would not be ii\ the least degree affected.

The first point attacked, like most of those subsequently as-

sailed, is one of mere critical history. I wrote: "The strongest

internal, as well as other evidence, into which space forbids our

going in detail, has led (1) the majoi'ity of critics to rect gnize the

Syriac version as the most genuine form of the lette»'s of Ignadus
extant, and (2) this is admitted by most of those who neverthe-

less deny the authenticity of any of the epistles."*

Upon this Dr. Lightfoot remarks :

'• No statement could be more erroneous as a summary of the resulis of

the Ignatian controversy since the puV)licaiion of the Syriac epistles than
this."*

It will be admitted that this is pretty " decided language " for

one who is preaching " diffidence." When we come to details,

however, Dr. Lightfoot admits :
" Those who maintain the

genuineness o* the Ign.^tilln Epistles in one or other of the two

1 "Contemporary Re\'iew," February, 1875, p. 330. 2 fh. p. 340.

3 S. R. i. p. 203 f. I have introduced numbers for facility of reference.
* "Contemporary Review," February, ?87C, p. 340.
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forms, may be said to be almost evenly divided on this question

of priority." He seems to consider that he sufficiently shows
this when he mentions live or six critics on either side ; but even
on this modified interpretation of my statement its correctness

may be literally maintained. To the five names quoted as re-

cognizing the priority of the Syriac Epistles, may be added those

of Milman, Bohringer, DePressens^, and Dr. Tregelles, which im-
mediately occur to me. But T must ask on whnt ground he limits

my remark to those who absolutely admit tin- genuineness? I

certainly do not so limit it, but affirm that a majority prefer the

three Curetonian Ej)istles, and that this majority is made up
partly of those who, denying the authenticity of any of the letters,

still consider the Syriac the purest and least adulterated form of

the Epistles. This will be evident to any one who reads the con-

text. With regard to the latter (2) part of the sentence, I will at

once say that " most " is a slip of the pen for " many," which I

correct in this edition. Many of those who deny or do not admit
the authenticity prefer the Curetonian version. The Tubingen
school are not unanimous on the poino, and there are critics who
do not belong to it. Bleek, for instance, who does not commit
himself to belief, considers the priority of the Curetonian " im
hbchstcn Grade wahrscheinlich." Yolkmar, Lipsius, and Rumpf
prefer them. Dr. Lightfoot says

:

" The case of Lipsius is especially instructive, as illustrating this point.

Having at one time maintained the priority and genuineness of the Curetonian
letters, he has lately, if I rightly understand him, retracted his former
opinion on both (juestions alike." i

Dr. Lightfoot, however, has not rightly understood him. Lipsius

has only withdrawn his opinion that the Syriac letters em
authentic, but whilst now asserting that in all their forms the

Ignatian Epistles are spurious, lie still maintains the priority of the

Curetonian version. He first announced this change of view em-
phatically in 1873, when he added :

" An dem relativ grossern

Alter der syrischen Textgestalt gegeniiber der kUrzeren grie-

chischen halte ich Ubrigens nach wie vor fest."^ In the very
paper to which Dr. Lightfoot refers Lipsius also again says quite

distinctly :
" Ich bin noch jetzt liberzeufit, dass der Syrer in

zahlreichen Ffillen den relativ ursprUnglichsten Text bewahrt hat

(vgl. meine Nachweise in Niedner's Zeitschr. S. 15 fi')."^ With
regard to the whole of this (2) point, it must be remembered that

the only matter in question is simply a shade of opinion amongst

1 "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 341.
2 Ueber d. Urspr. u. s. w. des ChristennamenB, p. 7, anm. 1.

3 Zeitschr. wiss. Theol. 1874, p. 211, an'n. 1.
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critics vrho deny the authenticity of the Ignatian Epistles in all

forms.

Dr. Lightfoot, however, goes on " to throw some light on this

point" by analysing my "general statement of the course of

opinion on this subject given in an earlier passage."^ The " light
"

which he throws seems to pass through so peculiar a medium,
that I should be much rather tempted to call it darkness. I beg
the reader to favour me with his attention to this matter, for here

commences a serious attack upon the accuracy of my notes and
statements, which is singularly fidl of error and misrepresentation.

The general statement referred to and quoted is as follows :

" These three Syriac epistles have been subjected to the severest scrutiny,

and many of the ablest critics have pronounced them to be the only authci-

tic Epistles of Ignatius, whilst others, who do not admit that even these are

genuine letters e;nanating from Ignatius, still prefer them to the version of

seven Greek epistles, and consider them the most ancient form of the letters

which we possess. As earlj"^ as the sixteenth century, however, the strongest

doubts were e:'cpressed regarding the authenticity of any of the epistles

ascribed to fgiiatius. The Magdeburg Centuriators first attacked them, and
Calvin declared (p. 260) them to be spurious, an opinion fully sharec'. by
Chemnitz, DalliBus, and others, and similar doubts, more or less definite,

were expressed tliroughout the seventeenth century and onward to com-
paratively recent times, although the means of fornung a judgment were
not then so complete as n )w. That the epistles were interpolated there was
no doubt. Fuller examination and more comprehensive knowledge of the

subject have confiriped earlier doubts, and a large mass of critics recognize

that the authenticity ^f none of these epistles can bo established, and that

they can only be considered later and spurious compositions. "2

In the first note (') on p. 259, I referred to Bunsen, Bleek,

Bbhringer, Cureton, Ewald, Lipsius, Milman, Ritsch); and Weiss,

and Dr. Lightfoot proceeds to analj^ze my statements as follows

:

and I at once put his explanation and my text in parallel colums,

italicising parts of both to call more immediate attention to the

point

:

The Text. Dr. Liohtfoot's Statement.

Many of the ablest critics have pro-

nminced ih'',m to be the only authentic

Epistles of Ignatius, whilst others who
do not admit that even these are

genuine letors emanating from Ig-

natius, still prefer them to the version

of seven Greek Epistles, auoi con-

sider them the most ancient form of tJie

letters which we pooscse. 2

"These refer nces, it will be ob-
served, are given to illustrate more
immediatehj, though perhaps not sole-

ly, the statement that writers ' ivho

do not admit thai even these (the Cure-
tonian Episiles) are genuine letters

emanating from Igmdius, still prefer

them to the version of seven Greek
Epistles, and consider them the most
ancient form of the letters which we
possess.' "3

1 " Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 341.

2 S. R. i. p, 259 f,

3 " Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 342.
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It must be evident to any one who reads the context^ that in this

sentence I am stating opinions expressed in favour of the Cure-
tonian Epistles, and that the note, which is naturally put at the
end of that sentence, must be intended to represent tins favour-

able opinion, whether of those who absolutely maintain the
authenticity or merely the relative priority. Dr. Lightfoot quietly

suppresses, in his comments, the main statement of the text which
the note illustrates, and then " throws light " upon the point by
the following remarks

:

Dr. Lightfoot's Statement.

" The reader, therefore, will hard-

ly be prepared to hear that not one
of these nine writers condemns the

Ignatian letters as spurious. Bleek
alone leaves the matter in some un-
cei'tainty while inclining to Bunsen's
view ; the other eight distinctly main-
tain the genuineness of the Cureto-

nian letters. "2

The Truth.

Citreton, BtDisen, Buhringer, Eivahl,
MUnuni, Ritchl, and Weiss maintain
both the priority and genuineness of

the Syriac Epistles. Bleek will not
commit himself to a distinct recogni-
tion of the letters in any form. Of
the Vossian Epistles, he says

:

" Aber auch die Echtheit dieser Re-
cension ist keineswegs Richer." He
considers the priority of the Cure-
tonian "in the highest degree proba-
ble."

Lipsius rejects all the Epistles, as

I have already said, but maintains
the priority of tlie Syriac.

Dr. Lightfoot's statement, therefore, is a total misrepresenta-

tion of the facts, and of that mischievous kind whicn does most
subtle injury. Not one reader in twenty would take the trouble

to investigate, but would receive from such positive assertions an
impresssion that my note was totally wrong, when in fact it is

literally correct. Continuing his analysis, Dr. Lightfoot fights

almost every inch of the gTOund in the very same style. He can-

not contradict my statement that so early as the sixteenth cen-

tury the strongest doubts were expressed regarding the authenti-

city of any of the Epistles ascribed to Ignatius, and that the

Magdeburg Centuriators attacKed them, and Calvin declared them
to be spurious,^ but Dr. Lightfoot says :

" The criticisms of Calvin

more especially refer to those passages which were found in the

IS R. i. p. 259.

2 " Contemporary Review," February 1875, p. 342. In a note Dr. Lightfoot

states that my references to Lipsius are to his earlier works, wliere he still main-
tains the priority and genuineness of the Curetonian Epistles. Certainly they are

so, but in the right place, two pages further on, I refer to the writings in v/hich

he rejects the aut'i* nticity, whilrt still maintaining his previous view of the
priority of these letters.

•5 Calvin's e p^essions are : Nihil nicniis illis, quie sub Ignatii nomine edita^ sunt,

putidiu". Quo minus tolerabilis est eorum irapudentia, qui talibus larvis ad fal-

lenduni se iustruunt. Inst. Chr. Rel. i. 13, § 39.
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Long Recension alone."^ Of course only the Long Recension was
at that time known. Rivet replies to Canipianus that Calvin's

objections were not against Ignatius but the Jesuits who had cor-

rupted him.' This is the usual retort theological, but as 1 have
quoted the words of Calvin the reader may judge for himself.

Dr. Lightfoot then .says :

" The clause which follows contains a direct misstatement. Chemnitz did

not fxilly share the opinion that they were spurious ; on the contrary, he
quotes them several times as authoritative ; but he says that they ' seem to

have been altered in many places to strengthen the position of the Papal
ppwer, Ac' "«''

Pearson's statement here quoted must be received with reserve,

for Chemnitz rather speaks .sarcastically of those who quote these

Epistles as evidence. In treating them as ancient documents or

speaking of ])arts of them with respect, Chemnitz does nothing
more than the Magdeburg Centuriators, but this is a very different

thing from directly ascribing them to Ignatius himself. The
Epistles in the " Long Recension " were bofore Chemnitz both in

the Latin and Greek fonns. He says of them :
"

. . . . et multas
habent non contemnendas sententias, presertim sicut Graece
leguntur. Admixta vero sunt et alia non pauca, quie profecto non
referunt gi'avitatem Apostolicam. Adulteratas enim jam esse

illas epistolas, vel inde colligitur." He then shows that quotations

in ancient writers purporting to be taken from the Epistles of

Ignatius ai"e not found in these extant epistles at all, and says

:

" De Epistolis igitur illis Ignatii, qu» nunc ejus titulo feruntur,

merito dubitamus : transfoi'matiie enim videntur in multis locis,

ad stabiliendum statum regni Pontificii."* Even when he speaks
in favour of them " he damns them /ith faint praise." The
whole of the discussion turns upon the word " fully," and is an
instance of the minute criticism of my critic, who evidently is

not directly acquainted with Chenniitz. A shade more or less of

doubt or certainty in conveying the impression received from the

words of a writer is scarcely worth much indignation.

Dr. Lightfoot makes a very detailed attack on my next two
notes, and here again I must closely follow him. My note (*) p.

260 read as follows :

"2 By Bochartus, Auber^in, Blondel, Basnage, Casaubon, Cocus, Humfrey,
Rivetus, Salmasius, Socinus (Faustus), Parker, Petau, &c., itc. ; cf. Jacub-

son, Patr. Apost. , i. p. xxv. ; Cureton, ^'indicise Ignatianaj, 1846, appendix."

1 "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 342.
2 Op. Theolog. l()f.2, ii. p. lOSfi.

3 "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 342. Dr. Lightfoot refers to
" Pearson B Vindicire Ignat. , p. 28 (ed. Churton).

* Examinia Concillii Tridentini, 1614, i. p. 85 (misprinted 89.)
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Upon this Dr. Lightfoot makes the following preliminary

remarks

:

" Bui the most important pf)int of all is the purpose for which they are

quoteil. ' Similar doubts ' could only, I think, be interpreted <'rom the con-

text as doubts 'regarding the authenticity of any of the Epistles ascribed to

Ignatius.' "i

As Dr. Lightfoot, in the first sentence just (juoted, recognizes what
is the " most important point of all," it is a pity that, throughout
the whole of the subsequent analysis of the references in questioii,

he persistently ignores my very careful definition of " the pur-

pose for which they ave quoted." It is difhcult, without entering

into minute classitieations, accurately to represent in a few words
the opinions of a great number of writers, and briefly convey a
fair idea of the course of critical judgment. Desirous, therefore,

of embracing a la"ge cla.ss,—for both this note and the next, with
mere ditference of epoch, illustrr.te the same statement in the

text, and not to overstate the case on my own side, I used A,Miat

seemed to me a very moderate phrase, decreasing the force of the

opinion of those who positively rejected the Epistles, and not

unfairly representing the hesitation of those who did not fully

accept them. I said, then, in guarded terms,—and I italicise the

part which Dr. Lightfoot chooses to suppress,—that "similar

douhU, more or less dejiaite," were expressed by the writers re-

ferred to.

Dr. Lightfoot admits that Bochart directly condemns one
Epistle, and would probably have condemned the rest also; that

A.ubertin, Blondel, Basnage, R. Parker, and Saumaise actiially

rejected all ; and thatCook pronounces them " either supposititious

or shamefully corrupted." So far, therefore, there can be no
dispute. I will now take the rest in succession. Dr. Lightfoot

says that Humfrey " considers that they have been interpolated

and mutilated, but he believes them genuine in the main." Dr.

Lightfoot has so conij^letely warped the statement in the text,

that he seems to demand nothing short of a total condemnation
of the Epistles in the note ; but had I intended to say that Hum-
frey and all of these writers definitely rejected the whole of the

Epistles I should not have limited myself to merely saying that

they expressed " doubts more or less definite," which Humfrey
does. Dr. Lightfoot says that Socinus " denounces corruptions and
anachronisms, but, so far as I can see, does not question a nucleus
of genuine matter." His very denunciations, however, are cer-

tainly the expression of " doubts, more or less definite." " Casau-
bon, so far from rejecting them altogether," Dr. Litjfhtfoot says,

1 "Contemporary Review," Feb. 1875, p. 343.
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" promises to defend the antiquity of some of the Epistles with

new arguments." But I have never affirmed that he "rejected

them altogether." Casauhon died before he fulfilled the promise

referred to, so that we cannot determine what arguments he

might have u.sed. 1 must point out, however, that the antiquity

doos not necessarily involve the authenticity of a document.
With regard to Ri\et the case is diti'erent. I had overlooked the

fact that in a subsequent edition of the work referred to, after

receiving Archbishop Usher's edition of the Short Recession, he

had given his adhesion to " thal^ form of the Epistles."^ This fact

is also mentioned by Pearson, and I ought to have observed it."

Petau, the last of the writers referred to, says : " Equidem baud ab-

nuerim epistolasillius varie interpolatas et quibusdam additis mu-
tatas, ac depravatas fuisse : tum aliquas esse supposititias : verum
nullas omnino ab Ignatio Epistolas esse scriptas, id vero nimium
temere affirmari sentio." He then goes on to mention the recent

pul^ication of the Vossian Epistles and the version of Usher, and
the learned Jesuit Fatlier has no more decided opinion to express

than :
" ut haec prudens, ac justa suspicio sit, illas esse genuinas Ig-

natii epistolas, quas antiquorum consensus illustribus testimoniis

commendatas ac approbatas reliquit."^

The next note ("''), p. 2G0, was only separated from the preceding

for convenience of reference, and Dr. Lightfoot quotes and com-
ments upon it as follow%s

:

" The next note (•''), page 200, is as follows :

—

" [Wottun, Prsef. Clem. R. Epp. , 1718] ; J. Owen, Enquiry into original

nature, «fec., Evang. Church : Works ; ed. Ruasel, 1826, vol. xx. p. 147 ;

Oudin, Comm. de Script. Eccles., &c. , 1722, p. 88 ; Lam.pe Comm. analyt.

ex Evang. Joan., 1724, i. p. 184 ; Lardner, Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 68
f. ; Beausobre, Hist. Crit. de Manich6e, &c. , 1734, i. p. 378, note 3 ; Emesii,
N. Theol. Biblioth., 1761, ii. p. 489

;
[Moshiem, de Rebus Christ., p. 159 f.]

Weismann, Introd. in Memt)rab. Eccles., 1745, i. p. 137 ; Heumonn, Con-
spect., Reipub. Lit. 1763, p. ¥d2 ; Hchwckh, Chr. Kirchengesch., 1775, ii. p.

341 ; Grienbach, Opuscula Academ., 1824, i. p. 26; Rosenmiiller , Hist. Interpr.

Libr. Sacr. in Eccles., 1795, i. p. 116 ; Semler, Paraphr. in Epist. ii. Petri,

1784, Prsef. ; Kestner, Comm. de Eusebii H. E. condit., 1816, p. 63 ; Henke,
Allg. Gesch, chr. Kirche, 1818, i. p. 96; Nemider, K. G., 1843, ii. p. 1140,

[cf. i. p. 327; anm. 1] ; Batcmgarten-Crusiiis, Lehrb. chr. Dogmengesch.,
1832, p. 83 : cf. comp. chr. Dogmengesh, 1840, p. 79

;
[Neidner, Gesch. chr.

K., p. 196 ; Thiersch, Die K. im. ap. Zeit, p. 322 ; Hagenhach, K. G. , i. p.

115 f.] ; cf. Cureton, Vind. Ign. Append. ; Ziegler, Versuch ein prag.

Gesch. d. kirchl. Verfassougs-fornien, u. s. w., 1798, p. 16 ; J. E. U.

Schmidt. Versuch lib. d. gedop^ , Recens. d. Br. S. Ignat. in Henke's Mag.

Il

1 Critici Sacri, lib. ii. cap. 1 ; Op. Theolog. 1652, ii, p. 1086.
' 2 Vind. Ignat. 1672, p. 14 f. ; Jacohnon, Patr. Apost. 1. p. xxxviii.

3 Op. de Theolog. Dogmat. ;—De Eccles. Hierarch. v. 8 § 1, Edit. Venetiis,

1757, Vol. vii.

I)
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f. Rel. Phil. n. s. w., [1795 ; cf. Biblioth. f. Krit. u. s. w., N. T., i. p.

463 ff., Urspr. kath. Kirche, II. i. p. If.]; H'bnch Chr. K. G., i, p. 200.
" The brackets !>re not the atithor's, but my own.
" This is doubtless one of those exhibitions of learning which have made

such a deep iHii)re88ion on the reviewers. Certainly, as it stands, this note

suggests a thorough acquaintance with all the by-paths of the Ignatian liter-

ature, and seems to represent the gleanings of many years' reading. It is

important to observe, however, that every one of these references, except

those wliich I have included in brackets, is given in the appendix to Cureton's

Vindicm Ignatmmf, where the passages are ipioted in full. Thus two-thirds

of this elaborate note might have been compiled in ten minutes. Our author
has here and there transposed the order of the quotations, and confused it

by so doing, for it is chronological in Curetoii. But what purpose was served

by thus importing into his notes a mass of borrowed and unsorted references ?

And, if he thought fit to do so, why was the key-reference to Cureton buried
among the rest, so that it stands in immediate connection with some addi-

tional references on which it has no bearing I
" ^

I do not see any special virtue iii the amount of time which
might suffice, imder some circumstances, to compile a note, al-

though it is here advanced as an important point to observe, but
I call attention to the unfair spirit in which Dr. Lightfoot's eriti-

cismr. are made. I ask every just-minded reader to consider what
right any critic has to insinuate, if not directly to say, that, be-

cause some of the references in a note are also given by Cureton,
I simply took them from him, and thus " imported into my notes

amass of borrowedand unsorted references," and further to insinu-

ate that I
" here and there transposed the order" apparently to con-

ceal the source? This is a kind of criticism which T very gladly

relinquish entirely to my high-minded and reverend opponent.

Now, as full quotations are given in Cureton's appendix, I should

have been perfectly entitled to take references from it, had I

pleased, and for the convenience of many reader's I distinctly in-

dicate Cure'^on's work, in the note, as a source to be compared.
The fact is, however, that I did not take the references from
Cureton, but in every case derived heui from the works them-
selves, and if the note " seems to represent the gleanings of many
years' reading," it certainly does not misrepresent the fact, for I

took the trouble to make myself acquainted with the " by-paths
of Ignatian literature." Now in analysing the references in this

note it must be borne in mind that they illustrate the statement
that " doubts, more or le^s definite' continued to be expressed re-

garding the Igna ian Epistles. I am much obliged to Dr. Light-

foot for drawing my attention to Wotton. His name is the first

in the note, and it unfortunately was the last in a list on another
point in my note-book, immediately preceding this one, and was
Ijy mistake, included in it. I also frankly give up Weismann,

1 " Contemporary Review," February, 1873, p. .W f.
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wlioso doubts I fiiii' T had exaggerated, and {uoceed to examine
Dr. Lightfoot's further statements. He say.s that Thiersch uses

the Curetonian as genuine, and that his only doultt is, whether he

ought not to accept the Vossian. Thiersch, however, admits that

he cannot quote either the seven or the three Epistles as genuine.

He says distinctly :
" These three Syriac Epistles lie under the

suspicion that they are not an older text, but merely an epitome
of the seven, for the other notes found in the same MS. seem to

be excerpts. But on the other hand, the doubts regarding the

genuineness of the seven Epistles, in the ferm in which they are

known since Usher's time, are not yet entirely r'^moved. For no
MS. has yet been found which contains only the seven Epistles

attested by Eusebius,a MS. such as lay before Eusebius."^ Thiersch,

therefore, does expre.ss " doubts, more or less definite." Dr. Light-

foot then continues :
" Of the rest, a conf-iulerable number, as, for

instance, Lardnei', Beausobre, Schroeckh, Griesbach, Kestner,

Neander, and Bauuigai'ten-Crusius, v-i/A difevent degrees of cer-

tainty or uncertainty, pronounce themselves in favour of a genuine
nucleus."*^ The words which I have italic'sed are a mere para-

phrase of my words descriptive of the doubts entertained. I

must point out that a leaning towards belief in a genuine " nu-
cleus" on the part of some of these writers, by no means excludes

the expression of " doubts, unore or less dejinite" which is all I

quote them for. I will take each name in order.

Lardner says :
" But whether the smaller (Vossian Epistles)

themselves are the genuine writings of Ignatius, bishop of

Antioch, is a question that has been much disputed, and has

employed the pens of the ablest critics. And whatever posi-

tivene.ss some may have shown on either side, I must own I

have found it a very difficult question." Tlie oi)inion which
he expresses finally is merely :

" it appears to me probable

that they are /or the main the genuine epistles of Ignatius."

Beausobre says :
" Je ne veux, ni ddfendre, ni combattre I'authen-

ticitd des Lettres de St. Ignace. Si elles ne sont pas veri-

tables, elles ne laissent pas d'etre fort anciennes ; et I'opinion

que me paroit la plus raisonnable, est que les plus pures ont

dtd interpoldes."

Schroeckh says that along with the favourable considerations for

th-^. shorter (Vossian) Epistles " many doubts arise which
make them suspicious." He proceeds to point out many grave
difficulties and anachronisms, which cast doubt both on indi-

vidual epistles and upon the whole, and he remarks that a

1 Die Kirche im ap. Zeit, p. 322.
" Contemporary Revitw," February, 1875, p. .344 f.

c'i
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very conniion way t>f evadinj^ those and other difficulties i.s

to affirm that all the passages which cannot be reeoaeiled

with the mode of thought of Ignatius are interpolations of a
latei time. He concludes with the pertinent observation :

" However probable this is, it nevertheless remains a.s diffi-

cult to prove which are the interpolated passages." In

fact it would be difficult to point out any writer who
more thoroughly doubts without definitely rejecting all the

Epistles.

Oriesbach and KeMner l)oth express " doubts more or less defin-

ite," but to make sufficient extracts to illustrate this would
occupy too much space.

Neander.—Dr. Lightfoot has been misled by the short extract

from the English translation of the first edition of Neander's
History given by Cureton in his Appendix, has not attended

to the brief German (juotation from the second edition, and
has not examined the original at all, or he would have seen

that, so far from pronouncing " in favour of a genuine
nucleus," Neander might well have been cl&ssed by me
amongst those who distinctly reject the Ignatian Epistles,

instead 6i being moderately quoted amongst those who
merely express doubt. Neander says :

" As the account of

the martyrdom of Ignatius is very suspicious, so also the

Epistles which suppose the correctness of this suspicious

legend do not bear throughout the impress of a distinct

individuality, and of a man of that time who is addressing

his last words to the communities. A hierarchial |»urpose

is not to be mistaken." In an earlier part of the work, he
still more emphatically says that, " in the so-called Ignatian

Epistles," he recognizes a decided " design " (absichtlichkeit)

and he continues :
" as the tradition regarding the journey

of Ignatius to Rome, there to be cast to the wild beasts,

seems to me, for the above-mentioned reasons, very suspicious,

his Epistles, which pre-suppose the truth of this tradition,

can no longer inspire me with faith in their authenticity." ^

He goes on to state additional grounds for disbelief.

BaumgarteJi-Crusius stated in one place in regard to the seven

Epistles, that it is no longer possible to ascertain how much of

the extant may have formed part of the original Epistles, and
in a note he excepts only the passages quoted by the Fathers.

He seems to agree with Seraler and others that the two
Recensions are probably the result of manipulations of the

original, the shorter form being more in ecclesiastical, the

longer in dogmatic interest. Some years later he remarked

1 <s

M

1 K. (jr. 1842, i. p. 327, anir, 1.
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tliat inquiries into the Epistles, altliotigl* not yet concluded,
had rather tended towards the ( arller view that the Shorter
Recension was more ori<,final than the Long, but that even
the shorter may have sutien-d, if not from manipulations
(Ueberarbeituugen), from interpolations. This very cautious

statement, it will l)e observed, is wholly relative, and does
not in the least modify the previous conclusion that the

original material of the letters cannot be ascertained.

Dr. Lightfoot's objections regarding these seven writers are tho-

roughly unfounded, and in most cases glaringly erroneous.

He proceeds to tlie next " note (*) " with the same uidiesitating

vigour, and characterizes it as " equally unfortunate." Wherever
it has been possible, Dr. Lightfoot has succeeded in misrepresent-

ing the " purpose " of my notes, although he lias recognized how
important it is to ascertain this correctl}', and in this instance he
has done so again. I will put my text and his explanation,

upon the basis of which he analy.ses the note, in juxtaposition,

italicising part of my own statement which he altogether dis-

,.r>r^nvrls :

«

Dr. Lightfoot.

"References to twenty authorities

are tlion given, as belonging to the
'Large mass of critics' who recog-

nize that the Ignatian Epistles ' can
only be considered later and spurious
compositions.' "'

" Further examination and more
comprehensive knowledge of the sub-

ject have confirmed earlier doubts,

and a larpe mass of critics ncoguize
that the (mthenticity of none of these

Epistles can be established, and that

they can only be considered later and
spurious compositions.

"

There are here, in on' " to embrace a number of references, two
approximate states ^-^ (^jinion represented : the first, which leaves

the Epistles in pern ;inent doubt, as sufficient evidence is not
forthcoming to estaolish their authenticity ; and the second,

which positively pronounces them to be spurious. Out of the

twenty authorities referred to, Dr. Lightfoot objects to six as

contradictory or not confirming what he states to be the purpose

of the note. He seems to consider that a reservation for the

possibility of a geniiine substratum which cannot be defined

invalidates my reference. I maintain, however, that it does not.

It is quite possible to consider that the authenticity of the extant

letters cannot be established without denying that there may
have been some original nucleus upon which these actual docu-

ments may have been based. I will analyse the six references.

H

Gfr

Ha',

Schl

1 " Contemporary Review, " February, 1875, p. 345.
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Bleek.—Dr. Lij/htfoot says :
" Of these Bleek (already cited in a

previous note) expresses no definite opinion."

Dr. Li<.,ditfoot omits to mention that I do not refer to Bleek
directly, l)ut by " Cf" merely recjuest consideration of his

opinions. 1 have already partly stated Bleek's view. After
pointing out .some ditHculties, he .says generally :

" It comes
to this, that the origin of the Ignatian Epistles themselves

is still very doubtful." He refuses to make use of a passage

because it is only found in the Long Recension, and another
which occurs in the Shorter llecen.sion he does not consider

evidence, because, first, he says, " The authenticity of this

Recension also is by no means certain," and, next, the Cure-
ton Epistles di.scredit th others. " Whether this Recension
(the Curetonian) is more original than the shorter Greek is

cei'tainly not altogether certain, but .... in the highest

degree probable." In another place he refuses to make use

of reminiscences in the " Ignatian Epistles," " because it is

still very douboful how the ca.se stands as regards the

authenticity and integrity '.f these Ignatian Epistles them-
selves, in the different Recensions in which we possess

them."' In fact, he did not consider that their authenticity

could be established. I do not, however, include him here

at all.

Gfrorer.—Dr. Lightfoot, again, omits to state that I do not cite

this writer like the others, but by a " Cf." merely suggest a

reference to his remarks.

Harlesff, according to Dr. Lightfoot, "avows that he must 'decid-

edly reject with the most considerable critics of older and
more recent times' the opinion maintained by certain persons

that the Epistles are 'altogether .spurious,' and proceeds to

treat a pa.ssage as genuine because it stands in the Vossian
letters as well as in the Long Recension."

This is a mistake. Harless quotes a pa.ssage in connection

with Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians with the distinct remark :

" In this case the disadvantage of the uncertainty regarding

the Recensions is in part removed through the cii'cumstance

that both Recensions have the passage." He recognizes that

the completeness of the proof that ecclesiastical tradition goes

back beyond the time of Marcion is somewhat wanting from
the uncertainty regarding the text of Ignatius. He did not

in fact venture to consider the Ignat ian Epistles evidence even
for the fii"st half of the second century.

Schliemann, Dr. Lightfoot states, " says that ' the external testi-

1 Einl. N. T., [). 144 f., p. 233.
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monies oblige him to recognize a genuine substratum,' though
he is not satisfied with either existing recension."

Now what Schliemann says is this :
" Certainly neither the

Shorter and still less the Longer Kecension in which we
possess these Epistles can lay claim to authenticity. Only if

we must, nevertheless, without doubt suppose a genuine sub-

stratum," kc. In a note he adds :
' The external testimonies

oblige me to recognize a genuine substratum—Polycarp
already speaks of the same in Ch. xiii. of his Epidtle. But
that in their present form they do not proceed from Ignatius

the contents sufficiently show."

Hase, according to D^. Lighttbot, " commits himself to no opin-

ion."

If he does not deliberately and directly do so, he indiciates

what that opinion is with sufficient clearness. The Long
Recension, he says, bears the marks of later manipttlation,

and excites suspicion of an invention in favour of Epi,scopacy,

and the shorter text is not fully attested either. The Cure-
tonian E])istles with the shortest and least hierarchical text

give the impression of being an epitome. " But even if no
authentic kernel lay at <-he basis of these Epistles, yet they
would be a significant document at latest out of the middle
of the second century." These last words are a clear admis-

sion of his opinion that the authenticity cannot be estab-

lished.

Leclder candidly confesses that he commenced with a prejudice in

favour of the authenticity of the Epistles in the Shorter
Recension, but on reading them through, he says that an im-
pression unfavourable to their authenticity was produced
upon him which he had not been able to shake off. He pro-

ceeds to point ouu their internal improbability, and other

difficulties connected with the supposed journey, which make
it " still more improba,ble that Ignatius himself can really

have written these Epistles in this situation." Lechler does

not consider that the (hiretonian Epistles strengthen the case;

and although he admits that he cannot congratulate himself

on the possession of "ceitainty and cheerfulness of conviction
"

of the inauthenticity of the Ignatian Epistles, he at least very

clearly justifies the affirmation that the authenticity cannot
be established. , . ^ , ... , ,

Now what has been the result of this minute and prejudiced

attack upon my notes ? Out of nearly seventy critics and writers

in connection 'vith what is admitted to be one of the mast intricate

questions of Christian literature, it appears that—much to my

\A
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regret—I have inserted one name totally by accident, overlooked

that the doubts of another had been removed by the subsequent

publication of the Short Recension and consequently erroneously

classed him, and I withdraw a third whose doubts I consider that

I have overrated. Mistakes to this extent in dealing with such a

mass of references, or a difference of a shade more or less in the

representation of critical opinions, not always clearly expressed,

may, I hope, be excusable, and I can only say that I am only too

glad to correct such eiTors. On the other hand, a critic who attacks

such references,in such a tone,and with such wholesale accusations

of "misstatement" and "misrepresentation," was bound to be

accurate, and I have shown thnt Dr. Lightfoot is not only inaccur-

ate in matters of fact, but unfair in his statements of my purpose.

I am happy however to be able to make use of his own words and

c,a,y . 'I iua_y perhaps liave fallen into some errors of detail, though
I have endeavoured to avoid them, but the main conclusions are,

T believe, irrefragable."^

There are further misstatements made by Di- Lightfoot to which
I musb briefly refer before turning to other matters. He says,

with unhesitating boldness :

" One highly important omission is significant. There is no mention, from
first to last, of the Armenian version. Now it happens that this version (so

far as regards the documentary evidence) han been felt to be tlie key to the posi-

tion, and around it the battle has ragedfiercely since its publication. Ono who
(like our author) ma,intains the priority of the Curetonian letters, was espec-

ially bound to give it some consideration, for it furnishes the most formidable
argument to his opponents. This version was given to the world by Peter-

mann in 1849, the same year in which Oureton's later work, the Corp^is Ljna-
tiannm, appeared, and therefore was unknown to him. Its bearing occupies

a more or less prominent place in all, or nearly all, the ivnters who have specially

discussed the Ignatian question dunvg the last quarter of a. century. Tliis is true

of Lipsius and Weiss ami Hilgenfeld and Uhlhorn, whom he cites, 7wt less than

of Merx and Denzinger a)id Zahn, whom he neglects to cite."

Now first as regards the facts. I do not maintain the priority

of the Curetonian Epistles in this book myself. Indeed 1 express

no personal opinion wliatever regarding them which is not con-

tained in that general declaration of belief, the decision of which
excites the wrath of my diffident critic. That the Epistles in no
form have " any value as eviderice for an earlier period than the

end of the second or beginning of the third century, even if

they have any value at, all." 1 merely represent the o[)inion of

others regarding those Epistles. Dr. Lightfoot very gieatly ex-

aggerates the importance attached to the Armenian version, and I

call special attention to the passages in the above quotation which

¥;
#'«i

p^-

1 " Couteiiiporary Review," February, 1876, p. 183.
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I have taken the liberty of italicising. I venture to say emphat-
ically that, so far from being considered the " key of the position,"

this version has, with some exceptions, played a most subordinate

and insignificant part in the controversy, and as Dr. Lightfoot has

expressly mentioned certain writers, 1 will state how the case

stands with regard to them. Weiss, Lipsius, Uhlhorn, Merx, and
Zahn certainly "more or less prominently" deal with them. Den-
zingor, however, only refers to Petermann's publication, which
appeared while his own brochure was passing through the press,

in a short note at the end, and in again wa-iting on the Ignatian

question, two years aftei,^ he does not even allude to the Armenian
version. Beyond the barest historical reference to Petermann's
work, Hilgenfeld does not discuss the Armenian version at all.

So much for the writeis actually mentioned by Dr. Lightfoot

As for " the writers who have specially discussed the Ignat; i

([uestion during the last quarter of a century ;
" Cureton appa-

rently did not think it worth while to add anything regarding

the Armenian version of Petermann after its appearance ; Bunsen
refutes Petermann's arguments in a fewpages ofhis"Hippolytus;"^
Baur, who wrote against Bunsen and the Curetonian letters, and,

according to Dr. Lightfoot's representation, should have found
this " the most formidable argument " against them, does not any-
where, subsequent to their publication, even allude to the Ar-

menian Epistles ; Ewald, in a note of a couple of lines,^ refers to

Petermann's Epistles as identical with a post-Eusebian manipu-
lated form of tlie Epistles which he mentions in a sentence in his

text ; Dressel devotes a few unfavourable lines to them ;* Hefcle'*

supports them at somewhat greater length ; but Bleek, Volkmar,
Tischendorf, Bohringer, Scholten, and others have not thought
them worthy of special notice, at any i-ate none of these nor any
other writers of any weight have, so far as I am aware, intro-

duced them into the controversy at all.

The argument itself did not seem to me of sufficient import-

ance to introduce into a discussion already too long and compli-

cated, and I refer the reader to Bunsen's reply to it, from which,

however, I may quote the following lines :

'

' But it appears to me scarcely serious to say : there are the Seven Letters
in Armenian, and I niiiintain, they prove that Cnreton's text is an incomplete
extract, because, I think, 1 have found some Syriac idioms in the Armenian

1 Theolog. Quartalschrift, 1851 p. 389 ff.

2 Hippolytus and his Age, 1852, i, p. GO, note, iv, p. vi. ff.

3 Gesoh il. V. Isr. vii. p. 321 anm., 1.

* Patr. Apob'j. Proleg., 1803, p. xxx.
"'

5 Patr. Apost. ed. 4th, 1855. In a review of Denzinger's work in the Theolog.
Quartalschrift, 1849, p. 683 ff., Hefele devotes eight lines to the Armenian ver-

sion (p. 685 f.). /, I
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text! Well, if that is it a joke, it simply proves, according to ordinary

logic, that the Seven Letters must have once been translated into Syriac. But
how can it prove that the Greek original of this supposed Syriac version is

the genuine text, and not an interpolated and partially forged one i
"i

Dr. Liffhtfoot blames me for omittin<j to introduce this arjjii-

nient, on the gi'ound that " a discussion which, while assuming
the priority of the Curetonian letters, ignores this version alto-

gether, has omitted a vital prol:)lem of which it was bound to give

an account." Now all this is sheer misrepresentation. I do not as-

sume the priority of the Curetonian Epistles, and I examine all

the passages contained in the .leven Greek Epistles which have
any bearing upon our Gospels.

Passing on to another point, I say :

" Seven Epistles have been selected out of fifteen extaiit, all

equally purporting to be by Ignatius, simply because only that

nuir.ber were mentioned by Eusebius."^

Another passage is also quoted by Dr. Lightfoot, which will be
found a little further on, where it is taken for facility of refer-

ence. Upon this he writes as follows

:

" This attempt to confound the seven Epistles mentioned by Eusebius with
the other confessedly spurious Epistles, as it they presented themselves to us

with the same credentials, ignores all the important facts bearing on the
question. (1.) Theodoret, a century after Eusebivis, betrays no knowledge
of anj' other Epistles, and there is no distinct trace of the use of the con-

fessedly spurious Epistles till late in the sixth century at the earliest. (2.)

The confessedly spurious Epistles difl'er widely in style from the seven Epis-
I les, and beti'ay the same hand which interpolated the seven Epistles. In
ther words, they clearly formed part of the Long Recension in the first in-

ance. (3.) They abound in anachr(mism8 which point tv an age later than
t' sebius as the date of their composition. "3

AUhough I do not really say in the above that no other pleas

are advanced in favour of the seven Epistles, I contend that, re-

duced to its simplest form, the argument for that special num-
ber rests mainly, if not altogether, upon their mention by Eu-
sebius. The very first rea.son (1) advanced by Dr. Lightfoot to

refute me is a practical admission of the correctness of my
statement, for the eight Epistles are put out of court because

even Theodoret, a century after Eusebius, does not betray any
knowledge of them, but the " silence of Eusebius," the earliei

witness, is infinitely more important, and it merely receive
some increase of significance from the silence of Theodoret.

1 Hippolytus, 1852, i. p. CO, note. Cf. iv. p. vi. ff.

S. R. i. p. 2C4. :^s

8 "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 347. > :
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Suppose, however, that Eusebius had referred to any of them,
how changed their position would have been ! The Epistles re-

ferred to would have attained the exceptional distinction which
his mention has conferred upon the rest. The fact is, moreover,
that, throughout the contr. versy, the two divisions of Epistles

are commonly designated the " pne-" and ' post-Eusebian," mak-
iuL'" him the turning-point of the controversy. Indeed, further

on, Dr. Lightfoot himself admits :
" The testimony of Eusebius

first differentiates thevn."^ The argument (2 and 3) that the

eight rejected Epistles betray anachronisms and interpolations, is

no refuta^'cm of my statement, for the same accu.sation is brought
by the mi. ;

'
' if critics against the Vosaian Epistles.

The fourti. * last argument seems more directly adflressed to

a second jjarag.u-ph (juoted by Dr. Lightfoot, to which I refer

above, and which I have reserved till now, as it requires more de-

tailed notice. It is this :

" It is a total mistake to suppose that tlie seven Epistles mentioned by
Eusebius have been transmitted to us in any special way. These Epistles

are mixed up in the Medicean and corresponding ancient Latin MSS. with
the other eiglit Epistles, universally pronounced to be spurious, without dis-

tinction of any kind, and all have equal honour "2

I will at once give Dr. Liffhtfoot's comment on this in contrast

with the statement of a writer equally distinguished for learning

and orthodoxy- ~ ~-Dr. Tregelles

Dr. LlUHTKOOT. Dr. Treoklle.s.

I
'

'i

i<i'

4'

(4). "It is not strictly true that

the seven Epistles are mixed up with
the confessedly spurious Epistles. In
the Greek and Latin MSS., as also in

the Armenian version, the spurious

Epistles come after the others ; and
this circumstance, combined with the

facts already mentioned, plainly

shows that they were a later addi-

tion, borrowed from the Long Recen
sion to complete the body of Ignatian

letters." 3

" It is a mistake to speak of seven

Ignatian E^iistles in Greek having
been transmitted to us, for no such
seven exist, except through their hav-
ing been selected by editors from the
Medicean MS. which contains so

much tliat is confessedly spurious ;

—

a fact which some who imagine a dip-

lomatic transmisslv n of seven have
overk( ked." *

2 S. R. i. p. 205.

Dr. Lightfoot makes the

1 " (l!ontemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 348.

3 " Contemporary Review,"' February, 1875, p. 347.

following important admissio'i in a note :—
"The Roman Epistle indeed Las been separated from its companions, and is em-

bedded in the Martyrology which stantls at the end of this collection in the Latin
Version, where doubtless it stood also in the Greek, before the M8. of this latter

was mutilated. Otherwise the Vossian Epistles come together, and are followed

by the confessedly spurious Epistles in the Greek and Latm MSS. In the Arme-
nian all the V^ossian Epistles are together, and the confessedly spurions EpistleB
follow. See Z&hn, Ignatius von Antiochien, p. 111."

4 Note to " Home's Int. to the Holy Scriptures," 12th ed.. 1869. iv. p. 332, note
1. The italics are in the original.
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I will further quote the words of Cureton, for as Dr. Lightfo(»t

advances nothing but assertions, it is well to meet him with the

testimony of others rather than the mere reiteration of my own
statement. Cureton says

:

' Again, there is another circumstance which will naturally lead us to look

with some suspicion upon the recension of the EpistL.j of St. Ignatius, as ex-

hibited in the Medicean MS. , and in the aTicient Latin version corresponding

with it, which is, that the Epistles presumed to be the genuine production of

that holy Martyr are mixed up with others, which are almost universally al-

lowed to be spurious. Both in the Greek and Latin MSS. all these are placed

upon the same footing, and no distinction is drawn between them ; and the

only ground w^ich has hitherto been assumed for their separation has been
•he specification of some of them by Eusebius and his omission of any men-
tion of the others." i

'
' The external evidence from the testimony of manuscripts i:i favour of

the rejected Greek Epistles, with the exception of that to the Philippians, ia

certainly greater than that in favour of those which have been received.

They are found in all the manuscripts, both Greek and Latin, in the same
form ; while the others exhibit two distinct and very different recensions, if

we except the Epistle to Polycarp, in which the variations are very few. Of
these two recensions the shorter has been most generally received : the cir-

cumstance of its being shorter seems much to have influenced its reception
;

and the text of the Medicean Codex and of the two copies of the correspond-
ing Latin version belonging to Cains College, Cambridge, and Corpus "Chriati

College, Oxford, has been adopted. ... In all these there is no distinction

whatever drawn between the former and latter Epistles : all are placed upon
the same basis ; and there is no ground whatever to conclude either that the
arranger of the Greek recension or the translator of the Latin version esteemed
one to be better or more genuine than another. Nor can any prejudice re-

sult to the Epistles to the Tariians, to the Antiochians, and to Hero, from
the circumstance of their being placed after the others in the collection ; for

they are evidently arranged in chronological order, and rank after the rest as

having been written from Philippi, at which place Ignatius is said to have ar-

rived after he had despatched the previous Letters, So far, therefore, as the
evidence of all the existin;^ copies, Latin Jis well as Greek, of both the recen-

sions is to be considered, it is certainly in favour of the rejected Epistles, rather

than of those which have been retained." 2

Proceeding from counter-statements to actual facts, I Avill very
brietiy show the order in which these Epistles have been found
in some of the principal MSS. One of the earliest published was
tlie ancient Latin version of eleven Epistles edited by J Faber
Stapulensis in 1498, wliich was at least quoted in the ninth cen-.

tury, and which in the subjoined table I .shall mark A,^ and
which also exhibits the order of Cod. Vat. 859, assigned to the

eleventh century.** The next (B) is a Greek MS, edited by Valen-

tinus PacsBUS in 1557,^ and the order at the same time represents

nrt:',.i

' The Ancient Syrian Version, &o
'' Corpus Ignat.

, p. 338.

3/6., p. ii.

1845, p. xxiv. f.

4 Dressel, Patr. Ap.
, p. Ivi.

5 Cureton^ Corp. Iijn., p. iii.
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that of the Cod. Pal. 150.^ The third (C) is the ancient Latin

translation, referred to above, published by Archbishop Usher.

^

The fourth (D) is the celebrated Medicean MS. assigned to the

eleventh century, and publi.shed by Vossius in 1640.^ This also

represents the order of the Cod. Casanatensis G. V. 14.* I itali-

cise the rejected Epistles

:

I i,

!
I

A.
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I must now, in order finally to dispose of this matter of notes,

turn for a short time to consider objections raised by Dr. Westcott.

Whilst I have to thank him for greater courtesy, I regi-et that I

must point out serious errors into which he has fallen in his state-

ments regarding my references which, as matters of fact, admit of

practical test. Before proceeding to them I may make one or two
general observations. Dr. Westcott says :

" I may perhaps express my surprise that a writer who is quite capable

of thinking for himself should have considered it worth his while to burden
his pages with lists of names and writings, arranged for the most part, alpha-

betically, which have in viuy many cases no value whatever for a scholar,

while they can only oppress the general reader with a vague feeling that all

' profound ' critics are on one side. The questions ,0 be discussed must be
decided by evidence and by argument and not by authority, "i

Now the fact is that hitherto, in England, argument and evi-

dence have almost been ignored in connection with the great
question discussed in this work, and it has practically been de-

cided by the authority of the Church, rendered doubly potent by
force of habit and transmitted reverence. The orthodox works usu-
ally written on the subject have, to a very great extent, suppressed
the objections raised by a mass of learned and independent critics,

or treated them as insignificant, and worthy of little more than a
passing word of pious indignation. At the same time, therefore,

that I endeavour, to the best of my ability, to decide these ques-
tions by evidence and argument, in opposition to mere ecclesiasti-

cal authority, 1 refer readers desirous of further pursuing the
subject to works where they may find them discussed. I must be
permitted to add, that I do not consider I uselessly burden my
pages by references to critics who confirm the vitJws in the text or
discuss them, for it is right that earnest thinkers should be told
the state of opinion, and recognize that belief is not so easy and
matter of course a thing as they have been led to suppose, or the
unanimity quite so complete as English divines have often seemed
to represent it. Dr. Westcott, however, omits to state that I as
persistently refer to writers who oppose, as to those who favour,
my own cone.'uaicns.

Dr. West(?rtt proceeds to make the accusation which I now
desirci to investigate. He says

:

" Writers are quoted as holding on independent grounds an opinion which
is involved in their characteristic assumptions. And more than this, the re-
ferences are not unfretiuently actually misleading. One example will show
that I do not speak too strongly. "2

1 A Few Words on "Supernatural Religion," Pref. to Hist, of the Canon, 4th
ed., 1874, p. xix.

2 lb. p. xix. f.
•

ii
,

_.
i, i..
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Dr. Westcott has scrutinized this work with great minuteness,

and, as I shall presently explain, he has selected his example with

evident care. The idea of illustrating the vast mass of referenceg

in these volumes by a single instance is somewhat startling, but

to insinuate that a supposed contradiction pointed out in one note

runs through the whole work, as he does, if I rightly understand

his subsequent expressions, is scarcely worthy of Dr. Westcott,

although I am sure he does not mean to be unfair. The example

selected is as follows :

'' It has been demonstrated that Ignatius was not sent to Rome at all, but
suffered martyrdom in Antioch itself on the 20th December, a.d., 115,3 when
he was condemned to be cast to wild beasts in the amphitheatre, in conse-

quence of the fanatical excitement produced by the earthcjuake which took
place on the 13th of that month. *" l

The references in support of these statements are the following :

8 Baur. Urspr. d. Episc. Tub. Zeitschr. f. Theol. 1838, H. 3, p. 155 amn.

;

njetscbiieider, ProbabUia, &c., p. 185; Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 144; Guericke,

H'buch. K. O., i. p. 148 ; Hagenbach, K. G., i. p. 113 f. ; Uavidson, Inlrod. N.
T., i. p. 19; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr. p. 79; Scholten, Die dU Zeugnkse, p.

40, p. 50 f. ; Volkmar, Der Uraprung, p. 52 ; If'buck Einl. Apocr., i. p. 121 f.

p. 136.

4 Volkmar, H'huch Einl. Apocr., i. p. 121 ff., 1.36 f. ; Der Ursprvng, p. 52 ff.
;

Baur. Ursp. d. Episc. Tub. Zeitschr. f. Th. 1838, H. 3, p. 149 f. ; Gesch. chr. Kirche,

1863, i. p. 440, anm. 1. ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 19; Scholten, Die alt

Zeugnisse, p. 51 f. ; cf. Francke, Zur Gesch. Trajans, u. a. w. 1840, p. 253 f. ;

Helgenfeid, Die ap. Voter, p. 214.

Upon this Dr. Westcott remarks :

" Such an array of authorities, drawn from different schools, cannot but

appear overwhelming ; and the fact that about half of them are quoted twice

over emphasizes the implied precision of their testimony as to the two points

affirmed. "2

Dr. Westcott, however, has either overlooked cr omitted to

state the fact that, although some of the writers are quoted twice,

the two notes differ in almost every particular, many of the names
in note 3 being absent from note 4, other names being inserted

in the latter which do not appear in the former, an alteiation

being in most cases made in the place referred to, and the order

in which the authorities are placed being significantly varied. For

instance in note 3 the reference to ^'olkmar is the last, but it is

the first in note 4 ; whilst a similar transposition of oi'der takes

place in his works, and alterations in the pages. The references

in note 3 .i fact, are given for the date occurring in the course

of the sentence, whilst those in note 4, placed at the end, are in-

tended to support the whole statement which is made. I must,

however, explain an omission, which is pretty obvious, but which

1 S. R., i. p. 268.

2 On the Canon, Preface, 4th ed.

,

p. XX.
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I regret may have misled Dr. Westcott in regard to note 3,although

it does not affect note 4. Readers are probably aware that there

has been, amongst other points, a difference of opinion not only ae

to the place, but also the date of the martyrdom of Ignatius. I

have in every other case carefully stated the (question of date, and

ray omission, in this instance is, I think, the only exception in the

book. The fact is, that I had originally in the text the words which

I now add to the note : The martyrdom has been variously dated

A.D. 107, or A.D. 115-116, but whether assigning the event to

Rome or to Antioch a majority of critics of all shades of opinion

have adopted the latter date.^' Thinking it unnecessary, under

the circumstances, to burden the text with this, I removed it

with the design of jiutting the statement at the head of the note

3, with reference to " A.D. 115 " in the text, but unfortunately an
inteiTuption at the time prevented the completion of this inten-

tion, as well as the addition of some fuller references to the writers

quoted, which had been omitted, and the point, to my infinite re-

gret, was overlooked. The whole of the authorities in note 3,

ther'.ffore, do not support the apparent statement of martyrdom in

Aii'.;ioch, although they all confirm the date, for which I really

referred to them. With this explanation, and marking the omit-

ted references ^ by placing them within brackets, I proceed to

analyze the two notes in contrast with Dr. Westcott's s..atements.

Note 3 for the Date a.d. 116 -116.

Dr. Westcott's Statements.

"1. Baur, Urspr. d. Episc. Tub.
Zeitschr., 1838, ii. 3, p. 155 anm.
In this note, which is too long to

(juote, there is nothing, so far as I

see, in any way hearing upon the

historyi except a passing supposi-

kion ' wenn . . . Ignatius im. J.

116 an ihn [Polycarp]
schrieb. . . .'

The Truth.

Baur, Urspr. d. Episc, Tub.
Zeitschr., 1838, H. 3 (p. 149 anm.)
Baur states as the date of the Par-

tliian war, and of Trajan's visit to

Rome, " during which the above
order " (the sentence against Igna-
tius) is said to have been given, A D.

115 and not a.d. 107.

lb., p. 155 anm.
After showing the extreme impro-

bability of the circumstances under
which the letters to the Smymteans
and to Polycarp are said to have been
written, Baur points out the addi-
tional difficulty in regard to the lat-

ter that, if Polycarp died in a.d.

167 in his 86th year, and Ignatius

1 These consist only of an additional page of Baur's work first quoted, ard a re-

ference to another of his works quoted in the second note, but accidentally left out
of the note 3.

2 1 take the liberty of putting these words in italics to call attention to the
Assertion opposed to what I find in the note.
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Dk. Wbstcott'h Statements.

"2. Bretschneider, Probabilia, x.

p. 185. ' Pergamus ad Ignatium
' qui circa annum cxvi obiisst dicitur,

'

"3. Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 144

[p. 142 ed. 1862] '
. . . In den

' Briefen des Ignatius Bischofes von
' Antiochien, der unter Trajan gegen
' 115 zv Rom als Martyrer starb.

'

" 4. Guericke, Handb. K. G., i. p.

148 [p. 177 ed. 3, 1838, the edition
wihich I have used]. ' Ignatius, Bis-
' choffvon Antiochien (Euseb., H. E.,
' iii. 36), welcher wegen seines stand-
* haften Bekenntnisses Chriati unter
' Trajan 115 nach Rom gefnhrt, und
' hier 116 im Colosseum von Ltiwen
' zerrissen wurde (vgl. § 23, i.)' [where
the same statement is repeated].

" 5. Hagenbach, K.G., i. 113 f. [I

have not been able to see the book
referred to, but in his Lectures Die
christliche Kirche der drei ersten Jahr-

'

hunderte,-i^ 1853 [pp. 122 ff.] Hagen-
bach m( 'ions the difficulty which
has been ^elt as to the execution at

Rome, while an execution at Antioch
might have been simpler and more
impressive, and then quotes Gieseler's

solution, and passes on with ' Wei
dem auch see.']

The Thuth.

wrote to him as already Bishop of

Smyrna in a.d. 116, he must have
become Bishop at least in his 35th
year, and continued so for upwards
of half a century. The inference is

clear that if Ignatius died so much
earlier as a.d. 107 it involves the still

greater improbability that Polycarp
must have become Bishop of SmjTna
at latest in his 26th year, which is

scarcely to be maintained, and the
later date is thus obviously sup-
ported.

(lb., Gesch. christl. Kirche, i. p.

440 anm. 1).

Baur supports the assertion that
Ignatius suffered martyrdom in An-
tioch, A.D. 115.

The same.

Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 144.

Ignatius suffered martyrdom at

Rome under Trajan, a.d. 115.

Guericke, H'buch K.G. ,i. p. 148.

Ignatius was sent to Rome, under
Trajan, a.d. 115, and was destroyed
by Uons in the Coliseum, a d. 116.

Hagenbach, K. G., 1869, p. 113 f.

"He (Ignatius) may have filled his

office about 40 years when the Em-
peror, in the year 115 (according to

others still earlier) came to Antioch.

It was during his war against the Par-
thians." [Hagenbach states some of

the arguments for and against the

martyrdom in Antioch, and the jour-

ney to Rome, the former of which he
seems to consider more probable.]

1 It is the bame work, 1 believe, subsequently published in an extended form.

The work I quote is entitled " Kirchengeschichte der ersten sechs Jahrhunderte,"
Dritte, umgearbeitete Auf lage, 1869, and is part of a course of lectures carrying
the history to the 19th century.

A
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Dr. VVbstoott's Statemknts.

"6. Davidson. Iiitrod. N. T., i. p.

19. ' All [the Epistles of Ignatius]
' are posterior to Ignatius himself,
' who was not thrown to the wild
' beasts in the amphitheatre at Rome
' by command of Trajan, but at Anti-
' och on December 20, a. d. 115. The
' Epistles were written after 150 a. d.

'

[For these peremptory statements no
Authority whatever is adduced],
"7. Mayerhotf, Eiid. Pair. Schr.,

p. 79. '
. . . Ignatius, der spiites-

' teits 117 zu jKoto den Miirtyrertod

'litt. . . :
"8. Scholten. Die Ult, Zeugnisse,

p. 40, mentions 1 15 as the year of Ig-

natius' death : p. 50 f. The Ignatian
letters are rejected partly ' weil sie

'eine Martyrer-reise des Ignatius
' nachRom melden,deren schon friiher
' erkanntes ungeschichtlichos Wesen
* durch Volkmar's 'nicht ungegrtln-
' deteVermuth ung um so wahrschein-
' licher wird. Darnach scheint nam-
' lich Ignatius nicht zu Rom auf Be-
' fehl des sanftmuthigen Trajans,
' sondern zu Antiochia selbst, in
' Fulge eines am dreizehnten Decem-
'ber 115 eingetretenen Erdbebens,
' als Opfer eines abergliiubischen
' Volkswahns am zwanzigsten Decem-
' ber dieses Jahres im Amphitheater
' den wilden Thieren zur Beute iiber-
' liefert worden zu sein.'
" 9. Volkmar, Der Vrsprung, p.

52. [p. 52 flF.]i [This boo!- I have
not been able to consult, but from
secondary references 1 gather that it

repeats the arguments given under
the next reference.]

"10. Volkmar, Handb. Einl.

Apocr., p. 121 f., p. 136. 'Ein
Haupt der Gomeinde zu Antiochia,
Ignatius, wurde wahrende Trajan
dortselbst uberwinterte, am 20. De-
Eember den Thieren vorgeworfen,
in Folge der durch das Erdbeben
voni 13. Dezember 115 gegen die
69(01 erweckten Volkswuth, ein Op.

The Truth.

Damdson, Introd. N.T.,i. p. 19.

The same as opposite.

These * peremptory statements' are

of course based upon what is con-

sidered satisfactory evidence, though
it may not be adduced here.

Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr. p. 79.

Ignatius suffered martyrdom in

Rome at latest a.d. 117.

Scholten, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 40,

states a.d. 115 as the date of Igna-
tius' death. At p. 50 he repeats this

statement, and gives his support to

the view that his martyrdom took
place in Antioch on the 20th Decem-
ber, A.D. 115.

Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 52,

affirms the martyrdom at Antioch,
20th December, 115.

lb., H'buch Einl. Apocr., p. 121 f.,

affirms the martyrdom at Antioch,

20th December, 115.

1 I do not know why Dr. Westcott adds the "ff " to my reference, out I pre
sums it is taken from note 4, where the reference is given to "p. 32 fif." "This

shows how completely he has failed to see the different object of the two notes.
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Dr. Wehtoott'h Statements. The Truth.

' fer zugleioh der Sie^eafeate doa Par-
' thicua, welche die JuditliErziihlung
' (i. 16) andoutet, Dio (c. 2i f. vgl. c.

' 10) voraussotzt. ..."
"p. 130. The same atatement ia Pi., p. 13(5. The aame atatement,

repeated briefly. "^ with fuller chronological evidence.

It will thus be seen that the whole of these authorities confirm

the later date assigned to the martyrdom, and that Baur, in the

note in which Dr. Westcott finds " nothing in any way bearing
upon the history except a passing supposition," really advances a
weighty argument for it and against the earlier date, and as Dr.

Westcott considers, rightly, that argument should decide every-
thing, I am surprised that he has not perceived the propriety of
my referring to arguments as well as stfitements of evidence.

To sum up the opinions expressed, I may state that whilst all

the nine writers support the later date, for which purpose they

were quoted three of them (Bleek, Guericke, and M »-hoff) as-

cribe the martyrdom to Rome, one (Bretschneider tions no
place, one (Hagenbach) is doubtful, but leans to Antioch, and the

other four declare for the martyrdom, in Antioch. Nothing, how-
ever, could show more conclusively the purpose of note 8, which
I have explained, than this very contradiction, and the fact that

I claim for the general statement in the text, regarding the mar-
tyrdom in Antioch itself in opposition to the legend of the journey
to and death in Rome, only the authorities in note 4, which I

shall now proceed to analyse in contrast with Dr. Westcott's

statements, and here I beg the favour of the reader's attention.

Note 4.

Dr. Westcott's Statements.

1. Volkmar : see above.

The Truth.

Volkmar, H'buch Einl. Apocr., i.

p. 121 fl'., 136 f.

It will be observed on turning to

the passage "above" (10), to which
Dr. Westcott refers, that he quotes
a single sentence containing merely
a concise statement of facts, and
that no indication is given to the
reader that there is anything beyond
it. At p. 136 " the same statement
is repeated briefly." Now either Dr.
Westcott, whilst bringing a moat
serious charge against my work,
based upon this " one example," has
actually not taken the trouble to

li'i

\ 1 On the Canoe, Pref. 4th ed. p. xxi. f.
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Dr. VVestcott'h Statbmenth.

2. Baiir, Umprwuj d. Episc , Tiib.

Zeitachr., 1838, ii. H. 3, p. 149 f.

In this passage Baur discusses

generally the historical character of

the martyrdom, which he considers,

as a whole, to be ' doubtful and in-

credible.' To establish this result

he notices the relation of Christi-

anity to the Empire in the time of

Trajan, which he regards as inconsis-

tent with the condemnation of Igna-
tius ; and the improbable circum-
stances of the journey. The personal

characteristics, the letters, the his-

tory of Ignatius, are, in his opinion,
all a mere cnsation of the imagina-
tion. The utTuost he allows is that
he may have suffered martyrdom,
(p. 169.)

Tub Truth.

examine my reference to " pp. 121 ff.,

130 f.," and p. 50 ff., o which he
would have found himself there

directed, or he has acted towards
me with a want of fairness which I

ventuie to say ho will bo the first

to regret, when he considers the
facts.

Would it be divined from the
words opposite, and the sentence
" above " that Volkmar enters into

an elaborate argument, extending
over a dozen closely printed pages,

to prove that Ignatius was not sent

to Romo at all, but suffered mar-
tyrdom in Antioch itself on the
20th December, a. d. 116, probably
as a sacrifice to the superstitious

Jury of the people against the W«oi,

excited by the earthcpiake which
occurred on the thirteenth of that

month i I shall not here attempt
to give even an epitome of the
reasoning, as I shall presently repro-

duce some of the arguments of Volk-
mar and others in a more condensed
and consecutive form.

lb. , Der Ursprung, p. 52 ff.

Volkmar repeats the affirmations

which he had fully argued in the
above work and elsewhere.

Baur, Urspr. d. Episc, Tiib,

Zeitschr., 1838, H. 3, p. 149 f.

Baur enters into a long and min-
ute examination of the historical

character of the martyrdom of Ig-

natius, and of the Ignatian Epis-
tles, and pronounces the whole to

be fabulous, and more especially the
representation of his sentence and
martyr-journey t<> Rome. He shows
that, while isolated cases of condem-
nation to death, under certain cir-

cumstances, which occurred during
Trajan's reign may justify the mere
tradition that he suffered martyrdom,
there is no instance recorded in

which a Christian was condemned to

be sent to Rome to be cast to the
beasts ; that such a sentence is op-
posed to all historical data of the
reign of Trajan, and to all that is

known of his character and principles;

and that the whole of the statements
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Dr. Westcott's Statements.

3. Baur, Geech. chr. Kirche, 1863,

p. 440 anm. 1.

' Die Verurtheihins ad beatias

und die Abfuhrung dazu nach
Rom . . . mag auch unter
Trajan nichts zii ungewonliches
gewesen seiu, aber . . . bleibt

die Gescliichte seines Miirtyrer-

thums auch nach der Vertheidi-

gnng derselben von Lipsius . . .

hochst unwahrscheinlich. Das
Factische ist wohl uur das Igna-

tius im J. 15, als Trajan in

Antiochien Uuerwinterte, in Folge
des Erdbebens in diesem Jahr, in

Antiochien selbst als ein Opfer
der Volkswuth zum Miii'tyrer

wurde.
4. Davidson : see above.

5. Scholten : see above.

um
G. Franko, Zur Geschr. Trajan's,

The Truth.

regarding the supposed journey dir-

ectly discredit the story. The argu-

ment is much too long and elaborate

to reproduce here, but I shall pres-

ently make use of some parts of it.

lb., Gesch. chr. Kirche, 1863, i.

p. 440 anm. 1.
'

' The reality is * wohl nur ' that in

the year 115, when Trajan wintered
in Antioch, Ignatius suflFered martyr-
dom in Antioch itself, as a sacrifice

to popular fury consequent on the
earthquake of that year. The rest

was developed out of the reference

to Trajan for the glorification of

martyrdom. '*

Davidson, Introd. N. T. , i. p. 19.

" All (the Epistles) are posterior

to Ignatius himself, who was not

thrown to the wiid beasts in the

amphitheatre at Rome by command
of Trajan, but at Antioch, on De-
cember 20th, \.D. 115.

Scholten, \'ie alt. Zeugnisse, p. 51f.

The Ignatian Epistles are declared

to be spurious for various reasons,

but partly " because they mention a
martyr-journe'; of Ignatius to Rome,
the unhiatorical character of which,

already earliei recognized (see Baur,
Urspr. des Episc, 1838, p. 147 ff.,

Die ign. Brieve, 1848, Schwegler,

Nachap. Zeitalt. , ii. p. 159 ff., Hil-

genfeld, Apost. Viiter, p. 210 ff.,

Beville, Le Lien, 1856, No. 18—22),
is made all the more probable by
Volkmar's not groundless conjecture.

According to it Ignatius is reported

to have become the prey of wild

beasts on the 20th December, 115,

net in the amphithea' -e in Rome by
order of the mild Trajan, -'ut in An-
tioch itself, as the v- jtim of supersti-

tious popular fury consequent on an
earthquake which occurred w the

l'*th December of that year.'

" Cf, Franke, Zur Gesche. Trajan's

f ' » ' 'V N
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The Truth.

1840. This is a mere comparative
reference to establish the important
point of the date of the Parthian
war and Trajan's visit to Antioch.

Dr. Weatcott omits the " Cf."

Hilgeufeld, Die ap. Vater, p. 214
fF. Hilgenfeld strongly supports
Barn's argument which is referred

to above, and while declaring the
whole story of Ignatius, and more
especially the journey to Rome, in-

credible, he considers the mere fact

that Ignatius suffered martyrdom
the only point regarding which
the possibility has been made out.

He shows 1 that the martyrology
states the 20th December as the day
of Ignatius' death, and that his re-

mains were buried at Antioch, where
they still were in the days of Qhry-
sostom and Jerome. He argues from
all that is known of the reign and
character of Trajan, that such a sen-

tence from the Emperor himf.clf, is

quite unsupported and inconceivable.

A provincial Governor might have
condemned him ad bestias, but in any
case the transmission to Rome is

more doubtful. He shows, however,
that the whole story is inconsistent

with historical facts, and the circum-
stances of the journey incredible.

It is impossible to give even a
sketch of this argument, which ex-

tends over five long pages, but al-

though Hilgenfeld does »> ' direc+ly

refer to the theory of the martjidom
in Antioch itself, his reasoning forc-

ibly points to that conclusion, and
forms part of the converging trains

of reasoning which result in that
" demonstration " which I assert. I

will presently make use of some of

his arguments.

At the close of this analysis Dr. Westcott sums up the result

as follows :

" In this case, therefore, again, Volkmar alone offers aay arguments in sup-
port of the statement in the text ; and the final rthu't of the references is,

Dr. Westco't's Statemsnts.

1840 [1837], p. 253 f. [A discussion

of the date of the beginning of Tra-

jan's Partliian war, which he fixes in

A.D. 115, but he decides nothing
directly as to the time of Ignatius'

martyrdom.]
7. Hilgenfeld, Die ap. VUUr, p.

214 [pp. 210 flr. J. Hilgenfeld points

out the objection to tne narrative

in the Acts of the Marlj'rdom, the

origin of which he refers to the

period between Eusebius and Je-

rome : setting aside this detailed

narrative he considers the histori-

cal character of the general state-

ments in the letters. The mode of

punishment by a provincial governor
causes some difficulty :

' bedenklich-
' er,' he continues, ' ist jedenfalls der
' andre Punct, die Versendung nach
' Rom.' Why was the punishment
not carried out at Antioch I Would
it be likely that under an Emperor
like Trajan a prisoner like Ignatius
would be sent to Rome to tight in the
amphitheatre 1 The circun.stances of

the journey as described aie most
improbable. The account of the per-

secution itself is beset by diflliculties.

Having set out these objections he
leaves the question, casting doubt
(like Baiir) upon the whole history,

and gives no support to the bold
affirmation of a martyrdom "at
Antioch, on December 20th, a.d.
115"

p. 213.
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that the alleged ' detnonatration ' is, at the most, what Scholten calls ' a
not groundless conjecture.' "i

It is scarcely possible to imagine a more comp':^te misrepresen-

tation of the fact than the statement that " Volkmar alone otters

any argument in support of the statement in the text," and it is

incomprehensible upon any ordinary theory. My mere sketch

cannot possibly convey an adequate idea of the elaborate argu-

ments of Volkmar, Baur, and Hilgenfeld, but I hope to state their

main features, a few pages on. With regard of Dr. Westcott's

remark on the " alleged ' demonstration,' " it must be evident that

when a writer states anything to be " demonstrated " he expresses

his own belief. It is impossible to secure absolute unanimity of

opinion, and the only question in such a case is whether I refer

to writers, in connection with the circumstances which I affirm to

be demonstrated, who advance arguments and evidence bearing

upon it. A critic is quite at liberty to say that the arguments
are insutficient, but he is not at liberty to deny that there are any
arguments at all when the elaborate reasoning of men like Volk-
mar, Baur and Hilgenfeld is referred to. Therefore, when he goes

on to say :

" It seems quite needless to multiply comments on these results. Anyone
who will cfindidly consider this analysis will, I believe, agree with me in

thinking that such a style of annotation, which runs through the whole work,

is justly characterized as frivolous and misleading. "2

Dr. Westcott must excuse my retorting that, not my annotation,

but his own criticism of it, endorsed by Professor Lightfoot,

is, " frivolous and misleading," and I venture tu hope that this

analysis, tedious as it has been, may once for all establish the

propriety and substantial accuracy of my references.

As Dr. Westcott does not advance any further arguments of

his own in regard to the Ignatian-controversy, I may nov return

to Dr. Lightfoot, and complete my reply to his objections ; but I

nmst do so with extreme brevity, as I have already devoted too

much space to this subject, and must now come to a close. To
the argument that it is impossil)le to suppose that .soldiers such as

the " ten leopards " described in the Epi titles would allow a pri-

soner, condemned to wild beasts for professing Christianity, deli-

1 On the Canon, Prefaco 4th ed. p. xxiv. Dr. Westcott adds, in a note, "It
may be worth while to add that in spite of the profuse display of learning in con-

nexion with Ignatius, I do not see even in the second edition any reference to the

full and elaborate work of Zahn." I might reply to this that my MS. had left my
hands before Zahn's work had reached liagland, but, moreover, the work contains

nothing new to which reference was necessary.

2 On the Canon, Preface, 4th ed. p. xxv.
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berately to write long epistles at every stage of his journey, pro-

mulgating the very doctrines for which he was condemned, as

well as to hold the freest intercourse with deputations from the

vari )us Churches, Dr. Lightfoot advances arguments, derived

from Zal.n, regarding the Roman procedure in cases that are said

to be " known." These cases, however, are neither analogous, nor

have they the force which is assumed. That Christians impri-

soned for their religious belief should receive their nourishment,

while in prison from friends, is anything biit extraordinary, and
that bribes should secure access to them in many cases, and some
mitigation of suffering, is possible. The case of Ignatius, how-
ever, is very different. If the meaning of ot Kai eitpyeTovfjevoi.

xeipo^s yiVovrai be that, although receiving bribes, the " ten leopards"

only became more cruel, the very reverse of the leniency and
mild treatment ascribed to the Roman procedure is described by
the writer himself as actually taking place, and certainly nothing
approaching a parallel to the correspondence of pseudo-Ignatius

can be pointed out in any known instance. The case of Saturus
and Perpetua, even if true, is no confirmation, thp circumstances
being very different ; ^ but in fact there is no evidence whatever
that the extant history was written by eithc • )f them,^ but on
the contrary, I maintain every reason to belie'« that it wa«j not.

Dr. Lightfoot advances the instance of T^mil as a case in point

of a Chi'istian prisoner treated with grer >Msideration, andwho
"writes letters freely, receives visits from is fVM>nds ommuni-
cates with churches and individuals as he desirt.^

''^
It is scarce-

ly possible to imagine two cases more dissimilai lUan those of

pseudo-Ignatir, ;, and Paul, as narrated in the "Ac- of the
Apostles," although doubtless the story of the former has l:)een

framed upon some of the lines of the latter. Whilst Ignatius
is condemned to be cast to the wild beasts as a Christian, Pau' ^-

not condemned at all, but stands in the position of a Roman i.mi-

zen, rescued from infuriated Jews (xxiii. 27), repeatedly de-
clared by his judges to have done nothing worthy of death oi

of bonds (xxv. 25, xxvi. 31), and who might have been set at li

berty but that he had appealed to Cjesar (xxv, 11 f., xxvi. 32,
His position was one which secured the sympathy of the Roman
soldiers. Ignatius " fights with beasts from Syria even unto Rome."
and is cruelly treated by his " ten leopards," but Paul is repre-
sented as receiving very different treatment. Felix commands
that liis own people should be allowed to come and minister to
him (xxiv, 23), and when the voyage is commenced it is said that

1 Riiinart, Acta Mart., p. 1.S7 S. ; cf. Baronim, Mart. Rom., 1631, p.
2 Cf. Larducr, Credibility, &c.' Works, iii. p. 3. . , * ,

=* "Contemporary Review,' February, 1875, p. 349.

162.

'm\
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Julius, who had charge of Paul, treated him courteously, and
gave him liberty to go to see his friends at Sidon (xxvii. 3). At
Rome he was allowed to live by himself with a single soldier to

guard him (xxviii. 16), and he continued for two years in his own
hired house (xxviii. 28). These circumstances are totally dif-

ferent from those under which the Epistles of Ignatius are said

to have been written.
" But the most powerful testimony," Dr. Lightfoot goes on to

say, " is derived from the representations of a heathen writer." ^

The case of Peregrinus, to which he refers, seems to me even more
unfortunate than that of Paul. Of Peregiinus himself, historically,

we really know little or nothing, for the account of Lucian is

scarcely received as serious by any one. Lucian narrates that

this Peregrinus Proteus, a cynic philosopher, having been guilty

of parricide and other crimes, found it convenient to leave his

own country. In the course of his travels he fell in with Chris-

tians and learnt their doctrines, and according to Lucian, the

Christians soon were mere children in his hands, so that he be-

came in his own person, " prophet, high-priest, and ruler of a

synagogue," and fui-ther " they spoke of him as a god, used him
as a law-giver, and elected hi n their chief man."' After a time

he was put in prison for his new faith, whicli Lucian says was
a real service to him afterwards in his impostures. During the

time he was in prison, he is said to have received those services

from Christians which Dr. Lightfoot quotes. Peregrinus was af-

terwards set at liberty by the Governor of Syria, who loved phil-

osophy,^ andtraA'elled about living in great comfortat the expense of

the Christians, until at last they quarrelled in consequence, Lucian
thinks, of his eating some forbidden food. Finally, Peregrinus

ended his career by throwing himself into the flames of a funeral

pile during the Olympian ganifs, An earthquake is said to have
taken place at the time ; a vulture flew out from the pile crying

out with a human voice ; and shortly after Pei'egrinus rose again

and appeared clothed in white raiment unhurt by the fire.

Now this writing, of which I have given the barest sketch, is

a direct satire upon Christians, or even, as Baur affirms, " a parody
of the history of Jesus."* There are no means of ascertaining

that any of the events of the Christian career of Peregrinus

were true, but it is obvious that Lucian's policy was to exaggerate

the facilit}'^ of access to prisoners, as well < the assiduity and at-

tention of the Christians to Peregrinus, tiie ease with which they

were duped being the chief point of the atire.

1 "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 350.
2 De Morte Peregr. ,11.
* Gesch. chr. Kirche, i. p, 410 f.

3 lb., 14.
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There is another circumstance which must be mentioned. Lu-

cian's account of Peregrinus is claimed by supporters of the Ig-

natian Epistles as evidence for them. '
" The .singular correspond -

ence in this narrative with the account of Ignatius, combined

with some striking coincidences of expression," they argue, show
" that Lucian was acquainted with the Ignatian history, if not

with the Ignatian letters." These are the words of Dr. Liglitfoot,

although he guards himself, in referring to this argument, by the

words : "if it be true," and does not express his own opinion ; but

he goes on to say :
" At all events it is conclusive for the matter

in hand, as showing that Christian prisoners were treated in the

very way described in these epistles."^ On the contrary, it is in

no case conclusive of anything. If it were true that Lucian em-
ployed, as the basis of his satire, the Ignatian Epistles and Martyr-

ology, it is clear that his narrative cannot be used as independent

testimony for the truth of the statements regarding the treat-

ment of Christian prisoners. On the other hand, as this cannot

be shown, his story remains a mere satire with very little histori-

cal value, i^ part from all this, however, the case of Peregi-inus,

a man confined in prison for a shoi't time, under a favourable go /-

ernor, and not pursued with any severity, is no parallel to that

of Ignatius condemned ad bestias and, according to his own ex-

press statement, cruelly treated by the " ten leopards ;
" and fu}--

ther the liberty of pseudo-Ignatius, must greatly have exceeded

all that is said or P sregrinus, if he was able to write such epis-

tles, and hold such free intercourse as they represent.

I will now, in the briefest manner possible, indicate the argu-

ments of tlie writers referred to in the note^ attacked by Dr. West-
cott, in which he cannot find any relevancy, but which, in my
opinion, demonstrate that Ignatius was not sent to Rome ac all,

but suffered martyrdom in Antioch itself. The reader who wishes

t<3 go minutely into the matter must be good enough to consult

the writers there cited, and I will only sketch the case here, with-
out specifically indicating the source of each argument. Where
I add any particulars I will, when necessary, give my authorities.

The Ignatian Epistles and martyrologies set forth that, during a
general persecution of Christians, in Syria, at least, Ignatius was
condemned by Trajan, when he wintered in Antioch during the

Parthian War, to be taken to Rome and cast to wild beasts in the

amphitheatre. Instead of being sent to Rome by the short sea

voj^age, he is represented as taken thither by the Icmg and incom-

1 See for instance, Denzinger, Ueber die Aeohtheit d. bish. Textes d. Ignat.
Briefe, 1849, p. 87 If. ; iiahti, Ignatius v. Ant., 1873, p. 517 ff.

2 "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 350 f.

3S.R., i. p. 268, note 4. ' '
'
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f)arably more difficult land route. The ten noldiers who guard
lim are described by himself as only rendered more cruel by the

presents made to them to secure kind treatment for him, so that

not in the amphitheatre only, but all the way from Syria to Rome,
by night and day, by sea and land, he " fights with beasts."

Notwithstanding this severity, the Martyr freely receives deputa-

tions from the various Churches, who, far from being molested,

are able to have constant intercourse with him, and even to ac-

company him in his journey. He not only converses with these

freely, but he is represented as writing long Ejiistles to the vari-

ous Churches whicli, instead of containing the last exhortations

and farewell words which might be considered natural from
the expectant martyr, are filled with advanced views of Church
government, and the dignity of the episcopate. These circum-

stances at the outset, excite grave suspicions of the truth of the

documents, and of the story which they set forth.

When we inquire whether the alleged facts of the case are sup-

ported by historical data, the reply is emphatically adverse. All

that is known of the treatment of Christians during the reign of

Trajan, a. well as of the character of the Emperor, is opposed to

the supposition that Ignatius could have been condemned by
Trajan himself, or even by a provincial governor, to be taken to

Kome and there cast to the bea,sts. It is well known that under
Ti-ajan there was no general persecution of Christians, although

there may have been instances in which prominent members of

the body were either punished or fell victims to popular fury and
superstition.^ An instance of this kind was the martyrdom of

Simeon, Bishop of Jerusalem, repoi-ted by Hegesippus. He was
notcondemned id bestia8,however,a,nd much less deported to Rome
for the purpose. Why should Ignatius have been so exception-

ally treated ? In fact, even during the persecutions under Marcus
Aurelius, although Christians in Syria were frequently enough
cast to the beasts, there is no instance recorded in which any one

condemned to this fate was sent to Rome. Such a sentence is

quite at variance with the clement cflftracter of Trajan and his

principles of government. Neander, in a passage quoted by
Baur, says :

" As he (Trajan), like Pliny, considered Christianity

mere fanaticism, he also probably thought that if severity were
combined with clemency, if too much noise were not made about
it, the open demonstration not left unpunished but also minds
not stirred up by persecution, the fanatical enthusiasm would

1 Deau Milnian says :
" Trajan, indeed, is absolved, at least by the almost gen-

eral voice of antiquity, from the crime of persecuting the Cliristians. " In a note,

he adds ; "Excepting of Ignatius, probably of Simeon of Jerusalem, there is no
authentic martyrdom in the reign oi Trajan."—Hist, of Christianity, 1867, ii. ?•
lO.S.
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most easily cool down, and the matter by degrees come to an

end."* This was certainly the policy which mainly chaiacterized

his reign. Now not only would snch a severe sentence have

been contrary to such principles, but the agitation excited would

have been enormously increased Ity sending the martyr a long

journey by land through Asia, and allowing him to pass through

some of the principal cities, hold constant intercourse with the

various Christian communities, and address long epistles to them.

With the fervid desire for martyrdom then prevalent, such a

journey would have been a triumphal progress, spreading every-

where excitement and enthusiasm. It may not be out of place,

as an indication of the results of impartial examination, to point

out that Neander's inability to accept the Tgnatian epistles largely

rests on his disbelief of the whole tradition of this sentence and
martyr-journey. " We do not lecognize the Emperor Trajan in

this nan'ative," (the martyrology) he says, " therefore (3annot but

doubt everything which is related by this document, as well as

that, during this reign, Christians can have been cast to the wild

beasts
'"^

If; for a moment, we suppose that, instead of being condemned
by Trajan himself, Ignatius received his sentence from a pio-

vincial governor, the story does not gain greater probability. It

is not credible that such an official would have ventured to act so

much in opposition to the spirit of the Emperor's government.

Besides, if such a governor did pronounce so severe a sentence,

why did he not execute it in Antioch ? Why send the prisonei-

to Rome ? By doing so h.e made all the more conspicuous a

severity which was not likely to be pleasing to the clement Tra-

jan. The cruelty which dictated a condemnation ad bestias would
have been more gratified by execution on the spot, and there is

besides no instance known, even during the following general per-

secution, of Christians being sent for execution in Rome. The
transport to Rome is in no case credible, and the utmost that can
be admitted is, that Ignatius, like Simeon of Jerusalem, may have
been condemned to death during this reign, more especially if the

event be associated with some sudden outbreak of superstitious

fury against the Christians, to which the martyr may at once
have fallen a victim. We are not without indications of such a

ease operating in the case of Ignatius.

It is generally admitted that the date of Trajan's visit to Antioch
is A.i). 115, when he wintered there during the Parthian war. An
earthquake occuried on the LSth D'^'.omber of that year, which
was well calculated to excite popular superstition. _ It may not
be out of place to quote here the account of the earthquake given

1 K. G., 1842, i. p. 171. 2 K. G. i. p. 172 aiim.
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by Dean Milman, who, although he mentions a different date, and
adheres to the martyrdom in Rome, still associates the condem-
nation of Ignatius with the earthquake. He says: "Neverthe-
less, at that time there were circumstances which account with

singular likelihood for that sudden outburst of persecution in

Antioch. ... At this ver^; time an earthquake, more than

usually terrible and destructive, shook the cities of the East.

Antioch suffered its most appalling ravages—Antioch,crowded with
the legionaries prepared for the Empei'or's invasion of the East,

with ambassadors and tributary kings from all parts of the East.

The city shook through all its streets ; houses, palaces, theatres,

temples fell crashing down. Many were killed ; the Consul Pedo
died of his hurts. The Emperor himself hardly escajjed through

a window, and took refuge in the Circus, where he passed some
days in the open air. Whence this terrible blow but from the

wrath of the Gods, who must be appeased by unusual sacrifices ?

This was towards the end of January ; early in February the

Christian Bishop, Ignatius, was arrested. We know how, during

this century, at every period of public calamity, whatever that

calamity might be, the cry of the panic-stricken Heathens was,
• The Christians to the lions

!

' It may be that, in Trajan's

humanity, in order to prevent a general massacre bj' the in-

furiated populace, or to give greater solemnity to the sacrifice, the

execution was ordered to take place, not in Antioch, but in

Rome." ^ ] contend that these reasons, on the contrary, render

execution in Antioch infinitely more probable. To continue how-
ever : the earthquake occurred on the 13th, and the martyrdom
of Ignatius took place on the 20th December, just a week after

the earthquake. His remains, as we know from Chrysostom and
others, were, as an actual fact, interred at Antioch. The natural

inference is that the martyrdom, the only part of the Ignatian

story which is credible, occurred not in Rome but in Antioch
itself, in consequence of the superstitious fury against the aOtoi.

aroused by the earthquake.

I will now go more into the details of the brief statements I have
just made, and here we come for the first time to John Malalas.

In the first place he mentions the occurrence of the earthquake on
the 13th December. I will quote Dr. Lightfoot's own rendering

of his further important statement. He says :

" The words of John Malalas are :

" ' The same king Trajan was residing in the same city (Antioch) when the

visitation of God (i.e. the earthquake) occurred. And at that time the holy
Ignatius, the bishop of the city of Antioch, was martyred (or bore testimony,

Jf J

U

^ Hist, of Christianity, ii. p. 101 f.
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Dr. Lightfoot endeavours in every way to discredit this state-

ment. He argues that Malalas tells foolish stories about other

matters, and, therefore, is not to be believed here ; but so simple

a piece of information may well be correctly conveyed by a writer

who elsewhere may record stupid traditions.^ If the narrative

of foolish stories and fabulous traditions is to exclude belief in

everything else stated by those who relate them, the whole of

the Fathers are disposed of at one fell swoop, for they all do so.

Dr. Lightfoot also asserts that the theory of the cause of the

martyrdom advanced by Volkmar " receives no countenance from

the story of Malalas, who gives a wholly dirferent reason— the

irritating language used to the Emperoj. '^ On the other hand,

it in no way contradicts it, for Ignatius can only have " reviled
"

Trajan when brought before him, and his being taken before him
may well have been caused by the fury excited by the earthquake,

even if the language of the Bishop influenced his condemnation
;

the whole statement of Malalas is in perfect harmony with the

theory in its details, and in the main, of course, directly supports

it. Then Dr. Lightfoot actually makes use of the following ex-

traordinary argument

:

'

' But it may be worth while adding that the error of Malalas is capable of

easy explanation. He has probably misinterpreted some earlier authority,

whose language lent itself to misinterpretation. The words i^iaprvfjeiy, ).iap-

Tvpi'n, which were afterwards used especially of martjT-dom, had in the
earlier ages a wider sense, including other modes of witnessing to the faith :

the expression irtl Tpa'idvov again is ambiguous and might denote either
'during the reign of Trajan,' or ' in the presence of Trajan.' A blundering
writer like Malalas might have stumbled over either expression."*

This is a favourite device. In case his abuse of poor Malalas
should not sufficiently discredit him, Dr. Lightfoot attempts to

explain away his language. It w^ould be difficult indeed to show
that the words //.apTvpeiv, fiaprvpla, already used in that sense iii

the New Testament, were not, at the date at which any record
of the martyrdom of Ignatius which Malalas could have had
before him was written, employed to express martyrdom, when
applied to such a case, as Dr. Lightfoot indeed has in the first

instance rendered the phrase. Even Zahn, whom Dr. Lightfoot
so implicitly follows, emphatically decides against him on both
points. " The «7rt airov together with rore can only signify ' coram

1 p. 276 (Ed. Bonn). "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 352.
«/6.,p. 353f.
* "Contemporary Review," February, 1875, p. 352.

*/6.,p. 353f.
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Trajano' (' in the presence of Trajan'), and ifiapTvprjcrt only the
execution."^ Let any one .simply read over Dr. Lightfoot'.s own
rendering, which I have quoted above, and he will see that such
quibbles are excluded, and that, on the contrary, Malalas seems
excellently well and directly to have interprete<l his earlier

authority.

Tliat the statement of Malalas does not agree with the reports

of the Fathers is no real objection, for we have good reason to

believe that none of them had information from any other source

than the Ignatian Epistles themselves, or tradition. Eusebius
evidently had not. Irenseus, Origen, and some later Fathers tell

us nothing about him. Jerome and Chryso,stom clearly take
their accounts from these sources. Malalas is the first who, by
his variation, proves that he had another and different authority

before him, and in abandoning the martyr-journey to Rome, his

account has infinitely greater apparent pi'obability. Malalas

lived at Antioch, which adds some weight to his statement. It

is objected that so also did Chrysostom, and at an earlier period,

and yet he repeats the Roman story. This, however, is no valid

argument against Malalas. Chiysostom was too good a church-

man to doubt the story of Epistles so much tending to edification,

which were in wide circulation, and had been quoted by earlier

Fathers. It is in no way surprising that, some two centuries

and a half after the martyrdom, he should quietly have accepted

the representations of the Epistles purporting to have been
written by the martyr himself, and that theii- story should have
shaped the prevailing tradition.

The remains of Ignatius, as we are informed by Chrysostom
and Jerome, long remained interred in the cemetery of Antioch,

but finally,—in the time of Theodosius, it is said,—were translated

with great pomp and ceremony to a building which,—such is the

irony of events,—had previously been a Temple of Fortune. The
story, told, of course, is that the relics of the martyr had been
carefully collected in the Coliseum and carried from Rome to

Antioch. Aftei- reposing there for some centuries, the relics,

which are said to have been transported from Rome to Antioch,

were, about the seventh century, carried back from Antioch to

Rome.^ The natural and more simple conclusion is that, instead

of this double translation, the bones of Ignatius had always re-

mained in Antioch, where he had suffered martyrdom, and the

tradition that ^^ey had been brought back from Rome was
merely the explanation which reconciled the fact of their actually

being in Antioch with the legend of the Ignatian Epistles.

1 Ignatius V. Ant., p. 66 anm. 3,

2 I need not refer to the statf ment of Nicephorus that those relies were first

brought from Rome to Constantinople and afterwards translated to Antioch.

\v
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The 20th of December is the date assigned to the death of

Ignatius in the Martyrology,^ and Zahn admits that this inter-

pretation is undeniable.'^ 'loreover, the anniversary of his death

\> as celebrated on that day in the Greek Churches antl throughout

theEavSt. In the Latin Church it is kept on the 1st of February.

There can be little doubt that this was the day of the translation

of the Relics to Rome, and this was evidently the view of Ruinart,

who, although he could not positively contradict the views of his

own Church, says " Ignatii festum Graoci vigesima die mensis
Decembris celebrant, quo ipsum passum fuisse Acta testantur

;

Latini vero die prima Februarii, an ob aliquam sacrarum ejus

reliquiarum translationem ? plures enim fuisse constat."® Zahn*
states that the Feast of the translation in later calendai-s was
celebrated on the 29th January, and he points out the evident

ignorance which prevailed in the West regarding Ignatius.*

On the one hand, therefore, all the historical data which we
possess regarding the reign and character of Trajan discredit the

story that Ignatius was sent to Rome to be exposed to beasts in

the Coliseum ; and all the positive evidence which exists, independ-

ent of the Epistles themselves, tends to establish the fact that he
suffered martyrdom in Autioch itself. On the other hand, all the

evidence which is offered for the statement that Ignatius was
sent to Rome is more or less directly based upcm the representa-

tions of the letters, the authenticity of which is in di.scussion,

and it is surrounded with improbabilities of every kind. And
what is the value of any evidence emanating from the Ignatian
Epistles and martyrologies ? There are three martyrologies
which, as Ewald says, are " the one more fabulous than the
other." There are fifteen epistles all equally purporting to be by
Ignatius, and most of them handed down together in MSS.,
without any distinction. Three of these, in Latin only,. are

universally rejected, as are also other five Epistles, of which there

are Greek, Latin, and other versions. Of the remaining seven
there are twt) forms, one called the Long Recension and another
.shorter, 1 nown as the Vossian Epistles. The former is almost
unanimously rejected as shamefully interpolated and falsified

;

1 Ruinart, Acta Mart., pp. 59, 69.

- Ignatius \^. Ant., p. 68.
3 Rninhart, Acta Mart.

, p. 50. Baronius makes tha anniversary of the martyr-
dom 1st February, and tbat of the translation 17th December. Mart. Rem. p.

87, 770 ff.

^ Ignatius v. Ant., p. 27, p. 08anm. 2.

' There is no sufficient evidence for the statement that in Chrysostnm's time,
the day dedicated to Ignatius was in June. The mere allusion, in a Homily de-
livered in honour of Ignatius, that "recently" the feast of Sta. Pelagia (in the
Latin Calendar 9 June) had been celebrated, by no means justifies such a conclus-
ion, und there is nothing else to establish it.

^f
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and a majority of critics assert that the text of the Vossian

Epistles is likewise very impure. Besides these there is a still

shorter version of three Epistles only, the Curetonian, which
many able critics declare to he the only genuine letters of

Ignatius, whilst a still greater numbei, hoth from internal and ex-

ternal reasons, deny the authenticity of the Epistles in any form.

The,secon<l and third centuries teem with pseudonymic literature,

but I venture to say that pious fraud has never been more busy

and conspicuous than in dealing with the martyr of Antioch.

The mere statement of the simple and acknowledged facts

regarding the Ignatian Epistles is ample justification of the asser-

tion, which so mightly offends Dr. Lightfoot, that " the whole of

the Ignatian literature isamas.) of falsification and fraud." Even
my indignant critic himself has not ventured to use as genuine more
than the three short Syriac letters' out of this mass of forgery

which he rebukes me for holding .so cheap. Documents which
lie under such grave and permanent suspicion cannot prove any-

thing. As I have shown, howevei-, the Vossian P]pistles, what-
ever the value of their testimony, so far from supporting

the claims advanced in favour of our Gosp«;ls, rather discredit

them.
I have now minutely followed Professor Lightfoot and Dr. West-

cott in their attacks upon me in connection with Eusebiusand the

Ignatian Epistles, and I trust that I have shown once for all that

the charges of " misrepresentation " and " misstatement " so liglitly

and liberally advanced, far from being well-founded, recoil upon
themselves. It is impossible in a work like this, dealing with
such voluminous materials, to escape errors of detail, as both of

these gentlemen bear witness, but I have at leaat conscientiously

endeavoured to be fair, and I venture to think that few writers

have ever more fully laid before readers the actual means of judg-

ing of the accuracy of every statement which has been made.
Before closing, I must say a few words regarding another of my

critics, who is, however, of a very different order. My system of

criticism is naturally uncongenial to Mr. Matthew Arnold, but

while he says so with characteristic vigour, he likewise speaks of

this work with equally characteristic generosity, and I cordially

thank him. I could only be classed by mistake amongst the "ob-

jectors " to " Literature and Dogma," and however different may
be the procedure in " Supernatural Religion," there is fundamen-
tal agreement between the two works, and the one may be con-

sidered the complement of the other. Some one must do the
" pounding," if religion is to be a matter of belief and not of mere

1 St Paul's El

porary
Paul's Ep. to the Phillipians, 3rd ed., 1873, p. '2

Review,'* February, 1875, p. 358 f.

232, note. Cf. " Coutem-
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shifty opinion. We really adtlre-ss two di.stinct classes of readers.

The reader who " luus read and accepted " Mr. Matthew Arnold's
" half dozen lines about the composition of the Gospels," and his

"half dozen pages about miracles," may in one sense be "just in

the same position as when he ha.s read " the whole of this work'

but I have written for those who do not accept them, and who,—as

1 think rightly,—distrust the conclusions merely forced upon them
by ordinary " reflection and experience," and in such imj)ortant

matters demand evidence of a much more tangible kind. I would
put it to Mr. Arnold whether, in .seeming to depreciate any attempt

to systematize and carry to logical conclusions the whole argument
regarrling the reality of Miracles and Divine Revelation, he does

not do himself injustice, and enunciate a dangerous doctrine.

No doubt his own clear insight and wide culture have enabled

him to discern truth more surely, and with less apparent effort,

than most of those whom he addresses, but in encouraging, as he
thus practically does, the adoption bv others of religious views
with very little trouble or thotight, which have certainly co.st him-
self years of training and stutjy, he both cheapens his own intel-

lectual labour, and advocates a superficiality which already has

too many attractions. Whether he address readers whose belief

is alrealy established, or those who are ready to accept it second

hand from himself, it seems to me that no work should bo unwel-
come which supplies evidence of the results, which it has suited

his own immediate purpose merely to assume.

Mr. Matthew Arnold objects that my book leaves the reader
" with the feeling that the Bible .stands before him like a fair tree

all stripped, torn and defaced, not at all like a tree whose leaves

are for the healing of the nations,"- "out if this be the case, I sub-

mit that it is a necessary process through which the Bible must
go, before it can be successfully transplanted into that healthy soil,

in which alone its leaves can truly be for the healing of any one.

Under such circumstances, destructive must pi-ecede constructive

criticism. It is onlj' when we clearly recognize that the Bible is

not, in any ecclesiastical sense, the word of God, that we can
worthily honour and " enjoy " it as the word of Man. Mr. Mat-
thew Arnold finely says, with regard to what Jesus said and did,

that: "his reporters were incapable of rendering it, he was so

much above them "
; and he rightly considers that the governing

idea of our criticism of the four Evangelists should be " to make
out what in their report of Jesus, is Jesus, and what is the re-

porters." I hold, however, that it is only after such an examin-
ation as I have endeavoured to carry put, and which for the time

1 "Contemporary Review," March, 1875, p. 502.
2 "Contemporary Review," October, 1874, p. 798.
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must seem hard and wanting in sympatheticappreciation, that most
persons educated in Christendom can rightly put any such govern-
ing idea into practice. It is only when we are entitled to reject

the theory of miraculous Divine Revelation that the Bible attains

its full beauty, losing the blots and anomalies which it presented
in its former character, and acquirins^ wondrous significance as

the expression of the ho})es and p.3pirati )ns of humanity, from
which every man may learn wisdom and derive inspiration. The
value of such a Book seems to me indestructible. I heartily sym-
pathise with Mr. Arnold's desire to secure due appreciation for

the venerable volume, of the beauty of which he has so line and
delicate a perception. A truer insight into its meaning may cer-

t dnly be imparted by such eloquent and appreciating criticism,

and no one is a better judge than Mr. Matthew Arnold of the

necessity to plead for the Book, with thjse who are inclined

thoughtlessly to reject it along with the errors which have grown
with and been based upon it. But, in the end, every man who
has a mind and a heart nnist love and honour the Bible, and he

who has neither is beyond the reach of persuasion.

This work has been revised throughout.^ It was, as I stated at

the iinie, originally carried through the press under very great dif-

ficulties, and the revision of details, upon which I had counted,

was not only prevented, but, beyond a careful revision of the First

Part for the second edition, circumstances have until now even
prevented my seriously reading through the work since it has

been in pi-int. To those who have been good enough to call my
attention to errors, or to suggest improwments, I return very

sincere thanks. In makaig this revision I have endeavou^^-ed to

modify unimportant points, in some of which I have been misun-
derstood, so as to avoid as far as possible raising diflftculties, or in-

viting discussion without real bearing upon the main argument
As I knew the alacrity with which some critics seize upon such

points as serious concessions, I beg leave to say that I have not

altered anything from change of opinion. I trust that gi-eater

clearness and accuracy may have been secured. .

March 15th, 18v5.

1 It is right to mention that, whilst 1 have examined a great many of the refer-

•ni. <s, I b»v>^ act h9>d time to verify them all.
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The present work is the result of many years of earnest and seri-

ous investigation, undertaken in the first instance for the regula-

tion of personal belief, and now published as a contribution to-

wards the establishment of Truth in the minds of others who are

seeking for it. The author's main object has been conscientious-

ly and fully to state the facts of the case, to make no assertions

the grounds for which are not clearly given, and as far as possible

to place before the reader the materials from which a judgment
may be intelligently formed regarding the important subject dis-

cussed.

The great Teacher is reported to have said :

—
" Be ye approved

money-changers," wisely discerning the gold of Truth, and no man
need hesitate honestly to test its reality, and unflinchingly to re-

ject l)ase counterfeits. It is obvious that the most indispensable

re([uisite in regard to Religion is that it should be true. No
specious hopes or flattering promises can have the slightest value

unless they be genuine and based upon substantial realities.

Fear of the results of investigation, therefore, should deter no man,
for the issue in any case is gain : emancipation from delusion, or

increase of assurance. It is poor honour to sequester a creed from
healthy handling, or to shrink from the serious examination of

its doctrines. That which is true in Religion cannot be shaken

;

that which is false no one can desire to preserve.



PREFACE

TO THE SECOND EDITION

The author has taken advantage of the issue of a second edition

to revise this work. He has re-written portions of the first part,

and otherwise re-arranged it. lie hopes that the argument has

thus '" ^en made more clear and consecutive.

1

;

1 ;

1



AN INQUIRY

INTO THR

REALITY OF DIVINE REVELATION.

INTRODUCTION.

Theoretically, the duty of adequate inquiry into the truth of

any statement of serious importance before believing it is univer-

sally admitted. Practically, no duty is more universally neg-

lected. This is more especially the case in regard to Religion, in

which our concern is so great, yet the credentials ofwhich so few
personally examine. The difficulty of such an investigation and
tlie inability of most men to pursue it whether from want of op-

portunity or want of knowledge, are no doubt the chief reasons

for this neglect ; but another, and scarcely less potent, obstacle has

probably been the odium which has been attached to any doubt
I'egarding the dominant religion, as well as the serious, though
covert, discouragement of the Church to all critical examination
of the title-deeds of Christianity. The spirit of doubt, if not of

intelligent inquiry, has, however, of late years, become too strong

for repression, and, at the present day, the pertinency of the ques-

tion of a German writer :
" Are we still Christians ? " receives

unconscious illustration from many a popular pulpit, and many a
social discussion.

The prevalent characteristic of popular theology in England,
at this time, may be said to be a tendency to eliminate from
Christianity, with thoughtless dexterity, every supernatural ele-

niert which does not quite accord with current opinion, and yet
to ignore the fact that, in so doing, ecclesiastical Christianity has
practically been altogether abandoned. This tendency is fostered

witli profoundly illogical zeal by many distinguished men within
the Church itself, who endeavour to arrest for a moment the pxir-

suing wolves of doubt and unbelief which press uj)()n it, V^y. prac-
tically throwing to them, scrap by scrap, the /ery doctrines which
constitute the claims of Christianity to be regarded as a Divine
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Revelation at all. The moral Christianity which they hope to

preserve, noble though it be, has not one feature left to distinguish

it as a miraculously communicated religion.

Christianity itself distinctly pretends to be a direct Divine
Revelation of Truths beyond the natural attainment of the human
intellect. To submit the doctrines thus revealed, therefore, to

criticism, and to clip and prune them down to the standai'd of

human reason, whilst at the same time their supernatural cha-

racter is maintained, is an obvious absurdity. Christianity must
either be recognized to be a Divine Revelation beyond man's
criticism, and in that case its doctrines must be received even
though Reason cannot be satisfied, or the claims of Christianity

to be such a Divine Revelation must be disallowed, in which case

it becomes the legitimate sul)ject of criticism like exery other

human system. One or other of these alternatives must be
adopted, but to assert that (^'hristianity is Divine, and yet to deal

with it as human, is illogical and wrong.
When we cor ider the vast importance of the interests in-

volved, therefore, it must be apparent that there can be no more
urgent problem for humanity to solve than the question : Is

( /hristianity a superaatural Divine Revelation or not ? To this

we may demand a clear and decisive answer. The evidence must
be of no uncertain character which can warrant our abandoning
the guidance of Reason, and blindly accepting doctrines which, if

not supernatural truths, must be rejected by the human intellect

as monstrous delusions. We propose in this work to seek a con-

clusive answer to this momentous ([uestion.

It appears to us that at no time has such an invdiigation been
more requisite. The results of scientific inquiry and of Biblical

criticism have created wide-spread doubt regarding the most
material part of Christianity considered as a Divine Revelation.

The mass of intelligent men in England are halting between two
opinions, and standing in what seems to us the most unsatisfac-

tory position conceivable : they abandon, before a kind of vague
and indefinite, if irresistible, conviction, some of the most central

supernatural doctrines of Christianity ; they try to spiritualize or

dilute the rest into a form which does not shock their reason

;

and yet they cling to the delusion, that they still retain the con-

solation and the hope of truths which, if not divinely revealed,

are mere human speculation regarding matters beyond reason.

They have, in fact, as little warrant to abandon the one part as

they have to retain the other. They build their house upon the

sand, ^and the waves which ttave already carried away m 4auch

may any day engulf the rest. At the same time »Taid this g^n-

eral eclipse of faith, many an -iarnest mmd, ^jagstiy ataating tor
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truth, endures much bitter pain,—unable to believe—unable

freely to reject—and yet without the means of securing any clear

and intelligent reply to the inquiry :
" What is truth ?" Any dis-

tinct assurance, whatever its nature, based upon solid grounds,

would be preferable to such a state of doubt and hesitation. Once
persuaded that we have attained truth, there can be no permanent
regret for vanished illusions.

We must, however, by careful and impartial investigation, ac-

quire the right to our belief, whatever it may be, and not float

like a mere waif into the nearest haven. Flippant unbelief is

much worse than earnest credulity. The time is ripe for arriving

at a definite conviction as to the character of Christianity.

There is no lack of materials for a final decision, although hi-

therto they have been beyond the reach of most English readers,

and a caieful and honest examination of the subject, even if it

be not final, cannot fail to contribute towards a result more satis-

factory than the generally vague and illogical religious opinion of

the present day. Even true conclusions which are arrived at

eithei- accidentally or by wrong methods are dangerous. The
cunent which by good fortune led to-day to truth may to-morrow
waft us to falsehood. That such an investigation cannot, even
at the present time, be carried on in England without incurring

much enmity and opposition need scarcely be remarked, however
loudly the duty and liberty of inquiry be theoretically proclaimed,

and the reason is obvious.

If we look at the singular diversity of views entertained, not
only with regard to the doctrines, but also to the evidences, of

Christianity, we cannot but bo struck by the helpless position in

which Divine Revelation is now placed.

Orthodox Christians at the present day may be divided into

two broad classes, one of which p^-ofesses to base the Church upon
the Bible, and the other the Bible upon the Church. The one
party assert that the Bible is fully and absolutely inspired, that
it contains God's revelation to man, and that it is the only and
sufficient ground for all religi(ms belief ; and they maintain that
its aixthenticity is proved by the most ample and inefragable
external as well as internal evidence. What then must be the
feeling of any ordinary mind on hearing, on the other hand, that
men of undoubted piety and learning, as well as unquestioned
orthodoxy, within the Church of England, admit that the Bible
is totally without literary or historical evidence, and cannot for

a moment be upheld upon any such grounds as the revealed word
of God

; that none of the great doctrines of ecclesiastical Christi-
anity can be deduced from the Bible alone ;^ and that "if it be

/ H'. J. Irons, D.D., Tho Bible and its Interjjreters, 1866 ; cf. Tracts for the
Timei, No. Ixxxv.
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impossible to accept the literary method of dealing with Holy
Scripture, the usual mode of arguing the truth of Revelation, ab
extra, merely from what are called ' Evidences '—whether of

Miracles done or Prophecies uttered thousands of years ago,

—

must also be insufficient." V It cannot be much comfort to be

assured by them that, notwithstanding this absence of external

and internal evidence, this Revelation stands upon the sure basis

of the inspiration of a Church, which ii...? so little ground in

history for any claim to infallibility. The unsupported testi-

mony of a Church which in every age has vehemently main-
tained errois and denounced truths which are now univer-

sally recognized is no sufficient guarantee of Divine Revelation.

Obviously, there is no ground for accepting from a fallible

Church and fallacious tradition doctrines which, avowedly, are

beyond the criterion of reason, and therefore require miraculous

evidence.

With belief based upon such uncertain grounds, and with such

vital difference of views regarding evidence, it is not surprising

that ecclesiastical Christianity has felt its own weakness, and
entrenched itself against the assaults of investigation. It is not

strange that intellectual >'igour in any direction should, almost

unconsciously, have been regarded as dangerous to thexepose and
authority of the Church, and that, instead of being welcomed as a
virtue, religious inquiry has almost been repelled as a crime. Such
inquiry, however, cannot be suppressed. Mere scientific questions

may be regarded with apathy by those who do not feel their per-

sonal bearing. It may possibly seem to some a matter of little prac-

tical importance to them to determine v/hether the earth revolves

round the sun, or the sun round the earth ; but no earnest mind
can fail to perceive the immense personal importance of Trutli in

regard to Religion—the necessity of investigating, before accept-

ing, dogmas, the right interpretation of which is represented as

necessary to salvation,—and the clear duty before abandoning
reason for faith, to exercise reason, in order that faith may not

be mere credulity. As Bacon remarked, the injunction :
" Hold

fast that which is good," must always be preceded by the maxim :

" Prove all things." Even Archbishop Trench has said :
" Credu-

lity is as real, if not so great, a sin as imbelief," applying the

observation to the duty of demanding a " sign " from any one

professing to be the utterer of a revelation :
" Else might he

lightly be persuaded to receive that as from God, which, indeed,

was only the word of man."'^ The acceptance of any revelation

or dogma, however apparently true in itself, without " sign "

—

1 W. J. Irons, D.D., On Miracles and Prophecy, vii.

2 Notes on Miracles, 8th edition, 186C, p. 27.
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without evidence satisfying the reason, is absolute credulity.

Kven the most thorough advocate of Faith must recognise that

reason must be its basis, and that faith can only legitimately

comuienco where reason fails. The appeal is first to reason if

afterwards to faith, and no man pretending to intellectual con-

science can overlook the primary claim of reason. If it is to be

more than a mere question of priority of presentation whether
we are to accept Buddhism, Christianity, or Mahometanism, we
must strictly and fearlessly examine the evidence upon which
they profess to stand. The neglect of examination can never

advance truth, as the severest scrutiny can never retard it, but
belief without discrimination can only foster ignorance and
superstition.

It was in this conviction that the following inquiry into the

reality of Divine Eevelation was originally undertaken, and that

others should enter upon it. An able writer, who will not be

suspected of exaggeration on this subject, has said :
" The major-

ity of mankind, perlmps, owe their belief rather to the outward
inHuence of custom and education, tlian to any strong principle

of faith within ; and it is to be feared that many if they came to

perceive how wonderful what they believed was, would not find

their belief so easy, and so matter-of-course a thing as they

a)>i)ear to find it."' To no earnest mind can such incpiiry be

otherAvise than a serious and often a painful task, but, dismissing

preconceived ideas and preferences derived from habit and edu-

cation, and seeking only the Truth, holding it, whatever it may
be, to be the only object worthy of desire, or capable of satisfying

a rational mind, the quest cannot but end in peace and satisfac-

tion. In such an investigation, however, to quote words of

Archbishop Whately :
" It makes all the difterence in the world

whether we place Truth in the first place or in the second place,"

—foi if truth acquired do not compensate for every pet illusion

dispelled, the path is thorny indeed, although it must still be

faithfully trodden.

1 J. B, Mozky, B.D., on Miracles ; Bampton Lectures, 1865, 2iid ed. p. 4.
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AN INQUIRY
INTO THE

REALITY OF DIVINE REVELATION.

PART I.

CHAPTER I.

MIKACLES IN RELATION TO CHRISTIANITY.

At the very outset of inquiry into the origin and true character

of Christianity we are brought face to face with the Superna-
tural. Christianity professes to be a Divine Revelation of truths

which the human intellect could not otherwise have discovered.

It is not a form of religion developed by the wisdom of man and
appealing to his reason, but a system miraculously communicated
to the human race, the central doctrines of which are either super-

human or untenable. If the truths said to be revealed were
either of an ordinary character or naturally attainable they would
at once discredit the claim to a Divine origin. No one could

maintain that a system discoverable by Reason would be super-

naturally communicated. The whole argument for Christianity

turns upon the necessity of such a Revelation and the conseqiient

probability th?^' it would be made.
There is nothing singular, it may be remarked, in the claim of

Christianity to be a direct Revelation from God. With the ex-

ception of the religions of Greece and Rome, which, however, also

had their subsidiary supposition of divine inspiration, there has
scarcely been any system of Religion in the world proclaimed
otherwise than as a direct divine communication. Long before

Christianity claimed this character, the religions of India had
anticipated the idea. To quote the words of an accomplished
scholar :

—
" According to the orthodox views of Indian theologians,

not a single line of the Veda was the work of human authors.

i
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The whole Veda is in some way or other the work of the Deity
;

and even those who received it were not supposed to be ordinary

mortals, but beings raised above the level of common humanity,
and less liable, therefore, to error in the reception of revealed

truth."^ The same origin is claimed for the religion of Zoroaster,

whose doctrines, beyond doubt, exercised great influence at least

upon later Jewish theology, and whose Magian followers are ap-

propriately introduced beside the cradle of Jesus, as the firat to

do honour to the birth of (^hristianity. In the same way Ma-
homet announced his religion as directly couununicated from

heaven.

Christianity, however, as a religion professing to be divinely

revealed is not only supernatural in origin and doctrine, but its

claim to acceptance is necessarily based upon supernatural evi-

dence ; for it is obvious that truths which require to bo miracu-

lously communicated do no* me within the range of our intel-

lect, and cannot, therefore, b. itelligently received upon internal

testimony. " And, certainly," .says a recent able Bampton Lec-

turer, " if it was the will of God to give a revelation, there are

plain and obvious reasons for asserting that miracles are necessary

as the guarantee and voucher for that revelatioji. A revelation

is, properly speaking, such only by virtue of telling us something
which we could not know without it. But how do we know that

that communication of what is undiscoverable by human reason

is true ? Our reason cannot prove the truth of it, for it is by the

very supposition beyond our reason. There must be, then, some
note Oi" sign to certify to it and distinguish it as a true commu-
r^^diiou from God, which note can be nothing else than a mira-

cle."^ In another place the same Lecturer stigmatizes the belief

of the Mahometan "as in its very principle irrational,' because

he accepts the account which Mahomet gave of himself, without
supernatural evidence.^ The belief of the Christian is contrasted

with it as rational, " because the Christian believes in a super-

natural dispensation upon the proper evidence of such a dispen-

sation, viz., the miraculous."* Mahomet is reproached with hav-

ing " an utterly barbarous idea of evidence, and a total miscalcu-

lation of the claims of reason," because he did not consider mira-

culous evidence necessary to attest a supernatural dispensation
;

" whereas the Gospel is adapted to perpetuity for this cause espe-

cially, with others, that it was founded upon a true calculation,

1 M. Mailer, Chips from a German Workshop, 1867, vol. i. p. 18.

2 J. B. Mozley, B. D., Bampton Lecturer in 1865, on Miracles, 2nd ed.', 1867,

p. 6 f.

3 fb., p. 30, cf, Butler, Analogy of Religion, Pt. ii. ch. vii. § 3; Paky, A View
of the Evidences of Christianity, ed. Whately, 1859, p. 324 ff.

4 lb., p. 31.
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and a foresight of the pormanent need of evidence; our Lord

admitting tlr^ inadequacy of Hi.s own mere word, and the neces-

sity of a rational guaiantee to His revelation of Hi.s own nature

and comiiiisHion." ^

The .spontant'ous offer of miraculous evidence, indeed, lias

always been advanced as a special characteristic of Christianity,

logically entitling it to acceptance m contradistinction to all other

religions. " It is an acknowledged historical fact," says Bishop
Butler, " that Christianity offered itself to the world, and d(»-

inanded to be received, upon the allegation, i. e., as unbelievers

woidd speak, upon the pietence, of miracles, puV)licly wrought to

attest the truth of it in such an age ; .... and Christianity, in-

cluding the (ii.spensation of the Old Testament, seems distin-

guished by this from all other religions." ^

Most of the great Engli.sli divines have clearly r(icognized and
as.serted the necessity of supernatural evidence to e.stabli.sh the

rcalit}' of a supernatural revelation. Bishop Butler affirms mira-

cles and the completion of prophecy to Ue the " diix'ct and funda-
uientid proofs" of Christianity.-* Elsewhere he .says: "The
notion of a miracle, considered as a proof of r divine mission, has
been stated with great exactness by divines, and is, I think, suffi-

ciently understood by every one. There are also invisible miracles,

the Incarnation of Christ, for instance, which, LO'ing secret, can-
not be alKiged as a proof of such a mission ; out recpiire them-
selves to be proved by visible miracles. Revelation itself, too, is

miraculous; and miracles are the proof of it." * Paley states the
case with equal cleai-ne.ss : "In what way can a revelation be
made but by miracles ? In none which we are able to conceive." ^

His argument in fact is founded upon the principle that : "nothing
but miracles could decide the authority " of Christianity.'^ In
another work he asserts that no man can prove a future retribu-

tion, liut the teacher " who testifies by miracles that his doctrine

comes from God."' Bi.shop Atterbury, again, referring to the
principal doctrines of ecclesiastical Christianity, says :

" It is this

kind of Truth that God is properly said to reveal ; Tiiiths, of

which, unless revealed, we should have always continual igno-

1 I. B. Mozley, B.D., Batnpton Lecturer in 1865, on Miracles, '2nd ed., 1867,
p. 31

2 The Analogy of Religion, Pt. ii. cb. vii. § 3.

•*/6., Pt. ii.,ch. vii.

* lb., Pt. ii., ch. ii. § 1.

'' A View of the Evidences of Christianity. Preparatory Considerations, p. 12.
' lb., p. 14. .

J

'' Moral Philosophy, Book v. Speaking of Christianity, in another place, he
calls miracles and prophecy, '

' that splendid apparatus with which its mission was
introduced and attested." Book iv.

5
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rant ; and 'tis in order only to prove these TruthH to have been

really revealed, that we affirm Miracles to be NeceHsary." ^

Dr. Heurtley, the Margaret Profe.sHor of Divinity in the Uni-

versity of Oxford, after pointing out that the doctrines taught as

the Christian Revelation are suoh as could not by any possibility

have been attained by the unassisted lunnan reason, and that,

conse(|uently, it is reasonable that tliey should be attested by
miracles, continues :

" Indeed, it seems inconceivable how without

miracles—including piophecy in the notion of a miracle,—it could

sufticiently have commended itself to men's belief? Who would
believe, or would l)e justified in believing, the great facts which
constitute its substance on the ipse dixit of an unaccredited

teacher ? and how, except by miracles, could the first teacher be

accredited ? Paley, then, was fully warranted in the assertion

that, ' we cannot conceive a revelation '—such a

revelation of course a,s Christianity professes to be, a revelation

of truths which transcend man's ability to discover,
—

' to be sub-

stantiated without miracles.' Other credentials, it is true, might
be exhibited in dddition to miracles,—and such it would be natu-

ral to look for,—but it seems impossible that miracles could be

dispensed with.'"- Dr. Manscl, the late Dean of St. Paul's, bears

similar testimony :
" A teacher who proclaims himself to be speci-

ally sent Vjy God, and whose teaching is to be received on the

authority of that mission, must, from the nature of the case,

establish his claim by proofs of another kind than those which
merely evince his human wi.sdom or goodness. A superhuman
authority needs to be substantiated by superhuman evidence ; and
what is superhuman is miraculous."''

Dr. J. H, Newman, in discussing the idea and scope of miracles

says :
" A Revelation, that is, a direct message from God to man,

itself l)ears in some degree a miraculous character And
as a Revelation itself, so again the evidences of a Re^•elation may
all more or less be considered miraculous. ... It might even

be said that, strictly speaking, no evidence of a Revelation is con-

ceivable which does not ]>artake of the character of a miracle

;

since nothing but a display of power over the existing system of

things can attest the immediate presence of Him by whom it was
originally established." *

Dr. Mozley has stated in still stronger terms the necessity that

Christianity should be authenticated by the evidence of miracles.

I

Minocles the most proper way of proving any Reli

151.

1 Sermons, &c., Serm. viii.,

gion. Vol. iii., 1766, p. 199.

2 Replies to Essays and Reviews, 1862, p.

3 Aids to Faith, 4th ed., 1863, p. 35.

* Two Essays on Scripture Miracles and on Ecclesiastical, by John H. Newman,
2nded., 1870, p. 6 f.

t^
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He supposes the case tliat a person of evident integrity and lofti-

ness of character had appeared eighteen centuries ago announcing
himself as pre-existent fioni all eternity, the Son of God, Maker
of the world, who had come down from heaven and assumed the

foim and nature of man in ortler to be the Lamb of God that

taketh away the sins of the world, and so on, enumerating other

doctrines of Christianity. Dr. Mozley then asks :
" What would

bi? the inevitable conclusion of sober reason respecting that per-

.son { The necessary conclusion of sober reason respecting that

person would be that he was disordered in his understanding.

. . . . By no rational being could a just and benevolent life

be accepted as a proof of such astonishing annotnicements. Mira-

cles are the necessary complement, then, of the truth of such
announcements, which, without them, are purposeless and abortive,

the mifinislied fragments of a design which is nothing unless it is

the whole. They are necessary to the justification of such an-

nouncements, which indeed, unless they are supernatural truths,

are the wildest delusions."' He, therefore, concludes that:

—

" Christianity cannot be maintained as a revelation undiscoverable

by human reason, a revelation of a supernatural scheme for man's
salvation, without the evidence of miracles.'"''

In all points, Christianity is emphatically a Supernatural Reli-

gion claiming to be divine in its origin, superhuman in its essence,

and miraculous in its evidence. It cannot be accepted without
an absolute belief in Miracles, and those who profess to hold the

religion whilst they discredit its supernatural elements—and they
are many at the present day^—have widely seceded from ecclesi-

astical Christianity. Miracles, it is true, .re external to Christi-

anity in .so far as they are evidential, but inasnmch as it is ad-

mitted that miracles alone can attest the reality of Divine
Revelation they are still inseparable from it ; and as the contents

of the Revelation are so to say more miraculous than its attesting

miracles, the supernatural enters into the very substance of Chris-

tianity and cannot be eliminated. It is obvious, therefore, that

the reality of miracles is the vital point in the investigation which
we have undertaken. If the reality of miracles cannot be estab-

lished, Christianity loses the only evidence by which its truth can
be sufficiently attested. If miracles be incredible the supernatu-
ral Revelation and its miraculous evidence must together be re-

jected.

This fact is thoroughly recognized by the ablest Christian

divines. Dean Mansel, speaking of the position of miracles in

regard to Christianity, says :
" The question, however, assumes a

Bampton Lectures for i865, p. 14. 2 lb., p. 23.
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very different character when it relates, not to the comparative
impoitance of miracles as evidences, but to their reality as f.-^cts,

and as facts of a supernatural kind. For if this is denied, the
denial does not merely remove one of the supports of a faith which
may yet rest securely on other grounds. On the contrary, the
whole system of Christian belief with its evidences ... all

Christianity in short, so far as it has any title to that name, so

far as it has any special relation to the person or the teaching of

Christ, is overthrown at the same time." ' A little further on he
says :

" If there be one fact recorded in Scripture which is entitled,

in the fullest sense of tlie word, to the name of a Miracle, the Re-
surrection OF Christ is that fact. Here, at least, is an instance

in which the entire Christian faith must stand or fall with our
belief iii the supernatural." '^ He, therefore, properly repudiates

the view, " which represents the question of the possibility of

miracles as one which merely affects the external aceessones of

Christianity, leaving the essential doctrines untouched." ^ Dr.

Mozley, in a similar .aanner argues the inaeparixble union of mir-

acles with the Chiistiau faith. " indeed not only ai'e miracles

conjoined with doctrine in Christianity, but miracles are inserted

i/i the doctrine and are part of its contents. A man cannot state

hit. belief as a Christian in the terms of the Apostles' Creed with-

out asserting them. Can the doctrine of our Lord's Incarnation

be disjoined from one physical miracle ? Can the doctrine of His
justification of us and intercession for us, be disjoined from an-

other ? ... If a miracle is incorporated as an article in a

creed, that article of the creed, the miracle, and the proof of it by
a miracle, are all one thing. The great nuracles, therefore, upon
the evidence of which, the Cliristian scheme rested. l)eing thus in-

serted in the Christian Creed, the belief in the Creed was of itself

the belief in the miraculous evidence of it. . . . Thus miracles

antl the supernatural contents of Christianity must ^cand or fall

together." * I>r. Heurtley, referring to the discussion of the re-

ality of miracles, exclaims :
" It is not too umeii to sa}-, th* »«fore

that the question is vital as regards Christianity." ^ Canon West-

cott not less emphaticrdly makes the .same statement. " It is evi-

dent," he says, " that if the claim to be a miraculous religion is

essentially incredible apostolic Christianity is simply false. . . .

The essence of Christianity lies in a miracle ; and if it can be

shown that a miracle is • ither impos.sible or incredible, all further

inquiry into the details of its history is supertluous in a religious

1 Aids to Faith, .863, p. 3. Ih., p. 4.

a/^.,p. 5. f
4 Baiiiptou Lectures for 186.5, p. 21 f.

^ Replies to " EssayH and Reviews,'' 1862, p. 143.
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point of view." ^ Similarly, a recent Hulsean lectui-er, Dr. Fav-

'-ar, has said :
" However skilfully the modern ingenuity of semi-

belief may have tampered with supernatural interf»ositions, it is

clear to every honest and unsophisticated mind that, if miracles

be incredible, Christianity is false. If Christ vvi'ou<dit no miracles,

then the Gospels are untrustworthy ; . . . if the Resurrection be

merely a spiritual idea, or a mythicized hallucination, then our

religion has been founded on an error . . .

.""

It has been necessary clearly to poin ' ut this indissoluble con-

nection between ecclesiastical Chi-istianity and the supernatural,

in order that the paramount importance of the question as to the

credibility of miracles should be duly appreciated. Our inquiry

into the reality of Divine Revelation, thtn, whether we con.sider

its contents or its evidence, practically reduces itstdf to the very
simple issue : Are mii'acles antecedently credible ? Did they

ever really take place ? We do not intern 1 to confine ourselves

merely to a discussion of the abstract (juestion, but shall also en-

deav(jui' to form a correct estimate of the value of the s])ecific al-

legations which are advanced.

2.

Having then ascertained that miracles are absolutely necessary

to attest the reality of Divine Revelation we may proceed to ex-

amine them more closely, and for the pi'esent we shall confine

oursf'lves to the representations of these phenomena which az'e

given in the Bi'tle. Throughout the Old Testament the doctrine

is inculcated that supernatural communications must have super-

natural attestation, (rod is described as arming his servants with
power U) perform wonders, in order that they may thus l)e accre-

dited as his special messengers. The Patriarchs and the people of

J»»ra/^1 generally are represented as demanding " a sign " of the
rt^ality of communications said to come from God, without which,
w«' are led to suppose, they not only would not have believed, but
w/fuld have been justified in disbelieving, that the message actu-
ally came from hiiii. Thus Gideon •* asks for a sign that the Lord
talked witli liiiii, and Hezekiah* demands proof of the truth of

Isaiah's proplieey that he sliould be restored to health. It is,

however, unnecessary to je/er to instances, for it may be atiirmed

thai upon all occasions miiaculoas evidt;nce of an alleged divine
mission is stated to have been required and accorded.

1 The (iospel of the Resurrection, 3rd od., 1874, p. bit.

- liie VVitaess of History to Christ, Hulsean Lectures for 1870, 2nd ed., 1872,
p.2o

•^ Judges vi. 17. * 2 Kings XX. 8 f.
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The startling information is at the same time given, ho>vever,

that miracles may be wrought to attest what is false as well as to

accredit what is true. In one place,' it is declared that if a pro-

phet actually gives a sign or wonder and it comes to pass, but
teaches the people, on the strength of it, to follow other gods,

they are not to hearken to him, and the prophet is to be put to

death. The false miracle is, here,'- attributed to God himself

:

" For the Lord your God proveth you, to know whether ye love

the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul."

Li the book of the Prophet Ezekiel, the case is stated in a still

stronger way, and God is represented as directly deceiving the

prophet :
" And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken

a thing, I the Lord have deceived that ))rophet, and I will stretch

out my hand upon him and will destroy him from the mid.st of

my people Israel."'^ God, in fact, is represented as exerting his

almighty power to deceive a man and then as destroying him for

being deceived. In the same spirit is the passage* in which
Micaiah describes the Lord as putting a lying spirit into the

mouths of the prophets who incited Ahab to go to Ramoth-Gilead.
P^lsewhere,'' and notably in the New Testament, we hnd an as-

cription of real signs and wonders to another power than Goil.

Jesus himself is represented as warning his disciples against false

l>rophets, who work signs and wonders :
" Many will say to me

ill that day, Lord, Lord, have we not jn'ophesied in thy name ? and
in thy name cast out devils ? and in thy name done many won-
derful works ? " of whom he should say :

" I never knew you
;

depart from me, ye that work iniquity."" And again in another
i'!ace : "For false prophets shall ari.se, and shall work signs and
wonders ((ny/xeta Koi ripnTo) to seduce, if it were possible, the

elect."' Also, when the Pharisees accuse him of casting out

d'.vils by Beelzebub the prince of the devils, Jesus asks :
" By

whom do your children cast them out ?
"** a reply which would

lo.se all its point if th(>y wei-e not admitted to be able to cast out

devils. In another j)assage John is described as saying

:

" Master, we saw one casting out devils in thy name, who follow-

eth not us, and we forbad him."" Without multijilying in-

stances, however, there can be no doubt of the fact that the

reality of false miracles and lying wonders is admitted in the

Bible.

I Deut. xiii. 1 ff. 2 Deiit. xiii. 3.

a Ezek. xiv. 9. The narrative of (Jod's hardening the heart <)f Pharaoh in order
to bring other plagues upon the land of Ejjypt is in this vein.

4 1 Kings, xxii. 14-23.

5 The counter miracles of the Egyptian sorcerers need not be referred to as in-

stances. Ex. vii. 11, 12, 22.

Matt. vii. 22, 23. » Matt- xii. 27.

7 Mark xiii. 22. » Mark ix.38.
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The obvious deduction from this representation of miracles is

that the source and purpose of such supernatural phenomena must
always be exceedingly uncertain.^ Their evidential value is,

therefore, profoundly affected, " it being," as Dr. Newman has

said of ambiguous miracles, " antecedently improbable that the

Aliniglity should rest the credit of His Revelation upon events

which but obscurely implied His immediate presence."^ As it is

affirmed that other supernatural beings exist, as well as an as-

sumed Personal God, by whose agency miracles are performed, it

".s impossible to argue with reason that such phenomena are at

!inv time specially due to the intervention o^ the Deity. Dr.

Newman recognises this, but passes over the difficulty with mas-
terly lightness of touch. After advancing ti^e singular argument
that our knowledge of spirits is only derived fi'om Scripture, and
that their existence cannot be deduced from nature, whilst he
asserts that the being of a God—a Personal God be it remembered
—can be so discovered, and that, therefore, miracles can only pro-

perly be attributed to him, he proceeds :
" Still it may be neces-

sary to show that on our own pi'inciples we are not open to in-

consistency. That is, it has beer (questioned whether, in admitting
the existence and power of Spirits on the authority of Revelation,

we are not in danger of invalidating the evidence upon which
that authority rests. For the cogency of the argument for Mir-

acles depends on the assumption, tliat interruptions in the course

of nature nmst ultimately proceed from God ; which is not true,

if they may be effected by other beings without His sanction.

And it must be conceded, that, explicit as Scriptiu'e is in consid-

ering Miracles as signs of divine agency, it still does seem to give

created Spirits some power of working them ; and even, in its

most literal sense, iutimatts the possibility of their working them
in opposition to the true doctrine. (Deut. xiii, 1-8; Matt. xxiv.

24; 2 Thes. ii. 9-11.)"^ Dr. Newman repudiates the attempts of

various \vriters to overcome this difficulty by making a distinc-

tion between great miracles and small, many miracles and few,

or by referring to the nature of the doctrine attested in Older to

ili'terinine the author of the miracle, or by denying the power of

spirits altogether, and explaining away Scripture statements of

•Iciiioniacal possession and the narrative of the Lord's Tempta-
tion. "Without having recoui"se to any of these dangerous

I Tertulliau saw this difficulty, and in his work against Maruinn he argues thai
iniracks alone, without prophecy, could not sufficiently prove Christ to be the Son
tif God ; for he points out that Jesus himself forewarned his disciples that false

C'hrists would come with signs and wonders, like the miracle* which he himsjlf
had worked, whom he enjoined them Iwiforehaiid not to believe. Aili>. Mure.
iii. 3.

- Two Essays on Miracles, p. HI. ^ lb., p. AO f

x*
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modes of answei'ing the objection," he aay.'., " it may be sufficient

to reply, that, since, agi'eeably to the antecerlent sentiment of rea-

son, God has adopted mii-ac)es as the seal of a divine message, we
believe He wil] nev«^r suffer them to be so counte)'feited as to de-

ceive the humble inquirer." ' This is the only reply which even
so powei'ful a reasoner as iJr. Newman can give to an objection

based on distinct statements of Scripture itself. Me cannot deny
the validity of the objection, lie dan only hope or believe in spite

of it. Personal belief independ*ifit of evidence is the most com-
mon and the weakest of argumewtM ; at the best it is prejudice

masked in the g< rb (4 H^rt^m. It js perfectly cleai" that miracles

being thus acknowlefl^*s<l V> i^- comiiaoft Ixjth to God and toother
spirits they cannot !je &jnti^i4^r*'^i a distiw/ive attestation of divine

intervention; and, a-'- Spi-rn'.i^i*' ^jiely argued not ev» n the mere
existence of God can >>=> ']ni<'.rr*j/^ froui them ; for as a mi)>tcle is a

limited act, and never ex-j^'esw^ M^/f^f tbs«.n a wffs,in and limited

power, it is ceitain that w («*»>!/ If/t^p ^tt^A) an eft'eet, conclude

even the existence of a caii.s* mvW-/*' ^/"WMf n*, j^j-finite. ^

This dual charactei* obviousit-/ U-miin </>» ,A't*f>y 4'iffficnlti(Ji in de-

fining the evidential function nn^' f^/r^-^ ^/ mwMt^fM, and we may
best appreciate the dilemma which >/ 'm\'<A /c>A ^/y e/>ntinuing U)

follow the statements and aiguments / 4ivin<;)' bemselves. To
the question wliethei- iniraeles **'<^ ah^AutA^iy t// Aiommand th<

obedience of those in wliosc siglit they -drc, f/^fforwi^// .v4i^\ whether
upon their attestation, tlie dv r and his do<5tnf>" ftfe U> l'>e ncfjepted

as of God, Archbishop Tr'fK'li rwhesitatingly re)>l«',H : "/t cannot

be so, for side by si<]e witi. fi»e tnirmia^ which serve for the fur-

thering of the kingdoirt of Gvl rnttn anyAher line of wonders, th'

counter-workiiigs of UUh who in ev*?f th<-
»f", <A the Most High."'

The deduction is absoluUjy V»gica/ Mt^) (.unfi^A i'^ denied. " This

fact," he says, " that the k>ft^^/r/) of lies )•»«« tt^ won^U-rn no less

than the kingdom of tintli, i;- i*A^4f ^ufficierrf < /^encc that rnira

cles cannot be appealed to abs<^/iu<> '/ »^d fir:»jjy, in proof </f the

doctrine which the worl<«r of them pr//!ftims.' This ^Mva the

case, it is impoitaut to discover h , yv m'ir»/U-H pei-form th'ir func-

tion as the indisjH'iisabie evidenc< for a l/j'/'nw. Revelation, for

with this disability they do not seem V> |/«»^Hew. itm/h potentiality

Archbishop Trencli, then, offers tl>e following tie^nitj/ffi o/f the

function of miracles : " A miraele does uoi pro»« the truth of a

1 Two Essfiys on Scripture Miracles, ftc, p. 51 f,

2 Porro quaiuvis ex miraculis aliquid concia Jei-e piwunitta, bbHo tanion modo Dei

existentia iiulo posset concludi. Nam qiium urBciuwn opus linutan sit, nee un-

quam nisi certani et limitatani potcutiam esprimat, <*rtuni est, t».>8 ox tali effectu

non p<).SKe coiicludere (vistontiam causa', cujin pot<'ntiii sit in&iita, &c. (^'(lera,

ed. Tauclinitz, vol. iii., i ap. vi. 24.

8 Notes on the Miracles of our Lord, 8th ed., 1860, p. 22.
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dfx;ti"int'. or the divine mission of him that brings it to pass. That
which alonr it claims for him at the first is a right to be listened

to : it puts him in the alternative of being from heaven or from
lu'U. The doctrine must first commend itself to the conscience as

being (jood, a,nd only then can the uuracle .seal it as divine. But
the first appeal is from the doctrine to the conscience, to the moral

nature of man."' Under certain circumstances, he maintains,

tlieir evidence is utterly to be rejected. " But the purpose of the

iiaracle," he says, " being, as we have seen, to confirm that which
i.s good, so, upon the other hand, where the mind and conscience

witness against the doctrine, not alb the miracles in the world
have a right to demand submi.ssion to the word which they seal.

On the contiaiy, the great act of faith Ih to believe, against, and
ill despite of them all, in what God (ja.-^ n^voaled to, and imjilanted

ill tlie soul of the holy and the true ; not t»i l;elieve another Gos-

pel, though an Angel from heaven, or one transformed into such,

should bring it (Deut. xiii. 3 ; (ial. i. cS) ; and instead of compel-
ling ass^'iit, miracles are then i'ath(!r warnings to us that we keep
aloof, for they tell us that not merely Jius ino here, for to that the

conscience bore witness aiieady, but that he who utters them is

more than a common deceiver, is eminently 'aliai »ii'} an Anti-
christ, ;i false prophet:—standing in more immed- ite co///// ction

than otlier deceived and evil men to the kingdom of darkness, .so

that Satan ha.s given him hi.s' powei- (Rev. xiii. 2), is using him to

lie an especial organ of his, and to do a special work for him."
And ill' lays down the distinct piinciple that :

" The miracle jnust

witness for itself, and tlie doctrine must witness for itself, and
till iK and then only, the first is capable of witne.ssing for the
second."'

Tlie.sf' opinio^/h are not peculiar to the Archbishop of fJublin,

l»ut are generally held by divines, although Dr. Trench expresses
them with unusual absence of reserve. Dr. Mozley emphatically
"Hirnis the same doctrine when he sjjys :

" A miracle cannot
(i'n')gf UH to ac/ept any doctrine which is contrary to our moral

Xoti3, &c., p. 25. Dr. Tri/nhs vitws arc of considerable e< entricity, and he
s<< ms P, reproduce in some degree ihe Platonic theory of Reminiscence. He cou-
tiiiiir^ " For all re /elation presupposes in man a power of recognising the truth
when It IS sjbown him, thfi-f it will hnd an answer in him,- that ho Will trace in
It the iintaments of a fjriend, though of a friend from whom he has he:« Jong es-

tianged, and whom he has well nigh /' rgotten. It is the finding of a trctture,
but of a treasure which he liimself and no other had lost. The denial of this, that
there is in man any organ liy which truth may be recognised, opens the door to the
most II.. Miidlesa scepticism, is indeed the denial of all that is CJod-like in man."
Notes (111 miracles, p. 2'). This is 'hoiee '. The archbishop would probably be
allocked if wo suggested that the god-like organ of which he speaks is Reason.

- Notes on Miracles of our Lord, 8th ed. , 1866, p. 27 f.

^

//'.. p. 33.

-~—
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nature, or to a fundamental princijjle of religion." ' Dr. Mansel
speaks to the same effect: " If a teacher claiming to work miracles

proclaims doctrines contradictory to ])reviously established truths,

whether to the conclusions of natural religion or to the teaching

of a former revelation, such a contradiction is allowed even by
the most zealous defenders of the evidential value of miracles, to

invalidate the authority of the teacher. But the right conclusion

from this admission is not that true miracles are invalid as evi-

dences, but that the supposed miracles in this case are not true

miracles at all ; i.e., are not the effects of Divine power, but of

human deception or of some other agency."- A passage from a

letter wi'itten by Dr. Arnold which is quoted by Dr. Trench in

support of his views, both illustrates the doctrine and the neces-

sity which has led to its adoption :
" You complain," says Dr.

Arnold, writing to Dr. Hawkins, " of those persons who judge of

a revelation ntjt by its evidence, but by its substance. It has

always seemed to me that its substance is a most essential part of

its evidence ; and that miracles wrought in favour of what was
foolish or wicked would only prove Manicheism. We are so per-

fectly ignorant of the unseen world, that the character of any
supernatural power can only be judged by the moral character of

the statements which it sanctions. Thus only can we tell wliether

it be a revelation from God or from the Devil." ^ In another place

Dr. Arnold declares :
" Miracles must be allowed to overrule the

Gospel ; for it is only through our belief in the Gospel that we
accord our belief to them."*

' Bampton Lectures for 18fw, p. 2.5, vol. I.

- Aids to Faith, p. 32.
•' Life of Arnold, ii., p. 22G.
*

,
Lectures on Modern History, p. 137. Those who hold such views forget that

the greiitest miracles of ecclesiastical Christianity are not external to it, hut are

the essence of itn principal dogmas. If the " signs " and " wonders '' which form
what may be called the collateral miracles of Christianity, are only believed in con-

sequence of belief in the Gospel, upon what basis does belief in the miraculous
birth, the Incarnation, the Pesurrection, Ascension, and other leading ilogmas

rest ? These are themselves the Gospel. D'\ J. H. Newman, the character of

whose mind leads him to believe every miracle the evidence against which does not
absolutely prohibit his doing so, rather than only those the evidence for which
constrains him to belief, snnports Ecclesiastical Miracles somewhat at the expense
of those of the GoopeJH. He points out that only a few of the latter no- fultd the

purpose of eviilence for a Divine Revelation, and the rest are sustained and authen-
ticated by those few ; that :

" Tbo Tuan^v never have been evidence except to those

w^o saw them, and have but hold the plaoo of doctrine ever since ; like the truths

revealed to us about the unsoen world, which ari' matters of faith, not means of

conviction. They hav« no existenci , as it wore, out of the record in which they
are found." He then proceeds to refer to the criterion of a miracle suggested by
Bishop Douglas :

" We may suspei t 'r.iracleo to be false, the aoconntof which was
not published at the time or place ot ' iieir alleged occurrence, or if so published,

yet without careful attention being oaii Itothem." Dr. Nev man thenadils : "Yet
St. Mark is said to have written at Rome, St. I<nk" in Rome or t'Ireece, and St. John,
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It is obvious that the mutual dependence which is thus estab-

lished between miracles and the doctrines in connection with

which they are wrought destroys the evidential force of miracles,

and that the fir^t and the final appeal is made to reason. The
doctrine in fact proves the miracle instead ofthe miracle attesting

the doctrine. Divines of course attempt to deny this, but no
other deduction from their own statements is logically possible.

Miracles, according to Scripture itself, are producible by various

•supernatural beings and may be Satanic as well as Divine ; man,
on the other hand, is so ignorant of the unseen world that avow-
edly he cannot, from the miracle itself, determine the agent by
whom it was performed •/ the miracle, therefore, has no intrinsic

evidential value. How, then, according to divines, does it attain

any potentiality ? Only through a favourable decision on the

part of Reason or the " moral nature in man " regarding the

character of the doctrine. The result of the appeal to Reason
respecting the morality and credibility of the doctrine determines

the evidential status of the mii'acle. The doctrine, therefore, is

the real criterion of the miracle which, without it, is necessarily

an object of doubt and .suspicion.

We have already casually referred to Dr. Newman's view of

such a relation between Miracle and doctrine, but may here more
fully quote his suggestive remarks. " Others by referring to the

nature of the doctrine attested," he says, " in order to determine
the author of the miracle, have exposed themselves to the plausible

charge of adducing, first the miracle to attest the divinity of the

doctrine, and then the doctrine to prove the divinity of the Mir-

acle."^ This argument he chat-acterizes as one of the " dangerous
modes" of removing a difficulty, although he does not himself

point out a safer, and, in a note, he adds • " There is an appear-
ance of doing honour to the Christian doctrines in representing
them as intrinsically credible, which leads many into supporting
opinions which, cari-ied to their full extent, supersede the need of

Miracles altogether. It must be recollected, too, that they who
are allowed to praise have the privilege of finding fault, and may
tcjcct, according to their d priori notions, as well as receive.

Doubtless the divinity of a clearly immoral doctrine could not be

at Ephesus ; and the earliest of the Evangelists wrote some years after the events
•("oriled, while the latest did not write for sixty years ; and moreover, true though
it be that jvttention was called to Christianity from the first, yet it is true also that
it did not succeed at the spot where it arose, but principally at a distance from
it." Two Essays on Miracles, &c., 2nd ed., 1870, p. 232 f. How much these re-

marks might have been extended and strengthened by one more critical and less

ecnlesia-stical than Dr. Newman need not here be stated. J^
1 Dr. Newman says of a mi'-acle :

" Considered by itself, it is at mostibut^the
tiiken of a superhuman being."'

- Two Essays, &c., p. .51.
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evidenced by Miracles ; for our belief in the moral attributes of

God is much stronger than our conviction of the negative pro-

position, that none bui He can interfere with the system of

nature.' But theie is always the danger of extending this admis-

sion beyond its proper limits, of supposing ourselves adequate

judges of the tendency of doctrines ; and, because unassisted

Reason informs us what is moral and immoral in our own case, of

attempting to decide on the abstract morality of actions. . .

These remarks are in nowise inconsistent with using (as was done
in a former section) our actual knowledge of God's attributes,

obtained from a survey of nature and human affairs, in determining
the probability of certain professed Miracles having proceeded from
Him. It is one thing to infer from the experience of life, another
to imagine the character of (jod from the gratuitous conceptions

of our own minds."- Although Dr. Newman apparently fails to

pei'ceive that he himself thus makes reason the criterion of mir-

acles and therefore incurs the condemnation with which our

quotation opens, the very indecision of his argument illustrates

the dilennna in whicli divines are placed. Dr. Mozley, however,
still moie diiectly condemns the piinciple which we are discussing

—that the doctrine must be the ci-iterion of the miracle—although
lie also, as we have seen elsewhere substantially affirms it. He
says :

" The position that the revelation proves the miracles, and
not the miracles the revelation, admits of a good qualified mean-
ing ; but taken literally, it is a double offence against the rule,

that things are properly proved by the proper proof of them ; for

a supernatuial fact Is the proper proof of a supernatural doctrine
;

while a supernatuial doctrine, on the other hand, is certainly not

the proper proof of a supernatural +'act."^

This statement is obviously true, but it is equally undeniable

that, their origin being uncertain, miracles have no distinctive

evidential force. How far, then, we may inquire in order

1 In another place, however. Dr. No-vman, contrasting the " rationalistic " and
"Catholic " tempers, and condemning the former, say?, "EationaJism is a certain

abuse of Reason ; that if, a use of it for purposes for which it never was intended,

and ia unfitted. To rationalise in matters of Revelation is to make our reason the

standard and measure of the doctrines revealed ; to stipulate that those doctrines

should be such as to carry with them their own justification ; to reject them if

they come in collision with our existing opinions or habits of thought, or are with
difficulty harmonised with our existing stock of knowledge." (Lssays, Crit. and
Hist., 1872, vol. i, p. HI) ; and a little further on : "A like desire of judging for

one's self is discernible in the original fall of man. Eve did not believe the I'empter
any more than God's word, till she perceived 'the fruit was good for food.

'

" {lb.,

p. 33). Dr. Newman, of course, wishes to limit his principle precisely to suit his

own convenience, but in permitting the rejection of a supposed Revelation in spile

of miracles, on the ground of our disapproval of its morality, it is obvious that the
doctrine is substantially made the final criterion of the miracle.

2 Two Essays, &c., p. 51 f., note (k).

y Bampton Lectures for 1865, p. 19.
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thoroughly to understand the position, can doctrines prove the

reality of miracles or determine the agency by which they are

performed ? In the v^ase of moral truths within the limits of

reason, it is evident that doctrines which are in accordance with

our ideas of what is good and right do not re<]\ lire miraculous

evidence at all. They can secure acceptance by their own merits

alone. At the same time it is universally admitted tliat the truth

or goodness of a doctrine is in itself no proof that it emanates

directly from God, and consequently the most obvious wisdom
and beauty in the doctrine could not attest the divine orit^in of a

miracle. Such truths, however, have no proper connect!' ii with

revelation at all. " These truths," to quote the words ot Bishop

Atterbury, " were of themselves sufficiently obvious and plain,

and needed not a Divine Testimony to make them plainer. But
the Truths which are neces.sary in this Manner to be attested, are

those which are of Positive Institution ; those, which if God had
not pleased to reveal them, Human Reason could not have dis-

covered ; and those, which, even now they are revealed. Human
Reason cannot fidly account for, and perfectly comprehend."^ How
is it possible then that Reason or "the moral nature in man " can
approve as good, or appreciate the fitness of, doctrines which in

their very nature are beA'ond the criterion of reason ?- What re-

ply, for instance, can Reason give to any appeal to it regarding the

doctrine of the Trinity or of the Incarnation ? If docti ines the

truth and goodness of which are apparent do not afford any evi-

dence of Divine Revelation, how can doctrines which Reason can
neither discover nor comprehend attest the Divine origin of

miracles ? Dr. Mozley clearly recognizes that they cannot do so.

" The proof of a revelation," he says, and we may add, the

proof of a miracle—itself a species of revelation
—

" v/hich is con-

tained in the substance of a revelation has this inherent check or

limit in it : viz. that it cannot reach to what is undiscoverable by
reason. Internal evidence is itself an appeal to rea,son, because

at every step the test is our own appreciation of such and such
an idea or doctrine, our own perceptic.i of its fitness : but luinian

reason cannot in the nature of the case prove that which, by the

very hypothesis, lies beyond human reason."-' It naturally fol-

lows that no doctrine which lies beyond reason, and therefore re-

quires the attestation of miracles, can possibly afford that indica-

tion of the source and reality of miracles which is necessary to

endow them with evidential value, and the supernatural doctrine

1 Sermons, 8th ed. , 1766, vol iii.. p. 198.
' Bishop Butler says : "Christianity is a scheme, quite beyond cur compre-

hension." Analogy of Religion, Part II., ch. iv., H 1.

* Bampton Lectures for 1865, p. 15.

I
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must, therefore, l>e rejected in the absence of miraculous evidence

of a decisive character.

Canon Mozley labours earnestly, but unsuccessfully, to restore

to Miracles as evidence some part of that potentiality of which
these unfortunate limitations have de{)rived them. Whilst on the

one hand he says :
" We must admit, indeed, an inherent modifi-

cation in the function of a miracle as an instrument of proof,"^ he

argues that this is only a limitation, and no disproof of it, and he

contends that :
" The evidence of miracles is not negatived because

it has conditions."'^ His reasoning, however, is purely apologetic,

and attempts by the unreal analogy of supposed limitations of

natural principles and evidence to excuse the disqualifying limita-

tion of the supernatural. He is quite conscious of the serious

difficulty of the position :
" The question," he says, " may at first

sight create a dilemma— If a miracle is nugator}' on the side of

one doctrine, what cogency has it on the side of an(»ther ? Is it

legitimate to accept its evidence when w^ please, and reject it

when we please ?
" The only reply he seems able to give to these

very pertinent questions is the remark which immediately follows

them :
" But in truth a miracle is never without an argumenta-

tive force, although that force may be counterbalanced."^ In other

words, a miracle is always an argument although it is often a bad
one. It is scaicely necessary to go to the supernatural for bad
arguments.

It might naturally be expected that the miraculous evidence

selected to accredit a Divine Revelation .'

' ould possess certain

unique and marked characteristics. It must, at least, be clearly

distinctive of Divine power, and exclusively associated with Di-

vine truth. It is inconceivable that the Deity, deigning thus to

attest the reality of a communication from himself of truths be-

yond the ciiterion of reason, should not make the evidence simple

and complete, because the doctrines proper to such a revelation

not being appreciable from internal evidence, it Is obvious that the

external testimony for them—if it is to be of any use—must be

unmistakable and decisive. The evidence which is actually pro-

duced, however, so far from satisfying these legitimate anticipa-

tions, lacks every one of the qualifications which reason anteced-

ently declares to be necessary. Miracles are not distinctive of

Divine power but are common to Satan, and they are admitted to

be performed in support of falsehood as well as in the service of

truth. They bear, indeed, so little upon them the impress of their

origin and true character, that they are dependent for their recog-

nition upon our judgment of the very doctrines to attest which
they are said to have been designed.

1 Bampton Lectures for 1805, p. 25. 2 76., p. 25. S lb. 25.

;!»«
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Even taking the representation of miracles, therefore, which

divines themselves give, they are utterly incompetent to perform

their contemplated functions. If they are superhuman tney are

not supL-r-satanic, and there i.s no son.se in which they can be con-

sidered miraculously evidential of anything. To argue, as theo-

logian.s do, that the ambiguity of their testimony is deliberately

intended as a trial of our faith is absurd, foi- Reason being unable

to juflge of the nature either of supernatural fact or supernatural

doctrine, it would be mere folly and injustice to subject to such a

te->t beings avowedly incapable of sustaining it. Whilst it is abso-

lutely necessary, then, that a Divine Revelation .should be attested

\>y miraculous e\ idence to justify our believing it the testimony

so called seems in all respects unworthy of the name, and presents

anomalies much more suggestive of human invention than Divine
originality. We are, in fact, prepared oven by the Scriptural ac-

count of miracles to expect that further examination will supply

an explanation of such phenomena which will wholly remove
them from the region of the .supernatu, 1.

I
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CHAPTER J I.

MIRACLES IN RELATION TO THE ORDER OF NATURE.

Without at pieseiit touching- tlie ([tiestion as to their reality,

it may be well to ascertain what miracles are considered to be, and
how far, and in what sense it is asseited that they are superna-
tural. We have, hitherto, almost entirely confined our attention

to the arguments of English divines, and we must for the present

continue chieHy to deal with them, for it may broadly be said, that

they alone, at the present day, maintain the reality and superna-
tural character of such phenomena. No thoughtful miml can fail

to see that, considering the function of miracles, this is the only
logical and consistent course.' The insuperable ditticuLics in the

way of admitting the reality of miracles, however, have driven the

great majority of continental, as well as very many English theo-

logians who still pretend to a certain orthodoxy, either to explain

the minicles of the (Jospel naturally, or to sujjpress them altoge-

ther. Since Schleiermacher denounced the idea of L)ivine inter-

ruptions of the order of nature, and explained away the superna-

tural character of miracles, by defining them as merely relative:

miracles to us, but in reality mere anticipations of human know-
ledge and power, his example has been more or less followed

throughoutGermanv,and almost every exi)edient has been adopted,

by would-be orthodox writers, to reduce or altogether eliminate

the miraculous elements. The attempts which have been made
to do this, and yet to maintain the semblance of iinshaken belief

in the main points of ecclesiastical Christianit}^ have lamentably
failed, frou) the hopeless nature of the task and tlie fundamental
error of the conception. The endeavctur of Paulus and his school

to get rid of the suj^ernatuial l)y a bold naturalistic inter})retation

of the language of the Gospel narratives, whilst the credibility of

the record was I'epresented as intact, was too glaring an outrage

upon common sense to be successful, but it was scarcely more
illogical than subsequent efforts to suppress the miraculous, yet

retain tlie creed. The great majority of modern German critics,

however, reject the miraculous altogether, and consider the ques-

' Dr. J. H. Newiimn writes: "Nay, if we only go .so far as to lealize what Chris-

tianity ia, when considered merely as a creed, anil what stupendous overpowering

facts are involved in the doctr.ne of a Divine I nca; nation, we shall feel that no

miracle can be great after it, nothing strange or .iiarv*'llou.s, nothing beyond expec-

tation." Two "issaya on Sca-ipture Miracles, fcc, 1870, p. 185.

li'
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tioa as no longer worthy of discussion, and most of those who have
not distinctly expressed tliis view either resoit to every linguistic

device to evade the dithculty, or betray, by their hesitation, the

feebleness of their belief.' In dealing with the (question of miracles,

therefore, it is not to Germany we must turn, but to England,
where their reality is still maintained.

ArchbishopTrench rejects with disdain the attempts of Schleier-

niacher and others to get rid of the miraculous elements of

miracles, by making them relative, which he rightly considers to

be merely "a decently veiled denial of the mirach; altogether;
"^

and he will not accept any reconciliation which sacrifices the

iniiacle, " which," he logically atfii'ms, " is, in fact, no miracle if it

lay in nature already, if it was only the evoking of forces latent

therein, not a new thing, not the bringing in of the novel powers
of a higher world ; if the mysterious processes and powers by
which tlio.se works were brought about had been only undiscovered

hitherto, and not undiscoverabie by the efforts of human inquiiy."''

When Dr. Trench tries to define what he considers the real char-

acter of miracles, however, he becomes, as might be expected,

voluminous and ob.scure. He .says :
" An extraordinary Divine

casualty, and not that ordinary which we acknowledge every-

where, and in everything belongs, then, to the essence of the

' It may be well to refer more particularly t ) the views of Ewald, one of the
most profound scholars, but, at the same time, arbitrary critics, of this time. In
lii.s great work, ' Oeschichte dej Volkes Israel," he rejects the supernatural from
all the "miracles" of the Old Testament (C'f. III. Ausg. 1864, Bandi., p. 885 ff.,

ii
, p. 88 f., 101 If.), and in the fifth volume, " (jhristus ii.s. Zeit," ho does not

belie his previous opinions. He deliberately repudiates the miraculous birth of

losus (v. p. 23(5), rejects the supernatural from the birth of John the Baptist, and
dtmics the relationship (Luke i. 30) between him and Jesus (p. 230 ff". ). The mira-
'•iilous events at the Orucitixion are mere pv^etical imaginations (p. 581). The
Resurrection is the creation of the pious longing and excited feeling of the disci-

pics (Hand vi. Gesch. des Apost. Zoitalters, 1858 p. 71 f. ), and the Ascension, its

natural sequel (vi. p 95 f. ). In regard to the miracles of Jesus, his treatment of

iliscase was principally mental and by t'io exercise of moral influence on the mind
'<t the sick, but he also employed external means, inquired into the symptoms of

ilisease, and his action was subject to the laws of Divine order (v. pp. 291—299).

K\Tald spiritiial'zes the greater miracles until the physical basis is almost comple-
tely lost. In the miracle at the marriage of Cana, '' water itself, under the iiiHu-

eiice of his spirit, becomes the best wine," as it still does wherever his spirit is

working in full power (v. p. 329). The miraculous feeding of 5000 is a narrative
liased on some tradition of an occasion in which .lesus, '' with the smallest exter-
irvl means, but infinitely more through his spirit and word and prayer, satisfied all

who came to him,"—an allegory in fact of the higher .satisfying power of the bread
ot life—\/hich in course of time grew to the consistency of a physical miracle
V. p. 442). The raising of the son of tiie widow of Nain is represented as a case

'if suspended animation (v. p. 424). In his latest work, " Die Lehro der Bibel
von (iott," Ewald eliminates all the miraculous elements from Revelation, which
tie extends to all historical religions (with the exception of Mahometanism) ia wll
ti to the religion of the Bible (i. p. 18, § 8).

Notes on Miracles, p. 74. ^ lb. p. 75.
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mii-acle
;
powers of God other than those which have always

been working ; such, indeed, as most seldom or never have been
working before. The unresting activity of God, which at other

times hides and conceals itself behind the veil of what we term
natural laws, do«^s in the miracle unveil itself ; it steps out from
its concealment, and the hand which works is laid bare. Beside

and beyond the ordinary operation of nature, higher powers
(higher, not as coming from a higher source, but as bearing upon
higher ends) mtrude and make themselves felt even at the very
springs and sources of her power."' " Not, as we shall see the

greatest theologians have always earnestly contended, contra
naturam. but pnvtcr naturam, and supra naturaui."" Fuither on
he adds :

" Beijond nature, beyond and above the nature which
we know, they are, but not contrary to it.""' Newman, in a simi-

lar strain, though with greater directness, says :
" The miracles of

Scripture ai-e undeniably beyond nature
;

" and he explains them
as " wi'ought by persons consciously exercising, under Divine
guidance, a power committed to them for definite ends, profess-

ing to be immediate messengers from heaven, and to be evidenc-

ing their mission by their miracles."*

Miracles are here described as "beside," and "beyond," and
" above" nature, but a moment's consideration must show that,

in so far as these terms have any meaning at all, they are simply
evasions, not solutions, of a difficulty. Dr. Trench is quite sen-

sible of the danger in which the definition of miracles places them,
and how fatal to his argimient it would be to admit that they
are contrary to the order of nature. " The miracle," he protests,
" is not thus unnatural ; nor could it be such, since the unnatu-
ral, the contrary to order, is of itself the ungodly, and can in no
way, therefore, be affirmed of a Divine work, such as that with
which we have to do."" The archbishop in this, however, is clearly

arguing from nature to miracles, and not from miracles to nature.

He does not, of course, know what miracles really are, but as he
recognizes that the order of nature must be maintained, he is

forced to assert tl>at miracles are not contrary to nature. He
repudiates the idea of their being natural phenomena, and yet

attempts to deny that they are unnattiral. They must either be

the one or the other. The archbishop, besides, forgets that he

ascribes miracles to Satan as well as to God. The whole argu-

ment is a mere quibble of words to evade a palpable dilemma.
Dr, Newman does not fall into this error, and more boldly facer>

1 Notes on Miracles, p. 12.

« //<., p. 12, note 2.

3 U., p. 14
Two Essays on Scripture Miracles. Ac, p. I'.IJ.

6 Notes on Miracles, p. 1 5.
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the difficulty. He admits that the Scripture miracles " innovate

upon the impressions which are made upon us by the order and

the laws of the natural world ;"' and that "walking on the sea,

or the resurrection of the dead, is a plain reversal of its laws.'"-

Indeed, that his distinction is purely imaginary, and inconsistent

with the alleged facts of Scriptural miracles, is apparent from

Dr. Trench's own illustrai-ions.

Take, for instance, the multiplication of loaves and fishes.

Kive thousand peoj^le are fed upon Bve barley loaves and two
small fishes :

" and they took up of l fragments which remained

twelve baskets full."^ Dr. Trench is lorced to renounce all help

in explaining this mii-acle from natural analogies, and lie admits :

" We must simply behold in the multiplying of the bread " (and

fishes ?)
" an act of Divine omnipotence on His part who was the

Word of God,—not, indeed, now as at the first, of absolute crea-

tion out of nothing, since there was a substratum to work on in

the original loaves and fishes, but an act of creative accretion."*

It will scarcely be argued by any one that such an " act of Divine

omnipotence " and " creative accretion " as this multiplication of

five baked leaves and two small fishes is not contrary to the

order of nature.'' For Dr. Trench has himself pointed out that

there must be interposition of man's art here, and that " a grain

of wheat could never by itself, and according to the laws of

natural development, issue in a loaf of bread.""

Undaunted by, or rather unconscious of, such contradictions

the archbishop proceeds with his argument, and with new defini-

tions of the miraculous. So far from being disorder of nature, he
continues with audacious precision :

" the true miracle is a higher

and purer nature coming down out of the world of untroubled

harmonies into this world of ours, which so many discords have
jarred and disturbed, and bringing this back again, though it be
for one mysterious prophetic moment, into harmony with that

higher."' In that " higher and purer nature " can a grain of

wheat issue in a loaf of bread ? We have only to apply this

theory to the miraculous nuiltiplication of loaves and fishes to

perceive how completely it is the creation of Dr. Trench's poetical

t'ancy.

1 Two essays on Scripture Miracles, Ac, p. 154.
- lb., p. 158.

3 Matt. xiv. 20,

* Notes on Miracles, p. 274 f

.

'•> Newman referring to this amongst other miracles as " a far greater innovation
upon the economy of nature than the miracles of the Church upon the economy of
Scripture," says : "There is nothing, for instance, in nature at all to parallel and
mitigate the wonderful history of the multiplication of an artiticially prepared
substance, such as bread." Two Essays, p. 157 f.

* Notes on Miracles, p. 274. ' lb., p. 15.
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miracles, bodily cures, the corre8))ondence betweCii a simple com-

mand or prophetic notification and the cure is the chief charac-

teristic of miracles, and distinguishes them from mere marvels.

No violation of any law of nature takes place in either the cure

or the prophetic announcement taken separately, but the two,

taken togethei", are the proof of superhuman agency. Dr. Mozley
confesses that no physical hypothesis can be framed accounting

for the superhuman knowledge and power involved in this class

ly't miracles, supposing the miracles to stand as they are recorded

in Scripture.*

Being obliged, therefore, to abandon the attempt to explain the

CJospel miracles upon the theory of unknown connection with
known law. Dr. Mozley .shifts the inquiry to the other and diffe-

rent question, whether miracles may not be instances of laws

wliich are as yet wholly unknown.'' This is generally called a

question of " higher law,"—that is to say, a law which compre-
hends under itself two or more lower or less wide laws. And the

principle would be applicable to mir.acles by supposing the exis-

tence of an unknown law, hereafter to be discovered, under which
miracles would come, and tbctn considering whether this new law
of miracles, and the old law of common facts, might not both be

reducible to a still more general law which comprehended- them
lioth. Now a law of nature, in the scientific sense, cannot exisf

without a class of facts which comes under it, and in reality con-

stitutes the law ; but Dr. Mozley of course recognizes that the

discovery of such , . law of miracles would necessarily involve

the discovery of fresh miracles, for to talk of a law of miracles

without miracles would be an absurdity.'' The supposition of the

<liscoverv of such a law of miracles, however, would be tanta-

mount to the supposition of a future new order of nature, from
which it immediately follows that the whole supposition is irre-

levant and futile as regards the present question.^ For no new
order of things could make the present order different, and a

miracle, could we suppose it becoming the ordinary fact of an-

other diflferent order of nature, would not be less a violation of

tlie laws of nature in the presr^nt one.'' Dr. Mozley is, therefore,

constrained to abandon also this explanation. We are bound to

say, and we do so with sincere pleasure and respect, that Dr.

Mozley conducts his argument with great fairness and ability,

and displays his own love of truth by the impartiality with
which he discusses and relinquishes many a favourite, but uu-

ttmable, hypothesis.

• Bampton Lectures, 1865, pp. 145—153.
« lb., pp. 153—159.

p. 154 f.
•!

/ft.

4 If,., p.

5 Jb., p.

150.

157.
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We pause here to remark that, throughout the whole inquiry

into the question of miracles, we meet with nothing from theolo-

gians but mere assumptions, against which the invariability of

the known order of nature steadily opposes itself. The facts of

the nan-ative of the miracle are first assumed, and so are the

theories by which it is explained. Known law refuses to recog-

nize such astounding statements as those affirming the resurrec-

tion of an absolutely dead man, a bodily ascension, or the miracu-

lous multiplication of loaves and fishes ; unknown law is equally

obdurate, so other assumptions of an even more daring descrip-

tion are the only resource of those who maintain and desire to

account for them. Narrative and assumption are crushed beneath

the weight of the alleged facts. Now, with regard to every

theory which seeks to explain miracles by assumption, we may
quote words applied by one of the ablest defenders of miracles

to some conclusion of straw, which he placed in the mouth of an
imaginary antagonist in order that he might refute it ;

" But the

question is," said the late Dean of St. Paul's, " net whether such

a conclusion has been asserted, as many other absurdities have
been asserted, by the advocates of a theory, but whether i^ has

been established on such scientific grounds as to be entitled to

the assent of all duly cultivated minds, whatever their own con-

science may say to the contrary."^ Divines are very strict in de-

manding absolute denwnstrations from men of science and otheis,

but we do not find them at all ready to furnish conclusions of

similar accuracy regarding dogmatic theology.

Immediately after this indignant demand for scientific accuracy

of demonstration. Dr. Mansel proceeds to argue as follows : In

the will of man we have the solitary instance of an efficient cause,

in the highest sense of the term, acting among the phy.iical causes

of the material world, and producing results which could not have
been brought al)()ut by any mere sequence of physical causes. If a

man of his own will throw a stone into the air, its motion, as soon as

it has left hishand, is determined l)y a combination of purely mate-
rial laws ; but by what law cpvae it to be thrown at all '. The law of

gravitation, no doubt, remains constant and unbroken, whether the

stone is lying on the ground, or moving through the air, but all the

laws of matter could not have })rought about the particular result

without the interposition of the free will of the man who throws
the stone. Substitute the will of God for the will of man, and
the argument becomes af)plicable to the whole extent of Creation

and to all the phenomena which it embraces.'-

It is evident that Dr. Hansel's argument merely tends to prove

i
1 Mansel, Aids to Faith, p. 19. 2 fb., p. 20.
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that every effect must have a cause, a proposition too hackneyed

to require any argument at all. If a man had not thrown the

stone, the stone would have remained lying on the ground. No
one doubts this. We have here, however, this " solitary instance

of an erticient cause acting among the physical causes of the ma-
terial world," producing the results which are wholly determined

by material laws,' jiml incapable of producing any opposed to

them. K, therefore, we substitute, as Dr. Man.sel desires, " the

will of God " for " the will of man," Wi arrive at no results which
are not in harmony with the order of nature. We have no ground
whatever for a.ssuming any efficient cause acting in any other wa}'

than in accordance with the laws of nature. It is, however, one

of the gross fallacies of this argument, as a])plied to miracles, to

pass from the efficient cause producing results which are strictly

in aecorcHnce with natural laws, and determined by them, to an

assumed ;' 'cient cau.se producing effects which are oppo.sed to

natural law. As an argument from analogy it is totally false, and
it is moreover based upon mere assumption. The restoration to

life of a decomposed human body and the multiplication of loaves

and fi.shes are oppo.sed to natural laws, and no assumed effi-

cient cause conceivable to which they may be referred can har-

monize them.

Dr. Mozley continues his arginuent in a similar way. He in-

quires :
" Is the suspension of physical and material laws by a

Spiritual Being inconceivable :' We reply that, however incon-

ceivable this kind of suspension of physical law is, it is a fact.

Pliysical laws ai-e suspended any time an animate being moves
any part of its body ; the laws of matter are suspended by the

laws of life."- He goes on to maintain that, although it is true

that his .spirit is united with the matter in which it moves in a

w'fiy in which the (ireat Spirit who acts on matter in the mirach-

is not, yet the action of God's Spirit in the miracle of walking on
tlu' water is no more inconceivable than tlu; action of his own
spirit in holding up his own hand. " Antecedently, one step on
the ground and an ascent to heaven are alike incredible. But
this appearance of incredibility is answered in one ca.se literally

ambulando. How can I place any reliance upon it in the other?"
"'

From this illustration. Dr. Mozley, with a haste very unlike his previ-

ous careful procedure, jumps at the following conclusions: "The
constitution of nature, then, disproves the incredibility of the Divine
suspension of physical law ; but more than this, it creates a pre-

sumption for it. "+ The laws of life of which we have experience,

' Throughout this argument we use the term " law " in its popular aenae as re-

presenting the series ofphenom'.Mia to which reference is made.
"- Bampton Lectures, ISU"*, p. 1(54.

Il>., p. IG4. t fit., p. IM.
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above physical laws, and the analogy of evory grade in nature

forbids the presumption that higher forms may exist which are

exempt from their control.

If in animated beings we have the solitary instance of an
" efficient cause" acting among the forces of nature, and possessing

the power of initiation, this efficient cause produces no disturbance

of physical law. Its existence is as much a recognized part of

the infinite variety of form within the order of nature as the

existence of a crystal or a plant ; and although the character of

the force exercised by it may not be clearly understood, its

effects are regulated by the same laws as govern all other forces

in nature. If " the laws of matter are suspended l>y the laws of

life
" each time an animated being moves any part of its body,

one physical law is suspended in precisely the same manner, and
to an equivalent degree, each time another physical law is called

into action. The law of gravitation, for instance, is equally over-

come by the law of magnetism each time a magnet suspends a

weight in the air. In each case, a law is successfully resisted

precisely to the extent of the force employed. The arm that is

rai.sei' by the animated being falls again, in obedience to law, as

soon as the force which raised it is exhausted, quite as certainly as

the weight descends when the magnetic current fails. The only
anomaly is our ignorance of the nature of the vital force ; but do
we know much moi-e of the ])hysical ? The introduction of life

in no way changes the relation between cause and effect, which
constitutes the order of nature, and proceeds according to its law.

No exercise of will can overcome the laws of gravitation, or any
other law, to a greater extent than the actual force exerted, any
more than the magnetic current can do so beyond the force of

tho battery. Will has no power against exhaustion. Even a
Mo.^es, in the sublimest moments of faith, could not hold up his

anus to heaven after his physical force was consumed. Life

favours no presumption for the suspension of law, but, on the
contrary, whilst acting in nature, universally exhibits the pre-

v.ilence and invariability of law. Tlie "laws of life" may l)e

su> tie, but they are but an integi-al portion of the great order of

natuie, working harmoniously with th(> laws of matter, and not
one whit more independent of them than any one natural law is

of another.

The " Efficient Cause," if it have a moment of initiatory will to

set the forces of life in motion—as the force of magnetism, for

instance, is rendered active when a touch connects the coil with
the battery—is singularly circum.scribed by law. It is brought
into existence by the operation of immutable phy,sical laws, and
from the cradle to the grave it is subject to those laws. So
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inseparably is it connected with matter, and conse(|uently witli

the laws which regulate matter, that it cannot even become con-

scious of its own existence without the intervention of matter
The whole process of life is depenfleni on obedience to natural

laws, and so powerless is this etHcient cause to resist ^heir juris-

diction, that, in spite of its highest ettbrts, it pines or ceases to

exist in consequence of the mere natui'al operation of lav/ upon
the matter with which it is united, and without which it is

impotent. It cannot receive an impression from without that is

not conveyed in accoidance with law, and perceived by an

excjuisitely ordered orgunism, in every part of which law reigns

supreme ; nor can it communicate from within except through
channels ecpially ordered by law. A. slight injury may derange
the delicate mechanical contrivanc(is of eye, eai', and A'ocal chords,

and may further destroy the reason and paralyze the body,

reducing the animated )>eing, by the derangement of those

channels to which physical law limits its action, to a mere
smouldering spark of life, without consciousness and without
expi'cssion. The " laws of life " act amongst the laws of matter,

but are not independent of them, and after the initiatory impulse

the action of both classes of law is regulated by precisely the

same principles.

Dr. Mozley's athrniation, that antecedently one step on the

ground and an ascent to heaven are alike incredible, does not

help him. In that sense it follows that there is nothing that is

not antecedently inciedible, nothing credilde until it has happened.
This argument, however, while it limits us to actual experience,

prohibits presumptions with regard to that which is beyond
experience. To argue that, because a step on the ground and an

ascent to heaven are antecedently alike incredible, yet we subse-

quently make that step, therefore the ascent to heaven, which we
cannot make, from incredible becomes credible, although it has

not happened, is a contradiction in terms. If the ascent be

antecedently incredible, it cann(>t at the same time be antecedent-

ly credible. That which is incredible cannot become credible

because something else (juite different becomes credible. It is

apparent that such an argument is vicious. The propositioji

simply amounts to an assertion that everything before it has

happened is incredible, and that because one thing antecedently

considered incredible has happened, therefore everything else

becomes credible. Experience comejj with sober wisdom to check
such reaso'ung. We believe in our power to walk because we
can exerc it, and have been able to exercise it antecedently to

our pow^er to reason about the step, but everything prohibits

belief in bodily ascensions. The step is part of the recognized
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order of nature, and has none of the elements in it of the

iiiiracMiloj.s. An automaton can make the same step a8 a man.
The only difference is in the character of the force employed and
exhausted in each. But if, in the exercise of oiu' power of

voluntary motion, we leap into the air on the brink ofa precipice,

belief in an ascent to heaven is shattered to pieces at the bottom
to which the law of j^navitation infallibly dra<;s us.

There is absolutely uothin|^ in the constituti(m of nature, we
may say, reversing Dr. Mozley's assertion, which does not prove

the incredibility of a Divine suspension of physical laws, and
(iofs not create a presumption against it. The solitary instance

of an etficient cause, if it be distinguished fi-om the other forces

of nature by the possession of the power of an initiatory impulse,

is, from the moment that power is ex(!rt(Hl, subject to physical

laws like all other forces, and tlicre is no instance producible, or

even logically conceivable, of any power whose eiiects are opposed
to the ultimate niling of the laws of nature. The occurrence of

anything opposed to those laws is incredible. Dr. Mozley has

himself shown that miracles cannot be explained either by
unknown connection with known law, or by reference to unknown
law: and he renounces the explanatii i of " higiier law." His
distinction between the laws of nature and the " laws of the

universe," i by which he nevertheless (mdeavours to make a

miracle credible, is one which is purely imaginary. We know of

1.0 laws of the universe differing from the laws of nature. So
far as the human intellect can range, the laws of nature alone

prevail. But, even adopting for a momcmt Dr. Mozley's distinc-

tion, it would still be inconceivable that any " laws of the universe"

could so modify the laws of nature as to explain, for instance,

the miracle of the nmltiplication of an artificial pioduct !'''«>

loaves of bread. A consideration of the solitary instance kno', a
of iV) jfHcient cause acting among the forces of nature, so ftir fro,

a

favouring the presumption of a still higluu- efficient cause unknown
producing such results, presents on the contrary, the strongest

presumption against it. No exertion of force in any way analo-

;.;ous to that exercised by animated beings, however great, could

furnish the requisite explanation of such complex miracles. On
the other hand, our highest attainable concej)tion of infinite

visdom and power is based upon the universality and invariabilit}'

of law, and inexorably excludes, as unworthy and anthropomor-
phic, any idea of its fitful suspension.

'Bampton Lectures, 1865, p. 163.
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and incurred the penalty of death for himself and for the whole

of his posterity. The luunan lace, although created, perfect and
without sin, thus disappointed the expectations of the Creator,

and became daily more -vicked, the Evil Spirit having succeeded

in frustrating the designs of the Almighty, so that God repented

that he had made man, and at length destroyed by a deluge all

the inhabitants of the earth, with the exception of eight persons

who feared him. This sweeping purification, however, was as

futile as the original design, and the race of men soor became
more wicked than ever. The Hnal and only adetpiate remedy de-

vised by God for the salvation of his creatures, become so desper-

ately and hopelessly evil, was th(> incarnation of himself in tlie

person of " the Son," tlie second person, in a mysterious Trinity

of which the Godhead is said to be composed (who was conceived

l)y the Holy Ghost, and ))orii of the Virgin Mary), and his death

upon the cross as a vicavious expiation of the sins of the world,

without which supposed satisfaction of the justice of God his

mercy could not possibly havo been extended to the fraii and
sinful work of his own hands The eiucifixion of the incarnate

God was the crowning guilt of a nation whom God himself had
selected as his own peculiar people, and whom he had conde-

.scended to guide by constant direct revelations of his will, but
who, from the fiist, had displayed the most persistent and re-

markable proclivity to sin against him, and, in spite of the won-
derful miracles wrought on their behalf, to forsake hit: service for

the worship of other gods. We arc asked to believe, therefore,-

in the frustration of the Divine design of creation, and in the

fall of man into a state of wickedness hateful to God, reijuiring

and justifying the Divine design of a revelation, and such a revela-

tion as this, as a preliminary to i\\e furthtn- pro{)osition that, on
the suj^position of such a design, miracles would not be contrary

to reason.

Antecedently, nothing could be more al)solutely incredible or

contrar} to reason than tliese statements, or the supposition of such

a design. Dr. Mozley himself admits that, as human announce-
ments, the doctrines of Christianitj'' would be the " wildest de-

lusions," which we could not be justified in believing, and that

such a scheiiic could not be maintained without miraculotis evi-

dence. The .'^apposition of the Divine design of the revelation is

solely derived from the doctrines supposed to have been revealed,

and, indeed, that design forms part of them. Until they are

proved to be Divine truths, those statements must obviously be

considered human announcements, and consequently they are an-

tecedently incredible, and the " wildest delusions." As Dr. Moz-
ley does noi pretend that there is anything antecedently crediblc
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survival only of the fittest is the stern decree of nature. The in-

variable action of law itself eliminates the unfit. Progi-ess is

necessary to existence ; extinction is the doom of retrogression.

The highest effect contemplated h}' the supposed Revelation is to

bring maii into perfect harmony with law, and this is ensured by
law itself acting upon intelligence. Only in obedience to law is

tliere life and safety. Knowledge of law is iinpei-atively demand-
ed by nature. Ignorance of it is a capital offence. If we ignore

the law of gravitation we are dashed to pieces at the foot of a

prf cipice, or are cmshed by a falling rock ; if we neglect sanatory

law, we ar'^ destroyed by a pestilence ; if we disregard chemical

laws, we are poisoned by a vapour. There ie not, in reality, a

This unfitnesB must consist oither in having a faculty or faculties in excess ; or

in having a faculty or faculties deficient ; or in both.

A faculty in eroess is one which the condi'^ions of existence do not afford full ex-

ercise to ; and a faculty that is deficient is one from which tlie conditionff of exis-

tence demand more than it can perform. •

But it is an essential principle of life that a faculty to which circumstances do
not allow full exercise diminishes ; and that a faculty on which circumstances make
excessive demands increases.

.\nd so long as this excess and this deficiency continue, there must continue de-

crease on the one hand, and QTowth on the other.

Finally all excess and all deficiency must disappear, that is, all uniitness must
disappear ; that is, all imperfection must disappear.

Thus the ultimate development of the ideal man is logically certain—as certain

as any conclusion in which wo place the most implicit faith : for instance, that all

men will die. For why do we infer that .all men will die '/ Simply because, in an
immense number of past experiences, death has uniformly occurred. Similarly

then as the experiences of all people in all times—experiences that are embodied
in maxims, proverbs, and moral precepts, and that are illustrated in biographies
and histories, go to prf)ve that organs, faculties, powers, capacities, or whatever
else we call them grow by use and diminish by disuse, it is inferred that they will

continue to do so. And if this inference is unquestionable, then is the one above
deduced from it—that humanity must in the end become completely adapted to
its conditions—unquestionable also.

Progress, therefore, is not an accident, but a necessity. Instead of civilic^ation

l)eing artificial, it is a part of nature ; all of a piece with the development of the
embryo or the unfolding of a flower. The modifications mankind have undergone,
and are still undergoing, fo.iult from a law underlying the whole organic creation ;

and provided the humar. race continues, and the constitution of things remains the
same, those modifications must end in completeness. As surely as the tree be-
comes bulky when it stands alone, and slender if one of a group ; as surely as the
same ci mature assumes the different forms of cart-horse and race-horse, according
as its habits demand strength oi speed ; as surely as a blacksmith's arm grows large,

and the skin of a labourer's hand thick ; as surely as the eye tends to become long-
sighted in the sailor, and short-sighted in the student ; as surely as the blind at-
tain a more delicate sense of touch : as surely as a clerk acquires rapidity in wnt-
ing and calculation ; as surely as the musician learns to d )tect an error of a semi-
tone amidst what seems to others a very babel of sounds ; as surely as a passion
grows by indulgence and diminishes when restrained ; as surely as a disregarded
conscience becomes inert, and one that is obeyed active ; as surely as there is any
tfficacy in educational culture, or any meaning in such terms as habit, cr.stom, prac-
tice

; so surely must the human faculties be moulded into complete Ptness for tti©

social state ; so surely must the things wc call evil and immorality Q'Pappear ; so
surely must man become iierfect." Social Statics, stereotyped ed. 1868, p. 78 f.

s
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06 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

^adation of breach of law that is not followed by an e(|uivalent

gradation of punishment. Civilization is nothing but the know-
ledge and observance of natural laws. The savage must leani

them or be extinguished ; the cultivated must observe them or die.

The balance of moral and physical development cannot be deranj^^-

ed with impunity. In the spiritual as well as tlie physical sense

only the fittest eventually can survive in the struggle for existence.

There is, in fact, an absolute upward impulse to the whole human
race supplied by the invariable operation of the laws of nature

acting upon the common instinct of self-preservation. As, on

the one hand, the highest human conception of infinite wisdom
iind power is derived from the universality and invariability of

law, so that universality and invariability, on the other hand, ex-

clude the idea of interruption or occasional suspension of law for

any purpose whate^'er, and more especially for the correction of

supposed original errors of design which cannot have existed, oi

for the ti' >ainment'of objects already provided for in the order of

natu)"e.

Upon the first groundless assumption of a Divine design of

such a revelation follows the hypothetical inference that, for the

purpose of making the communication from the unseen world, a

miracle or visible suspension of the order of nature is no irregu-

larity, but part of the system of the universe. This, however, is

a mere assertion, and no argument,—an avowed assumption which
is contrary to experience. It is simply absurd to speak of a visi-

ble suspensior* of the order of nature being part of the system of

the universe. Such a statement has no meaning whatever within

the range of human conception. Moreover, it must be remem-
bered that miracles—or " visible suspensions of the order of na-

ture,"—are ascribed indift'erently to Divine and to batanic agency.

If miracles are not an anomaly or irregularity on the supposition

of the Divine design of a revelation, upon what supposition

do Satanic miracles cease to be irregularities ? Is the order of

nature, which it is asserted is under the personal contiol of God,

at the same time at the mercy of the Devil ?

Archbishop Trench has, as usual, a singular way of overcoming
the difficulty. He says :

—
" So long as we abide in the region of

nature, miraculous and improbable, miraculous and incredible

may be admitted as convertible terms. But once lift up the

whole discussion into a higher region, once acknowledge some-
thing higher than nature, a kingdom of God, and men the in-

tended denizens of it, and the whole argument loses its strength

and the force of its conclusions, . . . He who already counts

it likely that God will interfere for the higher welfare of men,
who believes that there is a nobler world-order than that in which

we
for

regi

are
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we live and move, and that it would be the blessing of blessings

for that nobler to intrude into and to make itself felt in the

rcfi'ion of this lower, who has found that here in this world we
are bound by heavy laws of nature, of sin, of death, which no
powers that we now possess can break, yet which must be broken

if we are truly to live,—he will not find it hard to believe the

great miracle, the coming of the Son of God in the flesh, &c.

. . And as he believes that greatest miracle, so will he be-

lieve all other miracles, &c."' In other words, if we already be-

lieve the premises we shall not find it diflicult to adopt the

conclusions—if we already belie v'e the greatest miracle we shall

not hesitate to believe the less—if we already believe the dogmas
v/e shall not find it hard to believe the evidence by which they

are supposed to be authenticated. As we necessarily do abide in

the region of nature, in which Dr. Trench admits that miraculous

and incredible are convertible terms, it would seem ratlier diflicult

to lift the discussion into the higher region here described with-

out having already abandoned it altogether.

' Notes on Miracles, p. 71 f. Arehbishop Trench Ijelieves that exemption from
the control of the law of gravitation, &c., is a "lost prerogative " of our race,

which we may one day recover. It would be difficult to produce a parallel to his

reasoning in modern times. He says : "It has been already observed that the

miracle, according to its true idea, is not a violation, nor yet suspension of law,

but the incoming of a higher law, as of a spiritual in the inidst of natural laws,

and the momentary assertion, lor that highc law, of the predominance which it

was intended to b^we, and but for man's fall it would always have had, over the
lower ; and with this a prophetic anticipation of the abiding prevalence which it

shall one day recover. Exactly thus was there here " (in the miracle of the Walk-
ing on the Sea) " a sign of the lordship of man's will, when that will is in absolute

harmony with God's will, over external nature. In regard to this very law of

gravitation, a feeble, and for the most part unconsciously possessed, remnant of

his power survives to man in the well-attested fact that liis body is lighter when
he is awake than sleeping ; a fact which every nurse who has carried a child can
attest. From this we conclude that the human consciousness, as an inner centre,

works as an opposing force to the attraction of the earth and the centripetal force of

gravity, however unable now to overbear it" (!). Notes on Miracles, p, 292.

., A'
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CHAPTER III.

REASON IN RELATION TO THP] ORDER OF NATURE.

'if
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The argument of those who assert the possibility and reality of

miracles generally takes the shape of an attack upon our know-
ledge of the ordoi' of nature. To establish an excejition they

deny the rule. " Whatever ditheulty there is in believing in

miracles in general," says Dr. Mozle^, who conducts such an at-

tack with unusual force and ability, " arises from the circumstance

that they are in contradiction to or unlike the order of nature.

To estimate the force of this difficulty, then, we must first under-

stand what kind of belief it is which we have in the ordei- of na-

ture ; for the weight of the objection to the miraculous mustdepenl
on the nature of the belief to which the miraculous is oj)posed."'

Dr. Mozley defines the meaning of the phrase, " order of nature
"

as the connection of that j)art of the order of nature of which wo
are ignorant with that part of it which we know, the former being

expected to be such and such, because the latter is. But how do

we justify this expectation of likeness T- We cannot do so, and

all our arguments are mere statements of the belief itself, ho

affirms, and not reasons to account for it. It may be said, e. g.,

that when a fact of nature has gone on i-epeating itself a certain

time, such repetition shows that there is a permanent cause at

work, and that a permanent cause produces permanently recur-

ring efiects. But what is there to show the existence of a per-

manent cause ? Nothing. The effects wliich have taken place

show a cause at work to the extent of these effects, but not fur-

ther. That this cause is of a more permanent nature we have no

evidence. Why then do we expect the further continuance of

these effects.^ We can only say : because we believe the future

will be like the past. After a physical phenomenon has even oc-

curred every day for years we have nothing but the past repeti-

tion to justify GUI' certain expectation of its future repetition*

Do we think it giving a reason for our confidence in the future

to say that, though no man has had e;^perience of what is future,

every man has had experience of what was future ? It is true

that what is future becomes at every step of our advance what

was future, but that which is now still future is not the least al-

1 Bampton Lectures, 1865, p. 33.
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THE ARGUMENT FROM EXPERIENCt 99

tere<l by that circuni.stance ; it is as invisible, as unknown, and as

unexplored as if it were the very beginning and the very start-

ing-point of nature. At this starting-point of nature what would

a man know of its future course ? Nothing. At this niouienthe

jfc/?(;'!;.s' no more.' What ground of reason, then, can we assign

for our expectation that any part of the course of mature will the

next moment bo like what it has been up to f/i/.v moment, i. <>., for

our belief in the uniformity of nature ? None. It is without a

reason. It rests upon no rational ground, and can be traced to

iw rational principle.'^ The belief in the order of nature being

thus an " unintelligent impulse" of which wc cannot give any
rational account. Dr. Mozley concludes, the ground is gone upon
wliich it could be maintained that mii'acles, as opposed to the

order of nature, were opposed to reason. A miracle in being op-

posed to our experience is not only not opposed to necessary

reasoning, but to any reasoning.^ We need not further follow

till' Bampton Lecturer, as with clearness and ability he applies

this rea.soning to the argument of "Experience," until he pauses

triumphantly to exchtim :
" Thus ste|) by step has philosophy

loosened the connection of the ortler of nature with the ground of

I'aso.i, befi'iending, in exact proportion as it has done this, the

principle of miracles."'*

Dr. Mozley, however, acknowledges that the principle of argu-

ment from experience is that " which makes human life practic-

able ;
which utilizes all our knowledge ; which makes th'; nast

anytliing more than an irrelevant picture to us ; for of whal use

is the experience of the past to us unless we believe the future

will be like it ?"" Our knowledge in all things is relative, and
there are sharp and nari-ow linuts to human thought It is,

therefore, evident that, in the ahsence of aljsolute knowledge, our

belief must be accorded to that of which we have more full cog-

nizance rather than to that which is contradicted by all that we
do know. It may be "irrational " to feel entire confidence that

tlu' ,sun will " rise " to-moiTow, or that the moon will continue to

wax and wane as in the past, but we shall without doubt retain

this belief, and reject any assertion, liowever positive, that the

earth will stand still to-morrow, or that it did so some tliousands

of years ago. Evidence must take its relative place in the finite

scale of knowledge and thought, and if we do not absolutely
know anything whatever, so long as one thing is more fully es-

tablished than another, we must hold to that which rests upon
the more certain basis. Our belief in the invariability of the
order of nature, therefore, being based upon more certain grounds

1 Bampton Lectures, 1865, p. 38.
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than any other human opinion, we must of necessity refuse cre-

dence to a statement supported by infinitely less comjtlete testi-

mony, and contradicted by universal experience, that phenomena
subversive of that order occurnjd many years ago, or we must cease

to believe anything at all. If belief based upon unvarying expe-

rience be irrational, how much more irrational must belief be which
is opposed to that experience. According to Dr. Mozley, it is quite

irrational to believe that a stone drv)pped from the hand, for in-

stance, will fall to the ground. It is true that all the stones we our-

selveshave ever dropped, or seen dropped,have sofallen.and equally

true that all stones so droj)ped as far back as historic records, and
those still more authentic and ancient records of earth's crust it-

self go, have done the same, but that does not justify our belief,

upon any grounds of reason, that the next stone we drop will do
so. If we be told, however, that upon one occasion a stone so

dropped, instead of falling to the ground, rose up into the air and
continued there, we have only two courses open t( us : either to

disbelieve the fact, and attribute the statement to error of ol)ser-

vation, or to reduce the past to a mere irrelevant picture, and the

min<l to a blank page equally devoid of all belief and of all intel-

ligent rea -zoning. It is impossible to do the latter, and it is

equally iiu^iossible not to do the former.

Dr. Mozley 's argument, however, is fatal to his own cause. It

is admitted that miracles, " or visible suspensions of the order of

nature,"' cannot have any evidential force unless they be super-

natural, and out of the natural sequence of ordinary phenomena.
Now, unless there V)e an actual order of nature, how can there be

any exception to it ? If oiir belief in it be not based upon any
ground of reason,—as Dr. Mozley maintains, in order to assert that

miracles or visible suspensions of that order are not contrary to

reason,—how can it be asserted that miracles are supernatural ?

If we have no rational ground for believing that the future will

be like the past, what rational ground can we have for thinking

that anything which happens is exceptional, and out of the com-
mon coursa of nature ? Because it has not hap})ened before ?

That is no reason whatever; because the fact that a thing has

happened len millions of times is no rational justification of our

expectatioi. that it will happen again. If the reverse of that

which had happened previously took place on the ten million and
first time we shoidd have no rational ground for surprise, and no
reason for affirming that it did not occur in the most natural

manner. Because we cannot explain its cause ? We cannot ex-

plain the cause of anything. Our belief that there is any per-

1 Bampton Lectures, 1865, p. C.
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manent cause is a mere unintelligent impulse. We can only say

that there is a cause sufficient to produce an isolated effect, but

we do not know the nature of that cause, and it is a mere irra-

tional instinct to suppose that any cause produces continuous

effects, or is more than momentary. A miiacle, consequently,

becomes a mere isolated effect from an unknown cause in the miflst

of other merely isolated phenomena from unk own uses, anditia

as irrational to wonder at the occurrenci; of what is new, as to

expect the recun-ence of what is old. In fact, an order of na-

ture is at once necessary, and fatal, to miracles. If there be

no order of nature, miracles cannot bo considered supernatural

occurrences, and have no evidential value ; if there be an
order of nature, the evidence for its immutability must con-

sequently exceed the evidence for these isolated deviations

from it. If we are imable rationally to form expectations of

the future from unvarying experience in the past, it is still more
irrational to call that supernatural which is merely different from
our past experience. Take, for instance, the case of su]iposed ex-

emption from the action of the law of gravitation, winch Arch-
bishop Trench calls " a lost prerogative of our race :" ^ wo cannot
rationally affirm the next week we may not be able to walk on
the sea, or ascend bodily into the air. To deny this because we
have not hitherto been able to do so is unreasonable; for as Dr.

Mozley maintains, it is a mere irrational impulse which expects

that which has hitherto happened, when wo have made such at-

tenqDts, to happen again next week. If we cannot rationally deny
the possibility, however, that we may be able at some futin-e time
to walk on the sea or ascend into the air, the statement that these

phenomena have already occurred loses all its force, and such oc-

currences cease to be in any way supernatural. If, on the other

hand, it would be irrational to affirm that we may next week be-

come exempt from the operation of the law of gravitation, it can
only be so by the admission that unvarying experience forbids

the entertainment of such a hypothesis, and in that case it equally

forbids belief in the statement that such acts ever actually took
place. If we deny the future possibility on any ground of reason,

we admit that we have grounds of reason for expecting the future
to be like the past, and therefore contradict Dr. Mozley's conclu-
sion

; and if we cannot deny it upon anj^ ground of reason, we ex-
tinguish the claim of such occurrences in the past to any super-
natural character. Any argument which could destroy faith in

the order of nature would be equally destructive to miracles. If
we have no right to believe in a rule, there can be no right to

1 Notes on Miracles, p. 32 f., p. 291 f.
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speak of exceptions. TIks re.sult in any ease is this, tliat whether
the |>rinciple of the order of nature be estahlished or refuted, the

supernatural pretensions of uiirack^s are disallowed.

2.

Throughout the whole of his argument against the rationality

of belief in the order of natuie, the rigorous precision which Dr.

Mozley unrelentingly demands from his antagonists is remarkable.

They are not jiermittcd to deviate by a hair's breadth from the

line of strict logic, and the most absolute exactness of demon-
stration is re(iuired. Anything like an assinnption or argument
from analogy is excluded ; induction is allowed to add no rea.son

to bare and i.solated facts ; and the belief that the sun will rise

to-morrow morning is, with pitiless severity, written down as mere
unintelligent impulse. Belief in the return of day, based upon
the unvaiying experience of all past time, is declared to be with-

out any ground of reason. We find anything but fault with

.strictne.ss of argument; but it is fair that 'H{ual jirecision should

be observed by those who assert miracles, and that assumption
and inaccuracy should be excluded. Hitherto, as wo have fre

([uently pointed out, we have met with very little or nothing but
a.ssumption in support of miracles ; but encouraged by the inflex-

ible spirit of Dr. Mozley's attack upon the argument from experi-

ence, we may look for similar ])recision from himself.

Proceeding, however, from his argument against the rationality

of belief in the order of nature to his more direct argument for

miracles, we are astonished to find a total abandonment of the

rigorous exactness imposed upon his antagonists, and a complete
relapse into assumptions. Dr. Mo/ley does not conceal the fact,

" The peculiarity of the argiunent of miracles," he frankly admits,
" is, that it begins and ends with an assumption; I mean rela-

tively to that argument."' Such an argument is no argument at

%)

1 Bamptou Lectures, ISfi."), j). !I4. In a lecture on the Miraculous Testimony to

Christianity, one of a course delivered at the request of the (Jhristian Evidence
Society, and published under the title of "Modern Scepticism," Dr. Stoughtoi),

with a happy unconsciousness of the nature of the .arguments he is using, after

describing the reasoning which he puts into the mouths of those who deny mira-

cles as mere assumption, then triumphantly puts his own case: " But when all

assumptions are denied, the whole (juestion presents another aspect. Given the

rundamental distinction between things physical and things moral
;
given the

higher nature of man, the personal existence of God, a moral element in the Di-

vine rule, the immortality of the human soul, and the present vicinity of invisible

spiritual realms ; and immediately, miracles wrought by the Divine will for men's
moral welfare are completely removed out of the sphcio of the impossible," p. 193

((Jth edition). Dr. Stoughton does not appear to have the slightest suspicion that

there is any assumption at all among his points ; l)ut the whole lecture betrays the

most astonishing confusion of ideas regainling the subject with which he is dealing.

I I
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all ; it is a mere pftitio principii, iiicnpablo of proving anything.

The nature of the asHinnptioiiH obviou.sly does not in the sliglitest

degree affect thi.s conclu.sion. It is tnie that the statement of the

particular assumptions .nay constitute an appeal to btdiet" other-

wise derived, and evolve feelings which may render the calm

exercise of judgment more difticidt, hut the fact remains aUsoIute,

that an argument which " begins and ends with an a.ssumption
"

i.s totally impotent. It remains an assumj)tion, and is not an ar-

gmnent at all.

Notwithstanding this unfoi'tunate and disqualifying"peealiarity"

we mayexamine the argument. Itisas follows :
" We as.sume the ex-

istence of a Personal Deity prior to the proof of miracles in th reli-

gious .sense ; but with this as.sumption the cjuestion of miracles

is at an end ; because .such a Being has neces.sarily the power to

suspend those laws of natui-e which lie hfis Himself enacted."^ The
" (picstion of miracles," which Dr. Mozley here asserts to be at an
end on the assumption of a " Personal Deity," is of course merely

that of the poosibilitf/ of miracles ; but it is obvious that, even
with the precise definition of Deity which is assumed, instead of

the real " c[uestion " being at an end, it only commences. The
power to suspend the laws of nature being assumed, the will to

suspend them has to be demonstrated, and the actual occurrence

of any such suspension, which, it has already been shown, is con-

trary to reason. It is absurd to assume what is beyond reason to

account for what is opposed to reason. The subject is, moreover,

coinplicateil by the occurrence of Satanic as well as Divine sus-

pensions of the order of natui'e, and by the necessity of assuming
a Personal Devil as well as a Personal Deity, and his power to

usurp that control over the laws of nature, which i.s assumed as

the jirerogative of the Deity, and to suspend them in direct op-

position to God. The express ascription of miracles to the special

intervention of a Personal Go<l is also, as we have seen, excluded
by the Scriptural admission that there are other supernatural
beings capable of peiforming them. Even Dr. Newman has re-

cognized this, and, in a pas.sagc alreaily quoted, he says : "For the

cogency of the argument from Miracles depends on the assump-
tion, that interruptions in the course of nature must ultimately

proceed from God ; which is not true, if they may be effected by
other beings without His sanction."^ The first assum[)tion, in fact,

leads to nothing but assumptions connected with the unseen, un-
known and supernatural, which are beyond the limits of reason.

Dr. Mozley is *vell aware that his assumj^tion of a " Personal

"

' til

.v:'j

i
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' Bamptou Lectures, 1805, p. 94.

2 Two p]ssaya, &c.
, p. 50.
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Deity is not susceptible of proof ;' indeed, this is admitted in the

statement that the definition is an " assumption." He (juotes the

obvious reply which must be made rej^'arding this assumption :

" Everybody must collect from the harmony of the physical

universe the existences of a God, hut in aeknowlcMlging a God, we
do not thereby acknowledge this peculiar doctrinal conception of

a God. We see in the structure of nature a mind—a univereal

mind—but still a nnnd which only operates and expresses itself

by law. Nature only does and only can inform us of mind hi
nature, the partner and correlative of organized nuitter. Nature,
therefore, can speak to the existence of a God in this sense, and
can speak to the omnipotence of G(m1 in a sense coinciding with
the actua,! facts of nature ; but ui no other sense does nature wit-

ness to the existence of an Onmipotent Supreme Being. Of a

universal Mind out of nature, nature says nothing, and of an Om-
nipotence wiiich does not possess an inherent limit in nature,

she says nothing either. And, therefore, that conception of a

Supreme Being which represents him as a Spirit independent of

the physical universe, and able fioui a standing-place external to

nature to interiujtt its order, is a conception of God for which we
must go elsewhere. That conception is obtained from revelation

which is asserted to be proved by mirr.cles. But that being the

case, this doctrine of Theism rests itself upon miracles, and, there-

fore, miracles cannot rest upcm this doctiine of Theism."'- With
his usual fairness, Dr. Mozley, while (i[uestioning the correctness

of the premiss of this argument, admits that, if established, the

consequence stated would follow, " and more, for miracles being
thrown back upon the same ground on which Theism is, the whole
evidence of revelation becomes a vicious circle, and the fabric is

left suspended in space, revelation resting on miracles and miracles

resting on revelation."^ He not only recognizes, however, that

+.he conception of a " Personal " Deity cannot be proved, but he
«iistinctly confesses that it was obtained from revelation,* and from
nowhere else, and these necessary admissions obviously establish

the correctness of the premiss,and involve the consequence pointed

out, that the evidence of revelation is a mere vicious circle. Dr.

Mozley attempts to argue that although the idea was first obtained

1 Canon Westcott frankly admits this. " Christian'ty, therefore, " he says, "as
the absolute religion of man assumes as its foundation the existence of an Infinite

Personal God and a Hiiite human will. This antithesis is assumed and not proved.
No argument can establish it. It is a primary intuition and not a deduction. It

is capable of illustration from what we observe around us ; but if either term is

denied no reasoning can establish its truth. " The Gospel of the Resurrection, 3rd
ed., 1871, p. 19 f.

2 Hampton Lectures for 1865, p. 95 f.

J/6.,p. 96. * Ih., p. 97 f.
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thronj,'h tliis cliaTjnel, " the truthonco possessed is seen to rest upon
(tiouihIh of natural reason."' Why, then, does ho call it an assump-

tion ? The argument by whieh he seeks to show that the concep-

tion is seen to rest upon grounds of natural reason is: "We
naturally attribute to the design of a Personal Being a cimtrivanco

which is directed to the existence of a Personal Being . .

From personality at (»mo end I infer personality at the other." Dr.

Mo/lev'' own sense of the weakness of his argument, however, and
his latural honesty of ^nind oblige him continually to confess the

absence of evidence. A few paragraphs further on he admits :

—

" Not, hov/ever, that th(( existence of a (Jod is so clearly scon by
reason as to dispense with faith ;" - but he endeavours to convince

us that faith is reason, only reason acting untler peculiar eircum-

stanct's : when reason draws conclusions which are not backed by
e.vperience, reason is then called faith. ^ The issue of the argument,

he contends, is so amazing, that if we do not tremble for its safety

it must be on account of a practical principle, which makes us con-

fide and t"ust in reasons, and fhat principh; is faith. We are not

aware that conviction can l)e arrived at regarding any matter
otherwise than by confidence in the correctness of the reasons,

and what Dr. Mozley really means by faith, here, is confidence and
trust in a conclusion for wliich th^re are no reasons.

It is almost incredible that the same person vshu had just been
denying grounds of reason to conclusions from unvarying experi-

ence, and excluding from them the results of inductive reasoning

—who had denounced as unintelligent impulse and irrational in-

stinct the faith that the sun, which has risen without fail every
morning since time began, will rise again to-morrow, could thus
argue. In fact, from the very conmumcement of the direct plea

for miracles, calm logical reasoning is abandoned, and the argu-

ment becomes entirely ad hominem. Mere feeling is substituted

for thought, and in the inability to be precise and logical, the
lecturer api)eals to the generally prevailing inaccuracy of thought.*
" Faith, then," he concludes, " is unverified reason ; reason which
has not yet received the verification of the final test, but is still

expectant." In science this, at the best, would be called mere
" hypothesis," but accuracy can scarcely be expected where the
argument continues :

" Indeed, does not our heart bear witness to
the fact that to believe in a God "—i. e., a Personal God—" is an
exercise of faith?" &c. ^

It does not help Dr. Mozley that Butler, Paley, and all other
divines have equally been obliged to commence with the same

' 1^*1
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aHsnmption ; ul, indeed, as we have already remarked, l)r,

Mozley lionesi ly admits the ditHculty of the case, and \vhil«'

naturally makinijf the most of his own views, he does not disj^mise

the insecurity of tlie position. He deprecates that school which
maintains that any average man taken on' of a crow<l, who has

snlHeieiit connnon sense to manas^e his own atlnirs, is a fit judge,

and such a judge as n^as originally contemplated, of the Chi'istijui

evidences ;' and he says :
" It is not, indeed, consistent with truth,

nor would it conduce to the real defence of ( 'iristianity, to under-

rate the di(Hcuhi(is of the (yhi'istian evidence ; or to disguise the

characteristic of it, that the very facts vvhich constitute the evi-

dence of revelation have to be accepted by an act of faith them-
selves, Itefore tliey can operate as a proof of that further truth.""

Such evidence is manifestly worthless. Aftei-all his assum|»tions,

l)r Mozley is reduced to the necessity of pleading: "A probable

fact is a probable evidence. I may, thei'cfore, use a miracle as

evidence of a revelation, though [ have only proVjable <!vidence

for the sniracle."^ The probability of the miracle, however, is

precisely what is denied, as opposed to reason and experience, and
incompatible with the order of nature. A cause is, indeed, weak
whtMi so able an advocate is redi'.ce'l to "uch reaeoninir,

Tl«e d.cd'.'.ctioix whlcli is drawn from the assumption of a " Pei~

sonal " Deity is, as we have seen, merely the pos.sibility of mira-

cles. " Paley's criticism," said the late Dean of St Paufs, " is.

after all. the tvm one— 'once believe that there is a God, and mir-

acles are not incredible.' " * The as.sumption, therefore, although
of vital impo'tance in the event of its rejection, does not very

materially advance the cause of miracles if established. We have
already seen that the assumption is avowedly incapable of proof,

but it may be well to examine it a littler more closely in connec-

tion with the inferences supposed to be derivable from it. We
must, howcAcr, in doing so carefully avoid being led into a meta-
physical argument, which would be foreign to the purpose of

this inquiry.

In his Hampton Lectures on "The ijimit of Religious Thought,"
delivered in 18.')8, Dr. Mansel, the very able editor and disciple oi'

Sir William Hamilton, di.scussed this subject with great mirmteness,

and although we cannot ])retend here to follow him through the

whole of his singular argun^eiit—a theological application of Sir

William Hamilton's philosophy—we must sufficiently represent

it. Dr. Mansel argues : We are absohitely incapable of conceiving

or proving the existence of God as he is ; and so far is human

1 Biiinptiin Lectines, 1805, p. 140.

3 //)., p. 138.

* ^fanntl, Aids to Faith, p. 30.

2 !f,. p. 138 f.

1;^ I: .
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reason from \mn^ able to con.*^riict a thcolo<:(y independent o^

revelation that it cannot even rt^ad the alphabet out of whicli that

theoloj^y must b<; formed.' We are compelled, by the constitution

of our nn'nds, to l)elieve in the existence of an Absolute and In-

finite Beint,' ; but tlu' instant vvc attempt to analyse, we are in-

volved in inextricable confusiou.^ Our moral consciousness de-

mands that we shotdd conceive him as a Personality, but person-

ality, as we conceive it, is essentially a limitation ; to speak of an
Absolute an<l Infinite Person is simply to use language to which
no iiiodr of human thought can possibly attach itself.^ This

amounts sim[ly to an admission that our knowledge of Uod doe:*

not satisfy the conditions of . {(cculative ])hilosophy, and is incap-

able of reduction to an uitimato and absoluti/ trutii.' It is, there-

fons reasonable tiiat we should expect to find that the revealed

manifestation of the Divijie natun- and attributes should likewise

carry the marks of subordination to some higher truth, of which
it indicates the existence, Vjut does not make known the substance;

and that our apprehension of the revenled Deity should involve

inyste;'ies inscrutable, and doubts insoluble by our present facul-

ties, whil'^ at the same time it inculcates the true spirit in which
(iout>t should be dealt with by Avarning us that our knowledge of

(lod, though revealed by himself, is revealed in relation to h'.'man

facultii's, and suiijoct to the limitations and im])erfections insep-

arable from the constitution of the human mind.-'' Wo need not,

of course, point out that the reality of revelation is here assumed.

Klsewhere, Dr. Mansel maintains that philosophy, by its own in-

congruities, has no claim to be accepted as a competent witness;

and, on the other hand, human personality cannot be assinned as

an exact copy of the Divine, but on'y as that which is most nearly

analogous to it among tiiiite things." As we are, therefoi'e, incap-

able on the one hand of a clear conception of the Divine Being,

1 Mamel, Eampton T.ceturea, 1858 (NTiirray, 4th ed., 1859), p. 40.

2 We do ndt intoi'ru[)t tlie course of Dr. Mansel's argument to contradict any-
thing.

5 Afansi'l, Hainptou Lectures, 1858 (Murray, 4th ed., 185!(), p. 50. Canon West-
cott says upon this point ;

" But though wo appeal totlie individual consciousness
for the recognition of the truth of tlie assumptions which liavo been niadf, the
language "'i which one term of the antithesis is exi>ressed requires explanation.
We speak of (iod as Infinite and Personal. The epithets involve a contradiction,
and yet they are both necessary. In fact the t-nly approximately adequate con-
ception which we can forui of a Divine Heing is under the form of a contrail iction.

For u.s personality is only tiie name for special limitation exerting itself tlirough
will ; and will itself implies the idea of resistance. But as applied to God the
notions of limitation and resistance are excluded by the antithetic term infinite."

The (Josi;,.l of the llesurrection, 1874, p. '2..

* Miinitfl, Bampton Lectures, 1858 (Murray, 4th ed., 1869), p. 94 f.

6 //). p. 95.

* Maiml,Thc Philosophy of the Conditioned (Strahan, 18G6), p. 143 f.
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and have only analogy to guide us in conceiving his attributes,

we have no criterion of religious truth or falsehood, enabling us

to judge of the ways of God, represented by revelation,^ and have
no right to judge of his justice, or mercy, or goodness, by the

standard of human morality.

It is impossible to conceive an argument more vicious, or more
obviously warped to favour already accei)ted conclusions of reve-

lation :—As finite beings we are not only incapable of proving the

existence of God, but even of conceiving him as he is ; therefore

we may 3onceive him as he is not. To attribute personality to

him is a limitation totally incompatible with the idea of an Ab-
solute and Infinite Being, in which " we are compelled by the

constitution of our minds to believe;" and to speak of him as

a personality is " to use language to which no mode of human
thought can possibly attach itself;" but, nevertheless, to satisfy

supposed demands of our moral consciousness, we are to conceive

him as a personality. Although we must define the Supreme Being
as a personality to satisfy our moral consciousness, we must
not, we ai'e told, make the same moral consciousness the criterion

of the attributes of that personality. We must not suppose him
to be endowed, for instanco, with the perfection of morality ac-

cording to our ideas of it ; but, on the contrary, we must hold that

his moral perfections are at best only analogous, and often contra-

dictory, to our standard of morality.'^ As soon as we conceive a

Personal Deity to satisfy our moral consciousness, we have to

abandon the personality which satisfies that consciousness, in order

to 8,ccept the characteristics of a supposed Revelation, to reconcile

certain statements of which we must admit that we have no cri-

terion of truth or falsehood enabling us to judge of the ways of

God.

Now, in reference to the assumption of a Personal Deity as a

preliminary to the proof of miracles, it must be clearly remem-
bered that the peculiarities of the revelation which miracles are

to authenticate cannot have any weight. Aniecedently, then, it

1 Manael, The Philosophy of the Conditicned (Strahan, 1866), p. 144 f. In

another place Dean Mansel says :
" Ideas and images which do not repre-

sent God as He is may nevertheless represent Him as it is our autv to

regard Him. They are not in themselves true ; but we must nevertheless believe

and act as if they were true. A finite mind can form no conception of an Infinite

Being which shall be speculatively true, for it must represent the Infinite under
finite forms ; nevertheless a conception wh-'ch is speculatively untrue may be regula-

tively true. A regulative truth is thus designed not to satisfy our rearon, but to

guide our practice ; not to ti-ll us whah God is, but how He wills that we shouLl
think of Him." Man's cc ption of > ternity ; an examination of Mr. Maurice's
Theory of a Fixed State oui of Time, in a letter to the ilev. L. T. Bemays, by
Rev. H. L, Mansel, B. D., p. 9 f.

^ Mamel, Philosophy of the Conditioned, p. 143 f. ; Bampton Lectures, 1858,

pp. 131—175, pp. 94—130.
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is admitted that personality is a limitation which i« absolutely

excluded by the ideas of the Deity, wliich, it h asserted, the con-

stitution of our minds compels us to form. It cannot, therefore,

be rationally assumed. To admit that such a conception is false,

and then to base conclusions upon it, as though it were true, is

absurd. It is child's play to satisfy our feeling and imagination

by the conscious sacrifice of our reason. Moreover, Dr. Mansel
admits that the conception of a Personal Deity is really

derived from the revelation, which has to be rendered cred'' ' ' by
miracles ; therefore the consequence already pointed out ensues,

that the assumption cannot be used to prove miracles. " It must
be allowed that it is not through reasoning that men obtain the

first intimation of their relation to the Deity ; and that, had they
been left to the guidance of their intellectual faculties alone, it is

possible that no such intimation might liave taken place ; or at

best, that it would have been but as one guess out of many equally

plausible, and equally natural."^ The vicious circle of the argu-

ment is here again apparent, and the singular reasoning by which
the late Dean of St. Paul's seeks to drive us into 'it> acceptance of

Revelation is really the strongest argument against it. The im-
possibility of conceiving God as he is, M'hieh is rightly insisted

upon, instead of being a reason for assuming his personality, or

for accepting Jewish conceptions of him, totally excludes such an
assunq>tion.

As we are avowedly incapable of adequately conceiving the na-

ture of the Supreme Being.-^ and too naturally fall into anthrop-
omorphic modes of representing him to ourselves, surely we should
carefully avoid forming views of God, from foregone conclusions,

which are opposed to our highest moral sense, and contradictory

to the teaching of the universe and "ts laws.^ The instant we
abandon the only true guides we have—Reason and Moral Consci-

ousness—we must inevitably go astray, and frame for ourselves a
God out of mere fancy, of whom it can neither be said that we
are made in his image nor even he in ours. Putting aside, then,

as we nmst do, all foregone conclusions, it is perfectly certain that
in our admitted incompetency to form any conception of the
Supreme Being as he is, we have only two alternatives : 1. To

1 Bampton Lectures, 1858, p. 08.

- Sir William Hamilton says :

'

' True therefore are the declaratious of a pious
philosophy. ' A God understood would be no God at all.' ' To think that God is

as we can think Him to be is blasphemy. The Divinity, in a certain sense, is revealed;
in a certain sense is concealed : He is at once known and unknown. But the last

andhighest (lonpccration of all true religion must be an altar—M^T&itjraj fJeoS—
To th(. xmknoion and unknowable God.' " Discussions on Philosophy, 3rd ed., Black-
wood and Sons, 1866, p. 15, note.

3 Cf, Kant, Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der blosseu Vemunft. Slimmtl.
Werke, ed. Hartenstein, 1867, vi, p. 267 ff.
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renounce all attempts to gain fuller knowledge of him, and to rest

in the mere belief that there is a Su|)reme Being of whose nature

we cannot know anything,—and this would exclude the possibility

of the assumption which the argument for miracles requires ; or,

2. To gain such knowledge of the Supreme Being as we may from

study of the order of nature, aided by our highest perceptions of

morality,—and this would equally destroy the argument. It is

obvious that either alternative is fatal to miracles, in order, how-
evei', to account for certain occurrences which are reported to have
taken place, but which they do not understand and are unable to

ex])]ain, theologians adopt an a.ssumption,whiclidvvarfs theSupreme
Being, of whom they admit that we cannot even form a conception,

into an arbitrary Personal God constantly interfering with tlie

order of nature.^

This " great religious assumption " is not suggested by any
antecedent considerations, but is re([uired to account for miracles,

and is derived from the very Revelation which miracles are to

attest. ''In n.vture and from nature," to quote words of Professor

Baden Powell, " by science and })y reason, we neither have nor can

possibly have any evidence of a Deity luorking miiacles ;—for

that we must go out of nature and beyond science. If we could

have any such evidence froiyi nature, it could only prove extra-

ordinary natural effects, which would not be miracles in the old

theological sense, as isolated, unrelated, and uncaixsed ; whereas
no jAysical fact can be conceived as unique, or without analogy

and relation to others, and to the whole system of natural causes."*

Being, therefore, limited to Reason for any feeble conception of

the Divine Being of which we may be capable, and Reason being

totally opposed to the idea of an order of nature so imperfect az to

require or permit repeated interference, and rejecting the supposi-

tion of arbitrary suspensions of Law, such a conception of the

Deity as is proposed by theologians must be pronounced irrational

and derogatory to the wisdom pnd perfection which we recognize

in the invariable order of nature. It is impossible for us to con-

ceive the Supreme Being acting otherwise than we jictually see in

1 Dr. Mozley, howev'?r, does not oveilook the peculiarities of the c)*8e, and he

condemns the class of writers who speak of miracles as though they stood on a p»r

with other events as matters of credit, and were accepted ujwn the same testi-

mony as ordinary facts of history. Against such a theory he says : "But this ie

to f(»rget tlie important point that a miracle is on one side of it not .\ fact of this

world, but of the invisible world ; the Divine interposition in it being a superua
tural and mysterious act ; that therefore the evidence for a miracle does not stand

exactly on the same ground as tb^ evidence of the witness box, which only appeals

to our common sense as men of the world and actors in ordinary life ; but that it

requires a great religious assumption in our minds to begin with, without which
no testimony iu the case can avail." Bampton Lectures, 18G5, p. 128.

2 Study 'if the Evidences of Christianity, " Essays and Reviews," 9th ed

p. 141 f.
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nature, and if we recognize in the universe the operation of his infi-

nite wisdom and power, it i.s in the immutable order and regularity

of all phenomena, and in the eternal prevalence of Law, that we
gee their highest manifestation. This is no conception based

merely upon observation of law and order in the material world,

a« Dr. Mansel insinuates,^ but it is likewise the resuli of the

highest exercise of mind. Dr. Mansel "does not hesitate" to affirm

with Sir William Hamilton "that the class of phenomena v/hich

re<juires that kind of cause we denominati' a Deity is exclusively

given in the phenomena of mind ; that the phenomena of matter,

taken by themselves, do not warrant any inference to the existence

of a God.'"^ After declaring the Supreme Being, from every point

of view, inconceivable by our finite minds, it is singular to find

him thrusting upon us, in consequence, a conception of that Being
which almost ?nakes us exclaim with Bacon :

" It wei'e better to

have no opinion of God at all than such an opinion as is unworthy
of him ; for the one is unbelief, the other is contumely."-^ Dr. Mansel

asko :

" Is matter or mind the truer image of God V* But both

matter and mind unite in repudiating so unworthy a conception

of him, and in rejecting the idea of suspensions of Law. In the

words of Spinoza :
" From miracles we can neither infer the nature,

the existence, nor the piovidence of God, but, on the conhary,

these may be much better com|)rehended from the fixed aid im-

mutable order of nature;"^ indeed, as he adds, "miracles, as contrary

to the order of nature, would rather lead us to doubt the existence

of God."«

Six centuries before our era, a noble thinker, Xcnophrnes of

Colophon, whose pure mind soared far above the base anthropo-

morphic mythologies of Homer and Hesiod, and anticipated some
of the highest results of the Platonic philosophy, finely said :

" There is one God supreme overall gods, diviner than mortals,

Whose form is not like unto man's, and as unlike his nature
;

But vain mortals imagine that gods like themselves are begotten,

With human sensations, and voice, and corporeal members ;7

1 Aids to Faith, p. 25.

* Ik, p. 25. Jf. Hamilton, Lectures ou Metaphysics, vol. i. p. 26.
s Bacon's Essays, xvii. ed. Whately, p. 18,3.

* Ai<l8 to Faith, p. 2S.

* " Nos ex miraculis nee Dei essentiam nee existentiara, nee providentiam poss
inteUigere, sed contra hnec longe melius percipi ex fixo atque immutabili naturs-
ordine." Tract. Theolog. Polit. c. vi. § U\ ed. Tauchnitz.

«/'s vi. § 19.

7 Clement of Alexandria, who qrotes the whol^ of this passage from Xeno-
phanes, makes a separation here fion the succeeding lines, by km' Kd\iv ; but the
sense is evidently continuous, "ud the fragments are generally united. Cf. Clem.
Al. Strom., v. 14, § 110.
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miracles is very simple. Whatever is contradictory to universal

and invariable experience is antecedently incredible, and as that

socjuence of phenomena which is called the order of nature is

established and in accordance with universal experience, miracles

or alleged violations of that order are antecedently incredible.

The preponderance of evidence for the invariability of the order

i)f nature, in fact, is so enormous that it is impossible to credit

the reality of such variations from it, and reason and experience

concur in attributing the ascription of a miraculous character to

any actual occurrence which may have been witnessed to imper-

fect observation, mistaken inference, or some other of the nume-
rous sources of error. Any allegation of the interference of anew
and supernatural agent, upon such an occasion, to account for

results, in contradiction of the known sequence of cause and
effect, is excluded by the very same principle, for in^^ariable

experience being as opposed to the assertion that such interfer-

ence ever takes place as it is to the occurrence of miraculous
phenomena, the allegation is necessarily disbelieved.

Apologists find it much more convenient to evade the simple

but effective arguments of Hume than to answer them, and where
it is po.ssible they dismiss them with a sneer, and hasten on to

less dangerous ground. For instance, a recent Hulsean Lecturer,

a iuing the antecedent credibility of the miraculous, makes the

following remarks :
" Now, as regards the inadequacy of testi-

mony to establish a miracle, modern scepticism has no': advanced
one single step beyond the blank assertion. And it is astonishing

that this assei'tion should still be considered cogenc, when its

logical consistency has been shattered to pieces by a host of writers

as well sceptical as Christian (Jlill's Lo(jlc, ii. 157— 100). For, as

the greatest of our living logicians has remarked, the supposed
recondite and dangerous formula of Hume—that it is more prob-

able that testimony .should be mistaken than that miracles should
be true—reduces itself to the very harmless proposition that any-
thing is incredible which is contrary to a complete induction. It

is in fact a flagrant petU'io pvincipii, used to support a wliolly

uuphilosophical assertion."' It is much more astonishing that

so able a man as Dr. Farrar could so misunderstand Hume's argu-
ment and so misinterpret and mis-state Mr. Mill's remarks upon
it. So far from shattering to pieces the logical consistency of

Hume's reasoning, Mr. Mill substantially confirms it, and perti-

nently remarks that " it speaks ill for the state of philosophical

•(peculation on such subjects " that so simple and evident a doc-
trine should have been accounted a dangerjus heresy.

1 " The Witness of History to Christ," Hulsean Lectures, 1870, by the Rev. F.
W. Farrar, M, A., F.R.S., &o., &c., 2ud ed., 187'-', p. 2G f.
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Mr. Mill states the evident principle, that—" If an alleged fait

be in contradiction, not to any number of approximate generaliza-

tions, but to a completed generalization grounded on a rigorous

induction, it is said to be impossible, and is to be disbelieved

totally." Mr. Mill continues :
" This last principle, simple aii<l

evident as it a|)|>('ars, is the doctrine which, on the occasion of an
attempt to apply it to the question of the credibility of miracles,

excited so violent a controversy. Hume's celebrated doctrine, that

nothing is credible which is contradictory to experience or <it

variance with laws of nature, is merely this very ph\in and harm-
less proposition, that whatever is contradictory to a complete in-

duction is incredible."' He then proceeds to meet possible objec-

tions :
" But does not (it may be asked) the very stateinent of the

proposition imply a contradiction ? An alleged fact according to

this t'leory is not to be believed if it contradict a complete induc-

tion. But it is essential to the completeness of an induction that

it should not contradict any known fact. Is it not, then, a petit to

principii to say, that the fact ought to be disbelieved because the

induction to it is complete ? How can we have a right to declare

the induction complete, while facts, sup})orted by credible evidence,

present themselves in opposition to it ? I answer, we have that

right whenever the scientific canons of induction give it to iis

;

that is, whenever the induction can be complete. We have it, foi'

example, in a case of causation in whicli there has been an expcri-

nientuTn crucis." It will be remai-ked tliat Dr. Farrar adopts Mr.

Mill's phraseology in one of the above questions to affirm the re-

verse of his opinion. Mr. Mill decides that the proposition is not

a petitio principii ; Dr. Farrar says, as in continuation of Ivis re-

ference to Mr. Mill, that it is a flagrant petitio pi'incipii. Mr.

Mill proceeds to prove his statement, and he naturally argues that,

if observations or experiments have been repeated so often, and

bj' so many persons, as to exclude all supposition of error in the

observer, a law of nature is established ; and so long as this law

is received as such, the assertion that on any particular occasion

the cause A took place and yet the ett'ect B did not follow, ivith-

out any counteracting cause, must be disbelieved. In fact, as he

winds up this part of the argument by saying :
" We cannot admit

a proposition as a law of nature, and yet believe a fact in real con-

tradiction to it, we must disbelieve the alleged fact, or V>elieve

that we were mistaken in admitting the supposed law."-' Mr.

Mill points out, however, that, in order that any alleged fact

should be contradictory to a law of caua.tion, the allegation must

be not simply that the cause existed without being followed by

1 A System of Logic, by John Stuart Mill, 8th ed., 1872, ii. p. 165.

9Ih., ii. p. 1()() f.
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the etiect, but that this happened in the absence of any adequate

counteracting cause. " Now, in the case of an alleged miracle, the

assertion is the exact opposite of this. It is, that the effect was
defeated, not in the absence, but in consequence of a counteracting

cause, namely, a direct interposition of an act of the will of some
Iteing who has power over nature ; and in pai-ticular of a Being,

whose will being assumed to have endowed all the causes with the

powers by which they produce their effects, may well be.supposed

able to counteract them."' A miracle, then, is no contradiction to

the law of n«iisc and eilect ; it is merely a new effect supposed to

be introduced by the introduction of a new cause ;
" ot the ade-

quacy of that cause if present/ ihare c&n be no doubt; and the

only antecedent improbability which can be asciibed to the miracle

is the improbability that any such cause existed." Mr. Mill then

continues, resuming his criticism on Hume's argument : " All,

therefore, which Hume has made out, and this he .lust be con-

sidered to have made out, is that (at least in the imperfect state of

uur knowledge of natural agencies, which leaves it always possible

tliat some of the physical antecedents may have been hidden from

us,) no evidence can prove a miracle to any one who did not pre-

viously believe the existence of a being or beings with superna-

tural power ; or who believes himself to have full proof that the

character of the Being whom he recognizes is inconsistent with

his having seen fit to interfere on the occasion in question." Mr.

Mill proceeds to enlarge on this conclusion. " If we do not already

believe in supernatur'al agencies, no miracle can prove to us their

existence. The miracle itself, considered merely as an extraordin-

ary fact, may be satisfactorily certified by our senses or by testi-

mony ; but nothing can ever prove that it is a miracle : there is

still another possible hypothesis, that of its beiig the result of

some unknown natural cause : and this possibility cannot be so

completely shut out as to leave no alternative but that of admit-
ting the existence and intervention of a being superior to nature.

Those, however, who already believe in such a being have two
hypotheses to choose from, a supernatural, and an unknown na-

tural agency ; and they have to judge which of the two is the

most probable in the particulai- case. In forming this judgment,
an important element of the question will be the conformity of

the result to the laws of the supposed agent; that i^, to the

character of the Deity as they conceive it. But, with the know-
ledge which we now possess of the general uniformity of the course
of nature, religion, following in the wake of science, has been com-
pelled to acknowledge the government of the univei-aeasbeingon

1 Mill, Logic, ii. p. 1 61. Th« italics are oura.

fi
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the whole carried on by general laws, and not by special interpoai-

tions. To whoever holds this belief, there is a general presump-

tion aganst any supposition of divine agency not operating through

general laws, or, in other words, there is an antecedent improba-

bility in every miracle, which, in order to outweigh it, requires an

extraordinary strength of antecedent probability derived from the

special circumstances of the case."* Mr. Mill rightly considers

that it is not more difficult to estimate this than in the case of

other probabilities. " We are seldom, therefore, without the means
(when the circumstances of the case are at all known to us) ofjudg-

ing how far it is likely that such a cause should have existed at

that time and place without manifesting its presence by some
other marks, and (in the case of an unknown cause; without hav-

ing hitherto manifested its existence in any other instance. Ac-

cording as this circumstance, f)r the falsity of the testimony, aj)pear.s

more improbable, that is, conflicts with an approximate generaliza-

tion of a higher order, we believe the testimony, or disbelieve it;

with a stronger or weaker degree of conviction, according to the

preponderanee : at least until we have sifted the matter further."^

This is precisely Hume's argument weakened by the introduction

of reservations wliich have no cogency.

We have wished to avoid interrupting Mr. Mill's train of reason-

ing by any remarks of our own, and have, therefore, deferred till

now the following observations regarding his criticism on Hume's
argument.

In reducing Hume's celebrated doctrine to the very plain pro-

position that whiitever is contradictory to a complete induction is

incredible, Mr. Mill in no way diminishes its potency against

miracles; and he does not call that proposition "harmless" in

reference to its bearing on miracles, as Dr. Farrar evidently sup-

poses, but merely in opposition to the character of a recondite and
" dangerous heresy " assigned by dismayed theologians to so obvi-

ous and simple a principle. The proposition, however, whilst it

reduces Hume's doctrine in the abstract to more technical terms,

does not altogether represent his argument. Without asserting

that experience is an absolutely infallible guide, Hume maintains

that
—"A wise man proportions his belief to the evidence. In such

conclusions as are founded on an infallible experience, he expects

the event with the last degree of assurance, and regards his past

experience as a full jnvof of the future existence of that event

In other cases he [)ro''eeds with more caution, he weighs the oppo-

site experience: he considers which side is suppoi'ted by the greater

number of experiments: to that side he inclines with doubt and

1 Mill, Logic, ii. p. 168 f.
J lb., ii. p. 169.
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hesitation ; and when at last he fixes his judgment, the evidence

exceeds not what we pi-operly call probdb'dity. All probability,

then, supposes an opposition of experiments and observations,

where the one side is found to overbalance the other, and to pro-

duce a degree of evidence proi)ortioned to the superiority."' After

elaborating this proposition, Hume continues :
" A miracle is a

violation of the laws of nature; and as a firm and unalterable

experience has established these laws, t\w |)roof against a miracle,

from the very nature of the fact, is as entire as any argument from
experience can possibly be imagined. Why is it more than proba-

ble that all men must die; that lead, cannot of itself, remain sus-

pended in the air ; that fire consumes wood, and is extinguished

by water ; unless it be that these events are found agreeable to

the laws of nature, and tliere is required a violation of these laws,

or, in other words, a miracle, to prevent them ? Nothing is

esteemed a miracle if it ever happen in the common course of

nature. It is no miracle that a man seemingly in good health

should die on a sudden ; because such a kind of death, though
more unusual than any other, has yet been frequently observed to

happen. But it is a miracle that a dead man .should come to life; be-

cause that has never been observed in any age or country. There
must, therefore, be an uniform experience against every miraculous

event, otherwise the event would not merit that jvppellation. And
as an uniform experience amounts to a proof, there is here a direct

and full proof, from the nature of the fact, against the existence

of any miracle ; nor can such a proof be destroyed, or the miracle

rendered credible, but by an opposite proof which is superior. The
plain conse(iuence is (and it is a general maxim worthy of our
attention), ' That no testimony is sufficient to estal)lish a miracle,

unless the testimony be of sui;h a kiml, that its falseliood would
be more miraculous than the fact which it endeavours to establish:

and oven in that case there is a mutual destruction of argiiments,

and the superior only gives us an assurance suitable to that degree
of force which remains after deducting the inferior.' When any
one tells me that he .«aw a dead man restored to life, I immediatelv
consider with myself whether it be more probable that this person
should either deceive or be deceived, or that the fact which he
relates should really have happened. I weigh the one miracle
against the other

; and according to the superiority which I dis-

cover, I pronounce my decision, and always reject the greater

miracle. If the falsehood of his testimony would be more miracul-
ous than the event whioh he relates, then, and not till then, can
he pretend to command my belief or opinion."^

.<,

Iv.

' David Hume, Philosophical Works, Boston a.*:«l Edinburgh, 1854, iv., p. 126.
' lb. p. VM) ff.
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The ground upon which Mr. Mill admits that a mirach* may not

he contradictory to complete induction is that it is not an assertion

that a certain cause was not followed by a certain etfect, hut an
allegation of the interference of an adequate counteracting cause.

This does not, however, by his own showing, remove a miracle

from the acticm of Hume's pi inciple, hut simply modifies the nature

of the antecedent improbability. Mr. Mill (jualifies his admission

regarding the effect of the alleged counteracting clause, by the all-

important words " if present ;" for, in order to be valid, the reality

of the allegefl counteracting cause nnist be established, which is

impossible, therefore the allegations fall to the ground. No one

knows better than Mr. Mill that the assertion of a Personal Deity
working miracles, upon which a miracle is allowed for a moment
to come into court, cannot be proved, and therefore, that it cannot

stand in opposition to complete induction which Hume takes as his

standard.

In admitting that Hume has made out, that no evidence can
prove a miracle to any one who does not previously believe in a

l)eing of supernatural power willing to work miracles, Mr. Mill

concedes cveiything to Hume, for his only limitation is based

upon a supposition of m^re personal belief in something which is

not capable of proof, and which belief , therefore, is not more valid

than any other purely imaginary hypothesis. The belief may
seem substantial to the individual entertaining it, but, not being
capable of proof, it cannot have weight wuth others, or in any way
affect the value of evidence in the abstract. That mere individual

belief, apart from proof, should thus be advanced in limitation of

a logical principle, seems to us most unwan-anted, and at the most
it can only be received as a statement of what practically takes

place amongst illogical reascmers.

The assiimption of a Personal De' ' working miracles, is, in

fact, excluded by Hume's argumer^, ;'nd, although Mr. Mill ap-

|)arently overlooks the fact, Hume Has not only anticipated but
refut.ed the rea.soning which is based upon it. In the succeeding

chapter on a Particular Providence and a Future State, he directly

disposes of such an assumption, but he does so with equal effect

al.io in the Es.say which we are discussing. Taking an imaginary
miracle as an illustration, he argues : "Though the being to whom
the miracle is ascribed be in this case Almighty, it does not, upon
that account, become a whit more probable ; since it is impossible

for us to know the attributes or actions of such a Being, otherwise
than from the experience which we have of his productions in the

usual course of nature. This still reduces us to past observation,

and obliges us to compare the instances of the violation of truth

in the testimony of men, with those of the violation of the laws

!l
'
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of nature by miracles, in order to judge which of them is most

liktly and piobable. As the violations of truth are more ccjmmon

in tlie te.Htiinouy concerning religious miracles than in that con-

cerning any other matter of fact, this must diminish very much
the authority of the former testimony, and make ns form a general

resolution never to lend any attention to it, with whatever
specious pretence it may be covered.""' A person who believes

anytiiing contradictory to a complete induction merely on the

strength of an assumption which is incapable of proof is sunply

credulous, hut such an assumption cannot affect the real evidence

for that thing.

The argument (»f Puley a;^ainst Hume is an illustration of the

reasoning sugge8te<l by Mr. Mill. Paley alleges the interposition

of '^ Personal Deity in explanation of miracles, but he protests

that he does not assume the attributes of the Dciity or the existence

of a future state in order to prove their reality. " That reality
"

he admits, " always must be proved by evidence. We assert only

that in miracles adduced in support of revelation there is not such

antecedent improbability as no testimony can surmount." His
argument culminates in the short statement :

" In a word, once

believe that there is a God" (i..e.,& Personal God working miracles),

'and miracles are not incredible."'-' We have already quoted Hume's
refutation of this reasoning, and we may at once proceed to the

final argument by which Paley endeavours to ovei'.hrow Hume's
doctrine, and upon which he mainly rests his case.

" But the .short consideration," he says, " which, independently
of every other, convinces me that there is no solid foundation in

Mr. Hume's conclusion, is the following : When a theorem is pro-

posed to a mathematician, the first thing he does with it is to try

it upon a simple case, and if it produces a false result, he is sure

there must be some mistake in the demonstration. Now, to pro-

ceed in this way with what may be called Mr. Hume's theorem.
If twelve men, whose probity and good sense I had long known,
shmild seriously and circumstantially relate to me an account of

a miracle wrought before their eyes, and in which it was impossi-
ble that they should he deceived ; if the governor of the country,
hearing a rumour of this account, should call these men into his

presence, and offer them a short proposal, either to confess the im-
posture or submit to be tied up to a gibbet ; if they should refuse
with one voice to acknowledge that there existed any falsehood
or imposture in the case ; if this threat was communicated to
them separately, yet with no different effect ; if it was at last

executed
; if I myself saw them, one after another, consenting to

.i k

n

!^ •.<•-,;:

' Hume, Philos. Works, iv. p. 148.
'^ Paky. A View of the Evidences of Christianity. Preparatory Considerations.
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he racked, burned, or strangled, rather than give up the truth of

their account,—still, if Mi-. Hume's rule be niy guide, I am not to

believe them. Now I undertake to say that there exists not a

sceptic in the world who would not believe them, or who would
defend such incredulity."^

It is obvious that this reasoning, besides being purely hypothe-

tical, is uttf rly without cogency against Hume's doctrine. In the

first place, it is clear that no assertion of any twelve men would
be sufficient to overthrow a law of nature, which is the result ol'

a complete induction, and in order to establish the reality of a

miracle or the occiUTence on one occasion of an unprecedented

effect, from any cause, not in accordance with natural law, no

.smaller amount of cv^idence would suffice than would serv€ to re-

fute the com{)lete induction. The allegation of such an interven-

ing cause as a Perijonj^l Deity working miracles is excluded a^

opposed to a complete induction. So long as we maintain the

law, we are necessarily compelled to reject any evidence which
contradicts it. We cannot at the same time believe the contra-

dictory evidence, and yet assert the truth of the law. The specific

allegation, moreover, is completely prchibited by the Scriptural

ad.nisfjion that miracles are also performed by other supernatural

beings in opposition to the Deity. The evidence f)f the twelve

men, however, simply amounts to a statement that they saw, or

fancied that they saw, a certain occurrence in contradiction to the

law, but that which they actually saw was orly an external

phenomenon, the real nature of which is a mere inference, and an

infei'cnce which, from the necessarily isolated ] osition of the

miraculous phenomenon, is neither supported by other instances

capable of forming a complete counter induction, nor by analogies

within the order of nature.^ The bare inference from an occur-

rence supposed to have been witnessed by twelve men is all that

is opposed to the law of nature, which is based upon a complete

induction, and it is, therefore, incredible.

If we proceed to examine Paley'.s " simple case " a little moie
closely, however, we find not only is it utterly inadmissible as

a hypothesis, but that as an illustration of the case of Gosi»el

miracles it is completely devoid of relevancy and argumentative

force. The only point which gives a momentary value to the sup-

posed instance is the condition attached to the account of the

miracle related by the twelve men, that not only was it wrought

before their eyes, but that it was one, "in which it was impossible

that they should be deceived." Now this (jualification of infalli-

bility on the part of the twelve witnesses is as incredible as the

1 Paley, 1. c.

2 Of. Mill, System of Logic, ii. p. 166 f.
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miracles which thoy are supposed to attest. The existence of

twelve men incapable of error or mistake is as opponed to ex-

perience as the hypothesis of a miracle in which it is impossible

for the twelve men to be deceived is contradictory to reason. The
exclusion of all error in the observation of the actual occurrence

and its antecedents and consequences, whose united sum consti-

tutes the miracle, is an assumption which deprives the argument

of all potency. It cannot be entertained. On the other hand, the

moment the possibility of error is admitted, the reasoning breaks

down, for the probability of error on the part of the observers,

either as regards the external phenomena, or the inferences drawn
from them, being so infinitely greater than the probability of mis-

take in the complete induction, we must un([uestionably hold by
the law and reject the testimony of the twelve men.

It need scarcely be said that the assertion of liability to error

on the
I
-art of the observers by no means involves any insinua-

tion of wilful " falsehood or imposture in the case." It is quite in-

telligible thattwelve men might witness an occurrence which might
seem to them and others miraculous,—but which was susceptible

of a perfectly Jiatural explanation,—and truthfully relate what
they believed to have seen, and that they uught, therefore, refuse
" with one voice to acknowledge that there existed any falsehood

or imposture in the case," even although the alternative might be

death on a gibbet. This, how^ever, would in no way atfect the

character of the actual occurrence. It woidd not convert a na-

tural, though by them inexplicable, phenomenon into a miracle..

Their constancy in adhering to the account they had given w^ould

merely bear upon the truth of their own statements, and the fact

of seeing them "one after another consenting to be racked, burned,
or strangled, rather than give up the truth i»f their account,"

would not in the least justify our believing in a miracle. Even
martyrdom cannot transform imaginations into faets. The truth

of a narrati ve is no guai-antee for the correctness of an inference.

It seems almost incredible that arguments like these should for

so many years have been tolerated in the text-book of a Univer-
«ity-

As regards the applicability of Paley's illustration to the Gos-
pel miracles, the failure of his analogy is complete. We sliall

presently see the condition of the people amongst whom these

miracles are supposed to have occurred, and that, so far from tlie

natiue of the phenomena, and the c-haracter of the witnesses,

supnorting the inference that it was impossible that the obsei'-

vors could have been deceived, the' j is everv reason for conclud-
ing with ceitainty that their ignorance of natural laws, their

pioneness to superstition, their love of the marvellous, and their

''I
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trines beyond human reason, and comprising in its very essence

such stupendous miracles as tht Incarnation, Resurrection, and
Ascension, must be miraculous. The evidence for the miraculous

evidence, which is scarcely less astounding than the contents of

the Revelation itself, must, logically, be miraculous also, for it is

not a whit moi-e easy to prove the reality of an evidential mira-

cle than of a dogmatic miracle. It is evident that the resurrec-

tion of Lazarus, for instance, is as contradictory to complete in-

duction as the resurrection of Jesus. Both the Supernatural

Religion, thei'efore; and its supernatural evidence labour under

the fatal disability of being antecedently incredible.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE AGE OF MIRACLES.

Let us now, however, proceed to examine the evidence for the

reality of miracles, and to inquire whether they are supported
by such an amount of testimony as can in any degree outweigh
the reasons which, antecedently, seem to render them incredible.

It is undeniable ' bf>lief in the miraculous has gradanlly been
dispelled, and that, general rule, the only miracles which are

now maintained are n. ted to brief and distant periods of time.

Faith in their reality, once so comprehensive, does not, except

amongst a certain class, extend beyond the miracles of the New
Testament and a few of those of the Old,^ and the countless

myriads of ecclesiastical and other miracles, for centuries devoutly
and implicitly believed, are now commonly repudiated, and have
sunk into discredit and contempt. The question is inevitably

suggested how so much can be abandoned and the remnant still

be upheld.

As an essential part of our inquiry into the value of the c idence

for miracles, we must endeavour to ascertain whether thr»se who
are said to have witnessed the supposed miraculous occurrences

were either competent to appreciate them aright, or likely to

I Dr. Irons, a Prebendary of St Paul's, in his work "On Miracles and Pro-

phecy," lays down the rule that we are not bound to believe in any miracle nar-

rated in the Old Testament which lias not been confirmed by the direct reference

to it of Jesus, By tliis means he quietly gets rid of the difficulties involved in

such miracles, for in.stance, as the sun and moon standing still at the order of

Joshua, and that of Balaam, p. 30 ff. The whole argument of l)r. Irons is an

amazing one. In tlie " Piible and its Interpreters," be abandons altogether the

popular theory tliat the Bible and the doctrines supposed to be derived from it can

be established by literary evidence ; and after thus cutting away all solid grounil,

he attempts to stiind upon nothing, in the shajie of the vague feelimj that the re-

cords are supernatural. His a<hni88ion8 as to the insutficieiicy of the evidence are

creditable to liis honesty as a scholar, but his conclusion is simply lame and impo-

tent. (Dr. Irons repudiates the insinuation—none was made in the preceding note,

which is reprinted without alteration,—that liis book is "of the nature of an ad-

mission to which his candour was reluctantly driven," and explains that "it is a

vindication of the only possible grounds on which Revelation could rest," for "the
only ' Revelation ' he can ever imagine is that which lias possessed the mind and

conscience of the advanced portion oi our race these 1800 years—the Church of

the Saints of all Christendom." The admission to which we refer, whether will-

ingly or unwillingly, is, nevertheless, fully made, and after showing Revelation to

be totally unsupported by anything wortliy of the name of evidence, he affirmB the

Religion an<l the Book to be Supernati'ral because he feels—Dr. Irons generally

italicizes the word as the main prop of his theory —that they are so. No one who
does not feel as he doea receives much help from the theory of Dr. Irons.)
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report them without exaggeration. For this purpose, we must
consider what was known of the order of nature in the age in

which miracles are said to have taken place, and what was the

intellectual character of the people amongst whom they are re-

ported to have been performed. Nothing is more rare, e^'en

amongst intelligent and cultivate men, than accuracy of obser-

vation and correctness of report, even in matters of sufficient

importance to attract vivid attention, and in which there is no
sjiecial interest unconsciously to bias the observer. It will scarcely

be denied, however, that in persons of fervid imagination, and
with a strong natural love of the marvellous, whose minds are

not only unrestrained by specific knowledge, but predisposed by
superstition towards false conclusions, the probability of inaccu-

racy and exaggeration is enormously increased. If we add to

this such a disturbing element as religious excitement, inaccuracy,

exaggeration, and extravagance are certain to occur. The effect

of even one of these influences, religious fefelihg, in warping the

judgment, is admitted by one of the most uncompromising sup-

porters of miracles. " It is doubtless the tendency of religious

minds," says Dr. Newman, " to imagine mysteries and wonders
where there are none ; and much more, where causes of awe
really exist, will they unintentionally mis-state, exaggerate, and
embellish, when they set themselves to relate what they have
witnessed or have heard ;

" and he adds :
" and further, the ima-

gination, as is well known, is a fruitful cause of apparent miracles." ^

We need not offer any evidence that the miracles which we have
to examine were witnessed and reported by persons exposed to

the effects of the strongest possible religious feeling and excite-

ment, and our attention may, therefore, be more freely directed

to the inquiry how far this influence was modified by other cir-

cumstances. Did the Jews at the time of Jesus possess such

calnmess of judgment and sobriety of imagination as to in-

spire us with any confidence in accounts of marvellous occurrences,

unwitnessed except by them, and limited to their time, which
contradict all knowledge and all experience ? Were their minds
sufficiently enlightened and free from superstition to warrant our
attaching weight to their report of events of such an astounding
nature ? and were they themselves sufficiently impressed with the

exceptionai character of any ai)parent supernatuial and miracu-
lous interference with the order of nature ?

Lot an English historian and divine, who will be acknowledged
as no prejudiced witness, bear testimony upon some of these points.

1 J. H. Newman, Two Essays oi. Scripture Miracles and on Ecclesiastical, 1870,

P 171. This passage occurs in a reply to the art^ument against admitting Eccle-
sisstical Miracles as a whole, or against admitting certain of them, that certain
others are rejected on all hands as fictitious or pretended.

M
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" Nor is it less important," says the late Dean Milman, " through-

out the early history of Christianity, to seize the spirit of the

tinies. Events which appear to us so extraoidinary, that we can

scarcely conceive that they should either fail in exciting a power-

ful sensation, or ever be obliterated from the popular remembrance
in their own day might pass oft' as of little more than ordinary

occurrence. During the whole life of Christ, and the early pro-

pagation of the religion, it must be borne in mind that they took

place in an age, and among a people, which superstition had made
so familiar with what were supposed to be preternatural events,

that wonders awakened no emotion, or were speedily superseded

by some new demand on the ever-ready belief. The Jews of that

period not only believed that the Supreme Being had the power
of controlling the course of nature, but that the same influence

was possessed by multitudes of subordinate spirits, both good and
evil. Where the pious Christian of the present day would be-

hold the direct agency of the Almighty, the Jews w ^uld invari-

ably have interposed an angel as the author or ministerial agent

in the wonderful transaction. Where the Christian moralisit

would condemn the fierce passion, the ungovernable lust, or the

inhuman temper, the Jew discerned the workings of diabolical

possession. Scarcely a malady was endured, or crime committed,

but it was traced to the operation of one of these myriad dtemons,

who watched every opportunity of exercising their malice in the

suflerings and sins of men." ^

Another English divine, of certainly not less orthodoxy, but of

much greater knoMdedge of Hebrew literature, bears similar testi-

mony regarding the Jewish nation at the same period. " Not to

be more tedious, therefore, in th's matter" (regarding the Bath
Kol, a Jewish superstition), " let two things only be observed : I.

That the nation, under the second Temple, was given to magical

arts beyond measure; and, II. That it was given to an easiness

of believing all manner of delu.sions beyond measure." '^ And in

another place :
" It is a disputable case, whether the Jewish nation

were more mad with superstition in matters of religion, or with

superstition in curious arts :— I. There was not a people upon
earth that studied or attributed more to dreams than they. II.

There was hardly any people in the whole world that more used,

or were more fond of, amulets, charms, mutterings, exorcisms, and

all kinds of enchantments. We might here produce innumerable

instances." ^ We shall presently see that these statements are far

from being exaggerated.

1 History of ChriBtbnity, by H. H. Milman, D.D., Dean of St. Paul's. Murray,

1867, i. p. 84 f.

2 John Lifjht/oot, D.I\, Master of Catharine Hall, Cambridge. Horte Hebraica-

et Talmudicae, Works (ed. Pitman), xi. p. 81, of. p. 170.

3 lb., xi. p. 299 f. Cf. Schoeltym, Horw Hebraid*" et Talnuulicse, 173, p. 474.
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and many other pasgages of this version, which so well represent-

ed the views of the first ages of the Church that the Fathers re-

garded it as miraculous. Irenseus relates how Ptolemy, the son

of Lagus, brought seventy of the elders of the Jews together to

Alexandria in order to translate the Hebrew Scriptures into

Greek, but fearing that they might agree among themselves

to conceal the real meaning of the Hebrew, he separated them,

and commanded each to make a translation. When the seventy

translations of the Bible were completed and compared, it was
found that, by the inspiration of God, the very same words and
the very same names from beginning to end had been used by
them all."^ The same superstition is quite sis clearly expressed in

the Mew Testament. The Apostle Paul, for instance, speaking

of things sacrificed to idols, says :
" But (I say) that the things

which the Gentiles sacrifice, they sacrifice to demons, and not to

God ; and I would not that ye should be partakers with demons.
Ye cannot drink the cup of the Lord, and the cup of demons

;
ye

cannot partake of the Lord's table, and of the table of demons." *

The apocryphal Book of Tobit attbrds some illustration of the

opinions of the more enlightened Jews during the last century

before the commencement of the (Jhristian ex-a.^ The angel

Raphael prescribes, as an infallible means of driving a demon out

of man or woman so effectually that it should never more come
back, fumigation with the heart and liver of a fish.* By this ex-

orcism the demon Asmodeus, who from love of Sara, the daughter

of Raguel, has strangled seven husbands who attempted to marry
her,^ is overcome, and files into " the uttermost parts of Egypt,"

where the angel binds him.^ The belief in demons, and in the

necessity of exorcism, is so com{)lete that the author sees no in-

congruity in describing the angel Rai)hael, who has been sent, in

answer to prayer, specially to help him, as instructing Tobias to

adopt such means of subjecting demons. Raphael is described in

this book as the angel of healing,'' the office generally assigned to

1 Iriimu>,, Adv. Ha;r. iii. 21, § 2, .3. Eum'lius, Hist. Eocles., eil. Burton, Oxuii.

V. 8, cf. Philo JudwuK, De Vita Mosis, lib. ii. §§ 5, 6, 7. The author of the Hor-
tatory Address to the Greeks gives the same account as Irena;us, with additiunal

details. Cohort, ad (jrra;(!os, ^ 13.

2 1 Cor. X. 20: «/lA' oTi a Ovovdiv rd eOvtf, dai/novluii hcxI ov Oea
Ovov6iy OL OsXw de vjudi Hoiyoovuvi twv dainovioov yiyedOai. 21. ov
dvvadOe Tturr/piuv hv/jiov m'veiy unl norr'/fjiov 8aii.iovioov ov dvva6')E
TfjcXTte^f/i Hvpiuv fiETEXf.iy J^fx't rpaitE^iji dai/^ioyiooy.

y There is iDUch diseussiou as to the date of this book. It is variously ascribed

to periods ranginji from tw eiituries B.C., and even earlier, to one century after

Christ. Cf. Bertholdt, Eini. A. und N. Bundes, 181G, vi. p. 2498 f. ; Bunwn, Bi-

belwtrk, 1809, vii. p. 59 f. ; Danidsim. Introd. 0. T., 1863, iii. p. ^l\i. ; Eichhoin,

Einl. Apocr, !Schr. A. T., p. 408, Anra. i. ; Ewald, Gesch. des Volkes Isr., 1804,

iv. p. 209 tf. ; Fabrkkis, Liber Tobiae, &c., p. 4 ; Z^e Wdte, Einl. A. T. 7te Ausg.

I 311, p. 412.

4 Tobit, vi. 7. 5 2b., iii. 7 f. ; vi. 14. 6 lb., viii. 2 f. 7 lb., iii. 17.
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him by the Fathers. He is also represented as saying of himself

that he is one of the seven holy angels which present the prayers

of the saints to God.^

There are many curious particulars regarding angels and de-

mons in the Book of Enoch.'^ This work, which is quoted by the

author of the Epistle of Jude/* and by some of the Fathers, as in-

spired Scripture,^ was supposed by Tertullian to have survived

tjie universal deluge, or to have been afterwards transmitted by
means of Noah, the great-grandson of the author P]noch.^ It may
be assigned to about a century before Christ, but additions were
made to the text, and more especially to its angelology, extending
probably to after the commencement of our era.^ It undoubtedly
represents views popularly prevailing about the epoch in which
we are interested. The author not only relates the fall of the

angels through love for the daughters of men, but gives the names
of twenty-one of them and of their leaders ; of whom Jeijun was
he who seduced the holy angels, and Ashbeel it was who gave
them evil counsel and corrupted them.'' A third, Gadre^l,** was he

who seduced Eve. He also taught to the children of men the use

and manufacture of all murderous weapons, of coats of mail,

shields, swords, and of all the implements of death. Another evil

angel, named Penemue, taught them many mysteries of wisdom.
He instructed men in the art of writing with paper (x»Pt^«) and
ink, by means of which, the author remarks many fall into sin

even to tlie present day. Kaodeja, another evil angel, taught the

liunian race all the wicked practices of spirits and demons,*^ and
also magic and exorcism.^** The offspring of the fallen angels and
of the daughters of men were giants, whose height was 3000 ells ;^^

of these are the demons working evil upon earth. ^^Azazel taught
men various arts : the making of bi-acelets and ornaments ; the

1 Tobit, xii. 15. Origen also states that the archangel Michael presents the pray-
ers of the saints to Uod. Horn. xiv. in Num., 0pp. ii. p. 323.

2 Dillmann, Das Buch Henoch; Fabiiciun, Cod. Vet. Test., i. p. 179 flf.

3 V. 14 f

.

4 Of. Fabricius, Cod. Vet. Test., i. p. 160 ff.

5 Tertullian, De Cultufem., i. 3.

6 Dillmann, Das Buch Henoch, 1853, p. x. ff., xliii. ff. ; Ewald, Ueber d. ftth.

Buch Henoch, 18,54, Gesch. d. Volkes Isr., iv. p. 451 ff. ; OfrOrer, Das Jahrh. des
Hells, 1838, i. p. 93 ff. ; mifjenfeld, Die jiid. Apokalyptik, 1857, p. 93 ff. ; Hof-
maim, Zeifachr. deutsch. Morgenland. Gesellsch. 18.52, vi. p. 87 ; KoMlin, Theol,
Jahrh. 1856, pp. 240—279,—370,—386 ; Liid-e, Einl. Ofifenb. Johannes, 2te Aufl. p.

142f.; Weisae, Die Evangelienfrage, 1856, p 215 ff.

^ Cap. Ixix. i. ff., cf. vi.

** In the extract preserved by Ceoj-j/e i9(/Kce?/M8 in his Chronography (p. 11), the
angel who taught the use of weapons of \.ar, &c., is called Azael or Azalzel.

^ Enoch, c. Ixix. 10 c. vii.

12

c. vii. 2. One MS. has 300. Dillmann, p. 3, cf. c. ix. xv.

c. XV., cf. Ofover, Das Jahrh. des Heils, i. p. 380 f.

9
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use of cosmetics, the way to beautify the eyebrows
;
precious

stones, and all dye-stuffs and metals ; whilst other wicked angels

instructed them in all kinds of pernicious knowledge.^ The ele-

ments and all the phenomena of nature are controlled and pro-

duced by the agency of angels. Uriel is the angel of thunder and
earthquakes ; Raphael, of the spirits of men ; Raguel is the angel

who executes vengeance on the world and the stars ; Michael is

set over the best of mankind, i.e., over the people of Israel ;
-

Saraq&el, over the souls of the children of men, who are misled

by the spirits of sin ; and Gabriel is over serpents and over Para-

dise, and over the Cherubim.^ Enoch is shown the mystery of all

the operations of nature, and the action of the elements, and he

describes the spirits which guide them, and control the thunder
and lightning and the winds ; the spirit of the seas, who curbs

them with his might, or tosses them forth and scatters them
through the mountains of the earth ; the spirit of hoar frost, and
the spirit of hail, and the spirit of snow. There are, in fact,

special spirits set over every phenomenon of nature—frost, thaw,

mist, rain, light, and so on.* The heavens and the earth are filledwith

spirits. Raphael is the angel set over all the diseases and wounds
of mankind, Gabriel over all powers, and Fanuel over the peni-

tence and the hope of those who inherit eternal life.^ The decree for

the destruction of the human race goes forth from the presence of

the Lord, because men know all the mysteries of the angels, all

the evil works of Sa+j,n, and all the secret might and power of

those who practise the art of magic and the power of conjuring,

and such ai-ts.* The stars are represented as animated beings. ^

Enoch sees seven stars bound together in space like great

mountains, and flaming as with fire ; and he inquires of the angel

who leads him, on account of what sin they are so bound ? Uriel

informs him that they are stars which have transgressed the com-

mands of the Highest God, and they are thus bound until ten

thousand worlds, the number of the days of their transgi'ession,

shall be accomplisbed.^ The belief that sun, moon and stars were
living entities possessed of souls was generally lield by the Jews at

the beginning of our era, along with Greek philosophers, and we
shall presently see it expressed by the Fathers. Philo Judseus

considers the stars spiii lal beings full of virtue and perfection,

^

and that to them is granted lordship over other heavenly bodies.

E m
1 c. viii. 2 cf. Daniel x. 13, 21 ; xii. 1. 8 c. xx.
* Enoch, c. Ix. 12 ff., cf. xli. xxxiv.
6 c. xl., 9 f., cf. xxxix. 6 0. Ixv. 6 ff.

7 Cf. Hilgenfeld, Die jfld. Apck., p. 108, Anm. 2 ; O/rdrer, Daa Jahrh. des

Heils, i. p. 362 f., cf. p. 394 f., p. 406.
8 0. xxi., cf. xviii. 13 f.

» De Mundo opificio, § 48 ; De Gigantibus, § 2, <rf. De Somniis, i. § 4 f., § 22.
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not absolute, but as viceroys under the Supreme Being.^ We find

a .simihir view regardinjif the nature of the stars expressed in the

Apocalypse,'^ and it constantly appears in i\\e Talmud and Tar-

gums.^ An angel of the sun and moon is d'jscribed in the Ascen-
sio Isaije.*

We are able to obtain a full and mi'.iute conception of the

lielicf regarding angels and demons and their influence over cosmi-

cal phenomena, as well as of other supejstitions current amongst
the Jews at t)ie time of Jesus,^ from the Talmud, Targmns, and
other Rabbinical sources. We cannot, however, do more, here,

than merely glance at these voluminous materials. The angels

are peifectly j>ure spirits, without sin, and not visible to mortal

eyes. Wlien they come down to earV/h on any mission, they are

clad in light and veiled in air. If, however, thev remain longer

tlian seven days on earth, they become so clogge<l with the

earthly matter in which they have been immersed that they
cannot again ascend to the upper heavens.*' Their multitude is

innumerable,^ and new angels are ivery day created, who in suc-

cession praise God and make wa}^ for others.** The expression,
" host of heaven," is a common onj in the Old Testament, and the

idea was developed into a heavenly army. The first Gospel
represents Jesus as speaking of " more than twelve legions of

angels."^ Every angel has one particular duty to perform, and no
more ; thus of the three angels who ap[)eared to Abraham, one
was sent to announce that Sarah should have a son, the second to

rescue Lot, and the third to destroy Sodom and Gomorrah.'*' The
angels serve God in the administration of the universe, and to

special angels are assigned the different parts of nature. " There
is not a thing in the world, not even a little herb, over which
there is not an angel set, and everything hap[)ens according to the

•
' ^^__^-_^——_—^—_—^^^_— ——^_^_^__

1 De Monarchia, i. § 1. 2 Rev. i, 20, iii. 1, iv. 5, ix. 1, &c.
3 Targuin Hieros. Deut. ii. 25, Gen. i. 16;Tracii; Beracoth, 32, 1; ChoUin, 60, 2;

Shefuoth, 9, 1. Pirke Elieser, vi., cf. Eisenmtnger, Entdecktes .Tudenthum, 1700,
i. p. 811 f.; ii. p. 384 f. Gfrorer, Das Jahrh. d. Heils, i. p. 362 f., 394 ff.

* c. iv. 18. This work referred to by Oru/en (Ep. ad Afrioanum), Epiphanitia
(Ha>r. xl. 2, Ixvii. 3), Jerome (in Esaiaj, Ixiv. 4), and others (cf. Fabricius, Cod. Vet.
Test., i. p. 1086 ff. ), as 'Ava^ariKiv 'HaaXou, is dated variously from the middle of
the 1st to the beginning of the 3rd century. The work, long lost, was discovered
and published by Lawrence, in 1819.

'^

L'mhtfoot, Horse Heb. et. Talm., Works, xi., Dedication; SchoeUijen, Horae
Hebr. et. Talm. Prtefatio ; Ofriirer, Das Jahrh. d. Heils, i. p. 5 ff. ; Bretschneider,

Hist. Dogm. Ausl. des N. T., 1S06, p. HO ff., 141 ff.

8 Sohar, Genesis, p. 124, p. ^.'66 ; Pirke Elieser, xlvi. ; EisenmejKjcr Entd. Jud.
ii. p. .')87 f. ; G/rorer, Das Jahrh. d. Heils, i. p. 356.

' Hiuros. Targ. Exod., xii. 12, xxxiii. 23 ; Deut. xxxiv. 5, &c., &C.
'* t'hagigah Bab., p. 14, I, 2 ; E'uenmengtr, ib. ii. p. 371 ff.

" Matt. r.xvi. 53.
ic Hieros. Targ. Genes, xvii. 2 ; G/rorer, ib., i. p. 363 f.

ii'
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command of these appointed anf^els."' It will be remeinlieied

that the ageney of an<^el.s is fre(|uently introduced in the Old
Testament, and still more so in the Septuagint version, hy alter-

ations of the text. One notable case of such agency may he

referred to, where the pestilence which is sent to j)unish I)avi(l

for numbering the people is said to be caused by :in angel, whom
David even sees. The Lord is representtid as repenting of the

evil, wlK^n the angel was .stretching forth his hand against Jeru-

salem, and Itidding him stay hi.s hand after the angel had des-

troyed .seventy thousand men by the ])estilence.2 This theory ol'

disease has prevailed until comparatively recent times. The
names of many of the superintending angrds are given, as, for

instance : Jehuel is set over fire, Michael over water, Jechiel over

wild beasts, and Anpiel over birds. Over cattle Hariel is ap-

pointed, and Samniel over created things moving in the waters,

ami over the face of the earth ; Messannahel over reptiles, Deliel

over fish. Ruchiel is set over the winds, Gabriel over thunder
and also over fire, and over the ripening of fruit, Nurielover hail,

Makturiel over rocks, Alpiel over fruit-bearing trees, Soroel over

those which do not bear fruit, and Saiidalfon over the human
race ; and under each of these there are subordinate angels.-^ It

was believed that there were two angels of Death, one for those

who died out of the land of Israel, who was an evil angel, called

Samael (and at other times Satan, Asmodeus, &c.), and the other,

who presided over the dead of the land of Israel, the holy angel

Gabriel ; and vm<ler these there was a host of evil spirits and
angels.* The Jews were unanimous in asserting that angels super-

intend the various operations of nature, although there is some
difference in the names assigned to these angels.^ The Sohar on

Numbers states that " Michael, Gabriel, Nuriel, Raphael are set

over the four elements, water, fire, air, earth."^ We shall pre-

sently see how general this lielief regarding angels was amongst
the Fathers, but it is al.so expressed in the New Testament. In

the Apocalypse there appears an angel who has power over fire, ^

1 Jalkut CJiadascb, p. 147, 3 ; Eiaenmenyer, ib. ii. p. 376 fF. O/rorer, ib. i.

p. 369.

2 2 Sam. xxiv. 15 f.

3 Berith Minucha, p. 37, 1 ; cf. Tract. Pesachim, p. 118, 1, C ; Sanhedrin, 9.5, 2;

Eisenmemjer, ib. ii. p. 378 fF. ; O/rdrer, ib. i. p. 369. The Targum upon 1 Kings,

xix. 11, 12, reads : "A host of tbe angels of the wind, a host of the angels of com-

motion, a host of the angels of fire ; and after the host of the angels of fire, the

voice of the silent singers." Lujhffoot, Horse Heb. et Talra. Works, xii. p. 35.

* Bava Mezia, 36, 1 ; Succah, 5.3, 1 ; Bava Bathra, 16, 1 ; Eisenmenger, ib. i. p.

821 f., p. 854 ff. ; Light/oot, ib., xii. p. 428, p. 507 f. ; Schoettgen, Horie Heb. et

Talm., p. 935.
6 G/rOrer, ib. i. p. 369. »

6 p. 417 ; O/rorer, ib. i. p. 370
7 0. xiv. 18.
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and in another place fpur angels have power to hurt the earth

iind the .sea.^ The anji^elH were likewise the instructors of men,

ami coiiiniunicatefl knowledj^e to the Patriarchs. The angel

Gabriel taught Joseph the seventy languages of the earth.^ It

appears, however, that there was one language—the Syriac

—

vvhi(^h the angels do not understand, and for this reason men
wt'iv not permitted to pray for tilings needful, in that tongue. ^

Angels are appointed as princes over the seventy nations of the

world ; but the Jews consider the angels set over Gentile nations

merely demons.'* The Septuagint translation of Deuteronomy
xx.\ii. H introduces tlu- statement into the Old Testament. In-

stead of the Most High, when he divided to the nations their

inheritance, setting the bounds of the people " according to the

nund)er of the children of Israel," the passage becomes, " accord-

ing to the number of the angels of God " (Kara apiOfiov ayyVuMv d^ov).

The number of the nations was tixed at seventy, the number of

the souls who went down into Egypt.^ The Jerusnlcsm Targum
on Genesis xi. 7, 8, reads as follows :

" God spake i the .seventy

angels which stand before him : Cone, let us go down and con-

found their language that they may v^ot understand each other.

And the Word of the Lord appeared there (at Babel), with the

.seventy angels, according to the seventy nations, and each had
the language of the people which was allotted to him, and the

record of the writing in his hand, and scattered the nations from
thence over the whole earth, in .seventy languages, so that the one
(lid not understand what the other said." " Michael was the Angel
of the people of I.srael,^ an<l he is always set in the highest place

{imongst the angels, and often called the High Priest of Heaven. •*

It was believed that the angels of the nations fought in heaven
when their allotted peoples made war on earth. We see an allu-

sion to this in the Book of Daniel," and in the Apocalypse there

is " war in heaven ; Michael and his angels fought against the
dragon; and the dragon fought, and his angels."^*' The Jews of the

1 0. vii. 2, cf. ix. 11, xix. 17.
- Tract. Sotah, 33, 1 ; Ofrorer, ib. i. p. 366 fF ; Eisenmenaer, ib. ii. p. 365

p. 374 f.

3 Beracoth, c. 2 ; Bah. Schabbath, 12, 2 ; Sotah, 33, 1 ; Light/oot, ib. xi. p. 22

;

Eisenmemjcr, ih i. p. 675 f. ; ii. p. 392 f.

4 EixenmeiKjer, ib. i. p. 805 ff., p. 816 ff.

5 Gen. xlvi. 27, Exod. i. 5, Deut. x. 22. Seventy Disciples were therefore
chosen to preach the Gospel, Luke x. 1. f. Of course we need not here apeak of
the import of this number.

*> Cf. Pirke Elieser, xxiv. ; Ofrorer, ib. i. p. 370 f. ; Eisenmenaer, ib, i. p. 810.
7 Cf. Daniel, x. 21.

'^Bab. Menachoth, 110, 1; Beracoth, 4, 2; Sohar, Genes., fol. 17, col. 66;
Thosaphtah Chollin, ii. 6 ; Jalkut Robeni, 80, 1, 92. 4 ; Sevachim, 62, 1 ; Ofrorer,
"'• i. p. 371 f. ; SchoettijoM, ib. p. 1219 ff.

''' X. 10 ff., and more especiaUy verse 13. lO c. xii 7.
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time of Je.sus not only held that there were angels set over the

nations, but also that each individual had a guardian angel.^ Th's

belief appears in several plp.fes in the New Testament. For
instance, Jesus is represented as saying of the children :

" For I

say unto you that their angels do always behold the face of my
Father which is in heaven."^ Again, in the Acts of the Apostles,

when Peter is delivered from prison by an angel, and comes to

the house of his friend, th^y will not believe the maid who
had opened the gate and seen him, but say :

" It is his angel

"

(6 a-^'ytKos avTov ccttiv).^ The passage in the epistle to the Hebrews
will likewise be remembered, where it is said of the angels : "Are
they not all ministering spirits sent forth for ministry on account

of them who shall be heirs of salvation "* There was at the same
time a singular belief that when any person went into tlie pri-

vate closet, the guardian angel remained at the door till he came
out again, and in the Talmud a prayer is given for strengti: and
help imder the circu nstances, and that the guardian angel may
wait while the person is there. The reason why the angel does

not enter is that such places are haunted by demons.^

The belief in demons at the time of Jesus was equally emphatic
and comprehensive, and we need scarcely mention that the Nev/

Ter.tament is full of references to them.^ They are in the air, on

earth, in the bodies of men and animals, and even at the bottom
of the sea.'' They are the offspring of the fallen angels who loved

the daughters of men.^ They have wings like the angels, and can

fly from one end of heaven to another ; they obtain a knowledge
of the future, like the angel?-, by listening behind th') veil of the

Temple of God in Heaven.^ Their number is infinite. The earth

is so full of them that if man had power to see he could not exists

on account of them ; there are more demons than men, and they

are about as close as the earth thrown iip out of a newly-made
grave.^" It is stated that each man has 10,000 demon.', at his right

hand, and 1,000 on his left, and the passage contmues :
" The

crush on the Sabbath in the Synagogue arises from them, also the

1 Hieros. Targ. Genes, xxxiii. 10, xlviii. 16. 2 Matt, xviii. 10.

3 Acts xii. 15. 4 Heb. i. 14.

fi Hieros. Beracoth, ix. 5 ; Bab. Beracoth, 60, 1 ; Gittin, 70, 1 ; Eixenmen(/er, th.,

ii. p. 449 f. ; G/rorer, ib. i. p. 374 f. ; Moise Sdwah, Traite des Berakhotii, 1871,

p. 169.

6 Passing over the synoptic Gospels, in which references to demons abound, cf. 1

Cor. X. 20, 21 ; James ii. 19 ; 1 Tim. iv. 1 ; Eph. ii. 2, cf. iv. 12 ; Rov. ix. 20, xvi.

14, xviii. 2.

7 Mie7i7nenger, ib. ii. p. 437 f.

8 lb. i. p. 380 f.

^' Bab. Ohagigah, 16, 1 ; Sehoe t'jeu, ib. p. 1049 ; Eisen inenj/er, ib, ii. p. •15.
10 Beracoth, 0, 1 ; Sohar, Genes, p. 17! ; ib. Numbiirs, p. 291 ; Eiseiimpnijer, ih.

ii. p. 446, p. 461 f. ; MoUe Schwab, Traits des Berakhoth, 1871, p. 239.
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dresses of the Rabbins become so soon old and torn through their

rubbing ; in like manner they cause the tottering of the feet. He
who wishes to discover these spirits must take sifted ashes and
strew them about his bed, and in the morning he will perceive

their footprints upon them like a cock's tread. If any one wish

to see them, he must take the afterbirth of a black cat, which has

been littered by a first-born black cat, whose mother was also a

first-birth, burn and reduce it to powder, and put some of it in

his eyes, and he will see them."^ Sometimes demons assume the

form of a goat. Evil spirits f.y chiefly during the darkness, for

they are children of night.^ For this reason the Talmud states

that men are forbidden to greet any one by night, lest it might be
a devil,^ or to go out alone even by day, but much more by night,

into solitary places.* It was likewise forbidden for any man to

sleep alone in a house, because any one so doing would be seized

by the she-devil Lilith, and die.^ Further, no man should drink

water by night on account of the demon Schafriri, the angel of

blindness.^ An evil spirit descended on any one going into a cem-
etery by night.^ A necromancer is defined as one who fasts and
lodges at night amongst tombs in order that the evil spirit may
come upon him.* Demons, however, take more especial delight in

foul and offensive places, and an evil spirit inhabits every priv?.te

closet in the world.** Demons haunt deserted places, ruins, graves,

and certain kinds of trees.^** Wo find indications of these super-

stitions t'.iroughout the Gospels, i Vie possessed are represented

as dwelling among the tombs, and being driven by the unclean
spirits into the wilderness, and the demons can find no rest in

clean places.^^ Demons also frequented springs and fountains.^^ The
episode of the angel who is said to descend at certain seasons and
trouble the water of the pool of Bethesda, so that he who first

1 Bab. Beracoth, 6, ). In the Tract. Gittin (68, 2) of the Talmud, Asmodeus is

represented as coming to Solomon's wives by night, with slippers on to conceal hie

cnck's feet. Emmmenqer, ib. i. p. .35(i, p. 424 f. : ii. p. 445 ; Gfrorer, ib. i. pp. 407,
409 ; Moise Schwab, Traite des Berakhoth, 1871, p. 239 f.

2 Sohar, Exod., f. 67, col. 267 ; SclioetU/en, Ih. p. 316 ; cf.

3 Sanhedrin, 44, 1 ; Megillah, 3, 1 ; Qfriirer, ib. i. p. 408 :

452.

^ Sohar, Genes. 387 ; Eiseninenfjcr, ib. ii. p. 451 f.

5 Schabbath, 151, 2.

6 Pcsachim, 112, 1 ; Avoda Sarah, 12, 2 ; Eiicnmenf/er, ib. i. p. 426 f. ; ii. p. 452.
7 ( 'hagiL'ah, 3, 2 ; Trumoth, 40. 2 ; Bava Bathra, 100, 2 ; Bab. Sanhedrin, 65, 2

;

Lightfoot, ih. xi. pp. 160, 17C, xii. pp. 134, 349 ; Ofnirer, ib. i. p. 408.
iJ Bab. Sanhedrin, ()5, 2 ; Lhjhtfoot, ib. xi. p. 170, xii. p. 134 f.

lb. Schabbath, 67, 1 ; Bab. Beracoth, 62, 1 ; Eisenvienge^, ib. ii. p. 449 f.
;

Srhwah, Traitii dea Berakhoth, p. 495 f.

'<• Bab. Beracoth, 3, 1 ; Pesachim, iii. 2 ; Targ. Hieros. Deut. xxx. 10 ; Schtvab, ib.

\>. 227.

11 Matt. viii. 28, xii. 43 ; Mark v. 3, 5 ; Luke viii. 27, 29, xi. 24 f.

12 Vajicra Rabba, § 24 ; Liyhtfoot, ib. xii. p. 282.

Ephes. vi. 12.

Eiseiiiii'iKjer, ib. 11. p.

a4.
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stepped in was cured of whatever disease he had, may be

mentioned here in passing, although the passage is not found in

the older MSS. of the fourth Gospel,^ and it is argued that it was
probably a later interpolation. There were demons who hurt tho.se

who did not wash their hands before meat. " Shibta is an evil

spirit which sits upon men's hands in the night ; and if any
touch his food with unwa.shen hands, that spirit sits upon that

food, and there is danger from it."" The demon Asmodeus is fre-

quently called the king of tiie devils,^ and it was believed that he

tempted people to apostatize ; he it was who enticed Noah into

his drunkenness, and led Solomon into sin.* He is represented

as alternately ascending to study in the School of the heavenly

Jerusalem, and descending to study in the school of the earth. ^

The injury of the human race in every possible way was believed

to be the chief delight of evil spirits. The Talmud and other

Kabbinical writings are full of references to demoniacal possession,

but we need not enter into details upon this point, as the New
Testament itself presents sufficient evidence regarding it. Not
only one evil spirit could enter into a body, but many took pos-

session of the same individual. There are many instances men-
tioned in the Gospels, such as Mary Magdalene, " out of whom
went seven demons " (Saifiovia iirTu),^ and the man whose name was
Legion, because "many demons" (8ai/x,dvia ttoXXo) were entered into

him.^ Demons likewise entered into the bodies of animals, and in

the narrative to which we have just referred, the demons on being

expelled from the man, request to be allowed to enter into the

herd of swine, which being permitted, " the demons went out of

the man into the swine, and the herd ran violently down the clifi'

into the lake, and were drowned,"^ the evil spirits, as usual, taking

pleasure only in the destruction and injury of man and beast.

Besides " possession," all the diseases of men and animals were

ascribed to the action of the devil and of demons.^ In the Gospels,

1 John V. 3, 4.

2 Bab. Taauith, 20, 2 ; Sohar, Bereschith ; Lii/litfoot, ih. xi. p. 215.
3 Gittin, 08, 1. 4 L'njhtJ'oot, ih. :di. p. IIL
5 Gittin, 68, 1 ; Eisenmenger, ih. i. p. 35L SchoetU^cn, ib, p. 1233, §iv. Scboettgeu

gives minute details from the Talmud, &c. , regarding the " Academia Celestis,'

its constitution, and the questions discussed in it, pp. 1230—1236. The represen-

tation of Satan, in the book of Job, will not be forgotten.

Luke viii. 2 ; cf. Mark xvi. 9.

7 Luke viii. 30 fl'. The name Legion does not only expicb a great number,
but to the word was attached the idea of an unclean company, for a Legion passing

from place to place and entering a house rendered it " unclean." The reason was :

" For there is no legion which hath not some carcaphelion'' (KopoKtipaAT)), that is to

say, the skin of the head pulled offfrom a dead person, and used for enchantments.

Cf. Chollin, 123, 1 ; Lii/lit/oot, ib. xi. p. 394.
8 Luke viii. 33.

9 Bab. Joma, 83, 2 ; Bab. Gittin, 67, 2 ; Hieros. Schabbath, 14, 3 ; Mischna,
Gittin, vii. 1 ; Gemara, 67, 2 ; Sohar, (ienes. 42 ; G/rorer, ib. i. p. 411 f. ; Eiseii-
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for instance, the woman with a spirit of infirmity, who was bowed
together and could not lift herself up, is described as " bound by-

Satan," although the case was not one of demoniacal possession. ^

As might be expected from the iiniversality of the belief in

demons and their influence over the human race, the Jews at the

time of Jesus occupied themselves much with the means of con-

juring them. " There was hardly any people in the whole world,"

we have already heard from a great Hebrew scholar, " that more
used, or were more fond of, amulets, charms, inutterings, exorcisms,

and all kinds of enchantments."^ Schoettgen bears similar tes-

timony :
" Cseterum Judieos magicis artibus admodum deditos esse,

noti^simum est."^ All competent scholars are agreed upon this

point, and the Talmud and Rabbinical writings are full of it. The
exceeding prevalence of such arts alone proves the existence of

the grossest ignorance and superstition. There are elaborate rules

in the Talmud with regard to dreams, both as to how they are to

be obtained and how interpreted.^ Fasts were enjoined in order

to secure good dreams, and these fasts were not only observed by
the ignorant, but also by the principal Rabbins, and they were
permitted even on the Sabbath, which was unlawful in other cases.®

Indeed, the interpretation of dreams became a public profession.*

It would be impossible within our limits to convey an adequate
idea of the general superstition prevalent amongst the Je regard-

ing things and actions lucky and unlucky, or the iniiin;c particu-

lars in regard to every common act prescribed f nftty against

demons and evil influences of all kinds. Notbii^ < nsidercd

indifferent or too trilling, and the danger from tin ru' -i ti'Mul

movements or omi.ssions to which men were supposed tu ' ex-

posed from the malig?iity of evil spirits was believed to be great

Amulets, consisting of roots, or pieces of paper with charms writ-

ten upon them, were hung round the neck of the sick, and con-

sidered efficacious for their cure. Charms, mutterings, and spells

were commonly said over wounds, against unlucky meetings, to

make people sleep, to heal diseases, and to aveit enchantments.^
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VKiKjer, ib. ii. p. 454 ; Light/oot, ib. xi. p. 237, f
.

; xii. p. 134 f. Shibta, whom we
have already met with, was said to take hold of the necks of infants, and to dry
up and contract their nerves. Ariich, in Shibta ; Lijhtfoot, ib. xi. p. 237.

1 Luke xiii. II ff. ; cf. Mark ix. 25 ; Matt. xii. 22, "ix. 32 ; Luke xi. 14.

2 Lhjiitfoot, ib. xi. p. 208.
'^ Horiu Hebr. et tfum. p. 474 : cf. Edzard, Avoda Sarah, ii. pp. 311-35(5 ; G/rorer,

ih. i. p. 413.
* Hab. Beracoth, 56 ff. ; Schwa'o, Traite des Berakhoth, p. 457 ff.

5 Bab. Schabbath, 11, 1 ; Beracoth, 14, 1 ; Li;//i.f/oot, ib. xi. p. 299 f., p. 163.
" Bab. Beracoth, 55, 2, .'G, I ; Maasar Sheni, 52, 2, 3 ; Lightfoot, ib. xi. p. 300 ;

Schmih, Trait(5 des Berakhoth, p, 457 ff.

' See, for instance, Bab. Beracoth, 51, 1 ; Schtvah, Traitc des Berakhoth, p.
433 f.

« LiijlUfoot, ib. xi. p. 301 f.
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The Talmud gives forms of enchantments against mad dogs, for

instance, against the demon of blindness, and the like, as well as

formula? for averting the evil eye, and mutterings over diseases. ^

So common was the practice of sorcery and magic that the Tal-

mud enjoins " that the senior who is chosen into the Council

ought to be skilled in the arts of astrologers, jugglers, diviners,

sorcerers, &c., that he may be able to judge of those who ai'e

guilty of the same."^ Numerous cases are recorded of persons

destroyed by means of sorcery.^ The Jewish women were par-

ticularly addicted to sorcery, and indeed the Talmud declares that

they had generally fallen into it.* The New Testament bears

abundant testimony to the prevalence of magic and exorcism at

the time at which its books were written. In the Gospels, Jesus

is represented as arguing with the Pharisees, who accuse him of

casting out devils by Beelzebub, the prince of the devils. " If I

by Beelzebub cast out the demons (ra Sai/xdvia), by whom do your
sons cast them out ? Therefore let them be your judges."^

The thoroughness and universality of the Jewish popular be-

lief in demons and evil spirits, and in the power of magic, is ex-

hibited in the ascription to Solomon, the monarch in whom the

greatness and glory of the nation attained its culminating point,

of the character of a powerful mag'cian. The most effectual

forms of invocation and exorcism, and the most potent spells of

magic, were said to have been composed by him, and thus the

grossest superstition of the nation acquired the sanction of their

wisest king. Rabbinical writings are never weary of enlarging

upon tlie magical power and knowledge of Solomon. He was re-

presented as not only kii:g of the whole earth, but also as reign-

ing over devils and evil spirits, and having the power of expelling

them from the bodies of men and animals, and also of delivering

people to them.** It was indeed believed that the two demons
Asa and Asael taught Solomon all wisdom and arts.^ The Tal-

mud relates many instances of his powi^r over evil spirits, and

amongst others how he made them assist in building the Temple,

Solomon desired to have the lielp of the worm Schamir in pre-

paring the stones for the sacred building, and he conjured up a

devil and a she-devil to inform him where Schamir was to be

301 ; Bab. Be:acoth, 57, 2, &c. ; Schwab, ib.1 See references, Lifjhtfoot, ib. xi. p.

p. 302, p. 450 f., &c., &c.
2 Lij/htfoot, ib. xi. p. 301

.

8 Hieros. SeLab., 14, 3 ; Sauhedr., 18, 3 ; Liybf/oot, ib. xi. p.

4 Hieros. Sauhedr., 2.3, 3 ; Bab. Sanhedr., 44, 2 ; Bab. Bern.

/oof, ib. xi. p. 302; G/'riirfr, ib. i. p. 413 ; Schwab, ib. p.
6 Matt. xii. 27 ; ci. Luke xi. 19, ix. 4<j ; Mark ix. 38 ;

8 Gittin, (58, 1, 2; Succah, 53, 1 ; Eiaenmemjer, ib. i.

440 ; Li<jht/oof, ib. xii. p. 428.
7 Eiaenmemjer, ib. i. p. 361 f.

444.

Acta

pp. 35o

'.01 f.

;h, 53, 1 ; Li<jU-

X. 13 flf.

358; ii. pp. 416,
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found. They referred him to Asmodeus, whom the King craftily

captured, and by whom he was informed that Schamir is under

the jurisdiction of the Prince of the Seas, and Asmodeus further

told him how he might be secured. By his means the Temple
was built, but, from the moment it was destroyed, Schamir for

ever disappeared.^ It was likewise believed that one of the

Cbambers ot the second Temple was built by a magician called

Parvah, by means of magic.^ The Talmud narrates many stones

of miracles performed by various Rabbins.^

The Jewish historian, Josephus, informs us that, amongst other

gifts, God bestowed upon King Solomon knowledge of the way
to expel demons, an art which is useful and salutary for mankind.
He composed incantations by which diseases are cured, and he

left behind him forms of exorcism by which demons may be so

effectually expelled that > jy never return, a method of cure,

Josephus adds, which is of great efficacy to his own day. He
himself had seen a countryman of his own, named Eliezer, release

people possessed of devils in the presence of the Emperor Ves-

pasian and his sons, and of his army. He put a ring containing

one of the roots prescribed by Solomon to the nose of the demoniac,

and drew the demon out by his nostrils, and, in the name of Sol-

omon, and reciting one of his incantations, he adjured it to return

no more. In order to demonstrate to the spectators that he had
the power to cast out devils. Eliezer was accustomed to set a ves-

sel full of water a little \va,v off, and he commanded the demon
as he left the V)ody of the .nan to overturn it, by which means,

says Jose[)hus, the skill and wisdom of Solomon were made very
manifest.* Jewish Rabbins, generally were known as powerful

exercisers, practising the art according to the formuLie of their

great monarch. Justin Martyr reproaches his Jewish opponent,

Tryiihon, with the fact that his countrymen use the same art as

the Gentiles,and exorcise with fumigations and charms (KaruSetr/xoi),

and he shows the'common belief in demoniacal influence when he
asserts that, while Jewish exorcists cannot overcome demons by
such means, or even by exorcising them in the name of their

Kings, Prophets, or Patriarchs, though he admits that they might
do so if they adjured them in the name of the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, yet Christians at once subdued demons by ex-

1 Txittin, 68, 1, 2 ; Sotah, 48, 2 ; Eisenviemjer, ih. i. p. .350 flf. ; Gjrorer, ih. i. p.
414 f. ; Bujtorf, Lexic. Talmud, p. 245.5. Aloses is also said to have made use of

Shamir. Fahridux, Cod. Vet. Test., ii. p. 119.
'- (iloss on Middoth, cap. .5, hal. .3; Lhfhtftml, ih. xi. p. .301.

^ Bava Mezi.i, 59, 1, 2; Bah. Beracoth, H3, 34, .')4, 1 ; Hieros. Sanliedr., 25, 4;
Bah. Tnanith, 24; .Tuclias., 20, 1 ; 50, 2 ; Lvjldfoot, ih. xi. p. 301 f. ; EU€niHen(,er,
>''. i. 14 f. ; Schwab, ib. p. .3,58 flF., p. 448 f.

i Anticj., viii. 2, § 5.
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orcising them in the name of the Son of God.^ The Jew and the

Christian were quite agreed that demons were to be exorcised,

and merely differed as to the formulse of exorcism. Josephus
gives an account of a root potent against evil spirits. It is called

Baaras, and is iiame-coloured, and in the evening sends out flashes

like lightning. It is certain death to touch it, except under pe-

culiar conditions. One mode of securing it is to dig down till the

smaller part of the root is exposed, and then to attach the root to

a dog's tail. When the dog tries to follow its master from the

place and pulls violently, the root is plucked up, and may then be

safely handled, but the dog instantly dies, as the man would have
done had he plucked it up himself. When the root is brought to

sick people, it at once expels demons.^ According to Josephus,

demons are the spirits of the wicked dead ; they enter into the

bodies of the living, who die, unless succour be speedily obtained.^

This theory, however, was not general, demons being commonly
considered the offspring of the fallen angels and of the daughters

of men.
The Jewish historian gives a serious account of the preternatu

ral portents which warned the Jews of the approaching fall of

Jerusalem, and he laments the infatuation of the people, who dis-

regarded these Diviiic denunciations. A star in the shape of a

sword, and also a comet, stood over the doomed city for the

space of a whole year. Then, at the feast of unleavened bread,

before i ii.> rebellion of the Jews which preceded the war, at the

ninth hour of the night a great light shone round the altar and
the Temple, so that for half an hour it seemed as though it were
brilliant daylight. At the same festival other supernatural warn-

ings were given. A heifer, as she was led by the high-priest to

be sacriticed, brought forth a lamb in the Temple ; moreover, the

eastern gate of the inner court of the Temple, which was of brass,

and so ponderous that twenty men had much difticulty in closing

it, and which was fastened by heavy bolts descending deep into

the solid stone floor, was seen to open of its own accord, about the

sixth hour of the night. The ignorant considered some of these

events good omens, V)ut the priests interpreted them as portents of

evil. Another prodigious phenomenon occurred, which Josephus

supposes would be considered incredible were it not reported by

thos*^ who saw it, and were the subsequent events not of sufficient

importance to merit such portents : before sunset chariots and

troops of soldiers in armour were seen among the clouds, moving
about, and surrounding cities. And further, at the feast of Pen-

1 Dial. c. Tryph., 85; cf. Apol., ii. 6
2 DeBello Jud., vii. 6, § 3.

Acts xlx. 13 ff.

3 lb. vii. 6, § 8.

)
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tecost, as the priests were entering the inner court of the Temple

to perform their sacred duties, they felt an earthquake, and heard

a great noise, and then the sound as of a great multitude saying:
" Let us remove hence." ^ There is not a shadow of doubt in the

mind of Josephus as to the reality of any of these wonders.

If we turn to patristic literature, we find, everywhere, the same
superstitions and the same theories of angelic agency and demon-
iacal interference in cosmical phenomena. According to Justin

Martyr, after God had made the world and duly regulated the ele-

ments and the rotation of the seasons, he committed man and all

things under heaven to the care of angels. Some of these angels,

however, proved unwortliy of this charge, and, led away by love

of the daughters of men, Ijegat children, who are the demons who
have corrupted the human race, partly by magical wi-itings (8ia

IjLayiKU)^ ypacjimv) and partly by fears and punishments, and who
have introduced wars, murders, and other evils amongst them,
whicli are ignorantly ascribed by poets to God himself. '^ He con-

siders that demoniacs are possessed and tortured by the souls of

the wicked dead,^ and he represents evil spirits as watching to

seize the soul at death.* The food of the angels is manna.^ The
angels, says Clement of Alexandria, serve God in the administra-

tion of earthly affairs." The host of angels and of gods (6emv) is

placed under subjection to the Logos.'^ Presiding angels are dis-

tributed over nations and cities, and pei'haps are also deputed to

individuals,* and it is by their agency, either visible or invisible,

that God gives all good things.^ He accuses the Greeks of pla-

giarizing their miracles from the Bible, and he argues that if cer-

tain powers do move the winds and distribute showers, they are

agents subject to God.^" Clement affirms that the Son gave philo-

sophy to the Greeks by means of the inferior angels,^^ and argues

that it is absurd to attribute it to the devil.'^ Theophilus of An-
tioch , on the other hand, says that the Greek poets were inspu-ed

hy denions.^'^ Athenagoi'as states, as one of the principal points

of belief among Christians, that a multitude -^f angels and minis-

ters are distributed and appointed by the Logos to occupy them-
selves about the elements, and the heavens, and the universe and

i ^i•

i^ :

2 ApoL, ii. 5 ; cf. Apol., i. 5, 14.

* Dial. c. Tryph., 105.

6 Stromata, vii. 1, §3.
8 Strom., vii. 2, § G, vi. 17, § 157.

1 I)e Bello Jud., vi. 5, § 3.

3 Apol., i. 18
5 Dial., 57, of. 131.

7 Strom., vii. 2, g 5.

9 Strom., vi. 17, § 161. 10 Strom., vi. 3, § 30.
'^1 Strom., vii. 2, g C. 12 Strom., vi. 17, § 159.

13 Ad Autolycum, ii. 8. Theophilus sees the punishmeut of the serpent in the
repulsive way in which he crawls on his belly and eats the dust. This and tlie

pains of women in childbirth are proofs of the truth of tl -i account of the fall in

Gfcuesis. Ad Autol, ii. 23.
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the things in it, and the regulating of the whole.^ For it is the

duty of the angels to exercise providence over all that God has

created ; so that God may have the universal care of the whole,

but the several parts be ministered to by the angels appointed

over them. There is freedom of will amongst the angels as among
humnn beings, and some of the angels abused their trust, and fell

through love of the daughters of men, of whom were begotten

those who are called Giants.^ These angels v.dio have fallen from
heaven busy themselves about the air and the earth ; and the

souls of the Giants,^ which are the demons that roam about the

world, work evil according to their respective natures.* There

are powers which exercise dominion over matter, and by means of

it, and more especially one, who is opposed to God, This Prince

of matter exerts authority and control in ojiposition to the good

designed by God.*" Demons are greedy for sacrificial odours and
the blood of the victims, which they lick ; and they influence the

multitude to idolatry by inspiring thoughts and visions which

seem to come from idols and statues.^ According to Tatian, God
made everything which is good, but the wickedness of demons
perverts the productions of nature for bad purposes, and the evil

in these is due to demons and not to God.'' None of the

demons have bodies ; they are spiritual, like fire or air, and can

only be seen by those in whom the Spirit of God dwells. They
attack men by means of lower forms of matter, and come to them
whenever they are diseased, and sometimes they cause disorders

of the body, but when they are struck by the power of the word
of God, they flee in terror, and the sick person is healed.^ Vari-

ous kinds of roots, and the relations of bones and sinews, are the

material elements through which demons work.** Some of those

who are called gods by the Greeks, but are in reality demons,
possess the bodies of certain men, and then by publicly leaving

them they destroy the disease they themselves had created, and
the sick are i-estored to health.^** Demons, says Cyprian of Carth-

age, lurk under consecrated statues, and inspire false oi-acles, and
control the lots and omens.^^ They enter into human bodies and
feign various maladies in order to induce men to ofi'er sacrifices

for their recovery that they may gorge themselves with the fumes.

I Legatio pro Christ. , x. ; cf. xxiv. 2 Legatio pro Christ, xxiv.
3 It is said in the Clementine Recognitions that the giants were born in the

ninth generation of the human race, and that their bones are still preserved in

some places ; i. 29. Cf. Clement, Horn., viii. 15.

* Leg. p. Christ., xxv. 5 lb., xxir., xxv.
6 Jh., xxvi., xxvii. 7 Orat. ad GriEcos, 12.

8/6., 16. 9/6., 17.

10 lb., 18 ; cf. Tertullian, ApoL, § 22 ; Origen, Contra Cels., viii. 31 f.

II Cf. Tertullian, De Spectaculis § 12, 13 ; Olem. Recog. iv. 19 flf.
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and then they heal them. They are really the authors of the

miracles attributed to heathen deities.^

Tertullian enters into minute details regarding angels and de-

mons. Demons are the offspring of the fallen angels, and their

work is the destruction of the human race. They inflict disea.ses

and other painful calamities upon our bodies, and lead astray our

souls. From their wonderful subtleness and tenuity they find

their way into both parts of our comjiosition. Their spirituality

enables them to do much harm to men, for being invisible and im-

pali)able they appear rather in their eftects than in their action.

They blight the apples and the grain while in the flower, as by,

some mysterious poison in the breeze, and kill them in the bud, or

nip thom before they are ripe, as though in some inexpressible

way the tainted air poured forth its pestilential breath. In the

same way demons and angels breathe into the soul and excite its

corruptions, and es|)ecially mislead men by inducing them to sa-

crifice to false deities in order that they may thus obtain their

peculiar food of fumes of flesh and blood. Every spirit, whether
angel or demon, has wings ; therefore they are everywhere in a

moment. The whole world is but one place to them, and all that

takes place anywhere they can know and report with equal faci-

lity. Their swiftness is believed to be divine because their sub-

stance is unknown, and thus they seek to be considered the authors

of ettects which they merely report, as, indeed, they sometimes
are of the evil, but never of the good. They gather intimations

of the future from hearing the Prophets read aloud, and set them-
selves up as rivals of the true God by stealing His divinations.

From inhabiting the air, and from their pi'oximity to the stars

and commerce with the clouds, they know the preparation of ce-

lestial phenomena, and promise beforehand the rains which they
already feel coming. They are very kind in reference to the cure

of diseases, Tertullian ironically says, for they first make people ill,

and len, by way of performing a miiacle, they prescribe remedies
either novel or contrary to common experience, and then, remov-
ing the cause, they are believed to have healed the sick.^ If any
one possessed by a demon be brought before a tribunal, Tertullian

affirms that the evil spirit, when ordered by a Christian, will at

once confess that he is a demon.^ The fallen angels were the

discoverers of astrology and magic* Unclean spirits hover over

waters in imitation of the brooding (gestatio) of the Holy Spirit

1 Cyprian, De Tdol. Vanitate, § 7 ; cf . Miniitiiis Felix, Octavue, § 27 ; Tertullian
Apol., 22 ; kusebius, Pra?p. Evang., vii. 16.

2 Tertullian, Apologeticus, § 22 ; cf. 23, ad Scapulam, § 2.

3 Apol., 8 23.
* De Idolatria, § 9 ; De Cultu Fern., i. § 2.
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in the beginning, as, for instance, over dark founcains and solitary

streams, and cisterns in batlis and dwelling-houses, and similar

places, which are saitl to carry one oti' {rapere), that is to say, by
the force of the evil spirit.^ The fallen angels disclosed to the

world unknown material substances and various arts, such as

metallurgy, the properties of herbs, incantations, and interpreta-

tion of the stars; and to women specially they revealed all the

secrets of personal adornment.^ There is scarcely any man who
is not attended by a demon ; and it is well known that untimely

and violent deaths, which are attributed to accidents, are really

•caused by demons.* Those who go to theatres may become sjx!-

cialiy accessible to demons. There is the instance, the Lord is

witness (domino teste), of the woman who went to a theatre and
came back possessed by a demon ; and, on being cast out, the evil

spirit replied that he had a right to act as he did, having found

her within Ids limits. There was another case, also well known,
of a woman who, at night, after having been to a theatre, had a

vision of a winding sheet (tititeuni), and heard the name of the

-tragedian whom she had seen mentioned with reprol)ation, and,

five days after, the woman was dead.* Origen attributes augury
and divination through animals to demons. In his opinion cer-

tain demons, offspring of the Titans or Giants, who haunt the

gi'osser parts of bodies and the unclean places of the earth, and

who, from not having earthly bodies, have some power of divining

the future, occupy themselves with this. They secretly enter the

bodies of the more brutal and savage animals, and force them to

make flights cv indications of divination to lead men away from

God. They have a special leaning to birds and serpents, and
even to foxes and wolves, because the demons act better through

these in consequence of an apparent analogy in wickedness be-

tween them.'' It is for this reason that Moses, who had either

been taught by God what was similar in the nature of animals

and their kindred demons, or had discovered it himself, prohi-

bited as unclean the particular birds and animals most used for

divination. Therefore each kind of demon seems to have an

affinity with a certain kind of animal. They are so wicked that

demons even assume the bodies of weasels to foretell the future. ®

They feed on the blood and odour of the victims sacrificed in idol

1 De Baptismo, § 5.

2 De Cultu Fem., i, § 2, 10. Cf. Gommodianua, Tnstit., § 3 ; Lactantius, Instit.,

Div., Ji. 16; Clem. Horn., viii. 14.

3 De Anima, §57.
* De Spectaculis, § 26.

6 Contra Cels,, iv. 92 ; cf. viii. 11.

c lb., iv. 93 ; cf. iii. 29, 35, 36, v. 5 ; £amaha$, Epist., x. ; Ckmens AL, Ptedag.,

ii. 10.
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templcH.* The spirits of the wicked dead wander about sepul-

chres and sometimes for ages haunt particular liouses, and other

places.-' The prayers of Christians (h'ive demons out of men,

and from places whei-e they have taken up their abode, and even

sometimes from tli( bodies of animals, which are fre(juently in-

jured by them.^ In reply to a statement of Celsus that we cannot

eat bvead or fruit or drink wine or even water without eating and
drinking with demons, and that the very air we breathe is re-

ceived from demons, and that, consequently, we cannot inhale

without receiving air from the demons who are set over the air. *

Orii,'en maintains on the contrary, that the angels of God, «.nd

not demons, have the superintendence of such natural phenomena,

and have been appointed to communicate all these blessings.

Nf»t demons, but angels, have been set over the fruits of the

earth, and over the birth of animals, and over all things necessary

fcr our race.^ Scripture forbids the eating of things strangled

because the blood is still in them, and blood, and more especially

the fumes of it, is said to be the food of demons. If we ate

.strangled animals, we might have demons feeding with us,** but in

Origen's opinion a man only eats and drinks with demons when
he cats the flesh of itlol sacrifices, and drinks the wine poured out

in lionour of demons.^ Jerome states the common opinion that

the air is filled with demons.*^ Chrysostom says that angels are

everywhere in the atmosphere.''

Not content, however, with peopling earth and air with angels

and demons, the Fathers also shared the oi)inion common to

Jews^*^ and heathen philosophers, that the heavenly bodies were
animated beings. After full}' discussing the question, with much
reference to Scripture, Origen determines that sun, moon, and
stars are living and rational beings, illuminated with the light of

knowledge by the wisdom which is the reflection (dTravyacr/Lta) of

eternal light. They have free will, and as it would appear from a
passage in Job (xxv. 5) they are not only liable to sin, out actually

not ]jiire from the uncleanness of it. Origen is careful to explain

that this has not reference merely to their physical part, but to

the spiritual ; and he proceeds to discuss whether their souls came
into existence at the same tiine with their bodies or existed pre-

viously, and whether, at the end of the world, they will be re-

leased from their bodies or will cease from giving light to the
world. He argues that they are rational beings because their

•I \

fh

. . i»t

1 Contra Cels., vii. 35, cf. 5, viii. 61, cf. 60.
2 Ik, vii. 5.

1 lb., viii. 28, 31.

6/6., viii. 30.

8 Hkron. Epist. ad. Ephes., iii. 6.
l» Cf. Phib, De Somniia, i. § 22.

10

a lb.., yii. 67.

6 lb., viii. 57, 31, f.

7 lb., viii. 31, cf. 57.
9 In Ascens. J. C.

4i, #rj
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motions could not take place without a soul. " As the stars move
with so much order and method," he says, " that under no circum-

stances whatever does their course seem to he disturbed, is it not

tlie extreme of absurdity to suppose that so much order, so much
observance of discipline and method could be denunided from or

fulfilled by in-atioiUil beings ?
"^ They possess life and reason, lie

decides, and he proves from Siaipture that their souls were given
to them not at the creation of their bodily substance, but like

those of men implanted strictly from without, after they were
made.^ 'I'he}' are "subject to vanity" with the rest of the crea-

tures, and " wait for the manifestation of the sons of God. ""^ Ori-

gen is persuaded that sun, moon, and stars pray to the Su[)reme

Being through His only begotten Son.* To return to angels, how-
ever, Origen states that the angels are not only of various orders

of rank, but have a[)portioned to them specific offices and duties.

To Raphael, for instance, is assigned the task of curing and
healing ; to Gabriel the management of wars ; to Michael the duty

of receiving the [jrayers and tlie supplications of men. Angels arc

set over the different churches, and have charge even of the least

of their members. These offices were assigned to angels by God
agi-eeably to the qualities displayed by each.' Elsewhere, Oi'igen

explains that it is necessary for this world that there should be

angels set over beasts and over terrestrial operations, and also

angels presiding over the birth of animals, and over the projia-

gation and growth of .shrubs, and, again, angels over holy works,

who eternall}^ teach men the })ei'ception of the hidden ways of

God, and knowledge of divine things; and he warns us not to

bring upon ourselves those angels who are set over beasts, by

leading an animal life, nor those which preside over teiTestrial

works, by taking delight in fleshly and mundane things, but

rather to study how we may approximate to the companionship

of the Archangel Michael, to whose duty ofpresenting the prayers

of the saints to God he here adds the office of presiding over

medicine.'' It is through the ministry of angels that the water-

1 " Stellffi ve o cum tanto ordine ac tanta ratione moveantur, wt in nullo prorsus

cursua earum aliquando visus sit impeditus quomodo non est ultra omnem stolidi-

tatein tantum ordinem tantamque disfcipliiiu; ac rationis observautiam dicere ab ir-

rationalibus exigi vel exijlcri?" De Principiis, i. 7, § 3 ; cf. Contra Cels., v.

10, 11.

2 De Principiis, i. 7, § 4.

3 lb., i. 7, § 5 ; cf. iii 5 § 4. Ori(jen applies to sun, moon, and stars, the wish

of Paul, Phil. i. 23. Tatian likewise ascribes spirituality to stars, plants, and

waters, but although one and the same with the soul in angels and animals, there

are certain differences. Orat. ad Grrecos, 12; cf. Eusebius, Prajp. Evang., vii. 15.

4 Contra Cels., v. 11.

5 De Principiis, i. 8. § 1, cf. § 4 ; Contra Cels., v. 4, 5. Cf. Hermas,

Pastor, ii. Mand. vi. § 1, 2 ; Tertullian, De Orat, § 12; De Anima, §37 ; Clemens

AL, Strom., v. 14, § 92, vii. 13, § 81.

6 Horn. xiv. in Num. 0pp. ii. p. 323

M»
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spiiii^'H in fountains and runnin<jf Htnmms refrosli tlie earth,

Hiid tliafc tlu! air wo broathu i.s kept pure.' In the "Pastor "of

llniiia.s, a work (juoliid by the Fathers as inspirerl Scripture,

vvliioh was pnliliely road in the churclies, wliicli ahiio.st secured

a peniianent place in the New Tif.staineMt canon, and wliicli ap-

pears after the canonical hooks in the Codex Sinaiticus, tht; oklest

extant MS. of the New Testament, mention is made of an angel

who has rule over l)easts, and whose name is llegrin.- Jerome

also (juotcvs an apociyphal work in which an atigelof simikir nnme
is said to he set over reptiles, and in which fishe.-^, trees, and beasts

are assigned to the care of particular angels.^

Clement of Alexandria mentions without dissent the ])revailing

belief that hail-storms, tem|)e.sts, and similar phenomena do not

occur merely from material disturV)ance, but also are caused by
the anger of demons and evil angels.* Oi'igen states that while

anyels superintend all the phenomena of nature, and control what
is appointed for our good, famine, the blighting of vines and
fruit tree^, and the destruction of beasts and of men, are, on the

other hand, the personal works'' of demons, they, as public exe-

eiitianers, receiving at certain times authority to carry into

I tilct ilivino decrees." We have already (pioted similar views
t'xiiicssed by TertuUian,'^ and the universality and permanence
of such opinions may be illustrated by the fact that, after the

lapse of many centuries, we find St. Thomas A(piinasas solenmly
atiiniiiug that disease and temj)ests are the direct work of the
il 'vil ;* indeed, this belief jtrevailed throughout the middle ages
until very recent times. The Apostle Peter, in tlie Recognitions
of Clement, informs Clement that when God made the world He
appointed chiefs over the various creatures, even over the
trees and the; mountains and springs and rivers, a^u over
everything in the universe. An angel was se*^. over the angols,

a sjjirit over spirits, a star over the stars, a demon over the
demons, and so on." He provided different offices for all His
creatures, whether good or bad,^^ but certain angels having left

the course of their proper order, led men into sin and taught
them that demons could, by magical invocations, be made to obey
nian.'^ Ham was the discoverer of the art of niagic.^'^ Astro-
logers sui)pose that evils happen in consequence of the raotioas
of the heavenly bodies, and represent certain climacteric periods

1 Contra Cels., viii 57, 31.
- i. Visio, iv. 2; Cotdtrlus, in the Greek version, gives the name, "A^piov.
^ Hieroii., in Ilabacuc, i. 1, 14. * Strornata, vi. 3, g 31.
5 ff. Matth. viii. 31 ff. 6 Contra Ceies., v^ii. 31.
7 Apolog. § 22 f. 8 Sumnia Theolog., 1, quoBst. 80, '§ 2.Apolog. §
9 Clem,, Recog. i. 45
"/t.,iv. 26.

5i

10 lb., iv. 25.

12 76., iv. 27. If •

t

m^^'
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as dangerous, not knowing that it is not the course t.f' the stars,

but the action of demons that regulates these things.^ God lias

committed the superintendence of the seventy-two nations into

which He has divided tlie earth to as many angels.- Demons
insinuate themselves into the bodies of men, and force them to

fulfil their desires f they sometimes appear visibly to men, and ]»y

threats or promises endeavour to lead them into error ; they can

transform themselves into whatever forms they please.^ The
distinction between what is spoken by tho true God through the

prophets or by visions, and that which is delivered by demons is

this : that what proceeds from the former is always true^ whereas

that which is foretold by demons is not always true.^ Lactan-

tius says that when the number of menl)egan to increase, feaii'iif

that the Devil should corrupt or destroy them, God sent angels

to project and instruct the human race, but the angels themselves

fell beiieatli his wiles, and from being angels they became the

satellites and ministeis of Satan. The otis])ririg of these fallen

angels are unclean spiiits, authors of all the evils which are done,

and the Devil is tbeii' chief. They are accjuainted with the

future, but not conjpletely. The art of the magi is altogether

supported by these (''.:.lons and at their invocation they deceive

men with lying tricks, making men tliink they s jc tJiir.gs which

do not f'.\ist. These contaminated spirits wander over all the

earth, and cons.Je themselves by the destruction of men. They

fill every place with frauds and deceits, for they adhere to in-

dividuals, and occupy whole houses, and assume the name of

genii, as demons are called in the Latin language, and make
men worship them. On accovmt of their tenuity and impalpa-

bility they irisinuate th(;mselves into the bodies of men, ami

through their viscera injure Jieir health, excite diseases, terrify

their souls with dreams, agitate their mirds with phrensies, .se

that they may by these evils drive men to seek their aid." Beint;

. djured in the name of God, however, th(;y leave the bodies of

the possessed, uttering the greatest howling, and crying out that

they ai'e beaten, or are (m tire.^ These demons are the inventoi-s

of astrology, divination, oi'acles, necromancy, and the art of

magic.** The universe is governed by God through the medium

of angels. The demons have a fore-knowledge of the jiurposes of

God, from having beeri His ministers, and interposing in what is

being done, they ascribe the credit to themselves.® The sign of

1 Ckvi., J ecog., ix. 12, 2 lb., ii. 42.

i Ih.,W. 19. ft /b., iv. 21.

6 Instit. Uiv., ii. 14; cf. Inst Epit. ad. Pentad., 27 f.

7 //;., ii. 15 ; cf. iv. 27. v. 21 ; cf. Arnohiua, Adv. Gentes, i, 46
8 lb., ii. IG.- » lb., ii. 16.

3 //,., iv. 1.5 if.
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the cross is a terror to demons, and at the sight of it they flee

iVoin the bodies of men. When sacrifices are being offered to the

I'ods, if one be present vho bears on his forehead the sign of the

cross, the sacred rites are not propitious (sacra nullo modo
litant), and the oracle gives no reply.'

Eusebius, like ail tiie Fathers, represents the gods of the Greeks .

and other heathen nations as m jrely wicked demons. Demons,
he says, whether thty circulate in the dark and heavy atmosphere

which encircles our spliere, or inhabit the cavernous dwellings

wliich exist within it, find charms only in tombs and in the sepul-

clires of the dead, and in impure and unclean places. They de-

hglit in the blood of animals, and in the putrid exhalations which
rise from their bodies, as well as in earthly vapours. Their leaders,

whetlier as inhabitants of the upper regions of the atmosphere, or

|)lung((d in the abyss of hell, having discovered that the human
race had deified and ottered sacrifices to men who were dead, pro-

moted the delusion in order to savour the blood which flowed and
the fumes of the burning flesh. They deceived men by the mo-
tion^j conveyed to idols and statues, by the oracles they delivered,

au'l by healing diseases, with which, by the power inherent in

their nature, they had before invisibly smitten bodies, and which
thuy removed by ceasing to torture them. These demons first in-

ti(jiluced magic amongst men.- We may hei'e i-efer to the ac-

count of a miracle w liich Eusebius seriously (juotes,as exemplifying
aiiDthei' occasional function of the angels. The heretical Bishop
Niitalius having in vain been admonished by God in dreams, was
athvst lashed through the whole of a night by holy angels, till he
was brought to repentance, and, clad in sackcloth and covered with
aslie.s, he at length threw himself at the feet of Zephyrinus, then
Bishop of Rome, pointing to the marks of the scourges which he
had received from the angels, and implored to be again i-eeeived

into communion with the chuich.^ Augustine says that demons
inhaljit the atmosphere as in a prison, and deceive men, persuad-
inj4' them by their wonderful and false signs, or doings, or predic-

tions, that they are gods.* He considers the origin of their name
ill the sacred Scriptures worthy of notice : they are called
Aat'/wvfs in Greek on account of their knowledge.^ By their ex-

ptiience oi certaift signs which are hidden from us, they can read
much more of the future, and sometimes even announce before-

hand what they intend to do. Speaking of his Own time, and
with strong expressions of assurano', Augustine says that not
•inly Scripture testifies that angels have appeared to men with

Tiistit. Div., iv. 27 ; cf. Aniohius, Adv. Gen tea, i. 46.
•'

I'riep. Evang., v. 2 f. a H. E., ^ ?8.
* l)e Civitatu Dei, viii. 22. 6 (jf. LatUiutius, Iiistit. Div. ii. 14.
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bodies which could not only be seen, but felt ; but, what is more,
it is a general report, and many have personal experience of if

or have learned it from those who have knowleflge of the fact,

and of whose truth tliei'e is no doubt, that satyrs and fauns, gener-
ally called " Incubi," have frequently perpetrated their peculiar

wickedness ;^ and also that certain demons called by the Gauls
Dusii every day attempt and etlect the same unclearuioss, as wit-

nesses equally numerous and trustworthy assert, so that it would
be impertinence to deny it.^

Lactantius, again, ridicules the idea that there can be antipodes,

and he can scarcely credit that there can be any one so sillj' as

to believe that there are men whose feet are higher than theii-

heads, oi- that gi-ain and trees grow downwards, and rain, snow,
and hail fall upwards to the earth. After jesting at those who
hold such ridiculous views, he points out that their blundeis arise

from supposing that the heaven is round, and the world, conse-

quently round like a ball, and enclosed within it. But if tliat

were the ease, it must present the same apj^eai-ance to all parts

of heaven, with mountains, plains, and seas, and con.se(|uently there

would be no part of the earth uninhabited by nien and animals.

Lactantius does not know what to say to those who, having
fallen into such an error, persevere in their folly (i^hilflfla), and
defend <me vain thing by another, but sometimes he supposes that

they p]iih)sophize in jest, or knowingly defend fal.^^ehoods t<) dis-

play thvAV ingenuity. Space aloni! ])revents his proving (hat it is

impossible for heaven to be below the earth.'' St. Augustine, with

equal boldness, declares that the stories told about the antipodes,

that is to .say, tliat tliere are men whose feet are against our foot-

steps, and u >n whom the sun rises when it .sets to us, are not to

be believed. Such an assertion is not supj)orted by any historical

evidence, but rests upon mere conjecture based on tlm rotundity

of the earth. But tho.se who maintain such a theoi y do not con-

sider that even if the earth be round, it does not follow that tin-

opposite side is not covered with water. Besides, if it be not,

why should it be inhabited, seeing that on the one hand it is in

no way jiossible that the Scriptures can lie, and on the other, it is

too al)surd {niinisqiie absurduTn est) to affirm that any men can
«

1 " Iinproboa Siepe exstitisse mulieribus, ct earum appetisse ac peregiaae cm-
cubitiuii."

'^ Do Civ. Dei, xv. 23. 8o undeniable was tbe existence of these evil spirits,

fiinihi ixnd Siircuhi, considered, and so real their wicked practices, that I'ope Inno-

cent VllL. denounced them in a I'apal IJull in 1484. Burton most seriously be-

lieved in them, r-s he shows in his Anatomy of Melancholy (iii. '2), (Similar demons
are fre(ineiitly mentioned in the Talmudie literature. Cf. EiMiioncnijer, Entd.

Judenthiim, i. p. 'Mi; ii. p. 4*21 ft'., 42() ft'.

3 Instit. Div., iii. 24.
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have traversed sucli an immensity of ocean to establish the human
race there from that one first man AJam.^
Clement of Rome hdd no doubt of the truth of the story of the

Phu^nix,'^ that wonderful bird of Arabia and tlie a<]joining coun-

tries, which lives 500 years; at the end of which time, its disso-

lution being at hand, it builds a nest of spices, in which it dies.

From the decaying flesh, however, a worm is generated, which
being strengthened by the juices of the Inrd, produces featho's,

and is transformed into a Phoenix. Clement ad<ls, that it then

flies away with the nest containing the bones of its defunct

parent to the city of Heliopolis in Egypt, and in full daylight,

and in the sight of all men, it lays them on the altar of the sun.

On examining their registers, the priests find that the bird has

returned precisely at the completion of the 500 years. This bird,

Clement considers, is an end)lem of the Resurrection.^ So does

Tertullian, who repeats the story with e([ual confidence.^ It i.^

likewise referred to in the Apostolic (Jonstitutions.''' Celsus quotes

the narrative in his work against Christianity as an instance of

the piety of irrational creatures, and although Origen, in reply,

while admitting that the story is indeed recorded, .puts in a
cautious " if it be true," he proceeds to account for the pheno-
menon on the ground that God may Imve ma<le this isolated

creature, in order that men might admire, not the bird, but its

creator." Cyril of Jerusalem, likewise, quotes the story from
Clement.^ The author of the almost canonical Epistle of Barna-
bns, explaining the typical meaning of the code of Moses regard-

ing clean and unclean animals which .were ov were not to be
eaten, states, as a fact, that the hare annually increases the num-
ber of its foramina, for it has as many as the years it lives.** He

' De Civ. Dei, xvi. 9. The Roman Cleineut, in an oloquent passage on the har-
mony of the universe, speaks of " the \msearchable and indescribable abysses of

the lower world," and of " the ocean, impassable to man, and the worlds beyond
it." Ep. ad. Corinth., XX. Orii/cii refers to this passage in the following terms :

"<
'lenient, indeed a ilisciple of the Apostles, makes mention also of those whom

the (Jreeks call M rr/^lo/'f S, and of those parts of the orb of the earth to which
neither can any of our people approximate, nor can'atiy of those who are there
cross over to us, wliich he called ' worlds,' saying," &c. De Principiis. ii. 3, § G.

Such views, however, were general.
'- The Talmud speaks frequently of the Phojnix. It is not subject to the angel

of death, but is unmortal, because, when Eve ottered it, together with all other
created tilings, the forbidden fruit to eat, it alone refused. See authorities, hHnen-
m'in,,'i\ Entd. Jud., i. p. 371, p. 807 tf.

^ Ep. ad Corinth., xxix.
< De Resurr., ^3.
\ V. 7.

" Contra ',,'clo., iv. 98. The same fable is referred to by Herodotus (ii. 73), and
also by Pliny (Nat. Hist., x. 2).

7 Catech. xviii. 8.

8"0(Ja yap err/ C^, rodavra'; ex^t rpvnai. c. x.
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also mentions that the hyena changes its sex every year, being

alternately male and female.^ TertuUian also points out as a re-

cognized fact the annual change of sex of the hyena, and he adds

:

" I do not mention the stag, since itself is the witness of its own
age ; feeding on the serpent, it languishes into youth from the

working of the poison."^ The geocentric theory of the Church,

which elevated man into the supreme place in the universe, and
considered creation in general to be solely for his use, naturally

led to the misinterpretation of all cosmical phenomena. Such
spectacles as eclipses and comets were universally regarded as

awful portents of impending evil, signs of God's anger, and fore-

ruimers of national calamities.^ We have already referred to the

account given by Josephus ol" the poi-tents which were supposed

to announce the coming destruction of the Holy City, amongst
which were a stai- shaped like a sword, a comet, and other celes-

tial phenomena. Volcanoes were considered openings into hell,

and not only does TertuUian hold them to be so, but he asks who
will not deem these punishments sometimes inflicted upon moun-
tains as examples of the judgments which menace the wicked.*

1 c. X. Ho also says of tbe weasel : 7'o ydfJ ?(»of rovro rdp dro/tiart xvst.
Cf. Origen, ('outra Cels. , iv. 93; L'lcment of Alex, refers to the common belief

regarding these animals. Pwdag., ii. 10.

- " Hyivna, si observes, sexns aunalis est, marem et feminam alternat. Taceo
cerviim quod et ipse lutatis sute arbiter, serpente pastus, veneno languescit in

juventutem." De Pallio, § 3.

3 (Jf. Terfidlian, Ad. Soap., ^ 3 ; Sozomen, H. E., viii. 4, iv. 5.

4 De Fenitentia, § 12. (Jregory the Great gives a singular account (Dial. iv. 30),

which he had heard of a hermit, who had seen Theodoric, and one of the Popes,

John, in chains, cast into the crater of one of the Lipari volcanoes, which were

believed to be entrances into hell.



CHAPTER V.

THE PERMANENT STREAM oF MIRACULOUS PRETENSION.

We have given a most imperfect sketch of some of the opinions

and superstitions prevalent at the time of Jesus, and when the

books of the New Testament were written. These, as we have

seen, continued, with Httle or no modification, throughout the first

centuries of our era. It must, however, he remembered that the

few details we have given, omitting mosi of the grosser particu-

lars, are the views deliberately expressed by the most educated

and intelligent part of the couununity, and that it would have re-

([uired infinitely darker colours adequately to have ])ortrayed the

dense ignorance and superstition of the mass of the Jews. It is

impossible to receive the report of supposed m.'uvellous occur-

rences from an age and people like this without the grav^est sus-

picion. Evea so thorough a defender of miracles as Dr. Newman
admits that :

" Witnesses must be not only honest, but competent
also ; that is, .'uch as have ascertained the facts which they attest,

or who report after examination ;

"i and although the necessities

of his case oblige him to assert that " the testimony of men of

science and general knowledge " must not be required, he admits,

under the head of " deficiency of examination," that—" Enthu-
siasm, ignorance, and habitual credidity are defects which no
numlier of witnesses removes."'^ We liave shown how rank were
these " defects " at the commencement of the Christian era, and
among the chief witnesses foi- Christianity. Miracles which
sjiring from such a hot-bed of superstition are too natural in such
a soil to be objects of surprise, and, in losing their exceptional

oliaracter, their claims upon attention are proportionately weak-
ened if not altogether destroyed. Preternatural interference with
the atiairs of life and the phenomena of iiature was the rule in

thote days, not the exception, and miracles, in fact, had lost all

novelty, and through familiarity had become degi'aded into mere
coiinnonplace. The Gospel miracles were not original in their

character, but were substantially mere rejietitions of similar won-
ders well known amongst the Jews, or commonly supposed to be
of daily occiurence even at that time. In fact the idea of such
miracles in such an age, and performed amongst such a people,
as the attestation of a supernatural Revelation, may with singular

1 Two Essays, &c., p. 78. 2 lb. p. 81.
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propriety be ascribed to the mind of that period, but can scarcely

be said to bear any traces of the divine. Indeed, anticipating for

a niomont a part of our subject regarding which we shall have
more to say hereafter, we may remark that, so far from being

original eitlior in its evidence or form, almost eveiy religion which
has been tauglit in the world has claimed the same divine cha-

racter as Christianity, and has surrounded the person and origin

of its cential figiire with the same supernatural mystery. Even
the great hei-oes of history, long before our era, had their imma-
culate (conception and miraculous birth.

There can be no doubt that the writers of the iSiuV.' T'esta-

meiit shared the popidar superstitions of the Jews. We have
already given more than one instance of this, and now we have
only to refer for a moment to one class of these superstitions, the

belief in demoniacal possession and oiigin of disea.se, involving

clearly both the existence of demons and their power over the

human race. It would be in\ insult to the understanding of those

who are considering this question to pause here to prove that the

historical books oi' the New Testament speak in the clearest and
most unmistakable terms of actual demoniacal possession. Now,
w^hat has become of this theory of disease ? The Archbishop of

Dublin is probably the onl3' one who asserts tlie i-eaUty of demo-
niacal j)Ossession formerly and at the present day,' and in this we
must say that he is consistent. Dean Milman, on the other hand,

who s[)oke with the enlightenment of the 19th centur}', " has no

scruple in avowing his opinion on the subject of demoniacs to be

that of Joseph Midc!, Lardner, Dr. Mead, Paley, and all tlie learned

modern writers. It was a kind of insanity .... and nothing

was more |)robable than that lunacy should take the turn

and .speak the language of the prevailing superscition of the

tiines.'"- The Dean, as well as "all the learned modern writers"

to whom he refers, felt the difficulty, but in >;eeking to evade it

they sacrifice the Gospels. They overlook the tact that the

writers of these narratives not only themselves ad()j)t " tlie pre-

vailing sui)erstition of the times," but rei»re.sent Jesus as doing so

with equal completeness. There is no [)ossil)ility, for instance, of

evading such statements as those in the miracle (»f the country of

the Gadarenes, where the objectivity of the demons is so fully

recognized that, on being cast out of the man, they are represented

as rnipiesting to be allow^ed to go into the hei'd of swine, and

being permitted b}" Jesus to do so, the entry of the demons into

the swine is at once sigiialized by the hei'd running violently down

• Notes on Miracles, p. 164 f.

^ Hist, of Christianity, i. p. 217, note (c)
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the cUfF into the hike, and being drowned.' Archbishop Trench

adopts no such ineffectual evasion, but riglitly objects :
" Our

JjOid himself uses language which is not reconcilable with any
such exi)la Hilt ion. He everywhere speaks of tlemoniacs not as

])ersons otdisordored intellects, but as subjects and thralls of an

alien n\ iritual might ; He addresses the evil spirit as distinct from

the mail : 'Hold thy peace and come out of him ;' " and he con-

cludes that " our idea of Christ's absolute veracity, apart from

ihe value of the truth which He comnninicated, foi'bids us to sup-

pose that He could have spoken as he did, being perfectlj* aware

all the while that there was no corresponding reality to justify the

lancuage Avhich He used."-' The Dean, on the other hand, finds " a

very strong reason," which he does not remember to have seen

urged with sufficient force, " which may have contributed to in-

duce our Lord to adopt the current language on the point. The
disbelief in these spiritual influences was one of the characteristics

of the unpopiilar sect of the Sadducees. A departure from the

common language, or the endeavour to coirect this inveterate

error, would have raised an innnediate outcry against Him from
His watchful and malignant adversaries as an urd)elieving

Sadducee."'' Such ascription of politic deception for the sake

of popularity might be intelligible in an ordinary case, but when
refoncd to the cential personage of a Divine Revelation, who is

said to be God incarnate, it is peiiectly astounding. The Arch-
bishop, however, rightly deems that if Jesus knew that the

Jewish belief in demoniacal possession was baseless, and that

Satan did not exercise such powei- over the bodies or s{)irits of

men, there would be in such lan'Miaffe " that absence of agreement
between thoiights and words in which the essence of a lie con-

sists."^ It is difficult to say whether the dilemma of the Dean
or of the Archbishop is the greater,-—the one obliged to sacrifice

the moral character of Jesus, in order to escape the admission for

Christianity of untenable superstition, the other obliged to

adopt the superstition in order to support the veracity of the
language. At least the course of the Archbishop is consistent and
worthy of respect. The attempt to eliminate the superstitious

diagnosis of the disease, and yet to preserve intact the miracu-
lous cure, is quite ineffectual.

Dr. Trench anticipates the natural question, why there are no
demoniacs now, if there were so many in those days,^ and he is

' Luke viii., 26, 33 ; Mark v. 12, i:] ; cf. Matt. viii. 28, 34. In the latter Gospel
tlio niinicle is said to be perfoniied in the country of the Gcrgeseiies, and there are
t>>ii demoniacs instead of one.

- Notes on Miracles, p. 152 f.

^ Milmnn, Hist, of Christianity, i. p.
* Notes on Miracles, p. 154.

218, note.

•Wft., p. 16.3.
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logically compelled to maintain that there may still be persons

possessed. " It may well be a question, moreover," he says, " if

an a])0stle, or one with apostolic discernment of spirits, wore to

enter into a marl-house now, how many of the sufferers there he
might not recognizee as possessed ?

"' There can scarcely be a (ques-

tion upon th(! j)oint at all, for such a person issuing direct from
that period, without subsequent scientitic enlightenment, would
most certainly [»ronounce tliem all " possessed." It did not, how-
ever, require an apostle, nor even one \v ith a])Ostolic discernment
of spirits, to recognize the possessed at that time. All those who
are represented as being brought to Jesus to be healed are de-

scribed by their friends as having a devil or being })ossessed, and
there was no form of disease more general or more commonly re-

cognized by the Jews. For what reason has the recognition of,

and belief in, demoniacal possession passed away with the ignorance

and superstition which were then prevalent ?

It is important to reuKnuber that the theory of demoniacal pos-

session, and its supposed cure by means of exorcism and invoca-

tions, was most common among the Jews long before the com-
mencement of the Christian ei-a. As casting out devils was the

most common type of Christian miracles, so it was the commonest
belief and |)ractice of the Jewish nation. Christianity merely
shared the nationtil superstition, and changed nothing but the

form of exorcism. Christianity did not, through a " clearer per-

ception of spirits," therefore, originate the lielief in demoniacal
possession, nor first recognize its victims ; nor did such superior

enlightenment accompany the superior morality of Christianit}'^

as to detect the ignorant fallacy. In the Old Testament we find

the most serious evivionce of the belief in demonology and witch-

craft. The laws against them set the examj)le of that unrelent-

ing severity with which sorcery was treated for so many centu-

ries. We read in Exodus xxii. 18 :
" Thou shalt not suffer a witch

to live." Levit. xix. 31 :
" Regard not them which have familiar

spirits, neither seek after wizards, to be defiled by them." Levit.

XX. (I :
" And the soul that turneth after such as have familiar

spirits, and after wizards to go a-whoring after them, I will even

set my ft ce against that soul, and cut him off from among his

people ;

" ..nd verse 27 : "A man also or a woman that hath a

familiar spirit, or that is a wizard, shall surely be put to death

;

they shall stone them with stones ; their blood shall be upon
them." Deut. xviii. 10 :

" There shall not be found among vou
any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the

1 Notes on Miracles, p. 165. In a note, the Archbishop says that " he under-

stands that Es(juirol recognizes demoniacs now, and that tliere could not be a

higher authority."
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lii-e, or an enchantei", or a witch; 11. Or a charmer, or a consulter

with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer ; 12. For

all that do thcHe things are an abomination unto the Lord," &c.

The passages which assert the reality of denionology and witch-

craft, however, are much too numerous to permit their citation

here. But not only did Christianity thus iidieiit the long-pre-

valent superstition, but it triinsii'itted it intact to succeeding

arres ;
ancl there can be no doubt that this deinonology, with its

consequent and inevitable belief in witchcraft, sorcery, and magic,

continued so long to prevail throuughout Christendom, as nmch
through the authority of the sacred writings and tlie teaching of

the Church as through the superstitious ignorance of Europe.

It would be impossible to select for illustration any type of the

Gospel miracles, whose fundamental princi|)le,—belief in the

reality, malignant action, and power of deiuuns, and in the power
of man to control them,—has received fuller or more permanent

living acceptance from posterity, down to very recent times, than

the cure of disease ascribed to demoniacal influence. The writings

of the Fathers are full of the belief; the social history of P^urope

teems with it. The more pious the people, the more firm wfis

their conviction of its reality. From times antecedent to Chris-

tianity, until medical science slowly came into existence, and dis-

placed miracle cures by the relics of saints, every form of disease

w;is ascribed to demons. Madness, idiocy, epilepsy, and every

shape of hysteria, were the commonest forjns of their malignity

;

and the blind, the dumb, and the deformed were regarded as un-

questionable victims of their malice. Every domestic calamity,

from the convulsions of a child to the death of a cow, was unhesi-

tatingly attributed to their agency. The more ignorant the com-
imuiity, the greater the number of its possessed. Belief in the

power of sorcery, witchcraft, and magic was inherent in the su-

perstition, and the universal pievalence shows how catholic was
the belief in demoniacal influence. The practice of these arts is

.solenmly denounced as sin in the New Testament and throughout
Patristic literature, and the church has in all ages fulminated
aojainst it. No accusation was more common than that of prac-

tising sorcery, and no class escaped from the fatal suspicion.

Popes were charged with the crime, and bishops were found guilty

of it. St. Cyprian was said to liave been a magician before he
became a Christian and a Father of the Church.^ Athanasius was
accused of sorcery before the Synod of Tyre.* Not only the illit-

erate, but even the learned, in the estimation of their age, be-

lieved in it. No heresy was ever persecuted with more unrelent-

1 Gi-eg. Naziam., Orat. xviii.

* Theodoret, H. E., i. 30; of. Milman, Hist, of Christianity, ii. p. 378.

.'i£
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ing hatred. Popes have issued IhiUh vehenuintly anaihomatisinj^f

witches and sorcereis, ('otmcils havi^ proserihed tliein, ecelesiasti-

CJil couiis have eoiisij^'ued tens of thousands of persons s\ispeeted

of beinif such to the stake, monarehs liave written treatises

agfiinst tlieni and invented tortures for their conviction, and every

nation in Kinopc!, and ahimst every gen^ ration, have passed the

most strin^'t'nt l;iws a_<j;ainst them. Upon no point lias there ever

been t^'reater unanimity of btdief. Church and State have vied

with eiicli other for tlie suppression of the abominable crime.

Every phenomenon of nature, every unwelcome occurrence of

social life, as well as every natural disease, has been ascribed to

maiiic and demons. The historit;al records of EuroiKi are filled

with the dtdil)eriite trial and conviction, upon what was deemed
evidence, of thousands of soi'Cenn's and witches. Hundreds have

been found guilty of exercising demoniacal intluence over the

elements, from Sopater the philosopher, executed under (Vmstan-

tine for preventing, by adverse winds, the ari'ival of corn ships at

Constantinople, to Dr. Fian and other wit' ' horribly tortured

and burnt for causing n stormy passage on e return of Jamos

I. from Denmark.^ Thousands of men an<l tens of thousands of

women have been done to death by eveiy conceivable torment

for causing sickness or calamity by sorcery, or for flying through

the air to attend the witches' sabbath. When scepticism as to

the reality of the demoniacal powers of sorcery tardily began to

arise, it was fiercely reprobated by the Church as infidelity.

Even so late as the 17th century, a man like Sir Thomas Browne
not only <lid not include the belief amon.gst the vulgar errors

which he e'>l';a\oui-ed to expose, but, on the contrary, wrote

:

" For my j art, I have, ever believed, and do now know, that there

are witches. Tf / tii^.t doubt of them, do not only deny them,

but spii'its ; and are obliquely, and upon consccpience, a sort not

of intidels, but atheists.'"- In 1()G4, Sir Thouias Hale, in passing

sentence of death against two wonuvn convicted of being witches,

declared that the reality of witchcraft was undeniable, because
" first, the Scriptures had affirmed so nuich ; and secondly, the

wistlom of all nations had provided laws against such persons,

which is an argument of their confidence of such a crime."'' Even

the 18th century was stained with the blood of persons tortured

and executed for sorcery.

1 Pitcairn"8 Criminal Trials of Scotland, i. pp. 213, 223.

2 Keligio Medici, Works (Jiolin), ii, p. 43 f.

3 Collection of Rare and curious tracts relating to Witchcraft, London, 1838.

Cf. Lecky, Hist, of the Rise and Influence of the Spirit of Rationalism in Europe,

3rded., 186G, i. p. 120. The reader is referred to this able work, as well as to

Buckle's Hist, of Civilization, for much interesting information regarding Magic

and Witchcraft, as well as religious superstition and miraculous pretensions gen-

erally.
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Notwithstanding^ all this persistent and unanimonsconfiiination,

wo ask again : What has now heconio of the heliel:' in demoniacal

|(().s-i',ssion and sorcery ? It has utterly disappeared. "Joseph

Mtde, Lardni^r, Dr. Mead, Tiiley, ami all the learncil modern
writers," with Dean Milinan, as we have seen, explain it away,

and such a tlmory of diseas(! and elemental disturhance isuniver-

.sally recognized to have heen a groundless superstition. The
countless numhi'r of persons tormented and [)ut li. death for the

supposed criiii of witchcraft and sorcery were mere innocent

victims to ignorance and credulity. Mr. Buckle has collected a

mass of evidence to show that "there is in every part of the

world an intimate relation between ignorance respecting the

nature and jjroper treating of a disc^ase, and the helief that such

(li.scase is caused by supernatural power, and is tob<' c»n"ed by it."^

At the connnencemcjnt of onrera, every disease wasas('ril)ed to the

agency of demotis, simply i)ecause th(! nature of disease was not

understood, and the writeis of the Gospels were nf)t, in this res-

pect, one whit more enlightened tlian the .lews. The progress of

science, however, has not only dis|)i'lled the superstitious theory

as regards disease in our time; its effects are retrospective. Science

not ordy declares the ascription of disease to demoniacal posses-

sion or malignity to be an idhi superstition now, but it e<pially

repudiates the assumpti(m of such a cause at any time. The dis-

eases referred by the Gospels, and by the Jews of that time, to

the action of devils, exist now, but they are known to proceed

from puiely physical cau.ses. Tlu; .same superstition and medicul
ignorance would enunciate the same diagnosis at the present

(lay. The superstition and ignorance, however, have passed away,
and, with them, the demoniacal theoiy. In that day the theory
was as ba.seless as in this. This is the logical conclusion of every
educated man.

It is obvious that, with the necessary abandonment of the
theory of "possession" and demoniacal origin of disease, the
largest class of miracles recorded in the Gospels is at once
exploded. The asserted cause of the diseases of this class,

>aid to have been miraculously healed, must be recognized to

he a mere vulgar superstition, and the narratives of such
miracles, ascribing, as they do, in perfect simplicity, distinct

objectivity to the supposed "possessing" demons, and report-

ing tlieir very words and actions, at once a.ssunic the charac-
ter of mere imaginative and fabulous writings ba.sed u{)on super-
stitious tradition, and cannot for a moment be accepted as the
sober and intelligent report of eye-witnesses. We shall presently

1 Hist, of Civilization, Longmaus, 1867, i. p. 204, note.

'I
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fice how fai- tliis inference is supportiul by the h'terary evidence

regardinj^ the date and composition of the (Jospels.

The deduction, however, does not end here. It is clear that,

this larjL,'e class of Gospel miracles being due to the superstition of

an ignorant and credulous age, the insuttieiency of the evidence

for any of the other supposed miraculous c^ecurrenees narrated in

the same documents becomes at once apparent. Nothing but the

most irrefragable testimony could possibly w arrant belief in state-

ments of suptu'natural events which contradict all experience, and

are opposed to all .science. When these statements, however, an-

not only rendered, d pi'iori, suspicious by their proceeding from

a period of the grossest superstition and credulity, but it beconie.s

evident that a considerable part of them is due solely to that

su|)erstition and credulity, by which, moi-eover, tlxe rest may
likewise be most naturally explained, it is obvious that they

cainiot stand against the oppo.sing conviction of invariable expe-

rience. The force of the testimony is gone. We are far from u.sino-

this language in an offensive sense concerning the (Jospel narra-

tives, which, by the simple faith of the writers, present the mo.st

noble aspect of the occurrences of which superstition is capable.

Indeed, viewed as compositions gra<lually rising out of pious tra-

dition, and re[)resenting the best spirit of their times, the Gospels,

even in ascribing such miracles to Jesus, are a touching illustra-

tion of the veneration excited by his (slevated character. Devout
enthusiasm surrounded his memory with the tradition of thehighest

exhibitions of power within the lange of Jewish imagination, and

that these conceptions rej)resent merely an idealized form of \)K-

valent superstition was not only natural but inevitable. We shall

hereafter fully examine the character of the Gospels, but it will

be sufficient here to point out that none of these writings lay.s

claim to any special inspiration, or in the sli'^htest 'degree pretends

to be more than a human composition,^ and subject to the errors of

human history.

if

1^

2.

We have seen how incompetent those who lived at the time

when the Gospel miracles are supposed to have taken place were

to furnish reliable testimony regarding such phenomena ; and the

gross mistake committed in regard to the largest class of these

miracles, connected with demoniacal possession, seems altogether

to destroy the value of the evidence for the rest, and to connect

1 See, for inatauce, the reasons for the composition of the third Gospel stated in

the first four verses. It was clearly intended, in the drat instance, to be a private

document for the use of Theophilus.
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the whok', as mii^'ht Imvo hoen exi)octed, with the pfni.-ral supor-

stitioii and i;^noraT»('(M)t" the period. It may ho well t<» inquire

further, whotluu- theii; is any valid reason for excepting any of

the miracles of Scripture from the fate of the rest, and whether,

in fact, tliere was any special "Age of Miracles" at all, round
which a [)rivilegetl line can he drawn on any n^asonahle ground.

We have already pointed out that the kind of evidence whicli

is supposed to att<!st tlie Divine revelation of (Huistianity, .so far

from being invented for the purpose, was so hackneyi'd, so to

speak, as scarcely to attract the notice of the nation to whicli the

revelation was, in the tlrst instance, addie.s,sed. Not only did the

Old Testament (contain accounts of miracles of (svery one of the

types lelated in the New, but most of tliem were believed to be

conuiioidy performed botli before and after the commencement of

the Christian era. That demons were successfully exorcised, and
diseases cur^vl, ],y means of spells and incantations, was never

doubted by the Jewish nation. Satanic miracles, moreover, are

not only recognized throughout the Old and New Testaments, but

formed a leading feature of the l*atristic creed. The early Christ-

ians were not more ready than the heathen to ascribe every in-

explicable occurrence to supernatural agency, and tlu; only differ-

ence between them was as to the nature of that agency. The Jews
and their heathen neighbours wej-e too accustomed to supposed

Dreternatural occurrences to feel much surprise or incredulity at

the account of (Jhristian miracles ; and it is chai'acteristic of the

universal superstition of the period that the Fathers did not dream
of denying the reality of Pagan miracles, but merely attributed

them to demons, whilst they as,serted the Divine origin of their

own. The reality of the powers of sorcery was never questioned.

Every marvel and every narrative of supernatural interference

with human affairs seemed matter of course to the sujierstitious

credulity of tlie age. However much miracles are exceptions to

the order of natin-e, they have always been the rule in the his-

tory of ignorance. In fact, the excess of belief in them through-

out many centuries of darkness is almost fatal to their claims to

credence now. The Christian miracles are rendered almost as

susj)icious from their place in a long sequence of similar occur-

rences, as they are by being exceptions to the sequence of natural

phenomena. It would, indeed, be extraordinary if whole cycles of

miracles occurring before and sin^'^- those of the Gospels, and in

connection with every religion, could be i-epudiated as fables, and
those alone maintained as genuine.

No attempt is made to deny the fact that miracles are common
to all times and to all religious creeds. Dr. Newman states, amongst
the conclusions of his essay on the miracles of early ecclesiastical

11
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thus distinguishable, and whether their nature, their object, and

their evidence vindicate their claim to this distinctive truth and

Divine source."^

Now, regarding this distinction Ix'twcen Gospel and other

miracles, it must be observed that the religious feeling whieh in-

fliunced the composition of the Scripture narratives of luiracles

naturally led to the exclusion of all that was put rile or ignoldein

the traditions preserved regarding the Great Master. The elevated

character of Jesus afforded no basis for what was petty, and the

devoti')n with which he was regarded wIk.'u the Gospels were

written insured the noblest treatment of hishis;>'y within certain

limits. We nuist, therefore, consider the 1 pare facts comp(jsing the

miracles rather than the narrative of the manner in which they are

said to have been produceil, in ordei" rightly to judge of the com-
parative features of different miracles. If we take the ease of a

person raised from the dead, literary skill may invest the account

with more or le.ss of dramatic interest and dignity, but whether the

main fact besurroimded with pathetic and pictures(pie details, as

in the account of the raising of Lazarus in the fourth Go.spel, or

the person be simply restored to life without them, it is the fact of

the resurrection winch constitutes the mii'acle, and it is in the

facts alone that we nuist seek distinction, disregarding and dis-

trusting the accessories. In the one case the effect may be much
mure impressive, but in the other the l)are raising of the dead is not

a wh't less miraculous. We have been accustomed to read the

Gdspel narratives of miracles with so much special veneration,

tiiat it u now difficult to recognize hfjw nuich of the distinction

of these miracles is due to the composition, and to their place in

tilt' lii.^torv of Je.sus. No other miracles, or account of miracles,

ever lia<l such collateral advantfiges. As works attril)uted to our
subrmii'st Tea<.'hej', described with simple eloquence, and, especially

in the asc of those in the fourth Gospel, with artistic perfection,

tit'l read geneially with reverential wonder untempered by a
fhouglit <>f criticism, these miracles have seemed tol)e surf()unded
ny a mystic halo certainly not emanating from themselves. It

UDMt not ^jt' forgotten, therefore, that the miracle lies in thte bare
a<r, and nof in its dramatic arrangem< nt. The restoration of life

to a d<;a<l man is the vc^ry same miracle whether it l»e effected by
th« relics of a saint or liy the word of an apontle. A miracle 's

ni)t antecedently nu>ie credible becnuse of the outstretched arm
anil word of command, than il is in the silence ()f the shrine.

Being supernatural, tlu) real agency is not .seen in either case,

although the human mind is more satisfied by the juesentation of

1 Bainpton Lectures, p. -08.
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(Aai/iovioA^TTTovs ttoXXoiis Kara Traiaa to;/ Koa-fiov) and in their cwn city

have been healed and are healed, many of the Christian men
ailionc us (ttoXAoi twv rifiiTepatv avOpuyir j)v tmv Xpiortai'wv) exorcising

them in the name of Jesus Christ, subduing and expelHng the

possessing demons out of the man, although all the other exorcists

with incantations and spells had failed to do so.^ Theophilus of

Antioch likewise states that to his day demons are exorcised.^

Irenieus in the clearest manner claims for the Church of his time

the continued possession of the Divine x'^P^^'M^Ta. He contrasts

the miracles of the followers of Simon and Carpocrates, which he
ascribes to magical illusions, with those of (Jhristians. " For thoy
can .leithei- give sight to the blind," he continues, " nor to hhe deaf

hearing, nor cast out all demons, but only those introduced by
tliemselves, if they can even do that ; nor heal the sick, the lame,

the paralytic, nor those afflicted in other parts of the body, avS

has been often done in regard to b(j(lily infirmity

But so ftir are they from raising the dead,—as the Lord raised

them and the Apostles by prayer, and as fre(piently in the brother-

liood, when the whole Church in a place made supplication with
imichfasting and prayer, thespiritof the dead was constrained to re-

tain, and the man was freely restored in answer to the prayers of

the saints—that they do not believe this can possibly be done." ^

Canon Mozley, who desires for the purpose of his argument to

weaken the evidence of patristic belief in the continuance of

miracles, says, regarding this last passage on raising the dead :

—

" But the reference is so vague that it possesses but little weight
as testii; jny"* We should be sorry to think that the vice, which
Stems at present to characterize the Church to which Dr. Mozley
ht'loiigs, of making simple language mean anything or nothing
just as an}' one happens to wish, .should be inti'oduced into erioical

or historical studies. The language of Irenteus is vague only in
so till' as sj)ecific detailed instances are not g'ven of the miracles

rL't'eried to ; but no language could be more definite or explicit

10 (.'xprt'ss the meaning of Irenseus, namely, tlu' assertion that the

\pol., ii. C, of. Dial. c. Tryphon., xxx., Ixxvi.. Ixxxv., &c., (S:c., Ac.
.Vil. Aut()lyi:um. ii. 8.

' Noi' eiiim ciucis posaunt donare visum, neciuo aurdia audituni, neque oiniies

Linioiii's ofl'ugare, prnter eoa (jui al) ipsia iinniittiintur, si tauieu et hoc faciuut;
i'i|ue ik'l)ilo.s, :uit olaiulos aut paralyticoa curare, vol alia (|uadani jjarte corporis
^los ; quemadmoduin sa^pc oveiiit fieri aeciin<lniii coriioraleiii infirniita\,eni, &c..

ToCovTov 6f (XTTO^eovdi roi) VEHfjov ivEipai, uufiM'i o Kvpioi
'lyeiijf. Ha), ol dTtudroXoi did TTfjodf-vrtji, xif't i'' t^ n^tXiportiri noWauf;
i^hi To (huxynaioi' rfji Hard ronoi' khHAiidht'^ 7rd6tj^ a/rt/dafieytf'- inra
^ri(STfiiX^ Hal XiravEi'ai noWtji, InFAirpFipf to TrrfTfta roO rti ekevrt)-
'<iirn?, Kin tXi^/ii'dOt/ 6 dyOpGorroi riv/? f I'^cv?? rcTc dyloy. [re <t'H.t, Adv.

till

Har., ii. :u. g 2 ; Emehiux, W.
Hainptj.M Lectures, Note

K.. V. /.

•II Lecture viii. (p. 2l()i, |). 371-
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prayers of Christian communities had freque«itly [restored the

dead to life. Eusebius, who quoted the passage, and who has } ire-

served to us the original Greek, clearly recc^iised this. He says,

when making the quotations :
" In the second book of the same

work he (Irenseus) testifies that up to his time tokens of Diviiif

and miraculous powet remained in some Churches,"^ Jn the next

chapter Iremeus further says :

—
" On wliich account, also, his true

disciples receiving grace from him, work (miraclesj in his name
for the benefit of the rest '>f mankind, according to the gift ic-

ceived from him by each of them. For some d<.) certainly aii'l

truly (^€/3at(iJs koI uX.r]6m) cast out demons, so that frequently thosse

very men who have thus l-^en cleansed from the evil spirits botli

believe and are now in *he (yltnrc}). And some have foreknmv-

ledge of future occurrenc<;s, m*fi </moiis, and p+'ophetic utterances

Others heal the sick by the imy/t^*M/Ti >f han<1>' and make them

whole. Indeed, as we have already stated, evefi the dead liave

been raised up, and have rertmm^ wk^ us for many years. Awl

what more shall I say ? li is /v;^ p0fii^^4* t// .state the jf»umbe)' oi

the gifts which the Church thrfyijAv^i^ fk^. w/Hd ha*? r^xiei\ed

from God in the name of Jesus Cnrii»i*- ^vw/^^^A iyrtder Ponrins

Pilate, and which she each day i',\n\^^iiyf lor tk-i^. ^M;ft<<^t of tt.*

heathen," ctc.'^

Tertullian speaks with the most perfect sbfe^uraay-^^^ <A wdracies

occurring in his day, and of the power of h«>/rf»i>^ ai»d 'A ''«,^ting

out devils still possessed by < 'hristians. In oi<: y^n/'A , i<jt wi"sta;K<',

after asserting the power which they have g.eriftmlly ^/Ver '!.!-'•<» /ns,

so that if a person possessed by n 4^vil Xni: bi'ought U?f'/f^* '^//r /

the Roman tribunals, a follow<'r lA *%f'mi can at once (y/frij>el ri

,

wicked spiiit within him t/> eorif<-s« thaf he is a demon, even it

he had before asserted himself to >x *» %'A, 1*^ proceeds to sav

" So at our touch arid breathinj/, violer»ify «lfec»>4 by the contem-

1 kv dEvrepoj rrji avrfj? vnofje6fu>i, ^/ri 4/i nai f/i "> fO^ ////^f/'y/' r-

TTJS Oeicc; Hal napaducov dvva/ifu)'^ / 1/ //^/////f>iaii r/^ft/ /,/i>//'//^f i^f",

H r V. I.8ux rovTooy kni6t/i.iaii'ETai AfAoj*'' m. r /

2 Aid Hal kv roj kHeivov ovoiicxti oi <iAf/f'^/' "vrov /J'^'/fft,/, n>-4>

(XhTov AafdoyrEi rrjy x<ip'^-, knivEAof 6iv krr' tvt()yi''/hi r^ T(ay /to//wV

dvOpoJ7ra)r, xaOctii Eli '{'Ha6roi: TT/y Ai.ipEciv^ > I'^r/zfje /ff'/f mirov. Oiiiif

yiift SaiuoyaS kXcxui'ovdi (ieti^'iioij^ 'fi^ aA//ff,H, utdfi /r./AAdjiii n"'

TtidrEvEiy aijTovi knEiypv^ haOa/jidfjeyrai d*// resy 0'/y////'ay Ti'ij-'-

lidrajy, Hcxi Eivai kr ri;) kHuXtfOia ui 6f nai e^ny i^^4ty f/ui'di rw*

itEXAuyTGiw, xqi 6nTa6ia'i nal finoEi'^ ;rp'-v';;r/»Ai< tii.lw At f" >">/'

vuvrai Sid rr/i roSy ^f/paii' kTti'JedEGD? /(w/Tc.-, )..;j vyifli dv 'ii''/

Td6iy. "llSfi Sk, xaOaji EipcxtiEv, Hex) vExpoi t)'-/yj(fmay , Mi n,:i-t*i •'•;

6vy ytdy eteCi^v Inayoli. Kal ri ydp ; ovh iarif dpi^jfii>y t^ytf rfi'

Xixpid/^idrcioy, a)y Hard nayroi rov Hod/iioy >) iHh\';6ic: xafin '"""

Xafiuv6a, ty T<jf) oyui.uxTi^b/6ou \f)ipruv Tpi; 6t zvpta^)/ yro? knll It

EHd6r?/i rjnEpak kn' EuEpyEdia t^ raov kOyaiy kn ceX^i, h. r. X. Hu--'-'i

H. E. V.7; Adv. Hwr., ii. 32, §4;'cf. v. 6, § i. : .t ThfftphUvui, Ad Axitol. i. 1
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plAtion and jopresentation of those ti.res (of hell) they (demons)

,41-iO depjirt at oiii coiniaand out of bodies, reluctant and complain-

ing, and put I.) shame in your presence."^ He declares that

although dreams are chiefly inflicted upon us l:>y demons, yet they

are also sent by Gotl, and, indeed, ''almost the greater part of

mankind derive thtif knowledge concerning God from visions.'"'^

He, elsewhere, states that hv himself knows that a brother was
severely castigated by a vision the same niglit (m which his slaves

had, without his knowledge, done something reprehensible."^ He
narrates as an instance of the continued possession of spiritual

charismata by Christians :
" There is at this day among us a

sistei- who has the gift of revelations, which she receives in church

amidst the solemnities of the Lcjid's day by ecstacv in the spirit

:

.she converses with angels, and sometimes also with the Lord, and
she both hears and sees mysteries (ftfimiraevfa), and she reads

the hearts ofsome men, and prescribes medicines to tliose who are

in need.' * Tertullian goes on to say that, aftei the pcoph' were
dismissed from the Church, this sister was in the regiihrr liabit of

rep(;2ting what slie had seen, and that most diligent inquiries were
made in <jrdei" to test the truth of her communications ;^ and after

narrating a vision of a disendjodied soul vouchsafed to her, li

states :
" This is the vision, God being witness, and the Apostle

having foietold that such spiritual gifts should be in ^ho

Church "'' Further on Tertullian relates another .stoiy withiii hi,-*

own knowledge :
" I know the case of a woman, born withi.i the

fold of the (^^Tiurch, who was in the prime of life and beauty.

tJU'Y being but once, and only a short time, married, having
falli-n asleep in peace, in the interval before interment when the
|/n;sivytf'i- began to pray as she was being made ready for burial,

at the fijst breath of prayer she removed her hands from her
sides, folded them in the attitude of supplication, and again,

when the last rites wei-e over, restored them to their former posi-

iC

' fta de coiita';tu ilequf afflatu /i'>-tro, oouteinplatii^uc et repra'.sentatione ignis
illins correpti, etiaiM tie riirporibu.-j iiostT'i imperio e.Mtcdant inviti et dolentes, et
• '»l)is pruwnt i(»u8 erubc.iiKntes. Apolugetious, ?! "i.'i!. ef. De Idol.

, ^ 1 1 ; l)e Spectac,
>; 2'.t

; Dc Exhi., 'astit., g 10 ; Ad .Scapulam, S 4 ; IJ • Anima, S 57.

- Et majur pii nc vis hominiiffi f ,< viMionilnis donm liscunt. De Anima, § 47;
Dp Idol., § 15.

b' Idol,, ii Jo.

< Kst liodie funiyr apud noH rovelationum '...irisniata sortiLa, ipiaH in cccilcsia
••' - dominica «olIi mnia ,K'r exutasin in apiritu jiatitur ; conversatur cum angtdis,

Aiii(uando otiam cum dumino, et vide? et audit sairamonta, ct (luorundam corda
'lig/u«L'it, et mediciiias licsulerantibiu-* Auhr/iittit. J 'e Anima, s? 9.

s Nam et diligentissime digeru/jfiir ut etiam pru'r' ntur, ili.

n
1 Cor. xii; Iff.

' Wve visio est. D^ns tfst.'^ et apostolus eharisi/iatum in ecjlesia futurorum
iiliiiLHis sponsor ; Ai l>e Anima, jf 9.
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tion."^ He then mentions another story known amongst them
;

that a dead body in a cemetery moved itself in order to make
room beside it for another body ;'^ and then he remarks :

" If

similar cases are also reported amongst the heathen, we conclude

that God displays signs of his power for the consolation of his

own people, and as a testimony to others."^ Again, he mentions

cases where Christians had cured persons of demoniacal possession,

and adds :
" And how many men of position (for we do not speak

of the vulgar) have been <lelivei"ed either from devils or from

diseases."* Tertullian in the same place refers to the miracle of

the " Thundering Legion,'"' and he exclaims : "When indeed have
nt)t droughts been removed by our prayers and fastings."'' Minu
cius Felix speaks of the casting out of devils from sick persons

by Christians in his own day, as a matter of public notoriety even

among PagfinsJ St. Cyprian echoes the same assertions.** He
likewise nientions cases of miraculous punislmient inflicted upon
persons who had lapsed fi"om the C-hristian faith. One of these,

who ascended the Capitol to make denial of Christ, suddenly bo-

came dumb after he had spoken the words.*' Another, a woman,
was seized by an unclean spiiit even at the baths, and bit with

her own teeth the impious tongue which liad eaten the idolatj'ous

food, or spoken the words, and she shortly expired in great

agony.i" He likewise maintains that Christians are admonislied

b}- God in dreams and by visions, of which he mentions instances."

Origen claims for (Christians the power still to expel demons, and

to heal diseases in the name of Jesus.^'- and he states that he lunl

.seen many persons so cured of madness and countless other evils,

which could not be othei'wisecuredby men or devils.'^ Lactantius

i-epeatedly asserts the power of Chiistians over demons ; they

uiake them flee from bodies when they adjuie them in the name
of God.'*

• S(.io ftjiuinam ([uandam vornauiil.im ecclusia', forma et ii'tatc iiitogra fuiictaui,

post unicinn ct ln'cvc niatriindiiiiuii, cum in pace ddiniiHset I't iiiorante adhuc
sepultuia interim matidue ['.n^ltyteri eompoueretur, ad priuium lialitum oratiouis

unamis a laterihiusdimotas in halntiim supplicum conformas.se rursuiiKiue ooudita

pace situi suo reddidissc. iJe .Vnima, S SI-

- Est et ali.'i relatii) apiul iiostrn«, in cienK'terio cori)u.s corpori jiixta coUocando
spatnim reces«u cominuiiicasse. I)e Aninia. >; .Tl.

i Si et apLid etliniciKs talc (|iiid traditur, uti(iuc dciis ;)'rvj8tati.s sua> signa pro-

ponit suis in solatium, cxtnmeis in testinionium. De Aninia, $i .Tl.

i Kt (jiiant; honesti viri (dc vulgaribu.s onini nou dicimua) aut a (lasmoniis aut

valctudiiiil)ii.s reniedi iii siuit ' Vd Seapulam, j^ 4.

S «'f. I'Jiixchiii.'i, H. K. V. 5.

7 (Kt-.viu;-., S '27.

** TracL i'., De Idol. XanitntP. S 7,

De Lapsife, ,^ 24.

n Ep. liii. S§ ' 5, Ixii. •; 17, Ixviii.

la Contra Csls., i. (i7, 2, (i, 4(> ; ii.

'^ Contr.a C^^ls.. iii. 24.

Ad Scapulam, S 4.

All Doinolriatiuni, tf IT).

I" //-.,§ 24, of. gg'jr,, m
i^ 9, 10 (ed .Migne), De Mortalitate, § 19.

;<:< ; ii. "24, 28, .v6.

14 Inatit Div., ii, H), iv. 27, v. 22
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Passing over the numerous apocryphal writings of the early

centuries of our era, in which many miracles are recorded, we find

in the pages of Eusebius narratives of many miraculous occur-

rences. Many miracles are ascribed to Narcissus, Bishop of Jeru-

salem, of which Eusebius relates several. Whilst the vigils of

the great watch of the Passover were being kept, the oil failed,

wliereupon Narcissus commanded that water from the neigh-

bouring well should be poured into tiie lanips Having prayed

over the water, it was changed into oil, of which a specimen had
been preserved until that time.^ On another occasion, three men
having spread some vile slanders against Narcissus, which they

contirnied by an oath, and with imprecations upon themselves of

death by a miseral)le disease, of death by fire, and of l)lindness,

respectively, if their statements were not true, omnipotent justice

in eacli case inflicted upon the wretches the curse which each had
invoked.- The election of Fabianus to the Episcopal chair of

Rome was marked by the descent of a dovo from on high, which
rested upon his head, as tlie Holy ( Jhost had descended upon our

Saviour.'' At Cassarea Philippi tliere i.s a statue of Jesus Christ

wliich Eusebius states that he himself had seen, .said to have been
erected by the woman healed of the bloody issue, and on the pe-

destal grows a strange plant, as high as the hem of tlie brazen gar-

ment, which is an antidote to all (liseases.'* Great miracles are re-

corded as taking place during the persecutions in Caisarea.-"^

Gregory of Ny.ssa gives an account of many wonderful works
performed by his namesake Gregory of Neo-Ciosarea, who was
called Than'ni(itiLr(ja^'< from the miraculous power which he pos-

sessed and very freely exercised. The Virgin Maiy and the Apos-
tle John appeared to him, on one; occasion, wlien lie was in doubt
as to the doctrine which he ought to preach, and, at the re(iuest

of Mary, the Apostle gave him all needful instructions.** if his

faith did not move mountains, it moved a huge rock to convert a
pa;,'an priest.'^ He drove a demon out of a heathen temple in

which he had taken refuge, and the evil spirit coidd not re-enter

until he gave permission.** Nyssen relates how St. Gregory
averted an armed contest of two brothers, who (piarrelled about
tlie possession of a lake on their father's ])roperty. The saint

passed the night in piuyv'r beside the lake, and in tlie morning it

was tbimd dried up." On another occasion, he rescued the country
--# :-

~-

1 Eiis,l„,i,% H. E., vi. 9. 2 //,., vi..9. -^ Ih., vi. 29.

\
I''.. H. E. vii 18: of. Sozomcii, H E., v. -21.

^''(.«i-/)i)/.f, Dc Martyr. Pahfst. , iv., ix. ; cf. Tlieoilont, H. E., iv. 22.
' '"(;/. N KH. de Vit. (ireg. Thaum. 'rom. iii. p. 545, f.

' /''., p. 550.

!'', p. .548 f. Cf. SocratfiD, H. E. , iv. 27i He gave this permission in v/riting :

• rc^or)' til 8atan : V]nter."—l''pr/y()pioi rai Saraiux K'i6eMf.
' /''., p. ."i55 f.

it"' iim
;<< I
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from the devastatiorl of a mountain stream, which periodically

hurst the dykes by which it was restrained, and inundated tlie

phiin. lie went on foot to tlie place, and, invoking the name of

Christ, fixed his staft' in the earth at the place where the torrent

had broken through. The staff tool: root and became a tree, ;ind

the stream never again burst its bounds. The inhabitants of the

district were converted to Christianity by this miracle. The tree

was still living in Nyssen's time, and he had seen the bed of the

lake coveied with trees, pastures, and cottages.^ Two vagabond
Jews once attempted to deceive him. One of them lay down and

pretended to be dead, while the other begged money from the

saint wherewith to buy him a shroud. St. Gregory quietly took

off his cloak and laid it on the man, and walked away. His

companion found that he was really dead.^ St. (jlregory expelled

demons from persons possessed, healed the sick, and performed

many other miracles;^ and his sijjfns and wonders are not only

attested by Gregory of Nyssa, but by St. Basil,'* whose grand-

mother, St. Macrina, was brought up at Neo-Ca\sarea by the im-

mediate followers of the saint.

Athanasius, in his memoir of St. Anthony, who began to lead

the life of a recluse about A.D. 270, gives particulars of many
miracles performed by the .saint. Although he possessed great

power over demons, and delivered many pei'sons possessed Ijy them,

Satan tormented him sadly, and he was constantly beset by legi-

ons of devils. One night Satan with a troop of evil spirits so

belaboured the saint that he lay on the gi'ound speechless, and

almost dead from their blows.''' We have already referred to the

case of Natalius, who was scourged by angels during a whole night,

till he was brought to repentance.*^ Ui)on one occasion when St.

Anthony had retired to his cell, resolved to pass a time in peifi ct

solitude, a certain soldier came to his door and remained long there

knocking and supplicating the saint to come and deliver his

daughter, who was tormented by a demon. At leng"th St. Anthony
addressed the man and told him to go, and if he believed in Jesus

The man
delivered

across the

Christ and prayed to God, his prayer should be fulfilled

.ht

As Anthony was once travelling

believed, invoked Jesus Christ, and his daughter was
demon. '^from the

1 Or€(j. Nys8. de Vit. Greg. Thaum., iii. p. 558 ff.

2//>., p. 561 f. The same story is related of .St. Epiphanius, of Cyprus, .ind

Sozomcn sees no ground for doubting the veracity of either account. He states

that St. Epiphanius al':o performed many other miracles, H. E., vii. 27.

'A lb., pp. 541, 551. 552, 5.');^, biSiS, 507, 577.
* De Spir. Sancto, c. 20, torn, iii., pp. 62, 63 ; Bened,, cf. Ep. 204, p. 306.

5 S. Athanom, Vita et (Jonvers. S. Antonii, §§ 8, 0pp. torn. i. pars. ii. p. 802 ft.,

Bened.
6 Emehius, H. E., v. 28 ; see p. 135 f.

7 Vita, § 48, p. 832.
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desert to visit another monastery, the water of the caravan failed

them, and his companions in despair threw themselves on the

ground. St, Anthony, however, retired a little apart, and in an-

swer to his prayer, a spring of water issued at the place where he

was kneeling.^ A man named Fronto, who was afllietecl with

leprosy, begged his pi-ayers, and was ordered by the saint to go
into Kgypt, where he should be healed Fronto at first refused,

lull being told that he could not be healed if he remained, the sick

man went believing, and as soon as he came in sight of Egypt he
was made whole. ^ Another miracle was i)erforined by Anthony
at Alexandria, in the i»i'esenceof St. Athanasius. A.s they were
leaving the city a woman cried after him, 'Man of God, stay; my
(laughter is cruelly^ troubled by a demon;" and she entreated him
to .stop lest she hei's^lf shonld flic in running after him. At the

request of Athanasius and the rest, the saint paused, and as the

Avonian came up her daughter fell on the ground convulsed. St.

Anthon}' prayed in the name of Jesus Christ, and immediately

the girl rose perfectly restored to health, and delivered from the

evil s])irit.^ He astonished a nun^ber of pagan philosophers, who
had come to di.spute with him, by delivering several demoniacs,

making the sign of the cross over them three times, and invoking

the name of Jesus Christ.* It is unnecessary, however, to nndtiply

instances of his miraculous power to drive out demons and heal

diseases,'' and to perform other wonderful works. St. Athanasius,

who was himself for a long time a personal follower of St. Anthony,
protests in his preface to the biogra{)hy his general accuracy, he
laving everywhere been mindful of the truth."

Hilarion, again, a disciple of St. Anthony, performed many mi-

racles, an account of some of which is given by St. Jerome. He
restored sight to a woman who had been blind for no less than
ten yeiirs

; he cast out devils, and miraculously cured man}' dis-

eases. Rain fell in answer to his prayers ; and he further exhibited

his power over the elements by calming a stormy sea. When he
was bui-ied, ten months after his death, not only was his body as

perfect as though he had been alive, but it emitted a djlightfid

perfume. He was so favoured of God that, long after, diseases

were healed and demons expelled at his tomb.'^ St. Macarius, the

Egyptian, is said to have restoi'ed a dead man to life in order to

convince an unbeliever of the truth of the Resurrection.*^ St.

Martin, of Tours, restored to life a certain catechumen, who had

,1

1 Vita, § 54, p. 830 f. 2 /i., g 57, p. 839.
3 /'-., ,^ 7b p. C-tl). 4 I Ik, § 72, p 849.
i Cf., Ih., g§ 55, 58,^01, 62, 63, 64, 70, &c., &c.
c TiavT(xxov Ttji nXt/Oeiai cppuyrioui, ib., p. 797.
' Sozomen, H. E. iii. 14. «/?>., H. E., iii. 14.
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died of a fever, and SulpiciuH, his disciple, .states that the man,
who lived for many years after, was known to himself, although

not until after the miracle. He also restored to life a servant who
had hung himself.^ He performed a multitude of other miracles, to

which we need not here more minutely refer. The relics of the

two martyrs Protavius and Goivasius, whose hones, with much
fresh blood, the miraculous evidence of their martyrdom an<l

identity, were discovered by St. Ambrose, worked a number of

miracles. A man suft'ering from demoniacal possession indicated

the proximity of the relics by his convulsions. St- Augustint^

.states that he iiimsolf was in Milan when a blind man, who merely
touched the cloth which covered the two bodies as they wert>

being moved to a neighbouring church, regained his sight."^ Pau-

liuus relates many miracles performed l)y his master, St. Ambrose,
himself. He not only cast out many demons and healed the sick, ^

but he also raised the d(uid. Whilst the saint was staying in the

house of a distinguished Christian frienrl, his child, who, a few
days before, had been delivered from an unclean spirit, suddenly

expired. The mother, an exceedingly r<!ligious woman, lull of

faith and the feaiof God, carried the dead boy down and laid him
on the saint's bed during his absence. Whim St. Ambrose returned,

filled with compassion for the; mother and struck by her faith, ho

stretched himself, like Eli.sha, on tiie V)ody of the child, praying,

and restoi'ed him livinti to his mother. Paulinus relates this mi-

racle with minute particulars of name and address.*

St. Augustine asserts that miracles are stiJl perfoiined in his day
in the name of Jesus Christ, either by means of his .sacraments or

by the prayers or relics of his saints, although they are Ti.^t so

well-known in tho.se of old, and he gives an account of many mi-

racles which liad recently taken place,^ After referring to the

miracle performed by the relics of the two martyrs upon the ])lin(l

man in Milan, which occurred when he was there, he goes on to

narrate the miraculous cure of a friend of his own, named Inno-

cent, fornu'ily advocate of the prefecture, in Carthage, wheie

Augustine was, and beheld it with his own eyes (ubi noi^ ivtcr-

fuimus et ooulh aspeximtin nodris). A lady of rank in the same

city was miraculously healed of an incurable cancer, and St. Au-

gustine is indignant at the apathy of her friends, which allowcil

so great a miracle to be so little known.^ An inhabitant of tlie

1 Sulpicim, Vita S. Mart. Of. Sommen, H. E. iii. 14.

2 Ambrose, Epist. Class, i. 22; Auijmt., De Civ, Dei. xxii. 8; Paulinus. Vita S,

Ambrosii, g 14 f.

3 Vita S. Ainbr., §§ 21, 43, 44. */<».,§ 28.
S De ('iv. Dei, xxi-. 8.

'* Hoc ego cum audissem, et vehementer stomacharer, in ilia civitate atque in ill*

persona, non utiijuc obscura, factum tarn ingens miraculum sic latere, hinc earn et

admoiieiulam et pene objurgandam p avi, &c., &c. D^ Civ. Dei, xxii. 8.
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noighlijouring town of Cuiubis, was cured of paralysis ami other

ills by bein{^ baptized. When Aujjfustiiie heard of tliis, although it

was reported on very good authoiity, the man himself was brought

to Carthage by (jrder of the holy bi.shop Aurelius, in ordei- that

the truth might be ascertained. Augustine states that, on one

occasion du»ing his absence, a tribunitian man amongst thetn^

named Hesperius, who had a farm close by, called Zabedi, in the

Fussalian district, V^egged one of the Christian presbyters to go
and drive away some evil spirits whose malice sorely afflicted his

servants and cattle. One of the presbyters accordingly went, and
offered the sacrifice of the body of Chri.st with earnest prayer, and
.by the mercy of God tlu' evil was removed. Now Jlesperius hap-

pened to have received from one of his fritmds a piece of the sacred

earth of Jeru.salem, wliere Jesus Christ was buried and rose again

the third day, and he had hung it up in a room to protect himself

from the evil spirits. When his hou.se had been freed from tlieni,

however, he begged St. Augustine and hi.s colleague Maximimis,
who happened to be in tliaf: Jieighbourluxxl, to come to him, and
after telling them all that had hapj)ened, he prayed tlKni to bury
the piece of earth in .some place where C^^Istians couid as.semble

for the worship of God. They con.sented, and did as he desired.

A young peasant of the neighbourhood, who was paralytic, hearing
(tf this, begged to be carried withoi'^ delay to the holy spot, where
lie otiered up prayer, and rose up and went away on his feet pei-

lectly cured. About thirty nnles from Hippo, at a farm called

Victoriana, there was a memorial to the two martyrs Protavius

luid Gervasius. To this, Augustine relates, wjis brought a young
man who, having gone one summer flay at noon to water his horse

in the rivei^, was possessed by a demon. The lady to whom the

place belonged came, according to her custom in the evening, with

her servants and some holy women to sing hynms and pray. On
hearing them the demoniac started up and seized the alW with a
terrible shudder, without daring to move, and as if bound to it,

and the demon praying with a loud voice for mercy, confessed

where and when he had entered into the young man. At last the

demon named tdl the members of his body, with threats to cut

them off as he made his exit, and, saying these words, came out
of him. In doing so, however, the eye of the youth fell from its

socket on to his cheek, retained only by a small vein as by a root,

while the pupil became altogether white. Well pleased, however,
tliat the young man had been freed from the evil spirit, they
returned the eye to its place as well as they could, and bound it

up with a handkerchief, praying fervently, and one of his relatives

said :
" God who drove out the demon at the prayer of his saints,

can also restore the sight." On removing the bandage seven days

I;
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MIRACLES RECORDED BY ST. AUGUSTINE. 175

of a certain man among us named Irenteus, a collector of taxes,

became sick and died. As the dead body lay, and they were pre-

paring with wailing and lamentation to bury it, one of his friends

consoling him suggested that the body should be anointed wdth

oil from the same martyi', This was done, and the child came to

life again.i j^ the same way a man amongst us named Eleusinus,

formerly a tribune, laid the body of his child, who had died from

sickness, on a memorial of the martyr which is in his villa in the

suburbs, and after he had prayed, widi many tears, he took up the

child living.
'^

We sh.all meet with more of these miracles iv considerino- the

Auu'ustine again,arguments of Dr. Mozley. In a note he says : -"j^-

long after, alludes in his list of miracles (De Civ. Dei, xxii. 8) to

some cases in which persons had been raised to life again by
prayer and the intercession of martyrs, whose relics were applied.

But though Augustine relates with great particularity and length

of detail some cases of recoveries fi-om complaints in answer to

prayer; his notices of the cases in which persons had been raised to

life again, are so short, bare and summary, that they evidently

represent no more than mere report, and report of a very vague
kind. Indeed, with the preface which he prefixes to his list, he
cannot be said even to profess to guarantee the truth or accuracy

of the diti'erent instances contained in it. ' Hasc autem, ubicuhque
Hunt, ibi sciuntur vix a tota ipsa civitate vel quocumque comma-
nentium loco. Nam pleruuKjue etiam ibi paucissimi sciunt, ignor-

antibus ceteris, maxima si magna sit civitas ; et quando alibi

aliisque narrantur, non tantum ea commendat auctoritas, ut sine

difficultate vel dubitatione credantur,quamvis Christianis fidelibus

a fidelibus indicentur.' He puts down the cases as he receives

them, then, without pledging himself to their authenticity. ' Eu-
charius presbyter . . . mortuus sic jacebat ut ei jam pollices

ligarentur : opitulatione memorati martyris, cum de memoria ejus

reportata fuisset et supra jacentis corpus missa ipsius presbyteri

tunica, suscitatus « st . . . Andurus non\en est,' &c.,"^ and
then Dr. Mozley gives the passage already quoted by us. Before
continuing, we must remark with regard to the passages just

quoted, that, in the miracle of Eucharius, Dr. Mozley, without ex-

1 Rinsug ibidem apud nos lrena>i, cujusdam collectarii filius, iBgritudine extinctiis
est. ( umque corpus jaceret exanime, atque a lugentibus et lamentantibua exsequise
pararentur, amicorum ejus (juidam inter alioniiP consolantium verba suggessit, ut
ejustleni martyris oleo corpus perungeretur. Factum est, et revixit.

' Iteinque apud nos vir tribunitius Eleusinus super memoriam Martyris, qua) in
suburbano ejus est, wgritudine exanimatum posuit infautulum filium. : et post
orationem, quam multiscum lacrymis ibi fudit, viventem levavit. De Civ. Dei,
xxii. 8.

s Bampton Lectures, 1865, p. 372 f.
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MIRACLES RECORDED BY ST. AUGUSTINE. 177

and practically, we find that Augustine gives a more lengthy and
verbose report of trifling cures, whilst he relates the more impoi'-

tatit with greater brevity and force. He narrates many of his

ca.ses of miraculous cure, however, as briefiy a« those in which the

dead are raised. We have quoted the latter, and the reader must
judge whether they are unduly curt. One thing may be affirmed,

that nothing of importance is omitted, and in regard to essential

details they are as explicit as the mass of other cases reported.

In every instance names and addresses are stated, and it will have
Iteeu c! /served that all these miracles occurred in, or close to Hippo,

and in his own diocese ^' is very certain that in every case the

fact of the miracle is ^c». erted in the most direct and positive

terms. There can be no mistake either as to the meaning or in-

tention of the narrative, and there is no symjitom whatever of a

thought on the part of Augustine to avoid the responsibility of

his statements, or to give them as mere vague report. If we
coini)a)e these accounts with those of the Gospels, we do not find

them deficient in any essential detail common to the latter. There
is in the synoptic Gospels only one case in which Jesus is said to

have raised the dead. The raising of Jairus' daughter ^ has long

been abandoned, as a case of restoration to life, by all critics and
theologians, except the few who still persist in ignoring the dis-

tinct and positive declaration of Jesus, " The damsel is not dead
but sleepeth." The only case, therefore, in the Synoptics is the

account in the third Gospel of the raising of the widow's son, ^ of

which, strange to say, the other Gospels know nothing. Now,
although, as might have been expected, this narrative is much
more highly coloured and picturesque, the difference is chiefly

hterarv, and, indeed, there are really fewe>- important details

given than in the account by Augustine, for instance, of the res-

toration to life of the daughter of Bassus the Syrian, which took
place at Hippo, of which he was bishop, and where he actually

resided. Augustine's object in giving his list of miracles did not
ie([uire him to write picturesque narratives. He merely desired
to state bare facts, whilst the authors of the Gospels composed
the Life of their Master, in which interesting details were every-
thing. For many reasons we refrain f.ere from alluding '..o the
artistic narrative of the raising of Lazarus, the greatest miracle
asciibtnl to Jesus, yet so singularly unknown to the oth^r three

Evaiinelists, who, so readily repeating the accounts of trifling

oiiies, would most certainly not have neglected this had they ever
lit-'ard of it.

1 Matt. ix. 18, 19, 23-
' Luke vii. 11—16.

12

-26 ; Mark v. 22, 24, 35—43 ; Luke viii. 41, 42, 49—56.
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miracles, which you declare to have taken place formerly, not

occur now-a-days ?" Aiigustint*, in replying, adopts a common
rhetorical device :

" I might, indeed, answer," he says, " that

miracles were necessary before the world believed, in order that

the world might believe. Any one who now requires miracles in

order that he may believe, is himself a great miracle in not be-

lieving what all the world believes. But, really, they say this

in order that even those miracles should not be believed either."

And he reduces what he considers to be the position of the world

in regard to miracles and to the supernatural dogmas of Christi-

anity to the following dilemma :
" Either things incredible which

nevertheless occurred, and were seen, led to belief in something

else incredible, which was not seen ; or that thing was in itself so

credible that no miracles were retjuired to establish it, and so

much more is the unbelief of those who deny confuted. This

might I say to those most frivolous objectors." He then proceeds

to affirm that it cannot be denied that many miracles attest the

f'reat miracle of the ascension in the flesh of the risen Clirist, and
he points out that the actual occui'rence of all these things is not

only recorded in the most truthful books, but the reasons also

given why they took place. These things have become known
that they might create belief ; these things by the belief they

have created have become much more clearly known. They are

read to the people, indeed, that they may believe
;
yet, neverthe-

less, they would not be read to the }ieople if they had not been

beheved. After thus stating the answer which he might give,

Augustine new returns to answer the question directly :

—
" But

furt' ermore," he continues, " miracles are perfoinied now in his

name, either by means of his sacraments, or by the prayers or

relics of his saints, but they are not brought under the same
strong light as caused the former to be noised abroad with so

much glory ; inasmuch as the canon of sacred scriptures, which
must be definite, causes those miracles to be everywhere publicly

read, and become firmly fixed in the memory of all peoples
;

"
'

and then follows Dr. Mozley's quotation :
" but these are scarcely

known to the whole of a city itself in which they are performed,
or to its neighbourhood. Indeed, for the most part, even there

very few know of them, and the rest are ignorant more especially

if the city be largo ; and when they are related elsewhere and to

others, the authority does not so conunend them as to make them

1 Nam etiam nunc fiunt miracula in ejus nomine, sive per sacramenta ejus sive

per orationes vel memoriaa sanctorum ejus, sed non eadem claritate illustrautur,
uttapta quanta ilia gloria diffamentur. Canon quippe Sacrarum Literarum, quern
definitiim esse oportebat, ilia facit ubique recitari, et memoriae cuactorum inbaerero
populoram : &c. De Civ. Dei, xxii. 8.

f [PW
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be believed without (Jifficulty or doubt, albeit they ai-e reported

by faithful Christians to be faithful." He illustrates this by

pointing out in immediate continuation, that thtj miracle in Milan

by the bodies of the two martyrs, which t(X)k place when he him-

self was there, might reach the knowledge of many, because the

city is large, and the Emperor- and an immense crowd of people

witnessed it, but who knows of the miracle performed at Car-

thage upon his friend Innocent, when he was there also, and saw
it with his own eyes ? Who knows of the miraculous cure of

cancer, he continues, in a lady of rank in the same city ? at the

silence regarding which he is so indignant. Who knows of tlu^

next case he mentions in his list ? the cure of a medical man of

Uie same town, to which he adds: " We, nevertheless, do know it,

and a fe ,7 brethren to whose knowledge it may have come."'

Who out of CuruV>us, besides the very few who may have heard of

it, knows of the miraculous cure of the paralytic man, ^\ hose case

Augustine personally investigated ? and so on. Observe that there

is merely a question of the comparative notoriety of the Gos])el

miracles and those of his own time, not a doubt as to the reality

of the latter. Again, towards the end of his long list, immedi-

ately after the narrative of the restoration to life of the child of

Eleusinus, which we have quoted, Augustine says :
—

" What can

I do ? The promise of the completion of this work is pressing,

so that I cannot here recount all (the miracles) that I know ; and

without doubt many of our brethren when they read this work
will be grieved that I have omitted so very much, which they

know as well as I do. This I even now beg that they will par-

don, and consider how long would be the task of doing that

which, for the ^completion of the work, it is thought necessary

not to do. For if I desired to record merely the miracles of heal-

ing, without speaking of others, which have been performed by

this martyr, that is to say, the most glorious Stephen, in the dis-

trict of Calama, and in ours of Hippo, many volumes must be

composed, yet will it not be possible to make a complete collection

of them, but only of such as have })een published for public read-

ing. For that was our object, since we saw repeated in our time

signs of divine power similar to those of old, deeming that they

ought not to be lost to the knowledge of the multitude. Now
this relic has not yet been two years at Hippo-Regius,and accounts

of manj' of the miracles performed by it have not been written,

as is most certainly known to us, yet the number of those which

have been published, up to the time this is written, amounts to

1 Nos tamea novimus, et paucissimi fratres ad quoa id potuit pervenire. lb.

xxii. 8.

)
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alioiit seventy. At Oalama, however, where these relics have
liocn longer, and more of the miiacles were recorded, they incom-

parahly exceed this number."^ Augu.stine goes on to say that, to

his knowledge, many very remarkaltle miracles were performed

tiy the relics of the same martyr also at Uzali, a district near to

IJtica, and of one of these, which had recently taken place M'hen he

himself was there, he gives an account. Then, before closing his

list with the narrative of a miracle which took place at Hippo,

in his own church, in |his own presence, and in the sight of the

whole congregation, he resumes his reply t<>the opening question

:

—" Many miracles, therefore," he says, " are also performed now,
the same God wh(j worked those of which we read, performing

these by whom he wills and as he wills ; but these miracles

neither become similarly known, nor, that they may not slip out

i)f mind, are tliey stamped, as it were like gravel, into memory,
by frequent reading. For even in places where care is taken, as

is now the case amongst us, that accounts of those who receive

heneiit should be juiblicly road, those who are present hear them
only once, and many are not present at all, so that those who
\v M'e present do not, after a few days, remember what they heard,

and scarcely a single person is met with who repeats wliat was
heard to one whom he may have known to have been absent."^

80 far from casting doubt upon the miracles v.diich he narrates,

the " Preface " of Augustine is clearly intended to establish them.
These " signs of divine power similar to those of old," are not less

real and important, but merely less known, because the eyes of

1 Quid faciam? Urget hujiis operis iinplendi promissio, utnon hicpossim omnia
coinmeinorare qua; scio : et procul dubio plerique nostrorum, cum h;uc legent,

lidlebunt me tarn multa pra-termisisse, qua- utique mecun; sciunt. Quos jam nunc,
ut ignoscant, rogo ; ot cogitent (juam prolixi laboris sit facere, quod me hie non
facere suscepti operis necessitas cogit. Si enim niiraciila sanitatum, utaliutaceam
ea tantummodo velim scribere, qupe per hunc martvrem, id est, gloriorissimum
Stephanum, facta sunt in colonia Calemensi, et in nostra, plurimi conticicndi sunt
libri : nee tainen omnia coUigi poteruut, sfd tantum de quibus libelli dati sunt,
i|ui recitarentur in populis. Id naroque fieri voluimus ; cum videremus antiquis
similia divinarum signa virtutum etiam nostris temporibus frequentari ; et ea non
ilebere mnltorum notitia? deperire. Nondum est autem biennium, ex qjo apud
Hipponem-Regium crepit esse ista raemoria, et multia, quod nobis certissimura est,

non (Irttis libollis, de lis quie mirabiliter facta sunt, illi ipsi qui dati sunt ad septu-
agiuta ferme numerum pervenerant quando ista conscripai. C'alama; vero, ubi et
ipsa uiemoria prius esse ccepit et crebrius dantur, incomparabili multitudine sup-
irant. De L"iv. Dei, xxii. 8.

2 Fiiint ergo etiam nunc multa miracula, eodem Deo faciente per quos vult, et
iiuemadmodum vult, qui et ilia quie legimus fecit : sed ista nee similiter innotes-
i^^unt, iiequi;, ut non excidant animo, quasi glare? memorise, crehra lectione tun-
iliintur. Nam. et ubi diligentia est, quse nunc apud nos esse ccepit, ut libelli eorum
'|iii benehcia

J
rcipiunt, recitentur in populo, semel hoc audiunt qui adsunt plur-

' rsque non ad.suut ut nee illi qui adfuerunt, post aliquot dies, quod audierunt,
nionte retineant, et vix quisquam reperiatur illorum, qui ei quem non adfuisse
tognoverit, indicet quod audivit. De Civ. Dei, xxii. 8.

..o^-fe- i +^
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the world are not directed to tliem, an<l thoy liave not the advan-
tage of Vjeing everywhere pnblisliod abroad by means of canoni

cal scriptures constantly read to the people and acknowledged as

authoritative. Dr. Mozley's statement Is quite unwarranted, and
it seems to us gratuitously injurious to St. Augustine. This Fa-

ther of the Church and Bishop must have h^id as little good faith

as good .sense, if he did what such a statement implies. In order

to demonstrate the trutli of his assertion that miracles were still

performed in his day, Di-. Mozley represents Augustine as delib-

erately producing a long list of instances of which " he cannot
even be said to guarantee the truth," and the more important cases

in which " evidently represent no more than mere report, and re-

port of a very vague kind." We have furnished the reader with
the materials for forming an opinion on these points. The judg-

ment of Dr. Mozley may with equal justice be applied to the au-

thors of the synoptic Gospels. They certainly do not guarantee '

the truth of the miracles they relate in any more precise way
than Augustine. Like him, they merely narrate them as facts,

and he as evidently believes what he states as they do. Indeed,

as regards comparative fulness of tc.stimuny, the advantage is al-

together on the side of the miracles reported by St. Augustine.

These miracles occurred within two years of the time at which
he wrote, and were at once recorded with the names of the sub-

jects and of the places at which they occuried ; most of them
were peiformed in his own diocese, and several of them in lii.s

own presence ; some, of which he apparently did not feel sure,

he personally investigated ; he states his knowledge of others,

and he narrates the whole of them with the most direct and simple

affirmation of the facts, without a single word indicating hesita-

tion, or directly or indirectly attributing the narrative to meie

report. Moreover, he not only advances these miracles deliber-

ately and in writing, in sup])ort of his positive assertion that

miracles were still performed, but these accounts of them had in

the first instance been written that they might be publicly reaii

in his own church for the edification of Christians, almost, on the

veiy spot where they are stated to have occurred. We need

scarcely say that .we do not advance these reasons in order to

urge the reality^ of the miracles themselves, but simply to main-

tain that, so far from his tfivinff the account of them as mere re-

port, or not even professing to vouch for their truth, St. Augus-

tine both believed them himself, and asked others to believe them

as facts, and that they are as unhesitatuigly affirmed as any re-

lated in the Gospels.

We shall not attempt any further detailed reference to the

myriads of miracles with which the annals of the Church teem up

•I
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to very recent times. The fact is too well known tc require evi-

dence. The .saints in the Calendar are legion. It has been com-
puted tliat tlie nnmber of tho.se whose lives are given in the Bol-

landist Collection ' amounts to upwards of 25,000, although, the

saints being aiTanged according to the Calendar, the unfinished

work only reaches the twenty-fourth of October. When it is

con.sidered tliatall those upon whom the honour of canonization is

conferred have worketl miracles, many of them, indeed, almost

daily performing such wonders, some idea may be formed of the

uninber of miracles whicli have occiirred in unbroken succession

from apostolic days, and have been believed and recognized by
the Church. Vast numl)ers of these miracles are in all respects

similar to those narrated in the Gospels, and they comprise hun-
dreds of cases of restoration of the dead to life. If it be necessary

to point out instances in com[)aratively recent times, we may men-
tion the miracles of this kind liberally ascribed to St. Francis

of Assisi, in the 13th century, and 'm his namesake St. Francis

Xavier, in the IGth, as pretty well known to all, although we
might lefei' to much more recent miracles authenticated by the

Church. At the present day such phenomena have almost disap-

peared, and, indeed, with the exception of an occasional winking
picture, periodical li(juefacti(jn of blood, or apparition of the Vir-

gin, confined to the still ignorant and benighted corners of the

earth, miracles are extinct.

1 Acta Sanctorum quotquottoto orbecoluntur; collegit, &(i.,Jcinnes BoVaiidua,

oum contiii., Ilenschi'ini, 54 vol. fol. Venetiis, 1734—18Gi.
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CHAPTER VI.

MUIACLES IN RELATION TO lONORANCE AND SUPERSTITION

We have maintained that the miracles which are reported aftti

apostoHc days, instead of pre.senting the enorniotis distinction

which ])r. Mo/ley asserts, are precisely of tlie same types in all

material points as the earlier miracles. Setting aside nuracles of

a trivial and unworthy character, thei'e remains a countless muii-

ber cast in the same mould as those of the Gospels—miraculous

cure of diseases, exjmlsion of demons, transformation of elements,

supernatural nourishment, resurrection of dead—of many of which

we have quoted instances. Dr. Mozley anticipates an objection

and says :
" It will be urged, perhaps, that a large portion even of

the Gospel miracles are of the class here mentioned as ambiguous;

cures, visions, expulsions of evil spirits; but this ob.servntion does

not afiect the character of the Gospel miracles as a body, Vtecauso

we judge of the body or whole from its highest specimen, not from

its lowest." He takes his stand upon, " e.g. our Lord's Resurrec-

tion and Ascension."^ Now, without discussing the principle laiil

down here, it is evident that the great distinction between the

Gospel and other miracles is thus narrowed to a very small com-

pass. It is admitted that the mass of the Gospel miracles are of

a class characterized as ambiguous, because " the current miracles

of human history " are also chiefly of the same type, and the dis-

tinctive character is derived avowedly only from a few high spe-

cimens, such as the Resurrection. We have already referred to

the fact that in the synoptic Gospels there is only one case, re-

ported by the third Gospel alone, in which Jesus is said to have

raised the dead. St. Augustine alone, however, chronicles several

cases in which life was restored to the dead. Post-apostolic mir-

acles, therefore, are far from lacking this ennobling type. Ob-

serve that Dr. Mozley is here not so much discussing the reality

of the subsequent miracles of the Church, as contrasting them ami

other reputed miracles with those of the Gospel, and from this

point of view it is impossible to maintain that the Gos} els have a

monopoly of the highest class of miracles. Such miracles are met

with long before the dawn of Christianity, and continued to occur

long after apostolic times.

Much sti'ess is laid upon the form of the Gospel miracles ; but as

1 Bampton Lectures, p. 214.
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WO have already sliown, it is the actual le.surrection of the dead.

for instance, wliich is the uiii-acle, and this is not affected by the

more or less dramatic manner in which it is said to have been ef-

fected, or in which the narnitive of the event is composed. Lite-

rary skill, an<l the judicious managenujnt of details, may make or

mar the foriy of any miracle. The narrative of the restoration of

the dcail child to life by Elisha mi,i,dit have been more impressive,

had the writer omitted the circumstance that the child sneezed

sevon times before openin*,' his eyes, and Dr. Mozl'jy would prol)-

at>ly have considered the miracle greater had the prophet merely

said to the child, 'Arise!" instead of stretching himself on the

liody; but setting a.side Imman cravings for the picturescpie and ar-

tistic, the essence of the miracle would have remained the same.

There is one point, liowever, regarding which it may be well to

make a few remarks. Whilst a vast numV»er of miracles are as-

cribed to direct persona) action of saints, many more are attril>uted

to their relics. Now this is no exclusive cliaracteristic of later

iiiiracles, but Christianity itself shares it with still earlier times.

Tlie case in which a dead body which touched the bones of Elisha

was restored to life will occur to ever}' one. " And it came to pass,

as tlu.'y were burying a man, that, behold, they spied a band of

.Moabites ; and thcj cast a man into the sepulchre of Elisha: and
when the man was let down, and touched the bones of Elisha, he
iL'vived, and stood up on his feet." ' The mantle of Elijah smit-

ing; asunder the waters before^ Elisha may be cited nv another in-

stance.- The woman who touches the hem of the garment of

Jesus in the crowd is made whole,' and all the sick and " posses-

sed " of the country are repres(;nted as being healed by touching
Jesus, or even themere hem of his garment.* It was supposed that

the shadow of Peter falling on the sick as he pasi-ed had a curative

effect,'^ and it is very positively stated :
" ^ nd God wrought mir-

acles of no common kind by the hands of aul ; ,so that from his

body were brought unto the sick handkerchiefs or aprons, and the

diseases departed from them, and the evil .spirits went out of

theii)."'^

The argument which assumes an enormous distinction between
liosnel and other miracles betrays the prevalent scepticism, even
ill the Church, of all miracles except tho.se which it is considered
an article of faith to maintain. If we enquire how those think
who are more logical and thorough in their belief in the superna-

' 2 Kings xiii. 21.
-2 Kings ii. 14, cf. 8. In raising the dead child, Elisha sends his staff to b«-

lai.'. on the child.
1 Mark V. 27 ff. ; cf. Luke viii. 44 ff.: Matt. ix. 20 ff.

Matt. xiv. 36 ; cf. Luke vi. 19 ; Mark iii. 10.
^ Acts V. 15. 6 //>., xix. 11, 12.
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tural, we find the distinction denied. " The question," say.s Dr.

Newman, "lias hitherto been argued on the adniis, ion, that a dis-

tinct line can be drawn, in point of character and circumstances,

between the miracles of Scripture and those of Church history

;

but this is by no means the case. It is true, indt 'd.that the mir-

acles of S?ri|)ture, viewed as a whole, recommend Uiemselves to

our reasor , and claim our veneration beyond all otlicis, by a pecu-

liar dignity and beauty ; but still it is only as a whole that they

make this imi)res'sion upon us. Some of them, on the contrary,

fall short of the attributes vrhich attach to them in general ; nay,

are inferior in these respects to certain ecclesiastical miracles, and

are received only en the credit of the system of which they form

part. Again, specimens are not wanting in the history of the

Church, of miracles as awful in their character, and us momentous
in their effects, as those which are recorded in Scripture."^ Now
here is one '*,ble and thorough supporter of miracles denying the

enormous iistinction between those of the Gospel and those of

human history, which another admits to be essential to the for-

mer as evidence of a revelation.

Dr. Mozley, however, meets such a difficulty by asserting that

there would be no disadvantage to the Gospel miracles, and no

aoubt regarding them involved, if foi' some later miracles, there

wa.s evidence as strong, as for those of the Gospel. " All the

result would be," he says, " that we sh(juld admit these miracles

over and above the Gospel ones."- He denies the equality of the

evidence, however, in any case, " Between the evidence, then,

upon which the Gcspel mirades .stand, and that for later miracles,

we see a broad distinction arising, not to mention again the na-

ture and type of the Gospel miracles themselves—from the con-

temporaneous date of the testiinoiiy to them, the character of the

witnesses, the probation of the testimony ; especially when we

contrast with these points the false doctrine ani audacious fraud

which rose up in later ages, and in connection with which so

large a portion of the later miracles of Christianity made their

appearance. '" We consider the point touching the type of the

Gospel miracles disposed of, and we may, therefore, confine our-

selves to the rest of this argument. If we loo' for any external

evidence of tht miracles of Jesus in any ma. ^d effect produced

by them at the time they are said to have occurred, we find any-

thing but confirmation of the statements of the Gospels. It is a

notorious fact that, in spite of these miracles, very few of the

Jews amongst whom they were performed believed in Jesus, and

that Christianity made its chief converts not where the supposed

miracles

1 J. H. Newmnn, Two Essays on MiraclsB, p. 160 f.

2 Bampton Lectures, p. 231. 8 lb., p. 20 f.
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miracies took place, but M'here an account of them was alone

ffiveii by enthusiastic missionaries. Such astounding exhibitions

of power as raisin^- the dead, giving sight to the blind, w&lking

on the sea, changing water into wine, and indefinitely multiplying

a few loaves and fishes, not only did not make any impression on

tli6 Jews themselves, but were never heard out of Palestine until

long after the events are said to have occurred, when the narra-

tive of them was slowly disseminated by Christian teachers and
writers.

Dr. Mozley refers to the contemporary testimony "for cerlaiu

great and cardinal Gospel miracles, which, if granted, clear away
all antecedent objection to the reception of" the rest," and he says :

" That the first promulgators of Christianity asserted, as a fact

which had come under the cognizance of their senses, the Resurrec-

tion of our Lord from the dead is ascertain as anythingin history."*

What they really did assert, so far from being so certain as Dr.

Mozley states, must, as we shall hereafter see, be considered mat-
ter of the greatest doubt. But if the general statement be taken
that the Resurrection, for instance, was promulgated as a fact

which the early preachers of Christianity themselves believed to

have taken place, the evidence does not in that case present the

broad distinction he asserts. The miracles recounted by St.

Athanasius and St. Augu.stine, for example, were likewise pro-

claimed with e(j[ual clearne.ss, and even greater promptitude and
publicity at the very spot where manj- of them were said to have
been performed, and the details were much more immediately re-

duced to writing. The mere assertion in neither case goes for

much as evidence, but the fact is that we iiave absolutely no oon-

tempuraneous testimony at all as to what the first promulgators of

Christianity actually asserted, or as to the real grounds upon
which they made such assertions. We shall presently enter upon
a thorough examinatior; of the testimony for the Gospel narra-

tives^ their age and authenticity, but we may here be permitted
.so far to anticipate, as to remark that, applied to documentary
evidence. Dr. Mozley 's reasoning from the contemporaneous date
of the testimony, and the character of the witnesses, is contra-

dicted liy the whole history of New Testament literature. Whilst
the most uncritically zealous assertors of the antiquity of the
(iospels never venture to date the earliest of them within a quar-
ter of a century from the death of Jesus, every tyro is aware that
tliere is not a particle of evidence of the existence of our Gospels
until very long after that interval—hereafter we shall show how
long—that two of our .synoptic Gospels at least were not, in any

i Barapton Lectures, p. 219.
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case, composed in their present form by the writers to whom thoy

are attributed ; that tliere is, indeed, nothing worthy of the name
of evidence that any one of these Gospels was written at all 1 ly the

person whose name it bears ; that the second Crospel is attributed

to one who was not an eye-witness, and of whose identity there

is the i^reatest doubt even amoru^ist chose who assert the author-

ship of Mark ; that the third Gospel is an avowed later compi-

lation,^ and likewise ascribed to one who was not a follower of

Jesus himself; and that the authorship of the fourth Gospel and

its historical character are amongst the most unsettled questions

of criticism, not to use here any mv,re definite terms. This being

the state of the case it is absurd to lay such emphar^is on the

contemporaneous date of the testimony, and on the character of

the witnesses, since it has not even been determined Avho those

witnesses are, and two ev^n of t^e supposed evangelists were not

personal eye-witnesses at all.^ Surely tlie testimony of Athana-

sius regarding tne miracles of St. Anthony, and that of Augustine

regarding his list of miracles occurring in or close to his own
diocese, within two years of the time at which he writes, or, to

refer to more I'ecent times, the evidence of Pascal for the Port-

Royal miracles, nuist be admitted, not only not to present the

broad distinction of evidence of which Dr. Mozley speaks, but on

the contrary to be even more unassailable than that of the G(/.<^pel

miracles. The Church, which is the authority for those miracles,

is also the authority for the long succession of such works wrought
by the saints. The identity of the writers we have instanced has

never been doubted ; their trustworthiness, in so far as stating

what they believe to be true is concerned, has never been im-

pugned ; the same could be affirmed of writers in every age Avho

record such miracles. The broad distinction of evidence for which

Dr. Mozley contends, does not exist ; it does not lie v;ithin the

scope of his lectures either to define or prove it, and he does not

of course commit the ei'ror of assuming the inspiration of the

records. The fact is that theologians demand evidence for later

ndracles which they have not for those of the Go.spels, and which

transmitted reverence forbids their requiring. They strain at a

gnat and swallow a camel.

Dr. Mozley points to the life of sacrifice and suffering of the

Apostles as a remarkable and peculiar testimony to the truth of

the Gospel miracles, and notably of the Resurrection and Ascen-

1 Lukei. 1-4.
2 We need .scarcely point out that Paul, to whom so many of tho writings of ;he

New Teista!iient are aafjribed, and who practically is the author of ecclesiastical

(-'hriBtiauity, not only was not an eye-witiiea.s of the Gospel miracles, hut never

even saw .lesus.
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sion.' Without examining, here, how much we really know of

those lives and .sufferings, one thing is perfectly evident: that

sacrifice, suffering, and martyrdom itself are evidence of nothing

excepc of the personal belief of the person enduring theia ; they do

not prove the truth of the doctrines believed. No one doiibts the

high religious enthusiasm of the early Christians, or the earnest

and fanatical zeal with which they courted martyrdom, but this is

no exclusive characteristic of Christianity. Every religion has had
its martyrs, every error its devoted victims. Does the marvellous

endurance of the Hindoo, whose limbs wither after years of pain-

ful persistence in vows to his Deity, prove the truth of Brahman-
ism ? or do the fanatical believers wlio cast themselves • wider the

wheels of the car of Jaggnnath establish the soundness of their

creed ? Do tlie Jews, who for centuiies bore the fiercest contu-

mehes of the world, and v.'ere persecuted, hunted, and done to

death by every conceivable torture for persisting in their denial

of the truth of the Incarnation, Resurrection, and Ascension, and
in their rejection of Jesus Christ, do they thus furnish a convinc-

ing aiguiuent for the truth of their belief and the falsity of Chris-

tianity ? Or have the thousands who have been consigned to the

stake by the Christian Church herself for persisting in asserting

what slu has denounced as damnable hei-esy, proved the correct-

ness of their views by their sufferings and death ? History is full

(if the records of men who have honestly believed eveiy kind of

error and heresy, and have been steadfast to the death, through
persecution and torture, in their mistaken belief. There is noth-

ing so inttexible as superstitious fanaticism, and persecution,

instead of extinguishing it, has invariably been the most certain

means of its propagation. The sufferings of the Apostles, there-

fore, cannot prove anything beyond their own belief, and the

question what it wa.s they really did believe and suffered for is by
no means so simple as it appears.

Now the long succession of ecclesiastical and other miracles has
an important bearing upon those of the New Testament, whether
we believe o.' deny their reality. If we regard the miracles of

Church history to be in the main real, the whole force of the Gos-
pel miracles, as exceptional supernatural evidence of a Divine
Hevelation, is annihilated. The " miraculous credentials of Chris-
tianity " assume a very different aspect when they are considereil

troiii such a point of view. Admitted to be scarcely recognizable
from miracles wrought by Satanic agency, they are seen to be a
continuation of wonders recorded in the Old Testament, to be pi'e-

cedcil and accompanied by pretension to similar power on the part

.id

[k

Bampton Lectures, p. 225.
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of the Jews and other nations, and to be succeeded by cycles of

miracles, in all essential respects the same, performed subsequently

for upwards of fifteen hundred years. Supernatural evidence of

so common and prodigal a nature certainly betrays a great want
of force and divine speciality. How could that be considered as

express evidence for a new Divine Revelation which was already

so well known to the world, antl which is scattered broad-cast

over so many centuries, as well a.s successfully simulated by

Satan ?

If, on the other hand, we dismiss the miracles of later ages as

false, and as merely the creations of superstition or pious iniagin-

p.tion, how can the miracles of the Gospel, which are precisely the

same in type, and not better established as facts, remain unshaken 1

The Apostles and Evangelists were men of like passions, and also

of like superstitions with others of their time, and must be mea-

sured by the same standard. Dr. Mozley will not admit that, even

in such a case, the difficulty of distinguishing ^;he true miracles

amongst the mass of spurious justifies the rejection of all, and he

demands a judicial process in each case, and settlement according

to the evidence in that case.^ We might reply that if

the great mass of asserted miracles be determined to be spurious,

there is no reason shown for entering upon a more minute con-

sideration of pi'etensions, which knowledge and experience force

us d pnori to regard as incredible, and which examination, in so

many cases, has proved to be delusion. Even if the plea, that

" the evidence of the Gospel miracles is a special case which must

be decided on its own grounds," be admitted, it must be apparent

that the rejection of the mass of other miracles is serious presump-

tive evidence also against them.

2.

It must be confessed that the argument for the reality of mir-

acles receives very little strength from the character of either the

early or the later ages of Christianity. " It is but too plain,"' says

Dr. Mozley, " in discussing ecclesiastical miracles, that in later

ages, as the Church advanced in v/orldly power and position, he-

sides the mistakes of imagination and impression, a temper of

deliberate and audacious fraud set itself in action for the spread of

certain doctrines, as well as for the great object of the concentra-

tion of Church power in one absolute monarchy.''^ We have

already quoted words of Dean Milman regarding the frame of

mind of the early Church, and it may not be out of place to add a

Bampton Lectures, p. 234 f

.
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few lines from the same writer. Speaking of the writings of the

first ages of Christianity, he says :
" That some of the Christian

legends were deliberate forgeries can scarcely be questioned ; the

principle of pious fraud a[>peartd to justify this mode of working

on the popular mind ; it was admitted and avowed. To deceive

in 1 Christianity was so valuable a service as to hallow deceit

itself. But the largest portion was probably the natural birth of

that imaginative excitement which quickens its day-dreams and
nightly visions into reality. The Christian lived in a superna-

tural world ; the notion of the divine power, the perpetual inter-

ference of the Deity, the agency of the countless invisible beings

which hovered ovjr mankind, was so strongly impressed upon the

belief, that every extraordinary, and almost every ordinary inci-

dent became a miracle, every inward emotion a suggestion either

of a good or an evil spirit. A mythic period was thus gradually

fonned, in which reality melted into fable, and invention uncon-

sciously trespassed on the pi*ovince of history."^ Whether we look

u}/on this picture or on that, the result is equally unfavourable to

miracles, and a ready explanation both of the earlier and later

instances is suggested. We must, however, again recall the fact

that, setting aside for the present the effect of pious fraud, this

vivid and .superstitious imagination, which so freely created for

itself the miraculous, was not merely developed by Christianity,

liut was equally rampant before it, and was a marked chaiacter-

istic of the Jews. The same writer, in a passage already quoted,

says :
" During the whole life of Christ, and the early propagation

of the religion, it nuist be borne in mind that they took place in

an age, and among a people which superstition had made so

familiar with what were supposed to be preternatural events,

that wonders awakened no emotion, or v»^ere speedily superseded
by some new demand on the ever ready belief. The Jews of that

period not only believed that the Supreme Being had the power
of controlling the course of nature, but that the same influence

was possessed by multitudes of subordinate spirits, both good and
evil.

'2 Between the " superstition," " imaginative excitement," and
"pious fraud " of the early Church, and the " deliberate and auda-
cious fraud " of the later, we have abundant material for the

natural explanation of all supposed miracles, without going to

such an extreme hypothesis as exceptions to the order of Nature,
or supposing that a few miracles can be accepted as supernatural
facts, whilst all the rest must be discarded as human fables.

U is certain that throughout the whole period dur-ng which
miracles are said to have been performed, gross ignorance and

i'f

m

* Milman, History of Chnatianity, iii. p.
'^ lb., p. 85. ii^'$yi£i<< m^jL-J^
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superstition prevailed, and nowhere more so than amongst the

Jews where those miracles occurred. Almost every operation of

nature was inexplicable, and everything which was inexplicable

was considered supernatural. Miracles seemed as credible to tlie

mind of that age as deviations from the order of nature seem in-

credible in ours. It is a suggestive fact that miracles are limited

10 periods when almost every common incident was readily as-

cribed to supernatural agency. There is, however, one remark-

able circumstance which casts some light upon the origin of nar-

ratives of miracles. Throughout the New Testament, patristic

iiterature.and therecordsofecclesiastical miracles,although wehave
narratives of countless wonderful works performed by others than

the writers, and al)undant assertion of the possession of mii'aculous

power by the Church, there is no instance whatever, that we can

remember, in which a writer claims to have himself performed a

miracle. Wherever there has existed even the comparatively ac-

curate means of information which a person who himself per-

formed a miracle might possess, the miraculous entirely fails, and

it is found only where faith or credulity usurps the place of

knowledge. Pious men were perfectly ready to believe the sup-

posed miracles of others, and to report them as facts, who were

too veracious to imagine any of their own. Even if apostles and

saints had chronicled their own miraculous deeds, the argument
for their reality would not have been much advanced ; but the

uniform absence of such personal pretension enables us more

clearly to trace such narratives to pious credulitj or superstition.

If we consider the particular part which miracles have played

in human history, we find precisely the phenomena which might

have been expected if miracles, instead of being considered as real

occurrences, were recognized as the mistakes or creations of igno-

rance and superstition during that period in which " reality

melted into fable,and invention unconsciously trespassed onthepro-

vince of history." Their occurrence is limited to ages which were

totally ignorant of physical laws, and they have been numerous

or rare precisely in proportion to the degree of imagination and

love of the marvellous characterizing the people amongst whom
they are said to have occurred. Instead of a few evidential mir-

acles taking place at one epoch of history, and filling the world

with surprise at such novel and exceptional phenomena, we find

miracles represented as taking place in all ages and in all coun-

tries. The Gospel miracles are set in the midst of a series of

similar wonders, which commenced many centuries before the

dawn of Christianity and continued, without interruption, for

fifteen hundred years after it. They did not in the most remote

degree originate the belief in miracles, or give the first suggestion
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of spurious imitation. It may, on the contrary, be much more
truly said that the ah-eady existing belief created these miracles.

No divine originality characterized the evidence selected to

accredit the Divine Revelation. The miracles with which the

history of the world is full occurred in ages of darkness and
superstition, and they gradually ceased when enlightenment be-

came more generally diffused. At ^he very time when knowledge
of the laws of nature began to render men capable of judging of

the reality of miracles, these wonders entirely failed. This ex-

traordinary cessation of miracles, precisely at the time when their

evidence might have acquired value by an appeal to persons cap-

able of appreciating them, is perfectly unintelligible if they be

viewed as the supernatural credentials of a Divine Revelation. If,

on the other hand, they be regarded as the mistakes of imagina-

tive excitement and ignorance, nothing is more natural than their

extinction at the time when the superstition which created them
gave place to knowledge.
As an historical ftict, there is nothing more certain than that

miracles and the belief in them disappeared exactly when educa-

tion and knowledge of the operation of natural laws became dif-

fused throughout Europe, and that the last traces of belief in

supernatural interference with the order of nature are only to be

found in localities where ignorance and superstition still prevail,

and render delusion or pious fraud of that description possible.

Miracles are now denied to places more enlightened than Naples
or La S.alette. The inevitable inference fro\u this fact is fatal to

the mass of miracles, and it is not possible to protect them from
it. Miracle cures by the relics of saints. u|)held for fifteen

centuries by all the power of the Chui-ch, utterly failed when
medical science, increasing in spite of persecution, demonstrated
the natural action of physiological laws. The theory of the

demoniacal origin of disease has been entirely and forever dis-

pi lied, and the host of miracles in connection with it retrospec-

tively exploded by the progress of science. Witchcraft and
sorcery, the belief in which reigned supreme for so many centuries,

are known to have been nothing but the delusions of ignorant
superstition. " A I'^poque oil les faits merveilleux qui s'y (dans
les l^gendes) trouvent consignds etaient rapport^s," asks an able
French writer, " poss^dait-on les lumi^res suffisantes pour exercer
ime critique veritable et s^i'ieuse sur des tdmoignages que venaient
affirmer des faits en contradiction avec ni» connaissances ? Or,
on pent assurer hardiment que non. Au moyen-dge, I'intime

conviction que la nature voit tr^s frdquemment ses lois interver-
ties par la volontd divine r^gnait dans les esprits, en sorte que
pour peu qu'un fait se prdsent^t avec des apparences extraordin-
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aires,on se h&tait de le regarder comme un miracle, comme Tceuvre

directe de la divinity. Aujourd'hui on oherche an contraire k
tout rapporter a la loi commune ; on est tellemcmt sobre de faits

miraculeux, que ceux qui paraissent tel.s sont ^cartd.s comme des

fables ou tenus pour des faits ordinaires mal ex])liqu^s. La foi

aux miracles a disparu. En outre, au moyen-S,ge le cercle des

connaissances qu'on possddait sur la nature dtait fort restreint, eh

tout ce qui n'y rentrait pas dtait regard^ comme surnaturel, Ac-
tuellemcnt ce cercle s'agrandit sans cesse ; et loin d'en avoir

arrets ddfinitivement la limite, on le declare infini." In a note

the write:' adds :
" On voit par la que le nombre des miracles doit

Stre en raison inverse du nombre des lois connues de la nature, et,

qu'^ mesure que celles-ci nous sont rdvdldes les faits merveilleux

ou miraculeux s'dvanouissent."^ These remarks are equally ap-

plicable to the commencement of the Christian era. On the one

hand, we have no other testimony for the reality of miracles than

that of ages in which not only the grossest superstition and credu-

lity prevailed, but in which there was such total ignorance of

natural laws that men were incapable of judging of that reality,

even if they desired impartially to investigate such occun-ences,

which they did not ; on the other hand, we have the sober testi-

mony of science declaring such phenomena violations of the

invariable laws of nature, and experience teaching ub a per-

fectly simple and natural interpretation of the legends regard-

ing them. Are we to believe ignorance and superstition or science

and unvarying experience ? Science has already demonstrated

the delusion involved in the largest class of miracles, and has so

far established the superiority of her testimonj^

In an early part of his discussion Dr. Mozley argues :
" Chris-

tianity is the religion of the civilized world, and it is believed

upon its miraculous evidence. Now, for a set of miracles to be

accepted in a rude age, and to retain their authority throughout a

succession of such ages, and over the ignorant and superstitious

part of mankind, may be no such great result for the miracle to

accomplish, because it is easy to satisfy those who do not inquire.

But this is not the state of the case which we have to meet on

the subject of the Christian miracles. The Christian being the

1 L. F. Alfred Maitry. Essai sur les Legendes Pieuses duMoyen-age, 1843, p.

234 f., and p. 235, note (1).

The same arguments are employed by the late Mr. Buckle. " Hence it is that,

supposing other things equal, the superstition of a nation must always bear an

exact proportion to the extent of its physical knowledge. This may be in soiue

degree venfied by the ordinary experience of mankind. For if we compare the

different classes of society, we shall find that they are superstitious in proportion

as the phenomena with which they are brought in contact have or have not been

explained by natural laws." Uist. of Civilization, 1807, i. p. 375.
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most intelligent, the civilized portion of the world, these miracles

are accepted by the Christian body as a whole, by the thinkin

and educated as well as the uneducatetl part of it, and the Gospe

is l)elieved upon that evidence."^ The picture of Christendom

here suj^gested is purely imaginary. We are asked to believe

that succeeding generations of thinking and educated as well as

uneducated men, .since the commencement of the period in which

the ade(|uate incpiiry into the reality of miracl-.s became possible,

have made that adequate i. quir^ ^nd have intelligently and in-

dividually accepted miracles and believed the Gospel in con.se-

quencc of their attestation. Tho fact, however, is that Chris-

tianity l>ecame the religion of Eiirope before men either possessed

the knowledge requisite to appreciate the ditHculties involved in

the acceptance of mii-acles, or minds sufiiciently freed fi-om igno-

rant superstition to ([uestion the reality of the supposed super-

natural inteiferrnce with the order of nature, and belief had be-

come so much a matter of habit that, in this nineteenth century,

the great majority of men have professed belief for no better rea-

son tlian that their fathers believed before them. Belief is now
little more than a transmitted quality oi- hereditary custom. Few
men, even now, have either the knowledge or the leisure re([uisite

to enable them to enter upon such an examination of nuracles a.s

can entitle Dr. Mozley to afhrm that they intelligently accept

miracles for themselves. We have shown, moreover, that so loose

are the ideas even of the clergy upon the .subject, that dignitaries

of the church fail to see either the evidential purpose of miracles

or the need for evidence at all, and the first intelligent step to-

wards inquiry—doubt—has generally been .stigmatized alnr>stas

a crime.

So far fi-om Dr. Mozley's statement being correct, it is noto-

rious that the great mass of those who are competent to examine,
and who have done so, altogether reject miracles. Instead of the

"thinking and educated " men of .science accepting miracles, they,

as a body, distinctly deny them, and hence the antagonism be-

tween .science and ecclesiastical Christianity, and Dr. Mozley
surely does not require to be told how many of the profoundest
critics and scholars of Germany, and of all other countries in

Europe, who have tui'ned their attention to Biblical subjects,

have long ago rejected the miraculous elements of the Christian
religion. Such being the case we neces.sarily revert to the fiist

part of Dr. Mozley's representation, and find with him, that it is

no great result for miracles to accomplish, merely to be accepted
I'V, and retain authority over, a succession of ignorant and super-

i

|

1 Bampton I cctures, p. 27.
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stitioua agoa, " because it is easj' to satisfy those who do not

inquire."

It is necessaiy that we should now refer to the circumstance

that all the arguments which wc have hitherto considered in sup-

port of miracles, whether to explain or account for them, havo

proceeded upon an assumption of the reality of the alleged pht>n-

omena. Had it been first reipiisite to establish the truth of facts

of such an astounding nature, the necessity of accounting f(jr

them might never have arisen. It is clear, therefore, that an as-

sumption which permits the argument to attain any such position

begs almost the wh<ile question. Facts, however astounding,

which, it is admitted, did actually occur, claim a latitude of ex-

planation, which a mere narrative of tho.se alleged faces, written

by an unknown person some eighteen centuries ago, could not

obtain. If, for instance, it be once established as an absolute

fact that a man actually dead, and some days buried, upon whose

body decomposition had already made some [)rogress,^ had been

restored to life, the fact of his death and of his sul)se([uent resus-

citation being so absolutely proved that the possibility of decep-

tion 01' of mistake on the part of the witnesses was totally ex-

cluded—if .such conclusive evidence be supposed possible in such

a case—it is clear that an argument, as to whether .such an occur-

rence were to be ascribed to known or unknown laws, would

a.ssume a very different character indeed from that which it

would have borne if the argument merely sought to account for

so astounding a phenomenon of whose actual occurrence there was

no reliable evidence.

It must not be forgotten, therefore, that, as the late Professor

Baden Powell pointed out : "At the present day it is not a miracle,

but the narrative of a miracle, to which any argument can refer,

or to which faith is accorded."- The di.scussion of miracles, then,

is not one regarding miracles actually performed within cur own

knowledge, but merely regarding miracles said to have been per-

formed eighteen hundred years ago, the reality of which wa.s not

verified at the time by any scientific examination, and whose oc-

currence is merely reported in the Gospels. Now, although Dr.

Mozley rightly and logically maintains that Christianity requires,

and should be believed only upon, its miraculous evidence, the

fact is that popular Christianity is not believed because of miracles,

but miracles are accepted because they are I'elated in the Gospels

which are supposed to contain the doctrines of Christianity. The

Gospels have for many generations been given to the child as in-

spired records, and doubt of miracles has, therefore, either never

1 Cf. John xi. 39. 2 Order of Nature, p. 285.
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arisen or has been instantly suppresMeil, simply because miracles

iire recorded in the sacred volume. It could scarcely be other-

wise, for in point of fact the Gospel miracles stand upon no other

testimony. We an^ therefore in this position : We are asked to

'.leheve astounding announcenients beyond the limits of human rea-

son, which, as Dr. Mozley admits, we could only be justitied in

lu'lieving upon miraculous evidence, upon the testimony of mira-

cles which are only reported by the records which also alone con-

vey the announcements which those miracles were intended to

accredit. There is no other coutemporjiry evidence whatever.

The importance oi the Gospels, therefore, as the almost solitary

testimony to the occurrence ol" miracles can scarcely be exaggerat-

ed.' We have dready made an antic! xtory remark regarding the

nature of these documents, to which we may add that they are

not the work of perfectly independent historians, but of men who
were engaged in disseminating the new doctrines, and in saying

this we have no intention of accusing the writers of conscious

deception ; it is, however, neces.sary to state the fact in order that

the value of the testimony may be fairly estimated. The narra-

tiv's (;f miracles were written by ardent paitizans, with minds
inflanu'd by religious zeal and enthusiasm, in an age of ignorance

and superstition, a considerable time after the supposed miracul-

ous occurrences hp.d taken place. All history shows how rapidly

pious memory exaggerates and idealizes the ti'aditions of the past,

and simple actions might readily be transformed into miracles, as

the nan-atives circulated, in^ a period so prone to superstition and
so characterized by love of the marvellous. Religious excitement
and reverence for the noblest of Teachers coidd not, under such
circumstances and in such an age, have escaped this exaggeration.

How few men in more enlightened times have been able soberly

to appreciate, and accurately to recoixl exciting experiences, where
feeling and religious emotion nave been concerned. Prosaic ac-

curacy of observation and of language, at all times rare, are the
la-st ([ualities we could expect to find in the early ages of Christ-

ianity, In the certain fact that disputes arose among the Apostles
themselves so shortly after the death of their great Master, we
have one proof that even amongst them there A^as no accurate ap-

1 Dr, Farrar, winding up the antecedent discussion, says :
" .... we arrive

at t'lis point—that the credibility of miracles is m each instance simply and solely
a question of evidence, and consequently that our belief or rejection of the (.'hrist-

ian uiiiaclesmust mainly depend on the charivcter of the (iospels in which they are
leconled," The Witness of History to Christ, 187'2, p, ol. It is somewhat singu-
lar that after such a declaration he considers it unnecessary to enter into the ques-
tion of the genuineness and authenticity of the Gospels, deeming it sufficient for
liis purpose, that Strauss and Rehan admit that some portion of these documents
Misti'd i\t the beginning of the second century, or earlier, in the country where
the events narrated took place. A»i
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preciation of tlu' toncliin*,' of JcsuH,' ami tlui frequent inHtances

of their misuiulerstandin",' of very .siiiii)le inatterM, and of their

want of enlijjfhtennient, which occur throu;j[hotit tlie Gospels arc

certainly not calculated to inspiie much couHdence in their intel-

ligence and accuracy of ohscivation.

Now it is ai)parent that the (evidence for nnracles recjuires to

embrace two distinct points : the reality of the alleged facts, and

the accuracy of the inference that the phenomena were jjroduced

by Supernatural Agency. The task would even then remain of

demonstrating the particular Supernatu)al Being by w om tin;

miracles were performed, which is admitted to be impossible. Wr
have hitherto chiefly confined oursidves to a consideration of tlu'

anteced;'nt credibility of such events, and of the fitness of those who
are supposed to have witnessed them to di-aw accurate inferences

from the alleged phenomena. Those who have formed any ade-

quate conception of the amount of testimony which would be re-

quisite in order to establish the reality of occurrences in violation

of an order of Nature, which is based upon universal and invari-

able experience, must recognize that, even if the earliest as.serted

origin of our four Go.spels could be established upon the mo.st ir

refragable grounds, the testimony of the writers—men of like

ignorance with their contemporaries, men of like passions with

ourselves—would be utterly incomj)etent to prove the I'cality of

miracles. We have already sufhciently discussed this point, more

especially in cimnection with Hume's argument, and need not

here resume it. Every consideration, historical and philosophical,

has hitherto discredited the whole theory of miracles, and further

incjuiry might be abandoned as unnecessary. In order, however,

to render our conclusion complete, it remains for us to see whether,

as atKrmed, there be any special evidence regarding the alleged

facts entitling the Gospel Miracles to exceptional attention. If,

instead of being clear, direct, the undoubted testimony of known
eye-witnesses free from superstition, and capable, through ade-

quate knowledge, rightly to estimate the alleged phenomena, we

find that the actual accounts have none of these qualifications, the

final decision with regard to Miracles and the reality of Divine

Revelation will be easy and conclusive. We shall now, therefori;,

carefully examine the evidence as to the date, author&iiip, and

character of the four Gospels.

> ':

1 ('.;/., Gal. ii. 11 ff.



PART II.

THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS.

INTRODUCTION.

iiUFOUE coinmcncing our oxamiiiiition of tho evidonce as to the

date, authorship, and cl^aracter of the Gospijls, it may ha woU to

make a fow preliminary remarks. We propose to examine all

thi' writings of the early CJhurch for traces of the Gjspels. It in

very important, however, that the sihjnce of early writers should

receive as much attention as any suppose<l allusions to the Gos-
pels. WiiCn sucli writers, quoting largely from the Old Testa-

ment and other sources, .leal with subjects which would naturally

be as.sisted by reference to our Gospels, and still more so by
(juoting such works as authoritative,—and yet we find that not
only they do not show any knowledge of tho.se Gospels, but
actually quote passages from unknown sources, or sayings of

Jesus derived from tradition,—the inference must be that our
Gospels were either unknown or not recognized as works of any
authority at the time.

It is still more important that we should constantlybear in mind,
that a great number of Gospels existed in the early Church
which are no longer extant, and of most of which even the
names are lost. We need not here do more than refer, in

corroboration of this fact, to the preliminary statement of the
author of the third Gospel :

" Forasmuch as many (ttoAAoI) have
taken in hand to set forth in order a declaration of those things

which are surely believed among us," &c.^ It is therefore evident
that before our third Synoptic was written many similar works
were already in circulation. Looking at the close similarity of
large portions of the three Synoptics, it is almost certain that
many r| the ttoXXoi here mentioned bore a close analogy to each

1 Luke i. I.
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other and to our Gospels, and this is known to have been tiie

cp ^e, for instance, amongst the various forms of the "Gospel

iu .ording to the Hebrews," distinct mention of which we meet
with long before we hear anything of our Gospels. When, there-

fore, in early writings, we meet witli ([uotations closely resem-

bling, or we may add, even identical with passages which are

found in our Gospels, the source of which, however, is not men-
tioned, nor is any author's name indicated, the similarity or even

identity, cannot by any means be admitted as evidence that the

quotation is necessarily from < ur Gospels, and not from some
other similar woi'k now no longer extant, and more especially

not, when in the same writings there are other ([notations fioiu

apocry[)hal sources different from our Gospels. Whether regardcfl

as historical records or as writings embodying the mere tradition

of the early Christians, our Gospels cannot for a moment be recog-

nized as the exclusive depositories of the genuine sayings and

doings of Jesus ; and so far from the common possession by many
works, in early times, of such words of Jesus in closely similar

form being either strange or improbable, the really remai'kaMe

phenomenon is that such material variation in the report of the

more important historical teachings should exist amongst them.

But whilst similarity to our Gospels in passages quoted by early

writers from unnamed sources cannot prove the use of our Gos-

pels, variation from them would suggest or prove a different ori-

gin, and at least it is obvious that quotations which do not agree

with our Gospels cannot in any case indicate their existence.

We shall in the course of the following pages more fully illustrate

this, but such a statement is necessary at the very outset from

the too general practice of referring every quotation of historical

sayings of Jesus exclusively to our Gospels, as though they were

the only sources of such matter which had ever existed.

It is unnecessary to add that, in proportion as we remove from

apostolic times without positive evidence of the existence and

authenticity of our Gospels, so does the value of their testimony

dwindle away. Indeed, requiring as we do clear, direct, and

irrefragable evidence of their integrity, authenticity, and histori-

cal character, any doubt or obscurity on these points must inevi-

tably be fatal to them as sufficient testimony,—if they could,

under any circumstances be considered sufficient testimony,—for

miracles and a direct Divine Revelation like ecclesiastical Chris-

tianity.

We propose to examine first, the evidence for the three Synop-

tics, and, then, separately, the testimony regarding the fourth

Gospel.

;v!
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CLEMENT OF ROME—THE EPISTLE OF lUIlNABAS-

HERMAS.
-TME Pi HTOR OF

The first work which presents itself for examination is the so-

called first Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians, which, together

with a second Ejtistle to the same community, likewise attributed

to (Uement, is preserved to us in the Codex Alexondrinus, a MS.
assigned by the most competent judges to the second halt of the

fifth, or beginning of the sixth century, in v hicli these Epistles

follow the books of the New Testament. The second Epistle,

which is evidently not epistolary, but really the fragment of a

Homily,^ although it thus shares with the first the honour of a

canonical position in one of the most ancient codices of the New
Testament, is not mentioned at all by the earlier fathers who re-

fer to the first ;2 and Eusebius,^ who is the first writer who men-
tions it, expresses doubt regarding it, w hile Jerome* and Photius ^

state that it was rejected by the anciei^ts. It is now universally

regarded as spurious,'' and dated about the end of the second

1 Anyer, Synopsis Evane., 1852, p. xx. f. ; Baur, Vorles. chr. Dogmengesch.,
1865, I. i. p. 249 ; DodtrcU, Dissert, i. in Irenanim, § 29 ; Grabe, Spicil. Patr.,

1798, i. p. 2(58; Giwricke, H't)ucb Kirchengesch., 18(19, i. p. 145; Har/tnbach,

Kirchengesch., 1869, i. p. 107; Hiliienj'dd, Die apost. Viiter, 1853, p. lUf. ;

Lanqe, Das apost. Zeitalter, 1854, ii. p. 478 ; Maycrhojf, Einl. in il. petr. Schrif-

ten,' 1835, p. 195; Westcott, On the Canon of the N. T., 18(5H, p. 1.55 f.

2 Dionysiii^, Cor. in Eusch., H. E., iv. 2.> ; Clemens A/., Stromata, iv. 17, § 107,

i. 7, § 38, V. 12, S 81, vi. 8, § ()5 ; Orhjtn, De Princip., ii. 3, (5, inEzech. 8 ; IrniO'tts,

Adv. HaT., iii. 3 ; cf. Ci/rU, Hicros., Catecb., wiii. 8 ; Epipluitiim, Huer., xxvii. 6.

3 H. E., iii. 38, cf. iii. 1(>.

* De Vir. niii.;tr., § 15. ^ Cod., 113.
•' Anyer, Synopsis Ev., p. xx. f. ; Baur, Vorles. chr. Dogmengesch., 1. i. p. 249;

Bkek, Ein). N. T., 18tf), p. 681 ; Bmiiien, Ignatius v. Ant. u. s. Zeit, 1847, p. 95;
Credner. I'eitrage Einl. in d. hibl. Schr., 1832, i. p. 13 f. ; Donaldson, Crit. Hist.
«f Cbr. Lit. and Doctr., ISGG, i. p. 99 f. ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., 1820, i. p. 129, p.
133 ff. ; Emdd, (iesch. d. Volkes Isr., 1868, vii. p. 320, anm. 3, p. 355 f. ; Grabe,
Spicil. Patr., i. p. 206 flf. ; Gjnn-er, Allg. Kirchengesch., 1841, i. p. 302 ; Guerkke,
Gesamnitgesch. d. N. T., 1854, p, 221 ; Flefele, Patr. Ap., p. xxx. f. ; HlUjnifeld,
Dieap. Vater, p. Ill f. ; Ifayenharh, K. (}., i. p. 107; Home, Intr. N. T., ed.

Treytllex, 1869, iv. p. 332 ; Lanye, Das Apost. Ztitaltcr, 1854, ii. p, 478 ; Lanlner,
('re(lil)ility, &c.. Woiks, 1788. ii. p. 28 f. ; Lcrhler, W\.» ajiost. u. nachap. Zeital-
ter, 1867, pp. 442, 476; Li,jhtj\u,t, St. Clement of Home, 1869, p. 14 f. ; M,.,j-r-

hff, Einl. puir. Schr., p. 195 ; RMUe, Essais J.c Critic|ues religieuses, 1860, p. (52;

WtecW, Entst. altkath. Kirche, 1857, p. 286; Schoti, Isagc.-.^ Hist. Crit., 1830, p.

25, 3, 27, 3; SflioUen, Die alt. Zengnisse betreff. d. Schr. ^. T. iibers. v. C. Man-
chot, 1867, p. 4 ; Sdiweyler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, 1846, i, p. 448 ff. ; '/hierach,

Vmiich z. Herstcll. d. hi' t. Standp. Krit. d. iieutcst. Schr., 1845, p. 440; Die
Kirche im ap. Zeit., 1858, p. 347, p. 365; Vothiior, Das Evang. Marcions, 1852,

V- 177 ; WeMcott, On the Canon, p. 21 f. ; Zeller, Die Apostdgescbichte, 1854, p. 9.

fti
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century/ oi' later. ^ We .s'nall hereafter see that many other

pseuc'ographH were circulated in the name of Clement, to which,

however, we need not further allude at present.

There has been much controversy as to the identity of the

Clement to whom the fii'st Epistle is attributed. In early days

he was supposed to be the Clement mentioned in the Epistle to

the Philippians (iv. 3),^ but this is now generally doubted or

abandoned,* and the authenticity of the Epistle has, indeed, been

called in question both by earlier and later critics.* It is un-

necessary for us to detail the various traditions regarding the

supposed writer, but wu must point out that the Epistle itself

makes no mention of the author's name. It merely purports to

be addressed by " The Chui'ch of God which sojourns at Rome to

the Church of God sojourning at Corinth ; " but in the Codex
Alexandrinus, the title of " The first Epistle of Cement to the

Corinthians " is fidded at the end. Clement of Alexandria calls

the supposed writer the " Apostle Clement
;

"" Origen reports

that many also ascribed to him tlie authorship of the Epistle to

the Hebrews -^ and Photius mentions that he was likewise said

to be the writer of the Acts of the Apostles.** We know that

until a comparatively late date this Epistle was (][Uoted as Holy

Scripture," and was publicly read in the churches at the Sunday
meetings of Christians.^*' It hus, as wo liave seen, a place amongst
the canonical books of the New Testament in the Codex Alex-

andrinus, but it did not long retain that position in the canon,

for although in the " Apostolic Canons "^^ of the sixth or seventh

1 Anijer, Synopsis Evang., p. xx. f. ; Eioald, Gesch. d. Volkes Isr., vii. p. 330,

aiiin. .3, p. 357 f. ; IMjenfdd, Dieap. Vater, p. 115 ff. ; Kitschl, Eiitat. altk. Kirche,

p. 280 f. ; Scholfcti, Die alt. Z 'Ugiii-sse, p. 4; Schwtukr, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p.

449; We.4<;ot.f., On tlie Canon, p. l.'iG.

2 ^>-a/>(' assigns it to the middle of the third century, Spicil. Patr., i. p. 209;

an 1 Lardiifr thinks that date probable, Works, ii. p. 29.

3 Eu ehinx H. E., iii. 15, 16; ffin-.m , de Vir. 111., 15 ; Pliotias, Bibl. Cod., 113.

4 Damdmn, Introd. N. T., 18()8, i. p. 201 • im/e.nfeld Die ap. Vater, p. 98 f.

;

R<'U>,.s, (Jesch. d. heil. 8chr N. T., 18(54, S ^-^S, p. 234 ; Schlicmaan, Die Clemen
tinen, 1844, p. 109; Schwciikr, Dasuacb^p. Zeitalter, ii. p. 125 ff. ; of. Westcott, On

the (Janon, p. 20.

5 Amnion, Leben Jesu, i. p 33; .V. nkr, Einl. Baumgarten's Unters. Theol.

Streit., ii. p. 15 ; Mkhadis, Einl. giittl. iSehr. N. B., i. p. 34 f. ; Baun; Paulus 1866,

ii. p. 66 ff. ; Sell wcj/lcr, Das nachap Zeitalter, ii. p. 125 ff; Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb.,

1856, Der IJrbprung u. s. w., p. 64.

6 Nal jiit'/y kvTfj TTfjoS KoptvOiovi kitidroXij c dit66voXoi KXrjUJj'i, h. r. A.

Strom., iv. 17, 8 107.

7 Eu8Mu8, H. E., vi. 25; cf. Bert/uddf, Einl. Sc'jr. A. u. N. T., 1819, vi. p.

2957 ff.

« Qna'st. Amphil. Oallandi, Bibl. Patr., 1765, xiii. p. 722; Credner, Einl. N.T.

1836, i. p. 271.
9 Ir( ;,s". Adv. i'lur., iv. 3; Ckmem AL, Stro.n., 1. c.

10 JDL.v., Cor. in Eimh. H. E , iv. 2C. ni. 16 ; Epiplianiuft, Hw., xxx. 15; likron.,

de Vir. 111., 15.

11 Cm. 76 (85) ; Btinnen, Anl. Ante-Nic, ii. r. 30; Oieaekr, K. G., I. p. 357.
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century both Epistles appear, yet in the Stichometry of Nice-

phorus, a work of the ninth century, derived, however, m
Credner^ lias demonstrated, from a Syrian catalogue of the fifth

century, both Epistles are classed among the Apocrypha.^

Great uncertainty prevails as to the date at which the Epistle

was written. Reference is supposed to be made to it by the so-

calloil Epistle of Polycarp,^ but, owing to the probable inauthen-

ticity of that work itself, no weight can be attached to this cir-

cntnstance. The first certain reference t-o it is by Hegesippus, in the

second half of tlie second century, mentionoi y Eusebius.* Diony-

sius of Corinth, in a letter ascribed to him addressed to Soter,

Bishop of Rome, is the first who distinctly mentions the name of

Clement as the author of the Epistle.** There is some diflerence

of opinion as to the order of his succession to the Bif^hopric of

Rome. Irenreus" and Eusebius' say that he followed Anacletus,

and the latter adds the date of the twelfth year of the reign of

Domitian (a.d. 91-92), and that he died nine years after, in the

third year of Trajan's reign (a.d. 100).** Internal evidence*^ shows
tliat the Epistle vvas written after some persecution of the Romar^^

Clnneh, and the selection lies bet. .sn the persecution under Nero,

which would suggest the date A.D. 64-70, or that under Domitian,
which would assign the letter to the end of the first century, or

to the beginning of the second. Those who adhere to the view
that the Clement mentioned in the Epistle to the Philippians is the

autlior, maintain that the Epistle was written under Nero.^*' One
of their principal arguments for this conclusion is a remark oc-

curring in Chapter xli. :
" Not everywhere, brethren, are the daily

sacrifices ofiered up, or the votive offerings, or the sin-offerings

and the trespass-offerings, but only in Jerusalem. But even there

they are not offered in eveiy place, but only at the altar before

the Sanctuary, examination of the sacrifice offered being first m\de
by the High Priest and the ministers already mentioned."^^ From

1 Zur. (Jesch. des Kanons, 1847, p. 97 ff. 2 Credner, ib
, p. 122.

'^ GalhiiitU, Bibl. Patr., i. § xiii. ; Hi'fele, Patr. Apost., p. xxii. ; Ewald, Gesch.
d. V. I»r., vii. p. 296, atim. 3; Hibjenfeld, Die ap. Vatur, p. 292; Lumper Yi\e,i.

Tlieol. Crit. de Vita Scriptis. &c., S8. Patrum, 1783, cap. ii. § 1.

* H. E , iii. IG, iv. 22, 5 Maseh., H. E., iv. 23.
« Adv. Hi«r., iii. 3, § 3; Euseb., H. E. V. 6.

^ H. E., iii. 5, cf. 14. 8 H E., iii. 15, 34. -9 Ch. i.

10 Lc VIerc, Hist Eccles., A.u. 69. N. vi. ; Dodwcll, Dissert, de Rom. Pont.
iiucccss., p. 153 ; Pearson, Dissert, de Serie et Success. Prim. Homa> Rpisc. Opera
post., p. 172; Grabe, Spicil. Patr., i. p. 254 ff. ; Po-i, In Crit. Baronii ad Ann. 1^
§3; Gallaitdi, Bibl. Patr., i. p. 19, § ix. ; //efek, Patr. Ap , xviii. f. ; Schvnkid, De
Kccles. Corinth., 1838, p. 105 f.; Uldhorn, in Niedner's Zeitschr f. Hist. Taeol.,
1851,11.322; ^r»Vwfer, Unters. ub. d. Hebraorbrief, i. IStil. p. 3 f.

V^fji (inapriai xal 7cXt//j/iuXtiai, aXX" r} iv 'lepovdaXjjn fJov^. Haxei 8i
ovH iv Ticxi'ri ronop itpodtpejierai, a'AA' 'innfiodftev tov vaov itpCi re
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lii

this it is concluded that the Epistle was written before the de-

strnction of the Temple. It has, however, been shown that

josephus,^ the author of the "Epistle to Diognetus "
(c. 3), and

others, long after the Jewish worship of tlie Temple was at an end,

continually speak in the ])resent tense of the Temple worship in

Jerusalem ; and it is evident, as Cotelier long ago remarked, that

this may be done with pi-opriety even in the present day. The
argument is therefore recognized to be without value.- Tischen-

dorf, who systematically adopts the earliest possible or impossible

dates for all the writings of the first two centuries, decides with-

out stating his reasons, that the grounds for the earlier date, aViout

A.D. 69, as well as for the episcopate of Clement from a.D. (J8-

77^ are conclusive ; but he betrays his more correct impression, by

classing Clement, in liis index, along with Ignatius and Pol} carp,

as representatives of the period :
" First and second quarters of

the second century :
"* and in the Prologomena to his New Te.s-

cament he dates the episcopate of Clement " ab anno 92 us(jue

102." ^ The earlier episcopate assigned to him by Hefele upon

most insufficient grounds is contradicted by the direct statements

of IrentBUs, Eusabius, Jerome, and others who give the earliest

list of Roman Bishop.s," as well as b}^ th j internal evidence of the

Epistle itself. In Chapter xliv. the writer speaks of those ap-

pointed by the ai)ostles to the oversight of the Church, " or after-

wards by other notable men, the whole Church consenting . .

. . who have for a longtime been commended by all, &c.,"^ which

indicates successions of Bishops since apostolic days. In another

place (Chap, xlvii.) he refers the Corinthians to the Epistle ad-

dressed to theni by Paul " in the beginning of the Gospel
"

(eV upxD TOL' evayycAiVw), and speaks of " the most stedfast and ancient

Chuicll of the Corinthians " (ri^v (SefiaunaT-qv, kul apxa'-av KofiivOim

(KKXr](Ttm'), which would be absurd in an Epistlu written about a.d.

bv6ia6r7}/Jtoy, ftGOfio6){'}7tt/0iy ro rrpodqiepo/uevoy did tov dpxi^pe^'' ^<^^

TaSy TTpoEipf/ttev coy Afiravpyaiv. Cap. xli.

1 Antiq., iii. (i, 12; L'outia Apion., i. 7, ii. 2.3.

2 //Ui,reti/eld, Die ai). N'iiter, p. 84 f , Nov. Test, extra Can recept., 1866, p. 87

f. ; Cotelier, J'atr. Ap., i. p. 140 f. ; Wiescler, Hebraerbr., i. p. 6 : Ekker, l>isq.

<,Vit. etHist. de Cleniei>lis Horn, priore ad Cor. ep., 1854, p 95; Liprnm, de Clem-

eia^s Rom. epist., &c., 1855, p. 144 f. ; Lardner, Credibility, Ac, Works, ii. p. 24

f. ; SchlieviaiDi, Die Cleinentiuen, p. 409, 1.

3 He refers in a note pai ticidarly to lli'fele, Patr. Ap., 1855, p. 33 ff.

* • Erates und zweites V'ierlel des 2 .Jalirh. Clemens v. Rom. Ignatius und Poly-

carp." Wann warden uns. Evangelien verfasst ? 4th Aufl. 1866, p. 2
ereicht des Inhalts.

il Poly-

f. Ueb-

6 Nov. Test. Oraece, Lips. Sunipt. Ad. Winter, Ed. septima Crit. min. Proleg.,

p. cxxix.

* CI. Lipsiiia, Chronologie deirom. Bischofe, 1869.
7 T(n)<i oi)v xaradrcJjevra? un kufivoov. f/ pfra^v vq> Erepa^y fA-

XoyipGoy nySpaoVf ODyEvSoHr/dddrfs rj/5 tHHAr/diai itd6t]<i

.juspcxpTvpr/peyovi te ttoAAo/S xpoyoi? vnc ndyrcuy, h. r. A. C. xliv.
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(J,9. Moreover, an advanced episcopal form of Church Govern-

ment is indicated throughout the letter, which is quite inconsis-

tent with such a date. The great mass of critics, therefore, have
ilecided against the earlier date of the episcopate of Clement, and
assign the composition of the Epistle to tlie end of the first cen-

tury (a.D. 95-100).^ Others, however, date it still later. There is

no doubt that the great number of Kpistles and other writings

falsely circulated in the name of Clement may well excite .suspicion

as to the authenticity of this Epistle also, which is far from un-
supported by internal proofs. Of these, however, we shall only
mention one. We have ah'eady incidentally remarked that the

writer mentions the Epistle of Paul to the Corintliians, the only
* instance in which any New Testament .writing is referred to by
name ; but along with the Epistle of the " blessed Paul " {tov

jxaKuouw UavXov) the author also speaks of the " blessed Judith
"

(lovdi^ r} /xaKapta),2 and this ](3aJf^ ti) the inquiry : When was the

Book of Judith written ? Hitzig, Volkmar, and others contend

that it must be dated A.D. 1 17-118,^ and if this be admitted, it fol-

lows of course that an Epistle which already shows acquaintance

with the book of Judith cannot have been written before A.D. 120-

125 at the earliest, which many, for this and other i-easons, affirm

to be the case with the Epistle of pseudo-Clement.* Whatever

1 Aiu/er, Synops. Ev., p. xx. f. ; Bleck, Einl. N. T., p. 513, Hcbraerbr. i. 91 f.,

i'ii ; Bvnsen, Ignatius u. s. Ztit, p. 95 f., 10;i ; Colelier, Ps.tr. Ap. , i. p. 141
;

DresKel, Patr. Ap., p. xix. ; Daviditon (a. i>. 100— 125), Introd. N. T., ii. p. 508 ;

D'lnnhhon, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., 1804, i. p. 110 ; Ekhr, Disq. de Clem.
R(mi.,&c., p. 99 f. ; jHwald (.v.D. 90—100) Gesch. d. V. Isr., vii. p. 297 ; Oiesekr.

K. a, I. i. p. 123 ; Oiierkke, H'buch. K. G., i. p. 14^' f. ; Oiailert, Z^ntschr. f. d.

luth. Theol. 1853, h. 4, 1854, h. 1, 3 ; Hihieiifeld, Die ap. Vater, p. 84 ; Jacobson,
Patr. Apost., 1863, i. p. xii. f. ; Kostlin, Theol. Jahrb., 1850, p. 243 f. ; Lardner,
Credibility &c., Works, ii. p. 24 fF. ; LaiKje, Das apost. Zeit., ii. p. 478; Lcchler
Das apost. u. d. nachapost. Zeitalter, p. 476, p. 387 ; Lipsim, de Clementia Rom.,
Ac., 1855, p. 137 ff. ; Chronologie d. rom. Biachofo, p. 149; Luniptr, Hist. Theol.
Crit. de Vita, &c., SS. Patr., 1783, c. i. ii. §§ 1, 3 ; Tjvjhtfoct, St. Clement of Rome,
1869, p. 5: J. C. M. Laurent, Clementis Rom. ad. Coriuth., 1870; Mayerhoff,
Einl. petr. Schr., 1835, p. 77 ; Neander, Kirch. Gesch., 1843, ii. p. 11.36; Reim,
Gesch. d. heil. Schr. N. T., 1864, §2.35, p. 233 f. ; liituchl, Entst. *ltk. K., p-

274; Rdvilk, Essais de Critiques Rel., 1860, p. 62 f. ; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse,

p. 4; Sddkmann, Die Clementinen 409 f. ; Tholiick, Hebraerbrief, 3 aufl
, p. 2 ff

;

Thiersch, Die Kirche ini. ap. Zuit. p. 338 ff ; Tillemont, Mt^nioires pour servir i
I'Hist. Eccles., 1701, ii. p. 557 ff; Wvatcott, On the Canon, p. 22, note 2; Zelkr
(beginning of 2nd century). Die Apostelgeschichte, 1854, p. 7.

2 C. Iv.

» HHziii, Zur Kritik d. apokr. Bticher d. A. T., Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol., 1860,

;. 240 ff. ; VoUcmar, Theol. Jahrb., 18.56, p. 362 ff., 1857, p. 441 ff. H'buch. Einl.
ind. Apokr., 1860, i, p. 278; Grmtz, Gesch. d. Juden von Unterg. d. jild. Staates
U.S. w., 1866, p. 1.32 ff ; Baur, Lahrb. chr. Dogmengeschichte, 1858, p. 82anm.

* Volhmr, Theol. Jahrb., 1856, p. 287 ff., Die Religion Jcsu, 1857, p. 391 f.,

Der Urspning, p. 64 ; Baur, Lehrb. chr. Dogmengeach.
, p. 82, Vorlea. ohr. Dog-

meugescn., I. i. >. 249; Schcken, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 4; Stap, Etucessurlea
engines du Christianiame, 1866, p. 232 ; Schweg/er, Daa nachap. Zeitalter, ii, p.

Mil; '•!
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date be assiorned to it, however, there can be no doubt ftiat the

Epistle is much interpokted. ^

It is important to ascertain whether or not this ancient Chris-

tian Epistle affords any evidence of the ixistence of our Synoptic

Gospels at the time when it was written. Tischendorf, who is

ever ready to claim the s! ghtest resemblance in language as a

reference to New Testament writings, states that although this

Epistle is rich in quotations from the Old Testament, and that

Clement here and there also makes use of passages from Pauline

Epistles, he nowhere refers to the Gospels.'^ This is perfectly

true, but several passages occur in this Epistle which are either

quotations from Evangelical works different from ours, or derived

from tradition,^ and in either case they have a very important
bearing upon our inquiry.

The first of these passages occurs in Ch. xiii., and for greater

facility of comparison, we shall at once place it both in the Greek
and in translation, in juxtaposition with the nearest parallel

readings in our Synoptic Gospels; and, as far as may be,we shall

in the English version indicate differences existing in the original

texts. The passage is introduced thus :
" Especially remembering

the words of the Lord Jesus, which he spake teaching gentleness

and long-suffering. For thus he said:"*

—

Et-ISTLE, XIII.

(a) Be pitiful, that ye
may be pitied

;

{ft) forgive, that it

may be forgiven to you
;

{y) as ye do, so shall

it be done to you
;

Matthew.

V. 7. Blessed are the
pitiful, for they shall ob-

tain pity.

vi. 14. For if ye for-

give men their trespasses,

&c.
vii. 12. Therefore all

things wh" isoever ye
would tha>- men should
do to you, do ye even so

to them.

VI.

Luke.

3G. Be JO there-

fore merciful, as ymir

Father also is merciful.

vi. 37- . . . i)arc](>n

»

and ye shall be pardmi-

cd.

vi. 31. And as 30

would that men should

do to you, do ye also to

them likewise.

1 Neander, K. G., 184.3, ii. p. 1136; Aiu/er, Syuops, Evang., p. xx. ; Schweuhr,
Das nachap. Zeitalter, ii. p. 127 ; Moxhebn, Instit. Hist. Chr. p. 212 fF. ; Olericus,

innotisedit. Patr. Apost. ; Colelicr, 1724; fttig, Bibl. I'atr., 1099.
2 " Aber nirgends auf die Evangelien." Wann wurden ii. s. w., p. 20 f.

3 Crulner, Beitriige, i. p. 27 ; l>avi(ln">i, Int. F. T., ii. p. 19 ; Donaldson, Hist.

Chr. Lit. and Doctr., 1864, i. p. 148 ft'.; Ekhfiorii, Einl. N. T., i. p. 129 ft".; Mil-

genfeU, Die ap. Viiter, p. 104 ; Jacob-ton , Patr. Ap., i. p. 55, p. 175 ; Reiiss, Gesoh.

N. T., p. 162 ; Hist. dii Ganon des S. Ecritures, 1863, p. 26 f.; Scholten, Die iilt.

Zeugnisse, p. 5 ; Thchendorf, Wann wurden u. s. w., p. 20 f. ; Zeller, Die Apos-
telgesch,, p. 8; cf. Lardner, Worki, ii. p. 31 f., p. 47.

4 . . fidXidra iitafivrffieyoi rmv Adyc^v rotl Kvpi'ov'ItfdoVtOvi iXdXt/dey
StdddHGOv kitiEixEtnv xai naxfiohDniar. ovrm? yap eitifv.

b VVe use this word not as the best equivalent of dnoXvEVE, but merely to in-

dicate to readers unacquainted with Greek, the use of a different word from the

aq)TJTE of the lirst Gospel, and from the dcpiETE of the Epistle, and this system
we shall adopt as much as pc8^ ible throughout.

lb \
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Epistle, xiii. Matthew.

((5) as j-e give, so shall

it be given to you
;

(e) as ye judge, so

shall it be judged to you
;
judgment ye judge, ye
shall be judged,

(C) as ye show kind-

vii. 2. For with what

ness shall kindness be

shown to you
;

(?;) with what measure

ye mete, with the same
shall it be measured to

37CU.

Epistle, xiii.

{a)'EXF.£TrE, tva tXetj-

(ft)
dq)ieTF., iva d(peO^

(x) (uS TCoieiTE, ovrao
nott/fJjjderai v/u7v

(5) oj? SiSore, otrooi
So07/(}erai v/niv

(£) cj? Mpi'yere, ovrooi
xpiOt/6Ercet vjniv

(V)(w in£Tp<p /jETfjeTrs,
tv a'vr(S fiETprfOf'/deTai

and

with what measure ye
mete, it shall be mea-
sured to you

.

Matthew.
V.7 Maudpioi oi IXe?}-

/LiovES on at)roi iXerj-

br/dovrai.
vi. 14 ''Ed V ydp dcpifzE

ro?S dv0p(^7Coii Td
TtapaitToo/iiara avTa)v,
H.r.A.

^ vii. 12 ndvra ovv 06a
dv (JeArfTE 'I'va Ttoiwdiv
vjulv oi avfjpoonot, oC-
TO)? xai i'4iEii noiElTE
avToii.

vii. 1 Iv a> ydp xpi-
lutccri XptVETE xpiOf}-

6e60e,

xai iv O) /.lETpcp UE-
rpF.iTE fiErpTfOtjdErai
v/itlv.

Luke.

vi. 38. . . . give, and
it shall be given to you.

vi. 37. Judge not,

and ye shall not be
judged.

vi. 38. For with the
same ineasure that ye
mete withal, it shall be
measured to you again.

Luke.

vi. 36 yivEdfjE ovv
oixn'pjiioyE?, x.r.A.

vi. 37 dnoXvETE, xai
dnoXvOr}6EdOF.

vi. 31 xai xaOa.i
OeXete 'ha noicadiy
1)^1 y oi dvOpcaitoi, xai
l^jUEl? TtoteiTE avToti
OJ^lOtO)?.

vi. .S8 di'SoTE, xai
doOijdErai x'jftly

vi. 37 xai fin xpivEve
xai OV flTf xpihfJTE-

vi. 38 r&3 ydp avrw
jUEVp^ Cp^lETpElVE dwi-
/uErprfOrfderat v/jTv.

jHu\

,vii\dAJidtv

Of course it is understood that, although for convenience of com-
parison we have broken up this quotation into these phrases, it is

quite continuous in the Epistle. It must be evident to any one
who carefully examines the parallel passages, that " the words of
the Lord Jesus " in the Epistle cannot have been derived from
our Gospels. Not only is there no similar consecutive discourse
in them, but the scattered phrases which are pointed out as pre-

senting superficial similarity with the quotation are markedly
different both in thought and language. In it, as iii the " beati-

tudes " of the " Sermon on the Mount " in the first Gospel, the
construction is peculiar and continuous :

" Do this .... in
order that (im) ...."; or, " As (<os) ye do
so (oJtws) " The theory of a combination

1 Cf. Mark iv. 24. Cf. Horn. Clem, xviii. 16.
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of passages from memory, which is usually advanced to ex-

plain such quotations, cannot serve here, for thoughts and ex-

pressions occur in the passage in the Epistle which have no

parallel at all in our Gospels, and such dismembered phrases as

can 1)0 collected from our first and third Synoptics, for compari-

son with it, follow the course of the quotation in the ensuing

order : Matt. v. 7, vi. 14, part of vii. 12, phrase without parallel,

first part of vii. 2, phrase without parallel, last part of vii. 2 ; oi-,

Luke vi. 8G, last phrase of vi. 37, vi. 31, first phrase of vi. 38,

first phrase of vi. 37, phrase without parallel, last phraseof vi. 38.

The only question with regard to this passage, therefore, is

whether the writer quotes from an unknown written source or

from tradition. He certainly merely professes to repeat " W(jr(l8

of the Lord Jesus," and does not definitely indicate a written

record, but it is nuich more probable from the context, that he

quotes from a gospel now no longer extant than that he derives

this teaching from oral tradition. He introduces the quotatidii

not only with a remark implying a well known record :
" Remem-

bering the words of the Lord Jesus which he spake, teaching, &c."

but he reiterates :
" For thus he said," in a way suggesting careful

and precise Cjuotation of the very words ; and he adds at the end

:

" B}' this injunction and by these instructions let us establisl;

our.selves, that we may walk in obedience to his holy woifls,

thinking humbly of oiirselves." ^ It seems impossible that the

writer should so markedly have indicated a precise quotation of

words of Jesus, and should so emphatically have commended
them as the rule of life to the Corinthians, had these precepts

been mere floating tradition, until then unstamped with written

permanence. The phrase :
" As ye show kindness (xfynfrrtvearOf),"

&c., which is nowhere found in our Gospels, recalls an expression

quoted by Justin Martyr from a Gospel different from ours, and

frequently repeated by him in the same form : "Be ye kind and

merciful (xp^jorot kol ciKnyj/Aovcs) as your Father also is kind (x/)»/<n-os)

and mercitul." '^ In the very next chapter of the Epistle a similar

reference again occurs :

" Let us be kind to each other (xp^joTtvo-w/Ac^a

auTois) according to the mercy and benignity of our Creator."

'

Without, however, going more minutely into this question, it is

certain from its essential variations in language, thought and

order, that the passage in the Epistle was not compiled from our

Gospels, and we shall presently see that this conclusion is con-

firmed by the fact, that some of the expressions which are foreign

i^ Tavrij T^ kvToX^ xai roXi itapayyeXiitadt rovroii drt^pt^oo/uev iav-

t)S 7Cp6? TO jfopevedQai vrttfxoovi T)i.iai toU dytoTtpenedt Xoyoii

)tov. raitEivomoovovvrei. c. xiii.

1

TOVi ..,._. ._ .._,

iXTdTov, raTteiyocppovovvrei. c. xiii.

2 Apol., i. 15, and again twice iu Dial. 96. 8 0. xiv.
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to our Gospels are elsewhere quoted by other Fathers, and there

is reason to believe that these " words of the Lord Jesus" were

not derived from tradition but from a written source different

from our Gospels.' When the great difference which exists be-

tween the parallel passages in the first and third Synoptics, and

still more between these and the second, is considered, it is ea.sy

to understand thai other Gospels, may have contained a version

differing as much from them as they do from each other.

We likewise subjoin the next passage to which we must refer,

with the nearest parallels in our Synoptics. We may explain

that the writer of the Epistle is rebuking the Corinthians for

strifes and divisions amongst them, and for forgetting that they

are membei-s one of another/' and he continues

the words of our Lord Jesus; for he said "^
Remember

44

. n

£i'€(t6«),

iression

]rs, and

[nd and

ixP'^tTTOS)

similar

leator.

In, it is

jht and

fom OUT

is con-

foreign

Epistle, xlvi.

Woe to that man
;

(it were) well for him if

he had not been bom than

that he should offend one

of my elect

;

(it were) better for him
(that) a millstone should
1)6 attached (to him) and
he should be drowned in

the sea, than that he
should offend one of my
little ones.

Matthew.

xxvi. 1j4. Woe to that

man by whom the Son
t>f Man is delivered up

;

(it were) well for him
if that man had not been
bom.

xviii. 6. But whoso
shall offend one of these

little ones which believe

in me, it were profitable

for him that a great mill-

stone were suspended
upon his neck, and that

he were drowned in the

depth of the sea.

I

LUKB.

ivii. 1 . . but woe .

.

through whom they
(offences) come.

xvii. 2. It were ad-

vantageous for him
that a great millstone

were hanged about his

neck, and he cast in

the sea, than that he
offend one of these lit-

tle ones.

Mark xiv. 21 ... . but woe to that man by whom the Son of Man is de-

Hvered un, (it were) well for him if that man had not been born. ... ii. 42.

And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it is

well for him rather that a great millstone were hanged about hia neck, and
he thrown in the sea.

Epistlk, xlvi.
1

Matthew. Lukb.

Oval rw dvBfioonJ XXVI. 24 ovlxI Sk rw XVII. I oval 8k St ov
nsivo)- ' av(ipoonw kKEivo) Si ov spx^rai. (rat 6xdy-

o vloi rov dvOpojTCov SaXa)'*

1
TtapaSiSorav

\

^ Bilgenfeld, Die ap. Vater, p. 103 f. ; Zeller, Die Apostelgesch, p. 8 £., Theol.
Jahrb., 1848, p. 530 ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 27, anm. 1 ; Mchoiti, Einl. N. T. i„

P- 129 IT.
; Sc/iottcn, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 5 ; jB/tAer, Disq. de Clem. R., p. 60;

Donaldson, Hist, Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 148 f. ; Jacobson, ?atr. Ap., i. p. 55,
'• c, &c., &c.

-Mvi}6QrfT£ rdSv Xoymv 'It]6ov rov Kvpiov rj/xoSy, tine ydp' C. xlvi.,
' The Cod. Sin. and Cod. D. (Bewe,) insert tcKtiv before oiai.

14
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Epistlk, xlvi.

MCcAuv y/v avTop ci ovy
kyevvijfiT).

Tf F.va rdov fHXexTMV
piov 6MaySaAi6ar

Hpt.iTTov 1/t' avTui
itepiTffjfjyai i.tv\ov,

Hat xaTanovTt6Uijvai

eii rr'/y ()dXa66av,
r/ ev(x raiv /mxpciv

f.iov 6Hav8a\i6ai.

Matthew.

Ha\i)v rjy avrco rtovK
iyeyvTJfJrf u dvfjpa)itoi

iKelvoi. XVIII. of 5'

(XV 6Hav8aXi6jf Fvn
rdov mxpoiv rovToav
Tcov niCTfvovToay fii

i/iii;, 6vfiqj£pft avTM
'iva 7<pfiita60f/ /nJAo?
oviHuS nrpi rov rpd-
XyAov ai'ruv nai xcxTa-

iv Tco TTfAnyft
r?7? (la\d66T/?.

LCKR.

XVII. 2
AndireXel niJr&j d

//»;Ao? OVIHofI TtfpiHtl-

TiXI TtEpiTorTpdxijXov
avTov HLXl eppiTiTat

fii Tr}v OnXaOday,
?/ 7va 6}iar8ix\i6p'f'va^
Taiy /(lypcoy Tuvrcov.

This quotation is clearly not from our Gospels, but is derived fiom

a different written source. The writer would scarcely refer the

Corinthians to such words of Jesus if they were merely tradi-

tional. The slightest comparison of the passage with vur Gospels

is sufficient to convince any unprejudiced mind that it is neither

a combination of texts, nor a quotation from memory. The lan-

guage throughout is markedly different, and to present even a

superficial parallel, it is necessary to take a fragment of the dis-

course of Jesus at the Last Supper regarding the traitor who
should deliver him up (Matth. xxvi. 24), and join it to a fragment

of his remarks in connection with the little child whom he set in

the midst (xviii. 6). The parallel passage in Luke has not the

opening words of the passage in the Epistle at all, and the portion

which it contains (xvii. 2), is separated fi-om the context in which

it stands in the first Gospel, and which explains its meaning. If

we conti'ast the parallel passages in the three Synoptics, their dif-

ferences of context are very suggestive, and without referring to

their numerous and important variations in detail, the confusion

amongst them is evidence of very varying tradition.'' This alone

would make the existence of another form like that quoted in

the Epistle before us more than probable. We are not, however,

without other indications of such a reading as that of our quota-

tion. Tertullian states that Marcion's Go,spel read the parallel

passage to the opening of Luke xvii. as follows :
" Conversus

ibidem ad discipulos, vpe dicit auctori scandalorum, expedisse ei,

si natus Tionfxdssei, aut si molino saxo ad collum deligato pripci-

pitatus essetin profundum," &c.* This gives the phrase, "it were

better for him if he had not been born," (XvcnTtXu. avrm d ovk

1 Cod. Sin. and D. read Az'SoS juvXiKui instead of /tivXo?.

2 The Vatican (B.) and Sinaitic, as well as most of the other, Codices put fva

at the end of the phrase.
8 Cf. Mat. xviii. 1—8 ; Mark ix. 33—43 ; Lnke ix. 46—48, 49—50, xvii. 1-3.

* Tertullian, Adv. Marc, iv, 35.
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iytwrjOr) fj /ii'Xo? oviko^ ircTiKCiTat Trepi tov Tpa)(ifk(>v avrov, k. t. \.)

in the same connection as in the Epistle, with some variation

(inly of language, and this reading is met with in several codices.*

Tischend<»rf, in a note to his statement that Clement nowhere
refers to the Gospels, quotes the passage we are now considering,

the only one to which he alludes, and says :
" These woiil-. are ex-

pressly cited as ' words of Jesus our Lord ;
' but they denote much

more oral apostolic tradition than a use of the parallel passages in

Matthew (xxvi. 24, xviii. (J) and Luke (xvii. 2).""'' It is now, of

course, impossible to determine finally whether the passage was
actually derived from tradition or from a written source, difTerent

from our Gospels, but in either case the fact is, that the Epistle

not only does not afford the slightest evidence for the existence of

any of our Gospels, but from only making use of tradition or an
apocryphal work as the source of information regarding words of

Josus, it is decidedly opposed to the pretensions made on behalf

of the Synoptics.

Before passing on, we may, in the briefest way possible, refer to

one or two other jiassages, with the view of further illustrating

the character of the quotsitions in tliis Epistle. There are many
passages cited which are not found in the Old Testament, and
others which have no parallels in the New. At the beginning of

the very chajiter in which the woi'ds which we have just been
considering occur, there is the following quotation :

" It is written:

Cleave to the holy, for they who cleave to them shall be made
holy,"-' the .source of which is unknown. In a previous chapter

the writer says :
" And our Apo.stles knew, through oui' Lord

Jesus Christ, that there will be contention regarding the name,
(wo/ittTos, office, dignity ?) of the episcopate."* What was the writer's

authority for this statement? We find Justin Martyr quoting, as

an express prediction of Jesus: "There shall be schisms and
lieresies,"" which is not contained in our gospels, but evidently

' inhjen/ehl. Die ap. Viiter p. 106 ; Die Evv. Justins, n, s. w., 1850, p. 423;
Halui, Uas Evang. Marcion's u. s. w., 1823, p. 188; Tliilo, Cixl. Apoc;-. Novi
Test., 1832, i. p. 456 ; Volkmar, Das. Ev. Marcion's, 1852, p. 109 ; liiUM, Das.
Ev. Marcion's 1846, p. 72.

Diese VVorte werden ausdriicklich als " Wurte Jesu unsers Hcrrn," angefuhrt

;

aber sie verrathen wait mehr die iniindlichc apostolische Ueberlieferunp als einen
Uebrauch von den verglcichbaren Stellen bei Matthiiua (26, 24 ; 18, 6), und Lukas
(17, 2)." Wann wurden, u. s. w. p. 21, aum. 2.

^riypmirai yap- "KoXXddOs ru7i dyioii, on oi HoWcontvot avroi?
aYia6'ir]6ovTai. c. xlvi., cf. c xxx. A similar expressioii occurs in Cleiuent of
Alexandria. .Strom, v. 8 § 53.

^Kai ol ^iin66roXot rji^c^v eyvaoday Std tov~ hv/jiov T]H(ar "Ir/dov
Xpi6Tov oTt epii e6Tca tni tov oyo^aroi rfji kitidKonr). (J. xliv. cf. xlv.
xlvi.

'
*'

^'E6ovTai 6xi6naTa xal aipede:^. Dial c Tryph. .35, cf. 51.

I
,

I f,!i»t iilr,

V.
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derived from an uncanonical source,^ a fact rendered more appar-

ent by the occurrence of a similar pawMage in the Clementine
Homilies, still more closely bearing upon our Epistle :

" For there

shall be, as the Lord said, false apostles, false prophets, heresies,

desires for supremacy."* Hegcsip))us also speaks in a similar way :

" B'rom these came the false Christs, false j)rophets, false apostles

who divided the unity of the Church."' As Hegesippus, and in all

probability Justin Martyr, and the author of the Clementine made
use of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, or to Peter, it is almost

certain that these Gospels contained passages to which the words
of the Epistle may refer." It mav be well to point out that the

author also cites a passage from the Fourth Hook of Ezra, ii. 1(5
:'

" Antl 1 shall remember the good day, and I shall raise you froin

your tombs."* Ezra reads :
" Et resuscitabo mortuos de locis suis

et de montimentis educam illos," &c. The first part of the quota-

tion in the Epistle, of which we have only given the latter clause

above, is taken from Isaiah xxvi. 20, but there can be no doiiht

that the above is from this apocryphal book,^ which, as we shall

see, was much used in the early Church.

2.

F

:ii
I,

We now turn to tht so-cidlcd " Epistle of Barnabas," another

interesting relic of the early Church, many points in whose history

have considerable analogy with that of the Epistle of pseudo-

Clement. The letter itself bears no author's name, is not dated

from any place, and is not addressed to any special community.

Towards the end of the second century, however, tradition began

to ascribe it to Barnabas, the companion of Paul." The first writer

who mentions it is Clement of Alexandria, who calls its author

several ;:)iies the *' Apostle Barnabas ;"" -^nd Eusebius says that he

> Semii n, Die apost. Uenkwiirdigk. d. Mart. Jiistinus, 1848, p. 390 f. ; Hilgeii/eld,

Die Evv. Juatins, p. 232 f., Die ap. Vater, p. 106 ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 246,

p. 318 f.

t'Eeovrtxi ydp, &5S 6 uvpioi entev, Tpev8ano6ToXoi, ipevSEli Ttpogfijrai,

aipedeti, (piXapxuxv Clem. Horn. xvi. 21 ; cf. Constit. Apost., vi. 13 ; Clem.

Recog iv. 34.

•''^ffo rovTcov i})Ev8oxpt<iTot, ipevdoitpotptfrai, ipevSaTtodroXoi, otrivei

eji£pt6ay rrfv 'evoo6iy rifiixHyTjdiai, h. t. A. Ehiaebiua, H. E., iv. 22.

* See other instances in Chapters xvii., xxiii., xxvi., xxvii., xxx., xlii., xh-ii., Ac.

6 II. Esdras of the English authorised Apocrypha.
« Hal !ivT)6Brt6onai vfnepai dyaBpi, xai avadTtjdao vfidi in twv QtjHooy

vfi^v. c. L.
^ Jacobaon, Patr. A p., i. p. 189 ; Cotelier, Patr. Ap. 1. c, ; Donaldton, Hist. Chr.

Lit. aud Doctr., i. p. 147.

« Acts iv. 36, xi. 22 t., 30, xii„ 26, &c.
» Stromata ii., 6, § 31, 7, § 35, 20, § 116, v. 10, § 64, cf. 15, § 67, 18, § 84, v. §52.
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irave an account of it in ono of his works now no longer extant.'

Origen also refers to it, calling it a " Catholic Epistle, ' ami quot-

ing it as Scripture.' We have already seen in the case of the

Epistles ascribed to Clement of Rome, and, as we })roceed, wo shall

become only too familiar with the fact, the singular facility with

which, in the total absence of critical discrimination, spurious

writings were ascribed by the Fathers to Apostles and their

folio wers. In many ca."3s such writings were <leiiberately inscribed

with names well known in the Church, but both in the case of the

two Kpi.stles to the Corinth ians.nnd the letter we are now consider-

ing, no such pious fraud was attempted, nor was it necessary.

Credulous piety, which attributed writings to every A{)ostle, and
even to Jesus himself, soon found authors for each anonymous
work of an edifying character. To Barnabas, the friend of Paul,

not only this Epistle was referred, but he was also reported by
Tertullian and others to be the author of the Epistle to the He-
brews ;•' arid an ai)Ocry))hal " Gos[)el according to Barnabas," said

to have had close affinity with our firstSynoptic.is condemned along

with many others in the decretal of (Jelasius.* Eiisebius, however,
clivsses the so-called "• Epistle of Barnabas " amongst the spurious

hooks (<V Tois I'o^ois),^ and elsewhere also speaks of it as imcanon-
ical.^ Jerome mentions it as read amongst apocryphal writings.'

Had the E[)istle been seriously regarded as a work of the " Apos-
tle" Barnabas, it could scarcely have failed to attain canonical

rank. That it was higl.ly valued by the early Church is shown
by the fact that it stands, along with the Pastor of Hennas, after

the Canonical books of the New Testament in the Codex Sinaiti-

cuH, which is probably the most ancient MS. of them now known.
In the earlier days of criticism, some writers, without much ques-
tion, adopted the traditional view as to the authorship of the
Epistle,*^ but the great mass of ci'itics are now agreed in asserting

iH. E.,vi. 14, cf. 13.

^ yiypanrai drf kv rrj Bapvdfia MafJoXtxi) kni^ToXij x. r. A. Contra Cels.,
I OH, cf. De Princip., iii. 2 § 4.

3 De Pudio. § 20; Hieron, De vir. ill. 5. Many modern writers have supported
the tradition. Ci. Credner, Geseh. N. T. Kanon, p. 17jifi. ; Hifxrld.Thenl. Stud.
II. Krit, 1865, p. 89; Thiersch, Die Kircheimap. Zeit.,p. 15)1) ff.; iJllmnm},Th^o\.
Stud. u. Krit., 1828, p. 377 ff.; Wleneler, Unters iib. d. Hebriierhrief, 181>1, :. p.
;t2 h;

* Decretuin de libris recipiendi.s et non recipiendis, in Credner, Zur Gescn. dei
Kamms, 1847, p. 215; cl. Fahridux, Cod. .\pocr. N. T., i. p. 341; Ornhe, Spioil.
I'atr., i. p. 3(13.

6 H. E., iii. 25. « H. E., vi; 14 cf. 13.

' Hkron, De vir. ill. 6, Comment, in Ezech., xliii. 19.

" Hmkt, De Epist. quna Barnab. tribuitur, authentia, 1827 ; GoUamli, Vet. Pair.
Biblioth., 1765, i. p. xxix. f.; Lardner, Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 13; Du Pin,
Wbl. dcE auteurs, &c. i.; Sclienkel considered parts to be by Barnabas, with much
willed by others, Theol. Stud. u. Krit,, 1837, p. 652 ff.; Pearson, Cave, and others,
mainUiued the authenticity.

t!<i.
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f

that the cottj position, which itself is perfectly' anonymous, cannot

be attributed to Barnabas the friend and fellow-worker of Paul.'

Those who maintain the former opinion date the Kpistle about

A.D. 70—73, or e\en earlier, but this is scarcely the view of any
living critic. There are many indications in the Epistle which
render such a date impossible, but we do not j)ropose to go into

the argument minutely, fo?- it is generally admitted that, whilst

there ?s a clear limit further back than which the Epistle Ciinnot

be set,^ there is little or no certainty how far into the second cen-

tury its composition may not reasonably be advanced. Critics aie

divided upon the {loint ; a few are disposed to date the Epistle

about the end of the first century f others at the beginning of the

second century ;* while a still greater number assign it to tliu

reign of Adrian (A.D. 117—138);^ and others, not without reason,

1 Anger, Synous. Kv., p. xx.; Bamtai/e, Aim. Pol. Eccles., A. J). 50, n. 52 f. ; liaui;

Lehrb. Dogmengesch. p. 30 f., auin. Vorles. chr. Dogmengescli. , 1., i. p. 248 f.;

Bleek, Einl. N. T., ISoG, pp. SijO, G81 ; Bunmi, Bibelwerk, 18G6, viii. p. .520; CreU-

tier, Gesch,, N. T. Kanon, p. 119 ; Cotelier, Patr. Ap., 1724, i. p. 5 f. ; li. Cdllier,

Hist. gen. ties auteurs sacrt^set Eccles , i. p. 498 fF. ; DavULson, Introd. N. T., i. ]i.

218; Donaldson, Hist., Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 204 ff., Eioild, Gesch. d. V. Isr,

vii. p. iri()flf.; Gfrurer, AUg. K. G, i. p. 302; Guericke, H'buch K. G., i p. 143;

Hase, Lehrb, K. G., 1848, p. 3C ff.; Ha'jenhach, K.' G., i. p. lOG, an. i.; HeJ'd,\

Das oendschreiben des Ap. Barnabas, 1840, Patr. Ap. p. vii. ff. ; Home,, Introd.

N. T. ed. TregellcH, 1869, iv. p. 333; Ittitj., Select. Cap. Hist. Eccles., Sec. l.i. p.

20; Lec/Uer, Das ap. n. nachap. Zeitalter, p. 482 f.; Liimptr, Hist, theol. crit. de

vita, &c., S8. Patr., 1783, i. p. 149 f.; Le Moi/ne, Varia Sacra, i. proleg. Mosheim,

Instit hist. Christ., p. 161, Menard, Prsef. ad Epist. S. Barnab. cur. L. Dacherio,

1645, Clericui, Patr. Ap. 1724, i. p. 8 ff. ; Miiller, Erkl. d. Barnabasbr., p. 16 ff.;

Micliadis, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 1398 ff.; Mijiider, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1829, ii. p.

323 ; Nennder, K. G., 1843, ii. p. 1136 ; Natal'm, Hist., Eccles., Sec. 1., c. 12, ? 8;

RitHchl., Entst. altk. Kirche, p. 254, p. 294; Semler, Hist. Einl. in Baumgarten's

Unters. theol. Streitigk., 1763, ii- p. 2 ff.; Tillemont, Momoires. &c. ,i. p. 414;

Tuchendorf, Wann wurden u. s. w., p. 91 ; Ullmann, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., i. p.

381 ; Wei-tcott, On the Cauon, p. 37 f-; Winer, Bibl. Realwiirterb. s. v. Barnabas.

&c., &c., &c.

2 Chap. xvi.

3 Kkhhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 129 ; Reum, Gesch. h. Schr. N. T. § 234, p. 232 f.,

cf. Hist, de la Theol. (Jhr6tienne au Si^cle Apost., 1864, ii. p. 306; Scholten, Die

iilt. Zeugniase, p. 76 ; Iii(/ije.nf>ach, Die Zeugn. f. d. Ev. Joh., 1866, p. 89; Weiz-

maker, Zur Krit. d. Barnabasbr.
* Eimild, Die Johan. Shriften, 1862, ii. p. 384; Gesch. d. V. Isr., vii. p. 156 ff.;

Hiljevfeld, Die ap. Vater, p. 36 f. ; Lec/Uer, Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 43l':

mike, Einl. in. d. Offenb. Johan., 1852, i. p. 318; Rituchl, Entst. altk. Kirche,

p. 55, p. 294; Thierncli, Die Kirche im ap. Zeit., p. 334; Tiwheadorf (k.m-

90—110), Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 92; Ullmann, Stud. u. Krit., i. p. 381:

Wedcott, On the Canon, p. 38 ; Winer, Bibl. Realwiirterb. s. v. Barnabas ; Zelki\

Die Apostelgesch. , p. 7.

^ Amjer, Synops. Ev.
, p. xx. ; Baur, Lehrb. Dogmengesch., p. 80 f., anm.;

Vorles. chr. Dogmengesch., I. i. p. 248 f.; Bnnsen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 522; Cotelier,

Patr. Ap., p. 5ff.; DaviiUon, Introd. N. T., i. pp. 268, 513; Hefele, Patr. Ap.

Proleg., p. vii. ff. ; Sendschr. d. Ap. Barn., p. 141 f. ; Home (first quartemf secoiul

century) Introd. N. T. ed. Treyellea, 1869, iv. p. 333; Kodlin, Der Ursprung

syuopt. Evv., p. 121; Keim (A.D. 120—1.30), Jesu v. Nazara, 1867, i. p. 543.

LiiMUH, in Schenkel's Bibel-Lexicon, s. v. Barnaba.s, 1869, i. p. 372 ; Miiller, Erkl;

m::
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CMisidei- that it exhibits marks of a still later period.^ There can

be no doubt that it is more or less interpolated.^ Until the dis-

covery of the Sinaitic MS., a portion of the " Epistle of Barnabas"

was only known through an ancient Latin version, the first four

and a half chapters of the Greek having been lost. The Greek

text however, is now complete, although often very corrupt. The
author quotes largely from the Old Testament, and also from
apocryphal works.* He nowhere mentions any book or writer of

the New Testament, and with one asserted exception, which we
shall presently examine, he quotes no passage agreeing with our

Gospels. We shall refer to these, commencing at once with the

most important.

In the ancient Latin translation of the Epistle, the only form, as

we have just said, in which until the discovery of the Codex Sina-

iticus the first four and a half chapters were extant the following

passage occurs :
" Adtendamus ergo, ne foi'te, sicut scriptum est,

multi vocati pauci electi inveniamur."* " Let us therefore, beware
lest we should be found, as it is written : Many are called, few are

chosen." These words are found in our first Gospel (xxii. 14),

and as the formula by which they are here introduced—" it is

written," is generally understood to indicate a quotation from
Holy Scripture, it was and is argued by some that here we have a
passage from one of our Gospels quoted in a manner which shows
that, at the time the Epistle of Barnabas was written, the " Gos|)el

according to Matthew was already considered Holy Scripture.''

Whilst this portion of the text existed uuly in the Latin version,

it was argued that the " sicut scriptum est," at least, must be an
interpolation, and in any case that it could not be deliberately

ajipUed, at that date, to a passage in any writings of the New
Testament. On the discovery of the Sinaitic MS., however, the
the words were found in the Greek text in that Codex

:

~po(Ti)(wixiv, jdijiTOTe, ws yeypaTTTai, ttoWoI K\r]TOi, oXtyot 8i iKkfKTol cupe-

Oiaiiiv. The question, therefore, is no far modified that, however
much we may suspect the Greek text of interpolation, it must be
accepted as the basis of discussion that this passage, whatever its

value, exists in the oldest, and indeed only (i^nd this point must
not be forgotten) complete MS. of tlie Greek Epistle.

]- ''(!';•.

il. Karnabasbr., 1869, pp. 18, 109; Neander, K. G, 1843, p. 1133 ff.; Schntckm-
hui-fier, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1859, p. 294; Scliimjler, Das nacliap Zeitalter., ii.

p. •i40t.; Volkmar, Die Keligiou Jesu, 1857, p. 392 ff.; H'buch EiiiLiu. d. Apocr.,
1803. ii., pp. 290, 376 f., Der Urapruug, p. 143 ff.. Die Evaugelien, 1870, p. 631

;

HW/ff, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1870, p. 289.
1 DoHuliltion {)-iter than the first quarter, but before eud of second century),

Hist, of Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 220 ff.

• DoiiiiliUoH, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. o. 221 ff. ; Schenkel, Theol. Stud, u,

Krit., 18;{7, p. 052 ff.

^ Ci. ohaps. ii., iv., vi., ix., xii., xvi., &c. * Ch. iv.

^ Tkchendorf, VVtuin wurden, u. 8. w., p. 92 ff.
*

,1 . . r
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Now with regard to the value of the expression " it is wiit-

ten," it may be remarked that in no case could its use in the Epis-

tle of Barnabas indicate more than individual opinion, and it could

not, for reasons to be presently given, be considered to represent

the decision of the Church. In the very same chapter in which

the formula is used in connection with the passage we are consi-

dering, it is also employed to introduce a quotation iroui the Book
of Enoch,^ TTffH ov yiypairrai, ws 'Evw^ Ae'yct, and elsewhere (c. xii.)

he quotes from another apocryphal book - as one of the prophets.'
" Again, he refers to the Cross of Christ in another prophet say-

ing :
' And when shall these things come to pass ? and the Lonl

saith : When, &c. .... «v aAAw 7rpo<^r/T7/ AcyoiTi

Acyet Krpios' K.T.A. " He also quotes (ch. vi.)

the apocryphal " Book of Wisdom" as Holy Scripture, and in like

manner several other unknown works. When it is remembered
that the Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians, the Pasto- '^ Her-

nias, the Epistle of Barnabas itself, and many othe "v v)hal

works have been quoted by the Fathers as Holy Scripture, the

distinctive value of such an expi'ession may be understood. With

this passing remark, however, we proceed to say that this supposed

quotation from Matthew as Holy Scripture, by proving too iuucIk

absolutely destroys its value as evidence. The generality of com-

petent and iirq)artial critics are agreed, that it is im])ossible to en-

tertain the idea that one of our Gospels could have held the rank

of Holy Scripture at the date of this Epistle, seeing that, for more

than half a century after, the sharpest line was drawn between

the writings of the Old Testament and of the New, and the former

alone quoted as, or accorded the consideration of, Holy Scripture.*

If this were actually a quotation from our first Gospel, already in

the position of Holy Scripture, it would indeed be astonishing that

r Enoch, Ixxxix. (51 f. , xo. 17. This Ixiok is a'j.Tin quoted in ch. xvi.

2 Cf. IV Ezra iv. ;«. v. f).

'^ Hilgeiifeld, >i()v. Test, extra Can. receptnm. Fasc. ii. p. 75, Die Proph. Ezra

und Daniel, 18(53, p. 70, Die ap. Viiter, p. 47 ; Wiealer, Then). Stud. u. Krit.. 1870,

p. 290; Miiller, Erkl. d. Bamabasbrisfes, p. 272 ; Le Moijne, Varia Sacra, ii. j).

836; Hefek, Sendschr. d. Barnal).,p. 22.5; Cotelier, Patr., Ap. , p. 38; Vvlkmar,

H'biich in d. Apocr., ii. p. 24; Holtzmann, Zeitschr. wise. Theol., 1871, p- 340;

Ewald, Gesch. d. V. lar., vii ]i. 159, anm. 1 ; Rini/enbarh, Zeugn. F^v. Joh., j). 87;

151 t'. ; Donald
Zeugn. Kv. Joh., \>

Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr.Liicke, Einl. Oftenb. Joh., j). .... .. , ..^>,„,*.— „. .,,..^. v,«.. ^^.v. ....v. ^>,^. ,

244 r. Those of the above critics who do not admit that the quotation i.s iibsohi-

tely taken from IV. Ezra, at least fully recognize it to be from an apocryplial

SOI; 'ce, which is sufficient for our present argument.
» Credner, Beiiriij/e, i. ji. 28; Jju<-itl.-ivii, Introd. K. T., i. p. 513 ; Donald.

Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 246; Drensel, Patr. Ap., p. 7 ; Kk'hhorti, Ei.il.

T.,i. p. 12;; Orelli, Selecta Patr., 1820, j> 5 f. ; Ifiiiiifif, N. Hev. de Tlieo! ^

1867, p. 364; Sr/wlten, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 10 ff. ; Wtixn, Theol. .Stud. u. K.

1864, p. 145; ' " " ' " ' '
"' ' '

sprung, p. 110
; WcizxUckei; Zur Kr. d. Barnabasbr., p. .'

n, H'lmchEinl. Apocr., ii. p. JOOf.
34 f. ; Volhmar, Der 1 1-
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the Epistle, putting out of the question other Christian writings

for half a century after it, teeming as it does with extracts from

the Old Tostami it, and from known, and unknown, apocryphal

wonks, should thu.s limit its use of the Gospel to a few woids, to-

tally neglecting the rich store which it contains, and quoting, on

the other hand, words of Jesus not recorded at all in any of our

Synoptics. It is impossible that, if the author of the " Epistle of

Barnabas " was acquainted w^ith any of our Gospels, and consi-

dered it an inspired and canonical work, he could have neglected

it in such a manner. The ])eculiarity of the quotation which he

is supposed to make, which we shall presently point out, renders

such limitation to it doubly Jimgular upon any such hypothesis.

The unreasonable nature of the assertion, however, will become
more apparent as we proceed with our examination, and perceive

that all the early writers avoid our Gospels, if thev knew them at

all, and systematically make use of other works, and that the? in-

ference that Matthew was considered Holy Scripture, therefore,

vests solely upon this quotation of half a dozen w^ords.

The application of such a formula to a sujiposed quotation" from
one of our Gospels, in so isolated ari instance, led to the belief that,

even if the passage were taken from our tirst Synoptic, the author
of the Epistle in quoting it laboured under the impression that it

was derived from some prophetical book.^ We daily see how
(lifhcult it is to trace the source even of the most familiar quota-

.

tions. Instances of such confusion of memory are frequent in the

writings of the Fathers, and man}' can be pointed out in the New
Testament itself. For instance, in Matt, xxvii. 9 f the passage
from Zechariah xi. 12-13 is attributed to Jeremiah; in Mark i. 2,

a quotation from Malachi iii._ 1 is ascribed to Isaiah. In 1 Gurin-

thians ii. 9, a passage is quoted as Holy Scripture which is not
found in the Old Testament at all, but whic^ is taken, as Origen
and Jerome state, from an apocryphal work, " The Revelation of

Elias,"' and the passage is similarly quoted by the so-called E}>is-

tle of Clement to the Corinthians (xxxiv). Then in what prophet
did the author of the first Gospel find the words (xiii. 35) :

" That
it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet,^ saying : I

will open my mouth in parables ; I will utter things which have
tven kept secret from the foundation of the world "

i

^ Ordli, Selecta Patr., p.; W<'iz«(iclcer, Zur Kr. Barnabashr., ii.'.S4 f. ; SchoHen,
Weiilt. Zeugniase, p. 10 f. ; Wcms, Theol. 8tud. u. Krit., 18«4, p. 145 ; Hil'jm/eld,
IV. Proph. Ezra u. Daniel, p. 70 ; Volkmar, H'buch Einl. Apocr., ii., p. 290 f.

'^ Oriijcn, Tract, xxxv., § 17 in Matth. ; Hkron. ad Isaire, Ixiv., Epist. ci. ; cf.

foMciM, Cod. Apocr., N. T.. i. p. 342« ; HihienfM, Die ap. Viittr, p. 102 ; Jacob-
'"»,Patr., Ap., i. p. 126 f. ; Schnlini, Die iilt Zeugnisae, p. 11.

' In tlio Cod. Sinaiticus a later hand has here inst-rttd " Isaiah."

liPlI

Iu 1

;
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Orelh/ afterwar'^'s followed by many others,'^ suggested that the

quotation was probably intended for one in IV Ezra viii. 3 :
" Nam

inulti creati sunt, pauci auteni salvabuntur."^ "For many are

created, but few shall be saved." Bretschneider proposed ai an

emenda<-ion of the passage in Ezra the substitution of " voeati"

for " creati," but, however plausible, his argument did not meet

with much favour * Along with this passage was also suggested

a similar expression in IV Ezra ix. lo :
" Plures sunt qui pereunt,

quam qui salvabuntur." " There are more who perish than who
shall be saved."*^ The Greek of the three passa^'es may read as

follows :

—

Mat. xxii. 14. IToXXol ydp eidiv hAtjtoi', oXiyoi di kuXEHToi.
Ep. Bar. iv. UoXXol nXtjTol, oXiyoi Se IxXexroL

"^'.ra, viii. 3 UoXXol ydp iyevyr'Oyy'Jay, oXiyot Si da)0rf6ovrcxi.

The. m be no doubt that tlie sense of the reading in IV. Ezra

is exactly that of the Epistle, and for the rest, we must not forget

that the original Greek ** is lost, and that we are wholly dependent

on the translations and versions extant, regarding whose nnmer-

ous variations and great corruption there are no differences of

opinion. We have, therefore, no certainty as to the Greek text

which the authors of the Epistle and of the first Gospel may have

had before them, and the sense of the passage with its contents

must, therefore, have all the greater weight.

On examining the passage as it occurs in our first Synoptic, we

are at the very outset struck by the sin(;ular fact, that this .short

saying appears twice in that Gospel with a different context, and

in each case without any propriety of application to what precedes

it, whilst it is not found at all i-i either of the other two Synop-

tics. The first time we meet with it is at the close of the parable

of the labourers in the vineyard.^ The householder engages the

labourers at dift'erent hours of the day, and pays those who had

worked but one hour the same wages as those who had borne the

burden and heat of the day, and the refiectiou at the close is, xx.

1 Selecta Patr., p. 5.

•2 Hiliji'iiJ'eld, Die Propli. Ezra u. Dau., ]). 01 f., cf. Zeitschr. wiss, Theol, ISCS, p.

32 ; SlrausH, Das Leben Jesu, auH. Ti, p. 55; Sc/ioUeu, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 11;

cf. Vidkmar, Der Ursprung, p. UG ; H'buch Eiiil. Apocr., ii. p. 105; Wvlzsiicktr,

Zur. Kr. Barnabasbr., p. 34.

3 Cf. Volkmar, H'buoh Eiiil. Apocr. ii. p. 105.

4 Cf. Miilkr, Erkl. d. Barnabasbr., p. 127 ; Li'icke, Einl. Ofienb. Job., 1S52, p.

153 f.

5 We might a'io point to the verse x. 97," For thou art blessed above many, and

art called near co the Most High, and so are but few." "Tu enini beatus cs pra'

multis, et vocatus es apud Altissimuui, siout et pauei."
6 Volkmar, H'buch Eiid. Apocr., ii. p. 279, p. :\\1 ff. ; FritzHche, Exeg. H'buch, i.

p. 10 ff'.; H'di/t'ji/ild. Die Proph. Ezra u. Dan., p. 8 f.

7 Matt. XX. v--l(i.
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16: ' Thus the last shall be iirst and the first last ; for many are

called but few chosen," It is perfectly evident that neither of

these sayings, but especially not that with which we are concerned,

has any connection with the parable at all. There is no questi(.n

of many or few, or of selection or i<'jection ; all the labourers are

eno^a^ed and paid alike. If there be a moral ft all to the parable,

it is the justiticat-on of the master :
" Is it not lawful for me to do

what I will with mine own ?" It is impossible to imagine a say-

inii' more irrelevant to its context than ' many are called but few
chosen," in such a place The passage occurs again (xxii. 14) in

connection with the parable of the king who made a marriage for

his son. The guests who are ut first invited refuse to come, and

are destroyed by the king's armies ; )>ut the wedding is neverthe-

less " furnished with guests " by gathering together as many as

are found in the highways. A new episode commences when the

king came in to see the guests (v. 11). He observes a man there

who has not on a wedding garment, and he desires the servants

to (v. 13) " Bind him hand and foot, and cast him into the dark-

ness without," where " there shall be weeping and gnashing of

teeth ;"' and then comes our passage (v. 14) : "For many are called

but few chosen." Now, whether applied to the first or to the latter

part of the parable, the saying is irrelevant. The guests first called

were in fact chosen as much as the last, but themselves refused to

come, and of all those who, being "called" from the highways and
byways, ultimately furnished the wedding vdth guests in their

stead, only one was rejected. It is clear that the facts here dis-

tinctly contradict the moral that " few are chosen." In both
places the saying is, as it were, " dragged in by the ear." On
oxaniiiiation, however, we find that the oldest MSS. of the New
Testament omit the sentence from Matthew xx. 1(). It is neither

found in the Sinaitic nor Vatican codices, and whilst it has
not the support of the Codex Alexandrinus, which is defec-

tive at the part, nor of the Dublin rescript (z), which omits
it, many other MSS. are also without it. The total irrelevancy

of the saying to its context, its omis.sion by the oldest authorities

from Matthew xx. IG, where it appear.s in later MSS., and its total

absence from both of the other Gospels, must at once strike every-
one as peculiar, and as very unfortunate, to say the least of it, for

those who make extreme assertions with regard to its supposed
quotation by the Epistle of Barnabas. Weizacker, with great jh-o-

bability, suggests that in this passage we have merely a well-
known proverb, which the author of the first gospel has introduced

P

im

!.'!

1 This is not the placa to oritioize the expectation of finding a wedding garment
oi> a guest hurn>d in from highways and byways, or the punishment inflicted for
3ucli an ortence, as questions affecting the character of the parable.

«-^-.o.i}:
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Mil'

into his work from some uncanonical or other source, and placed

in the mouth uf Jesus.^ Certainly under the circumstances it can

Kcarcely be maintained in its present context as a historical saying

of Jesus. Ewald, who naturally omits it from Matthew xx. 16,

ascribes the parable xx. 1—40 as well as that xxii. 1—14, in which

it stands, originally to the Spruchsammlung'^ or collection of dis-

courses, out of which, with intermediate works, he considers that

our first Gospel was composed.^ However, this may be, there is,

it seems to us, every reason for believing that it was not originally

a part of these parables, and that it is not 'n that sense historical

;

and there is, therefore, no ground for asserting that it may not

either have been derived from the original text of TV Ezra 1 )\ the

Gospel, or by both from some older works from which also it may
have come into the "Epistle of Baniabas."

In the IV. Book of Ezra the saying is perfectly in keeping with

its context, and, as we shall see, with the context of the Epistle.

In IV. Ezra vii. the angel discourses with Ezra of God's dealing.s

with man, and more especially witn Israel, and of the difficulty of

securing salvation. He speaks in parables (v. 3—5). The sea is wide

and deep, but if the entrance to it be narrow like a river, a man
must go through the narrow to the wide (v. 6—9). A city built in

broad plain is full of good things, but can only be approached by

one narrow path, by which only one man can pass at a time, beset

by dangers on either hand. If this city be given to a man for his

inheritance, must he not pass the danger set before it in order to

obtain the inheritance ? v. 10, " And I said : It is so Lord. " Then

said he unto me :
" Even so is Israel's portion." And then he goes

on to say that God made the world for Israel, and to describe the

consequences of Adam's fall, laying down in various forms the

maxim that man must labour to enter into the inheritance, v. 20,

" For there be many that perish in this life, because they despise

the law of God that is set before them," and deny his covenants.

Then Ezra points out that (v. 30 fF) Abraham and Moses, Sanuiel,

David, Elias, and Ezechias, prayed for others at various times,

" and the righteous have prayed for the ungodly ; wherefore," he

asks, "shall it not be so known also ?'' The angel answers at much

length, and after describing the final judgment of God, the punish-

ment of the wicked, and the lilessedness of the just, he winds up

with the statement regarding the future life (v. 59): " For this is

life whereof Moses .spake unto the people while he lived, saying,

Choose thee life, that thou mayest live (v. 03). Nevertheless they

believed not him, nor yet the prophets after him, no nor me, which

1 Zur Kr. des Barniilia.shr.
, p. .34 f.

2 Die (Irei ersten Kvv., 1850. a .lahrl.. l)il)l. Wiss. ii. 1849, p. 101 ff.
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have spoken unio them, " kc. Ezra replies that he knows God is

crracious and nurciful, for if he did not forgive (v. 70), " There

should he very few left per.'idventure in an innun)erable multitude

(ch. viii. 1). And he answered me, saying, the Most High hath

made this world for many, but the world to come for few (v. 2j.

I will tell thee a similitude, Esdras ; As when thou askest the

earth, it sliall say unto thee, that it giveth much mould whereof

earthen vessels are made, hut little dust that gold cometh of: even

so is the course of this present world (v. 3). There be many
created, but few shall be saved." In the Epistle of Barnabas (ch. iv.)

the author commences by an exhortation to flee from iniquity and

set our att'ection on the world to come, seeing that the final judg-

ment is at hand ; and he quotes the book of Enoch :
" F(»r on

account of this the Lord has cut short the times and the <lays,

that his Beloved may hasten ; and H'^ will come to His inherit-

ance." After some other passages on the latter times, he warns
those whom he addresses not to deceive themselves, saying that
" the covenant wa.s both theirs (Israel's) and ours," for they finally

lost it after Moses had already received it. After enlarging on
this, and on the conduct \vhich should be adopted in view of the

last days, the writer winds up : " The Lord will judge the world

without respect of persons. Each will receive as he has done,

&c., (.Vc. But give heed to this, my brethren, the more, when
jC perceive that after such great signs and wonders wrought in

Israel they were thus abandoned. Let us, therefore, beware lest

we should be found as it is written : Many are called but few are

chosen." Now the saying here is not employed in any connection

similar to the parables with which it is associated in our Gospel,

hut on the other hand it is decidedly and markedly employed in

the same spirit as in IV Ezra, and with similar context. It is

almost impossible, in view of all the circumstances, to avoid the
conclusion that the Epistle either quotes from a form of Ezra, or

from an original work from which the author of that apocalyptic
wiiting derived it, and that not only it was not quoted from our
Synoptic, but that the saying is not rightfully part of that Gospel
at all, but has been introduced thither without reason or propriety
from some other work.

Tlii- eouclusion is strengthened by the fact that the author of
the Epi.stle quotes other passages from IV Ezra, and that the
work WAS much used by the early Christians. We have already
mentioned that it is quoted in the so-called Epistle of Clement to

the Corinthians. In ch. xii. of the Epistle of Barnabas, the fol-

lowing passage, to which we have partially referred, occurs :
" In

like manner he refers to the cross in another prophet, saying

:

And when shall these things come to pass ?
' And the Lord

r '«
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saith, ' When a tree shall he hent and arise, and when hlood shall

flow out of wood.' "' In IV Ezra we Hnd (eh. iv. 33) " And when
shall these things come, to pass ?" (eh. v. 5.) " And blood shall drop

out of wood, &c."2 It is to he regretted that we no longer have
the original of IV Ezra, but the (quotation so far ccnresponds per-

fectly with the passage alxjve, and was evidently derived from it.

Although there is no similar phrase to :
" When a tree shall be

bent and arise," in our text, it may have originally existed, or

have been added from some other apocryphal book no longer ex-

tant.^ There is, however, another passage which deserves to be

mentioned. The P^pistle has the following quotation :
" Again, I

will show thee how, in regard to us, the Lord saith. He made a

new creation in the last times. The Lord saith : Behold I make
the first as the last."* Now even Tischendorf does not pretend

that this is a quotation of Matth. xx. W/' " Thus the last shall

be first and the first last,"(ofiT0JS tiTovraLol eo-;(aT0i koI ol ttpCjtol i'o-^aTot)

the sense of which is quite diflferent. The application of the say-

ing in this place in the first Synoptic Gospel is evidently quite

false, and depends merely on the ring of words and not of ideas.

Strange to say it is not found in either of the other Gospels, bi;\

like the famous phrase which we have been considering, it never-

theless appears twice, quite irrelevantly, in two places of the first

Gospel. In xix. 30 it is quoted again with slight variation : "But

many first shall be last and last first " (ttoWoi 8e eo-ovrat irpwroi ecrxaTot

Ktti «o-x«Toi TT/awToi), but without relevancy to the context. Now it

will beremembered that atxx. 10 it occurs in severalMSS.in connec-

tion with "Many are called but few are cho.sen," although the : Idost

codices omit the latter passage, and the separate quotation of

these two passages by the author of the Epistle, with so marked
a variation in the second, renders it almost certain that he found

both in the source from which he (juotes. The irrelevant use

made of both in the Gospel seems clearly to indicate that they

were introduced into it from some other work, without perfect

1 'Oi-ioiooZ ndXiv itF.pi rov 6ravpov' opi^Ei iv aWcp npoq)rffr) Xeyovrv
Kai TtoTE ravra 6vi'reXE60?}6eTaj ; Asyn xvpio'i' "Orav cvXoy xXiO^

Htxt (iva6Tr), xal orav in ^vXov ai/iia drdiff. c. xii.

2 Quatido Iiwc ? . . . et de ligiio sanguis stillabit. To/ivrtar, H'buch Einl.

Apocr., ii. p. 18, p. 24; cf. Habakkuk, ii. 11,

B Mutler, Erkl. d. Barnabasbr., p. 272, cf. 271 ; Volkmar, H'buch Einl. Apocr.,

ii. p. 24; Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i, p. 229; Jlilgenfeld, N. T. ex-

tra can . recept. Fasc, ii. p. 75, Die Proph. Ezrau. Dan., p. 70; Cre.dner, Btitrage,

i. p. 28; Holtzmann, Zeitscha. Wiss. TheoL, 1871, p. 340; He/ele, Sendschr. d.

.am., p. 225; Wieseler, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1770, p. 290; cf. Ewald, Gesch. d.

/olkes Tsr., vii. p. 159, aum. 1,
^

* ndXiv 6oi f.ntSei^oo, ttw? npoi ?}/itd? Xeyei uvptci- devrepav 7C?>.n.6iv

tn' Idxdroov inoiti6f.v. Xe'yei Hvp/o>' loov, ttoku rd i6xctTa m? to.

itp<2ra. c. vi.

5 Canon Westcott does not make any reference to it either.
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understanding of thoir connection. The passage in the Epistle is

referred by many also to IV Ezra, v. 42, but we quote the pre-

ceding and following verses, for the sake of showing the context:

(v. 41) " And I said, Behold, Lf)rd, yet ait thou nigh unto them
that be reserved till the end : an<l what shall they do that have

])een before me, or we that bo now, or they that shall come after

us ?
" (v. 42) " And he said unto me, I will liken my judgment

unto a ring ; like as there is no slackness of the last, even so

there is no swiftness of the lii-st. (v. 43) So I answered and said :

Couldest thou not make those that have been'made, and be now,

and that are to come, at once, &c., tfcc." Without dwelling on
this, the i)assage clearly is not referable to our first Crospel. We
have, however, more than sufficiently considei-ed, the famous
" Many are called, «fec." We believe tha.t the passage was most
certainly not quoted from oiu* Synoptic. Supposing, however,

for the sake of argument, that it might have been derived from
•the Gospel, what woiild that do towards proving its authenticity

or veracity ? No Gospel is named, and no author indicated ; and
even assuming it to have been derived from the first Gospel, no-

thinjf but its mere existence could thence be inferred. But even
this inference would be unwarrantable from such evidence, for

supposing the saying to be liistorical, which those who quote the

Gospel as evidence for miracles must maintain, the mere quotation

of a historical saying without indication of source, which might
tHjually have been found in a dozen other w >rks then extant,

could not form proof oven of the existence of any one special

Gospel

There can be no doubt that many Scriptinal texts have cre{)t

into early Christian wa'itings winch originally had no place there
;

and where attendant circumstances are suspicious, it is always
well to reinember the fact. An instance of the interpolation of

which we speak is found in the " Epistle of Barnabas." In one
place the phrase :

" Give to every one that asketh of thee

"

inavTi Tw atTovvTL T€ SiSoi')! occurs, not as a quotation, but merely
woven into the Gi'oek text as it existed before the discovery of
the Sinaitic MS. This phrase is the same as the precept in Luke
vi. 30, although it was argued by some that, as no other trace of
the third Gospel existed in the Epistle, it was more probably an
alteration of the text of Matth. v. 42. Omitting the phrase from
the passage in the Epistle, the text read as follows :

" Thou shalt

not hesitate to give, neither shalt thoxi murmur when thou givest

so shalt thou know who is the good Recompenser of the
reward." The supposed quotation, in.serted where we have left a
blank, really interrupted the sense and repeated the previoiu in-

t ' ! t

M
1 *

;)

1 C'li. xix.
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junction. The oldest MS., the " Codex Sinaiticus," omits the

fjuotation, and so ends the question, but it is afterwards inserted

by another hand. Some piou.s scribe, in fact, seeing the relation

of the passage to the Gospel, l.ad added the words in the marj^'in

as a gloss, and th !y afterwards found their way into the text. In

this wuy very many similar glosses have crept into the text which

they were originally intended to illustrate.

Tischendorf, who does not allude to this, lays much stress upon

the following passage :
" Butwhen he selected His own apostles,who

should preach His Gospel,who were sinners above all sin, in order

that He might show that He came not to call the righteous but

sinners, then He manifested Himself to be the Son of God."^ We
may remark that, in the common Greek text, the words " to re-

pentance " were inserted after " sinnei*s," but they are not found in

the Sinaitic MS. In like manner, many Codices insert them in

Matth. ix. 13 and Mark ii. 17, but they are not found in some of

the oldest MSS., and are generally rejected. Tischendorf considers

them a later addition both to the text of the Gospel and of the

Epistle.'^ But this very fact is suggestive. It is clear that a

supposed quotation has been deliberately adjusted to what was

considered to be the text of the Gospel. Why should the whole

phrase not be equally an interpolation ? We shall presently see

that there is reason to think that it is so. Although there is no

quotation in the passage, who, asks Tischendorf,^ could mistake

the words as they stand in Matthew ix. 13, " For I came not to

call the righteous but sinners ?
" Now this passage is referred to

by Origen in his work against Celsus, in a way which indicates

that the supposed quotation did not exist in his copy. Origen

says :
" And as Celsus has called the Apostles of Jesus infamous

men, saying that they were tax-gatherers and worthless sailors, we

have to remark on this, that, &c Now in the Catholic

Epistle of Barnabas from which, perhaps, Celsus derived the state-

ment that the Apostles were infamous and wicked men, it is

written that ' Jesus selected his own Apostles, who were sinners

above all sin,' "* —and then he goes on to quote the expression of

Peter to Jesus (Luke v. 8), and then 1 Timothy i. 15, but he no-

where refers to the supposed quotation in the Epistle. Now, if

we read the passage without the quotation, we have :
" But when

he selected his own Apostles who should preach his Gospel, who

1 "Ore 8i Tov? iSiovi (xno6T6Xovi rot)? neWovrai Ktjpv66Eiv to eyay-
yeXtov avrov k^eXe^aro, ovrai vnhp itddav ct/napriav avo/iwre'/aoy?,

'iva Set^^, on ovh tjXBev xaXe6ai SiKaiovi, dXXd ctfiaproaXovi, rori

i(pavepa)6ev iavrov eivai viov Beov. c. v.

2 VTann wurden u. s. w., p. 86, acm. 1.

3 lb. p. 96. * Coutra Cels., i. 63.

m
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' m

wo re sinners al)ove all sin. then he manifested himself

to be the Son of God." Here a pious scribe very pr(>l)ably added
the

("i

in ine margin the gloss :
" in order that he might show that he

.line not to call the righteous but sinners," to explain the pas-

sage, and as in the case of the phrase :
" Give to every one that

;.sketh of thee," the gloas became subsequently incorporated with

the text. The Epistle, however, goes on to give the only ex-

planation which the author intended, and which clashes with
that of the scribe. " For if he had not come in the tlesh, how
could men have been saved by beholding him ? Seeing that look-

ing on the sun that shall cease to Vie, the work of his hnnds, they

have not even power to endure his rays. Accordingly, the Son
I if Man came in the flesh for this, that he might bnng to a head
rhe number of their sins who had persecuted to death his

prophets."^

The argument of Origen bears out this view, for he does not at

all take the explanation of the gloss as to why Jesus chose his

ilisciples from such a cla.ss, but he reasons : " What is there

strange, therefore, that Jesus being minded to manifest to the

race of men his power to heal souls, should have selected infamous
and wicked men, and should have elevated them so far, that they
hecame a pattern of the purest virtue to those who were brought
by their persuasion to the Go.spel of (Jhrist.'^ The argument, both
I't'the author of the Epistle and of Origen, is different from that
suggested by the phrase under examination, and we consider it a
mere glos.s introduced into the text ; which, as the eis fitTiivoiav

shows, has in the estimation of Teschendorf himself, been de-

liberately altered. Even if it originally formed part of the text,

however, it would be wrong to affirm that it affords any proof of

the use or existence of the first Gosjiel. The words of Jesus in

Matt. ix. 12—14, evidently belong to the oldest tradition of the
Gospel, and, in fact, Ewald ascribes them, apart from the remain-
der of the chanter, originally to the Spruchsammlung, from which,
with two intermediate books, he considers that our present Mat-
thew was composed.^ Nothing can be more certain than that

^ivrpy ; on rdv nhWovra nr) eivai r/Xiov, efjyov tmv x^tfido ' cxvtov'
vTtdpxovTa, infiXenovzei ovh id^vovdiv eii raS (XHTivai avrov' dyrocp-
'kiXfifj6ai ;_ovHovv 6 vioi Tov' Oeov' eii tovto tjXOev ev dapnt', i'va ro
TiXiwv Tojv duaprioov dyaHEqjaXaiood-^ roii Sioaqadtv kv Oavdro) rt>i35

'tpocpyrai (Xitov. c. v.

^ Ti ovv droTtov, /iovXojuevoy napadrifdai roJ yevei r(ay dyOpooTcayy

'1
'I

II

:i1
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such sayings, if they be admitted to be historical at all, must have
existed in many other works, and the more fact of their happen-
ing to be also in one of the Gospels which has survived, cannot
prove its use, or even its existence at the time the Epistle of Bar-

nabas was written, niort; esj)ecially as the phiase does not occur

as a quotation, and there is no indication of the source from
which it was deiived.

Tischendorf, however, finds a further analogy between the

Epistle and the (Josjiel of Matthew, in ch. xii. "Since, therefore,

in the futuie, they weie to say that Christ is the son of David,

fearing and ])erceiving cleai'ly the error of the wicked," David
himself prophesies—" The Lord said unto my Lord, sit at my
light hand until I make thine onen)ii's tliy footstool."^ Tischen-

dorf upon this incjuires :
" Could Bainabas so write without the

supposition, that his readers had Matthew, xxii. 41 fF., before

them, and does not such a supjjosition likewise infer the actual

authority of Matthew's Gospel ?
" '"^ Such rapid argument and ex-

treme conclusions are startling indeed, but, in his haste, our critii-

has forgotten to state the whole case. The author of the Epistle

has been elaborately showing that the '-oss of Christ is repeat-

edly typified in the Old Testament, a ' the commencement of

the chapter, after (juoting the passag .*•» IV Ezra, iv. 33, v. 5,

be points to the case of Moses, to whose heart " the spirit speaks

that he should nmke a form of the cross," by stretching forth his

arms in supplication, and so long as he did so Israel prevailed over

their enemies ; and again he typified the cross, when he set up

the brazen serpent upon which the people might look and be

healed. Then that which Moses, as a prophet, said to Joshua

(Jesus) the son of Nave, when he gave him that name, was solely

for the purpose that all the people might hear that the Father

would reveal all things regarding his Son to the son of Nave.

This name being given to him when he was sent to spy out the

land, Moses said :
" Take a book in thy hands, and write what

the Lord saith, that the Son of God will in the last days cut otl'

by the roots all the house of Amalek." This, of course, is a falsi-

fication of the passage. Exodus xvii. 14, for the pui"poseof making

it declare Jesus to be the " Son of God;* Then proceeding in the

same strain, he says :
" Behold again Jesus is not the Son of Man,

but the Son of God, manifested in the type and in the flesh.

Since, therefore, in the future, they weie to say that Christ is the

1 ''Entl ovv /itsAXovdiy Xeystv, on Xpidroi vioi Aaxu6 idTtr, avroi

Ttpocpyrevei daviS, tpo/Jov/nevoS Hcxi dvviooy rr/v nXdrr/v jtav "/'^^P'

TwXdSv. Einfv 6 nvpioi rq? Kvpioo /uov xdOov in de^iwv //od, ew?

(XV 6<» Tovi ixOpovi dov vnonoSiov rear noSoov 6ov. c. xii.

2 Wann wunlen u. 8. w., p. 96.
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sou of David," (and here follows the passage we are discussing)

' fearing and perceiving clearly the error of the wicked, l^avid

himself prophesied :
' The Loid said unto my Lord, sit at my

right hand until I make thine enemies thy footstool.' And a^ain,

thus speak.s Lsaiah :
' The Lord said to Christ my Lord, whose

light hand I have held, that the nations may obey Him, and I

will break in pieces the strength of kings.' Behold how David
calleth Him Lord, and the Son of God." An<l here ends the

chapter and the subject. Now it is quite clear that the passage

occurs, not as a reference to any such dilemnui as that in Mat-
thew xxii. 41 rt", but simply as one of many passages which, at

the conmiencement of our era, were considered prophetic declara-

tions of the divinity of Christ, in opposition to the expectation of

the Jews that the Messiah was to be the son of David,' and, as

we have seen, in order to prove his point the author alters the

text. To argue that such a passage of a Psalm, quoted in such a
manner in this epistle, proves the use of our tirst Synoptic, is

.simply preposterous.

We have already ointed out that the author quotes apo-
cryphal works as Htn , Scripture; and we may now add that he
likewiso cites words of Jesus which are nowhere found in our
(lospols. For instance, in ch. ii. we meet with the following ex-

pressions directly attributed to Jesus. " Thus he says :
' Those

who desire to behold me, and to attain my kingdom, must through
tiibulation and suffering receive me.' " ''' Hilgenfeld * compares
this with another passage, similar in sense, in IV Ezra, vii. 14

;

hut in any case it is not a quotation from our Gospels ;
* and with

so many passages in them suitable to his purpose, it would be
amazing, if he knew and held Matthew in the consideration which
Tischendorf asserts, that he should neglect their stores, and go
elsewhere for such quotations. There is, however, nothing in

this epistle worthy of the name of evidence even of the existence
of our Gospels, and, on the contrary, Reuss^ has pointed out a
passage at the end of ch. xv., which is in contradiction with Mat-
thew, the Gospel which the author is supposed to know, and with
Mark, although it agrees with the third Synoptic, which, how-
•ver, is itself in apparent contradiction with the Acts of the
Apostles, generally ascribed to the same author. The epistle

» Ci.^G/rorer, Daa Jahrh. des Heils, ii. p. 219 flf.,^258 «., 212 ff. .
^^ OvToo, (pndjy. oi OeXoyre? fte iSelv xai aipadOixi /jov rjfi ^adiXekti,
ocpelXov6iv BXifievTEi xai na66vT£? Xafielv he. c. vii.

3 Die Proph. Ezra u. Daniel, p. 70.
* Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 27, anm. 1 ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i, p. 128 ; Hiltjm-

JiU, Nov. Test, ex can. receptum, Fasc. ii. p. 70 ; Fabrichts, Cod. Apocr. N. T.,
ip. 331*; cf. Lardner, Credibility, &c.. Works, ii. p. 15.

Geach, h. Schr. N. T., p. 233.

'I'f
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says : "We keep the eighth day with joy, on which Jesus rose

again from the dead, and when he had manifested himself, as-

cended into the lieavens." In making the Resurrection, appear-
ances to the disciples, and the Ascension take place in one day,

the author is in agreement with Justin Martyr,^ who made u ,e

of a Gospel different from ours.

The Pastor of Hermas is another work which very nearly sc-

cuied permanent canonical rank with the writings of the Nct
;

Testament. It was quoted as Holy Scripture by the Fathers and

held to be divinely inspired, and it was publicly read in the

Churches.^ It has a place, with the " Epistle of Barnabas," in the

Sinaitic Codex, after the canonical books. In early times it was
attributed to the Hermas who is mentioned in the Epistle to the

R mans, xiv. 14, inconsequence of a mere conjecture to that

ehect by Origen f but the Canon of Muratori * confidently as-

cribes it to a brother of Pius, Bishop of Rome, and at least there

does not seem any ground for the statement of Origen.'' It may
have been written about the middle of the second century or a

little earlier."

Tischendorf dismisses this most important memorial of the

early Christian Church with a note of two lines, for it has no

1 ApoL, i. (57, 50.

^ IremvuH Adv. Hter., iv. 20, § 2 ; CkmeiM Al, Strom., i. 29, § 181, ii. 1, i?,.

vi. 15, S' 131 ; Tertullian, De Orat., 12. He rejected it later. De Pudic, 10;

Oriifen, Coinm. in Koin., lib. x. 31, Horn., viii. in Num., Horn. i. in Psalm 37, Dc-

Princip. , ii. 1, §3, iii. 2, §4; cf. Eusebiun, H. E., iii. 3, v. 8; iii. 25; Coklio;

Patr. Ap., i. 68.

>* Puto autem quod Hennas iste sit scriptor libelli iliius qui Pastor appellatiir,

quie scriptura valde mihi utilis videtur, et at puto divinitus, inspirata. In Koin.

lib. X. 31.

4 Houth, ileliq. Sacrfp, i. p. 386; Tre'jehes, Canou Murat., p. 20.
•'' Ctrdner, Zur Gescb. l^ Kan., p. 901; Ayiger, Synops. Ev., p. xxiv.; Bumen.

Hippolytus, i. p. 428; Oratz, Disq. in Past. Herniae, 1820, part. i. p. 8 f. ; Befeh;

Patr. Ap., p. Ixii. f.; Jic-uss, Gesch. heil. Schr. N. T.. p. 272; Ritachl, Entst. altk.

Kirche, p. 297 ; WentcoU, On the Canon, p. 173.

f Amjer, Synopsis Evang., p. xxiv.; Jienns, Gesch. heil. Schr. N. T. , p. 271 f.;

Credner, Gesch. des N. T. Kanon, p. 37 ; Rilschl, Die Entst. altk. Kirche, p. 238

ff., 402 ; Bunxen, Hippolytus, i. p. 428 ; Batir, Vorles. Dogmengesch. I. i. p. 251
;

Wetitcolt, On the Canou, p. 173; TrcgeUf.s, Canon Murat., p. 64; Liicke, Einl.

OfFenb. Joh. 1852, p. 337 f.; L'qmus, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1865, p. 283; Kern,

Jesu von Nazara, i. p. 143; Jlo/stede de Oroot, Basilides, 1868, p. 108; Gmiz,

Disq. in Past. Hennie, p. 1 ; Hefele, Patr. Ap., p. l.\ii. ff.; Ewakl(A.T). ?10_12()),

Gesch. d. V. Isr., vii. p. 34C ; Zelkr (first 10 ye s 2nd century), Die ..postel

gesch., p. 7 ; Schweyler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. pp. 328 ff. ; Hilgenfeld (a. d. 117

—138), Dieap. Vater, p 160f.,cf. p. 127; VoU ,nar (k.d. 130), Der'Ursprung, p.

64; Einl. Apocr., ii. p. 297 ; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeuguisse, p. 6; Leehler, Das, ap.

u. nachap. Zeitalter, p. 489.
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(|uotation,s either from the Old or New Testament.^ He does not

even venture to insinuate that it contains any indications of ac-

(|uaintance with our Gospels. The only direct quotation in the

"Pastor" is from an apociyphal work which is cited as Holy
Scripture :

" The Lord is nigh unto them who return to him, as

it is written in Eldad and Modat, who prophesied to the people

in the wilderness."^ This work, which appears in the Stichome-

try of Nicephorus amongst the apocrypha of the Old Testament,

is no longer extant.^

1 Wani. wnrHen, u, 8. w., p. 182 ; WeAteott, On the Canon, p. 175 ; Reuita. Hist.

(hi Canon, p. 48 f.

"i'Eyyvi Hv/iioi roti i7Ci6rf}e(po/i(e t^oti, oji yeypqTtrai iv rco ^EXSdS
Hal MwSdr, roH TtpocpTfravdadiv iy t^ epT^juo) rw Acta)- Vis! ii. 3 ; cf.

Numbers \i. 26 f., Sept. Vers.
3 Cf. Cmlner, Ziir (leach, d. Kan, p. 119 ff., 145.
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epistles, and consider them the most ancient form of the letters

which we possess.^ As early as the sixteenth century, however,

the strongest doubts were expressed regarding the authenticity

of any of the epistles ascribed to Ignatius. The Magdeburg Cen-
turiators first attacked them, and Calvin declared them to be

.spurious,^ an opinion fully shared by Dallreus, and others ; Chem-
nitz regarded them with suspicion ; and similar doubts, more or

less definite,were expressed throughout the seventeenth centu»*y,''

and onward to comparatively recent times,* although the means
of forming a judgment were not so complete as now. That the

i'pistles were interpolated there was no doubt, Fuller examina-

tion and more comprehensive knowledge of the subject have con-

firmed earlier doubts, and a large mass of critics either recognize

that the authenticity of none of these epistles can be established,

,

•

f' V l\

1

1

i..'"

1 Bumen, Ignatius v. Ant. u. s. Zeit, 1847 ; Die drei acht. u. d. vier unjicht.

Br. des [gnat., 1847 ; Hippolytus and his age, 1852, i. p. 59 f. note, iv. p. vi. ff.
,

Bkjek, Einl. N. T.
, p. 145; Bohrhu/er, K. G. in Biograp. , 2 Aufl., p. 16; Cureton,

The Ancient Syriac Version of Eps. of St. Ignatius, &c., 1845; VindieiiB Ignat.

;

184G, Corpus Ignatianum, 1849 ; Mtoald, Gesch. d, V. Isr., vii. p. 313 ; LipsiuM,

Aeelitheit d. Syr. Reeens.Ign. Br. in Illgen's Zeitsohr. f. hist. Theol., 1856, H. i.

,

1857, Abhandl. d. deutsche-morgenl Gesellschaft, i. 5, 1859, p. 7, Urspr. u. Gebr.
(1. Christennamens, 1873, p. 7, anm. ; Milman, [list, of Chr. , ii. p. 102; Ritschl,

Entst. altk. Kirche, p. 403, anm. ; JVeisn, Renter's Repertorium, .Sept., 1832. Dp
PreKMim^,, Hist, des Trois prem Siecles de I'E.l. Chret. 1* Sdrie, 2'" ed. ii. p. 388,

p. ."iOO ff'. ; Tregdle.-t, note to Home's Intr. to ]\o H. Script. 12th ed. iv. p. 332,

note 1. It must be remembered that many ntics, who hiil previously declared

themselves in favour of the shorter Gr^iU version of the seven Epistles, have not
re-examined the subject since the dis ry ot the three Syriac Epistles, or have
not expressed any further opinion, wii mv others had previously died.

'^ " Nihil ni.TBuiis illis, quae sub Ignaii .mnu!,' edit i .nut, putidius. (Ju.. diii is

tnlerabilis est eorum impudentia qui tahbus bu-vi- d falltMidutu fe instruunt.

"

Instit. Chr. Rel. lib., i. 13 § 29.

3 Py Bochartus, Aubertin, Blondel, Basnage, Casaub, . ( ocus, F mfrey, S»l-

misius, Scaliger, Socinus (Faustus), Parker, Petau, &c. , Ac. ; cf. Jacohson Patr.

.Vpost., i. p. XXV. ; Cureton, Vindicise Iguitian.x. 1846, appendix.
< /. Owen, Enquiry into original nature, &c., Evang. Church. : Works, • . Rus-

sel, 1826, vol. xx. p. 147; Oiulin, Comm. de Script. Eccles, * , 1722, p. 88;
/.aH(pp, Comm. analyt. ex. Evaug. Joan., 1724, i, p. 184; Z/j-Z/ier, Credibility,

kc, Works, ii. p. 68 f. ; Beawohre, Hist. Crit. de Manichee, it , 1744, i. p. 378,
note 3; Ernesti, N. Theol. Biblioth., 1761, ii. p. 489; Mosheivi, de Reb?i8 Chriat.,

p. 159f. ; Heumann, Oonspect. Reipuk Lit., 1763, p. 492 ; Schrtyrkli. t^lax. Kir-
chengesch, 1775, ii. p. 341; Rimler, Bibl. der Kerchen-Vater, 17~<' . 67 flf

;

(?rvs6ao/(, Opuscula Academ., 1824, i. p. 26; RonenmuUer, Hi rpr. Libr.
Sacr. in Eccles., 1794, i. p. 116 ; Semkr, Paraphr. in Epist. ii. P. ,84, Praef.

;

Z'mjkr, Versuch ein. prag. Gesch. d. kirchl. Verfassungs-formeu, u. s. w., 1798,

p. 16 ; /. E. f '. Schmidt, Versuch ub. d. gedopp. Recens. d. Br. S. Ignat, in

Henke's Mag. f. Rel. Phil, u. s. w., 1795; cf. Biblioth. f. Krit, u. s. w., N. T., i.

i'. 463ff'., Urspr. katb. Kirche. TI. i. p. 1 f. ; H'buch Chr. K. G., i., p. 200;
KeMner, Comm. de Eusebii H. E. condit. 1816, p. 63 ; Henke, Allg. Gesch. chr.

Kirche, 1818, i. p. 96 ; Neander, K. G., 1843, i. p. 327,anm. 1, ii. p. 1140; Bauni.
jortm-Crumim, lichrb. chr. Dogmengesch, 1822, p. 83, cf. Comp. chr. Dogmae
gesch., 1840, p. 79; Niedtr, Gesch. chr. R., p. 196; Thiersch, Die K. im. ap.
Zfit, p. 321 f. ; Haffenbcicfi, K, G., i. p. 115 f.; cf. Cureton, Vind. Ign. append.
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or that they cjin only be considered later and spurious composi-

tions.^

Omitting for the present the so-called Epistle of Polycarp to

the Philippians, the earliest reference to any of these epistles, or

to Ignatius himself, is made by Irenaeus, who quotes a passage

which is found in the Epistle to the Romans (ch. iv.), without,

liowever, any me^ition of name, introduced by the following

words :
" As a ceitain man of ours said, being condemned to the

wild beasts on account of his testimony to God :
' I am the wheat

of God, and by the teeth of beasts I am gi'ound, that I may be

found pure bread.' " '^ Oi'igen likewise quotes two brief sentences

which he refers to Ignatius. The first is merely :
" But my love

is crucified,"^ which is likewise found in the Epistle to the Ro-

mans (ch. vii.) ; and the other quoted as " out of one of the

Epistles " of the martyr Ignatius :
" From the Prince of this

world was concealed the virginity of Mary," •* which is found in

the Epistle to the Ephesians (ch. xix). Eusebius mentions seven

epistles,^ and quotes one passage from the Epistle to the Romans
(ch. v.), and a few woids Iron) an apocryphal Gospel contained in

the Epistle to the Smyrniyans (ch. iii.), the source of which he says

that he does not know, and he cites from Irenjeus the brief quo-

tation given abo' e, and refers to the mention of the epistles in

the letter of Polycarp whicli we reserve. Elsewhere," he further

quotes a short sentence found in the Epistle to the Ephesians

(ch. xix.), part of which had previously been cited by Origen.

It will be observed that all these quotations, with the exception

1 Banr, Die sogeiiannt. Pastoralbr., p. 81 tf., Zeitschr. f. Theol,, 1836, iii. ji.

199 r., 1838, iii. p. 148 ff. ; Die Iguat. Br., p. 5 ff. ; Gesch. chr. Kirehe, 186:5, i.

p. 275 ^ , aiini. 3 p. 440 anni. ; Vorles. Dogmengesch. I. i. p. '252; cf. Bleek,¥Au\.

N. T., p. 144 f. p. 233; DavufHon, liitrod. N. 1., i. p. 19; Donaldson, Hist. ('hr.

Lit. and Pootr., i. p 81 f. ; Kidiliorn, Eiiil. N. T., i. p. 142 f. ; Han.rrat/i, Neutest.

Zfit^'eschiclitt", 1874, iii. p. 392, flf. ; I/ilifPtifeU, Die ap. Vater, p. 187 tt'-, Der Pas-

chastreit, I860, p. 199; Eiiil. N. T., 1875, p. 72; Ha.w, K. O. 9 Ausg., p. (iii f.

;

Keim, Celsua wabres Wmt, 1873, p. 145 anin. ; KiMlin, Der Urspmng syiiopt.

Evv., p. 126; Theol. Jahrb., 1851, \>. 1(53, kc. ; Krahbe, Urspr. d. apost. Constit.,

p. 267 ; Lipsim, Verhiiltii. d. 'lextea d. drei Syr. Br., u. s. w., 1859; Uebir Ur.

sprung u. d. iilt. Gebrauch d. ChriHtennaniens, 1873, p. 7, anm. ; Lechler, Da<- ;ip,

u. nachap. Ztit., p. 521 f. anm. 2; Nctz, Stud, u. Krit., 1835, p. 881 flF. ; RumpJ.
N. Kev. de Thtbl., 1867, p. 8; JRMlle, Le Lien, 1856, Nos. 19—22; Schli'mami,

Die Clenientinen, p. 421. aiiin. 18; tSc/ioUcn. Die iilt. Zcugnisse, p. 40 fl., 50 tf,
;

Schvegler, Daa nachap. Zeitaltor, ii. p. 159 ff. ; Strait.ix, Dan Leben Josu. p. 54;

Taykr, The Fourth Gospel, p. 56; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 52 ff; Dit^ Kv.iii-

gelien, p. 636; Zflkr, Die Apostelgesch., p. 51, anm. "J; Theol. .Tahrb. 184r), p.

585 f. Cf. Gfrorer, AUg. K. G., i. p. 302 f. ; Har/css, Comm. iib. Br. Pauli an d.

Kph., 1834, p. xxxiv.
* Iremeus, Adv. Hier,, v. 28, p. 4; KusebiiiK, H. E., iii, 36. Tjardner expresses

a doubt whether this is a quotation at il.

S Prolog, ill Cantie. Canticor.
* Horn. vi. in Lucam. f> H. E. iii. 36.

" Quaest. ad. Steph. ; cf. Cureton, < "or[>. Ign. p. 164.

!l •,
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of that from Irenseus, are taken from the three Epistles which

exist in the Syriac translation, and they are found in that version;

and the first occasion on which any passage attributed to Igna-

tius is quoted which is not in the Syriac version of the three

Epistles occurs in the second half of the fourth century, when
Athanasius, in his Epistle regarding the Synods of Ariminuni

and Selucia,^ quotes a few words from the Epistle to the Ephesi-

ans (ch. vii.) ; but although foreign to the Syriac text, it is to be

noted that the words are at least from a form of one of the throe

epistles which exist in that version.'' Ic is a fact, therefore, that

up to the second half of the fourth century no quotation ascribed

to Ignatius, except one by Eusebius, exists, which is not found

in the three short Syriac letters.

As we have already remarked, the S}'riac version of the three

epistles i" very much shorter than the shorter Greek version, the

Epistle tu the Ephesians, for instance, })eing only about one-third

of the length of the Greek text. Those who still maintain the

superior authenticity of the Greek shorter version argue that the

Syriac is an epitome of the Greek. This does not, however, seem
tenable when the matter is carefully examined. Although so

much is absent from the Syriac version, not only is there no in-

ter "|)tion of the sense and no obscurity or undue curtness in

the style, but the epistles read more consecutively, without
faults of construction or grammar, and passages which in uhe

(ireek text were confused and almost unintelligible have be-

come quite clear in the Syriac. The interpolations of the text,

in fact. Lad been so clumsily made, that they had obscured the

meaning, and their mere omission, without any other alteration

of grammatical construction, has restored the epistles to clear

and simple order.^ It is, moreover, a remarkable fact that the

passages which, long before the discovery of the Syriac epistles

were pointed out as chiefly determining that the epistles were
spurious, are not found in the Syriac version at all.* Archbishop
Usher, who only admitted the authenticity of six epistles, showed
that nuich interpolation of these letters took place in the sixth

century,^ but this very fact increases the probability of much
narlier interpolation also, at which the various existing versions
most clearly point. The interpolations can be exi)lained upon the

most palpable dogmatic grounds, but not so the omissions upon
the hypothesis ot the Syriac version being an abridgeuient upon

' Opera, Rened. eel., i. p. 761.
' CurfUm, The Ancient byriac Version, Ac, p. xxxiv.
' /b., p. XX vi. f.

^ lb., p. xix. f. ; cf. Dalltvux, De Scriptis, &c. , p. 38fi ff.

^ Dissert,, ch. vi. p. xxxiii.
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any conceivable dogmatic principle, for that which remains ren-

ders the omissions for dogmatic reasons ineffectual. There is no

ground of interest upon which the portions omitted and retained

by the Syriac version can be intelligently explained.^ Finally,

here, we may mention that the MSS. of the three Syriac epistles

are more ancient by some centuries than those of any of the

Greek versions of the seven epistles.^ The strongest internal,

as well as other evidence, into which space forbids our going in

detail, has led the majority of critics to recognize the Syriac

version as the most ancient form of the letters of Ignatius ex-

tant, and this is admitted by many of ohose who nevertheless

deny the authenticity of any of the epistles.

Seven epistles have been selected out of fifteen extant all

equally purporting to be by Ignatius, simply because only that

number was mentioned by Eusebius, from whom for the first time,

in the fourth century,—except the general reference in the so-

called Epistle of Polycarp, to which we shall presently refer,—

we hear of them. Now neither the silence of Eusebius regard-

ing the eight epistles, nor his mention of the seven, can have

much weight, in deciding the question of their authenticity. The

only point which is settled by the reference of Eusebius is that,

at the date of which he wrote, seven epistles were known to him

which were ascribed to Ignatius. He evidently knew little or

nothing regarding the man or the Epistles, beyond what he had

learnt from themselves,^ and he mentions the martyr-journey to

Rome as a mere report :
" It is sa,id that he was conducted from

Syria to Rome to be cast to wild beasts on account of his testi-

mony to Christ." * It would be absurd to argue that no other

epistles existed, simpl}'' because Eusebius did not mention them

:

and on the other hand it would be still more absurd to affirm

that the seven epistles are authentic merely because Eusebius, in

the fourth century,—that is to say, some two centuries after

they are supposed to have been written,—had met wi^h them.

Does anyone believe the letter of Jesus to Agbarus, Prince of

Edessa, to be genuine, because Eusebius inserts it in his history
'

as an authentic document out of the public records of the city of

Edessa ? There is, in fact, no evidence that the brief quotations

of Irena3us and Origen are taken from either of the extant Greek

versions of the epistles ; for, as we have mentioned, they exist

1 Cureton, Dissert., ch. vi. p. xvi. ff.

2 Cureton, The Anc. .Syr. Vers., p. xl.

3 Hilgen/eld, Die ap. Viiter,^ p. 210.
* AoyoS d'e'xet rovrov cind 2vpmi itri Ttjv*Po!>i,tatoav it6Xtv,H.r.X.

H. E., iii. 36.

6 H. E., i. 13.
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in the Syriac epistles, and there is nothing to show tlie original

state of the letters from which they were derived. Nothing is

more certain than the fact that, if any writer wished to circulate

letters in the name of Ignatius, he would insert such passages as

were said to have been quoted from genuine epistles of Ignatius,

and supposing these quotations to be real, all that could be said

on finding such passages would be that at least so much might

he genuine.' It is a total mistake to suppose that the seven

epistles mentioned by Eusebius have been transmitted to us in

any special way. These epistles are mixed up in the Medicean
and corresponding ancient Latin MSS. with the other eight

epistles, universally pronounced to be spurious, without distinc-

tion of any kind, and all have equal honour.- The recognition

of the number seven may, therefore, be ascribed simply to the re-

ference to them by Eusebius, and his silence regarding the rest.

What, then, is the position of the so-called Ignatian Epistles ?

Towards the end of the second century, Irenteus makes a very

short quotation from a source unnamed, which Eusebius, in the

fourth century, finds in an epistle attributed to Ignatius. Origen,

in the third century, quotes a very few words which he ascribes

to Ignatius, although without definite reference to any particular

epistle ; and, in the fourth century, Eusebius mentions seven

epistles ascribed to Ignatius. There is no other evidence. There
are, however, fifteen epistles extant, all of wl.ich are attributed

to Ignatius, of all of which, with the exception of three which
are only known in a Latin version, we possess both Greek and
Latin versions. Of seven of these epistles— and they are these

mentioned by Eusebius—we have two Greek versions, one of

which is very much shorter than the other ; and finally we now
possess a Syriac version of three epistles only^ in a form still

shorter than the shorter Greek version, in which are found all

the quotations of the Fathers, without exception, up to the fourth
century. Eight of the fifteen epistles are universally rejected as

spurious. Tlie longer Greek version of the remaining seven
epistles is almost unanimously condemned as grossly interpolated

;

and the great majority of the critics recognize that the shorter

Greek version is also much interpolated ; whilst the Syriac version,

which so far as MSS. are concerned is by far the most ancient
te.xt of any of the letters which we possess, reduces their number

1 Cureton, The Ancient Syriac Version, &c., p. xxxi. fF.

^ /6. p. XXV. f. ; Corpus Ignat. p. Ixxvii. f. p. 3.37 ff ; Tregellea, note to Horne'g
Introd. N. T., iv. p. 332.

•^ It is worthy of remark that at the end of the Syriac version the subscription
is; " Here end the three Epistlep of Ignatius, Bishop and Martyr ;

" cf. Cureton,
Tho .\ncient Syriac Version, &c., p. 25.

MM.
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to three, and their content.s to a very small compass indeed. It

is not surprisinfT that the vast majority of critics have expressed

doubt more or less strong regarding the auttienticity of all of

these epistles, and that so large a number liave repudiated them
altogether. One thing is quite evident,—that amidst such a mass
of falsification, inteipolation, and fraud, the Ignatian Epistles

cannot in any form be considered evidence on any important

point. '

We have not, however, finished. All of these epistles, includ-

ing the three of the Syriac recension, profess to have been written

by Ignatius during his journey from Antioch to Rome, in the

custody of Rojnai) soldiers, in order to be exposed to wild

beasts, the form of martyrdom to which he had been condemned.

The writer describes the circumstances of his journey as follows:

" From Syria even unto Rome I fight with wild beasts, by sea and

by land, by night and by day ; being bound among.st ten leopards,

which are the band of soldiers : who even receiving benefits be-

come worse."- Now, if this account be in the least degree true,

how is it possible to suppose that the martyr could have found

means to write so many long epistles, entering minutely into dog-

matic teaching, and expressing the niost deliberate and advanced

views regarding ecclesiastical government ? Indeed, it may I*

asked why Ignatius should have considered it necessarj'^ in such a

journey, even if the pos.sibility be for a moment conceded, to ad-

dress such epistles to communities and individuals to whom, by

the .showing of the letters themselves, he had just had opportuni-

ties of addressing his counsels in perscm."' The epistles themselves

bear none of the marks of composition under such circumstances,

and it is impossible to suppose that soldiers such as the quotation

above describes would allow a prisoner, condemned to wild beasts

for professing Christianity, deliberately to write long epistles at

every stage of his journey, promulgating the very doctrines for

which he was condemned. And not only this, but oi his way to

martyrdom, he has, according to the epistles,* perfect freedom to

see his friends. He receives the bisnops, deacons, and members

of various Christian communities, who come with greetings to

56 ; Weizscicker, Unters. evaiige-

I'VHTU^

Tfiyi-ic:-

1 /. J. Tayler, The Fourth Gospel, 1867, p.

lische Gesch., p. 234.
J ^Aitd 'Svpla'i HEXP^ 'Po6j[i7/i Ot/pio/:tcx^(i), Sidyfji xai OaAdddTfi,

Mcxl r'fiitefiai, iySede/tievoi deua XeonapSoii, o idri Orparioorayv
6). Hal EVFpyerov/uEvoi ^eZ/jouS yivovrca. Ep. Ad. Rom., v.

3 Bavr, Urspr. d. Episcopats, Tiib. Zeitschr. f. Th' :1., 1838, H. 3, p. I.j f.. Die

Ignat. Br., p. 61 ; Ililqenfeld, Die ap, Vater, p. 217 : Schweyler, Das nachap. Zeit.

ii. p. 160.

Cf. ad Ephes. i, ii., ad MagncB. ii. xv., ad Trail, i., ad Rom. x., ad Philadelp.

xi., ad Smyrn. x. xiii., &c.
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hiin, and devoted followers accompany him on his journey. All

this without hindrance from the " ten leopards," of whose cruelty

he complains, and without persecution or harm to those who so

openly declare them.selves his friends and fellow believers. The
whole story is absolutely ineredil)le.' This conclusion, irresistible

in itself, is, however, confirmed by facts arrived at from a totally

(liferent point of view. It has been demonstrated that Ignatius

was not sent to Rome at all, but suffered martyrdom in Antioch

itself on the 2()th December, A.D, 115,'^ when he was condemned to

lio ca.st to wild beasts in the amphitheatre, in consequence of the

fanatical excitement ]iroduced by the earthquake which took

|ilace on the 18th of that month." There are no less than three

laartyrologies of Ignatius,* giving an account of the martyr's jour-

ney from Antioch to Komc, but they are all recognized to be mere
idle legends, of whose existence we do not hear till a very late

period;^ In fact, the w^ hole of the ignatiau literature is a mass of

falsification and fraud.

We might well spare our readers the trouble of examining fur-

dier the contents of the Epistles of pseudo-Ignatius, for it is mani-

fest that they cannot afford testimony of any value whatever,

on the subject of our inquiry. We shall, however, briefly point

(Hit all the passages contained in the seven Greek Epistles which
have any bearing upon our Synoptic Gospels, in order that their

exact position may be more fully appreciated. Tischendorf^ refers

to a passage in the Epistle to the Romans, c. vi., as a verbal quo-

tation of Matthew xvi. 20, but he neither gives the context nor

states the facts of the case. The passage reads as follows :
" The

pleasures of the world shall profit me nothing, nor the kingdoms

1 /irtu/-, Urspr. des Episcopats, Tiib. Zeitzeh. f. Theol., 1838, H. 3, p. 154 f. :

Hiliieii/dd, Die ap. Vater, p. 210 f. ; cf, Neander, K. (}., 1842, i. p. 327, anm. 1,

ii.(184;j), p. 1140.

- The martyrdom has been variously dated about a.d. 107 or 125-216, but whe-
ther assigning the event to Rome or to Antioch a majority of critics of all shades of

opinion have adopted the latter date. Cf. Baur, Urspr. d, Episc, Tiib Zeitschr.
f. Theol., 1838, H. 3. \>. 149, anm., 15r)anm., Gesch. chr. Kirche, i. p. 440, aum.
\ : Bretac/iiieidc.r, Probabilia, &c. p. 185; Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. l-tt ; Guericke,
H'buch. K. G., i. p. 148 ; Ham/enhac/i, K. G., i. p. 113 f. ; Davidson Introd. N. T.,

ip. I'J; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 79; Sc/ioUen, Die alt. Zeu;. lisse, p. 40, p.
50 f.; iolkmar, Der Orsprung, p. 52; H'buch Einl. Apocr., i. p, 121 f., p. 136.

3 Volkmar, H'buch Einl. Apocr., i. p. 49 fF.. p. 121 ff , 136 f., Der Ursprung, p.

52 ff. ; Baur, Urspr. d. Episc, Tiib. Zeitschr. f. Th., 1838, H. 3. p. 149 fF. ; Gesch.
ehr. Kirche, 1863, i. p. 440 anm. 1 ; Dnvklson, Introd. N. T. i. p. 19 ; Schollen, Die
iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 51 f. Cf. Francke, Zur Gesch. Trajans, u. s. w., 184(», p. 253 f.

;

Mytnfdd, Die ap Vater, p. 213 flf. ; Zeitschr. wias. Theol., 1874, p. 97 ff.

< Dreml, Patr. Ap., p. 208 flf., 350 ff., 391 ff.

5 Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr., vii. p. 314, anm. 1 ; Hilgen/eld, Die ap. Vater, p. 213
'^,Milman, Hist, of Christianity, ii. p. 101 ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 51 ;

i'hlhmi, Das Verhaltn. &c., in Niedner's Zeitschr. f. hist. Theol., 1861, p. 252 f.

* Wann wurden, u. s. w. , p. 22.

i! '^'flJ
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of this time ; it is better for ine to die for Jesus Christ, than to

rtiign over the ends of the earth. For what is a man profited if

lie gain the whole world, but lose his soul."* Now this qiKj-

tation not only is not found in the Syriac version of the Epistle,

but it is also omitted from the ancient Latin version, and is absent

from the passage in the work of Timotheus of Alexandria
against tlie Council of Chalcedon, and from other authorities. It

is evidently a later addition, and is recognized as such by most
critics.- It was probably a gloss, which subsequently was inser-

ted in the text. Of these facts, however, Tischendorf does not

say a word.^

The next passage to which he refers is in the Epistle to the

Smyrniuans, c. i., where the writer says of Jesus :
" He was bap-

tized V)y John, in order that all righteousness might be fulfilled

by Him," *—which Tischendorf considers a reminiscence of Mat-

thew iii. 15, " For thus it becouieth us to fulfil all righteousness." ''

The phrase, besides being no quotation, has again all the appear-

ance of being an addition ; and when in ch. iii. of the same Epis-

tle we find a palpable quotation from an apocryphal Gospel, which

Jerome states to be the " Gospel according to the Hebrews," to

which w^e shall presently refer, a Gospel which we know to have

contained the bapti.sm of Jesus l)y John, it is not impossible,

even if the Epistle were genuine, which it is not, to base

jiny such conclusion upon these words. There is not only the

alternative of tradition, but the use of the same apocryphal

Gospel, elsewhere quoted in the Epistle, as the source of the

reminiscence.

Tischendorf does not point out any more supposed references to

our Synoptic Gospels, but we proceed to notice all the other pas-

.sages which have been indicated by others. In the Epistle to

Polycarp, c. ii., the following sentence occurs :
" Be thou wise as a

serpent in everything, and harmless as the dove." This is, of

course, compared with Matth. x. 16, "Be ye, therefore, wise as

serpents and innocent as doves." The Greek of both read as fol-

lows:

1 OvSev juot (jo(peXtj<S£i rd Tspnvd rov" Hod/Jov, ovdi ai fiadiXelai

Tov" ai(Svo<s TovTov. KaXov noi dicoQ(xveiv eii XpiSrov ^It)6ovv, tj

fta6iXevEiv toSv nspdraov rrfi VV''- ^^ y^P axpeXelTat dvOpcaTtoi, kdv
MEpSTjZ^ rov Hod/.'ov oXov,T7)v ok iflVXT/V . avTOv !^7j/iitcuQ^ ; c. vi.

2 Cxireton, Ancient iSyriac Version, &c., p. 42 S. ; Grabe, Spicil, Patr., ii. p. 16;

Jacobaon, Patr. Ap., ii. o. 402; Kirchho/er, Quellensaniml., p. 84, anm. 6; Anijer,

Synops. Ev., p. 119 f., breasd, Patr., Ap., p. 170: &c , &c.
3 Canon Westcott does not refer to the passage at all.

* liEfianri6i.iivov tJjto ^loaavvov, 'iva nXjfpoaQy itd6a 8ixcao6vvi} vt''

lxvtcv k.t.X. e. i.

5 ouru^s ydp TtpETtor i^Tlv i}nlv iiXrjpoiGai Ttddav 8tHato6vv7}v.

Vv
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El'IHTLK.

ix6iy,Kai lixepaioi a3? >/ nfiJiurifja.

Matth. X. 16.

riyeiOe. ovy <ppoymoi cj? ol
otpEii^ Hal lihepaioi w? al jteptd-
repcii.

lu tlie Syriac version, the passage reads: " Be thou wise a« the

serpent in everything, and hainiless as to those things which are

lequisite as the dove."^ It is iinneces.'>ary to add that no source

is indicated for the reminiscence. Ewald assigns this part of our

first Gospel originally to the Spruchsamndung,^ and even apart

from the variations presented in the Epistle there is nothing to

warrant exclusive selection of our first Gospel a , the source of

the saying. The remaining passages we subjoin in parallel

columns.

' '? :
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None of tlieso pnsflagea are quotations, and they <,'(;nerally present

snch marked linguistic variations from the parallel passageH in

our first (lOHpel, that there is not the slightest ground for spo-

cially referring then) to it. The last words cited are introduciMl

without any appropriate context. In no case are the expressions

indicated as (quotations from, or references to, any particular

source. They may either be traditional, or reminiscences of soiiio

of the numerous Gospels current in the early Church, such as the

Gospel according to the Hebrews. That the writer made use of

one of these cannot be doubted. In the Epistle to the Sil^ r-

means, c. iii., there occurs a quotation from an apocryphal Gospt'l

to which we have already, in passing, referred :
" for I know tliat

also after his resurrection he was in the Hesh, and I believe he is

so now. And wlien he came to tho.se who were with Peter, ho

said unto them : Lay hold, handle me, and see that I am an incor-

poreal spirit (Jiaifioviov). And immediately they touched him and

believed, being convinced by his tiesh and spirit."^ Eusebius, wlio

quotes this passage, says that he does not know whence it is

taken.'^ Origen, however, quotes it from a work well known in

the early Church, called "The Doctrine of Peter," (AiSaxr;

Uirpov);^ and Jerome found it in the " Gospel according to the

Hebrews," in use among the Nazarenes,* which he translated, as

we shall hereafter see. It was, no doubt, in b<jth of those work.s.

The narrative, Luke xxiv. 39 f , being neglected, and an apocry-

phal Go.spel used here, the inevitable inference is clear and very

suggestive. As it is certain that this quotation was taken from a

source different from our Gospels, there i.., reason to suppose thai

the other passages which we have cited are remini.scences of the

same work. The passage on the three mysteries in the Epistle to

the Ephesians, c. xix., is evidently another (quotation from an un-

canonical source.^

We must, however, again point out that, with the single excep-

tion of the short passage in the Epistle to Polycarp, c. ii., which

is not a quotation, differs from the reading in Matthew, and may
well be from any other source, none of these supposed reminiscences

of our Synoptic Gospels are found in the Syriac version of the

three epistles. The evidential value of the seven Greek epistles is

1 'Eyod ydp ual juerd
ovra. Kal ore np^'

£tiOi,'S avruv f/tpavro, Hai tni6TEv6av, HpaTrfievrei r^ 6apHi avrov xal

TM Ttvev/uaTi.
ovM Old' oTtoQev pr/roii 6vyHexprfttxi. H. E., iii. 36.

3 l)e Princip. Prwf., § 8.

4 De vir. ill., 16 ; cf. Comm. in Is. lib. xviii. proef.

6 Cf. Ewald, Gesch. d. Volkes Isr., vii. p. 318, anm. 1.
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cleaily stated by an English historian and divine :
" My conclu-

sion is, that 1 should be unwilling to claim historical authority for

any passage not contained in Dr. Curoton's Syriac reprint."^ Wo
must, however, go much further, and assert that none of the

Epistles have any value as evidence for an earlier period than the

end of the second or beginning of the third century, if indeed they

possess any value at all. The whole of the literatuie ascribed to

Ignatius is, in fact, such a tissue of fraud and imposture, and the

successive versions exhibit such undeniable marks of the grossest

interiiolation, that even if any small original element exist refer-

lihlo to Ignatius, it is impossible to detine it, or to distinguish

with the slightest degree of accuracy between what is authentic

anil what is spurious. The Epistles do not, however, in any case

atl'ord evidence even of the existence of our Synoptic Gospels.

I •)!
'Sf»|

.1

I

2.

We have hitherto deferred all consideration of the so-called

Epistle of Polycarp to the Philippians, from the fact that, iastead

of proving the existence of the Epistles of Ignatius, with which it

is intimately associated, it is itself discredited in proportion as

they are shown to be inauthentic. We have just seen that the

martyr-journey of Ignatius to Rome is, for cogent reasons, declared

to be wholly fabulous, and the epistles purporting to be written

during that journey must be held to be spurious. The Epistle of

Polycarp, however, not only refers to the martyr-journey (c. ix.),

but to the Ignatean Epistles which are inauthentic (c. xiii.) and
the manifest inference is that it also is spurious.

Polycarp, who is said by Irenseus^ to have been in his youth a
disciple of the Apostle Job '^, became Bishop of Smyrna, was deputed
to Rome c. A.D, 160, i*': representative of the Churches of Asia, for

the discussion respecting the day on which the CJiristian Passover
should bo celebrated,^ and ended his life by martyrdom, A. D. 167.

Some critics who affirm the authenticity of the Epistle attributed
to hiin, but who certainly do not justify their conclusions by any
arguments nor attempt to refute adverse reasons, date the Epistle

before a.d. 120.* But the preponderance of opinion amongst
those who have most profoundly examined the matter, whether

1 M'dman, Hist, of Christianity, iii. p. 257, note (b).

- Adv. Ha;r., iii. 3, p. 4 ? of . Euaebim, H. E., v. 20.
3 lrmm», Adv. Hser., iii. 3, §4; Easebius, H. E., iv, 14.

* Ewald, Gesoh. d. V. Isr., vii. p. 310 ; Tischendorf, Wann warden, u. s. w.,
p. 23; Bleek, Einl. N. T.. p. 234 ; Lardner, Works, ii. p. 89 ; Anger, Synops Ev.,
p. xxiii.

16
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declaring the Epistle spurious or authentic, assigns it to the latter

half of the second century, in so far as any genuine part of it is

concerned.^ Doubts of its authenticity, and of the integrity of

the text, were very early expressed,"^ and the close scrutiny to

which later and more competent criticism has subjected it, lias

led very many to the conclusion that the Epistle is either largely

interpolated,^ or altogether spurious.* The principal argument
in favour of its authenticity is the fact that the Epistle is men-
tioned by Ireufieus,^ who in his youth was acquainted with Poly-

carp. But the tes+imony of Irenteus is not, on that account, en-

titled to much V* eight, inasmuch as his iiitercourse with Polycai-p

was evidently confined to a short period of his extrenie yoiitb,

"

and we have no reason to suppose that he had any subsequent

communication with him. This certainly does not entitle Irenseus

to speak more authoritatively of an epistle ascribed to Polycai-p,

than any one else of his day.'^ In the Epistle itself, there are

many anachronisms. In ch. ix. the " blessed Ignatius " is referred

to as already a considerable time dead, and he is held up with

Zosimus and Rufus, and also with Paul and the rest of the Apos-

tles, as examples of patience : men who have not run in vain,

but are with the Lord ; but in ch. xiii. he is spoken of as living,

and Information is requested regarding him, " and those who are

with him."^ Moreover, although thus spoken of as alive, tlie

writer already knows of his Epistles, and refers, in the plural, to

those written by him " to us, and all the rest which we have by

us."^ The reference here, it will be observed, is not only to the

1 A.D167, Hilgeti/ekl'Die ap. Vater, p. 274; a.d.
'

' - ' N. T., ii.

160—165, Volhnar, Der Ur-

sprung, p. 46; Dmmlson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 512; SchoUen, Die iilt. Zeugnisse,

p. 43; Schwfijler, Das nachap. Zeitaltcr, ii. p. 154; a.d. 140—168, /?jYsc/ti, Euist.

altk. Kirche, p. (504 ff. ; after a.d. 167, Zellet; Die Apostelgesch.
, p. 52; middle

of 2nd ce.tury, Bunsen, Ignatius u. s. Zeit, p. 107 ff, ; Eic/ihorn, Mnl. N. T., i.

p. 151.
'^ Maqdebiirii Centur., Ec^les. Hist, i., cent ii. , cap. 10; Dallceus, De Scriptis,

&c., lib. ii., c! .32, p. 428 ff. ; Bonier, BibL d. Kirchen Vater, p. 93 ff ; Semkr,

Zu Baumgarten's Unters. TLeol. Streitigk., ii. p. 36 f. ; Mosheim, De Rebus

Christ., p. 161 ; Vllmann, Der zweite Br. Petri, p. .3, anm.
'^Bunsen, Ignat. v. Ant., p. 107 ff. ; RitschI, Enst. altk. Kirche, p. 004 ff.

;

SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 40 f
, ; Volkvmr, Der Ursprung, p. 42 ff. ; Donald-

son, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 184.

* HiUjenfeJd Die ap. Viiter, p. 271 ff. ; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 154

ff. ; Zeller, Die Apostelgesch., p. 52, anm. 1 ; Theol. Jahrb., 1845, p. 58(i f.,

1847, p. 144 ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 151; cf. Lilcke, Comment. Br. Johaiin.

p. 3 ; Tayler, The Fouvth Gospel, 1867, p. 55.

^Adv, Hxn-., iii. 3, § 4.

""Bv r{7 npaoT'^ 7}jii6av ^XtHi'a. n.r.X. Adv. Hasr., iii. 3, § 4, .&/«fWH«, H.

E., ir. 14,' cf. V. 20.
' Cf. Zelhr, Die Apostelgeschichte, p. 52, anm. 1.

* Et de ipso Igratio, et de his qui cum eo sunt, quodcertiuB agnoveritis, signifi-

sate.
"^ TiJrS i7Ci6roXd? 'lyvariov rdi itEjuq/Jsidai r'/julv i)jr' avrov, xai aAAa?

oda? sly.iUEv itafi i^Miv, h.t.X.
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Epistles to the Smyrnteans, and to Polycarp himself, but to other

spurious epistles which are not included in the Syriac version,

Lallpeus^ pointed out lung ago, that ch. xiii. abruptly interrupts

the conclusion of the Fpistle, and most critics, including those

who assert the authenticity of the rest of the Epistle, reject it at

least, although many of these likewise repudiate ch. ix. as inter-

polated.^ Many of these, however, consider that the letter is

quite coDi istent with the later date, which, according to internal

evidence, must be assigned to the Epistle. The writer vehem-
ently denounces,^ as already widely spread, the Gnostic heresy

and other forms of false doctrine which did not exist until the

time of Marcion, to whom and to whose followers he refers in un-

mistakable terms. An expression is used in ch. vii. in speaking

of those heretics, which Polycai^p is reported by Irenseus to have
actually applied to Marcion in person, during his stay in Rome
about \.D. 160. He is said to have called Marcion the "first-born

of Satan," (TrpwroVoKog tov Sarava),* and the same term is emplv^yed

in this epistle with regard to every one who holds such false

iloctrines. The development of these heresies, thereibre, implies

a (late for the composition of the Epistle, at earliest, after the

middle of the second century, a date which is furthei confirmed

by other circumstances.^ The writer evidently assumes a posi-

tion in the Church, to which Polycarp could only have attained

in the latter part of his life, and of which we first have evidence
about A.D. ;! 60, when he was deputed to Rome for the Paschal
discussion, and, throughout, the Efnstle depicts the developed ec-

clesiastical organization of that period.^ Hilgenfeld has pointed
out, as another indication of the same date, the injunction " Pray
for the kings" (Orate pro regibus), which in 1 Peter ii. 17, is

"Honour the king " (tov fSaa-iXea Tt/iarc), which, he argues, accords
with the period after Antoninus Pius had elevated Marcus Aure-

1 De Snriptis, &c., 427 ff.

" Biiimn, Ignatius v. Ant. u. s. Zeit, p. 108 fif. ; Dallceim, De Scriptis, &c,, p.
\T>«.; Donakhov, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 184; Rit8cM, Entst. altk.
Kirche, p. 606 ff. ; Schollen, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 41 ; Bih/en/eld, Die ap. Viiter,

p. '207 ff. ; Schwenkr, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 154 f. ; Volhriar, Der Ursprung, p.
44 ff.

^ Cf. Ch. vi., vii.

* Advr. Hccr., iii. 3, § 4 ; Emehius, H. E., iv. 14.

^ Mwi-ijkr, Das nachap. Zeit. p. 155 f . ; HH<ienfeld, Die ap. Viiter, p. 272 f.

}

I o/bmr, Der Ursprung, p. 44 ff. ; SchoUen, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 41 ff. Schweg-
lor ami Hilgenfeld consider the insertion of this phrase, actually used in Kome
against Marcion, as proof of the inauthenticity of the Epistle. They ar;i;ue that
the well-known saying was inserted to give an appearance of reality to the f<"-gery.
In any case it shows that *;he Epistle cannot have been written earlier than the
second half of the second century.
^Mwe(jhr Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 158; Hilgenfeld, Die »p. Vater. p. 273 ;

•V/io/<en, Die iilt ZeugniBse, p. 42.

»'*
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lius to joint sovereignty (a.d. 147), or better still,with that in which
Marcus Aureliua appointed Lucius Verus liis colleague, a.d. IGl.

However this may be, either date is within that period of the life

of Polycaj'p, when other circumstances render the compositiun

of the Epistle alone possible. Upon no internal ground can any
part of this Epistle be pronounced genuine ; theie are potent

reasons for considering it spurious, and there is no evidence of

any value whatever siipporting its authenticity. In any case it

could only be connected with the very latest years of Polycarp'.s

life.

We shall now examine all the passages in this Epistle wliicli

are pointed out as indicating any acquaintence with our Synoptic

Gospels.' The first occurs in ch. ii., and we subjoin it in contrast

with the nearest parallel passages of the Gospels, but although

we break it up into paragraphs, it will of course be understood

that the quotation is continuous in the Epistle.

Epistle, c. ii.

Remembering what the Lord said,

teaching :

Judge not that ye be not judged

;

forgive and it shall be forgiven to

you
;

be pitiful that ye may be pitied
;

with what measure ye mete it shall

be measured to you again ; and that

blessed are the poor and those that

are persecuted for righteousness' sake,

for theirs is the kingdom of God.

Epistle, c. ii.

Mvrjiiove.vovTE'i 8k wv elaey 6

xiipioi SiSddxoov-

Mrf KpivETEy'iva uri xpif^ifTE.

acpiETE, nai d(pE0j}6£rat v/uTv.

iXEEtTE,tva kXerjfiiJTE-

iv ca /nEtpa) fiBrpEtvEy ocvriHErpt)-

STJdETat vutv.
nai on /naxapiot oi Ttrooxpi xccl oi

Hioaxoi-iEvoi evEHEi' SiHaio6vyr/i,ori
avT<Sv idriv rj ftadiXEict rov Oeov.

I
Matthew.

!
vii. 1.

Judge not that ye be not judged.

vi. 14. For if ye forgive men their

trespasses your heavenly Fatlier will

also forgive you : (cf. Luke vi.

37 pardon and ye shall be

pardoned.)
v. 7. Blessed are the pitiful, for

they shall obtain pity.

vii. 2. With what measure ye mete

it shall be measured to you.

V. 3. Blessed are the poor in spirit.

... V. 10. Blessed are they that

are persecuted for righteousness' sake,

for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.

Matthew.

vii. I.

Ml} xpivtrEy 'iva in?) upiOyre.
vi. 14. 'Edy yap drprjtE roU at'-

OpooTtoii, K. r. A. (cf. Luke vi. 37,

AitoXvETE xal dnoXvOT'idEdOE).

V. 7. Mcxxaptot oi iXEr/ftoyei,oTi

avroi iXErfOtfdovrai.
vii. 2. iy &> jiiETpM iJEtprlrE HETprj-

OtfdETcx! x\nlv.

V. 3. Maxdpioi oi nraoxoi too tcvsv-

fiart— 10. /jax. oi dEdiwyjiEyot h'(-

XEV dixatodvvtjiy oTt avrooy idrli

r) fiadiXEia rwv ovpavaiv.

1 Tischendorf, Wann wurdon, u. s. w,, p. 23 f ; Westcott, On the Cauou, p. 48,

note. <
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It will be remembered that an almost similar direct quotatiori of

words of Jesus occurs in the so-called Epistle of Clement to the

Corinthians, c. xiii., which we have already examined.^ There,

the passage is introduced by the same words, and in the midst of

l)rief phrases which have parallels in our Gospel there occurs in

lioth Epistles the same expression, " Be pitiful that ye may be

iiitied," which is not found in any of our Gospels. In order to

lind any parallels for the quotation, upon the hypothesis of a

combination of texts, we have to add together portions of the fol-

lowing verses in the following order : Matthew vii. 1, vi. 14 (al-

though with complete linguistic variations, the sense of Luke vi.

87 is much closer), v. 7, vii, 2, v. 3, v. 10. Such fragmentar}'

compilation is in itself scarcely conceivable in an epistle of this

kind, but when in the midst we find a passage foreign to our

Gospels, but which occurs in another woi'k in connection with so

similar a quotation, it is reasonable to conclude that the whole is

derived from tradition or from a Gospel different from ours.^ In

no case is such a passage the slightest evidence of the existence of

any one of our Gospels.

Another passage which is pointed out occurs in ch. vii., " he-

seeching in our prayers the all-searching God not to lead us into

temptation, as the Loi'd said : The spirit indeed is willing, but
the flesh is weak."^ This is compared with the phrase in " the

Lord's Prayer" (Matthew vi. 13), or the passage (xxvi. 41):
" Watch and pray tliat yo enter not into temptation : the spirit

indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak."* The second Gospel,

however, equally has the phrase (xiv. 38), and shows how un-
reasonable it is to limit any of these historical sayings to any
single Gospel. The next passage is of a siniilai' nature (c. vi.) :

" If, therefore, we pray the Lord that he may forgive us, we ought
also ourselves to forgive."^ The thought but not the language of

this ]>assage corres])onds with Matthew vi. 12— 14, but equally so

with Luke xi. 4. Now we must i-epeat that all such sayings of
Jesus were the common property of the early (Christians—were
no doubt orally current amongst them, and still more certainly

were recorded by many of the numerous Gospels then in circula-

1 p. 223 f.

^Zili'ir, Die Apostelgesch., p. 52 ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 27, fvum. I; A'enss
GeBch. h. Schr. N. T., p. 162 ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 151 f. ; cf. KiirJiho/er,

Quelkiiaamml, p. 85, anin. 2.
'^ 8f)'i6e6iy airov/tEvot toy TtLxyreitonrriv Oe6y,ft}) ftdeyf-yMeiy r'/fidi

fh nEtpaduoy, HcxOai etitey 6 xvfjioi- to /.liy nyaijfia npoOv/iiuy, v dl
Sdp^ (X(5f)f.vrj'i. c. vii.

* ypt/yopEire x(xi 7rfio6ex'!XE60E,'tyati?} sidEXOt/rE fti TteipadMoy. to
uiv TTvevna npoOv^toy, r) SI (J(ip| dtiOEy?}';. Matt. xxvi. 41.
^^ Ki ovv SEo/iieOa zov xvpiov, 'I'ya r'/Miy cx<piff, c(/>EiA.o/iiEy nal t}/nstS
(icpievai. c. vi.

• !<:'u<f\pi;i i''>i''i

;;;i;
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tion, as the}' are by several of our own. In no case is tliere any
written source indicated from which these passages are derived

;

they are simply quoted as words of Jesus, and being all connected

either with the " Sermon on the Mount " or the " Lord's Prayer,"

the two portions of the teaching of Jesus which were most popular,

widely known, and characteristic, there can be no doubt, that

they were familiar throughout the whole of the early Church,

and must have formed a part ofmost or all of the many collections

of the words of the Master. To limit them to our actual Gospels,

which alone survive, would be absurd, and no reference to them,

without specification of the source, can be received as evidence

even of the existence of our Synoptics. We shall fully demon-
strate this in considering the origin and composition of our pre-

sent Gospels, but we may here briefly illustrate the point from the

Synoptics themselves. Assuming the parable of the Sower to be

a genuine example of the teaching of Jesus, as there is every

reason to believe, it may with certainty be asserted that it must
have been included in many of the records circulating among
early Christians, to which reference is made in the prologue to

the third Gospel. It would not be permissible to affirm that no

pa^-t of that parable could be referred to by an early writer with-

out that reference being an indication of acquaintance with our

Synoptic Gospels. The parable is reported in closely similar

words in each of those three Gospels,^ and it may have been, and

probably was, recorded similarly in a dozen more. Confining

ourselves, however, for a moment to the three Synoptics : what

could a general allusion to the parable of the Sower prove regard-

ing their existence and use, no mention of a particular source

being made ? Would it prove that all the three were extant, and

that the writer knew them all, for each of them containing the

parable would possess an equal claim ':o the reference ? Could it

with any reason be affirmed that he was acquainted with Matthew

and not with Mark ? or with Mark and not with Matthew and

Luke ? or with the third Gospel and not with either of the other

two ? The case is the very same if we extend the illustration,

and along with the Synoptics include the numerous oth^r records

of the early Church. The anonymous quotation of iiistorical

expressions of Jesus cannot prove the existence of onj special

document among many to which we may choose to trace it. This

is more especially to be insisted on from the fact, that hitherto we

have not met with any mention of any one of our Gospels, and

have no right even to assume their existence from any evidence

which has beea furnished.

1 Matt. xiii. 3—23 ; Mark iv. 2—20 ; Luke viii. 4—15.
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CHAPTER III.

JUSTIN MARTYP

We shall now consider the evidence furnished by the works of

Justin Martyr, regarding the existence of our Synoptic Gospels

at the middle of the second century, and we may remark, in an-

ticipation, that whatever differences of opinion may finally exist

regarding the solution of the problem which we have to examine,

at least it is clear that the testimony of Justin Martyr is not of

a nature to establish the date, authenticity, and character of Gos-

pels professing to communicate such momentous and astounding

doctrines. The determination of the source from which Justin

derived his facts of Christian history has for a century attracted

more attention, and excited more controversy, than almost any
other similar question in connection with patristic literature, and
upon none have more divergent opinions been expressed.

Justin, who suffered martyrdom about a.d. 166—167,^ under

Marcus Aurelius, probably at the instigation of the cynical phil-

osopher, Crescens, was born in the Greek-Roman colony, Flavia

Neapolis,^ established during the reign of Vespasian, near the

ancient Sichem in Samaria. By descent he was a Greek, and
during the earlier part of his life a heathen, but after long and
disappointed study 6f Greek philosophy, he became a convert to

Christianity^ strongly tinged with Judaism. It is not necessary

to enter into any discussion as to the authenticity of the writings

which have come down to us bearing Justin's name, many of

which are undoubtedly spurious, for the two Apologies and the

Dialogue with Trypho, with which we have almost exclusively

to do, are generally admitted to be genuine. It is true thai- there

has been a singular controversy regarding the precise relation to

each other of the two Apologies now extant, the following contra-

dictory views having been maintained : that they are the two

^ Eusebiiis, H. E., iv. 16, Chron. Posch. a.d. 165; Am/er, Synops. Evan., p.
xxvi.

; liatn; Vorles. Chr. Dogmengesch. I. i. p. 253; Bled; Einl. N.T., p 228;
Cmlner, Beitrivgc, i. p. KM) ; Donaldson, Hiat. Chr. Lit. and Doct., ii. p. 73 ;

Ekhhom (c. a.d. 163), Einl. N.T., i. p. 84 ; Gaericke, H'buch K.G., p. 150, p. 377 ;

Milman, Hist, of Christianity, ii. p. 134 f. ; Renss, Gesch. h. Schr. N.T., p. 288 ;

Scliolttii,'Dic alt. Zeugnisse, p. 20; Tischendorf, Wann warden, u. s. w., p. 26;
De Wette (c. 163), Einl. N.T., 1860, p. 104.

2 Apol. i. 1.

3Dial.c, TrypL, ii. ff.
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Apologies mentioned by Eusebius, and in their original order

;

that they are Justin's two Apologies, but that Eusebius was
wrong in affirming that the second was addressed to Marcus
Aurelius ; that our second Apology was the preface or appendix

to the tirst, and that the original second is lost. The shortei-

Apology contains nothing of interest connected with our imjuir)-.

There has been much controversy as to the date of tl 'two

Apologies, and much difference of opinion still exists on the

I)oint. Many critics assign the larger to about a.d. 138—140, and

the shorter to A.D. 160—161.^ A passage, however, occurs in the

longer Apology, which indicates that it must have been written

about a century and a half atttx t^c commencement of the Chris-

tian era, or, according to accurate reckoning, about A.D. 147. Jus-

tin speaks, in one part of it, of perverted deductions being drawn
from his teaching "that Christ was born 150 years ago under

Cyrenius.'"'^ Those who contend for the earlier date have no

stronger argument against this statement than the unsupported

assertion, that in this passage Justin merely speaks " in round

numbers,'' but many important circumstances confirm the date

which Justin thus gives us. In the superscription of the Apology,

Antoninus is called " Pius," a title v.^hich was first bestowed upon

him in the year 139. Moreover, Justin directly refers to Marcion,

as a man " now living and teaching his disciples . . . and

who has by the aid of demons caused many of all nations to utter

blasphemies, &c.^ Now the fact has been established that Marcion

did not come to Eome, where Justin himself was, until a.d. 139—142,* when his prominent public career commenced, and it is

apparent that the words of Justin indicate a period when his

1 Anger, Synops, Ev., p. xxvi. ; Btmsen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 553 ; Donaldson,

Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 85; Delitzach, Neue Uiiters. Entst. Kan. Ew.,
1853, p. 30; Bhcald, Geach. V. !sr., vii. p. 5LS ; Ouerkke, H'buch K.G., p. 151.;

Lechler, Das. ap. ii, nachap. Zeit-, p. 505 ; Niedner, Gesch. cL.chr. Kirche, p.

206; Neandrr, K.G,, ii. p 1147; iie«-8«. Hist, du Canon, p. 53; Bitschl, Das Ev.

Marcion's, 1846, p. 146; Senisch, Die apost. Denkw. Des Mart. Justinus, 1848,

p. 3f. ; 77io?«c^, Glaubwiirdigkeit d. evang. Gesch., 1838, p. 272; Tischemlorf,

Wann wurdeu, u. s. w. , p. 26.

'^"Iva Si ixi) Ttvei dXoyi6TaivovTS<i eH dnorponi^v tiSv Sedtday/iievoov
-dcp' })/ii(£v sinoodi, npo iraSv sxardy nsvrtJMOvra yey£vy7J6(lai rov
Xpidrov XsyEiv r}/itdi kni Kvpijviov, h.t.X. Apol. i. 46.

3 Mapuioova Se Ttva IJoytiHov, oS nai vvv eti idri StSadHooy rou?
nsiOojUEVovi, -ji Hard ndv ysvoi dvOpainoav did tt}^ twv
Saii-KxycDv dv^At/ipeooi, n'oXXovi TtEKohfUE fJA.a6(pTfftiai Xiyeiy, h.t.X.
Apol. i. 26.

* Anger, Synops. Ev., p. xxiv, f. ; Baiir, Gesch. chi-. K., i. p. 196 ; B/rd: Einl.

N. T,, p. 126 ; Bunaen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 562 ; Crcdner, Beitriigi^ i. p. 40 f.
;

HUgen/eUl, Der Kanon, p. 21 f. ; Lipsins, Zeitachr. wiss. Tlieol. 1867, p. "5 ff.

;

Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, i. p. 138, anm. 2 ; Keuss, Geach. N. T., p, 244 ;
Scho/ten,

Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 73 ; Schkirmarher, Sammtl. Werke, 1840, xi. p. 107 ;
Tes-

chendorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 57; Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb., 1850, p. 120,

1855, p. 270 ff. ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 273.
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doctrines had already become widely diffused. For thase and

many other strong reasons, which need not here be detailed, the

majority of con\petent critics agree in more correctly assigning

the first Apology to about a.d. 147.^ The Dialogue with Trypho

as internal evidence shows,^ was written after the longer lipology

and it is therefore generally dated some time within the tirst de-

cade of the second half of the second century.^

In these writings Justin quotes very copiously from the Old

Testament, and he also very frequently refers to facts of Chris-

tian hi.story and to sayings of Jesus. Of these references, for in-

stance, some fifty occur in the first Apology, and upwards of

seventy in the Dialogue with Trypho, a goodl)'^ number, it will

be admitted, by means of which to identify the source from which
he quotes. Justin himself frequently and distinctly says that his

information and quotations are derived from the " Memoirs of the

Apostles" {a-iroiJivrjiJ.ovevfjLaTa twv airoaroXtDv), but except upon one Oc-

casion which we shall hereafter consider, when he indicates Peter,

he never mentions an author's name. Upon examination it is

found that, with only one or two brief exceptions, the numerous
quotations from these Memoirs difter more or less widely from
parallel passages in our Synoptic Gospels, and in many cases difter

in the same respects as similar (quotations found in other writings

of the second century, the writers of which are known ta have
made use of uncanonieal Gospels, and further, that these passages

are quoted several times, at intervals, by Justin with the same
variations. Moreover, sayings of Jesus are quoted from these

Memoirs which are not found in our Gospels at all, and facts in

the life of Jesus and circumstances of Christian history derived

from the same source, not only are not found in our Gospels, but
are in contradiction with them.
These peculiarities have, as might have been expected, created

much diversity of opinion regarding the nature of the " Memoirs
of the Apostles." In the earlier days of New Testament criticism

more especially, many of course at once identified the Memoirs

1 Bam; Vorlea, chr. Dogmengesch. , I. i. p. 2.')4, cf. 151, anm. 2 ; Bohrinqer,
Kirchengesch. in Biographieii, 2 aufl. I. i. p. 117; Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 104 ;

panitlson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. .374; Ililyen/eld, Der Kanon, p. 24 ; Zeitschr. wiss-
Theol., 1863, p. 336; Lipsius , Gnosticisinus, p. .39 f. ; Zur Queilenkr. des. Epi.
plianius, p. 59 f. ; RUmenbach, Die Zeiignisse, f. d. Evang. Johan., p. 18 f. ; Schol-
in, Dieiilt. Zeugnisse, p. 21 f., p. 160, anra. 2 ; Schweqler, Das nachap. Zeitalter.
i. p. 216 flf., cf. p. 342 f., p. 359 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 89 f., p. 162, Theol,
Jahrb., 1855, p. 270 flf. 2 Dial. c. Tr., cxx.

3 Bmimi, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 553 : Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 104 ; Davidson, In-
trod. N. T., ii. p. 374 ; Guericke, H'buch K. G., p. 151 ; Hihjenfeld, Der Kanon, p.
24 ; Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, i, p. 138, anm. 2 ; Lechler. Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p.
452, p. 490 f, ; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 23 ; Das. Evang. Jobaimes, p. 9,
H; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 93 f., p. 108 f,, and p. 163 ; Theoi. Jahrb., 1865, p.
408.
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•with our Gospels exclusively, and the variations were explained

•by conveniently elastic theories of free quotation from memory,
imperfect and varying MSS., combination, condensation and
transposition of passages, with slight additions from tradition, or

even from some other written source, and so on.^ Others endea-

voured to explain away difficulties by the suppo.sition that they

were a simple harmony of our Gospels,^ or a harmony of the Gos-

pels, with passages from some apocryphal work.* A much greater

number of critics, however, adopt the conclusion Ijiat, along with

our Gospels, Justin made use of one or more apocryphal Gospels,

and more especially of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, or

according to Peter, and also perhaps of tradition.'' Others assert

that he made use of n special unknown Gospel, or of the Gospel

according to the Hebrews or according to Peter, with a subsidiary

use of a version of one or two of our Gospels to which, however,

he did not attach much importance, preferring the apocryphal

work f whilst others have concluded that Justin did not make use

of our Gospels at all, and that his quotations are either from the

1 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 330 f. ; Semisch, Die Apost.

Denkwiirdigk, des Mart. Justiuus, 1848, p. 96 fF., p. 389 if. ; Lange, Ausf. Gesch.

d. Dogmen., 1796, i. p. 132, p. 184; Michadis, Einl. N. B. 1788, i. p. 32 f.

;

Trfif/fZ/ps, Canon Murat., 1867, p. 70flf. ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 93—145; Hug,

Einl. N. T., 1847, ii. p. 92 ff. ,i. p. 132; Winer, Justinum Mart, evang. Canon
usum, fuisse ostenditur, 1819 ; Scholz, Nov. Test. Grnece, i., proleg. p. v. ; Olshau-

sen, Die Echth. d. vier kan. Evv. 1823, p. 279 ff. ; Mynster, Theol. Schriften, 1825,

p. 1 ff. ; Bindemann, Theol. Stud. u. Kritiken, 1842, p. 355 tT., p. 468 ff. ; RitscM,

Das Ev. Marcion's, 1846, pp. 130—151; Theol. Jahrb. 1851, p. 482 ff. ; Delitisch,

Unters. iib. Entst. Kan. Evv. 1853, i. p. 25 ff. ; Tischendorf, Wann wurden, u. s.

w. p. 27 f . p. 76 ff.

2 Paulus, Ob aas FIv. Just. dasEv. nach. d. Hebraern sei., Exeg. Kr. Abhandl.,

1784, p. 1—35; Theol. exeg. Conservator., 1822, p. 52—72.
3 Gratz, Krit. Unters. iib. Justin's ap. Denkw., 1814.
* Bleek, Einl N. T., p. 229ff., 314f., 637; Beitrage Zur Ev. Krit., 1840, p. 220 ff.;

Bunsen jBihelwerk, viii. p. .)53 ff.; Davidson, Tntrod. N. T., ii. p. 19 f., p. Ill, p. 374

f. ; Dodwell, Dissert, in Irenajurn, 1689, p. 70 f
.

; Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss. 1853-

54, p. 59 ff., Gesch. d. V. Isr. vii., p. 512 ; Eckermann, Theol. Beitrage, 179(), v.

2, p. 168 f., p. 214. Grabe, Spicil. Patr., i. p. 16, p. 19; Guerkke, Gesanimtgesch.

N. T., 1854, p. 222 ff., p. 570 f. ; HoHzmann, Die synopt. Evv. 1863, p. 372, p.

402; Keiin. Jesu v. Nazara, i. pp. 30, 51, 85, &c. ; Kostlin, Der ITrsprung synopt.

Evv.; p. 372 f. ; Kirchhofer. Quellensamml.
, p. 34, p. 89 ff., p. 103 f. ; Meyer, Kr.-

ex. H'buch Ev. Johann. 5 aufl. p. 7 ff. ; Nendecker, Einl. N. T., 1840, p. 52 ff.
;

.SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 21 f^ ; Das iilt. Evang., 1869, p. 248 ; Srho/i. Isa-

goi^e Hist. Crit. in lib. N. Fad., 1830, p. 18 ff. : De Wette, Einl. N. T ,
aull., p.

HI ff. p. 113 ; Wilcke, Tradition u. Mythe, 1837, p. 30 f. ; Liicke, Coinm. Ev. des

Johannes, 1840, i. p. 44f.,anm. 4.

6 Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 91 f. ; Die Evangelien, p, 631, p. 634 f. ; Hilyen/eld

Die Evv. Justin's, u. s. w., 1850, p. 252—304, p. 263 ff., p. 284 ; Die Evangelien,

1854, p. 58, of. p. 239 f., p. 346 ; Der Kanon, p. 24 f. ; /. G. C. Schmidt, Hist. crit.

Einl. N. T., 1304, p. 218 ; Starr, Ueb. Zweck d. Evang. Gesch. u. Br. Johan.,

1786, p. 363—375; Miinscher, H'buch chr. Dogmengesch. , 1804, i. p. 218—221;

Baur, Kr. Unters. ii. d. kan. Evv., 1847, p. 572 flf. ; Gesch. chr. Kixche, 1863, i.

p. 140 ; Zeller, Die Apostelgesch., p. 26—51 : Reuss, Gesch. h. Schr. N. T., p. 192

f. ; cf. Hist, du Canon p. 54 fi".
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Gospel according to the Hebrews or according to Peter, or from

.some other special apocryphal Gospel now no longer extant.^

Evidence permitting of such wide diversity of results to serious

and laborious investigation of the identity of Justin's Memoirs

of the Apostles, cannot be of much value towards establishing

our Gospels, and in the absence of any specific mention of our

Syno[)tics any very elaborate examination of the Memoirs might

be considered unnecessary, more especially as it is admitted

almost universally by competent critics, that Justin did not him-

self consider the Memoirs of the Apostles inspired, or of any dog-

matic authority, and had no idea of attributing canonical rank

to them.^ In pursuance of the system which we desire invari-

ably to adopt of enabling every reader to form his own opinion,

we shall as briefly as possible state the facts of the case, and fur-

nish materials for a full comprehension of the subject.

Justin himself, as we have already stated, frequently and dis-

tinctly states that his information regarding Christian history

and his (|uotations are derived from the Memoirs of the Apostles

(airo^i'TjfjLovtvfiaTa twv d7ro<rroAcoi'), to adopt the usual translation

although the word might more correctly be rendered " Recolleo-

tiuns," or " Memorabilia." It has frequently been surmised that

this name was suggested by the d7ro/i.v»;)u,ov«i5/xaTa Sw/cpdrovs of Xeno-
phon, but, as Credner has pointed out, the similarity is purely

accidental, and to constitute a parallel the title should have been
" Memoirs of Jesus."^ The word aTrofivrjfiovtvfiaTa is here evidently

used merely in the sense of records written from memory, and is so

employed by Papias in the passage preserved by Eusebius regard-

ing Mark, who, although he had not himself followed the Lord,

yet recorded his words from what he heard from Peter, and who,

1 Corrodi, Versuoh Beleucht. d. jiid. u. chr. Bibel Kanons, 1792, ii. p. 153 flF.,

Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 258 S., Gesch. N. T. Kanons, p. 7. ff., p. 17, p. 22 ; Ber-
tholdt, Einl. A. u. N. T., 1813, iii. p. 1213 ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T. i. p. 20, p. 84-116;
Giesekr, Hist. krit. Versuch ii. d. Entst. schr. Evv., 1818, p. 132, p. 182 f.; Mayer-
hoff, Einl. petr. Schr. p. 242 ff. p. 302 f. ; M. Nicolas, Etudes sur lus Evang.
apocr. 1866, p. 50 ff., Etudes crit. sar la Bible : N. T., 1864, p. 314 ff. ; Roten-
wiy/er, Hist, interpret, libr. saer., 1795, i. p. 154 ff. ; Schwe<j/er, Das nachap.
Zeitaltei, i. p. 205 ff. ; Stroth, Fragm. d. Evang. n. d. Hebraern aus Just. Mart.
im. Repert. f. bibl. u. morgenl. Litt. 1771, i. p. 1—59 ; Wegscfwider, Versuch
F il. iiid. Kv. d. Johannes, 1806, p. 113 f.

-Bled; Einl. N. T., p. 6.35 ff. ; Biinsen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. Mi) ; Credner. Beit-
rage, i. p. 106 ff., Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 21 ; Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and
l^octr., ii. p. 332 ; Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr. vii. p. 512 ; HUijenfeld, Die Evv. Jus-
tin's p. 304, Der Kanon. p. 26 ; Nicolas, Etudes Grit, sur la Bible : N. T. p. 299 ff.,

p. 314 ff. Rcherer, Rev, de Th«5ologie, 1855, x. p. 207, 215—217 ; Scholten, Die iilt.

Zeugiiisse, p. 22 f., 38 and 62, Das Evang. n. Johan. iibers. Lang, p, 11 ; Scfnoegler,
Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 230 f. ; Weiss, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1864, p. 147;
neslcott, Uu tlie Canon, p. 149 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 92 ; Reuss, Hist, du
Canon, p. 51 f. Gesch. h. Schr. N. T., p. 289.

3 -Jredner, Beitrage, p. 103.
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having done so without order, is still defended for " thus wntin<f

some things as he remembered them " (ourws ?via 7,1 ii/^as m ilTrc/xn/-

fi6vtv(T€i')} In the same way Irenjeus refers to the " Meinoir.s of a

certain Presbyter of apostolic times " (diro/Ai/r^/Aovev/AUTa u-itchttoXikov

Tivos TrfXiT^vTipov)'^ wliose namc he docs not mention ; and Oriofen

still more losely approximates to Justin's use of the word when,

expressing his theory regarding the Epistle to the Hebrews, he

says that the thoughts are the Apostle's, but the phraseology ami

the composition are of one recording what the Apostle ^aid

(^a.TTOfi.vrffiweva-aTO'i Tivos to. aTroo-ToAtKa), and as of one writing at lei-

sure the dictation of his master.^ Justin himself speaks of the

authors of the Memoirs as 01 avofj.vrj^ovfvaavrtii* and the expression

was then and afterwards constantly in use amongnt ecclesiastical

and other writers." **

The title, " Memoirs of the Apostles," however, although most

appropriate to mere recollections of the life and teaching of Jesus,

evidently could not be applied to works ranking as canonical

Gospels, but fact excludes such an idea ; and the whole of

Justin's vie cgarding Holy Scripture prove that he saw in

the Memoirs merely records from memory to assist memory." He
does not call them ypatftal, but adheres always to the familiar

name airoixvyjfiovtvfiaTa^ and whilst his constant appeals to a written

source show very clearly his abundonment of oral tradition, there

is nothing in the name of his records which can identify them

with our G(JHpels.

Justin designates th(; som-ce of his quotations ten times, the

" Memoirs of the Apostles,"^ iind five times he calls it simply the

" Memoirs."^ He says, upon one occasion, that these Meiiioins

were composed " by his Apostles and their followers,"" but except

in one place, to which we have already referred, and which we

shall hereafter fully examine, he never mentions the author's

name, nor does he ever give any more pii cise information regard-

ing their composition. It has been argued that, in saying that

these Memoirs were recorded by the Apostles and their followers,

1 Eme'nus, H. E. iii, 39. 2 /ft. v. 8.

3 Jb. vi. 25. 4 Apol., i. 33.

5 Creduer, Beitrage, i. j). 105 f., G.'sch. N. T. Kanon, p. 12 ; Betm, Hist, du

Canon, p. 53 f. ; Weatcott, On tho Ciuioii, p. 95, note 1. The Clouiuiitiue Itccogni-

tions (ii. 1), make tho Apostle Peter say : In consuetudine habui verba domini luei,

quae ab ipso audieram revocare ad niemoriani.
6 Credner, Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 12 f. ; Beitriige, i. p. 106 f. ; Schweukr, Das

nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 226 f.

7 Apol. i. 66, 67, cf. i. 33 ; Dial. c. Tr., 88, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, and twice

in 106.

8 Dial. 103, 105, thrice 107.
9 'Ey ycip roli dnojiirT/iiiovEvfiadi a q}T;/ui vito rwv dTto6rc\(say avrov

xai TcSv iueivoti TtapaHoAovOrfdayrajy dvvrErdxOcct, H.r.X. Dial. 1015.
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Justin intentionally antl literally described the foflr canonical

Gospels, the first and fourth of which are ascribed to Apostles,

aiul the other two to Mark and Luke, the followers of

Apoistli's } but such an inference is eijually forced and unfounded.

The lan;ij:uage itself forbids this explanation, for Justin does not

speak indefinitely of the Memoirs of Apostles and their fol-

lowers, but of Memoirs of t/w Apostles, invariably using the

article, which refers the Memoirs to the collective b'>dy of the

Apostles.- Moreover, the incorrectness of such an lerence is

manifest from the fact that circumstavKtes are stated by Justin as

derived from these Memoirs, which do not exist in our Gospels at

all, and which, indeed, are contradictory to them. N'ast rmmbei-s

of spurious writings, moreover, bearing the names of A])ostles

and their followers, and claiminir more or less direct apostolic

authority, were in circulation in the early Church : Gospels
according to Peter,^ to Thomas,* to James,'' to Judas," according to

the A|iostles, or according to the Twelve,^ to Barnabas,** to Mat-
thias," to Nicodemus,^" fcc, and ecclesiastical writei s bear abund-
ant testimony to the early and rapid growth of apocryphal litera-

ture.'^ The very names of most of such apocryj)hal Gospels are

lost, whilst of others we possess considerable information ; but

1 iSVmwf/i, Die ap. Denkwnrdigk. Miit t. Just., p. 80 f.

2 lliUjt'n/eld, Die Evv. Juatin^s p. 1 'J f . ; cf. Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1853-

54, p. 5'.» f. ; Bleek Einl. N. T., p. 637, ainn.
S Eimbiim, H. E., iii. .3, 25, vi. 12 ; li'p.ron.. De Vir 111., 1 ; Oriyen, iu Matth.

X. I7._

* Eiisebim, H. E. , iii. 25 ; Oriijun, Ho a. i. in Lucain ; Jretxpua, Adv. Hier., i.

2(); cf. Tkchendorf, Evang. Apoer., 1853, prolog., p. xxxviii. ff. ; Wann wurden
u, 8. w., p. 89 f. ; Hieron., Pr<ef. in Matth.

fi TlHclimdor/', Evang. Apocr., proleg. p. xii. ff. ; Epiphanins, Hasr., Ixxix.

S 5, &c.

(i liemifus, Adv. Hair., i. 31, g 1 ; Epiphanlus. Haer., xxxviii. § 1 ; Theodoret,
Fab. Hspr., i 15.

T Oriijo), Horn. i. in Lucain; Hieron., Praif. in Matth., Adv. Pelagian.s, iii.

1; Fahricins, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i. p. 339 f.

8 Decret. r.elasii, vi. § 10 ; Credne.r, Zur (Jesch. d. Kauons, p. 215.
^ Orhj<n;, Horn. i. in Lucam ; Emtblus, H. E., iii. 25, Decret. (i 1;i8ii, vi. 8;

Gndner, Zur. (icsch. d. Kanons, p. 215 ; Hieron., Pr.ef. in Matth.
10 If this be not its most ancient title, the Gospel is in the Prologue directly

ascribed to Nicodemus. The superscription which this apocrypli.il Gospel bears
in the form now extant vnoi.tvrfi.icxra rov uvpiov rifii^v Uiiooii Xpi6rov,
recalls the title of Justin's Memoirs. Tiachendorf, Evang. Apocr., p. 203 f., cf.

Proleg. p. liv. ff. ; Fairi'ins, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i. p. 213 ff. ; 77,-/0, Cod. Apocr.
N. T., p. cxviii.-cxlii., p. 487 ff.

11 Luke i. 1 ; Irenmus, Adv. Hajr., 1. 20, § 1 ; Orifjen, Horn. i. in Lucam. Euse-
I'm, H. E., iii. 3, 25, iv. 22, vi. 12; Fabricius, Cod'. Apocr. N. T.; Thilo, Cod.
Apocr. N. T. ; Tischendorf, Evang. Apocr. ; cf. Milman, Hist, of Christianity
iii. p. 358, f. , Decret. Gelasii, vi. ; Credner, Zur Gesch. d. Kan., p. 215 f., Gesch.
'1. N. T.Kanon, p. 241f., 279 f., 290 f., Bpitrage, i. p. 107-268 ff.; Schwegkr, Das
uachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 52 ff., 77 f., 199 ff., 294 f. ; De Wette, Lehrb. Einl. N. T.,
'860, §63 ff, §§ 73-74; Reuse, Gesch. h. Schr. N. T., §§ 245--280; Oieaeler, Entst.
selir. Evv., 1818, p. 8 ff.
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nothing Ih nibrc certain than the fact, that th<>re existed many
works houring names which render the attempt to interpret the

title of Justin's Gospel as a description of the four in our canon a

mere absurdity. The words of Justin evidently imply simply

that the source of his (juotations is the collective recollections of

the Ap(»stles, and those who followed them, regarding the life ami
teaching of Jesus.

The title " Memoirs of the Apostles" by no means indicates a

plurality of Gospels.^ A single passage has been pointed out, in

which the Memoirs are said to have been called tvayyiXia in the

plural :
" For the Apostles in the Memoirs composed by them, which

are called Gospels,"^ &c. The last expression & Kaktirai dayyikia,

as many scholars have declared, is a manifest interpolation. It

is, in all probability, a gloss on the margin of some old MS. which

some copyist afterwards inserted in the text.^ If Justin really

stated that the Memoirs were called Gospels, it seems incompre-

hensible that he .should never call them so himself. In no - tlier

place in his writings does he apply the plural to them, but, on

the contrary, we find Trypho referring to the " so-called Gospel,"

which he states that he has carefully read,* and which, of course,

can only be Justin's " Memoirs ;

" and again, in another part of

the same dialogue, Justin ([uotes passages which are written " in

the Gospel "^ (eV tw ciayyeAiw ycypaTTToi). The term " Go.spel " is no-

where else used b^'^ Justin in refer^ace to a written record.^ In

no case, however, considering the numerous Gospels then in cir-

culation, and the fact that many of these, different from the can-

onical Gospels, are known to have been exclusively used by

distinguished contemporaries of Justin, and by various communi-
ties of Christians in that day, could such an expi-ession be taken

as a special indication of the canonical Gospels.''

Describing the religious practices amongst Christians, in an-

other place, Justin states that, at their assemblies on Sundays,
" the Memoirs of the Apostles or the writings of the prophets are

(TtonvtjHovn'-

1 Cf. Schweglrr, Das nachap. Zeitaltcr, i. p. 233, anm. 3.

2 Oi yap dit66toAoi tv roli yevo/iieyoii vn' avrdSi" th
Ha6iv, (X xaXEirai evayysXia. x.r.X. Apol. i. 66.

3 An instance of such a gloss getting into the text occurs in Dial. 107, where in a

reference to Jonah's prophecy that Nineveh should perish in three days, according

to the version of the Ixx. which Justin always quotes, there is a former marginal

gloss "in other versions forty," incorporated parenthetically with the text.

* rd iv Tw Xeyo/uevoo EvayyeXio) napayyeXnara. h.t.X. Dial. c. Tr. 10.

6 Dial. 100.

8 There is one reference in the singular'to the Gospel in the fragment Z>e Resurr.

10, which is of doubtful authenticity.
7 Credner argues that, had Justin intended such a limitation, he must have said,

a xaXelrat rd reddapa EvayyeXia. Gesch. d. N. T. Kan. p. 10.
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n, il as long as time permits."' Tliis, however, by no means

identities the Memoirs with thtf ciuumical Gospels, for it is well

known that many writings which' have beon excluded from the

canon wui'o publicly read in the (Jhurclies, until very long after

JiistinH day."^ We have already met with several instances of

this. Eusebius mentions that the Epistle of the Roman Clement

was publicly road in most of the Churches in his time,^ and he

(luotes an E|)istle of Dionysius of Corinth to Soter, the Bishop of

Home, which states that fact for the pui-pose of " showing that it

was the custom to read it in the Churches, even from the earliest

times."'* Dionysius likewise mentions the public reading of the

Epistle of Soter to the Corinthians. Epipnanius refers to the

reading in the Churches of the Epistle of Clement,* and it con-

tinued to be so read in Jerome's day." In like manner the " Pastor"

of Hennas,'^ the " Apocalypse of Peter,"** and other works ex-

cluded from the canon were publicly read in the Church in

early days." It is certain that Gospels which did not permanently

secure a place in the canon, such as the Gospel according to the

Hebrews, the Gospel accoi'ding to Peter, the Gospel of the Ebio-

iiites, and many kindred Gospels, which in early times were ex-

clusively u.sed by various communities,'" must have been read at

their public assemblies. The public reading of Justin's Memoirs,

1 r« (XTtonyt^Movev/uara toov dnotiroXayv, ?/ rd avyypd/u/jaTa rdov
npo(prfToSy dvayivoadHErai liiexpii iyx^P^i- Apol. i. 67.

2L'f. Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 228; Volkmai; Der Urspriing, p. 91 ;

mijenfeld, Die Evv. Justin^s, p. 19,
_^

3 H. E., iii. 16.

SffXai^' dyexaOsy i^ dpxaiov eOovi ini riji iHKX?/6iai T?fy dydyvoodty
avrtji 7iotei60ai. H. E. iv. 23.

s Haer., xxx. 15.

Ue Vir. 111., 15. . . . "quse in nonnuUis ecclesiis publice legitur."

7 Eusebius, H. E., iii. 3 ; Hieron. De Vir III., 10.

8 Sttzovi., H. E., vii. 19 ; Canon Murator., Tregelles, p. 56 f
. ; cf. Credrwr, Gesch.

N. T. Kaiion, p. 157, 164; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 321 ff.

" The " Pastor " of Hernias, and the " Apocalypse of Peter," are enumerated
amongst the books of Holy Scriptures in the Stichometry of the Codex Charamon-
tanus (ed. Tischendorf, p. 469; cf. Credner, Gesch. N. T. Kan., p. 175 f.), and
the latter is placed amongst the dvTiXeyo/iuya in the Stichometry of Nicephorus,
together with the Apocalypse of John and the Gospel according to the Hebrews.
{Cndna; Zur Gesch. d. Kan,, p. 117 ff.) In the Can. Murat. the Apoc. of Peter is

received along with that of John, although some object to its being read in the
Church. (Can. Murat. , Trej/e/fes, p. 65; CVcrfner, Gesch. N.T. Kan., p. 175f.) Tischen-
dorf conjectures that the Apocalypse of Peter may have been inserted between the
Ep. of Barnabas and the Pastor of Hermas, where six pages are missing in the
Codex Sinaiticus. (Nov. Test. Sinait., Lipsine, 1863, Prolog, p. xxxii.)

10 Cf. />Tuo-iM, Adv. Haer. , i. 26, § 2, iii. 11, §7; Oricien, Comm. in Exech.,
xxiv. 7; Eusebius, H. E., iii. 25, 27, vi. 12; Epiphanius, Hajr., xxix. 9, xxx. 3, 13
f.

; Theodoret, Rxr. Fab. ii. 22; Hieron., Adv. Pelag., iii. 2, Comm. in Matth.
tii. 13; De Wette, Lehrb. Einl. N. T., p. 97 f. ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p.
18, anm. 1; Oieseler, Entst. schrift. Evv., p. 10—26; Schwqler, Das nachap,
Zeitalter, i. p. 258 ff., 234 ff. ; Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 262 ff., Gesch. N. T. Kanon^
P- 17 ff. ; mtschl. Das Evang. Marcion'e, p. 137 ff.

',
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therefore, does not prove anything, for this practice was by no
means limited to the works now in oui' canon.

The idea of attributing insjfliration to the Memoirs, or to any

other work of the Apostles, with the single exception, as we shall

presently see, of the Apocalypse of John,^ which, as prophecy, en-

tered within his limits, was quite foreign to Justin, who recog-

nized the Old Testament alone as the inspired word of God.'^ In-

deed, as we have already said, the very name " Memoirs " in itself

excludes the thought of inspiration,^ which Justin attributed only

to prophetic writings ; and he could not in any way regaid as

inspired the written tradition of the Apostles and their followers,

or the mere record of words of Jesus. On the contrary, he held

the accounts of the Apostles to be credible solely from their being

authenticated by the Old Testament, and he clearly states that

he believes the facts recorded in the Memoirs because the spirit

of prophecy had already foretold them.* According to Justin, the

Old Testament contained all that was necessary for salvation, and

its prophecies are the sole criterion of truth, the Memoirs, and

even Christ himself, being merely its interpreters.^ He says that

Christ hipiself commanded us not to put faith in human doctrines,

but v^ those proclaimed by the holy prophets and taught by him-

self.'^ Prophecy and the words of Christ himself are alone of

dogmatic value, all else is human teaching.'^ Indeed, from a pas-

sage ({uoted with approval by Irenteus, Justin, in his last work

against Marcion, said :
" I would not have believed the Lord him-

self, if he had proclaimed any other God than the Creato'"
;

" that

is to say, the God of the Old Testament.^

That Justin does not mention the name of the author of the

Memoirs would in any case render any argument as to their iden-

tity with our canonical Gospels inconclunive ; but the total omisfiioii

1 Dial. c. Tr., 81.

2 Credmn; Beitriige, i. p. 119 «., 125 if. ; G-sch. N. T. Kauon, p. 14 ; D mldson,

Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 33'2
; Ewa/d, Gesch. d. V. Israel, vii. p. 112

,

Gieseler, Eutst. achr. Evv., p. 174 ff., J82 f. ; Jie^m, Gosch. h. SoJir. N. T., p. m.
Volkniar, Dei Ursprung, p. 92 ; Weiss, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1864, p. H7.

3 Schwejjler, Das r.i'.chap. Zeitalter, i. p. 227 ; cf. Gredner. Beitritge, i. p. i<*d.

4 Apol., i. 33 ; cf. Dial. c. Tr., 119, ApoL, i. 32, Dial '•. Tr., 4», g».

5 Cf. ApoL, i. 30, 32, 52, 53, 61; Dial. c. Tr., 32, 43, i», KM); CMn^r, Beitr»){e,

i. p. 121 ff., Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 13 f. ; Donaldson, Hist, o* (^hr. Lit »n'l

Doctr., ii. p. 328; Nicolas, Etudes sur lea Ev. Apoci. p. 50; Reume, Gessehe. b.

Schr. N. T., p. 289, Hist, du Canon, p. 54; mroth, Eiohboro's Ropert, i".
38,

'inm. e.

6 iTTEid}} oim dvOpoonaioi'^ Si6ci^iJa6i xeHeXevd/ueOa vn (xvtov X()i6-

Tov TteiOedOai, d\.A.(i roii Sui roar ttuHaptc^v npotptfrtau Ht/fjr>x^^si<^' "^^

6t' tri'rot'" l^i8axOE76t. Dial. c. Tr. 48.

7 Reiuiie, Hist, du Canon, p. 54.

8 Kai HaA<.>? 6 'lovdrlyoi Iv T(o itpoi Mapnioova 6vvT(iyiAari (pt]6h

"On avTw rqj Kvpioo ovS' dv kne.i6(itfv, aXXov Oeov uarayyeX^ovTi
napd TOV dr//xiovpy6v, . . . Adv. Haer. iv. 6, § 2. Eiaebitis, H. E. iv. 18.

I !
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to do so is the more remarkable from the circumstance that the

names of Old Testament writers constantly occur in his writings.

Semisch counts 197 quotations of the Old Testament, in which

Justin refers to the author by name, or to the book, and only 1 17

in which he omits to do so,^ and the latter number might be re-

duced by considering the nature of th (3 passages cited, and the

inutility of repeating the reference.* When it is considered,

therefore, that notwithstanding the extremely numerous qiK)ta-

tions, and references to facts of Christian history, all purporting

to be derived from the " Memoirs," he absolutely never, except

in the one instance referred to, mentions an author's name, or

specifies more clearly th( I'ature of the source, tin: inference must
be not only that he attached small importance to the M<'///'/irs,

liut also that he was actually ignorant of the author's namC, ar/d

that his Gospel had no more definite superscription. fJpon the

theory that the Memoirs of the Apostles were simply our four

canonical Gospels, the singularity of the omission is increased by
the diversity of contents and of authors, and the eonse(|uently

^eater necessity and probability that he should, upon certain

occasions, distinguish between them. The fact is, that the only

writing of the New Testament to which Justin refers by name is,

as we have already mentioned, the Apocalypse, which he attri-

liutes to " a certain man whose name was John, one of tiie Apos-
tles of Christ, who prophesied by a revelation made to him,"&;c.''

The manner in which John is here mentioned, after the Memcnrs
had been so constantly indefinitely referred to, clearly shows that

•lustin di<l not possess any Gospel also attributed to John. That
he floe.s name John, however, as author of the Apocalypse,
and H» frequently refers to Old Testament writers by name, yet
ifver identifies the author of the Memoirs, is quite irreconcilal)le

with the idea that they were the canonical Gospels.*

It is perfectly clear, however, and this is a point of very great

importance upon which critics of otherwise widely diverging

1 Sfmidch, Denkwiird. Justinus, p. 84 ; cf. HilcjenfeU, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 17 ;

\yniivtt, on the Canon, p. 105; Eichhorn, Eiul. N. T. 1. p. 102 f.

nt i not requisite that we should in detail refute the groundless argument
that the loosenees of Justin's quotations from the Old Testament justifies the as-

mraption that his ( /angelical quotations, notwithstanding their looseness and
»lnmiit univtirsal inaccuracy, are taken from our (iospels. Those, however, who
l''«ire to examine the theory further, may bf referred to Semisch, Die ap.
I'tnkw. (1. Miirt. Justinus, pp 239-273, and Biude,iiann, Th. Stud. u. Kritiken,
'"^'i, p. i\'t ff , on the affirmative side, and to its refutation by Hilgen/eld, Die
Kvv. JusUii N |)p 46 G2, Theol. Jahrb. 1850, pp. 385-439, 567-578 ; and Credner,
Beitrage ii.

^^A'a; 'itFiSi) »al nixfi ^(ily iryrip rti, oa oyo/iia 'iMolyvr/?, f.h rooy
'(TotfroAwc rov" XpviTov, ir dniinaAvibi-i ysvo/uevn avrcS, h. r. A.
I'ial.c. Tr. 81.

< Schweijier, Das Nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 233, anxn. 3.

17
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views are agreed, that Justin quotes from a written source, and
that oral tradition is excluded from his system.^ He not only does

not, like Papias, attach value to tradition, but, on the conti-ary,

he affiims that in the Memoirs is recoi-ded " iverytliing that con-

cerns our Saviour Jesus Christ."^ He constantly refers to them
directly, as the source of his information regarding the history of

Jesus, and distinctly states that he has derived his quotations

from them. There is no reasonable ground whatever for affirm-

ing that Justin supplemented or modified the contents of the

Memoirs by oral tradition. It must, therefore, be remembered, in

considering the nature of these Memoirs, that the facts of Chris-

tian history and the sayings of Jesus are derived from a determin

ate written source, and are quoted as Justin found them there.'

Those who attempt to explain the divergences of Justin's quota-

tions from the canonical Gospels, which they still maintain to

have been his Memoirs, on the plea of oral tradition, defend the

identity at the expense of the authority of the Gospels. For

nothing could more forcibly .show J ustin's disregard and disrespect

for the Gospels, than would the fact that, possessing them, hu not

only never names their authors, but considers himself at libert}-

continually to contradict, modify, and revise their statements.

As we have already remarked, when we examine the contents

of the Memoirs of the Apostles, through Justin's numerous quota-

tions, we find that many parts of the Gospel narratives are appar-

ently quite unknown, whilst, on the other hand, we meet with

facts of evangelical history, which are foreign to the canonical

Gospels, and others which are contradictory of Gospel statements.

Justin s (quotations, almost without exception, vary more -r less

from the parallels in the canonical text, and often these variations

are consistently repeated by himself, and are found in other works

about his time. Moreover, Justin quotes expressions of Jesus.

which are not found in our Gospels at all. The omissions, though

often very singular, supposing the canonical Gospels before him,

and almost inexplicable when it is considered how important they

would often have been to his argument, need not, as merely nega-

tive evidence, be dwelt on here, but we shall briefly illustrate the

other peculiarities of Justin's quotations.

The only genealogy of Jesus wliich is recognised by Justin is

traced through the Virgin Mary. She it is who is descended

1 Credner, Beitr&ge, i. p. 129 if., 220; Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 14 f.; Eimkl.

Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1853-54, p. 60; Hihienf^'M, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 29 f., Der

Kanon, p. 25 ; Rev^s, Geach. N. T., p. 193, Hist, du Canon, p. 55; WeHkott, On

the Canon, p. 9f.. ^ , . , -

2 o/ dno/Kyn^ovevdavTei ndvra rtx nF.pl tov" 'Swrijpoi rf^wi' Ij}6ov

Xptdrov kfiiSa^av. Apol. 1. 33.

8 Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 130.
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from Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and from the house of David,

and Joseph is completely set aside.' Jesus " was born of a vij-gin

of the lineage of Abraham and tribe of Judah and of David,

Christ the Son of God.'"'^ " Jesus Christ tlie Son of God has been

horn without sin of a virgin sprung from the lineage of Abra-

liain."^ " For of the virgin of the seed of Jacob, who was the

father of Judah, who, as we have shown, was the father of the

Jows, by the power of God was he conceived ; and Jesse was his

forefiither according to the prophecy, and he (Jesus) was the son

i)f Jacob and Judah according to successive descent."* The gen-

ealogy of Jesus in the canonical Gospels, on the contrary, is traced •

solely through Joseph, who alone is stated to be of the lineage of

David." The genealogies of Matthew and Luke, thougli differ-

ing in several important points, fi,t least agree a excluding Mary.
That of the third Gospel commences with Joseph, and that of

tlie first ends with him : and Jacob begat Joseph, the husband of

.Mary, of whom was born Jesus, who is called Christ."" The
angel who warns Joseph not to put away his wife, addresses him
as "Joseph, thou son of David, "'^ and the angel Gabriel, who,
accoiding to the third Gospel, announces to Mary the superna-

tural conception, is sent "to a virgin espoused to a man whose
name was Joseph, of the house of David."^ So persistent, how-
I'ver, is Justin in ignoring this Davidic descent through Joseph,

that not only does lie at least eleven times trace it through Mary,
but his Gospel mateiially differs fi-om the canonical, where the
ile.scent of Jose))h from David is mentioned by the latter. In the
third Gospel, Joseph goes to Jud<i3a " unto the c^ty of David,
which is called Bethlehem, because he was of the house and
lineage of David."'' Justin, however, simply states that he went
"toBetldehem . . . for his descent was from the tribe of
•Iiiilah which inhabited that regic^n."'** There can be no doubt
that Justin not only did not derive his genealogies from the
canonical Gospels, but that on the contrary the Memoirs, from

' t)i;»l. c. Tr. 23. « twice, 45 thrice, 100 twice, 101, 120, Apc>l. i. 32 ; of. Matth.
1-lii: Luke iii. 23-28.
- eii Toi' Srd riji dno tov y^voVi tov ^Afipadu, xixi (puAf^e 'lovda, xcii

ittlilS riiip'jti'ov yEyviffiEvra vioi' tov Hf.ox^ Xpf^rov. Dial. c. Tr. 44.
: Dial, c. Tr. 23.

* Jid ydfi itapHevov r^i dno rotf dnepfiaroi 'laHoj/H, rov yev-
ouivnv ic(xrpdi 'lovda, tov SfSjfAoofieyov lovSaioav naipo'i, Sid
Svnu/EiBS Heov" ditenvrjOtf nal 'Isdd< I nptTtdToop //^r nara rt

\oyiav yfyh'tiTcci- tov Sk laHoofJ nai tov 'lovSa Hard yevovilSia-
^i>X'F villi V7trfpxf.v. Apol. i. 39,.

'" Matt'i i. 1-16; of. Luke iii. 23—28.
« Matth. i. 16 ; cf. Luke iii. 23. 7 Matth. i, '20

» I^iike i. 27. Luke ii. 4.
'^' iJial. c. Tr. 78.

I
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which he dW karn the Davidic descent thTougfi Hary only, dif-

fered perHi.stentiy and rriateiially froui ther»»/

Many tnices stiM exist to show that the vievc of Justin's Me-
moirs of t]ie Apostles of the Davidic descent of Jesus throudi
Mary instead of thi'ough Joseph, as the canonical Gospels i-epre-

sent it, was anciently held in the Church. Apocryphal Gospolsof
early date, bnsed without doubt upon more ancient evangelical

worlds, are stil) extant, in which the genealogy of Jesus is traced,

as in Justin's Menx irs, through Mary. One of these is the Gos-

pel of James, commonly called the Protevangelium, a work re-

ierre<i to by ecclesiastical writers of the third and foui-th centu-

ries,' and which Tischendoif even ascribes to the first three

decades */f the se^//nd century,^ in whicli Ma»y is stated to be of

t^e ImmjUi of David.* She is also described as of the loyal race

and temMf f/f David in the Gospel of the Nativity of Mary,'' and

in the G<^^^ of pseudo- Matthew her Davidic descent is piomin-

ently iu*»,rrtioiMMl/^ There can be no doubt that all of these works

are baw^d upt* m^iief origina>x7 and theie is no reason why they

may not j-^ve b«»^*i 4rAwn from tjim same s^^urce from which Jus-

tin derived hi^ v'ti^s4<'>A» ^ff the gem;&l'>gy in contradiction of the

SynopticM.*

1 Cf. Crediier, B«i*»*j«e, h f. Wi f- •, il^H i
Hilgen/eM„ Die Uvv. ^astin'g, p.

140, 148, 156 ff.

2 Olemem,AI., Strom., /,4 Ift, 8^, O/y^*. Oomm. in Matth. iii. ; H/^rjhcnm,
Hffir,, Ixxix. § 5 ; cf. Faln-'-<x</0, t%A. Ky/i M. 1., i. p. 39 if. : '/'Hh, Cod. Apocr.

N. T. proleg. xlv, ff.

3 VVann ivurdeu u. t. ^
, p. ",^9, (A. ¥/v»f''^Mp, Apocr. VtoVm. p. xii ff.

•* Kai i4ii'r)^}n 6 ifpfiH rffi rfai/ioi i^'///inffji, on ^ tK r^? rpvXij'^

J(/fiiS, H.T.? rrotevangelium So/c/M x. ; tuz-hf/i/l/n-f, Evftageli» Apocr,, p. 19

Ffwriniuf. ; Fw/Hfhtt, i:.'4- A|iocr. N. T., i. p. 'M>

5
. . M«i'm 46 ftirpe regia et f«BQili» David t/jiunda. f^ttbf, do Na

tiv. Mariae, i. , l^olrrkhm, (w^. Apocr. N. T., i. p. |g; Tidfhendorf, fdv. A^xr..

p. 106.

6 l&vu4t, Mattb, Kv»»jc, i. /C4i . kc. . Tmhcwlw/, K\. Apocr., p. 54, Ji-I ; cf

Hist. (U ^m-r. M»r. ®t4* if/ «#/ m ; Thi/A,,€o,i. ap N. T,, p. 374. Regard-

ing the autK^j^y '>f Mtna 'jf «fe<*n«> w<^kM, of. Tuchm/f/zr/, Ev. Ap(»cr. proleg.
, p

XXV. if.

7 HilgenfeU, i/us P//y -/ustin's, p ifA § Hil|jenfeld conjeotares that the Pro

tevangeliuin may nivV/fc iif^mi based u(>oj< ^0 Gnoatio w-^'irk, the t^vva Mnftiai

mentioned by KpiphairtOK, v/ 'm the Oobu*! (wcord'ng to P»ter, /6., p. 159 ff. ;

'

Volhnar, fKr I'rspruurf, p. 84 if > fMOundorf, Wac* wurden u. a. w., p 78 fl.

8 Several of the Fattora »» im» manner aaaert */«e Davidic descent throu>(i

Maiy. Irena'us states tftf she w*» "of the Iineag«s '/f Davi<3 " (ovrd? idriv hi

T7f? Jafitfi napfJej'ot) y . I'tuti'di. /44v User., iii. 21, g 5), and he argues tha*

the Davidic descent throiui;:© i*<- '»'irjj«i wa« ^dearly indicated by prophecy, 'fh'

same argument is T.akon 'uliiMi, who drnti/xitly traces t/te descent oi

(yhrist through Mary (f ,. . Josse (• imt«,t,Hjn per Mariam inde censen

dum. Adv. Marcioneu lu. t7. J<4iwle» *x tfnere David «#»cundum Maria' cfn

sum, lb., iv. 1, cf. v. 8). It ia most prob»ble that both lren*u8 and Tcrtuilian,

who were well acquainted with tlw writings of Justin, followed him in this matter,

for they very closely ado]>' his arguimeuts. They may, however, have known

apocryphal works containiit^ tht Davuhc desotnt ' .rough Mary. They certainly

did not derive it from the oanonictU Gospels.
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In the narrative of the events v/hich preceded the birth of

Jesus, the fivst Gospel describes the angel as appearing only to

Joseph an(i explaining the supernatural conception/ and the au-

thor seems to know nothing of any announcement to Mary.- The
third Gospel, on the contrary, does not mention any such !»ngelic

appearance to Joseph, but represents the angel as announcing the

conception to Mary herself alone.^ Justin's Memoirs know of the

appearances both to Joseph and to Mary, but the words spoken b^'

the angel on each occasion differ materially from those of both
Gospels.* In this place, only one point, however, can be noticed.

Justin describes the angel as saying to Mary :
" ' Behold, thou

shalt conceive of the Holy Ghost, and shalt bear a son, and he shall

he called the Son of the highest, and thou shalt call his name
Jesus, for he shall save his jieople from their sins,' as they taught
who recorded everything that concerns our Saviour Jesus Christ." ^

Now this is a clear and dirr'ct nuotation, but besides distinctly

differing in form from our OospelH, it presents the important j»ecu-

liarity that the words, " f(;r )»' shall s;i,ve his people from their

^ins," are not, in Luke, addressed to Mary at all, but that they
occur in the first Gospel in the addreas of the angel to Joseph.

"

These words, however, are not accidentally inserted In this place,

for we find they are joined ui the same manner to the addr'ss of
the angel to Mary in the Pi*otevH/jgpliurn of James: "For l,h''

power of the Lord will overshadow i^Hf ; wherefore also that

holy thing which is born of thee shall be ctiiUi] the Son of the
Highest, and thou shalt call his name Jesus, for )i< shall save hij*

people from their sins."'' Tischendorf states his ow(/ opinion
that this passage is a recollection of the Piotevangelium lineon-

sciously added by Justin to the account in Luke,* \>ni, the arW
trary nature of the linutation " unconsciously " (ohnc dasser sich

dessen bewusst war) here is evident. Th(>re is a point in connec-
tion with tfiis which merits a moment's att<'iition. In the text
'/ d)e Protevangelium, edited by Tischendorf, the angel com-
m^i/'fis his address to Mary by saying :

" Fear not, Mary, for thou

' Mattii. I. 20 f. 2 Cf. Matth. i. 18.

f
,Luke i. 26 f., cf. ii. 5 (i. * Apol._ i. ;«, Dial. c. Tr. 78, 10<>.

ISov 6vXAtfJ/j^ iy f'ii6rp) fn IJyev/^iaro'i dy/ov, na) riq^ vlov, nal
vlt^i I'jipi'dr 01) Hkiffl^idtTaf hciI mtXiSfii to ot'ofta avTuv' It/6ovy
ayroi ydfj Oaidn toy Andy cxhrou dnij roSy d/tapTiajy avrcSv oai
01 artoiiiyf///0yeii0ayrFi ndyra rci nsfjl rov Saorr/ftoS tjuwy 'h/dov'
Xpi0Tov iSlSa^ay. Apol. i. 33.

8 Matt*, i, 21.
"^ i^vviijiii yap Mvplov kTti6Htix6Ei 6ov Sio //</) To jj^f.yyayierui' ih

6ov ftyioi'^ 'xXtfitj^rrai vioS vipt'drov Hcxi Halif(it/i ra ovona avroy
hi^oii'- nvroi yiip ihitdfi rov Xaoy avvov dito tu.v duapriwy av-
f(Sv. Protcv Jacobi., xi. ; Tisfhendurf, Evang. Apocr., p. 22 ; Fahriniix, Cod.
Apocr. N.T, i p. on.

Wan wunlea, u. i>. w
, p. 77.

l!SI
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hast found favour before the Lord, and thou shalt conceive of his

Word " (koi avWT^ijjri eK \6yov aurou).! Now Justin, after quotiii;^

the passage above, continues to argue that the Spirit and the

power must not be misunderstood to mean anything else than

the Word, who is also the first born of God as the prophet Mose.s

declared ; and it was this which, when it came upon the Virgisi

and overshadowed her, caused her to conceive.^ The occurrontc

of the singular expression in the Protevangelium and the similar

explanation of Justin immediately accompanying a variation

from our Gospels, which is equally shared by the apocrypha!

work, strengthens the suspicion of a similarity of origin. Justin's

divergences from the Protevangelium prevent our supposing that,

in its present form, it could have been the actual source of his

quotations, but the wide differences which exist between the ex-

tant MSS. of the Protevangelium show that even the most ancient

does not present it in its original form. It is much more proltable

that Justin had before him a still older work, to which both the

Protevangelium and the third Gospel were indebted.^

Justin's account of the removal of Joseph to Beihleliem is

peculiar, and evidently is derived from a distinct uncanonical

source. It may be well to present his account and that of Luke

side by side.

Justin. Dial. c. Tr, 78.

On the occasion of the first census
which was taken in Judcea (iv rj/

^lovdai'a)

under Cyrenins {first Procurator
(knirponoi) ufJndao. Aiwl. i. 34),

Joseph had gone up from Nazareth,
where he dwelt,
to Bethleliem, from whence he was,
to enrol himself

;

for his descent was from thu tribe of

Judah, which inhabited that re-

gion. *

Luke ii. 1—5.

1. . . . there went out a decree

from C.'esar Augustus that all the

world (ndday rrjv uihuvj.iei'yv)

shoidd be enrolled.

2. And this census was first niatU'

whenCyrenius was Governor {r/ye^cov I

of Syria. 4. And Joseph went \x\)

from Galilee, out of the city of Naza-

reth mtoJudmskfUnto the city ofDavid,

which is called Bethlehem
;

because he was of the house ami

lineage of David ; 5. to enrol him-

self.

1 Protev. Jac, xi. ; Tischmdorf, ii\axig. Apocr.
, p. 21 f. The peculiar expres-

sion Ih wanling in most of rhe other known MS8.
2 To Tiftvjiux ovy HO.! vi)v Suva/.uy r>)y napd rot)' Of.ov' ovSlv aWo

voTf6ai Oe/iiii, ?} ro»' Aoyov, o? hlx) npooroTOKoi r<w Oe(a i6ri, m5 Mudi/^

6 npoSfSt/AMjitevo'^ 7Cpocf>r?rr;i int'fvii6E. Kcd tovto, tXOov in) r>)y rcaft-

Oeyov xai hTCi6Htd6av , k.t.X. Apol. i. 33.

8 <'f. Hilijenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 154 ff. ; Lmdd, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss.. 1853-

54, " " --
4, p. (50 f. ; R'dacld, Das. Evang. Maroions. p. 145 f.

* . . . . ii\\(\, liitoypacpi/i ov6T)i ky rijji 'lovdi

'Cvpt/yuv, iivt\>fAv(jei dno Na^apkr, s'yOcx (Snei
'iaia Tore npooi i/i -^to

Kvpt/yuv, iivt\>fAv(jei dno Na^apkr, s'yOd (Snei eii Bt/OAfi/ii, dOev TiV,

aTToypnipadOai a'/ro ydp rz/S HaTotHov6i/S rf/y yijy ihtiy/r (pvXi/i

VofOrt ro yfivnc ^v. Dial. 78.
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Attention has already been drawn to the systematic manner in

which the Davidic descent of Jesus is traced by Justin through

Mary, and to the suppression in this passage of all that niigiit

seem to indicate a claim of desc-ut through Joseph. As the con-

tinuation of a peculiar representation of the history of the infancy

of Jesus, differing materially from that of the Synoptics, it is im-

possible to regard this, with its remarkable variations, as an arbi-

trary correction by Justin of the canonical text, and we must
hold it to be derived from a different source, perhaps, indeed, one

of those from which Luke's Gospel itself first drew the elements

of tlie narrative, and this persuasion will increase as further vari-

ations in the earlier history, presently to be considered, are taken

into account. It is not necessary to enter into the question of

the correctness of the date of this census, but it is evident that

Justin's Memoirs clearly and deliberately modify the canonical

narrative. The limitation of the census to Judyea, instead of ex-

tending it to the whole Roman Empire ; the designation of Cyre-
nius as eVtVpoTros of JudiBa instead of Tjyt/jutiv of Syria ; and the

careful suppression of the Davidic element in connection with
Joseph indicate a peculiar written source from the Synoptics.^

Had Justin departed from the account in Luke with the

view of correcting inaccurate statements, the matter might
have seemed more consistent with the use of the third Gos-
pel, although, at the same time, it might have evinced but
little reverence for it as a canonical work. On the contrary,

hi'wever, the statements of Justin are still more inconsistent

with history than those in Luke, inasmuch as; so far from
being the first procurator of Judsea, as Justin's narrative states in

opposition to the third Gospel, Cyrenius never held that office,

but was really, later, the imperial proconsul over Syria, and as

such, when Judaia became a Roman province after the banish-

ment of Archelaus, had the power to enrol the inhabitants, and
institutetl Copoiiius as first Procurator of Juda3a. Justin's state-

ment involves the position that at one and the same time Herodwas
the King, and Cyrenius the Roman Procurator of Judsea.^ In the
same spirit, and departing from the usual narrative of the Synop-
tics, which couples the birth of Jesus with " the days of Herod
the King," Justin in another place states that Christ was born
" under Cyrenius."^ Justin evidently adopts without criticism a
narrative which he found in his Memoirs, and does not merely

1 'Jf. Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 229 If. ; Rituchl, Das Evang. Marcion's, p. 144 ff.

Hihjmfekl, Zeitschr. f. wiss. Theol, 1865, p. 408, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 147 f.;

RiMil, Das Evang. Marcion's, p. 144 f. ; Credner, Beitnige, i. p. 231 ff. ; Schnec-
k(nbur,,er, Vorles. ii. N. T. Zeitgesch., ed. Lohlein, 1862, p. 199 ff. ; Joseph.,
Antii)., xviii. 1, § 1 ; Tertullian, Adv. Marc, iv. 19.

3 Apol., i. 46.
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until her time was nearly accomplished,^ "when Joseph having

taken his wife with whatever else was necessary went to the city

of Bethlehem, whence he was."- The phrase " unde ipse erat
"^'

recalls thfi odtv rjv of Justin.^

As we continue the narrative of the birth and infancy of Jesus,

we meet with further variations from the account in the canon-

ical Gospels for which the preceding have prepariid us, and which
indicate that Justin's Memorials certainly differed from them.

Justin. Dial. 78,

But the child having been born in

Bethlehem,—for Joseph, not being

able to find a lodging in the village,

lodged in a certain cave near the

village, and then while they were
there Mary had brought forth the

Christ and had placed him in a

manger, &c.*

LVKE II. 7.

And she brought forth her first-

born son, and wrapped him in

swaddling clothes and laid him in

the manger ; because there was no
room in the i iu.6

At least it is clear that the birth of Jesus here,—nq| taking

place in Bethlehem itself, but in a cave (eV o-Tn^Ww) near the village,

because Joseph could not find a lodging there,—are not derived

from our Gospels, and here even Semisch^ is forced to abandon
his theory that Justin's variations arise merely from imperfectly

(juoting from memory, and to conjecture that he must have
adopted tradition. It has, however, been shown that Justin him-
self distinctly excludes ti'adition, and in this case, moreover, there

are many special reasons for believing that he quotes from a writ-

ten source. Ewald rightly points out that here, and in other

passages, where in common with ancient ecclesiastical writers,

Justin departs from our Gospels, the variation can in no way be •

referred to oral traditions;^ and, moreover, that when Justin

1 Ev. (le Nat. Mariaj, viii. ix.

2 Joseph, uxore cum aliis qua' necessaria erant assumta Bethlehem civitatem,

imde ipse eiat, teteudit. Evaug. de Nat. Mar., x.; Fahriciu^, Cod. Apocr. N. T.,

i. p. 37; Tisc.hendorf, Ev. Apocr., p. 114, of. Evang. intantia' Arab., ii.; Fabriciica,

ik, i. p. 169; Tischemlorf, ib., p. 171. Here Joseph goes from Jerusalem to Beth-
lehem, his native city.

3 Cf. Hist, de Nat. Mar. et de Inf. Salv. xiii. " Necesse aulem fuerat, ut et

Joseph cum Maria proficisceretur in Bethlehem, quia extnde erat, et Maria de tribu
Juda et de dome ac patria David. " TMo, Cod. Apocr. N. T., p. 374.

• revvrfOsyro? Se tots tov Ttai8iov kv DyjfjXeh^, ineiSy) Joodt'/tp ovk sixev
^f ry xw/it^ iHsivp Ttotf ncxraXvdai, Iv Si 6n?/Aaia) rii'l dweyyvi rrji

Kiil.nfi H(xtf.\v6e- nal tote cevrwv ovtodv ixfi, ersruxEi y Mafjia tov
Xpi6rdy, xal kv (parvp avror irsOeiHEr h.t.X. Dial. 78.
^Mcti e'rEHEv tov viov avTrji Tor npooToToxov, hcxI i6rtcxpyaT'oo6Ev
avTov Hcd dvExXivE^' avTov iv rj; cpaTv^, SioTi ovh t}v cxvToii roffo?
tv Tu xaTccXv/.tari. Luke ii 7.

« Denkwiirdigk. d. Mart. Just., p. ^[W f.

" Wenn namlich Jeau nach Tustinos' rede in eiuer hOkle bei Biithlohem geboren
ward luid dassellie auch sonst von alton kircblichen schriftstellci'.n erxJih't wird.
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proves' from Isaiah xxxiii. 16, that Christ mvMt be born in a cave,

lie thereby shows how certainly he found the fact of the cave in

his written Gospel.^ The whole argument of Justin exchuk.s

the idea that he could avail himself of mere tradition. He main-

tains that everything which the prophets had foretold of (Jlirist

had actually been fulfilled, and he perpetually refers to the

Memoirs and other written documents for the verification of his

assertions. He either refers to the prophets for the confirmatiou

of the Memoirs, or shows in the Memoirs the narrative of facts

which are the accomplishment of prophecies, but in both ca.scs it

is manifest that thei-e must have been a record of the facts which

he mentions. There can be no doubt that the circumstances we
have just quoted, and which are not found in the canonical Gos-

pels, must have been narrated in Justin's Memoirs,
We find, again, the same variations as in Justin in several ex-

tant a])0cryphal Gospels. The Protevangelium of James repre-

sents the birth of Jesus as taking place in a cave ;
•* so also thr

Arabic tOospel ot the Infancy,* and several others.^ This un-

canonical detail is also mentioned by several of the Fathers,

Origen and Eusebius both stating that the cave and the manger

were still shown in their day.** Tischendorf does not hesitate to

affirm that Justin derived this circumstance from the Protevange-

lium.' Justin, however, does not distinguish such a source, and

the mere fact that we have a form of that Gospel, in whicli

it occurs, still extant, by no means justifies such a specific

conclusion, when so many other work.s, now lo.st, may equally

have contained it. If the fact be derived from the Prote-

80 kann m.an dieses sowie andera worin er von unsern Evangelien abweicht

keineswegs aus einer miindlichen sage ableiten welche ihm zugekommen wiire

:

Jahrb. bWl. IVm, 1853-54, p. 60.

1 Dial 71, of. 70.

2 Wenn aher Justinos (c. 78, vgl. 70) dass Christus in einer hiihle geboren

werden miisste aus /es. 3.3, 16, beweist, so zeigt sich damit nur wie gewiss er die

hohle in seineii evaug. schrifteu gefunden hatte. lb., p. 60, anm. 1.

3 Protev. Jac. , xviii. ; Fahricim, Cod. Apocr. N.T., i. p. 105; Tischendorf,

Evang. Apoer., p. 32.

4 Evang. Infantile Arab., ii. iii. ; Fahridus, ib., i. p. 169 f. ; Tischendorf, ib., p.

171 f.

5 Pseudo-Matth. Ev., xiii. xiv. ; Tischendorf, ib., p. 74 f. ; Historia Josephi

Fab. Lign. vii. j Tischendorf, ib. p. 118; Hist. deNat. Mar. et de Inf. Salv., xiv,

;

Thilo, Cod. Apocr. N.T.. p. 381.

6 Origen, Contra Cels., li. 51 . Eusebius, Vita Const., iii. 40 f. Their only varia-

tion from Justin's account is that they speak of the cave as in Bethlehem, while

Justin describes it as near the village. Credner remarks that the sacredness of the

spot might by that time have attracted people, and led to the extension of the

town in that direction, till the site might have become really joined to Bethlehem.

Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 235; cf. Socrates, H. E., i. 17; Sozomen, H.E., ii. 2;

Epiphanius, Hrer., xx. 1; Bieron., En., Iviii., ad Paul,
7 Evang. Apocr. Proleg., p. xiii., Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 76 ff.
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vaiigt'liuin, that work, or whatever other apocryphal GoHpel may
hav( supplif'd it, miiHt be admitted to have at least formed i)art

of the Memoirs of the Apostles, and with that necessary admis-

sion ends all special identification of the Memoirs with our canon-

ical Gospels. Much more probably, however, Justin quottjs from

the more ancient source from which the Protcvanf^elium, and
perhaps Luke di*ew their narrative. ^ There can be very little

(loulit that the Gospel according to the Hebrews contained an ac-

count of the birth in Bethlehem, and us it is, at k^ast, certain that

Justin (juotes other particulai's from it, there is fair rejison to

.suppose that he likewise found this fact in that work.'- In f ny
ciujo it is indisputable that he derived it from a source difierent

from <mr canonical Gospels.^

Justin does not apparently know anything of the episode of the

shepherds of the plain, and the angelic appearance to theni, nar-

nitod in the third Gospel.^

To the cave in which the infant Jesus is born came the Magi,

but instead of employing the phrase used by the first Gospel,
" Magi from the East," ^ (/xayoi diro avaroXMy) Justin always describes

them as "Magi from Arabia," -(//.ayoi diro 'Apafiia<:). Justin is so

punctilious that he nev>. speaks of these Magi without adding
"from Arubia," except t 'ice, where, however, he innnediately

mentions Arabia as tli point of the ai'gument for which they are

introduced ; and in the same chapter in which this occurs he four

times calls them directly Magi from Arabia.^ He uses this ex-

pression not less than nine times.^ That he had no objection to

the teim " the East," and that with a different context it was
common to his vocabulary, is proved by his use of it elsewhere."

It is ini|)ossible to resist the conviction that Justin's Memoirs con-

tained the phrase " Magi from Arabia," which is foreign to our
Gospieis.

"0

Again, according to Justin, the Magi see the star " in heaven
"

(<Vt({; oi'put/w),^0 j^j,(j j^qj.
a

jj^ i^ijy East" (eV rr/ (ImToXTf) as the first

i(f. Ewakl, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1853-54, p. CO f. ; Riliiclil, Das Evang. Mar-
cion's, p. 14(5.

2 Of. Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1853-54, p. GO f., also anm. 1, ami p. 61, anm.
•2; Schii-cijler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 239.

3 5h«wh, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 555 ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 217 f., 235; Biiide-
manu, Th. Stud. u. Krit, 1842, p. 468; Hi/<jeu/M, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 148 f.,

158 t'., 25<t; XicoluK, Etudes sur les Ev. Apocr., p. 52 f. ; Rr'iiss, Hist, du Canon,
p. 57; /i')V*,W(/, Das Ev. Marcion's, p. 143 ff. ; De WV«e, Lehrb, Einl. N.T., p.

111,1). 113; iSemincfi, Denkw. d. M. Just., p.31)0ff. ; Kiirchhafcr, Quellensainml.,
p. 104, anm. 32. 4 Luke ii. 8, 20.
^Matt. ii. 1. « Dial. o. Tr., 78.
' Dial, 77, 78 four times, 88, 102. 103, 106.
^ Dial. 70, 120, 121, 126, 140, &c. ; cf. Hilgenfdd, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 149.

J^
Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 214 ; HiUjenfeM, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 148; Rtus.%

Hist, (lu Canou, p. 57. lO Dial. 106.

* I
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268 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

Gospel has it :
^ " When a star rose i)i heaven (iv ovpavia) at the

time of his birth as is recorded in the Memoirs of the Apostles " ^

He apparently knows nothing of the star guiding them to the

place whei-e the young child was.^ Herod, moreover, questions tlie

elders (irp^ajSvTepoi) * as to the place where the Christ should be

born, and not the " chief priests and scribes of the people

"

(apxifpit<i Koi ypafip.aTei'i Tov \a()v)J> These divergences, taken in con-

nection with those which are interwoven with the whole narra-

tive of the birth, can only proceed from the fact that Justin quutes

from a source different from ours."

Justin relates that when Jesus came to Jordan he was believed

to be the son of Joseph the carpenter, and he appeared without

comeliness, as the Scriptures announced ;
" and being considered

a carpenter,—for when he was amongst men, he made carpenter's

works, ploughs and yokes [apcroa koI ^vyii)
; by these both teach-

ing the symbols of righteounness and an active life/''' These de-

tails are foreign to xhe canonical Gospels. Mark has the expres-

sion: "Is not this the carpenter, the son of Mary ?"•* but Luke
omits it altogether.** The idea that the Son of God shouid do

carpenter's work on earth was very dis|)leasing to many Christians,

and attempts to get rid of the obnoxious phrase are evident in

Mark. Apparently the copy wl)ich Origen used had omitted even

the modified phrase, for he declares that Jesus himself is nowhere

called a carpenter in the Gospels current in the Church.^'* A few

MSS. still extant are without it, although it is found in all the

more ancient Codices.

Traces of these details are found in several apocryphal woi'ks,

especially in the Gospel of Thomas, where it is said :
" Now his

father was a carpenter and made at that time ploughs and yokes"

{dporpa Kal t,vy()v<;

)

,^^ an account which, from the similarity of lan-

guage was in all probability derived from the same souice as

that of Justin. The explanati(m which Justin adds : "by which

1 Matt, ii 2, cf. ii. 9 ; cf. Credner, Beitrage, i. 216.
2 Dial. >()6. 8 Matt. ii. 9. » Dial. 78.
6 Matt. ii. 4. o HllijKii/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 151.
7 . . . . Hcxl TSHTovoi voj.ntouevov zavra yap ra lehrovind ipya

eifydZsro iv ch'Ofjaipoti cov, ixfjorpa nai ^vyd- Sia tovtodv xai ra

TTfi SiHato6vyri% 6iji.ifioXa didddHGjy, nal kvepyin (iiov. Dial. 88.

8 ovx ovroi tony 6 rexraiy, 6 j;/d5 Mapiai ; Mark vi. 3.

9 Of. Lukejii, 23.
10 ... . on ovSa/iov" rwy ky zaK iHH\T)6iaii (pEpo^tsvov evayyiMov
TCHroov avToi 6 'lTf6ovi dyayiypaitTLXi. < Contra Cels., vi. 3G ; cf. Credner,

Beitrage, i. p. 239 ; Hil'ienfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. Uy2.
11 'O Sk TtaTT/p avrov~ Texrooy ?/y, Mai kitoiei iy too xaipcp iHcivo)

dfjorpa Mai ^vyovi. Evang Thoniiu (^rajce, A. xiii ; TUcliendorf, Ev. Apocr.,

p, 144 cf. ; Evang. ThoniiB Lat., xi. ; Tischemlorf, ih., p. IbC ;
Pseudo-Nlatth.

Ev., xxxvii. ; Tinchenlorf, ih., p. 99; Evang. Infant. Arab., xxxviii. ; ThcliendorJ,

ib.,y. 193 ; Fahricim, Coil. Apocr. N. T., p. 200.
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he taught the symbols of righteousnes.s and an active life," cleaih'

indicates that he refers to a written narrative containing the

detail, already, perhaps, falling into sufficient disfavour to require

the aid of symbolical interpretation.

In the narrative of the baptism there are many peculiarities

which prove that Justin did not derive it from our Gospels.

Thrice he speaks of John sitting by the river Jordan :
" He cried

fls he sat by the river Jordan "^ " While he still .sat by the river

Jordan ;"^ and "For when John sat by tiie Jordan."^ This pecu-

liar expression so frequently repeated must have been derived

from a written Gospel.* Then Justin, in proving that Jesus pre-

dicted his second coming and the re-appearance of Elijah, states •

"And therefore our Lord in his teaching announced that this

should take place, saying Elias also should come" (d-n-wv koL 'Hk'av

iK€v(TC(T6ai). A little lower down he again expressly quotes the

words of Jesus :
" For which reason our Christ declared on earth

to those who asserted that Elias must come before Christ : Elias,

indeed, shall come," &c. ('HAias filv iXevfrerat, k. t. A,.).^ Matthew,
however^ reads :

" Elias indeed cometh." 'HAms fiiv ipxtrai, k. t. X. *>

Now there is no version in which iXeva-erai is substituted for Ipxerai

as Justin does, but, as Credner has pointed out,^ the whole weight
of Justin's argument lies in the use of the future tense. As there

are so many other variations in Justin's context, this likewise

appears to he derived from a source different from our Gospels.^

When Jesus goes to be baptized by John many striking peculi-

arities occur in Justin's nariative :
" As Jesus went down to the

water, a lire also was kindled in the Jordan ; and when he came
up from the water, the Holy Spirit like a dove fell upon him, as

the apostles of this very Christ of ours wrote . . . and at

the same time a voice came from the heavens . . . Thou art

my son, this day have I begotten thee."**

The incident of the fire in Jordan is of course quite foreign to

our Gospels, and further the words spoken by the heavenly voice

differ from those reported by them, for instead of the passage

5 Dial. 49.
' Beitriige, i. p. 219.
8 Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 219 f., cf. 218 ; cf. Hilgenfeld. Die Evv. Justin's, p.

162, anm. 2.

^ . . . HareX^iovToi rov ^It}6ov knl to vSoop. Mcxi nvp ixvrjcpOr] ky too
'hpSdi'ij- Hix) dyaSvvToi mWov dird tov vociToi, aJs TtfpidTepdv to
nyiov tlvExjxa kitiTtT^vat ire' cxltov syparpav oi dTt66ToX.oi avTov
Tovrov rots' XptdTov pucoy . . . xal cpcovj^ ku rdoy ovpav(uv a/xa
i^tjh'fJEi. .*. . " Ti6i liov Et 6i'- kyco 6^)uepov yeyevvrfKci (< ."' Dial. 88.

m
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from Psalm ii, 7, the Gospels have :
" Thou art my beloved son

;

in thee I am well pleased."^ Justin repeats his version a second

time in the same chapter, and again elsewhere he sa3's I'egaidino

the temptation ;
" For this devil also at the time when he (Jesus)

went up from the river Jordan, wh(m the voice declared to liim
:

'Thou jivt my son; this day hav'e I begotten thee,' it is wiitten

in the Memoirs of the Apostles, came to him and tempted him

"

In botli of these passages, it will be perceived that Justin di-

rectly refers to tlie Memoirs of the Apostles as the source of his

statements. Some have argued that Justin only appeals to them
for the fact of the descent of the Holy Ghost, and not for the

the rest of the narrative.^ It has of coui-se been felt that, if it

can be shown that Justin quotes from the Memoirs words and

circumstances which are not 'o be found in oui- canonical Gospels,

the identity of the two can no longer be maintained. It is, how-
ever, in the highest degree arbitrary to affirm that Justin intends

t.o limit his appeal to the testimony of the Apostles to one-half ol

his sentence. To quote authority for one assertion and to leave

another in the same sentence, closely connected with it and part

indeed of the very same narrative, not only unsupported, but in-

deed weakened by direct exclusion, would indeed be singular, for

Justin affirms vnth equal directness and confidence the fact of the

fire in Jordan, the descent of the Holy Ghost, and the words

spoken by the heavenly voice. If in the strictest gi'ammatical

accuracy there may be no absolute necessity to include in that

which the Apostles wrote more than the phrase immediately pre-

ceding, there is not on the othei' hand anything which requires or

warrants the exclusion of the former part of the sentence. The

matter must therefore be decided according to fair infei'ence and

reasonable probability, and not to suit any foregone conclusion,

and these as well as all the evidence concerning Justin's use of

the Memoirs irresistibly point to the conclusion that the whole

passage is dei'ived from one source. In the second extract giveii

above, it is perfectly clear that the words spoken by the heavenly

^ oice, which Justin again quotes, aiid which are not in our (Jos-

pels, were recorded in th*; Memoirs, for otherwise Justin could

not tave referred to them for an account of the temptation at the

1 Si) El 6 vioi 1.10V 6 dyaTTtfTo?, iv 6oi Ev86H?f6iX. Mark i. 11, Luke iii. 22.

Thfi iirst Gospel has a slight variation :
" This is my son, &c., in whom, Ac,"

Ovroi Idriv u vloi fwv, h.t.X. . . . iv w EvSonrfda. Matt. iii. 17 ; cf.

2 Peter i. 17, which agrees with Matt.
2 Dial. 103.

3 Grnhe, Spicil. Patri :. 19; Bindemann, Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1842, p. 471;

.<?« m/.sr/), Ap. Denkw. d. M. Just., p. 480 f. ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 137 f

;

Pauliis, Theol. Exeg. Conservatorium, i. p. 18.
*
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time Avhen JesuH went up from Jordan and the voice said to him

:

" Thou art my son ; this day have I begotten thee," if these facts

and words were not recorded hy them at all.^ It is impossible

tddoubt, after impartial consideration, that the incident of the

tire in Jordan, the words spoken by the voice from heaven, and

the temptation were taken from the same source : they must
collectively be referi-ed to the Memoirs.^

Of one thing we may be sure : had Justin known the form of

words used by the voice from heaven according to our Gospels, he

would certainly have made use of it in preference to that which
he iictually found in his Metr'lrs. He is arguing that Christ is

pre-existing God, become it, mate through God's will through

the Virgin Mary, and Trypho demands how he can be demonstra-

ted to have been pre-existent, who is said to be filled with the

power of the Holy Ghost, as though he had required this. Justin

replies that these powers of the Spirit have come upon him not

hecause he had need of them, but because they would accomplish

Scripture, which declared that after him there should be no pro-

pliet.^ The proof of this, he continues, is that, as soon as the child

was born, the Magi from Ai'abia came to worship him, because

even at his birth he was in possession of his power,* and after he

had gi'own up like other men by the use of suitable means, he
caire to the river Jordan whei'e John was baptizing, and as he
went into the water a fire was kindled in the Jordan, and the

Holy Ghost descended like a dove. He did not go to the river

liecause he had any need of baptism or of the descent of the Spirit,

'nit because of the human race which had fallen under the power
nf death. Now if , instead of the passage actually cited, Justin

( ould have quoted the words addressed to Jesus by the voice from
heaven according to the Gospels :

" Thou art my beloved son ; in

thee I am well pleased," his argument would have been greatly

^lengthened by such direct recognition of an already existing,

;ind, 'A.< he affirmed, pre-existent divinity in Jesus. Not having
these words in his Memoirs of the Apostles, however, he was ob-
liged to be content with tho.se which he found there :

" Thou art

my son; this day have I begotten thee ;"—words which, in fact,

in themselves destroyed the argument for pre-existence, aud

' 'M

1 Dial. 10.3. The quotations regarding the temptation do not jvcree w'.;h our
liospek, but they will he referred to later.

- Cf. Cm/Hf?-, Beitrage i. p. 219 f., p. 221 ; Hilgenfehl, Die F , v. Justin's, p. 164,

andanm. 2; De Wette, l^^hrh. Einl. K. T., p. Ill, p. 11,>. Even i'cmwr/t (Ap.
Denkw. d. M. Just., p. 390 f.) admits that they cannot be from our Gospels, and
lems to ascribe them to traditional sources. Cf. Kirchhofer, Quellensamral., p„
'•<>, anm. 16, p. 104, anm. 33.

3 Dial. 87.

* Kal ynp yevvt/OsH, 8vvantv ttjv avTov e6x^- Dial. 88.

ii^'ffi
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dated the divine begetting of Jesus as the son of God that very

day. The passage, indeed, supported those who actually asserted

that the Holy Ghost first entered into Jesus at this baptism.

These considerations, and the repeated quotation of the same
words in the same form, make it clear that Justin quotes from a

source different from our Gospel.^

In the scanty fragments of the " Gospel according to the He-
brevv^s " which have been preserved, we find both the incident of

the fire kindled in Jordan and the words of the heavenly voice as

quoted by Justin. " And as he went up from the water, the

heavens were opened, and he saw the Holy Spirit of God in the

form of a dove which came down and entered into him. And a

voice came from heaven saying :
' Thou art my beloved son ; in

thee I am well pleased ;' and again :
' This day have I begotten

thee.' And innnediately a great light shone round about the

place."'' Epiphanius extracts this passage from the version in use

among the Ebionites, but it is well known that there were many
other varying forms of the same Gospel ; and Hilgenfeld,^ with

all probability, conjectures that the version known to Epiphanius

was no longer in the same purity as that used by Justin, but re-

presents the transition stage to the Canonical Gospels,—adopting

the words of the voice which they give without yet discarding

the older form. Jerome gives another form of the words from

the version in use amongst the Nazarenes :
" Factum est auteni

cum ascendisset Dominus de aquS,, descendit foqs omnis Spiritus

Sancti et requievit super eum, et dixit illi : Fill mi, in omnibus

Prophetis expectabam te ut venires et requiescerem in te, tu es

enim reouies mea, tu es filius mens primogenitus qui regnas in

sempiternum."* This supports Justin's reading. Regarding the

Gospel according to the Hebrews, more must be said hereafter,

but when it is remembered that Justin, a native of Samaria,

probably first knew Christianity through believers in Syria to

whose Jewish view of Christianity he all his life adhered, and

1 Crcdner, Beitrage, i. p. 219 f. ; Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 30 f., 104 f., 109,

156 ; HihjenfeUl, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 1()5 f. ; Die Evangelien, p. 57 f. : Theoi.

• Jahrb., 1857, p. 411 f. , Ritsch', Das Evang. Marciou's, p. 1,S3 f. ; Volkmar,l)\e

Evangelien, 1870, p. 42 ff. ; Neudeche.r, Einl. N, T., p. 57 ; De Wette, Einl. N.

T., p. Ill, p. 113 ; Seinisch attributes both^peculiarities to tradition. Ap. Denwk.
Just., p. 390 f., 395 f. ; ct We8tcoU,J)n the Canon, p. 137 f.

2 Ka). &5s dvffXOev dred roir vdtxTo's, yvotyTjday ol cvpavoi, ual side

TO TCvetna tov Oeov to ayiov kv el'Sei Tteptdrepai xai eidsXOovdni eii

nius, timv. xxx. 13
3 Die Evv. Justin's p. 165 f., anm. 1

* Hit^'on., Comm. in Esaia). xi. 2.
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that these Christians almost exchisively used this Gospel^ under

various forms and names, it is reasonable to suppose that he also

like them knew and made use of it, a supposition increased to

certainty when it is found that Justin (juotes words an<l facts

foreign to the canonical Gospels which are known to have been

contained in it. The argument of Justin that Jesus did not need

haptism may also be compared to another jmssagc of the Gospel

acconling to the Hebrews preserved by Jerome, and which pre-

ceded the circumstances narrated above, in which the mother and
brethren of Jesus say to him that John the Baptist is baptizing

for the remission of sins, and propose that they should go to be

baptized by him. Jesus replies, " In what way have I sinned that

I should go and be baptized by him ?
"^ The most competent

critics agree that J ustin derived the incidents of the fire m Jordan

and the words spoken by the heavenly voice from the Gospel

according to the Hebrews or some kindred work,^ and there is

every probability that the numerous other quotations in his works
ditiering from our Gospels are taken from the same source.

The incident of the fire in Jordan likewise occurs in the an
cient work " Prsedicatio Pauli,"* coupled with a context which
f( rcibly recalls the passage of the Gospel according to the He-
brews, which has just been quoted, and apparent allusions to it

are found in the Sibylline Books and early Christian literature.'^

Credner has pointed out that the marked use which was made of

tire or lights at Baptism by the Church, during early times, pro-

tiably rose out of this tradition regarding the tire which appeared
in Jordan at the baptism of Jesus.** The peculiar form of words
used by the heavenly voice according to Justin and to the Gos-
pel according to the Hebrews was also known to several of the

1 Orifien, Comment in Ezech., xxiv. 7 ; Epiphanius, Hrer, xxx. 3 ; Eusehius, H.
E, iii. 27 ; flieron. , Adv. Pelag., ii.. 1 f.

' Ecce mater Domini et Tratres ejus dicebant ei ; Johannes Baptista baptizat
in remiasionem peccatorum, eiimus et baptizemur ab eo. Dixit autem eis ; Quid
peceavi ut vadam et baptizemur ab eo ? Nisi forte hoc ipsum, (juod dixi, ignorantia
est. Hieron., Ad. Pelag., iii. 2.

^ Emld, Jahrb. bibl. Wis.s, 1853-54, p. (51, cf. p. 38 f. ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p.
219 ff., 2.37 f., 259 f. ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. ill, p. 113; HUuen/eld, Die Evv

.

luatin's, p. IG4 ff., et. 270 ff., p. 304; Ritschl, Das Evang. Marcion's, p. 133 f. :

Volbnar, Die Evangelien, i, 42 tf. &c., &c.
* In quo libro contra omnes Scripturas et de peccato proprio confitendum inve-

uies Christum, qui solus omnino nihil deliquit, et ad accipiendum Joannis baptisma
psenft invitum a matre sua Maria esse compulsum : item, cum baptizaretur, ignem
super a(iuam esse visum. Quod in Evftngelio nullo est scriptum. A actor tract, d
Maplismate ; Fabrieitis, Cod, Apocr. , i. p. 800.

6 Sibyll. Oracula, lib. vii. viii. ; cf. Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 237 f. ; Hiljenfeld,
Die. Evv. Justin's, p. 167 ff. ; Reu88, LesSibylles Chretiennes, N,, Rev. de Th6ol.,
vol. vii. p. 235, 238.

6 Cmbm; Beitrage, i. p. 237 ; cf. Hilgen/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 167 f. ; t'ott'-

mar, Die Evangehen, p. 43.
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Fathers.^ Augustine mentions that some MSS. in his time con-

tained that reading in Luke iii. 22, although without the con-

firmation of more ancient Greek codices.^ It is still extant in the

(^odex BezsB (D). The Itala version adds to Matthew iii. lo

;

" and when he was baptized a great light shone round from the

water, so that all who had come wtre afraid " (et cum baptiza-

retur, lumen ingens circumfulsit de aqua, ita ut timerent onines

qui advenerant) ; and again at Luke iii. 22 it gives the words of

the voice in a form agreeing at least in sense with those which
Justin found in his Memoirs of the Apostles.

These circumstances point with certainty to an earlier original

corresponding with Justin, in all probability the Gospel according

to the Hebrews, and to the subsequent gradual elimination of the

passage from the Gospels finally adopted by the Church for dog-

matic reasons, as various sects based on the words doctrines

which were at variance with the ever-enlarging belief of the

majority.^

Then Justin states that the men of his time asserted that the

miracles of Jesus were performed by magical art (/xayiKij ^avrao-ia),

" for they ventured to call him a magician and deceiver of the

people."* This cannot be accepted as a mere version of the

charge that Jesus cast out demons by Beelzebub, but must have

been found by Justin in his Memoirs.^ In the Gospel of Nico-

demus or Acta Pilati, the Jews accuse Jesus before Pilate of being

a magician," coupled with the assertion that he casts out demons

through Beelzebub the prince of the demons ; and again they

simply say :
" Did we not tell thee chat he is a magician ?

"^ We
shall presently see that Justin actually refers to certain acts of

Pontius Pilate in justification of other assertions regarding the

trial of Jesus.^ In the Clementine Recognitions, moreover, the

1 Clemens AL, Psedag., 1. 6; Methodius, Conviv. Virg. ix. Lactantim, Instit.

Div. iv. 15; AufiUHtine, Enchirid. ad Laurent., 49.

2 lUud vero, quod nonnulli codices habent secundum Lucam, hoc ilia voce

sonuisse, quod in Pealmo scriptum est : Filius meus es tu ; ego hodie geimi te:

quamquam in antiquioribus codicibus grapcis non inveniri perhibeatur, &c. &c. Dt

Consensu Evang. , i'. 14.

3 Cf. Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 241 ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. nO;Orabe,
Spicil. Patr., i. p. 327 ; Volkmar, Die Eyangelien, p.42f.

* Kai ydp fidyov eivcti avrdv ir6^.jiia)y Xe'yeiv ual XaonXdvov. Dial.

69.
s Credner, Beitrage, i. p, 255 f. ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 207 ff., 258;

De Wette, Einl. N. T
, p. Ill, 113. Semisch attributes it to tradition. Dieap.

Denkw. Just.
, p. 391 ff.

6 XEyov6tv avT^ Forfi idrtv, H.r.X. Evang. Nicod. sive Gesta Pilati, Tars.

I. A. i. ; Tischmdorj, Evang. Apocr., p. 208 ; cf. Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i.;

Nicod. Evang. Lat., i. p. 239, xxvii. p. 296, cf. 417.
7 Mrl ovH EiTtauEV dot on yorji hdrtv ; k.t.X. c. ii. ; Tischendorf, Ev. Ap.

p 214 ; Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i. p. 243.
8 Apol., i. 35, 48.
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same charge is made by one of the Scribes, who says that Jesus

•lid not perform his miracles as a prophet, but as a magician. ^

C'elsus makes a similar charge,^ and Lactantius refers to such an
opinion as prevalent among the Jews at the time of Jesus,^ which

we tind confirmed by many passages in Talmudic literature.*

There was indeed a book called " Magia Jesu Christi," of which

Jesus himself, it was pretended, was the author.^

In speaking of the trial of Jesus, Justin says :
" For also as the

prophet saith, they reviled him and .set him on the judgment seat

and said : Judge for us,"" a peculiarity which is not found in the

Canonical Gospels. Justin had just quoted the words of Isaiah

(Ixv. 2, Iviii. 2) . . . "They now ask of mejudgment and dare

to draw nigh to God," and then he cites Psalm xxii. IG, 22
;

" They pierced my hands and my feet, and upon my vesture they

cast lots." He says that this did not happen to David, but was
fulfilled in Christ, and the expression regarding the piercing the

hands and feet referred to the nails of the cross which were driven

through his hands and feet. And after he was crucified they cast

lots upon his vesture. " And that these things occurred," he con-

tinues, " you may learn from the Acts drawn up under Pontius

Pilate."^ He likewise upon another occasion refers to the same
Acta for confirmation of statements.^ The Gospel of Nicodemus
or Gesta Pilati, now extant, does not contain the circumstance to

which we are now referring, but in contradiction to the statement

in the fourth Gospel (xviii. 28, 29) the Jews in this apocryphal
work freely go in to the very judgment seat of Pilate." Tischen-

dorf maintains that the first part of the Gospel of Nicodemus, or

.\cta Pilati, still extant, is the work, with more or less of interpo-

lation, which, existing in the second century, is referred to by
Justin.i'^ A few reasons may here be given against such a con-

clusion. The fact of Jesus being set upon the judgment seat is

not contained in the extant Acta Pilati at all, and therefore this

work does not correspond with Justin's statement. It seems most
ahsurd to suppose that Justin should seriously refer Roman Em-

1 Et ecce quidam de Scribis de medio populi exclamaas ait : Jesus veste signa et
prodigia quae fecit, ut magus non ut propheta fecit, i. 58 ; cf. p. 40.

-Ort'jen, Contra Cels., ii. 50,51. 3 Instit. Div. , v. 3, et passim.
< Lhjhtfoot, Horoe HebraicsB, Works, xi. p. 195 ff.

"> ^li. Aumst. de Consensu Evans., i. 9; Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i. p.

305 ff.

^ Kal yap, oS? EiTtEV 6 itpoq>riTrj'i, Siadvpovrsi airtv, ixdOtday ini
ftv^'txToi, Hal Einov Kfuvov vniv. Apol. i. 35.

' Kal ravra on yeyovs, ShvadOs fxcweiv in tav kni JJovriov niXdrou
ytvonivoov dxrosv. Apol. i. 35.

8 .\pol., i. 48. Cf. Tertullian, Apol. xxi.
^ Evang. NicoA sivi Cresta Pilati, Pars. i. \',, i. ii. ; Tiachendorf, Evang. Apocr

p. 208 ff.

10 Evang. Apocr. Prolog., p. Ixiv. fFi ; Wann Wurdon, u. s, w., p. 82—39.
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perors to a work of this description, so manifestly composed by a

Christian, and the Acta to which he directs them must have

been a ])resumed official document, to v.-hich they had access, as of

course no other evidence could be of any weight with them.^ Tin-

extant work neither pretends to be, nor has in the slightest de-

gree the form of, an official report. Moreover, the prologue at-

tached to it distinctly states that Ananias, a provincial warden in

the reign of Flavins Theodosius (towards the middle of the fifth

century), found these Acts written in Hebrew Vjy Nicodemus.

and that he translated them into Greek.- The work itseli", there-

fore, only pretends to be a private composition in Hebrew, and

does not claim any relation to Pontius Pilate. The Greek is very

corrupt and degraded, and considerations of style alone would as-

sign it to the fifth century, as would still more imperatively tlie

anachronisms with which it abounds.^ Tischendorf considers that

Tertullian refers to the same work as Justin, but it is evident that

he infers an official report, for he says distinctly, after narrating

the circumstances of the crucifixion and resurrection :
" All these

facts regarding Christ, Pilate .... reported to the reigning

Emperor, Tiberius."* It is extremely probable that in saying this.

Tertullian merely extended thvj statement of Justin. He nowhere

states that he himself had seen this report, nor does Justin, and

as is the case with the latter, some of the facts which Tertullian

supposes to be rej)orted by Pilate are not contained in the apocry-

phal work.^ There are still extant some apocryphal writings in

the form of official reports made by Pilate of the trial, crucifixion,

and resurrection of Jesus," but none are of very ancient date. It

is certain that, on the supposition that Pilate may have made an

official report of events so important in their estimation, Chris-

tian writers, with greater zeal than conscience, composed fictitious

reports in his name, in the supposed interest of their religion, and

thei'e was in that day little or no critical sense to detect and dis-

credit such forgeries. There is absolutely no eviden'^e to show

that Justin was acquainted with any official report of Pilate to

the Roman Emperor, nor, indeed, is it easy to understand how he

could possibly have been, even if such a document existed, and it

is mosl probable, as Scholten conjectures, that Justin merely re-

1 Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 161 ; A^'kolas, Etudes sur les Evang. Apocr.,

p. 360.

2 Evang. Nicod. Proleg. ; Tischendorf, Ev. Apocr. p. 20.3 f.

3 Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 172 f.

4 Ea omnia super Christo Pilatus. . . . Caesari turn Tiberio nuntiavit. Apol.

xxi.

6 Cf. Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 16.3 ff.

« Cf. Fahricim, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i, p. 298 ff. ; Thilo, Cod. Apocr. N. T., p.

796 ff. ; Tischendorf, Evarig. Apocr. p. 411.
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ferred to documents which tradition supposed to have been writ-

ten, but of which, he himself had no personal knowledge.^ Be this

as it may, as he considered the incident of the judgment seat a

fulfihiient of prophecy, there can be little or no doubt that it was
narrated in the Memoirs which contained '' everything relating

to Jesus Christ," and tiading it there he all the more naturally

assumed that it must have been mentioned in any official report.

In narrating the agony in the Garden, there are further varia-

tions. Justin says: "And the passage: ' All my bones are poured

out and dispersed like water ; my heart has become like wax
melting in the mi<l.st of my belly,' was a predic<"ion of that wbich
occurred to him that night when they came out against him to

the Mount of Olives to seize him. For in the Memoirs composed,

1 say, by his Apostles and their followers, it is recorded that his

sweat fell down, like dro})s while he prayed, saying :
' If pos

sibb, let this cup pass.' "^ It will be observed that this is a

direct quotation from the Memoirs, but there is a mateiial dif-

ference from our Gospels. Luke is the only Gospel which men-
tions the bloody sweat, and there the account reads (xxii. 44),
" as it were drops of blood falling down to the ground."

Like. od6eI OpoiufJoi ait-taroi xarcxfiaiyovrei enl Ttjv yijv.

Justin. a>6Bl Opojiifioi hixtexsito.

In addition to the other linguistic differences Justin omits the

oi'iphatic ai/AttTos which gives the whole point to Luke's account,

ami which evidently could not have been in the text of tbe Me-
moirs. Semisch argues that dpofifioi alone, especially in medical

phraseology, meant " drops of blood," without the addition of

ullM.Tu<i-^ but the author of the third Gospel did not think so,

and undeniably makes use of both, and Justin does not. More-
over, Luke introduces the expression Op6fx/3oi. aifiaTo-; to .show the

intensity of the agony, whereas Justin evidently did not mean to

express " drops of blood" at all, his intention in referring to the
sweat being to show that the prophecy : "All my bones are

poured out, &c., like water," had been fulfilled, with which the
rt-ading in his Memoirs more closely corresponded. The prayer
also so directly quoted decidedly varies from Luke xxii. 42, which
reads: "Father, if thou be willing to remove this cu]) from me":

LcKE. Tldrep, si fioiXei napEveyKElv tovto to nozr'ifnov dn'' emcC'
Ji'STi\. Ua/JEXOETOO, eI Swardy, to itozrjpiov zovro.

In Matthew xxvi. 39, this part of the prayer is more like th»

1 Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p, 165 If.

^ D. ap. Denkw. Just., p. 146.

2 Dial. 103.
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pa;«age excludej? it, and his Gospel could not have contained it.
^

Luke is specially marked in generalizing the resistance of those

about Jesus to his capture. " When they which were about him
Haw what would follow, they said unto him : Lord, shall we smite

with the sword ? And a certain one of them smote the servant

of the high priest and cut off his right ear."- As this epi.iode fol-

lows immediately after the incident of the bloody sweat and
orayer in the Garden, and the statement of Justin occurs in the

very same chapter in which he refers to them, this cont'-adiction

further tends to confirm the conclusion that Justin employed a

(litferent Gospel.

It is quite in harmony with the same peculiar account that

Ju.stin states that, " after he (Jesus) was crucified, all his friends

(the A])0.stles) stood aloof from him, having denied him^ . . .

(who, after he rose from the dead, and after tliey were convinced

by himself that before his passion he had told them that he must
suffer these things, and that they were foretold by the prophets,

repented of their flight from him when he was crucified), and
wliile remaining among thorn he sang praises to God, as is made
evident in the Memoirs of the Apostles."* Justin, therefore, re-

[leateilly asserts that after the crucifixion all the Apostles forsook

hiia, and he extends tl denial of Peter to the whole of the

twelve. It is impossible to consider this distinct and reiterated

affirmation a mere extension of the passage :

" They all forsook

him and Hed" {iTdvTi<; d</)cWes amov i<pvyov)!' when Jesus was arrested,

wliich proceeded mainly from momentary fear.'' Justin seems to

indicate that the disciples withdrew from and denied Jesus when
they saw him crucified, from doubts which consequently arose as

to his Messianic character. Now, on the contrary, the Canonical
Gospels represent the disciples as being together after the Cruci-

fixion.^ Justin does not exhibit any knowledge of the explanation
given by the angels at the sepulchre as to Chri> having foretold

1 Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 228 f, ; Sckwegler, Das aachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 232, anm.
1 ; Ril^chl, Das Evang. Marcion's, p. 148 ; HiUienfehl, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 238
ti'.; Mayerhoff', Einl. petr. Schr., p. 292; cl. -ZeUer, Die Apostelgesch., p. 39.
2 Luke xxii. 49, 50.

^^ Merd ovy TO dravftooOrfvai avrcv, xai ol yycoptuoi avrov" Ttdyrei
C(.7ti6Tj)6av , dpvTfddfievoi avrov. Apol. i. 50.

*{o'i Tty£i /iiera re dvadTTjyai ccvTc y in vEHpooy,xai TCeidOT/yai vn'
^•vroh, uTi Hal npo roiT TcaOeiv eXeyev avroii, otl ravra avrdy Set
za'jelv, Hal dzd tqjv npo(prjr(2v on npoEHEHTjpvHVo ravra, fierevo-
il6av inl rep d<pi6ra6lJat avrov ore EdravpooOtf), xai /tier' avrwv
Oiaymy, d/nyjjde rov l-iEoy, wS Hal iv roli dnonvTfHovf.vi.ia6i rcov
njio6r6Aa)y StfXovrai yeyEvrfHsvov, K.r./l. Dial. 106 ; cf. Apol. i. 50 j

Dial. 53 ; de Ilesurr. 9.

\
Matt. xxvi. 56 ; Mark xiv. 50.

H
Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 257 ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 246 f.

^ Luke xxiv. 9-12, 33 ; Mark xvi. 10; John xx. 18, 19; cf. Luke xxxiii. 49.

\W^
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all that had happened,^ but makes this proceed from Jesus liim-

self. Irxdeed, he raakea no mention of these angels at all.

There are some traces elsewhere of the view that the disciples

were offended after the Crucifixion.^ Hilgenfeld points out the

appearance of special Petrine tendency in this passage, in the

fact thai, it is not Peter alone, but all the Apostles who arc said

to deny their master ; and he suggests that an indication of the

source from which Justin quoted may be obtained from the kindred

quotation in tliu Epistle to the Smyrnfeans (iii.) by pseudo-Igna-

tius :
" For i know that also after his resurrection he was in the

flesh, and I believe that he is so now. And when he came to

those that were with Peter he said to them : Lay hold, handle me,

and see that I am not an incorporeal spirit. And immediately

they touched him and believed, being convinced b)- his flesh and

spirit." Jerome, it will be remembered, found this in the Gospel

according to the Hebrews used by the Nazarenes, which he trans-

lated,^ from v aich we have seen that Justin in all probability do-

rived other particulars differing from the Canonical Gospels, and

with which we shall constantly meet, in a similar way, in exam-

ining Justin's quotations. Origen also found it in a work called

the " Doctrine of Peter " (AiSa^^ IleVpoii);^ which must have been

akin to tne " Preaching of Peter" (K-^pvyfia Uirpov)} Hilgenfeld

suggests that, in the absence of more certain information, there is

no more probable source from which Justin may have derived hi.s

statement than the Gospel according to Peter, or the Gospel

according to the Hebrews, which is known to have contained so

much in the same spirH.''

It may well be expected that, at least in touching such serious

matters as the Crucifixion and last words of Jvjsus, Justin nuist

adhere with, care to authentic records, and not fall into the faults

of loose quotation from memory, free handling of texts, and care-

less omissions and additions, by which those who laintain the

identity ot the Memoirs with the Canonical Gospels seek to ex-

plain the systematic variations of Justin's quotations from the

text of the latter. It will, however, be found that here also

marked discrepancies occur. Justin says, after referring co numer-

ous prophecies regarding the treatment of Christ " And again,

when he says :
' Tuey spake with their lips, they -gged the head,

1 Luke xxiv. 4—8 ; Matt, xxviii. 5—7 ; Mark xvi. 5—7.
2 lu the "Ascensio Isaice," iii. 14, the following passage occurs : "Etduodeoim,

qui cum eo, offensionem accipient in eum, et custodes con8tituentur,q«icustodient

scpulchrum, " Hilgenfdd, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 24»), anm. 2.

3 De V'r. 111., 16. * De Princip. proem.
6 Grabe, Spicil. Patr., i. p. 56.
« Hil(jei\feld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 248 ff. ; cf. Qredner, Beitra^e, i. p. 265f.;

Volkmar, Die Evangelien, p. 631, p. 634.

::||feti
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saying: Let him deliver himself. That all these things happened

to the Christ from tho Jews, you can ascertain. For when he

was heing crucified they shot out the lips, and wagged their heads,

saying :
' Let him who raised the deaa deliver himself.' "^ And

in another place, referring to the same I'salm (xxii.) as a predic-

tion of what was to happen to Jesus, Justin says :
" Foj- they who

.saw him crucified also wagged their heads, each one of them, and
distorted (Sii(TTpe<pov) their lips, and sneeringly and in scornful

irohy repeated among themselves those w^ords which are also

written in the Memoirs of his Apostles: He declared himself the

Son of God (let him) come down, let him walk about ; let God
,save him."^ In both of these passages Justin directly appeals to

written authority. The fiaddv Suvaa-Oi may leave the source of

the first uncertaia,^ but the second is distinctly stated to contain

the actual words " written in the Memoirs of liis A])ostles," and it

seems reasonable to suppose that the former passage is also de-

rived from them. It is scarceh' necessary to add that both differ

very materially from the Canonical Gos])els.* The taunt con-

tained in the first of these passages is altogether peculiar to Jus-

tin :
" Let him who raised the dead deliver himself " ('O veK^ot's

ai'cyei/jas pv(Taa6o) eaiTov) f and even if Justin did not himself indi-

cate a written source, it would not be reasonable to suppose that

he should himself for the first time record words to which he re-

fers as the fulfilment of prophecy.** It would be still more in-

:'tfectual to endeavour to remove the difficulty presented by such

1 Kai ndXiv orav Xe'yy ^EXdXyjdav kv x^i'Xediv, i:nvr)6av HEcpaXt/v,
Xiyoyrei 'Pvdd60a^ eavrov. "Artva ndyra oJi yeyovev vnd roJ>'

IjvSaiodv T(2 Xpi6tcp, /uaOeiv dvyaOOe. SravpooOeyro? yap avrov,
i\e6TpE(pov id x^i^f?, xcii iHtrovv mS xecpaXdi, Xeyovre?- '0 vejipovi
di'cyeipai pvddd^Ka eavrov Apol. i. 38.

-0/ ydp Oe -jpovyrei avrov idravpoo/iievuv nai XF.cpaXd? EHadroi
hit'ovy, Hal rd x^'^V diedrpeqioy, Hal roTi /mt^oorjpdiy kv aXXoii
6iffttvovvrs? eXeyov elpojvrvofifvot ravra « nai Iv roi's dnopvrmoyEij-
itciGt rc-jK dnodToXoDv onJroiT yeypanrai- '' 216v OfotT eavrov eXeye-
Harafkii nepinc.T^.itGo- dcoddro) avrov 6 r">io'?.''' Dial. 101.

•' Some writers consider that this is a reference to the Acta PilatJ as in Apol.
. 35.

* Canon Westcott admits that in the latter passage Justin does profess to give
the exact words which were recorded in the Memoirs, and that they are not to be
found in our Gospels ; " but," he apologetically adds, " we do find t>'ese others so
closely connected with them that few readers would feel the difference ! " This is

a specimen of apologetic criticism. Dr. Westcott goes on to say that as no MS.
or Father known toTuim has preserved any reading more closely reaemblirg Jus-
tin's, "if it appear not to be deducible irom our Gospels, due allowance being
made for the object vvhich he had in view, its source must remain concealed." On
the Canon, p. 114 f. Cf. Matt, xxvii. 39—43; Mark xv.'29—32; Luke x.viii. 34-37.

•> The nearest parallel in our Gospels is in Lu.»i xxiii. 35. " H'> Raved others,
let him save himself if this man be the Christ of God, his chosen." "AXXovi
tdadeyy (Soj^dro) eavrov, h.t.X-

' Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justia's, p. 244 f.
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a variation by attributing the words to tradition, at the same
time that it is asserted that Justin's Memoirs were actually iden-

tical witli the Gospels. No aberration of memory could account

for such a variation, and it is impossible that Justin should pre-

fer tradition regarding a form of words, so liable to error and
alteration, with written Gospels within his reach. Besides, to

argue that Justin affirmed that the truth of his statement could

be ascertained {jj-adilv Svvaa-Oe), whilst the words which he states

to have been spoken were not actually recorded, would be against

all reason.

The second of the mocking speeches^ of the lookers-on is refer-

red distinctly to the Memoirs of the Apostles, but is also, with

the accompanying description, foreign to our Gospels. The
nearest approach to it occurs in our first Gospel, and we subjoin

both passages for comparison

Ju.sTiN, Dial. 101.

He declared himselfthe Son of God;
(let hira) come down, let him wallc

about ; let God save him.

Tidy Oeov eavriv i'Xeye' xara-
/S«5 TteptTCcxTEiroi)- dcoddroo avrov
6 (lECi.

Matt, xxvii. 40, and 42, 43.

4 J. Thou that destroyest the tem-

ple, and buildest it in three days,

save thyself ; if thou art the Son of

God, come down from the cro.3s.

42. He saved others, himself lie

cannot save. He is the King of

Israel ; let him now come down froin

the cross, and we will believe in him.

43. He trusted in God ; let him de-

liver him now, if he will have him,

for he said, I am the Son of God.

42. . . . xaraficiroa vuv drcu rot

dravftov xcxi 7ti6rev6oiiiey hit'

avTOV. 43. TlETCOlfjEV kiti TOV fjEOV,

pv6ix(jOa> vvv avTov 2 eI OeXei

avrov ELitev ydp ort Oeov tUd

vii:.

It is evident that Justin's version is quite distinct from this, and

cannot have been taken from our Gospels,^ although professedly

derived from the Memoirs of the Apostles.

Justin likewise mentions the cry of Jesus on the Cross, "0

God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?
" ('O ^€os, 6 Oe6<i iiov

tva Ti ey/ctiTe'AiTre's yxe ;)* as a fulfilment of the words of the Psalra,

1 Semisch argues that both forms aro quotations of the oaice sentence, and that

there is consequently a contradiction in the very quotations themselves ; but there

can be no doubt whatever that the two phrases are distinct parts of the mockery,

and the very same separation and variation occur in each of the Canonical Gospels.

Die ap. Denkw. Mart. Just., n. 282; cf. HiUjenfdd, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 234.

2 The Cod. Sin. omits avrov.
3 Credner, Beitrai.'e, i. p. 212 ; IJUyen/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 244 ; Mayerhoff,

Einl. petr. Schr.. pr295. * Dial. 99.
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which he quotes here, and elsewhere,^ with the peculiar addition

of the Septuagint version, "attend to me" (Trpdo-xcs /aoi), which,

however, he omits when giving the cry of Jesus, thereby showing

that he follows a written source which did not contain it, for the

quotation of the Psalm, and of the cry which is cited to show
that it refers to Christ, immediately follow each other. He ap-

parently knows nothing whatever of the Chaldaic cry " Eli, Eli,

lami sabacthani " of the Gospels.^ I'he first and second Gospels

ffjve the words of the cry from the Chaldaic differently from

Justin, from the version of the LXX., and from each other. Mat-

thew xxvii. 46, ®tf fJLov, Off fxov, iva Tt fji.€ cyKaTtAtTres
; Mark XV. 34,

'0 ^tos, 6 ^eos /Aov, e« Ti cyKaTeAtTTts /i.e • the third Gospel ma es no
mention at all of this cry, but instead has one altogether foreign

to the other Gospels :
" And Jesus cried with a 'oud voice, and

said :
' Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit ' : and having

said this he expired."^ Juptin has this cry also, and in the same
form as the third Gospel. He says :

" For when he (Jesus) was
giving up his spirit on the cross, he said :

' Father, into thy bauds
1 commend my spirit,' as I have also learned from the Memoirs." *

Justin's Gospel, therefore, contained both cries, and as even the

tir.st two Synoptics mention a second cry of Jesus ^ without, how-
ever, giving the words, it is not surprising that other Gospels

should have existed which included both. Even if we had no
trace of this cry in any other ancient work, there would be no
ground for asserting that Justin must have derived it from the

third Gospel, for if there be any historical truth in the statement
tliat- these words were actually spoken by Jesus, it follows of

couree that they may have been, and probably were, reported in

a dozen Christian writings now no longer extant, and in all |)ro-

bability they existed in some of the " many" works referred to in

the prologue to the third Gospel. Both cries, however, are given
in the Gospel of Nicodemus, or Gesta Pilati, to which reference
bas already so frequently been made. In the Greek versions
edited by Tischendorf we find only the form contained in Luke.
In the Codex A, the passage reads :

" And crying with a loud
voice, Jesus said : Father, Baddach ephkid rouchi, that is inter-

preted :

' into thy hands I commend my spirit ;' and having said

1 Dial. 98.

2 Matt, xxvii. 46 ; Mark XV. 34.
^ K(xi q}a)i'T'/6ai cpoovy idtydXy 6 ^lrj6ovZ -iTtey, Udrep, eii jffjpa? 6ov

"apariOe/uai to nyev/ua nov. tovto 8k. einoov i^snvEvdEv. Luke
wiii. 46.

* A«i yap dnoStSov'; to nvevfua kni ra) dTavp^^Eiice, IlaTEp, t/i
Xtlpiii dov napaTiQELtai to nyEijiid /itov a's Mai ix t&jv dnojuytfjuovev
UATuv Hai TOVTO £/uctOov. Dial. 105

5 Matt, xxvii. 50 ; Mark xv. 37.

4;i aiJlftC'

-ft ^ t JS
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Our Gospels differ very much from ea'.h other ; Justin's Memoirs

of the Apostles in like manner differed from them. It had its

characteristic features clearly and sharply defined. In this way
his systematic variations are natural and perfectly intelligible,

liut they become totally inexplicable if it be supposed that, hav-

ing OL r Gospels for his source, he thus persistently and in so

arbitrary a way ignored, modified, or contr%dicted their state-

ments.

Upon two occasions Justin distinctly states that the Jews sent

persons throughout the world to spread calumnies against Chris-

tians.
" When you knew that he had risen from the dead, and

ascended into heaven, as the prophets had foretold, not only did

you (the Jews) not repent of the wickedness which you had
committed, but at that time you selected and sent forth from

Jerusalem throughout the land chosen men, saying that the

atheistic heresy of the Christians had arisen," &c.^ ..." from

a certain Jesus, a Galilfean impostor, whom we crucified, but his

disciples stole him by night from the tomb where he had been

laid when he was unloosed from the cross, and they row deceive

men, saying that he has risen from the dead and ascended into

heaven." ^ This circumstance is not mentioned by our Gospels,

but, reiterated twice by Justin in almost the same words, it was
in all probability contained in the Memoirs. Eusebius qiiotes the

passage from Justin, without comment, evidently on account of

the information which it conveyed.

These instances, which, although far from complete, have
aheudy occupied too much of our space, show that Justin quotes
from the Memoirs of the Apostles many statements and facts of

Gospel history which are not only foreign to our Gospels, but in

some cases contradictory to them, whilst the narrative of the most
solemn events in the life of Jesus presents distinct and systematic
variations from parallel passages in the Synoptic records. It will

now be necessary to compare his general quotations from the same
Memoirs with the Canonical Gospels, and here a very wide field

opens before us. As we have already stated, Justin's works teem
with these quotations, and to take them all in detail would be
impossible within the limits of this work. Such a course, more-
over, is unnecessary. It may be broadly stated that even those
who maintain the use of the Canonical Gospels can only point
out two or three passages out of this vast aiTay which verbally
agree with them.^ This extraordinary anomaly—on the supposi-

1 Dial. 17.

^ Ih; 103. This passage commences with statements to the same effect as the
' receding.

3 De Wette, Lehrb. Einl. N. T., p. 104 f. ; Kirchho/er, Quellensamml, p. 34 f.^
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a passage similar to one in Matthew, in which, amongst other

variations, he reads " Many shall come {ttoXKoX ^^ouo-iv)," instead

of the phrase found in that Gospel.^

The second example adduced by Tischendorf is the supposed

quotation of Matthew xii. 39 ; but in order fully to comprehend

the natui'e of the affirmation, we quote the context of the Gospel

and of Justin in parallel columns

—

Justin. Dial. 107.

And that he should rise again on

the third day after the crucifixion, it

is written in tlie Memoirs that some

of your nation questioning him said :

" Show us a sign ;
" and he answered

them ;
" An evil and adulterous gene-

ration seeketh after a sign, and there

shall no sign be given to them
[avTot'i) but the sign of Jonah
(7m fa)."

Kcd oTi r-n rpirx) rmepa Ef-ieXXev

dva6Ty)6E66ai /uerii ro dravpojOr}-

vai, yeypanrai ty roH aTto/uv?/-

^LovEvna6iv, OTI oi and rov yevovi
i'tmv dvZr/rovyrei avrao eXeyoy,
oTi," ^eicov Vfilv drffiElov.^^ Hal
dtEupivaro avToli, Vevbcx. novTfpd,
X.T.X.

Matthew xii. 38, 39

38. Then certain of the scribes

and Pharisees answered him, saying :

Master, we would see a sign from
thee.

39. But he answered and said

unto them : An evil and adulterous

generation seeketh after a sign, and
there shall no sign be given to it

(aOr^), but the sign of the prophet
Jonah (laoyd tov npocpriTov).

Tote aitEHpi^rjdav avTcp Tivh'i

Tcov ypa/ii/iiaTEajy xai $api6aioov
XsyovTEi, " JidddHaXs, OEXo/UEy
(XTto 6ov drji^iEiov iSEiv.^^ 6 8e
dnouptOEii EiTiEv avToKy revEii
novr/pd, h.t.X.

Now it is clear that Justin here directly professes to quote

from the Memoirs, and consequently that accuracy may be expec-

ted
; but passing over the preliminary substitution of " some of

your nation," for "certain of the scribes and Phar'sees," although
it recalls the " some of them," and " others," by which the parallel

passage, otherwise so different, is introduced in Luke xi. 15, 16,

29 ff.,2 the question of the Jews, which should be literal, is quite

different from that of the first Gospel, whilst there are variations

in the reply of Jesus, which, if not so important, are still undeni
able. We cannot compare with the first Gospel the parallel pas-

sages in the second and third Gospels without recognizing that
other works may have narrated the same episode with similar

variations, and whilst the distinct differences which exist totally

exclude the affirmation that Justin quotes from Matthew, every-
thing points to the conclusion that he makes use of another source.

This is confirmed by another important circumstance. After
enlarging during the remainder of the chapter upon the ex-
ample of the people of Nineveh, Justin commpnces the next by
returning to the answer of Jesus, and making tlic following state-

' Apol. i. 16, Dial 35 ; cf. Matt, vii, 15.
2 Cf. Mark viii. 11.

t..i!'
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ment :
" And thouffh all of your nation were acquainted with

these things which occurred to Jonah, and Christ proclaimed

among you that he would give you the sign of Jonah, exhortiiicr

you at least after his resurrection from the dead to repent of your

evil deeds, and like the Ninevites to supplicate God, that your

nation and city might not be captured and destroyed as it has

been destroyed
;
yet not only have you not repented on learning

his resurrection from the dead, but as I have already said,^ you
sent chosen 2 and select men throughout all the world, proclaimintj

that an atheistic and impious heresy had arisen from a certain

Jesus, a Galilrean impostor," &c., &c.^ Now not only do our Gos-

pels not mention this mission, as we have already pointed out,

but they do not contain the exhortation to repent at least after

the resurrection of Jesus here referred to, and which evidently

must have formed part of the episode in the Memoirs.
Tischendorf does not produce any other instances of supposed

quotations of Justin from Matthew, but rests his case upon these.

ka these are the best examples apparently which he can point out,

we may judge of the weakness of his argument. De Wette di-

vides the quotations of Justin which may be compared with our

first and third Gospels into several categories. Regarding the

first class, he says :
" Some agi'ee quite literally, which, however,

is seldom:"* and under this head he can only collect three pas-

sages of Matthew and refer to one of Luke. Of the three from

Matthew the first is that, viii. 11, 12,^ also brought forward by

Tischendorf, of which we have already disposed. The second is

Matt. V. 20 :
" For I say unto you, that except your righteousness

shall exceed that of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall not enter

into the kingdom of heaven." A parallel passage to this exists

in Dial. 105, a chapter in which there are several quotations not

found in our Gospels at all, with the exception that the first

words, " For I 3ay unto you that," are not in Justin. We shall

speak of this passage presently. De Wette's third passage is

Matt. vii. 19: "Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is

hewn down and cast into the fire," which, with the exception of

one word, " but," at the commencement of the sentence in Justin,

also agrees with his quotation.*' In these two short passages there

are no peculiarities specially pointing to the first Gospel as their

source, and it cannot be too often repeated that the mere coinci-

dence of short historical sayings in two works by no means war-

1 Dial. 17. The passage quoted above, p. 340.
^ X^tpoTovijdavTei, Literally, " elected by a show of hands, "—by vote.

3 Dial. 108.

* Manche stimmen ganz wortlich Uberein, was aber selten ist. De Wette, Lehrb.

Einl N. T., p. 104.

5 Dial. 76, 120, 140 ; cf. p. 347. « Apol. i. 16.
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rants the conclusion that the one is dependent on the other. In

onler, however, to enable the reader to form a correct estimate of

tho value of the similarity of the two passages above noted, and

also at the same time to examine a considerable body of evidence,

selected with evident impartiality, we propose to take all Justin's

reiulinfTs of the Sermon on the Mount, from which the above pjis-

Ka^es are taken, and compare them with our Gospels. This

should furnish a fair test of the composition of the Memoirs of the

Apostles.

Taking first, for the sake of v^ontii .lf,y, the first Apology, we
finil that Cha,pters xv , xvi , xvii., are cornpo.sed almost entirely of

exainplt'S of what Jesus himself taught, introduced by the remark

with which Chapter xiv. closes, that :
' Brief rnd concise sentences

were uttered by him, for he was not a sophist, but his word was the

power of God." ^ It may broadly be affirmed that, with the ex-

ception of the few words quoted above by De Wette, not a single

quotation of the wc ds of Jesus in these three chapters agrees

with the Canonical Gospels. We shall however confine ourselves

at present to the Sermon on the Mount. We must mention that

Justin's text is quite continuous, except where we have inserted

stars. We subjoin Justin's quotations, together with the parallel

passages in our Gospels, side by side, for greater facility of com-
parison.^

CrOSPEL.

Matt. V. 28. But I say unto you,
that everyone that looketh on a
woman to lust after her hath com-
mitted adultery with her already in

his heart.

29. But if thy right eye offend thee,

pluck it out and cast it from thee :

fur it is profitable for thee that one of

thy menibers should perish, and not
that tliy whole body should be cast

into hell.

Justin. !

«. Apol., i. 15. He (Jesus) spoke ;

thus of chastity: Whosoever may
i

gaze oil a woman to lust after her
hath comini'ted adultery already in

the heart before God.
/i. And, if thy right eye offend

thee cut it out,

for it is profitable for thee to enter

into the kingdoni of heaven with
one eye (ratlier) than having two
to be thrust into tlie everlastinc; fire.

1 Bpaxsli dk Mai dvvTo/noi nap aCtov Xoyot yEyovadiv. Ov yap
6oqii6rr)'i tnfjpx^y, dXXd diiya/in? Qeov d Xoyo? aurov ffv. Apol. i. 14.

How completely this description contradicts the representation of the fourth
Gospel of the discourses of Jesus, It seems clearly to indicate that Justin had
no knowledge of that Gospel.

2 It, need not be said that the variations between the quotations of Justin and
the text of our Gospels must be looked for only in the Greek. For the sake of
the reader unacquainted with Greek, however, we shall endeavour as far as pos-
sible to indicate in translation where differences exist, although this cannot of
course be fully done, nor often, without being more litnial tuivu is desirable.
^herc it is not necessary to amend the authorized version cf the New Testament
for the sake of more closely following the text, and marking differences from Jus-
tin, we shall adopt it. VVe divide the quotations where desirable by initial letters,
ID order to assist reference at the end of our quotations from the Sermon on the
Mount.

19
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Justin.

a. Ilepi fiiv ovv 6oocppo6vyT]i
Todovrov stnev. "Os av hifi^eipp
yvyatxl npoi rd imOvftijdat nvrr}?
w(5?/ ijitot'xev e ry xapSia ncxpd rta
&eqS.

fi. Kal'i Ki u 6(p0a\fi6i 6ov 6
St^toi dnavfiaXi^Et 6e, exxoipov
avTov

dvfitpepet yap dot fiovucpOaXfiuy
fideXOeiv tti TTfv ftadiXeiav tmv
ovpavav, 7 fierd rdSy 8vo mficp-
Gifvai El<3 TO (xioovioy nvp.

[

Gospel.

I 'Eyco 8k Xeyoo t)^tv on ndi o

j

ftXeitoay.y yvyaJxa npoi to tni^v-
fiijdat avTifv })8» htot'xevdev airt/y
iv Ty xapSia avTov.

I Ki Si I 6<p0a\/ii6i dov o' Se^idi
' dxaySaXi^fi de, e^tXe 2 avroy nai
fi(x\f. lino dov- dvfKpepei ynp Coi
't'ycx dnoXt/Tai ey ToSy ^eXaiy 6ov
X.T.X.; cf. Matt, xviii. {) *

. . . naXov
doi IdTiy ftoyoq/JaX/nov f/j rtjv

^pOTfV fideXOelv, ;; Svo 6(p0nXiioi>i

EXoyTa fiXrjfJrjyai eii TrfvyfF.vvav
Tov nvpoi.

Matt. V. 32. And whosoever shall

marry a woman divorced
committeth adultery.

. . . xal oi idy dnoXEXviiii'>iv
yafiTJd^, i^totxcxTaifi

Matt. V. 46.

For if ye shoxild love them which

love you what reward have ye ! ilo

not even the publicans the same ?

V. 44.6 But I say unto you : Love

y. And,Whoever marrieth a woman
divorced from another man commit-
teth ad\iltery,

Kai,'0'^yanElidTtoXeXvney7)VOi(p'
iTEpov dydpoi, /.loixdrat.

* *

8. And regarding our affection for

all, he taught thus:
If ye love them which love yuu what
new thing do ye ; for even the for-

nicators do this ; but 1 aay unto
you : Pray for your enemies and

1 Origen repeatedly uses '(]<> idy infiXe^fn^, and only once ndi 6 liXinav,
Oriexbach, Symb. Criticiv, 1785, ii., p. 251.

2 Clem. Al. reads Exxotpoy like Justin. Grkshach, ib., ii. p. 252.
3 The '• xat " here forms no part of the quotation, and seem.s to separate the iwo

passages, which were, therefore, probably distinct in Justin's Memoirs, although

consecutive verses in Matthew.
* Matt. v. 29, 30, it will be remembered, are repeated with some variation ami

also reversed in order, and with a totally different context. Matt, xviii. 8, 9. The

latter verse, the (jlreek of the concluding part of which we give above, approximates

more nearly in form to Justin's but is still widely different. "And if thine eye

('right' omitted) offend thee pluck it out and cast it from thee; it is good for thee

to enter into life with one eye, rather than having two eyes to be cast into hell

fire," The sequence of Matt. v. 28, 29, points especially to it. The double occif-

rence of tbis passage, however, with a different context, and with the order reversed

in Matthew, renders it almost certain that the two passages a. and (i. were separ-

ate in the Memoirs. The reading of Mark ix. 47, is equally distinct from Justin's:

And if thine eye offend thee castit owi^EXfiaXE avToy); it is good for thee (xaAoc

iiTt'y dE) to enter into the kingdom of God (tov^ Oeov^) with one eye rather than

having two eyes to be cast into hell. {?} Svo oq^OaX/uovi EXovTa /3X7/0fjvcxi eii

yEEvvcxy.)
5 Cf. Matt. xix. 9, Luke xvi. 18. The words aV ETspov dySpoi are peculiar

to Justin. The passage in Luke has dno avSpoi, but differs in the rest.

" It will be observed that here again Justin's Gospel reverses the order in whicu

the parallel passage is found in our Synoptics. It does so indeed with a clearness

of design which, even without the actual peculiarities of diction and construction,

would indicate a special and different source. The passage varies throughout from

our Gospels, but Justin repeats the same phrases in the same order elsewhere. In

Dial. 1,33, hfc says; " While we n.llpray for you, and for all men as our Christ and

Lord taught us to do, enjoining us to pray even for our enemies, and to love them

that hate us, and to blesa'them that curse us, " (cv^ctfSai xal vnkp T<3v ix^P'^^
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Justin.

love them which hate you, and bleas

them which curse you, and pray for

them whicli despitefully uao you.

Uifil SI Tuv drepyfiy anavrai,
ravtr- iSi/ia^fyKl cryixTtcire rovi
ayaitMvrai vfini, ri naiydy noi-

(iTt ; xa) ydp oi nofivot rovro
irowv6iy. 'EyM Si v/Jiy Xeyco-

Kvxf^'n rnkf} rojc ixOpoSy vMcoy
Hal ixyannre Tovi nidovyra? vtidi,

xal trkoyflTf rovi xarapuineyovi
vn'iv, xixl ti>Xf(jJJ£ x'jTtip Toay int/-

piasoyraiv vmxi.

t. Anil that we should communi-
cate to the needy and do nothing for

praise, lie said thus :

Give ye to every one that asketh, and
from hiiu that desireth to borrow
turn not ye away ; for if ye

lend ti) them from whom ye hope to

receive, what new thinj^s do ye ? for

even the publicans do this.

But yo, lay not up for yourselves

upon the earth, where moth and
rust (lotii corrupt and robbers break
throuiili,

but Ivy up fur yourselves

in the heavens, where neither moth
nor rust J(jtii corrupt.

For what is a man profited if he
shall gain the whole world, but
destroy his soul \ or what shall he

Gospel.

your enemies 1 (bless them whicli

curse you, do good to them which
hate you), and pray for them which
(despitefully use you and) persecute

you .2

V. 46.

'E(xy yap nyaittjdj/Ta rox? dya-
nc^vTai tiftni, riya fa606y e,ffrc;

oxjx^ ''"^ <}' TEXcoyiXi ovroji notov-
6iy ;

V. 44. 'Kyca Si Xevat vj.iTy, dycx-
ndre ror)S ixOpoxi vfxaiyisvXoyelre
rovi HcxrcxfjMfteyoD's vniy, xaXcoi
itoifYre ro?S iii6ot6iy i3//rt5), xai
itpo6Evx£<i^£ vnip rtjjy 1 (lirr/pea-

!^6yr(i}y klxI looHoyTooy v^di.

Matt. V. 42.

Give thou to liira that asketh thee,

and from him that would borrow of

thee turn not thou away.s
Of. Luke vi. 34.

And if yo lend to them from whom
ye hope to receive, what thank have

I
ye ; for sinners lend, Ac, Ac.

I

Matt. vi. 19.

I

Lay not up for yourselves trea-

j

sures upon the earth, wliere moth and
I
rust doth corrupt, and where thieves

i

break throuifh and steal
;

vi. 20. But lay up for yourselves

I

treasures in heaven, where neither

;

moth nor rust doth corrupt, and
: where thieves do not break through
I
nor steal.

;
Matt xvi. 26. For what shall a

man be profited if he shall gain the
whole world, but lose his soul \ or

xa\ dyandv rot'? m6oi,yTai, xcxi EiXoyeJy rovi Manxpoajiieycv?). And
again, in Apol. i. 14, he uses the expression that I'hristians pray for their enemies

(
iJiifj rwK ixOpcoy evx6i.ievoi) according to the precepts of Christ. The varia-

tion is therefore not accidental, but from a different text.

1 The two passages within brackets are not found in any of the oldest MSS., and
we only supported by Codices D, E, and a few obscure texts. All modern critics

reject them.

- The parallel passage in Imke vi. 32, 27, 28, presents similar variations from
Matt., though not so great as those of Justin from them both.

3 In the first Gospel the subject breaks off at the end of v. 42. v. 46 may be
compared with Justin's continuation, but it is fundamentally different. The pa-
rallel passages in Luke vi. 30, 34, present still greater variations. We have given
vi. ;H above, as nearer Justin than Matt, v, 46. It will be remarked that to find
a parallel for Justin's continuation, without break, of the subject, we must jump
from Matt. v. 42, 46, to vi. 19, 20.

.'t!
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, :.-,:

give in exchiin^o for it ? Lay up, what shall a man give in exuhango
therefore, in the hoavi'ns, where for his soul ?

neither moth iior rust doth corrupt. i I

FJi 8i TO Koiycoytty toU 8eu-
fieyoti, Hcd (fv6ky np6<i Hit^av noi-
ilv, rat ra icfj),

IlavTi r<u airovyrt SiSore, Mai
Toy fiovXonevov SaveidadOat, nt)

(ino6T(ia(fji)Ti.

ti ydfj Hayei^fre nap' a>y kXni-
C«rc Kafiflv, ri natyoy notelrt

;

TovTo Mai oi reXavat notov6tv.

TufTi Sf fir) Ot/davpt!^fTf: favroti
ini TTJi yv^y oitov dr)i nal /^potd/S

(i<pavi^tt, xal Xp6rai 8iopv66ov6r

Matt. V. 42.
7'q5 airovyrt 6e 86i, xal rov

OeXuvra and dov" 8avei6a60ai, //,;

dno6rfjaq)iiji.

Cf. Luke vi. 34.

Kal itxy SaviXerf nap' u)y t..ni-

Ccre XafieTy,nota i^filv x^pfi t6riv;

Mai df-iaprrnXoi duaprooXoii Sayi-
Zov6iy, M.T.X.

Matt. vi. 19.

Mr) Or/da t>piXf re ifily (tr]6avpovi

kni riji ytji, onov di/i Hal [ifmdi'-

dcpavH^ttf xal onov xXenrai 6iop-

t

v66ov6tv xai xXenrovdtv.
OtfdavpiXfre 8k eavroK iv roU \i.2i).0rf6ax)piQere 8i li^ily Ot/dav-

oipayoi?, onov ovre fipccdii d<pa-
!
povi ty ovpayw, onov ovte 6ri'i

yi%et. I ovre /ipcSdif depavHiFi, xai onov

1
xXenrai oC Stopvddovdiy ov6f

i

xXinrovdty.
Ti ydp cotpF.XElrai avOpoonoi, ay ^ "vi. 26. Tt ydp axpeXt/Oi/dfTai

Toy xodfioy oXoy xf-pSi/dff, rr'/y Si ayOpaono?, idy rov xodfioy uXov

^vxyy^, avroxt' dnoXedy ; r/ riSco- xfp6f}d^, rr/y 81 if'vxvy^ avrov
dft avTri<i dyrdXXayna; t^Tf/inooOn ; ff ri ScJdei dyOpanoi

dvTdXXayiia rtji tpvxvi avrov;
OTjdavpi^F.rf. ovv iv roT? ovpavoli,

onov ovre drji ovre /ipwdt? d(pnvi-

C- And : Be ye kind and merciful Luke
as your Father also is kind and mer- even as your 1< ather also is mer

ciful, and maketh his sun to rise on ciful. Matt. v. 46.* ... for he

sinners, just and evil.'' maketh his sun to rise on evil and

good and sendeth rain on just and

unjust.

VI 36.3 Be ye merciful

your Father also

1 See next note ( 2 ).

2 This phrase, it will be observed, is also introduced higher up in the passage*,

and its repetition in such a manner, with the same variations, emphatically demon-

strates the unity of the whole question.
3 There is no parallel to this in the first Gospel. Matt. v. 48, is too renute in

sense a» well as language.
* The first part o? v. 45 is quite different from the context in Justin : "Th&tye

may be sons of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh," fee, &c.

5 This passage (C) is repeated with the peculiar ;f/3^droi xai oixr. twice in

Dial. 96, and in connection with the same concluding words, which are quite

separate in our Synoptics. In that place, however, in paraphrasing and not quot-

ing, he adds, " and sending rain on holy and evil." Critics conjecture with much

probability that the words xai fipex^t in:i odiovi have been omitted above after

Stxaiovi by a mistake either of the transcriber or of Justin. In the Clenmtint

Homilies (iii. 57) a similar combination to that of Justin's occurs together with »
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an

JfUTIN.

But be not ciircful what ye shall

gat and what ye ahall put on.

Are ye not better than the birds

and the beasts ? And 'Jod feedeth

tbein.

Therefore bo not careful

wha'. ye shall e.it, or what

ye shall put on,

for your heavenly Father knoweth
that ye have need of these things,

but seek ye tlie kingdom of the hea-

vens, -"nd all these things shall be

added unto you,

for where the treasure is there is also

the mind of the man.

Kai, I'iyedOe SI ^/j;;droi xai uIh-

Tii)tioyEi, aoi xal 6 naryfi vjudov

Xpi/'jroi Idri hcx^ uiKcipuooy,
Hcxl roy t/Xioy aurov" dvai'eXXei

tnl d/jafjrwXoviHcxi Stnaiovi M'.xi

Ttovr]pov<3.

Mfj /iiepinydre Si ri (pay tire, 7f

Ti iySv6}j60E-

OVX VHSli TCkV TtETEiydof XOt ToSv
dtipmy SiagjEfiere ; nal o OeoS
TfjeqjEi avrn.

(jioHPKL.

Matt. vi. 25.

Therefore I say unto you, Be not
careful for your life what ye shall cat

and what ye shall drink, nor yet for

your body what ye shall put on. . . .

vi. 2G. Ikhold tlie birds of the air

that they sow not, &c., Ac
,
yet your

heavenly Father feedeth them. Are
ye not much bettor than they f

vi. lil.i Therefore be not careful,

saying what shall we eat ? or what
shall we drink, or with what shall we
be clothed /

vi. 32. For after all these things do
the Q.ntiles seek : for your heavenly
Father knoweth that ye need all these
things.

vi. 33 But seek ye first the king-

dom of God and his rii,'lituou8neBs,

and all these things shall be added
unto you.

vi. 21." F'»r where thy treasure is

there will thy heart be also.

Luke vi. 36. FiyedOE ovv oIktiq-
jiioyEi, HaOQ)i Hcxl 6 nary}/j v^ooy
oixripiiiooy Idriy.

Matt. v. 45. . . . on ray TjXiuy
aOroii" dyiXTE'XXEi Ini noyt}povi
xal dyaOovi xal /J/j^^ei ini Sixal-
ovi xal dSixuvi.'i

Matt. vi. 25.

/ltd TovTO Xsyo) v/iiTy, ftr) ,tupiM-
ytxTE Tig ^vxfj v/AoSy ri cpdyr/re
xal ri nirfTEfi ixt)8k raJ doo/uan
v/u^y ri £ySv6rf0Oe . . .

vi. 26. 'E/ii/JXeiparE £/S rd iTEVEtyd
Tov ovpavov, x.T.X. xal u nari}p
vijwy 6 ovpdytoi rp£(pEi avrd'
OVX vjiiEii udXXoy SiacpspETE av-
T(3v ;

duplication recalling that of Justin, although dyaOol is substituted for ^pj'cJroi.
riyt6QE dyaOoi xal oixzipixovEi ais o itarrjp 6 ky toU ovpayoH oS
aynreXXEi roy f/Xtoy iit^ dyaOoU, x.r.X. iirpi/VjartiiM also twico makes use
ofasimilar combination, although with variations in language, cf. Ha-r. Ixvi. 22,
xxxiii. 10. Origen likewise combines Matt. v. 48 and 45; cf. de Princip., ii, 4,

§ 1. These instances confirm the indication of an ancient connection of the p'ssage
as quoted by Justin.

1 There is a complete break here in the continuity of the parallel passage.
^Cf. Lukexii. 22-34. which, however, is equally distinct from Justin's text.

The difference of order will not have escaped notice.
3 In the Cod. Sinaiticus the last six words are omitted, but added by auoiher

hand.

The Cod. Sinaiticus omits xal ri nirjTE. Codices A, 0, and D are defective at
the part. Cod. B and most other MSS. have the wards.

I;

I

I
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ifc Justin.

tj Ti iySvCTf<S6e.

oiSe yap d narijp t/udSvd oi p-
aVlOi, CTl TOVTCOV vpf/oiK EX^TE'

ZyTEiTS Si TTjy (ia6tXEiav roov
ovpav(3v,

Hcci ravra itcivra npo6TE<Jrf6ETat
VfllV.
"Orcovydp d Otjdavpo? ^.driVj ixEl

xai d yovi rov dvOpojTCov.

7j. And : Do not these things to be
seen of men, otl)erwise 3-e have no re-

ward of your Father which is in hea-
ven.

xai, Mtj noirJTE ravra npoi ro
QsaOT/yai ind rcov dvOpoDitcoy si

6i m) yf, Iiti60ny ovH e'xete rcapa
ror/ Ttarpoi vj-tday rov ly roH
oCpavoii.

Apol. i. 16.

9. And regarding our being patient
under injuries, and ready to help all,

and free from anger, this is what he'

said : Unto him striking thy cheek
offer the other also ;

and him who carrieth off' thy cloak or
thy coat do not thou prevent.

But whosoever shall be angry is in

danger of the iiro.

But every one who compelleth thee
to go a mile, follow twain.

And lot your good works shine
before men so that, perceiving, they
may adore your Father which is in

heaven.
* * * *

Gospel.

vi. 31. nr) ovy nEptuvr/drfrE Xey.
ovrEi
Ti ipdyoo/uEy r; ri niojUEv
rj ri TtEpt/JaXoojiiEOa

;

^^
vi. 32. Tcdyra ydp^ ravnx rd

sOytf iniZ,7irov6iv oiSev yap d
itartfp vnwv oi'pdyio?, on xp^-
^ErE rovr&yy dnayroov.

vi. 33. ^TirEljE Si nparuv t>)v

/3a6tXEiav rov Oeov hciI n)v Sihcu-

odvyTfy avrov, xai ravra navra
itpo6rE0ri6Erai v/iiiy.

vi. 21. "Ortov ydp idriy d fjt/6av-

poi dov, kHEi k'drai nai t) napSia
dov.

Matt. vi. 1.

But take heed that ye do not your

righteousness before men to be seen

of them, otherwise ye have no re-

ward from your Father which is in

heaven.
vi. 1. UpodEXErE Si rrjv Sinmo6-

vvrjv I'/acSv i-irf noiEly E;.ntpo6f)Ev^

r(£y dyQp'iinwy npoi ro OEaOijyai

avroTi- eI 8i^ MVy^t HJdOoy ovh
e'xete napd rco itarpi v/uo5y kv roli

ovpavoli.

Matt. V. 39.

But 1 say unto you that ye resist

not evil,2 but whosoever shall smite

thee cm thy right cheek turn to him

the other jilso.

V. 40. And to him who would sue

thee at law and take nway thy coat

let him have thy cloak also,

V. 22.3 But I say inito you that

every one wh(^ is angry with his bro-

ther shall be in danger of the judg-

ment, &c., &c.

v. 41. And whosoever shall compel

thee to go a mile, go with him twain.

v. 16. Even so let your light

shine before men that they may see

your good works and glorify your

Father which is in heaven.

\m
1 A few MSS. read "alms," iAEr;iuodvytjy, here, but the Cod. Sin. Vat, and

all the older Codices have the reading of the text which is adopted by all modern

editors.

2 It is apparent that if Justin could have quoted this phrase it would have suited

him perft'ctly.

3 That part of Matt. v. 22 intrudea itself betw ^eu parallels found in v. 40 and 41,

will not have been overlooked.

_J^
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Justin. Gospel.

Matt. V. 39.1

'Eyoa 81 Xsyao vfxlv iii} avrtd-
T~yat roj novt/pcS- a'AA' o6ri? de

TH TVTtTovri 6ov Ti;v diayova, i
panidEi 'kni tt}v ^^t^iav dov diay-

Tiiiperi xai ttfy ciXXijy !
ova, drpitpov avraa xai rr)v ^A-

xai Toy alpovrd dov toy ^ir-

ava, if) TO indrtov, /<?/ HooXvdxi^.

0? 5'rtK opytdO^, Evoxoi sdriv
£/? TO rCp.
JJavTi Si dyyapevorTidot iiiXiov

Iv, (XHoXovOr/dov Svo^
Aan^ixToo Sh injav Ta uaXd

tpya? enTtpodOevTMy dyOpooTtoov,

'iva fiXtTtoyTei,

Oaundioodt Toy nccTepa v/iioav rcr
iv To'ti ovpayoTi.

V. 40. Hai T<a GcXovrt dot hpiOr-
Ivai Hal Tov x^Twyd dov Xa/Sely,
dcpe? ixvTcp Hai to ifiaTioy

V. 22. 'Eyoj Si Xeyoo vinXv ort nai
6 6pyit,oi^f-vo<i rwdSeXcpcp avTov^
EYoxoi EdTai r^ >:pi'dEf h.t.X.

V. 41. Kai odTii de dyyapevdet
j-iiXiov ey, vnaye jxet'' avTov" Sio.

V. 16. OvTOJi Xa/uipaToo tc q>^i
Tbi-i&.y eju/rpodOEv twy dyOpamccv,
onoai i'Soodiv v/^ooy ra naXd epyct
Hal So^ddoodiv^ Toy TCarepa v^wv
Toy iy Toii ovpayot's.

I. And regarding our not swearing
at all, but ever speaking the truth, he
thus taught :

Ye may not swear at all, but let your
yea be yea, and your nay nay, for

what is more than these (is) of the
evil one

,

Ilefn Si TOV nrj onvvyai oAm?,
TdXrfiij Si Xeyeiy dei, oltcd? nape
KeXficaTo- Ah) onodrfTe oXwi.
e6Ta) Si v/foSK ro yal yar xai to

Oh ov-i ro Si Ttepiddoy Tovzooy in
TOV noytfpov".

* * * *

Matt. V. 34.

I!ut I say unto you swear not at all,

neither l.>y heaven, &c., &c.

V. 38. But let your speech be yea
yea, nay nay, for what is more than
these is of the evil one.

Matt. V. 34.

'Eyoj Si XevGJ vjuly fxi) 6i.i6dai

JAmS* i.ii}Te iy Tcp ovpavco, h.t.X.

V. 37. "Edroj Si 6 Xoyoi vjua'v

vai vai, ov ov' to Si nepiddCv
TovTOjy en tov noyrfpov' idziy.

1 The parallel passage Luke vi. 29, is oloser to Justin's, but still presents dis-
tinct variations :

" Unto him smiting thae on the cheek offer the other also, and
from him that carrieth off thy coat do not thou withhold (IlIT) HaoXvdi;f'i) thy
cloak also." Tap TvTCToyTZ de ini ri)y diayoya, ndpex^ ^^^ ^V*' dXXriv,
xal and tov dipoyToi dov to ijudTiov nai tov ^/roaKa fit/ uaoXvd-^i.
The whole context however excludes Luke ; cf. Mayer/toff, Einl. petr. Schr.,
p. 272.

' fiHtj being omitted from Cod. Sin. Vat., and other important MSS. we do not
insert it,

^
3 Clement of Alexandria has in one place Xa^ip. dov rd epya, and again rcr

ayi-i'ia vi.iwy e'pya Xan^KXToo. Cf. Oriesbach, Symb. Crit., ii. p. 250.
This agrees with a passage which occurs twice in the Clementine Homihes,

The version in B'p. of James v. 12, is evidently a quotation fi m a source different
irum Matthew, and supports Justin. Clement Al. twice uses a similar expression,
and Epiphanius does so oner, though probably following the Ep. of James. The
Apostolic Constitutions also quotes in similar manner. The context of the Cle-
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JUSTIN MARTYR.

Justin.

H 1. '^txi *ttS o Xeyoov ^ot, Kvpin,

Mvpie, x.r.A.l

«2. "'Os ycio (XKovEt /uov,^ Hal
noiEl a Xiyoo, anovet tov <xno6-

K?>. IJoXXot 8i ipovdi ixoi'

Khpie, Hvpis, ov Tcp 6cp ovoi^ari

antii iTCoiT/daiuev

;

hi. Kal Tore tpco avroli. Ait-

oxo!)pt.~ixt art' iftov' apyarai ri/i

X 5. Tore hXcxvO^o? e'drcxi <ai

/ipvy^oi Tcav oSovtgov orav ui

nkv dixaioi kdntpoodiy &55 d t'/Xioi-

Gospel,

Matt. yii. 21.

Ov nai 6 Xkyoov
Hvpie, M.r.X.

297

^fot, Kvpie,

Luke X. 16.
"0 dxovooy vjuc^v kixov (XHovet,

xal 6 dOercioy vfidi i/ui cy.Oerer u
de kni dOeToSv dOerel tuv dnodrei-
Xavid fiE-^

Matt. vii. 22.
JJoXXoi ifj HV no^ f.:' >.i.^iy.j

rj7 rfnepa, Kvpir, xipif, o > z'S

6q3 ovoi-iari iyrpocpr/rFi'daiuF.,-, ndi
rap (5(u ovuitan Sai/.i6via te,£(idX-

ofiF.v, uai rcj (JoJ ovoZ-iart dvvd/ueii
TtoXXdi iitoitfda/iiF.v ;

vii. 2,3. Kai tote djuoXoyr/do) av-
ToTi on ohSenoTE eyvoov !!//«?•

dnoxoopEiTE dn' i/iiuv' oi ipya^o-
HEvot TT/y dvoniav .^

Matt. xiii. 42.

. . . uai (iaXoCdiv cxvrovi Elirt/y
ndfitvov TOV nv/jci- kxel EdTcxi

d ^XavQ/uoi xal d fipvyfioi T<ar
odovTcSv.

1 This is one of the passages quoted by De Wette [Einl. N. T., p. 105) as agree-

ing except in a single word.
2 Justin repeats part of this passage, omitting however, "and doeth what I say,"

ir Apol. i. 63 : "As our Lord himself also says: He that heareth me hearetb

him that sent me." Justin, however, merely quotes tha portion relative to his

subject. He is arguing that Jesus is the Word, and is called Angel and Apostle,

for he declares wnatevcr we require to know, " as our Lord himself also says,

&c.," and therefore the phrase omitted is a mere suspension of the sense and
aunecessary.

3 Cod. D. (Bezse) reads for the last phrase 6 di iuov dxovoov, dxovei tov
(XitodreiXavToi /<£" but all the older MSS. have the above. A very few obscure
MSS. and some translations add : "He hearing me, heareth him that sent me."
Xixi d inov" dxovcay, dxovEt tov dTtodTftXavioi /he.

* In Dial 76, Justin makes use of a similar passage. "And many will say to

me in that day : Lord, Lord, did we not eat and drink in thy name, and prophecy
and cast out devils. And I will say to them, Depart from me."' xal- UoXXol
ipov6i HOI Tp T/fiepa. ixeivp- Kvpie, xvpiE, ov rqj dw ovonari irpdy-
o)ity Hai tnionEv xal npoEcpr/TEvdanev xai datftovta iqE/idXonEv ; Kai
if)o5 avToii- AvaxoopEiTE an' tnov. This is followed by one which diCeis
from our Gospels in agreement with one in the (Ilemeutine Homilies, and by
others varying also from our Gospels. Although Justin may quote these passages
freely, he is persistent in his departure from our Synoptics, and the freedom of

quotation is towards his own peculiar source, for i*; is certain that neither fcrna
agrees with the Gospels.

' The parallel passage, Luke xiii. 26, 27, is stiU more remote. Origen in four
places, in Joh. xxxii. 7. 8, Contra Gels. ii. 49, de Principiis, quotas a pa8^a<j;e

nominally from Matt., more nearly resembling Justin's : noXXol ipovdi nvi iv
^^^i^V^V VI-iEpa- KrlpiE, xrpiE, ov roi 6v6naTi dov kcpdyonev, xal too
ofouaridov tnioiiEy, xal rcJ ovonari dov Sai/tiovta f.^e/iaXouEv, K.r.A.
Cf, Griesbach, Symb. Grit., ii. p. 61 f. ; Origen may have here confused the Gospel
wording to the Hebrews with Matthew.
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Justin.

oi 8i adiHoi niixnoovTai eii to
ixlccviov Ttvp.

K&. IJoXXol yap p^ovdiv ItcI t<u

'jyo/aari nov, eqoaOer juiv tydsd-
v/iteyoi Sspfuxra npofidrooy, edooOey
Si oyre? Xvuoi dpTCayei-^
H 7. i>c Toiy epyaov avrSy irciy-

ya)de60£ avrovi.
H 8. IJdy de deySpoy fit) noioCv

Hixpitoy xaXoy inHonrerai xai eii
Tttp fidXXerai.

* * * *

Apol. i. 17.

A. As Christ declared saying : To
whom God gave more, of him shall

more also be demanded again.

. . . .^ JO? d XpipToi i/ier/yvdsv

eiTioov il TtXeoy sSwHey d Oedi,
nXeoy nal a7tair?/0T/6£rai ncxfi av
Tovfi

Gospel.

43. Tore, oi Sixaiot ixXdjuipovdiy^
oji d 7/Xioi iy r^ /JadiXeia rov
Ttarpoi ixvrwy.-

Matt. vii. 15.

npo6exETE 8h drco Tooy rpevSo-
npotpr/rajy, oiriyei epxoyrai Tt/jdi

v/iidi iy iySvjiurdiy Trpo/Jdrojy, e6-

oafJEy 8e ei6iy Xvkoi dpncxyei.
16. yi^ro" CMy Hixpnooy cxvro5y ini-

yyoodedOe cxvtov?, k.t.X.

19. Tidy SeySpoy ^ir) noiovy xap-
noy xaXoy iHHorcrercxt nal eii nvp
[iaXXerai.^

Luke xii. 48 Cnot found in Mat-
thew^.

. . . . For unto whom much
is given, of him shall much be re-

quired : and to whom men have com-
mitted much, of him they will demand
a greater amount.
Luke xii, 48.

.... Ilayri di (a iSoOp noXv,
itoXv !^prt/0t'/6£Tai nap avrov, nal
w napeOeyro noXv , nepi^SovEpov
diTi;6ov6ty^ avroy.

1 The Cod. D. (Bezfe) has Xd/iitpoodty, and so also quotes Origen. Cf. Grkshach,
Symb. Crit. , ii. p. '278.

2 The corresponding passage in Luke (xiii. 26-28) much more closely follows the

order which we find in Justin, but linguistically and otherwise it is remote from

his version, although in coimection of ideas more similar than the passage in the

first Gospel. In Luke the weeping and gnashing of teeth ars to be when the

wicked see the righteo.is in heaven whilst they are excluded ; whereas in Matt,

xiii. 42, 43, the weeping, &'j , are merely a characteristic of the furnace of fire,

and the shining forth of the ritrhteous is mentioned as a separate circumstance.

Matt. xiii. 42, 43 lias a diH'erent context, and is entirely separatei from the paral-

lel passage in Justin, which precedes and naturally introduces this quotation.
^ Justin makes use of this passage with the same variations from our Gospel in

Dial. c. Tr. 35. IIuXXol iXEvdovrai inl rqS dyouari /uov, e^ooOei'

iySEdi'fiEyoi dsppara noofidrooy, EdcoOsy Se Ei6t Xvhoi dpnayEi.
With only a separatii.^' nal, Justin proceeds to quote a saying of Jesus not found

in our Gospels at all, "Aiul : There shall be schisms and heresies," " Kai'

"Edoyvai dxi'dfiara nal aipsdEii.'^ And then with mt rely another separating
" And," he quotes another passage similar to the above, but differing from Matt.
" And : Beware of false prophets who shall come to you outwardly clothed in

shecp'i; skins, but inwardly are ravening wolves,"—and with another sepaiating

"And," he ends with another saying not found in our Gospels :
" Many false

Christs and false Apostles shall aiise, and shall deceive many of the faithful, xaj-'

""Avadr [SovTai noXXoi iftEvSoxpidrot ual ^EvSoanodroXoi, xai noXXovi
rmv mdrdiy TiXayf/dovdty. Both passages mu.it have been in his Memoirs

and both differ from our Gosp' Is.

* This passage occurs in Matthew iii. 10, and Luke iii. 8, literally, as a sayingof

John the Baptist, so that in Matt. vii. 19, it is a mete quotation.
5 The Codex D. (Bezie) reads nXsov dnatryjdovdty instead of TtEpiddorfpoy

airt'idovdiy.
C Clement of Alexandria (Stroniata, ii. 23, § 146) has this passage as follows

;

m nXelov IdoOr/, ovroi nal ditairtfQ?fderai. Cf. Griesbach, Symb. Crit.,ii.
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Justin.

# * # *

Dial. c. Tr. 105.

//. Except your righteousness shall

exceed, &c., &c.

Gdspel.

Matt. V. 20.

For 1 say unto you i that except
your righteousness shall exceed, 4c.,

&C.2

We have taken the whole of Justin's quotations from the Ser-

mon on the Mount not only because, adopting so large a test,

there can be no suspicion that we select passages for any special

purpose, but also because on the contrary, amongst these quota-

tions are more of the passages claimed as showing the use of our

Gospels Lhan any series which could have been selected. It will

have been observed that most of the y)assages follow each other

in unbroken sequence in Justin, for with the exception of a short

break })etween y and 8 the whole extract down to the end of 6 is

continuous, as indeed, after another brief interruption at the end
of I, it is again to the close of the very long and remarkable pas-

sage K. With two exceptions, therefore, the whole of these quota-

tions from the Sermon on the Mount occur consecutively in two
succeeding chapters of Justin's first Apology, and one passage

follows in the next chapter. Only a single passage comes from a
distant part of the dialogue with Trypho. These passages are

bound together by clear unity of idea and context, and as, where
there is a separation of sentences in his Gospel, Justin clearly

marks it by kol, there is every reason to decide that ^hose quota-

tions which are continuous in form and in argumen. were like-

wise consecutive in the Memoirs. Now the hypothesis that these

(juotations are from the Canonical Gospels requires the assump-
tion of the fact that Justin, with singular care, collected from dis-

tant and scattered portions of those Gos[)els a series of passages
ill close sequence to each other, forming a whole unknown to

them but oonq)lete in itself, and yet, although this is carefully

performed, he at the same time with the most systematic careless-

ness misquoted and materially altered almost every preceyit

he professes to cite. The order of the Canonical Gospels is as en-
tirely set at naught as their language is disregarded. As Hilgen-
fekl has pointed out, throughout the whole of this portion of his

quotations the undeniable endeavour after accuracy, on the one
liand, is in the most glaring contradiction with the monstrous
cart.essness on the other, if it be supposed that our Gospels are

I > V

h
t (

! ff

Wamni*

fl-

This version more nearly approximates to Justin's, tlu»ugh still distinctp. m.
from it.

1 Xeyw v/iiiv on i.'e wanting in Justin.
^ This passage quoted by De Wette, was referred to p. 345, and led to thit ex-

imination.
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the source from which Justin quotes. Nothing is more improb-

able than the conjecture that he made use of the Canonical Gos-

pels, and we must accept the conclusion that Justin quotes with

substantial correctness the expressions in the order in which he

found them in his peculiar Gosjiel.^

It is a most arbitrary proceeding to dissect a passage, quoted

by Justin as a consecutive and harmonious whole, and finding

parallels more or less approximate to its various phrases scattered

up and down distant parts of our Gospels, scarcely one of which

is not materially different from the reading of Justin, to assert

that he is quoting these Gospels freely from memory, altering,

excising, combining, and interweaving texts, and introverting

their order, but nevertheless making use of them and not of

others. It is perfectly obvious that such an assertion is nothing

but the merest assum))tion. Our Synoptic Gospels themselves

condemn it utterly, for precisely similar differences of order and

language exist in them and distinguish between them. Not only

the language but the order of a quotation must have its due

weight, and we have no riglit to dismember a passage, and dis-

covering fragmentary parallels in varJous parts of the Gospels to

assert that it is compiled from them and not derived as it stands

from another source.- As an illustration fi'om our Gospels, let us

for a mon.ent suppose the " Gospel according to Luke " to have

been lost like the " Gospel according to the Hebrews," ani , so

many others. In the works of one of the Fathers we discover

the following quotation from an unnamed evangelical work:

"And he said unto them (lAeycv Se jrpos avrous) : The harvest truly

is great, but the labourers are few : pray ye therefoi'e the Lord

of the harvest that he would send forth labourers into his har-

vest. Go your ways : (vyrdyeTe) behold I send you forth as lambs

(apvas) in the midst of wolves." lollowing the system adopted

in regard to Justin, apologetic critics would of course maintain

that this was a compilation from memory of passages quoted freely

from our first Gospel, that is to say Matt. ix. 37. " Then saith

he unto his disciples (totc Ae'yei tois fiaOrp-aU avTuv^ the harvest," &c.,

and Matt. x. 10, " Behold I (eyw) send you forth as sheep (Trpofiafa.)

in the midst of wolves : be ye therefore," &c., which, with the

differences which we have indicated, agree. It would probably

be in vain to argue that the quotation indicated a continuous

1 Cf. Hilijenfekl, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 129 f. ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p.259-
2 For the arguments of apologetic criticism, the reader may be referred to Canon

Westcott's work On tho (Janon, p. 112-139. Dr. Westcott does not, of course,

deny the fact that Jusliii'p quotations are diflferont from the text of our Gospels,

but he accounts for his variations on grounds which seem to us purely imaginary.

It is evident that , so long as there are such variations to be explained away, at

leasli no proof of identity is poas'ble.
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order, and the variations combined to confirm the probability of

a different source, and still more so to point out that, although

parts of the quotation separated from their context might to a

certain extent correspond with scattered verses in the first Gos-

pel, such a circumstance was no proof that the quotation was

taken from that and from no other Gospel. The passage, how-

ever, is a literal quotation from Luke x. 2, 3, which, as we have

assumed, had been lost.

Again, still supposing the third Gospel no longer extant, we
might find the following quotation in a work of the Fathers :

" Take heed to yourselves ((avroU) of the leaven oi the Pharisees,
^ which is hypocrisy (17TIS eVriv irrroKpto-is). For there is nothing cov-

ered up (cruyKCKoAv/ifreVov) which shall not be revealed, and hid

which shall not be Known." It would of course be affirmed that

this was evidently a combination of two verses of our firfet Gos-

pel quoted almost literally, with merely a few very immaterial

.slips of memory in the parts we note, and the explanatory words
" which is hypocrisy " introduced by the Father, and not a part

of the quotation at all. The two verses are Matt. xvi. 6 :
" Be-

ware and (opare /cat) take heed of the leaven of the Pharisees and
Sadducees " (koI SaSSovKaiW) and Matt. x. 26 .... " For
(yap) there is nothing covered (K«aA,u/u,/ncVov) that shall not be re-

vealed, and hid that shall not be known." The sentence would
in fact be divided as in the case of Justin, and each part would
have its parallel pointed out in separate portions of the Gospel.

How wrong such a system is—and it is precisely that which is

adopted with regard to Justin—is clearly established by the fact

that the quotation instead of being such a combination is simply

taken from the Gospel according to Luke xii. 1, 2, as it stands.

To give one more example, and such might easily be multiplied,

if our second Gospel had been lost, end the following passage
were met with in one of the Fathers without its source being in-

dicated, what would be the argumetit of those who insist that

Justin's quotations, though differing from our Go.spels, were yet
taken from them ? " If any one have (ei ns lx«) ears to hear let

him hear. And he said unto them : Take heed what (ti) ye hear:

with what measure ye mete it shall be measured to you : and
more shall be given unto you. For he (os) that hath to him shall

be given, and he (/cai os) that hath not from him shall be taken
even that which he hath." Upon the principle on which Justin's

quotations are treated, it would certainly be affirmed positively

that this passage was a quotation from our first and third Gos-
pels combined and made from memory. The exigencies of 4he
occasion might probably cause the assertion to be made that the
words: "And he said to them/' really indicated a separation of

1.1 (
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24, with which it perfectly corresponds with the exception of the

addition of the second word oim't.;?, which, it would no doubt be

argued, is an evident and very natural amplification of the simple

ov8«s of the first Gospel. Yet this passage, only differing by the

sinde word from Matthew, is a literal quotation from the Gospel

according to Luke xvi. 13. Or, to take another instance, suppos-

ing the third Gospel to be lost, and the following passage quoted,

from an unnamed source, by one of the Fathers :
" Beware

(TrpoaixtTf) of the Scribes which desire to walk in long robes, and

love ((^lAowTwv) greetings in the markets, and chief seats in the

synagogues and uppermost places at feasts ; which devour widows'

houses, and for a pretence make long prayers : these shall receive

greater damnation." This would without he.sitation be declared

a quotation from memory of Mark xii. 38-40. •'
. . . . Be-

ware (/3A.£7re7-€) of the Scribes which desire to walk in long robe.s

and greetings in the markets, and chief seats in the synagogue.^

and uppermost places at feasts : which devour widows' houses,

and for a pretence make long prayers : these shall receive," &c.

It is however a literal quotation of Luke xx. 40, 47
;
yet prob-

ably it would be in vain to submit to apologetic critics that

possibly, not to say probably, the passage was not derived from
Mark but from a lost Gospel. To quote one more instance, let

us suppose the " Gospel according to Mark " no longer extant,

and tliat in some early work there existed the following quotation:
" It is easier for a camel to go through the e3'e (Tpv/u,aAias) of a
needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God."
This would of course be claimed as a quotation from memory of

Matt. xix. 24,1 with which it agrees with the exception of the

substitution of rpuTrrJ/Aaros for the rpvfiaXia<i. It would not the less

have been an exact quotation from Mark x. 25.^

We have repeatedly pointed out that the actual agreement of

any saying of Jesus, quoted by one of the early Fathers from an
unnamed S' 'irce, with a passage in our Gospels is by no means
conclusive evidence that the quotation was actually derived from
that Gospel. It must be apparent ohat literal agreement in re-

porlnng short and important sayings is not in itself so surprising

1 Cf. Luke xviii. 25.
2 For further instances compare

—

Luke xiv. 11, with Matt, xxiii, 12, and Like xviii. 14.

" xxiv. 28..

Mark

xvii. 37.

vi. 41,

vi. 4,
" viii. 34,

Matt, xviii. 11,

xxiv. 37,

Luke

vii. 3.

xiii. 57.

ix. 2.3.

xix. 10.

xiii 34.

xxiv. 34—36, with Mark xiii. 30—32, and Luke xxi. 32—33.
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as to constitute proof that, occurring in two histories, the one

must have copied from the other. The only thing which is sur-

prising is that such frequent inaccuracy should occur. When we
add, however, the fact that most of the larger early evaugelical

works, including our Syno[)tic Gospels, must have been conipiled

out of the same original sources, and have been largely indebted

to each other, the comn)on possession of such sayings becomes a

matter of natural occurrence. Moreover, it must be admitted

even by apologetic critics that, in a case of such vast importance

as the report of sayings of Jesus, upon the verbal accuracy of

which the most essential doctrines of Ciiri.stianity depend, it can-

not be a wonder, to the extent of proving plagiarism so to say,

If various Gospels report the same saying of Jesus in the same

words. Practically, the Synoptic Gospels differ in their reports a

great deal more than is rif^ht or desirable ; but we may take them

as an illustration of the fact, that identity of passages, where

the source is unnamed, by no means proves that such passa;^es in

a work of the early Fathers were derived from one Gospel, and

not from any other. Let us suppose our first Gospel to have been

lost, and the following quotation from an unnamed source to be

found in an early work : " Every tree that bringeth not forth

good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire." This being in

literal agreement with Luke iii. 9, would certainly be declared by

modern apologists conclusive proof that the Father was acquainted

with that Gospel, and although the context in the work of the

Father might for instance be : " Ye shall know them from their

works, and every tree," &c., &c., and yet, in ^he third Gospel, the

context is :
" And now also, the axe is laid unto the root of the

trees : and every tree," &c., that would by no means give them

pause. The explanation of combination of texts, and quotation

from memory, is sufficiently elastic for every emergency. Now
the words in question might in reality be a quotation from the

lost Gospel according to Matthew, in which they twice occur, so

that here is a passage which is literally repeated three times,

Matthew iii. 10, vii. 19, and Luke iii. 9. In Matthew iii. 10, and

in the third Gospel, the words are part of a saying of JoMi the

Baptist ; whilst in Matthew vii. 19, they are given as part of the

Sermon on the Mount, with a different context. This passage is

actually quoted by Justin (« 8), with the context, " Ye shall know

them from their works," which is different from that in any of

the three places in which the words occur in our Synoptics, and

on the grounds we have clearly established it cannot be consid-

ered in any case as necessarily a quotation from our Gospels, but

on the contrary, there are good reasons for the very opposite con-

•clusion.
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Another illuHtnition of this may be given, by sii posinj,' the

Gospel of Luke to be no longer extant, and the following sentence

in one of the Fathers :
" And ye shall be hateil hy all men, for

my name's sake." These very words occur both in Matthew x.

22, and Mark xiii, 13, in both of wliich places there follow the

words :
" But he that endureth to the end, the same shall be

saved." There might here have been a doul)t, as to whether the

Father derived the words from tlie tirst or .second Gospel, but they

would liave been ascribed either to the one or to the other, whilst

in reality they were taken from a different work altogether, Luke
xxi. 17. Here again, we have the same words in three Gospels.

In how many more may not the same passage have been found ?

One more instance to conclude. The following passage might be

quoted from an unnamed source by one of the Fathers :
" Heaven

and earth shall pass away, but my words shall not j)ass away."

If the Gospel according to Mark were no longer extant, this

would be claimed as a* quotation either from Matthew xxiv. 35,

or Luke xxi. 33, in both of which it occurs, but, notwithstanding,

the Father might not have been acquainted with either of them,

and simply have quoted from Mark xiii. 31.^ And here again, the

three Gospels contain the same passage without variation.

Now in all these cases, not only is the selection of the Gospel

from which the quotation was actually taken completely an open
quistion, since they all have it, but still more is the point uncer-

tain, when it is considered that many other works may also have
co.itained it, historical sayings being naturally common property.

Does the agreement of the quotation with a passage which is

equally found in the three Gospels prove the existence of all of

them ? and if not, how is the Gospel from which it was actually

taken to be distinguished ? If it be difficult to do so, how much
more when the possibility and probability, demonstrated by the

agieement of the three extant, that it might have formed part of

a dozen other works is taken into account. In the case of Justin,

it is simply absurd and unreasonable, in the face of his persistent

variation from our Gospels, to assert positively that his quotations
are derived from them.

It must have been apparent to all that, throughout his quota-
tion from the •' Sermon on the Mount," Justin follows an order
which is quite different from that in our Synoptic Gospels, and as

might have been expected, the inference of a different source,

which is naturally suggested by this variation in order, is more
than confirmed by persistent and continuous variation in langu-
age. If it be true, that examples of confusion of quotation are

1 Cf. Matt. vii.

20
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7—8, with Luke xi. 9—10 ; Matt. xi. 25, with Luke x. 2L
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to Ik; found in the works of Cl<'ment of Alexandria, Origen.and
other Fathers, it must at the same time be remembered, that these

are rjuite exceptional, and we are scarcely in a position to judge

how far confusion of memory may not have arisen from roininis-

cences of other forms of evangelical expressions occurring in apo-

cryphal works, with which we know the Fathers to have heen

well accjuainted. The most vehement asserter of the identity of

the Memoirs with our Gospels, however, must al>solutely admit

as a fact, explain it as he may, that variation from oui- Ciospel

readings is the general rule in Justin's (juotations, and agreeiMent

with tliem the very rare exception.^ Now, such a phenomenon is

elsewhere unparalleled in those times, when memory was more

cultivated than with us in these days of cheap printed books,

and it is unreasonable to charge Justin with such universal want

of memory and carelessness about matters which he held so

sacred, merely to support a foregone conclusion, when the recog-

nition of a difference of source, indicated in every direction, is so

nmch more simple, natural, and justifiable.

There are very many of the (piotations of Justin which beai

unmistakable marks of exactness and verbal accuracy, but wliicli

yet differ materially from our Gospels, and most of his quotations

Trom tlie Sermon on the Mount are of this kind. For instance,

Justin introduces the passages which we have marked a, p, y, with

the words :
" He (Jesus) spoke thus of Chastity,"^ and after giving

the quotations, a, ft, and y, the first two of which, although find-

ing a parallel in two consecutive verses, Matthew v. 28, 29, arc

divided by the separating Kal, and therefore do not appear to have

been united in his Gospel, Justin continues :
" Just as even those

who with the sanction of human lav/ contract a second marriage

are sinners in the eye of our Master, so also are those who look

upon a woman to lust after her. For not only he who actually

commits ad^ itery is rejected by Him, but a^so he who desires to

commit adn'i' ry, since not our acts alone are open before God,

but also ou' thoughts."^ Now it is perfectly clear that Justin here

professes to give the actual words of Jesus, and then moralizes

upon them; and both the quotation and his own subsequent

paraphrase of it lose all their significance, if we suppose that

Justin did not correctly quote in the first instance, but actually

1 Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 209 f

.

3"- . p . . .
2 p. 289 f.

^"il6nfp xai oT yo/uM dvOpoonivcp Siya/xtai notov/neyot, di-tapraXoi^

Tccxpd TGj r/fierepo) StSadMaXo) el6i, xai oi npo6{iXsnovTEi yvvaixi npo^

TO tntQvufj6ai ixiiTTJi. Ov" ydp fiovov d juoix^vooy epyoo iMpeftXi^nxi

ncxfi (xvTcoy dX\d xai d /iiotX£vdcxt ^ovXonEvoi' aJS ov roov 'ipya>v

qjixyepoov fxovov too Oecp, dXXd xai toov ivOvjiiTf/idTooy. Apol. 1. 15. After

the passages a, /S, y, and before the above, there is another quotation compared

with Matt. xix. 12, but distinctly different from it.

;v ilift
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commences by altering the text.^ These pasHnges a, fi, and y, how-

ever, have all marked and characteristic variations from the

(lospi'l text, hut a.s we have alieady shown, thert' is no reason for

asserting that they are not accurate verbal (juotations fron» ano-

ther Gospel.

The passage 8 is likewise a professed quotation,'^ but not only

<iocs it ditl'er in language, but it presents deliberate transposi-

tions in order which clearly indicate that Justiii's .source was not

our Gospels. The nearest })arallels in our (lospels are ft»und in

Matthew v. 46, followed by 44. The same remarks apply to the next

passage e. which is introduced as a distinct (juotation,^ but which,

like the rest, differs materially, linguistically and in order, from

the Canonical Go8i)els. The whole of the pa.ssage is consecutive,

and excludes the explanation of a mere patchwork of passages

loosely put together, and very imperfectly quoted from memory.
Justin states that Jesus taught tliat we should conmmnicate to

those who need, and do nothing for vain glory, and he then gives

the very words of Jesus in an unbroken and clearly continuous

discourse. Christians are to give to all who ask, and not merely

to those from whom they hope to receive again, which would be

no new thing—even the publicans do that ; but Christians must
do more. They are not to lay up riches on earth, but in heaven,

for it would not profit a man to gain the whole world, and lose

his soul; therefore, the Teacher a second time repeats the injunc-

tion that Christians should l^y up treasures in heaven. If the

unity of thought which binds this passage so closely together

were not sufftcient to prove that it stood in Justin's Go.spel in the

form and order in which he quotes it, the requisite evidence would
he supplied by the repetition at its close of the injunction :

" Lay
up, therefore, in the heavens," &:c. It is impossible that Justin

should, through defect of memoiy, quote a second time in so short

a passage the .same injunction, if the passage were not thus appro-
priately terminated in his Gospel. Tlie common sense of the

reader must at once perceive that it is impossible that Justin,

professedly quoting words of Jesus, should thus deliberately

fabricate a discourse rounded off by the repetition of one of its

opening admonitions, with the addition of an argumentative
" therefore." He must have found it so in the Gospel from which
he quotes. Nothing indeed but the difficulty of explaining the

marked variations presented by this passage, on the supposition
that Justin must quote from our Gospels, could lead apologists to

insinuate such a process of compilation, or question the consecu-

!
t
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1 Cf. nVgen/eld Die Evv. Justin's p. 131.
2 p. 290. 291 f.
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tive character of this passage. The nearest parallels to the dis-

membered parts of this quotation, presenting everywhere serious

variations, however, can only be found in the following passages

in the order in which we cite them, Matthew v. 42, Luke vi. 34,

Matthew vi. 19, 20, xvi. 26, and a repetition of part of vi. 20, with

variations. Moreover, the expression : "What new thing do ye ?"

is quite peculiar to Justin. We have already met with it in the

pvecedi ig section 8. " If ye love them which love you, what nnu
thing do ye ? for even," &c. Here, in the same verse, we have:
" If ye lend to them fi'om whom ye hope to receive, what nev:

thing do ye ? for even," &c. It is evident, both from its repetition

8,nd its distinct dogmatic view of Christianity as a new teachin<i-

in contrast to the old, that this variation cannot have been the

result of defective memory, but must have been the reading of

the ^iemoirs, and, in all probability, it was the original fonu of

the teaching. Such antithetical treatment is clearly indicated in

many parts of the Sei-mon on the Mount : for instance, Matthew
V, 21, " Ye have heard that it hath been said by them of old

but / say unto j'Ou," &c., cf. v. 33, 38, 43. It is certain that the

whole of the quotation « differs very materially from our Gospels,

and there is every reason to believe that not only was the passage

not derived from them, but that it was contained in the Memoirs

of the Apostles substantially in the form and order in whicli

Justin quotes it.^

The next passage (C)^ is separated from the preceding merely

by the usual Kal, and it moves on to its close with the same

continuity of thought and the same peculiarities of construction

which characterize that which we have just considered. Chris-

tians are to be kind and merciful (xp'/ctoi koI oiKTip/Aoves) to all as

their Father is, who makes his sun to shine alike on the good

and evil, and they need not be anxious about their own temporal

necessities : what they shall eat and what put on ; are they not

better than the birds and beasts whom God feedeth ? therefore

they are not to be careful about what they are to eat and wliat

put on, for their heavenly Father knows they have need of these

things; but they are to seek the kingdom of heaven, and all these

things shall be added: for where the treasure is—the thing he

seeks and is careful about—there will also be the mind of the

man. In fact, the passage is a suitable continuation of «, inculcat-

ing, like it, abstraction from worldly cares and thoughts in reli-

ance on the heavenly Father, and the mere fact that a separation

is made where it is between the two passages « and C shows fur-

1 Credner, Beitrage, i. pp. 221—226; mUjenfeUl, Die, Evv, Justin's p. 178ff;

Mayerhoff, Einl. petr, Schriften, p. 264 fF. 2 p. 292 f.
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ther that each of those passages was complete in itself. There is

absolutely no reason for the separating koL, if these passages were

a mere combination of scattered verses. This quotation, however,

>vhich is so consecutive in Justin, can only find distant parallels

in passages widely divided throughout the Synoptic Gospels,

which have to be arranged in the following order : Luke vi. 36,

Matt. V. 45, vi. 25, 26, 31, 32, 33, vi. 21, the whole of which pre-

sents striking differences from Justin's quotation. The repetition

of the injunction " be not careful " again with the illative, " there-

fore" is quite in the spirit of c This admonition : "Therefore,

be not careful," &c., is reiterated no less than three times in the

first Gospel (vi. 25, 31, 34), and confirms the characteristic repeti-

tion of Justin's Gospel, which seems to have held a middle course

between Matthew and Luke, the latter of whicli does not repeat

tlie phrase, although the injunction is made a second time in more
direct terms. The repetition of the passage :

" Be ye kind and
merciful," ifec, in Dial. 96, with the same context and peculiarities,

is a remarkable confirmation of the natural conclusion that Justin

quotes the passage from a Gospel different from ours. The expres-

sion xp-qarol koi oLKTipfiova thrice repeated by Justin himself, and
supported by a similar duplication in the Clementine Homilies
(iii. 57) ^ cannot possibly be an accidental departure from our
Gospels.' For the rest it is undeniable that the whole passage C

differs materially both in order and language from our Gos[)els,

from which it cannot without unwarrantable assumption be main-
tained to have been taken either collectively or in detail, and
strong internal reasons lead us to conclude that it is quoted sub-
stantially as it stands from Justin's Gospel, which must have been
different from our Synoptics."*

In again, we have an express quotation introduced by the
words :

" And regarding our being patient under injuries and ready
to help all, and free from anger, this is what he said ; " and then
he [iroceeds to give the actual words.* At the close of the quo-
tation he continues :

" For we ought not to strive, neither would
he have us be imitators of the wicked, but he has exhorted us by
patience and gentleness to lead men from shame and the love of
evil," &c., &c.^ It is evident that these observations, which are a

1 See p. 292, note 5.

2 Delitzuch admits the very striking nature of this triple quotation, and of ano-
ther (in our passage x 3 and 4), although ho does not accept them as necessarily
from a different source. "AufFiillig, aber allerdings sehr aufFulling sind nur fol-

gmule 2 citate y/ye60e xpr/droi, H.r.X. Apol. i. 15 ; Dial 96, und Kvpte, nvpie,
K.T.X. Apol. i. 16, Dial. 76 ; Unters u. d. Entst. d. Matth. Evang., 1853, p. 34.

3 Cr(dner, Beitrage, i. p. 2?..,, p. 241 f.; HUijen/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 180 fif.;

Viuierhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 266 ff.

^^•294f. 6Apol. 1. 16.
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mere paraphrase of the text, indicate that the quotation itself

is deliberate and precise. Justin professes first to quote the

actual teaching of Jesus, and then makes his own comments
; but

if it be assumed that he began by concocting out of stray texts,

altered to suit his purpose, a continuous discourse, the subsequent

observations seem singularly iiseless and out of place. Although

the passage forms a consecutive and harmonious discourse, the

nearest parallels in our Gospels can only be found by uniting

parts of the following scattered verses : Matthew v. 39, 40, 22,

41, 16. The Christian who is struck on one cheek is to turn the

other, and not to resist those who would take away his cloak or

coat ; but if, on the contrary, he be angiy, he is in danger of fire;

if then, he be compelled to go one mile, let him show his gentle-

ness by going two, and thus let his good works shine before men
that, seeing them, they may adore his Father which is in heaven.

It is evident that the last two sentences, which find the'v pa ^'^Is

in Matt, by plotting v. 16 after 41, the former verse ha'
;.

a different context in the Gospel, must have so followed each

other in Justin's text. His purpose is to quote the teaching of

Jesus, " regarding our being patient under injuries, and ready to

help all and free from anger," but his quotation of " Let your

good works shine before men," &c., has no direct reference to his

subject, and it cannot reasonably be supposed that Justin would

have selected it from a separate part of the Gospel, Coniiug as

it no doubt did in his Memoirs in the order in which he quotes it,

it is quite appropriate to his purpose. It is impossible, for instance,

to imagine why Justin further omitted the injunction in the

parallel pas.sage, Matthew v. 39^ " that ye resist not evil," when

supposed to quote the rest of the verse, since his express object is

to show that " we ought not to strive," &c. The whole quotation

presents the same characteristics as those which we have already

examined, and in its continuity of thought and wide variation

from the parallels in our Gospels, both in order and language, we

must recognize a different and peculiar source.^

The passage t, again, is professedly a literal quotation, for Justin

prefaces it with the words :
" And regarding our not swearing at

all, but ever speaking the truth, he taught thus ; " and having in

these words actually stated what Jesus did teach, he proceeds to

quote his very words.^ In the quotation there is a clear depar-

ture from our Gospel, arising not from accidental failure of

meu.ory, but from difference of source. The parallel pa,ssages in

our Gospels, so far as they exist at all, can only be found by talr-

' Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 222, p. 226; Hihjevfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 170 f.;

Mayerhoff, Eiiil. petr. Schr. p. 270 tf.

2 P. 295 f.
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ing part of Matthew v. 34 and joining it to v. 37, omitting the

intermediate verses. The quotation in the Epistle of James v. 12,

which is evidently il'^rived from a source different froni Matthew,

supports the reading of Justin. This, with the passage twice re-

peated in the Clementine Homilies in agreement with Justin,

and, it may be added, the peculiar version found in early ecclesi-

astical writings,^ all tend to confirm the belief that there existed

a more ancient form of the injunction which Justin no doubt

found in his Memoirs.^ The precept, terse, simple, and direct, as

it i.s here, is much more in accordance with Justin's own descrip-

tion of the teaching of Jesus, as he evidently found it in his

Goi?pel, than the diffused version contained in the first Gospel,

V. 33—37.

Another remarkable and characteristic illustration of the pecu-

liarity of Justin's Memoirs is presented by the long passage <•, which
is also throughout consecutive and bound together by clear unity of

thought.^ It is presented with the context :
" For n^^t those w^o

iuerely make professions but those who do the works, as he (Jesus)

^aid, shall be saved. For he spake thus." It does not, therefore,

seem possible to indicate more clearly the delibei-ate intention to

([uote the exact expressions of Jesus, and yet not only do we find

material difference from the language in the parallel passages in

our Gospels, but those parallels, such as they are, can only be
made by patching together the following verses in the order in

which we give them : Matt. vii. 21, Luke x. 16, Matt. vii. 22, 23,

xiii. 42, 43, vii. 15, part of 16, 19. It will be remarked that the

pissage (k 2) Luke x. 16, is thrust in between two consecutive

verses in Matthew, and taken from a totally different context as

the nearest parallel to k 2 of Justin, although it is widely different

from it, omitting altogether the most important words :
" and

doeth what I say." The repetition of the same iihrase :
" He that

heareth me heareth him that sent me," in Apol. I., 63,* makes it

certain that Justin accurately quotes his Gospel, whilst the omis-
sj'in of the words in that place :

" and doeth what I say," evi-

dently proceeds from the fact that they are an interruption of the
phrase for which Justin makes the quotation, namely, to prove

I
j

.

I

11 '

' P. 295, note 1.
''

Hilijenfihl Die Evv. Justin's p. 175 f ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 211 ; Mayerhoff',
Einl. petr. Schr. p. 246 ; Schweijler, Das nacliap. Zeit. i. p. 209, anm. 1.

Canon Westoott considers that "the coincidence between Justin and the Cle-
mentine Gospel illustrates still more clearly the existence of a traditional as well
asot an evangelical form of Christ's words." On the Canon, p. ;12. But why
merely a "traditional," if by that he means oral tradition ? Luke i, 1, shows how
many written vers-ions there may have been ; cf. TischendorJ] Wann Wurden, u,
» w, p. 28f., and anm. 1, p. 29.

' P- 295 flf. 4 See p. 297, note 2.
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upon examination we must conclude that Justin quotes from a

source different from our Gospels, and moreover, that his Gospel

gives with greater correctness the original form of the passage. ^

The weeping and gnashing of teeth are distinctly represented as

the consequence when the wicked see the bliss of the righteous

while they are sent into everlasting fire, and not as the mere
characteristics of 'lell. It will be observed that the preceding

passiiges K 3 and 4, find parallels to a certain extent in Matt. vii.

22, 23, although Luke xiii. 2G, 27, is in some respects closer to the

reading of Justin, k 5, however, finds no continuation, of parallel

in Matt, vii., from which the context comes, but we have to seek it

in xiii. 42, 43. K 5, however, does find its continuing parallel in

the next verse in Luke xiii. 28, where we have, " There shall be

(the) weeping and (the) gnashing of teeth when ye shall see Abra-

ham," kc. Tliere is here, it is evident, the connection of ideas

which is totally lacking in Matt, xiii. 42, 43, where the verses in

question occur as the conclu.sion to the exposition of the Parable

Now, although it is manifest that Luke xiii. 28,the Tares.

cannot possibly have been the source from which Justin quotes,

still the opening words and the sequence of ideas demonstrate the

great probability that other Gospels must have given, after k 4, a
continuation which is wanting after Matt, vii, 23, but which is

indicated in the parallel Luke xiii. (26, 27) 28, and is somewhat
closely followed in Matt. xiii. 42, 43. When svich a sequence is

found in an avowed quotation from Justin's Gospel, it is absolutelj''

certain that he must have found it there substantially as he quotes

it. The passage k 6,^ " For many shall arrive," &c., is a very im-
portant one, and it departs emphatically from the parallel in our
tiiist Gospel. Instead of being, like the latter, a warning against

false pro[)hets, it is merely the announcement that many deceivers

shall coine. This passage is rendered more weighty by the fact

that Justin repeats it with little variation in Dial. 35, and imme-
diately after quotes a saying of Jesus of only five words which is

not found in our Gospels, and then he repeats a quotation to the
same effect in the shape of a warning, " Beware of false prophets,"
ilcc, like that in Matt. vii. 15, but still distinctly differing from it.

^

It is perfectly clear that Justin quotes two separate passages.'* It

it impossible that he could intend to repeat the same quotation at
fin interval of only five words ; it is equally impossible that, hav-
ing (pioted it in the one form, he could so immediately quote it in
die other tlirough error of memory.^ The simple and very natural

I
mirn/eld, Die Ew. J., 187 f.; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 276 f.

P' 2!»<'. 3 Cf. p. 298, note 3.
t'f. Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 246.

^ Cf. HiliienfeUl, Die Ew. Justin's, p. 188 ff.

ill :
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therefore, double probability of being well-known ; and as we
have three instances of its literal reproduction in the Synoptics, it

would indeed be absurd to affirm that it was not likewise given

literally in other Gospels.

The passage A ^ is very emphatically given as a literal quota-

tion of the words of Jesus, for Justin cites it directly to authen-

ticate his own statements of Christian belief. He says :
" But if

you disregard us both when we entreat, and when we set all things

openly before you, we shall not suffer loss, believing, or rather

being fully persuaded, that every one will be punished by eternal

fire according to the desert of his deeds, and in pro])ortion to the

faculties which he received from God will his account be required,

as Christ declared when he said : To whom God gave more, ofhim
shall more also be demanded again." This quotation has no par-

allel in the first Gospel, but we add it heit as part of the Sormon
on the Mount. The passage in Luke xii. 48, it will be perceived,

presents distinct variation from it, and that Gospel cannot for a.

moment be maintained as the source of Justin's quotation.

The last passage, /x,2 is one of those advanced by De Wette-

which led to this examination.^ It is likewise clearly a quotation,

but as we have already shown, its agreement with Matt. v. 20, is

no evidence that it was actually derived from that Gospel. Occur-

ring as it does as one of numerous quotations from the Sermon on
the Mount, whose general variation both in order and language
from the parallels in our Gospel points to the inevitable conclu-

sion that Justin derived them from a different source, there is no
reason for supposing that this sentence also did not come from
the same Gospel.

No one who has attentively considered the whole of these pas-
sages from the Sermon on the Mount, and still less those who are
aware of the general rule of variation in his mass of quotations as
compared with parallels in our Gospels, can fail to be struck by
the systematic departure from the order and language of the
Synoptics. The hypothesis that they ai-e quotations from our
Gospels involves the accusation against Justin of an amount of
carelessness and negligence which is quite unparalleled in litera-

ture JuscJu's character and training, however, by no means
warrant any such aspersion,* and there are no grounds whatever
foi it. Indeed, but for the attempt arbitrarily to establish the
i'lentity of the " Memoirs of the Apostles " with our Gospels, such
a tiisrge would never have been thought of It is impossible to
suppose that avowed and deliberate quotations of sayings of
Jesus, made for the express purpose of furnishing authentic writ-

1 p. 298

* (^l Eusebius H. E., iv. 11, 18.

p. 299. « Cf . p. 345.
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tin's quotation. Tischendorf, however, does not point out that

Justin, elsewhere, a third time refers to this very passage in the

very same terms. He says :
" And Christ . . . having come . . .

and himself also preached, saying .... that he must suffer many
things from the Scribes and Pharisees and be crucified, and the

third day rise again." ^ Although this omits the words "and be

rejected," it gives the whole of the passage literally as before.

And thus there is the very remarkable testimony of a quotation

three times repeated, with the same marked variations from our

Gospels, to show that Justin found those very words in his Me-
moirs.- The persistent variation clearly indicates a different

source from our Synoptics. We may, in reference to this reading,

compare Luke xxiv. 6 :
" He is not here, but is risen : remember

how he spake unto you when he was yet in Galilee (v. 7), saying

that the Son of Man must be delivered up into the hands of sin-

ful men, and be crucified, and the third day rise again." This

reference to words of Jesus, in which the words koL oravpw^vyvat oc-

curred, as in Justin, indicates that although our Gospels do not

contain it some others may well have done so. In one place Jus-

tin introduces the saying with the following words :
" For he ex-

claimed before the crucifixion, the Son of Man," &c.,^ both indi-

cating a time for the discourse, and also quoting a distinct and
definite saying in contradistinction to this report of the matter of

his teaching, which is the form in which the parallel passage oc-

curs in the Gospels. In Justin's Memoirs it no d'^ubt existed as

an actual discourse of Jesus, which he verbally and accurately

quoted.

With regard to the third Gospel, Tischendorf says :
" It is in

reference to Luke (xxii. 44) that Justin recalls in the Dialogue

(103) the falling drops of the sweat of agony on the Mount of

Olives, and certainly with an express appeal to the ' Memoirs
composed by his Apostles and their followers.' "* Now we have
already seen^ that Justin, in the passage referred to, does not
make use of the peculiar expression which gives the whole of its

character to the account in Luke, and that there is no ground for

affii-ming that Justin derived his information from that Gospel.
The only other reference to passages proving the " probability " of
Justin's use of Luke or Mark is that which we have just discussed—

" The Son of Man must," «Sz;c. From this the character of Tis-

chendorf's assumptions may be inferred. De Wette does not

1 on del avrov rtoWd naOeiv and raov rpctmnareoov xai ^apidaioov,
Hal dTavpoaOtjvxi, xai riff rpir^ r/juepa dva6rTJvaj. Dial. 51.

2 Cf. Credner, Beitrare, i. p. 256 ; Hilgenftld, Die Evv. Justin'f p. 201 flf.

3 Dial. 76.

* Wann wurden, u. s. w„ p. 28, anm. 1. 5 p. 328 f.
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advance any instances of verbal agreement either with Mark or

Luke.i He says, moreover :
" The historical refen^nces arc nuicli

freer still (than (quotations), and combine in part tho accounts

of Matthew and Luke; some of the kind, however, are not found

at all in our Canonical Gospels."^ This we have already .suffi-

ciently demonstrated.

We might now well terminate the examination of Justin's quo-

tations, which has already taken up too much of our space, Ijut

before doing so it may be well very briefly to refer to another

point. In his work " On the Canon," Dr. Westcott adopts a some-

what singular course. He evidently feels the very great difficulty

in which any one who asserts the identity of the source of Justin's

quotations with our Gospels is placed by the fact uhat, as a rule,

these quotations differ from parallel passages in our Gospels ; and

whilst on the one hand maintaining that the quotations generally

are from the Canonical Gospels, he on the other endeavours to

reduce the number of those which profess to be quotations at all,

He says :
" To examine in detail the whole of Justin's quotations

would be tedious and unnecessary. It will be enough to examine

(1 ) those which are alleged by him as quotations, and (2) those

also which, though anonymous, are yet found repeated with the

same variations either in Justin's own writings, or (3) in heretical

works. It is evidently on these quotations that the decision

hangs." ^ Now under the first category Dr. Westcott finds very

few. He says :
" In seven passages only, as far as I can discover,

does Justin profess to give the exact words recorded in the

Memoirs ; and in these, if there be no reason to the contrary, it is

natural to expect that he will preserve the exact language of the

Gospels which he used, just as in anonymous quotations we may

conclude that he is trusting to memory."* Before proceeding

further, we may point out the straits to which an apologist is

reduced who stai'ts with a foregone conclusion. We have al-

ready seen a number of Justin's professed quotations ; but here,

after reducing the number to seven only, our critic prepares

a way of escape even out of these. It is difficult to under-

stand what " reason to the contrary " can possibly justify a

man " who professes to give the exact words recorded in the

Memoirs " for not doing what he professes ; and further, it

J
usees our comprehension to understand why, in anonymous

1 We may point out, however, that he says ;
" And^re wortliche Uebereinstim-

mungen kommen mitten unter Abweichungen vor, wie Apol. ii. p. 75, vgl. Matt,

i. 21, wo Luc. i. 35, damit combinirt iet." Einl. N. T., p. 105; but a single

phrase combined with a passage very like one in a different Gospel is a very poor

argu.'xent.

2 Einl. N. T„ p. 111.

» On the Canon, p. 112 f. * fb., p. 114

kl
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(luotations, " we may conclude that he is trusting to memory."

The cautious exception is as untenable as the gratuitous assumj)-

tion. Di". Westcott continues as follows the passage which we
have just interrupted:

—"The result of a first view of the pjvs-

saces is striking. Of the seven, live agree verbally with the text

of St. Matthew or St. Luke, exhibiting indeed three slight vain-

0U8 readings not elsewhere fmmd, hut such as are easily explic-

uhle ; the sixth in a compound summary of words related by St.

Matthew ; tiie seventh alone presents an important variation in

the text of a ver»e, which is, however, otherwise very uncertain." ^

The italics of course are ours. The " first view " of the passages

and of the above statement is indeed striking. It is remark-

able liow easily difficulties are overcome under such an apologetic

system. The striking result, to summarize Canon Westcott's own
words, is this : out of seven professed quotations from

the Memoirs, in which he admits we may expect to find the ex-

act language preserved, five present three variations ; one is a

compressed summary, and does not agree verbally at all ; and the

seventh presents an important variation. Dr. Westcott, on the

same easy system, continues :
" Our inquiry is thus confined to

the two last instances ; and it must be seen whether their disagree-

ment from the Synoptic Gospel is such £is to outweigh the agree-

ment of the remaining five." ^ Before proceeding to consider these

seven passages admitted by Dr. Westcott, we must point out that

in a note to the statement of the number, he mentions that he
excludes other two passages as " not merely quotations of words,

but concise narratives." ^ But surely this is a most extraordinary

reason for omitting them, and one the validity of which cannot
for a moment be admitted. As Justin introduces them deliber-

ately aa quotations, why should they be excluded simply because
they are combined with a historical statement ? We shall produce
them. The first is in Apol. i. GG: " For the Apostles, in the Me-
moiris composed by them, which are called Gospels,* handed down
that it was thus enjoined on them, that Jesus, having taken bread
and given thanks, said :

' This do in remembrance of me. This
is my body.' And similarly, having taken the cup and given
thanks, he said :

' This is my blood,' and delivered it to them
alone."* This passage, it will be remembered, occurs in an cla-

1 On the Canon, p. 113 f. 2 lb., p. 114. 8 Ih., p. 113, note 1.

* We have already discussed these words, p. 293.

^5 0( ydp dnodroXoi iv Toi? yevofievoii tn avroov dno/iivTfUovEvfiadiv,
a HixXEiTat Evayye\ta, ovrooi itapeSoaxav kvzETaMai avvdli- t6v
lr}6oiv Xa/iovTa aprov, evxapidTTjdavra elTtelv ToCro noiElzE eii Tt)y
ay(xtivti6iy juov.^ Tovr' idri rd doo/ua /lov xal to norripiov ofxotMi
XaJiovTa xal Evxo:pi6TT]<5avTa Eineiv. Tovt' itiri to aifid fiov xai
Hovoii avroti jusTadovvat. Apol. i. 66.
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JUSTIN MARTYR. Ml

bvit instead mak'^suse of a totally different expression :
" This cup

i« the new covenant in my blood, which is shed for you."

The .second quotation from the Memoirs wliich Dr. Westcott

pa.sses()veristhjit in Dial. lO.'i, compared with Luke xxii. 42,43/

on the Agony in the Garden, which we have alre"dy examined,'*

and found at variance with our Gospel, and without the peculiar

ami distinctive expressions of the latter.

Wo now come to the sev(m passa^^es which Canon Westcott

admits to be professed quotations from the Memoirs, and in which
"

it is natural to expect that he will preserve the exact words of

the Gospels which he used." The first of these is a passage in

the Dialogue, part of which has already been discussed in connec-

tion with the fire in Jordan and the voice at the Baptism, and

found to be from a source different from our Synoptics.'* Justin

says: " For even he, the devil, at the time when he also (Jesus)

went up from the river Jordan when the voice said unto Him :

' Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee,' is recorded in

the Memoirs of the Apostl(>s to have come to him and tempted

him even so far as sayinj.-- > him: 'Worship me;' and Christ

an.swert'd him {koI aTTOKpivanuai avn^ tov Xpiarov), ' Get thee behind

me, Satan ' (Ynaye omiroi fiov, 'Staravu-), ' thou shalt worship the

Lord thy God, and Him only slialt tuou serve.' "* This passage is

compared with the account of the ten)ptation in Matt. iv. 9, 10 :

" And ho said unto him. All these things will I give thee, if thou

wilt fall down and worship me. 10. Then saith Jesus UT\to him
(roTt \iyu avTW o 'Irja-ovi;), Get thee hence, Satan ("YTrayc Sarava) : it

kitniUen. Thou shalt worship, &c. All the oldest Codices, it

should be stated, omit the ottutw fiov, as we have done, but Cod. D.
(Bezif) and a few others of infirm authority, insert these two
words. Canon Westcott, however, justly admits them to be
" probably ordy a very early interpolation." ^ We have no reason
wliatever for supposing that they existed in Matthew during
Justin's time. The oldest Codices omit the whole phrase from
the parallel passage, Luke iv. 8, but Cod. A. is an exception, and
reads I'^YTTuyc omao) fiov, Sarava. The best modern editions, how-
ever, reject this as a mere recent addition to Luke. A comparison
of the first and third Gosjiels with Justin clearly shows that the
Gospel which he used followed the former more clo.sely than

1 On the Canon, p. 113. note 1. 2 p. 277 f. 3 p. 273 f.

* Kal yap ovroi, 6 di(xfioXo<, njiia rcj dvaftijyai avrov ditd rov" Ttora-
uov Tuv 'lopdiivov. rrji cpooviji avroxf Xf.x^fi<3Tji, *' Tloinov eidv' iyoo
Oinupov yfydwrfHa (je" Iv toi? dnoKvrii.iovEvna6i roov drtodrdXojv ys-
yprntrai npodeXfJoav avrw nal itF.ipdZ^oov /iisxpi roxT eiitElv avTw,"npo6-
xiy7i6oy ttoi,^' nal drcoxpivadOaj cxvtoj tuv Xpi6rdv,"T7taye okidoo fiov,
^inavd- Kvpiov rov Osov dov TtpodHwr/dei';, nal avroo /iiovoo Xarpev-
6(ii. Dial. 103. 5 On the Canon, p. 113, note 2, i.
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322 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

Luke. Matthew makes the climax of the temptation the view of

all the kingdoms of the world, and the offer to give them to Jesus

if he will fall down and worship Satan. Luke, on the contrary,

makes the fin^l temptation the suggestion to throw hini.st;lf down
from tlie pinnacle of the temple. Justin's Gospel, as tlie words,
" so far as saying \o him " (/^exp' '^"^ ftTrtiv avrw), &c., clearly indi-

cate, had the same climax as Matthew. Now the following points

must be observed. Justin makes the words of Satan " Worship

n)e " (Upoij .<vv7](t6v (jlol) a distinct quotation; the Gospel makes

Satan offer all that he has shown " if thou wilt fall down and

worhip me " (euv ttco-wv Trpoa-Kw^a-p^ fiot). Then Justin's quotation

proceeds :
" And Christ answered him " (koi diroKpiVao-^at aww rw

Xfuarrw) ; whilst Matthew has, " Then Jesus saith to hira " {rm

\eyeiavTwb 'IncroCs), which is a marked variation.^ The ottiVoi ;xod of

Justin is not found in any of the older Codices of Matthew. Then

tlie words :
" it is written," which form part of the reply^ of Jesus

in our Gos])els, are omitted in Justin's ; but we must add that, in

Di- '. 125, in again referring to the temptation, he adds, "it is

written." Still, in that passage he also ornits the whole phiase,

" Get thee behind me, Satan," and commences :
" F(jr he answered

hin: : It is written, Thou shalt worship," &c.

We must, however, again point out the most important fact.

that this account of the temptation is directly connected witli

another which is foreign to our Gospels. The Devil is said tu

come at the time Jesus went up out of the Jordan and the voice

said to him :
" Thou art my son, this day have I begotten thee'

—words wliich do not occiir at all in our Gospels, and which are

again boni^d up with the incident of the fire in Jordan. It is

altogether unreasonable to assert that Justin could have refen-ed

the fact which he proceeds to quote from the Memoirs, to the time

those words wore uttered, if they were not to be found in the same

Memoirs. The one incident was mcit certainly not derived from

our Gospels, inasmuch as they do not contain it, and there are the

very strongest reasons for asserting that Justin derived the ac-

count of the temptation from a source which contained the other

Under these circumstances every variation is an indication, ann

those which we have pointed out are not accidental, but clearly

exclude the assertion that the quotation is from our Gospels.

The second of the seven passages of Canon Westcott is om-

of those from the Sermon on the Mount, l)ial. 10">, compared

with Matt. v. 20, adduced by De Wette, which we have already

considered.^ With the exception of tiie opening words, Xty ^k'

vfiLv OTL, the two sentences agree, but thi. is no proof whate\er

1 Luke iv. 12, reads, nai dnoxpiBeli avrdo etrtev d 'Irfdovi.

2 Of. pp. 288, 315.
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that Justin derived the passage from Matthew ; while on the

contrary, the persistent variation of the rest of his quotations

from the Se'-inon on the Mount, both in order- and language,

forces upon us the conviction that he derived the whole from a

source different from our Gospels.

The third passage of Dr. Westcott is that regarding the sign of

Jonas the prophet, Matt xii. 39, compared with Dial. 107, which
was the second instance adduced by Tischendorf. We have already

examined it,^ and found that it presents distinct variations from

our first Synoptic, both linguisticiilly and otherwise, and that

many reasons ledd to the conclusion that it was quoted from a

Gospel different from ours.

The fourth of Canon Westcott's quotations is the following, to

part of whicli we have already had occasion to refer :'-' " For
which reason our Christ declared on earth to those who asserted

tli.'t Elias must come before Christ : Elias indeed shall come
( HAi'as /xeV e'Acwrerui) and shall restore all things : but I say unto
you that Elias is come already, and they knew him not, but did luito

liiin (airu) whatsoever they listed. And it is written that then

the disciples understood that he spoke of John the Baptist."'' The
"e.\])ress ([notation" in this passage, whicli is compared with
Mitt. xvii. 11—13, is limit<.d by Canon Westcott to the last short

sentence* corresponding with Matt. xvii. 13, and he points out
that Credner admits that it nuist have been taken from Matthew.
It is quite true tliatCrchxer considers that if any passage of J ustin's

(liiotations proves a neces.iary connection between Justin's Gospels
and the Gospel according to Matthew, it is this sentence :

" And
it is written that then the disciples, &c." He explains his reason
for this opinion as follows :

" These words can only be derived
ftom our Matthew, with which they literally agree; for it is

tlioroughly improbable that a remark oi so special a description
f "iddhave been made by two ditierentand inde{)endent individu-
;''^ so completely alike."* We totally ditier from this argument,
which is singtilarly opposed to Credner's usual "'oar arid

thoughtful mode of reasoning." No doubt if 'uch Gospels could

I s 28' f-
,

,

2 p. 2159.

- ^loHal oJjuETEfioi XpidroZ ElfirfHEx inl yiii tote roli Xeyotidi Ttpo
lov XpK^Tov 'HXiay 6ei> iXOEir. " 'iiA/Vr? /ittv iXEv6Erai xal drcoHaT-
a6rt!6n jidvra- Xsyaa Si v/idv on "llXuxi tjSt; j^UJe, kcxI ovh ljr£;^vao6av
^f-roVyOiXX^ l7iou/6ay^ avrckj o6a tjOeXt/day." Kai ydy pcf.it rai on roie
o'jmav 01 (ta^jtfral on nkpi 'looavvov tov DiXTtn6r'ov eiitey aiholi-
'™,^9' 4 On the Canon, p. 114, note 4.

J> Diese Worte kiinnen nur aus uuserm Mattliiiiis, mit welchern sie buchatiiblich
noireinstimmeh, entnominen sein ; deun es ist diirchaus uuwahrscheinlich, dass
eint; Bemerkang so specieller Art von zwoi verschiedenen urd von einandor un-
sbhangigen Individuen so ganz auf dieselbe Weiae gemacht v/orden sei. Credner.
« tiage, i. p. 237.

Cf. Mnyerhoff, Einl. petr Schr., p. 280 f.
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324 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

be considered to be absolutely distinct and independent works

deriving all their matter from individual and separate observation

of the occurrences narrated by their authors and personal report

of the discourses given, there might be greater force in the argu-

ment, although even in that case it would have been far from

conclusive here, inasmuch as the observation we are considering

is the mere simple statement of a fact necessary to complete the

episode, and it might well have been made in the same terms by

separate r3porters. The fact is, however, that the numerous

Gospels current in the early Church cannot have been, and our

Synoptic Gospels most certainly are not, independent works, but

are based upon earlier evangelical writings no longer extant, and

have borrowed from each other. The Gospels did not originate

full fledged as we now have them, but are the result of many

revisions of previously existing materials. Critics may dift'er as

to the relative ages and order of the Synoptics, but almost all are

agreed that in one order or another they are dependent on each

other, and on older forms of the Gospel. Now such an expression

as Matt. xvii. 13 in some early record of the discourse might have

been transferred to a dozen of other Christian writings. Ewald

assigns the passage to the oldest Gospel, Matthew in its present

form being fifth in descent.^

Our three canonical Gospels are filled with instances in which

expressions still more individual are repeated, and these show that

such phrases cannot be limited to one Gospel, but, if confined in

the first instance to one original source, may have been transfer-

red to many subsequent evangelical works. Take, for instance, a

passage in Matt. vii. 28, 29 : "... . the multitudes were as-

tonished at his teaching : for he taught them as having authority,

and not as their scribes."^ Mark i. 22 has the very same pas-

sage^ with themereonussionof " the multitudes" (ot 0^X01 ) which

does not in the least adect the argument ; and Luke iv. 32 :

" And

they were astonished at his teaching : for his word was power,
'

AJthough the author of the third Gospel somewhat altos the

language, it is clear that he follows the same original, and retains

it in the same context as the second Gospel. Now the occurrence

of such a passage as this in one of the Fathers, if either the first

or second Gospels were lost, would, on Credner's grounds, be at-

1 Die drei ersten Evangelien.^p. lii, c". p. I ; Jahib. bibl. Wiss., 1849, p. 190ff.

2 . . . k^enXr'i66ovTO ot ox^ot int ry diSctxXf (^vrov- i]v y(ipSiM6-

xa)v (tt'rojis ojS s^ovdiay f'/t^v, >fal oi'x wS oi ypafi^inrdi oi^ra;;'.

Matt. vii. 28, 29.

3 The final avT(ay is omitted from the end of the passage in Matthew m many

MSS., and added by others in Mark.
^ . t > i r

4 nal t^F.nXv66ovTo kni r^ SiSax^ avroC, ort iv i^ovdia r/v o Myoi

cxvTui', Luke iv. 32.
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tiibuted undoubtedly to the survivor, although in reality derived

from the Gospel no longer extant, which likewise contained it.

Another example may be pointed out in Matt. xiii. 34 :
" All

tliese thino-s spake Jesus unto tlie multitudes in parables ; and

v'dkoid a p'irahle spake he not unto them," compared with Mark iv.

^^i 34,
" And with many such parables spake he the word unto

^(le^l and without a parable spake he not unto them."

Thepa.'t of tliis very individual remark which we have italicised

is literally the same in both Gospels, as a personal comment at

the end of the parable of the grain of mustard seed. Then, for in-

stance, in the account of the sleep of the three disciples during the

ai^ony in tlie Garden (Matt xxvi. 43, Mark xiv. 40), the expression
' ami he found them asleep, /or their eyes were heavy," which is

iiiually individual, is literally the same in the first two Gospels.

Another special remark of a similar kind regarding the rich

voung man :
" he went away sorrowful, for he had great posses-

sions," is found both in Matt. xix. 22 and Mark x. 22. Such exam-
ples' might be multiplied, and they show that the occurrence of

passages of the most individual character cannot in Justin's time

be limited to any single Go.spel.

Now the verse we are discussing, Matt. xvii. 13, in all probab-

ility, as Ewald supposes, occui-red in one or more of the older forms
nf the Gospel from which our Synoptics and many other similar

works derived their matter, and nothing is m' < likely than that

the Gospel according to the Hebrews, which in many resp' t is was
nearly related to Matthew, may have c( <iw<\ it. At any rate

we have shown that such sayings canno., a .vi'v apparently in-

dividual, be considered evidence of the use .)f \y,n' h ulai Gospel
siinpl}^ because it happens to be the only one no^ \tant which
contains it. Credner, however, whilst expressing tl "pinioi

wliieh we have quoted likewise adds his belief that by the expres-
sion Km yeypaTTTai, Justin seems expressly to indicate that this

sintence is taken from a different work from what precedes it. . nd
he has proved that the preceding part of the quotation wm.- not
'k-rived fiom our Gospels. ^ We cannot, however, coincide with
this opinion either. It seems to us that the expression " and it is

written" simply was made use of by Justin to show that the
iili-ntification of Elias with John the Baptist is not his, but \^

the impression conveyed at the time by Jesus to his disciples.
Now the whole narrative of the baptism of John in Justin bears
'haraeteristic marks of being from a Gospel different from ours,'

::.!
f

1 If. Matt. iii. 3, Mark i. 2, 3, Luke iii. 4 ; Matt.iii. 5, 6; Mark i. 5 ; Matt. xiv.

:^.4, Mark VI. 17, 18 ; Matt. xiv. 9, Mark vi. 2C ; Matt, xxvii 14, Mark xv, 5;
"att. xxvii. .39 ; Mark xv 29, &c., &c.

- Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 237. 3 p. 269 S.
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and in the first part of this very quotation we find distinct varia-

tion. Justin first affirms that Jesus in his teaching had proclaimed

that Elias should also come (koL 'HAiW eAeuVeo-^ai), and then further

on he gives the actual words of Jesus : 'HAtas filv eXevo-erai, k.tX,

which we have before us, whilst in Matthew the words are:

'HAias ij.€v «px«Tai, and there is no MS. which reads eAct'c-eTm for

tpx«Tai, and yet, as Credner remarks, the whole force of the quota-

tion rests upon the word, and Justin is persistcr;* in his vaiiation

from the text of our first Synoptic. It is unreasonable to say tliat

Justin quotes loosely the important part of his passage, and then

about a few words at the close pretends to be so particularly care-

ful. Considering all the facts of the case we must conclude that

this quotation also is from a source different from our Gospelis.'

Another point, however, must be noted. Dr. Westcott claims

this passage as an express quotation from the Memoirs, apparently

for no other reason than that the few words happen to agree with

Matt. xvii. 13, and that he wishes to identify the Memoirs with our

Gospels. Justin, however, does not once mention the Memoirs in

this chapter ; it follows, therefore, that Canon Westcott who i.s so

exceedingly strict in his limitation of express quotations, as.suines

that all quotations of Christian history and words of Jesus in

Justin are to be considered as derived from the Memoirs whether

they be mentioned by name or not. We have already seen that

amongst these there ire not only quotations differing from the

Gospels, and contradicting them, but others which have no parallels

{. t all in them.
The fifth of Dr. Westcott's express quotations occurs in Dial,

105, where Justin says :
" I oi when he (Jesus) was g'ving up his

spirit on the cross he said :
' Father, into thy hands I oouuiieiiil

my spirit,' as I have also learned from the Memoirs." This short

sentence agrees with Luke xxiii. 46, it is true, but as we have

already shown, ^ Justin's whole account of the Crucifixion (litters

so materially from that in our Gospels, that it cannot have been

derived from them.

We see this forcibly in examining the sixth of Canon Westcott's

quotations, which is likewise connected with the Crucifixion.

" For they who saw him crucified also wagged their heads each one

of them, and distorted their lips, and sneeringly and in scoruful

irony repeated among themselves those words which are also writ-

ten in the Memoirs of his Apostles : He declared himself the son of

God : (let him) come down, let him walk about : let God save

him."^ We have ourselves already quoted and discussed this pas-

1 Cf. Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Scl.r. p. 280,

2 p. 281 flF. 8 Dial. 101.
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sa^e,' and need not further examine it here. Canon Westeott has

nothing better to say regarding this quotation, in an examination

of the accuracy of parallel passages, than this :
'' These exact

words do not occur in our Gospels, but we do find there others so

closely connected with them that few readers would feel the dif-

ference" !^ When criticism descends to language like this, the

case is indeed desperate. It is clear that, as Canon Westeott iul-

raits, the words are expressly declared to be a quotation from the

Memoirs of the Apostles, but they do not exist in our Gospels,

and consequently our Gospels are not identical with the Memoirs.

Canon Westeott refers to the taunts in Matthew and then with

commendable candor he concludes his examination of the quota-

tion with the following words :
" No manuscript or Father ^so far

as we know) has preserved any reading of the passage more closely

resemblinj' Justin's quotation ; and if it appear not to bededucible

from our L, ispels, due allowance being made for the object which

he had in view, its source must remain concealed."^ We need only

add that it is futile to talk of making " due allowance" for the

object which Justin had in view. His immediate object was
accurate (quotation, and no allowance can account for such varia-

tion in language and thought as is presented in this passage. That
this passac". though a professed ciur)tation from the Memoirs, is

not taken from our Gospels is certain both from its own variations

and the differences in other parts of Justin's account of the Cru-
cifixion, an Invent whose solemnity and importance might well be

expected to secure reverential accuracy. It is impossible to avoid

the conclusion that Justin's Memoirs of the Apostles were not our

Gospels, and the systematic variation of his quotations thus re-

ceives its natural and reasonable explanation.

The seventh and last of Dr. Westcott's express quotations is, as

he states, " more remarkable." We subjoin the passage in contrast

with the parallel texts of the first and third Gospels.

Justin. Dial. 100.

And ill the Gospel it

is written that he said :

All things have been
delivered to me by the
Father, and no one know-
eth (yivoddKEi) the Fa-
ther but the Son, nor
the Son but the Father
and

Matt. xi. 27.

All things were deliver-

ed to nae by the* Father,

and no (jne knoweth
{iTtiyivoodHSi) the Son
but the Father, nor
knoweth {iTtiytyaJdHSi)

anyone the Father but

Luke x. 22.

All things were deliv-

ered to n>e bymy Father,

and no one knoweth
(yiyoJdKei) who the Son
is but the Father, and
who the Father ia but the

Son,

I
P- 281 ff. 2 On the Canon, p. 114 f.

' On the Canon, p. 115.
* Most Codices read '• m^-," but the Cod. Sin. having " the," wo give it as more

lavourable.
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quotes the verse first as it stands in the canonical text ; then in

the same order, but with the hist clause like Justin's ; and once

awain altogetlier as he has given it. Epiplianius likewise quotes

th« text seven times in the same order as Justin, and four times

as it stands in the Gospels." ^ Now in the chapter to which re-

ference is made in this lenlence IrenjBUs commences by stating

that the Loixl had declared " Nemo cognoscit Filium nisi Pater
j

ncqiie Patrem quis cognoscit nisi Filius, et cui vuluerit Filius re-

velare,"^ as he says, " Thus Matthew has set it down and Luke
similarly, and Mark the very same."^ He goes on to state, how-
ever, that those who would be wiser than the apostles write this

verse as follows :
" Nemo cognovit Patrem nisi Filius ; nee Filium

nisi Pater, et cui voluerit Filius revelare." And he explains

:

"They interpret it as though the true God was known to no man
l)efore the coming of our Lord ; and that God who was announced
by the Prophets they affirm not to be the Father of Christ." *

Now in this passage we have the eyvoj of Justin in the " cogno-

vit,' in contradistinction to the " cognoscit " of the Gospel, and
his transposition of order as not by any possibility an accidental

thinff, but as the distinct basis of doctrines. Irenajus goes on to

argue that no one can know the Father unless through the Word
of (!od, that is thi'ough the Son, and this is why he said: " ' Nemo
cognoscit Patrem nisi Filius ; neque Filium nisi Pater, et quibus-
cun(|ue Filius revelaverit.' Thus teaching that he himself also is

the Father, as indeed he is, in order that we may not receive any
other Father except him who is revealed by the Son."^ In this

third quotation Irenteus altei's the «yvw into yivwor/cet, but retains

the form, for the rest, of the Gnostics and of Justin, and his aim
apparently is to show that adopting his present tense instead of

the aorist the transposition of words is of no importance. A
fourth time, however, in the same chapter,which in fact is wholly
dedicated to this passage and to the doctrines based upon it,

Ireufeus quotes the saying " Nemo cognoscit Filium nisi Pater
j

neque Patrem nisi Filius, et quibuscunque Filius revelaverit." ^

Here the language and order ot the Gospel are followed with the
exception that " cui voluerit revelare " is altered to the " quibus-

' On the Canon, p. 116.
2 Adv. Hrer., iv. 6, § 1.

•* Sic et MathiBus pcsuit, et Lucas similiter, et Marcus idem ipsum. We need
not point out that this is a misstatement, for our Mark Las not got the passage at

"Et interpretantur, quasi a nullo cognitus sit verus Deus ante Domini nostri
Mventum

: et eum D(-um, qui a prophetis sit annuntiatus, dicunt non esse Patrem
•-liristi." Adv. User., iv. 6, S 1.

5 Docenssemetii fuia et Patrem, sicut est, ut alteram non recipiamua Patrem,
nisi eum qui a Filio rovelatur. lb., iv. 0, § 3.
''Adv. Haer., iv. d, g 7.
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cunque revelaverit " of Justin ; and that this is Intentional is

made clear by the continuation :
" For revelaverit was said aot

with reference to the future alone," ^ &c.

Now in this chai)ter we learn very clearly that, although tllte

canonical Gospels by the express declaration of Ireniuus had tht-ir

present reading of the passage before us, other Gospels of consi-

derable authority even in his time hail the form of Justin, inr

again in a fifth passage he quotes the opening words: " He who
was known, therefore, was not different from him who declared ;

' No one knoweth the Father,' but one and the same."^ With the

usual alteration of the verb to the present tense, Irenieus in this

and in one of the other quotations of this passage just cited, gives

some authority to the transposition of the words " Father" and
" Son," although the reading was opposed to the Gospels, but he

invariably adheres to ytvwo-Kci, and condemns tyvoj, the reading

maintained by those who in the estimation of Iren^eus " would be

wiser than the Apostles." Elsewhere, descanting on the passages

of Scripture by which heretics attempt to prove that the Father

was unknown before the advent of Cliiist, Ireuiuus, after accusing

them of garbling passages of Scripture,^ goes on to say of the Mar-

cosians and others ;
" Besides these, they adduce a countless num-

ber of apocryphal ands[)urious works which they themselves have

forged to the bewilderment of the foolish, and of those who are

not verse<l in the Scriptures of truth."* He also points out pas-

sages occurring in our Gospels to which they give a peculiar in-

terpretation, and amongst these, that quoted by Justin. He says:

" But they adduce as the highest testimony, and as it were the

crown of their system the following passage ' All things

were delivered to me by my Father, and no one knew {tyvu)) the

Father but the Son, and the Son but the Father, and he to wliom-

soever (wav) the Son shall reveal (uTroKaAvi/fT/).'^ In these words

they assert that he clearly demonstrated that the Father of truth

1 Revelaverit eniin, non solum in futurmn dictum eat, &c. ; lb., iv. 6, § 7.

2 Non ergo alius erat qui cognoseebatur, et alius qui mcebat :
" Nemo coguoscit

Patrem :" sed unus et idem, &c.; lb,, iv. G, § 7. lu another place Ireiuvus ag.v^n

quotes the passage in the same order, with the same careful adhurence to the

present tense. Adv. Hier., ii. 6, § i.

3 Adv. Hwr-.i, 19, § 1;

* ITpdi di rovroii d/tivOTfrov nXrjOoi tXTfOHpvcpaoy xai yoOoav ypacpoov,

ixi avrol enXadai^, napsr6(pepov6iy si? nardnXr/^tv tgov dyoijrojv }<al

rd Ttfi dA.7j0euxi ftr) intdra/neyooy ypdju/nara. Adv. Hajr., i. 20, § 1.

6 Adv. Ha3r. , i. 20, g :}. And again, referring to Valentinus and his followers,

and endeavouring to show the inconsistency of their views, ho says: " Salvator

ergo, secundum eos, erit mentitus, diceus :
' Nemo cognovit i^atrem nisi FiUus,

Si enim cognitus est vel a matre, vel a semiue ejus ; solutum est illud, quod, ' nemo

cof/nowt Patrem nisi Filius.' " Adv. User., ii. 14, § 7. Iremieus then endeavours

out of their own form of the text to confute their doctrines.
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whom they have invented wasknown to no one before his coming
;

and they desire to interpret the words as though the Maker and
Creator had been known to all, and tlie Lord spoke these words
regarding the Father unknown to all whom they proclaim."' Here

we have the exact quotation twice made by Justin, with the ey^w

and the same order, set forth as the reading of the Gospels of the

Marccsians and other sects, and the highest testimony to their

system. It is quite imi)Ossible that Justin could have altered the

passage by an error of memory to this precise form, but it must
be regarded as the reading of his Memoirs.^ The evidence of

Irenfeus is clear : The Gospels had the reading which we now find

in them, but apocryphal Gospels on the other hand had thatwhich
we find twice quoted by Justin, and the passage was as it were-

the text u[)on which a large sect of the early Church based its

most fundamental doctrine. The tyvw is invariably rei)iidiated,

but the transposition of the words "Father " and " Son" was ap-

parently admitted to a certain extent, although the authority for

this was not derived from the Gospels recognized by the Church,
which contained the contrary order.

We must briefly refer to the use of this passage by Clement of

Alexandria. He quotes portions of the text eight times, and al-

though with some variation of terms he invariably follows the

order of the Gospels. Six times he makes use of the aorist

tyvwi^ once of yivwcTKei, * and once of iTnyivoxxKei.^ He only once
quotes the whole passage,** but on this occasion, as well as six

others in which he only quotes the latter part of the sentence," he
omits ISovXrjTai, and reads " and he to whom the Son shall reveal,"

thus supporting the airoKaXvxpr) of Justin. Twice he has " God "

instead of ' Father,"^ and once he substitutes firjSfU for oiSeUfi It

is evident from the loose and fragmentary way in which Clement
interweaves the passage with his text, that he is more concerned
with the sense than the verbal accuracy of the quotation, but the
result of his evidence is that he never departs from the Gospel
order of " Father" and " Son," although he frequently makes use
of tyi'w and also employs dTroKa\vij/r) in agreement with Justin, and
therefore, he shows the prevalence of forms approximating to,

1 Adv. Haer., i. 20, §3.
2 Crefhier, Beitrage, i. p. 210, f., 248 S. ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 201 ;

Mayerhoff, EinJ. petr. Schr., p. 245.
3 Psecl, i. 9, § 88 ; i. 5, § 20 ; Strom., i. 28, § 178 ; v. 13, § 95 , vii. 10. 68 ; Cohort.

i. 10.

* Strom., vii. 18, § 109. 5 Quis Div. Salv., 9.

8 Strom., i. 28, § 178.
' Coh., i. g 10 ; Paed., i. 5, § 20 ; Strom., v. 13. § 85 ; vii. 10, § 58 ; vi. 18, § 109 ;.

Quia. Div. Salv., 8.

8 Coh., i. § 10 ; Psed., i. 5, § 20. Strom, v. 13, § 85.
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though always presenting material difference from, the reading

of Justin.

Epij)hanius refers to this passage no It'ss than ten times,^ but he
only quotes it fully five times, and upon each of these occasion.s

with variations. Of the five times to which we refer, ho thrice fol-

lows the order of the (Jospel -,'' as ho does likewise in another place,

where he does not coini)lete the sentence.* On the remaining two
occHsicms he adopts the same order as Justin, with variations from
his reading, however, to which we shall presfsntly refer ;* and where
he only partially (piotes he follows the same order on other three

occasions,^ and in one other place the quotation is too fragmentary
to allow us to di.stingui.sli the order.^ Now in all of these ten quo-

tati(ms,with one exception, Epiphaniussuhstitutes o7o€ for €7rtyiv<.WK«

at the commencement of the passage in Matthew, and only thrice

does he repeat the verb in Urn second clause as in that Gospel, and
on these occasioris he twice makes use of olSt^ and once of lyvw,>* He
once uses tyvw with the same ordcn* as Justin, but iloes not com-
plete the sentence.** Each time he c()in])lotes the ([notation he

UH'^s w iav with the Gospel, and d7roKaAi'i//r/ with Justin,''* but

only once out of the five complete quotations does he insert 6 vm
in the concluding phrase. It is evident from this examination,

which we must not carry further, that Epiphanius never verbally

agrees with the Ciospel in his quotation of this passage and
never verbally with Justin, but mainly follows a version

different from both. It must be remembered, however, that he

is writing against various heresies, and it does. not seem to us

improbable that he rei)roduces forms of the passage current

amongst those sects.

In his work against Marcion, Tertullian says :
" With regard to

the Father, however, that he was never seen, the Gospel which is

common to us will testify, as it was said by Christ : Nemo cog-

novit patrem nisi filius,"*' but elsewhere he translates " Nemo scit,""

evidently not fully appreciating the difference of eyvw.'-' The

passage in Marcion's Gospel reads like Justin's : ovttU tyvw tov

1 Hser., liv. 4, ed. Petav. p. 466 ; Ixiv. 9, p. 5.32 ; Ixv. 6, p. 613 ; Ixix. 43, p. 766

;

Ixxiv. 4, p. 891, 10, p. 898; Ixxvi. 7, p 943, 29, p. 97/', 32, p. 981.
•^ Hser., Ixxvi. p. 943 ; liv. 4, p. 466; Ixv. 6, p. 613.
3 HsBF., Ixvi. 9, p. 532.

Hser., Ixxiv. 4, p. 891 ; Ixxvi. 29, p. 977.
5 Hisr., Ixix. 43, p. 766 ; Ixxiv. 10, p. 898 ; Ixxvi, 32. p. 981.

Haer., Ixxvi. 32, p. 981,

7 User., liv. 4, p. 466; Ixix, 43, p. 766
9 Haer., Ixxiv. 10, p. 898.

l** Except once when he has aTtoKaXvTtrsi.
11 Adv. Marc, i ^7.

8 Hter., Ixv. 6, p. 613.

891.
m/6

13 Cf. Hityen/eld, Die Evv. Justin's p. 202 f,

Haer., Ixxiv. 4. p
, iv. 25, cf. 6.
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iraripa, d fir} 6 vios ovSt tov v'lov Tts yivuxTKti, ct fiif 6 van^p} The USe of

iyvo) fus applied to the Father and ytvimrKti. as regards the Son in

this passage is suggestive. Origen ahnost invariably uses tyi'to,

sometimes adopting the onhn- of the Gospels, sometimes thatof Jus-

tin, and always employing dToKakvipj)^^ The (.'lementine Homilies

always read <yvw, and always t'(jllo\v the same order as Justin, pre-

senting other and |)ersistent variations from the form in the Gos-

pels. Ouotis cyvco Toi' TTuTtpa ei (li) o uios, ojs ovot tov vlov ns eioei' «i /xij

6 naryjp, Koi oU av /Soi'Ar/rat 6 wios uTroKaA.i'i/'ai/ This reading occurs

four times. The Clementine Recognitions have the aorist with
the order of the Gospels.-''

There only remain a few more lines to add to those already

quoted to complete the whole of Dr. Weseott's argument regard-

ing this passage. He continues and concludes thus: "If, indeed,

Justin's quotations were made from memory, no transposition

could be tnore natural ; and if we suppose that lie copied the pas-

sage directly from a manuscript, there is no ditheulty in believ-

ing that he found it so written in a manuscript of the Canonical

St. Matthew, since the variation is exchided by no internal im-
probability, while it is found elsewhere and its origin is easily

explicable."^ Tt will be observed that Canon Westcott does

not attempt any argument, but simply confines himself to suppo-

sitions. If such explanations were oidy valid, there could be no
(lirticulty in believing anything, and every embarrassing circum-

stance would indeed be easily explicable.

The facts of the case may be briefly summed up jus follows:

Justin deliberately and expressly <|uotes from his Gospel, himself

calling it " Gospel," be it observed a passage whose nearest parallel

in our Gospels is Matt. xi. 27. This quotation presents material

variations from our Canonical Gospel both in form and language.

The larger part of the [)assagehe quotes twice in a different work
written years before in precisely the same words as the third

quotation, with the sole exception that he uses the aorist instead

of the present tense of the verb. No MS. of our Gospel extant

approximates to the reading in Justin, and we are expressly told

by Irenreus that the present reading of our Matthew was that ex-
isting in his day. On the other hand, Irena^us states with equal
listiiictness that Gospels "used by Gnostic sects had the reading
of Justin, and that the passage was " the ci-own of their system,"

1 Dial, lie recta in Deum fide, 1 ; Oritjen, Op., i. p. 817 D ; Thilo, Cod. Apocr.
^'. T., p. 433; Hahn, Das Evang. Marcion'a, p. ICO.

2 Cf. Grmhach, Symb. Crit., p. 271, 373.
3 Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 250.
* Olem Horn., xvn. 4; xviii. 4, 13,20; xviii, 11.

^ Clem. Eecog., ii. 47. „
« On the Canon, p. 117.
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sies and false jn-ophcts would arise in his name.' It is admitted

tliat these prophecies arc foreign to our Gospels,"^ It is very pro-

l)al)le that the Apostle Paul refers to the prophecy, " There .snail

be .schisms and heresies " in 1 Cor. xi. lS-19, where it is Raid,

" .... I hear that schisms exist amongst you ; and I partly be-

lieve it. For there must also be heresies amongst you, &c.

(I'lKovti) (T-)(i(TnaTa iv vfuv i<Trdf)V€iv, Kai fiipo<i Ti Trtortvo). hti yap Kai

a'ijiiiTU'i iv vp~Lv tivai, kt.\.)^ We find also elsewhere traces both of

this saying and that which accompanies it. In the Clementine
Hninilies, Peter is represented as stating, " For there shall be, as

tli(' Lord said, /W Asp apostles, false )»n)phets, heresies, desires for

SUproiliacy," &C. Ivovrai yhp. ws 6 Kvpux; (Tirtv, xj/tv^iaTroaToXiH, \j/fv8ti<i

irp(i(^T}Tat, aipe'rrtis. cf)i\ap)(^Lai, k.t.X).* We are likewise reminded of the

passage in the Epi.stle attributed to the Roman ('lenient xliv.

:

"( )ur Ajm.stles knew through our Lord Jesus Chri.st that there

would be contention regarding the dignity of the episcopnte." ^

In our G().spel there is no referenci' anywhere to schisms and
lieie.sies, nor are false Apostles once mentioned, the reference

being solely to "false Christs" and "false ]>rophets." The re-

cuirence here and elsewdiere of the |)eculiar expression " false

aiMistles" is veiy striking," and the evidence for the j)assage as a
^living of Jesus is important. Hegesippus, after enumei-ating a
vast number of heretical sects and teachers, continues :

" From
these sprang the false Chiists, false prophets, false apostles, who
divided the union of the Church by corru])ting doctrines concern-
ing God and concerning his Christ."^ It will be remembered that

Hegesippus made u.se of the Gospel according to the Hebrews,
and the Clementine literature points to the same source. In the
Apostolic Constitutions we read :

" For these are false Christs

and false proi)hets, and false apostles, deceivers, and coiTupters,

kc.^ and in the Clementine Rf'^ognitions the A])ostle Peter is

represented as saying that t>c; devil, after the temptation, terrified

by the final answer of Jesus, " hastened immediately to send forth

' Kai iy rcJ ueraqv rffi napov6iai avTov xp<'>y(p) OJ? icpoequfv, ytv-
ij6(6'jai a}pF.6hi nai il>e.v8oitpo(pr]rai In) roj oyoftari avrov npoejatfyvde,
K.r.A. Dial. 51 ; cf. 82.

2 Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 212, 246 ; Hihjenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 232 f.
;

Snnisch, Die Ap. Denkw. d. M. Just., p. 391, u. anm. 2; Reusn, Hist, du Canou,
pTiO; Kirchhofei, Quellensamml., p. 103, anm. 28 (Kirchhofer thinks the first

maybe from the Ebionitish Gospel). Cf. We^tcott, On the Canon, p. 140.
3 Cf. Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 246.
Horn. xvi. 21. 6 xliv. See Greek passage quoted, p. 236, note 1.

'^^Smisch, Die Ap. Denkw. d. Mart. Just., p. 391, anm. 2.
' Azo TovToov ipEvSoxptdtoi, ipevSoTtpocpffrat, ipevSa7l66To\ot, otTivE'^

i'iepi6ay ri^v evooCtv rfji kHH\7}6iai tpfJopt/^iaioii X6yoti HCcrd tov Seov
Xttlmrd TOV Xpi6Tov avrov. Emehius, H.E., iv. 22.
^OvToi ^ap ei6i ipevSoxpt^zot, uai ip£vdonpo<p?fTat, xat ipevSaTfod-

ToXot, nXavoi xai (pQopst?, h.t.\. Constit. Apost., vi. 13 ; cf. vi. 18.
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into this world false prophets, and falfie apostles, and false teach-

ers, who should speak in the name of Christ indeed, but should

perform the will of the demon.^ Justin's whole system forbids our

recognizing in these two passages mei-e tradition, and we must
hold that we have here quotations from a Gospel difierent fi'om

ours.

Elsewhere Justin says :
" Out of which (affliction and fiery

trial of the Devil) again Jesus, the Son of God, promised to

deliver us, and to put on lis prepared garments, if we do his

commandments, and hf' is jroclaimed as having provided an

eternal kingdom for us."^ Tnis promise is nowhere found in our

Gospel."

Immediately following the passage (« 3 and 4) which we have

discussed* as repeated in the Dialogue :
" Many shall say to uie,

&c., (fee, and I will say to them, Depart from me," Justin continues:

" And in other words by wliich he will condemn those who are

unworthy to be saved, he said that he will say : Begone into the

darkness without, which the Fnther hath prepared for Satan and

his angels."^ The nearest parallel to this is in Matt. xxv. 41

:

" Then shall ho say also unto them on the left hand : Depart from

me, ye cursed, into the eternal tire which is prepared for the

devil anc' his angels."

Justin, Dial. 76.

Kai iv aXXoii Xayoii oh nara-
SiM(iZ,et yravi at^(Xijox< in) 6mZe60(Xi
/usAXet, £<pTf IpETv ' rndyfTE tii to
dhoroi TO e^coTfpov, o r}Toina6f.v
c narvfi too 2arav(x Hal roii dy-
yeXoii atroh.

Matt. xxv. 41.

Tore ipei xai roi'i ^| eiJai'iftav

nopevadOe an.'' ifioii oi Htir'-panefM

eli rd Ttvp ro aiajt'iov ro iiToiua6-

l-iEyov roj SiafJoXo) xal ro?; dyys-

Xoii CXVTOV.

It is apparent that Justin's quotation differs very widely

from the reading of our Gospel. The same reading, with the

exception of a «ingle word, is found in the Clementine HoniiHes

(xix. 2), that is to say, that " Devil " is substituted for " Satan,'

and this variation is not important. The agreement of the rest,

on the other hand, establishes the quotation to be from a written

Gospol ilifferent from ours," and hei-e we have further strong indi-

cations of Justin's use of the Ebionite Gospel.

Another of the sayings of Jesus which are foreign to our Gos-

1 Recog. iv. .34.

-^^1 wv Hill TfnAiv (inodnav t)i.ux'; 'h/6ovi o vioi rov (~)f.ov,kv^v<}ai

fjfiai rd ?)roiHa6iieya lydi'/iiara, idy Trpdqaafiev avrov" rdi tcruAaf,

vnedxF.ro, xai aiannov /iadiXeuxy npovofjdat knijyyfXrai. Dial. 116.

3 Credner, Bcitnige, i. p. 2.')5
; Remit. Hist, du Canon, p. 59 ; Ekhliorn, Eiiil.

N. T., i, p. 9<>. 4 p. 297, note 4, s Dial. 70.

Cr.'-dn.r, Heitriige, i. p. 211 ; Hilgevfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 233 f. ;
May^r-

hoff, Eiul. petr. Schr., p. 246 f.
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pels is one in i-eference to the man who falls away from righteous-

ness into sin, of whom Justin says :
" Wherefore also our Lord

Jesus Christ said : In whatsoever things I may find you, in these

I shall also judge you."^ (At6 >cai 6 vfiirepo^ Kvpiot 'It/o-oCs Xpioros

(LTiV "'Ev ots av vfjiu<; Kara\a,j'o, cv tovtois koL /cpivw.") A similar ex-

pression is used by some of the Fathers, and in some cases is

ascribed to the prophets.^ Clement of Alexandria has quoted a
)hrase closely resembling this without indicating the source.

,(f>
ois yap av '."pm vp.u'i, (fir]m.v, iirl rovTOts Kai KpLvw.^ Giabe waS of

opinion that Justin derived the passage from the Gospel accord-

in^ to the Hebrews,* an opinion shared by the greater number of

modern critics, and which we are prepared to accept from many
previous instances of agreement. Even the warmest asserters of

the theory that the Memoirs are identical with our (irospels are

obliged to admit that the saying of Jesus is not contained in

them, and that it must have been derived from an extra-canoni-

cal source.^

Other passages of a similar kind might have been pointed out^

but we have already devoted too nmch space to Justin's quota-

tions, antl nmst hasten to a conclusion. There is one poini, how-
ever, to which we must refer. We have more than once alluded

to the fact that, unless in one |)lace, Justin never mentions an
author's name in connection with the Memoirs of the Apostles.

The exce])tion to which we referred is the following. Justin

>ays :
" The statement also that he (Jesus) changed the name of

Peter, one of the Apostles, and that this is also written in his

Memoirs as having been done, together with the fact that he also

changed the name of other two brothers, who were sons of Zebe-
(lee, to Boanerges, that is, sons of Thunder," &c." According to

the usual language of Justin, and upon strictly critical grounds,

the ai'Tov in this })assage must be referred to Peter ; and Justin,

therefore, seems to ascribe the Memoirs to that Apostle, and to

speak consequently of a Gospel of Peter. Some critics maintain
that the airov does not refer to Peter, but to «Jesus, or, more

1 Mill. 47.

2 6'raij, Spicil. patr. ii. p. 327 ; Fnbricius, Cod. Ajiocr. N. T., i. p. 333 f. ii. p.

'y-l 3 Quia Div. Salv., 40.
4 Spicil. Patr., ii. p. 327.
^ Fahriniis, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i. p. S33 f.; Semech, Die Ap. Dcnkw. .Tust.

, p.
m, :)94

; D, WcHc, Einl. N. T., p. HI ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 140 ; Kireliofer,

Qiiellenaaimnlung, p. 103 ; Hems, Hist. du. Canon, p. 51) ; Credner, Beilriige, i. p.

2^7, cf. p. 212; Hilqenfdd, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 233; Donaldson, Hist, of Chr.
Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 330.

" knl To f./'iteiv fitrojvoiuaKevat avrov IJerpov eva T<av OLnodr6Xck-yv,
xal^ ysypdcpfjai iy Toli^dTto/ivmtoyftjfiadiv avrov" yeyevr/iiteyov kc*
TovTo, nsrd Tov^ Hal aXXovi ovo dSeXcpovi viovi Ze/Jedaiov uyrai
imuvonaHh'at 6v6/uari rov Boavepyii, 6 idriv viol Spovrrii, k. r.A.
Dial. 106.

22
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We learn from Eusebius that Serapion, who became Bi.shop of

Antioch about A.D. 190, composed a book on the " Gospel accord-

in" to Peter " (rrepl ToG A.£yo/xeVou Kara HfTpov evayyeXtov], wllicll he

found in circulation in his diocese. At first Sei-apion had per-

mitted the use of this Gospel, as it evidently was much ])rized, but

he subsequently condemned it as a work favouring Doectic views,

and containing many things superadded to the doctrine of the

Saviour.^ Origen likewise makes mention of the Gospel accord-

W' to Peter (tov tTnyeypaixfiivov Kara Yiirpov (.vayytXiov) as agreeing

with the tradition of the Hebrews.^ But its relationship to the

Gospel according to the Hebrews becomes more clear when Theo-

doret states that the Nazarenes made use of th(} Gospel according

to Peter,^ for we know by the testimony of the Fathers generally

that the Nazarene Gospel was that commonly called the Gospel

according to the Hebrews (Ei'ttyyfAiov Kad' 'E^pauwi). The sain

6

Gospel was in use amongst the Ebionites, and, in fact, as almost

all critics are agreed, the Gospel according to the Hebrews, under

various names, such as the Gospel according to Peter, according

to the Apo.stles, the Nazarenes, Ebionites, Egyptians, &c., with

moditications certainly, but substantially the same work, was
circ'jlated very widely throughout the early Church.* A quota-

tion occurs in the so-called Epistle of Ignatius to the Smyrnaeans,

to which we have already refeiTed, which is said by Origen to be

Die Evangelien, p. 147 f ; KiJdlin, Urspr. bynot. Evv. p. 99, p. 368 f. : Eichhorn,

Einl. X. T., i. p. 107 ; Zeller, Die Apostlgcsch., p. 40 f. ; Scholh'u, Dasiilt. Evang.,
p. 'J48; Schweijler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 220 f. ; Mai/cr/iojf, Einl. petr. Schr.,

p. 234 ff. ; Weisse, Die evangelische Gesch., i. p. G4 ; Fcibnontr, Einl. >i. T., 2 autl

p 1(14, anni. * ; Schott, Isagoge, p. 86, anm. 1.

1 EiLiMus, H. E., vi. 12 ; cf. Hieron., De Vir. El., 41.

2 Ad. Matt. xiii. 54—56. He couples it with the Book of James, or the Pro-
tevangeliura Jacobi.

3 Hiiret. Fab., ii. 2 ; cf. Hieron., lib., vi. Comment, in Ezech. xviii., in Matt.
xii. 18; Ue Vir. 111. 2. The Marcosians also used this Gospel, and we have seen
themiu agreement with Justin's quotation ; cf. p. 406 ff.

i Eiixehiuis, H. E., iii. 25; Epipltanius, Ha;r. xxx 13; Hieron., Adv. Pelag., iii.

1, ad Matt. vi. 11, xii. 13, xxiii. 35; Theodoref, Hajret. Fab., ii. 2 ; Amhrone,
Proem. Ev. Luca'; Anger, Synops. Ev., p. xii. ff. ; Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 331,
347f.,,'}8r)f., 3!ll f., 409 ff. ; Gesch. N. T. Kanon. p. 9, p. 17, p. 21 ; Schwegler,
Das nachap. Zuitalter, i. p. 197 ff., 234 ff. ; Kirchhofer, Quellensaniml., p. 452,
anra. 17, p. 4(55, anm. 1 \Ehrard, Die^ivang. Gesch., p. 769 fl'. ; Biinsen, Bibelwerk,
viii. p. ,>tl ff., 559 ff. ; Guericke, Gesammtgesch. N. T

, p. 216 ff. ; Delitzsch, N.
Int. Eiitst. kan. Evv. p. 20 ff. ; Baur, Unters. iib. kan. Evv., p. 572 ff. ; Mayer-
k'lf, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 238 ff., 303 f. ; Hitijenfeld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1803,
P 345 ff., Die Evv. Just., p. 11 ff. . Volkmar, Die Evangelien, p. 42 ; Retigx,
Gesch. heil. Schr. N. T., p. 191 ff Hist, du Canon, p. 63 ; A'e/w, Jesu v. Nazara,
1 p. 29 ff.

; BkA, Einl. N. T., p. 99 ff. ; Ewnld, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1S54, p. 36 ff.

;

^^'Im. Etiules Biir 1p« V..,^r^a Aqocf., p. 23 ff., 60 ff., 95 ff., 118 ; Hertwig, Einl.i\ ic(i/(i.«, Etudes sur les E i^ang. Apocr

P'. p. 21; De Weite, Einl. N. T., _„ ..., „„ .. , „..,
pang.d. AVypt., 1834, Urspr. erst. kan. Evang. ; Fahricitis, Cod. Apocr. N. T,
^P- 340 ff. ,Eichlwrn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 9 f., US.; Schott, Isagoge, p. Sff. ; Gieseler,
iJiiiUt, schrift. Ey., p. 9ff. ; Neudecker, Einl. N. T., 1840, p. 24 ff.

p. 96 ff., 138 f. ; Schneckmhurger, Ueb. d.

ka
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in the work called the doctrine of Peter^ (AiSax^ Tlerpov), but

.lerome states that it is taken from the Hebrew Gospel of the

Nazarenes.- Delitzsch finds traces of the Gospel accoiding to the

Hebrews before A.D. 130 in the Talmud.^ Eusebius* informs us

that Papias narrated a story regarding a woman accused before

the Lord of many sins which was contained in the Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews.^ The same writer likewise states that

Hegesippus, who came to Kome and commenced his public career

under Anicetus, quoted from the same Gospel.^ The evidence of

this "ancient and apostolic" man is very important, for although

he evidently attaches great value to tradition, knew of no canoni-

cal Scriptures of the New Testament, and, like Ju-,tin, rejected

the Apostle Paul,'' he still regarded the Gospel according to the

Hebrews with respect, and probably made use of no other. The

best critics consider that this Gospel was the evangelical work

used by the author of the Clementine Homilies.^ Cerintlms and

Carpocrates made use of a form of it,** and tliore is good reason to

suppose that Tatian, like his master Justin, used the same Gos-

})el ; indeed his " Diatessaron," we are told, was by somoj called

the Gospel according to the Hebrews.^*^ Clement of Alexandria

(juotes it as an authority with quite the same respect as the other

( rospels. He says :
" So also in the Gospel according to the He-

brews, ' He who wonders shall reign,' it is written, ' and lie who

1 DePrinoip. Prajf., §8.
2 Uieron., Proem, in Esaix, xviii., DeVir. 111., 16 ; cf. Fabrichis, Cod. Apocr. X.

T., i. p. 359 f. A .similar passage was in the Ki/pvy/.ia FlETpov. cf. Bilijcn/dd,

Die Evv. Justin's, p. 249. Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 407 f."

:J Tract. Sabbath, f. 110 ; Delitzsch, N. Unters. Enst. kan. Evv., p. 18.

•i Eimhiius, H. E., iii. 39.

5 This is generally believed to be the episode inserted in the fourth Gospel, viii.

1—11, but not originally belonging to it.

fl Eusebiu/i, H. E., iv. 22.

7 Baur, Pauhis, i. p. 222 f., Gesch. ohr. Kirehe, i. p. 83 f. ; Hihi«nf'hl Der Kan-

on, p. 27 il. : \'olkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 91 f., 132; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugiiisse,

ji. 22 f.. Das Evaug. nach. Johan., p. 11 ; litms, Gesch. h. Schr. K. T., p. '-'89;

Kkolax, Et. sur. les Ev. Apocr., p. 58; Scfnveyler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 173 ff.

f'ee further tlie following pages and the next chapter.
8 Credno; P>eitrage, i.'p. 330 ff. ; Neamler, (ienet. Entw. d. vorn. Gno^^. Syst.

p. 418; Sclnrcijhr, Das nachap. Zeit., p. 207 ; IIilyeit/eld, Die Evv. Just,, p. •'77 f.

;

Heiiss, Gesch. h. Schr. N. T., p. 192 f. ; Baur, Unters, iib. kan. Evv., p. 57); cf.

Ainjir, Synops. Evang., p. xvi.

Ejiiphaniii», Hwr., xxvii. 5, cf. xxx. 26, xxx. 14 ; cf. De Wette, Einl. N- T., p.

llf) f., 119 ; Sdtwenkr, Das nachap. Zeit. p. i. 20.

r73; Remx, Gesch, heii. Schr. N. T., p. 193 ; Querkke, Gesammtgescb. N. T., p.

227 £.

; \
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reicms, shall rest.'"^ A form of t^Js Gospel, "according to the

Egyptians," is quoted in the second Epistle of pseudo-Clement of

Rome, as we are informed by the Alexandrian Clement, who like-

wise quotes the same passage.^ Origen frequently made use of

the Gospel according to the Hebrews,^ and that it long enjoyed

ereat consideration in the Church is proved by the fact that

Theodoret found it in circulation not only among heretics, but

also amongst orthodox Christian communities ;
* and even in the

fourth century Eusebius does not class this Gospel amongst spuri-

ous books, but in the second class along with the Apocalypse of

Jolin;^ and later still Jerome translated it;** whilst Nicephorus in-

serts it.in hisStichometry,not amongst theApocrypha, but amongst

the Antilegomena, or merely doubtful books of the New Testa-

ment, along with the Apocalypse of JohnJ Eusebius bears testi-

mony to the value attached to it by the Jewish Christians,^ and
indeed he says of the Ebionites that, " making use only of the

Gospel according to the Hebrews, they took little account of the

rest."" In such repute was this Gospel amongst the earliest Chris-

ti;in coainmnities, that it was generally believed to be the original

of the Greek Gospel of Matthew. Irenseus states that the Ebion-

ites used solely the Gospel according to Matthew and reject the

Apostle Paul, asserting that he was an apostate from the law.^*' We
know from statements regarding the Ebionites^^ that this Gospel

could not have been our Gospel according to Matthew, and besides,

both Clement^- of Alexandria and Origen^^ call it the Gosjiel ac-

cording' to the Hebrews. Eusebius, however, still more clearly

identifies it, as we have seen above. Repeating the statements of

Irenieus, he says :
" These indeed (the El)ionites) thought that all

the Epistles of the Apostle (Paul) should be rejected, calling him
an apostate from the law ; making use only of the Gospel accord-

^jixdv r<a xaO- 'EfipaioVi evayyEXio)* " 6 Oav/id6a? (icc6iXEv6Ei,^^

yiypanrai, " xal d fJadtXavdai avanavlJydErat.'^ Clem. Al., vStrom., ii, 9,

^5. 2 2 Ep. ad Corinth., xii. ;cf. Clem. AL, Strom., iii. 9 g 13.

3 Evf.ngelium (juoque, ([uod appellatur secundum HeV)r!V08 . . . quo
tt Origeiies soepe utitur. Hkron., De Vir. Til., 2; Oriijen, in JoL, voL iv. (').'},

Matt. xix. 19, vol. iii., p. 771, &c.
* Fab. Hiur., i. 20; cf. Epiphanhis, Hivr., xlvi. 1.

J' Eu.'iebiiw, iii. 25; cf. Sckineijler. Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 211, anm. 1;
Gwrkh, Gesammtgesch. N, T,, p. 215 f. ; Fahriciiin, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i. p. 351
f., p. 355 ff. ; Hihienfdd, Nov., Test, extra Can. recept. Fasc, iv. p. 5 ff.

6|)eVir. Ill.,2.
'^ Cf- Crfdner, Zur Gesch. des Kan. p._ 120. ^

8 H. E., iii. 25.
_

^ ivayyeXicp 8k fidvqo rw xnV 'EfiftaioVi Xeyoi-iEV&i ^p<u//£7'oz, rcov
iloijrw)' 6iitxp6v kitotovvTo'koyov. H. E., iii. 27.
W Adv. Hitr., i. 26, §2 ; cf. iii. 12, § 7.
11 C/i'l/fH, Contra Cels., v. 61 ; Eusehim, H. E., iii. 27.
'' iStrom., ii. 9, §45.
" In Job. t. ii. 6 (Op. iv. p. 63 f.), Horn, in Jerem., xv. 4 ; cf. Hieroru, in Mich.

Tii.C;iaE8. xl. 12, De Vir. 111., 2.
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inif to the Hebrews, they took little account of the rest."i Epi-

phanius calls both the single Gospel of the Ebionites and of the

Nazarenes the " Gospel according to the Hebrews," and also the

Gospel according to Matthew,^ as does also Theodoret.^ Jerome
translated the Gospel according to the Hebrews both into Greek
and Latin,'* and it is clear that his belief was that this Gospel, a

copy of which he found in the library collected at Ca?sarea Ity the

ISIartyr Paniphilus (f 30!)), was the Hebrew original of Matthew

:

and in support of this view he points out that it did not follow

the version of the LXX. in its quotations from the Old Testameni,

but quoted directly from the Hebrew.^ An attempt has been

made to argue that, later, Jerome b'^^oamo doubtful of this view,

but it seems to us that this is not the case, and certainly Jerome
in his subsequent writings states that it was generally held to be

the original of Matthew.^ That this Gospel was not identical

with the Greek Matthew is evident both from the quotations of

Jerome and others, and also from the fact that Jerome considered

it worth while to translate it twice. If the Greek Gospel had

been an accurate translation of it, of course there could not have

been inducement to make anotherJ As we shall hereafter see, the

belief was universal in the early Church that Matthew wrote his

Gospel in Hebrew. Attempts have been made to argue that the

Gospel according to the Hebrews was first written in Greek and

then translated into Hebrew,^ but the reasons advanced seem quite

1 H. E., iii. 27.

2 Hki'., XXX. .3;cf. Hosr. xxix. 9, xxx. 14. 8 Hasr. Fab.,ii. 1.

4 Evaiigelium (jiioque, quod appellatur secundum Hebr.tos, et a me nuijer in

groBCUiu latinuiiKjue sermonem translatum est, quo et Origenes Sfupe utitur, &c.

Hicron., Do Vir. 111. 2 ; c. Adv. Pelag., 1.

5 Porro ipsum hebraicum (MattliKi) habetur usque hodie in Ca;sariensi biblio-

theca quani Pampliilua martyr studiosissiiue coufecit, mihi quoque a Nazani'is qui

in J3eri L-a, url)e Syriie hoc volumine utv.ntur, describendi facultas fuit, in (juo aui-

madvertendum, <}U()d ubicunque Evp.ngelista sive ex persona Domini Salvatoris

veteris vScriptura' testimoniis utitur, non sequatur LXX translatorum auctorita-

tem sed hebraicani, &c., &c. Do Vir. Ill, 3.

t> In Evangelio juxta Hebrivos quod Chaldaico quidem Syroque sermone sed

hebraicis Uteris scriptum est, quo utuntur us(jue hodie Nazareni secundum Apos-

tolos, .si\i' ut pleri(jue autumant juxta Matthxum quod et in Ca'sariensi luibetur

Bibliotheca, narrat historia, &c., &c. Hkron., Adv. Pelag., iii. 2; cf. Coinmeut. in

Esaias xi. 2, ad. Matt, xii. 13; cf. Amjer, Synops. Evv., p. xii. f. ; Hihji-nfM,

Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1863, p. 352; Scliwei/hr, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 210;

Daindson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 472 f. ; Schneckenhunjer, Ursp. erst. kan. Evv.,^'fW-

Sim, et 171 ; Ekhltorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 24 ff.

T Schwe!iler,I)aa nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 246; ffili/fn/cld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol.

1863, p. 351 ; Aurjer, Synops, Evaug., p. xii. ff. ; Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 24

ff.

8 Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 345 f., 379,405; cf. Einl. N. T., i. §45, P-
f^^' ^^

Wettp,, Eiyl. N. T., p. 102 f. ; Delitzsch, Entst. kan. Evv., p. 26 ff. ; ndqcnJM,

Die Evange'lien, p. 117; Volbnar, T)i& Religion Jesu, p. 406 f. ; fflw^-, Exeget.

Oonserv., i. p. 143; Theile, Winer's N. Krit. Journal, i. p. 291 ; ScholUn, Die alt.

Zeugnisse.'p. 181 ; Bleeh, Einl. N. T., p. 110 f.
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insufficient and arbitrary,^ and it is contradicted by the whole

traflitiou of the Fathers.

It is not necessary for our purpose to enter fully here into the

question of the exact relation of our canonical Gospel according

to Matthew to the Gospel according to the Hebrews. It is suffi-

cient for us to point out that we meet with the latter before Mat-

thew's Gospel, and that the general opinion of the early church

was that it was the original of the canonical Gospel. This

opinion, as Schwegler^ remarks, is supported by the fact that tra-

dition assigns the origin of both Gospels to Palestine, and that

both were intended for Jewish Christians and exclusively used

by them. That the two works, however originally related, had by
subsequent manipulation become distinct, although still amidst

imich variation preserving some substantial affinity, cannot be

doubted, and in addition to evidence already cited we may point

out that in the Stichometry of Nicephorus, the Gospel according

to Mattliew is said to have 2500 orr/^xoi, whilst that according to

the Hebrews has only 2200.3

Whether this Gospel formed one of the ttoWoi of Luke it is not

our purpose to inquire, but enough has been said to prove that it

was one of the most ancient'' and most valued evangelical works,

and to show the probability that Justin Martyr, a Jewish Chris-

tian living amongst those who are known to have made exclusive

use of this Gospel, may well, like his contemporary Hegesippus,

have used the Gospel according to the Hebrews ; and this proba-

bility is, as we have seen, greatly strengthened by the fact that

many of his quotations agree with passages which we know to

have been contained in it ; whilst, on the other hand, almost all

differ from our Gospels, presenting generally, however, a greater

affinity to the Go.spel according to Matthew, as we might expect,

than to the other two. It is clear that the title " Gospel accord-

^ D(wi(hon, Introd. N. T., i. p. 474 ff. ; Sieffert, Urspr. erst. kan. Evv., p. 83
;

Mnuh'nhunier, Urapr. erst. kan. Ev., p. 139 fT. ; Mi'.yer, Kr. ex. H'buch lib. Ev
<LXlatth., auH., p. 18 f. ; Reuss, Gesch. heil. Schr. ]S. T., p. 191 f. ; liaur, Un-
ters. kan. Evv., p. 572 1?.; Ewald, Jabrb. bil)I. Wiss., 18r)3-r>4, p. 42; Thia-Hh,
Bie Kirche im apost. Zeitaltersp. 183 f. ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., p. 13 ff. ; Ebrard,
Krit. d. evang. Gesch., p. 778, aniu. 18.

2 Das nachap, Zeitalter, i. p. 241.
^ Cndner, Zur Gesch. das Kanons, p. 120 ; Gesch. d. N. T. Kan., p. 243.
H'f.Z)R Wcttc, Einl. N. T., p. 97, p. 138; Scliw,'</kr, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p.

199; Cmliier, Beitrage, i. p. 409 ff.; Davidson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 483 ; Ewnid,
Jahrli. bibl. Wiss., 18.53-54, p. 40 ff.; DelUzsck, Entst. kan. Evv., p. 18 ff.; Guer-
tdi; Gesammtgesch. N. T., p. 215ff.; Bun.«en, Bibelweik, viii. p. 542, ",47 f.

;

ll'ihrofi'ld, Zeitscbr. wiss. Theol. 1863, p. 345 ff.; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p.
231 ff.; Bkek, Einl. N. T., p. 99 ff.; Kvim, Jesu v. Nazara, i. p. 29; Nicolas,
Etudes Buries Ev. Apocr., p. 23 ff.; Huq, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 19 ff.; Schneckenhur-
ger, Urspr. erst. kan. Ev., p. 105 ff.; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i., p. 7, p. 18 ff.;

Scholl, Isagoge, p. 8 ff.; Neudecker, Einl. N. T., p. 24 ff.
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ing to the HebrewH " cannot have been its actual superscription,

but merely was a name desci'iptive of the readers for whom it

was prepared or amongst whom it chietly circulated, and it is

most probable that it originally bore no other title than " Tlie

Gospel " (to cmyyeAtov), to which were added the different desig-

nations under which we find it known amongst different com-

munities.^ We have already seen that Justin speaks of " The
Gospel " and seems to refer to the " Memoirs of Peter," l)oth dis-

tinguishing appellations of this Gospel, but there is another of

the names borne by the " Go-pel according to the Hebi-ews,"

which singularly recalls the " Memoirs of the Apostles," by which

Justin prefers to call his evangelical work. It was called the

"Gospel according to the Apostles "^ (eiayyiXiov Kara t(>v<; avonToXovi),

and, in short, comparing Justin's Memoirs with tliis Gospel, we
find at once similarity of contents and even of name.^

It is not necessary, however, for the purposes of this examina-

tion to dwell more fully upon the question as to what si)ecitic

Gospel now no longer extant Justin employed. We have shown
that there is no evidence that he made use of any of our 0081)618,*

and he cannot, therefore, be cited even to prove their existence,

and much less to attest the authenticity and character of records

whose authors he does not once name. On the other hand it has

been made evident that there were other Gospels, now lost, hut

which then enjoyed the highest consideration, from which his

quotations might have been, and probably were, taken. We have

seen that Justin's Memoirs of the Apostles contained many facts

of Gospel history unknown to, or contradictory of, our (Gospels,

which were contained in apocryphal works and in the Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews ; that they contained matter otherwise

contradictory to our Gospels, and sayings of Jesus not contained

in them ; and that his quotations, although so numerous, syste-

1 Schwejjler, das nacbap. Zeitalter, i. p. 202; Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 573.

2 In evangelio juxta Hebraeos (^uo utniitur usque hodie isazareul scnnduw upon-

tolas, sive, ut lilerique autuuiant, juxta Mattbfinira. Hitron, Adv. Pbl'-.g., "ii. 2.

Of. Orujen, Horn, in Luc; Epiphanius, Hasr., xxx. 13; Ainbros. in Proem. Com.

in Luc; (Incrkke, Gesammtgescb. N. T., p. 216 ; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. 8cLr., j).

303; ^c/nu'ckeiihtD^er, Urspr. erst. kan. Ev., p. 156; Eic/ihorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 9

ff., p. 108 f.; HiKj, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 25 f.; Okseler, Vers. Entst. sehr. Ew., p.

9 ff., cf. p. 57 If.; Reithmayer, Einl. N. T., 1852, p. 46 f.; Neudtcker, Einl. N. T

,

p. 24 ff.

3 Sdnoeyler rightly remarks that if it can be shown that Justin even once made

use of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, or any other uncanonical source, there

is no ground for asserting that he may not always have done so. IJas nachap

Zeit. i. p. 229 f.; Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 229; Hilgen/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p.

256.

4 The peculiarities of language of our Synoptic Gospels are entirely wanting in

Justin. Cf. Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 213 f.

1^1
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matically vary from similar passages m our Gospels. No theory

of quotation from memory can account for these phenomena, and

the reasonable conclusion is that Justin did not make use of our

Gospels, but quoted from another source. In no case can the

testimony of Justin afford the requisite support to the Gospels

as records of miracles and of a Divine Kevelation.
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stvle f composition, and as a writer of authority who was
" contemporary with the lii'st successors of the Apontles "^ («Vt

Tf/? TT^jom;? Twvdn-oo-ToAwv yevo/xti'os 8ia8ox^s). Any indications, tliere-

fore, which wo may derive from information regarding him, and

from the fragments of his writings, which survive, must lie of

peculiar importance for our incjuiry.

As might have been expected from a convert from Judaism''

{iTein<TTevKo,<; i^ 'E/Spaioji/), v/c find ia Hegesippus manifest evidenf^'-s

of general tendency to the Jewish side of Christianity. For '

n,

" James the brother of the Lord " was the ciiief of tiie Apostles,

and he states that he had received the government of the Church
after the death of Jesus.* The account which ho gives of him is

remarkable. " He was holy from his mother's womb. He drank
neither wine nor strong drink, nor ate he anj- living thing. A
razor never went upon his lioad, he anointed not himself with
oil, ami (lid not use a bath. He alone was allowed to enter into

the Holies. For he did not wear woollen garments, but linen.

And he alone entered into the Sanctuary and was wont to be

found upon his knees seeking forgiveness on behalf of the peo-

ple; so that his knees became hard like a camel's, through his

constant kneeling in supplication to God, and asking forgiveness

for the people. In consequence of his exceeding great righteous-

ness he was called Kighteous and 'Ob lias,' that is, Protector of

the people ami Righteousness, as the i)iophets declare concerning
hiin,"^ and so on. Throughout the whole of his account of James,
Hcfjesippus describes him as a mere Jew, and as fre([uenting the
temple, and even entering the Holy of Kolies as a Jewish High
Priest. Whether the account l)e apocryphal or not is of little

consequence here ; it is clear that Hegesippus sees no incongruity
in it, and that the difference between the Jew and the Christian
was extremely small. The head of the Christian conununity

' T7}v nTtXavjj TrapnSodiv vox)" dnoOroXiMoi}' Hi/pvy/iaro? nTcXovdrar^
ovyrdisi ypcxcpi/i v7r(>/ivr//iiari6n/iievoi, x.r.X. Emebius, iv. 8.

^ EuMlm.i, H. E., ii. 2:i ; cf. Hkron, De Vir. 111. 22.
^ Euifnlihix, H. E., iv. 22.
< Eu.t('l)iii.% II. E., ii. 23.

;' 0( ro5 8e iH HoiXia'i /ur/rpd? avtov ayioi r)v. Oivov nai einpa
ovK iTTiEv, ovf)k £/[iipvxov eipcxy E . !z,vpuy knl rt)v x£(paXr)v avroiT
ovH aveftyj, i'Xaiov ovh TiXeiiparo, xai ficxXavEio) ovx i;f/37/<5aro.
TovTU) uovca k-fj^' Eii Tci dyta eidievai. OvSk ydp kpeovv kipopet,
nXXa 6iv86ya<i. Kal lAovoi ti6i)pxEro eii ruv vadv, Tfvpidxf.To re
Xfi/(f)'o5 ini rt)?; y6va6i, xai airovfiEvoi riTtkp tov Xaov" d(pE6iv,
«; ccTiE6HXr]X£vai rd yovara avTov" Sixrjv xa^i'/Xov, i^id to dsi
^<i\ltTtTEiy npooHvi-ovvTa Tw &E(a, xai airEidOai dg)£6iv rw Airqo Jid
^,^ ^,<" f/)'' v7TEpfSoXi)v Ttji 8ixdio6vvT}<i avTov, txaXeivo Sixaioi xal
'^I'Xia'i- u k6Tiy'EXXt/vi6Ti TtEpioxr) tov Xaov' xai dixatodvvjf, oui ol
^IJocpr/rai 87/XovOi nepi avrov. Euaeb., B. E., ii. 23.
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could assume all the duties of the Jewish High Priest,^ and his

Christian doctrines did not offend more than a small party

amongst the Jews.*^

We are not, therefore, surprised to find that his rule (Kavw) of

orthodoxy in the Christian communities wliich he visited, was
" the Law, the Prophets, and the Lord." Speaking of the result

of his o})servations during his travels, and of the succession of

Bishops in Rome, he says :
" The Corinthian Church has con-

tinued in the true faith until Primus, now Bishop of (vorinth. I

conversed with him on my voyage to Rome, and stayed many
days with the Corinthians, during which time we were refreshed

together with true doctrine. Arrived in Rome I composed

the succession until Anicetus, whose deacon was Eleuthenis.

After Anicetus, succeeded Soter, and afterwards Eleutheru.s. But

with every succession, and in every city, that prevails which the

Law, and the Pro})hets, and the Lord enjoin."^ The test of true

doctrine (op^os Aoyos) with Hegesippus as with Justin, theicru;:,

is no New Testament Canon, which does not yet exist for him,

but the Old Testament, the only Holy Scriptures which he

acknowledges, and the words of tlie Lord himself,'' which, as in

the case of Jewish Christians like Justin, were held to be estiib-

lished by and in direct conformity with the Old Testament.^ He
carefully transmits the unerring trad It'on of apostolic preach-

ing (t7]v uTrKavrj TrapdSoaiv tov ttTTOoroAt/coD Kr^piry/xaros), but he knows

nothing of any canonical series even of apostolic epistles.

The care with which Eusebius searches for information regarding

the books of the New Testament in early writers, and his anxiety

to produce any evidence concerning their authenticity, renders his

silence upon the subject almost as important as his distinct utter-

ance when speaking of such a man as Hegesippus. Now, while

Eusebius does not assert that Hegesippus refers to any of oui'

Canonical Gospels or Epistles, he very distinctly states that he

made use in his writings of the " Gospel according to the He-

brews " (« T€ ToC Ka6' "EySpatovs evayyeXiov .... Tiva TWi](nv),

and when he adds, " And other things he records as from unwrit-

ten Jewish tradition,"^ and then mentions the Proverbs of Solo-

1 Epiphanius also has the tradition that .Tames alone as High Priest once a year

went into the Holy of Holies. Hser. Ixxviii. 13 ; of. 14 ; xxix. 4.

" Schweiiler, Das nachap. Zeitalter. i. 136 ff., 342 ff.

8 ^Hsefti'/w, H. E.,ix. 22.

4 Scholten, Die itlt. Zeugnisse, p. 19 f. ; Credner, Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 76 ff.;

Beitriige, i. p. 61; RittiM, Entst. altkath. Kirche, p. 268; i?p((s«, Gesch. heiL

Schr. N. T., p. 290; Sdmetjler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i.
i).

206 f., 238 f.;

Davidson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 462.

6 Credner, Beitriige, i. p.^30, p. 33.

6 Kcxi dXXa Sk wi av tc, 'lovSa'iH^i dypaqjov TtapaSodeaoi nvrj'

JJ.OVEVEI. JHuseL, H. E., iv. 22.
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mon and cvituin apocrypha, Euaebius shows tliat he has sought

and here details all tlie sources from which Hegesippus (luotes, or

legardinij wliich he expresses opinions. It may be well, however,

to give his remarks in a consucutive form. " He sets forth some
matters from the Gospel according to the Hebrews and tlie Syriac,

and particularly from the Hebrew language, showing tliat ho

was a convert from among the Hebrews, and other things he

records as from unwritten Jewish tradition. And not only he,

liut also Irenicus, and the whole body of the ancients, called the

Proverl IS of Solomon : all-virtuous Wisdom, And regarding the

so-called Apocrypha, he states that some of them had been forged

ill his own time by certain heretics."^

It is certain that Eusebius, who quotes with so much care the

testimony of Papias, a man of whom he speaks disparagingly,

regarding the composition of the first two Gospals, would not

have neglected to have availed himself of the evidence of Hegesip-

)us, for whom he has so much respect, had that writer furnished

lim with any opportunity, and there can be little doubt that ho
exclusively made use of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, to-

gether with unwritten tradition." In the passage regarding the

Gospel according to the Hebrews, as even Lardner' conjectures,

the text of Eusebius is in all pi-obability confused, and he doubt-

less said what Jerome later found to be the fact, that " the Gospel
according to the Hebrews is written in the Chaldaic and Syriac

(or Syro-Chaldaic) language, but with Hebrew characters."* It is

in this sense that Rufinus translates it. It may not be inappro-

priate to point out that fragments of the Gospel according to the

Hebrews, which have been preserved, show the same tendency to

give some pre-eminence to James amongst the Apostles which we
observe in Hegesippus.^ It has been, argued by a few tliat the
words, " and regarding tlie so-called Apocrypha, he states that

1 'Eh ts tov HaV 'EfipaioVi evayveXiov uai rov ^vpiaxov xal Mioa?
ticTf/i'Efipai'Soi diaXsHTov rtvd TiOt/div, intpaivoav kc, 'Efipaioov kavrov
iisni6TevH6vav uai aXAu (^e caS dv i^ 'lovSaiHrii dypii<pov napadodeaai
n/tjUoyevEi, ov novoi 8e ovroi, dXXd xal EipTjralo? xal o' rrdi tcSv
aoxctiav xopoi, navaperov doa>iav ra'S 2o\o/ii<avo's Trapoi/uiai kxdXovv.
Kal TtEpi rojv Aeyo/nerajy oi dnoupixpoov SiaXan/Jdvajy, knl raJv
auTov xpoy^y npoi Ttvoov aiperiXGov dvaitEitXd6(Jai vivd rovvoov
ifJToptl. H. E., iv. 22,

2 Sclncegler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 206 f. ; Credne.r, Gesch. N. T. Canon, p.
3"), ji. 143; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 57 f., p. 132 f., p. 104; cf. SchoHm, Die
iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 19; Beuaa, Hist, du Canon, p. 42; cf. Anger, Synops. Ev. p.
Xiii-, note 4.

'Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 144.
* In Evangelio juxta Hebraios quod Chaldaico quidem Syroque sermone sed

liobraicis Uteris scriptum est, &c. Adv. Pelag. iii. 1.

»Cf, Huron, De Vir. Ill, 2 ; cf. Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 398, 406 f. ; Neander,.
Iiianzung d. chr. Kirche, p. 430, anm. 2.
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some of them had been forjcjed in his own times by certain here-

tics," are (jontradictory to his attributing authority to the Gospel
according to the Hebrews, or at least that they indicate some dis-

tinction amongst Christians between recognized and apocryphal
works. The apocryphal works referred to, howevtr, are clearly

Old Testament Apocrypha.^ The words are introduced by tlie

statement that Hegesippus recoi-ds matters " as from unwritten

Jewish tradition," and then proceeds, " and not only he, but also

Irenseus and the whole body of the ancients, called the Proverbs,

of Solomon, all-virtuous Wisdom." Then follow the words,
" And with regard to the so-called Apocrypha," &c., &c., evidently

pa.ssing from the woi'k just mentioned to the Old Testament

Apocrypha, several of which stand also in the name of Solomon,

and it is not improbable that amongst these were included tiie

Ascoisio Ei^aiiii and the Ajwcalyj^sis Mice, to which is refei red a

passage which Hegesippus, in a fragment preserved by Photius,'

strongly repudiates. As Hegesippus does not, so far as we knoAV,

mention any canonical work of the New Testament, but takes as

his ride of foith the liaw, the Prophets, and the words of the Lord

as he finds them in the Gospel according to the Hebrews, (|uotes

also Jewish traditions and discusses the ProA'erbs of Solomon, the

only possible conclusion at which we can reasonably arrive is that

he spoke of Old Testament Apocrypha. There cannot be a doubt

that Eusebius would have recorded his repudiation of New
Testament " Apcciypha," regarding which he so carefully c(jllects

information, and his consequent recognition of New Testament

canonical works implied in such a distinction.

We must nov. see how far in the fragm^ents of the W( rks v^

Hegesippus which have been preserved to us there are rcfL/ences

to assist our inquiry. In his accoimt of certain surviving mem-

bers of the family of Jesus, who were brought ' efore homitian,

Hegesippus says :
" For Dcmitian feared the appearing of th-

Ohrist as much as Herod."'' It has been argued that this riiay '^e

an allusion to the massacre of the children by Heroc: n inu-d in

JVlatt. ii., more especially as it is not absolutely certain that t.l»*>

parallel account to tliat contained in the tirst two chapters of the

first Gospel existed in the oldest forms f)f the Ooayt;] noor'hiijt to

the Hebrews. But if it be doubtful whether some foinis of that

Oospel contained the two opening chapterw of Matthew,* it in cer-

1 Even Canon Vt^estcott atlmita .
" There is ,ndeed nothing to show 'listinctly

that he refers to t lie apocryphal books of the New Testament, but there is no-

thing to limit his ** ords to the old." On the Canon, p. 184.
'i Bibl., 2.32 ; of. ffouth, Reliq. SacrK, 1846, i. p. 281 f.

3 E<pofiE7To yap rfjv itapov6iav rov Xpi6Tov, r^i Hal'ITposS)/'

fl. E., iii. 20.

Epin]ianim, Hiur., xxix. 9 ; Hilgenfekl, Zeitschr. wise. Theol., 18C3, p. 354.

Euaeb.,

rV

', s I
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tain that Jeroine found them in the version which he translated

,

a fact which is proved by his cjuotations from it regarding events

recorded in these two chapters/ This argument, therefore, has no

weight whatever.

The principal passages which apologists^ adduce as references

to our Gospels occur in the account whicli Hegisippus gives of the

martyrdom of James the Just. The first of tliese is tlie reply

which James is said to have given to the Scribes and Pharisees :

" Why do ye ask me concerning Jesus the Son of Man ? He sits

in heaven on the right hand of great power, and is aliout to come
on the clouds of heaven."^ This is compared with Matt xxvi. 04:

"From this time ye shall see th 5on of Man sitting on the right

hand of power and coming on tiie clouds of heaven."* li is h(}ii

necessary to point out the variations between these two passage.?,

which are obvious, and it must be apparent that an .'ugiiment

must indeed be weak which in such a matter rests upon mere
similarities. If we had not the direct intimation that Hegesippus
made use of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, which no doubt
contained this passage, it would be apparent tliat a man who
valued tradition so highly might well have derived this and other

passages from that source. This is precisely one of those sayings

M-Iiich were most current in the early Church, whose liope and
courage Avere sustained amid persecution and suffering by such
Chiliastic expectations, with which according to the apostolic

injunction they comforted each other.^ In any case the words do
not agnic with the passage in the first Gospel, and as we have
alrea ly established, even perfect agreement would not under the

circumstances be sufficient evidence that the quotation is from
fhat (f'ts)i. 1, and not from another ; but with such discrepancy,
\vith(>

. any evidence whatever tliat Hegesippus knew anything
"tour Gospels, but on the contrary with the knowledge that he
made use of th»! Gospel according to the Hebrews, we must decide
iliat fcny Much passages must be derived fi'om it and not from our
OospeJs.

It is scarcely necessary to say anything regarding the phrase :

"for we and all the people testify to thee that thou art just and

' Hii'nm., T)e VIr. 111., 8, (omin. ad Matt. ii. 6, xii. 1.3, at! Sis. xi. 1 ; adHabac,
1 3 ;

if //, (|V»^, Einl. N. T., p. lOi t. ; Schweiikr, Dan nachap. Zeit., i. p. 238 ;

i'""/'/, .labrl). bibl. Wise., 1853-54, p. 4'i.

''y«/'', On tlift raiion, p. 182, n(»t« 4.

^ '/ m tnfinnii lite nefjl Vwtfoi/ rot;" u/oi" roir dvOpwnov ; ?<al cxvToi
nu'jiiun ty rai uiiHU'cp en be^tuh' rimneyiiKt/i Suvai-itoji, Kcd fxiXXet
'iiXifjaiJnl nJv ysq)'eAait tov ovfjaiuv. Euanh., H. E., ii. 23.

* Of" apTi ontdfJB rot' vitii' rovii i-fjaiutiov haOr)/uevuy ix Se^tdov rrfi
•^I'l'ixuid}^ Hai Ifjxu/itevov knl tdiv ysipekiSf roxi oi'pavov. Matt. xxvL 64.

^ 1 Thew. iv. la
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that thou respectest not persons."^ Canon Westcott points out that

KoXoi Kafx^avfLs vpoa-wTTov only occurs in Luke xx. 21, and Galatiana

ii. 6 f but the similarity of this single phrase, which is not given

as a quotation, but in a historical form put into the mouth of

those who are addressinfr James, cannot for a moment be accepted

as evidence of a knowledge of Luke. The episode of the tribute

money is generally ascribed to the oldest form of the Gospel

history, and although the other two Synojitics^ read /^AeVeis ik for

Aa/A/3ttveis, there is no ground for asserting that many of the TroAAot

who preceded Luke did not use the latter form, and as little for

asserting that it did not so stand in the Gospel according to the

Hebrews. The employment of the same expression in the Epistle,

moreover, at once deprives tiie Gospel of any individuality in its

use

Hegesippus represents the dying James as kneeling down and

praying for those who were stoning him :
" I beseech (thee),

Lord God Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do
'

(IlapaKaku}, Kvpte ©€€ ndrep, a<f>(s aiTois* ov yap otSatn tl -ttoioxxtlv) .^ This

is compared with the prayer which Luke*^ puts into the month of

Jesus on the cross: "Father, forgive them, for they know not

what they do" (ndrep, a</>es avTols' ov yap oiSacTLv Tt iroiovtnv) , and it is

assumed froui this partial coincidence that Hegesippus was ac-

quainted with the third of (jur canonical Gospels. We aie sur-

prised to see an able and accomplished critic like Hilgenfeld

adopting such a conclusion without either examination or argu-

ment of any kind.'' Such a deduction is totally unwarranted by

the facts of the case, and if the partial agreement of a passage in

such a Father with a historical expression in a Gospel which alo!i'>

out of many previously existent has come down to us can be con-

sidered tividence of the acquaintance of the Father with that

particular Gospel, the function of criticism is at an end.

It may here be observed that the above passage of Luke xxiii.

34 is omitted altogether from the Vatican MS. and Codex D
(Bezir), and it is erased from the Codex Sinaiticus, in which its

position is of a very doubtful charactei-. The Codex Alexandri-

1 7/iui?c ynp naoTvpovniv 6oi xai red? o Aad?, ort Sinaioi ti, nai on
np')6Q!)Ttov or, Xaii(idvsi<i, h.t.X. Emeb., H. E., ii. 2,3.

- On the Canon, p. 182, note 4.

3 Matt. xxii. Ki ; Mark xii. 14. 4 Euseb., H. E., ii, '2?y.

fi xxiii. 34.
'i Zeitschr. wi.s8. Theol., 186.3, p. .354, p. .300, anm. 1 : Die Evv. rustin's, p. 360:

Der Kanon, p. 'J8, In each of these places tho hare assertion is made, and the

rea'ler is referred to the other passages. In fact there is merely a circle of refer-

ences to mere unargne'l assumptions. Bunsen (Hibelwerk, viii. p. CAS) repeats the

assertion of Hilgenfela, and refers to the passages ahove, where, however, as »c

have stated, no attempt whatever is made to establish the truth of the assumption.

(Jf. Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 19 ; Het Pauliu. Evangelic, p. 3.
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nus which contains it omits the word TraTep} Luke's Gospel was

avowedly^ composed after many other similar' works were ah-eady

in existence, and we know from our Synoptics how closely such

witinc^s often followed each other, and drew from the same sour-

ces.* If any historical character is conceded to this prayer of Jesus

it is natural to sujipose that it must have been given in at least

some of these numerous Gospels which have unfortunately perish-

ed. No one could reasonably assert that our third Gospel is the

oiily ooe which ever contained the passage. It would be prepost-

erous to affirm, for instance, that it did not exist in the Gospel

according to the Hebrews, which Hegesippus employed. On the

supposition that the passage is historical, which apologists at least

will not dispute, what could be more na Jiral or probable than that

sucli a prayer, " emanating from the '.nnermo.st soul of Jesus," *

should have been adopted imder similar circumstances by James,

his brother and successor, who certairly could not have derived it

from Luke. The tradition of such words, expressing so much of

the original spirit of Christianity, setting aside for the mora 3nt

written Gcspels, could scarcely fail to have remained fresh in the

mind of the early Church, and more especially in the primitive

omniunity amongst whom they were uttered, and of which He-
<,'esippus was himself ;i later member ; and they woidd certainly

have been treasured by one who was so careful a collector and
transmitter of " the unerring tradition of the apostolic preaching."

No saying is more likely to have been preserved by tradition,

both from its own character, brevity, and origin, and from the cir-

cumstances under which it was uttered, and there can be no reason
for limiting it amongst written records to Luke's Gospel. The
omission of the prayer from very important codices of Luke fur-

ther weakens the claim of that Gospel to the passage. Beyond
these general considerations, however, there is the important and
undoubted fact that the prayer which Hegesippus represents James
as uttiTing does not actually agree with the prayer of Jesus in the
third Gospel. So far froiii proving the use of Luke, therefore,
this merely fragmentary and partial agreement, on the contrary,
rather proves that he did not know that (iospcl, for on the suppo-
sition of his making usi' of the third Synoptic at aU for such a
purpose, and merely fabricating a prayer for his hero, why did he

,nve the prayer as he found it in Luke ?
not

1 The Clementine Homilies give the prayer of Jesm. Ildrep, (Xipei auroii rrt S

'>'|()prat; avrooy, h.t.A. Hum., xi. '20. '^
i. 1.

'^ llie paasaire we are oonsidoriu^ was certainly not an original addition by the
aiithdr (It our inesunt third gospel, but was derived from earlier sources. C'i. EwaUl,
I'leiireidsten Im'v., p. 150.

^"(iatiz aus (lent inners*^^en Geiste Jesus' geschopft." Ewald, V>\a Atb'i erst.

23

E
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We have still t<^ conside)" a fragm<'nt of Ht'/«;«ipjtUM preservtHl

to U8 by Mtephanus (ioharu«, a loarned inono{>fiy.'«it<; ot" ' hi- ^ixth

century, which njads as follows :
" That the good fcliings j^rcpared

for the righteous neither eye hath seen, nor ear lieard, nor have

they entered into the heart of man. Hege-sippus, however, au an-

ci*^nt and apostolic man, Ihjw moved I know not, says in the fifth

lK)ok of his Memoirs that these words are vainly spoken, and that

those who say these things give the lie to the divine writings and

to th»^ !jord saying: ' Blessed are your eyes that see, and your

ears that hear,' " &,c. (MaKa/jioi <A o^^aX/Ao). ifimv ol fikiTrovTa- koI rh.

uira iifiwv r<i aKovovra, koi to. t$rj<i} We believc that we have here an

exprewsion of the strong pnyudice against the Apostle Paul and

his t^iaching vvhich cowtinued for so long to prevail amongst Jewish

Chri, tian*. «nd which is apparent in many writings of that

period.* TW ^i«/>t»tion of Paul, 1 Co>'inthians ii. 9, differs materi-

ally fi'om ttkf' ii*^-|(it4iiigjnt vef 'vlon of tJic passage in fsaiali Ixiv. 4,

and, as we liave ^A^m, tlie sam^ passage juoted by " Clement uf

Rome,"^ diffSSarH Yxj^ frou> the version of the LXX. and fnjui the

Epistle, altboHi^) <?l<ys(*y t/^tir^ fornKi;r Jeronie, however, found the

passage in the aj>.»cry^i«)i 01/fk calle/i Ascensi<y Jsaise,"* andOri-

gen, Jerome, My] ^/*}^--*s k/^wW ^j^cribe it to the Apocalypsis

Elia?."'' This, howvver, d^/'s ^^A, ^'/m^'Avn u.<* here, ana x/e have

merely to examine 'Jtyc ' >itfy\i//<A^n*, i/zrd" w'tiw}) Hegfe>s)ppu«'^-

poses to the passage ; yA^fjumi^ a*"^ f^/ftr eyes that see and your

ears that hear." Tbi« Ih r-riv^^ed \f/>*h MAtt. xiii. 1^, But blessed

are your eyes, for they me/;, *r*d you/ ^-'^fs, for they hear " (vni)v 8<

fuiKdptoi OL 6<^akf/x)\ dm, fiki7r<,v'jtv, fax itilrit/ y'/z/cort i)X(n»wi/w. and also

with J>uke x. 2/f " Blessed are tii<- <!/*<» w'bj/'h see the thi)i;4S that

ye see," A^- W^' i'm^/'/I not point out that ttic saying re''ef/<>^l to

by Heg*'sippu^ w\\Mt <f//Dveying the .same .sen.s< as that »»/ cIh

two Gospds, diff* r5< m rr)»//^ially fro)n them >Mh a-s tiiey dofroui

each otln r tM^t) tk/h wn Oiiy^it < /yx^t » quotatiori taken from a dif

ferent thougf, k'mdrini y/^'>/^/^ iiU*', the Gosp*?! a^;cording to the

Hebi-ews, to dv I^Ke whole (A the m,iim/^-M which we have ex-

amined, indeed < A/fi/t*. the sam^ ti^J-fra] variation.

We have already ^tdti'ftf/l Uj the ex^;)'essions (A Hegesippiis re-

garding the h'-resies in fc*/>* ftwrly Cliurch : Krom t^ie.se spran;?

the false Christs, and false (//Of^hets, and /</^ie oposfJe~-< who di

vided the unity of the ' liuivh I// ///irujiting d<x;triu's eon'eriiinj;

1 Photius, Bibl. Cod., i'3'2, col. S9S.
2 Bam; Oesch. ohr. Ki".-he. ». p. S4 J? p«2w^. I. 1.. ira ff

,
ii. i I n f

; '^f'!

net; Oesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 35 t ; Sc4w<-</kr, LHi» nacliap Z-itwIter, i. p. I"3

Volhnnr, Der lirsprung, p. 132 f.. tx 57 i. lt)4f,. ScfiolUn, Die ult. Zeugiit3R<'. p

lOf.; Hilijenfeld, Der Kanon, \\ '2f^ i.

y Ep. ail t'oriuth. xxxiv. * <''iuiu. I'-s., Ixiv. 4.

" Cf. Cotelvriua, I'atr ApocC, in uotix ad Constit .vt»o8t. , vi. IG.
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God and his Christ."^ We have shown how this recalls quotations

in J".stin of sayings of Jesus foreign to our Gospels, in common
with similar expressions in the Clementine Homilies,^ Apostolic

Constitutions,* and Clementine Recognitions,'* and we need not

dis'iiss the matter further. This community of reference, in a

circle known to have made use of the Gospel according to the

IL brews, to matters foreign to our Synoptics, furnishes collateral

illustration of the influence of that Gospel.

Tischendorf, who so eagerly searches for every trace, real or

imaginary, of the use of our Gospels and of the existence of a

New Testament Canon, passes over in silence, with the exception

of a short note'*^ devoted to the denial that Hegesippus was op-

posed to Paul, this first writer of Christian Church history, whose
eviileuce, could it have been ad-Suced, would have been so valu-

able. He does not pretend that Hegesippus made use of the Ca-

nonical Gospels, or knew of any other Holy Scriptui-es than those

of the Old Testament, and, o/j the other hand, he does not men-
tion that he possessed, and quoted from, the Gospel according to

the Heijrcws. Nothing is more certain than the fact that, in spite

of the opportunity for collecting information afforded him by his

travels through so many Christian communities for the express

purpose of such inquiry, Hegesippus did not find any New Testa-

ment Canon, or that such a rule of faith did not yet exist in Rome
in >-.D. I(j0-170.^ There is no evidence ^iiH/iMff*r to show that

Hegesippus recognized any other evangelic;" : work than the Gos-
pel according to the Hebrews, as the source of his kiiowledge,

together with tradition, of the words of the Lord.'

2.

The testimony of Papiis is of great interest and importance in

conrxcf v/> with our inqviiry, inasmuch as he is the first ecelesias-

tic&l w/.ter who mentions the tradition that Matthew and Mark
composed written records of thf life and teaching of Jesus ; btit

'J question has been more continuously contested than that of
fhe \(\crtf\ty of the works to which he refers with our actunl

1 t'Mt'nUH, H. E. iv, '11

'vi. 18, i:i. 18

i xvi. 21.

< iv 34.
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nothing of Canonical Scriptures of the New Testament.^ His

work was evidently intended to furnish a more complete collec-

tion of the discourses of Jesus from oral tradition than any pre-

viously existing, with his own expositions, and this is plainy in-

dicated hy his own words, and by the title of his work, Aoyi'wv

The most interesting part of the work of Papias which is pre-

served to us is that relating to Matthew and Mark. After stat-

inf that Papias had inserted in his book accounts of Jesus given

bv Aristion, of whom nothing is known, and by the Presbyter

John, Eusebius proceeds to extract a tradition regarding Mark
comiiiunicated by the latter. There has been much controversy as

to the identity of the Presbyter John, some affirming him to have

been the Apostle,^ but the great majority of critics deciding that he

was a totally different person.* Irenjtjus, who, sharing the Chiliastic

opinions of Papias, held him in high respect, boldly calls him
"the hearer of John " (meaning the Apostle) " and a companion
of Polycarp "

(6 'Iwawov fiev dKovarrjs, IIoAvKapTrou 8k CTaipos ycyovws) ;*

but this is expressly contradicted by Eusebius, who points out

that, in the preface to his book, Papias by no means asserts that

he was himself a hearer of the Apostles, but merely that he re-

this is not impossible, but from the whole character of the book in the highest
degree im])robable. " (Wann-wurden, u. s. w., p. 109.) We know little or nothing
of tbe "whole character " of the book, and what we do know is contradictory to

our Gospels, The natural and only reasonable course is to believe the express de-

claration of Papias, more especially as it is made, in this instance, as a prefatory
statement of his belief.

1 llaitr, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 537, Das Markus Evang., p. 191 f. ; Credner,
Beitrage, i. p. 23 f ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 468 ; Hilgen/ekl, Zeitsehr. wis.".

Theol., 1865, p. XH f. : Der Kanon, p. 13 ff., p. 20, p. 147 ; Holtzmann, Die sy-
nopt. Evv., p. 249 ff. ; Gieselcr, Entst. schr. Evv., p. 171 f., 178 ff., 199 ; Afaijer-

hojf, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 235, anm., 1 ; Nicolas, Et. crit. N. T., p. 15 ff., 20 ft.,

30 f. ; Ih'uaii, Vie de Jesus, xiii""' ed. p. li.,p. liv. f. ; Scholten, Die iilt. Zeugnisse,
p. 15tf. ; I{^'uis, Uejch. N. T., p. 17*), p. 164. cf. Tischetulorf, Wann wurden,
u. s. w., p. 102, p. 109 f

.

^Cmlner, Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 27 f.

^^Gnil),\ Spicil. Patr., ii. p. 17; Kiiclihofer, Quellensamml., p. 30, anm. 2

;

KkMermaiui, Das Markusevang., p. 326; Rhjiienbach, Die Zengn. f. das Ev.
Johaun., 18()(), j). 110 ff. ; Routh, Reliq. Sacrse, i. p. 22 f. ; Zahn, Theol. Stud. n.
Krit. 18G(), p. ()(i5.

i.%'.i, Einl. N. T., p. 95; Credner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 69; Davidson, Intro. N.
T.,1. p. S14; Ddilzsch, Unters. Entst. kan. Evv.. p. 8 ; Ebrard, Wiss. krit. ev.
Gesiii.p. 767, ;inm. 2, p. 786; Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1849, p. 205, Gesch.
VolKesIsr., vi. |). 169 ff., vii. p. 226, anm. 1 ; Hilijeufeld, Die Evangelien, p. 339
, Der Kanon, p. l.S, p. 214, anm. 1 ; Nicolas, Et. c'r. JS . T., p. 14 f. ; Reum, Gesch.
^|. T., p. 175 ff. ; Steitz, Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1S68, p. 71 ff. ; Scholten, Das iilt
Rvang., p. 241 ; Schott, authen. d. kan. Ev. n. Matth., 1837, p. 87 ; Weizsacker,
inters, uh. evang. Gesch., p. 28 f., anm. 2: WeMcott, on the Canon, p. 59, and
note 3 ;//«,;, Einl. N. T., i. p. 57; Meyer, Kr. ex. H'buch Ev. Matth., 5 aufl. p.
*•. cf. Guerickc Uesammtg., p. 147 f., anm. 3; Renan, Vie de J^sus, xiii™« ed. p.
«;, p. Ixxii. note 1 ; Hengstenbery, Die Offenbarung Job. ii. 2, p. 101 ff. ; lAicke,
binl. Offenb. Job., 2 and. ii. p. 540 ff.

= Mv. Haer., v. 33, § 4 ; Eusebius, H. E., iii. 39.
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question to decide is, whether the work here described is our

Canonical Gospel or not.

The first point in this account is the statement that Mark was

tho interpreter of Peter (ii)ixrjvevT7}'<; HiTpov). Was he merely the

secretary of the Apostle writing in a manner from his dictation,

or does the passage mean that he translated the Aramaic narra-

tive of Peter into Greek ?^ The former is the more probable sup-

position and that which is most generally adopted, but the ques-

tion is not material here. The connection of Peter with the

Gospel according to Mark was generally affirmed in the early

Church, as Avas also that of Paul with the third Gospel,'- with

the evident pui-poseof claiming apostolic origin for all the C^anon-

ical Gospels.^ Irenseus says: "After their deceas. (Peter and
Paul), Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, <l divered to us

in writing that which had been preached by Petor."^ P]nsebius

quotes a similar tradition tVom Clement of Alexandria, embel-

lished however with furthei particidars. He says :
"

. . . .

The cause for which the Gospel according to Mark was written

was this : When Peter had publicly preached the word at Rome,
and proclaimed the Gospel by the spirit, those who were present

being many, requested Mark, as he had followed him from afar,

and remouibered what he had said, to write down what he had
spoken : and when he had composed the Gospel, he gave it to

those who had asked it of him ; which when Peter knew he nei-

ther absolutely hindered nor encouraged it."'' TertuUian re[)eats

the same tradition. He says :
" And the Gospel which Mark pub-

lished may be affirmed to b'^ Peter's, whose interi)reter Mark was
.... for it may rightly appear that works which disciples

publish are of their masters."" We have it again from Origen :

"The second (Gospel) is according to Mark, written as Peter

• Most critics agree to the former, but the following assort the latter : Volkmur,
Anmerk. z. (,'redner's Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 130, (Jeschichtstreue Theol., 18-58,

p. 47 tt'.
; Wdesius, Not. ad Euseh., H. E. iii. 3!) ; Bertholdt, Eiiil. A. u. K. T. iii.

p. 1280.

2 /re«(('««, Adv. Hjer., iii., 1 ; cf. Euselius, H. E., v. 8; TertuUian, Adv. Marc.
iv. 5; Oriijen, ap. Euseb., II. E. , vi. "25; Emcbiits, \l. E. iii. 4; Hieron, De Vir.

111., 7. S ci. Tertnliinn, Adv. Marc, iv.o.
^Mtrd Si TT/y rovroov e^o^uy, Alapnoi a fiafj)/rr)s nal 6fj/ii>/yet>r/}i

IliTpov, HiXL (xvtua T(i vTCo flsTpov Htipv666iiEva lyypdqjoDi i)i.uv napa-
5f<5(a«f. Adv. Hier., iii. I, g I ; Euseb., H. E., v. 8. _

^ 16 8e xard MdpHov TaiTr/v t6x,ilJ<£yoci rf)v oiHor(),uiay. Tov IJer-
ftov Si]no6ia ev'Poci/:i^ Htfpvztxyroi tov Xoyov, uai Uyev/iart ro fva}^-
y^^'ov e^r.Litovro^, roi)s napurTa<i noXXovi ovrai napahaXeGai Toy
Mui))(oy, Gj; av aHoAovOr/dayra ai'roj noppoo^Jfv xal /nffn'i/ue'yuv raiv
Af^OiVrMK, dyaypdjpai rd F.ipmisya- TCon'/dtxyra Si ro FvayyeXiov

,

ftradovyai roli Seo/iieyoii avrov. "OitFp fniyyoyrcx t6v rif.rpoy, npo-
^(^^^TiHcoi nrJTF McoXvdai fir)re Trpurpsipad'jai. Euseb., H. E., vi. 14.

Licet et Marcua quod edidit Petri allirmetur, cujua interpres Marcus. .

Upit magistrorum videri, qua; discipuli proinulgarint. Adv. Maro., iv. 5.
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directed him.^ Eusebius gives a more detailed and advanced ver-

sion of the same tradition. So much, however, did the efi'ulirence

of piety illuminate the minds of tho.se (Romans) who hoard

Peter, that it did not content them to hear but once, nor tu re-

ceive only the unwritten doctrine of the divine teaching, hut with

reiterated entreaties t^ey besought Mark, to whom the Gospel is

ascribed, as the companion of Peter, that he should leave them a

written record of the doctrine thus orally conveyed. Nor did

they cease their entreaties until they had persuaded the man, and
thus became the cause of the writing of the Gospel called accord-

ing to Mark. They say, moreover, that the Apostle (Peter) hav-

ing become aware, through revelation to him of the Spirit, of

what had been done, was delighted with the ardour of the men,

and ratified the work in order that it might be read in the

churches. This narrative is given by Clement in the sixth hook

of his Ine^titutions, whose testimony is sup{)orted by that of Pa-

Eias the Bishop of Hierapolis."^ The account given by Clement,

owever, by no means contained these details, as we have seen.

In his " Demonstration of the Gosgel " Eusebius, referring to the

same tradition, alhrms that it ^/as the modesty of Peter which

prevented his writing a Gospel himself^ Jerome almost repeats

the })receding account of Eusebius :
" Mark, the disciple and inter-

preter of Peter, being entreated by the brethren of Rome, wrote

a short Gospel according to what he had received from Peter,

which when Peter heard, he approved, and gave his uuthority for

its being read in the Cliurches, as Clement writes in the sixth

book of his Institutions,"* ice. Jerome moreover says that Peter

had Mark for an inteipreter, "whose Gospel was composed:

Peter narrating svnd he writing (cujus evangelium Petro nar-

rante et illo scribente compositum est.'^) It is evident that all these

writers merely repeat with variations the tradition regarding the

first two Gospels which Papias originated." li'engeus dates the

v^uiiiiuuiii/. Ill itiiiLU. j-^ 11,111). , II. m., VI, it>.

. To6uvTo 5' titeAanrj'FA' ra/S r&JV cxHpoaTwv tov Tlerpov Sux-

£i6F(ifl(X'i qiF.yyo'^, &5? //;/ rg fidiinix^ ihavooi f'xfiy a/JuM'tm

1 SevTcpov Sk to xard MctpHov, oo? Ilsrpoi vcpr/yydazo avrai, xoirj-

davra. Comment, in Matt. Eimch., II. E., vi. 25.
2 . .

voiai'i £t ,

dxo^, /tr/dl T^ liypdipcp roii" Ofiov K?/pvy/ntxroi StdaduaAia, napahXi'/oeSi

de navToiaii Nlixpxov, ou ro svayyi-Aiov xpspErai, cxhoAuvOov ovztx

Tlerpov Xinapi}6ai, a55 av nai Sid ypaqiyi vit6i.ivrji.ia rrfi Sui Xoyuv

7rixpixSo0eid7ji cxvru/i xcxr(xXfiTpoi SidadxaXicx':, f.irj Ttporfpov te dvE'ivai,^

7/ xarrpydijadOcxi rdv dySfjix, next vavri^ cxiriovi ^evedOcxt TT/i tuv

Xfyojievov xard Mdpxov svayyeAiov ypaqjiji. Fvuvtcx 8f ru irpcxx^'tv^

cpa6i TOV ditodroAov, dTCoxaXi'ulHXvro's ai>r(^ tov TCVEvi.taToi, t'/d'n/i'oc' nj

Toov dvSpcSv Ttpohvuia, xvpc^dai re ti)v ypaxpijv eii evTSveiy T(ui tx-

xX?/6iaii (KXr}/.it/i kv exto) rcSy vnovvnwdEoov napaTEOEtTat rt/v i6to-

piav, dwemiiapTvpEi d^ ai'rw xcxi d 'iFpanoXiTTfi knidxoitoi ovoncrzt

UcxTtiai) x.T.X. Euseb., H. E., ii. 15.

3 Demonstr. Evang. iii. 5. * De Vir. 111., 8. 5 Ad Heclib., c. 2.

6 hu<;, Einl. N. T. ii. § 8— 12 ; Mmjerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 287, anra. 1

;

Baur, Das Markua Evang.. 1851, p. 129; Celkrier, lutrod. au N. T., p. 234 f.
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writinj^ of Mark after tho deatli of Peter and Paul in Rome.

Clement desvi-ibes Mark as writing during Peter's life, the Apos-

tle preserving absolute neutrality. By the time of Eusebius,

however, the tradition has acquired new and miraculous eh-mcnts

ami a more decided character—Peter is made aware of the under-

taking of Mark through a revelation of the Spirit, and instead

of being neutral is delighted and lends the work the weigiit of

his authority. Eusebius refers to Clement and Papias as giving

the same account, which they do not, howeve)', and Jerome merely

repeats the story of Eusebius witiiout naming- him, and the tra-

dition which he had embellished thus becomes endorsed and per-

petuated. Such is the growth of tradition ;^ it is impossible to

overlook the mythical character of tho information we possess as

to the oiii^in of the second Canonical Gosik'!.'"-^

In a Gospel so completely inspired by Peter as the tradition of

Papias and of the early Churcli indicates, we may reasonably

expect to find uimiistakable ti'aces of Petrine influencu, but on
examination it will be seen that they are totally wanting.^ Some
of the early Church did not fail to remaik this singular iliscrep-

ancy between the Gospel and the tradition of its dependence
on Peter, and in rcAy Eusebiu- adopts an apologetic tone.* For
instance, in the brief account ot the calling of Simon in Mark,
the distinguishing addition : called Peter," of the first Gospel is

omitted,'* and still more notably the w^hole narrative of the miracu-

lous draught of fishes, which gives the event such prominence
in the third Gospel.^ In Matthew, Jesus goes into the house
of " Peter " to cure his wife's mother of a fever, whilst in Mark
it is " into the house of Simon and Andrew," the less honourable
name being still continued.^ Matthew commences the catalogue

1 A similar discrepancy of tradition is to be observed as to the place id which
the Gospel was written, Irenaeus and others dating it from Rome, and others (as

Clirysodom, in Matth. Honiil., i. ), assijining it to Egypt. Indeed scnne MSS. of
the second Gospel l»ave the words syfjdcprf ev AlyvnTCD in accordance with this
tradition as to its origin. Cf. Scfiolz, Einl. N. T., i. p. 201. Various critics have
argued for its composition at Rome, Alexandria, and Antioch. We do not go into
the (liscussidu as to whether Peter ever was in Rome.

2 Of. /(( (W.S, Gesch. N. T., p. 178; Baur, DasMarkus Evang., p. 133; Eic.hhorn,
Einl. X. T., i. p. 589 ff.

3 AljonI, Greek Test., 1868, Proleg. i. p. 34 f. ; Baur, Das Marcus Evang., p.
13,3ft"., I'nters. kan. Evv., p. 639; Crediier, Einl. N. T., i. p. 123; Davidson, lu-
trud. N. T., ii. p. 83; Ekhhorn Einl. N. T. i. p. «02 flF., 610 ff.; Grieahack, Com-
ment, qua Marci Evang. totum e Matth. et Luc. CV)mm. decerpt. esse demonstratur;
ftw/er. Entst. scbr. Ev. p. 152 f.; Hilqen/eld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1864, p.
290, aura. 1 ; Schkkrmacher, T\\eo\. Stud", u. Krit., 1832, p. 758 flf. ; Storr. ^^weck
<lev. Geach. u. Br. Johann., p. 249 flf., 366 ff. ; De. Wette. Einl. N. T., p. '.'03 ff.;

Nmkeker, Einl. N. T., p. 227 ff.; Wikke, Tradition an.l Mytlie. 1837, p. .V2 f.

.

* Dem. Ev., iii. 3 ; cf. Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 539 ; Credner, Einl. N. T.,
1. p. 123.

5 Cf. Mark i. 16. 17 ; Matt iv. 18. 6 Luke v. i— 11.
' Mark i. 29.
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362 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

of the twelve by the pointed indication : "The first, Simon, who
is called Peter,"' tlms giving him precedence, whilst Mark merely

rnamed Peter."^ The important enisodpsays :
" And Simon he sun

of Peter's walking on the sea of the first GospeP is altogether

ignoi'ed by Mark. The enthusiastic declaration of Peter: "Thou
art the Christ,"* is only followed by the chilling injunction to tell

no one, in the second Gospel,^ whilst Matthew not only gives

greater prominence to the declaration of Peter, but gives the

reply of Jesus :
" Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona," &c.,—of

which Mark apparently knows nothings—and then proceeds to

the most important episode in the history of the Apostle, the

celebrated words by which the surname of Peter was conferred

upon him :
" And I say unto thee, that thou art Peter, and upon

this rock will I build my Church," (fee.*" The Gospel supposed to

be inspired by Peter, however, totally omits this most important

passage; as it also does the miracle of the finding the tribute

money in the fish's mouth, nr.rrated by the first Gospel " Luke

states that " Peter and John " are sent to prepare the Passover,

whilst Mark has only " two disciples ;
" ** and in the account of

the last Supper, Luke gives the address of Jesus to Peter :
" Simon,

Simon, behold Satan hath desired to have you (all) that he may
sift you as wheat ; but I liave })rayed for thee that thy faith fail

not; and when thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren."* Of

this Mark docs not say a word. Again, after the denial, Luke

reads :
" And the Lord turned and looked upon Peter, and Peter

remembered the word of the Lord, &c., and Peter went out and

wept bitterly ;

"
'" whereas Mark omits the reproachful look of

Jesus, and makes the penitence of Peter depend merely on the

second crowing of the cock, and fui-ther modifies -the penitence by

the omission of " bitterly "—"And when he thought thereon he

wept." ^^ There are other instances to which wo need not refor.

Not only are some of the !uost important episotles in which Peter is

represented by other Gospels as a principal actor altogether orait-

ted.but tlu'oughout the Gospel there is the total absence of anything

which is specially characteristic of Petrine influence and teach-

ing. The argument that these omissions are due to the modesty

of Peter is quite untenable, for not only does Irenuius, the most

ancient authority on the point, state that this Gospel was only

written after the death of Peter,'- but also there is no modesty in

1 Matt. X. 2. 2 Mark iii. 10. 3 Matt. xiv. 22-33.
* Matt, i.dds, " the son of the liviny God," xvi. 16,

5 Mark viii. 27—30; cf. liaur. Das Marcus Ev., p. 133.
n Matt xvi. 1(»— 19. 7 Matt, xvii.24 -27.
<* Luke xxii. 8 ; Mark xiv. 13. » Luke xxii. 31, 32.

10 ill., 01, 02 ; cf. Matt. xxvi. 75. n Mark xiv. 27.
1' Adv. Hter., iii. I, § 1 ; JiJuseb., H. E., v. 8. Ceequot., p. 359, note 3.

i)
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omitting passages of importance in the history of Jesus, simply

because Peter himself was in some way concerned in them, or, for

instance, in decreasing his penitence for such a denial of his master,

which could not but have filled a sad place in the Apostle's mem-
ory. On the other hand, there is no adequate record of special

matter, which the intimate knowledge of the doings and sayings

of Jesus possessed by Peter might have supplied, to counterbalance

the singular omissions. There is infinitely more of the spirit of

Peter in the first Gospel than there is in the second. The whole

internal evidence, therefore, shows that this part of the tradition

of the Presbyter John transmitted by Papias does not apply to

our Gospel.

The discrepancy, however, is still more marked when we com-

pare with our actual uecond Gospel the account of the work of

Mark which Papias received from the Presbyter. Mark wrote

down from memory some parts (tvta) of the teaching of Peter

regarding the life of Jesus, but as Peter adapted his instructions

to the actual circumstances (irpos ra? XP''"^), and did not give a

consecutive report (o-vVra^is) of the discourses or doings of Jesus,

Mark was only careful to be accurate, and did not trouble him-
self to arrange in historical order (ra^is) his narrative of the

things which were said and done by Jesus, but merely wrote
down facts as he remembered them This description would lead

us to expect a work composed of fragmentary reminiscenes of the

teaching of Peter, without regular sequence or connection. The
absence of orderly arrangement is the most prominent feature in

the description, and forms the burden of the whole. Mark writes
" what he remembered ;

" " he did not arrange in order the things
that were either said or done by Christ

;

" and then follow the

apologetic expressions of explanation—he was not himself a
hearer or follower of the Lord, but derived his information from
the occasional preaching of Peter, who did not attempt to give a
consecutive narrative. Now it is impossible in the work of Mark
here described to recognize our present second Gospel, which does
not depart in any important degree from the order of the other
two Synoptics, and which, throughout, has the most evident
character of orderly arrangement. The Gospel opens formally,
and after presenting John the Baptist as the Messenger sent to

prepare the way of the Lord, proceeds to the baptism of Jesus,
his temptation, his entry upon public life, and his calling of the
disciples. Then after a consecutive narrative of his teaching and
works, the history ends with a full and consecutive account of
the last events in the life of Jesus, his trial, crucifixion, and
resurrection. There is in the Gospel every characteristic of artis-
tic and orderly arrangement, from the striking int;oduction by

I t!i
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364 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

the prophetic voice crying in the wilderness to the solemn close

of the marvellous history.^ The great majority of critics, there-

fore, are agreed in concluding that the account of the Presbyter

John recorded by Papias does not apply to our second Canonical

Gospel at all.^ Many of those who affirm that the descriptioa

of Papias may apply to our second GospeP do so with hesitation,

tation and few maintain that we now possess the original work

without considerable subsequent rJteration. Some of these cri-

tics, however, feeling the difficulty of identifying our second

Gospel with the work here described, endeavour to reconcile tiie

discrepancy by a fanciful interpretation of the account of Papias.

They suggest that the first part, in which the want of chrono-

logical order is pointed out, refers to the rough notes which Mark

1 Augustine calls Mark the follower and abl)reviator of Matthew. "Tanquam
pedisequus ct breviator Mattha'i." De Consensu Evang. i. 2.

2 Baur, Unters. kann. Evv., p. 536 if. ; Das Markus Ev., pp. 118, 128—133;
BeHholdt, ¥Ai\\, A. u. N. I., iii. p. 1278 If. ; Gredner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 123, p.

205; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 80 flf. ; of. i. p. 464; Theol. Rev. iv., 1867, p.

498 ; Delitzscli, Entst. d. Matt. Ev., p 110 f. ; Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 596 ff.;

Eivald, Jahrh. bibl. Wiss. 1849, p. 205 ff., cf. 207 ; Gfrorer Urchristenthuni, II.

i. p. 13 If. ; Allg. K. Gr., 1841, i. p. 166 ff. ; Oriesbach, Comment, qua. Mar. Ev.

tot. e Matt, et. Luc. Comment, decrept. esse demonstratur ; IloUzmann, Die

synopt. Evv., p. 252 ft., cf. 367 ff. ; A. Kaijaer, Rev. de Thdol., viii. 1854, p. 107;

Kostlin, Urspr. synopt. Evv., pp. 99, 358, 385 ; Lachmann, De Ordine narr. in

Evang. Synopt. Th. Stud. u. Krit , 1835; Mayerhoff, Einl., petr. Schr. p. 235

anm. 1 ; Nuander, Pflanz. d. chr. Kirche, 5 auti. p. 464 f., anm. 2; Neudecker,

Einl, N. T. p. 232 ff. ; Nicolas, Et. crit. N". T. p. 41, p. 88 ff. ; Rivilk, Et. crit.

sur. I'Ev. selon S. Matt. ; Renan, Vie de Jesus, xiii'"" ed. p. Iii. f . ; Rcuss, Gesch.

N. T., p. 177 f. ; N. Rsv. de Theol., ii. 1858, p. 62 f. ; Rumpf, N. Rev. de Theol.,

V. 1867, p. 32, p. 360 ; Sauiiier, Ueb. Quell, des Ev. Marci, 1825 ; Scherer, N.

Rev. de Theol., iii. 1859, p. 307, viii. 1861, p. 295 ff. ; Schleiermacher, Stud. u.

Krit., 1832, p. 758 ff. ; SchoUen, Die alt Zeugnisse. p. 15 ff. ; Das alt. Evang., p.

245 ff., p. 248 ; Das Ev. nach. Joh., p. xxiii. f. ; Strauss, Das Leben Jesu, p. SO

ff. ; Sdiwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. pp. 457—460; Storr, Zweck d. evang (iescli.

u. Br. Joh., p. 249 ff., 265 ff.; Sender, Zusatze zu Townson's Abh. iib. 4 Lv., i. p.

21 ; Thilee, Zur Biographie Jesu, p. 33 f. ; Weizsiichtr, Uutera. iib. evang Gesch.,

p. 118 ff. ; De Wetto, Einl. N. T., p. 204 f. ; Zeller, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol. 1865,

p. 406.
3 Bleeh, Ei.il. N. T., p. 118 ; Ebrard, Wiss. krit. ev. Gesch., p. 703 ff. ; Fed-

moser, Einl. N. T., 2 ausg. p. 103 f ; Gieseler, Entst. schr. Evv., p. 122 ff. ;
Otter-

ike, Gesammtgesch. N. T.. p. 147, ff. ; cf. Beitr. Einl. N. T. 1828, p. 47 f. ;
/W-

genfeld, Die Evaiigelien, p. 148 f. ; Das Markus Ev., 103 ff. ; cf. 118; Zeitscbr.

wiss. Theol., 1864, p. 290, anm. 1 ; Kirchhofer, Quellensamml., p. 32, anm. 5, 6;

KloHfermann, Das Markus Ev., p. 341 f. ; fform, futrod. H. S., 1869, iv. p. 434f

;

LiU-ke, Stud. u. Krit., 1833, p 499 ff. ; Mei/er, Kr. ex. H'buch Evv. d. Markus

u. Luk. 6 aufl. p. 3 ff., 10 ff.. H'buch Matth., p. 35 ff. ; Rtithmtyr, Einl can.

Biicher N. 15., 1852, p 381 ff. ; Steitz, Stud. u. Krit., 1868, \\ 38 ff. ; Schenkel, Das

Charakterbild Jesu, 1864, p. 332 f. ; Thiersch, Versuch z. Herst. hist. Stamip.

d. Krit. N. T., Schr. p. 179 ff., 193, 212 f., 340; cf. Die Kirche im ap. Zeit., \\

105 ; Tholuck, Glaubw. d. ev. Gesch., pp. 239—267, 262 ff. ; Tischendorf, Wann

wurden, u. s. w., p. 106; Weiss, Stud. u. Krit., 1861, p. 672 ff. ; Jahrh. deutsche

Theol., 1865. ii. p. 287 f. ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 63 f. ; Wtisse, Die cv.

Gesch., i. p. 2? ff., 56 ff. ; Eva ugelieufrage, p. 144 ff. ; Zahn, Theol. Stud, u.

Krit., 1866, p. 690 ff ; cf. Hug, Einl. N. T., ii. p. Ill ff ; IFiWr, Tradition

und Mythe, 1837, p. 47 ff.
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made during the actual preaching and lifetime of Peter, and that

the latter part applies to our present Gospel, which ho later

remodelled into its present shape.^ This most unreasonalile and

arbitrary application of the words of Papias is denounced even

by apologists.2

It has been well argued that the work here described as pro-

duced by Mark in the character of epfirjvevTy]^ Utrpov is much more

one of the same family as the Clementine Homilies than of our

Gospels.^ The work was no systematic narrative of the history

of Jesus, nor report of his teaching, but the dogmatic preaching

of the Apostle, illustrated v
' interspersed with passages from

the discourses of Jesus or iac .0 from his life.* Of this character

seems actually to have been that ancient work " The Pj-eaching

of Peter " (Ki/puy/xa Ilerpov), which was used by Heracleon^ and by
Clement^ of Alexandria as an authentic canonical work,'' de-

nounced by Origen^ on account of the consideration in which it

was held by many, but still quoted with respect by Gregory of

Nazianzum.^ There can be no doubt that the K^piry/xa lUrpov,

although it failed to obtain a permanent place in the canon, was
one of the most ancient works of the Christian Church, dating

probably from the first century, from v^hich indeed the Clemen-
tine homilies themselves were produced,^*^ and, like the work
described by Papias, it also was held to have been composed in

Rome in connection with the preaching there of Peter and Paul.^^

It must be noted, moreover, that Papias does not call the work
ascribed to Mark a Gospel, but merely a record of the preaching
of Peter.

J H. A. W. Afeyer, Komm. z. Matt., 5 auflf. p. 38 flF. ; Thiersch, Versuch, p.
178 tf; Die Kirche im ap. Zeit., p. 105; cf. Schenkel, Das Charakterbild Jesu.

p. 332.

- Bleek, Beitriige, p. 171 t. Bleek expresses much doubt as to the applicabil-
ity of the account of Papias to our second Gospel, although we have classed hiui

amongat those who adopt it. Cf. Einl. N. T., pp. 1 18, 120.
i Baur, Uuters. iib. kan. Evv. p. 536; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 459

ff. ; Credner, Einl. N.T., i. p. 123 ; cf. Beitra<:;e, i. p. 284 flf. ; Davidioii, Introd.
N. T., ii. p. 82 f. Of. Hilgmfeld, Das Markus Ev., p. 115.

* Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 459 f.

6 Oriijen, Comment, in Joan., xiii. 17.

_« Strom., i. 29, § 182, vi. 5, §39, 6, § 48, 15 g 128; cf. Credner, Beitrage, •. p.
00 1 n.

" The work is generally quote(| by the latter with the introduction " Pe;er in
the preaching says; " iterpoi iv tm H^pvynati XiyEt, h.t.?.
SDePrincip. Praif., 8.

^ Ep, xvi. (ad Cx-sar., i.) ; cf. Fahridus, Cod. Apocr. N. '^., i. p. 812 ; Credner,
Beitrage, i. p. 350; Schwegler, Das. nachap. Zeit., i. p. 54; Maijerhoff, Einl.
petr. Sohr. p. 304 ff.

i^CrfrfHer, Beitriige, i. p. 349 f. ; Ofrorer, Allg. K. G., 1841, i. p. 257 ff.
;

Mm<iUr, Da.s nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 30 ff. ; Reuss, Gesch. N. T., p. 249 ff. ; cf.

Maynhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 311 ff.

11 Cri'Aner, Beitrage, i. p. 360 f. ;

Rtm, Gesch. N . T., p, 250.

Schoegler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 31 f. ;
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It is not necessary for us to account for the manner in which

the woi ': to which the Presbyter John referr-^d disappeared, and
the present Gospel according to Mark became substituted for it.

Tlie merely negative evidence that our actual Gospel is not the

work described by Papias is sufficient for our purpose. Any one

acquainted with the thoroughly uncritical character of the Fathers,

and with the literary history of the early Christian Church, will

readily conceive the facility with which this can have been ac-

complished. The gi-eat mass of intelligent critics are agreed that

our Synoptic Gospels have assumed their present form only after

repeated modifications by various editors of earlier .evangelical

works. These changes have not been effected without traces

being left by which the various materials may be separated and

distinguished, but the more primitive Gospels have entirely dis-

appeared, supplanted by the later and amplified versions. The

critic, Iwyever, who distinguishes between the earlier and later

matter is not bound to perform the now impossible feat of pro-

ducing the originals, or accounting in any but a general way for

the disappearance of the primitive Gospel. In our investigation

it is still less necessary to attempt such an explanation, for if our

present Gospel cannot be proved to be the very work referred to

by the Presbyter John, as most certainly it cannot, the evidence

of Papias becomes fatal to the claims of the second Canonical

Gospel,

Tischendorf asks :
" How then has neither Eusebius nor any

other theologian of Christian antiquity thought that the expres-

sions of Papias were in contradiction with the two Gospels (Mt.

and Mk.) ? " ^ The absolute credulity with which those theolo-

gians accepted any fiction, however childish, which had a pious

tendency, and the frivolous character of the tradition of Papias to

our Gospels anything but singular, and it, is only surprising to

find their silent acquiescence elevated into an argument. We
have already in the course of these pages seen something of the

singularly credulous and uncritical character of the Fathers, and

we cannot afford space to give instances of the absurdities with

which their writings abound. No fable could be too gross, no in-

vention too transparent, lor their unsuspicious acceptance, if it as-

sumed a pious form or tended to edification. No period in the

history of the world ever produced sd many spurious works as

the first two or three centuries of our era. The name of every

Apostle, or Christian teacher, not excepting that of the great

Master himself, was freely attached to every description of reli-

gious forgery. False gospels, epistles, acts, martyrologics, were

unscrupulously circulated, and such pious falsification was not

Waim Wurclen, u. p. w., p. 107.

m
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even intended or regarded as a crime, but perpetrated for the

sake of edification. It was only slowly and after some centuries

that many of these works, once, as we have seen, regarded with

pious veneration, were excluded from the canon ; and that genuine

works shared this fate, whilst spurious ones iisurped their places,

is one of the surest results of criticism. The Fathers omitted to

inquire critically when such investigation might have been of

value, and mere tradition credulously accepted and transmitted is

of no critical value. ^ In an age when the multiplication of

copies of any work was a slow process, and their dissemination a

matter of difficulty and even danger, it is easy to understand with

what facility the more complete and artistic Gospel could take

the place of the Kr/pvy/ia Utrpov as the work of Mark.

The account given by Papias of the work ascribed to Matthew
is as follows :

" Matthew composed the oracles in the Hebrew
dialect, and every one interpreted them as he was able.'"^ Critics

are divided in opinion as to whether this tradition was, like that

regarding Mark, derived from the Presbyter John,^ or is given
merely on the authority of Papias himself.* Eusebius joins the

account of Mark to that given by Matthe w merely by the follow-

ing words : "These facts Papias relates concerning Mark; but
regarding Matthew he has said as follows :

"^ Eusebius distinctly

states that the account regarding Mark is derived from the Pres-

byter, and the only reason for ascribing to him also that concern-

ing Matthew is that it is not excluded by the phraseology of

Eusebius, and the two passages being given by him consecutively

—however ',hey may have stood in the work of Papias—it is

reasonable enough to suppose that the information was derived
from the same source. The point is not of much importance, but
it is clear that there is no absolute right to trace this statement

1 Canon VVestcott himself admits that "the proof of the Canon is rendered
more difficult by the uncritical character of the first two centuries. " He says :

"The spirit of the ancient world was essentiallv uncritical." On the Canon, p.
7f.

'^MarOaioi ^ikv ovv 'E/Spaidi SiaXeHTO) ra" Xo'yta dvveyfjarparo.
'Hpni/yevdE d'avrd aJs ?jy dvvard'i EHaoroi. Eimeb., H. E., iii. 39.

3 Anfjer, Synops. Ev., p. 2G5 f. ; Credner, Gescli. d. N. T. Kanon, p. 27 f .
;

Davidm, Introd. N. T., i. p. 4&7 ;' DelUzsch, Zeitschr. hither. Theol. 1850, p.
459; A7>ra)-rf, Wiss. krit. ev. Gesch., p. 767; Kern. Tubing. Zeitschr. f. Theol.
1834, 2, p. 5; Scholten, Das alt. Evang., p, 241 ; Sieffert, Urspr. erst. kan. Ev.
IS32, p. 14 ff. ; Thiersch, Versuch z. Herstell. Standp. d. Krit, N. T., 1845, p.
187 f. ; Weisse, Die evang. Gesch., i. p 30,; Westcott, On the Canon, p, 62.

CelUrier, Introd. au. N. T., p. 233; HiUjenfthl, Der Kanon, p. 214, anm. I
;

cf. Das Markus Ev.
, p. 109, anm. 3; Die Evangelien, p. 119; Itoltzmann, Die

synopt. Evv., p. 249; Hwj, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 16; Meyer, Kr. ex. H'bueh Ev.
Matth., 1864, p. 4, anm. ; Tholuck, Glaubwurd. evang. Gesch., 2 aufl. p. 239.

''' Tai/ra /.tev^ovv idroptftai too Ilaitia nepi tov Mdpuov. Urol fii.

roiTMarOaiou raur' elptftat. E^iseb., H. E., iii. 39.
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! I

to the Presbyter John, as there is in the case of the tradition about
Mark.

This passaf:;e has excited even more controversy than that re-

garding Mark, and its interpretation and application arc still

keenly debated. The intricacy and difficulty of the questions

which it raises are freely admitted by some of the most earnest

defenders of the Canonical Gospels, but tlie problem, so far as our

examination is concerned, can be solved without much trouble.

The dilenuna in which apologists find themselves v/hen they at-

tempt closely to apply the description of this work given by Pa-

pias to our Canonical Gospel is the great difficulty which compli-

cates the matter and i)revents a clear and distinct solution of the

question. We shall avoid minute discussion of details, contenting

ourselves with the broader features of the argument, and seeking

only to arrive at a just conclusion as to the bearing of the < vi-

dence of Papias upon the claim to authenticity of our Canonical

Gospel.

The first point which we have to consider is the nature of the

work which is here described. Matthew is said to have composed

the Xoyia or Oracles, and ther' can be little doubt from the title

of his own book :
" Exposition of the Lord's Oracles " (AoyiW

KvpuLKwv e^^o-is), that these oracles referred to by Papias were the

Discourses of Jesus. Does the word Xoyia, however, mean strictly

Oracles or discourses alone, or does it include within its fair signi-

fication also historical narrative ? Were the " A.oyia " here referred

to a simple collection of the discourses of Jesus, or a complete

Grospel like that in our Canon bearing the name of Matthew ?

That the direct and natural interpretation of the word is merely

" Discourses " is indirectly admitted, even by the most thorough

apologists, when they confess the obscurity of the expression-

obscurity, however, which simply appears to exist from the dif-

ficulty of straining the word to make it apply to the Gospel. " In

these sentences," says Tischendorf, referring to the passage about

Matthew, " there is much obscurity ; for instance, it is doubtfuj

whether we have rightly translated 'Discourses of the Lord,"'i

and he can only extend the meaning to include historical narra-

tive by leaving the real meaning of the word and interpreting it

by supposed analogy.

There can be no doubt that the direct meaning of the word

Aoyia anciently and at the time of Papias was simply : words or

oracles of a sacred chai'acter, and however much the signification

became afterwards extended, that it was not then at all applied

to doings as well as sayings. There are many instances of this

1 Waim wurden, u. s. w., p. 106 f.
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original and limited signification in the New Testament,^ and

there is no linguistic precedent for straining the expression, used

at that period, to mean anything beyond a collection of sayings

of Jesus which were estimated as oracular or divine, nor is there

any reason for thinking that raXoyia was used in any other

sense.^ It is argued, on the other hand, that in the preceding pas-

sage upon Mark, a more extended meaning of the word is indi-

cated. The Presbyter John says that Mark, as the interpreter of

Peter, wrote without order " the things M'hich were either said or

done by Christ " (ra Inrb tov XptaTov rj \ex'^^^°' V TTpaxOtvi-a), and thcn^

apologizing for him, he goes on to say that Peter, whom he fol-

lowed, adapted his teaching to the occasion, " and not as making

a consecutive record of the discourses (XoyiW) of the Lord." Here^

it is said, the word Aoyiwr is used in reference both to sayings and
doings, and therefore in the passage on Matthew ra \oyia m\ist not

be underetood to mean only X^x'^im-a, but also includes, as in the

former case, the trpaxdivra. For these and similar reasons,—in very

many cases largely influenced by the desire to see in these Xoyia

our actual Gospel according to Matthew—many critics have main-
tained that Ttt Ao'yia in this place may be understood to include

historical narrative as well as discourses.^ The arguments by
which they arrive at this conclusion, however, seem to us to be

based upon thorough misconception of the direct meaning of the

passage. Few or none of these critics would deny that the simple

interpretation of ra Xoyia at that period was oracular sayirgs or

1 "Unto them were committed the oracles ofGod," ra Xoyia rod Seov, Rom.
iii. 2. "The first principles of the oracles of God," Toav Xoyt'oov tov Oeov,
Heb. V. 12. "Letliim speak as the oracles of God," gj? Xoyia Geuv, 1 Pet. iv.

11. Cf. Suicer, Thes. Eccles., ii. p. 247 f.

2 Credner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 91, p. 752; Baumgarten-Crusitis, Comm. Ub. Matth.
1844, p. 20 f. ; Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss. 1849, p. 202 ; HoUzmann, Die synopt. Ew.

,

p. 2.")1 ff. ; Kostlin, Urspr. der svnopt. Ew. p. 56 ; Lachmann, Th. Studienu. Krit.,

1835, p. 577 flf. ; Afayer, Kr. ex'H'buch Evang. d. Matth., 11 f.; Jieu.<<s, Gesch. N.
T., p. 175 ff.; ]Sr. Rev. de Theol., 1S58, p. 46; R^ville, Etudes crit. sur I'Ev. selon
S. Matth, pp. 1—1.3; Rump/, N. Rev. de Thiiol., 1867, p. 32; ScMeiatnacher,
Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1832, d. 735 ff. ; Scholten, Das iilt. Ev., p. 240 f. ; Schenkel,
Das Charakterb. Jesu, p. 3.35 ; Schncckenburger,'Uraipr. erst. kan. Evang., 1834, p.
I80f.;5<«V2, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1868, p. 68 f. ; Weisse, Evang. Gesch., I p. .34 fT.;

Wiesekr, Chron. Synops. d. vier Ew., p. 300; iVeizsiicker, Unters. lib. evang.
Gesch., p. 32,

^Eaur, Unters. kan. Ew., p. 580 f. ; Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 96 f. : Davidson,
Introd. N. T., i. p. 467 ; DelUz>^ch, Unters. Entst. d. Matth. Ev., p, 10 f. ; Ebrard,
Wiss. kr. evang. Gesch., p. 767 f. ; Feilmoser, YAnl. N. T., p. 76 ; Ouericke, Ges-
ammtgesch. N. T., p. HI ; Hilgen/eld, Die Evangelien, p. 119 ; Kern, Urspr. erst.

Evang. Tiib. Zeitschr., 1834, 2, p. 8 fF. ; Kuhn. Leben Jesu, i. p. 18; Keim, Jesu
V. Nazara, i. p. 56; Liicke, Stud. u. Krit., 183.3, p. 499 ff. ; Nicolas, El. crit. IT.T.,

p. 119 f. ; Schott, Authen. d. kan. Ev. n. Matth., benannt, 1837, p. 96 f. ; Thiersch,
Versuchz. Herst. d. Kr., xc, p. 186 flf. ; Die Kirche im apost. Zeit., p. 180 flf.

;

rkA«)idor/, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 107; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 179, anm.
b.

; Weskoit, On the Canon, p. 62, note 2. (He admits the difficulty, however.)
Mn, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1866, p. 694.

24
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1

those who admit that the (Aramaic) original of which Papiaa

speaks may have been substantially similar to it in construction,

very few affirm that the work did not receive much subsequent

manipulation, addition, and alteration, not to speak here of trfvns-

lation, before it assumed the form in which the Gospel now lies

before us, and many of them altogether deny its actual apostolic

origin.^

The next most important and obvious point is that the work
described in this passage was written by Matthew in the Hebrew
or Aramaic dialect, and each one who did not understand that

dialect was obliged to translate as best he could. Our Gospel

according to Matthew, however, is in Greek. Tischendorf, who
is obliged to acknowledge the Greek originality of our actual

Gospel, and that it is not a translation from another language,

recognizes the inevitable dilemma in which this fact places apolo-

gists, and has, with a few other critics, no better argument with

which to meet it than the simple suggestion that Papias must
have been mistaken in saying that Matthew wrote in Hebrev/.''

synopt. Evv., p. 248 ff. ; Klener, De Authen. Ev. Matth., 1832 ; Kontlin, Urapr.
synopt. Evv. p.45ff., 130 fF.; Lackmavn, DeOrd. Narr.in Ev. Synopt. Th. Studien u.

Krit , 1835, p. 577 ff. ; Mei/er, Kr. ex H'buch Ev. De.s. iMatth., 5 aufl., p. 11 flf.

;

Ntander, (iesch. PHaiiz. christl. Kirche, p. 464, anm. 2 ; Niemei/i'r, Recona.
Schott's Isagoge. Haller litt, Zeitunj;, 1832, Miirz, No. 57, p. 454 ; Paufu.<t, Excg.
C'onserv., i. p. 143; Reu^s, Gesch. N. T., p. 175 ff. ; N. Rev. De Th^ol., ii. 1858,

y. 46, p. 71 ; RMlle, Et. crit. sur I'Ev. selon 3. Matth., p. 53 ff., 336 ff. ; Rumtif,
N. Rev, de TWol., v. 1867, p. 32, p. 360; Renan, Vie de J6su8, xiii'"" ed., p. 411
ff. ; Schleiermacher, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1832, p. 735 ff. ; Schneckenbunjer, I rspr.

erst. kan. Ev., 1834, p. 158 ff. ; Scherer, N. Rev. de Th^ol., viii. 1861, p. 20) ff.
;

Schenkel, (jliarakterbild Jean, 1864, p. 334 ff. ; Sleitz, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1868, p.
68ff. ; iS'c/(«)Cf//er, Das nachap. Zeitaiter, i. pp. 243—259; Sieffert, Urspr. erst.

Kan. Evang., 1832, p. 22 ff. ; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 15 f. ; Das alt. Evange-
liuni, p. 240 ff., 248 ff. ; Das Ev. nach Johann., p. xxiii. f. ; Theile Winer's n. kr.

Journal, 1824, i. p. 291 ; De Wette, Einl. N. T. p. 196 ff. ; Weizs(ii:bir, Unters.
evang. Gesuh., p. 29 ff. ; Weme, Die evang. Gesch., i. p. 34 ff. ; Evangelienfrage,

p. 78, 141 ff ; Weiss, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1861, p. 88 ff.; Jahrb. deutsehe Theol,
1864, i. p. 49 ff, iii. p. 287 ff. ; Wieseler, Chronol. Synops. d. 4 Evv., 1843, p. 300,
305, anm. 1 ; Wilke, Die Urevangelist, 1838, p. 69i f ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung,
p. 6 ff. ; Gratz, N. Versuch Entst. d. 3 erst. Evv. zu erklaren, 1812.

1 Anfjer, Ratio qua loci Vet. Test, in Evang. Matth. laudatur, &c., 1862, part
iii. p. %;Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 580 ff. ; Beiujel, Gnomon N. T., 1742, p. I

ff; Dflilzsch, Entst. Matth. Evang., p. 10 ff. ; Ebrard, Wias. krit. evang. Gesch.,
p. 766 ff. ; Feilmoter, Einl. N. T., p. 76; Frommann, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1840, p.
912 ff. ; Gieseler, Versuch Entst. schr. Evv., p. 121 ff. ; Ouericke, Gesammtgesch.
N. T., p. Ill ff. ; Harless, Lucubr. Evang. can. spect., pars 1, 1841, p. 4 ff.

;

Ihrm, Introd. H. S., 1869, iv. p. 420; Keim^SesM v. Nazara, i. p. 56; Kern,
Tub. Zeitschr. f. Th., 1834, 2, p. 8 ff.; Kuhn, Das Leben Jesu, i. p. 18; Kirchho/er,
Quellensamml, p. 38, anm. 6 ; J. P. Lamje, Bibelwerk, N. T., i. ; Das Ev. n.

Mattli., p. 3; Likke, Th. Stud, und Krit., 1833, p. 499 ff. ; Luthardt, De Com-
pos. Ev. Matth., 1861, p. 5; Nicholas, Et. cr. N. T., p. 119 ff. ; Neudecker, Einl.
^. T., p. 102 anm. ; Olshausen, Apost. Ev. Matth. origo defenditur, 1835 ; Tischfin-
dorf, Wann warden, u. s. w., p. 106 ff.; Thiersch, Versuch, p. 186 ff., 222 ff., 348;
Vi'ttkoU, On the Canon, p. 62 ; Zahn, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1866, p. 690 ff.

2 Tisckndor/, Wann wurden, u. 8. w., p. 107 t; of. Bleek, Beitrage, i. p. 62;

I
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^^1

Just as much of the testimony as is convenient or favourable is

eagerly claimed by such apologists, and the rest, wdiich destroys

its applicability to our Gospel, is set aside as a mistake. Tischen-

dorf perceives the difficulty, but not having arguments to meet
it, he takes refuge in feeling. " In this," ho says, " there lies be-

fore us one of the most complicated questions, whose (Jetailed

treatment would here not be in place. For our part, we are fully

at rest concerning it, in the conviction that the assumption by
Papias of a Hebrew original text of Llatthew, which aheady in

his time cannot have been h'mited to himself and was soon re-

peated by other men, arises only from a misunderstanding.^ It is

difficult to comprehend why it should be considered out of place

ill a work specially written to establish the authenticity of the

Gospels to discu.ss full}'^ so vital a point, and its wilful and de-

liberate evasion in such a manner alone can be deemed out of

place on such an occasion.^

Wo may here briefly remark that Tischendorf and others* re-

peat with approval the disparaging expressions against Papias

which Eusehius, for dogmatic i-easons, did not scruple to use, and

in this way they seek somewhat to depreciate his testimony, or at

least indirectly to warrant their free handling of it. It is true

that Eusebius says that Papias was a man of very limited com-

f)rehensi()n'* (o-c^dSpa ydp toi o-/xiKpo5 Siv rbv vovv), but this is ackni)W-

edged to be on account of his Millenarian opin.'ons,^ to which

Eusebius was vehemently opposed. It must be borno in mind,

however, that the Chiliastic passage from Papias quoted by Iren-

a^us, and in which he certainly saw nothing foolish, is given on

Einl. N. T., p. 112; CelUrier, Iiitrod. au N. T., p. 233 fr.,-p. 256; Hwj, Einl. N.

T., ii.p. 16 ff., p. 51.

1 Waim wurilen, n. s. w., p. 107 f.

2 Canon Westcott evades the whole difficulty by not referring to it at all, and

indeed on all the other points which are inconvenient in the evidence of Papias

regarding Matthew's work he preserves complete silence, and assumes without a

hint of doubt or uncer'-ainty the orthodox conclusions. On the Canon, pp. 59-62.

3 Tischendorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., pp. 106-111 ; CelUrier, Introd. au N.T.,

1823, p. 233; Ouericke, Gesammtgesch. , N. T., p. Ill, anm. 2; Hwj, Einl. N. T.,

ii. p. 14 f.

* H. E., iii. 39. The passage (iii. 36) in which, on the contrary, Papias ib cniled

" a man in all respects most learned" {dv7)/j zd ndvra on /jdXidra X.yi-

ftjraro?) is doubtful, as it is not found in the St. Petersburg Syriac edition, nnr

in several other old Greek MSS. ; but treated even as an ancient note by some me

acquainted with the writings of Jbpias it may be mentioned here.

6 Credner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 90; Delitzsch, Unters. Entst. Matth. Ev
, p. 8

;

Davidson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 466; Ebrard, Wiss. kr. evang. Gesch., p. 783;

Gieseler, Versuch Entst. schr. Evv., p. 122 f.; Holtzmann, Die synopt, iivv., p.

264; Ketn, Tubing. Zeitschr. f. Theol., 1834, 2, p. 13 ;
KirchhoJ'er,(^w\\ensm.va\.,

p. 29, anm. 1 ; Meyer, Kr. ex. H'buch Matth., p. 5 ; Michaetis, Einl. N. T.. ii.p.

952 flf.; Neudecker, Einl. N. T., p. 190, anm.; Reithwayr, Einl. N. T., l?5f p.

360, anm. 1 ; Riville, Et. sur I'Ev. selon S. Matth.; SchoUen, Das alt. Evr,^
, v

241.
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the authority of the Presbyter John, to whom, and not to Papias,

any criticism upon it must be referred. If the passage be not of

a very elevated character, it is quite in tlie spirit of that age. The

main {)oint, however, is that in regard to the testimony of Papia.s

we have little to do with his general ability, for all that was re-

quisite was the power to see, hear, and accurately state very sim-

ple facts. He repeats what is told hhn by the Presbyter, and in

uch matters we presumo that the Bishop of Hierajjolis must be

admitted to have been competent.^

There is no point, however, on which the testimony of the Fa-

thers isiimre invariable and complete than that the work of Mat-

tliew was written in Hebrew or Aramaic. The first mention of

any work ascribed to Matthew occurs in the account communi-
cated by Papias, in which, as we have seen, it is distinctly said

that Matthew wrote " in the Hebrew dialect." Irenteus, the next

writer who refers to the |)oint, says ;
" Matthew also produced a

written Gospel amongst the Hebrews in their own dialect ;" and
that he did not derive his information solely from Papias may be

inferred from his going on to state the epoch of Matthew's writ-

ings :
" when Peter and Paul wore preaching and founding the

Church ill Rome."^ The evidence furnished by Pantitnus is cer-

tainly independent of Papms. Eusebius states with regard to

him: " Of these Pantsenus is said to have been one, and to have
penetrated as far as India (Southern Arabia), whei< it is reported

that he found the Gospel according to Matthew, which had been
delivered before his arrival to some who had the knowledge of

Christ, to whom Bartholomew, one of the Apostles, as it is said,

had preached, and left them that writing of Matthew in Hebrew
letters " (avrois re 'Y-^paiiav ypafifiaari ttjv tov MardaLov KaraAeii/'ai

ypa^Tjv).^ Jerome gives a still more circumstantial account of
this. " Panta.'uus found that Bartholomew, one *" the twelve
Apostle.s, had there (in India) preached the advei .. of our Lord
Jesus Christ according to the Gospel of Matthew, which was
written in Hebrew letters (quod Hebraicis Uteris scriptum), and
which on returning to Alexandria he brought with him."* It is

quite clear that this was no version specially made by Bartholo-
mew, for had he translated the Gospel according to Matthew
from the Greek, for the use of persons in Arabia, he certainly

1 Cf. ii'itMorH, Einl., N. T., i. p. 504 f.; Kern, Tubing. Zeitschr. f. Theol.»

^'0 ^lBy 8t} MarOalo? iv ToWE/Spaioti rxj iSioc avTooy SiaXeuTop xai
y^acpt'iv i^tjvEyHEv eiayyeXtov, roC Usrpov Kcd tov" /lu, .low iv 'Paj/^p
(J-ayyeXi^c^ievooy xai QeMeXtoiyraov vnv kxKXtf6iav. Adv. H4|r.,iii. 1, Si:
iW6., H. E., V. 8.

^. .«. .

^Emeh., H. E., v. 10.
* De Vir. 111., 36.

m
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would not have done so into Hebrew.^ Origen, according to Euse-

bius, " following the ecclesiastical canon," states what he has un-

derstood from tradition (iv irapaBoa-ti.) of the Gospels, and says

:

" The first written was that according to Matthew once a publi-

can, b^t afterwards an Apostle of Jesus Christ, who deliverpd it

to the Jewish believers, composed in the Hebrew language."

^

Eusebius in another place makes a similar statement in iiis own
name :

" Matthew having first preached to the Hebrews when he

was about, to go also to others, delivered to them his Gospel writ-

ten in their native language, and thus compensated those from

whom he was departing for the want of his presence by the writ-

ing."^ Cyril of Jerusalem says: "Matthew, who wrote the Gos-

pel, wrote it in the Hebrew language."* Epipharius, referring to

the fact that the Nazarenes called the only Gospel which they

recognized the " Gospel according to the Hebrews," continues :

" As in ver^ truth we can affirm that Matthew alone in the New
Testament set forth and proclaimed the Gospel in the Hebrew
language and in Hebivw characters;"^ and elsewhere he states

that " Matthew wrote the Gospel in Hebrew."^ The same tradi-

tion is repeated by Chrysostom,'' Augustine,^ and others.

V/liilst the testimony of the Fathers was thus unanimous as to

the fact that the Gospel ascribed to Matthew was originally writ-

ten in Hebrew, no question ever seems to have arisen in their

minds as to the character of the Greek version ; much less was

any examination made with the view of testing the accuracy of

the translation. " Such inquiries were not in the spirit of Chris-

tian learned men generally of that time,"^ as Tisehendorf remarks

in connection with the belief current in t]\e earlv Church, and

afterwards shared by Jerome, that the Gospel -according to the

Hebrews /as the original of the Greek Gospel according to Mat-

1 Daviuson, lutrod. N. T., i. p. 469 f.

2 TCpdirov nhv yeypazrat to Mara tov itork TEXcortfv, vC'tspov Si

dn66roXov ^hjciov Xpi6Tov MarOatov, f/ndedaJKOTa avro roli and

'lovScxiafiov" ni6rEv6a6if ypdfifuadiy 'Efdpa'iHoti 6vvTETayiuEvov. Euneh.,

H. E , vi. 25. .

£ MofrO«?o? jiiiv yap rporspov 'Eftpaiofi xtjpv^ai, r.Js pjueXXev xni i(p'

ETcpovi lEvca, narpiaa yXcaTTi;} ypacp^ napadoviTx. vnrr' avrdv eiay-

ysXiov, ro XElTtUr' ry avTov xapov6ia Tovroti i' oov idrEXXETo, Sid

rifi ypatpTJi dnETtXTJpov. £««f6., H. E.,'iii. 24.

^^
* MarOaio? d ypdipa? ro evayyeXtov,\'Eppaidi yXoo66-p tovto

e/paipev. L'atech., 14.
6 qjS r« dXi/6ff Idnv EinE'iv urt MarOaioi ^oyoi'Ej^paidzi Tiai'E^pa-

iKoli ypd/u/iicx6tv Iv Tjf naivi} SiaOyn^ inotTJ6aTo rriv to\j' EvayyfXiov

EK^E6iy TE xai XT/pvy/ja. Hwr., xxx. 3; ed. Petav., p. 127.

8. . . cLMtxTdaloi Eftpa'ixoU ypd^na6iypd(pEi TO EvuyyeXiov,H.r.L
Hwr., li. 5; ed. Pet., p. 426

7 Horn, in Matth., i.

8 Dc Consensu Evang., i. 2.

Ttschendorf, Wann wurdcn, u. 8. w. , p. 108.
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thew. The first who directly refers to the point, frankly confes-

sing the total ignorame which generally prevailed, was Jerome

He states :
" Matthew, who was also called Levi, who from a pub

lican became an Apostle, was the fii'st who wrote a Gospel of

Christ in Judsea in Hebrew language and letters, on account of

those from amongst the circumcision v/ho had belie v^ed ; but who
afterwards translated it into Greek is not sufficiently certain." ^

It was only at a much later period, when doubt began to arise,

that the translation was wildly ascribed to the Apostles John,

James, and others.^

The expression in Papias that " everyone interpreted them (the

Xo'yui) as he was able " (t/p/a^vcwitc 8' aura u)s ^v Swaro^ CKacrTos) has

been variously interpreted by different critics, like the rest of the

account. Schleiermacher explained the r,pfi.y]vfv(T€ as translation

b)' enlargement : Matthew merely collected the Xoyta, and every-

one added the explanatory circumstances of time and occasion as

best he could.^ This view, however, has not been largely adopted.

Others consider that the expression refers to the interjiretation

which was given on reading it at the public meetings of Chris-

tians for worship,* but there can be no doubt that, coming after

the statement that the work was written in the Hebrew dialect,

ipurjvtmv can only mean simple translation.^ Some maintain
that the passage infers the existence of many written translations,

a'nongst which very probably was ours f whilst others affirm that

the phrase merely signifies that as there was no recognized transla-

tion, each one who had but an imperfect kuowledg^> of the lang-

uage, yet wished to read the work, translated the Hebrew for him-
selt" ordlly as best he could.'' Some consider that Papias or the
Presbyter use the verb in the past tense, rjp/jirjvevcre, as contrasting

1 Matthseus, qui et Levi, ex publicano apostolus, primus in Judcea, propter eos
quiex circumcisione crediderant, evangeliura Christi Hebraicis litteris verbisque
compoauit. quod quis postca in Grsecum transtulerit, non satis certuin est.

Hiemn., De Vir. 111., 3.

2Cf. Theophylact., Com. inMatth. Proem.; Auctor Synops. Script. Sacr. ; Athan-
asius, 0pp. Paris., ii. p. 155; Erang. sec. Matth. ed. Matthcei, Tp. 10; Scholz,
N. T. Graice., i. p. xxx., p. 107 ; Credner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 72 f.

3 Tu. Studieu u. Krit., 1832, p. 735 f.

* 77a>)\sp/i,Ver8uch, u.s. w., p. 193, 222 ff., 348; Die Kirche im apost. Zeitalt.

,

p. 180 ff.

5 Baur, Krit. Unters. Un. Evv., p. 531 ; Liicke, Th. Studion u. Krit., 1833, p.
499.

' f '

"ifVcle, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1833, p. 499 ff. ; Davidmn, Introd. N. T., i. pp.
468, 491 ; Weizsdcker, (Inters, evang. Gesch., p. 31 ; Bleelc, Beitrage, p. 60 ; Einl.
N. T., ii. p. 95; Ewald, Jahrb. bil)l. VViss., 1849, p. 202 ; Mtchaelu Eial. N. T.,
1788, ii. p. 952.

' Hbrard, Wiss. krit. evang. Gesch., p. 785, dnm, 6 ; Feilmos''.r, Einl. N. T., p.
*2f.

; Weisse, Die evang. Gesch., p. 36 f. ; Scliott, Authen. kan. Ev. u. Mattli.
Ijeiinant, 1837, p. 80 f., cf. 93 ; Sieffert, Urspr. erst. kan. Ev, p. 20 f . ; cf. Ewald,
Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1849, p. 202.
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sence of the original, or even of testimony of its accuracy, be any

assurance that the translation faithfully renders the work of

Matthew, or accurately conveys the sense of the original. All its

Apostolical authority is gone. Even Michaelis long ago recog-

nized this :
" If the original text of Matthew be lost, and we

have nothing but a Greek translation : then, frankly, we cannot

ascribe any divine inspiration to the words : yea, it is possible

that in various places the true meaning of the Apostle has been

mi.ssed by the translator."^ This was f^lt and argued by the

Manicheans in the fourth century,2 and by the Anabaptists at the

time 01 the Keformation.^ A wide argument might be opened out

as to the dependence of the other two Gospels on this u^authen-

ticated work.

The dilemma, however, is not yet complete. It was early re-

marked that our first Canonical Gospel bore no real marks of

king a translation at all, but is evidently an original independent

Greek work. Even men like Erasmus, Calvin, Cajetan, and
(Eeolampadius, began to deny the statement that our Guspels

showed any traces of Hebrew origin, and the researches of later

scholars have so fully confirmed their doubts that few now main-
tain the priiaitive belief in a translation. We do not propose

here to outer fully into this argument. It is sufficient to say

that the great majority of competent critics declare that our first

Canonical Go'^)pel is no translation, but an original Greek text ;
*

1 Einl. N. T., ii. p. 997, cf. p. 1003.
^ Aiigustin., Contra Faust., 32, 2; 33, 3.

^ Sixtus Senensis, Bibl. Sar.cta, v". 2, p. 924.

*Alber, Hermeneut. Novi Teat., i. p. 239 ff. ; Al/ord, Mov. Test. Gr., 1868,
Proleg. ;. p. '29; AtKjer, Eatio qua loci V. T. in Ev. Matt, laudantur, 1861 ; Bleek,
Einl. N. T., p. 286 fF., p. 106 ff. ; Beitrage, p. 62 ff. ; BauimjartenCruaim, Com-
ment, Ev. d. Mattli., 1844, p. 23; Basnwje, Annal. Ad. a. c. 64, p. 729; Bezna,
Adnot. Maj. N. T. ; Biwlav, Dissert, de lingua orig. Evaug., sec, Matth., 1826,
8; Calvin, Comment, in N. T. ; Cellirier, Introd. au N. T., p. 256; Clerkus, Diss.
inquat. Evaiig., § 1 ; Cajetan, Comment, in quat. Evang, ; Credner, Einl. N. T.,
i. p.92ff. ; iMitzsch, Unters. iib. Entst. d. Matth. Ev., p. 12 ff., Ill f ; Eras-
mM, Ad. Matth., 'dii. Schol. ad Hieron. Catal. Script. Eccles. v. ; Ewald, Jahrb.
bibl. Wiss., 1849, p. 210 ; Fabricius, Bibl. Graca ed. Ilarless, iv. 4, 7, p. 700 ff. ;

FkmM, i:. T. ex vers. D. Erasmi emend. &c., 1570, p. Iff.; (cf. Neudecker,
Einl. N. T., p. 195, aum. 1) ; Fritzsche, Evang. Mattboei recens. 1826, p. xviii, ff.

;

Girhard, Annot. posth, in Ev. Matth., 1650, p. 33 ff. ; Grawitz, Surla langue orig.
delEv. deSt. Matth., 181^7 ; Qrotim, Annotat. ad Matth., i. 1 ; Harless, Lucubr.
Evang. can. spect., para, i., 1841 ; Hil(jenfdd, Die Evangelien, p. 115 ff. ; HoU^.-
»w«r«, Die synopt. Ev., p. 264 ff, ; fleydenreic/i, in Winer's Kr. Journal, iii. 1825,
p. 12!)ff., .385 ff. ; Hug, Einl. N. T,, ii. p. 52 ff. ; HeUlegger, Enchiridion, 1681, p.
(05 ff.

; llofmann, Ad. Pritii Introd. in Lect. N. T., 1764, p. 307 ff. ; Jortin, Ko-
marksoii Eccl. Hist., 2d. ed. i. p. 309 f. ; Keim, Gesch. Jesu v. Nazara. i. p, 5<:

ff;! KOstUn, Urspr. synopt. Evv., p. 43; Kotchcr, Analecta philol. et exeg. Ac,
l'(i6;/fuA/,, Das LebenJeau, i. ; Lardner, Supplt. to Credibility, &c.. Works, vi.

pp. *S--G5; Lu,htfoot, Horte Hebr. ad Matth., i. 23; Works, xi. p. 21 ff. ; Let-
*"% Theolog. Nachlass, pp. 45—72; Vermischte Schr., vi. p. 50; Masch, Grund-
"prached. Ev. Matth., 1755-8 ; Jfo;M«, Exam. Hist. Crit. Textus N. T. 1694, oh.
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whilst of those who consider that they find traces of translation

and of Hebrew origin, some barely deny the independent orifnn-

ality of the Greek Gospel, and few assert more than substantial

agreement with the original, with more or less variation and ad-

dition often of a very decided character.^ The case, therefore,

stands thus : The whole of the evidence which warrants our be-

lieving that Mafcthew wrote any work at r.ll, distinctly, invariably,

and emphatically asserts that he wrote that work in Hebrew or

Aramaic ; a Gi-eek Gospel, therefore, as connected with Matthew,
can only be a translation by an unknown hand, whose accuracy

we have not, and never have had, the means of verifying. Our
Greek Gospel, however, being an independent original Greek text,

there is no ground whatever for ascribing it to Matthew at all,

the whole evidence of antiquity being emphatically opposed, and

even the Gospel itself laying no claim, to such authorship.

V. vi. ; Mohknhawer, Tntrod. ad. Libr. Canon., p. 247 ff. ; NeiuLrker, Einl. N.

T., p. 200 ff. ; Paulm, Introd. in N. T. Cap. Select., 1799, p. 279; Theol. exee.

Conservatorium, 1822, i. p. 159 ff. ; Exeg. H'buch, i. 1, p. 36 f. ; Pritim, Introd.

in Lect. N. T., 1764; Reusa, Gesch. N. T., p. 189 ff. ; Ritachl, Theol. Jahrb.,

1851, p. 536 ff. ; Rumposus. Com. Crit. in N. T., p. 81 ff. ; tichott, Isagoge, p. 68

ff. ; Authent. d. kan. Ev. n. Matth. benannt, p. 83 ff., 105 ff. ; Schubert, Diss,

qua in Serra. qua Ev. Matth. conscript, fuerit inquiritur, 1810 ; C. F. Schmidt,

nist. Antiq. et vindicatio Canonis, 1775, p. 435 ff. ; Schroeder, De lingua Matth.

Authen., 1701 ; Scholten, Das alt. Evang., p. 249 f. : «S<ette, Th. Stud, u, Krit.,

1868, p. 85 ff. ; Tischendorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 107 ff.; Theile, in Winer's

N. Kr. Journal, 1824, i. p. 198 ff. ; Volkmar, DurUrsprung, p. 6 ff. ; Viser, Herm.

Sicr. N. T., pars ii. p. 344 ff. ; Voyel, Entst. drei erst. Evv. Gabler's Journal f.

auserl. Theol. Lit., 1804, i. 1; De yVette, Einl N. T., p. 196 ff.; Weizscickev, Vn-

ters. ub. evang. Gesch., p. 31 ; Weiss, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1861, p. 86 ff. ; Wilke,

Der Urevangelist, 1838, p. 691 f., et passim ; Wilcke, Tradition und Mythe, p.

34 ff. ; Wetttein, Nov. Test. Gr., i. p. 224. We do not pretend to give complete

lists.

1 Baur, Unters. Ub. kan. Evv., p. 580 ff. (a translation which by alterations

and additions has more and more lost its original character) ; Bertholdt, Einl. A.

rind N. T., 1813, iii. p. 1114 ff., 1175 ff., 1257 ff. ; BoUen, Berieht d. Matth. v.

Jesu der Messia, 1792 8 Vorrede ; Corrodi, Beieucht. d. Gesch. d. Bii)el-Kanon8,

ii. p. 149 ff. ; Eckermann, Erkliir. all. dunk). Stellen N. T., i. p. xi. ;
Eichhorn,

Einl. N. T., i. p. 502 ff. ; Ehrard, Wiss. kr. evang. Gesch., n. 780 ff. ; Fucher,

Einl. in d. Dogm. d. evang. -luth. Kirche, 1828, p. 115ff. ; Feitmoser, Eiul. N. T.,

2au3g. p. 38 ff. ; Oieseler, Verslioh Entst. scbr. Evv., p. 120 ff. ; Oritz, N. Ver-

such Entst. 3 erst. Evv. zu erkliiren, 1812; Hdnlein, H'buch Einl. N.T., iii. p. 30,

75 ff.; Kirchhofer, Quellensamml., p. 3.3, anm. 6; Kern, Tubing. Zeitschr. f. Theol,,

1834, 2, p. 14 ff., 43 ff., 122 ff. ; cf. 1838, 2, p. 14 f. ; Klener, Recent, de Authen-

tia Ev. Matth. qurest. reoensentur, &c., 1832: Kuinoel, Coram. N. T., 1807^i.

xvi. ; Luthardt, De Comoos. ev. Matth., 1861 ; Meyer, Kr. ex. H'buch iib. d. Ev.

des Matth., 5te aufl. p. 4 ff. ; Michadia, Eml. N. T., ii. p. 946 ff. ;
Nkmey^,

Allg. Litteraturzeit., 1832, No. 37 ; Oaiaiider, Tub. Zeitschr. , 1836, 4, p. 77 f-

1

Reithmayr, Einl. N. T., 1852, p. 346 ff. ; Schneckenburger, Urspr erat. can. Ev.,

1834, p. 105 ff., 171 ; Schulz, Beitrage z. Lehre, v. hell. A»)endmahl, 1 ausg. p.

302 ff. ; Schulthess, Rosenmuller's Repert., 1824, ii. p. 172 f. ;
Schtvegkr,VM

tiachap. Zeit., i. p. 241 ff.; Semler, Uebersetz. v. Townson's Abh. ub. 4Evv.

1783, 1. p. 146 ff. ; J. E, C. Schmidt, In Henko's Magazin, 1795, iv. p. 576; iml.

N. T., i. p. 60 ff. ; Simon, Hist., crit. du N. T., p 47 ff. ; Stnrr, Zweck d. evint

Gesch. u. Br. Johannis, p. 360 f. ; Treijellea, Orig. language St. Matth. Gospel,
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One or other of these alternatives must be adopted for our first

Gospel, and either is absolutely fatal to its direct Apostolic origin.

Neither as a translation from the Hebrew nor as an original

Greek text can it claim Apostolic authority. This has been so-

well recognized, if not adinitted, that some writers, with greater

zeal than discretion, have devised fanciful theories to obviate the

difficulty. These maintain that Matthew himself wrote both

in Hebrew and in Greek,^ or at least that the translation was

made during his own lifetime and under his own eye,^ and so on.

There is not, however, a particle of evidence for any of these as-

sertions, which are mcre)y the arbitrary and groundless conjectures

ot embarrassed apologists.

It is manifest that upon this evidence both those who assei-t

the Hebrew original of Matthew's work and those who maintain

thai our Go.spel is not a tran.slation but an original Greek com-

position, should logicallj' deny the apostolicity of our actual Gos-

pel. We need not say that this i.s not done, and that for dogma-
tic and other foregone conclusions many profess belief in the

Apostolic authorship of the Gospel, although in doing so tliey

wilfully ignore the facts, and in many cases merely claim a sub-

stantial but not absolute Apostolic origin for the work.' A much

1850. Note to Home's Introd. to H. 8., 12th ed., iv. p. 420; Thieas, N. Krit.

Comment. N. T., i., Einl. p. 18 ff. ; Venturini, Gesch. d. Urchristenthums, ii. p.
8, 41, 51 ; Weisse, Die evang. Gesch., i. r>. 45 ff. ; Weber, Beitriige z. Gesch. N. T.
Kaiions, 1791, p. 21 ff. ; Versuch einer Beleucht. d. Gesch. d. Bibel. Kanons, 1792,
ii, p. 150 f,'.; Westcott, Introd. to Study of the Gospels, 1872, p. 223 f. note 2

;

Zdhn, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1806, p. 693 ff.

1 Benijel, Gnomon N. T., 1742, p. 3 ; Benson, Hist, of First Planting of Christ.

Relidon, i. p. 257 ; Ouericke, Beitrage, 1828, p. 36 ff.; Einl. N. T., 2 aufl. p. 115 ;

Gesammt. Gesch. N. T., p. 114 ff.; Home, Introd. to H. S., 1809, iv. p. 420 ;

Lamje, Das Ev. Matth., p. 3 ; Bibelwerk, 1868, i. ; Olxhauaen, Echtheit d. 4 kan.
Evv., 1823, p. 18 ff. ; Apost. Ev. Matth. origo def., 1835 ; Sixtna Sen., Biblioth.
Sanet.vii. p. 582 ; Thiersch, Versuch, u. s. w., p. 190 ff., 348 ff.; Townaon, Works,
i. p. 30 ff. ; Schwarz, Soloecismi Diacip. J. C, 1730 ; Halea, Analysis of Chronology,
ii. p. 665.

Cf. MUman, Hist, of Christianity, 1867, i. p. 386;; of. p. 422.
iEhrard, Wiss. krit. evang. Gesch., p. 786 ; Orelli conjectures that two disci-

ples of Matthew wrote the Gospel, the one in Aramaic, the other in Greek. Se-
lects Patr. Eccles. Capita, p. 10.

3 Aiford, Greek Test, 1868, Prolog, i. p. 24 ; Bengef, Archiv f. Theol., vi. 1824,
p. 572; Gnomon N. T., 1742, p. 3 ; Benson, Hist. First Planting of (;hr. Religion,
ip. 257; DelUzach, Entst. d. Matth. Evang., p. 110, cf. p. 7f.; Ehrard, WisB.
krit. evaug. Gesch., p. 787 ff.; Feilmoaer, Einl. N. T., 2ausg. p. 71 ff. ; Fritzache,
Proleg, in Matth., 1826, d. 18 ff. ; Oieaeler, Entst. schr. Evv., p. 120 ff. ;

Ouericke, Beitrage, pp. 23—36 ; Einl. N. T., p. 115 ; Gesainmtgcsch, p. 109 ff. ;

whard, Annot. posth. in Evang. Matth., p. 38 ; Heydenrekh, Winer's Kr. Jour-
nal, iil., 1825, p. 129 ff., p. 385 ff.; Zeitschr. Predegerwiss. v. Heyden u. Huffel,
•8^8, p. 10 ff.; Hegatenherg, Evang. Kirchenzeitung, 1858, p. 627 ff.; Heidegger,
tnchirulion, p. 707 ; Home, Introd. to H. S., iv. p. 421 ; Hwj, Einl. N. T., 1847,
lip. 4ff., 90 ff., Ill i.;Kem, Tiihinger Zeitschr. f. Theol., 18.,., 2, p. 122 f.;cf.
^1

;
Ktrdiho/er, Quellensamml., p. 33. anm. 6 ; Lange, Bibelwerk N. T., i., Ev. ill

Matth., p. 2ff,; Olahajisen, Apost. Ev. Matth. origo def., 1835 ; Bibl. Comment*r.

m
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greater number of the most able and learned critics, however,
both from external and internal evidence deny the Apostolic

origin of our first Canonical Gospel.^

There is another fact to which we may briefly refer, which
from another side shows that the work of Matthew with wliich

Papias was acquainted was different from our Gospel. In a

fragment from the fourth book of his lost work which is pre-

1830, p. 11 f.; Reithmayr, Einl. N. T., 1852, p. 351 ff.; Tischendorf, Wanu. wur-
den, u. s. w., passim; Thiersch, Vtrauch, u. s. w., n. 190 fF., 348 ff.; Toumson,
Works, i. p. 30 tf.: Westcolt, Ou the Canon, p. 62, etpassinu; Schworz, Soloeciomi

Discip. J. C, &c., 1730 ; Hales, Analysis of Chronology, ii. p. 665.
1 Baur, Krit. Unters. iib. kan. Evv., p. 571 ff. ; B. Bauer, Krit. d. evang.Gesch

d. Synopt., 1846 ; Bkek, Einl. N. T., 1866, § 110, p. 286 ff.; Beitriige, 1846, p. 62
ff.; Baumyarten-Crmius, Comment, ub. Ev. Matth., 1844, p. 24 ff.; Bertholdt, Einl.

A. und N. 'L\, 1813, iii. § 332, p. 1265 ff.; Buusen, Bibelwcrk, viii. p. 97 f.; cf. p.

38 ; Corrodi, Versuch einer Beleucht. d. Gesch. J. u. Chr. Bibel-Kanons, ii. p.

149 ff.; Christiamta, Das Evang. des Reichs, 1859; Credner, Einl. N. T., i. §47,

p. 97 f.; Davidson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 484 ff.; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., 1820, i. §

100 ff., p. 461 ff.; Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., ii., 1849, p. 209 ff.; Fhcher, Eiul. in

d. Dogmatik, 1828, p. 115 ff. ; Ofrorer, Gesch. d. Urchristenthumsi, i. p. 7, 114 f.;

Allgemeine Kirchengesch., 1841, i. p. 166; Oratz, N. Versuch Entst. 3 erat. Evv.

zu erklaren, 1812; Herder, Kegel d. zusamm. uns. Evv., &c. ; Von Gottes Sohn,

U.S. w., 1791, xii.; Hibjenfeld, Die Evangelieu, jjp. 106—120; HoUzinann, Die

synopt. Evv., § 18, p. 264 ff'., 359 ff. ; Klener, Recent, de authent. Evang. Matth.

qu.rst., 1832 ; Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, i. p. 63 ff., 67 ff. ; Kostlin, Urspr. d. synopt.,

p. 43 ff.,69ff.; Lachmann, Th.Studien u. Krit., 1835, p.577 ff. ; Likke, Th. Studien

u. Krit., 1833, p. 497 ff. ; Lessinff, Theolog. nachlass, 1784, p. 45 ff. ; iJeyer, Kr.

exeg. H'buch iib. d. Ev. des. Matth., 5te aufl. § 2, p. 3 ff. ; Neander, Lebeu Jesu,

p. 11 ; Neudecker, Einl. N. T., §27, p. 209 ff. ; Nicolas, Etudes crit. sur la Bible,

JS\ T., p. 28 ff., 43, p. 153ff. ; Niemeyer, Allgem. Literaturzeit., 1832, No. 37

;

Orelli, Selecta Patr. Eccles. Cap. 1821, p. 10; Plitt, De Comp. Evang. Synopt.,

1860; Renan, Vie de Jt^sus, xiii^^ ed. p. 1. ff. ; Retiss, Gesch. N. T., § 195, "p. 188;

N. Rev. de Th^ol., ii. 1858, p. 46 ; R^ville, Etudes crit. sur I'Ev. selon S. Matth.,

1862; Rump/, N. Rev. de Th6ol., v. 1867, p. 32; Raidiger, Symbohe quiudamad

m. T. pertinentes, 1827 ; Schleiermaclicr, Th. Studien u. Krit., 1832, p.

735 ff. ; Schneckenburyer, Urspr. erst kan. Evang., 1834, p. 3 ff., 90 ft. ; Bei-

triige, p. 24; Scherer, N. Rev. de Theol., 1S61, viii. p. 292 ff. ; /. E. G.

Schmidt, Entwurf., u. s. w., Hencke's Mag., iv. p. 576 ff. ; Einl. N. T., i. p. 68 ff.

;

Schenkel, Das Charakterbild Jesu, 1864, p. 333 ff.; Schweqler, Dasnachap. Zeitalter,

i. p. 241 ff. ; Scholten, Das alt. Evangelium, p. 240ff., 248ff.; cf. Die iilt. Zeu-

s;nisse, u. s. vi^., p. 15 f. ; Schulz, Bemerkub. Verf. d. Ev, n. Matth. Beit. z. Christ.

L'3hre v. heil. Abendmahl, 1 ausg., 1824, pp. 302—322 ; Schott, Authent. des kan.

Ev. benanntnach Matth., 1837, herausg. v. Danz., p. 93 ft"., 106ff. ; SchuHhesi,

Rosenmiiller's Bibl. exeg. Kepertorium, 1824, ii. p. 172 f. ; Semler, Vorrede z. Baum-

garten's Unters. Theol. Streitigkeit, 1762, p. 52 ; Uebersetz. v. Townson's Ab-

handl. 4 Evv., 1783, i. p. 146 ff., 221, 290 ; Sieffert, Ursprung. d. erst. kan. Evv.,

1832, p. 123 ff., 138 ff., 160 ff.; Strauss, Das Lebon Jesu, 1854, p. 48 ff. ;
Stroth,

Interpol, in Evang. Matth. in Eichhorn's Repertorium f. bibl. u. morgenl. Litt,

ix. p. 99 ff. ; Theile, Zur Biographie Jesu, 1836, p. 35 ; Tobler, Die Evangelien-

frage, 1858 ; Volkinar, Der Ursprung, u. s. w., p. 6 ff. Venturini, Gesch. des Ur-

christenthums, ii. p. 1 ff. ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., § 98, a. b.. 201 ff. ;
Weiasacker,

Unters. iib. evang. Gesch. 26 ff., 104 ff., 129 ff. ; Weisse, Evang. Gesch., i. p. 29

S. ; Die Evangelienfrage, p. 89 ff., 141 ff. ; Weiss, Th. Studien u. Krit, 1861, p.

88 ff. ; Wilke, Der Urevangelist, p. 691, et passim ; Wilcke, Tradition u. Mythe,

1837, § 19, p. 38 ff. ; Wieseler, Chronolog. Synopsis d. 4 Ev., 1843, p. 300, 304ff.

;

Beitrage z. apok. Litt., p. 182.
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served to us by CEcumenius and Theophylact, Papias relates the

circumstances of the death of Judas Iscariot in a manner which is

in contradiction to the account in the first Gospel. In Matthew

xxvii. 5, the death of the traitor is thus related :
" And he cast

down the pieces of silver in the temple and departed and went

and hanged himself."^ The narrative in Papias is as follows

:

"Judas walked about in this world a grert example of impiety
;

for his body having swollen so that, on an occasion, when a wag-
gon was moving on its way, he could not pass it, he was crushed

by the chariot and his bowels gushed out."^ Theophylact, in

connection with this passage, adds other details also apparently

taken from the work of Papias, as for instance that, from his ex-

cessive corpulency, the eyes of Judas were so swollen that they

could not see, and so sunk in his head that they could not be

perceived even by the aid of the optical instruments ofphysicians

;

and that the rest of his body was covered with running soi'es and
maggots, and so on in the manner of the early Christian ages,

whose imagination conjured up the wildest " special providences
"

to punish the enemies of the faith.^ As Papias expressly states

that he eagerly inquired what the Apostles, and amongst them
what Matthew, said, we may conclude that he would not have
deliberately contradicted the account given by that Apostle had
he been acquainted with any work attributed to him which con-

tained it.''

It has been argued, from some very remote and imaginary resem-
blance between the passage from the preface to the- ./ork of Papias
quoted by Eusebius with the prologue to Luke, tbit Papias was
acquainted with that Gospel f but nothing could be more ground-
less than such a conclusion based upon such evidence, and there
is not a word in our fragments of Papias which warrants such an
assertion.^ Eusebius, who never fails to state what the Fathers
say about the works of the New Testament, does not mention

I In Acts i. 18 f. , an acconnt is given which again contradicts both Matthew and
the version of Papias.

^
^Miya d6apEiai vrtoSeiyna kv rovro) rdp ?u6i.icp nspzF.iedrTjdev

/ou5a:5' irptjdOeii ydfj tnl to6ovtov tjjv 6apHa, aodre jutji SvvadOat 8i£\-
fifiv, d^id^tji paSiooi SiEpxo/jevt^?, vito riji dua^rji iniedOtf, wdre rd
lyxara avrov" kKHEvaaOrjvat. (Ecumenius, Comm. in Acta Apost., cap. ii.

3/:-(//t, ReHq. Sacrae, 1846, i. pp. 9, 2.3 f., 25 ff.

* Cminer, Einl. N. T., p. 91 ; Holtzmann, Die synopt. Evv. p. 251 f. ; cf. West
cott, On the Canon, n. 66.
H'f. Credner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 202 ; Hilgenfeld, Der Kan> - p. 15 f.; Zeitschr.

wiss. TheoL, 1861, p. 202.
^Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 19; Nicolas, Et. crit. N. T., p. 21 f. ; Reus»,

N. Rev. de Th^ol, ii. 1858, p. 45, note 5; Scholtm, Die alt, Zengn., p. 16 f. ;

fletPaulin. Evangelic, p. 2 f. ; Zeller, Die Apostelgesch., p. 11 ; Volkmar, Der
ursprung, p. 60 f. ; cf. Tiscfiendorf, Wann wurden, u. a. w., p. 117 f. ; Westcott,
On the Canon, p. 65 f. ,-.. . , .,

^^'ifi=.lplf-^**^
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382 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

that Papias knew either the third or fourth Gospels. Is it pos-

sible to suppose that if Papias had been acquainted with those

Oospels he would not have asked for information about them from

the Presbyters, or that Eusebius would not have recorded it as he

did that regarding the works ascribed to Matthew and Mark ?

Eusebius states, however, that Papias "made use of testimonies

from the first Epistle of John and, likewise, from that of Peter."

'

A.S Eusebius,however,does not quote passages from Papias,we must

remain m doubt whether he did not, as elsewhere, assume from

some similarity of wording that the passages were quotations

from these Epistles, whilst in reality they might not be. Euse-

bius made a similar statement with regard to the use of the

Epistle of Peter in the so-called Epistle of Polycarp^ upon no

more definite grounds than an apparent resemblance of expres-

sions.^ Andrew, a Cappadocian bishop of the fifth century,

mentions that Papias, amongst others of the Fathers, considered

the Apocalypse inspired.* No reference is made to this by Euse-

bius, but although from his Millenarian tendencies it is very pro-

bable that Papias regarded the Apocalypse with peculiar venera-

tion as a prophetic book, this evidence is too vague and isolated

to be of much value.

We find, however, that Papias, like Hegesippus and others of

the Fathers, was acquainted with the Gospel according to the He-

brews. Eusebius says :
" He (Pa{)ias) has likewise related another

history of a woman accused of many sins before the Lord, which

is contained in the Gospel according to the Hebrews."^ This is

generally believed to be the episode inserted in the later MSS. of

the fourth Gospel viii. 1—11. This Gospel, of which, as we have

seen, we find much more ancient and distinct traces than any

other, there is, therefore, good reason to believe, was used by

Paf)ias.*

Whatever books Papias knew, however, it is certain, from his

own express declaration, that he ascribed little importance to them,

and preferred tradition as a more reliable source of information

regarding evangelical history. " For I held that what was to be

1 Emeh., H. E., iii. 39.
2 Ad. Phil., vii. ; Emeb., H. E., iv. 14.

3 Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 350, anm. ; Renan, Vie de J^sub, xiii"' ed., p.

Ixv. note 4 ; Scholten, Das Evang. n. Johannes, p. 8.

4 Proleg. Comment, in Apocalypsin ; Routh, Reliq. Sacrae, 1846, i. p. 15.

6 ^ExreOejratdi xai aXXrjv idvoplav Ttepi yvvcaxoi, kitinoWaii afiap-

Ttaii Siaft\jjO£i6r]i kiti rod Kvpiov. '"Hv to nar 'EjSpaiovi evayyeMv
TteptexBi. H. E., iii. p. 39.

e Delitzsch, Eutat. d. Matth. Evang., p. 24; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 21

f. ; HUgmfeld, Die. Evangelien, p. 119 ; Kirchhofer, Quellensamml, p. 33, anm.

^ ; Scholten, Das. alt. Evang., p. 242 ; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 205;

Tischendorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 110.
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derived from books," he says, " did not so profit me as that from

the living and abiding voice (of tradition)."* If, therefore, it

could even have been shown that Papias was acquainted with

any of our Canonical Gospels, it could only have been with the

accompanying fact that he did not recognize them as authoritative

documents. It is manifest from the evidence adduced, however,

that Papias did not know our Gospels. It is not possible that he

could have found it better to inquire " what John or Me thew, or

what any other of the disciples of Lie Lc '
. . . say "if he

had known of Gospels such as ours actually written by them,

deliberately telling him what they had to nay. The work of Mat-
thew which he mentions being, however, a mere collection of dis-

courses of Jesus, he might naturally inquire what the Apostle^

himself said of the history of the Master. The evidence of Pa-

pias is in every respect most important. He is the first writer

who mentions that Mat'-hew and Mark were believed to have
written any works at all ; but whilst he shows that he does not

accord any canonical authority even to the works attributed to

them, his description of those works and his general testimony
come with crushing force against the pretensions made on behalf

of our Gospels to Apostolic origin and authenticity.

1 Emb., H. E., iii. 39.
J We may merely remark that Papias does not call the Matthew who wrote the

Xoyia an Apostle. In this passage he speaks of the Apostle, but he does not
diitinctly identify him with the Matthew of the other passage.
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i

CHAPTER V.

THE CLEMENTINES—THE EPISTLE TO DIOGNETUS.

We must now as briefly as possible examine the evidence fur-

nished by the apocryphal religious romance generally known by
the name of " The Clementines," and assuming, falsely of course,

'

to be the composition of the Roman Clement. The Clementines

are composed of three principal works, the Homilies, Recognitions,

and a so-called Epitome. The Homilies, again, are prefaced by a

pretended epistle addressed by the Apostle Peter to James, and

another from Clement. These Homilies were only known in an

imperfect form till 1853, when DresseP published a complete

Greek text. Of the Recognitions we only possess a liatin trans-

lation by Rufinus (a.d. 402). Although there is much difference

of opinion regarding the claims to priority of the Homilies, and

Recognitions, many critics assigning that place to the Homilies, ^

whilst others assert the earlier origin of the Recognitions,* all are

agreed that the one is merely a version of the other, the former

being embodied almost word for word in the latter, whilst the

Epitome is a blending of the other two, probably intended to

purge them from heretical doctrine. These works, however,

which are generally admitted to have emanated from the Ebioni-

tic party of the early Church,^ are supposed to be based upon older

1 Baur, Doginengesch. , 1865, I. i. p. 155 ; Bumen, Hippolytus, i. p. 4.31 : Ewnhl,

Gesch. d. V. Isr., vii. p. 18.3 ; Ouericke, H'buoh K. G., i. p. 117, anm. 2; Hilrn-

feld, Der Kanon, p. 30, p. 204, anm. 1 ; Die apost, Vater, p. 287 ; Kirchhofer,

Quellensatnnil., p. 461, anm. 47; Leclder, Das. apost. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 4.H

500 ; Nicolas, Et. sur lea Ev. Apocr., 1866, p, 87 tf. ; Ritschl, Entst. altk. Kirche,

p. 2C>4 f.; Cotelerius, Patr. Apost., i. p. 490, 606; Oallandi, Patr. Bibl., ii Proleg.,

p. Iv.

2 dementis 11. quae feruntur Homilias xx. nunc primum integrre. Ed. A. Pt. NF.

Dressel.
3 Credner, Beitrage, i. p, 280 f.; Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr., vii. p. 18.3, anm. 2;

Engdhardt, Zeitschr. f. hist. Thool, 1852, i. p. 104 f. ; Ouericke, H'biich K. 0. i.

p. 117, anm. 2 ; Reuss, Gesch. N. T., p. 254 ; Schweoler. Das nachap. Zeit., i. p.

481 ; Schliemann, Die Clement. Recog., 1843, p. 68—72; Tiechendorf, W.inn wur-

den u. 8. w., p. vii., anm. 1 ; Uhlhom, Die Homil. u. Recogn., p. 343 ff. ;
Dornn,

Lehre von d. Person Christi, 1845, i. p. 348, anm. 192 ; Lucke, Comment. Ev.

Joh., i. p. 225 &;c. &c. &c.
4 fl'%«i/'H' Die'ap. Vater, p. 288 f. ; Zeitschr. f. weiss. Theol., 1869, p. 353

ff.; KoatUn, Hallitche Alleg. Lit. Zeitung, 1849, No. 73—77 ; Nicolas, Etudes

Crit. sur les Ev. Apocr., p. 77, note 2 ; Ritschl, Entst, altk. Kirche, p. 264, anm.

1 ; cf. p. 451, anm. 1 ; Thierfch, Die Kirche im ap. Zeit., p. 341 f. ;
Volkmar, Der

Ursprung, p. 62, p. 137, &c., &c., &c.
5 Baur, Paulus. i. p. 381 f. ; Unters. kan. Evv., p. 562 ; Credner, BeitrSge, i. p-
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Pctrine writings, such as the "Preaching of Peter" (KT^pvyfw.

IhVpov), and the "Travels of Peter" (lUpiu^oi. lUrpov)} It is not

necessary for our purpose to go into any analysis of the cliaracter

of the Clementines. It will suffice to say that they almost

entirely consist of discussions between the Apostle Peter and

Simon the Magician regarding the identity of the true Mosaic

and Christian religions. Peter follows the Magician from city to

city for the purpose of exposing and refuting liiui.the one, in fact,

representing Apostolic doctrine and the other heresy, and in the

course of these discussions occur the very numerous ({notations of

sayings of Jesus and of Christian history which we have ton
examine

The Clementine Recognitions, as we have aire, y remarked, are

only known to us through the Latin translation of Rufinus ; and
from a comparison of the evangelical quotations occurring in that

work with the same in the Homilies, it is evident that Rufinus

has assimilated them in the course of translation to the parallel

passages of our Gospels. It is admitted, therefore, that no argu-

ment regarding the source of the quotations can rightly be based

upon the Recognitions, and that work may, consequently, be en-

tirely set aside, 2 and the Clementine Homilies alone need occupy
our attention.

We need scarcely remark that, unless the date at which these

Homilies were composed can be ascertained, their value as testi-

mony for the existence of our Synoptic Gospels is very small in-

deed. The difficulty of arriving at a correct conclusion regarding

this point, great under almost any circumstances, is of course in-

creased by the fact that the work is altogether apocryphal, and
most certainly not held by any one to have been wiitten by the

person whose name it beai-s. There is, in fact, nothing but internal

evidence by which to fix the date, and that internal evidence is of

a character which admits of very wide extension down the course

279 ff.
; Hih/en/eld, Die ap. Viiter, p. 288 ff. ; Kirchhofer, Quellensauunl., p. 461,

anm. 47 ; Lechler, D. ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 500 ; Nicolas, Etudassur les Ev. Ap.,
p. 87 ; Renss, Hist, .lu Canon, 1SG3. p. (53, note 1 ; Gesch. N. 'J'., p. 253 ; Ritachl,

Entst. altk. K., p. 204 f. ; Schtoe</ltr, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 303 ff. ; Westcott,
On the Canon, p. 251 ; Zeller, Die Apostelgeschichte, 1854, p. 53.

1 Bnur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 536 ff. ; Bumen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 560 ff.
;

Ci-(dner, Beitriige, i. p. 331 f. ; Ofrbrer, Allg. K. G., i. p. 256 ff. ; HiljenfeU, Das
Markus Ev., p. 113 f. ; Die ap. Viiter, p. 289 ff. ; Zeitschr. wiss. Theol, 1869, p.
361 ff.

; Ko.itlin, Der Ursprung synopt. Evv., p. 395; Kayser, Rev. de Th^ol.,
iSol, p, 131 ; MayerlMff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 314 ff.; Reuss, Gescli. N. T., p. 251
f.

;
RitsM, Entst. altk. Kirche, p. 264 ff. ; Thiersch, Die Kirche im ap. Zeit., p.

*W) f.
; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 62.

•iCmlner, Beitrage, i. p. 280 fif. ; Schweyler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 481 ff; Hil-
genfihl, Die Evv. , Justins, p. 370 f. ; Nicolas, Et. sur les Ev. Apocr., p. 69, note

^; /dfer, Die Apostelgesch.
, p. 60 ; Sckolten, Die alt Zeugnisse, p. 55 l, anm. 10 ;

WestcoU, On the Canon, p. 251.
B
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of time, although a whai-p limit is .set beyond which it caniiot

iiKjiint upwards. Of external evidence there is almost none, and

what little exists does not warrant an early date. Oiii^cn, it is

true, mentions Ilt/no^oi KAry/xcvro?,^ which, it is conjectured, may
either be the san»e work as the 'AvayvMfnafio^, or Rec();^iiiti(jn.s,

translated by Rutinus, or related to it; and Epiphanius and otheis

refer to Ufpio8ot lUrpov;^ but our Clementine Honnlics are not

mentioned by any writer before pseudo-Athanasius."' Tin- work,

therefore, can at the best afibrd no substantial testimony to the

antiquity and apostolic origin of our Gospels. Hilgenfehl, follow-

ing in the steps of Baur, arrives at the conclusion that the Homi-
lies are directtd against the Gnosticism of Marcion (and also, as

we shall hereafter see, against the Apostle Paul), and he, there-

fore, necessarily assigns to them a date subsequent to a.d. 160.

As Reuss, however, inquires : upon this ground, why .should a still

later date not be named, since even Tertullian wrote veheuiently

against the same Gnosis ?* There can be little doubt that the author

was a representative of Ebionitic Gnosticism, which had once been

the purest form of primitive Christianity, but later, through its

own development, though still more through the rapid growth

around it of Paulinian doctrine, had assumed a position closely

verging upon heresy. It is not necessary for us, however, to enter

upon any exhaustive discus.sion of the date at which the Clemen-

tines were written ; it is sufficient to show that there is no certain

ground upon which a decision can be based, and that even an ap-

proximate conjecture can scarcely be reasonably advanced. Critics

variously date the composition of the original Recognitions from

about the middle of the second century to the end of thr third,

though the majority are agreed in placing them at least in the

latter century.^ They assign to the Homilies an origin at dili'erent

dates within a period commencing al)0ut the middle of the second

century, and extending to a century laLer.*'

1 Comment, in Genesin Philoc, 22.

2 Hilncii/eld, considurs llecog. iv.—vi., Horn. vii.—xi. a version of tlii: ;rf//;oi)"«'

Uirfjuv Die ap. Viiter, p. 291 ff. ; Z^iYwA^ does not consider that this can bf di-

oidedly proved, Entst. altk. Kirche, p. 204 f. ; so also Uhlhorn, iJie Horn. ii.

Recog., p. 71 ff.

3 Synops. Sacr. Script., sub finem. * Gesch. N. T., p 2.54.

5 A.D. 150, Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 163, cf. 93 f., 108 f. Circa \.d, 140-150

Hihjenfeld, Die ap. Viiter, p. 297, anm. 11 ; Der Paschastreit, p. 194. After a.d.

170, Maraii., Divinit. D. N. J. C, lib. ii., cap. 7, § 4, p. 250 ff. Beginning M
century, Reii.fs, Gesch. N. T.

, p. 254; Zeller, Die Apostolgesch. , p. 04; Bleel;,

Beitriige, p. 277 ; Dorner, Lehre von d. Person Christi, 1845, i. p. .S4S, anm. 192.

Between a.d. 212—230, Schwe</ler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 481 ;
Hchlimann, Die

Clementinen, 1844, p. 326 f. Not before a.d. 216, Qallandi, Vet. Patr. Bibl., ii.

Proleg., p. Iv. Between a.d. 218—231, DodweU, Dissert, vi. in Iren., § xi., p. 443.

End 3rd century, Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 281.
6 Before middle 2nd century, Credner, Gesch, N. T. Kan., p. 45; cf. Beitnige,

..-^
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In the Homilies thero aro voiy numoroUM ([notations of (»xpres-

Hions of Jesus iind of UoHpel history, which arc generally pliiced

iiitlir iiiDuth of Pctor, or introduced with sucli fonuula^as: "The

teacher said," " Jesus said," " He said," " The prophet said," but

in no case does the autlioi' name the souice from which these say-

in"s and ([uotations are derived. That he does, however, ([uote

from a written source, and not from tradition, is clear from the

u.so of si'ch expressions as " in another place («'^Ar/ ttou) i he has

saifl," which rtifer not to other localities or circumstances, but

another part of a written history. - There are in the Clementine

lloniilies upwards of a hundred qnotations of expressions of

Jesii.s or references to his histoiy, too many by far for us to ex-

amine in detail here ; but, notwithstanding the number of these

passaijjes, so systematically do they vary more or less from the paral-

lels in our canonical Gospels, that, as in the case of Justin, Apolo-

gists are ol M^^ed to have recourse to the elastic explanation, alrea<ly

worn so threadbare, of " free quotation from memory " and
" blending of passages " to account for the remarkable pheno-

mena presented. It must, however, be evident that the necessity

for such an apology at all shov/s the absolute weakness of the

evidence furnished by these ([notations. De Wette says: "The
([uotatious of evangelical works and histories in the pseudo-Clem-

entine wiitings, from their nature free and inaccurate, permit only

an uncertain conclusion to be draun as to their source."^ Critics

have maintained very different and conflicting views regarding

that source. Apologists, of course, assert that the quotations in

i. p. 281, Miildlc 2nd century, Rif.vlU, Entst. altk. K., p. -264, 451 ; cf. p. 65 ;

Kini,Tiih. Zeitschr., 1835, II. '2, p. 112; Oj'riirer, Allg. K. (>., i. p. 250; TLickHiulorf,

Wann wunlon u. 8. w., p. 1)0 ; lieni'le, Essaia ile Crit. Religieusc, 18(50, p. 35. Soon
after middle 2iul century, 8ciiH)'iiianH, Die Clenientinen, p. 548 f. ; A. d. 160, Lechkr,
Dasap. u. nauhap. Zeit., p. 461. A.i> 150— 170, Scholten, Die iilt. Zeugnifjae, p,
')!>. A.n. 150-160, RemiH, St. Paul, 18t)0, p. 303, note 8. Before a.d. 180. A'«'/-

-H', Kev. (1u'11k''o1., 1851, p. 155. a.d. 161—180, lfil</e>ifdd, Zeitschr. wiss. Tlieol".,

18(i'.), ji. ,'{53, anm. 1 ; cf. l)ie ap. V'ater, p. 301 ; Der Paschastreit, p. 194. a.d.
17.")— 180, I'^olhimr, Der Ursprung, p. 164 ; cf. 137, 63. Second half 2nil century,
Doi-iiii\ Lehre Person Christi, i. p. 341, anm. 190. Kn>l of 2n(l century, Baur,
I)(ii,'monge8ch., 1865, I., i. p. 155 ; Ewald, tiesch. il. V. Israel, vii. p. 183 ; cf. .38(),

anm. I; yi,V((.s.s, Gesch. N. T., p. 254; Srhwenlcr, Das nachap. Zoit., i. p. 40()
;

Kirclihii/i't; Quellensamml., p. 4()1, auni. 47 ; Lilcke, Comment. Ev. .foh., 1840, i. p.
'.''2,i

; (j'/W/er, Kirchengeschichte, Nuander, (ionet. Entw. < tuost. Systouic, p. 370;
Zwmenmnn, Lebensgesch. d. Kirche J. C. 2 Ausg., ii. p. 118. a.d. 2.50, Gaflamli,
Vet. Pdtr. Hibl. Proleg., p. Iv. ; Alill, Proleg. N. T. fir., § 670. Fourth century,
U»tz, Dogmengeschichte, i. p. .58. Their groundwork 2nd or 3ril century, Gtierickc,
H'lmch K. (I., p. 14(). About a.d. 160, Manse/, The Gnostic Heresies, 1875, p.

1 See several instances, Hom. xix, 2.

" Cfdlner, Beitriige, i. p. 283.

\ pie Anfiihrungen evangelischer Werke und Oeschichten in den pseudo-clcm-
entimschen Schriften, ihrer Natur nach frei und ungenau, laasen nur unsichnre auf
ihre sohnftliche Quelle zuriickschlieasen. Einl. N. T., p. 115.
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t^e Homilies are taken from our Gospels only. ^ Others ascribe

i.iem to our Gospels, with a supplementary apocryphal wurk:
the Gospel according to the Hebrews, or the Gospel acco- ling to

Peter.2 Some, whilst admitting a subsidiary use of some of our

Gospels, assert that the author of the Homilies employs, in pre-

ference, the Gospel according, to Peter ;
^ whilst others, recogniz-

ing also the similarity of the pheuomena presented by these (|uo-

tations with those of Justin's, conclude that the author does not

quote our Gospels at all, but )uakes use of the Gospel accoi'ding

to Peter, or the Gospel according to the Hebrews.* Evidence per-

mitting of such divergent conclusions manifestly cannot bo of a

decided character. We may affirm, however, that few of those

who are willing to admit the use of our Synoptics by the author

of the Homilies along with other sources, make that concession

on the strength of the absolute isolated evidence of the Homilies

themselves, but they are generally moved by antecedent views

on the point. In an inquiry like that which we have undertaken,

however, such easy and inditierent judgment would obviously be

out of place, and the point we have to determine is not whether

an author may have been acquainted with our Gospels, but

whether he furnishes testimony that he actually was in possession

of our pres3nt Gospels and regarded them as ciiithoritative.

We have already mentioned that the author of the Clementine

Homilies never names the source from which his (quotations are

derived. Of these very numerous quotations v/e must distinctlj'

state that only two or three, of a very brief and fragnientaiy

character, literally agree with our Synoptics, whilst all the rest

differ more or less widely from the parallel passages in those

Gospels. Many of these quotations are repeated more th^.n once

with the same persistent and characteristic, variations, and in

several cases, as we have already seen, they agree vdth quotation

of Justin from the Memoirs of the Apostles. Others, again, have

1 Lechkr Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 458, anm. ; Ordli, Selecta Patr. Eccles.,

cap. 1821, p. 22 ; Semisch, Denkw. d. M. Just., p. 356 ff. ; WentcoH, OnthoCanon,

p. 251 ; Tischendorf, Waiin wurden u. s. w., p. 90.
2 Bunsen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 533 ; Frawk, Die evang. Citateind.Olem. Horn.,

Stud. w. Geistlichkeit, 1847, 2, p. 144 ff. ; Kirc/iho/er, Quellensamml.
, p. 4iil, amn.

47, 48 ; KiistUn, Der Ursprungsynopt. Evv,, p. 372 f. ; Scholte.n, Die iilt. Zciigniase,

p. 58 ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 115 f. ; Weme, Der evang. Gescli., i. p. 27, anm,

* * *
; Uhlhorn, Die Horailien u. Recog. d. Clem. Rom., 1854, p. 119-137; Her-

zog's Realencyclop., Art. Clementinen.
8 Htlucnfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 388 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 02 ;

Baw,

Unters. kan. E v., p. 575 ff. ; Zeller, Die Apostelgesch.
, p. 59.

4 Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 330 ff. ; Ne.ander, Genetische Entw. der vorn. Gnost.

Syst., p. 418 f. ; Nicolas, Et. sur les Evang. Apocr., p. 69 ff. ; Rems, Gesch. ^.

'f., p. 193 ; Schtoeifkr, Das nachap. Zeit., n. 207
Hilgenfeld, Volkmar, Zeller, and others, consider that the author uses the same

Gospel as Justin. See references in note 3.
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no parallels at all in our Gospels, and even apologists generally

are compelled to admit the use also of an apocryphal Gospel. As
in the case of Justin, therefore, the singular phenomenon is pre-

sented of a vast number of (quotations of which only one or two
brief phrases, too fragmentary to avail as evidence, pei^ectly

acree with our Gospels ; whilst of the rest all vary more or less,

some merely resemble combined passages of two Gospels, others

merely contain the sense, some present variations likewise found

in other writers or in various parts of the Homilies are repeatedly

([uoted with the same variations, and others are not found in our

Gospels at all. Such phenomena cannot be fairly accounted for

by any mere theory of imperfect memory or negligence. The
systematic variation from our Synoptics, variation proved by re-

petition not to be accidental, coupled with quotations which have

no parallels at all in our Gospels, naturally point to the use of a

iliffurent Gospel. In no case can the Homilies be accepted as

furnishing evidence of any value even of th(} existence of our

Gospels.

As it is impossible here to examine in detail all of the quota-

tions in the Clementine Homilies, we must content oui'selves

vv'ith the distinct statement of their charn.cter which we have al-

ready made, and merely illustrate briefly the different classes of

quotations, exhausting, however, those which literally agree with
passages in the Gospels. The most detei-mined of recent Apolo-
gists do not afford us an opportunity of testing the passages upon
which they base their assertion of the use of our Synoptics, for

they merely assume that the author used them without producing
instanccK.^

The first quotation which agrees with a passage in our Synop-
tics occurs in Horn, iii. 52: " And he cried, saying : Come unto
me all ye that are weary," which agrees with the opening words
of Matt. xi. 2S, but the phrase does not continue, and is followed
by the explanation .

" that is, who are seeking the truth and not
finding it.

'^ It is evident, that so short and fragmentary a phrase
cannot prove anything.^
The next passage occurs in Horn, xviii. 15 :

" For Isaiah said :

^ Tkchendorf only devotes a dozen lines, with a note, to the Clementines, and
only in connection with our fourth Gospel, which shall hereafter have our atten-
tion. Wanu warden u. s. w., p. SH). In the same way Canon Westcott passes
them over in a short paragraph, merely asserting the allusions to our G<ispel8 to
01! "generally admitted," and only directly referring to one supposed quotation
from Mark which we shall presently examine, and one whicl' he affirms to be from
the fourth Gospel. On the Canon, p. 251 f.

^ ^io Kcd i/ioaXe^oov ' Aevre npoi nk ndvrsz ol HoitK^vtEi.' rov-
rfcJriv, oi ti)v d\?/Oeta> Zr/rovvrei xai ftij Ev/JidHovrsZ avrrjt'. Horn,
111. 52.

3 Hihjenfe.ld, Die Evv. .lustin's, u. s, w., p. 351.

HJ

1j 1^^'E^
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I will open my mouth in parables, and I will utter things that

have been kept secret froiii the foundation of the world.''^ Now
this passage, with a slightly different oi'der of words, is found in

Matt. xiii. 35. After giving a series of parables, the author of the

Gospel says (v. 34), " All these things spake Jesus unto the mul-

titudes in parables ; and without a jiarable si)ake ao not unto

them
;
(v. 35,) That it might be fulfilled which was spoken liy the

prophet (Isaiah), saying : I will open my mouth in parable, ke."

There are two peculiarities which must be pointed out in ttiis

passage. It is not found in Isaiah, but in Psahn Ixxviii. 2,^ anrl

it presents a variation from the version of the Ixx. Both the

variation and the erroneous reference to Isaiah, therefore, occui

nlso in the Homily. The first pavt of the sentence agrees with,

but the latter i)art is quite different from, the Greek of the Ixx..

which reads :
" I will utter problems from the beginning," (jiOiy^o-

fiat, Trpo/SKyjfiara oltt' ap^rj'S.^

The Psalm from which the quotation is really taken is, ])y its

superscription, ascribed to Asa|)h, who, in the Septuugint version

of II Chronicles xxix. 30, is called a prophet.* It was, therefore,

early asserted that the original reading of Matthew was " Asaph,"

instead of " Isaiah."

Porphyry, in the third century, twitted Christians with this

erroneous ascription by their inspired evangelist to Isaiah of a

passage from a Psalm, and reduced the Fathers to gi'eat straits.

Eusebius, in his commentary on this verse of the Psahn, attribute'

the insertion of the words, " by the prophet Isaiah " to unintelH-

gent copyists, and asserts that in accurate MSS. the name is not

added to the word proplnit. Jerome likewise ascribes the inser-

tion of the name Isaiah for that of Asaph, which was originally

wniten, to an ignorant scribe,''* and in the commentary on the

Psalms, generally, though piobably falsely, asc ibed to hini, the

remark is made that many copies of the Gospel to that dav

had the name " Isaiah," for which Porphyry had reproached

Chi'istians,*' and the writer of ';he same commentary actually

allows himself to make the assev.'.ion that Asaph was found in all

the old codices, but ignorant men had removed it." The fact is

^- Kai Tdv'Uda'i'av etireTv 'Avot'coo to 6r6/ut ftov ev napafiuXaH hai

i^eprv^ofiai Hf.Mpv/Kfie'va dnd HaTafioXiji HuOfiuv. Honi. xviii. 1").

2 The Vulgate reads : apeiiam in parabulia oa meum : loquar propositioues ab

initio. Ps. Ixxviii. 2.

3 Ps. Ixxvii. 2.

* iy ?.oy(>iS JcviS nai ^Addcp rov 7tpoq>7'/zov,
S Com '-

'it. Matt. 'iii. 35.

Mnli jvangelis usque hoilie ita babent : Ut impleretur, quod scriptum est

per fsaiari prophotam, &c., &c I/ieron, 0pp., vii. p. 270 f.

7 Asaph inveuitur in omnibus vctcribua cotlicibin.sed homines ignoraiitos tulei'unt

illud. To this Creduer pertinently romarks: "Die ^ioth,in weVhe die guten Kirohcu
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tliat the reading " Asaph " for " Isaiah" is not found in any extant

MS., and, although " Isaiah " has disappeared from all but a few

obscure codices, it cannot be denied that the name anciently stood

in the text.^ In the Sinaitic Codex, which is probably the earliest

MS. extant, and which is assigned to the fourth century, " the

mo^het Isaiah" stands in the text by the first liand, but is

erased by the second (b).

The quotation in the Homily, however, is clearly not from our

Gospel. It is introduced by the words " For Isaiah says
:

" and

the context is so different from that in Mattli , that it seems

impossible that the author of the Homily could have had the

passage suggested to him by the Gospel. It occurs in a discus-

sion between Simon the Magician and Petei*. The former under-

takes to prove that the Maker of the world is not the highest

God, and amongst other arguments he advances the passage :
" No

man knew the Father, &c.," to show that the Father had re-

mained concealed from the Patriarchs, &c., until revealed by the

Son ; and in reply to Peter he retorts, that if the supposition that

the Patriarchs were not deemed worthy to know the Father was
unjust, the Christian teacher was hiux.jdf to blame, who said :

" I

thank thee. Lord of heaven and earth, that what was concealed

from the wise thou hast revealed to suckling babes." Peter ar-

gues that in the statement of Jesus :
" No man knew the Father,

fcc," he cannot be considered to indicate another God and Father
frciii liiin who made the world, and he continues :

" For the

concealed things of which he spoke may be those of the Creator
himself; for Isaiah says : 'I will open my mouth, &c.' Do ycu
admit, therefore, that the prophet was not ignorant of the things

concealed,"' and so on. There is absolutely nothing in this argu-

ment to indicate that the passage was suggested by the Gospel,

but, on the contrary, it is used in a totally different way, and is

quoted not as an evangelical text, but as a saying from the Old
Testament, and treated in connection with the prophet himself,

and not with its supposed fulfilment in Jesus. It may be re-

marked, that in the corresponding part of the Recognitions,

whether that work be of older or more recent date, the passage
does not occur at all. Now, although it is impossible to say how
and where this erroneous i-efei-ence to a passage of the Old Testa-
ment tir.st occurred, there is no reason for affirming that it

originated in our first Synoptic, and as little for asserting that its

occurrence in the Clementine Homilies, with so different a con-

yater dureh Porphyrius gekommen waren, erlaubte auch eine Ltige.
ja

:
in majnrcm Dei (jloriavi. Heitnige, i. p. 304.

J
<'f. Cndnc,; Beitriige, i. p. 303 f.

- Horn, xviii. 1—15.

Sie geschab

"-^.s*
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text and object, involves the conclusion that their author derived

it from the Gospel, and not from the Old Testament or some other

souice. On the contrary, the peculiar argument based upon it in

the Homilies suggests a different origin, and it is very probable

that the passage, with its erroneous reference, was derived by
both from another and common source.

Another passage is a phrase from the " Lord's Prayer," which
occurs in Hom. xix. 2 :

" But also in the prayer which he com-

mended to us, we have it said: Deliver us from the evil one"
(Tvo-at ^/Aas airo rov TrovT/pov). It need scarcely be said, however, that

few Gospels can have been composed without including this piayer,

and the occurrence of this short phrase demonstrates notbiiiymore
than the mere fact, that the author of the Homilies was acquainted

with one of the most universally known lessons of Jesus, o'' made

use of a Gospel which contained it. There would have been cause

for wonder had he been ignorant of it.

The only other passage which agrees literally with our Gospels

is also a mere fragment from the parable of the Talents, and when

the ctlier references to the same parable are added, it is evident

that the tmotation is not from our Gospels. In Hom. iil. (Jo, the

address to tlie good servant is introduced :
" Well done, good and'' o

faithful servant" (Ev, SjSAc ayadl koX Trto-Tc), which agrees with the

words in Matt. xxv. 21. The allusion to the parable of the Talents

in the context is perfectly clear, and the passage occurs in an ad-

dress of the Apostle Peter to overcome the modest scruples of

Zaccheus, the former publican, who has been selected by Peter as

his successor in tlio Church of Csesarea, when he is about to leave

in pursuit of Simon the Magician. Anticipating the possibility of

his hesitating to accept the office, Peter, in an cav'ier part of his

address, however, makes fuller allusions to the same parable of

the Talents, which we must contrast with the parallel in the first

Synoptic. " But if any of those present, having the ability to in-

struct the ignorivuce of men, shrink back from it, considering only

his own ease, then let him expect to hear
:

"

Hom. III. 61.

.

Thou wicked and slothful servant

;

thou oughtest to have put out my
money with the exchangers, and at

my coming I should have exacted
mine own.

Cast ye the unprofitable servant into

the darkness without.

Mitt, xxv, 26—30.

v. 26. Thou wicked and slothful

servant, thou knewest that I reap

where I sowed not, and gather from

where I strawed not.

v. 2('. Tliou oughtest therefore to

have put my money to the excliaiigers,

and at my coming I should have re-

ceived mine own with usury.

v. 28, 29. Take therefore, &c., &c.

V. 30. And cast ye the unprofitable

servant into the darkness without;

there FhaU be weeping and gnashing

of teevh.
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HoM. in. 61.

eSsi tf£ TO dpyvpiov nov
KpoftaXelv km rd5v T,jait£Z,irc^v,^

KrtJ hyco av iXQwv Hitpa^a ~"

kuov

TO

iuftiiXETE Tov (ixp^ioy dovXov e'li

TO 6H6toi to i^ajrepov.

Matt. ,
26—30.

V. 26. Uovripk SovXe xai oMvi/p^,
X/Seii oTi OepiCcj, h.t.X.

V. 27. edEi 6e uvy fJaAelv rr dp-
yvpiov nov ToU rptxrctZJraii, nai
tX'iaov iyo5 iMo/.it(jcx/.iT/y^ ar ru kuov
ddv TOHOO.

V, 28, 29. apazB o-lv, h.t.X.
V. .30. >cai TOV dxpEioy dcvXov

iH/JaXere eii to 6;<6Toi to i^wTS-
pov ixel edTcu o' nXavOnd?, n.T.X.

The Homily does not end here, however, but continues in words

not found in our Gospels at <all :
" And reasonably :

' For,' he says,

'

it is thine, man, to put my words as silver with exchangers, and
to prove them as money.' "^ This passage is very analogous to

another saying of Jesus, frecjuently (quoted from an apocry|)hal

Gospel, by the author of the Homilies, to which we shall hereafter

more particular!}^ refer, but here merely point out :
" Be ye ap-

proved money-changers" (yivea-de TpaTrt^tToi Soki/xoi).-* The variations

from the parallel passages in the first and third Gospels, the

peculiar application of the parable to the tvords of Jesus, and the

addition of a saying not found in our Gospels, warrant us in deny-
ing that the (juotations we are considering cati he appropriated

by our canonical Gospels, and, on the conti-ary, give good reason
for the conclusion, that the author derived his knovdedge of the
parable from another source.

There is no other '^[uotation in the Clementine Homilies which
litor^'ily agrees with our Gospels, and it is difficult, without incur-

ring the charge of partial selection, to illustrate the systematic
variation in such very numerous passages as occur in these Ma'it-

ings. It would be tedious and unnecessary to repeat tlie test

applied to the quotations of Justin, and give in detail the pas-

sages from the Sermon on the Mount which are found in the
Homilies. Some of these will come before us presently, but with
regard to the whole, which are not less than fifty, we may broadly
and positively state that they all more or less differ from our
Gospels. To take the severest test, however, we shall compare
those further passages which are specially adduced as most closely

following our Go&neh, and neglect the vast majority which most
widely differ from them. In addition to the passages which we
liav. already examined, Credner* points out the following. The
first is from Hom, xix. 2.« " If Satan cast out Satan he is divided

J

Luke xix. 2,3, substitutes enpa^a for ixofnad/itTfv.
,-Aai EvXoyai. SotT ydp, fptj6lv, dyflpoone, rov5 X6yoxj<i f-toi' &3s
«pyvpiov inl Tpaitsl^iTaSy /iaXelv, nai &5s ;^p77«ar« SoKijuddai. Hom.iii.61.

3 Hom. iii 50, ii. 51. &c., &c.
* Cndner, Beitriige, i. p. 285; cf . p. .302. 5 Cf. Matt. xii. 26.
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against himself: how then can his kingdom stand ?" In the first

part of this sentence, the Homily reads, iKftuXXr] for the (K^dXXd of

the first Gospel, and the last pln-ase in each is as follows:

Horn, rcwi ovv avrov" drr/Hy r} (ia6xXHcc ;

Matt. «g5? OX.V 6tcJiii6Erai rf (ia6ikEia avrov;

The third Gospel differs from the first as the Homily does from
both. The next passage is from Hom. xix. *J} " For thus said

our Father, who was without deceit : out of abundance of heart

juouth speaketh." The Greek compared with that of Matt. xii. 34.

Horn. 'Eh Ttspiddev/naroi uapSiai (Jro/va XaXtl,

Matt. 'Eh yap tov 7tspi6dEv/naroi rnS napdm? to drona XaXet.

The form of the Homily is much more proverbial. The next pass-

age occurs in Hom. iii. 52 :
" Every plant which the heavenly

Father did not plant shall be rooted up." This agrees with the

parallel in Matt. xv.l3, with the important exception that, although

in the mouth of Jesus, " the heavenly Father " is substituted for

the " my heavenly Father " of the Gospel. The last passage

pointed out by Credner is from Hom. viii. 4 :
" But also ' many,'

he said, ' called, but few chosen;' " which may be compared with

Matt. XX. 16, &c.

Horn. AXXd Hai, TtoXXoi, <pt/6lv, nXtfrol, oXiyoi St inXeHToi.

Matt. TtoXXoi yap sidiv hXt/toI, oXiyoi 8i inXexroi.

We have already fully discussed this passage of the Gospel in con-

nection with the "Epistle of Barnabas/' ^ and need not say more

here.

The variations in these passages, i^ may be argued, are not very

important. Certainly, if they were the exceptional variations

amongst a mass of quotations perfectly agreeing with paraUels in

our Gospels, it might be exaggeration to base upon such diver-

gences a conclusion that they were derived from a different

source. When it is considered, however, that the very reverse is

the case, and that these are passages selected for their closer agree-

ment out of a multitude of others either more decidedly differing

from our Gospels or not found in them at all, the case entirely

changes, and variations being the rule instead of the exception,

these, however slight, become evidence of the use of a Gospel dif-

ferent from ours. As an illustration of the importance of slight

variations in connectioa with the question as to the source from

Avhich fiuotations are derived, the following may at random be

pointed out. The passage " See thou say nothing to any^ man, but

1 t'f. Matt. xii. 34. 2 p. 215 ff.
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go thy way, show* thyself to the pi'iest "
(
"Opa ixr)8fvi fji-qhiv eiTn/s,

^a i'-aye treavTov SeT^ov tw Uptl) occurring in a work like the Homi-

lies would, supposing our second Gospel no longer extant, be re-

ferred to Matt. viii. 4, with which it entirely agrees with the ex-

ception of its containing the one extra word /xTjSei/. It is, however,

actually taken from Mark i. 44, and not from the first Gospel.

Then, again, supposing that our first Gospel had shared the fate of

so many others of the ttoAAoi oi Luke, and in some early work the

following passage were found :
" A prophet is not without honour

ixeoi)t in his own country and in his own house" {Ovk ottlv irpo<^j/Tr;s

uTijttos il (in) (V T'jif
iSt'a,! irarpiSi avTov Koi ev Trj oiVia avrov), this passage

would undoubtedly be claimed by apologists as a quotation from

Mark vi. 4, and as proving the existence and use of that Gospel.

The omission of the words " and among his own kin " (/cat iv tois

avyyn'i(nv airov) would at first be explained as mere a])breviation,

or defect of memory, but on the discovery that part or all of these

words are omitted from some MSS., that for instance the phrase is

erased from the oldest manuscript known, the Cod. Sinaiticus, the

derivation from the second Gospel would be considered as estab-

lished. The author notwithstanding might never have seen that

Go.spel, lor the quotation is taken from Matt. xiii. 57.'^

We have already quoted the opinion of De Wette as to the in-

clusive nature of the deductions to be drawn from the quotations

ill the ])seudo-Clementine wiitings regarding their source, but in

pursuance of the plan w^e have adopted we shall now examine the

passages wdiich he cites as most nearly agreeing with our Gospels. ^

The first of these occurs in Hom.iii. 18:" TheScribes and the Phari-

sees sit upon Moses' seat ; all things, therefore, whatsoever they
speak to you, hear them," which is compared with Matt, xxiii. 2,

i :

" The Scribes and the Pharisees sit upon Moses' seat ; all things,

therefore, whatsoever they say to j'ou, do and observe." We sub-

join the Greek of the latter half of these passages.

Hum. wdyra ovv o6a Xeyoodii' vi^tiy, cxhovste avtcav.

Matt. ;ra?'ra ovv o6lx tdv el'noD6LV v^lv 7Coi?'/6arE ual TtfijelrtA

That the variation in the Homily is deliberate and derived from
the Gospel used by the author is clear from the continuation:
" Hear them, [avrdv), he said, as entrusted with the key of the
kingdom, which is knowledge, which alone is able to open the

1 t^ia, though not found in all MSS., haa the authority of the Cod. Sinaiticus
and other iiucient texts.

"- Ct. Matt. viii. 19—22; Luke ix. 57—00, &c., &c.
^ Einl. X. T., p. 115.
^ It is unnecessary to point out the various readings of the three last words in

various MSS. Whether shortened or inverted, the difference from the Homily re-
niaius the same.

p
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gat9 of life, through which alone is the entrance to eternal life.

But verily, he says : They possess the key indeed, but to those
who wish to enter in they do not grant it."^ The aurwi/ ij^ here
emphatically repeated, and the further quotation and refer-

ence to the denunciation of the Scribes and Pharisees continues
to differ distinctly both from the account in our first and third

Gospels. The passage in Matt, xxiii. 13, reads :
" But woo unto

you, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for ye shut the kingdom of

heaven against men ; for ye go not in yourselves neither sutler ye
them that ai-e entering to go in."- The parallel in Luke xi. 52 is

not closer. There the passage regarding Moses' seat is altogether

wanting, and in ver. 52, where the greatest similarity exists, the
" lawyers " instead of the " Scribes and Pharisees " are addressed.

The verse reads :
" Woe unto you. Lawyers ! for ye have taken away

the key of knowledge : ye entered not in yourselves, and them
that were entering in ye hindered." ^ The first Gospel has not the

direct image of the key at all : the Scribes and Pharisees " shut

the kingdom of heaven ;" the third has " the key of knowledge"
UXeiSa T/]s yvwo-cws) taken away by the lawyers, and not by the

Scribes and Pharisees, whilst the Gospel of the Homilies has the

key of the kingdom (KXiiSa t^s ^ao-iXeias), and explains that this key

is knowledge (v^'v €OTt yj/wo-is). It is apparent that the first Gospel

uses an expression more direct than the others, whilst the third

Gospel explains it, but the Gospel of the Homilies has in all pro-

bability the simplei- original words : the " key of the kingdom,"

which both of the others have altered for the purpose of more im-

mediate clearness. In any case it is certain that the passage does

not agree with our Gospel.*

The next quotation referred to by De Wette is in Hom. iii. 51

:

" And also that he said :
' I am not come to destroy the law . . .

the heaven and the earth will pass away, but one jot or one tittle

shall in nowise pass from the law.' " This is compared with Matt.

V. 17, 18 :^ " Think not that I am come to destroy the law or the

prophets : I am not come to destroy but to fulfil, (v. 18) For verily

I say unto you : Till heaven and earth pass away one jot or one

1 Avr&-v Sk, Etitev, wS rrjv xXeiSa Ttji fJa6iX£ta? nentdrsviiisvojv, mi
idri yya^iiti, r} novrj ri]v nvXrjv rrji C,Qorfi dvoicca dvvarcxi, di' t/ijtovrii

si? TTjv aiooviav I^got)v sideXOEiv edriy. 'yiXAa val, (ptfdiy, xpaTov6ijihv

rrjv xXslv, vol? Si /iovXo/.i£voti eidsAOEiv ov itapixovdiv. Hom. iii. 18;

cf. Hom. iii. 70, xviii. 15, 16.

2 Ohcd, M.r.X. . . . on xXEiEre tj}v fJadtXEiav r<3v ovpavcSv e/nTCpoe-

Oev roov (XTQpcoTtoov vMSt? yap oi'x sldEpxEdOs, ovSi rouS eiiEpiouEVoVi

dq}iETE e16eA0eiv. Matt, xx'-i. 13. ^ , . ,

3 Oval vi-uv ro?? vo/ntHoi?, on Tfpars rrjv xXstda rrji yvoodEGoi- avToi

ovH EidifMaTE ual roi)5 EidEpxa/nEvovi iHcoXvdarE. Luke xi. M.
4 Credner, Beitriige, i. p. .317 f. ; Hihjenfehl, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 3C6 f ;

7Akr,

Die Apostelgesch., p. 57 f.

5 Cf. Luke xvi. 17.
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tittle shall in nowise pass from the la v, till all be fulfilled."

Greek of both passages reads as follows :

—

397

The

HoM. III. 51.

To SI xai elitslv avrov

OvH ifXOoy KcrzaXvtiat tov vouov.

'Oovpavoi Hal i} yfi TtapsXsvdovrai
iwra 8k ey r; /tiia xepcua ov m^}

inxpe\Op lino rov vonov.

Matt. v. 17, 18.

Mt) voni6t)TE oTi tJ/Vjoy xaxa-
\v6ai^T6y yo/nov r} ruvi npo^tjrai'
OVH TfMov HaT(r\v6ai dXXa ttA;/-

pwdai.

^ V. 18. d^i|v ydp Xeyoo i/.u. , cfi)?

ay napsM^ u ovpaydi nai t) yij,

iaira ey y fiia Hspaca ov fn) napek-
Ui^t dnd TOV yonov, eooi ay ncivro:
yivtfzai.

That the omissions and variations in this passage are not acci-

dental is proved by the fact that the same quotation occurs again

literally in the Epistle from Peter/ which is prefixed to the Homi-
lies, in which the trapi\(.v(Tovrai is repeated, and the sentence closes at

the same point. The author in that place adds :
" This he said

that all might be fulfilled " (jovro Se eip-qKev, Iva TO, irdvTa yCvrjrai).

Hilgeufeld considers this Epistle of much more early date than the

Homilies, and that the agreement bespeaks a particular text.
'^

The c,aotation does not agree with our Gospels, and must be

assigned to another source.

The next passage pointed out by De Wette is the erroneous

quotation from Isaiah which we have already examined.^ That
which follows is found in Hom. viii. 7 :

" For on this account our

Jesus himself said to one who frequently called him Lord, yet did

nothing which he commanded : Why dost thou say to me Lord,

Lord, and doest not the things which I say ?
" This is compared

with Luke vi. 46 :* " But why call yt me Lord, Lord, and do not
the things which I say 'i

"

Hom. viii. 7.

Ti i-iE Xsyeii, Kvpie, uvpie, xai
ov TtoiEH a Xeyoo ;

Luke vi. 46.

Ti de fis HaAettB Kvpie, uvpiE,
Hat oiJ Ttoislre a Xiyao ;

This ])assage differs from our Gospels in having the second person
singular instead of the plural, and in substituting Xe'ycts for KaXcire

in the first phrase. The Homily, moreover, in accordance with
the use of the second person singular, distinctly states that the
saying was addressed to a person who frequently called Jesus
" Lord," whereas in the Gospels it forms part of the Sermon on
the Mount with a totally impersonal application to the multitude.
The next passage referred to by De Wette is in Hom. xix. 2

:

M ii. 2 Die Evv. Justin's, p. 340.
3 P. 390. Cf. Horn, xviii. 15 ; Matt. xiii. 35.
* Cf. Matt. vii. 21.
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" And ho declared that he saw the evil one as lij^htniiir,' fall

from heaven." This is compared with Luke x. 18, which lm,s no
parallel in the other Go.spels :

" And he .said to thein, I beheld

Satan a.s lightning fall from heaven."

Ho!\r. IX. 22.

Kal art hmpaue Toy
Ttovtffjoy ooi ddrpany'iv TtE66vTa in
rov" ovpavov' idT/Aoadey.

LUKK X. 18.

Einev Si txvTol? 'EOFaiftovv rov
d(xr(iydy 65s (iilTpanr}y In rov' ov-
pavov iteduyTix,

The substitution of tov Trovrjpw for t6v o'aravai', had he found the

latter in his Gospel, would be all the more remarkable from the

fact that the author of the Homilies has just before (juoted the

saying " If Satan cast out Satan," ^ &c., and he continues in the

above words to show that Satan had been cast out, so that the

evidence would have been st -engthened by the retention of the

word in Luke had he quoted that Gospel. The variations, how-

ever, indicate that he quoted from another source.^

The next passage pointed out by De Wette likewise finds a

parallel only in the third Gospel. It occurs in Honi. ix. 22:
" Nevertheless, though all demons with all the diseases flee Ijefore

you, in this only is not to be your rejoicing, but in that, through

grace, your names, as of the ever-living, are recorded in heaven."

This is compared with Luke x. 20 :
" Notwithstanding, in this

rejoice not that the .spirits are subject unto you, but rejoice that

your names are written in the heavens."

LUKF X. 20.

nXijy ky TovTcp n?) xaiperf., on
r<v Ttyevjiiara t/iuy vitoTd66Erai,

XcxipeTE Si on rd ovdftara vuay
kyyeypaitvat iv roii oipavoli.

HoM. IX. 22.

y/AA' O/f/tt)? xdy ndvrei SainovEi
/.lEzd ndyvooy rwc rnxOwy vfcdi
(pEvyoodtv, ovH sdTty iy rovro)
novo) x<^'^ip£iy, a'AA' ky rqJ 5i' Evd-
pedriav rd ovonara vjiioiiy ky ov-
pay&) Goi dsl l^ojyraoy dycxypacpTJycxi.

The differences between these two passages are too great and the

peculiarities of the Homily too marked to require a,ny argument

to demonstrate that the quotation cannot be successfully claimed

by our thiixl Gospel. On the contrary, as one of so many other

passages systematically varying from the canonical Gospels, it

must be assigned to another source.

De Wette says :
" A few others (quotations) presuppose (voraus-

setzen) the Go?pel of Mark,"'^ and he gives them. The lirst occurs

in Hom. ii. 19 :
" There is a certain Justa* amongst us, a Syro-

phoenician, a Canaanite by race, whose daughter was affected by

1 See p. 39.3.

" Of. HUuen/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 846 f.

:iEinl. N. T., p. 115. *.C'f. Horn. iii. 73 ; xiii. 7.
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a sore disease, and who came to our Lord crying out and suppli-

cating that he would heal her daughter. But he heingalso asked

by us, said :
' It is not meet to heal the Gentiles, who are like dogs

from their using different meats and practices, whilst the table

in the kingdom has been granted to the sons of Israel.' But she,

hearing this and exchanging her former manner of life for that of

the sons of the kingdom, in order that she might, like a dog, par-

take of the crumbs falling from that same table, obtained, as she

desired, healing for her daughter."' This is compared with Mark
vii. 24-30,^ as it is the only Gospel which calls the woman a Syro-

phcenician. The Homily, however, not only calls her so, a very

unimportant point, but gives her name as " Justa." If, there-

fore, it be argued that the mention of her nationality supposes

that the author found the fact in his Gospel, and that, as we know
no other but Mark^ which gives that information, he there-

fore denved it from our second Gospel, the additional mention of

the name of " Justa " on the same grounds necessarily points to

the use of a Gosjtel which likewise contained it, which our Gospel

does not. Nothing can be more decided than the variation in

language throughout this whole passage from the account in Mark,
and the reply of Jesus is quite foreign to our Gospels. In Mark
(vii. 25) the daughter has " an unclean spirit " (TrveO/wi aKaOupTov)

;

in Matthew (xv, 22) she is " gi'ievously possessed by a devil
"

(KaK(Ls haifiovi^fTai.), but in the Homily she is " affected by a sore

ilisease " {vno ;(ttX«7ri}s voa-ov (TvveixfTo). The second Gospel knows
nothing of any intercession on the part of the disciples, but
Matthew has : " And the disciples came and besought him
(i|f)WTu)v avTov) saying :

' Send her away, for she crieth after us,' " *

whilst the Homily has merely " being also asked by us," (a^tw^ets)

in the sense of intercession in her favour. The second Gospel
gives the reply of Jesus as follows : " Let the children first be
filled

: for it is not meet to take the bread of the children, and to

ca-st it to the dogs. And she answered and said unto him :
' Yea,

1 'lovdrd rz? iv 7)n'iv idri Svpocpoiviuidda, ru yevo? Xavayirii, ^5
Tu 'jvydrpiov vTtd ^ttAfff?/^ yodov 6uvEix£T^o, t) nal raj Kvpicp 7//<(wk

Kfto6))\'iE fioc'ida xai lufVEvovda, oitcai airfji to OvycxTpiov (JEpaitEv'6^.

8i, xal xxp' Tji-iwv dqiGoOeli, sinev Ovh s^edriv indOai rd sOvr/,
biKonx Hv6lv, did to Siatpopoii XPV^^^^^ rpocpali xnl npacEdiy, dzoSE-
^oiijvt/i riji Hard rr/v fiadiXEiav rpanel^fii roli vloli'l6pai}X. 'H Se
Toiro dxovdada, ual rffi avrrji rpaKs^?/';, coi hvgov Tpixioov dni Ttiitrov-
rav GvfinEraXanfidvEiv /iiEraOEUEVTf oTtsp r/v,r(p d/noioo? SicxirddOai roTi
ri}i fJadtXEuxi viol?, riji si? rtfv Ovyarepa, oo? r/^iGodev etvxev iddeoo?.
Horn. ii. 19,

2 C'f. Matt. XV. 21-28.

^

3 "The woman was a Greek, a Syrophenician by nation " (y)\Sh yvvy) rfv
EXXr/vii, Svpa ^oivinidda too yevet), Mark vii. 26. " A woman of Canaan "

[yvvti Xcxvavaia), Matt. xv. 22. ...
Matt. XV. 23.
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Lord, for the dogs also eat under the table of the crumhs of the

chikhen.' And he said unto her : For this saying go thy way
the devil is gone out of th^ daughter."* The nature of tlie roply

of the woman is, in the Oospels, the reason given for grantini'her

request ; but in the Homily the woman's eonversion to Judaism,

that is to say Judeo-Christianity, is prominently advanced as the

cause of her successful pleading. It is certain from the whole
character of this passage, the variation of the language, and tlie

reply of Jesus which is not in our Gospels at all, that the narra-

tive was not derived from them, but from another source.^

The last of De Wette's •* passages is from Hom. iii. 57: " Hear,

Israel; the Lord thy ^ God is one Lord." This is a qtiotation

from Deuteronomy vi. 4, which is likewise quoted in the st^cond

Gospel, xii. 29, in reply to the question, " Which is the first Com-
mandment of all ? Jesus antjwered : The first is, Hear, Is-ael

;

the Lord our God is one Lord, and thou shalt love the Lord thy

God," &;c., «Sjc. In the Homily, however, the quotation is made in

a totally different connection, for there is no question of com-

mandments at all, but a clear statement of the circumstances

under which the passage was used, which excludes the idea that

this quotation was derived from Mark xii. 29. The context in

the Homily is as follows :
" But to those who were beguiled to

imagine many gods as the Scriptures say, he said : Hear, Israel,"

inLC, &c." There is no hint of the assertion of many gods in the

Gospels ; but, on the contrary, the question is put by one of the

scribes in Mark to whom Jesus says :
" Thou art not far from the

Kingdom of God." ^ The quotation, therefore, beyond doubt, must

have been taken from a different Gospel.

We may here refer to the passage, the only one pointed out by

him in connection with the Synoptics, the discovery of which

Canon Westcott affirms " has removed the doubts which had long

been raised abovi those (allusions) to St. Mark.'"^ The discovery

referred to is th; ,o of the Codex Ottobonianus by Dressel, which

contains the cc icluding part of the Homilies, and which was first

published by him in 1853. Canon Westcott says :
" Though St,

1 Mark vii. 27-29. "Agje'i itptarov xopra60fvai rd Tsuva- ot y(xpi6Tty

HaXoy Xafieiv rov aprov toov tshvoov xai ro?5 xvvapioii fiaXEiv. 7/ Si

ditEKpiOtf Hal XsyEi avrw, Nai, xipie- xai yap rd Kvvdpia vitoxaro)

Trji rpansZt/S idOtovdiv and rcuv ipixioov rwv rcaiSioov. h.t.X.

2 Cf. Hom. xiii. 7.

3 Cf. Hilgenfekl, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 353 f.

4 Einl. N. T., p. 115.
5 Although moat MSS. have dov in this place, some, as for instance that editea

by Cotelerius, read v/uwv.
8 ToJiSk tfnarrjUEvoii TtoXXovi OEovivrtovoetv, oai ai FpafalXeyovOty,

Eq)r), "Ahove, IdpatjA, x.rX. Hom. iii. 57. 7 Mark xii. 34.

8 On the Canon, p. 251.
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Mark luis f»'W pociiliar phras«>H, one of tlie.se is repoaterl V(!i-1 tally

in tlif coiiJ'ludinfjj part of the l!(th Homily."' Tlie passa^'e is a.s

follows; Hoiii. xix. 20: " Wlicsreforo also lie explained to his dis-

ciples privately the niy.st«M-ie.s of the kingdom of the heavens."

This is compared with Mark iv. 34.

(iwn disciples lie explained all thin<:]fs."

. "and piivately to his

HoM. XIX. 20.

Ji6 xnl roli (n5roi7 )(nOT/ra}i war'

Iin6t\euxi Tii fiv6r})fjia.

Mark iv. 34;

.... Kar' ifiiay 6k ro7S /Sioii

fiaOt/rcxli ineXvsy ndyza.'i

We have only a few words to add to complete the whole of T)r.

Westcott's remarks upon the subject. He adds aftei- the quota-

tion: "This is the only place where cViXu'w occurs in the ( Jos-

pels."'' We may, however, point out that it occurs also in Acts

xix. 39 and 2 Peter i. 20. It is upon the coincidence of this word

tlmt Canon Westcott rests his argument that this passage is a

reference to Mark. Nothing, however, could be weakev than

siicli a conclusion from .such an indication. The phrase in the

Homily presents a very marked variation from the i»a.s.sage in

Mark. The " all things " (travra) of the Gospel reads :
" The mys-

teries of the kingdom of the heavens " (rf/s rtSiv ovpav^v ^ao-iAeias to.

liwrrrifm) in the Homily. The passage in Mark iv. 11, to which
Dr. Westcott does not refer, reads to ixvaTtipuw r!}? jSamXetas toC

^coC. There is one very important matter, however, which our

apologist has omitted to ])oint out, and which, it seems to us, de-

ciiles the case—the context in the Homily. The chapter com-
mences thus :

" And Peter said : We remember- that our Lord and
Teacher, as commanding, said to us :

' Guard the mysteries for me,
and the sons of my house.' Wherefore also he explained to his

(lisciplos privately," (Sic* And then comes our passage. Now,
here is a command of Jesus, in inunediate connection with which
the phrase before us is quoted,which does not appear in our Gospels
at all, and which clearly establishes the use of a different source.

The phrase itself, which differs from Mark as we have seen, may
with all right be referred to the same unknown Gospel.

It inust be borne in mind that all the (quotations which we have

1 Cf. On the Canon, p. 252.

.^Pl".
Westcott quotes this reading, which is supported by the Codices B, C,

Sinaiticus and others. The Codex Alexandrinus and a majority of other MSS.
fead for roK ISioii /iiaOrfrali,—" roii /iiaOr/raii at rot)," which is closer to
the passage in the Homily. It is fair that this should be pointed out.

3 On the Canon, p. 252", note 1.

* Kai o TIcTfJoi-^ MEHvrii.i£Oa rov Kvpiov i^^c^v Hal JiSadnolXov, aJs
tynXXouEvoi, EiTtEv rn-ilv Td /avdry^pta i/uoi xai toU vioH rov" oixov
Hov (pvXd^ctTE. H.T.X. Horn. xix. 20.

26
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hitherto exairined are those which have been selected as most
closely approximating to passages in our Gospels. Space forliids

our giving illustrations of the vast number which so much more
widely differ from parallel texts in the Synoptics. We shall con-

fine ourselves to pointing out in the briefest possible manner
some of the passages which are persistent in their variations or

recall similar passages in the Memoirs of Justin. The fii-st of

these is the injunction in Hom. iii. 55 :
" Let your yea be yea,

your nay nay, for whatsoever is more than these cometh of the

evil one." The same saying is repeated in Hom. xix. with the

sole addition of " and." We subjoin the Greek of these, together

with that of the Gospel and Justin with which the Homilies

agree.

'I

Fom. iii. 55. "Edroa vjiiaiv to val vai tu ov ov.

Hom. xix. 2. "EdroD vnaiv to red vat h.al to ov ov.

Apd. i. IC. "Edrca Si vIjkSv to val vai ual to ov ov.

Matt. V. 37. "EdToo Si o' Xoyoi vjtKav val vai ov at.

As we have already discussed this passage ^ we need not repeat

our remai'ks here. That this passage comes from a source differ-

ent from our Gospels is rendered more apparent by tlie (juotation

in Hom. xix. 2 being preceded by another which has no parallel

at all in our Gospels. " And elsewhere he said, ' He who sowed

the bad seed is the devil' (O 8c to kukov a^nepfia o-Trttpas to-nv 6

Sia/SoAos -
) ; and again: 'Give no pretext to the evil one '^ (M^

SoTf Trpofjiaa-Lv Tw iTovripu).'^ But in exhorting he prescribes: 'Let

your yea be yea,' " &c. The first of these phrases differe mark-

edly from our Gospels ; the second is not in them at all ; the

third, w^hich we are consideiing, differs likewise in an important

degree in common with Justin's quotation, and there is every

reason for supposing that the whole were derived from the same

unknown source.^

In the same Homily, xix. 2, there occurs also the passage

which exhibits variations likewise found in Justin, which we

have already examined,* and now merely point out. " Begone

into the darkness without, which the father hath prepared for

the devil and his angels."'' The quotation in Justin (Dial. 76)

agrees exactly with this, with the exception that Justin has

Xaravq. instead of SiaftoXio, which is not important, whilst the agree-

1 P. 295, p. 310 f.

2 Cf. Matt. xiii. 39.

3 Cf. Credner, Beitri*.ge, i. p. 306 ; Hilgen/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 360.

P. 336 f

.

f>'r7idyeTe eli ro dnoroi to i^aorepov, S r^Tot/iicxdev d Uartjp ra

S!a/36X(u Hai toU dyyeXoii avTov. Horn. xix. 2 ; cf. Matt. xxv. 41.
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merit in the marked variation from the parallel in the first Gos-

pel establishes the fact of a common source different from ours.^

We have also already^ referred to the passage in Horn. xvii. 4

:

" No one knew (tyvw) the Father but the Son, even as no one

knoweth the Son but the Father and those to whom the Son is

minded to reveal him." This quotation differa from Matt. xi. 27

in form, in language, and in meaning, but agrees with Justin's

rpading of the same text, and, as we have shown, the use of the

aorist here, and the transposition of the order, were characteris-

tics of Gospels used by Gnostics and other parties in the early

Church, and the passage with these variations was regarded by
them as the basis of some of their leading doctrines.^ That the

variation is not accidental, but a deliberate quotation from a

written source, is proved by this, and by the circumstance that

the author of the Homilies repeatedly quotes it elsewhere in tlie

same form.* It is impossible to suppose that the quotations in

these Homilies are so systematically and consistently eri'oneous,

and the only natui'al conclusion is that they are derived fi'om a

source different from our Gospels.^

Another passage occurs in Horn. iii. .^0 :
" Wherefore ye do err,

net knowing the true things of the Scriptures ; and on this ac-

count ye are ignorant of the power of God." This is compared
with Mark xii. 24 :" " Do ye not therefore err, not knowing the

Scriptures nor the power of God ?
"

^
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the important variation from our text and also by its consistent

repetition and by the context in which it stands.^

Upon each occasion, also, that the author of the Homilies quotes

the foregoing |)assage he likewise (quotes another saying of Jesus

which is foreign to our Gospels :
" Be ye approved money-

changers," ytVccr^e TpaTrc^trai 8oKi/i,oi.2 The sayiug is thrice quoted
without variation, and each time, together with the preceding

passage, it refers to the necessity of discrimination between true

and false sayings in the Scriptures, as for instance :
" And Peter

said : If, therefore, of the Scriptures some are true and some are

false, our Teacher rightly said :
' Be ye approved money-changers,'

as in the Scriptures there are some approved jsayings and some

spurious."^ This is one of the best known of the apocryphal

sayings of Jesus, and it is quoted by nearly all the Fathers,* by

many as from Holy Scripture, and by some ascribed to ^ht Gos-

pel of the Nazarenes, or the Gospel according to t:.^ J. ms.

There can be no question here that the author quotco ixu ;;,j)(/cry-

phal Gospel.^

There is, in immediate connection with both the preceding pas-

sages, another saying of Jesus quoted which is not found in our

Gospels :
" Why do ye not discern the good reason of the Scrip-

tures?" " Aia Ti ov vociTt TO ivXoyov Twv ypafjiwv ;"^ This passage also

com.es fi'om a Gospel different from ours,'^ and the connection and

sequence of these quotations is very significant.

One further illustration, and we have done. We find the fol-

lowing in Horn. iii. 55 :
" And to those wdio think that Cm\

tempts, as the Scriptures say, he said :
' The evil one is the temp-

ter,' who also tempted himself."** This short saying is n(jt found

in our Gospels. It probably occurred in the Gospel of the Homi-

lies in connection with the temptation of Jesus. It is not

improbable that the writer of the Epistle of James, who shows

acquaintance with a Gospel different from ours," also knew tli!

1 H'dgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin'8, p. 365.
2 Horn. ii. 51, iii. 50, xviii. 20.

3 Horn. ii. 51.

* Apost. Constit., ii. 36; cf. 37 ; Clem. Al, Strom., i. 28, § 177 ; cf. ii. 4, §15,

vi. 10, § 81, vii. 15, § 90 ; Oriijen, in Joan. T. xix., vol. iv., p. 289 ; Epipliamiis,

Haer., xliv. 2, p. 382 ; Hieron., Ep. ad Minerv. et Alex., 119 (al. 152) ; Coinm. in

Ep. ad. Ephes., iv. ; Orabe, Spicil. Patr., i. p. 13 f., 326 ; Coteleriua, Patr. Ap., i,

p. '247 f. ; Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. N. T., ii. p. 524.

6 L'redner, Beitiage, i. p. 326 f. ; Hilgeti/eld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 369 ; De

Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 115, anm. f.

6 Horn. iii. 50.

7 Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 326 ; Hilijcnfrhl, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 365 ; Dt I'''' ,

Einl. N. T., p. 115, anm. f. ; Cotelerius, Not. ad Clem. Horn., iii. 50.

8 Toli Sk oioi-tdvoti on o 0co5 neifjdt^f.j, a5s ai Ffjacpcd Aeyovon

e'tptf' '0 TtovTjpoi idriv o mipdH'^ajv, d nai avrdv neipd6ai. Horn.

iii. 55. . , „ ,

» Cf. ch. V. 12.
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discern to what class Simon (Paul) belongs, " who cauio before me
to the Gentiles, and to which I belong who have come after him,

and have follov. ed him as light upon darkness, as knowledge ppon
itynorance, as health upon disease."^ He continues :

" If he had
been known he would not have been believed, but now, not being

known, he is wrongly believed ; and though by his acts he is a

hater, he Las bee i loved; and although an enemy, he has been
welcomed as a friend ; and though he is de*? th, he has been desired

as a saviour : and though lire, esteemed as light ; and though a

deceiver, he is listened to as speaking the truth."- There is nmch
more of tins acrimonious abuse put into the mouth of Peter.^ The
indications that it is Paul who is really attacked under the name
of Simon are much too clear to admit of doubt. In Hom. xi. 35,

Peter, warning the CImrch against false teachers, says :
" He who

hath sent us, our Lord and Prophet, declared to us that the evil

one .... announced that he would sand from amonfjst his

followers apostles* to deceive. Therefore above all remember :,o

avoid every apostle, or teacher, or prophet, who first does not

accurately compare his teaching with that of James called the

brother of my Lord, and to whom was confided the ordering of

the Church 'of the Hebrews in Jerusalem," &c., lest this evil one
should send a false preacher to them, " as he has sent to us Simon
preaching a counterfeit of truth in the name of our Lord and dis-

seminating error."^ Further on he speaks more plainly still. Simon
maintains that ha has a truer a{)preciation of the doctrines and
teaching of Jesus because he has received his inspiration by super-
natural vision, and not merely by the common experience of the
senses,** and Peter replies: "If, therefore, our Jesus indeed appeared
to you in a vision, revealed himself, and spoke to you, it was only
as an irritated adversary But can any one through
visions become wise in teaching ? And if you say : 'It is possible,'

then wherefore did the Teacher remain and discoui'se for a whole
year to us wlio were awake ? And how can we believe your story
that he appeared to you? And in what manner did he a[)pear to
you, when you hold opinions contrary to his teaching ? But if

seen and taught by him for a single hour you became his apostle:
'^

preach his words, interpret his sayings, love his apostles, oppose
not me who consorted with him. For you have set yourself up
against me who am a firm rock, the foundation of the Church. I

' Horn. ii. 17.

I
fl'r '•• 18- 3 Cf. Hom. iii. 59; vii. 2, 4, 10, 11.
*\o have already pointed out that this declaration is not in our Gospels.

I
H.Mn. xi. Ho; cf. Galat. i. 7 ff. « lb., xvii. 13 ff.

f'f fV
^ *"°'^' ^'^' ' ^" " ^"^ ^ ""* *" Apostle? have I not seen Jesus our Lord? "

Lf. Oalat. i. l;i. i2, " For neither did I myself receive it by man, nor was I
taught it, but by revelation of Jesus Christ."

,1) ;;|
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you were not an opponent you would not cnlumniate me, you
would not revile my teaching in order that, in declaring wliat I

have myself heard from the Loj-d, I may not he believed, ass though

I were condemned But if you call me coiKlenined,

you speak againstGod who revealed Christ to me,' "^ &c. This last

phrase :
" If 3 on call me condemned " ("H d KarcyvaXTfievov ^e A,6'y«<t)

is an evident allusion to Galat. ii. 11 : "I withstood hii 1 to the

face, because he was condemned " (on KaT«yvwa-/x€vos t/v).

We have digressed to a greater extent than we intended, hut it

is not unimportant to show the general character and tendency of

the work we have been examining. The Clementine Koinilie.s,

—written perhaps about the end of the second century, which

never name or indicate a single Gospel as the source of the author's

knowledge of evangelical history, whose quotations of sayings

of Jesus, numerous as they are, systematically differ fioni the

parallel passages of our Synoptics, or are altogether foreign to

them, which denounce the Apostle 1 ml as an impostor, enemy

of the faith, and disseminatoi' of false doctrine, and therefore re-

pudiate his Epistle.s, at the same time ecjually ignoring all the

other writings of the New Testament,—can scarcely be considered

as giving much support to any theory of the early formation of

the New Testament Canon, or as affording evidence even of the

existence of its separate books.

Among the writings which used formerl}'^ to be ascribed to

Justin Martyr, and to be published along with his general works,

is the short composition commonly known as the "Epistle to

Diognetus." The ascription of this composition to Justin arose

solely from the fact that in the only known MS. of the letter

there is an inscription ToC auToC tt/jos AifryvT/rov which from its con-

nection was referred to Justin.^ The style and contents of the

work, however, soon convinced critics that it could not possibly

be written by Justin;^ nnd although it has been ascribed by vari-

1 Horn. xvii. )9. 2 Otto, Ep. ad Diognetum, &c., 18r)2, p. 11 f.

3 Baiir, Dosiitiengesch. I., i. p. 255; (iosch. chr. Kirche, i. p. 37;^; Bmnen, An-

alecta Ante-Nic, i. p. 10.3 tt. ;
< 'bristianity and MankiTid, i. p- 170 f.; ('miner,

Bi'itriige, i. p. 50; DavkUon, Iiitiod. N. T., ii. p. ,'{99; DonahUon, Hist. Clir. Lit.

and Doctr., ii. p. 138 ft'.; L'imid, Oesch.Volkes Isr., vii. p. 251 ; Oueridr, H'buch

K. G., p. 152; C. JJ. a. GruM/icim, Deep, ad Diogn. Comni., 1828; llolUnhenj,

Der Br. ad Diogn,, 1853 ; Bilr/en/ekl, Die ap. Viiter, p. 1, cf. 9 f.; A'rt //.»«•, Kev.

de Thuol., xiii., 1850, p. 258 ft".; Kirdihofrr, Quellensamml., p. M, anin. 1.; Miilikr,

Ueb. d. Br. an Diogn. VVerke, 1839, i. p. 19 ft'.; Reuss, (Jesch. N. T., p. ^'8'J;

Scholten, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 101 ; Tischendorf, Wann M'urden, u. a. w.
, p. -10;

Tilh'mont, Mtini. occl., torn. ii. pt. 1, p. 366, 493, note 1 ; Westcott, On the Canon,

p. 7-1 f.; Zeller, Die Aposte'gesch., p. 50,
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ous isolated writers to Apollos, Clement, Marcion, Quadratus, and

othere, none of these guesses have been seriously supported, and

critics are almost universally agreed in con^ssing that the author

of the Epistle is entirely unknown.

Such being the case, it need scarcely be said that the dithculty

of assigning a date to the work with any degree of certainty is

extreme, if it be not absolutely impossible to do so. This diffi-

culty, however, is increased by several circumstances. The first

ami most important of these is the fact that the Epistle to Diog-

neius is neither quoted nor mentioned by any ancient writer, and
consequently there is no external evidence whatever to indicate

the period of its composition.^ Moreover, it is not only anony-

iiiuus but incompletf, or, at least, as we have it, not the work of

a single writer. At the end of Chapter x. a break is indicated,

anil the two concluding chapters are unn.i^takably by a ditierent

and later hand.- It is not singular, therefore, that there exists a

wide ilitlerence of opinion as to the date of the first ten chapters,

aitliough all agree I'egarding the later composition of the conclud-

ing portion. It is assigned to various periods between about the

end of the first quarter of the second century to the end of that

century;* whilst others altogether denounce it as a modern for-

gery.* Nothing can be more insecure in one direction than the

dat'^ of a work derived alone from internal evidence. Allusions

to actual occurrences may with certainty prove that a woi'k could

on'y have l)een written after they had taken |)lace. The mere
absence of later indications in an anonymous Epistle only found
in a single MS. of the thirteenth or fourteenth century, however,
and which may have been and probably was written expressly in

1 DoiHililm7i, Hist. Clir. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 1*26 ; Kirchhofer, Quellensamml.,
p. 3(i, aiim. 1.

"•Cmlmi; Der Kanon, p. 59 flf., 07, 7(5; Dnvidmm, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 339;
DumhhoiK Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 142 : Eirhld, (iescli. V. Isr., vii. p.
2.")1, amn. 1; Hili/eiifeld, Die ap. Viiter, p. 1; Ot/o, Just. Mart., ii. p. 201 n.;

/iViMj, Gescli. N. T., p. 290 ; We.stcotf, On the Canon, j). 75.
' c. A.I). 117, Wesfcott, On the Canon, p. 70. a.u. 120-130, Ewahl, Gesch. V.

Isr., vii. p. 252. Between Hadrian and Marc. Anrel. Kai/xfr, liev. do Theol.,
xiii. IS'm), n. 258. An elder confewporari/ o/Jii.ifin. Tinehendorf, Wann wurden,
u. s, H.,

J).
40. A.i). 1.S3-135, Otlo, De'Ep. ad Diogu., 1845; Bnni'en, Chr. and

MaiikiiKl, i. p. 170. A.i). 135, Kemti, Gescli. ^'. T., p. 289. A.u. 140, Credner,
Ifvr Kanon, p. .^)9; of. Beitriige, i. p. 50. After a.d. 170, Scholfen, Die iilt. Zeu-
g!iis3e, p. 101, Hardly before a.d. 180, Damdxon, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 399. Ilil-

rjfiifdd excli.des it from the 2n<l century. Die ap. Vater, p. 9 f. Zeltvr considers
t (if no va'ue, even if it contained quotations, on account of its late date. Die
Ancaelgeseh., p. 61 ; Theol. Jahrb., iv. p. 019 f. Zahn dates it between A.D.
l'"i(l-310, (i(itt. Gel. Anz. 1873, 3, 5, 10 f.

• Donaldson, is inclined to consider it either a forgery by H. Stephanus, the
nrst editor, or, more likely, a composition by Greeks who came over to Italy when
Constantinople was threatened by the Turks. Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p.
Hi f. So also Overheck decides it to be a fictitious production written after the
time of Goustantine ; Ueb. d. paeudojust. br. an Diognet. rrogramm. 1872.
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imitation of early Christian feeling, cannot furnish any solid basis

for an early date. It must be evident that the determination of

the date of this Epistle cannot therefore be regarded as otherwise

than doubtful and arbitrary. It is certain that the purity of its

Greek and the elegance of its style distinguish it from all other

Christian works of the period to which so many assign it.^

The Epistle to Diognetus, however, does not furnish any evi-

dence even of the existence of our Synoptics, for it is admitted

that it does not contain a single direct quotation from any evan-

gelical work.^ We shall hereafter have to refer to this Epistle in

connection with the fourth Gospel, but in the meantime it may
be well to add that in Chapter xii., one of those it will ])e remem-
bered which are admitted to be of later date, a brief quotation

is made from 1 Cor. viii. 1, introduced merely by the words,

dirooToAos XiyeL-

1 SchoUen, Die iilt. Zeugnisae, p. 102; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 399;

DonaUlsun, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 134 fF.; Ewald, Geach. V. lar., vii.

p. 253; Westcott, Ou the Canon, p. 74 f. ; Kayner, Rev. de Thuol., xiii., ISoG, p.

257.
2 Crediier, Beitrage, i. p. 50 ; Km/ser, Rev. de Th^ol., 1856, p. 257 ; I{etm, Hist.

duCauon.p. 40 f. ; Scholten, Die alt. Zougnisse, p. 102; T'uickeiidorJ', \\ ami war-

den, u. 8. w., p. 40; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 78.

-I I
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CHAPTER VI.

BASILIDES—VALENTINUS.

We must now turn back to an earlier period and consider any

evidence regarding the Synoptic Gospels which may be furnished

bv the so-called heretical writers of the second century. The
first of these who claims our attention is Basilides, the founder of

a system of Gnosticism, who lived in Alexandria about the year

125 of our era.^ With the exception of a very few brief frag-

ments,^ none of the writings of this Gnostic have been preserved,

and all our information regarding them is therefore derived at

second-hand from ecclesiastical writers opposed to him and his

t'octiines, and their statements, especially where acquaintance

v.itli, and the use of, the New Testament Scriptures are assumed,

p>ust be received with very great caution. The unciitical and
inaccurate character of the Fathers rendered them peculiarly

liable to be misled by foregone devout conclusions.

Eusebius states that Agrippa Castor, who had written a refuta-

tion of the doctrines of Basilides, " Says that he haH composed
twenty-four books upon the Gospel."^ This is interpreted by
Tischendorf, without argument, and in a most arbitrary and er-

roneous manner, to imply that the work was a commentary upon
our four canonical Gospels ;* a conclusion the audacity of which
can scarcely be exceeded. This is, however, almost surpassed by
the treatment of Canon Westcott, who writes regarding Basilides :

"It appears, moreover, that he himself published a Gospel—

a

' Life of Christ ' as it would perhaps be called in our days, or

'Tiie Philosophy of Christianity' ^—but he admitted the historic

truth of all the facts contained in the canonical Gospels, and used
them as Scripture. For, in spite of his peculiar opinions, the tes-

timony of Basilides to our ' acknowledged ' books is comprehen-
sive and clear. In the few i)ages of his writings which remain

1 Eusibius, H. E., iv. 7, 8, 9 ; Baur, Gesch. chr. K., i. p. 190 ; Davidson, Introd.
^ T., ii. p. 388 ; Guerkke, H'buch K. G., i. p. 182 ; Lechler, Das ap. und nachap.
Zeit,, p. 498 ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 64; Tischendorf, Waiui wunlen, u.

8. w,, p. 50. From a.d. 117 to 1.38, Mansel, The Gnostic Heresies, p. 145.
2 Urahe, Spicily P-vtr., ii., p. 39 ff., 65 ff.

3 i}r]6lv avTov eii /.ikv to evayyeXiov TE66apa npoi roli siHodi 6vv-
ra|a; jhliUa. H. E., iv. 7.

* Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 51 f.

* Tiiese names are pure inventions of Dr. Westcott's fanoy, of course.
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on the Gospel (to euayye'Aioi/), and wc have mentioned the unwar-

rante<l inforonce of Tisehendorf that this must have been a work
on our four Gospels. Now, so far from deriving his doctrines from

our Gospels or other New Testament writings or acknowledging

their authority, Basilides on the contrary pi-ofessed that he re-

ceived his knowledge of tlie truth from Glaucias, " the interpie-

ter of Peter," whose disciple he claimed to be,' and he thus sets

Gospels aside and prefers tradition.- In mentioning this fact

Canon Westcott says :
" At the same time he ap])ealed to the iiu-

thority of Glaucias, who, as well as St. Mark, was ' an interpreter

of St. Petcsr.' " ^ Now we have here again an illustration of the

same misleading system wliich we have already condenmed, and
(iliall further refer to, in the introduction after " Glaucias " of the

words " vho (is well, as St. Mark was ' an interpreter of St. Peter.'
"

The words in italics are the gi-atuitous addition of Canon West*
cott himself. The positive form given to Clement's simple men-
tion of the claim made by Basilides, and the introduction of the

words: "as well as St. Mark," cannot fail to convey to general

readers an impression regarding Basilides which is not warvant(Ml

by the facts of the case. Dr. Westcott can scarcely intend himself

to attirm that Glaucias, of whom nothing whatever is known, ac-

tually was, with Mark, ' an interpreter of Peter,'* but added to

his other extraordinary and unqualified statements, these touches
seem to complete a portrait which no one acipiainted with the
real circumstances could recognize as that of Basilides the heretic.

Basilides also claimed to liave received from a certain Matthias
the report of private discourses which he had heard from the
Saviour for his special instruction.^ Agrippa Castor further stated,

according to Eusebius, that in his i^r/yTp-iKo. Basilides named Bar-
cahbas and Barcoph (Parchor^ ) as prophets, as well as invented
others for himself who never existed, and claimed their authority
for his doctrines.'' With regard to all this Canon Westcott writes :

1 1 . . . . HuOnnep d BadtXsiSrti nav FXavxiav imypatpTjTai StSd6-
xaXov, cioi av'xovdty avrol, tuv FlETpov kpur/vecx. Clemens Al., ^irom.,
vii. 17, § lofi.

- Cmlner, Beitriige, i. p. 37 ; Gfrarer, Allg. K. G., i. p. 340 ; Scholien, Die alt.

Zeugnisse, p. 64 ; of. Bumen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. f)G8.

3 On the Canon, p. 255.
• We may add that the " Saint " inserted before Peter neither belongs to Clement

nor to Basilides, but is introduced into the quotation by Dr. Westcott.
^ Badi/XeiSffi roivvv xai l6i8a)poi, d BcxdiAfidov rca/i yv?}6to? xai

fia'j}/T7/?, (padiv eipt/Msvai Mardiay avroU Aoyovi drcoMpv'fpuvi, ov'i
VHov6£ Ttapd Tov dooTr/poi nar' idiav 8i(^axOeii, Hippolytua, Kefut.
Omn. Har., vii. 20; ed. Duncker et Schneidewin, 185!).

Isidorus, his son and disciple, wrote a commentary on the prophecy of Par-
<!hor(CTm. Al, Strom., vi. 6, § 53), in which he further refers to the "prophecy
of Cham." Of. Neander, Allg. K. G., 1843, ii. p. 703 flF.

' • -^ . 7cpo(pr)Tai di eavroo 6vond6i BcxpHafj/ddv xal BapMoocp xai aX-
Xovi avvzdpHTovi rivdi Eavrm dvdrr/ddiuEvcy, x.t.X. Euseb., H. E., iv. 7.
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" Since Basilides lived on the verge of the apostolic times, It is not
surprising that he made use of other sources of Christian doctrine

besides the canonical books. The belief in Divine Inspiration was
still fresh and real,"^ &c. It is apparent, however, that Basilides,

in basing his doctrines on these Apocryphal books as inspired, and
upon tradition, and in having a special Gospel called after his own
name, which, therefore, he clearly adopts as the exponent of his

ideas of ('hristian truth, absolutely ignores the canonical Gospels

altogether, and not only does not offer any evidence for their exist-

ence, but proves that he did not recognize any such works as of

authority. Therefore there is no ground whatever for Tischen-

dorf's assumption that the Commentary of Basilides "on the

Gospel" was written upon our Gospels, but that idea is on the

contrary negatived in the strongest way by all the facts of the

,case,^ The perfectly simple interpretation of the statement is that

long ago suggested by Valesius,^ that the Commentary of Basilides

was composed upon his own Gospel,* whether it was the Gospel

according to the Hebrews or the Egyptians.

Moreover, it must be borne in mind that Basilides used the word
" Gospel " in a peculiar tecdmical way. Hippo' "^us, in the work

usually ascribed to him, writing of the Basilid and describing

their doctrines, says :
" When therefore it w ^ocssary, he (?)

says, that we, the children of God, should be revealed, in expecta-

tion of whose revelation, he says, the creation groaned and tra-

vailed, the Gospel came into the world, and passed through every

principality and power and dominion, and every name that is

named."^ "The Gospel, therefore, came first from the Sonship, he

says, through the Son, sitting by the Archon, to the Archon, and

the Archon learnt that he was not the God of all things but be-

gotten,"** (fcc. " The Gqspel, according to them, is the knowledge of

supramundane matters,"^ &c. This may not be very intelligible,

but it is sufficient to show that " the Gospel" in a technical sense

"

1 On the Canon, p. 255.
' Davidson, Introtl. N. T., ii. p. .389; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugniase, p. H;Crtd-

ner, Der Kanon, p. 24.

8 Of. Fabricius, Cod. Apocr. N. T., i. p. 343, not. m.
4 Neudeckfir, Eml. N. T., p. 85; Nicolas, Et. aur lea Ev. Apocr., p. 134.^

^'ETtfi ovv eSet drtoxaXvcpOfjyai, q)r/div, ^/iidi rd Tsuva rov^tov,

Ttepi aW' idTEva^s, q)r}6tv, ^ xridii xai mdiysy, ditexdexo/neyv r;/'/

dnoHdXx)if!iv, T^XOe to EvayyeXiov eii rov xodfiov, xai Std^Os Sm
Ttddpi dpxV^ ^"^ Ho^'dio:i xai xvpioTtjroi xai navrdi oro/iiaTOi ovo-

juaCo/uevov, x.t.X. Hippofytus, Refut. Omn. User., vii., 25.
,

6 HXOev ovv to EvayyeXiov itpwrov dnd Trjk viortjroi, (pT!di,Sia

Tov TtaQaxa^TfiiEvov too dpxovri viov^ npoi rov dpxovra, xai e^la

Qev o' apxoov, on ovx r}v SeoS rav oXaov, dXX' ^v yEvvTjTdi, «r.A,

lb., vii. 26; cf. 27, &c.
7 EvayyiXtov Idri xar' xvrovi if rwv v^ittpKodfiieov yvoSdti, x.rX

lb., vii. 27.

8 Canon Weatcott admits this technical use of the word, of course. On the

Canon, p. 255 f., note 4.
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formed n very important part of the system of Basil ides. Now
there is nothing whatever to show that the twenty-four liooks

which he composed " on the Gospel " were not in elucidation of

the Gtispi'l as technically understood hy him, illustrated by ex-

tracts from his own special Gospel and from the tradition handed

down to him by Glaucias and Matthias,

The emphatic assertion of Canon Westcott that Basilides "ad-

mitted the historic truth of all the facts contained in the canoni-

cal (lospcls," is based solely upon the following sentence of the

work attributed to Hippolytus. "Jesus, however, was generated

according to these (followers of Basilides) as we have already
1 But when the generation which has already been declaredsalt

had taken place, all things regarding the Saviour, according to

thorn, occurred in like manner as they have been written in the

Gospel."- There are, however, several important points to be

Iwrne in mind in reference to this passage. The statement in

question is not made in connection with Basilides himself, but
distinctly in reference to his followers, of whom there were many
in the time of Hippolytus and 1 \g after him. Tt is, moreover,

a general observation the accuracy of which we have no means
of testing, and upo.i the correctness of which there is no special

reason to rely. The remark, made at the beginning of the third

century, however, that the followers of Basilides believed that

the actual events of the life of Jesus occurred in the way in

which they have been written in the Gospels, is no proof what-
ever that either they or Basilides used or 'admitted the authoilcy
of our Gospels. The exclusive use by any one of the Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews, for instance, would be perfectly consistent

with the statement. No one who considers what is known of

that Gospel, or who thinks of the use made of it in the first half
of the second century by perfectly orthodox 'Fathers before we
hear anything of our Gospels, can doubt this. The passage is,

therefore, of no weight as evidence for the use of our Gospels.

Canon Westcott is himself obliged to admit that in the extant
fragments of Isidorus, the son and disciple of Basilides, who
" maintained the doctrines of his father," he has " noticed nothing
bearing on the books of the New Testament."^ On the supposi-
tion that Basilides actually wrote a Commentary on our Gospels,
and used them as Scripture, it is indeed passing strange that we
have so little evidence on the point.

' He refers to a mystical account of the incarnation.
-0 Si 'Ir]6ovi yEysvTjrai war' avrovi g5s 7tpoEip7p<aiuev. Feyev-

Ifievr/i Si riji yer/dEooi rrji TCpoSESrfXoouEvrji, yeyovE itoivra o/uotooi
x«r' av rov'i rd rtepi roxT doorijpoi o5s iv roiS evayyeXioii ye'ypanrat.
Bippdytiu, Ref. Omn. Hser., vii. 27.

3 On the Canon, p. 257.

I
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We must now, however, examine in detail all of the ouotations
and they are few, alleged to show the use of our Gospels, and we
shall comuience with those of Tisehendorf. The first passage
which he points out is found in the Stromata of Clement oi' Alex-
andria. Tiseliendoif guards himself, in reference to these quota-

tions, by merely speaking of them as " Basilidan " (Basilidianisch i,
i

hut it might have been moi'e frank to have stated clearly that

Clement (.list' nctly assigns the cpiotation to the followers of Bas-

ilides (ot 8c utto Ban-iAeiSoi;),^ and not to Basilid(\s himself.^ The sup-

posed (]uctation, therefore, hoAvever surely traced to our Gos|X'is,

coidd really not prove anything in regard to Basilides. Thei)as-

sage itself compared with the parallel in Matt. xix. 11, 12, i,s a.s

follows :

—

Strom, hi. 1, § 1.

They say tlie Lord answered ;

men annot receive this saying.

All

For there are some who are eu-

nuchs from birth, others by constraint

(are made so).

toiTtov, F.i6i yiip evvuv'xoi, oi

juiy kK yevErfji, oi 8e k'^ dydyHt/i.

Matt. xix. 11, 12.

V. 11. But he said unto them :

All men cannot receive this saying,

but only they to whom it is given.

V. 12. For there are eunuchs

which were so born from their mot lier'a

womb ; and there are eunuchs wliich

were made eunuchs by men, ctc.,itc.

Ov TCdvrei X'J^pov6iv rdv Ad-

yuv TovTuy, a'AA' oh dfSorar
ei6lv yixp exj voiS'x.oi ohivsi iK

HOiXiai /iiT/rfj6? iytyvt/ji/6av ov-
Tooi, Hal eidiy evvov'xoi uhii'fi

Evvovxi(}07/day vito rojy dvOfjai-

noov, H.r.A.

Now this passage in its afHnity to, and material variation from,

our first Gospel might be quoted as evidence for the use of the

Gospel according to the Hebrews, bul; it is simply preposterous to

point to it as evidence for the use of Matthew. Apologists in

their anxiety to gi-asp at the faintest analogies as testimony seem

altogether to ignore the history of the creation of written Gos-

pels, and to forget the very existence of the ttoWoi of Luke.*

The next pas'-age referred to by Tisehendorf^ is one quoted hy

Epiphanius,^ which we subjoin in contrast with the parallel in

Matt. vii. 6 :—

1 Wann. wurden, u, s. w.^ p. 5L
2 0/ Si and BadiXf.iSov nvOouevoov cpa6i zwv dnodroXwy ni) nove

al-i^jydy idri to fn/ yafiE~v ditQnptva6hat \eyovdi rdv xv'piov, v.r.A.

Strom., iii. 1, 5 1.

3 Canon Weatoott does not refer to this quotation at all.

* Cf. Ewald, Jahrb. blbl. VViss., 1849, p. 208.

6 Wann. wurden, u. s. w., p. 51.

C Hrer., xxiv. 5, p. 72.
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H^K. XXIV, 5.

And therefore he said :

Cast not ye pearls before swine, nei-

ther give fiat which is holy unto

dogs.

Mrj ftdAt/TE Tovi napyapiTa<i

TO dyiov roli Hvdi.

Matt. vii. 6.

Give not that which is hf)ly unto

dogs, neither cast ye your pearls be-

fore swine, lest they trample them
under their feet, and turn again and

rend you.

Mt) dwts TO ayiov roli Hv6iv,

H7f8i jidXrjTE rovi napyapirai
vn(Sv Ennpo60evr^v xoipoov,K.T.X.

Here again the variation in order is just what one might have

expected frou? <-he uSe of the Gospel according to the Hebrews or

a similar work, and there is no indication whatever that the pas-

sage di<l not end here, without the continuation of our first Synop-

tic. What is still more important, although Tischendorfdoes not

mention the fact, nor otherwise hint a doubt than by the use

again of an unexplained description of this quotation as " Basili-

dianisch
" instead of a more direct ascription of it to Basilides

himself, this passage is by no means attributed by Epiphanius to

that heretic. It is introduced into the section of his work di«

rected against tlie Basilidians, but he uses, like Clement, the in-

definite ^r?o-i, and as in dealing with all these heresies there is

continual interchange c^ reference to the head and the later fol-

lower, there is no certainty who is referred to in these quotations,

and in this instancv^ nothing to indicate that this passage is

ascribed to Pasilides himself His name is mentioned in the fir.st

line of the first chu .)tor of this " heresy," but not again before

this ^i](Ti occurs in cnapter v. Tischendorf does not claim any
other quotations.

Canon Westcott states :
" In the few pages of his CBasilides')

writings which remain there are certain references to the Gospels
of St. Matthew, St. Luke,"^ &c. One might suppose from this that

the " certain " references occurred in actual extracts made from
his works, and that the quotations therefore appeared set in a
context of his own words. This impression is strcnj/thened when
wo read as an introduction to the instances :

" The foUowmg ex-
'.nipleswill be sufficientto show his method of quotation."^ The fact

Is, however, that these examples are found in the work of Hippolytus,
in an epitome of the views of the scliool by that writer hini.self,with
nothing more definite than a subjectless ^tjc-i to indicate wiio is

referred to. The only examples Canon Westcott can gi^-e of these
"certain references " to our first and third Synoptics, do not show
his ' method of (piotation " to much advantage. The first is not
a quotation at all, but a mere reference to the Magi and the Scar

Ou the Canon, p. 256.

27

Jh., p. 250, note 3.
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" But that every thing, he says (<^»?o-i), has its own seasons, the

Saviour suiBciently teaches when he sa^^s : . . . and the

Magi having seen the star,"^ &c. This of course Canon Westcott
considers a reference to Matt. ii. 1, 2, but we need scarcely point

out that this falls to the ground instantly, if it be admitted, as it

must be, that the Star and the Magi may have been mentioned in

other Gospels than the first Synoptic. We liave already seen

when examining the evidence of Justin, that this is the case.

The only quotation asserted to ))e taken from Luke is the i)hrase:
" The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the

Highest shall over.shadovv thee," ^ which agrees with Luke i. 35.

This agKin is introduced by Hippolytus with another subjectless
" he says/" and apart fi-om the uncertainty as to who '" he " is,

this is very un.satisfactory evidence as to the form of tlie quota-

tion in the original text, for it may easily have been corrected by

Hippolytus, consciously ui' unconsciously, in the course of trans-

fer to his pages. We have already rviot with this passaoe as

quoted by Justin from a Go.spel ditt'erent from ours, and thisat'ain

woidd lead us to the Gospel accoi'ding to the Hebrews.
As we have already .stated, however, none of the qut)tation«

which we have considered are directly referred to Basilido.s him-

self, but they are all introduced by the utterly vague expres.sion,

" he says," (ff^rjai) without any subject accompanying the verb.

Now it is admitted that writers of the time of Hippolytus, and

notably Hippolytus himself, made use of the name of the foumlei

of a sect to represent the whole of his school, and applied to him,

apparently, quotations taken from unknown and later followei-s.
^

The passages which he cites, therefore, and which appear to indi-

cate the use of Gospels, instead of being extracted from the works

of the founder himself, in all probability were taken from writ-

ings of Gnostics of his own time. Can- n Westcott himself ad-

mits the possibility of this, in writing of other early hcreticfi

He says :
" The evidence that has been collected from the docu-

ments of these primitive sects is necessai'ily somewhat vague. It

would be more satisfactory to know the exact position of their

1 On 6i, (prjdiv, exadrov iSiov?^ ej^ei xaipov'?, ixavii d drcTr/fi

Xayaov . . . xai oi ndyoi toy ddrepa reOea/jeyoi. Hippolytus, Kef

Omn. HfBr. , vii. 27.

^ UvEviMX ayiov inEA.Ev'dErat kni 6i,Hai Svva/^ti vij)i6Tov hi6-

HtddEt dot. Hippolytus, Ref. Oniii. lle.r,, vii. 26.

3 Zeller, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 148 ft. ; Die Apostelgesch., p. 63 f. ;
Volkmar.

Theol. Jahrb., 1854, p. 108 flf. ; Hippolytus, u. d. roin. Zoitgenossen, 1855, p. \61.

Der Ursprung, p. 70 f. ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeucniese, p. 65 f. ; Das Ev. n. Joban..

p. 427; Rumpf, Rev. de Th^ol., 1867, p. 17 ff. ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p

.388 ff. ; Hilgen/eld, Die Evangelien, p. 345 f., anm. 5 ; Jieuss, Gesch. N. T., p,

287 ; J. J. Tayler, The Fourth Gospel, 1867, p. 57 ; Luthardt, Der johann. Ur-

sprung d. viert. Ev., 1874, p. 85 f.
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authors, and the precise date of their being composed. It is just

possible that Hippolytus made use of writings which were current

in his own time without further examination, and transferred to

the apostoUc age forms of thought and expression which had been

the growth of two, or even of three generations." * So much as

to the relifmce to be placed on the work ascribed to Hippolytus.

It is certain, for instance, that in writing of the sect of Naaseni

and Ophites, Hippolytus perpetually quotes passages from the

writings of the school, with the indefinite 4>V'^^," as he likewise

does in dealing with the Peratici,^ and DocetiB,* no individual au-

thor being named
;
yet he evidently quotes various writers, pass-

in" from one to another without explanation, and making use of

the same unvarying (firja-i In one place,^ where he has " the Greeks

sav," {(ftd'Tiv or'EAX?jv€s) he gives, without further indication, a quo-

tation from Pindar.^ A still more apt instance of his method is that

pointed out by Volkmar,''' where Hippolytus, writing of " Marcion,

or some one of his hounds," uses, without further explanation,

the subjectless <f>ri(TL to introduce matter from the later followers

of Marcion." N'^-w, witlr regard to Basilides, Hippolytus directly

refers not only to the h- retic f.iief, ^'Ut also to his disciple Isidorus

and all their f(^llower,«,^ {koX hn'Sojpos =<ai was 6 tov'twi' x"P°s) '^i^d then
proceeds to use the iridetini'^e " he says," interspersed with refer-

ences in the plural to these heretics, exhibiting the same careless

method of quotation, and leaving the same iiunplcte uncertainty

as to the .speake)''s identity as in the other ra.ses mention cd,^" On
the other hand, it has been dfuionst' <l I'V Hilgenfeld, that the

gnosticism a.scnbed to Basilides by Hi,
,

'

\ f ns, in connection with
these quotations, is of a mu<-1i later and .aoi' de^ > i ipcd type than
that which Basilides himself held,^^ as shown ' .he actual fvag-

n. 1.34;

/>aviti-

1 On the Canon, p. 252. 2 Hi)>poliilm, Ref. Omn. User. \. tl

3 Ih., V. 16, 17. * lb., viii. 9, 10. 6 Ih., v. 7.

^Uipjiol, Ref. Omn. Hter. ed. Duneker et Sohneidewin not. in loc
RMkn, Die iilt. Zeugnisae, p. G5 f. ; Zdler, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 149 f

wn, Iiitrod. N. T.,ii. p. 389.
"Tbeol. Jahrb., 1854, p. 108 ff.; Der Uraprung, p. 70.

^Hippolytus, Ref. Omn. Hwr., vii. 10 , Scholten, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 6(5

^ il'ppolytm, ib., vii. 20 ; cf. 22.
^^Srlwlten, Die iilt. Zeugniaae, p. 65; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 71 f.. uiti

Theol. Jahrb., 1854, p. 108 f. ; Rump/, Rev. de Theol., 18«7, {>. 18 f. ; 7" n,
Introd.N. T., ii. p. 388 ; Zc/Zfr, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 148 fl'.

n Hil,jtnfild, Theol. .1 ahrb. , 1850, p. 86 ff. , 786 ff. ; Die jiid. Apok. , 1857, p. -'87 ff.

;

Zeitschr. wisa. Theol., 1862, p. 452 ff. ; Volkmar, Hippolytus u. d. riim. Zeit-
genosseo, p, 167; Zeitachr. wias. Theol, 1860, p. 295 ff.; Der Ursprung, p. 70 ;

SclwUcn, Die tilt. Zeugnisae, p. 66; Lipaius,' l)or (inoaticismus. Ersch. u. Gruber's
Allg.bncyclop., 1, aect. 71, 1860, p. 90, 152 ; Ouerkke, H'buch K. G., i. p. 184;
^««*rt, Zeitschr. luth. Theol., 1855, h. 2, 1856, h. 1, 3 ; Luthardt, Der johann.
Lrspr. d. viert. Ev., 1874, p. 85 f. The following differ from the view taken by

System, u. 8. w., 1855.
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1;*-:

ments of his own writings which are still extant, and as reported
by Irenseus,^ Clement of Alexandria,^ and the work " Adveri^Ub
omnes Heereses," annexed to the " Praeseriptio hsereticonmi," of

TertuUian, which is considered to be the epitome of an earlier

work of Hippolytus. The fact probably is that Hippolvtus de-

rived his views of the doctrines of Basilides from the w^Hincrs of

his later followers, and from them made the quotations which are

attributed to the founder of the school,^ In any case there is no
ground for referring these quotations with an indefinite (firjai to

Basilides himself.

Of all this there is not a word from Canon Westcott,* but he

ventures to speak of " the testimony of Basilides to our ' acknow-

ledged' books," as " comprehensive and clear."^ We have seen

however, that the passages referred to have no weight whatever

as evidence for the use of our Synoptics. The fornuilre (as to

flprjfiivov to that compared with Luke i. 35, and ws yiypatnai, -fj ypa(/»;

with references compared with some of the Epistles) which ac-

company these quotations, and to which Canon Westcott points

as an indication that the new Testament writings were already

recognized as Holy Scripture," need no special attention, because,

as it cannot be shown that the ex})ressions were used by Basilides

himself at all, they do not come into question. If anything, ho'.v-

ever, were requireu to complete the evidence that these quota-

tions are not from the works of Basilides himself, but from later

writings by his followers, it v.'ould be the use of such formulae,

for as the writings of pseu'Jo-Ignatius, Polycarp, Justin Martyr,

Papias Hegesippus, and others of the Fathers in several ways po-

sitively demonstrate, the New Testament writings were not ad-

mitted, even amongst orthodox Fathers, to the rank of Holy Scrip-

ture, until a very much later period.^

2.

Much of what has been said with regard to the claim which is

laid to Basilides, by some ajjologists, as a witness for the Gospels

and the existence of a New Testament Canon, and the manner in

which that claim is advanced, likewise applies to Valentiniis,

another Gnostic leader, who, about the year 140, came from

1 Adv. Ha?r., i. 24. 2 Stromata, vi. 3.

3 Scholfen, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 66 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. C9 fT. ;
Ruwpt,

Rev. deTlieoL, 1867, p. 18 ft. ; Dnvl' nn, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 388 fF.
;
Mtr,

Apoetelgesch., p. 05 f. ; Theol. Jahrb., i853, p. 148 S.

* And very little from Tischendorf.
6 On the Canon, p. 2.%. « lb., p. 256.

7 Schollm, Die tilt. Zeugnisse, p. 61) ; Zeller, Die Apostelgesch., p. 66, anm. i ;

TV»ol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 148.
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Alexandria to Rome and flourished till about A.D. 160.^ Very

little remains of the writings of this Gnostic, and we gain our

only knowledge of them from a few short quotations in the

works of Clement of Alexandria, and some doubtful fragments

preserved by others. We shall presently have occasion to refer

more directly to the^e, and need not here more particularly men-

tion them.

Tischendorf, the self-constituted modern Defensor fidei,^ as-

serts, with an assurance which can scarcely be characterized

otherwise than as an unj^ardonable calculation upon the ignor-

ance of his readers, that Valentinus used the whole of our four

Canonical Gospels. To do him full justice, we shall as much as

possible ^iye his own words; and, although we set aside sys-

tematically all discussion regarding the fourth Gospel for separate

treatment hereafter, we must, in order to convey the full sense

of Dr. Tischendorf's proceeding, commence with a se'"*''^nce re-

garding that Gospel. Referring to a statement of Irenseus, that

the followers of Valentinus made use of the fourth Gospel,

Tischendorf continues :
" Hippolytus confirms and completes the

statement of Irenjieus, for he quote.s several expressions of John
which Valentinus employed. This most clearly occurs in the

case of J./nn x. 8 ; for Hipjjolytus writes • ' Because the prophets

and the law, according to the doctrine of Valentinus, were only

filled with a subordinate and foolish spirit, Valentinus says : On
account of this, the Savioin* says : All who came before me were
thieves and robbers.' "^ Now this, to begin with, is a practical

falsitication of the text of the Philosophumena, which reads :

"Therefore all the Prophets and the Law spoke under the influ-

ence of the Demiurge, a foolish God, he says, (they themselves
being) foolish, knowing nothing. On this account, he says, the
Saviour saith : All who came before me," &c.,&c.* There is no men-

1 Irencsits, Adv. H.-ei'., iii. 4, § 3 ; Emcbius, H. E., iv. 11 ; Baur, (jesch. chr.

Kirche, i. p. 190; Anger, Synops. Ev. Proleg., p. xxxv. ; Bleek, Einl. N.T., p.
KT; Credner, Ikitriige, i. p. 38; Daviihon, lutrod. N. T. , ii. p. 390; Ouericke,
H'Imch K. (x., i. p. 184 ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. O? ; Bmss, Gesch. N. T.,

p. 243; Tifi-hendorf, Wann wuiden, u. s. w., p. 43; Wedcott, On the Canon, p.
258 f,

; Mansd, TlieCJnoatic Herebies, 1875, p. 16G.
2 lUlijen/tld, Zeitschr. wise. Theol., 18G5, p. 329.
2 " Die Aiigabe des Irenaua bestarkt uud vervollstiindigt Hippolytus, denn er

fiilirt einzeine Johanncische Ausspriicbe an, welche Valentin benutzt hat. Am
(leutlichsten gesohieht dies mit Joh. x. 8 ; dt-nn Hippolytus scbreiht : Weil die
Propheten uud das Gesetz, nach Valentins Lehr, nur von einem untergeordueten
uud thorichten Geiste erflilt waren, so sagt Valentin : Ebeu deahalb spricbt der
Erliiser: Alle die vor mir gekomroen sind, sind Diebe und Morder gewesen,"
"aimwiirden, u. s. w., p. ^.

^ ndfTsi ovv oi npocpijvai xai d vo/tioZ i\a\r/dav dnc rov St/-
H'wpyov, noapov' Xe'ysi Oeov", fioopoi ovSkv eiSc'^ei. Jid tovto,
m6i,Xiyii o" 6aovt/iy IlayreS, x.r.X. Hippolytus, Ret Omn. tiedT.,\i. 35.

I
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IS

tion whatever of the name of Valentinus in the passage, and as

we shall presently show, there is no direct reference in the whole
chapter to Valentinus himself. The introduction of his name in

this manner into the text, without a word of explanation is

highly reprehensible. It is true that in a note Tischendorf gives

a closer translation of the passage, without, however, any ex-

planation ; and here again he adds, in parenthesis to the " says

he," " namely, Valentinus." Such a note, however, which would
probably be unread by a majority of readers, does not rectify the

impression conveyed by so positive and emphatic an assertion

is conveyed by the alteration in the text.

Tischendorf continues :
" And as the Gospel of John, so also

were the other Gospels used by Valentinus. According to the

statement of Irenseus (I. 7, § 4), he found the said subordinate

spirit, which he calls Demiurge, Masterworker, emblematieallv

represented by the Centurion of Capernaum (Matt. viii. 9, Luke

vii. 8) ; in the dead and resuscitated daughter of Jairus, when
twelve years old (Luke viii. 41), he recognized a symbol of liis

' Wisdom ' (Achamoth), the mother of the Masterworker (I. 8,

§ 2) ; in like manner he saw represented in the history of the

woman who had suffered twelve years from the bloody issue, and

was cured by the Lord (Matt. ix. 20), the sufferings and salvation

of his twelfth primitive spirit (iEon) (L y, § 3) ; the ex[)ression

of the Lord (Matt. v. 18) on the numerical value of the iota ('the

smallest letter ') he applied to his ten feons in repose." ^ Now, in

<" very instance where Tischendorf here speaks of Valentinus by

the singular " he," Irenseus uses the plural " they," referring nut

to the original founder of the sect, but to his followers in his own

day, and the text is thus again in every instance falsified by the

pious zeal of the apologist. In the case of the Centurion :
" they

say" (Xiyova-i) that he is the Demiurge :^ "they declare" (StT/yoviTot)

that the daughter of Jairus is the type of Achamoth ;
^ " thiy

say " (XiyovcTi) that the apostasy of Judas points to the passiou in

connection with the twelfth aeon, and also the fact that Jesus

suffered in the twelfth month after his baptism ; for they will

have it (/SoCAovrat) that he only preached for One year. The case

of the woman with the bloody issue for twelve years, and the

power which went forth from the Son to heal her, " they will

have to be Horos " (avat 81 ravrrjv Toi' Opov OtXova-Lv).* In like man-

ner they assert that the ten seons are indicated (irqfiaiviuOai At'yowi)

by the letter " Iota," mentioned in the Saviour's expression,

Alatt. V. IS."* At the end of these and numerous other similar

1 Wann wurden, u, a. w.. p. 44f.
2 Irenceua, A<lv. Hjer., i. 7, § 4.

8 y6.,i. 8,§2.

*/6.,i. 3,§3.
6 lb., i. 3, g 2.
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references in this chapter to New Testament expressions and
passages, Irenreus says :

" Thus they interpret," &c. (tpfi-qvevova-iv

iiprj(T$ai)} The plural " they " is employed throughout.

Tischendorf proceeds to give the answer to his statement which

is supposed to be made by objectors. " They say : all that has

reference to the Gospel of John was not advanced by Valentinus

himself, but by his disciples. And in fact, in Irenseus, ' +hey—the

Valentinians—say,' occurs much oftentjj- than ' he—Valentinus

—

says.' But who is there so sapient as to draw the line between
whiit the master alone says, and that which the disciples state

without in the least repeating the master ? " ^ Tischendorf solves

the difficulty by referring everything indiscriminately to the

master. Now, in reply to these observations, we mu.st remark in

the first place, that the admission here made by Tischendorf, that

Irenaeus much more often uses " they say " than " he says " is still

(|uite disingenuous, inasmuch as invariably, and without excep-

tion, Iren?eu3 uses the plural in connection with the texts in

question. Secondly, it is quite preposterous to argue that a

Gnostic, writing about A.D. 185—195, was not likely to use argu-

ments which were never thought of by a Gnostic, writing at the

middle of the second century. At the end of the century, the

wiitings of the New Testament had acquired consideration and
authority, and Gnostic writers had therefore a reason to refer to

them, and to endeavour to show that they supported their peculiar

views, which did not exist at all at the time when Valentinus
propounded his sy.stem. Tischendorf, however, cannot be allowed
the benefit even of such a doubt as he insinuates, as to what
belongs to the master and what to the followers. Such doubtful
testimony could not establish anything, but it is, in point of fact,

also totally excluded by the statement of IreniBus himself.

In the preface to the first book of his great work, IrenjBus

clearly states the motives and objects for which he writes. He
says: "I considered it necessary, having read the commentaries
[itonvi^natn) of the disciples of Volenti lus, as they call themselves,
and having had personal intdcourse with some of them and ac-

quired full knowledge of their opinions, to unfold to thee," &c.

;

and he goes on to say that he intends to set forth " the opinions
of those who are noiv teaching heresy ; T speak particularly of
the followers of Ptolemreus, whose .system is an otf-shoot of the
school of Valentinus." ^ Nothing could be more explicit than this

1 /re««iM, Adv. Haer., i. 3, § 4. 2 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 45.
',• • . dvayualov Tfyti^diitjv, ivrvxcoy roii vitoixvrm(x6i rcSv, oii

auroi XiyoM6iy, OvaXevrivov uaOr;rcSy, ivtoti di avrcav nai 6v/it-
paXav, Hai >caraXa/36f.tsyo? rtjy yvooi.ir]v avToov, UTjvv6al 6oi, K.r.A.

•
• • TTJy Tt yvoanTfY avTW\ roav vvv napaSiSaduovToov , \iyoa

if

t
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statement that Jrenseus neither intended nor pretended to write
upon the works of Valentinus himself, but upon the commentaries
of his followers of his own time, with some of whom he had had
personal intercourse, and that the system which he intended to

attack was that actually being taught in his day by Ptolemreus
and his school, the ofT-shoot from Valentinus. All the quotations
to which Tischendorf refers are made within a few pages of this

explicit declaration. Imaiediately after the passage about the

Centurion, he says :
" such is their system " (roiavTrji 81 r^s {.n-o^^-

o-ews avTwv ow/js), and three lines below he states that they derive

their views from unwritten sources (i$ dypu^wv dmyii/ojo-KovTcs).' The
first direct reference to Valentinus does not occur until after these

quotations, and is for the purpose of showing the variation of

opinion of his followers. He says :
" Let us now see the uncertain

opinions of these heretics, for there are two or three of them,

how they do not speak alike of the same things, but contradicted

one another in facts and names." Then he continues :
" For the

first of them, Valentinus, having derived his principles from the

so-called Gnostic heresy, and adapted them to the peculiai- cha-

racter of his school, declared this:" &c., &c.^ And after a brief

description of his system, in which no Scriptui-al allusion occurs,

he goes on to compare the views of the rest, and in chap. xii. he

returns to Ptolemaius and his followers ('O IlroAe/xatos, kuI ol avv

aVTW, K.T.X.).

In the preface to Book ii., he again says that he has been ex-

posing the falsity of the followers of Valentinus (qui .sunt a

Valentino) and will proceed to establish what he has advanced

;

and everywhere he uses the plural " they," with occasional direct

references to the followers of Valentinus (qui sunt a Valentino).'

The same course is adopted in Book iii., the plural being system-

atically used, and the same distinct definition introduced at in-

tervals.* And again, in the preface to Book iv. he recapitulates

that the [)rec8ding books had been written against these, ^ui

sunt a Valentino "
(§ 2). In fact, it would almost be impossible

for any writer more frequently and emphaticall}'^ to show that he

S?) rcBJ' nepi JlroXe/iiaiov, dndvOi6na ov6av rfji OvcxXevrtvov 6xoXfji,

K.r.A. Irenaus, Adv. Hser. Prasf., i. § 2.

1 lb.. Adv. Ha'r.,i. 8, § 1.
^

2 Idoof'ev vvv Hal rrfv tov'tojv adraTov yvoontjVy Svo itov xai

rpidSv ovToov, TtcSi nepl raiv avzcSv oz'' rd avrd Xeyovdiv, aXXd
Toii 7tpdy/iia<)i nai roli 6v6fAa6iv tvavria dnoqiaivovTcxi. '0 /idvyccp

npcSroi and rfji Xeyo/aeyr/'s ryaodriurfi aipedsws rc''? dpxdi eii i'Sioy

Xapaurifpa StdadMcxXeiov psOappoda? OtaXEvrivoi, ovroai k^?/poq>6-

py}6e.y, h.t.X, Irmiaius, Adv. Hser. ,i. 11, § 1.

3 As, for instance, ii. 16, § 4.

* For instance, "Secundum autem eos qui sunt a Valentino," iii. 11, § 2. "Se-

cundum autem illos,"§3; "ab omnibus illos," § 3. "Hi autem qui sunt a

Valentino," &c., § 7 ; »., § 9, &c., &c.
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is not, as he began by declaring, dealing with tiie founder of the

school himself, but with his tbllowers living and teaching at the

time at which he wrote.

Canon Westcott, with whose system of positively enunciating

unsupported and controverted statements we are already ac-

(luaiiitcd, is only slightly outstripped by the German apologist in

his misrepresentation of the evidence of Valentinus. It must be

stated, however, that, acknowledging, as no doubt he does, that

Iienffius never refers to Valentinus himself. Canon Westcott

passes over in complete silence the supposed i-eferences upon

which Tischend(jrf relies as his only evidence for the use of the

Synojjtics by that Gnostic. He, however, makes the following

extraordinary statement regarding Valentinus :
" The fragments

of his writings which remain show the same natural and trustful

use of Scripture as other Christian works of the same period;

and there is no diversity of character in this respect between the

quotations given in Hippolytus and those found in Clement of

Alexandria. He cites the Epistle to the Ephesians as ' Scrij)ture,'

and refei-s clearly to the Gospels of St. Matthew, St. Luke, and
St. John^ to the Epistles to the Romans,"^ &c.

Wj shall now give the passages wliich he points out in support

of tiiese assertions.^ The tirst two are said to occur in the Stro-

mata of the Alexandrian Clement, who professes to quote the

very words of a letter of Valentinus to certain people regarding

the passions, which are called by the followers of Basilides " the

a])pendages of the soul." The passage is as follows :
" But one

only is good, whose presence is the manifestation through the

Son, and through him alone will the heart be enabled to become
pure, by the expulsion of every evil spirit from the heart. For
many spirits dwelling in it do not allow, it to be pure, but each of

them, while in divers parts they riot in unseemly lusts, performs
its own works. And, it seems to me, the heart is somewhat like

an inn. For that, also, is both bored and dug into, and often filled

witii the ordure of men, who abide there in revelry, and bestow
not one single thought upon the place, seeing it is the property
of another. And in such wise is it with the heart, so long as no
thought is given to it, being impure, and the dwelling-pla( of
many demons, but as soon as the alone good Father has vi.sited

it, it is sanctified and shines through with light, and the possessor
of such a heart becomes so blessed that he shall see God."^ Ac-

52—
1 On the Canon, p. 259 f.

^
2 /6., p. 260, note 2.

3 Eli Se i6viv dycxOoi, ov napp7j6ia (Grabe—Spicil. Patr. ii. p. S
suggests 7tapov6ia, which we adopt) ij did rou" viov rpavepa)6i?, nal wi
<^VTov novoij dv'vairo dv r) xapSia xirOapd yevaCOat navroi novrj-
Pov Ttvev'naroi i^_Go(jovuej'ov rrji uapdiai. noXXd yap kvoiHovvra
otrj? nvsv naza ovh id xixBapevetv, Exadrov de av'T^v ra i'dta

l!-f{
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f

cording to Canon Westcott, this passage contains two (jf the
" clear leferences " to our Gospels upon which ho bases his state-

ment, namely, to Matt. v. 8, and to Matt. xix. 17.

Now it is clear that there is no actual quotation from any
evangelical work in this passage from the Epistle of Valentinus,

and the utmost for which the most zealous apologist could con-

tend is, that there is a slight siniilarity with some words in the

Gospel, and Canon Westcott himself does not venture to call

them more than " references." 'J hat such distant coincidences

should be (juoted as the only evidence for the use of the first

Gospel shows how weak is his case. At best such vague refer-

ences could not prove anything, but when the pas.sages to which
reference is .supposed to be made are examined, it will be apparent

that notliing could be more unfounded or arbitrary than tlie claim

of reference specially to our Gospel, to the exclusion of the other

Gospels then existing, which to our knowledge contained bcith

passages. We may, indeed, go still further, and affirm that if these

coincidences are references to any Gospel at all, that Gospel is not

the canonical, but one different from it.

The first reference alluded to consists of the followino; two

phrases :
" But one only is good (els Sc eVriv ayaOoi). ... the

alone good Father "
(6 fiovo'i dya^os iraT-rjp). This is compared with

Matt. xix. 17 :
^ " Why askest thou me concerning good ? there is

one that is good " (fU eo-ni/ o uya^ds).^ Now the passage in the

epistle, if a reference to any parallel episode, such as Matt. xi.x.

17, indicates with certainty the reading : "One is good the Father"

eis iariv dya6b<; 6 Trar-qp. There is no such reading in any of our

Gospels. But although this reading does not exist in any of the

Canonical Gospels, it is well known that it did exist in uncanoni-

cal Gospels no longer extant, and that the passage was one upon

which various sects of so-called heretics laid great stress. Iremeuis

quotes it as one of the texts to which the Marcosians, who made

use of apocryphal Gospels,^ and notably of the Gospel according

iHreXel epya itoWax(^i kvvftpi^ovToov kmOvi-tiaii ov 7Cpo67/xov'6aii.

Kal uoi doxel Sjiiotoy ri nddx^iy tw naydoxeioo ?) napSia- Mai yap
IkeIvo HarcxriTpocTLxi re uai opvTTEvai xal noXXduii xdnpov nin-

TtXarat dvBpaonoov ddsXycai km^iEvovToov Mai firjSh fticxv itpovoiav

itoiovnEvoov Tov x^piov, xaddnEp dWorpiov xaQeiSTcaroi' Toy rporcov

TovTov uai Tf TtapSia nfxpt HV npovoiai rvyx^vEi, aHanaproi

ovda. TtoXXaav ov6a 8aii.i6voov oluTfTTjpi ov , titEiodv Si intdHEfyjTai

av^TTjv d povoi dyaOoi Ttxrijp, ifyiadrat xai cpoori SiaXanitEi, xai

ovToo paxapi^Ezai d exoov Trjv roiav'rr/v xapSiav, on otpetixi t6v

Beov. Clem. Al , Strom., ii. 20, § 114.

1 Weskott, On the Canon, p. 280, note 2.

2 Mark x. 18, and Luke xviii. 18, are linguistically more distant. "Whycallest

thou me good 5 There is none good but God only." ovSeH dyaOoi d fir £J?

o Beoi.

3 Adv. Hser., i. 20, § 1.
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to the Hebrews, gave a different colouring :
«'? icTTiv aya66<:, 6 iranqp. '

Epiphanius also quotes this reading n« one of the variations of

the Marcionites : €U iariv ayaOos, 6 6€o<i, 6 irar-qp.^ Origen, likewise,

remarks that this passage is misused by some Heretics :
" Velut

propria sibi datum scutum putant (hseretici) quod dixit Dominus
in Evangelio : Nemo bonus lisi unus Deus pater." ^ Justin Martyr

(luotes the same reading from a source different from our Gos-

pels* <is <f'''»' aya^os f> Trarqp fiov, k.t.A.,^ and in agreement with the

repeated similar readings of the Clementine Homilies, which like-

wise derived it from an extra-canonical aource," 6 yap dya^os tU

i(nw, trar-qp!' The use of a similar expression by Clement of

Alexandria,** as well as by Origen, ordy serves to j)rove the exist-

ence ot the reading in extinct Gospels, although it is not found

in any MS. of any of our Gospels.

The second of the supposed references is more dittuse :
" One

is good and through him alone will the heart be enabled to be-

come pure (17 Kap8ia KaOapa yeviaOaC) . . . but wheu the alonC

good Father has visited it, it is sanctified and shines through with
light, and the possessor of such a heart becomes so blessed, that

he shall see God " (xai ovriu /MaKapi^^Tai o l^^wv T7jV TOiavTTjv KapBiav, oTt

o^trai Tov Oeov). This is compared ^ with Matthew v. 8 :
" Blessed

are the pure in heart, for they shall see God " (fiaKapioi ol KaOapol

vg KapSi(f., oTi avToi TOV 6f6v oi/'ovTai). It might be argued that this is

quite as much a reference to Psalm xxiv. 3-6 as to Matt. v. 8, but
even if treated as a reference to the Sermon on the Mount, nothing
is more certain than the fact that this discourse had its place in

much older forms of the Gospel than our present Canonical Gos-
pels,^" and that it formed part of the Gospel according to the

Hebrews and other evangelical writings in circulation in the early

Church. Such a reference as this is absolutely worthless as evi-
dence of special acquaintance with our first Synoptic."

I Adv. H»r., i. 20, §2.
'^Epiphanius, Hitr., xlii. ; Schol. L. ed. Pet., p. 339.
3 De Principiis, i. 2, § 13; cf. de Oiat., 15 ; Exljort. ad Mart., 7 ; Contra Cels.,

T. 11 ; cf. Oriesbach, Symb. Crit., ii. p. 305, 349, 388.
* mijenfeld. Die Evv. Justin's, p. 220 ff.; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 243 flf.

^ Apol., i. 16.

« Hihmfdd, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 362 f. ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 321.
' H(^ n. xviii. 1 ; 3.

,
8 ov^Eii dyaOoi, el ^r/ 6 nar^p uov, h.t.X. Piedag., i. 8, § 72, cf. § 74 ; eti

ayaU? o' zarr/p. Strom., v. 10, § 64.
9 Weskott, On the Canon, p. 260, note 2.

'(•Ewald assigns it to the Spruchsammlung. Die drei erst. Evv,, p. 7.
II The supposed relereiice to the Ep. to the Romans i. 20; cf. Clem. AL, Strom.,

.

IV. 13, § 91, 92, is much more distant than either of the preceding. It is not
necessary for us to discuss it, but as Canon Wcstcott merely gives references to
all of the passages without quoting any of the words, a good strong assertion
becomes a powerful argument, since few readers have the means of verifying its

.

correctness.

^-r:l'l!'
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Hippolytus when the followers of Vnlcntinus are in question.

Tiscnondoif himself is obliged to adinit this. Ho says " Even
though it lie also incontestahie that the author (Hippolytu.s) does

not always sharply distinguish between the sect and tho founder

of the sect, does this apply to the pi-esent case ?
" * He denies that

it floes in the instance to which he refers, but he admits the gene-

ral fact. In the .same way another apologist of the fourth Gospel

(and as the use of that Ocspel is nuuntained in con.sequencc of a
quotation in the very .same chapter as wo are now corsidering,

only a few lines higher up, both third and fourth are in the same
position) is forced to admit :

" The use of the Gospel of John by
Valentinus cannot so certainly be proved from our refutation-

writing (the work of Hippolytu.s). Certainly in the statement

of these doctrines it gives abstracts, which contain an expression

of John (x. 8), and there cannot be any doubt that this is taken

from some writing of the sect. But the apologi.st. in his expres-

sions regarding the Valontinian doctrines, does not seem to con-

fine himself to one and the same work, but to have alternately

raado use of different writings of the school, for which reason we
cannot say anything as to the age of this quotation, antl from this

testimony, therefore, we merely have fiuther confirmation that

the Gospel was early^ (?) used in the School of the Valentinians,"*

&c. Of all this not a word from Canon Westcott, who adheres

to his system of bare assertion.

Now we have already quoted * the opening sentence of Book
vi. 3o, of the work a.scribed to Hip[)olytus, in which the quota-
tion from John x. 8, referred to above, occurs, and ten lines fur-

ther on, with another intermediate and equally indefinite " he
says " (</»?(Ti), occurs the supposed quotation from Luke i. 85,which,
equally with that from the fourth Gospel, must, according to

Weizstieker, be abandoned a.s a quot-^ion which can fairly be as-

cribed to Valentinus himself, wl.ose name is not once mentioned
in the whole chapter. A few lines below the quotation, however,
a passage occurs which throws much light upon the question.
After explaining the views of the Valentinians regarding the
verse: "The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee," &c., the writer
thus proceeds :

" Regarding this there is among them {avrols} a
great question, a cause both of schism and dissension. And hence
their (airm) teaching has become divided, and the one teaching

\ Wenn nun auch unbestreithar ist, (lass der Verfasser nicht immer streng
Wischen der Sekte sondert und deiu Urlieber der Sekte, fiiidtjt dies auf den vor-
uegenden Fall Anwendung ? Wanu wurden, u. s. w., p. 46.

2 Why "early " ? since Hippolytus writes about a.d. 225.

,

3 Weiz-^iicker, Vnters. iib. d. evang. Gesch., 1864, p- 234. Cf. Luthardt, Der
johann. Urspr. viert. Ev., 1874, p. 88 f.

< P. 421, " Therefore all the Prophets," &&
1
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according to tliem {Kar' avrovs) is culled Eastern (avarokiK-n) and
the other Italian. They from Italy, of whom is Heracleon and
Ptolemfeus, say {<f>a(TL) that the body of Jesus was animal, and on
account ui thip, on the occfision of the baptism, the Holy Spirit

like a Jove came down—that is, the Logos from the Mother above
Sophia—and became joined to the animal, and raised him from

the d'^ad. This, he sdys {<t>wO, is the declaration, (to uprjfiivov)''--

and here, be it observed, we come to another of the " clear refer-

ences " which Canon Westc^tt ventures, delibe}'ately and without

a word of doubt, to att'-ioute to Valentinus himself,^—"This, he

says, is the declaration :
' He who raised Clrist from tlio dead

shall also quicken your mortal bodies,*'-^ that is animal. For the

earth has come under a curse :
' For dust, he says (</»/o-t), thou art

and unto dust shalt thou return.' ^ On the other hand, those from

the East {d 8' aZ airh Ttj'i di/aroXf/?), of Avhom is Axionicus and Ear-

desanes, say {Xiyovaiv) that th.e body of the Saviour was spiritual,

for the Holy Spirit came upon Mary, that is the Sophia and tlie

power of the Highest," "* &c.

In this passage we have a good illustration of the mode in

Vk'hich the writer introduces his (piotations with the subject.'ess

" he says." Here he is conveying the divergent opinions of the

two ["art'fcS of Valentinians, and explaining the peculiar (loctnaes

of the Italian school " of whoic is Heracleon and PtoleniiBus,"

and he suddenly departs from the plural " they " to (piote the

passage from Romans viii. 1.1, in support of their views with the

singular "he says." Nothing can be inore obvious than that" he"

cannot possibly be Valentinus himself, for the schism is ropre-

s<',nted as taking place amongst his followers, and the ({uotation

is evidently made by one of them to support the views of his })arty

in the schism, but whether Hippolytus is quoting from Heracleon

or Ptoleraair i or some other of the Italian'' school, there is no means

1 Ou the Canon, p. 260.
i Of Gen. iii. 19.

2 Cf. Rom. viii. 11.

V

* Uepl tov'tov Cj/rf/dti neydX^ k6rlv avToii xai (J^?(J//ar(HK^ ua
dicxcpopa? drpopiiit/. Kai yeyovEv irrsv'fj£y r) 8i8a6HaXux avrm
dij^pp/iieyij, Mai naXf.Tvai r) fiev aVaroAjK?; rii dtdadHcxXin nar' av
Tovi, r) 6i 'IraXiQoriHij. 01 /liv and tt/S Vravl/a?, o5/' t^rlv 'Hpax-

Xeoov xal IlroXsfn.xioi, ifwxiMnv cpa6i ro' 6d)^a tov 'lri6ov ytyovi-^

veil, uai did Tov'ro ini tov lianri6i.iaro<i to nvevi-ia aJs nepidTEpd
MaTeXrjXvOE, tovte6tiv d Xoyoi d rrji /,it/Tpdi dvcoOey rfji 6u(piixi, xai

yiyovE too tpvxiHco, xai lyrjyEpxfy avroy in vF.Hpmv. Tovto idri,

cp^di, TO eipf/msyov- 'O iysipai Xp/dToy Im vEHpMy^Z,wonon]6ti nal

Ta (tvTjTd doo'ffaTa vfidiy, fjToi ipDxind. X) ^oiT? yap vito Hardpctv

fXr/XvOs. rif yap, cpT/6iy, ei, Kai sii yffy dnEXEv'6Tp. 01 ^' i^v and
Trji dyaToXfji Xsyovdiy, o5c l6riy \4ii6yiHoi xai 'JpST/dtdi't/i,^ on
TiyEViUtTtHoy i]y to dmjua tov~ dooTfjpdi' Ttyr.vfia yap dytov jjXOiv

kni Tr/y Mapiay, tovte<Stiv ij 6o(pia, xai i} Svva^iiS tov" vipidrov,

x.r.X. Hippolytus, Ref. Onin. Hier., vi. 35.

6 The quotation from an Epiatle to the Romans by the Italian school is appro-

priate.
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of knowing. Of all this, again, nothing is said by Canon Westcott,

MJio quietly asserts, without hesitation or argument, that Valen-

tinus hi'^self is the person who here makes the quotation.

We have already said that the name of Valentinus does not

occur once in the whole chapter (vi. 35) which we have been

examining, and if we turn back we find that the preceding con-

text confirms the result at which we have arrived, that the <)!»?<rt

has no reference to the Founder himself, but is applicable only to

sdine later member of his school, most probably contemporary

with Hippolytus. In vi 21, Hippolytus discusses the heresy of

Valentmus, which he traces to Pythagoras and Plato, but in Ch.

2!) he passes from direct reference to the Founder to deal entirely

with his school. This is so manifest, that the learned editors of

the work of Hippolytus, Professors Duncker and Schnei«.lewin,

alter the 1receding heading at that part from " Valentinus " to

" Valentiniani." At the beginning of Ch. 29 Hippolytus writes:
" Valentinus, therefore, and Heracleon and Ptolemteus and the

whole school of these (heretics) . . . liave laid down as the

fundamental principle of their teaching the arithmetical system.

For according to these," &c. And a few lines lower down :
" There

is discernible amongst them, however, considerable difference of

opinion. For many of them, in order that the Pythagorear doc-

trine of Valentinus may be wholly pure, suppose, (fee, but others,"

kc. He shortly after says that he will proceed to state their doc-

trines as they themselves teach them (/xi/iy/Aovcu'cravTcs ws cVcTvoi 8t8ao-

Kovmv (povii(v). He then continues :
" There is, he says (<)!»/(n'). &c.,

i:c., quoting evidently one of these followers who want to keep
the doctrine of Valentinus pure, or of the " others," although
without naming him ; and three lines further on again, without
any preparation, returning to the plural " they say " (Aeyovo-i) and
so on through the following chapters, " he says " alternating with
the plural, as the author apparently has in view something
said by individuals or merely expresses general views. In the

chapter (34) preceding that which we have principally been
examining, Hippolytus begins by referring to " the Quaternion
according to Valentinus," but after five lines on it, he continues :

" This is what they say : ravrd ia-riv a kiyova-w" 1 and then goes
nn to speak of " their whole teaching " (t^v Troioav avru>v hihacTKaXiav),

and lower down he distinctly sets himself to discuss the opinions
of the school in the plural :

" Thus these (Valentinians) subdivide
the contents of the Pleroma," «fec. (ovtws oCtoi, k.t.A..), and continues
with an occasional " according to them " {hot avrovs) until, without
any name being mentioned, he makes use of the indefinite " he
*<ay8" to introduce the quotation referred to by Canon Westccdt

1 vi. 34.

!m{
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for as no writer whatever of the time of Valentinus, as we have

seen, recognized any New Testament Canon at all, he certainly

did not in this respect differ from the other writers of that period.

Canon Westcott relies upon the statement of Tertullian, hut even

here, although he quotes the Latin passage in a note, he does not

fully gi^'e its real sense in his text. He writes in immediate con-

tinuation of the quotation given above :
" Tertullian says that in

this we differed from Marcion, that he at least professed to accept

'the whole instrument,' perverting the intei'pretation, where Mar-

cion mutilated the text." Now the assertion of Tertullian has a

very important modification, which to any one acquainted with

the very unscrupulous boldness of the " Great African " in dealing

with religious controversy, is extremely significant. He does not

make the assertion positively and of his own knowledge, but

modifies it by saying :
" Nor, indeed, if Valentinus soems to use

the whole instrument, (neque enira si Valentinus integro instru-

mento uti videtur)," ^ &c. Tertullian evidently knew very little

of Valentinus himself, and had probably not read his writings at

all.^ His treatise against the Valentinians is avowedly not ori-

ginal, but, as he himself admits, is compiled from the writings of

Justin, Miltiades, Irenteus, and Proclus.^ Tertullian would not

have hesitated to affirm anything of this kind positively, had
there been any ground for it, but his assertion is at once too un-

certain, and the value of his statements of this nature much too

small for such a remark to have any weight as evidence.* Besides,

by his own showing Valentinus altered Scripture (sine dubio
emendans),^ which he could not have done had he recognized it

as of canonical authority .** We cannot, however, place any reliance

upon criticism emanating from Tertullian.

All that Origen seems to know on this subject is that the fol-

lowers of Valentinus (tows airb OiaXevrivov) have altered the form
of the Gospel (/icraxapa^ai/Tfs to euayye'Xtov).'' Clement of Alexandria,

however, informs us that Valentinus, like Basil ides, professed to

have direct traditions from the Apostles, his teacher beingTheodas,
a disciple of the Apostle Paul.* If he had known any Gospels
which he believed to have apostolic authority, there would clearly

not have been any need of such tradition. Hippolytus distinctly

affirms that Valentinus derived his system from P\thagoras and
Plato, and " not from the Gospels " {ovk aTrorCyv cvayycXiW), and that

1 De Proescrip. Haer., 38.
2 Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 67 ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. .390.

8 Adv. Valent., 5.

liaur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 357 ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 390 ; Beuss,
Hist, du Canon, p. 70. 6 De Prajscrip. Hoer., 30.

'^Oredne.r, Beitriige, i. p. 38. 7 Contra Cels., ii. 27.
« Strom., vii. 17, § 106.

28
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consequently he might more properly be considered a Pythagorean
and Platonist than a Christian.^ Irenseus, in like manner, asserts

that the Valentinians derive their views from unscriptural sources
{i$ aypd<j)wv avayivuHTKovrts),^ and he accuses them of rejectinif the
Gospels, for after enumerating them,^ he continues :

" Wlien in-

deed, they are refuted out of the Scriptures, they turn round in

accusation of these same Scriptv.res, as though they were not cor-

rect, nor of authority . . . For (they say) that it (the truth)

was not conveyed by written recojxls but by the living voice."*

In the same chapter he goes on to show that the Valentinians not

only reject the authority of Scripture, but also reject ecclesiasti-

cal tradition. He says :
" But, again, when we refer them lo that

tradition which is from the Apostles, which has been preserved

through a succession of Presbyters in the Churches, they are op-

posed to tradition, affirming themselves wiser not only than Pres-

byters, but even than the Apostles, in that they have discovered

the uncorrujjted truth. For (they say) the Apostles mixed up

matters which are of the law with the words of the Saviour, &c.

. . . It comes to this, they neither consent to Scripture nor to

tradition. (Evenit itaqiie, neque Scripturis jam, ne(pie Tradi-

tioni consentire eos.)" ^ We tind, therefore, that even in the time

of Irenaius the Valentinians rejected the writings of the New
Testament as authoritative documents, which they certainly

would not have done had the Founder of their sect himself ac-

knowledged them. So far from this being the case, there was

absolutely no New Testament Canon for Valentinus himself to

deal with,'' and his perfectly orthodox contemporaries recognized

no other Holy Scriptures than those of the Old Testament.

Irenfeus, however, goes still further, and states that the Valen-

tinians of his time not only had many Gospels, but that they

possessed one peculiar to themselve "Those indeed who are

followers of Valentinus," he says, " again passing beyond all fear,

and i)utting forth their own compositions, boast that they have

more Gospels than there actually are. Indeed they have pro-

ceeded so far in audacity that they entitle their not iong written

work the Gospel of Truth, agreeing in nothing with the Gospels

of the Apostles, so that there is not any Gospel among them

which is free from blasphemy." ^ It follows clearly, from the very

1 Ref. Omn. Hser., vi. 29 ; cf. vl. 21.

2 Adv. Haer., i. 8, § 1. 3 lb., iii. 1, § 1.

* Cum enim ex Scripturis arguuntur, in accusationem convertuntur ipsarum

Scripturarum, qn ^i non recte habeaiit, neque sint ex auctoritate. . . .
^on

enim per litteraa iraditam illam, sed {>t;r vivam vocem, &c. IreiMUS, Adv. Hsr.,

iii. 2, § 1.
- 5 lb., iii. 2, § 2.

fl Rfuaa, fjist. dn Canon, p. 69 f. ; Credner, Gesch. N. T. Kan., p. 24
7 Hi vero, ((ui sunt a Vakntino, iterum existeutes extra omnem timorem, suas

conscriptiones proferentes, plura habere gloriantur, quuai sint ipsa Evangelia.
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name of the Valentinian Gospel, that they did not consider that

others contained the trutli/ and indeed Irenaeus himself perceived

this, for he continues :
" For if what is published by them be the

Gtospel of Truth, but is dissimilar from those which have been

delivered to us by the Apostles, any may perceive who please, as

is demonstrated by these very Scriptures, that that which has

been handed down from the Apostles is not the Gospel of Truth."

*

These passages speak for themselves, and we need not further

comment upon the statements of Canon Westcott. It has been

suggested that the " Gospel of Truth " was a harmony of the four

Gospels.^ This, however, cannot by any possibility have been the

case, inasmuch as Irenseus distinctly says that it did not agree in

anything with the Gospels of the Apostles. We have been com-

pelled to devote too much space to Valentinus, and we now leave

him with the certainty that in nothing does he afford any evi-

dence even of the existence of our Synoptic Gospels.

Siquidem in tantum procesaerunt audaciaf, uti quod ab his Don olim conscriptum
' st, veritatis Evangelium tituleiit, in nihilo conveniens apostolorum PZvangeliis, ut

nee Evan^'elium quidein sit apud e os sine blasphemia. Irenceus, Adv. User. , iii..

11, § 9.

1 Credtier, Beitrage, i. p. 38 f.
• 2 Irenceus, Adv. Hser., iii. 11, § 9..

3 Bleek, Eiul. N. T., p. 638.
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CHAPTER VII.

MARCION.

We must now turn to the great Heresiarch of the second cen-

tury, Marcion, and consider the evidence regarding our Gospels

which may be derived from whuu ^^f^ know of him. The import-

ance, and at the same time the difficulty, of arriving at a just

conclusion from the materials within our reach, have rendered

Marcion's Gospel the object of very elaborate criticism, and the

discussion of its actual character has continued with fluctuating

results for nearly a century.

Marcion was born at Sinope, in Pontus, of which place his

father was Bishop,^ and although it is said that he aspired to the

first place in the Church of Ronie,^ the Presbyters refused him

communion on account of his peculiar views of Christianity. We
shall ])resently more fully refer to his opinions, but here it will

be sufficient to say that he objected to what he considered the

debasement of true Christianity by Jewish elements, and he up-

held the teaching of Paul alone, in opposition to that of all the

other Apostles, whom he accused of mixing up matters of the law

with the Gospel of Christ, and falsii'ying Christianity,''* as Paul

himself had protested.* He came to Rome about a.d. 139-142, ^

and continued teaching for some twenty years.^ His high per-

1 Epiphanim, User., x'ii. 1 ed. P«vcav., p. 302; Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 125; Crid-

ner, Beitrage, i. p. 40 f. ; Tiacheruiorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 57 ; Wtdcott, On

the Canon, p. 272. 2 Ejnph., Hser., xlii. 1.

3 Irenmis, Adv. Haer., iii. 2, § 2 ; cf. 12, § 12; Teriullian, Adv. Marc, iv. 2,3;

cf. i. 20 ; Origen, in Joann. T. v., § 4; Neander, Ailg. K. G., 1843, ii, p. 815f.;

cf. p. 795 ; Schieiermacfier, Lit. nachlass iii. Sammtl. Werke, viii. ; Einl. N. T.,

1845, p. 214 f. ; WtHtcott, On the Canon, p. 273 f.

4 Gal. i. 6ff.; cf. ii. 4flF., 11 tf.; cf. 2 Cor. xi. 1 ff.

6 Anger, Synopa. Ev,
, p. xxiv. ; Baur, Gesch. chr. Kirche, i. p. 196; Blffi,

Einl. N. T., p. 126; Btimen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 562; Burton, Lectures oiiEccl.

History of first Three Centuries, ii. p. 105 ff.; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 40 f.; hH-

gen/eld, Der Kanon, p. 21 f, ; Lipsina, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1867, p. 75ff.

;

Reusa, G«8ch. N. T., p. 244 ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 73; Schkiemaditr,

Gesch. chr. Kirche, Sammtl. Werke, 1840, xi. 1 abth., p. 107; Tuichendorf,\\i^n

wurden, u. s. w., p. 57 ; Volhnar, Theol. .Jahrb., 1850, p. 120, ib., 1855,p.270ff.;

Weatcott, On the Canon, p. 273. The accounts of the Fathers arc careless and

conflicting. Cf. Termllian, Adv. Marc, i. 19 ; Epiph., Hser., xlii. 1; lren<tm,h^i.

Hrer., iii. 4, §3 ; Clem. AL, Strom., vii. 17, a.d. 140—150, BerthohU, Einl.A.und

N. T., i.p. 103. „
« Reu8s, Gesch. N. T., p. 244; Lipaius, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1867, p. 75ff.i

Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb., 1865, p. 270 ff.
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sonal character and elevated views produced a powerful effect

upon his time/ and, although during his own lifetime and long

afterwards vehemently and with every opprobrious epithet de-

nounced by ecclesiastical writers, his opinions were so widely-

adopted that in the time of Epipbanius his followers were said to

i»e found throughout the whole world .^

Marcion is said to have recognized as his sources of Christian

doctrine, besides tradition, a single Gospel and ten Epistles of

Paul, which in his collection stood in the following order;

—

Epivtle to (Jalatians, Corinthians (2), Romans, Thessalonians (2),

Ephesians (which he had with the superscription " to the Laodi-

ceans"),^ Colossians, Philippians, and Philemon.* None of the

other books which now form part of the canonical New Testa-

ment were either mentioned or recognized by Marcion.^ This is

the oldest collection of Apostolic writings of which there is any
trace,^ but there was at that time no other " Holy Scripture

"

than the Old Testament, and no New Testament Canon had yet

been imaf^ined. Marcion neither claimed canonical authority for

these writings,^ nor did he associate with them any idea of

divine inspiration.' We have already seen the animosity ex-

pressed by contemporaries of Marcion against the Apostle Paul.

The principal interest in connection with the collection of

Marcion, however, centres in his single Gospel, the nature^ origin,

and identity of which have long been actively and minutely
discussed by learned men of all shades of opinion with very
varying results. The work itself is unfortunately no longer

extant, and our only knowledge of it is derived from the bitter

and very inaccurate opponents of Marcion. It seems to have
borne much the same analogy to our third Canonical Gospel
which existed between the Gospel according to the Hebrews and
our fii-st Synoptic.^ The Fathers, whose uncritical and, in such

1 Credner, Boitrage, i. p. 40; Schlelermacher, Sammtl.Werke, viii.; Einl. N. T.,
1845, p. 64 ; Weatcott, On the Canon, p. 272 f.

2 Epiph., Hter., xlii. 1.

8 TeHullian, Adv. Marc, v. 11, 17 ; Epiph., Hfer., xlii. 9 ; cf. 10, Schol. xl.

TtrtulUan, Adv. Marc, v. ; Epiph., Haer., xlii. 9. (Epipbanius transposet
the order of the last two Epistles.

)

^Cmher, Beitrage, i. p, 42; Hug, Einl. N. T., i. p. 68 ff. ; Westcott, On
the Canon, p. 275.

6 Baur, Paulns, i. p. 277 f. ; Reuss, Hist du Canon, p. 76 f. ; Tischendorf,
Wann warden, u. a. w., p. 57 ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 272.
' Crdner. Beitrage, i. p. 42 f., 44 f. ; Gesch. N. T. Kan., p. 23 ; Bunsen, Bibel-

»erk, viii. p. 56.3; Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 126; migenfeld, Der Kanon, p. '^2 f. ;

Mlk, Theol. Jahrb., 1851, p. 151 ; Rems, Gesch. N. T., p. 244, p. 286 ; Hist.
du Canon, p. 72; RUschl, Theol. Jahrb., 1851, p. 529; SchoUm, D'e alt.

"ugnisse, p. 74 ; Het Paulinisch Evangelic, p. 6.
» Cmher, Beitrage, i. p. 45 f.

» Schwey/er, Das naohap. Zeitalter, i. p. 260.
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matters, prejudiced character led them to denounce every varia-

tion from their actual texts as a mere falsifi(!ation, and without
argument to assume the exclusive authenticity and originality of

our Gospels, which towards the beginning of the third century

had acquired wide circulation in the Church, vehemently stigma-

tized Marcion as an audacious adulterator of the Gospel, and
affirmed his evangelical work to be merely a mutiliit(3(i and
falsified version of the " Gospel according to Luke." ^

This view continued to prevail, almost without question or

examination, till towards the end of the eighteenth century, when
Biblical criticism began to exhibit the earnestness and activity

which have ever since more or less characterized it. Sender first

abandoned the prevalent tradition, and, after analyzing the evi-

dence, he concluded that Marcion's Gospel and Luke's were differ-

ent versions of an earlier work,^ and that the so-called heretical

Gospel was one of the numerous Gospels from amongst which the

Canonical had been selected by the Church.^ Griesbach about

the same time also rejected the ruling opinion, and denied the

close relationship usually asserted to exist between the two

Gospels.* Lotfler^ and Corrodi** strongly supported Semler's

conclusion, that Marcion was no mere falsifier of Luke^s Gospel,

and J. E. C. Schmidt "^ went still further, and asserted that

Marcion's Gospel was the genuine Luke, and our actual Gospel

a later version of it with alterations and additions. Eichhoin, ^

after a fuller and more exhaustive examination, adopted similar

views ; he repudiated the statements of Tertullian regarding

Marcion's Gospel as utterly untrustworthy, asserting that he had

not that work itself before him at all, and he maintained that

Marcion's Gospel was the more original text and one of the

sources of Luke. Bolten,** Bertholdt,^'' Schleiermacher," and D.

Schulz^^ likewise maintained that Marcion's Gospel was by no

1 IreniFus, Adv. Haer., i. 27, § 2 ; iii. 12, § 12; Tertullian, Adv. 'Marc, iv. 2-6;
Epiphanius, Hasr. , xlii. 9, 11 ; Orhjen, Contra Cels., ii. 27 ; Theodoret, Hser, fab.,

i. 24.

2 Vorrede zu Townson's Abhandl. iib. d. vier Evv., 1783.
3 Neuer Versuch, die Gemeinniitzige Auslegung u. anwend. der N. T. zu be-

fordern, 1786, p. 1C2 f. ; cf. Prolegg.'in Ep. ad Galatas.
4 Curoe in hist, textus epist. Pauli, 1799, sect, iii., Opuscula Academica, ii. p.

6 Marcionem Panli epist. et Lucte evang. adulterasse dubiiatur. 1788, in Vel-

tliusen Kuinoel et Ruperti Comment. Theologicag, 1794, i. pp. 180—218.
6 Versuch einer Beleuchtung d. Gesch. des jiid. u. Christl. Bibelkanons, 1792,

ii. p. 158 ff., 169.

7 Ueber das achte Evang. des Lucas, in Heuke's Mag. filr Religions-pbilos., u.

8. w., iii. 1796, p. 468 flF., 482 f., 507 f.

8 Einl. N. T., 1820, i. pp. 43—84.
9 Bericht des Lucas van Jesu dem Messia. Vorbericht, 1796, p. 29 f.

10 Einl. A. u. N. T., 1813, iii. p. 1293 ff.

11 Siimmtl. Werke, viii. ; Einl. N. T., 1845, p. 64 f., 197 f., 214 f.

12 Theol. Stud. u. Krit., 1829, 3, pp. 586—595.
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means a mutilated version of Luke, but, on the contrary, an

independent original Gospel. A similar conclusion was arrived

at by Gieseler,^ but later, after Hahn's criticism, he abandoned it,

and adopted the opinion that Marcion's Gospel was constructed

outofLuke.2

On the other hand, the traditional view was maintained by

Storr,' Arneth,* Hug,^ Neander,^ and Gratz/ although with

little originality of investigation or argument ; and Paulus ^

sought to reconcile both views by admitting that Marcion had

before him the Gospel of Luke, but denying that he mutilated it,

ar<^uing that TertuUian did not base his arguments on the actual

Gospel of Marcion, but upon his work, the '' Antitheses." Hahn, "

however, undertook a more exhaustive examination of the pro-

blem.attemptingto reconstruct the text of Marcion's Gospel^** from

the statements of TertuUian and Epii)hanius, and he came to the

conclusion that the work was a mere version, with omissions and
alterations made by the Heresiarch in the interest of his system,

of the third Canonical Gospel. Ulshausen^^ arrived at the same
result, and with more or less of modification but no detailed

argument, similar opinions were expressed by Credner,^^ De
Wette," and others.^*

1 Entst. schr. Evv., 1818, p. 24 ff.

2 Recens. d. Hahn's Das Ev. Marcion's in Hall. Allg. Litt. Z., 1823, p. 225 ff.
;

K.G.,i. §45.
3 Zweck d. Evang. Gesch. u. Br. Johan., 1786, pp. 254—265.
* Ueber d. Beliauntsch. Marcion's mit. u. Kanon, u. s. w., 1809.
5 Einl. N. T., 1847, i. p. 64 ff.

6 Genet. Entwiciil. d. voru. Gnost. Syst., 1818, p. 311 ff. ; cf. Allg. K. G.,

1843, ii. pp. 792—816.
' Krit. Unters. iib. Marcion's Evang., 1818.
8 Theol. exeg. Conserv., 1822, Lief. i. p. 115 ff.

9 Das Evang. Marcion's in seiner urspriingl. Gestalt, 1823.
10 The reconstructed text also in Thilo's (^od. Apocr. N. T., 1832, pp. 403—486.
11 Die Echtheit der vier kan. Evv., 1823, pp. 107—215.
12 Beitriige, i. p. 43.

13 Einl. N. T., 6th ausg., 1860, p. 1 19 ff.

n The following; ^vriters, either before Hahn's work was written or subsequently,
have maintained th dependence, in one shape or another, of Marcion's Gospel on
Luke. j5efi-.T, Exam. Crit. de I'Ev. de Marcion, 1837 ; Ble^^k, Einl. N. T., p.

135; Bunsen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 565 f. ; Am/er, Synopsis Ev. Proleg., xxiv. ff. ;

CdKrkr, Introd. Crit. N. T., 1823, p. 25 f. ; 'Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 51 f. ;

Ehrard, Wiss. krit. evang. Gesch., p. 810 ; Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 185.3—54,
p. 48; Qmrk ; Gesammtgesch. N. T., p. 231 ; H'buchK. G., i. p. 190; O/rorer,
Allg. K. G., i. p. 363 ff. ; Harting, Qu£est. de Marcione Lucani, Evangelii, &c.,
1S49

; if/rcMo/ier, Quellensamml., p. 48, p. 361, anm. 10; Meyer, Krit. -exeg.
KommentarN. T., 1867, 1 abth. 2 halfte, p. 228; Mkkae.lis, Einl. N. T., 1783,
i. p. 40; Netidecker, Einl. N. T., 1840, p. 68 ff. ; Nicolas. Et. sur Ics Ev. Apocr.,
1866, p. 157 f. ; Rhode, Prolegg. ad Quwst. de evang. Marcionis denuo instit.

1834; Reuss, Gesch, N. T., p. 244 f. ; Rev. de Th^ol., 1857, p. 4 f. ; Eumpf,
Rev. de Theol., 1867, p. 20 f. ; Sc/iott. Isagoge, 1830, p. 13 ff., note 7 ; SchoUen,
Ke iilt. Zeu^nisse, p. 73 f. ; Tischendorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., op. 56—65

;

Wukott. On the- Canon, p. 272 ff. ; Wilcke, Tradition u. Mythe, 1837, p. 28

;

Zflkr, Die Apostelgesch.
, p. 12 ff.

U
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Not satisfied, however, with the method and results of Hahn
and Olshausen, whose examination, although more niiniMc than

any previously undertaken, still left much to be desired, Ritschl

'

made a further thorough investigation of the character of Mar-

cion's Gospel, and decided that it was in no case a mutilated ver-

sion of Luke, but, on the contrary, an original and independent

work, from which the Canojiical Gospel was produced by the

introduction of anti-Marcionitish passages and readings. Baur ^

strongly enunciated similar views, and n)aintained that the whole

error lay in the mistake of the Fathers, who hatl, with charac-

teristic assumption, asserted the earlier and shorter Gospel of

Marcion to be an abbreviation of the later Canonical Gospel, in-

stead of recognizing the latter as a mere extension of the former.

Schwegler ^ had already, in a remarkable criticism of Marcion's

Gospel, declared it to be an independent and original work, and

in no sense a mutilated Luke, but, on the contrary, probably the

source of that Go.spel. Kostlin,* while stating that the theory

that Marcion's Gospel vns an earlier work and the basis of that

ascribed to Luke w. lot very probable, affirmed that much of

the Marcionitish text was more original than the Canonical, and

that both Go.spels must be considered versions of the same origi-

nal, although Luke's was the later and more corrupt.

These results, however, did not satisfy Volkmar,^ who entered

afresh upon a searching examination of the whole subject, and

concluded that whilst, on the one hand, the Gospel of Mafcion

was not a mere falsified and mutilated form of the canonical

Gospel, neither was it, on the other, an earlier work, and still less

the original Gospel of Luke, but merely a Gnostic compilation

from what, so far as we are concerned, may be called the oldest

codex of Luke's Gospel, which itself is nothing moie than a

similar Pauline edition of the original Gospel. Volkmar's analy-

sis, together with the argument.s of Hilgenfeld, succeeded in con-

vincing Ritschl,^ who withdrew from his previous opinions, and,

with those critics, merely maintained some of Marcion's readings

to be more original than those of Luke,'^ and generally defended

Marcion from the aspersions of the Fathers, on the ground that

his procedure with regard to Luke's Gospel was precisely that of

the Canonical Evangelists to each other ;^ Luke himself being

clearly dependent both on Mark and Matthew.^ Baur was like-

1 Das Evangelium Marcion's, 1846.
2 Krit. Unters. kan. Evv., 1847, p. 397 ff.

3 Das nacbap. Zeit., 1846, i. p. 260 ff; Theol. Jalub., 1843, pp. 575-590.

* Der Ursprung d. synopt. Evv., 1853, p. 303 ff.

6 ThfcoJ. Jahrb., 1850, pp. 110—138, pp. 185—235.
6 Theol. Jahdb., 1851, p. 528 ff. 7 fb., p. 530 ff.

8 Ih., p. 529. 9 lb., p. 534 ff.
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wiht' induced by Volkmar's and Hilgenfeld's arguments to modify

his views;' but although for the first time he admitted that

Marcion had altered the original of his Gospel frequently for

iloffmatic reasons, be still maintained that there was an older

form of till' Oospel without the earlier chapters, from which both

Marcion and Luke directly constructed their Gospels ;—both of

them stood in the same line in legard to the original; both altered

it; the que abbreviated, the other extended it. ''' Encouraged l)y

this success, but not yet satisfi<"d,Volkmar immediately undertoo'

a further and more exhiiustivc examination of the text of Mar-

cion, in the hope of finally settling the discussion, and he again,

but with greater emphasis, confirmed his previous results.^ In

the meantime Hilgenfeld * had seriously attacked the problem,

and, like Hahn and Volkmar, had sought to reconstruct the text

of Marcion, and,whilst admitting many more original and genuine

reading's in the text of Marcion, he had also decided that his

Gospel was dependent on Luke, although he further concluded

that the text of Luke had subsequently gone through another,

though slight, manipulation before it assumed its present form.

These conclusions he again fully confirmed after a renewed in-

vestigation of the subject.^

This brief sketch of the controversy which has so long occu-

pied the attention of critics will at least .how the insecure posi-

tion of the matter, and the uncertainty of the data upon which
anydecision is to be based. We have not attempted to give

more than the barest outlines, but it will up i 'jar as we go on that

most of those who decide against the genjral independence of

Marcion's Gospel, at the same time admit his partial originality

and the superiority of some of his readings over those of the
third Synoptic, and justify his treatment of Luke as a procedure
common to the Evangelists, and warranted not only by their ex-

ample but by the fact that no Gospels had in his time emerged
from the position of private documents in limited circulation.

We are, however, very far from considering the discussion as
closed; but, on the contrary, we believe that a just and impar-
tial judgment in the case must lead to the conclusion that if, in
the absence of sufficient data, Marcion's Gospel cannot be ahso-
lutely proved to be a special and original Gospel, still less can it

be shown to be a mutilated version of Luke's Gospel. There are
very strong reasons for considering it to be either an independent

1 Das Markusevang. Anhang iib. das Ev. Marcion's, 1851, p. 191 ff.

2 /*., p. 225 f.

8 Das Evang. Marcion's, 1852.
* Ueb. die Evv. Justin's der Clem. Horn, und Marcion's, 1850, p. .389 ff.

'Theol. Jahrb., 1853, pp. 192-^44.
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woik, derived from the same sources as our third Synoptic, or a
more primitive version of that Gospel.

Marcion's Gospel not beini( any longer extant, it is important
to establish clearly the nature of our knowledge regardinir it,

and the exact value of the data from which various attempts
have been made to reconstruct the text. It is manifest that the

evidential force of any deductions from a reconstructed text is

almost wholly dependent on the accuracy and sufficiency of the

materials from which that text is derived.

The principal sources of our information regarding Marcion's
• Gospel are the works of his most bitter denouncei-s Tertullian

and Epiphanius, who, however, it must be borne in mind, wrote

long after his time,—the work of Tertullian against Marcion

having been composed about A.D. 208,^ and that of Epiphanius a

century later. We may likewise merely mention here the " Dia-

logus de recta in deicrn fide," commonly attributed to Origen,

. although it cannot have been composed earlier than the middle

of the fourth century.''- The first three sections are directed

against the Marcionites, but only deal with a late form of their

doctrines.^ As Volkmar admits that the author clearly had only a

general acquaintance with the " Antitheses," and principal proof

passages of the Marcionites, but, although ha ".ertainly possessed

i the Epi.stles, had not the Gospel of Marcion itself,* we need not

now more particularly consider it.

We are, therefore, dependent upon the "dogmatic and partly

blind and unjust adversaries " '' of Marcion for our only know-

ledge of the text they stigmatize ; and when the character of

polemical discussion in the early centuries of our era is considered,

it is certain that great caution must be exercised, and not too

much weight attached to the statements of opponents who re-

garded a heretic with abhorrence, and attacked him with an acri-

mony which carried them far beyond the limits of fairness and

truth. Their religious controversy bristles with misstatements,

and is turbid with pious abuse, Tertullian was a master of this

style, and the vehement vituperation with which he opens® and

often interlards his work against " the impious and sacrilegious

Marcion " offers anything but a guarantee of fair and legitimate

criticism, Epiphanius was, if possible, still more passionate and

exaggerated in his representations against him.^ Undue impor-

tance must not, therefore, be attributed to their statements.^

I Cf. Tertullian, Adv. Marc, i. 15 ; Nearuler, Antignosticus, 1849, p. 398; SM-
) ten. Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 75. 2 Volhmar, Das Ev. Marcion's, p. 52.

3 lb., p. 52 f., 4 lb., p. 53.

5 Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb., 1850, p. 120. 6 Adv. Marc, i. 1.

7 Cf. De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 122.

8 Reusa, Hist, du Canon, p. 71, 72 ; Oieseler, Entst. schr. Evv., p, 25 ;
SchoUen,
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Not only should there be caution exercised in receiving the

representations of one side; in a religious discussion, but more

particularly is such caution necessary in the case of Tortullian,

whose trustwortiiiness is very far from being alxjve suspicion, and

whose inaccuracy is often apparent.^ " Son chiistianisme," says

Reuss, " est ardent, sincere, profonddment ancr<5 dans son ame.

L'on voit (ju'il en vit. Mais ce christianisnie est ftpre, insolent,

brutal, forniilleur. II est sans onction et sans charitd, quelquefoi«

nieme sans loyautd, dhn qu'il se trouve en face d'une opposition

quelconque. C'est un soldat (pii ne sait que se battre et qui

oublie, tout en se battant, qu'il taut aussi respecter son ennemi.

Dialecticien subtil et rusd, il excelle k ridiculiser ses advensaires.

L'injure, le sarcasme, un langage qui rappelle parfois en vt^ritf? le

genre de Rabelais, une eflfronteiie d'aftirmatioii dans lea nioments

de faihlesse qui frise et atteint meme la mauvaise foi, voil^ ses

armes. Je sais ce qu'il faut en cela mettre sur le compte de

I'^poque. ... Si, au second si^cle, tons les partis, sauf quelques

gnostiques, sont intoldrants, Tertullian lest plus que tout le

monde." ^

The charge of mutilating and interpolating the Gospel of Luke
is first brought against Marcion by Irenrous,'' and it is repeated

with still greater vehemence and fulness by Tertullian,^ and
Epiphanius ;

^ l)ut the mere asssertion by Fathers at the end of

the second and in the third centuries, tliat a Gospel different from
their own was one of the Canonical Gospels falsified and mutila-
inl, can have no weight whatever in itself in the inquiry as to

thp real nature of that work.^ Their arbitrary assumption of ex-
chisive originality and priority for the four Gospels of the Church
led them, without any attempt at argument, to treat every other
evangelical work as an off-shoot or falsification of these. The
arguments by which Tertullian endeavours to establish that the
Gospels of Luke and the other Canonical Evangelists were more
ancient than that of Marcion ^ show that he had no idea of his-

torical or critical evidence.^ We are, however, driven back upon

Die &It. Zeugniese, p. 75 ; Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb., 1850, p. 120 ; Wedcott, On the
Canon, p. 27G ; D<- Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 122.

1 fiai/r, Unter-s. kan. Evv., 1847, p. 357 ; Rims, Rev. de Thdol., 1857, p. 67 f. ;

*f*wf!7/fr, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 278 f.

2 ^e«,M, Rev. de The^ol., xv. 1857, p. 67 f. Cf. Mame.1, the Gnostic Heresies,
18'5, p. 250, p. 259 f.

Et super hwc, id quod est secundum Lucam Evangelium circumcidens
''•^«™, Adv. Hajr., i. 27. § 2 ; cf. iii. 11, § 7 ; 12, § 12 ; 14, § 4.

' Adv. Marc, iv. 1, 2, 4 et passim.
*Haer., xlii. 9, 10 et passim.

J HihjenfM, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 446 f., 448 ; Reuaa, Hist, du Canon, p. 72 f. ;

Ulhnar, Theol. Jahrb., 1850, p. 120 ; Ritschl, Das Evang. Marcion's p. 23 S.
' A(lv. Marc, iv. 5.

8 Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 73 ; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 276.

J
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such actual data regarding the text and contents of Marcion's

Gospel as are given by the Fathers, as the only basis, in the

absence of the Gospel itself, upon which any hypothesis as to itn

real character can be built. The question therefore is: Ai-e tliese

data sufficiently arapla and ti'ustworthy for a decisive judgment
from internal evidence ? if indeed inteinal evidence in such a case

can be decisive at all.

All that we know, then, of Marcion's Gospel is simply what
Tertullian and Epijihanius have stated with regard to it. it is,

however, undeniable, and indeed is universally admitted, that

their object in dealing with it at all was entirely dogmatic, and

not in the least degree critical.^ The spirit of that age was in-

deed so essentially uncritical ^ that not even the canonical text

could w aken it into activity. Tertullian very clearly states what
his object was in attacking Marcion's Gospel. After asserting

that the whole aim of the Heresiarch was to prove a disagreement

between the Old Testament and the New, and that for this pur-

pose he had erased from the Gospel all that was contrary to his

opinion, and retained all that he had considered favourable,

Tertullian proceeds to examine the passages retained,'' with the

view of proving that the Heretic has shown the same " blindness

of he'"esy " both in that which he has erased and in that which

he has retained, inasmuch as the passages which Maicion has

allowed to remain are. as opposed to his system, as tho.se which he

has omitted. He conducts thei controversy in a free and discur-

sive manner, and whilst he appears to go through Marcion's

Gospel with some regularity, it will be apparent, as we proceed,

that mere conjecture has to play a large part in any attempt to

reconstruct, from his data, the actual text of Marcion. h^pipha-

nius explains his aim with equal clearness. He had made a num-

ber of extracts from the so-called Gospel of Marcion which seemed

to him to refute the heretic, and after giving a detailed and nu t-

bered list of these passages, which lu> calls (rxo^i-a, he t.'ik'-s them

consecutively and to each adds his " Refutation." His int+intion

is to show how wickedly and disgracefully Marcion lias rmitilat.»>d

and falsified the Gospel, and how fruitlessly he h»H done -", inas-

much as he has stupidly, or by oversight, allowed much U> rernain

in his Gospel by which he may bi' complettd}^ refuted.*

1 Kirehho/er, Quellensamml.
,
p. Ml, anm. 10, p. 365> f., arnn. 12, I'l, 16, 17;

HUqenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's p. 447 f. ; /^^'w.s Rev. de Th^ol., xv. 18.57. p. 4;

Voikmar, Theol, .Fahrb., 1850, p. 120; Dan Evang. Marcion's, 18rv.>,
i)]'.

'29, 31;

£>« Wetto, Einl. N T., p. 123 ; Tischendorf, Wann wurden, u. a. w , p. (i'l

2 Westrott, On the Canon, p. 8.

3 Hyec conveniemus, hiPC amplectemur, si nobiscum niagis fnerint, si Marcionis

priBsumptionem percunaerint. Tunc e- ilia constabit codem vit.in ha'retics

cajcitatis erasa quo et hscc rese-vata. Sic habebit intentio et fornia opuseuli

noBtri, &c.. &c. Tertullian, Adv. Marc, iv. 6. * Epiphaniua, Har ,
xln. 9 f.
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As it is impossible within our limits fully to illustrate the pro-

cedure of the Fathers with regard to Marcion's Gospel, and the

nature and value of the materials they sup{)ly, we shall as fur as

possible quote the declarations of critics, and more especially of

Volkmar and Hilgenield, who, in the true and enlightened spirit

of criticism, impartially state the character of the data available

for the understanding of the text. As these two critics have, by
their able and learned investigations, doVie more thari any otliers

to educe and render possible a decision of the problem, their own
estimate of the materials upon which a judgment has to be

formed is of double value.

With regard to Tertullian Volkmar exjilains that his desire is

totally to annihilate the mosi dangerous heretic of hi.'< time,—first

(Books i.—iii.), to overthrow Marcion's system in general as tx
pounded in his " Antitheses,"—and then (Book iv.) to show that

even the Gospel of Marciun only contains Catholic doctrine (he

concludes, " Vhristus Jesus in Evangelio tuo mens est," c. 43)

;

and therefore he examines the Gospel only so far as may serve to

establish his view and refute that of Marcion. " To show," V(>ik-

mar continues, " wherein this Gospel was falsified or mutilated,

i.e., varied from his own, on the contrary, is in noway liis design,

for he perceives that Marcion could retort the reproach of inter-

polation, and in his time proof from internal grounds was Jiardly

possible, so that only exceptionally, where a variation seems to

iiim remarkable, does he specially mention it." ^ On the other
hand. Volkmar remark.s that Tertullian's Latin rendering of the
text of Marcion which lay before him,— which, although certainly

in general i'vee and naturally having chiefly the substance in view,
still in weightier passages is verbally accurate,—directly indicates
iu poitant variations in that text. He goes on to argue that the
sil<^nct' of Tertullian jnay be weighty testimony for the fact that
passages which exist in Luke, but which he does not mention,
were missing in Marcion's Gospel, but he does so with consider-
able reservation. " But his silence alone," ho says, " can only
under certain conditions represent with diplomatic certainty an
omission in Marcion. It is indeed probable that he would not
lightly have passed over a passage in the Gospel of Marcion which
might in any wa> be contradictory to its system, if one altogether
sii/iiiu' had not preceded it, all the more as he frequently drags
in hy force such proof p>msages from Marcion's text, and often
["liiinly with but a certain .sophistry tries lo refute his adversary
out of the words of his own Gospel. But it remains always pos-
''ible that in his eatferness he has overlooked much ; and besides,
he believes that by his replies to particular passages he has already

1 Volkmar, Daa Evang. Mateiou'i, p. 29.
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mar eoes on to show how thoroughly Epiphanius intended to do

his work, and yet that, althoiigh from what he himself leads us to

expect, we might hope to find a compete statement of Marcion's

sins, the Father himself disappoints such an expectation by his

own admission of incompleteness. He com|)lains generally of his

free and misleading method of quotation, such, for instance, as

his alterati'jn of the text without explanation ; alteration of the

same passage on different occasions in more than oae way; abbre-

viations, and omissions of parts of quotations ; the sudden bvak-
ma off of passages just commenced with the indefinite koI to. €^s

or Ktti TO XoOTov, without any indication how much this may in-

clude.'

Volkmar, indeed, explains that Epiphanius is only thoroughly

trustworthy where, and so far as, he wishes to state in his Scholia

an omission or variation in Marcioji's text from his own Canoni-

cal Gospel, in which case he minutely registers the smallest point,

but this is to be clearly distinguished from any charge of falsifi-

cation brought against Marcion in his Refutations ; for only while

earlier drawing up his Scholia had he the Marcionitish ( Jospel

before him and compared it with Luke ; hut in the case of the

Refutations, on the contrary, which he wrote later, he did not at

least again compare the Gospel of Luke. " It is, however, alto-

gether different," continues Volkmar, " as regards the statements

of Epiphanius concerning the part of the Gospel of Luke which
is preserved in Marcion. Whilst he desires to be strictly literal

in the account of the variations, and also with two exceptions is

so, he so generally adheres only to the purport of the passages
retained by Marcion, that altogether literal quotations are quite

exceptional ; throughout, however, where passages of greater ex-

tent are referred to, these are not merely abbreviated, but also

are quoted in very free fashion, and nowhere can we reckon that
the passage in Marcion ran verbally as Epiphanius quotes it." ^

And to this we may add a remark made further on :
" We can-

not in general rely upon the accuracy of his statements in regard
to that which Marcion had in common with Luke." '^ On the
other hand Volkmar had previously said :

" Absolute complete-
nes.s ih regard to that which Marcion's Gospel did not contain is

not to be reckoned upon in his Scholia. He has certainly not
intended to pass over anything, but in the eagerness which so
easily renders men superficial and blind much has escaped
him." <

1 Volkmar, Daa Ev. Marcion's, p. 33 f. ; cf. Ha/in, Das Ev. Marcion's, p.
123 ff.

» r . .1

2 /ft, p. 43 f. ; of. p. 34. 3 /Ik, p. 45.
* !>>, p. 33 ; cf. NeuJrcker, Einl. N. T., p. 75 ff. ; //<///«, Das Ev. Marcion's^
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Hahn bears .similar testimony to the irwy/r/i-i/ieifiness of Kpi-
phaniuH. " It wa« not his purpose," he say«f "lully t/) notice all

falsifications variations, and omissions, although) hf '!<,<-« mark
most of them, but merely to extract from the G^>spei of Marcion

as well as from his collection of Epistles, what seemed to him well

suited for refutation." ^ But he immediately adds :
" When he

ajiotes a passage from Marcion's text, however, in which such

falsifications occur, he generally,—but not always,—notes theiri

more or less precisely, and he had himself laid it down as a sub-

sidiary object of his work to pay attention tj such falsifications." 2

A litth^ further on he says :
" In the qiiotations of the reinainin"

passage-r: which Kpiphanius did not find different from the Gospel

of Luke, And wher'- he therefore says nothing of falsification or

orrissiow, b« is often very free, neither adhering strictly to the

particular irord«, nor to tneir arrangement, but his favourite prac-

tice IS to ^yy* Umy subst^ii^Xie and sen.se for the purpose of refuting

his opytn^ant. H^ pre-st^j/poses the words known fioiu the

Gospel (/ Luk*;.^*

It must ^>e iiit«l^, j-i/zwever, that both Volkmar * anfl Hilgen-

feld ^ consi'Vr tki^, <iii* r«»|;resentiiiti'ms of Tertullian and Epiplia-

nius supple«j/»,nt *^ii/-i^i i^^ »>ft4 enabh; the cont<7)ts of Marcion's

Gospel to be jwy^A/U(H^/><' jTj^t* t/>J«rable certainty Yet a few

pages earlier Voi'i<-«*>af itit4 \i,y^AittM out that :

" The j^roiin^j for a

certain fixture of cii*- t-^-xt </ tk* Marcionitish Gospel, however,

seems completely ia,k<4> »,vfAy \yy 0n4t fact that Tertullian and

Epiphanius, in th^ir ni/^^^Aents f'yM<yiiig its state, not merely

repeatedly seem io, Mit »;) j^art a/ -'',**}] y do, dir<'.'tly contradict

ea4;h other.' " Hahn endeav^/or^ i// e/^>jr» some <^ the.* fx>ntra-

dictionx by nfnt^mng that later iifureior^k/m had tdtere/i the text

of th'sir G'Aj)*'l; on^J that Kpiphanius had the one forin mA Ter-

tullian anoth^-r
,

^ l^/nt »M'h a doubt only renders the whole <A tlie

stateiJM'jifA Tb^^r'iiUjf^ Xj\t^ work more uricertain and insecure.

That it 'm ntA wiib^/*k «om* f^mm, however, appears from the

charge wbi/f* It^ixs^iMi ^Vk- inst the disciples of Marcion

" for they daaly nHft/i^r it (th< ,. . , ^'A) a> they are daily refuted

by us." •* In iu(it, jta i^ave no a^w/^ance wh»#>ever tliat the work

p. lUf. ; Df Wett^, Kin? jr. /, p. 123; Kirchhf,ftr, <^iellenBamml , p 361.

anm. 10, p. 362 f., ancu i'< 16, J7.

1 Volkmar, Das Ev. Mar j'>n'», p
2 76., p. 122.

4 lb., p. 45 ff.

8 Die Evv. Justin's, p. .'»7 f-

Volhnar, Das Ev. M»rck«'a, p - f

7 Hahn, Das Ev. M»rci<Mi'», p. 13«- f., p. t69, p. 224 ff. ; of. Neudffker, Eiui

N. T., p. 82.

8 Nam et quotidie refortBant illml, pivut a nobis quotidie revincuntur. Artv

Marc, iv. 5; cf. Dial. deMctoiu deum fide. § 5: '^'nt/., 0pp., i. p. i)(>7-

a /*., p. 123 f,

4«i ff.; Theol. '/fthrl. , 1854, p. If
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upon which Tertullian and Epiphanius base their charge against

Maicion of falsification and mutilation of Luke was Maicion's

oricnnal Gospel at all, and we certainly have no historical evidence

on the point.^

The question even arises, whether Tertullian, and indeed

Epiphanius, had Marcion's Gospel in any shape before them when

tl I'V wrote, or merely his work, the " Antitheses." ^ In com-

mencing his onslaught on Marcion's Gospel, Tertullian says

:

'Marcion seems (videtur) tu have selected Luke, to mutilate

it."
^ This is the first serious introduction of his " mutilation

hypothesis," which he thenceforward presses with so much assur-

ance, but the expression is veiy uncertain for so decided a contro-

versialist, ifhe had been able to speak more positively.* We have

seen that it is admitted that Kpiphanius wrote without again

compaiing the Gospel of Marcion with Luke, and it is also con-

ceded that Tertullian at least liad not the Canonical Gospel, but

in profe;ising to quote Luke '"videiitly does so from memory, and
approximates his text to Mattliow, with wliich Gospel, like most

of the Fathers, he was better acquain /'!. This may be illustrated

by the fact that both Tertullian and Epiphanius reproach Marcion

with erasing passages from the Gospel of Luke, which n<'ver were

in Luke at all.^ In one place TfrtuUian says: " Marcion, you
nuist also remove this from the Gospel • ' I am not sent but uuUf

the lost sheep of the house of Israel, '"' nn/) ' It is not meet t<j

take the children's bread, and give it t<} <logs, ^ in order, be it

kncAvn, that Christ may not seem to b( an Israelite."'* The
' Great African " thus taunts his opponent, evidently u/ider the

ImprcHslou that the two passages were in Luke, immediately «/'/>r

he had accused Marcion of having actually expunged fif/fn tliat

Gospel, " as an interpolation," " the saying that (!hrist hmJ not
oome to destroy the law and the prophets, but to fulfil them,^'^

ffhich likewise never formed part of it. fie repeats a similar

1 H ii>n>/jltr, Das nachap. Zoit., i. p. '262 f. ; cf. Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb., 1854,

i).
mi

i Eiclili(/rn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 45, anm. i. ; cf. p. 77 f., p. 83; Schweijler, Das
.lachap. Zeit., i. p. 279 f.

•! Nam ex iis commentatoriVius, quos habemus, Lucam videtur Marcion elegisse,

qnem cspilerct Adv. Marc, iv. 2.

« Bid/iorn, Einl N. 'f., i. p. 78, anm. «. p. 83; cf. Hilgen/eld, Die Evv. Jus-
iiij'», p. 447, annj. J.

i Srlamjler, Das uachap. ^eit., i. p. 278 f. ; Eic/ikorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 45 f.,

»Ein. i., (;f. p. 77 ; Volkmar, Dim Ev. Marcion's, p. 431; of. Hahn, Das Ev. Mar-
oion's, p. 264.

^ Matt XV. /A.
'

7 //;., xv. 26.
* Maroi'/n, avi^er 'Mtan illo'J de evangelic : non sum missus, nisi ^ oves perditas

domus \t{M:\ : et ; non est teiferre panem filiis et dare earn c»ffM>us, ne scilicet
Cknstas Israelis videretur. A4v. Marc, iv. 7.

' Focenim Marcion ut additum erasit Adv. Marc., iv. 7. i<^ Matt. v. 17.

29
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charge on several other occasions.^ Epiphanius commits the same
mistake of reproaching Marcion with omitting from Luke what
is only found in Matthew.^ We have, in fact, no guarantee of

the accuracy or trustworthiness of their statements.

We have said enough, we trust, to show that the sources for

the reconstruction of a text of Marcion's Gospel are most unsatis-

factory, and no one who attentively studies the analysis of Hahn
Ritschl, Volkmar, Hilgenfeld, and others, who have examined and
systematized the data of the Fathers, can fail to be struck by the

uncei'tainty which prevails throughout, the .almost continuous

vagueness and consequent opening, nay, necessity, for conjecture,

and the absence of really certain indications. Tlie Fatliers hml

no intention of showing what Marcion's text actually was, and

their object being solely dogmatic and not critical, their .state-

ments are very insufficient for the purpose.^ The materials have

had to be ingeniously collected and sifted from polemical writim^

whose authors, so far from pi'ofessing to furnish them, were onlv

bent upon seeking in Marcion's Gospel such points as could legi-

timately, or by sophistical skill, be used again.st him. Passing

observations, general remarks, as well as direct statements, have

too often been the only indications guiding the patient explorers,

and, in the absence of certain information, the silence of the

angry Fatliers has been made the basis for important coiudusions.

It is evident that, not only is such a procedure necessarily uncer-

tain and insecure, but it rests upon assumptions with regard to

the intelligence, care and accuracy of Tertullian and Epiphanius,

which are not sufficiently justified by that part of their treatment

of Marcion's text which we can examine and appreciate. And

when all these doubtful landmarks have failed, too many passages

have been left to the mere judgment of critics, as to whether they

were too opposed to Marcion's system to have been retained hy

him, or too favourable to have been omitted. The r^econstrueted

texts, as might be expected, differ from each other, and one Kdi-

tor finds the results of his predecessors incomplete or unsatisfac-

tory,'* although naturally at each successive attempt, the materials

previously collected and adopted, have contributed to an appa-

rently more complete result. After complaining of the incom-

pleteness and unceitainty of the statements of Tertullian and

Epiphanius, Ritschl affirms that they furnish so little solid

material on which to base a hypothesis, that rather by means of

1 Adv. Mvo., iv. 9. 12; ii. 17, iv. 17, 36.

2 Ha;r.. xlil. p. .'{22 f., I!ef. 1 ; cf. Luke v. 14
3 Kirt'li/iKj'ir, QuellHiiBaninil., |i. ,'101, anni. 10, ^,. ,

1 iiitxilil, Das. i'.v. Marciou'K, j). 551; Volkmar, Das Ev. Marc, p. 5f
, r-

'9"'

Hili/en/eld, Die i vv. Justin's, p. 444f., p. 394f.; Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 194 f., p.

I'll I.

Matt. viii. 4.

p.^62f. ; anni. If), 16, 17.

p.
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a hypothesis must we determine the remains of the Gospel from

Tertullian.^ Hilgenfeld quotes this with approval, and adds, that

at least Ritschl's opinion is so far right, that all the facts of the

case can no longer be -settled from extei'nal data, and that the

ceiicral view regarding the Gospel only can decide many points. ^

This means of course that hypothesis is to supply that which is

wantinf in the Fathers. Volkmar, in tlio introduction to his last

comprehensive work on Marcion's Gospel, says :
" And, in fact, it

is no wonder that for so long a time critics have substantially to

so little effect disputed regarding the protean question, for we
have continued so uncertain as to the very basis (Fundament)

itself,—the precise text of the remarkable document,—that Baur

has found full ground for rejecting, as unfounded, the presump-

tion on which that finally-attained decision (his previous one)

rested."'* Critics of all shades of opinion are forced to admit the

incompleteness of the materials for any certain reconstruction of

Marcion's text, and, conse({uently, for an absolute settlement of

the ([uestion from internal evidence,* although the labours of

Volkmar and Hilgenfeld have materially increased our knowledge
of the contents of his Gospel. We must contend, however, that,

desirable and important as it is to ascertain as perfectly as pos-

sible the precise nature of Marcion's text, the question of its

origin and relation to Luke, would not by any means be settled

even by its final reconstruction. There would, as we shall pre-

sently show, remain unsolved the problem of its place in that

successive manipulation of materials by which a few Gospels

gradually absorbed and displaced the rest. Our own synoptics

exhibit unmistakable traces of the process, and clearly forbid our
lightly setting aside the claim of Marcion's Gospel to be consi-

dered a genuine work, and no mere falsification and abbreviation
of Luke.

Before proceeding to a closer examination of Marcion's Gos{)el

and the general evidence bearing upon it, it may be well here
briefly to refer to the system of the Heresiarch whose high per-

sonal character exerted so powerful an influence upon his own
time,^ and whose views continued to prevail widely for a couple

' RitKchl, Das Evv. Marcion's, p. 5.5.

- Hiljieiifeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 445.
' Vnlbnar, Das Ev. Marcion's, 1852, p. 19 f.

* Bkek, Einl. N. T., p. 126 ; Bumen, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 565 ; Hih/en/eld, Theo\.
Mrb., 1853, p. 194flF.,21l ff. ; Hwj, Einl. N. T., i. p. 58 ff. ; cf. fla/m. Das Ev.
Marcion's, p. 114 f.; Kirckhofer, Quellensamml., p. ,301, anm. 10; Neiidp.cker, 'E,in\.

N- 1., p. 75 ff. ; Remit, Rev. cle Thiiol., 1857, p. 3 ; Sc/iwe<ikr, Da& nachap. Zeit-
alter, i. p. 2(>2 f.; Tischeiuiorf, Wann warden, u. s. w., p. 60 f.; Volkmar, Das Ev.
Marcion's, 19 ff., 22 ff

5 Credner. Beitriige, i. p. 40 ; SchMermacher, Sammtl. Werke, viii. ; Einl. N . T.
,

S'to, p. 64; WestcoU, On the Canon, p. 272 f.
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of centuries after his death. It was the misfortune of Marcion
to live in an age when Christianity had passed out of tlic pure
morality of its infancy, when, untroubled by complicated ques-

tions of dogma, simple faith and pious enthusiasm had been the

one great bond of t-'hristian brotherhood, into a phase of eccle-

siastical development in which religion was fast degeneratii)i'

into theology, and com])licated doctrines weie rapidly assunuDcj

that rampant attitude which led to so much bitterness, persecu-

tion, and schism. In later times Marcion might have been

honoured as a reforniei', in his own he was denounced as a here-

tic.^ Austere and ascetic in his opinions, he aimed at supoihuinan

purity, and although liis clerical adversaries might siofi' at his

imjjracticable d(jctrines legarding marriage and the subjugation

of the flesh, tliey have had their parallels amongst those whom
the Church has since most delighted to honour, and at least the

whole tendency of his system was markedly towsirds the sidelf

virtue.^ It would of course lie foreign to our puipose to enter

upon any detailed statement of its principles, and \vc must con-

fine ourselves to such particulars only as are necessary to an

understanding of the question before us.

As we have already frequently had occasion to mention, there

were two broad parties in the primitive Church, and the very

existence of Christianity was in one sense endangered by the

national exclusiveness of the people amongst whom it originated.

The one paity considered Christianity a mere continuation of the

Law, and dwarfed it into an Israelitish institution, a narrow sect

of Judaism ; the other represented the glad tidings as the intro-

duction of a new system applicable to all and supplanting the

Mosaic dispensation of the Law by a universal (li.speiisatiun of

grace. These two parties were popularly represented in the early

Church by the two Ajiostles, Peter and Paul, and their ant;' ;joniMu

is faintly revealed in the Epi.stle to the Galatians. Marcion, a

gentile Christian, appreciating the true character of the new

religion and its elevated spirituality, and prcifoundly iiii])ressed

by the comparatively degraded and authropomorpliic features ot

Judaism, drew a very sharp line of demarcation between ther.i,

and representetl Christianity as an entirely new and separate sys-

tem abrogating the old and having absolutely no connection with

it. Jesus was not to him the Messiah of the Jews, the son of

David come permanently to establish the Law and the Prophets,

1 Cf. Neander, Allg. K. G., 1843, ii. p. 792, 815 f.; .^chleiermacher, Einl, N. T.,

1845, p. (54.

2 Ofrorcr, Allg. K. G., i. p. 134 f. ; Haqenbach, K. G., 18>")9, i. p. 134 f.
; /%,

Einl. N. T., i. p. 5C flf'.; Milmaii, Hist, of Chr., 1867, ii. p. 77 ff.; Neander, Allg.

K. G., ii. p. 791 ff.; Volkmar, Das Ev. Marc, p. 25 ff.
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but a divine bein<T sent to reveal to man a wholly new spiritual

reli<^ion, and a hitherto unknown God of j^oodness and grace.

The Creator (A7;/iioupyos), the God of the Old Testament, was dif-

ferent from the God ot" grace who had sent Jesus to reveal the

Truth, to bring reconciliation and salvation to all, and to abrogate

the Jewish God of the World and of the Law, who was opposed

to the God and Father of Jesus Christ as Matter is to Spirit, im-

purity to purity. Christianity was in distinct antagonism to

Judaism, the Spiritual God of heaven, whose goodness and love

were for the Universe, to the God of the World, whose chosen

and peculiar people were the Jews, the Gospel of Grace to the

dis|tensation of the Old Testament. Christianity, therefore, n)ust

be kept pure from the Judaistic elements humanly tlirust into it,

which were so essentially opposed to its whole spirii

.

Marcion wrote a work called " Antitheses " ('Avri6*€crfts),in which

he contrasted the old system with the new, the God of the one

with the God of the other, the Law with the Gospel, and in this

he maintained opinions which anticipated many held in our own
time, Tertullian attacks this work in the first three books of

his treatise a;j;ainst Marcion, and he enters upon the discussion of

its details with true theological vigour :
" Now, then, ye hounds,

yel])ing at the God of truth, whom the Apostle casts out,^ to all

your questions ! These are the bones of contention which ye
gnaw!"^ The poverty of the "Great African's" arguments
keeps pace with his abuse. Marcion objected : If the God of the

Old Testament be good, prescient of the future, and able to avert

evil, whj did he allow man, made in his own image, to be de-

ceived by the devil, and to fall from obedience of the Law into

sin and death ? ^ How came the devil, the origin of lying and
deceit, to be made at all ? * After the fall, God became a judge
both severe and cruel; woman is at once condemned to bung
forth in sorrow and to serve her husband, changed from a help
into a slave, the earth is cursed which before was blessed, and
man is doomed to labour and to death .^ The law was one of re-

taliation and not of justice—lex talionis—eye for eye, tooth for

tooth, stripe for stripe.** And it was not consistent, for in contra- •

vention of the Decalogue, God is made to instigate the Israelites

to spoil the Egyptians, and fraudulently rob them of their gold
and silver ;

'^ to incite them to work on the Sabbath by ordering

' Rev. xxii. 15.

Jam Line ad quaeationes omnes, canes, quos foras apostolus expellit, latrantes
in deum vcritatis. Hccc sunt argumentationum ossa, qua' obroditis. Adv. Marc,

3 Turtidliaii, Adv. Marc, ii. 5; cf. 9. * lb., ii. 10.

J J-.
>! 11.^ 6 76., ii. 18.

'f>., ii. 20. Tertullian introduces this by likening the Marcionites to the cuttle

.!<

r ;
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them to cany the ark for eight tlays round Jericho ;• to break

the second commandment by making and setting up the brazen

serpent and the golden cherubim.'^ Then God is inconstant, elect-

ing men, as Saul and Solomon, whom he subsequently rejects;^

repenting that he had set up Saul, and that lie had doomed the

Ninevites,* and soon. God calls out: Adam, where art thou'

inquires whethei- ho bad eaten the forbidden fruit, asks of Cain

where his brother was, as if he had not yet heard the blood of

Abel crying from the gi'ound, and did not already know all tliesr

things.^ Anticipating the results of modern criticism, Mareidii

denies the applicability to Jesus of the so-called Messianic pro-

phecies. The Emmanuel of Isaiah (vii. 14, cf. viii. 4) is not

Christ;" the "Virgin" his mother is simi)ly a "young woman '

according to Jewish phraseology,^ and the suH'eringsof thoScrvant

of God (Isaiah lii. 13—liii. 9) are not predictions of the death ef

Jesus.** There is a com[)lete severance between the Law and the

Gospel, and the God of the latter is the Antithesis of that of the

former." " The one was perfect, puie, beneficent, passionless ; the

other, though not unjust by nature, infected by matter,—siiliject

to all the })assions of man,—cruel, changeable ; the New Testa-

ment, especially aa lemodelled by Marcion,'"was holy, wise, ami-

able ; the Old Testament, the Law, barbarous, inhuman, contra-

dictory, and detestable." ^^

Mar3ion ardently maintained the doctrine of the itnpiu-ity of

matter, and he carried it to its logical conclusion, both in specula-

tion and pi'actice. He, therefore, asserting the incredibility of an

incarnate God, denied the corporeal reality of the flesh oi Chiist.

His body was a mere semblanf^e and not of human substance.

was not born of a human mother, and the divine nature was not

degraded by contact with the flesh.^'^ Marcion finds in Paul the

purest promulgator of the truth as he understands it, and embold-

ened by the Epistle to the Galatians, in which that Apostle

rebukes even A])0 itles for " not walking uprightly according to

the truth of the Gospel," he accuses the other A])ostles of liavini:

depraved the ])ure form of the Gospel doctrines delivered to them

fish, like wbich " they vomit the blackness of blasphemy " (tenebras blaspliemi*

intervomunt), 1. c,

1 Il>., ii. 21. 2 Ifj., ii. 22.

3 fb., ii23. * Ih., ii. 24.

f [b., ii2r). (i Adv. Marc, iii. 12.

7 lb., iii. 13. » lb., iii. 17, 18.

Adv. Marc, iv. 1.

10 We give this (nu>totion as a rt^aumd by an English historian and divine, Imt

the idea of the " Jsew Testament remodelled by Marcion," is a mere ucolesiastical

imagination.
11 Miimnn, Hist, of Christianity, 1867, ii. p. 77 f.

12 TertulUan, Adv. Marc, iii. 8. ff'.
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by Jesus/ " mixing up matters of the I aw with the words of the

Saviour."
'

Tertuliian accuses Marcion of having' written the work in which

he details the contrasts between Judaism and Christianity, of

which wo have ^ven the briefest sketch, as an introduction and
cneoura^'L'inont to belief in his Gospel, which he ironically calls

"the Gospel according to the Antitheses;"" and the charge which

the Fathers bring against Marcion is that he laid violent hands

(m the Canonical Gospel of Luke, and manipulated it to suit his

iiwn views. " For certainly the whole object at which he laboured

ill drawing up the ' Antitheses,' " says Tertullian, "amounts to

tills : that he may prove a disagreement between the Old and New
restauient, so that his own Chiist may be separated from the

Creator, as of another God, as alien from the Law and the Pi'o-

phfits. Fur this j)urpose it is certain that he has erased what-

ever was contrary to his own oj)inion and in harmony with the

Creator, as if interpolated by his partisans, but has retained every-

thini,' consistent with his own opinion." * The whole hypothesis

that Marcion's Gospel is a mutilated version of our third Synoptic

ill fact rests upon this accusation. It is obvious that if it can not

tiL' shown that Marcion's Gospel vas our Canonical Gospel merely
garbled by the He.esiarch for oc ^^matic reasons in the interest of

his system,—for there could n )t be any other conceivable reason

for tampering with it,—the claim of Marcion's Gospel to the rank
of a more original and authentic work than Luke's accjuires

double force. We must, therefore, inquire into the character of

the variations between the so-called heretical, and the Canonical
Gospels, and see how far the hypothesis of the Fathers accords

with tlie contents of Marcion's Gospel so far as we are acquaiiited

with it.

At the very outset we are met by tlie singular phenomenon,
that botli Tertullian and Epiphanius, who accuse Marcion of

omitting evtrything which was unfavourable, and retaining only
what was favourable to his views, undertake to refute him out of

«]iat remains in his Gospel. Tertullian says :
" It will then be

proved that he has shown the san)e defect of blindness of heresy

^ Adv. Marc, iv. 3.

2 AiKistolos enim admiscuisse ea quaj sunt legalia salvatoria verbis. Irenceua,
Adv. H;ir., iii. 2, g 2 ; cf. iii. 12, § 12.

3 Adv. Marc, iv. 1.

* Cevte enim tutum, quod elaboravit, etiam Antitheses pricstruenclo, in hoc
cogit, lit vuteris et novi testamenti diveraitatem constituat, proinde Christum
snum a creatore separaturus ut dei alterius, ut alienum legis et propii'itarum.
( erte proptcrea contraria quajque sententiit" sute erasit, conspirantia cum i i<;atore,
(|ii;isi al) adsortorilms ejus'intexta ; competentia autem sententiie suiu rcsurvavit.
Adv. Marc, iv. G.
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both in that which he has erased and that which he has retained."

'

Epiphanins also confidently states that, out of that which Mar-
cion has allowed to remain of the Gosp.el, he can pi'ovo his fiaud

and imposture, and thorougldy lefute him.'- Now if Marcion mu-
tilated Luke to so litrle purpose as this, what was the use of his

touching it at all ? He is known as an able man, the most influ-

ential and distinguished of all the heretical leaders of the second

century, and it seems unreasonable to suppose that, on the theory

of his erasing or altering all that contradicted his system, he

should have done his work so imperfectly.^ The Fathers say

that he endeavours to get rid of the contradictory passages which

remain by a system of false interpretation ; but surely he would-

not have allo\ved himself to be driven to this extremity, leaving

weapons in the hands of his opponents, when he might so easily

have excised the obnoxious texts along with the rest ? It is ad-

mitted by critics, moreover, that passages said to have been

omitted by Marcion are often not opposed to his system at all,

and sometimes, indeed, even in favou" of it;* and, on the other

hand, that passages which were retained are contradictory to his

views.^ This is not intelligible upon any theory of arbitrary

garbling of a Gospel in the interest of a system.

It ma}' be well to give a few instances of the anomalies pre-

sented, upon this liypothesis, by Marcion's text. It is generally

agreed that the verses Luke vii. 29—35, were wanting in Mar-

cion's Gospel.*^ Hahn accounts foi- the omission of verses 2!), 30,

regarding the baptism of John, because they represented the re-

lation of the Baptist to Jesus in a way which Marcion did not

admit.'' But as he allowed the preceding venses to remain, such

a proceeding was absurd. In verse 2G he calls John a prophet,

and much moi-e than a prophet, and in the next verse (27) quotes

1 Tunc et ilia constabit eodem vitio hsertitica; ciecitatis Ciasa, qu') et ha;c respr-

vata. Adv. Marc, iv. G. 2 HtBr., xlii. 9f., p. 310 f.

3 Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 75.

4 Bavr, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 42.3 ff. ; HUuenfeld, Die Evv. Just., p. 444ff.

;

Nicolas, Et. sur les Ev. Apocr., p. 151; Ritxchl, Tlieol. Jahrb., 1851, p. r)29 f.
;

Schwe^/ler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. j). 263 ff., 273 ff. ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 132;

Volhnar, Das Ev. Marcion's, p. 74 ff.p. 107 ff., p. 175 f. ; cf. Thcol. Jalirh., 1850,

p. 214 f.

f> Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 423 ff. ; Gwriclr, Gesammtgesch. N. T., p. 231,

anni. 1 ; cf. Ehrard, Wiss krit. d. evang. Gesch., p. 810, anm. 2; Kiclihonu E'nl.

N. T., i. p. 75 ff. ; Kirclihofer, Quellensamnil., p. 3(52, anm. 13 ; Neaudci; Allg. K.

G., ii. p. 810; Nicolas, Et. sur les Ev. Apocr., p. 151 ff. ; h'ilschl, Theol. Jahrb.,

1851, p. 529 f.; Schwegler, Das nachap, Zeit., i. p. 263 ff., 273 ff. ; Volkmar, Das

Ev. Marcion's, p. 107 ff. ; Hilijenfehl, Die Evv. J., p. 444 ff.

6 TertuUian and Epiphanius ])ass them over in silence. Cf. Ilahn, Ev. Marc, m

Thilo, Cod. Apocr. N. T., p. 418, anm. 21 ; liifwhl. Das. Ev. Marc, p. 78 f.

;

Volkmar, Das Ev. Marc, p. 156 f. ; HilqeDfeld, though somewhat doubtful, aeemi

to agree : Die Evv. Justin's, p. Wl, cf." 441 ; De Wette,^\n\. N. T., p. r2o.

7 Daa Ev. Marc, p. 147.

A\
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respecting him the words of Malachi iii. 1 :
" This is he of whom

it is written : Behold I send my messenger before th}^ face, wliich

shall prepare thy way before thee." It is impossible on any rea-

sonable ground to account fc^- the I'ctention of such lionourable

mention of the Baptist, if vei-ses 29, SO were erased for such

dogmatic reasons.^ Still more incomprehensible on such a hypo-

thesis is the omission of Luki^ vii. 31—35, where that generation

is liivcned unto children playing in the market-jilace and calling

to each other :
" We piped unto you and ye danced not," and

Jesus continues :
" For John is come neither eating bread nor

drinking wine ; and ye say, He hath a devil (34). The Son of

Man is come, eating and drinking ; and ye say : Behold a glut-

tonous man and a winebibber, a fj'iend of publicans and sinners."

Hahn attributes the omission of these verses to the sensuous

representation they give of Jesus as eating and drink ing.^ What
was tlie use of eliminating these verses when he allowed to re-

main unaltered verse 3G of the same chapter,^ in which Jesus is

invited to eat with the Pharisee, and goes into his house and sits

down to meat ? or v. 20—35,* in which Jesus accepts the feast of

Levi, and defends his disciples for eating and drinking against

the murmurs cf the Scribes and Pharisees ? or xv. 2,-'' where the

Pharisees say of him :
" This man receiveth sinners and eateth

with them? " How absurdly futile the omission of the one ])as-

sage for dogmatic reasons, while so many others were allowed to

remain unaltered."

The next passage to w^hich we must refer is one of the most
important in connection with Marcion's Docetic doctrine of the

person of Jesus. It is said that he omitted viii. 19: " And his

mother and his brethren came to him, and could not come at him
for the crowd," and that he inserted in vei'se 21, rt? fiov /xr;T7/p koi

oidSeA'pot; making the whole episode in his Gospel read (20):
"And it was told him by certain which said : Thy mother and
thy brethren stand without desiring to see thee: 21. But he
answeied and said unto them : Who are my mother and brethren ?

1 Rilxrhl, DasEv. Marc, p. 78 f.; Sclnveijler, Das nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 2G3 ;

/)« Wftte, Einl. N. T., p. 132 ; cf. Volkviar', Das Tv. Maroion, p. ir)6 ; Hil'rh/rld,
DioEvv, .Justin's, p. 40G f. ; TertuUian, Adv. Marc, iv. 18 ; Epij>hanius, li;ur.,

xlii., .Sell. viii. f.; Ref. xiii. f.

- ]>as Kv. M., p. 147 ; Evang. Marc, in Thilo, Cod. ap. N. T., p. 418, anm. 24,
:i3; VolhiHir, Das Ev. Marc, p. 156 ; Bitschl, Das Ev. Marc, p. 78 f. ; cf. Hilgtn-
Md, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 407.

' Hahn, Evang. Marc. T/iilo, p. 418, 419, anm. 2.5 ; Volkvmr, Das Ev. Marc,
p. 15',

.

^Hahn, Ev. Marc, iu Tliilo, p. 408 ; Volkmar, Das Ev. Marc, p. 155 ; Tertul-
Mn, Adv. Marc, iv. 11.

<>Hahn, Ev, M. in Thilo, p. 451 ; Volkmar, Das Ev. Marc
,

p. 162 ; cf. Tertul-
'wn.Adv. M., iv. 32.

'^Sdweyler, Das nachap. Zcit., i. p. 2G3 ; Z>e Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 132.

m
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My mother and my brethren are these," &c.^ The omission of

verse 1 9 is said to have been made because, according to Maicion
Christ was not born like an ordinary man, and consequontlv had
neither mother nor brethren.^ The mere fact, however, that Mar-
cion retains verse 20, in which the crowd simply state as a matter
fi;lly recognized, the relationship of those who were seeking

Jesus, renders the omission of the preceding verse useless,^ except

on the ground of mere redundancy.
Marcion is reported not to liave had the word aiojvtov in x. 2-5,

*

so that the question of the lawyer simply ran :
" Master, wliat

shall I do to inherit life ? '" The omission of the word is supposed

to have been made in order to make the passage refer back to tlie

God of the Old Testament, who promises only long life on earth

for kee|)ing the commandments, whilst it is only in the Gospel

that eternal life i.-- promised.'' But in the corresponding passage,

xviii. 18,(i the aluliviov is retained, and the question of the ruler is:

" Good master, what shall I do to inherit eternal life ?
" It has

been argued that the introduction of the one thing still lacking

(verse 22) after the keeping of the law and the injunction to sell

all and give to the poor, changes the context and justilies the me
there of eternal life as the reward for fulfilment of the; hiijher

commandment^ This reasoning, however, seems to us witliout

grounds, and merely an ingenious attempt to account for an em-

barrassing fact. In reality the very same context occurs in the

other passage, for, explaining the meaning of the word ' neigh-

bour," love to Mdiom is enjoined as part of the way to obtain

" life," Jesus inculcates the very same duty as in xviii. 22, of dis-

tributing to the poor(cf. X. 28—37). There seems, therefore, no

reasonable motive for omitting the word fi'om the one pa.ssage

whilst retaining it in the other.^

The passage in Luke xi. 29—.32, from the concluding worls of

verse 29, " but the sign of the j>ropliet Jonah," was not found m

1 Hahn, Ev. M. iu Thilo, p. 421, aiini. 26 ; Volkmar, Das Ev. Marc, p. IfiO;

Epiph., Ha-r., xlii., Sell. 12; TertidUan, Adv. Marc, iv. 19, da came Chiiati, §7;

Dc Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 125 ; Hil<je»feld, Die. Evv. Justin's, p. 408 f., 441; Bam,

Das Markusev., p. 192 f.

2 Hahn, Das Ev. M., d. 148 f
.

; Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 421, anm. 27 ; cf. Volhnar,

Das Ev. M., p. 56 f.

'i Sdiweijler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 204.

4 Hahn, Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 434; Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 159; nHjaifi'ld,

Di3 Evv. J., p. 441 ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 126.

fi Hahn, Das Ev. M., p. 161 ; Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 435, an. 42 ; Volkmar, Das

Ev. M., p. 58, p. 159 , Tertulliun, Adv. M. iv. 25; Baur, D.is Markusev., p. 193.

Halm, Ev. M. iu Thilo, p. 461 ; Epiph., Ha-r., xlii. Sch. 50 ;
'iWtullian, Mi.

M. iv. .36.

7 Volkmar, D.i8 Ev. M. p. 58; Hihfeii/eld, Die Evv. Just., p. 420 ;
Baiir.\^i»

Markusev., p. 193.

8 Schireyler, Das aachap. Zeit., i. p. 264.
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Marcion's Gospel.^ This omission is accounted for on the ground

that such a respectful reference to the Old Testament was quite

contrary to the system of Marcion.^ Verses 49—51 of the same

chapter, containing the saying of the " Wisdom of God," regarding'

the sending of the prophets that the Jews might sla}' them, and

their blood be required of that generation, were also omitted. ^

The reason given for this omission is, that the words of the God
of the Old Testament are too respectfully quoted and adopted to

•suit the views of the Heretic* Both Hilgenfeld ^ and Baur ^'

ainee that the words in verses 31—82, " And a greater than

Solomon—tha.n Jo'^'t^' is here," might well have been allowed to

remain in the texl u. d indeed the superiorit}' of Christ over the

kings and prophets oi the Old Testament v.'hich is asserted direct-

ly suits and sui)ports the systei.i of Marcion. How much less,

however, is the omission of these passages to he explained upon
any intelligent dogmatic principle, when we find in Marcion's

text the passage in which Jesus justifies his conduct on the Sab-

bath by the example of David (vi. 3—4),^ and that in wbich he
assures the disciples of the greatness of their reward in heaven

for the persecutions tliey were to endure :
" For behold your

reward is great in heaven : for after the same manner did their

fathers unto the prophets " (vi. 23).^ As we have seen, Jesus is

also allowed to quote an Old Testament projihecy (vii. 27) as ful-

filled in the coming of John to prepare the way for himself. The
(|uestions wbich Jesus puts to tlui Scribes (xx. 41— 44) regarding

tlie Christ being David's son, with the quotation from Ps. ex. 1,

which Marcion is stated to have retained,^ e([ually refute the

supposition as to his motive for " omitting " xi. 29 ff. It has been
arjfued with regard to the last passage that Jesus merely uses the
words of the Old Testament to meet his own theory ,i'' but the
(lilemnia in which Jesus places the Scribes is clearly not the real

object (>f his question : its aim is a suggestion of the true charac-
ter of the Christ. But amongst his other sins with rcixai-d toTit ~
Lukes Gospel, Marcion is also accused of interpolating it. And

11

1 Jlahn, Ev. M. in T/iilo, 438, anm. 46 ; Volkviar, Das Ev. M., p. 151 ; De
W<lte, Ehil N. T., p. 12G ; ffil'/enfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 441 ; i'Jpip/i , Htvr., xlii.

Sell. 25 ; of. Kef. It is conjectured that the words 7tov?/pa edn '/ere also want-
ing. Epijihanius does not use them, but he is thought to be qroting "freely."
Tilt words, liowever, equally fail in Codex 235.

- flahii, Das Ev. M., p. 1G3 ; Volhnar, Das Ev. M.. p. nS.

M. in 77dto,439, anm. 47 ; Volh ar, Das Ev. M., p. 151.

- M., p. 105; Ev. M. in ThiL, 440, anm. 47; Volhnar, Da&
Ev. M., p. 58 f.

" Die Evv. J., p. 453. 6 Das Markusev., p. 194.
' tlah, Ev. M. in T/ulo, 410 ; Volhnar, Das Ev. M., 155.
8 Unhn, Ev. M. in Thilo, 412 ; Volhnor, Das Ev. M., 156.
" Hahn, in Thko, 468 ; Volhnar, ih., p. 165.
'" Volkmar, ih., p. 59 f. ; Hibjenfdd, Die Ev. J., p. 453.

* Uiihi, D.1S Ev.
< //((/(H, Das Ev.

1
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the fact, that Marcion's text had verse 24 of the same chapter :
^

" Consider the ravens," &c., &e., and " God feedeth thero, " &c.,

and also v. 28 :- " But if God so clothe the grass," &c., &c., " how
much more will he clothe you, O ! ye of little faith ? " As no one

ventures to argue that Marcion limited the providence of God to

the ravens, and to the grass, but excluded the sparrows and the

hair, no dogmatic reason can be assigned for the omission of the

one, whilst the other is retained.^

The first nine verses of ch. xiii. were likewise absent from Mar-

cion's text,'* wherein Jesus declaies that like the Galilu^ans, whose
blood Pilot had mixed with their sacrifices (v. 1, 2), and the

eighteen upon whom the tower in Siloam fell (v. 4), ' except ye
repent, ye shall all likewise perish," (v. 3 and 5), and then recites

the parable of the unfruitful fig-tree (v. G—9), which the nuister

of tiie vineyard orders to be cut down (v. 7), but then spares for

a season (v. 8, i)). The theory advanced to account for the

a-sserted " omission " of these verses is that they could not be

reconciled with Marcion's systeu^., according to which the good
God never positively punishes the wicked, but merely leaves

them to punish themselves in that, by not accepting thi! profiered

grace, they have no part in the blessedness of Christians." In

his earlier work, Volkmar distinctly admitted that the whole of

this passage might be omitted without prt^udice to the text of

Luke, and that he could not state any grt>und, in connection with
Marcion's system, which rendered its omission either necessary or

even conceivable. He then decided that the passage was not
contained at all in the version of Luke whicli Marcion [)ossessed,

but was inserted at a later period in our Codices." Tt was only
on his second .attempt to account for all omissions on dognuitic

grounds that he argued as above. In like manner Hilgenfeld
also, with Rettig, consideicd tliat the passage did not form part
of the original Luke, so that here again Marcion's text was free

from a very abrupt passage, not belonging to the more pure and

1 Halm, Ev. M. in TkUo, p. 442.
'' Halm, Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 443, anm. 51 ; Volkmar, Das. Ev. M., p. 160 : De

Wfllc. Eiiil. N. T., p. 127. This verse was wanting according to Kpiph., Sch. 31,
but was in the text by the decided statement of Tertullian, -Adv. M., iv. 29;
Volkmar (Da. Ev. M., 4G ff.), and HilijenJ'eJd (Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 204), agree
that this arose solely from an accidental absence of the verse in the copy of
Epiphaiiius.

^ 'Sdtweijkr, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 265; Ritschl, Das Ev. M„ p. 91 ; of. De
Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 132
* Halm, Ev. M. in Thiio, p. 446; Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 151. (He omits

xin. 1-10) ; Hibjenfeld, Theol. Jahrb.. 1853, p. 204. (He had previously,—Die
Ev. J., p. 441,—only admitted the absence of xiii. 1—5). De Wette, Einl. N. T.,
i.p. 125f.

* Halm, DasEv. M., p. 175 ; Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 446, anm. ">5
; Volkmar, Das

Kv. M., p. (54 f. 6 Theol. Jahrb., l6 -0, p. 207 f.

ill
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Transfiguration, ix. 28—3G, in which Moses and Elias are seen in

converse with Jesus. ^ The alteration of the one passage for

dogmatic reasons, whilst the paraV)le of Lazanis is retained, would
have been useless. Hilgcnfeld, however, in agreement with Baur
and Ritschl, has shown tliat Marcion's reading Travras tovs Sixatov?

is evidently the contrast to the it^yarai 7rj<; a<5iK(a? of tiie preceding

veise, and is superior to the canonical version, which was either

altered after Matth. viii. 12, or with the anti-Marcionitish ohject

of bringing the rejected Patriarchs into recognition.'^ The whole
theory in this case again goes into thin air, and it is consequently

weakened if not destroyed in all.

Marcion's Gospel did not contain the parable of the Prodigal

Son, XV. n—23.^ The omission of this passage, which is univer-

sally recognized as in the purest Paulinian spirit, is accounted for

partly on the gi'ound that a portion of it (v. 22—32) was repug-

nant to the ascetic discipline of Marcion, to whom the killing of

the fatted calf, the feasting, dancing and merry-making, must
have been obnoxious, and, partly because, understanding under
thesimihtude of the elder son the Jews, and of the younger son

the Gentiles, the identity of the God of the Jews and of the

Christians would be recognized.* There is, however, the very
greatest doubt admitted as to the interpretation which Marcion
would be likely to })ut upon this parable, and certainly the repre-

sentation which it gives of the Gentiles, not only as received com-
pletely on a par with the Jews, but as only having been lost for

a time, and found again, is thoroughly in harmony with the

teaching of Paul, who was held by Marcion to be the only true

Apostle. It could not, therefore, have been repugnant to him.

Any points of disagreement could very easily have been explained

1 Hnltn, in verse 30 reads 6vvE6rr]6av for dvyeXdvovv, the two meu
"stood" with bim instead of " talked" with him, as in Luk.,-. This he derives
from the obscure words of TertuUian, which, however, really refer to v. .32 (Adv.
M. iv. tl), but Epiphanius (Sch. 17) has very distinctly the reading of Luke.
Hahii omits v. 31 altogether, on the very undecided evidence of Tertullian ard
Epii.haiiius ; Hahn, Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 427, anni. *

; Das Ev. M., p. 154 ; Folk-
wi'MDasEv. Marc, p. 158, cf. 151), and Hilgevfeld, (Die Evv. J., p. 411 f., 466
t'

), prove that the reading was unaltered in v. 30, and that v. 31 stood in Mar-
cion s text. The whole discussion, as showing the uncertainty of the text, is very
instructive. Ql Ritschl, Das Ev. M., p. 80 ft'.

- HihjenjM, Die Evv. J., p. 470; Batir, Das Markusev., p. 206 f. ; RUschI,
DasEv. M.,p. 94 f.

^ Hahn, Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 452; ro/itw.ar, Das Ev. M., p. 102; Hitgen/dd,
Die Evv. J., p. 441 ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 128; Kpiphanim, Hfer., xlii. Sch.
42; Ttrttdliuti, (Adv. Marc, iv. 32) passes it over in silence.
*//«/(//, Das Ev. M., p. 182; Ev. M, in Thilo, p. 452, anm. 62; Ohhansen,

Ectlieit i\. vier. Can. Evv., 1823, p. 208 f. Hahn and Olshausen did not hold the
second art of this explanation, but applied the parable merely to Judaic and
wntile Ihristians, under which circumstances critics would not admit reason for
th'' omission. Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 66; Baur, Das Markusev., p. 194 f.
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away, as his critics are so fond of asserting to be his [)ractice iu

other passages.^ As to the supposed dislike of Marcion fur the
festive character of the parable, what object could ho have had
for omitting this, when he retained the parable of the ^j^rcat sup-

per, xiv. 15—24 ; the feast in the house of Levi, v. 27

—

']'2,
; the

statements of Jesus eiitin<>' with the Pharisees, vii. 30, xv. 2? If

Marcion had any objection to such nuitters, he had still "reater

to infiii-i;iii;-e, and yet Jesus justifies his disciples for eatiiii' and
drinking by the similitude of a marriage feast, himself [mi\a tho

bridogioom: v. 34', 3'), " Can ye make the sons of the bridecham-

ber fast, while the bridegroom is with them ? But the days will

come when the bridegroom shall be taken away from them: then

will they fast in those days." And he bids his disciples tube

ready " like men that wait for their lord, when he shall retuni

from the wedding" (xii. 3()), and makes another paraMo on a

wedding feast (xiv. 7— 10). Leaving these passages, it is impossi-

ble to see any dognuitic reason for excluding the others."'

The omission of a passage in every way so suitable to Mareion's

system as the parable of the vineyard, xx. 9—10, is equally unin-

telligible upon the dogmatic theory.

Marcion is accused of falsifying xvi. 17, by altering toD I'o'/xou to

TU)v Aoywv fiHv,'^ nuiking tlie passage read :
" But it is easier fur

heaven and earth to pass, than for one tittle of my words to fail,"

The words in the canonical Gos[)el, it is argued, were too repug-

nant to him to be allowed to remain unaltered, representini; as

they do the pei-nvanency of " the Law '"
to which he was opposed. ^

Upon this liypothesis why did he leave x. 25. f. (especially v, 20;

and xviii. 18 tf., in which the keeping of the law is made essential

to life ? oi" xvii. 14, where Jesus bids the lepers conform to the

requirements of the law ? or xvi. 21), where the answer is given to

the rich man pleading for his relatives: "They have Moses and

the prophets, let them hear them "
? * Hilgenfeld, however, with

others, admits that it has been fully proved that the readin^'in

Mareion's text is not an arbitrary alteiation at all, but the original

expression, and that the version in Luke xvi. 17, on the contrary,

is a variation of the original introduced to give the passage an

1 Volkmar, talks of the intentional omission of the parable by Marcion as being

"fully conceivable" (viillig begreiflich), but it ia almost impossible to find any-

thing for which a reason cannot be discovered if the question asked be: "Istk

intentional omission on any {^rouiid conceivable 1"

2 Sclnvegkr, D;is nachap. Zeitalter, i. p. 266 f. ; Nicolas, Et. sur lea Ev. apocr,,

p. 153; cf. Hiliimjdd, DieEvv. J., p. 454.

3 Volkmar, Das E>. M., p. 151 ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 441 ; Hahn,mii
Toav Xir,'Qjy tov" xvpiov. Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 454; Das Ev. M., p. 185.

Halin, Ev. M. in Tldlo, p. 454, anm. 63; Daa Ev. M., p. 185; KoWmar, Dm

Ev. M., p. 65 f.

6 Sehicegler, Daa nachap. Zeit., i. p. 267 ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 75.

;i<sfH
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anti-Marcionitish tendency.^ Here, again, it is clear that the

.supposed falsification is rather a falsification on the part of the

editor of the third canonical Gospel.^

One more illustration may be given. Marcion is accused of

omitting from xix. 9 the words :
" forasmuch as he also is a son

of Abraham," (ko^oti koI airos vJ6s 'AiSpadfj. iimv) leaving merely

:

" And Jesus said unto him : This day is salvation come to this

house."* Marcion's system, it is said, could not tolerate the phrase

which was erased.* It was one, however, eminently jn the spirit

of his Apostle Paul, and in his favourite Epistle to the Galatians

he retained the very parallel passage, iii. 7, " Ye know therefore

that they which are of faith, these are the sons of Abraham." ^

How could he, therefore, find any difficulty in such words ad-

dressed to the repentant Zacchasus, who had just believed in the

mission of Christ ? Moreover, why should he have erased the

words here, and left them standing in xiii. 16, in regard to the

woman healed of the " spirit of infirmity :" " and ought not this

woman, being a daughter of Abraham, whom Satan hath bound,

lo ! thc'e eighteen years, to be loosed from this bond on the Sab-

bath day ? " No reasoning can explain away the substantial

identity of the two phrases. Upon what principle of dogmatic
interest, then, can Marcion have erased the one while he retained

the other ?
^

We have taken a very few passages for illustration, and treated

them very briefly, bi^^ it may roundly be said that there is scarcely

a single variation of Marcion's text regnrding which similar

reasons are not given, and which do not pr'"sent similar ano-

malies in consequence of what has elsewhere been retained.
"^

1 Hilgen/ehl, Die Ev. J., p. 470 ; Kitsch I, Das Ev. M., p. 97 f. ; Baur, Unterg
kan. Evv., p. 4()2 ; Das Markusev., p. 196 ff. Baur, in the last-mentioned work,
aryues that even Tertullian himself (Adv. M., iv. 33) represents Marcion's read-
ing as the original.

i Ritschl, DasEv. M., p. 98.
i Halm, Ev. M. in Tliilo, p, 463; Volkmar, Das. Ev. M., p. 152; Hilqenfeld,

Die Evv. J., p. 442.

4 Hahn, Das Ev. M., p. 195 ; Ev. M. in Thilo, p. 463, anm. 74. " Quae non
potuit, ferre Marcion, cujus Christus potius servavit eum quem filii Abrahami
damuabant."

'•> Cf. Rom. iv. 11, 12, 16. It has been argued from TertuUian's obscure refer-
tiice that Marcion omitted the last phrase of Gal. iii. 7, but Epiph. does not say
so, and the statement of Jerome (Comm. in En. ad Gal.) was evidently not from
the direct source, but was probably derived from a hasty perusal of Tertullian,
and there is no real ground whatever for affirming it. Even Tertullian himself
does not positively do so. Ritschl, Das Ev. M., p. 154 ff. ; Baur, Unters. kan.
Evv., p, 412 ff. ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 2/4.
6 Sdnoegkr, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 268 ; Ritschl, Das Ev. M., p. 98 f. ; cf. Hil-

mfdd, Die Evv. J., p. 427.
1 Baur, Unters. kan. Ew., p. 411 ff. ; Das Markusev., p. 191 f. ; Nicolas, Et.

sur les Ev. apocr., p. 155; RUachl, Theol. Jahrb., 1851, p. 530 ff. ; cf. Das Ev.
M., p. 46 ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 274 f.

30
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As we have already stated, much that is really contradictoiv
to Marcion's system was found in his text, and much which
either is not opposed or is favourable to it is omitted and
cannot be set down to arbitrary alteration. Moreover, it Jms
never been shown that the supposed alterations were mudo by
Marcion himself,' and till this is done the pith of the whole
theory is wanting. There is no principle of intelligent motive
which can account for i^he anomalies presented by Maicion's (los-

pel, considered as a vei"sion of Luke mutilated and falsified in the

interest of his system. The contrast of what is retained with
that which is omitted reduces the hypothesis ad alminhm.
Marcion was too able a man to do his work so imperfectlv, 'f

he had proposed to as.similate the Gospel of Luke to his own
views. As it is avowedly necessary to explain away by false

and forced interpretations requiring intricate definitions,'- von-

much of what was allowed to remain in his text, it is inconceiv-

able that he should not have cut the Goruian knot with the same

unscrupulous knife with which it is asserted he (xcised the rest.

The ingenuity of most able and learned critics endeavoiiniKf to

discover whether a motive in the interests of his system cannot

be conceived for every alteration, is, notwithstanding the evident

scope aflfbrded by the procedure, often foiled. Yet a more elastic

hypothesis could not possibly have been advanced, and that the

text obstinately refuses to fit into it, is even more than could

have been expected. Marcion is like a prisoner at the bar with-

out witnesses, who is treated from the fii'st as guilty, attacked by

able and passionate adversaries w)io v/arp every possible ciicuni-

stance against him, and yet who cannot be convicted. The fore-

gone conclusion by which every supposed omission from his

Gospel is explained, is, as we have shown, almost in every ease

contradicted by pa.ssages which have been allowed to remain, and

this is rendered more significant by the fact, which is generally

admitted, that Marcion's text contains many readings which arc

manifestly superior to, and more original than, the form in Avhicli

th^ passages stand in our third Synoptic.^ The only one of

these to which we shall refer is the interesting variation from

the passage in Luke xi. 2, in the substitution of a prayer for the

1 We8t€ott, On the Canon, p. 274.
2 Hilgenfekl, Die Evv. J., p. 44.3 f.

3 Baur, Das Markusev., p. 195 fF.
; p. 223 ff. ; Anger, Synops. Ev. Pioleg., p.

XXV. ff.; Hihjenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 473; Theol. Jalirb., 1853, p. 222 ff.; Die

Evangelien, p. .30; Kostlin, Der Urspr. synopt. Evv., p. 303; Mkhaelis, Eiul. N.

T,, 1788, i. p. 40, p. 342 f., p. 751 ; Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 72 ff.; Reus^, Eev.

de Tb4ol., 1857, p. 4; RitsM, Theol. Jahrb., 1851, p. 530 ff.; Das Ev. M., p. 46;

Bertkoldt, Einl., 1813, iii. p. 1294 ff.; Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 187—109, p. 2o6

f.; Der Ursprung, p. 75; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 132 ff.; Zelkr, Die Apostel-

gesch., p. 13 ff., p. 23 ff.; cf. WestcoU, On the Canon, p. ""5.
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era) to ayioi'

foriiusr
Holy Spirit for the " hallowed be thy name,"—cA^ert

n-KCV/itt foi' «'<^ V"' instet'd of ayiaa-drfTM to oi'Ofid aov, Thd

is recognized to be the true original reading. This phrawe is

evidently referred to in v. 13. We are, therefore, indebted to

Marcion for the correct version even of "the Lord's Prayer."^

There can be no doubt that Marcion 's Gospjl bore great anal-

ogy to our Luke, although it was very considerably shorter. It

is however, unnecessary to repeat that there were many Gospels

in the second century which, although nearly related to those

which have become canonical, were independent works, and the

iiicst favourable interpretation which can be given of the rela-

tionship between our three Synoptics leaves them vny nuich in

a line with Marcion's work. His Gospel was chiefly distinguished

by a shorter text,'^ but besidtis large and important omissions

there are a few additions,'* and very many variations of text.

The whole of the first two chapters of Luke, as well as all the

third, was wanting, with the exception of part of the first verse

of the third chapter, which, joined to iv. 31, formed the com-

mencement of the Gospel. Of chapter iv. verses 1—13, 17—20

and 24 were likewise probably absent. Some of the other more
important omissions are xi. 29—32, 49—51, xiii. 1—9, 29—35,

XV. 11—32, xvii. 5—10 (probably), xviii. 31—34, xix. 29—48, xx.

9-19, 37—a xxi. 1—4, 18, 21—22, xxii. 16—18, 28—30,
35—38, 49—51, and there is great doubt about the concluding

verses of xxiv. from 44 to the end, but it may have terminated

with V. 49. It is not cei-tain whether the order was the same as

Luke,^ but there are instances of decided va liation, especially at

the opening. As the peculiarities of the opening variations have
had an important effect in inclining some critics towards the ac-

ceptance of the mutilation hypothesis,^ it may be well for us
briefly to examine the more important amongst them.

Marcion's Gospel is generally said +o have commenced thus

:

' In the fifteenth year of the reign of iberius Caesar, Jesus came
down to Capernaum, a city of Gali.oe."^ There are various

1 Ritschl, Das Ev. M.,p. 71; Baur, Das Markusev., p. 207; Folkmar, Das Ev,
M,,p. 197 f., p. 2.56 f.; Der Ursprung, p. 75; HUgenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 441, p.
415 f; Anqer, Synopa. Ev., p. 41 ; cf. TertuUian, Adv. Marc, iv. 26.

! Eichhorn, Einl. N. T. i., p. 53 ff., p. 58 ff. ; GSflF. ; Volkmar, Daa Ev. M., p. 2 fT.

3 Volhmr, Das Ev. M., p. 80 f. ; Eichhom, Einl. N. T., i. p. 77-; Bkek, Einl.
N.T.,p. 128.

H'f. Epipkanius, Haer., xlii., ed. Pet., p. 312; Bichhom, Einl. N. T., i. p. 46 ;

Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 141 ; HUgenfeld, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 199.
^Rmss, Rev. de Th^ol., xv. 1857, p. 64; Baur, Das Markusev., p. 209; Que-

nch, Gesammtgesch, p. 232.
8 Hahn incorrectly reads, "God came down" (6 Bse'i Harr/XBEv) Ev. M. in
Mo, p. 403; of. Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 150, anm. 3; Baur, Unters. kan.
Evv., p. 406, anm. *; HUgenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 398, anm. ).

ill ^1
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( ;

slightly differing readiiigs of this. Epiphanius gives the openintr

words, 'Ev Tw TrcvreKaiScKaTW £T€t TijSepiov KaiVapcs, kol to. i^s.^ fej..

tullian has :
" Anno quintodecimo principatus Tiberiani.

. . . de-

.scendisse in civitatem Galilsese Caphamaum." 2 The koI to i^ of

Epiphanius has peraiitted the conjectur-^ that there might have
been an additional indication of the time, buch as " Poiitius Pilate

bring governor of Judaea,"^ but this has not been generally

adopted. * It is not necessary for us to discuss the sense in which
the " came down" (KaTrjXOe) was interpreted, since it is the word
used in Luke. Marcion's Gospel then proceeds with iv. 31 : "and
taught them on the Sabbath days (v. 82), and they wex'e exceed-

ingly astonished at his teaching, for his word was power." Then

follow vs. 33—39 containing the healing of the man with an un-

clean spirit,^ and of Simon's wife's mother, with the important

omission of the expression " of Nazareth " (Na^ap-qv€f after

"•jeius" in the cry of the possessed (v. 34). The vs. 16—30'
ir mediately follow iv. 39, with important omissions and varia-

tions. In iv. 16, where Jesus comes to Nazareth, the words
" where he had been brought up" are omitted, as is also the con-

cluding phrase " and stood up to read." ^ Verses 17— 19, in which

Jesus reads from Isaiah, are altogether wanting.^ Volkmar omits

the whole of v. 20, Hilgenfeld only the first half down to the

sitting down, retaining the test ; Hahn retains from " and he sat

down" to the end.^° Of v. 21 only: "He began to speak to them"

1 Hter., xlii., ed. Pet., p. 312.
2 Adv. M., iv. 7.

3 Cf. Dial, de recta fidfl ; Orig., 0pp., i. p. 868; Irenceus, Adv. Ext., i. 27, §2.

4 Volkmar has it, Das Ev. M., p. 154, 224, ^ 126; Hahn omits it, Ev. M.'in

I'hilo, 1. c, as do also Baiir, (Unters. kan. E^'., p. 406, who after the statement

of P^piph. also rightly leaves open the r?/5 riyefioviai and Hai6(Xftoi), and HH-

iK'nfckl (who conjectured the second date), Die Evv. J., p. 398 ; cf. Theol. Jahrb.,

i853, p. 197.
5 Volkmar on^its v. 37 ; Hahn, ffUymfeld and f ohers retain it. BiUchl rejsots

38, 39, the healing of Simon's wife's mother, whicn a e passed over in silence by

Tertullian (Adv. M., iv. 8), Das Ev. M., p. 76 f., in which he is joined by Biur

only. The whole of this examination illustrates the uncertainties of the text and

t)f the data on which critics attempt to reconstruct it.

Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 150; cf. 56, 131 ; Hahn, in Thilo, p. 404, airni. 4;

Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 441 ; Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 198.

7 Volkmar also includes the latter part of > 14, and all of 15, " And there

went . -t a fame of him," &c., &c. (Das Ev. V . 152, cf. 154), but in this he is

unsupported by others. Cf. Tertullian, Adv. jvxarc., iv. 8.

8 Ifahn, in Thilo, p. 404, 405, anm. 7 ; VolL^nar, Das Ev. M., p. 150, cf. 154;

Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 441, cf. 399; De Wctte. Eiiil. N. T., p. 124;

mt^chl. Das Ev. M., p. 76.

8 Hahn, in Thilo, 404; Das Ev. M., p. 136; Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 150;

Ritachl, DasEv. M., 76, anm. 1 ; Hilgenfeld, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 199; In Die

Evv. J., p. 399 (cf. 441),,he considers it probable, but does not speak with cer-

tainty. Tertullian in silent, Adv. M., iv. 8.

10 Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 150, 154; Hilgenfeld, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. leP;

i:ahn, in Thilo, p. 404.

It'U "
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is retained.^ From verse 22 the concluding phrase : "And said

:

Is not this Joseph's son" is omitted,^ as are also the words " in

thy country" frou) v. 23.^ Verse 24, containing the proverb

:

' A prophet has no honour" ij wholly omitted, ' but the best

critics differ regarding the two following verses 25—20 ; they

are omitted according to Hahn, Ritschl and De Wette,^ but re-

tained by Volkmar and Hilgenfeld.^ Verse 27, refen-ing to the

leprosy of Naaman, which, it will be remembered, is interpolated

at xvii. 14, is omitted here by most critics, but retained by Volk-

mar.'^ Verses 28—30 come next,^ and the four verses iv. 40

—

14>,

which then immediately follow, complete the chapter. This brief

analysis, with the accompanying notes, illustrates the uncertainty

of the text, and, throughout the whole Gospel, conjecture similarly

plays tlie larger part. We do not propose to criticise minutely

the various conclusions anived at as to the state of *he text, but

must emphatically remark that where there is so little certainty

there cannot be any safe ground for delicate deductions regard-

ing motives and sequences of matter. Nothing is more certain

than that, if we criticise and compare the Synoptics on the same
principle, we meet with most startling results and the most ir-

reconcileable difficulties.® The opening of Marcion's Gospel is

more free from abruptness and crudity than that of Luke.

It is not necessary to show chat the firet three chapters of Luke
present very many differences from the other Synoptics. Mark
omits them altogether, and they do not even agree with the ac-

count in Matthew. We know that some of the oldest Gospels of

which we have any knowledge, such as the Gospel according to

the Hebrews, are said not to iiave had the narrative of the first

two chapters at all,^" and there is much more than doubt as to

their originality. The more omission of the history of the in-

1 Volhnar roads, mcxI vp^aro HT}f>v66fiv avroYi, Das Ev. M., p. 1,'>4; Hahn
hw Xsytiv jtpoi avToiii, in Tkilo, p. 404 ; Ritucht. Das Ev. M , 76, anm. 1 ;

/fi7;/fn)fW suggests XaAeiv for Xeyttv, Theol. Jahrb., 185.3, p. 199.
2//a^n, Ev. M. in Tbilo, p. 4()5; Volhnar, Da« Ev. M., p. 150, 154; Hilgen-

HI, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 199; Die Evv. J., p. 441 ; Bit^rhl, Das Ev. M., p.
7^1, anm. 1.

3 Hahn, in Thilo, p. 405 ; Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 150, 154 ; Hiujen/eld, Theol.
Jahrb., 1853, p. 199.

Ub.

J Hahn, in Thilo, p. 405; RiUhl, Das Ev. M., 70, anm. 1; De Wette, Einl. N.
T., p. 124.

« Volkmar, Das Ev. M., p. 154; Hil'jenfdd, Th. Jahrb., 1853, p. 199.
' Volk-mar, Das Ev. M., p. 154; Hahn, in Thilo, 405 , De Wette, Einl. N. T.,

p. 124; Pitschl, Das Ev. M., p. 76, anm. 1 ; Hilgen/eld, Thwl. Jahrb., 1853, p.
199 f.

8 Volkmar adds to "went his way" the words 'to Capernaum," DasEv.M.,
p. 155.

^ '

,! n^-
^''"'' ^^ Markusev., p. 211 ff.: Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb.. 1850, p. 126 ff.

^'> Epiphaniua, Ha.r., xxix. 9; of. xxx. 13 f.
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fancy, &c., from Mark, however, renders it unnecessary to show
that the absence of these chapters from Marcion's Gospel has the

strongest support and justification. Now Luke's account of the

early events and geogi-aphy of tho Gospel history is briefly as

follows : Nazareth is the permanent dwelling-place of Joseph
and Mary,^ but on account of the census they travel to Bethle-

hem, where Jesus is born ;2 and after visiting Jerusalem to present

him at the Temple,^ they return " to their own city Nazareth." *

After the baptism and temptation Jesus comes to Nazareth
" where he had been brought up,"^ and in the course of his ad-

dress to the people he says :
" Ye will surely say unto mo this

proverb: Physician, heal thyself: whatsoever we have heard done

in Capernaum do also here in thy country."^ No mention, how-
ever, has before this been made of Capernaum, and no account

has been given of any w:;rks done there; but, on the contrary,

after escaping from the angry mob at Nazareth, Jesus goes for

the first time to Capernaum, which, on being thus first men-

tioned, is particularized as " a city of Galilee,"" where he heals a

man who had an unclean spirit, in the synagogue, v^ho addresses

him as "Jesus of Nazareth "^ and the fame of him goes through-

out the country.® He cures Simon's wife's mother of a fever,'" and

when the sun is set they bring the sick and he heals them.''

The account in Matthew contradicts this in many points, some

of which had better be pointed out here. Jesus is born in Beth-

lehem., which is the ordinary dwelling-place of the family; '^ his

parents fly thence with him into Egypt,^^and on their return.tho}

dwell " in a city called Nazareth ; that it might be fulfilled

which was spoken by the prophets : He shall be called a Naza-

rene." ^* After John's imprisonment, Jesus leaves Nazareth, and

goes to dwell in Capernaum.^^ From that time he begins to

preach.^^ Here then, he commences his public career in Ca-

pernaum.
In Mark, Jesus comes from Nazareth to be baptized,'" and after

the imprisonment of John, he comes into Galilee picaching.'^ In

Capernaum, he heals the man of the unclean spirit, and Simon's

* ii. .39 ; cf. 42, 51.

7 iv. 31.

10 iv. .38 f.

2 ii. 4.

6 iv. IC.

8 iv. 33 ff.

11 iv. 40—44.

1 Luke i. 26, ii. 4.

8 ii. 22.

« iv. 23.

fl iv. 37.
12 Matt. ii. 1, .5 ff. 13 ii. 13 ff.

14 ii. 33. We need not pause here to point out that there is no such prophecy

known in the Old Testament. The reference may very probably be a dingularl}

mistaken application of the word in Isaiah xi. 1, the Hebrew word for orancli

being "^^h, Nazer.

16 iv. 12— 13, for the fulfilment of another supposed prophecy, v. 14 ff.

leiv. 17. 17 Mark i. 9. '8 i- H f.
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wife's mother/ and then retires to a solitary place,^ returns after

some days to Capernaum^ without going to Nazareth at all, and

it is only at a later period that he comes to his own country, and

quotes the proverb regarding a prophet.*

It is evident from this comparison, that there is very consider-

able difference between the three Synoptics, regarding the outset

of tho career of Jesus, and that there must have been decided

elasticity in the tradition, and variety in the early written ac-

counts of this part of the Gospel narrative. Luke alone commits
the error of making Jesus appear in the synagogue at Nazareth,

and refer to works wrought at Capernaum, before any mention
had been made of his having preached or worked wonders there

to justify the allusions and the conseqtient agitation. It is ob-

vious that there has been confusion in the arrangement of the

third Synoptic and a transposition of the episodes, clearly point-

ing to a combination of passages from other sources.^ Now Mar-
cioDs Gospel did not contain these anomalies. It represented

Jesus as first appearing in Capernaum, teaching in the synagogue,
and performing mighty works there, and then going to Nazareth,
and addressing the people with the natural reference to the pre-

vious events at Capernaum, and in this it is not only more con-
secutive, but also adheres more closely to the other two Synoptics.

That Luke happens to be the only one of our canonical Gos
pels which has the words with which Marcion's Gospel commences,
is no proof whatever that these words were original in that work,
and not found in several of the ttoXAoi w^hich existed before the
third Synoptic was compiled. Indeed, the close relationship be-
tween the first three Gospels is standing testim(»ny to the fact
thdt one Gospel was built upon the basis of others previously
e.xj>sting. This, which has been called " the chief prop of the
mutilation hypothesis," " has really no solid ground whatever to
stand on beyond the accident that only one of three Gospels sur-
vives out of many which may have had the phrase. The fact
that Marcion's Gospel really had the words of Luke, moreover, is

more conjecture, inasmuch as Epiphanius, who alone gives the
'jreek, shows a distinct variation of reading. He has : 'Ev T<f ttcv-

1 Mark i. 21 fF. 2 i. 35.

I % \ ,

4 vi. 1—6 ; cf. Matt. xiii. 54.
U. Luke iv. 23 ; Matt. viii. 54 ; Mark vi. 1—6. We do not go into the

qiiesticn as to the sufficiency of the motives ascribed for the agitation at Nazareth,w the contradiction between the facts narrated as to the attempt to kill Jesus,
ana .be statement of their wonder at his gracious words, v. 22, &c. There is no
\iaeace wliere the various discrepaucips arose, and no certain conclusioas can be

Dasert upon such arguments.

p.'209^'^
Haupstiitze der Verstummelungshypythese." Baiir, Das Markusev.,

\
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TCKaiScKaTO) ?T€t Ti/?epiov Kaio-apos, koi ra c^s-^ Luke reads : 'Ev trti 8e

TrcvreKatScKaTu) t^s r)yffiovia<s Ti/Sepiov Kaitrapos. We do not, of Course

lay much stress upon this, but the fact that there is a variation

should be noticed. Critics quietly assume, bscause there is a
difference, that Epiphanius has abbreviated, but that is by no
means sure. In any case, instances could be multiplied to show
that if one of our Synoptic Gospels were lost, one of the survivors

would in this manner have credit for passages which it had in

reality either derived from the lost Gospel, or with it drawn from

a common original source.

Now starting from the undeniable fact that the Synoptic Gos-

pels are in no case purely original independent works, but are

based upon older writings, or upon each other, each Gospel re-

modelling and adding to already existing materials, as the author

of the third Gospel, indeed, very frankly and distinctly indicates^
''

it seems indeed a bold thing to affirm that Marcion's Gospel,whose
existence is authenticated long before we have any independent

evidence of Luke's,^ must have been derived from the latter.

Ewald has made a minute analysis of the Synoptics, assigning

the materials of each to what he considers their original source.

We do not of course attach any very specific importance to such

results, for it is clear that they must to a great extent be arbi-

trary and incapable of proof, but being effected without any

reference to the question before us, it may be interesting to com-

pare Ewald's conclusions regarding the parallel part of Luke with

the first chapter of Marcion's Gospel. Ewald details the mate-

rials from which our Synoptic Gospels were derived, and the order

of their composition, au follows, each Synoptic of course making

use of the earlier materials : I. the oldest Gospel. II. the collec-

tion of Discourses (Spruchsammlung). III. Mark. IV. the Book

of earlier History. V. our present Matthew. VI. the sixth re-

cognizable book. VII. the seventh book. VIII. the eighth book;

and IX. Luke.* Now the only part of our third canonical Gospel

corresponding with any part of the first chapter of Marcion's

Gospel which Ewald ascribes to the author of our actual Lukt is

the opening date.'' The passage to which thp few opening words

1 Hter., xlii. ed. Pei., p. .S12.

2 Luke i. 1—4. He professes to write in order the things in which Theophilus

had already boen instructjid, not to tell 8omt;thing new, but merely that he r.iight

know the certainty thereof.

3 Schweyler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 276; of. ro//fc»Kar, Das Ev. M,, p. i., p-

175 ff. ; Der Ursprung, p. 75.

* Ewald, Die drei ersten Evangelien, 1850, p. 1 ; cf. Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1848-49.

6 The verses iv. 14—15, which Volkuiar wished to include, but which all other

critics reject (see p. 468, note 7), from Marcion's text, Kwald likewise identities as

an isolated couple of verses by the author of our Luke inserted between episodes

derived from other written sources. Ci, Ewald, I. c.
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are joined, and which constitutp the commencement of Marcion's

Gospel, Luke iv, 31—39, is a section commencing with verse 31,

and extending to the end of the chapter, thereby including verses

40—44, which Ewald assigns to Mark.^ Verses 16—24, which

immediately follow, also form a complete and isolated passage

assigned by Ewald to the " sixth recognizable book." ^ Verses

25—27, also are the whole of another isolated section attributed

by Ewald to the " Book of earlier history," whilst 28—30, in like

manner form another complete and isolated episode, assigned by

him to the " eighth recognizable book." ^ According to Ewald,

therefore, Luke's Gospel at this place is a mere patchwork of

older writings, and if this be in any degree accepted, as in the

abstract, indeed, it is by the great mass of critics, then the Gos-

pel of Marcion is an arrangement different from Luke of mate-

rials not his, but previously existing, and of which, therefore,

there is no warrant to limit the use and reproduction to the

canonical Gospel.

The course pursued by critics, with regard to Marcion's Gospel,

is necessarily very unsatisfactory. They commence with a defi-

nite hypothesis, and try whether all the peculiarities of the text

may not be more or less well explained by it. On the other hand,

the attempt to settle the question by a compaiison of the recon-

structed text with Luke's is equally inconclusive. The deter-

mination of priority of composition from internal evidence, where
there are no chronological references, must as a general rule be

arbitrary, and can rarely be accepted as final. Internal evidence
would, indeed, decidedly favour the priority of Marcion's Gospel.

The great uncertainty of the whole system, even when applied

under the most favourable circumstances, is well illustrated by
the contradictory results at which critics have arrived as to the
order of production and dependence on each other of our three

Synoptics. Without going into details, we may say that ci'itics

who are all agreed upon the mutual dependence of those Gospels
have variously arranged them in the following order : I. Matthew

1 Ewahl, Die drei erst. Evv., p. 104 f.; cf. p. 1. We hold that Marcion's Gospel
read continuously, v. 31—44, and that v. 16 S. then immediately followed. This
would make the reference at Nazareth to the works done at Capernaum much
more complete, and would remove the incongruity of attributing v. 4<)—44 to the
evening of the day of escape from Nazareth and return to Capernaum or to Naza-
reth itself. The only reason for not joining 40—44 to the preceding section 31

—

39, is the broken order of reference by Tertallian (Adv. Marc. iv. 8), but there is

no atatement that he follows the actual order of Mari;ion in this, and his argu-
ment would fully account for the order of his references without dividing this
passage. Cf. Volhnar, Das Ev. M., p. 140 flF. ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 4(52 ft'.

;

Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p.I98f.
'^ Eirald, Die drei erst. Evv., p. 104, cf. p. 1 ; v. '>4 is omitted.
3 Emld, ib., p. 104, cf. p. 1.

ii)f1
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IfBSl

—Mark

—

Luke} II. Matthew—Luke—Mark.^ III. Mark—Mat-
thew—Luke.^ IV. Mark—Luke—Matthew.* V. Luke—Matthew—Mark.'' VI. All three out of common written sources.^ Were
we to state the various theories still more in detail, we might
largely increase the variety of conclusions. These, however, suf-

fice to show the uncertainty of results derived from internal

evidence.

It is always assumed that Marcion altered a Gospel to suit his

own particular system, but as one of his most orthodox critics,

while asserting that Luke's narrative lay at the basis of his Gos-

pel, admits :
" it is not equally clear that all the changes were

due to Marcion himself
;

" ^ and, although he considei-s that " some
of the omissions can be explained by his peculiar doctrines," he

continues :
" others are unlike arbitrary corrections, and must be

considered as various readings of the greatest interest, dating as

they do from a time anterior to all other authorities in our pos-

session." ^ Now, undoubtedly, the more developed forais of the

Gospel narrative were the result of additions, materially influenced

by dogmatic and other reasons, made to earlier and more frag-

mentary works, but it is an argument contrary to general critical

experience to affirm that a Gospel, the distinguishing cliaracter-

istic of which is greater brevity, was produced by omissions in

the interest of a system from a longer work. It is more simple

and natural to suppose that the system was formed upon the

Gospel as Marcion found it, than that the Gospel v/as afterwards

fitted to the system. The latter hypothefis, as we have seen, in-

volves absurd anomalies which are universally admitted. So

imperfectly did Marcion do the work he is supposed to have

1 Of course we only pretend to indicate a few of the critics who adopt each

order. So Bengel, Bolton, Ebrard, Grotius, Hengstenberg, Hug, Hilgenfeld,

Holtzmann, Mill, Seller, Townson, Wetstein.
2 So Ammon, Baur, Bleek, Delitzsch, Fritzsche, Gfrorer, Griesbach, Kern,

Kostlin, Neudecker, Saunier, Sehwarz, Schwegler, Sieffert, Stroth, Theile, Owen,

Paulas, De Wette, Augustine (de cons. Ev., i. 4).

3 So Credner, Hitzig, Lachuiann, (?) Reuss, Ritschl, Meyer, Storr, Thiersch,

Ewald.
•i B. Bauer, Hitzig, (?) Schneokenburger, Volkmar, Weisse, Wilke.
•'> Biisching, Evanson.
*5 Bertholdt, Cluricus, Corrodi, Eichhorn, Gratz, Hanlein, Kuinoel, Lessing,

Marsh, Michaelis, Koppe, Nio.meyer, Semler, Schleiermacher, Schmidt, Weber.

This view was partly shared bj' many of those nentioned under other orders.

7 Westcott, On the Canon, p. 275. We do not pause to discuss Tcrlullian't in-

sinuations (Adv. Marc, iv. 4), that Marcion himself admitted that he had

amended St. Luke's Gospel, for the statement was repudiated by the Marcionites,

abandoned practically by Tertullian himself, and has been rejected by the mass

of critics. Cf. Hitachi, Das Ev. M., p. 23 fif. ; Volkmar, Theol. Jahrb., 1850, p.

120; Das Ev. M., p. 4, anm. 2; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 446 f.; Schweghr,!)^

nachap. Zeit., i. 283, anm. 2.

8 Westcott, On the Canon, p. 275.
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undertaken that he is refuted out of his own manipulated docu-

ment. This might well be the case if he had evolved his system

from a Gospel independently composed, and which in the main

seemed to support him, but not in a work upon which he had felt

able freely to use the knife. On examination it is found that he

omits what is favourable, retains what is contradictory, and ac-

tually interpolates passages contrary to his principles. A more
senseless and absurd proceedinjj, judged by actual facts,was never

ascribed to an able man.^ The statement of the Fathers that

Marcion's Gospel was no original work, but a mutilated version

of Luke, was based merely upon their ecclesiastical theor3'^ that,

being a canonical work adopted by the Church, Luke's Gospel

must be the older work. Neither Tertullian nor Epiphanius ad-

vances any historical proof of the truth of their assumption, and
their writings against Marcion, composed almost solely with the

view of dogmatic refutation, have left the literary problem almost

untouched for modern criticism. How difficult that problem is,

must be apparent to all who are acquainted with the accepted

histor}' of written Gospels. It is an undeniable fact that beyond
the accusations which we have cited, there is no independent
external testimony connecting Marcion's Gospel with our third

Synoptic in its present form.

Marcion's Gospel, we contend, may well have been one of the

earlier evangelical works which, after the development of doc-

trine in the early Church had led to fuller and more elaborate

versions, and to the introduction of elements from which the

more crude primitive Gospels were fr?c, were doubtless treasured

by some as a purer and simpler exposition of Christianity. No
one of course would maintain that the instant a new edition of

the Gospel, " with additions and improvements, " was produced,
the older and more fragmentar}^ codices at once disappeai-ed.

They would probably gradually decline in favour, but many con-
servative minds, especially in distant districts, would long cling

to their teaching in preference to the more elaborate but later

productions. This view is supported by many considerations, ard
is rendered all the more probable by the fact that Marcion found
his Gospel in the distant province of Pontus, which in the days
when MSS. were but slowly multiplied and disseminated lay far

bom the centres of novelty. Tertullian delights in calling the
Gospel of the Heresiarch the " Evangelium Fonticwni" ^ p,nd the
Marcionites maintained that their Gospel was that of which the
Apostle Paul himself made use.^ Tlie circumstance that it was

p. 75;
'^ Schwecjler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 270 ff. ; Eichhom, Einl. N. T., i.

cf. Tertullian, Adv. Marc, iv. 43. 2 Cf. Adv. Marc, iv. 2.

3 Tertullian, Adv. Marc, iv. 2; Dial, de recta fide, § 1 ; Orig., 0pp., i. p. 807 ;

cf. Rom. ii. 16, xvi. 25; Gal. i. 6.
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repudiated the idea that Luke was its autlior, and taunted the

orthodox members of the Church for having their doctrines

taught by four adulterated Gospels, whilst they received theirs

from one, the Gospel of Christ.^

If we turn to the Epistles of Paul, which Marcion acknow-

ledged, for some help in deciding the question as to his Gospel,we
find that in many respects as to selection, order, and readings,

Marcion's collection is remarkably in unison with the results of

modern criticism." The information whi('i we have regarding his

text is very defectiv <i, bu t is sufficient to show that many of

the alterations which he is accused by his uncritical and ignorant

adversaries of making in the interest of his system are really

original and correct readiiigs, whilst others are either merely un-

important natural variations, or merely accidental omissions from

the copy in the hands of the Fathers.^ " Tertullian and Epi-

phanius," writes Canon Westcott, " agree in affirming that Mar-
cion altered the texts of the books which he received to suit his

uwn views ; and they quote man}; various readings in support of

the assertion. Those which they cite from the Epistles are cer-

tainly insufficient to prove the point ; and on the contrary, they

go far to show that Marcion preserved without alteration the

text which he found in his manuscript. Of the seven readings

noticed by Epiphanius, only two are unsupported by other autho-

rity ; and it is altogether unlikely that Marcion changed other

passages, when, as Epiphanius himself shows, he 15ft untouched
those which are most directly opposed to his system." * Now the

Epistles did not go through the process of development by which
through successive additions and alterations the Gospels attained

their present form. We are, therefore, able to determine with
considerable accuracy the original state of their text. We find,

then, that not only does Marcion leave untou-^.hed, even by the

showing of Epiphanius himself, the passages most opposed to

liim, but that the falsifications of which he is accused by the
Fathers are often more original readings supported by the best

authorities, and in fact that he evidently had in no way tampered
with his manuscript. Is it not reasonable to suppose that he had

1 Dial, de recta fids, § 1 j BerthoUlt, Einl. iii. p. 1295, 1218 ff. ; Buiuien, Bibel-
wfrk, viii. p. 563; Mchhom, Einl. N. T., i. p. 79 f. ; Okacler, Entst. schr. Evy.,

p 25. The later Marcionites affirmed their Gospel to have been written by Christ
himself, and the particulars of the Crucifixion, &c. , to have been added by Paul.

Bam; Unters. kan. Evv.,_p. 420 S. ; Beuss, Hist, du Canon, p. 77 ff. ; Gesch.
^^. T,, p. 286 ; RUschI, Das Ev. M., p. IS.'? ff

, p. 166 ; Schwegkr, Das nachap.
Zeit., i. p. 273; WestcoU, On the Canon, p. 274; cf. Be Wette, EinL A. T., 1852,
§ 20, p. 25 f.

3 Baur, Unters. kan. Evv.. p. 411 ff. ; Reuse, Hist, du Canon, p. 72, note 3 ;

(»e8ch. N. T., p. 370.
* WesUott, On the Canon, p. 274.
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e(iiially preserved without alteration the text which ho found iu

the manuscript of his Gospel ? Any man of his eminence adopt-

ing and holding fast a comparatively primitive form of the Gos-
pel found in circulation in a distant province like Pontus, and
thus preserving it from the fate of other similar works, would
soon find on comparing it with Gospels which had grown up and
advanced with the progress of the Church, that it lacked many a
passage which had crept into them. His Gospel had stood Htill

on the outskirts of Christianity, whilst others in the move active

religious centres had collected fresh matter and modified their

original form. We have no reason to believe the accusation of

the Fathers in regard to the Gospel, which we cannot fully test,

better founded than that in regard to the Epistlas, which we can

test, and find unfounded. It is a significant fact that Justin

Martyr, who attacks Marcion's system, never brings any accusa-

tion against him of mutilating or falsifying any Gcspel, although,

living at the time of the Heresiarch, he was in a position to know
the facts much more certainly than Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Epi-

phanius, who lived and wrote at a much later period.^ There is

good reason to conclude that Marcion made use of a Gospel in a

more primitive and less mature state than our third Synoptic,

and that, as he did with the Epistles, he preserved the text as he

found it.

There is no evidence whatever that Marcion had any know-

ledge of the other canonical Gospels in any fonn.''* None of his

writings are extant, and no direct assertion is made even by the

Fathers that he knew them, although from their dogmatic point

of view they assume that these Gospels existed from the very

first, and therefore insinuate that as he only recognized one Gos-

pel, he rejected them.* When Irenseus says :
" He persuaded his

disciples that he himself was more veracious than were the

apostles who handed down the Gospel, though he delivered to

them not the Gospel, but part of the Gospel," ^ it is quite clear

that he speaks of the Gospel—the good tidings—Christianity—

and not of specific written Gospels. In another passage which

1 Cf. Apol. i. 26, .'iS. Justin is said to have written a work against Marcion,

which is mentioned and quoted by Irencms (Adv. Haer., iv. 6, § 2), and after him

by Eusebius (H. E., iv. 18), Jerome (De vir. ill. 23), and Photi'us (Bibl. 125). It

may reasonably be presumed that, had Justin brought any such charge against

Marcion, at least Irenieus, Tertullian, or Epiphanius would have mentioned it.

2 Mchhom, Eird. N. T., i. p. 84; Giesder, Entst. schr. Evv., p. 25; Rumpf,

Rev. de Th^ol., 1867, p. 21 ; Schleiermacher, Einl. N. T., p. 214 f.

3 IrenoBus, Adv. Ha>r., i. 27, § 2 ; cf. iii. 2; 12, § 12 ; Tertullian, Adv. Marc,

iv. 3 ; cf. De Carne Christi, 2, 3.

* Semetipsum case veraciorem, quam sunt hi, qui Evangelium tradiderunt, apos-

toli, suasit discipulis suis ; non Evangelium, sed particulam Evangelii traJena

eis. Adv. Hajr., i. 27, §2.
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is referred to by Apologists, Ireniuus says of the Marcionites

that they have asserted :
" That even the apostles proclaimed the

Gospel still under the influence of Jewish sentiments ; but that

the)' themselves are more sound and more judicious than the

apostles. Wherefore also Marcion and his followers have had re-

course to mutilating the Scriptures, not recognizing some books

lit all, but curtailing the Gospel according to Luke and the

Epistles of Paul; these they say are alone authentic which they

themselves have abbreviated."^ These remarks chieHy refer to

the followers of Marcion, and as we have shown, when treating of

Valentinus, Irenjeus is expressly writing against members of

heretical sects living in his own day and not of the founders of

those sects.^ The Marc'onites of the time of Irenaeus no doubt

rejected the Gospels, but althou^ < Marcion obviously did not ac-

cept any of the Gospels which have become canonical, it does not

by any means follow that he knew anything of these particular

Gospels. As yet we have not met with any evidence even of

their existence at a much later period.

The evidence of Tertullian is not a whit more valuable. In

the pas.'^age usually c'ted, he says :
" But Marcion, lighting upon

the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians, in which he reproaches even
Apostles for not walking uprightly according to the truth of the

Gospel, as well as accuses certain false Apostles of perverting i.he

Gospel of Christ, tries with all his might to destroy the status of

those Gospels which are put foi*th as genuine and under the name
of Apostles or at least of contemporaries of the Apostles, in ordei-,

he it known, to confer upon his own the credit which he takes from
them." 3 Now here again it is clear that Tertullian is simply ap-
plying, by inference, Marcion's views with regard to the preach-
ing of the Gospel by the two parties in the Chui'ch, represented
by the Apostle Paul and the " pillar " Apostles whose leaning
to Jewish doctrines he condemned, to the written Gospels recog-

nized in his day though not in Marcion's. " It is uncertain," saj-s

even Canon Westcott, " whether Tertullian in the passage quoted
speaks from a knowledge of what Marcion may have written on

1 Et apostolos quidem adhuc quae sunt Judceorum sentientes, annuntiasse Evan-
gelium; se autem sinceriores, et prudentiores apostolis esse. Unde et Marcion,
et qui ab eo sunt, ad intercidendas conversi sunt Scripturas, quasdam quidem in
totum non cognoscentes, secundum Lucam autem Evangelium, et Epistolaa Pauli
deciirtantes, hcec sola legitima esse dicunt, quae ipsi minoraverunt. Adv. Hser.,
iii. 12, § 12.

2 Cf. Adv. HaT., i. Prsef. § 2 ; iii. Prsef., &c.
3 vSed enim Marcion nactus epistolam Pauli ad Galatas, etiam ipsos apostolos

suggillantis ut non recto pede incedentes ad veritatem evangelii, simul et accusan-
tis pseudapostolos quosdam pervertentes evangelium Christi, connitituraddestru-
endum statum eorum evangeliorum, qiise propria et sub apostolorum nomine
eduntur, vel etiam apostolicorum, ut scuicetfidem, quam illis adimit, sue conferat.
Adv. Marc, iv. 3 ; cf. de Came Christi, 2, .3.
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the subject, or simply from his own poir.t of sight." ^ Any doubt
is, however, removed on examining the context, for Tirtiillian

|ij()ceeds to argue that if Paul censured Peter, John and James,

it was for changing their company from respect of personH, and
similarly, " if false apostles crept in," they betrayed their charac-

ter by insisting on Jewish observances. " So that it was 7wt on
account of Ihcir preaching, but of their conversation that they

were pointed out by Paul," ^ and he goes on to argue that If Mar-

cion thus accuses Apostles of having depraved the Gospel by
their dissimulation,he accuses Christ in accusin^those whomChriat
selected.^ It is palpable, therefore, that Marci m, in whatever he

may have written, referred to the preaching of the Gospel, or Cliris-

tianity,by Apostles who retained their Jewish prejudices in favour

of circumcision and legal observances, and not to written Gospels.

Tertullian merely assumes, with his usual audacity, that the

Church had the four Gospels from the very first, and therefore

that Marcion, who had only one Gospel, knew the others and de-

liberately rejected them.

At the very best, even if the hypothesis that Marcion's Gospel

was a mutilated Luke were established, Marcion affords no evi-

dence in favour of the authenticity or trustworthy character of

our third Synoptic. His Gospel was nameless, and his followers

repudiated the idea of its having been written by Luke ; and re-

garded even as the earliest testimony for the existence of Luke's

Gospel, that testimony is not in confirmation of its genuineness

and reliability, but on the contrary condemns it as garbled and

interpolated.

1 On the Canon, p. 276, note 1.

2 Adeo non de prwdicatione, sed de conversatione a Paulo denotabantur. Ailv.

Marc, iv. 3.

3 Adv. Marc, iv. 3.
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CHAPTER VII

L

TATIAN—DIONYSIUS OF CORINTH.

Fhom Mnrcion we now turn to Tatiaii another .so-eallcd lu'ivtic

Iciulor. Tatian, an Assyrian Ity l>irth,' embraced Christianity

and Itocaine a disciple of .Ttistin Martyr"'^ in Rome, sharing- with

liiin, as it Hot^ms, the persecution, excited by Ci-escens tlie Cynic '

to wlii(h Justin fell a victim. After the death of Justin, Tatian,

who till then had continued thoroughly orthodox, left Rome, and
joined the sect of tlie p]n(rratites, of whicli, however, he was not

the foiuider,' and becauic the lea<ling exponent of their austere

and ascetic! doctrines.''

The only one of his writings which is still extant is his

"Oration to the Greeks" (AfJyo? Trpos'I'iAA.r/i'as). This woik was
written after the death of Justin, foi' in it he refers to that event, "

and it is generally dated between A.D. 170—175.^ Tischendorf

does not assert that there is any ([notation in this address taken
from the Synoptic Cosjjels;** and Canon Westcott only affirms that

it contains a "clear reference" lo " a parable recorded ly St. Mat-
thew," and he excuses the slightne.ss of this evidence by adding

:

"Tlie absence of more explicit testimony to the books of th.e New
Testament is to l)e accounted for by the style of his writing, and
not t»y liis unworthy estimate of their importance."" This remark
'.H without foundation, as we know nothing whatever with regard
to Tatian's estimate of any such books.

1 Oratio ad Grwcos, ed Otto, § 42.
" /''., § 18. •? fl>., § 19.

* Auijcr, Synops. Ev. Proleg., p. xxviii. ; Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 437 ; Volkmar,
Der rrsprang, p. 84 ; Wextvott, Ua the Canon, p. 277.

• EiixehiiiK, H. E., iv. 29 ; Ire.nd'ux, Adv. Hter., i. 28 ; Epip/iamits, HaT., xlvi.
1

;
Himiii., De Vir. Illustr., 29 ; TIteodoret, Ha-r. fab., i. 2(1 ; Bmiisohre , Hist, du

.Maiiicheisiiie, i. p. .'iO.S f. ; Matter, Hist, du Cliristianisme, 2 cd., i. p. 172 f. ;

Vulkmai-. Der Ursprniig, p. 34; Crettner, Beitriige, i. p, 437 f. ; BintKcn , BihoA-
weik, viii, p. r)ii2 ; Donalhon, Hist. Clir. Lit. and Doctr. , iii. p. 3 if. ; Lard.io:
<'rwlii)ility, &c., Works, ii. p. 13G fl'.

M)rat. ad Or., § 19 ; Credner, Beitrage, i. 438 ; SclioUen, Die alt. Zeugnissc, y.
M; A.'(('//), ,Jc8u V. Nazara, i. p. 145 ; Tinchendorf, Wann wurden, «. s. w., p. 16,
anm. I.

' Kiim, Jesu v. Nazara, i. p. 145; Tisriiendor/ (between 1 60— 170), Wann
irden, u. s. w., p. 16, anm. 1, p. Ii; Volkmar (between 165— 175), Der'Ursprung,

p. lfi.V, cf. p. 34 ff.; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 438: Sr/iolten, Die iilt Zeugnisso, p.
'MJJnnahiwn, Hist. Chr. Lit. aod Doctr., iii. p. 10 ; Lnrdner 'between 165—172),
tredilnhty, &e.. Works, ii. p. 139 ; De Wttte (+ 176), Eml. A. T., 1852, p. 24.

» Ct. Wann wurden, n. s. w., p. 16 f.

" On the Canon, p. 278.

31
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The supposed "clear reference" is as follows :
" For b} means of

a certain hidden treasure {anoKp\j(f>ov Orjaavpov) he made himself lord

of all that we possess, in digging for which though we were covered

with dust, yet we give it the occasion of falling into our liands and

abiding with us.'^ This is claimed as a reference to Matt. xiii. 44:
' The kingdom of hoaven is like unto treasure liidden (O-qmivpiS

K€KpviJ.fi€vw) in the field, which a man found and hid, and for his

joy he goeth and selleth all that he hath and buyeth tliat field."

So faint a similarity could not prove anything, Ijut it is evident

that there are decide^ differences here. Were the probability

fifty times greater than it is that Tatian had in his miud the

parable wiiich is reported in our first Gospel, nothing could lie

more unwarrantable than the de<luction that he refened to the

passage in our Matthew, and not to any other of the numerous

Gospels which we know to have early been in circidation. Ewald

ascribes the parable in Matthew originally to the " Spruclisum-

mlung " or collection of Discourses, the second of the foiu' woiks

out of which he considers our first Synoptic to have been com-

piled .^ As evidence for the existence even of our first canonical

Gospel no such reference could have the slightest value.

Although neither Tiscbendorf nor Canon Westcott think it

worth while to refer to it, some apolog' .ts claim another passage

in the Oration as a reference to our third Synoptic. " Laugh ye:

nevertheless ye shall weej)."^ This is compared Avith Luke vi.25:

" Woe unto you that laugh now : for ye shall mourn and weep." *

Here again it is impossible to trace a reference in the words of

Tatian specially to our third Gospel, and manifestly irothing could

be more foolish than to build upon such vague similarity any

hypothesis of Tatian's acquaintance with I>uke. If there be one

part of the Gospel which was more known than another in the

first ages of Christianity it was the Sermon on the Mount, and

there can be no doubt that many evangelical works now lost con-

tained versions of it. Ewald likewise assigns this passage of Luke

originally to the Spruchsamralung,^ and no one can doubt that the

saying was recorded long before the writer of the third Gospel

undertook to compile evangelical history, as so many had done

before him. It is one specially likely to have formed part of the

Gospel according to the Hebrews.
Further on, however, Canon Westcott says : "it can be gathered

1 J/<v nvoi yap aTtonpvcpov Orfdavpov" rah' t)i.iETEpoov iirfMpnTV^^yy^

ov opvrrovTF.'i uovioprw fiiv tfixsH iyEn\tj6fl}fiiiEv, tovto) Se tov

6vvF.C cavcci rffv dq)opi.ii]v Ttapexoju^y- Orat. ad.Gr., §30.
2 Die drei ersten Evv., 1. c.

^ reMre. Si v/neli, a35 Hcti HXavdovrsi. Orat. adGr.,§;i3.
* oval lUilv oi yt-XtavTEZ vvv or; nsvOijidEre nai K\av6ET£. Luke vi.io.

C Die drei ersten Evv., 1. c.
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from Clement of Alexandria . . . that he (Tatian) endeavoured

to derive authority for his peculiai' opinions from the Epistles to

the Corinthians and Galatians, and probably from the Epistle to

the Epliesians, and the Gospel of St. Matthew."^ Allusion is here

made to a passage in the Stromata of Clement, in which reference

is supposed by the apologist to be made to Tatian. No writer,

however, is named, and Clement merely introduces hx3 remark by
the words :

" a certain person," (n?) and then proceeds to give his

application of the Saviour's words " not to treasure upon earth

where moth and rust corrupt " (ivl y^s fi-q dria-avpL^uv oiruv o-^s koI

/ipw(T« d^wt^ei).- The parallel passage in Matthew vi. 19, reads

:

"Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and
nist cloth corrupt," &C. (m Orjaavpii,tT€ vfjcl" Orjo-a- pov^ eVi rijs y^s, k.t.A..).

Canon Westcott, it is true, merely suggests that " probably " this

may be ascribed to Tatian, but it is almost absolutely certain that

it was not attributed to him by Clement. Tatian is several times

referred to in the course of the same chapter, and his words are

continued by the use of ^rjai or /pa-ffm, and it is in the highest

degree improbable that Clement should introduce another quota-

tion from him in such immediate context by the vague and dis-

tant reference "a certain person " (ns). On the other hand refer-

ence is made in the chapter to other writers and sects, to one of

whom with infinitely greater propriety this expression applies.

Xo weight, therefore, could be attached to any such passage in

connection with Tatian. Moreover the quotation not only does not
agree with our Synoptic, but may much more probably have been
derived from the Gospel according to the Hebrews.'* It will be
remembered that Justin Martyr quotes the same passage, with
the same omission of " d-qaavpovs" from a Gospel different from om-
Sj-Tioptics,*

Tatian, however, is claimed by apologists as a witness for the
existence of our Gospels—more than this he could not possibly be
—principally on the ground that his Gospel was called by some
Diatessaroi' (Sia Tecro-apwv) or " by four," and it is assumed to have
been a hfirmony of four Gospels. The work is no longer extant,
and, as we shall see, our information regarding it is of the scantiest
and most unsatisfactory description. Critics have arrived at very
various conclusions with regard to the composition of the work.
Some of course affirm, with more or less of hesitation neverthe-
less, that it was nothing else than the harmony of our four cano-
nical Cospels;^ many of these, however, are constrained to admit

' On the Canon, p. 279.
' C'f. Credner, Beitriige, i,

*Jmtin, Apol., i. 16, see

, p. 445.

Vol. i. p. 354 f., p. 37Cf.

2 Strom, iii. 12, § 86.

5 Anger, Synop . Ev. Proleg., p. xxviii. ; Bleek, Einl. N. T., n. 2[n ; Bindemann,
Ih, Stud. u. Krit., 1842, p. 471 IT. ; CeUrier, Essai d'une Introd. N.T., p. 21 ; DelUzsch,
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that it was also partly based upon the Gospel according t^ the
Hebrews, '^ Others maintain that it was a harmony of cur three
Synoptics together with the Gospel according to the Hebrews ^

whilst many deny that it was composed of our Gospels at jill ^ and
either declare it to have been » harmony of the Gospel according
to the Hebrews with three otlier Gospels whose identity cannot
be determined, or that it was simply the Gospel according to the

Hebrews itself,* by which name, as Epiphanius states, it was
called by many in his day.''

Tatian's Gospel, however, was not only called Diates.saron,

but, according to Victor of Capua, it was also called Diapente
(8ia irivre) " by five,'"'' a complication which shows the incorrect-

ness of the ecclesiastical theory of its composition.

Tischendorf, anxious to date Tatian's Gospel as early as pos-

sible, says that in all probability it was conposed earlier than

the addre.w to the Greeks.'^ Of this, however, he does not offei'

any evidence, and upon examination it is very evident tliat the

work was on the contrary composed or adopted after the Ora-

tion and his avowal of heretical opinions. Theodoret states that

Tatian had in it omitted the genealogies and all other passages

showing that Christ was born of David according to the flesh,

and he condemned the work, and caused it to be abandoned on

account of its evil design." If the assumption be correct, there-

fore, as Tischendorf maintains, that Tatian altered orir Gospels,

and did not merely from the first, like his master Justin, make

use of Gospels different from those whicli afterwards became

Urspr. Mt. Ev., p. 30; Feilmoxcr, Einl. N. B., p. 276; Guericke, Gesammtgesch. X.

T., p. 227; ffiKi, Einl. N.T., i. p. 40 ff. ; Kirchhofn; Quelleiisamml., p. 43. anm. 1:

NendeA-er, Lehrb. Einl. N. T., p. 45 f.; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 279 «'.; Tmlm-
<Zo»y;\Vann wurden, u. s. w.. p. Ifi f. ; OlshauHen, Eehth. vier can. Evv., p. 33() 11'.

1 Guericke, Gesammtgesch., p. 221 ; KirrMiofer, Qnellensamml., p. 44, anni. 1;

De Wetfe, Einl. S.T., p. 116 f.; Neudecker, Einl. N T., p. 45 f.;cf. JUirhodh, Einl

N.T., ii. p. 1007 f., 1042; Smon, Hist. Crit. N.T., p. 74.

2 BioLseii, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 562 ; Gratz, Kr Unters. Justin's Denkw. ; Srholkn,

Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 94 ; of. 98.

3 Grediier, Heitriige, i. p. 48, p. 44.S f.; Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T. , i. p. IL'Off.;

Eeus.% (Jesch. N. T., p. 193; khmklt, Einl. N. T., i. p. 125 ff.; W\lb\ Traditifni

u. Mythe, p. 15.

t Baur, Unters. kan Evv., p. 573; Creduer, Beitrage, i. p. 444; (Jesch. N. T,

Kanons, p. 17 ff.; Eirhhorn, Einl. N. T., i, p. 123; Rem:>>, Gesch. N. T., p. !fl3;

Schwcijhr, Das naoliap. Zeit., i. p. 235; Nicolas, Et. sur les Ev. apocr., p. 13/

"> Epiphaniiifi, Hivr. , xlvi. 1.

« Pnef. ad anon. Harm. Evang.; cf. Fahricim, Cod. N. T., i. p. '378 ;
Kirdilw/a;

Quellcnsamml., p. 44; Reu^s, Gesch. N. T., p. 193; Schoft, Isagoge, p. 22, anm.

3 ; Michaeli». Einl. N. T., ii. p 1008; Simon, Hist. Crit. N. T., cli. vii.; Ikan-

sohrc, Hist, du Manichtisme, i. p. .303 f.; Nicolas, Et. evang. apocr., p. 137;

Neudcchr, Einl. N. T., p. 44 f., anm. p. 45 f., p. 47, anm. 2; Doridmu, Introd.

:i T., ii. ]:. .397; Lardmr, Credibility, ^.c, Worku, ii. p. 138 f.; Wfstrolt, On th.v

Canon, p. 282, note 1.

7 Wanu wurden, .. 8. w., p. 16, anm. 1.

8 Ha.'ret. fab., i. 20.
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canonical, he must have composed the work after the death of

Justin, up to which time he is stated to have remained quite

orthodox.^ The date may with much greater probability be set

between A. D. 170—180.-'

The earliest writer who mentions Tatian's Gospel is Eusebius, ^

who wi'ote some century and a half after its supi)osed composi-

tion, without, however, having himself seen the work at all, or

being really acquainted with its nature and contents.* Eusebius

says: " Tatian, however, their former chief, having put together

a certain amalgamation and collection ^ know not how, of the

Gcspels, named this the Diatessaron, wluch even now is current

with some."^ It is clear that this information is not to be relied

on, for not only is it based upon mere hearsay, but it is altogether

indefinite as to the character of the contents, and tlie writer ad-

mits his own ignorance (ovk 61^' ottcjs) regarding them.
Neither IreniBus, Clement of Alexandria, nor Jerome, who refer

to other works of Tatian, make any mention of this one. Epi-

phanius, however, does so, but, like Eusebius, without having
liimself seen it.** This second reference to Tatian's Go.spel is

made upwards of two centurfis after its supposed composition.

Epiphanius says : "It is said that he (Tatian) composed the Di.a-

tx'ssaron, which is called by some the Gospel according to the

Hebrews."^ It must be observed that it is not said that Tatian
himself gave this Gospel the name of Diatessaron,** but on the

contrary the expression of Epiphanius implies that he did not do
so," and the fact that it was also called by some the Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews, and Diapente, shows that the work had
no superscription from Tatian of a contradictory character. Theo-
doret, Bishop of Cyrus (i"457) is the next writer Mdio mentions

1 Imireu.s, Ally. Ext., i. 28; Eusebius, H. E., iv. 29.
- Volkmar, Dor Ursprung, p. 164, p. 35.
3 Vreihir-r, Beitriige, i. p. 441 ; Feilmoser, Einl. N. B., p. 275 ; Hilgenfdc' Der

Kanon, p. S3, aiim. 6 ; Westcott, On the (Janon, p. 279.
* Bunnci, Bibelwerk, viii. p. 562; CcUrier, Introd. N. T., p. 22 ; Credner, Eei-

trage, i. p. 441' f. ; Davidson, Introd. N. 1., ii. p. 396; Donaldaon, Hist. Chr.
Lit, ami Doctr., iii. p. 24; Feilmoser, Einl. N. R, p. 275; Hm/, Einl. M. T., i.

p. 42: Lardner, Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 138; Reuss, Gesch. N. T.,p. 193;
Scholteu, Die iiit. Zeugnisse, p. 94 ; Weskofl, On the Canon, p. 280 f., note 4.

^ nEVToi ye Ttfjorspoi avrdiy dfjxr/yo? 6 Tanavoi dwdcpeidv viva
H(Xi 6vv(xyQ3yt)v ovu oiS^ offftJ? f2y evayyeXtoov dvyOeii, to Sui reddd-
pay Tovro TTpodGovdiiaday "O xai napcx ridiv eider t vvy weperai. H.
E., IV'., 29.

ti Vmbier, Beitrage, i. p. 442 ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 396 ; Donaldson,
Bi8t. Chr. Lit. and Doctr,, iii. p. 24.
^' 'ieyf.Tai 8i to did redddpoov evayyeXwy tin'' ailrov yeyevijd^ai
omp, Kard'Efipaiov'i rtvH HaXovdi. Epiph., Hitr., xlvi. 1.

^Cmlner, (Jesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 18 ; Kende.cker, Einl. N. T., p. 47, a:ini.2
;

SMttn, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 95 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 34.
9 Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 397.
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Tatian's Gospel, and he is the only one who had personally seen it.

He says :
" He (Tatian) also composed the Gospel which is called

Liafessaron, excising the genealogies and all the other parts which
declare that the Lord was born of the seed of David according to

the flesh This was used not only by those of his own sect, but
also by those who held the apostolic doctrines, who did not per-

ceive the evil of the composition, but made use of the book in

simplicity on account of its conciseness. I myself found upwards
of two hundred such books held in honour among our churches
and collecting them all together, I had them put aside, and in-

stead intioduced the Gospels of the four Evangelists." Arrain it

must be observed that Theodoret does not say that the Gos])el of

Tatian was a Diatessaron, but merely that it was callt'd so

(oia •• ecradpwv KaXovfjievov) .^

After quoting this passage, and that from Epiphanius, Canon
Westcott says with an assurance which, considering the nature

of the evidence, is singular:—"Not only then was the Diatessaron

grounded on the four canonical Gospels, but in its general form it

was so orthodox as to enjoy a wide ecclesiastical popularity. The

heretical characte:- of the book was not evident upon the suiface

of it, and consisted rather in faults of defect than in erroneous

teaching. Theodoret had certainly examined it, and he, Uke

earlier writers, regarded it as a compilation from the four Gos-

pels. He speaks of omissions which were at least in part

natin-al in a Harmony, but notices no such apocryphal addi-

tions as would have found place in any Gospel not derived

from canonical sources."^ Now it must be remembered that

the evidence regarding Tatian's Gospel is of the very vaguest

description. It is not mentioned by any writer until a cen-

tury and a half after the date of its supposed con)})osi-

tion, and then only referred to by Eusebius, who had not

seen the work, and candidly confesses his ignorance with regard

to it, so that a critic who is almost as orthodox as Canon West-

cott hihiself acknowledges: " For the truth is that we know no

more about Tatian's work thar what Eusebius, who never saw it,

knew."^ The only other writer who refers to it, Epiphanins, had

1 OvToi xai TO did TE66dfjoav Ma\ovfi£voy dwreOeixsv evayys^ ov.

mf Tf- VEvsaXoyiaZ TrFpmoipai, yal rd aXXa u6a P.h dTCepucxro? dafilo

Hard dapxa yfyE-in/HEvov rov Mvpiov Sfixvudir. 'Expf)(^OiyTo 6i ^ovra

TETt/.ir//iiEva';, Hal rradcxi 6vvayayoov nTtEOe/iiT/y, Mat tcx tmv Tf.TTapoov

EvayyEXidrdov avzEidriyayov rviXyyeXia. Ht«r. fab., i. 20.

2 On the Canon, p. 281.

3 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr,, iii. p. 26.
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not seen it either, and while showing that the title of Diatessaron

had not heen given to it by Tatian himself, he states the import-

ant fact that some called it the Gospel aecoiJing to the Hebrews.

Theodoret, the last writer who mentions it, and of whom Dr. Don-
alflson also says :

" Theodoret's information cannot be depended

upon,"^ not only does not say that it is based upon our four Gos-

pels, but, on the contrary, points out that Tatian's Gospel did not

contain the genealogies and passages tracing the descent of Jesus

through the race of David, which our Synoptics possess, and he

.so much condenmod the mischievous design of the work that he

confiscated the copies in circulation in his diocese as heretical.

Canon Westcott's assertion that Theodoret regarded it as a com-
pilation of our four Gospels is most unfounded and arbitrary.

Omissions, as he himself ])ointsout, are natural to a Harmony, and
conciseness certainly would be the last quality for which it could

have been so highly prized, if every part of the four Gospels had
been retained. The omission of the parts referred to, which are

equally omitted from the canonical fourth Gospel, could not have

been sufficient to merit the condenmation of the work as heretical,

and bad Tatian's Gospel not been diffeiont in various respects from
i.uj four Gospels, such treatuient would have been totally unwar-
rantable. The statement, n)oreover, that in place of Tatian's

Gospel, Theodoret "introduced the (Tospels of the four Evange-
lists," seems to indicate clearly that the displaced Go.spel was n )t

a compilation from them, but different.

Speaking of the difficulty of distinguishing Tatian's Hamnony
from others which must, tlie writer suppo.ses, have been composed
in his time. Dr. Donaldson admits :

" And tiien we nmst remem-
ber that the Harmony of Tatian was confounded with the Gospel
according to the Hebrews ; and it is not beyond the reach of pos-

sibility that Theodoret should have made some such mistake." ^

Tliat is to say, that the only writer who i-ofors to Tatian's Gospel
who professes to have seen the work is not only " not to be
depended on," but may actuall}' have mistaken for it the Gospel
according to the Hebrews. There is, therefore, no authority for

saying tbat Tatian's ^-ospel was a harmony of four Gospels at all,

and tbe name Diatessaron was not only not given by Tatian him-
self to tl-e work, but was merely the usual foregone conclusion
of the Christians of the third and fourth centuries, that every-
tiiing in the shape of evangelical literature nuist be dependent on
the Gospels adopted by the Church. Those, however, who called

the Gospel used by Tatian the Gospel according to tlx' Hebrews,
must have read the work, and all that wc; know confirms their

1 IhmMsnn. Hist, of Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. '25.

2/A.,iii.p. 25
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conclusion. The work was, in point of fact, found in wide cir-

culation precisely in the places in which, earlier, the Go.spi!l

according to the Hebrews was more paiticularly current.^ The
singular fact that the earliest reference to Tatian's "Haiinony," is

made a century and a half after its supposed composition, that no
writer before the fifth century had seen the work itself, iiuleed

that only two writers before that period mention it at all, receives

its natural explanation in the conclusion that Tatian did not

actually compose any ffarmouy at all, but sin^ply made use of the

same Gospel as his master Justin Martyr, namely, the Gospel

according vo the Hebrews,^ by which name his Gospel has been

called by those best informed.

Although Theodoret, writing in the fifth century, says in the

the usual arbitrary manner of early Christian writers, tliat Tatian
" excised" from his Gospel the genealogies and certain passages

found in the Synoptics, he offers no proof of his assertion, and the

utmost that can be received is that Tatian's Gospel did not con-

tain them.*^ Did he omit them or merely use a Gospel which never

included them ? The latter is the more probable conclusion. Now
neither Justin's Gospel nor the Gospel according to the Hebrews

contained the genealogies or references to the Son of David, and

why, as Credner suggests, should Tatian have taken the trouble

to prepare a Harmony with these omissions wiien lie already found

one such as he desired in Justin's Gospel ? Tati.ai's Gospel, like

that of his master Justin, or the Gospel according to the Hebrews,

was different from, yet nearl}'' related to, our canonical Gospels,

and as we have already seen, Justin's Gospel, like Tatian's, wa.>i

considered by many to be a harmony of our Gospels.^ No one

seems to have seen Tatian's " Harmony," probably for the veiy

simple reason that ther<^ was no such woi'k, and the real Gospel

used by him was thao according to the Hebrews, as many dis-

tinctly and correctly called it. The name Diatessaron is first

heard of in a work of the fourth century, when it is naturally

given by people accustomed to ti-ace every such work to our four

Gospels, but as we have clearly seen, there is not up to the time

of Tatian any evidence even of the existence of any one of our

Gospels, and nuich less of a collection of the four. Here is an

attempt to identify a supposed, but not demonstrated, harmony of

Gospels whose separate existence has not been heard of Even

Dr. Westcott states that Tatian's Diatessaron "is apparently the

1 C>t(/nej', Beitriige, i. p. 445; cf. Westcott, On the Canon, p. 280, note 2.

2 Cf. Credner, Beitriige, i. p. US K; Schmidt, Einl. N. T., i. p. 124 S.;Scholten,

Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 9(] f.

3 Cf. Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., p. 121 l; Ha<j, Einl. N. T., i. p. 42; Volkmar, Der

Uispriing, p. 35 f.

» Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 443 tf.
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first recognition of a fourfold Gospel,"^ but, as we have seen, that

reco'niition emanates only from a writer of the fourth century

who had not seen the work of which he speaks. No such modern

ideas, based upon mere foregone conclusions, can be allowed to

enter into a discussion regarding a work dating from the time of

Tiitian.

The fact that the work found by Theodoret in his diocese was

used by orthodox Christians withcnit consciousness of its supposed

heterodoxy, is quite consistent with the fact that it was the Gospel

according to the Hebrews, which at one time was exclusively used

bv the Fathers, but in later times became gradually an object of

suspicion and jealousy in the Church as our canonical Gospels took

its place. The manner in which Theodoret dealt with Tatian's

Gospel, or that "according to the Hebrews," recalls the treatment

hv Serapion of another form of the same work : the Gospel accord-

iiiif to Peter. He found that work in circulation and greatly

valued amongst the Christians of Rho.ssus, and ailowecl them
jieaeeably to retain it for a time, until, alarmed at the Docetic

iieie.sy, he more closely examined the Gospel, and discovered in

it what he considered heretical matter.'- The Gospel according

to the Hebrews, once probably used by all the Fathers, and which
indeed narrowly missed a permanent place in the Canon of the

Church, might well seem orthodox to the simple Christians of

Cyius, yet as different from, though closely related to, the Can-
onical Gospels, it would seem heretical to their Bishop. As dif-

foreufc from the Gospels of the four evangelists, it was suppressed
l)y Theodoret with perfect indifference as to wdiether it were
called Tatian's Gospel or the Gospel according to the Hebrews.

It is obvious that there is no evidence whatever connecting
Tatian's Gospel with those in our Canon. We know so little about
that last work, indeed, that as Dr. Donaldson frankly admits, " we
should not be able to identify it, even if it did come down to

us, unless it told us something reliable about itself."^ Its earlier

history is enveloped in obscurity, and as Canon Westcott ob-
serves :

" The later history of the Diatessaron is involved in con-
fusion."^ We have seen that in the sixth century it was described
by Victor of Capua as Diapente, " by five," instead of" by four."

It was also confounded with another Harmony written not long
after Tatian's day by Ammonius of Alexandria (•f-243). Dionysius
Bar-Salibi,^ a writer of the latter half of the twelfth century,
mentions that the Syrian Ephrem, about the middle of the fourth
century, wrote a commentary on the Diatessaron of Tatian, which

' On the Canon, p. 27t).

^ Hist. t'hr. Lit. and Doclr., iii. p. 26.
* JoK Sim. Aagemani, Bibl. Orient., ii. p. 159 f.

2 Emehius, H. E., vi. 12.

4 On the Canon, p. 281.
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Diateasaron commenced witli the opening words of the fourth
Gospel, " In the beginning was tlie word." The statonient of

Bar-Salibi, however, is contradicted by Gregory Bar-Hebrteus
Bisliop of Tagrit, wlio says that Ephi'em Syrus wrote his Com-
mentary on the Diatessaron of Ammoniiis, and that this Diates-

saron conunenced with the words of tlie fourth Gospel :
" In the

beginning was the word."^ The Syrian Ebed-Jesu (tl3()8) held

Tatian sind Amnionius to be one and the same person
; and it is

more than probable that Dionysius mistook the Harmony of Am-
monius for that of Tatian. It is not necessary further to follow

this discussion, for it in no way affects our question, and all

critics are agreed that no impoi-tant deduction can be derived

from it.^ We allude to the point for the mere sake of :.liowintf

that up to the last we have no information which throws further

light on the com])osition of Tatian's Gospel. All that we know
of it,—what it did not contain—the places where it lari;ely cir-

culated, and the name by which it was called, identifies it with the

Gospel according to the Hebrews.
For the rest, Tatian had no idea of a New Testament Canon,

and evidently did not recognize as inspired, any Scriptures ex-

cept those of the Old Testament.^ It is well known that the

sect of the Encratites made use of apocryphal Gospels until a

much later period, and rejected the authority of the Apostle

Paul, and although Tatian may have been acquainted with some

of liis Epistles, it is certain that lie did not hold the Apostle in

an}' honoui', and permitted himself the liberty of altering his

phraseology.*

2.

Dionysius of Corinth need not detain us long. Eusebius in-

forms us that he was the author of seven Epistles addressed to

various Christian communities, and also of a letter to Chrysophora,
" a most faithful sister." Eusebius speaks of these writings as

Catholic Epistles, and briefly characterizes each, but with the

exception of a few short fragments preserved by him, none of

1 Assemani, Bibl. Orient., i. p. 57 f.

2 Creduer, Beitrjige, i. p. 446 ff. ; (lesch. N.T. Kan., p. 19 ff.; Donaldson. Hist.

Chr. Lit. and Doctr. , iii. p. 25 f.; Davidson, Introd. N.T., ii. p. 397; Ekhhorn, Eml.

N. T.. p. 120 anm. ; Oiewlfr, Enti-t. schr. Evv., p. 17 ; Hn<j, Einl. N. T., i. p, 40

ff. ; Mirhadi.% Einl. N. T., i. p. 898 ; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 95 f.; lie.''-

cott. On the Canon, p. 281 f.

3 Vredne-, Beitnige, i. p. 47 f., p. 441 ; Gesch. N. T. Kanons, p. 21 ;
SchoUen,

Die Silt Zeugnisse, p. 98; Vofkmar, l)er Ursprung, p. 35.

i Epiphaniuft, Hfer. xlvii. 1 ; Euadnm, H. E., iv. 29 ; Hieron., Pr.-ef. mjit.;

Creduer, Beitnige, i. p. 47, p. 438 ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 97 f. ;
Lardntr,

Credibility, &c.. Works, ii. p. 138 ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 278, 280, note I.

.' .iyJ k.
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these fniits of the " inspired industry " (ivOeov <fii\(movias:) of Diony-

sius are now extant.^ These fragments are all from an Epistle

said to have been addressed to Soter, Bishop of Rome, and give

us ii clue to the time at which they were written. The Bishopric

of Soter is generally dated between A.D. 168—176,^ during which

years the P]pistle must have been composed. It could not have

Wen written, however, until after Dionysius became Bishop of

Corinth in A.T). 170,^ and it was probably written some years

after.*

No quotation from, or allusion to, any writing of the New
Testiinient occurs in any of the fragments of the Epistles still ex

tant ; nor does Eusebius make mention of any such reference in

tiio Epistles which have perished. As testimony for our Gosjiels,

therefore, Dionysius is an absolute blank. Some expressions and
statements, however, are put forward by apologists which we
must examine. In the few lilies which Ti.schendorf accords to

Dionysius he refers to +wo of these. The fir.st is an expression

used, not by Dionysius himself, but by Eusebius, in speaking of

the Epistles to the Churches at Amastris and at Pontus. Euse-

bius says that Dionysius adds some " expositions of Holy Scrip-

tures " (•ypa(/)ajv Oeiwv itrr/w^L^)-^ There Can be no doubt that this

refers to the Old Testament only, and Tischendorf himself does
not deny it.'-*

The second passage which Tischendorf ^ points out, and which
he claims with somiC other apologists as evidence of the actual

existence of a New Testament Canon when Dionysius wrote, oc-

curs in a fragment from the Epistle to Soter and the Romans
which is preserved by Eusebius. It is as follows :

" For the
bretliren having requested me to write Epistles, I wrote them.
And the Apostles of the devil have filled these with tares, both
taking away parts and adding others ; for whom the woe is des-

tined. It is not surprising then if some have recklessly ventured

1 Em'hhiH, H. E., iv. 23 ; micron., De Vir. 111., 27 ; Grahv, Spicil. Patr., ii. p.
217 l\RoHth, Reliq. Sacra;, i. p. 180 ff.

^ Eimbius, H. E., iv. 19.
3 .4 «,'/«?•, Synops. Ev. Proleg., p. xxxii. ; Kbrfiliofer, Quellensamml., p. 479

;

Lardiier, Credibility, &:c.. Works, ii. p. 133 ; Hil<i(')ifeld, Dor Kanon. p. 77 ;

HcmK Gesch. N. T. p. 290 ; Miolte.n, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 107 ; rhchendorf,
Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 18 ; Vulhmar, Der Ursprung, p. 1G4 ; cf. p. 37 ; Euse-
WiM, in his Chronicon sets it in a.u. 171.

* /I «,7i'>- places it between 173—177, Synops. Ev. Proleg., xxxii. ; cf. Credner,
Gesch. N. T. Kan., p. 79. Jerome states that Dionysius flouiished under M.
Aurel. Venisand L. Aurel. Coininodus. De Vir. 111., 27.

6 Eimhiiis, H. E., iv. 23.
« Tkchemlorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 18 f. ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p.

38; Donuhlmn, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p, 217 ; Dr. Westcott's opinion is
shown by his not even referring to the expression.

7 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 18 f.
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'ftojii'Miii }'!lHiiJ =

the Scriptiiics which you have cited ref' '• to him." ' Not only,

therefore, were the Scriptures of the Old restament closely con-

nected with their Lord by the Fntliors, and, at the date of which

we are treating, were the only " Holy Scriptures " rocof^jused, hut

they made the same complaints which we meet with in Dicmysius

that these Scriptures were adulterated by omissions and interpo-

lations.'- The expression of Eu.sebius rt!gardin<,' " expositions of

Holy or Divine Scriptures " (y/>a</)0)v dtiiov «^r/<r€is) added by
Dionysiiis, which applied to the Old Tiistament, tends to connect

the Old Testament also with this term " Scriptures of the Lord."

It is ceitain that had Dionysius said anything about books of

the New Testament, Eusebius would as usual have stated the

fact.

If the term " Scriptures of the Lord," however, be referred to

(lospels, the difficulty of using it as evidence continues undimin-

ished. We have no indication whatever what evangelical works
were in the Bishop's mind. We have not yet met with any trace of

our Gospels, whilst on the other liand we have seen other Gospels

used by the Fathers, and in exclusive circulation amongst various

comnumities, and even until nmch latei- times many works were
reijarded by them as divinely inspired which have no place in our

Canon. The Gospel according to the Hebrews for instance was
l)rol)ably used by some at least of the Apostolic Fathers,'* by
pseudo-Ignatius,* Polycarp,'' Papias," Hegesippus,^ Justin Martyi,"

and at least employed along with our Gospels by Clement of

Alexandria, Origen, and Jerome,'' whilst Eusebius states that some
(loul)t was entertained whether it should be [)laced in the second

class among the Antilegomena with the Apocalypse, or in the

first, amongst the Homologumena.^" The fact that Serapion, in

tlie third century allowed the Gospel of Peter to be used in the

Church of Rhossus^^ shows at the same time the consideration in

wliich it was held, and the incompleteness of the Canonical posi-

tion of the New Testament writings. So does the circumstance
that in the fifth century Theodoret found the Gospel according to

the Hebrews, or Tatian's Gospel, widely circulated and held in

honour amongst orthodox churches in his diocese.^^ The Pastor of
IT •

Hennas, which was read in the Churches and nearly secured a
pennaneut place in the Canon, was quoted as inspired by Irenft^us.'*

The Epistle of Barnabas was held in similar honour, and quoted

' Dial, Ixxxix.

- This charge ia made with insistance throvighoiit the Clementine Homilies,
3 Cf. i. p. 22.3 ff., p. 230 ff. 4 Of. i. p. 272 f. « C'f. i. p. 279.
" Uf. i. p. 484. 7 Cf. i. p. 43.'} f. S Cf. i. p. 288 fF.

» Cf. i. p. 422 f. 10 Eusebius, H. E., iii. 25. n Ih., vi. 12.
'2 Theodoret, Hser. fab., i. 20; cf. JiJinp/i., Hter., xlvi. 1 ; cf. rheodoret, Hseiv

fah., ii. 2. 13 Adv. HsBr., iv. 20, § 2 ; Exmh., H. E., v. 8 ; cf. iii. 3.
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as inspired by (vlemont of Alexandria^ and by Origeri,'' as was
likewiHc the Epistle of the Roman Clement, The Apocalypse of

Peter was included by Clement of Alexamlria in his accoiiriL of

the Canonical Scriptures and those which are disputed, sinli oh

the Epistle of Jude and the other (Jatholic Epistles;' and it wtandH

side by side with the Apocalypse of J«>hn in the Canon of Miliar

tori, being long after publicly read in the Churches of l\alcstine.

Tischendorf indeed conjectures thai a blank in tlie (Jodex Sinai-

ticus after the New Testament was formerly tilled by it. Ju.stin,

Clement of Alexandria, and Lactantius (piote the Sibylline books

as the Word of God, and pay similiar honour to the Jiocjk of

Hystaspes.'' So great indeed was the consideration and use of

the Sibylline Books in the Church of the second and third con-

tunes, that Christians from that fact were nicknamed Sihyllists. *

It is unnecessary to multiply, as migh* so easily be done, these

illustrations ; it is too well known that a vast number of Gospels

and similar works which have V»een excluded from the Canon were

held in the deepest venei'ation by the Church in the second cen-

tury, to which the words of Dionysius may apply. So vague and

indefinite an expression at any rate is useless as evidence for the

existence of our Ca.nonical Gospels.

(/anon Westcott's deduction from the words of Dionysiu.s, thiit

not only wnre the writings of theNew Testament already collected,

but that tliey were "jealously guarded," is imaginative indeed. It

is much and devoutly to be wished that they had been as carefidly

guarded as he supposes, even at a much later period, but it is well

known that this was not the case, and that numerous interpola-

tions have been introduced into the text. The whole history of

the Canon and of Christian literature in the second and third

centuries displays the most deplorable carelessness and want of

critical judgment on the part of the Fathers. Whatever was con-

sidered as conducive to Christian edification was blindly adopted

by them, and a vast number of works were launclied into circu-

lation and falsely ascribed to Apostles and others likely to secure

for them greater consideration. Such pious fraud was rarely sus-

pected, still more rarely detected in the early ages of Christianity,

and several of such pseudographs have secured a place in our

New Testament. The words of Dionysius need not receive any

1 Strom., ii. 8, iv. 17. 2 Philocal., 18.

3 Eusebiua, H. E., vi. 14. 4 Sozom., H. E., vii. 19.

6 Justin, Apol., i. 20, 44; Clem. AL, Strom., vi. 5, §§42, 43 ; Lactantius, Insiit

Div., i. 6, 7, vii. 15, 19. Clement of Alexandria quotes with perfect faith and

Beriouanesa some apocryphal book, in which, he says, the Apostle Paul recom-

mends the Hellenic books, the Sibyl and the books of Hystaspes, as giving no-

tably clear prophetic descriptions of the Son of God. Strom. , vi. 5, § 42, 43.

6 Origen, Contra Cels., v. 6; cf. vii. 53.
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wider signification than a reference to well-known EpistleH. It is

ilear t'roni the words of the Apo.stlo Paul in 2 Thesw. ii. 2, iii. 17,

that his Kpistles were falsitied, and wettinjif aside some of those

which bear Ids name in our Canon, spurious Epistles were lonj,'

asdilit'il to him, such as the Epistle to the Laodiceans and a third

Epistle to the Corinthians. We need not do more than allude to

the second Epistle falsely bearing the name of Clement of Rome,

Hi well i»s theClementint; Homilies and Reeof^nitions, the Aposlo-

lit'iil Constitutions, and the spurious letters of Ignatius, the letters

aii<l legends of Abgarus (juoted by Eusebius, and the Epistles of

Paul and Seneca, in addition to others already pointed out, as

instanceH of the wholesale talsitieation ot" that period, many of

which grosf forgeries were at once accepted as genuiiu^ by the

Fathers, so slight was their critical faculty and so ready their

civikility.^ In one case the Chureh ptnnshed the autlioi- who, fiom

mistaken zeal for the honour of the Apcwtle Paul, fabricated the

ArUi Pauii el Thcclce in his name,- but the forged production was
nut the less made use of in the Church, There was, therefore, no
lack of falsification and adulteration of works of Apostles and
others of greater note than himself to warrant the remark of

Dionysius, without any forced application of it to our Gospels

urto a New Testament Canon, the existence of which there is

nothing to substantiate, but on the contrary every reason to dis-

credit.

Before leavitig this passage we may add that although even
Tischendorf does not, Canon Westcott does find in it references to

uurtirst Synoptic, and to the Apocalypse. "The short fragment
just quoted," he says, " contains two obvious allusions, one to the

Gospel of St. Matthew, and one to the Apocalypse."^ The words

:

"the Apostles of the devil have filled these with tares," are, he
supposes, an allusion to Matt. xiii. 24 tt'. But even if the expres-
sion were an echo of the Parable of the Wheat and Tares, it is not
permissible to refer it in this arbitrary way to our first Gospel, to

the exclusion of the numerous other works which existed, many
of which doubtless contained it, and notably the Go.spel accorcl-

ing to the Hebrews. Obviously the words have no evidential
value.

Continuing his previous assertions, however, Canon Westcott
affirms wdth equal boldness :

" The allusion in the iast clause "

—

to the " Scriptures of the Lord "—
" will be clear when it is remem-

bered that Dionysius ' warred against the heresy of Marcion and

The Epistle of Jude quotes as genuine the Assumption of Moses, and alao the
MR of Enoch, and the defence of the authenticity of the latter by Tertullian (rfe

<itte/m., i. 3) will not be fonrotten.

3 On the Canon, p. 167.

'-'ulte/m., i. 3) will not be forgotten.
i.Tertullian, De Baptismo, 17

' • :i'.;
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defended the rule of truth'" (irapiirTaaOaL Kavovi dX.).i Tiscliendoif.

who is read}' enough to strain every expression into evidence,

recognizes too well that this is not capable of such an inteipre-

tation. ])r. Westcott oniits to mention that the words, m-vv^over

are not used Ly Dionysius at all, but simply proceed from Euso-
bius.2 Dr. Donaldson distinctly states the fact that, " tiicie is no
reference to the Bible in the words of Eusebius : he Klefends the

rule of the truth ' •' (tw tj/s dk-qOeiaf; TrapioraTai Kavovi).

Thei'c is only onij other point to mention. (!'anon Westcott

refers to the passage in the Epistle of Dionysius, which has al-

ready iieen quoted in this work, regarding the reading of Christian

writing" in churches. " To-day," he wiites to Sotei", " we have kept

the Lord's holy day, in which we have read your Epistle, from the

reading of which we shall ever derive admonition, as we do from

the former one written to us by Clement."^ It is evident that

there was no idea, in selecting the workd to be read at the weekly

assembly of Christians, of any Canon of a New Testanent. We
here learn that the Epistles of Clement and of Soter were habitu-

ally read, and while we hear of this, and of similar readings of

Justin's "Memoirs of the Apostles,"'^ of the Pastor of Hermas.^of

the Apocalypse of Peter ,'^ and other apocryphal works, we do not

at the same time hear of the public reading of our Gospels.

1 On the Canon, p. 166 f.

? Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 217 t
i Euseb., H. E., iv. 23.

En8eh., H. E., iii. ?i;Hieron., De Vir. 111., 10.

7 Sozom., H. E., vii. 9.

2 H. E., iv. 23.

6 Justin, Apol., i. 07.



CHAPTER IX.

MELITO OF SARDIS—CLAUDIUS APOLLINARIS—ATHENAGORAS-
EPISTLE OF VIENNE AND LYONS.

-THB

We mio'ht here altogether have passed over Melito, Bishop of

Sardis in Lyclia, had it not been for the use of certain fragments

of his writings made by Canon Westcott. Melito, naturally, is not

cited by Tischendorf at all, but the English Apologist, with greater

zeal, ^'e think, than critical discretion, forces him into service a."

evidence for the Gospels and a New Testament Canon. The date

of Melito, it is generally agreed, falls after a.d. 17G, a phrase in

his apology presented to Marcus Antoninus preserved in Eusebius ^

(/x(To Tov TraiSo's) indicating that Commodus had already been ad-

mitted to a share of the Government.^

Canon Westcott affirms that, in a fragment preserved by Euse-

bius, Melito speaks of the books of the New Testament in a col-

lected form. He says :
" The words of Melito on the other hand

are simple and casual, and yet their meaning can scarcely be mis-

taken. Ho writes to Onesimus, a fellow-Christian who had urged

him ' to make selections for him from the Law and the Prophets

concerning the Saviour and the faith generally, and furthermore
desired to learn the accurate account of the Old (iraAatrov) Books

;'

'bavins; gone therefore to the East,' Melito says, ' and reached the

spot where [each thing] was preached and done, and having
learned accurately the Books of the Old Testament, I have sent a
list of them.' The mention of ' the Old Books '—

' the Books of

the Old Testament,' naturally implies a definite New Testament,
a written antitype to the Old ; and the form of language implies
a familiar recognition of its contents."^ This is truly astonishing !

The " form of language " can only refer to the words :
" concern-

ing the Saviour and the faith generally," which must have an
amazing fulness of meaning to convey to Canon Westcott the im-
plication of a " familiar recognition " of the contents of a sup-
posed already collected New Testament, seeing that a simple
Christian, not to say a Bishop, might at least know of a Saviour

^H. E.,iv.26.

iBmiaije, Ann. Polit. Ecclea., 177, § 3; Dupin, Biblioth. des Auteurs Eccl., i.

p. 63
;
Z>ar(/«er, Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 147; Tillemont, M6m. Hist. Eccl.,

11. p. 707, note 1 f.; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 193, note 2 ; Woog, De Mfllitone, { 6;
«. Donaldmn, Hit . Ohr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 229.

3 On the Canon, p. 193.

32
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and the faith generally from the oral preaching of the Gospel
from a single Epistle of Paul, or from any of the irokkd of Luke'
This reasoning forms a worthy pendant to his argument that he-
cause Melito speaks of the books of the Old Testament he iinidies

the existence of a definite collected New Testament. Such an
assertion is calculated to mislead a large class of readers.^

The fragment of MeHto is as follows :
" Melito to his brother

Onesimus, greeting. As thou hast frequently desired in thy zeal

for the word (Xoyoi') to have extracts made for thee, both fnnn the

law and the prophets concerning the Saviour and our whdle fciith
;

nay, more, hast wished to learn the exact statement of the old

books (TraAaiwi' /3i^AtW), how many they are and what i.-^ their

order, I have earnestly endeavoured to accomplish this, knowing
thy zeal concerning the faith, and thy desire to be informed con-

cerning the word (Adyoi'), and especially that thou ]U('fcrrest

these matters to all othei's from love toward^- Go(' •;••ri^ing to fain

therefore, gon ^( East, andHaving,eternal salvation.

reached the place where this was preached ano ac>iie, and havinfj

accurately ascertained the books of the Old Testament (riir?!?

TraXuMs St.a$yiKr]<; (Sif^Xia)^ I have, subjoined, sent a list of them unto

thee, of which these are the names "—then follows a list of the

books of the Old Testament, omitting, however, Esther. He then

concludes with the wordu :
" Of these 1 have made the extracts

dividing them into six books." ^

Canon Westcott's assertion that the expression " Old Books,"
" Books of the Old Testament," involves here by antithesis a de-

finite u'ritten New Testament, requires us to say a few words as

to the name of " Testament " as applied to both divisions of the

Bible. It is of course well known that this w'ord came into

use originally from the translation of the Hebrew wonl "cov.'nrnt"

(fr^lS), or compact made between God and the Israelite • • :!ie

Septuagint version, by the Greek word Aia^ryxij, which i \J

sense also means a wull or Testament,* and that word is .
>*

throughout the New Testament.-^ The Vulgate translation, ..i-

1 It must be said, however, that Canon Westcott merely foikivs and exagger-

ates Lardner here, who says :
" From this {lascage I would conclude that there

was then also a volume or collection of books called the New Testament, contaiu

ing the writings of Apostles and Apostolic men, but we cannot from hence infer

the names or the exact number of those books." Credibility, &>;., Works, ii.

p. 148.

2 Eusebius, H. E., iv. 2G.

3 Cf. Exod. xxiv. 7.

* The legal sense of SiaOimr) as a Will or Testament is distinc. intinded in

Heb. ix. 16. "For where a Testament (Sia(lr,H7i) is, there must »' .< of necessity

be the death of the testator " (5 ;aOf/<cV of). The same word o < W;/ is em-

ployed throughout the whole passage. Heb. ix. lii—20.

6 2 Cor. iii. 14 ; Heb. viii. 6—13, xii. 24 ; Rom. ix. 4, xi. 26—28 ; Gal. iii. 14-

17; Ephes. ii. 12, &c., &c.
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stead of retaining the original Hebrew signification, translated

the word in the Gospels and Epistles " Tesiamentum," and rj

rraXaia Skk r/KT/ became " Vetus Testamentum," instead of " Vetus

Fondus," and whenever the word occurs in the English version it

is almost invariably rendered " Testament " instead of covenant.

The expression " Book of the Covenant," or " Testament," ^i)8Aos

T^s kaOijK-qi, frequently occurs in the LXX version of the Old
Testament and its Apocrypha,^ and in Jeremiah xxxi. 31-34, ^

the prophet speaks of making a " new covenant " (Katvr; 8ia6rjKrj)

with the house of Israel, which is indeed quoted in Hebrews viii.

S. It is the doctrinal idea of tlie new covenant, through ChrLtjt

confirming the former one made to the Israelites, which has led

to the distinction ol the Old and New Testaments. Generally the

01(1 Testament was, in the first ages of Christianity, indicated by
the .simple expressions " The Books " {to. (3l/3Xm), " Holy Scrip-

tures
" (lepa ypafiixara;^ or ypaipai dytoi),* or " The Scriptures " (at

ypaifiaif but the pi'cparation for the distinction of '' Old Testa-

ment " began very early in the development of the doctrinal idea

of the New Testament of Christ, before there was any part of

the New Testament books wiitten at all. The expression " New
Testament," derived thus antithetically from the " Old Testa-

ment," occurs constantly throughout the second part of the Bible.

In the Epistle to the Hebrews viii. 6-13, the Mosaic dispensation

is contrasted with the (christian, and Jesus is called the Mediator
of a better Testament (8(,a6r/Kr;)." The first Testament not being
faultless, is replaced by the second, and the writer quotes the
passage from Jeremiah to which we have referred regarding a
New Testament, winding up his argument with the words, v. 13 :

"In that he saith a new (Testament) he hath made the first old."

Again, in our first Gospel, during the Last Supper, Jesus i.s repre-

sented as .saying :
" This is my blo^ 1 of the New Testament"

(t^s Kuiw'/s Sia^r^K???)
-J and in Luke he says : "This cup is the New

Testament (r) naLvi] SiaOrJKrj') in my blood."** There is, therefore, a
very distinct reference mjide to the two Testaments as " New "

and " Old," and in speaking of the books of the Law and the Pro-
phets as the •' Old Books " and " Books of the Old Testament,"
after the general acceptance of the Gospel of Jesus as the New
Testament or Covenant, there was no antithetical implication
whatever of a written New Testament, but a mere reference to
the doctrinal idea. We might multiply illustrations showing

1 Cf, Exod. xxiv. 7 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 30 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 2 ; 1 Maccab. i. 67 :

Siraeh, xxiv. 23, &.c. , &c.
2 In theiSeptuagint version, xxxviii. 31—34. ^
3 2 Tim. iii. 15. 4 Rom. i. 2. » Matt. xxii. 29. •'

* Cf. ix. 15, xii, 24. 7 Matt. xxvi. 28. » Luke xiii. 20. ' '

f
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how ever-present to the mind of the early Church was the con-

trast of the Mosaic and Christian Covenants as Old and New.
Two more we may venture to point out. In Romans ix. 4, and
Gal. iv. 24, the two Testaments or Covenants (al 8vo 8ia%ai),

typified by Sinai and the heavenly Jerusalem, are discussed, and
the superiority of the latter asserted. There is, however, a passage,

still more clear and decisive. Paul says in 2 Corinthians iii. 6 :

" Who also (God) made us sufficient to be ministers of the New
Testament (Kaii% 8ia^7j/oj?) not of tlie letter, but of the spirit"

(oi ypa/i/aaros aXAa Trvev/xaros). Why does not Canon Westcott

looldly claim this as evidence of a definite written New Testa-

ment, when not only is there reference to the name, but a distinc-

tion drawn between the letter and the spirit of it, from which

a apologist might mais.e a telling argument ? But proceeding t'>

ontrast the glory of the New with the Old dispensation, the

Apostle, in reference to the veil with which Moses covered his

face, says :
" But their understandings were hardened ; for until

this very day remaineth the same veil in the reading of the Old

Testament" (cViT]f dmyvcisci t^s TraAaias Sia^i^Ki/s) ;
^ and as if to make

the matter still clearer he repeats in the next verse: "But even

unto this day when Moses is read, the veil lieth upon their heart,"

Now here the actual reading of the Old Testament (TraXatSs 8ia6»;(o;s)

is distinctly mentioned, and the expression, quite as ajitly as that

of Melito, " implies a definite New Testament, a written anti^^pe

to the Old," but even Canon Westeott would not dare to suggest

that when the second Epistle to the Corinthians was composed,

there was a "definite written New Testament" in existence.

This conclusively shows that the whole argument from Melito's

mention of the books of the Old Testament is absolutely

groundless.

On the contrary. Canon Westeott should know very well that

the first general designation for the New Testament collection

was " The Gospel ' (eiayyeAior, fvayyeXiKov, cvayyeXiKct) and " 1 he

Apostle " (aTTocTToXos, aTToaroXiKov, aTroaroXiKo)^ for the two portions

of the collection, in contrast with the divisions of the Old Testa-

ment, the Law and the Prophets (6 vo/^os, ol Trpo^^rai),^ and the

name New Testament occurs for the very first time in the third

century, when Tertullian called the collection of Christian Scrip-

1 Verse 14.

S Cf. Ire.nmia, Adv. Haer., i, 3, § 6; Clemens AL, Strom., v. 5, § .31 ;
Tertul-

lian, rePrwscr., 36; Adv. Marc, iv. 2, Apolog., 18 ; Ori(jen, Horn. xix. in Jerem.

T. iii. p. 364. The Canon of Muratori says that the Pastor of Herinaa can neither

be classed "inter Prophetas neque inter Apostolos." In a translation of the

Clavis, a spurious work attributed to Melito himself—and Dr. Westeott admits it

to be spurious (p. 198, note 1)—the Gospels are referred to simply by the forrauU

"in evangelio," and the Epistles generally "in apoatolo."

\t
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tures Novum Insti'umentum and Novum Testamentum} The
terra 17 ^a"^ Siad-qKr) is not, so far as we are aware, applied in the

Greek to the " New Testament" collection in any earlier work
than Origen's De PHncipii^, iv. 1. It was only in tne second

half of the third century tliat the double designation to evayyeAiov

Koi aTTooToAos was generally abandon^d.^

As t>' the evidence for a New Testament Canon, which Dr.

Westcott supposes he gains by his unfounded inference from
Melito's expression, we may judge of its value from the fact that

he himself, like Lardner, admits: "But there is little evidence in

the fragment of Melito to show what writings he would have in-

cluded in the new collection." ^ Little evidence ? There is none

at all.

There is, however, one singular and instructive point in this

fragment to which Canon Westcott does not in any way reter, but

which well merits attention as iHustrating the state of religious

knowledge at that time, and, by analogy, giving a gJirnpse of the

difficulties which beset early Christian literature. We are told

by Melito that Onesimus had frequently urged him to give him
exact information as to the number and order of the books of the

Old Testament, and to have extracts made for him from them
concerning the Saviour and the faith. Now it is apparent that

Melito, though a Bishop, was not able to give the desired infor-

mation regarding the number and order of the books of the Old
Testanient himself, but that he had to make a journey to collect

it. If this was the extent of knowledge possessed by the Bishop
of Sardis of what was to the Fathers the only Holy Scripture,

how ignorant his flock must have been, and how unfitted, both,

to form any critical judgment as to the connection of Christianity

with the Mosaic dispensation. The formation of a Christian

Canon at a period when such ignorance was not only possible but
generally prevailed, and when the zeal of believers led to the com-
position of such a ma.ss of pseudonymic and other literature, in

which every consideration of correctness and truth was subor-

dinated to a childish desire for edification, must have been slow
indeed and uncertain ; and in such an age fortuitous circum-
stances must have mainly led to the canonization or actual loss

of many a work. So far from affording any evidence of the ex-

1 Adv. Prax., 15, 20 ; Adv. Marc, iv. 1. He says in the latter place "instru-
menti," referring to Old and New Testaments, " vel, quod magis usui est dicere,
testamenti.''

'i Berthoklt, Einl A. u. N. Teat., i. p. 22 ; Credner, Gesch. N. T., p. 23ff.;
Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., iv. p. 25 flF.,p. 38 flf.; Guericke, Gesanimtgesch. N. T., p. 4
f.; Reithmay,, Einl. N. B., 1852, p. 22 ff.; Scholz, Einl. H. S. des A. u. N. T,,
JS45, i. p. 264; De Welte, Lehrb. Eiul. A. T., 1852, p. 8 S.

3 On the Canon, p. 194.
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istence of a New Testament Canon, the fragment of Melito only
shows tlie ignorance of the Bishop of Sardis as to the Canon even
of the Old Testament.
We have not yet finished with Melito in connection with

Canon Westeott, however, and it is necessary to follow hini fur-

ther in order fully to a|)preciate the nature of the evidence for

the New Testament Canon, which, in default of better, he is

obliged CO offer. Eusebius gives what he evidently considers a

complete list of the works of Melito, and in addition to tlie fra"-

ment already quoted, he extracts a brief passage from Melito's

work on the Passion, and some much longer quotations from his

Apology, to which wo have in passing referred.^ With tliese ex-

ceptions, none of Melito's witings are now extant. Dr. Cureton,

however, has published a Syriac version, with translation, of a

so-called " Oration of Meliton, the Philosopher, who was in the

presence of Antoninus Citisar," together with five other fragments

attributed to Melito.^ Wi^u regard to tius Syriac Ora,tion Canon
Westeott says :

" Though if it be entire, it is not the Apology
with which Eusebius was acquainted, the general character of the

writing leads to the belief that it is a genuine book of Melito of

Sardis ;"^ and he proceeds to treat it as authentic. In the first

place, we have so little of Melito's genuine compositions extant,

that it is hazardous indeed to draw any positive deduction from

the " character of the writing." Cureton, Bunsen, and others

maintain that this Apology is not a fragment, and it cannot be

the work mentioned by Eusebius, for it does not contain the

quotations from the authentic Orations which he has preseived,

and which are considerable. It is, however, cleai- fiom the sulj-

stanco of the composition that it cannot have been spoken before

the J^mperor,* and moreover, it has in no way the character of an

"Apology," for there is not a single M^ord in it about either Chris-

tianity or Christians. There is every reason to believe that it is

not a genuine work of Melito.'' There is no ground whatever for

supposing that he wrote two Apologies, nor is this ascribed to

him upon any other ground than th.e inscription of an unknown

Syriac writer. This, however, is not the only spurious work at-

tributed to Melito. Of this work Canon W^estcott says :
" Like

other Apologies, this oration contains only indirect references to

the Christian Scriptures. The allusions in it to the Gospels are

1 Eitseh., H. E., iv. 26.

2 SpicilegiumSyriacum, 185.5, pp. 41—56; Pitra, Spicil. Soleein., 1855, ii. Pro-

leg, xxxviii ft'.

3 On the Canon, p. 194.
* Dounldtion, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 234 f.

6 Donaldson, ib., iii. p. 234 ; Frfppel, Les Apologistes, 2 ser. p. 374 f. ;
David'

son, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 478.
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extremely rare, and except so far as they show the influence of

St. John's writings, of no special interest."^ It would have been

more correct to have said that there are no allusions in it to the

Gospels at all.

Canon Westcott is somewhat enthusiastic in speaking of Melito

and his literary activity as evinced in the titles of his works
recorded by Eusebins, and he quotes with great zest a fi-agrnent,

said to be from a treatise " On Faith," amongst these Syriac

remains, and which he considers to be " a very striking expansion

of the early historic creed of the Church."^ As usual, we sliall give

the entire fragment :
" We have made collections from the Law

and the Prophets relative to those things which have been declared

respecdng our Lord Jesus Christ, that we may prove to your love

that he is perfect R(.'ason, the Word of God : who was begotten

before the light ; who was Creator together with the Father

;

M^ho was the Fashioner of man ; who was all in all ; who among
the Patriarchs was Patriarch ; whn in the Law v.'jig thu Law

;

among the r liests cliief Priest ; among Kings Governor ; among
the Prophets the Prophet; among the Angels Archangel; in the

voice the Word ; among Spirits Spirit ; in the Father the S(m ; in

God God the King for ever and ever. For this was he wlio was Pilot

to Noah ; who conducted Abraham ; who was bound with Isaac
;

who was in exile with Jacob ; who was sold with Jose[)h ; who
was captain with Moses ; who was the Divider of the inheritance

with Jfsus the son of Nun ; who in David and the Prophets fore-

told his own sufferings ; who was incarnate in the Virgin ; who
was horn at Bethlehem

; who was wrapped in swaddling clothes

in the manger ; who was seen of shepherds ; who was glorified of

angels
;
who was worshipped by the Magi ; who was pointed out

by John
; who assembled the Apostles ; who preached the king-

dom
;
who healed the maimed ; who gave light to the blind ; who

raised the dead ; who appeared in the Temple ; who was not be-
lieved by the people ; who was betrayed by Judas; who was laid

hold of by the Priests ; who was condemned by Pilate ; who was
pierced in the flesh ; who was hanged upon the tree ; who was
buried in the earth; who rose from the dead ; who appeared to the
Apostles ; who ascended to heaven ; who sitteth on the riglit hand
of the Father

; who is the Rest of those who are departed ; the
Recoverer of those who are lost ; the Light of those who are in
darkness

; the Deliverer of those who are captives ; the Finder of
those who have gone astray ; the Refuge of the afflicted ; the
Bridegroom of the Church ; the Charioteer of the Cherubim

;

the Captain of the Angels ; God who is of God ; the Son

1 On the Canon, p. 194. 2 On the Canon, p. 196.
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who is of the Father ; Jesus Christ, the King for ever and ever.

Amen."^
Canon Westcott commences his commentary upon this passage

with the remark :
" No writer could state the fundamental truths

of Christianity more unhesitatingly, or quote the Scriptuies of the
Old and New Testaments with more perfect confidence." 2 We
need not do more than remark that there is not a single quota-
tion in the fragment, and that there is not a single one of the

references to Gospel history or to ecclesiastical dogmas which
might not have been derived from the Epistles of Paul, from any
of the forms of the Gospel according to the Hebrews, the Prote-

vangelium of James, or from many another apocryphal Gospel, or

the oral teaching of the Church. It is singular, however, tliat the

only hint which Canon Westcott gives of the more than doubtful

authenticity of this fragment consists of the introductoiy remark,

after alluding to the titles of his genuine and supposititicms wnt-
ings :

" Of these multifarious writings very few fragments remain

in the original Greek, but the general tone of them is so decided

in its theological character as to go far to establish the genuine-

ness of those which are preserved in the Syriac translation.'"'

Now, the fragment " On Faith" which has just been (quoted is

one of the five Syriac pieces of Dr. Cureton to which v'e have

referred,and which even Apologists agree "cannot be regarded as

genuine."* It is well known that there were many writers in the

early Church bearing the names of Melito and Miletius or Mele-

tius,^ which were frequently confounded. Of these five Syriac

fragments one bears the superscription: " Of Meliton, Bishop of

the city of Attica," and another, " Of the holy Meliton, Bishop of

Utica," and Cureton himself evidently leant to the opinion that

they are not by our Melito, but by a Meletius or Melitius, Bishop

of Sebastopolis in Pontus.^ The third fragment is said to be taken

from a discourse "On the Cross," which is unknown to Eusebius,

and from its doctrinal peculiarities was probably written after his

time.'' Another fragment purports to be from a work on the "Soul

and Body ;" and the last one from the treatise "On Faith," which

we are discussing. The last two works are mentioned by Euse-

bius, but these fragments, besides coming in such suspicious com-

pany, must for every reason be pronounced spurious.** They have

On the Canon, p. l%i.;Pi'ra,

196.

1 Cureton, Spicil. Syriacnin, p. 53 f.; Westcott,

Spicil. Solesm., ii. Proleg. lix. f.

2 On the Canoni p. 197. 3 On the Canon, p.

* Donnhhon, Hist. Chr. Lit. find Doetr., iii. p. 236.

5 Wuog, Dissert., i. § 2 ; of. Donaldson, ib., iii. p. 234, 236; Cureton, Spicil

Syriac, p. 96 f.

« Sjiicil. Syriac, p. 96 f.

7 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 237.

8/6., iii. p. 227.
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in fact no attestation whatever except that of the Syriac trans-

lator, who is unknown, and which therefore is worthless, and, on

the other hand, the whole style and thought of the fragments are

unlike anything else of Melito's time, and clearly indicate a later

gtat'e of theological development.^ Moreover, in the Mechitarist

Librar}' at Venice there is a shorter version of the same passage in a

Syriac MS., and an Armenian version of the extract is given above,

in both of which the passage is distinctly ascribed to Irenseus.^ Be-

sides the Oration and the five Syriac fragments, we have other

two works extant falsely attributed to Melito, one, " De Transitu

VirginisMarise," describing the miraculous presence of the Apostles

at the death of Mary;'* and the other, " De Actibus Joannis Apos-

toli," relates the history of miracles performed by the Ajiostle

John. Both are universally admitted to be spurious,* as are a

few other fragments also bearing his name. Melito did not escape

from the falsification to wh'ch many of his more distinguished

predecessors and contemporaries were victims, through the liter-

arj' activity and unscrupulous religious zeal of the first three or

four centuries of our era.

2.

Very little is known regarding Claudius Apollinaris, to whom
we must now for a moment turn. Eusebius informs us that he
was Bishop of Hierapolis,^ and in this he is supported by the

fragment of a letter of Serapion Bishop of Antioch preserved to

us by him, which refers to Apollinaris as the " most blessed." ^

Tischendorf, without any precise date, sets him down as contem-
porary with Tatian and Theophilus (whom he calculates to have
written his work addressed to Autolycus about a.d. 180—181).

'^

Eusebius'^ mentions that, like his somewhat earlier contemporary
Melito of Sardis, Apollinaris presented an " Apology " to the

Emperor Marcus Antoninus, and he gives us further materials for

a date" by stating that Claudius Apollinaris, probably in his

Apology, refers to the miracle of the " Thundering Legion," which

^Domhhon, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 236.
2 They are given by Pitra, Spicil. Solesm., i. p. 3fiF.

3 It is worthy of rtniark that the Virgin is introduced into all these fragments
in a manner quite foreign to the period at which Melito lived.
^Donahhon, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Docti., iii. p. 238; Woog, Dissert., ii. §25 ;

Pitra, Spicil. Solesm., ii. Proleg. xxxi. f.

'•> H. E., iv. 21, 26. 6 lb., V. 19.

^ Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 16, anm. 1.

8 H. E., iv. 26, 27 ; cf. Hieron., De. Vir. 111., 5>6.

9 Eusebius himself sets him down in his Chron ole as flourishing in the eleventh
year of Marcus, or a.d. 171, a year later than he dates Melito.
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the first synoptic Gospel is supposed to be at variance with our

fourth Gospel. This fra^tient is claimed by Tischendorf ^ and

others as evidence of the general acceptance at that time both of

the Syn'^'pt^^-'^ ^"^ ^^^ fourth Gospel. Canon Westcott, with

ohvioils oxjiggeration, says :
" The Gospels are evidently quoted

as hooks certainly icnown and recognized ; their authority is

placed on the same footing a.s the Old Testament.'"^ The Gospels

are referred to merely for the settlement of the liistorical fact as

t ) the day on which the last Passover had been eaten, a narrative

of which they contained.

Tlicre are, however, very grave reasons for doubting the au-

thenticity of the two fragments ascribed to Apollinacis, and we
must iDontion that these doubts are much k.ss those of Gernuin

critics, who, on the M'hole, either do not raise the question at all,

or hastily dispose of it, than doubts entertained by the most

orthodox Apologists, who see little ground for accepting them ns

fcnuim'.^ Eusebius, who gives a catalogue of the works of Apol-

linaris which had reached him,'* was evidently not actjuainted

with any writing of Apollinaris on the Passover. It is argued,

however, that " there is not any sufHeient ground for doubting

the jrenuineness of these fragments ' On Easter,' in the fact that

Eusehius mentions no such book by Apollinaris."^ It is quite

true that Eusebius does not pretend to give a complete list of

these works, but merely says that there are many preserved by
many, and that he mentions those with which he had met. *' At
the same time, entering with great interest, as he does, into the

Paschal Controversy^ an^l acquainted with the principal writings

on the subject,^ it would indeed have been strange had he not
met M'ith the work itself, or at least w ith some notice of it in the
works of others. That he knew nothing oi" it, however, either

directly or indirectly, is clear, for he .states that " the Chuiche^ of

all Asia "^ kept the 14th Nisan, and Apollinaris as an eminent
exception must have held a prominent position, and must have
been quoted in most controversial works on the subject, had he

We need not quote the second fragment here, as it has nothing to do with our
Synoptics ; but, indeed, neither of the passages being by Apollinaris, it ia

scarwly necessary to refer to the other at all.

1 Waiin wunlen, u. s. w., p. 18. 2 On the Canon, p. H)!).

3 Donaldxon, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Uoctr., iii. p. 247 f.; Lardner, Credibility, &c.,
^\ork8, ii. p. 2% ; Tilkmont, M(5in. Hist. Eccles., ii. p. iii., p. 91 ; Houth, Keliq.
SacriB., i. p. 1C7 f

* H. E., iv. 27.

5 Wfstcott, On the Canon, p. 198, note .3 ; cf. Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 340 f.

This is the only remark which Dr. Westcott makes as to any doubt of the
aiithentkity of these fragments. Tischendorf does not mention a doubt at all.

^^Toi 6f. 'AnoXtvapiov noXXcSv napd itoXXoK doD^o^ieyoDV, rd eli
Vuca midvra idrl rnde- h.t.X. H. E., iv. 27.

' Eusebiiig, H. E., V. 23, 24. 8 Jb., v. 23.

!
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really written anything on the subject or taken any part in the
discussion. Eusebius was acquainted with the work of Melito on
the Passover, and (|uotes ii.,' which must have referred to his con-

temporary and antagonist,'^ Apollinaris,. had he written such a
work as this fragment denotes. Not only, however, does Cuie-

bins know nothing of his having co!npose<l such a work, but

neither do Theodoret,^ Jerome,* Pnotius,'^ nor other writers who
enumerate other of his works, nor is he mentioned in any way by
Clement of Alexandria, Irenreus, nor by any of those who took

part in the great controversy."

It is stated that all the Churches of Asia, including some of the

most distinguished members of the Church, such as Polyoaq), and

his own contemporary Melito, celebrated the (Jhristian fostivaion

the 14th Nisan, the practice almost universal, therefore, in the

country in which Claudius Apollinaris is supposed to write this

fragment.^ How it is possible, therefore, that this isolated convert

to the views of Victor and the Roman Church, could vaite of so

vast and distinguished a majority as "some who through ignor-

ance raisetl contentiof " on the point, when not only all the

Asiatic Ci)urches at tl 'me were agreed to keep the fourteenth

of Nisan, and in doin^ aised no new contention at all, but as

Polycrates rcj^resentod, followed the tradition handod down to

them from their Fathers, and authorized by the practice of the

Apostle John himself?'^ It is impossible that the "most holy

Bishop of Hierapolis " could thus have written of the Bishops

and Churches of Asia. There is literally no evidence wliatever

that Apollinaris sided in this discussion with the Roman party,

and had he done so it is scarcely possible that so eminent an

exception to the practice of the Asiatic Churches could have been

|)assed over in total silence both by the advocates of the 14th

Nisan and by those who opposed it.''

Whilst none of his contemporaries nor writers about his own

time seem to have known that Apollinaris wrote any work from

which these fragments can have been taken, or that he overtook

any part in tlie Paschal controversy at all, the only ground we

have for attributing them to him is the Preface to the Paschal

Chronicle of Alexandria, written by an unknown author of the

1 Eusebius, H. E., iv. 2Q.

2 Cf. Hilgenfeld, Der Paschastreit, p. 256.

SHaeiet. Fab., ii. 21, iii. 2.

4 E|)i8t. ad Magnum Ep., p. 83. 6 Biblioth. Cod., 14.

6Cf. Etisebius, H. E., v. 23, 24; cf. iv. 26 ; Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit, *nd

Doctr., iii. p. 247 ff.

7 Eusebius, H E., v. 23, 24 ; Hilqenfeid, Der Paschastreit, p. 274 ff.

8 Eusebius, H. E., v. 24 ; cf. Hilgenfeld, Der Paschastreit, p. 25C ;
Baur, K.. ^

d. drei ersten Jahrb., p. 157.

9 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 247 f.

[MA
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r venth century, some five hundred years after the time of Apol-

linaris whose testimony has rightly iieen described aa " worth

almost nothing."^ Most certainly many passages preserved by this

anthor are inauthentic, and generally allowed to be so.'^ The two

fragments have by many been conjecturally ascribed to Pieriusof

Alexandria;'' a writer of the third cc itury, who composed a work

on Easter, but there is no evidence on the point. On tlic other

hand there is such exceedingly slight reason for attributing these

fragments to Claudius ApolTinaris, and so many strong grounds

for believing that he cannot have wiitten them, that they have

no liiaterial value as evidence for the anticjuity of the Gospels.

3.

i
,

,.'

We know little or nothing of Athenagoras. He is not men-

tioned by Eusebius, and our only information regarding him is

derived from a fragment of Philip Sidetes, a writer of the fifth

contuiy, firs' j)ublished by Dodwell.* Philip states that he was
the first loader of the school of Alexandria during the time of

Hadrinn and Antoninus, to the latter of whom lie addressed his

Apology, and he further saj^s that Clement of Alexandria was his

disciple, and that Pantsenus was the disciple of Clement. Part of

this statement we know to be erroneous, and the Christian Histoi y
of Philip, from which the fragment is ttvken, is very slightly

spoken of both by Socrates^ and Photius.<* Ko reliance can be

placed upon this information.'^

The only works ascribed to Athenagoras are an Apology

—

called an Embassy, irptn^iia—bearing the inscription :
" The Em-

bassy of Athenagoras the Athenian, a philosopher and a Christian,

concerning Christians, to the Emperors Marcus Aurelius Anto-
ninus and Lucius Aurelius Commodus, Armeniaci Sarmatici and,

above all, philosophers ;" and further, a Treatise :
" On the Resur-

rection of the Dead." A quotation from the Apology by Methodius
in his work on the Resurrection of the Body, is preserved by

1 Donaldson, ib., iii. p. 247 ; Lardner, Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 296.
2 Dr. Donaldson rightly calls a fragment in the Chronicle ascribed to Melito,

"nntjuestionably spurious." Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 231.
^1'dkmont, Uim. Hist. Eccles., ii. part iii. p. 91 ; Lardner, Credibility, &c.,
"orks, ii. p. 296; Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 248 f.; Routh, Reliq.
»««, i. p. 167 f.

* Append, ad Diss. Iren., p. 488. The extract from Philip's History is made by
w unknown author.

' H. E., vii. 27. 6 Bibl. Cod., xxxv. p. 21

.

' Bamage, Ann. Polit. EccL, 176, § 6 ; Lardner, Works, ii. p. 180 ; Donaldson,
Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 108 f.
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Epiphanius^ and Photius,^ and this, the mention by Philip Sidetes

and the inscription by an unknown hand, just quoted, are all the

evidence we possess regarding the Apology. We have no evidence

au all regarding the treatise on the Resurrection, beyond the

inscription. The authenticity of neither, therefore, stands on very

sure grounds.^ The address of the Apology and internal evidence

furnished by it, into which we need not go, show that it could not

have been written before A.D. 17G—177, the date assigned to it by

most critics,'* although there are marty reasons for daiing it some
years later.

In the six lines which Tischendorf devotes to Athe'ipooras, he

says that the Apology contains " several quotations fror . Matthew
and Luke,"" without, however, indicating them. In the very few

sentences which Canon Westcott vouchsafes to him, he savs:

"Athenagoras quotes the words of our Lord as they stand inSt.Mat-

thew four times, and aj)pears to allude to j)assages in St. Mark iuul

St. John, but he nowhere mentions the name of an Evangelist."*'

Here the third Synoptic is not mentioned. In another place he

says : "Athenagoias at Athens, and Theophilus at Antiocb, make

use of the same books generally, and treat them with the same

respect ;" and in a note: "Athenagoras quotes the Gospels of St.

Matthew and St. John."^ Here it will be observed that also the

Go.spel of Mark is quietly dropped out of sight, but still the posi-

tive manner in wh.ich it is asserted that Athenagoras (juotes from

" the Gospel of St. Matthew," without further explanation is calcu-

lated to mislead. We shall refer to each of the su])posed ([uotatioiis.

Athenagoras not only docs not mention any Gospel, but singu-

larly enough he never once introduces the name of "Christ" into

the works ascribed to him, and all the " words of the Lord " \\-

ferred to are introduced simply by the indefinite " he says," ^.-.yl,

and without any indication whatever of a written source.'^ The

only exception to this is an occasion on which he puts into the

mouth of "the Logos" a saying which is not found in any of

Gospels. The first passage to which Canon Westcott alludes is

the following, which we contrast with the supposed parallel in the

Gospel :

—

1 Hier., Ixiv. 21. 2 fiibl. Cod., ccxxxiv. p. 908.

3 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 114 f.

< Anyer, ISynopa. Ev. Prolej;., xxxii. ; Basnnije, Annal. Polit. Eccles. , 17(), §6;

Credner, Bei'triige, i. p. 53 ; FabrichtH (a.d. 177—180), Bibl. Grrec, vi. p. 8(i; Don-

aldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. Ill f.; Km-hho/er, Quellensaniml., y.

47"^; Lardner {a.i>. )77— 17.S), Works, ii. p. 181 ; Moi>heim, ^^iss. de vera a'tat.

Apol. Athenag. ; R.uas, Gesch. N. T., 290: Scholfm. Die alt. ..eiignisse, p. 109;

T'llemont, M^m. Hist. Eccles., t. ii. ar.. 8, note x.; TiHchendorf, Wann wiirdeii,

u. 8. w., p. 19; Volkmar, Der Ursp- nng, p. 34; DcWette (t 180), Einl. N. T.,

J 852, p. 26. 6 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 19.

6 On the (^anon, p. 103 7 Jb., •>. 304, and note 2

* Donaldson, H' t. Clir. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. I'ri.
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j

MaTT. V. 39— 40.

For we have learnt not only not
j

But I say unto you : that ye resist

to render a blow, nor to go to law ' not evil : but whosoever shall smite

{SiKa!^c6^'Cct) with those who spoil thee on thy right cheek {6e parridet

and plunder us. but even to those ijtl rr,y 8eqidv 6uv 6iay6ya) turn

who should strike (us) on one side of to him the other also. And if any

theforehead {hcxtcx xoppt/i npo6nri- man be minded to sue thee at the law

AaK/'(a(J') t*' ""'^''^ ^'^'' ^ ^'"^^' ^^""^ ^'^'^^^'"^ (xftjfJijv(xt) and take awt^y {Aafjeiv)

side of the head also ; and to those thy coat, let him have (dcpe? avT(a)

who should take away (av'cv/po/J'ro) thy cloke also.2

the coat, to yive also (InidiSoyat) '

the cloke besides, i '

it IS .scarcely possible to imagine a greater difference in lan-

f;ua<'e conveying a similar idea than that which exists between.

Atlienagoras and the first Gospel, and the parallel passage in

Luke is in many respects still more distant. No echo of the

words in Matthew has lingered in the ear of the writer, for he

employs utterly different phiaseology throughout, and nothing

can Ije more certain than the fact that there is not a linguistic

trace in it of acquaintance with our Synoptics.

The next passage which is referred to is as follows :

Athenagoras.

What, then, .re those precepts in

which we are instructed?

I say unto you : love your
enemies, bless them that curse,

pray fur tl em that persecute you :

that )e may be sons of your Father
which is in the heavens who (o5)

luaketh his sun, &c.'^

Matt. v. 44—45.

But I sjiy unto you, Love your
tnemics, bless them thtt curse you, *

do good to them that hate you, and
pray for them that 5 persecute you :

That ye siiay bo sons of your Father
which is in heaven : for (or?) he
maketh his sun, ifec."

' . . . . ov ixoi'ov TO dvTinaieit^ , ov8k ftt'/v dindl^fdOai rot? dyovdi
xai dpTcdZovdiv T/^idi, liiF./iicxlTfHorei- dX\d roii/!iay,Hdv hara Hoppr/i
niJoi5KiiXaHi!^u)6t, nal ro arrpoy ncde.iy TCapex^Jy r^/S «£<paA?/5 /iispoi'

Toii 61, ft Toy ;|fir(a)/tv dqjatpo'Cyzo^ intSiSovai xai ro 'mdzioy, h.t.X.
I.egatio ])ro Christiaiiis, § 1

.

2 iy&i (5f \Eyoa I'jiiy //// dvTi6Tvyai i(w noyjjpcfO- «AA' odrti 6b
paniOet Ini rz/v de^iny 6ov Otayoycx, drp^i^ aiVoJ «ai rr^y dWify
^ttlTooOeXoyTi dot HpifJ7/yai xai i. jy XJ^<^^'^ <^ou XafJeiv, agje? uvzaS
xrd ro iiiiaTioy.^ Matt. v. ^i), U) ; cf. Luke vi. 29.
3 Jeyw v/iiiy \lya7idrs zoi i ixOpovi v/.iooy, evXoyeTrF. rot)? xcxra-

pauevov^y npodev x^dOe vnkp Twy Stooxdyrooy v'/.idi, ottgl)? yeyt/dOe
villi Tov riarpdi v'noSy rov tv toH ov pavoTif Si rov f/Xiov av -

roi;^ dviXTiXXEt, h.t.X. Leg. pro Christ., § 11.
* Ihe expressions EvXoye'iTe rovS HaTapoo^teyov; vfini, xaXxai noielre

^ovijiidotyrai vftai, " bless them that curse you, do good to them that hate
you," are omitted from some of the ohlest MSS., but we do not know any in
which the tirst of these two doubtful phrases is retained, as in Athenagoras, and
the "do good to them that hate you," is onntted.

' The phrase IntjpEcxi^oyra-'y v/udi, " dospitefuUy use you," is omitted from
many ancient codices.

« Eyoo di Xeyoo v'f.tTv, dyandre row's ixOpov'i v)j(uv xai irpodev'-
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The same idea is continued in the next chapter, in which the
following passage occurs

:

Athenagoras.

For if ye love (dyaTtdre), he says,

{(ptj6i) them which love, and lend to

them which lend to you, what reward
«hall ye have ? l

Matt. v. 46.

For if ye should love {dyaitr)6rfTt)

them which love you, what reward
have ye ? 2

There is no parallel at all in the first Gospel to the phrase

"and lend to them that lend to you," and in Luke vi. 34, the

passage reads :
" and if ye lend to them of whom ye hope to re-

ceive, what thank have ye ?" (koX iav Savi^ere Trap' (Lv iKniCeTi Xafidv,

TToia vfiiv x«P''5 «o^'^' ') It is evident, therefore, that there arc decided

variations here, and that the passage of Athenagoras does not

agree with either of the Synoptics. We have seen the persistent

variation in the quotations from the " Sermon on the Mount"
which occur in Justin,^ and there is no part of the discourses of

Jesus more certain to have been preserved by living Christian

tradition, or to have been recorded in every form of Gospel. The

differences in these passages from our Synoptic present the same

features as mark the several versions of the same discourse in our

first and third Gospels, and indicate a distinct source. The same

remarks also apply to the next passage :

Athenagoras.

For whosoever, he says [q)r)6i),

looketh on a woman to lust after her,

hath committed adultery (/ue/joixv-

K£v) already in his heart.-*

Matt. v. 28.

But I say unto you, That whoso

ever fooketh on a woman to hist after

her, hath committed adultery with

her (i/iioix^vdev avT?jy) already in

his heart. 5

The omission of avrrjv, "with her," is not accidental, but is an

important variation in the sense, which we have already met

with in the Gospel used by Justin Martyr.** There is another

passage, in the next chapter, the parallel to which follows closely

on this in the great Sermon as reported in our first Gospel, to

XF.oOe v'nkp TGov dtooHovTOoy v'fxd'i- onooi yeyr/dOe viol tov" ilar/ao?

v'/^toSy tov" iv ovpavofs, on tov riXtov avrov" dvarsWst, h.t.X.

Matt. V. 44, 45.

1 'Edv yap dyandrE, g)Tf6l ', rov'i dyancSyrai, xai Savsi^ETE Toli

SavEiXovdiy vi-ity, viva jitidOdv Eisre ; Leg. pro. Chr., § 12.

2 'Edy yap dyaitr')6})r'' rov'i dyaiKavvai v fidi fiidOoy EXtrE ;
Matt.

v. 4().

3 Justin likewise has dyandtE for dyaittjdrjTE in this passage.
^

4 'O yap pXenooy, (pr/di, yvyalxa npoi to iiriOv/.tr/dat avrrji, rj^V

lUE^inixEVHEV iv r^ y.apSla. avrov. Leg. pro Christ. ,§ 32.

6 ^Eyoo 8i Xsyca v'/uiv on ndi d ftXeitooy yvvaiua npoi to iKi-

Ov/j^6ai avTj}y TjSr) ifioixsvdsy avrjjy itj Ty xapSia avTov.
« Apol. i. 15.
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which Canon Westcott does not refer, but which we must point

out

:

Athenagoras.
I

Matt. v. 32.

For whosoever, he says (cpr/di), shall But I say unto you, Th.at whoso-

piit away his wife and marry another
]
ever shall put away his wife, savinji

ooramitteth adultery.

'

for the cause of fornication, causeth
her to commit adultery : and whoso-

I
ever shall marry her when divorced

i committeth adultery. 2

It is evident that the passage in the Apology is quite different

from that in the "Sermon on the Mount" in the first Synoptic.

If we compare it with Matt. xix. 9, there still remains the express

limitation fj-r] eVi -iropvlia, which Athenagoras does not admit, his

own express doctrine being in accordance with the positive

declaration in his text. In the immediate context, indeed, he in-

sists that even to ?narry another wife after the death of the first

is cloaked adultery. We find in Luke xvi. 18, the reading of

Athenagoras,^ but with important linguistic variations

:

Athknauoras.

'05 ydp (XV cxTCoXvd^ TT/v yvva.xa
avToi)', Hal ya/ii7/6];f dXXtfv noixoc-
rai.

Luke xvi. 18.

lid? d aTCoA-voov rrjv yvvalMa.
avTov Hal ya/ucav kvepav fiot'

XFVEl.

Athenagoras clearly cannot have derived this from Luke, but the

sense of the passage in that G' >;[)el, compared with the passage
in Matthew xix. 9, makes it ccitain that ilie reading of Athen-
agoras WHS derived from turrf combining the language of the
one and the thought of tii' 'lifi- In Mark x. 11, the rpRi'ing is

nearer that of Athenagoras ..ud mfiniis -•ui- conclusi" , I nt the
addition there of eV aim^v " against 1.

' after /xoi^^'^at, proves that
his source was not that Gospel.

We may at once give the last passage which is siipyiosed to be
a quotation from our Synoptics, and it is that which affirnnMl

to be a reference to Mark. Athenagoras state: n ahnost iunnedi-
ate context with the above :

" for in the beg ining God formed
one man and one woman." * This is compared with Mark x 6 :

" But from the beginning of the creation God made them male
and female

"

,^0; ydp dy dnoXv'dx), <pr/6i, rr/v yvvalxa av roi)~, xal ycx/nrjd^
iMt/y, uoixdrai. Leg. pro Chr., § 33.

2 Eyai Si Xayoo v'fiTy on oS dy dnoXv'djj rr/v yvyaTnu^ avrov
tapiHToi Xdyuv nopyfia? noiel av rtfv /aoixfvOj/yai, hcxI o5 dy ixTCoX-
:XvueyT/y yixiitf6^, fiotxdrai. Matt. v. 32. Ttdi d (xitoXv My i.s the older
and better readinj^, but we give oS cxy dnoXv'6^ as favouring the similarity.

3 Lanlner, indeed, points to the passage as a quotation from the third Gospel.
Worits, ii. p. 183.

*Leg. pro Chr., §33.

33
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Athbnagoras.

"Ort kv dpx^ o Sedi 'iva avSpa
enXadE nai fitav yvvalxa.

Mark x. 6.

\A7C6 Se dfsxff^ HTi6Eooi dpdev nni
Ot/Xv titoiri6Ev avrovi d Hsoi.

Now this passage differs materially in every way from the sec-

ond Synoptic. The reference to " one man " and " one woman

'

is used in a totally different sense, and enforces the previous as-

sertion that a man may only marry one wife. Such an armimont
directly derived from the Old Testament is perfectly natural to

one who, like Athenagoras, derived all his authority from it alone.

It is simply absurd to claim it as evidence of the use of Mark,

Now we must repeat that Athenagoras does not name any
source from which he derives his knowledge of the sayings of

Jesus. These sayings are all from the Sermon on the Mount.

and are introduced by the indefinite phrase <)!)i?(Tt, and it is remark-

able that all differ distinctly from the parallels in our Gospels.

The whole must be taken together as coming from one source,

and there is the clearest indication that his source Avas different

from our Gospels. Dr. Donaldson states the ea.se with great fair-

ness :
" Athenagoras makes no allusion to the inspiration of any

of the New Testament writere. He does not mention one of them

by name, and one cannot be sure that he quotes from any except

Paul. All the passages taken from the Gospels are parts of our

Lord's discourses, and may have come down to Athenagoras by

tradition."^ He might have added that they might also have

been derived from the Gospel according to the Hebrew.s or many

another collection now unhappily lost.

One circumstance strongly confirming this conclusion is the

fact already mentioned, that Athenagoras, in the same chapter in

which one of these quotations occurs, introduces an apocryphal

saying of the Logos, and connects it with previous sayings by the

expression " The Logos again (ttoAiv) saying to us." This can

only refer to the sayings previously inf roduce J by the indefinite

ii>i)<ri Tlu' sentence, which is in reference ^.i the Christian salu-

tation of peace, is as follows :
" The Logos again saying to us :

'If

an}' one for this reason kiss a second time because it plea.sed him

(he sins)
;

' and adding :
' Thus the kiss or rather the salutation

must be used with caution, as, if it be defiled even a little liy

thought, it excludes us from the life eternal.'"^ This saying,

1 Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 172.

De. Wetle says regarding Athenagoras :
" The quotations of evangelical pas-

sfti^es prove nothing." Einl. A. T., 1852, p. 25.

2 ndXiv rjnYv Xf'yoi'T toxT Joyon- Eav ni did tovto Ih li^ivripov

KaTaquXrjd^^ on r/pEofv avrdo- ual knicpepovroi- OvrooiovvocxpJ-

fio66a6(iai TO cpiXrjua, aXXoy Sk ro itpjxSHvvrjua fiel- wi ei'noini"*P'"'

Ttj diavoia napaOoXai/en/, e^oo t^/udi r^S alooviov nOeyroi Zci)f/i. Ug-

pro Christ.,' §32.
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which is directly attributed to the Logos, is not found in our

Gospels. The only natural deduction is that it comes from the

same source as the other sayings, ana that source was not our

synoptic Gospels.^

The total absence of any allusion to New Testament Scriptures

in Athenagoras,'^ however, is rendered more striking and signifi-

cant by the marked expression of his belief in the inspiration of

the Old Testament. He appeals to the prophets for testimony

as to the truth of the opinions of Christians ; men, he says, who
spoke by the inspii'ation of God, whose Spirit moved their mouths

to express God's will as musical instruments are played upon :
^

• But since the voices of the prophets support our arguments, I

think that you, being most learned and wise, cannot be ignorant

of the writings of Moses, or of those of Isaiah and Jeremiah and
of the other prophets, who being raised in ecstasy above the

reasoning that was in themselves, uttered ^he things which were
wrought in them, when the Divine Spirit moved them, the Spirit

using them as a flute player would blow into the flute." * He
thus enunciates the theory of the mechanical inspiration of the

writers of the Old Testament in the clearest manner,^ and it

would indeed have been strange, on the supposition that he ex-

tended his views of inspiration to any of the Scriptures of the

New Testament, that he never names a sipgle one of them, nor
indicates to the Emperors in the same way, as worthy of their at-

tention, any of these Scriptures along with the Law and the Pro-

phets. There can be no doubt that he nowhere gives reason for

supposing that he regarded any other writings than the Old Tes-

tament as inspired or " Holy Scripture." ^

4.

In the 17th year of the reign of Marcus Aurelius, between the
7th March, 177-178, a fierce persecution was, it is said,'' com-
menced against the Christians in Gaul, and more especially at

Vienne and Lyons, during the course of which the aged Bishop
Pothinus, the predecessor of Irenjeus, suffered martyrdom for the

1 Cf. Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 34 ; Lardner, Works, ii. p, 187, § xx. f. ;

/?e«M, Gesch. N. T., p. 290; Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 172 f.

2 Donaldson, Hist. (Jhr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 172; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 54
f.

i Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 34.
3 Leg. pro Christ., § 7. * lb., ^ 9.

5 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 171 f.; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeug-
mm, p. 108 f.; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 54 f

" In the treatise on the Resurrection there are no arguments derived from
Scripture. 7 Eusebius, H. E., v. Proem.

SiH'
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faith. The two communities some time after addressed an Epistle

to their brethren in Asia and Phiygia, and also to Eleutherus

Bishop of Rome,^ relating the events which had occurred, and the

noble testimony which had been borne to Christ by the numer-
ous martyrs who had been cruelly put to death. The Epistle has

in great part been preserved b}' Eusebius,^ and critics generally

agree in dating it about a.d. 177,^ although it was most probably

not written until the following year. *

No writing of the New Testament is directly referi-ed to in

this Epistle,^ but it is asserted tha*. chere ai-e " unequivocal coin-

cidences of language "^ with the Gospel of Luke, and others of its

books. The passage which is referred to as showing knowledge
of our Synoptic is as follows. The letter speaks of a certain

Vettius Epagathus, whose life was so austere that, although a

young man, " he was thought worthy of the testimony (/^aprvpic)

borne by the elder (wpea-fivTepov) Zacharias. He had walked, of a

truth, in all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord blame-

less, and was untiring in every kind of office towards his neigh-

bour ; having much zeal for God and being fervent in spirit."

'

This is compared with the description of Zacharias and Elizabeth

in Luke i. 6 :
" And they were both righteous before God, walking

in all the commandments and ordinances of the Lord blameless."

"

A little further on in the Epistle it is said of the same person

;

"Having in himself the advocate (TrapaKXtyrov), the spirit (to Trvi\>p.o.),

more abundantly than Zacharias," &c.,^ which again is referred to

Luke i. 67, "And his father Zacharias was tilled with the Holy

Spirit and prophesied, saying," &c.^''

1 EmeMus, H. E., v. 3. 2 Jb., v. 1 f.

3 Anyer, Synops. Ev. Proleg.
, p. xxxii. ; Dovaldm.i, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr.,

iii. p 255 ?L.;Hil()enfeld, DtrKanon, p. 10, p. 32; Lipsius, C'hronolofeie d. rom. Bis-

chofe, p. 185 ; Lurdne.r, Works, ii. p. 149 ; Monheim, Observ. Sacr. et Hist., i..3, §

10 ; Neander. K. G., i. p. 190 f.; Routh, Reliq. Sacrre, i. p 289 f., p. 32G f.; Schol-

ten. Die ait. Zeugnisse, p. 110 f. ; Tillemont, M^m. Hist. EccL, iii. art. 2, et note 1;

Tmliemlorf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 80 f,, an. 1 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p.

164, p. 156; Westeott, On the Canon, p. 295.
* Boroniua dates the death of Pothinus in a.u. 179 ; Valeniua, ad Euseb. H. E.,

V. 5.

6 iVentcott, On the Canon, p. 295; Lardner, Works, ii. p. 153; Donaldson, Hist.

Chr. Lit. aii(i Doctr., iii. p. 385.

6 Westcott, On the Canon, p. 295.

7 6vvf.c,i6ov60ai rff tov npfd/Svrspov Zixxapiov juaprvftux^

iKEJtopEi'ro yovv iy 7td(iaii rati ivroXaii xcxi Sixaianurdi tov

Kvpiov a^E/iiTCroi, nal itddy r^ itpoi tov nXndiov Xeirovpyux. aoHvoi,

l^rfXov Sf.ov' noXhV exoov, nal roi ityev'/ucxTr, x.r.A. Euseb., H. E., v. I.

8 n6ay ^i dinatut d/acporfpot ivoiniov tov (-)fov'', nopEvoi-ifvoi iv

Tcddat? Tali iyToAali xai SixatoD/jadiv tov xvpiov ai.ieixiiToi. Luke i. 6^

9 'exa>v St TOV napdxXr/TOV hv iavTco, to itvevi-ia nXEiov tov

Zax^^piov. Euseb., H. E., v. i.

10 Kai Zaxcipiai d nuTT/p avTov irtXTjdQr/ ff//eu>aro? dyiov nal

iTtpocp^TEvdev Xeycov, x.t.X. Luke i. 67.
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No written source is indicated in the Epistle for the reference

to Zacharias, and, therefore, it cannot in any case be ascribed to

one particular Gospel to the exclusion of others no longer extant.

Let us, however, examine the matter more closely. Tischendorf

does not make use of this Epistle at all as evidence for the Scrip-

tures of the New Testament. He does, however, refer to it, and

to these very allusions in it to Zacharias, as testimony to the

existence and use of tlii& Protevangelium Jacobi, a work, it will be

remembered, whose origin he dates so far back as the first three

decades of the second century.^ He points out that the first refer-

ence to the Protevangelium after Justin appears to be in this

Epistle, as Hilgenfeld had already observed.^ Tischendorf and
Hiigenfeld, therefore, agree in affirming that the reference to

Zacharias which we have quoted, indicates acquaintance with a

different Gospel from our third Gospel, for it alludes to his mar-
trydom, which Luke does not mention. Hilgenfeld rightly main-
tains that the Protevangelium Jacobi in its present form is merely
aversion of an older work,^ which he conjectures to have been the

Gospel according to Peter, or the Gnostic work Tiwa Mapi'a?.* Both
Tischendorf and Hilgenfeld show that many of the Fathers^ were
either acquainted with the Protevangelium or the works on which
it was based, and Tertullian refers to the martyrdom of Zacharias

which it relates.*' The first Gospel alludes to the same event ^ in

a manner which indicates a well-known history, but of which,
with the exception of the account in the Protevangelium, we have
no written narrative extant. There can be no doubt that the
reference to Zacharias in Matthew, in the Protevangelium and in

this Epistle of Vienne and Lyons, is not based upon Luke, in

which there is no mention of his death, and there can be just as

little doubt, and the Protevangelium is absolute evidence of the
fact, that other works existed which included the Martyrdom of

Zacharias, as well as the tradition of the birth of John the Baptist,

which latter part we find reproduced in our third Synoptic Gospel,
Ewald, who asserts the mythical character of that history in
Luke,** distinctly affirms that it is not a composition by the
author of our third Synoptic, but is derived from a separate older
work.^

1 Wann wurden, u. a. w., p. 76 fif., 80. anno. 1 ; cf. Evang. Apocr. Proleg., p.
xii. f.

i Wann wurden, u. a. w., p. 80. anm. 1; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. .Tuatin's, p. 154 f.

3 Die Evv. Justin's, p. 154 f. 4 /f,., p. 160 f.

'' T'm-hendorf, VVanu wurden, u. a. w., p. 76 fF.; cf. Evang. Apoc. Proleg., p. xii.
I.; Hihjenfeld, Die Evv. J., p. 154 ff.

" Scorp. adv. Gnost., § 8. " Zacharias inter altare et sedem trucidatur perennea
cruorissuimaoilaasilicibuaadaignana." Cf. Protev. Jac, xxiv.

' Matt, xxiii. 35.

I
Christus u. 8. Zeit, p. 2.30 S. ; Geach. dea V. laraela, 1867, v.

» Ewald, Dei drei erst. Evv., p. 97 f. ; cf. i. p. 177 ff.
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PTOLEMiEUS AND

CHAPTER X.

HEKACLEON—CELSUS—THE
TORI—RESULTS.

CANON OF MURA-

We have now reached the extreme limit of time within which

we think it in any degree worth while to seek for evidence as to

the date and authorship of the synoptic Gospels, and we might
now proceed to the fourth Gospel ; but before doing so it may be

well to examine one or two othei- witnesses whose support has

been claimed by apologists, although our attention may be chiefly

confined to an inquiry into the date of such testimony, upon
which its value, even if real, mainly depends so far as we are

concerned. The first of these whom we must notice are the two
Gnostic leaders, Ptolemaius and Heracleon.

Epiphanius has preserved a certain " Epistle to Flora " ascribed

to Ptolempeus, in which, it is contended, there are " several quo-

tations from Matthew, and one from the first chapter of John." ^

What date must be assigned to this Epistle ( In reply to those

who date it about the end of the second century, Tischendorf

produces the evidence for an earlier period to which he assigns it.

He says: "He (Ptolemeeus) appears in all the oldest sources as oneof
the most important, most influential of the disciples of Valentinus.

As the period at which the latter himself flourished falls about 140,
do we say too much when,we represent Ptolemseus as working at

the latest about 160 ? Irenajus (in the 2nd Book) and Hippolytus
name him together with Heracleon; likewise pseudo-Tertullian (in

the appendix toDe PrcbscHptionibu sHwreticorum) andPhilastrius
make him appear immediately after Valentinus. Irenseus wrote
the first and second books of his great work most probably
(hoehst warscheinlich) before 180, and in both he occupies him-
self much with Ptolemseus." ^ Canon Westcott, beyond calling

Ptolemseus and Heracleon disciples of Valentinus, does not assign
any date to either, and does not of cours' oflfer any further evi-

dence on the point, although, in regard tu Heracleon, he admits
the ignorance in which we are as to all points of his history, ^

and states generally, in treating of him, that " the exact chrono-
logy of the early heretics is very uncertain."*

1 Tischendorf, Wann warden, u. s. w., p. 46. Canon Westcott with greater
caution saya :

" He quoted words of our Lord recorded by St. Matthew, the pro-
logue of St. John's Gospel, &c." On the Canon, p. 267.

2 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 46 f.

3 On the t'anon, p. 263. 4 fb., p. 264, note 2.
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Let US, however, examine the evidence upon which Tischen-

dorf relies for the date he assigns to Ptohunji'us. He states in

vague terms that Ptolema'us appears " in all tlio oKlest sources

"

(in alien den Jiltesten QMellen) as one of the most important dis-

ciples of Valentinus. We shall presently see whut these sources

are, but mast now follow the argument: " As the dfiio of Valen-

tinus falls about 140, do we say too much when we represent

PtolemsBus as working at the latest about 160?" It is evident

that there is no evidence here but merely assumption, and the

manner in which the period " about IGO " is begged, is a clear

admission that there are no certain data. The year might with

equal propriety upon those grounds have been put ten years

earlier or ten years later. The deceptive and arbitrary chanicter

of the conclusion, however, will be more apparent when we e.x-

amine the grounds upon which the relative dates 140 and KiO

rest. Tischendorf here states that the uime at which Valentinus

flourished falls about A.D. 140, but the fact is that, as all critics

are agreed,^ and as even Tischendorf himself elsewhere states,

"

Valentinus came out of Egypt to Rome in that year, when his

public career practically commenced, and he continued to fiouri.sh

for at least twenty years after.^ Tischendorf's pretended moder-

ation, therefore,' consists in dating the period when Valentinus

flourislied from the very year of his first appearance, and in as-

signing the active career of Ptolemteus to 160, when Valentinus

was still alive and teaching. He might on the same piinciple be

dated 180, and even in that case there could be xio reason for

ascribing the Epistle to Flora to so early a period of his career.

Tischendorf never even pretends to state any ground upon which

PtolenuBUS must be connected with any precise part of the public

life of Valentinus, and still less for discriminating the period of

the career of Ptolenuieus at which the Epi.stlemay have been com-

posed. It is obvious that a wide limit for date thus exists.

After these o-eneral statements Tischendorf details tl)e only

evidence which is available. (1)
" Irenaeus (in the 2nd Book) and

Hippolytus name him together with Heracleon ;
likewi.se (2)

pseudo Tertullian (in the appendix to Le Prcascriptionihus Hivre-

ticoruvi) and Philastrius make him appear immediatel;; after

Valentinus," &c. We nmst first examine these two points a little

more closely in order to ascertain the value of such statements.

Wita regard to the first (1) of these points, we shall presently see

that the mention of the name of Ptolemaius along with that of

1 ."-ee authorities, p. 421 , note 1

J).
166.

Cf. Mamel, The Gnostic Heresies, 1875,

2 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 48. "Valentinus, der um 140 aus /Egypten nach

Rom kam und darauf noch 20 Jahie gelebt haben mag."
3 Cf. [renrvus. Adv. Haer., iii. 4, § 3 ; Eusebiua, H. E., iv. 11.

I
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Heracleon throws no light upon the nmttor from any point of

view, inasmuch as Tischeiidorf has as little authority for the date

lie a.s-sij,'ns to the latter, and is in as eoni|)lete ii^'norjince eoucern-

iug him, as in the ease of Ptolenmvas. It is anmsin<,', moreover,

that T' sellendoii" employs the very same ar^'ument, which sounds

well althouf^h it means nothing, inversely to establisli the date of

Henieleon. Here, he argues: " Irena.^us and Hippolytus name
him (Ptolemieus) together with Heracleon ;

"' there, he reasons

:

' h'eniBus names Heracleon together with Ptolenueus,"^ &c. As
neither the date assigned to the one nor to the other can stand

alone, he tries to get them into something like an upright positicm

by propping the one ;\gainst the other, an expedient which, na-

turally, meets with little success. We shall in dealing with the

ease of Heracleon show how absurd is the argument from the

mere order in which such names are mentioned by these writers

;

meantime we may simply say that Irenseus only once men-
tions the name of Heracleon in his works, and that the occasion

on which he does so, and to which reference is here made, is

merely an allusion to the iEons " of Ptolemaius himself,

and of Heracleon, and all the rest who hold these views." ^

This phrase might have been used, exactly as it stands, with

perfect propriety even if Ptolenjtvus and Heracleon had been
separated by a century. The only point which can be deduced
from this mere coupling of names is that, in using the present

tense, Iremeus is speaking of his own contemporaries. We may
make the same remark regarding Hippolytus, for, if his mention
of Ptolemaius and Heracleon has any weight at all, it is to prove
that they were flourishing in his time :

" Those who are of Italy,

of whom is Hefacleon and Ptolemaeus, say . .
."* &c. We

shall have to go further into this point presently. As to (2)

pseudo-Tertullian and Philastrius we need only say that even if

the fact of the names of the two Gnostics being coupled together
could pi'ove anything in regard to the date, tlu; repetition by
these writers could have no importance for us, their works being
altogether based on those of Irenffius and Hiftpolytus,'^ and
scarcely, if at all, conveying independent information.'' We have
merely indicated the weakness of these arguments in passing, but
siiall again take them up further on.

' Waiin wiirden u. s. w., p. 47- 2 /J., p. 48.
Ipsius Ptolemx'i et Heracleonib, et reliquorum omnium qui eadem opinantur.

Adv. H»r,, u. 4, § 1.

* Oi fisy (XTio TtJ'^'IraXuxi, <ay idriv 'HfjaKXeoov nal IlroXe/iiaioi . .

<P<X6i. Ref. Omii. Hwr., vi. 35.

^
Cf. LijwiiK, Zur Quellenkritik des Epiphanius, 1865.
Indeed the direct and avowed dependence of Hippolytus himself upon the

work of Irenaus deprives the Philosophumena, in many parts, of all separate au-
'hority.

.1"
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The next ami final consideration advanced by Tischetulorf jg

the only one which merits serious attention. " Irena-us wrote

the first and second book of his great work most prol)ably before

180, and in both he occupies himself much with Ptolema>u8."

Before proceeding to examine the accuracy of this statement re-

garding the time at which Iremeus wrote, we may ask what con-

clusion would be involved if Irenteus really did compose the two
books in A.\). 180 in which he mentions our Gnostics in the

present tense ? Nothing more than the simple f^^t that Ptole-

mieuB and Heracleon were promulgating their doctrines at that

time. There is not a single word to show that they did not con-

tinue to flourish long after; and as to the "Epistle to Flora"

Irenn'us aj»parently knows nothing of it, nor has any attempt

been made to assign it to an early part of the Gnostic's career.

Tischendoi*f, in fact, does not produce a single passage nor the

slightest argument to show that Irenjeus treats our two Gnostics

as men of the past, or otherwise than as heretics then actively

disseminating their heterodox opinions, and, even taken literally,

the argument of Tischendorf would simply go to prove that aljout

A.D. 180 Irenii'us wrote part of a work in which he attacks

Ptolemreus and mentions Heracleon.

When did Iren^eus, however, really write his work against

Heresies ? Although our sources of reliable information regard-

ing him are exceedingly limited, we are not without materials

for forming a judgment on the point. Irenteus was born about

A.D. 140, and is generally su^ posed to have died at the opening

of the third century (a.d. 202).^ We know that he was deputed

by the Church of Lyons to bear to Eleutherus, then Bishop of

Rome, the Epistle of that Chiistian community describing their

sufferings during the persecution commenced against them in the

seventeenth year of the reign of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (7th

March, 177—178)."^ It is very improbable that this journey was

undertaken, in any case, before the spring of A.i). 178 at the

earliest, and, indeed, in accordance with the given data, the perse-

cution itself may not have commenced earlier than the beginning

of that year, so that his journey need not have been undertaken

before the close of 178 or the spring of 179, to which epoch other

circumstances might lead us.^ There is reason to believe that he

remained some time in Rome. Baronius states that Iren?Bus was

not appointed Bishop of Lyons till A.D. 180, for he says that the

see remained vacant for that period after the death of Pothinus

1 Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 118 f.; Tischendorf, Wann Wurden, u. s. w.,

p. 11, 12 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 24.

2 Euaebius, H. E., v. I ; Pnuf. § 1, 3, 4.

3 Baronius (Ann. Eccles.) sets the death of Pothinus in a.d. 179.
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peror Commodus^ (a,d. 180—192). The Chronicon Paschale adds
that it was during the Consulship of Marcellug, or as Massuet '

proposes to read Marullus, wlio, jointly with iElianus, assumed
office A.D. 184. Tliese dates decidedly agree with the passage of

IrcnfiBUS and with the otlier data, all of which lead us to about
the same period within the episcopate of Eleutherus (f c. 100).-'

We have here, therefore, a reliable clue to the date at which
Irenanis wrote, It must be remembered that at that period the

multipli'^oLoion and dissemination of books was a very slow pro-

cess. A wor\ published about 184 or 18o could scarcely have

come into the possession of Irenrous in Gaul till some years later

and we are, therefore, brought towaixls the end of the episcopate

of Eleutherus as the earliest date at which the first three books

of his work against Heresies can well have been written, and the

rest must be assigned to a later period under the episcopate of

Victor (t 198—199).*
At this point Ave must pause and turn to the evidence which

Tischendorf offers regarding the date to be assigned toHeracleon. ''

As in the case of Ptolemseus, we shall give it entire and then ex-

amine it in detail. To the all-important question :
" How old is

Heracieon ?
" Teschendorf replies :

" Irengeus names Heracleon,

together with Ptolema^us II. 4, § 1, in a way which makes them

appear as well-known representatives of the Valentiniau school.

This interpretation of his words is all the more authorized be-

cause he never again mentions Heracleon. Clement, in tlie 4th

Book of his Stromata, written shortly after the death of Commo-

dus (193), recalls an explanation by Heracleon of Luke xii. 8,

when he calls him the most noted man of the Valentiniau school

(oT^s OvakfvTivov (r;((Ar)s SoKi/xoSraTos is Clement's expression). Origen,

1 De Ponderib. et Mens., 17.

2 Dissert, in Iren., ii. art. ii. xcvii. § 47.

3 Cf. Credner, Beitrage, ii. p. 253 ff. ; De Wctfe, Einl. A. T., 18.-)2, p. (ilff., p.

62, anm. d. ; Lardner, "He also speaks of the translation of Theodotion, which

is generally allowed to have been published in the reign of Commodus." Works,

ii. p. 156 f. ; Masmiel, Dissert, in Iren., ii. art. ii. xcvii. §47.
4 MoHsuet, Dissert, in Iren., ii. art. ii. xcvii. (§ 47), xcix. (S 50) ; Volkmar, Der

Ursprung, p. 24 ; cf. De Wotte., Einl. A. T., p. 62, anm. d. ("Er schrieb zw., 177

—192 ") ; cf. Oredner, Beitrage, ii. ]). 255. The late Dr. Mansel places the work

"between a.d. 182 and 188." The Gnostic Heresies, p. 240. This date is

partly based upon the mention of Eleutherus (cf. p. 240, note 2), which, it must

be remembered, however, occurs in the third book. Jerome says :
" Hoc ille

scripsit ante annos circiter trecentos." Epist. ad. Theod., g 33, al. 29. If in;

stead of "trecentos," which is an evident slip of the pen, we read "ducentos,

his testimony as to the date exactly agrees.
^^

6 Canon Westcott adds no separate testimony. He admits that: " The bis-

toiy of Heracleon, the great Valentiniau Commentator, is full of uncertainty.

Nothing is known of his country or parentage." On the Canon, p. 2(53, anti'"*

note :
" The exact chronology of the early heretics is very uncertain," p. 264,

note 2.
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at the beginning of his quotation from Heracleon, says that he was

held to be a friend of Valentinus (t6v OiaXevrivov Xtyofievov elvai

wwpi/xov 'HpoK/Xcwva). Hippolytus mentions him, for instance, in

the following way : (vi. 29) ;
' Valentinus, and Heracleon, and

Ptolemseus, and the whole school of these, disciples of Pythagoras

and Plato. . . .
' Epiphanius says (Ha?r. 41j :

' Cerdo (the

same who, according to Irena?us III. 4, § 3, was in Rome under

Lishop Hyginus with Valentinus) follows these (the Ophites,

Kainites, Sethiani), and Heracleon.' After all this Heracleon

certainly cannot be placed later than 150 to 160. The expression

which Origen uses regarding his relation to Valentinus must, ac-

cording to linguistic usage, be understood of a personal relation." ^

We have already pointed out that the fact that the names of

Ptolema?us and Heracleon are thus coupled together affords no

clue in itself to the date of either, and their being mentioned as

leading representatives of the school of Valentinus does not in

any way involve the inference that they were not contemporaries

of Irena3us, living and working at the time he ^'a-ote. The
way in which Irena^us mentions them in this the only

passage throughout his whole work in which he names
Heracleon, and to which Tischendorf pointedly refers, is as follows:

"But if it was not produced, but was generated by itself, then
that which is void is both like, and brother to, and of the same
honour with, that Father who has before been mentioned by
^alentinus; but it is really more ancient, and having existed long

before, and more exalted than the rest of the ^Eons of Ptolemseus
himself, and of Heracleon, and all the rest who hold these views." ^

We fail to recognize anything special, here, of the kind inferred by
Tischendorf, in the way in which mention is made of the two
later Gnostics. If anything be clear, on the contrary, it is that a
distinction is drawn between Valentinus and Ptolemasus and
Heracleon, and that Irenseus points out inconsistencies between
the doctrines of the founder and those of his later followers. It is

quite irrelevant to insist merely, as Tischendorf does, that Iren-

ieus and subsequent writers represent Ptolemt«us and Heracleon
and other Gnostics of his time as of "the school" of Valentinus.
The question simply is, whether in doing so they at all imply that
these men were not contemporaries of Irenasus, or necessarily

assign their period of indeperiJent activity to the lifetime of

Valentinus, as Tischendorf appears to argue ? Most certainly

1 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 48 f.

2 Si autem non prolatum est, sed a se geiieratiun est; et simile est, et fraternum,
etejusilom lionoris id quod est vacuum, ei Patri qui pr«;dic*''8 est ii Valentino:
antiquius autem et multo ante exsistens, et honorificentius reliquis /Eonibus ipsius
Ptolemifi et Heracleonis, et reliquorum omnium qui eadem opinantur. Adv. Ha;r.,
" 4, § !,
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they do not, and Tischendorf does not attempt to offer any evi-

dence that they do so. We may perceive how utterly worthless

such a fact is for the purpose ot atfixing an early date by merely
considering the quotation which Tischendorf himself makes from

Hippolytus: "Valentinus therefore and Heracleon and Ptolema^uN,

and the whole school of these, disciples of Pythagorns and Plato!

. . .
."^ If the statement that men are of a certain school

involves the supposition of coincidence of time, the three Gnostic

leaders must be considered contemporaries of Pythagoras or Plato,

whose disciples they are said to be. Again, if the order in which

names are mentioned, as Tischendorf contends by inferenco

throughout his whole argument, is to involve strict similar se-

quence of date, the principle applied to the whole of the early

writers would lead to the most ridiculous confusion. Tischendorf

quotes Epiphanius :
" Cerdo follows these (Ophites, Kainites,

Sethiani), and Heracleon." Why he does so it is difficult to under-

stand, unless it be to give the appearance of multiplying testi-

monies, for two sentences further on he is obliged to admit: "Epi-

phanius has certainly made a mistake, as in such things not

unfrequently happens to him,when he makes Cerdo, who, however,

is'^to be placed about 140, follow Heracleon."^ This kind of mistaki

is, indeed, common to all the writers quoted, and when it is remem-

bered that such an error is committed where a distinct and

deliberate aftirmation of the point is concerned, it will easily be

conceived how little dependence is to be placed on i\u\ mere men-

tion of names in the course of argument. We find Irenieus saying

that " neither Valentinus, nor Marcion, nor Saturninus, norBasi-

lides " possesses certain knowledge,'* and elsewhere :
" of such an

one as Valentinus, or Ptolemteus, or Basilides."* To base an argu-

ment as to date on the order in which names appear in sucli

writers is preposterous.

Tischendorf draws an inference from the statement that Hera-

cleon was said to be a yvwpifios of Valentinus, that Ovigen declares

him to have been his friend, holding personal intercourse with

him. Origen, however, evidently knew nothing individually on

the point, and speaks upon mere hearsay, guardedly using the

expression " said to be ' Xcyofitvov ehai yvwpt/u,ov). But, according

to the later and patristic use of the word, yvoipt/Aos means nothing

1 OvaXevrlvoi rou'vv xal 'UpaxXeoov ual UroXi-fiaioi H(xI ita.6a v

tov'tgov lixoAtj, oi IlvOayopov xal UXdroovoi )taOrfrm, u.r.X. Ref-

Omn. Hrer., vi. 29.

2 VVann warden, u. s. w., p. 40.

We do not here enter into the discussion of the nature of this error. (See Vnlk-

mar, Der Ursprung, p. 129 f. ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. &I ; Riggenhaeh, Die

Zeugn. f. d. Ev. Johan., 1866, p. 79.)
3 Adv. H«er., ii. 28, § 6. * lb., ii. 28, § 9.
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more than a " disciple," and it cannot here be neeessaiily inter-

preted into a "contemporary."^ Under no circumstances could

such a phrase, avowedly limited to hearsay, have any weight.

The loose manner in which the Fathers repeat each other, even

in serious matters, is too well known to every one acquainted

with their writings to require any remark. Their inaccuracy kjeps

pace with their want of critical judgment. We have seen one of

the mistakes of Epiphanius, aaraitted by Tischendorf to be only

too common with him, which illustrates how little such data are

to he relied on. We may point cut another of the same kind com-
mitted by him in common with Hippolytus, pseudo-Tertullian

and Philastrius. Mistaking a passage of Irenteus,'- regarding the

sacred Tetrad (Kol-Arbas) of the Valentinian Gnosis, Hippolytus
supposes Irenseus to refer to another heretic leader. He at once

treats the Tetrad as such a leader named " Colarbasus," and after

dealing (vi. 4) with the doctrines of Secundus, and Ptolerawus.

and Heracleon, he proposes, § 5, to show " what are the opinions

held by Marcus and Colarbasus."^ At the end of the same book
ho declares that Irenjeus, to whom he states that he is indebted
for a knowledge of their inventions, has completely refuted the

opinions of these heretics, and he proceeds to treat Basilides, con-

sidering that it has been sufficiently demonstrated " whose dis-

ciples are Marcus and Colarbasus, the successors of the school of

Valontinus."'* At an earlier part of the work he had spoken in a
more independent way in reference to certain who had promul-
gated great heresies :

" Of these," he says, " one is Colarbasus, who
endeavours to explain religion by measures and numbers."^ The
same mistake is committed by pseudo-Tertullian," and Philas-

trius,^ each of whom devotes a chapter to this supposed heretic.

Epiphanius, as miglit have been expected, fell into the same error,

and he proceeds elaborately to refute the heresy of the Colarba-
sians," which is Heresy XV." He states that Colarbasus follows
Marcus and Ptolemteus,^ and after discussing the opinions of this

mythical heretic he devotes the next chapter, " which is Heresy

1 Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 127; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugniase, p. 89 ; cf. Lipsivs,
Zeitsclir. wiss. Theol,, ]8()7. p. 82; St.ep/iaiim, ThesauruB Ling. Gr. ; Snidaa, Lex-
icon, in voce. 'J Adv. lliur., i. 14.

3 Tivtx rd Mnc'p^w xa) Ko\apfi(x6co rofiidOeyra. Ref. Omn. Hii'r.,vi. g 5.

Tbere can be no doubt that a chapter oti (Jolarbasus is omitted from the MS. of
Hippolytus which we possess. Cf. Ihimen, Hippolytus u. s. Zeit, 1852, p. 54 f.

\ • • • • TivGav EiEV fiaOt/rai Mrt'pKo? re xai KoXdpfJadu?, oi r^5
OnrtAfiT/KOD (j^oA.?;? fiidSoxot yevo^ievot, x.r.X. Ref. Omn. lltvr., vi.

S 5.).

^ fly f/S /ih' Ko\dp(ic(6oi,oi Sid /.lerpMi' xai dpiOuwv fxriOEdOai
'ieo6ffiaay Inixeipfl. Ref. Omn. Haer., iv. §13.
"Hier. 15. 7/6., 43.
* /ft., XXXV. § 1, p. 258.

t#n--
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ished chiefly during the last two decades of the second century ?

Irenjeus himself may be cited as a parallel case, which Tischen-

(lorf at least cannot gainsay. He is never tired of telling us that

Irenfeus was the disciple of Polycarp,^ whose martyrdom he sets

about A.D. 1G5, and he considers that the intercourse of IrenjEUS

with the aged Father must properly be put about A.D. loO,^ yet

he himself dates the death of Irenseus, A.D. 202,^ and nothing is

more certain than that the period of his greatest activity and in-

fluence falls precisely in the last twenty years of the second cen-

tury. Upon his own data, therefore, that Valentinus may have
taught for twenty years after his first appearance in Rome in a.d.

14'>—and there is no ground whatever for asserting that he did

not teach for even a much longer period—Ptolemjeus and Herac-

leon might well have personally sat at the feet of Valentinus in

their youth, as Irenreus is said to have done about the very same
period at those of Polycarp, and yet, like him, have flourished

chiefly towards the end of the centuiy.

Although there is not the slightest ground for asserting that

PtolemsBus and Heracleon were not contemporaries with Iren-

<eus, flourishing like him towards the end of the second century,

there are, on the other hand, many circumstances which altogether

estabHsh the conclusion that they were. We have already shov/n,

in treating of Valentinus,* that Irenseus principally directs his

work against the followers of Valentinus living at the time he
wrote, and notably of Ptolemfpus and his school.^ In the preface
to the first book, having stated that he writes after personal in-

tercourse with some of the disciples of Valentinus,^ he more de-
finitely declares his purpose :

" We will, then, to the best of our
ability, clearly and concisely set forth the opinions of those who
are noiv (vw) teaching heresy,/ s^ea/c particularly of the disciples

ofPtoleimms (raJv -n-tpl IlToXeixalov), whose system is an offshoot from
the school of Valentinus."^ Nothing could be more explicit.

Irenteus in this passage distinctly represents Ptolemaeus as teaching
at the time he is writing, and this statement aler. 3 is decisive,
more especially as there is not a single known fact which is either
directly or indirectly opposed to it.

Tischendorf lays much stress on the evidence of Hippolytus in
coupling together the names of Ptolemanis and Heracleon with
that of Valentinus ; similar testimony of the same writer, fully
confirming the above statement of IrenjBus, will, therefore, have

1 Wann wurden, u. a. w., p. 25, p. II.
2 ft., p. 12.

.H .1

* P. 423 ff.

5 Canon Westcott .admits this. On the Canou, p. 266 f.

» See passage quoted, p. 423.
7 Adv. Hwr., i. Prajf. §2. i

34

3 lb., p. 11 f.

See Greek quoted, p. 423, note 3.
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the greater force. Hippolytus says that the Valentinians differed

materially among themselves regarding certain points Avhich led

to divisions, one party being called the Oriental and the other the
Italian. " They of the Italian party, of whom is Heracleoii and
Ptoleniffius, say, &c. . . . . They, however, who are of the

Oriental party, of whom is Axionicusand Bard( -anes, maintain"
&c.^ Now PtolenuKUS and Heracleon ai*e here ijuite clearly re-

presented as being contemporary with Axionicus and Bardesanes
and without discussing whether Hippolytus does not, in continu-

ation, describe them as all living at the time he wrote,^ there can

be no doubt thaL some of tnem were, and that this evidence con-

firms again the statement of Irenseus. Hippolytus, in a subse-

quent part of his work, states that a certain Prepon, a Marcionite,

has introduced something new, and " now in our own time

(ev rais Kad' 17/x.tts xpovois vvr) has written a work regarding the heresy

in re))ly to Bardesanes."^ The researches of Hilgenfeld have

proved that Bardesanes lived at least over the reign of Holioga-

balus (218—222), and the statement of Hippolytus is thus con-

firmed.* Axionicus again was still flourishing when Tertullian

wrote his work against the Valentinians (201—22(j). Tertullian

says :
" Axionicus of Antioch alone to the present day (ad hodi-

ernum) respects the memory of Valentinus, by keeping fully the

rules of his system." ^ Although on the whole they may be con-

sidered to have flourished somewhat earlier, Ptolemaais and Her-

acleon are thus shown to have been for a time at least contem-

poraries of Axionicus and Bardesanes.^

Morever, it is evident that the doctrines of Ptolemseus and

r- ill,

1 01 nkv and TTJi ^IraXiai, wv Idriy 'HpaHAeoov xai nroXE/ualoi . . .

(padi . . .

« * * « •

Oi 5' tiu' iir,d tTJi dvaToA^/i Aeyovdtv, car edriv 'A^tovi^oi ual Dap-

8r/6dvj/i, H.T.X. Ref. Omn. Hter., vi. 35.

2 Tischemlorf did not refer to these passages at all originally, and only does so

in the second and subsequent editions of his book, in reply to Volkmar and others

in the Vorwort (p. ix. f. ), and in a note (p. 49, note 2). Volkmar argues from the

opening of the next chapter (36), TaJra ovv kxsivoi ^rjTEircodav Hixr^ aviovi-

(Let those heretics, therefore, discuss those points amongst themselves), that they

are represented as contemporaries of Hippolytus himself at the time he wrote (A.n.

225—235), Der Unsprung, p. 23, p. 130 f. It is not our purpose to pursue this

discussion, but whatever may be the conclusion as regards the extreme deduction

of Volkmar, there can be no doubt that the passage proves at least the date which

was assigned to them against Tischendorf

.

3 Ref. Omn. Hajr., vii. 31.

4 Hil(jenfeld, Bardesanes, 1864, p. 11 flf.; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 131, p.2.S;

Lipsius, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1867, p. 80 f. ; ^iyf/^nftac//. Die Zeugnisse f. d. Ev.

Johanuis, 1866, p. 78 f. ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeuguisse, p. 90.

8 Adv. Val., 4 ; Hilgenfeld, Bardesanes, p. 15 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 13«

f. ; Lipsiiis, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1867, p- 81.

« Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 23 f., p. 130 f. ; Lipsius, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol,

1867, p. 82 ; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 90.
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Heracleon represent a much later form of Gnosticism than that

of Valentinus. It is generally admitted that Ptolemaeus reduced

the system of Valentinus to consistency,^ and the inconsistencies

which existed between the views of the Master and these later

followers, and which indicate a much more advanced stage of de-

velopment, are constantly pointed out by Irenseus and the

Fathers who wrote in refutation of heresy. Origen also repre-

sents Heracleon as amongst those who held opinions sanctioned

bv the Church ,2 and both he and Ptolemjieus must indubitably

he classed amongst the latest Gnostics.^ It is clear, therefore,

that PtolemfBus and Heracleon were contemporaries of Irenseus *

at the time he composed his work against Heresies (185—195),

both, and especially the latter, flourishing and writing towards

the end of the second century.^

We mentioned, in first speaking of these Gnostics, that Epi-

phaniiis has preserved an Epistle, attributed to Ptolemreus,

which is addressed to Flora, one of his disciples.^ This Epistle is

in'ither mentioned by Irenteus nor by any other writer before

Epiphanius. There is nothing in the Epistle itself to show that

it was really written by Ptolemjeus himself. Assuming it to be

by him, however, 'the Epistle was in all prol)ability written

towards the end of the second centurj', and it does not, therefore,

come within the scope of our inquiry. We may, however, briefly

notice the supposed references to our Gospels which it contains.

The writer of the Epistle, without any indication whatever of a
wiitten source from which he derived them, quotes sayings of

Jesus for which parallels are found in our fix-st Gospel. These
sayings are introduced by such expressions as " he said," " our
Saviour declared," but never as quotations from any Scripture.

Now, in affirming that they are taken from the Gospel according
to Matthew, Apologists exhibit their usual arbitrary haste, for we
must clearly and decidedly state that there is not a single one of

the passages which does not present decided variations from the
parallel passages in our first Synoptic. We subjoin for com-

1 Weslcolt, On the Canon, p. 276.
2 In Joh., T. xvi. p. 236 f.; Grahe, Spicil. Patr., ii. p. 105.
3 Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelien, p. 346 ; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisae, p. 89 ff.

;

Volkmar, Der Ursp^ung, p. 127 ff.; Lipaius, Zoitaohr. wiss. Theol., 1867, p. 82;
Himnlach, Die Zeugn. f. d. Ev. Johann., p. 78.

* Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 22 ff., p. 126 ff. ; Scholttn, Die alt. Zeugniase, p.
88ff.; i)/>«i,M, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1867, p. 81, 83; Cilkrier, Essai d'Intro.

} T., p. 27 f.; Davidson, Introd. N. T,, ii. p. 391, note 1 ; Rigqmbach, Die
^eugn. f. d. Ev. Johann.

, p. 78.

J> Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 22 ff., 126 ff.; Scholten. Die alt. Zeugnisae, p. 88
n.;Ebrard, Evang. Gesch., p. 874, § 142; Lipsiua, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1867,
p. ol ff.

'^Epiphanius, Haer., xxxiii. 3—7.

..J
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parison in parallel columns the

Gospel :

—

Epistlk.

Oixia ydp ^ noXi? ftepidOsTda
i<p iavri)v on fir) Svyarat dr^vat,
6 doorr^p r)iUQov aTtEqjjfvaToA

e<pt/ av'rolj on, Moavdyi npoi
Ttfv 6H\r)poxap8iav vn&iv iite-

TpEipe TO dnoXvEtv njv ywalxa
avToiT- anr' (xpxfji ydp cv yeyo-
VEv ovTooi. C-Jsoi ydp, (pr/dl, dvve-
^Ev^E rav'rr/v Tfjv 6v^vy iav , nal
o 6vyEZ,Ev^Ev o Hvpioi, avOpoDTtoi
HTj xoopi^ero), Ecprj.'^

'O ydp Ofo?, (pri6lv, EtitE, Ti'/na

rov narspa 6ov xal rr/y jLirjTEpa

6ov, 'iva Ev 6oi yEvyjrat. v heK
Si, (pt;6iy, Eipr'/xarE, rol'i npEdftv-
repoti Xsyojy, 8wpoy top Oec^ o
kdy a)'<p£Xt/Oi/i i^ Ijuov",

passages from the Epistle and

xai j^xvpaidazE roy yojiioy rov'
Beov, Std TTjy napdSo6ty Irooy
npEdftvTEpooy vi-taiy.

TovTO 8k 'Ifdaiai i^EcpoovrjdEv
Einooy,

'0 AaoS ovToi, x.T.XA ....

To ydp, ^OmOaX-
ixor dvTi 6q>(taXi.iov, xai odoVra
a ri oSoyzoi . . . typo ydp Xsyoo
v^^iy /u?) (xyztdTT/yai bXao? too tto-

VTfpca dXXd idy zii ds panidi;}

dTpErpoy avT(a xai^.^TTjy dXXrjv
diayovafi

Matt. xii. 25.

. . . Ttdda TCoXii rf oixia tiepti-
Ostdct xaO 'EavTrjS ov draOtjdErai.

Matt. xix. 8, and 6.

Xsyst avToK "Or? MMvdiii npni
TTiv dxXTfpoxap8iay v^wv i^re-

TpEipEy v/itly anoXv'dai r«5 yvy-
aixai dnwy- an'' dpxrji 8f ov
ysyovEy ovTooi. G. . . .

6' oiv
o' (jEoi dvyEt,Ev^Ey, dyOpoonui tn'i

XcopJ^eToo.

Matt. xv. 4—8.

'O ydp Oedi iyErsiAaro, Xeym--
Tifta Toy nazepa xai tj)v nrjripn,
xai,'0 xaxoXoya)y, K.r.A.s ,'5. !''//f;5

Si XsyETE' "0? dy Ei'Ttn too wnrpi
rJT^ Hr)Tpi, JoSpoy, l tdv tz l/juv

Cfoq)EX?/0^i, xai ov' //?/ ri/ii}/6fi rov
TtaTEpa avTov, rj tt'/v fit/Tepa av-
TOV-

6. xai TjxvpoodaTE Toy yonovrox)'
Oeov" Sid Ti)v napdSodiv v'/(uy.

7. vnoxpiTai, xaXm<i Inpoipi/rtv-

dEy TtEpi vjiiooy 'Ildami, Xiyodv,

8. 'O Xaoi ovToi, x.T.X.

Matt. v. 38—39.

' fIxov'daTE oTi hpprflT)- 'OqAaX-

fidy dyTi oqiOaX/iiov', xai oSovra
dyzi oSoyToi. 39. kyao 8e Xiya
v'/iiiy, /in) ayTidri/yai &; Ttovifpw'

«AA' odTii dE panidF.i iiii rifv

SEe,idv dov dtayoya, drpsipov av-
Tcp xai TTfy dXXtfy

It must not be forgotten that IrentBUs makes very explicit

statements as to the recognition of other sources of evangelical

truth than our Gospels by the Valentinians, regarding which we

have fully written when discussing the founder of that sect.'' We

know that they professed to have direct traditions from the

Apostles through Theodas, a disciple of the Apostle Paul -J aiul in

the Epistle to Flora allusion is made to the succession of doctrine

received by direct tradition from the Apostles.^ Irenteus says that

1 Epiph., Haer., xxxiii. 3. '^ lb., % 4.

3 This phrase, from Leviticus xx. 9, occurs further on in the next chapter.

* Epiph., Hser., xxxiii., § 4.
» , ,

t> lb., § 6. In the next chapter, § 7, there is sva ydp ^oyoy Eivai dyci'iov

Bsoy Toy EavTov" naTspa o' dooTr]p r)fi(2y a7tE(p?jyaTo, x.t.X. cf. Watt

xix. 17 sh idTiv d dyaOoi.
fl See p. 433 ff. 7 Clemens Al., Strom., vii. 17.

8 Epiphaniits, Haer., xxxiii. 7.
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the Valentinians profess to derive their views from unwritten

sources/ and he accuses them of rejecting the Gospels of the

Church,^ but, on the other hand, he states that they had many
Gospels difterent from what he calls the Gospels of theApostles.*

With regard to Heracleon, it is said that he wrote Commentaries

on the third and fourth Gospels. The authority for this state-

ment is very insufficient. The assertion with reference to the

third Gospel is based solely upon a passage in the Stromata of th3

Alexandrian Clement. Clement quotes a passage found in Luke
xii. 8, 11, 12, and says : "Expounding this passage, Heracleon, t)ie

most distinguished of the school of Valentinus, says as follows,"

&c/ This is immediately interpreted into a quotation from a Com-
mentary on Luke.^ We merely point out that from Clement's

remark it by no means follows that Heracleon wrote a Commen-
tary at all, and further there is no evidence that the passage ioui-

raented upon was actually from our third Gospel.** The Stromata

of Clement were not written until after a.d. 193, and in them we
find the first and only reference to this supposed commentary.

We need not here refer to the Commentary on the fourth Gospel,

which is merely inferred from refei-ences in Origen (c. A.o. 225),

but of which we have neither earlier or fuller information.^ We
must, however, before leaving this subject, mention tha'j Origen
infonns us that Heracleon quotes from the Preaching of Peter

{Krjiwyiia Uirpov, Prjiedicatio Petri), a work which, as we have
ah-eady several times mentioned, was largely cited b} Clement
of Alexandria as authentic and inspired Holy Scripture.*

Tiie epoch at which Ptolemieus and Heracleon liourif.hed would
in any case render testimony regarding our Gospels of little value.

The actual evidence which they furnish, however, is not of a

character to prove even the existence of our Synoptics, and much
less does it in any way bear upon their character or authenticity.

1 Adv. Hicr., i. 8, § 1. 2 /fe., iii, 2, § 1.
^ 3Jb., iii. 11, § 9.

* Tovrov tqr/yov u^yoi rov roitov 'HpauXEoov, d r^> OvaXevTiyov
6xoh}s SoHtucoraToi, Hard Xe^iv qipdiy, h.t.X. Strom., iv. 9, § 73.

» In Lucaj igitur Evangelium Commeutaria edidit Heracleon, &c. Orabe, Spicil.
Patr., ii. p. 83.

" The second reference by Clement to Heracleon is in the frf.gment § 25 ; but it

is doul)ted by apologists (cf. Westcott, On tlie Canon, p. 264) It would, however,
tend to show that the supposed Commentary ctmld not be v.pon our Luke, as it

refers to an apostolic injunction regarding baptism not found in our Gospels.
7 Neither of the works, whatever they were, could have been written before the

end of the second century. Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 22 f., 130 £., 165; SchoUen,
Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 91 f. : Ebrard, Evang. Gesch., p. 874, § 142 ; Lipsiua, Zeit-
schr. wiss. Theol., 1867, p. 81 f.

8 Cfcw. AL, Strom., vi. 5, § 39, 6, § 48, 7, § 58, 15, § 128. Canon Westcott statee
of Ptolemieus : "Two statements, however, which he makes are at variance with
the Gospels

: that our Lord's ministry was completed in a year ; and that He
continued for eighteen months with his disciples after his Resurrection." On the
•Canon, p. 268.

* ni >i '
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2.

*

)

A similar question of date arises regarding Celsus, who wrote
a work, entitled Aoyos (iAt/^t/s, True Doctrine, wliicli is no lonirer

extant, against which Origen composed an elaborate refutation.

The Christian writer takes the arguments of Celsus in detail

presenting to us, therefore, its general features, and giving many
extracts; and as Celsus professes to base much ul" his accusation

upon the writings in use amongst Christians, although he does

not name a single one of them, it becomes desirable to ascertain

what those works were, and the date at which Colsus wrote. As
usual, we shall state the case by giving the reasons assigned for

an early date.

Arguing against Volkmar and others, who maintain, from a

passage at the close of his work, that Origen, writing about the

second quarter of the third century, represents Celsus as hiscon-

porary,^ Tischendorf, referring to the passage, which wc shall

^ c in its place, proceeds to assign an earlier date upon the fol-

lowing grounds: "But indeed, even in the first book, at the com-

mencement of the whole work, Origen says : 'Therefore, I cannot

compliment a Christian whose faith is in danger of being shaken

by Celsus, who yet does not even (ov8k) still («ti) live the common
life among men, but already and long since (^877 koI irdXui) is dead.'

. . . . In the same first book Origen says: ' We have heard

that there were two men of the name of Celsus, Epicureans, the

first under Nero ; this one' (that is to say, ours) ' under Hadrian

and later.' It is not impos.sible that Origen mistakes when lie

identified his Celsus with the Epicurean living 'under Hudrian

and later;' but it is impossible to convert the same Celsus of whom

Origen says this into a contomporary of Origen. Or would Origen

himself in the first book really have set his Celsus 'under Hadrian

(117—138) and later,' yet in the eighth have said: 'Wo will wait

(about 225), to see whether he will still accomplish this design of

making another work followT V Now, until some better discovery

regarding Celsus is attained, it will be well to hold to the old

opinion that Celsus wrote his book about the middle of the second

century, probably between 1.50—lGO,"&c.^

1 Volkmar, DerUrsprung, p. 80; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 99 f.

2 Aber auch schon im ersteu Buche zu Anfang derganzen Scbrifteagt Origenes:

"Daherkann ich mich nicht eines Christen freuen, dessen Glaube Gefahr lauft

durch Celsus wankend geniacht zu Averden, der do( h nicht einmal (ov6i) mehr

(f'ri) das gemeine Leben unter den Menschen lebt, sondern bereits und langst

{vSt^ Mai ndXat) verstorben ist." In demselben ersten Buche sagt Orige-

nes :
" Wir haben erfahren, dass zwei Manner Namens (Celsus P^pikuraergewesen,

der erste unter Nero, dieser " (d. h. der unsrige) "unter Hadrian und spater." Ea
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It is scarcely necessary to point out that the only argument

advanced by Tischundorf bears .solely against the assertion that

Oelsus was a contemporary of Origen, 'about 225," and leaves the

actual date entirely unsettled. Ho not only admits that the

statement of Origen regarding the identity of his opponent witii

the Epicurean of the reign of Hadrian " and liiter," may be errone-

ous, but he tacitly rejects it, and having abandoned the conjec-

ture of Origen as groundless and untenable, he substitutes a

conjecture of his own, equally unsupported bv >asous, that Celsus

probably wrote between 150—160. Indeed, .lO does not attempt

to justify this date, but arbitrai'ily decides to hold by it until

a better am be denionstrated. Ho is forced to a«lmit the

ignorance of Oi'igen on the point, and he does not conceal his

own.

Now it is clear that tlie statement of Origen in the preface to

his work, quoted above, that Celsus, agaiust whom he writes, is

lonf' Hinc(* dead,' is made in the belief that this (Celsus was the

Epicurean who lived under Hadrian ,2 Avhicti Tischendorf, although

ho avoids explanation of the rea.son, rightly recognizes to be a

mistake. Origen undoubtedly knew nothing of his adversary,

and it obviously follows that, his impression that he is Celsus the

Epicurean being erroneous, his statement that he was long since

dead, which is based upon that impre.ssion, loses all its value.

Origen certainly at one time conjectured his Celsus to be the

Epicurean of the reign of Hadrian, for he not only says so directly

in the pa,-.,sage quoteo, ^ut on the strength of his belief in the fact,

he accuses him of incov sistency : "But Celsus," he says, "must be

convicted of contradicting himself; for he is discovered from other

of his works to have been an Epicurean, but here, because he con-

sidered that he could attack the Word more effectively by not
avowing the views of Epicurus, he pretends, Szc. . . . Remark,
therefore, the falseness of his mind," &c.^ And from time to time

ist nicht unmoglich, dasa sich Origenes irrte, wenn er in seinein Celsus den " unter
Hadrian und spiiter" lebenden Epikuriier wiederfand ; aber es ist unmoglich den-
selben Celsus, von welchem Origenes dies aussagt, zu einem Zeitgenossen des
Origenes zu machen. Oder hiute wirklich gar Origenes selbst im 1. Buche seinen
Celsus "unter Hadrian (117—1.38) und spiiter" gesetzt, im 8. aber gesagt :

" VVir
wollen abwarten (um 225) ob er dieses Vorhaben, cine andti.,- Schrift folg< n zu
lassen, nneh ausfiihren werde ? Nun so lange keiuc bessere Entduekung uber
I'elsus gclingt, wirds wol beim Alten bleiben mit ler Annahme, dass Celsus um
die Mitte dus 2. Jahrhunderts, vielleicht zwischen 150 und IGO scin Buch verfasst,
&c." Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 74.

1 Contra Cek, prref., §4. 2 /J., i. 8.

3 EXsyxreov oij g3? rd kvavria kavrai Aeyovra rov KeXdov. Evpi6-
Hirai ukv ydp i| aXXoov dvyypa/undrooy ^EjriHovf)Eioi oov kwavBa

? ?'^ ^° SoxEiv evAoyoorepov Harrfyopstv rov" Xoyov, nrf 6/uoXoycoy
ra EniKovpov, npo6noiElrai, x.r.X. . . . "Opa ovv z6 voOov av'rov
Tiji iivx^i, K.T.X. Contra Cels., i. 8.

J
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ho contiiiuoH to refer to him as an Kpieuroan,' altliou^'h it \h ovi-

dent that in tlie writin<^ In-fore liim he eonstantiy finds evidence
that he is of a wholly ditlerent school. Jieyond this ht'lit^f, foundoij

avowedly on mere heaisay, Origon ahsolutely knows notliiiiif

whatever as to the personality of (.elsus, or tlie time at wliicli ho
wrot(\''' and lie sometimes v(^ry naively (ixpnssses his unc<!rtaiiitv

regardini; him. lleferrinj; in one place to certain passa<j;('s wliicli

seem to imply a helief in magic on the part of (.^elsus, ( )rigcii luiils:

"1 do not know whether lie is the same who has written several

books against magic."-' Elsewhere he says :
"

. , . the Knicu-

rean Celsus (if he be the same who composed two other hooks
against Christians)," Sm*

Not only is it apparent that Origen knows notliing of the (VI-

8US with whom he is dealing, however, but it is almost inipo.ssilijc

to avoid the conviction that during the time he was eoniposirur

his work his impressions concerning the date and identity of liis

opptment became considerably modified. T;; ufie earlier portion

of the first book ^ he has heard that his Celsus is the Ei)icurean

of the reign of Hadrian, but a little furttier on ® he confe.s.so.s lii.s

ignorance iis to whether he is the same Celsus who wrote against

magic, which Celsus the Epicurean actually did. In the fourth

book' he expresses uncertainty as to wliether the Epicurciin Cc

-

aus had comjwsed the work against Christians which he is refut-

ing, and at the clo.se of his treatise he seems to treat him as a

contemporary. He writes to his friend Andn'osius, at whose re-

quest the refutation of Celsus was undertaken :
" Know, however,

that Celsus has promised to write another treatise after this one.

. . . If, therefore, he has not fulfilled his promise to write

a second book, we may well be satisfied with the eight books in

reply to his Discourse. If, however, he has commenced and

finished this work also, seek it and send it in order that we may

answer it also, and confute tlie false teaching in it," ifcc.** From

1 Cf. Contra Gels., i. 10, 21, iii. 75, 80, iv. 36.

2 JV^mw/e/s K. G., 1842, i. p. 274.^
3 OvH oiSa, ei d avToi wv ro5 ypdipavvt Hard /.layeiai ftiftXia

itXeiora. Contra Cels. , i. 68.

* . . . o' 'EntHov'peioi KiAdoi (si ye ovroi i6ri wai d Hard Xpi6-

Tiaywv dXAa 8vo (iifiXia 6v%'Td^ai,) h.t.X. Contra Cels., iv. 36. With regard

to the word dXXa, the most conijietent critics have determined that the doubt

expressed is whether the Epicurean Celsus wrote the work against Christians

which Origen is here refuting. .Such a remark applied to any books against

Christians of which no information is given would be absurdly irrelevant.

Neander, K. G., i. p. 273 aum. 2; Bmir, K. G. d. drei erst. Jahrh., i. p. 3S;i f.,

anm. 1 ; Schoken, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. !)!). We may point out that the opening

passage of the 4th book of Origen's work, as well as subsequent extracts, seems to

indicate a distinct division of the treatise of Celsus into two parts, which may

fully explain the 8vo /iifiXia of this sentence.
6 i. 8. 6 i. 68.

' iv. o6.

S'/tfSi /itevToi kitayyeXXonEvov tov KeXdov aXXo dv'vrayna titta
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this pjussago, and supported by other coiiHiderations, Volkniar and

others a-ssert that CelsuH was really a ccjiiteinporary of Orij^en.

'

To this, as wc have seen, Tischendorf nica'cly replies l)y pointing,'

out that ()ri<,'en in the prefaeo say.s that (JeisiiH was already dead,

and that he was identical with the Epicurean (ViIhuh who flour-

isiied under Hachian and later. The former of these statements,

however, was made under the impression that the latter was cor-

rect, and as it is generally aj^rced tliat 'Origen was mistaken in

HiipposiDg that Celsus the Epicurean was the author of the Aoyos

uAt;^i/?,'- ami Tischendorf himself admits the fact, the two earlier

sUitenients, that (JelsuH llourished under Hadrian and consecpiently

that he had long heen dead, fall together, whilst the subs(!([uent

doubts regarding his identity not only staTid, l)ut rise into assur-

ance at the close of the work in the final n^piest to Ambrosius. ''

Tht-re can be no doubt that the first statements and the closing

paraj,naphs are contradictory, and whilst almost all critics pro-

nounce against the accuracy of the former, the inferences from

the latter retain full force, confiinied as th<;y are by the inter-

niediato doubts expressed by ( )rig(!n liiniself.

Even those who, like Tischendorf, in an arl)itrary manner
assit^Ti an early date to Celsus, altliough they do not support their

conjectures by an}' reliable reasons of their own, all tacitly set

aside these of Origen.' It is generally admitted by these, with

TovTo noi)'i6F.ty, . . . Ki /iiiy ovv ovH evpaipev v'nodxo^ievoi rov
Sfv'Tfpor Ad^ov, EX) av e'xoi apHf.MOai *;/ini tuH o«r(.i tt/joS tuv
Xiiyov avTox) v'nayopF.v(it'i6i fiifikiotS. Ki 81 xahetyov af)^ixfn.yu's 6vy-
ireXeSe, ^y)T7j6oy, Mixl nefiipov to 6v'yypamia, 'iva hixl npoi ixflvo . . .

v'lrayuftEvdayrei, xal Ttfy Lv ixriya} TJ>ii>S(>8oqiay dvixrperpMfiev x.r.X.
Contra i'els., viii. 70. We quote, above, the rendering of tlic passage referred to,

p. -'.'8, upon which Tischendorf (Waiin wurden, u. h. w., p. 73 f. ) insists. Wc
may mention that in strictness the original Greek reads :

" promises " instead of
" lias promised ;

" "did not write "instead of "has not written ;" and " com-
iiieiiced and tinislied," instead of " has commenced and finished." I'his, how-
tvor, does not materially affect the argument of Volkmar.

' Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 80, ef. 1G5 ; Scholteji, Die iilt. Zeugnisse, p. 100;
ci. Ilifi(jpiil/(ich, Die Zeugn. f. d. Ev. Johann., p. 83; Ueherweij, Grundriss der
f-e^ch. der I'hilos. des Alterth., 18G7, i. p. 237.

-.V-'im/cf, K. G., i. p. 273 f. ; Baur, K. G. d. drei erst. Jahrh., p.383f.,
anin. 1 ; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 80 ; Sc/iolten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 99 f. ;

Davidson, Tntrod. N. T., ii. p. 398; Monheim, Instit. Hist. Eccles., P. i. lib. i.

sffc. ii. cap. 2, §'8; De Rebus (Jhrist. swc. ii. § 19, note •
; cf. liir/ffenhach, Die

Zeugn. f. d. Ev. Johann., p. 83; Keim, Celsus' Wahres Wort., 1873, p. 275 ff.

' I'ontra Gels. viii. 7(>.

* Kirchhofer says that Origen himself does not assign a date to the work of Cel-
sus

: "but as he (Celsus) speaks of the Marcionites, he must, in any case, be set
in the second half of the second century." Quellensamml., p. 330, anm. 1 ; Lard-
ne.r decides that Celsus wrote under Marcus Aurelius, and chooses to date him
A.D. 176. Works, viii. p. 6. Bindemann dates between 170—180 ; Zeitschr. f.

cl. Hist. Theol., 1842, H. 2, p. 60, 107 ff. ; cf. Michaelis, Einl. N. B., 1788, i. p.
41 : Amjer, Synops. Ev. Proleg., p. xl. ; Riggenhach, Die Zeugn. f. d. Ev. Johan.,
P- 8.3. Canon lKfsteo<< dates Celsus "towards the close of the second century.

"

On the Canon, p. 356. Keivi in his very recent work on Celsus dates the work
about A.D. 178. Celsus' Wahres Wort, 1873, p. 261 ff.
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'.-^

Lardner^ and Michaelis,^ that the Epicurean Celsus to whom Or-
igen was at one time disposed to refer the work against Christi-

anity, was the writer of that name to whom Lueian, his friend

and contemporary, addressed his Alexander or Pseudomantis, and
who really wrote against magie,^ a^ Origen mentions.^ But al-

though on this account Lardner assigns to him the date of a.d.

176, the fact is that Lueian did not write his Pseudomantis, as

Lardner is obliged to admit,^ until the reign of the Emperor Com-
modus (180—193), and even upon the supposition that this Cel-

sus wrote against Christianity, of which thei-e is not the slightest

evidence, there would be no ground whatever for dating the work
before a.d. 180. On the contrary, as Lueian does not in any way
refer to such a writing by his friend, there would be strong rea-

son for assigning the work, if it be supposed to be written by him,

to a date subsequent to the Pseudomantis. It need scarcely be

remarked that the references of Celsus to the Marcionites,'' and

to the followers of Marcellina,'' only so far bear upon the matter

as to exclude an early daie.'^

It requires very slight examination of the numerous extracts

from, and references to, the work which Origen se(iks to refute,

however, to convince any impartial mind that the dou])ts of Or-

igen were well founded as to whether Celsus the Epicurean were

really the author of the Aoyos aXr^Orj'i, As many critics of all

shades of opinion have long since determined, so far from being

an Epicurean, the Celsus attacked by Origen, as the pliilosophical

opinions which he everywhere expresses clearly show, was a Neu-

Platoinst.^ Indeed, although Origen seems to retain some impres-

sion that his antagonist must be an Epicurean, as he had hjard,an(i

frequently refers to him as such, he does not point out Epicurean

sentiments in his writings, but on the contrary, not <\\\y calls

upon him no longer to conceal the school to which he lielongs

and avow himself an Epicurean,^" which Celsus evidt^ntly A(m

not, but accuses him of expressing views inoonsistenf vith that

1 Works, viii p. (i. 2 Einl. N. B., i. p. 41,

3 WevSouavTii, § 21.

Contra C'ela., i. 68; Nearuler, K. G., i n 275; ^ii/r, K.G. ilrei ent. Jabrh,,

p. 38.S, anm. 1 ; cf. Keim, Jelsus' W.il.rea Wort , \fi74, p. 275 tf.

5 Works, viii. p. 6 ; of. BindenMnu, Zeitschr. Hist. Theol. (*»42, H. 2, p 107.

6 Contra Cels., v. till, vi. 53, 71
7 lb., V. 62.

'A IreiKVHK sg,yB, that Maro.'lliua came to Rome urifler Aniisetua (lfi7 ItiSi aik)

matle many f(,llowers. Aili\ Har., i, 25, S 6 ; cf. Kniphanius, Hmr., xxvii. (i.

9 Neamler, K. G., i. p. 273 flf., 278 f . ; Baur, K. ('. drei erst. Jahrh., p. 383 'I,

anm. 1 ; Mosheim, Inatit. Hist. Eeclos., lib. i. stec. ii. p. i. oap. 2, S 8 ; m Bebu?

Christ., ssec. ii. § 19 note "
; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 30; Scliolten, Die nit

Zeugnisse, p. 99; Davklwn, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 398. Cf. Keim, Celsus' Wahres

Wort, 1873, p 286 f. ; Bindemann, Zeitschr. Hist. Theol., 1842, H. 2, p. 62 ff,

108 f. to Contra Cels., iii. 80, ^</. 54.
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philosophy,^ or of so concealing his Epicurean opinions that it

iniglit be said that he is an Epicurean only in name.^ On the

other hand, Origen is clearly surprised to find that he quotes so

largely from the writings, and shows such marked leaning

towards the teaching of Plato, in which Celsus indeed finds

the original and purer form of many Christian doctrines,^ and

Origen is constantly forced to discuss Plato in meeting the argu-

ments of Celsus.

The author of the work which Origen refuted, therefore, instead

of being an Epicurean as Origen suj)|)osed merely from there

having been an Epicurean of the same name, was undouM.edly a

Neo-Platonist, a- Mosheim long ago dei/ionstrated, of the School

of Aininonins, wli > founded the sect at the close of the sec</^d r-en-

tury.^ The promise of Celsus to write a second )fO//k with pra<

tical rules for living in accordance with the philosophy he j/romul-

gates, to which Origen refers at the close of his work, /(//i^mxH

this conclusion, and indicates a new and recent system of phii/;8^;-

phy.^ An Epicurean would not have thought of such a work— it

would have been both appropriate and necessary in connection

with Neo-Platonism.

We are, therefore, constrained to assign the woik of Celsus to

at least the early part of the third century, and to the reign of

Septimus Severus. Celsus repeatedly accuses Christians, in it,

of teaching their doctrines secretly and against the law, which
seeks them out and punishes them with death,^ and this indicates

a period of persecution. Lardner, assuming the writer to be the

Epicurean friend of Lucian, from this clue supposes that the per-

secution referred to must have been that under Marcus Aurelius

t IHO), and practically rejecting the data of Origen himself,

without advancing sufficient reasons of his own, dates Celsus
A. D. 170.^ As a Neo-Platonist, however, we are more accurately
led to the period of persecution which, from embers never wholly
extinct since the time of Marcus Aurelius, burst into tierce flame
more especially in the tenth year of the reign of Severus*^ (A. D.

202), and (-ontinued for many years to afflict the Christians.
It is evident that the dates assigned by apologists are wholly

arbitrary, and even if the evidence we have produced were very
much less conclusive tham it is for the later epoch, the total ab-

1 Contra Cels., i. 8. 2 lb., iv. 54,

J fb., i. 32, iii, 03, iv. 54, 56, 83, vi. 1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
47, vii. 28, .31, 42, 58f.,&c., &...

Mnst. Hist. Ecclee., lib. i. mc. ii. p. i. cap. 2, § 8 ; De Rebus Chri.st.. esec. ii.

§19, §27.
f t-

.
a

.

Mi NMnder, K. G., i. p. 278.
<"' Oriijen, tUndca, (Jels., i. 1, 3, 7, viii. 69.
^ Works, viii. p. 6. 8 Eusebius, H. E., vi. 1, 2.
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sence of evidence for an earlier date would completely nullify any
testimony derived from Celsus. It is sufficient for us to add
that, whilst he refers to incidents of Gospel history and (motes
some sayings which have parallels, with more or less of variation

in our (jospels, Celsus nowhere mentions the name of any Chris-

tian book, unless we except the Book of Enoch -^ and he accuses

Christians, not without reason, of interpolating the books of the

Sibyl, whose authority, he states, some of them acknowledged.^

The last document which we need examine in connection with

the synoptic Gospels is the list of New Testament and other

writings field in consideration by the Church, which is generally

called, after its discoverer and first editor, the Canon of ^1 v:i Htori.

This interesting fragment, which was published in 1740 ]>y Mura-

tori in his collection of Italian antifjuities,^ at one time belonged

to the nionasteiy of Bobbio, founded by the Irish monk Cohnn-

ban, and was found by Muratori in the Ambrosian Li])rary at

Milan in a MS. containing extracts of little interest fi'oni writin"^

of Eucherius, Ambrose, Chrysostom, and otheis. Muratori es-

tiniated the age of the MS. at about a thousand years, but so far

as we are aware no thoroughly competent judge has since ex-

pressed any opinion upon the point. The fragment, which is de-

tective botli at the commencement and at the end, is written in

an apologetic tone, and professes to give a list of the writings

which are recognized by the Christian Church. It is a document

which has no official character,* but which merely conveys the

private views and information of the anonymous writer, regsu'ding

whom nothing whatever is known. From any point of view, the

composition is of a nature permitting the widest differences of

opinion. It is by some affirmed to be a complete treatise on the

books received by the Church, fi'om which fragments have been

lost;^ whilst others consider it

written in Latin which by some is represented as most corrupt,

a mere fragment in itself." It is

1 (Contra Cels., v. 54, 55. 2 Jb., vii. 53, iH\.

3 Antiquit. Ital. Med. .-Evi, iii. \t. 851 ff,

* Rvum, (Jeseli. N. T,, p. 303 f. ; Hist, du (,'anon, p. 10!) ; -SV/io/::, Kinl.

T., i. p. 272; Tretjellen, Canon Muratorianus, 18G7, p. I ff. ; Westcol/

•Canon, p. 186.
s Credner, Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 143; Volkmar, Anhang., p. 341 ff

. ]

« Hilgrnfdd, Der Kanon, p. 39; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 14',

On the (Gallon, p. 186, note 5; Tregdle.K, ('an. Murat., p. 29 f.

7 m ,k, Einl. N. T., p. 640 ; Cr,4ner, Zur Gesch. d. Kanons, p. 72 ;
Do

Hist. Chr. Lit. ^nd Doctr., iii. p. 205 ff.; Guerkke, Beitriigc Ei:'. N. T,

Reii/ts, Gesch. N. T., p. 303 ; Scholz, Einl. N. T., i. p. 271 f.; TrejelH, C

rat., p. 6 f., p. 27 f. ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 185.

A. ... N.
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whilst others uphold it as most correct.^ The text is further

rendered almost unintelligible by every possible inaccuracy of

orthogi'aphy and grammi;r, which is ascribed diversely to the

transcriber, to the translator, and to both.^ Indeed such is the

elastic condition of the text, resulting from errors and obscurity

of every imaginable description, that by means of ingenious con-

jectures critics are able to find in it almost any sense they desire. ^

Considerable difference of opinion exists as to the original lan-

ffuage of the fragment, the greater nunjber of c Itics maintaining

that the composition is a translLtion from the Greek,* whilst

others assert it to have been originally written in Latin.* Its

composition is variously attributed to the Church of Africa "^ and
to a member of the Church in Rome.^
The fragment commences with the concluding portion of a

sentence. ..." quibus tamen interfuit et ita posuit "—
" at

1 Volkmar considers it in reality the reverse of corrupt. After allowing for

peculiarities of speech, and for the results of an Irish-English pronunciation by
the monk who transcribed it, he finds the characteristic original Latin which is

the old Itill
Iua voh/ata, which in. the Roman Provinces, sach as Africa, &c., was

the written as well as the spoken language. Anhang f.u Credner's (iesch. N. T,

Kanon, \>. IMl fF.

2 Credner, Zur Gesch. d. Kanons, p. 72 ; nihjenfeld, Der Kanon, p. 39 f.; May-
trhoff, Kinl. petr. Schr., p. 147 f.; Scholz, Einl. A. u. N. T., i. p. 271 f.; Tre(jel-

(f,i, Ciui, Murat., p. 2 ; Wi.stcott, On the C'anon, p. 185.

3 Eeuss, (iesch. N. T., p. 303 ; Hist, du Canon, p. 101 ; Ekhkorn, Einl. N. T.,

iv. p. 34.

< ^MH.sTH, Analecta Ante-Nic, 1854, i. p. 137 f. ; Bottirhfr, Zeitschr. f. d. ge-
sammte luth. Thcol. u. Kirche, 1854, p. 127 f.; Ewald, (iesch. d. V. Isr., vii. p.

497; of. p. .S4'\ anni. 2; Guericke, Gesanimtgesch. JJ. T., p. 593, anm. ; Hilijen-

/(Id, Der Kanon, p. 39 f.; Hug, Einl. N. T., i. p. 106; Muralori, Antitj. Ital., iii.

p. 851 ff.; Nolt(f, Tub. Quartalschr. , 18G0, p. 193 ff.; Routh, Rel. Sacr., i. p. 402
;

Srhoh, Einl. A. u. N. T., i. p. 271 f ; Thierwli, Versuch. u. s. w., p. 385; Trcgel-

ItHfV.an. Murat., p. 4; Simon da AIiKjistrin, Daniel sec. Ixx., iv. p. 407; Volkmar,
Der Ursprung, p. 28 ; WenU-ott, On the Canon, p. 185 ; cf. Donaldson, Hist. Chr.
Lit. and Duetr., iii. p. 204, p. 210 f.

5 Bled; Einl. N. T., p. 640; Credner, Zur Gesch. d. Kanons, p. 93; Gesch. N.
T. Kanon, p. 144; Freimlaller, Apud L'outh, Rel. 8acr., i. p. 401 f. ; fiense. Das
Murat. Fragment, 1873, p. 25 ff.; Laurent, Neuteat. Stud., 1866, p. 198 f.; May-
trliof, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 147; Hems, Gesch. N. T., p. .305; Stosch, Comm.
Hist. Crit. de Libr. N. T. Can., 1755, §§ Ivi. f.; cf. Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit.

and Doctr., iii. p. 210 f. If the fragment, as there is good reason to believe,
was originally written in Latin, it furnishes evidence that it was not written till

the third century. Canon Westcott, who concludes from the order of the Gospels,
Ac., that it was not written in Africa, admits that ; "There is no evidence of the
existence of Christian Latin Literature out of Africa till about the close of the
second century,"
« Credner, (iesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 141 ff., p. 168 ff.; DonaUlxon, Hist. Chr. Lit.

and Doctr. iii. p. 211 ; Rema, Gesch. N. T., p. 303; Hist, du Canon, p. 109; cf.

Volkmar, Anhang zu Credner's Gesch. N. T. Kan., p. 341 f.

7 auerkke, Beitriige N. T., 1828, p. 7 ; HilqenfeAd, Der Kanon, p. 39 ; Mtyer,
H'buch Hebrdcrbr., 1867, p. 7; BeUmayr, Einl. Can. B. N. B., p. 65; Hrhnh,
Eiul. A. u. N. T., i. p. 271 ; Ti^chendnrf, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 9 ; Volkmar,
Der Ursprung, p. 27 f ; cf. Anb. z. UreJner'x Gesch. N. T. Kan., p. 341 f.; Weat-
':oU. On the (Janon, p 186.

1 1 )
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which nevertheleHS he wan preaent: and thus he placed it " The
MS. then proceeds: "Third bof>k ^/ thf 0</wpel nccording to

Luke. ij^KH, tha.t physician, after the ascouHion of Christ when
Paul took him with him as studious of the right, wrote it in his

name as he deemed l^est (ex opinionej—nevertheless he had not
himself seen the Lord in the flesh,—and he too, as far as he could

<)t)tain information also begins to speak from the nativity of

John." The text, at the sense of which this is a closely approxi-

inate guess, though several other interpretations might be main-

tained, is as follows : Tertio evangelii librum secundo Lucan
Lucas iste medicus post ascensum Christi cum eo Paulustiuasi ut

juris st«/liosum secundum adsumsisset nomeni suo ex ojjinione

ftonscribet dominum tamen nee ipse vidit in carne et idem prout

nm'/i\n potuit ita et ad nativitatc Johannis incipet dicere.

Th.<- MS. g<^><'-« on to .speak in more intelligible language " of

6h*r fourth of tl^x*' Gospels of John, one of the disciples " (Quarti

evawiMittarum Johannjs ex deeipolis),regarding the composition of

vrbiw ^^. writer relart^'s a legend, which we shall quote when we
4/yiiie t/^ 4^ w'i*'h thai*: fimpel. The fragment then goes on to

mfmuort #)« A*^^ '/f the Ap'/stles,—which is ascribed to Luke—
i\\\r\*'4••1^ t'/^\^U-f 'A 9a^}\ in piA-nXxnx ordfr, and it then refers to

an E]/.«(^ V> t)f'<' iA/A.i'^'Am-, and another U) the Alexandrians,

forged, ir. tJ)^ nari'*^ of yt^^)^, after the heresy (A Marcion, "and

many othof/ wh-i/^i CAfm/'A. be received by the Catholic

Church, af. /M^ mun* no* J'^e mixi^d with vinegai." 'j ht-

Epistle x/^ tho y^imitun^ //rf the name of Kpistle to the f/aodice-

ans in the, list of M*rei//f>, m/J this may */' » /efeience to it.' The

Kj»»tJe t'^>the Alexan<JfiftfiH is^nerally identififd with thoEpi.stle

U/ U'K- /fftbrews,^ although some critics think this douhtful, or

dofty tiif /«<">, and consid(!r ^xAh Epistles referred t/; pseudographs

attrii^it*!^ to *'^.^^ Apostle Paul.** The f/pi.-itle of /ude, and two

^t/^tf, He<//n4 %fid rtAr^j Epistles of «lohn are, with some tone of

^/fit^A^ iiHiuiu/ff^A aut/rh'/z^i the rec<<?ivcd books, and so is the Bo(jk

(ji ^t^tm. The Aj^/#Jyp»ei< '/f «(ohn and of Peter only arere-

Cjewe/4 ifHt. j(ome (/i^/4 f/} tlie latt^'f V)eing read in church.

The l^wM^ of «^inetj, Vx>th Epi.st^es of Peter, th^^ Epistle to

1 HUgtn/fitl \Hi Ktrnm, p. 42 ; .S^rW/>7», /He alt. Zeugnisse. p. 129 ;
Wf.ifffi*/.,

p. I»0. /.//fee /; of. Srlmcch/Jmrger, Beitr. Einl. N T,, J8M2, p i*K

"Aut ,
V JJ, J7, It wilif be romemlicrf'd that reference is

tine * •>\>->^nn io an Kpistleto t) " ^-aodicean* whi h is lost.

On the CaiK.i

ff. ; Terlnllia,.. A-iv

made in the
^~

Ool. iv. Ifi.

2 HilgenMd, Dw Kamm, » -IS KOMl.in, Th*ol. JnUth., 1854, p 416 ,
SrholUn.

Die alt. ZeugiusM, p. 12» : >ie-icvr, Th. Stud, o Krit., 1847, p. S40, 1857, p 97

f., and 80 also, Mchhiyrn, Huy, MmHstfr.Credner, Votkmar, Srfileie7'macfifr, Semkr,

s'Oi^'ricke, aBitrage, N. T., p. 7f. Thiersch, Versuch, u. s. w., p. 385; W^M

coU, On the Cmon, p. 190, note 1.
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the Hebrews (which is probably indicated as the Epistle to the

Alexandrians), and the first Epistle of John are omitted altogether,

with the exception of a quotation which is supposed to be from

the last-named Epistle, to which we shall hereafter refer. Special

reference is made to the Pastor of Hermas, which we shall pre-

sently discuss, regarding which the writer expresses his opinion

that it should be read privately but not ])ublicly in the church,

as it can neither be classed amongst the prophets nor among the

apostles. The fragment concludes with the rejection of the writ-

inti's of .several hei'etics.'

It is inferred that, in the missing connnencement of the frag-

ment, the first two Synoptics must have been mentioned. This,

however, cannot be a.scertained, and so far as these Gospels are

concerned, therefore, the " Canon of Muratori " furnishes no evi-

dence stronger than conjecture. The statement regarding the

third Synoptic mei-ely proves the existence of that Gospel at the

time the fragiji'rit was ^^ompo.sed, and we .shall presently endeav-

our to form some I'lcn, of that date, but beyond this fact the in-

formation given any tiii/ig but tends to establish the unusual credi-

bility claimed for the Go.spels. It is declared by the fragment,

as we have seen, that the tliird Synoptic was written by Luke,

who liad not himself seen the fjord, but narrated the histoiy as

best he was able. It i.^ worthy of remark, moTctrvar, that even
the Apostle Paul, who took I/'/Jl?e with him after iitt^ wwension,

had not been a follower of J'^sus > lihi'r, nor had seen hii/y itft *^e

tlesh, and certainly he did noi,, by the .showing of his own P'/^/U

ties, associate much with the other Apostles, ,so that Luf"- could

not have had much opportunity while with h/in of acquiiing

from them any intimate knowledge of the events (A Gospel his-

tory. It is undeniable that the third Synoptic is not th^ arra-

tive of an eye-witness, and the occurrences which it records di<l

not take place in the presence, or within the personal knowledge
of the writer, but were derived from tradition, or other written

source.'; Such testimony, therefore, could not in any case be of

much service- t^) our third Synoptic ; but when we consider the
uncertainty of the date at which the fragment was composed,
and the certainty that it could not hav(! been written at an early

peri'/d, it will become apparent that the value of the evidence
i" TcAuml to a minimum.

> '* r

' The text of the fragment may be found in the following amongst many other
books, of which we only mention some of the more accessible. Credner, Zur
^iescb.d Kanons, p. 73 AT. ; Gesch. N. '/ Kanoj-,. p. 153 fF. ; Hihjntfcid , Der Kan-

394 n ,
«/rr/(/(q/JT, Quellensamml., p. 1

Bunsen, Analeota Ante-Nic, i. p. 125 ff.

;

•th.OB,
|, #«f ; fioutf,, Reliq. Sacr., i. p

ff.
; Trei/tlUt, Tanon Murat., p. 17 ff.

Wetfcolt, On the Canon, p. 467 S.
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a few writers would date it <^ven earlier.^ On the other hand, and

we consider with reason, many critics, including men who will

not be accused of opposition to an early Canon, assign the com-

position to a later period, l>etween the end of the second or begin-

ning of the third century and the fourth century.'^

When we examine the ground upon which alone an early date

can be supported, it becomes apparent how impossible it is to

defend it. The only argument of any weight is the statement with

regard to the composition of the Pastor, but with the excej)tion of

the few apologists who do not hesitate to assign a date totally

inconsistent with the state of the Canon described in the frag-

ment, the great majority of critics feel that they are forced to

place the composition at least towards the end of the second cen

tury, at a period when the statement in the composition may
agiee with the actual opinions in the Church, and yet in a sufh-

cient degree accord with the expression " very recently in our

times," as applied to the period of Pius of Rome, 142—157. It must
be evident that, taken literally, a very arbitrary interpretation is

given to this indication, and in supposing that the writer may
have appropriately used the phrase thirty or forty years a-fter the

time of Pius, so much licence is taken that there is absolutely no
reason why a still greater interval may not be allowed. With this

sole exception, there is not a single word or statement in the

fragment which would oppose our assigning the composition to a

late period of the third century. Volkmar has very justly pointed

Beleucht. d. Gesch. jiid. u. chr. Bibel-Kanons, 1792, ii. p. 219 f.; Davidson, Introd.
N. T., i. p. 7; Feilmoser, Einl. N. T., p. 203, anm. ; Ouericke, Gesammtgesch. N.
T., p. 587 f. ; Beitrage N. T.

, p. 7 ; Hilgenfekl, Der Canon, p. 39 ; Lumper, Hist.
de Vite, Script,, &c., SS. Patr., vii., 1790 ; p. 26 flf. ; Lilcke, Einl. Offenb. Job.,

1852, ii. p, 595; Mosheim, De Rebus Christ., p. 164 ff. ; Meyer, Krit., ex. H'buch.
iib. (1. Hebraerbr., 1867, p. 7; Ohhausm, Echth. d. %ier kan. Evv., p., 281 flf.

;

Rcms, Geseh. N. T., p. 393, p. 305 ; Hist, du Canon, p. 108; Reithmayr, Einl. N.
B., p. 65, anm. 1; Routh, Reliq. Sacr., i, p. 397 ff. ; Chr. F. Schviid, Unters. Oflfenb.

Joh., u. 8. w., 1771, d. iOl ff.; Hist. Antiq. et Vindic. Canonis, 1775, p. 308 f.;

Schmkh, Chr. K. G., iii. 1777, p. 426 ff.; Stanch, Comment, His. Crit. de librisN.
T. (Jan., 1755, g§ Ixi. IT.; SchoUen, Die iilt. Zeugnisae, p. 127 ; Scholz, Einl. A. u.
N. T., i. p. 272; Thien,ch, (if not spurious), Versuch, u. s. w., p. 384 f. cf. 315

;

Volkmar, (a.d. 190—200) Anh. zu.; Credner's, Gesch. N. T. Kan., p. 359; Wiealeer,
Th. Stud. u. Krit,, 1847, p. 815 ff.

1 Hesse (before Irenaaus, Clement Al., and Tertullian), Das Muratori 'sche Frag-
ment. 1873, p. 48; Ewald, (in late middle of 2nd century), Gesch. d. V. Isr., vii.

P- 497; TischendorJ (a.d. 160—170), Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 9 ; Tregelles (c. a.d.
170), Canon Murat, p. 1 f., p. 4, note c: Westcott, (not much later than a.d. 170),
On the Canon, p. 185; Laurent (c. A.D. 160), Neutest. Studien, p. 198.

2 Donaldson {end of first half of 3rd century). Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p.
212

; Hv'j, (beginning .3rd century), Einl. N, T., i. p. 105 f.; end of 2nd, or begin-
ning of 3rd century ; Mayerhof, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 147; Keil ad Fabric. Bibl.
(Jnece, vii. 1801, p. 285; Eiclihoiii, Einl. N. T., iv. p. 34; Tayler, The Fourth
Gospel, 1867, p. 38; Zimmermann, Diss. Crit. Script., &c., &c., a Murat. rep.
exhib., 1805, and to these may be added all those who assign the fragment to
tutu.

35
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out, however, that in saying "very recently in our times" the
writer merely int<'nde(l to distinguish the Pastor of Hermas from
the writings of the Prophets and Apostles : It cannot be classed

amongst the Prophets whose number is complete, nor amongsi
the Apostles, inasituich as it was only written in our post-apos-

tolic time. This is an accurate interpretation of the expession '

which might with perfect propriety be used a century after the

time of Pius. We have seen that there has not appeared a sinf^le

trace of any Canon in the writings of any of the Fathers whom we
have examined, and that the Old Testament has been the only

Holy Scripture they have acknowledged
; and it is inadmissible

to date this anonymous fragment, regarding which we know no-

thing earlier than the very end of the .second or beginning of the

third century, upon the interpretation of a phrase which would
be equally applicable even a century later. There is, however, as

we have said, nothing whatever requiring so early a date as that,

and it is probable that tlie fragment wjis not written until an

advanced period of the third century.^ The expression used with

regard to Pius : "Sitting in the chair of the church," is (piite un-

precedented in the second century or until a very much later

date.^ It is argued that the fragment is imperfect, and that sen-

tences have fallen out ; and in regard to this, and to the assertion

that it is a translation from the Greek, it has been well remarked

by a wi'iter whose judgment on the point will scarcely be called

prejudiced :
" If it is thus mutilated, why might it not also be

interpolated ? If moreover the translator wad so ignorant of Latin,

can wc trust his translation ? And what guarantee have we that

he has not paraphrased and expanded the original ? The force of

these remarks is peculiarly felt in dealing with the paragraph

which gives the date. The Pastor of Hermas w^as not well known

to the Western Church, and it was not highly esteemed. It was

regarded as inspired by the Eastern, and read in the Eastern

Churches. We have seen, moreover, that it was extremely un-

likely that Hennas was a real personage. It would be, therefore,

far more probable thai we have here an interpolation, or addition

by a member of the Roman or Africa,n Church, probably by the

translator, made expressly for the purpose of serving as proof that

1 Volkinar, Der Ursprung, p. 28 ; Donaldson, Hist. (^hr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p.

212; Loinann, Bijdragen ter Inleid. op de Job. Schr., p. 29; Scholteu, Die iilt.

Zeugnisse, p. 127.

2 li the fiagmont, as tlierc is good reason to believe, was originally written m
Latin, this fact, we repeat, would point to the conclusion that it was composed in

the third century. Dr.Westcott, who, with so many others, considers that it ema-

nates from the Homan Church, himself says as an argi.ment for a Greek original

:

" There is no evidence of the existence of Christian Latin Literature out of Africa

till about the close of the second century." On the Canon, p. 188, note 1.

3 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 212.
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the Pastor of Hermas was net inspired. The pai*agraph itself bears

unquestionable mark of tampering." ^ &c.

It would take us too far were we to discuss the various state-

ments of the fragment as indications of date, and the matter is

not of sutHcient importance. It contains nothing involving an

earlier date than the third century. The facts of the case may be

briefly summed up as follows, so far as our object is concerned.

The third Synoptic is mentioned by a totally unknown writer, at

an unknown, but cei-t'iinly not early, date, in all probability

during the third century, in a fragment which we possess in a

very con'upt version vory far from free from suspicion of interpo-

lation in the pi'ecise part from which the early date is inferred.

The Gospel is attributed to Luke, wh' > was not one of the followers

of Jesus, and of whom it is expressly said that "he himself had
not seen the Lord in !:he flesh," but wrote " as he deemed best (ex

opinione)," and followed his histoiy as he was able (etidem prout

assequi potuit).^ If the evidence, therefore, even came within our

limits as to date, which it does not, it could be of no value for

establiahing the trustM^orthiness and absolute accuracy of the

narrative of the third Synoptic, but on the contrary it would
distinctly tend to destroy its evidence, as the composition of one
who undeniably was not an eye-witness of the miracles reported,

but collected the materials, long after, as best he could.^

We may now brieily sum up the results of our examination of

the evidence for the synoptic Gospels. After having exhausted
the literature and the testimony bearing on the point, we have
noi found a single distinct trace of any one of those Gospels during
the first century and a half after the death of Jesus. Only once
during the whole of that period do Vf e find any tradition even,
that any one of our Evangelists composed a Gcspel at all, and that
tradition, no far from favouring our Synoptics, is fatal to the
claims of the first and second. Papias, about the middle of the

1 Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 209.
2 The passage is freely rendered thus by Canon Westcott : "The Gospel of St.

Luke, it is then said, stands third in order [in the Canon], having been written by
'Luke the physician,' the companion of St. Paul, who, not being himself an eye-
witness, based his narrative on such information as he could obtain, beginning
from the birth of John." On the Canon, p. 187.

3 We do not propose to consider the Ophites and Peratici, obscure Gnostic sects
towards the end of the second cantury. There is no direct evidence regarding
them, and the testimony of writers in the third century, like Hippolytus, is of no
value for the Gospels.
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AN INQUIRY
INTO THE

REALITY OF DIVINE REVELmON.

PART III.

THE FOURTH GOSPEL.

CHAPTER I.

THE EXTERNAL EVIDENCE.

Wb shivU now examine, in the same order, the witnesses already

cited in connection with tlie Synoptics, and ascertain what evi-

dence tiiey furnish for the date and authenticity of the fourth

Gospel.

Apologists do not even allege that there is any reference to the
fourth Gospel in the so-called Epistle of Clement of Rome to the

Corinthians.^

A few critics^ pretend to find a tiace of it in the Epistle of

Barnabas, in the reference to the brazen Serpent as a type of
Jesus. Tischendorf states the case as follows :

—

1 Canon Westcott, however, cannot resist the temptation to press Clement into
service. He says : "In other passaues it is possible to trace the iuftuenoe of St.
John. 'The blood of Christ hath gained for the whole world the offer of the
grace of repentance.' 'Through Him we look steadfastly on the heights of hea-
ven

; through him we view as in a glass (lyoTtriJi^oi-iEOa) His spotless and moat
excellent visage ; through Him the eyes of our heart were open(;d ; through Him
our dull and darkened understanding is quickened wit'i new vigour on turning to
1118 marvc'llous light.' " He does not indicate more clearly the nature and marks
of the " influence '' to which he refers. As he aKo asserts that the Epistle
'affirms the teaching of St. Paul and St. James," and that the Epistle to the
Hebrews is " wholly transfused into Clement's mind," such an argument does not
require a single remark. On the Canon, p. 2.3 f.

Lardner, Canon Westcott, and others do not refer to it at all.
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550 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

" And when in the same chapter xii. it is shown how Moses in

the brazen serpent made a type of Jesus ' who should suffer (die)

and yet liimself make alive,' the natui'al inference is that Barna-
bas coiuieoted therewith John iii. 14, f., even if the use of this

passage* in particular cannot be proved. Although this connection
cannot be affirmed, since the author of the Epistle, in this pas-

sage as in many others, may be independent, yet it is justitialile

to ascribe the greatest probability to its dependence on the pa.s-

sage in John, as the tendency of the Epistle in no way reciuiied

a particular leaning to the expression of John. The disj)io|ior-

tionately more abundant use of express quotations fi'om th(> Old

Testament in Barnabas is, on the contrary, connected most inti-

mately with the tendency of his whole composition. '^

It will Ije observed that the suggestion of reference to the fourtli

G(jspel is here advanced in a very hesitating way, and does not

indeed go beyond an assertion of pi'obability. We might, thete-

fore, well leave the matter without lurther notice, as the lefeionce

in no case could be of any weight as evidence. On examination

of the context, howevei', we find tliat there is eveiy leason to

conclude that the reference to the brazen serpent is made direct

to the Old Testament. The autho^' wlio delights in tyi)ology is

bent upon showing that the cross is prefigured in the Did Testa-

ment. He gives a number of instances, involving the necessity

for a display of ridiculous ingenuity of explanation, which slu.iilij

prepare us to fiiid the comparatively simple ty|ie of the hmzen

serpent naturally selected. After pointing out that Moses, with

his arms stretched out in prayer that the Israelites might prevail

in the fight, was a type of the cross, he goes on lo say : "Again

Moses makes a type of Jesus that he nuist suffer ami hiinselt

make alive (koI airos ^woTroiryo-ei) whom they will appear to have

destroyed in a figure while Israel was falling; "~ i-nd c(jnnecting

the circumstance that tiie people were bit by serpents and died

with the tran.sgression of Eve by means of the serpent, he goes

on to narrate minutely the story of Moses and the brazen serpent,

and then winds up with the words :
" Thou hast in this the glory

of Jesus ; that in him are all things and for him."^ It is impos-

sible for any one to read the whole passage without seeing that

the reference is direct to the Old Testament.* There is no ground

1 Wann wurden, u. 8. w., 96 f.

IldXty Moovdt'/i nuifi Tv'nov tov hjdoxT, on SeT ai^roy na'nh,

Hat n-iJro? !^a}onoi7}6€i, Sv Sic,ov6tv dnoXooXeuivai tv dr/peiu, niit-

rovToi TOV 'Idpm'/X. Ch. xii.

si^jXtii TtaAiv Mcxl kv rcvroti tt)v do^av tov 'Itj()ov, on iv av

T(a navra ual rii avrov. Ch. xii. ; cf. Heb. ii. 10; Rom. xi. 3*!.

4 Scfiolit'n, Die iilt. Zeu^'iUBse, p. 14; Volkwar, Der Ursprung, p. Ofi fi. ;
MiilUr.

Das BarnaUaabr., p. 281 ; Hilijenfeld, Die ap. Viiter, p. 50, anm. 8 ; Theo!. Jahrb.,

1850, p. 396; Zeitschr. wise. Theol., 1868, p. 215; Schollen rightly points out
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for siipposin<i" that the author was acquainted with the fourth

Gospel.

To the Pastor of Hernia.s Tisciiendorf devotes only two lines,

in whicli he states that " it lias neitlier quotations from the Old

nor iVuiii the New Testament." ^ Canon W'estcott makes the same

stivtenieiit,- but, unlike the Gerninn apologist, he proceeds subse-

quently to athi'm that Hennas i takes " clear allusions to St. John;"

wliichfew or no apologists support. This assertion he elaborates

and illustrates as follows :

—

•'The view which Hennas gives of Christ's nature and work is

no less harmonious with apo.stolic doctrine, and it offers striking

analogies to the Gosi)el of St. John. Not only did the Hon ' ap-

iMjint angels to preserve each of those whom the Father gave to

iiiiii
;' but ' He himself toiled very much and sutiered very much

to cleanse our sins. . . . And so when he himself had cleansed

tlie .-ins of the people, he showed then:i the paths of life by giv-

ing them the Law which he received from his Father.''* He is ' a

Kdck higher than the mountains, able to hold the wdiole world,

ancient, and yet having a new gate.'^ ' His name is great and
intinite, and the whole world is supported by him.'^ ' He is older

th;it the (listiiiguisliing ir/'urdOai of the fourtli Oosjjel is totally lacking in the

K|iist!i;. Die iilt. Zi ugn., (). 14. The Ijrazun serpent is also referred to in the

Wisilom of Solomon, xvi. ">, 6, and by /yii/n. Leg. Alleg., ii. g 20 ; De Agricul-

tiira. §2;? ; cf. VoUniKu; Der l'rsi)ruiig, p. 07 f. ;
Tuhhr, Zi'itschr. wiss. Theol.,

iMiO, ]). lO'l i. Justin Martyr also ri-fers to the tyjie of the brazen serjient with-

out any connection with the fourth Gospel, Dial., !)1, 04
1 Wiuui wr.ivlen, ii. s. w., p. -0, anni. 1 ; Lin'h' makes no tdaiin to its testimony,

11' iwalcyied being " too slight and distant.'" (.'nmment. Ev. Joli., 1840, i. p. 44,
.1

tl

a'iiii.

- On the Canon, p. 175- I'll tuL v.aiiuii, jj. I J o.

'i Kal aCroi rcii a/.aprar? avraiy ^Ha'japi6e noXAd HOTtiddai xcxi

noWovi HoTtovt 7}yrX)/UMi' . . . au'rd? uvy HcJiapi6ai rrv5 diKX/j-

r/,v; Tuv" Xaoir i'dfiiey ai>'roli rdi rpi/iovi rf/i ^aJ?/?, Sovi o-uro/S
Tuv r6>(uy ov eXcxfie napd tov' narpoi avrov'. Sim., v. 6.

< f/'s itF.6ov 8k tov' TteSiov ensile ftoi nerpcxv /.leydXifv XevHt'/y in

<>t tl)l)l.H ftOJ StI'UI r/ tHHUA.UV>l:: TT/'! 711' /l?/^. // Of TIV Al} OfrOJS
fuTd/ifv vnfp TUV r/Xioi', (Sdrf /lie OavtuxJ^siv knl r^ Xan7t}/b6vi
r^J? m''X)/i- Simil. , ix. 2.

vnerpn, q}}/6iv, ccvrt/ ucxl 7) TTv'Xt/ o vioi rov" Oeov" i6r/. IIoS?,
(pViii, HVfjiF.^j'f nerpcx naXaia l6riv, i) Sf nvXyi Haii't, -"Amove, qytjdiy

nal6v'yn, di)v' I'f.rE. '() /lev n/d; rct~ (jeov ncvdt/^ rf/i Mrt'dFia^ av

-

roi) Tlpi)ytvE6rf.p6'i idriv, aidre 61'pfiovXoy ixvzov yfyiCOca r^
tiXTi)] rij; Hn'df.Mi avrov^' Sid rou'ro xcxl TraXaioi tdrir. j} Si
ifi'/b/ Std r/ xaiyr}, xpt/jiii, Hi'pie. ; "On, qn/div, iit' fdxdroov tqSv
'/vf/r.JV r?;; dvvrsXfiiXi coayepoS fyeyfru, did rovTO Mcxivi) iysyero
V ffiA;/, 'lya oi /.teXXoyrEi doo^^EdOai di'' avr>~^ eH rifV fJadtXsiav
fideXOmoi TOV Oeov^. Simil., ix. 12.

'^ To ovo/^ia TOV viov tov' Oeov i-isya idzi xal axooptfTov Mcci tov
'«>6uov oXoy fiadtd^FA. Simil., ix. 14.

iU
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It is difficult indeed to find anytliing in this passage which is

in the sli'ditest degree peculiar to the fourth Gospel, or apart from

the whole course of what is taught in thi Epistles, and more

especially the Epistle to the Hebrews. We may point out a few

passages for comparison : Heb. i. 2—4 ; ii. 10— 11 : v. 8—9; vii.

12_ 17—19 ;
viii. 6—10; x. lO—lG; Romans viii. 24—17; Matt,

xxi. 33 ;
Mark xii. 1 ; Isaiah v. 7, liii.

The second passage is taken fiom an elaborate parable on the

buildinf of the Ohurvh : (a) "and in the middle of the plain he

showed me a grea . ite rock which had risen out of the plain,

ami the rock washig/ier than the mountains, rectangular so as to

be ahle to hold the whole world, but that rock was old having a

gate {irvXr]) hewn out of it, and the hewing out of the gate (TrsiXry)

seemed to ine to be recent."^ Upon this rock the tower of the

Church is built. Further on an explanation is given of tlie simil-

itude, in wdiich occurs another of the passages refei-red to. (fi)

^'This rock [-riTpa) and this r;ate (Tri'ATy) are the Son of God. 'How,
Lord,' T said, 'is the rook okl and the gate new?' ' Listen,' he

said, ' and understand, thou ignorant man. (y) The Son of God
is older than all of his creation (6 fj-kv vios rov Oeov irdcrrj^ r^s

icTiWo)? aiTov 7rpoy(v€aTep6<; eVru'), SO that he was a councilloi' with

die Father in his work of creation ; and for this is he old.'

i'^) 'And why is the gate new, Lord ?' I said; 'Because,' he re-

plied, ' he was manifested at the last days (eV ia-xdrajv twv -fjfiepujv)

of tlie dispensation ;
for this cause the gate was made new. in

order that they who shall be saved might enter by it into the

kingdom of God.'
"^

And a few lines lower down the Shepherd further explains,

refeiTinfj to entrance throu<di the ffate, and introducino- another
of the passages cited : (c) " ' In this way,' he said, ' no one shall

enter into the kingdom of God unle.ss he receive his holy name.
If, therefore, you cannot enter into the City unless through its

gate, so also,' he said, ' a man cannot enter in any other way into

the kingdom of God than by the name of his Son beloved by
Wm

' . . .
' and the gate (ttuX?;) is the Son of God. This is

the one entrance to the Lord.' In no other way, t\erefore, shall

any one enter in to him, except through his Son." ^

Now with regard to the similitude of r, rock we need scarcely
say tliat the Old Testament teems ^Ith it ; and we need not
point to the parable of the house built upon a rock in the first

Oospel.* A more apt. illustration is the famous saying with

1 Simil, ix. 2.

' lb., ix. 12. Phih represents the Logos as a Eock (nerpa). Quod det.

, Manaeu, i. 213.potiori iiisid., 31, Mangeij, i. 213
Simil., ix. 12. 4 Matt. vii. 24.
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regard to Peter :
" And upon tliis rock (iriTpa) I will build nw

Church," upon which indeed the whole siniiliti.de of Hennas
turns; and in 1 Cor. x. 4, we read: "For they (hank of the

Spiritual Jlock accom})aiiying them ; but the Rock was Christ"
(r) irtTpaSt rjv 6 XpttrTo's) There is no such siniilitudo in the fourth

Gospel at all.

We then have the " gate," on which we presume Canon West-
cott chiefly relies. The parable in .Tolm x. I—9 is quite (litibient

fi'oni that of Hciinas,! and there is a pei sist( nt useof ditf'eront tonn-

iuology. The door into the sheepfold is alwaj's Orpa. the gate in the

rock always TTi'Ar/. "I am the door,"'' (eyoj ei/iir/^rpa) is twice le-

fieated in the f'ouith Gospel. "The gate is the Son of God"
(17 TTikf) 6 fto? Tov $€ov icTTLv) is the (Icclaration of Hernias. On the

other hand, there are numerous pashages, elsewhore, analogiais to

that in the Pastor of Hermas. Every one will reniendxT the in-

junction in the Seirnon on the Mount: Matth. vii. 1,'}, 14. " En-

ter in through the strait gate (TrrA?;), for wide is the gate (vn'Ar/j,

&c., 14. Because narrow i,- the gate (ttAtj) and straitened is the

way which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it.""' The

limitation to the one way of entrance into the kingdom of God:
" by the name of his Son," is also found everywhere throughout

the Epi.stles, and likewise in the Acts of the Apostles; as for in-

stance : Acts iv. 12, "And there is no salvation in any other: for

neither is there any other name under heaven given among men

whereby we must be saved."

The reasons given why the rock is old and the gate new (y, ^')

have anything but special analogy with the fourth (Jospel. We
are, on the contrary, taken directly to the Epistle to the Hebrews

in which the pre-existence of Jesus is prominently asserted, and

between which and the Pastor, as in a former passage, Ave find

singular linguistic analogies. For instance, take the whole opening

portion of Heb. i. 1 :
" God who at many times and in many

manners spake in times past to the Fathers by the projdiets, 2.

At the end of these days (eV (n-xdrov TMvrjfiepC^v tolVoh') hath .'ijioken

to us in the Son whom he appointed heir (KXrjpoivp.o'sy of all

things, by whom he also made the worlds, 3. Who being the

brightness of his glory and the express image of his substance,

1 Cf. Heb. ix. 24, 11— 12, &c. 2 John .\. 7, 9.

3 Compare the account of the new Jerusalem, Rev. xxi. 12 ft'.; ct. xxii. 4, 14.

In Simil. ix. 13, it is insisted that, to outer into the kingdom, not only "his

name " must be borne, but that we must put on certain clothing.

* We may remark that in the jiarable Hernias speaks of the son as tlie heir

(wA^/povoyi/o?), and of the slave- who is the true son—also as co-heir (dvyXM-

povo/iioS), and a few linos below the passage above quoted, of the heirship

(xXf/puvof/iaS). This is anothc r indication of the use of this Epistle, the pecu-

liar expression in regard to the son " whom he appointed heir {HX>/povolioi) ui

all things" occurring here. Cf. Simil., v. 2, 6.
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and upholding all things by the word of his power, when he

had made by liim.seli a cleansing of our sins sat down at the right

hand of Majesty on high, 4. Having become so much better than

the angels,"^ &c., &c. ; and if we take the different clauses we
may also Hnd them elsewhere constantly repeated, as for instance :

fy)'The son oldei- than all his creation : compare 2 Tim. i. f), Col-

osnians i. 15 (" who is . . . the first born of all creation "

—

o?€(rriv . . . 7rpw70TOKOS Traar/s KTiirews), IG, 17, 18, Rcv. iii. 14, X.

6. The works of Philo are full of this representation of the

Logos. For example :
" For the Word of God is over all the

univer'^c, and the oldest and mostimiversal of all things created"

Ual 6 Ao'yos ?>t tov Oeov virepdvin Trai'Tos ecm tov Koafiov, kul Trpca/SvTaros

Koi yenKojTttTos Ttov oaa yeyoieV Again, as to the second clause, that

he assisted the Father in the work of creation, compare Heb. ii.

10, i. 2, xi. .S, Rom. xi. 30, 1 Cor. viii. (j, Colos.s. i. 15, IG.^

The only remaining pas.sage is the following :
" The name < >f

the Son of God is great and infinite and supports the whole

world." For the first phrase, compare 2 Tim. iv. 18, Heb. i. 8;
and for the second part of the sentence, Heb. i. 3, Coloss. i. 17,

and many other passages quoted above.'*

The whole assertion'' is devoid of foundation, and might well

have been left unnoticed. The attention called to it, however,

may not be wasted in observing the kind of evidence with which
apologists are compelled to be content.

Tischendorf points out two passages in the Epistles of pseudo-
ignatius, which, he con.siders, show the use of the fourtli Gospel. *

* Heb. i. 1. noXv^iffjwi 7<ai TtoAvrpoTfayi ndXai o' Oed? XaXjjdai
To7i Ttarpixdir tv roii TTporprratf in^ ^(j^(trof rwy t)^Fp(ai' tovtojv
lXdXy6fv t'liuv kv vioS, (2) ';V eOrjuev uXt/poyoiioy rrdtTooy, Si' ov
^ai titoit/df.y rovi aiwyaf, (3) o5 (av dnav'ya6ncc rf/i 5ot?;? xai
XapaHTtjp Tjji vTrodrddeooi at/rot;~ q^iepcoy re rd ndyra rep pt'inari
r;}; tivydueaai avroi)", di' kavroiT naOapid^oy Tton/dd/neyui rwr
inapviMy IndOidev kv Sf^ui rfji /.leyaAaodvyp'; ky vipt;Xoi?, (4) rud-
oiTQt) Hp^izTooy yero/iiEyoi rcjc dyyeXoov , k.t.X.

2 Leg. AUeg., iii. § fil, Mamjey, i. p. 1"21
; cf. De Coufua. Ling., i^ 28, Mang.

,

i. p. 427, § 14, (7). i. p. 414 ; De Frofuyis, § 10 Ma»ii., i. 5()1 ; Do ('aritate, g 2, Manij.,
li. 38;"), i'c. , &c. The Logos is constantly called by I'hilo "the tirst- begotten of
God" (npoaroyoyoi Seov Aoyoi) ; "the most ancient son of God" (npedpi/-
r«ro? u/o; Htov).
'fCi. Philo, Leg. Alleg., iii. § 31, Mamjey, i. 106 ; De Cherubim, §35, Mang., i.

162, &c. &c.

* Cf. Philo, De Profugis, § 20, MarK/ey, i. 562; Frag. Mangri/, ii. 655 ; De Som-
mi8, i. §41, Mang., i. 656.

5 Canon Westeott also says: "In several places also St. John's teaching ou
' the Truth ' lies at the ground of Hennas' words," and in a note he refers to
" Maiul. iii. = 1 John ii. 27 ; iv. 6," without specifying any passage of the book.
(On the Canon, p. 176, and note 4.) Such unqualitied assertions unsupported by
»ny evidence cannot be too strongly condemned. This statement is quite un-
founded.

* Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 22 f. Lucke does not attach much weight to any
«i the supposed allusions in these Epistles. Comm. E". Job., i. p. 43.
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&c. The analogy in verse 20 is still more remote :

" For every

one that doeth evil hateth the lijfht, neither conieth to the lij^^ht,

lest his deeds should be detected."' In I Cor. ii. 10, the sense* i«

more closely found: "For the Spirit seai'cluitli all things, yea,

even the deep things of God."- Jt is evidentl} imi-ea.sonalile to

aasertfroin such a passage the u.se of the fourth (lospid.'' Even
Tischenilorf recogni/es that in themselves the (ihrases which he

points out iu pseudo- Ignatius eoidd not, unsupported by other

corr"l»oration, possess much weight as trstiiaony for tlu* use of

our Gospels. He says :
" Were these allusions of Ignatius to

Matthew and John a wholly isolated phenomenon, and one which
peihiips other undoubted i-esults of inquiiy wholly conti'adicted,

they would hardly have any conclusive weight. But ." •*

Canon Westcott says : "The Iguatian writings, as nught be ex-

pected, are not without traces of the iidlueiice of St. John. The
circnnistances in wliich he was placed re(pnred a special enunci-

ation of Pauline doctrine; but this is not so expressed as to

exclude the parallel lines of Christian thought. Love is ' the

stamp of the (.'hristian.' (Ad Magn. v.) 'Faith is the heginning

and love the end of life.' (Ad Ephes. x'v.) ' Faith is our guide

upward ' (umyojyeiJs), but love is the road that ' leads to Ged ' (Ad
E])h ix.) 'The Eternal (aiSios) Woid is the manifestation of God'
(Ad Mngn. viii.), ' the door by which we come to tlie Father' (Ad
Plulad.ix.,cf. John x. 7), ' and without Him M'o have not the prin-

ciple of true life' (Ad Trail, i.x.: o? ^upUro u\r)6iv6v (jv ovk Ip^o/Acv. cf.

Ad K|)h. iii. : 'l.\. to AhaKpirov yfiwv (t^v). The true meat of the

Christian is the 'l»i'ead of God, tlie bread of heaven, the bread of

life, whi(di is the flesh of Jesus ("hiist,' and his drink is 'Christ's

blood, which is love incoriuptible' (Ad Rom. vii., cf. John \i. 32,

ol,o8) He has no love of this life; 'his love has Ijcen crucified,

and he has in lum no burning passion for the world, })ut living

water (as the spring of a new life) speaking within liim, and
bidding him come to his Father' (Ad Rom. 1. c). Meanwhile his

enemy is the enemy of his Master, even the 'rulci- of this age.'

(Ad Rom. 1. c, o ap;^ojv Toi) aioji/os toi'tou. Cf. Jolui xii. 31, rvi. 11:

apxm Tov Koafiov TovTov. and see 1 Cor. ii. 6, 8.^
)"

Part of these references we have already considered ; others of
them really do not require any notice whatever, and the only one
to which we need to direct our attention for a moment may be

' '^^^ y<xp o cpaiS'Xa Ttp(i66Mv juidal to (paii Hcd ouu epx^Tca npoi
TO (p(M,n'a uff iXeyxO^ rd epycx avrov". John iii. 20.
2 TO ydfi tuEv'i.ia navra ipevvd, xai rd fidBt} rov" Oeov'. 1 Cor. ii. 10,
3 Cf. De WMf, Einl. N. T., p. 225 f.

* Wa'in wurden, u. 8. w., p. 23.

^
Westcott, On the Canon, p. 32 f., and notes. We have inserted m the text the

references given in the notes.
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the passage from the Epistle to the Phihidelpliians ix., whi. h

reads: "He is the door of the Father, by which enter in Ahiahaiii,

Isaac aii(l Jacob and the prophets, and the apostles, and tin,'

Church."^ This is compared witli John x. 7. " Thercf re said Jesiis

again: Verily, verily, I say unto you, I am the door of the Siieej)"

(€y(r) dfjii. rj Ovfxi t<~)v TvpnjiaTMv), We have already referred, a few pa<ft',s

back,''^ to the iiua;;e of tlie door. Here again it is obvious that

there is a marked diiferenee in the sense of the Epistle IVoia that

of the Gospel. In the latter Jesus is said to be the iloor iiitu the

Sheepf(dd;'' whilst in the Epistle, he is the door into the Father,

through which not only the patriarchs, prophets, and a]i()stle8

enter, but also the ( 'luirch itself. Such distant analogy caiiiKit

warrant the conclusion that the passage shows any acciuaintaiice

with the fourth Gospel.' As for the other phrases, they are not

only without special bearing upon the tburth Gospel, but they are

everywhere found in tliC! canonical Epistles, as well as elsewhere.

Regarding love and faith, ^br instance, compare Gal. v. 0, 14, 22;

Rom. xii. !), 10, viii. 89, xiii. 9 ; 1 Cor. ii. 9, viii. 8; Ei)hes. iii. 17,

V. 1, 2, vi. 28 ; Philip, i. 9, ii. 2 ; 2 Thess. iii. 5 ; 1 Tim. i. 14, vi.

U ; 2 Tim. i. 18 ; Heb. x. 88 f, xi., &c., &c.

We might point out many etjually close analogies in the works

(jf Phih),'"' out it is unnecessary to do so, although we may itidi-

cate one or two which first pi'esent themselves. Philo eijually

has "the Eternal Logt)s" (o diSio? Aoyos),** whom he repi'esents as

the manifestation of God iu every way, "The Word is the like-

ness of God, by whom the universe was created" (Aoyo? U ianv etVcuv

Oeov, 8i ov o-u/i,7rtts 6 ko'ct/xos eSij/xiovpyetro).^ He is "the vicegerent

(uTTapx"?) of God,*^ " the heavenly incorruptible food of the .soul,"

" the bread (u/jros) from heaven." In one place he says: "and they

Avho inf[uired what is the food of the soul . . . learnt at last

that it is the Word of God, and the Divine Logos. . . . This

is the heavenly nourishment, and it is mentioned in the holy

Scriptures . . . saying, ' Lo ! 1 rain upon you bread (apTos)

)oqjf/rai, Hal u't dn6(5To\oi, xal >} ixxXijOia.

1 AvTui GJK Oi'/ja Toi) nai
'I6ariy< xal 'lanwfj xal oi TTpi

Ad I'hilad., ix. 2 P. 554 fif.

3 Com] tare the whole ])assage, John x. 1— 1(5,

* (Jf. DeWettc, Eiiil. N.T., p. '22') f
.

; Scholtm, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 54 f.; Davki-

8011, Iiitrod, N. T.,ii. p, :}68 f. ; Liickc, Com. Ev. Job. , i. p. 44, aiini. 1.

!> Philo's birth is dated at least '20 to :?() years before our era, and his death about

A.D. 40. His principal works were certainly written before his embas.sy to laiiis.

Delaiinai/, Pliilon d'Alexandrie, 18G7, p. ll" f. ; A' (cnW, Gesch. d. V. Isr., vi. p. 2:W
;

Ofrorer, (Jesch. des Urchristenthunis I., i. p. 5, p. 37 ff., p. 45; Diihne, Gesch. Bars-

tell. jiid. alex. Religious Philos. , 1834, 1 abth. p. 98, anm. 2,

6 Ue plant. Noe, § 5, Man<i., i. 332; De Mundo, §2, Mang., ii. 604.

7 De Monarchia, ii. § 5 ; Matuj., ii. 225.
8 De Agricult., § 12, Mami., i. 308 ; De Somniia, i. § 41, Mang., i. 656; cf. Coloss.

i. 15 ; Heb. i. 3 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4.
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from lioaven.' (Exod. xvi. 4.) 'Tliia is the])roa(l (o^to«) which the

Lord has given theui to eat' " (Exod. xvi. 15).^ And affain :
" For

the one iiideeil raises liis eye.s towards the sky, eonteinplating the

manna, the divine Word, the heavenly incorruiitihle t"oo<l of the

longing soul."-' Elsewhere: "... but it is taiiglit ])y the Hiero-

pliant and Prophet Moses, wlio will say; ' This is the bread (npro<!),

the nonrishment which God gave to tlie soul'—that he ottered his

own Wurd and his own Logos; for this is bi'ead (afno^) wliich he

has [fiven us to eat, this is tlu; Word (to /j»7/ui)."-* Ke also says

:

"Therefore he exhorts him that can run swiftly to strive with

breathless eagerness towards the Divine Word who is above all

things, the fountain of Wisdom, in order that b>^ drinking of the

stream, instead of deatli he may for his reward obtain eternal

life."'' It is the Logos who guides us to the Father, (Hod " By tl:e

same Logos both creating all things and leading up (avdywv) the

perfect man from the things of earth to himself.^ These are very

im|ieifeet examples, but it may be asserted that theie is not a

representation of the Logos in the fourth Gospel which has not

close parallels in the works of Philo.

We have given these passages of the pseudo-Tgnatian Epistles

which are pointed out as indicating ac([uaintance with the fourth

Gospel, ill order that the whole case might be stated and appre-

ciated. The analogies are too distant to prove anything, but were

they tifty times more close, they could do little or nothing

to establish an early origin for the fourth Gospel, '-nd nothing

at all to elucidate the question as to its character and author-

ship.'* The Epistles in which the passages occur are spuri-

^ Zt}rT/6cxyrai xal ri to rpeq^ov idri tt/v ipvxTiV fvpov
uaOoi'TEi p}j/.ia fjEov xai yloycr (Jeiov .... '7i (5' Idriy r) oipdrioi
Tpo(f,7}, injvvETai 8k Iv rati iepcdi nvaypacpcxK Xeyvyroi.
" Ifiov iyco voo V IlUv txpruiH in rov' ov par uv .'^ De J'rofugis, § 25,
Maiiijei/, i. ,506.

'^'0 fif^y yap raS oipEti dy(XTeivEi npoi aiOspa, dcpopa)!^ rv /.idvva,
Toy 'flfioy Aoyov, ry)v ovpdviov cptXu()Edpovo'i 4'^'XV^ d(pOaprov
rpo(fii)v. Qiiis roruni Div. Herea., § 15, Many., i. 484 ; Quod det. potinri insid.,

§ .31, .Vf(H;/. i. 213 . . . Mdvya,T6y Tipi6/iiiratvy tmv i.vraov Joyov
Oeioy, K.r.X.

8 6iSd6HErai Sk I'ffo ruv" iFpoqjdvTvv Hal TTpocptirov Mcoi'de'a)?, !h
Ipei' " Oi;roS edriy d aprof, ?) Tpocpr), tjy idwxFy d Oaoi r^ i'^'Xv"
iTpo6eysyj{a60at rd favroir prjpa xal tov tavrov Aoyov oil to i

yap d apro?, ov SedooHey r/ply (payelv, toCto to' pfj/iia. Leg. Alleg.,
iii. §()0, Man<j., i. 121 ; d. ift., §§ (il, 62.

* npoTperrei dk our tov pey MMi>8opiiiEly inavoy 6x)yTtivfiv dn-
vev6ri npdi tov dvoordTO) Aoyov bflov, oi Goq'kxi fdrl niiyi), "va
apvdapeyoi tov" vdpaTOi dvTi OaraTov Zooyv dt'Siov dOXoy evprj-
rat. De Prof iigi.s, §18, Afang., i. 560.
*,.. Tc2 avT<p Aoyo) xal to ndv kpya^upevoi xal tov tsX-

Etov and tgov Ttepiyfioov'dvdyoov cci kavTuv. De Sacrif. Abelis et
Caiui, §3; Man<].,\. 165.

• la general the Epistlea follow the Synoptic narratives, and not the account of

mi

*
' 4
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ous and of^no value a.s evidence for the fourth Gospel. They are

not found in the tliree Syriac Epistles, wliich alone have some
claim to authenticity. We have already stated the faets ('(m-

nected with the so-called Kpisfcles of Ij^natius/ and no one who
has attentively examined them can fail to see that the testi-

mony of such doctiments cannot he considered of any historic

weigh t.-

There are fifteen Episth;s ascrihtid to Ignatius— <>f these ejoht

are universally recognized to he spurious. Of the reinainiiij,'

seven, tlune are two (Ireek and Latin versions, the one imuli

longer tlmn the other. The longer version is almost unaiiiiiioiisly

rejected as intei'polated. The discovery of a still shoiter Syriac

version of " the three Ejiistles of Ignatius," convinced the ma-
jority of critics that even the shoiier Greek version of seven

E[)istles must l)e condemned, and that whatever matter could he

ascribed to Ignatius himself, if any, must be looked for in these

three Epistles alone. The three martyrologies of Ignatius are

likewise universally ivpiidiated as mere fictions. Amidst >ucli a

mass of forgcny, in Avhich it is impossible to identify even a ker-

nel of truth. It would be preposterous to seek te.stiniony to

establish the authenticity of our Gospels.

It is not pretended that the so-called Epistle of Polycaip to

the Philippians contains any nsferences to the tourtli (io.spel.

Ti-schendorf, however, athrms that it is weighty testimony fortliat

Go.spel, inasmuch as he discovers in it a certain ti-ace of the tirst

" Epistle of John," and as he maintains that the E[>istle .iml the

Gospel are the works of the .sanu; author, any evidence for the

one is at tlie same time evidence for the othei'.'' We shall here-

after considei' tht; poii^t of the conanon authorship of the K])istles

and fourth Gospel, and here confine ourselves cliieily to tlieallegtJ

fact of the reference.

The passage to which Tischendorf alludes we subjoin, with the

supposed parallel in the Epistle.

Epistle of Polycakp, vii.

For whosoever doth not confess

that Jesus Clirist liath come in the

flehh is Antichrist, and whosoever

1 Epistle of John, iv. 3.

And every spirit that d ifefscth

not the Lf)rd Jesus couie in 'he tlish

is not of God, and this is the {qtint)

the fourth Gospel. See for instance the reference to the anointing uf Jesus, Ad

Eph. xvii., cf. Matt. xxvi. 7 ff. ; Mark xiv. 3 fF. ; cf. John xii. 1 fF.

1 P. 230 If.

2 Wdzsdckn-, Uuters. evang. Gesch., p. 234; Bleek, Beitrage, p. 224, p. 257 f.;

Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 368 ; .SV/(o/<fn, Die alt. Zeugiiisse, p. 50 ff.; I'o/i-

mar, Der Unsprung, p. 39 fif. ; cf. Riggenbach , Die Zeugn. Ev. Johaunia, '01 f.;

.B6lirinaer, Die Kirche Chr u. ihre Zeugn., I. i. 18G0, p. 46.

8 Wann wurden. u. s. w. , p. 24 f.
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Epistle of Poly(!Akp, vti.

(loth ii"t confess tho niftrtyrdom of

the cMHs is iif tlio devil, iuid whoso-

ever ilntli pervert the oracles I'f the

Lord to his own Insts, and siiith that

theu irt neither reHurrection nor judg-

ment, lie W.
'

1 Ei'iHTi.R OF John, iv. .'{.

f)f Antichrint of which wo have heard
that it shoidd come, and now already
is in tho world.

the tir-ftborn of Satan.

'

'h/dovy uvfitov fy ddfjh) f,\t/Av-

Oun. , fH ruv (jF.ou orn forii',Hal
Tovm l6Tif TO rov (i I'TiXfiid-

Tov, a n dxtjHoaiiti' on ffjx'ron,
Hid ri'iV iy r(u Hodjiick} tOrlv r^dt/A

Uixi yni> o? '?'' I'*) ofioXoy^,

'U}6')iy \i)i6ri)y kv dcYfjul LXf/Xi)-

'ifvai, <iyn'xiJi(}T(Ji lony xal /i?

ay III) oiii>\(>yff ro' /iia/jrv'/jioy rot'"

6Ta''i)'iv^, h( rov" Sta/JoAov fdr/y
Hui (")i(xy me'jo'^tvff rd Xnynr nn/
xvfiiov TT/JJJ Ttii i6iai iniUvniai,
Kal \fy>,) m'/rf dy(i6ra6iy ni]Tf

HfiiiUv fh'ixt, 01 To'^ TTpairoroKo?
I6n Toi' Ifcxrayd.

This passage does not occur as a quotation, and the utmost that

can 1h! said of tlie few words with which it opens is tliat a plirase

somewhat resend)liiig, l)Ut at the same time materially differing

from, tlie Epislle of J(.)lin is interwoven with tlie text of tlie

Epistle to tlie Philippians. If this were really a (piotatioii from
tlie canonical Epistle, ' would indeed be singular that, consider-

U](f the sujtposed relati(Mis of Polycarp and John, the name of the

apostle slioidd not have been mentioned, and a (juotation have
been distinctly and correctly made.- On the otlier liand, there is

no earlier trace of the canonical Epistle, and, as Volkmar argues,

it may well be doubled whether it nutiy not ratlier be dependent
on the Epistle to the Pliilippians, than the latter upon the Epistle

of John.-'

We believe with Scholten that neither is dependent on the
other, but that botli adopted a formula in use in tlie early Cliurch

against various heresies,'* the superficial co. idence of which is

without any wei'dit what(!ver as evidence i " the use of either

Epistle by the writer of the other. Moreover, itisclesir that the
writers n fer to different clas.ses of lieretics. Polycarp attacks
the Doceta* who deny that Jesus Christ has come in the Hesh,
that is with a human body of flesh and blood ; whilst the Epistle
of John is directed against those who deny that Jesus who has
come in the flesh is the Christ the Son of God.-'' Volkmar points

l\Ve give the text of the Sinaitic Codex as the most favourable. The great
majority of the other MSS., and all the more important, present very marked dif-
ference from this reading.

2 Hvholt,-n, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 46.
3 Viilkinar, Der Uraprung, p. 48 f.

< Srlwlleit, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 4.') f. ; cf. Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 48 f. ; cf.

hfnmis. Adv. Ha;r., i. 24, § 4 ; pseudo-yj/nn (';««, Ad Smyrn., v., vi.

* SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 46 flf."; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 48 ff. ; cf.

1 John ii. 22 ; iv. 2, 3 ; V. 1, 5 ff.

.aijtt
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out that ill Polycarp the word " Antichnst " is made a proper
name, whilst in the Epistle the expression used is the absuact
" Spirit of Antichrist." Polycarp in fact says tiiat wliooverdtMiies

thu Hesh of Christ is no Christian Lot A.^ticiir'st, and Vdlkmai'
liiicls this direct assertion more original than the assertion of the

Ei):stlc: " Every spirit that confesseth that Jesus Christ is come
in tlie fesh is of God,"^ ka. In any case it seems to us clear that

in both writings we have only the independent onunciation, with

accided difference of hniguage and sense, of a formula cui'ient in

the Church, and that neither writer can he held to have origiimtod

the condemnation, in these words, of heresies whleh the Church
had begun vehemently to oppose, and which, wei'e merely an ap-

plication of ideas already well known, as we see from the expres-

sion of the Epistle in reference to the " Spirit of Antiehiist, of

whicb. ye have heaid that it conieth." Whetlier this jihrase be

an }• lusion to the Apocalypse xiii., or to 2 Tliessal'iiians ii,, or to

traditions current in the Church, we need not inquire ; it is sutli-

cient that tlu' Epistle of John avowedly applies a pr.tphecy re-

garding Antichrist already known amongst Christians, which

was equally open to the other writer an-l })robalily fauiiliar in

the Church. This cannot under any circumstances be admitted

as eviilence of weight for the use of the 1st Epistle of Jnhn.

Thore is no testimony whatever of the existence of the Epistles

ascribed to John previous to this date, and that fact would have

to be established on sure grounds before the ar-gument we are

considering can have any value.

On the other liand we have already seen- that whilst there i.s

strong reason to doubt the authenticity of the Epistle attributed

to Polycarp, and a certainty that in any ca.se it is, in its present

f()na, considerably interpolate<l, it cannot, even if genuine in any

part, be dated earlier than the last years oi that Father, and it is

apparent, therefore, that the use of the Lst Epistlo of John, even

if established, could not be of value for the fourth Gospel, of

which the writing does not show a trace. So far indeed from

there being any evidence that Polycarp knew the fourth Gospel,

everything points to the opposite conclusi n. In A.D. KJO ve lind

him taking part in the Paschal contr./versy, contradicting the

statements of the fourth Gospel,^ and supporting the Synoptic

view, contending tiiat the Christian festival should be celebrated

on the 14th Nisan, the day on which he affirmed that the Apos-

tle John himself had observed it.* Irenwus, who represents Poly-

1 Volkmar, Der Urspriing, p. 49 ff. ; SchoUin, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 46 ff.

2 P. 241 ff.

3 John xiii. 1, xvii. 28, xix. 14, 31; cf. Matt, xv i. 17; Mark xiv. 12; Luke

xxii. 8. * Cf. IrencBua, Adv. Hier., iii. 3, § 4; Euitebiua, H. E., iv. 14, v. 24.
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carp as the d'sciple of John, says of hiin : "For neither was
Aiiicetus able to persuade Polycarp not to observe il (on the 14th)

because he had always observed it with John the disciple of our

Lord, and with tlie rest of the apostles with w honi lie consorted." ^

Not only, therefore, does Poljc.irp not refer to the fourth Gospel,

but lie is on the contrary a very important witness against it as

the work of John, for he represents that apostle as pi-actically

Cdtitnulicting the Gospel of which he is said to be the autlior.

The fulness with which we have discussed the ch.uacter of the

evangelical (juotations of Justin Martj-r renders the task of as-

certaininj,' wh.ether his works indicate any acquaint?nce with the

fouvtli G(iSj)el conii)aratively easy. The detailed statements al-

ready n.ade enable us witliout preliminary explanation directly to

attack the problem, and we a)'e freed from the necessity ox mak-
iiifj extensive quotations to illustrate th.e facts of the case.

Whilst apologists assert with some boldness that Justin made
use of GUI' Synoptics, they are evidently, and with good leason.

less confident in maintaining his acquaintance with the fourth

Gospel. Canon Westcott states: " His references to St. John are

uncertain ; but this, as has been already remarked, follows from
the character of the fourth 'Jospel. It was unlikely that he
should ([uote its peculiai- teaching in apologetic writings ad-

dressed to Jews and heathens ; and at the same time he exhibits

ty]HS of language and doctrirc wdiich, :f not imir.ediatcly drawn
IVoni St. Job'), yet mark ihe presence of hit; influence and the re-

cognition of his authority."" This apology for the neglect of the
fourth Gospel seems based upon a consciousness of its unhistori-

cal character ; but we may merely remark that where such a
writer is reduced to so obvious an admission of the scantiness of

e', idence furnished by Justin, his case is indeed weak.
Tiselieudorf, however, with his usual temerity, claims Justin as

a powerful witness ^or the fo'.u-th Gospel. He says :
" According

to cur judgment there are convincing grounds of proof for the
fact that John also was known and used by .7ustin,piovided that
an unprejudiced consideration be not made to give way to the an-
tagonistic predilection against the Joliannine Gospel." In (n'der

fully and fairly to state the case wdiich he puts forward, we shall

quote his own words, but in order to avoid repetition we sliall

1 Eiiwbiun, H. E., v. 24.

- On the Canon, p. 145. In a note Canon Westcott refovs toCredner, Beitriige,
I. ]). 253 ff. Crediier, however, pronouiici'b against the \:^e of the fourth (Jospel
u> Justnu Dr. Westcott adds the binguhir arguniei't :

" Justin's acijuaintance
with the Valentinians proves that the Gospel could not have been unknown to
him, ' (Dial. 35.) We have already proved that there is no evidence that Valen-
tmu8 and his earlier followers knew anything of our Synoptics, and we shall pre-
sonily slow that this is likewise the case with the fourth Gospel.

[m
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permit ourselves to interrupt him by I'emarks and by panillel

passages from otlier writings for comparison with Justin. Tisch-

endorf says :
" The representation of the person of Christ alto-

gether peculiar to John as it is given pai'ticularly in his Piolofruc

i. 1 (" In tlie beginning was the Word and the Word was with GroJ

and the Word was God "), and verse 14 ("and the word l)ecaiiie

tiesh "), in the designation of him as Logos, as tlH.- Word
of God, unmistakably ic-echoes in not a few passages in Justin-

for instance:^ 'And Jesus Christ is alone the special Sonliefot-

ten by God, being his Word and first-begotten and power.' '

With this we may coni))are another passage or Justin IVoin the

second Apology. "But his son, who ahme is riglitly calldl Son,

the Word before tlie works of creation, who Avas lioth with him
and begotten when in the beginning he created and ordered all

things bv 1mn "3 &c
Now the same words and ideas are to be found throughout the

Canonical Epistles and othor writings, as well as in earlier work.s.

In the Apocal^ypse,* the only book of the New Testament men-

tioned by Justin, and which is dii'ectly ascribed by him to John, ^

the term Logos is applied to Jesus " the Lamb," (xix. I.'}): "and

his name is called the Word of God " (kuI k£kAtjt(u to ovofja avnv 6

Aoyos Toi) ^ecr). Elsewhere (iii. 14) he is called " the Beginning of

the Creation of God "
(>) «PX'/ '""^^ Kn'o-eu)? tov deovj

; and again in

the same book (i. 5) he is " the first-begotten of the dead

"

L TrpwTOTOKos Twv vEKpTiv). In Hcb. 1. G lic is the " first-born " (Trpioro-

TOKO'i), as in Coloss. i. 15 he is " the first-born of every creature"

(TrpwTOTOKos 7r<to-7;s KTi(T€ui<;'^
; and in 1 Cor. i. 24 we have :

" Christ

the power of God and the Wisdom of God " (Xpia-Tw Oeov 8rm/iiv

KOL Oeov (To</)ttti/), and it will be remembered that " Wisdom " was

the earlier tei ni which became an alternative with " Word " for

the intermediate Being. In Heb. i. 2, God is represented as

speaking to us " in the Son .... by whom lie also made

^ Tischendorf uses great liberty in translating some of these passages, abbrevi-

ating and otherwise altering them as it suits him. We shall therefore give his

German translation below, and we add the Greek which Tischendorf does not

quota—indeed he does not, in most cases, even si-ate where the passages are to be

found.
2 " Und Jesus Christus ist allein in einzig eigenthunrdiclier Weise als Sobn

Gottes gezeugt worden, in<lem ( r das Wort (Logos) desselben ist." Wann wur-

den, u. 8. w., p. 32.

Kat 'h/6ovi Xptdroi /novo? ISioo? vio? rcJ Oeaj yF.yivvrjrai, Ao'yoi

ixvrov' v7Tdpx<'roy xal Tr/jfwro'rovo? xal dih'a/nic. Apol., i. 23.

3 '0 SI vidi ixfivox), a' /novo? Afyo'/tfvoi nvpioj? vloi, o' Au'yoi

npo rcpv TtotJi/idroov , xal 6vva)v nal yevvoo/if.vof, ore rt/y apxv^
St' avroir Ttdvra eHtide xai txo'6/t7i6f. Apol., ii. 6.

4 Written c. A.n. 68—G9 ; Crcdner, Einl. N. T., i. p.7()4 f. ; Beitriige, ii. p. 294;

Liicke, Comm. Offenb. Joh., 1852, ii. p. 840 fl". ; Eirnld, Jahrb. bihl. Wise., 1852

—53, p. 182 ; Gesch. d. V. Isr., vi. p. 043, &c., &c.
5 Dial., 81.
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the worlds " (ev via?, . . . . Bl ov koL iTToiit](Ttv rovi aitovas). In 2

Tim. i. 9, he is " before all woi-lds " (Trpo xpwwv aloiviwv), cf. Heb. i.

10, ii. 10, Rom. xi. 36, 1 Cor. viii. 6, Ephes. iii. 9.

The works of Philo are filled with similar representations of

the Logos, but we must restrict ourselves to a very few. God as

a Shepherd and King governs the universe " having appointed his

true Logos, his first-begotten Son, to have the care of this sacred

flock, as the Vicegerent of a great King."^ In another place

Philo exhorts men to strive to become like God's " Hrst-begotten

Word" {rw irpwroyovov avTov Aoyov),'^ and he adds, a few lines further

on :
" for the most ancient Word is the image oi God " {OeoZ yap

I'ucm Aoyos 6 irpicr^^Woro%). The high priest of God in tlie world is

"the divine Word, his first-begotten sea" (6 -Trpwroyovos avroJ) ^eios

Aoyos;.^ Speaking of the creation of the world Philo says ; "The
instrument by v/hich it was formed is the Word of God

"

(opyavov Se Adyoi' Biov, hC ov KareaKevdo-Orf).* Elsewhere :
" For the

Word is the image of God by which the whole world v/as created"

(Adyo? Se icriv etKwv Oiov, 8i ov (TVfnra<; 6 koctuos i^rjfiuwfyytiTo).^ These
passages might be indefinitely multiplied.

Tirichendorf 's next passage is: "The first power (Swa/xts) after

the Father of all and God the Lord is the Son, the Word (Logos);

in what manner having been made flesh {crapKortrouqOei^') he became
man, we shall in what follows relate.""

We nnd everj'^where parallels for this passage without seeking
them in the fourth Gospel. In 1 Cor. i. 24, "Christ the Power
(jiuva/its) (,f God and the Wisdom of God ;" cf. Heb. i. 2, 3, 4, 6, 8

;

ii. 8. In Heb. ii. 14—18, there is a distinct account of his becom-
ing ilesh: cf. verse 7. In Phil. ii. —8 :

" Who (Jesus Christ) being
in the form of God, deemed it not grasping to be equal with
God, (7) But gave himself up, taking the form of a servant,

being made in the likeness of men," &c. In Rom. viii. 3 we
have: "God sending his own Son in the likeness of the flesh

01 sin, &c. (o 6tos Tov iavTov viov irifiil/a<; iv ofioMfuiTL aapKos duapriac.)

,^'?'

I t:

^Dii

1 ; ^ . 7ifjo6rt/6diitsyo'; ro'v opOdy auroxj' Ao'yov, npoaro'yovov
vio'y, oi Tijy f.7Ct/.teX£iay r/)'S iepdi ravrrji dysXtf^ old riS ueydXov
/iatJ'AfGj; vncxpxoi SiaSe^Frat. De Agricult, § 12, Mam/ei/, i. 308.

2 De( oufiis. ling., § 28, Mamj., i. 427, cf. § 14, ib., i. 414 ; cf. De Migrat.
Abrahami, << 1, Many., i. 4.37 ; cf. Heb. i. 3; 2 Cor. iv. 4.

•* De Somniis, i. § 37, Mcik/., i. ().i3.

Ce Cherulnn-,, § 35, Man'cj., i. 'G2
5 De Monarehia, ii. § 5, Mamj., ii. 226.
•"Die erste Urkraft (dvyam'i) nach dem Vatcr dea Alles und Gott dem

Herrn ist der Sohn, ist das Wort (Logos) ; wie derselbe duroh die Fleiscbwerdung
das wenieij wir in foliiendeu darthun.idapKoitoitjIJeli) Mensch gewordeu,

Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 32.
H 6i npMTi) Sv'vanii nerd tlv Harepa

mdy, xal vidi, d Adyoi iariv oi riya
uyipaoTCoi viyovey, iv iTonye^ij^l'ipov/ttey.

37

itdvrooy xal JedTtortfv
rpo'noy dapHOTfoii^eii
Apol, i. 32.

'H
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It must be borne in mind that the terminology of John i. 14, " and
the word became flesh" (a-ap^ iyevtro) is different from that of Jus-
tin, who uses the word o-apKOTroiry^et's. The sense and language here
is, therefore, quite as close as that of the fourth Gospel. We have
also another parallel in 1 Tim. iii. IG, " Who (God) was manifested
in the flesh" (os i<i>av(pu)Or] iv aapKi), of. 1 Cor. XV. 4, 47.

In like manner we find many similar passages in the Works of

Philo, He says in one place that man was not mnde in tlie like-

ness of the most high God the Father of the universe, but in that

of the " Second God who is his Word" (oAAa Trpos rbv ^evrepov 6iw,

5s i<TTtv iKeivov A6yo<;)} In another place the Logos is said to be the

interpreter of the highest God, and he continues :
" that must l)e

God of us imperfect beings" (OCtos yup tjfjLCjv rOiv dreAwv av fit] ^to?). s

Elsewhere he sa3's: " But the divine Word which is above these

(the Winged Cherubim) .... but being itself the image of God,

at once the most ancient of all conceivable things, and the one

placed nearest to the only true and absolute existence without

any separation or distance between them;"^ and a tew lines fur-

ther on he explains the cities of refuge to be :
" The Word of the

Governor (of all things) ami his creative and kingly power, for of

these are the heavens and the whole world."* " The Logos of Ciod

is above all things in the world, and is the most ancient and the

most universal of all things which are."^ Tlie Woid is also

the " Ambassador sent by the Governor (of the universe) to

his subject (man) " (Trpco-^euT^s 8e tov rjyefJLOfO'; Trpos to vmjKoov). "

Such views of the Logos are everywhere met with in the pages

of Philo.

Tischendorf continues : "The Word (Logos) of God is his Son." ^

We have already in the preceding paragraphs abundantly illus-

trated this sentence, and may proceed to the next : "But since they

did not know all things concerning the Logos, which is Ciirist,

1 Philo, Fragm, i. ex. Evseh., Prappar. Evang., vii. 13, Maug., ii. 025; cf. Dr

Somniis, i. ^ 41, Manfj., i. 056; Leg. Alleg. ii. g 21, ib,, i. 83.

2 Leg. Alleg., iii. g 73, Mang., i. 128.

3 '0 Sk vitEpdvoo Toi,z(jov Ao'yoi Oeioi nrA/l' at'rdi flxocv

v'rtdpxoov Oeov", rroj/ vojjruoy dna^ dndvTOJv d TrpeSftyTaro^, o

iyyvrdroo, ni^SEvoi cvToi ^isOopiuv Stadrfjjiiaro?, tov" /.lovov o Id-

Tiv dipevdMS d(piSpvf.ievc?. De I'rofugis, g 19, il/a»?(;-, i. 561.

4 '0 roti" Tpyei-iovoi Aoyo?, xai r) JtotrjrtKr/ uai fiadiXi^r) Suvaini

avrov"' rovroav ydp o re ovpavoi xal 6v'nnai d Hod/itoi k6Ti.

De Profugia, ? 19-

6 Kai d Ao'yoi 8k roxf Oeov v'ltepd.voo navrii idri rov nodnov,

xal nped/Svraro? xal yeviHooraroi raSy oda yeyove. Leg. Alleg.
,
iii.

? 61, Mane/., i. 121 ; cf. De Somniis, i. § 41, Mang., i. 656.

6 Quia rerum div. Heres., ? 42, Mang., i. 501.
< " Das Wort (Logos) Gottes iat der Sohn desselben." Wann wiirden, u. b. w.,

p. 32.

"O Ao'yoi Si rov' Beov idrtv d vioi ailtov Apol. i. 63.
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they have frequently contradicted each other." ^ These words are

used with reference to Lawf'ivers and philosophers. Justin, who
frankly lulinits the delight he took in the writings of Plato'^ and

other Greek philo.sophers, was well aware how Socrates and Plato

had enunciated the doctrine of the Logos,^ although he contends

that they borrowed it from the writings of Moses, and with a

largeness of mind very uncommon in the early (Jhurch, and in-

deed, we might add, in any age, he held Socrates and such philo-

sophers to have been Christians, even although they had been

coiLsidered Atheists.* As they did not of course know Christ to be

the Logos, he makes the asf:ertion just (quoted. Now the only

|ii)int in tlie passage which re([uires notice is the identification of

the Logos with Jesus, which has already been dealt with, and as

this was asserted in the Apocalypse xix. 13, before the fourth

GiLspel was written, no evidence in its favour is deducible fi'om

the statement. We shall have more to say regarding this pre-

sently.

Tischendorf continues: " But in what manne: through the Word
of God, Jes,us Christ our Saviour having been made tlesh,"-^ &c.

It must be apparent that the doctrine here is not that of the

fourth Gospel which makes "the word become flesh" simply,

whilst Jii.stin, representing a less advanced form, and more \mcer-

tain stage, of its development, draws a distinction between the

Logos and Jesus, and describes Jesus Christ as being made flesh

by the ])ower of the Logos. This is no accidental use of words,

for he repeatedly states the same fact, as for instance : "But why
througli the power of the Word, according to the will of God the

Father and Lord of all, he was born a man of a Virgin,"" »fec.

Tischendorf continues :
" To these passages out of the short

second Apology we extract from the first (cap. 2'.i).~ By the Spirit,

therefore, and power of God (in reference to Luke i. 35: 'The
Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest

• " Da sie nicht alles was deni Logos, weloher Christus ist, angehort erkannten,
sohaben sie oft einander wiJersprechendes gesagt."

EiteiSr/ di ov navza rd rov Ao'yov iyvoopidav, oS idrt Xpi6r6?,
ml ivavTux kavroli TtoXXanii sitcov. Apol., ii. 10.

2Apoi.,ii. 12; cf. Dial., 2 ff.

3 Apol., i. GO, &c.,&c.;cf. 5.

Apol., i. 46.

5 " Vermittels des Worts (Logos) Gottes ist Jesus Christus unser Heiland Fleisch
gewonlenJcJa/j^oTroZT/Gfi?)." Wann wunlen, u. s. w., p 32.

aAA.' oy rponov did Ao'yov Oeov 6apHonotrfi£ii ^If/dovi Xoidroi d
^(ozifp r,i.iwv,H.t.X. Apol. i. 06.

^ di' tjv 8'airiav Sid Svvdjiua)? rov" Ao'yov Hard zriv rov Tlar-
/)(? Tidvxaiv xal Sfditorov Seo'v fiovXrjVy Std TtapOsvov avOpajitoi
aneHvffitj, h.cX. Apol, i. 46.

This is an error. Several of the precedins? passages are out of the first Apo-
wgy. No references, however, are given to the source of any of them. We haTo
added them.

-iiiTii

I
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,ini;

shall overshadow thee') we have nothing else to understand but
the Logos, which is the first-born of God." ^

Here again we have the same difference from the doctrine of

the fourth Gospel which we have just pointed out, which is, how-
ever, so completely in agreement with the views of Philo,^ and
characteristic of a less developed form of the idea. We shall fur-

ther refer to the terminology' hereafter, and meantime we proceed

to the last illustration given by Tischendorf
" Out of the Dialogue (c. 105): ' For that he was the only-be-

gotten of the Father of all, in peculiar wise begotten of bun as

Word and Power (Swa/it?), and afterwards became man tbroucrh

the Virgin, as we have learnt from the Memoirs, I have already

stated.'
"3

The allusion here is to the preceding chapters of the Dialogue,

wherein, with special reference (c. 100) to the passage wbicli has

a parallel in Luke i. 35, quoted by Tischendorf in the preceding

illustration, Justin narrates the birth of Jesus,

This reference very appropriately leads us to a more general

discussion of the real source of the terminology and Logos doc-

trine of Justin. We do not propose, in this work, to enter fully

into the history of the Logos doctrine, and we must confine our-

selves strictly to showing, in the most simple manner possible,

that not only is there no evidence whatever that Justin derived

his ideas regarding it from the fourth Gospel, but that, on the

contrary, his terminology and doctrine can be traced to another

source. Now in the very chapter (100) from which this last

illustration is taken, Justin shows clearly whence he derives the

expression :
" only-begotten." In chap. 1)7 he refers to the Ps. xxii.

(Sept. xxi.) as a prophecy applying to Jesus, quotes the whole

Psalm, and comments upon it in the following chapters; refers to

Ps. ii 7 :
" Thou art my Son, this day have I begotten thee,"

uttered by the voice at the baptism, in ch. 103, in illu.stration of

1 " Untur (lem Geiste nun und der Kraft von Gott (zu Luk. i. 35, 'derheilige

Geist wird iiber dich komnien und die Kraft des HiJchsten wird dich iiberschatten,')

haben wir nichta anders zu verstehen als den Logos, welcher der Erstgeborue Got-

tes ist " Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 32.
„ « , , »

To nvEvna ovv nai tt/v Sv'vantv tt)v napd row" ^fou"^ ot8f.v aX^o

vorj6aj Beuti, 7} tor Ao'yov , oS uai npaoToroxoi too Oew t6ri, x.r.A.

Apol., i. 33.
2 Cf. Gfriirer, Gesch. des Urchristenthums, 1835, I. i. pp. 229—243.
3 Au8 dem Dialog (Kap. 105) :

" Dass derselbe dem Vater des Alls eingeboren

in einziger Weise aus ihm heraus als Wort (Logos) und Kratt (Svya^iii) gezeugt

worden und hernacb Mensch vermittela der Jungfrau Maria geworden, wie wiraus

den Denkwiirdigkeiten gelernt haben, das habe ich vorher dargelegt." Wann

wurden, u. s. w., p. 32.^ „ r . i^
'

MovoycfT/i yap on Tfv Tcp Uarpl roov oXoov ovToi, iSiai h at'-,

Tov Ao'yoi xai Sv'vaini y£'yevr//ii£voS, nai v6repoy avOpanoi Sta

r^S leapOe'vov ycro/neroi, &5s dito" TtSv dno/nyrjjuoysvfjolray f//«B-

ojufy, irpoeSjjXooda. Dial. c. Tryph., 105.
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it and in ch. 105 he arrives, in his exposition of it, at verse 20 :

"Deliver my soul from the sword, and my^ only-begotten (fnovoyev^)

from the hand of the dog." Then follows the passage we are dia-

cussinw, in which Justin affirms that he has proved that he was

the only-begotten (/Aovoyev^s) of the Father, and at the close he

again quotes the verse as indicative of his sufferings. The Me-
moirs are referred to in regard to the fulfilment of this prophecy,

and his birth as man through the Virgin. The phrase in Justin

is quite ditfereut from that'in the fourth Gospel, i. 14 :

" And the

Word became flesh (o-ap^ eyeVero) and tabernacled among us, and we
beheld his glory, glory as of the only-begotten from the Father"

(w novoyevov<; irapa Trarpos), &c. In Justin Tie is " the only-begotten

of the Father of all" (/xoi/oyev^? tw rXarpt twv oXidv), and he " became
man (avOptDiro's yev6fi€vo<i) through the Virgin," and Justin never

once employs the peculiar terminology of the fourth Gospel, <rap$

fyeyeTo, in any part of his writings.

There can be no doubt that, however the Christian doctrine of

the Logos may at one period of its development have been in-

fluenced by Greek philosophy, it was in its central idea mainly of

Jewish origin, and the mere application to an individual of a

theory whi(di had long occupied the Hebrew mind. After the

original simplicity which represented God as holding personal in-

tercourse with the Patriarchs, and communing face to face with
the great leaders of Israel, had been outgrown, an increasing ten-

dency set in to shroud the Divinity in impenetrable mystery, and
to regard him as unapproachable and undisctrnibie by man. This
led to the recognition of a Divine represertative and substitute

of the Highest God and Father, who communicated with his crea

tures, and through whom alone he revealed himself. A new system
of interpretation of the ancient traditions of the nation was ren-

dered necessary, and in the Septuagint translation of the Bible
we are fortunately able to trace the progress of the theory which
culminated in the Christian doctrine of the Logos. Wherever in
the sacred records God had been represented as, holding intercourse
with man, the translators either symbolized the appearance or in-
terposed an angel, who was afterwards imderstood to be the
Divine Word. The first name under which the Divine Mediator
was known in the Old Testament was Wisdom (2o<^ia), although
in its Apocrypha the term Logos was not unknown. The personi-
fication of the idea was very rapidly effected, and in the Book of
Proverbs, as well as in the later ApocrN ^ lia based upon it : the
Wisdom of Solomon, and the Wisdom of Sirach, " Ecclesiasticus:"
we find it in ever increasing clearness and concretion. In the
School of Alexandria the active Jewish intellect eagerly occupied

1 Thin should probably be "thy."
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itself with the speculation, ond in the writings of Philo especially

we find the doctrine of the Logos—the term which by tliat time
had nlmost entirely supplanted that of Wisdom—elaborated to

almost its final point, and wanting little or nothing but itsaimli-

cation in an incarnnte form to an individual man to represent the

doctrine of the earlier Canonical writings of the New Testament
and notably the Epistle to the Hebrews,—the work of a Chris-

tian Philo,^—the Pauline Epistles, and lastly the fourtli (iospel/'

In Proverbs viii. 22 ff., we have a repi-esentation of Wisdom
corresponding closely with the prelude to the fourth Gospel, and
still more so with the doctrine enunciated b}' Justin : 22. " The
Lord created me the Beginning of his ways for his works. 23.

Before the ages he established mo, in the beginning before he

made the earth. 24. And before he made the abysses, before the

springs of the waters issued forth. 25. Before the mountains

were settled, and before all the hills he begets me. 2G. The Lord

made the lands, both those which are uninhabited and the in-

habited heights of the earth beneath the sky. 27. When he

prepared the heavens I was present with him, and when he set

his throne upon the winds, 28, and made strong the higli clouds,

and the deeps under the heaven made secure, 29, and made strong

the foundations of the earth, 30, I was with him adjusting, I was

that in Avhich he delighted; daily I rejoiced in his presence at all

times."^ In the " Wisdom of Solomon " we find the writer ad-

dressing God : ix. 1 . . ,
" Who madest all things by thy

Word "
(6 TToiT^o-as TO. Trdvra Iv Aoyw crov) ; and further on in the same

chapter, v. 9, " And Wisdom was with thee who knowetli thy

works, and was present when thou madest the world, and knew

1 Ewald freely recognises that the author of this Epistle, written about a.d. 66,

transferred Phik)'a doctrine of the Logos to Christianity. Apollos, whom he con-

sidert, its probable author, impregnated the Apostle Paul with the doctrine.

Gesch. des V. Isr., '-i., p. 474 f., p. 638 ff.; Das Sendschr. an d. Hcbriier, p. 9f.

2 Compare generally Gfrorer, Gesch. des Urchristenthums, i. 1, 1 uiid 2 Abth.,

1835 ; Ke/erstein, Philo's Lehre v. d. gottl. Mittelwesen, 1840 ; Vacherot, Hist.

crit. de I'Ecole d'Alexandrie, 1846, i. p. 125 ff. ; Ddaunay, Philon (rAlexamiiie,

rSey, i. p. 40 ff. ; Franck, La Kabbale, 1843, p. 269 ff., 293 ff : HiUjenfM, Die

Evv. Justin's, p. 292 ff. ; Niedner, Zeitschr. f. hist. Theol., 1849, h. :i, p. 337-

381 ; i/Mc^e, Comm. Evang. .Toh.,i. p. 283 ff.; cf. p. 210 ff.
, , , „

8 Proverbs viii. 22. Kv'pioi EKTi6e uf. dpyriv odwv avTov di tpyct

)F4teXia TT/i yfj'i, 30. vi-iriv ^/tai)^ avrca dpiuo(,ov6a- lyf

odexciipf xab' f}/[iEf<av de evcppaivo/UT/v ir npudasno) C'V

-

lov" kv navri xatpcS, w.r.A. .'t-pt. vers.

iitoiei ra Oi

fiH7iy J) Tcp
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what was acceptable in thy sight, and right in thy command-
ments," * In verse 4, the writer prays :

" Give me Wisdom that

sitteth by thy throne " (Ad? /xoi rrjv toiv o-wv Opoviov irapfSpov o-o</»iav), '

In a similar way the Son of Siracb makes Wisdom say (Eeclesiast.

xxiv. 9) :
" He (the Most High) created me from the beginning

before the world, and as long as the world I shall not fail."^ We
have already incidentally seen how these thougl^s grew into an
elaborate doctrine of the Lo^ 3S in he works of Philo.

Now Justin, whilst he nowhere adopts the terminology of the

fourth Gospel, and nowhere refers to its introductory condensed
statement of the Logos doctrine, closely follows Philo and, like

him, traces it back to the Old Testament in the most direct way,
accounting for the intei'position of the divine Mediator in pre-

cisely the same manner as Philo, and expressing the views which
had led the Seventy to modify the statement of the Hebrew
original in their Gi'eek translation. He is, in fact, thoroughly
acquainted with the histor}' of the Logos doctrine and its earlier

enunciation under the symbol of Wisdom, and his knowledge of

it is clearly independent of, and antecedent to, the statements of

the fourth Gospel.

Referring to various episodes of the Old Testament in which
God is represented as appearing to Moses and the Patriarchs, and
in which it is said that " God went up from Abraham,"* or " The
Lord spake to Moses,"^ or " The Lord came down to behold the
town," ^c," or "God shut Noah into the ark,'"' and so on, Justin
warns his antagonist that he is not to suppose that " the unbegot-
ten God " (dyeVvT/Toi 6f6<i) did any of these things, for he has neither

to come to any place, nor walks, but fj-om his own place, wher-
ever it may be, knov^'s everything although he has neither eyes
nor ears. Therefore he could not talk with anyone, nor be seen
by anyone, and none of the Patriarchs saw the Father at all, but
they saw " hira who was according to his will both his Son (being
God) and the Angel, in that he ministered to his purpose,
whom also he willed to be born man by the Virgin, who became
fire when he spoke with Moses from the bush."* He refers through-

m

„^ Kal //era Cov' rj 6ocpia i} eiSvIlx rd i'pya 6ov, xal napovda
trt knoiEti rov x66/uov, uai tTtt6rai.tEvyf ri dpedrdv ly o(p0aXjuo2?
tfou, Hal ri evOii kv tvroXali 6ov Wisdom of Solom., ix. 9.

^ C'f. ch. viii.— xi.

8 npo rov ai(2vo'i dn^ <^PXV^ exride jus, nai eoai ixiwroi ov /n//

txXinoo. Ecclesiastic, xxiv. 9.

* Geu. xviii. 22, 5 Exod. vi. 29.

•(Jen. xi. 5. 7 Gen. vii. 16.

^aXX'tuEYvov rov uard povXyv rijv kxEivov xal bEov ovra
viov avrov', xai ayysXov ix rov' vnt/pErEiv rfj yvoS^ty avrov
orHiti arOpooTtov yEvyrfOrfvat Sid riji nap^evov fSefiovXiiraf oi xai
T^v a nors ysyovE ry npoZ Moovdea o^iXia r^ and rrii 0drov.
Dial. 127 ; cf. 12S, 63 ; cf. Philo, DeSomuiis, i. §§ 11 f.', Mang., i. 630 f.; § 31. ib..
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ence, with a similar context. Justin refers to it again in the next

chapter, and the peculiarity of his terminology in all tliese pas-

sages, so markedly different from, and indeed opposed to, that of

the fourth Gospel, will naturally strike the reader :
" But this

otfspring iyiwiffia) being truly brought forth by the Father was
with the Father before all created beings (irpo irdLvruiv tQjv TrmrjfidTMv),

and the Father communes with him, as the Logos declared through

Solomon, that this same, who is called Wisdom by Solomon, had
been begotten of (lod before all created beings (tt^o TravTiov tC>v iroirj-

liaTMv), both Beginning (I'lpxv) *ind Ottspring (y(vvrjfia)," &c.i In ano-

ther place after quoting the woi'ds: ' No man knoweth the Father

hut the Son, nor the Son but the Father, id they to whom the

Son will reveal him," Justin contiinies :
" Therefore he revealed to

us all that we have by his grace understood out of the Scri|)tures,

recop'nizing him to be indeed the Hrst-begotten (tt^wtotoko?) of God,
and tii'foie all creatures (Trpo 7ravT0)v ToJv KTiCT/xaTtov) . . . . and calling

him Son,we have understood that he proceeded from the Father by
his povvei' and will before all created beings (irp6 -n-avTow vmiJLrjdTwv),

for in ono form or another he is spoken of in the writings of the

prophets as Wisdom," &c.;- and again, in two other places he refers

to the same fact."'

On further examination, wo find on every side still stronger

confirmation of the conclusion that Justin derived his Logos doc-

trine from the Old Testament and Philo, together with early New
Testament writings. We have quoted several passages in which
Justin details the various names of the Logos, and we may add
one more. Referring to Ps. Ixxii., which the Jews apply to Solo-

mon, but which Justin maintains to be applicable to Christ, he
says: "For Christ is King, and Priest, and God, and Lord, and
Angel, and Man, and Captain, and Stone, and a Son born (naLSiov

yevv(!)nevov), &c., ifcc, as I prove by all of the Scriptures."* Now thede

representations, which are constantly repeated throughout Jus-
tin's writings, are quite opposed to the Spirit of the fourth Gospel,

1 AXXd TovTo TO raS ovrt dno rov" ITarpd'^ Ttpo/iXt^O'ky yevvrjua, npo
tavTwv Tmv noin/^mroov 6vvijv raJ IJaTfji, Hal rovrca d Jlarrffj npo-
6ohi\e1,^ ftjS d Ao'yoi Sid rov" 2o\otia)vo? iSrf\a)6ev, on nai'Apx^
Kpo jidvrav rcov Ttorrfjudroov tovt' avro" xal yevvrji-ia vito rov
Seov" lyFyevvt/ro, S ^ocpia 8td 2o\oucoyoi xaXeirai, w.r.A. Dial. 62.

J Ane.,id\vil)F.v oxjv T/juTv ndvra o6a xai and toov ypaqxav Sid
fVi XjipiToi avTov vEvorjHanEv, yvovrei avrov npaaroToxov nkv tov
Ssov

, xai Ttpo itdvToov tgov xri6/jdroov .... xai Tiov avrov
AtyojTE?, vsvoTJxafiev, xai Ttpd navroov nonji-idToov, and rov
Harpo? SvvdnEi avrov (iov\n npoeXOovra, oS xai Sowia, x.r.X.
Dial. 100.

f >f I

'Dial., 126, 129.
* ydp Xpjdroi /SadiXevi, xai 'lepsvi, xai @e6?, xai Kvpto?, xai

AyyEKo';, xai "AvBpoano?, xai ^ApxtdtpdrT^yo?, xai yltOoS, xai UaiSiov
yEvvoo^Evov, x.r.X. Dial. 34.

lii^lMti!

I
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but are on tlie other huud equally common in the works of Philo
and many of tliem also to be found in the Philonian Epistlu to the
Hebrews. Taking' the chief amcnjjHt them we may lirietlv illus-

trate them. The Lottos as King, Justin avowedly derives IVoni

Fs. Ixxii., in which he finds that reference is made to the "Ever-
lasting King, that is to say Christ."^ We find this reprt'sentntion

of the Lt)gi)s throughout the writings of Philo. In one place

already briefly referred to,"-^ but which we shall now more fill\

quote, he .says: " For God as Shepheid and King governs accorci-

ing to Law and Justice like a fiock of .sheep, tiie earth, and water,

and air, and fire, and all the plants and living things that are iu

tliem, whelhei' they be mortal or divine, as well as the course of

heaven, and the pei'iods of sun and moon, and the vaiiatioiis and
harmoiuous revolutions of the other stars ; having appointed his

true Word (tov upBuv airov Aoyorj his first- begotten Son (trfmnoyovov

v'lov) to have the care of tins sacred tlock as the Vicegerent of a

great King;"^ and a little furtlier on, he says: " very reasonably,

th«!refore, he will a.ssume the name of a King, being addressed as

a Shepherd."^ I n another place, Philo speaks of the " T<i»gosof the

Governor, and his creative and kingly power, for of these is the

heaven and the whole world."*

Then if we take the second epithet, the Logos as Priest (t«/)«i's),

which is quite foreign to the fourth Gospel, we find it repeated by

Justin, as for instance :
" Christ the eternal Priest " (U/jci's)," and it

is not ordy^ a favourite representation of Philo, but is almost the

leading idea of the Epistle to the Hebrews, in connection witli the

episode of Melchisedec, in whom also both Plnlo,' and Justin,' re-

cognize the Logos. In the Epistle to the Hebrews, vii. 3, speaking

of Melchisedec :
" but likened to the Son of God.abideth a Priest for

ever
;

" ^ again in iv. 14 :
" Seeing then that we have a great High

1 Dial. 34.
^

2 p. r.()5.

^ MaOaTTsp yap rtya Jtoi/.ivijv yffy xal vSoop xai depcx xcxi nyp

Mai o6a iv TovToi<i (pvrd re av' xai !ic^ay rd filr Ovy/rd ra Slfjiia, en
St ovpavov (pvdiv Hcxl r'/Xii>v xai dEXrjvi/i TCspioSovi xcxi tmv aXXoor

ddtepojy vijondi te av ual X"P^^'^^ ivapfioyioDi m? noim)v xai

BadiXevi d fji-oi dyai Hard Siht/v nai vonov, TcpodTrj^d^fvo'i toy

opOdv avrov" Aoyoy, itpaordyovuv vloy. Si rt)y ini/iieXfiay Tf,i updi

Tav'T7)<i dyeArf^ old rii fjeydXov fia6iXE0oi vnapxoS diade^Erai. be

Agncult., § 12, MaiHjey, i. 308.
4 ElHOTooi roivvy d /iiiv fia6i\Eaoi uvoj-ia v7toSv6£rai, Ttot/iTir

npo6ayopEvOEii, x.r.A. g 14, cf. De Profugis, g 20, Many., i. 562; De Som-

niis, ii. g 37, Man;/., i. G91.
6 "O Tov" TiyEtioyoi A6yo%, xal ^ notrfTixr) xal ^adiAiHt) dvva^iii

avTOV' Tov'rooy ydp o te ovpavo? xal 6v'jintai d x66no< i6Ti. Ue

Profugis, jJ 19, Many., i. 561; cf. de Migrat. Abrahami, § 1, Mantj., i. 437.

6 Dial., 4-.>. 7 Legia Alleg., § 26, Maiuj., i. 104, &c., &c.

8 Dial., 34, 83, &c., &o.
, . .

9 . . . . dqioi-iotoouEyoi dk T(u vita tov" QeoiT, /he'vei iEpevi «5 »"'

SttfyExii. Heb. vii. 3.

n
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Priest that is passe<l thr(nijL,'b the heavens, Jesua the Son of Ood,"

&c. ;' ix. 11 : "Christ havinj^ appeared a High Priest of the good

things to come ;""'' vii. 2i :
" Tliou art a Priest for ever."^ The

piiHsages are indeed far too numerous to quote.* They are equally

numerous in the writings ot Philo. In one place already (|Uoted,

"

he says :
" For there are as it seems two temples of Ood, one of

which is this world, in which the High Priest is the divine Word,
his Iirst-begotten Son" (Avo yap, oSs ioiKiv, Upn 6iov, tV piv oSt 6

KOfTfiof, iv <ij KUL lipxitpfvi;, 6 irpurroynvo'S nirov 6(U)<i A(jyos)." Elsewhere,

speaking of the peiiod for the return of fugitives, the death of

tlie high priest, which taken literally would embarrass him in Ins

allegory, rhilo says : "For we maintain the Higli Priest not to

be a man, ))ut the divine Word, wlio is without participation not

only in voluntary but also in involuntary sins
;

"^ and he goes on
to sp'-ak of this priest as " the most sacred Word " (6 l(po)TaTo<i

Adyo?).** Indeed, in many long passages he descants upon the
" high priest Word " (6 apx^^fpt^^ Aoyos)."

Proceeding to the next representations of the Logos as " God
and Lord," we meet with the idea every wliere. In Hebiews i. 8:

"But regardiiig the Son he saith : Thy throne, O Clod, is for ever

and ever" (irp6<;S( t6v vmv 'O 6p6vo<; aov, 6 0«O9, €is Tov alwvarov aKovnst),

kc, and agaiii in the Epistle to the Plnlippians, ii. 6, " Who
(Jesus Christ) being in tlie rum of God, deemed it not grasping

to he equal with God " (os <V fJ-opcfijj dtov VTnipxoiv <n>x apTray/iov riy-^aaro

TO (Ivat "(Ttt ^cw), &c., &c.'^ I'hilo, in tlie fragment preserved by
Eusebius, to which we have already refen-ed,^^ calls the Logos the
" Second Goa" (SevTcpos ^eo?).'"^ In another pa.s.sage he has: "But
he calls the most ancient God his present Logos," &c. (koAc? 8k

tftwTov vpta^vraTov avrcvvvvX Aoyov) ;'^ and a little further on, speak-
ing of the inability of men to look on the Father himself: "thus

'^ ExovTi% ovv npxifp^^ fieycrv (^ifXt^Xh^otcx Tovi ovpavov?, 'Itf-

6ovv TOV viov ToiT (leov", m.t.X.. Heb. iv. 14.

^ Xpt6r6s Si napayeyufuvoi dpx'ff->£vi ti^v fieXXuyTooy dyaOoSv,
x.r.X. Heb. ix. H.
3 2v' iepEti iii TOV ataiva. Heb. vii. 21.

* Heb. vii. 11, 15, 17, 21 f., 26 if.; viii. 1 ff. ; ii. 6, 17 ; v. T), G, 10.

5 p. 565.

« Philo, De Soiriiiis, i. § 37, Afangey, i. 053.

I
Aiyoutv yap, tov dpxiFpe'a ovh dvOpGOTTov, nXXtr Aoyov OeTov

itvtti, ndvTOuv ovx e.novhiaov /uovov, dXXa nai dnovOioov dSiMij-
UttTBov d/iieroxov. De Profugis, §20, Mar.ij., i. 562. Philo coiitiinies : that
this priest, the Logos, must be jiure, " Goil indeed being his Father, who is also
the Father of all things, and Wisdom his mother, by whom the universe came
into being." (rrarpoS /.ikv GsoiT, 5? xal roSv 6vundvTa)v tdri rarTJp,.
HVTpdi 81 Socpiai, di' Ii ra oXa rjXQev fli yevrdtv.)

** /6-J21. 9 De Migrat. Abraham', § 18, Mann., i. 452.
'Off. verse 11. 11 p. 566.

J«
Fragm. i., Mang., ii. 625 ; of. Leg. Alleg., ii. § 21, Mang., i. 83.

" Philo, De Somniis, i. 39, Many., i. 655.

'iiiiiil
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they reijard the image of God, his Angel Word, as himself"
(ouTws KOI Tr)v Tov Ofov fiKova, Tov ayytkov avToD Aoyov, <us avTo KaTavoowiv).'

Elsewhere discussing the possibility of God's swearing by him-
self, which he applies to the Logos, he says :

" For in regard to

us imperfect beings he v ill be a God, but in regard to wise and
perfect beings the firat. And yet Moses, in awe of the superiority

of the unbegotten (dycvj'./row) God, says :
' And thou shalt swear

by his name,' not by himself; for it is sufficient for the creature

to receive assurance and testimony by the Divine Word.'"-

It is certain, however, that both Justin and Philo. unlike the

prelude to the fourth Gospel i. I, place the Logos in a secondary

position to God the Father, another point indicating a less ad-

vanced stage of the doctrine. Both Justin and Philo apply the

term 6e6^ to the Logos without the article. Justin distinctly says

that Christians worship Jesus Christ as the Son of the true God,

holding him in the second i)lace (tV Scure/sa x'^po- l^ovrfs),'* and this

secondary position is systematically defined through Justin's

writings in a very decided way, as it is in the works of Plnlo by

the contrast of the begotten Logos with the unbegotten God.

Justin speaks of the Word as ' the fir.st-born of the unl)egotten

God " (TrpwroTOKos tw dyevvT/ro) Beta)* and the di.->tinctive appollationof

the " unbegotten Gi)d " applied to the Father is most common
throughout his writings.^ We may in continuation of this remark

point out another phrase of Justin which ir. continually repeated,

but is thorcmghly opposed both to the spirit and to the termino-

logy of the fourth Gospel, and which likewise indicates the sec-

ondary consideration in which he held the Logos. He calls the

Word constantly " the first-born of all created beings " (Tr/^itoroVoKo?

Tuiv irdpTiiiv TToirjfidTwv,^ OV 7rpa»TOTOKOS irpo TrdiTwv tu>v KTKTfKiiTKtw^ or

wpwT-oroKos TTctoT/s KTto-€(os),**" the first-borf" of all creation," echoing

the expression of Col. i. 15. (The Son) " who is the image of the

invisible God, the fir-it-born of all creation " (ttpwtotokos trmj^i

KTurcws). This is a totally different view from that of the fourth

Oospel, which in so emphatic a manner enunciates the doctrine

:

" In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God,

1 De Somniis, i. § 41, Mang., i. 65(5.

* OvT'}? yap Tfudov Toiv drfXcSv av sItj Oeoi, roSv Si 6o(poov nal

TeXeiooy c npdoToii. Kal Moov6f/i (.leyrot rr/v i)rcEf}l5o\f/y Oavuddaj
TOV dyEvvTfTOV q)i}6iv " Kal rqo ovOtart avTov" tun,'' ov^l av ro)'

ixavov yap raJ y^yyacoS TtidrovdOat xal naprvpetdOai Aoyoa Oeiat.

Leg. AUeg., iii. § 73, Man</., i. 128.
3 Apol., i. 13, cf. (50, wliero hfi shows that Plato gives the second place to the

IiOgOS.

Apol., i. 5.3, compare quotation fro-n Philo, above, note L
6 Apol., i.49, Apol., ii. 6, 13; Dial., 126, 127.
« Dial., 62, 84, 100, Ac, &c.
7 Dial., 61, lUO, 125, 129, Ac. Ac. 8 Dial., 85, 1.38, Ac.
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aud the Word was God," a statement which Justin, with Philo,

only makes in a ver}^ modified sense.

To return, however, the next representation of the Logos by-

Justin is as " Angel." This perpetually recurs in hi*-: writings. ^

In one place, to which we have already referred, h. sjiys : "The
Word of God is his Son, as we have already stateil, and he is also

called Messenger ("AyyeAos) and Apostle, for he brings the message

of all we need to know, and is sent an Apostle to declare all

the message contains." '^ In the same chapter reference

is a^ain made to passages quoted for the sake of proving :
" that

Jesus Christ is the Son of God and Apostle, being aforetime the

Won! and having appeared now in the form of fire, and now in

the likeness of incorporeal beings ;"^ and he gives many illustra-

tions.* The pjissages, however, in which the Logos is called Angel,

are too numerous to be more fully dealt with here. It is scarcely

necessary to point out that this rcpiesentation of the Logos as

Angel, is not only foreign to, but opposed to the spirit of, the

fouith Gosj)el, although it is thoroughly in harmony with the

writings of Philo. Before illustrating this, however, we may inci-

dentally remark that the ascription to the Logos of the name
"Apostle" which occurs in the two fnssages just quoted above,aswell

as in other parts of the writings of Justin,'' is likewise opposed to

the fourth Gospel, altliough it is found in earlier writings, exhibit-

ing a loss developed form of the Logos doctrine; for the Epistle

to the Hebrews iii. i, has :
" Consider the Apostle and High Priest

of our confession, Jesus," (Sec. (^Karavm^aan tw dTroo-roAov koI ap^Lepia

ni%oii()\<ryia<;rifi(Lv'lr]<rovv). We are, iu fact, Constantly directed by the

remarks of Justin to other sources of the Logos doctrine, and
never to the fourth Gospel, with which his tone and terminology
in no way agree. Everywhere in the writings of Philo we meet
with the Logos as Angel. He speaks " of the Angel Word of God"
in a sentence already quoted," and elsewhere in a passage, one of

many others, upon which the lines of Justin which we are now con-
sidering (as well as several similar passages)^ are in all proba-

1 Apol., i. 63 ; Dial., 34, 56, f)7, 58, 50, 60, 61, 127 ; cf. Apol., i. 6.

^
"
'0 Aoyoi 6i ToiT Ueov fdnv o vidi av'ror>', a5s 7rfjoew7/fiF.v xcei

AyyeXoi Sk xcxXelrai, nai \-lrrudroXoi. Ai'^roi ydp^ cxmryyeAXft o6a
Set yvoa6fJi)vaiy vai dnoCreXXerai fit/vvdooy o6a dyyeXXerai, m.t.X.
Apol, i. 03.

3 on vioi Beov" Mctl ^AnudroXoi 'h/dovi o' XpiOroi, IcSf- nporepov
A6yo<i Mv, xai Ir idea nvpoi tcote cpaveii, nozh ok nai ir eixovi
aeodndroov, x.t.X. ApoL, i. 63.

« Of. Dial., 56-60, 127, 128. 5 Apol., i. 12, &c.
' P/ti/o, De Somniis, i. § 41, Mamj., i. 656, see p. 576.

J
For instance, u the quot.'^tions at p. 572 {. from DiaL 61, and also that from

Dial. 62, in which the Logos \y also called the Beginning (dpxv). Both Philo and
Justin, no doubt, had in mind Prov. viii. 22. In Dial. 100, for example, there is

a passage, part of which we have quoted, which reads as follows: "for in one _« !
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bility moulded. Philo calls upon men to " strive earnestly to be
fashioned according to God's first-begotten Word, the eldest An^el,

who is the Archangel bearing many names, for he is called the

Beginning (apx'?). and Name of '^rod, and Logos, and the Man ac-

cording to his image, and the Seer of Israel."^ Elsewhere, in a

remarkable passage, he says :
" To his Archangel and eldest Word,

the Father, who created the universe, gave the supreme gift tliat

having stood on the confine he may separate the creature tVoni the

Creator. The same is an intercessor on behalf of the ever wasting

mortal to the immortal ; he is also the ambassador of the Ruler to

his subjects. And he rejoices in the gift, and the majesty of it he

describes, saying : 'And I stood in the midst between the Lord and

you ' (Numbers xvi. 48) ; being neither unbegotten like God, nor

begotten like you, but between the two extremes," fcc.'^ We have

been tempted to give more of this passage; than is necessary for

our imn)ediate purpose, because it affords the reader anotlier

glimpse of Philo's doctrine of the Logos, and generally illustrates

its position in connection with the Christian doctrine.

The last of Justin's names which we shall here notice is the

Logos as " Man " as well as God. In another place Justin explains

that he is sometimes called a Man and human being, because he ap-

pears in these forms as tlie Father wills.^ But here confining our-

selves merely to the concrete idea, we find a striking representation

form or another he is spoken of in the writings of the prophets as Wisdom, and

the Day, and the East, and a Sword, and a Stone, and a Rod, and .Taocli, and

Israel, &c." Now in the writings of Phih) these passages in the Old Testament

are discnssed, and applied to the Logos, and one in particnlar we maj' refer to as

an illustration. Philo says: "I have also heard of a certain associate of Moses

having pronounced the following, saying :
' Behold a man whose name is the

East.' (Zech. vi. 12.) A most novel designation if you consider it to he spoken

regarding one compoued of body and soul, but if regarding that incorporeal Being

who does not difi'er fiom the divine image, you will agree that the name of the East

is perfectly appropriate to him. For indeed the Father of the Universe caused this

eldest son (Tt/jFdfJvrcxrov viot^) to riK^ (cx'^stsiXe), whom elsewhere he names his

first-begotten (7r/3<aroKoj'o»'), &' " Do Confus. Ling., § 14. Can it be doubted

that Justin follows Philo in such ^ xegesis
*

,

1 dTtovScx^^eroj hl ueidOai xard Toy npooroyovov avrod
A6yo%', Tov ayysXoy Trpedftu'rctroy, taS dpxdyy^^oy TtoXvaJrvfJOv

v'ndpxovTa- hccI yap dpxn, xal oyona Qeuv", xai yioyoi, xai o xar'

einoya dyOpoDTtoi, xai opaiy 'IdpatfX npodayopfv'F.rai. 1*9 Confus.

Ling., § 28, Mang , i. 427: cf. De Migrat. Abrahami. § 31, Man<].,\. 463.

^^
2 Tcp Si dpxccyyeXai xai Ttped/ivrdro} Aoyao Sapedv i^aiperov

eSooKsy o rd oA.a yeyvr'/dai narr/p, 'ivd /leOopioi drdi ro yEvoftc-^

vov Siaxpivi^ tov" TtEitott^HoToi. d' avroi ixerrji tier idri^ tov

QyrjTov xtiiiaivovToi dei Ttpo? to dtpOapTov, 7Cp/;dfiFVTr)i
8J:

tov tiy^-

Udvoi irpoi to' vnijuoov AydXXeTai 8k hni Tn SoopF.d,^ x(xl 6eh-

V 'ueyoi cvTr,v kuSuiyEiTai qtddxtiv- " Kal eyco F.idTrJHeivava

A^ oy KVpi'ov xai v'noov " (Num. xvi. 48), ovtf. dyeyvt/roi &55 o Osoi

oov, ovTS yevyjjToi g5? v'/neti, d\\a /nedoi tcSv axpooy, x.t.X. Quis

rerum div. Heres., § 42, Mang., i. TiOI f.

3 Dial. 128, see the quotation, p. 572.
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of it in 1 Tim. ii. 5 :
" For there is one God and one mediator be-

tween God and man, tlio Man Christ Jesus " (els yap ^to?, els koI

uta-iTTj? Ofov Ktti avOpwTroiv, avOpmirv^ X/ho-tos "Iryo-ovs)
; and again in Rom.

V. 15 :
"

. . . by the grace of the one man Jesus Christ
"

(toC cvos avOpia-Kov 'Iijcrov XpicrTov), as well as otlicr passages.^ We liave

already seen in the passage quoted above from " De (bnfus. Ling."

S 28, that Philo mentions, among the many names of the Logos,

that of " tlie Man according to (God's) image " (6 Kar dKova

a.v6p(»iro<:,'^ or " the typical man"). If, ho^ ver, we pass to the ap-

plication of the Logos doctrine to Jesus, we have the strongest

reason tor concluding Justin's total independence of the fourth

Gospel. We have already pointed out that the title of Logos is given

to Jesus in New Testament writings earlier than the fourth Gospel,

and we must see that Justin's terminology, as well as his views of

the Word become man, is thoroughly different from that Gospel.

We have remarked that, although the pas.sagesare innumerable in

which Justin speaks of the Word having become man through the

Virgin, he never once throughout his writings makes use of the

peculiai expression ot the ''"•irth Go.spel :
" tlie Word became

flesh
"

(6 Adyos crap^ e'yeVcTo). On the fcw occasions on which he
•speaks of the Word having been 'made flesh, he uses the term
(TapKonoLTjOeL';.^ In one instance he has a-apKa ^x'^iv,^ and speaking of
the Eucharist Justin once explains that it is in memory of Christ's

having made himself body, a-MpLaroTrofqcTaatiaiJ' Justin's most com-
mon phrase, however, and he repeats it in numberless instances, is

that the Logos submitted to be born, and become man {yf-wr^Ovvai.

ivOpmrov yevopevov virep-fivev) ^ by a Virgin, or he uses variously the

expressions : avOpMrroi ye'yovc, avOpmTro<; yevd/otevos, yeve'a^ai avOptonovfi In

several places he speaks of him as the first production or offspring

(-/(WTjiia) of God befure all created beings, as, for instance :
" The

Logos . . , who is the first offspring of God " (6 ian tt/wov

yimjiiavovdeov) ;7 and again, "and that this offspring was begotten
of the Father absolutely before all creatures the Word was declar-

ing (Kat on yeyevvrjaOuL viro toC Trarpo? tovto to yiwy]p.a irpb travTiov 'IttAws

Twv KT<(Tpa.Tu)v 6 \dyos iB-qXov).^ We need not say more of the ex-

pressions: " first-born " (TTptoTOTOKos), "first-begotten" (irpiordyoi/os),

so constantly applied to the liOgos by Justin, in agreement with

1 Phil. ii. 8; 1 Cor. xv, 47.
'" Elsewhere Philo says that the Word was the archetypal model after which man

»n(l thp'lmman mind where formed. De Exsecrat., § 8, Mang., i. 430 ; De Mundi
Opifieio, § t), Manij., i. 6.

3 Apnl., i. 66 (twice); Dial., 45, 100.
* Dial., 48. 6 Dial., 70.
« Apnl., i. 5, 23, 63 ; Apo!., ii. 6, U ; Dial., 34, 46, 48, 57, 63, 75, 84, 85, 105,

il3, 125, 127, &c., &c. 7 Apol., i. 21.
» Dial., 129, cf. 62.

^:m
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Philo ; nor to " only begotten " (/xoi/oyev^s), directly derived from
Ps. xxii. 20 (Ps. xxi. 20, Sept.).

Tt must be apparent to everyone who seriously examines the

subject, that Justin's tei-minology is thoroughly different from, and
in spirit opposed to, that of the fourth Gospel, and in fact that the

peculiarities of the Gospel are not found in Justin's writin<fs at

all.^ On the other hand, his doctrine of the Logos is precisely

that of Pliilo,- and of writings long antecedent to the fourtli (jos-

pel, and there can be no doubt, we think, that it was derived

from them.-^

We may now proceed to consider other passages adduced by
Tischendorf to support his assertion that Justin made use of the

1 A passage is sometimes quoted in which Justin reproaches the Jews for spread-

ing injurious and unjust reports "concerning the only blameless and righteous

Light sent by God to man " {Kara ovv rov /itovov duoj/uov ual dixaiov
(pooToi To'iZ dvOpGOTCoiZ 7t£/ucpfj£'yro? napd rov Osov, x. r. A. Dial. 17), and
thir is claimed as an echo of the Gospel ; cf. John i. 9, viii. 12, xii. 46, &c. Now
here again we have in Philo the elaborate representation of the Logos as the sun

aud Light of the world ; as for instance in a long passage in the treatise l)e Som-
niis, i. §§ 13 ff. , Mamj., i. 631 flf. , of which we can only give tl.d slightest quota-

tion. Philo argues that Moses only speaks of the sun by symbols, and that it is

easy to prove this ; "since in the first place God is Light. ' For the Lord is my
Light and my Saviour,' it is said in hynms, and not only Light, but arche-

type of every other light, nay rather more ancient and more perfect than arche-

type, having the Logos for an exemplar. P'cr indeed the exemplar was his must

perfect Logos, Light," &c. ( . . . . EitEidrj npwzov ^kv d bedi qmi iSrr
" Kv'fjioC ydp (pdai /itov xai 6ooTvp /.tov^^ kv vfivoii ixSeraf Kai ov

fdovov q)cii, dXXa' xai navroi trepov qxioroi dp^sTvitov, /a?AAoi' 8k

dpxfvv'nov npE6fJv'rfpov xai dvooif.pov, Aoyov f.xor jcapaHtiyi.iaTo'i'

TO ^kv ydp TcapadEiy^a d TtXr/pe'dzaro? T/v avrov" JoyoS, tpai, x.x.k.

De Soraniis, i. § 13, Mang., i. 632). And again: "But according to the third

meaning, he calls the divine Word the sun" (xard Sk rpircv 6>//^iaiy6fievov

T^Xiov xaXsi roy Osiov Aoyov), and proceeds to ishow how by this sun all wick-

edness is brought to light, and the sins done secretly and in darkness are made

manifest. De 8omniis, i. ^ 15, Mamj., i, 634; cf. ib., § 19.

2 If the Cohort, ad Grsacos be assigned to Justin, it directly refers to Philo's

works, c. ix.

3 Volkmar, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1860, p. 300 ; DerUrsprung, p. 92 ff. ; SchoUan,

DasEv. n Johann., p. 9f. ; Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 24 ff. ;Iiiville, Hist, du Dogmedela
Div. D. J. C, 1869, p. 45 ff. ; Vucherot, Hist, de I'Ecole d'Alexandrie. i. \). -m ff.;

Davidson, Introd. N.T., ii. p. 380 fl'. ; Cre.dner, P itriige, i. p. 251 ff. ; Hi'ijenfeki, Die

Evv. Justin's, p. 298 ff.; Baur, Unters. kan. Evv. , p. 351; Theol. Jahrb., 1857,

p. 223 ft.; cf. Dorner, Die Lehre v. d. Pers. Christi, 1845, i. p. 414 ff.; Bret-

tchneider, Probabiliade Ev. et Ep. Joan. Apost., p. 191 i.;J.T. ToWsr derives the

Johannine Logos doctrine from Philo, Theol. Jahrb., 1860, p. 180 ff. ; iiVaW holds

that the Epistle to the Hebrews transfers the Logos doctrine of PLilo to Christian-

ity. The Apostle Paul's mind was filled with it from the same sources. Gesch. d.

Volkes Isr., vi. p. 474 f., p. 638 ff.; DasSendschr. a. d. Hebriier, p. 9ff.;cf. Kmtlm,

Joh. Lehrbegrif]^ p. 357 ff., p. 392 ff
.

; cf. Likke, Comment. Ev. Joh., i. p. 284 ff.;

Schwegier, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 286 ff., pp. 298, 313, 365; Der Montanismus,

1841, p. 155; cf. Holsten, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1861, p. 233 f., aum. 2 ;
Hilgenfeld,

Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1871, p. 189 ft'.; Pjleiderer, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1869, p.

400 ff. That the doctrine of the Logos was enunciated in the Krjpvyjia Ilirpov

we know from the quotations of Clement ci Alexandria, Strom., vi. 5, § 39, /, §

68.
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J

If

fourth Gospel. He says :
" Passages of the Johannine Gospel,

however, are also not wanting to which passages in Justin refer

back. In the Dialogue, ch. 88, he writes of John the Baptist :

' The

people believed that he was the Christ, but he cried to them : I

am not the Christ, but the voice of a preacher.' This is connected

with John i. 20 and 23; for no otJier Evangelist has reported the

firet words in the Baptist's reply." ^ Now the passage in Justin,

with its context, reads as follows :
" For John sat by the Jordan

[Ka$i^on(vov eTTi tov 'lopSai'ov) and preached the Baptism of repent-

ance, wearing only a leathern girdle and raiment of camel's hair,

and eatinc nothing but locusts and wild honey ; men supposed

(mXii/i/Sttvoi/) him to be the Christ, wherefore he himself cried to

thein :
' I am not the Christ, but the voice of one crying : For he

shall come (v^^i-) who is stronger than I, whose shoes I am not

meet (iKafos) to bear.'" ^ Now the only ground upon which this

passage can be compared with the fourth Gospel is the reply :
" I

am not the Christ" {om elfil 6 Xpio-rds), which in John i. 20 reads :

on eyd) ouk lifil 6 Xpicrrds ; and it is perfectly clear that, if the direct

negation occurred in any other Gospel, the difference of the whole
passage in iht Dialogue would prevent even an apologist from
advancing any claim to its dependence oiv that Gospel. In order

to appreciate the nature of the two passages, it may be well to

collect the nearest parallels in the Gospel, and compare them with

Justin's narrative.

Justin, Dial. 88. John i. 19—27.

Men (oi avOpGOTfoi) supposed liim 19. And this h the testimony of

to be the Christ ;
John, when the Jews sent priests and
Levites from Jerusalem to ask him :

Who art thou ?

24. And they were sent by the
Pharisees.

20. And he confessed, and denied
not : and confessed^ that: 1 am not the
Christ {on iyoo ovk ei/ui 6 Xptdrdi).

2L And they asked again : Who
' then ? Art thou Elias ? &c. &c.

1 Es fehlt aber auch nicht an einzelnen Stellen des Johaimeiscken Evangeliums,
auf Wtilche sich Stellen bei Justin zurilckbeziehen. Im Dialog Kap. 88 schreibt
er von Johauiies dem TJiufer ;

" Die Leute glaubten dass er der Christ sei ; aber er
rief ihnen zu: Ich bin nicht Christus, sondern Stimme eines Predigers." Dies
lehiit sich an Job. i. 20 and 23 an; denu die erstea Worte in der Antwort des
Taufers hat kein anderer Evangelist berichtet. Wann Wurden, u. s. w., p. 33.

'i laixyyov yap HaOBt^o/J^vpv knl tov 'lopSdvov, xcd nrjpvddovroi
§dnTi6ua t^tcavoiai, xai l^oovt/v depuctriyr/y xai evdv/iia and rpt-
X(^y xaur/Xov novov q>opovvTo's, uai jJtibhv idOiovroi nXriv duptSai
xciineXt a^'piov, oi ayOnnonot vTreXd/itpayor avror F.ivcci to/ Xpidrov
Tpo5 ovi Hui avroi I06a- Ovx ei/ui d Xpidrdi, dXXd tpoovn fioaov-
ro5' E^n yap d idxvporepdi /nov ov ovx ei/ui ixardi ra ijnoStf-
na.ji /iadrddai. Dial. 88.

3 The second xai oifioXoyijdey is omitted by the Cod. Sin.

wherefore he cried to them : I am not
the Christ {ovh elui 6 Xptdvoi),

38
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Justin, Dial. 88.

but the voice, of one crying:

For he shall come (v^et) who is

stronger than I (6 idxvporepo? nov),
whose shoes I am not meet (f«aroS) to

bear.i

John i. 19—27.

22. . . . Who art thou? &c. &c.
23. He said

:
I am the voice of one

crying in the desert: Make straight
the way of the Lord, as said the pro-
phet Isaiah.

25. . . . Why baptizest tliou ? &c
«&c.

26. John answered them, saying: I

baptize with water, but in the midst
of you standeth one whom ye know
not.

27. Who Cometh after me (o oTtit^

fiov ipxo^evoi) who is become before

me (5s Ennpo6(lEv ^ov yiyovtv) 2

the thong of whose shoes I am not
worthy {a^ioi) to unloose.

The introductory description of John's dress and habits is quite

contrary to th^ fourth Gospel, but corresponds to some extent

with Matt. iii. 4. It is difficult to conceive two accounts more

fundamentally different, and the discrepancy becomes more ap-

parent when we consider tlie scene and actors in the episode.

In Justin, it is evident that the hearers of John had received the

impression that he was the Christ, and the Baptist becoming

aware of it voluntarily disabused their minds of this idt, In Uie

fourth Gospel the words of John are extracted from him ("he con-

fessed and denied not") by emissaries sent by the Pharisees of

Jerusalem specially to question him on the subject. The account

of Justin betrays no knowledge of any such interrogation. The

utter difference is brought to a climax by the concluding state-

ment of the fourth Gospel:

—

Justin.

For John sat by the Jordan and
preached the Baptism of repentance,
wearing, &c.

John i. 28.

These things were done in Beth-

any beyond the river Jordan, where

John was baptizing.

In fact the scene in the two narratives is as little the same as

their details. One can scarcely avoid the conclusion, in reading

the fourth Gospel, that it quotes uume other account and does

not pretend to report the scene direct. For instance, i. 15, " John

beareth witness of him, and cried, saying :
' This was he ofwhoDi

I said : He that cometh after me is become before me, because

he was before me,' " &c. V. 19 :
" And this is the testimony of

1 Matt. iii. 11 reads: "but he that cometh after me is stronger than I, whose

shoes I am not worthy to bear." (o Si 6iti6oo nov ipxo/^^yoi tdxvpoTfpoi

fiov i6r/t', ov ovH si/ui ixavoi rd vnoSTJj^iara ftadrddat.) The context is

quite different. Imke iii. 16, more closely resembLs the version of the fourth

Gospel in this part with the context of the first Synoptic.
2 The Cod. Sinaiticus, as well as most other important MSS., omits this phrase.

!'. .1
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J6hx\,when the Jews sent priests and Lev ites from Jerusalem to

ask him : Who art thou ? and he confessed and denied not, and

confessed that I am not the Christ," &c. Now, as usual, the

Gospel which Justin uses more nearly approximates to our first

Synoptic than the other Gospels, although it diiTers in vei'y im-

portant points from that also—still, taken in connection with

the third Synoptic, and Acts xiii. 25, this indicates the great

probability of the existence of other writings combining the par-

ticulars as they occur in Justin. Luke iii. 15, reads :
" And as

the people were in expectation, and all mused in their hearts con-

cerning John whether he were the Christ, 16. John answered,

saying to then ill : I indeed baptize you with water, but he that

is stronger than I cometh, the latchet of whose shoes I am
not worthy to unloose : he shall baptize you with the Holy Spirit

and with fire," &c.

Whilst, however, with the sole exception of the simple state-

ment of the Baptist that he was not the Christ, which in all the

accounts is clearly involved in the rest of the reply, there is no
analogy whatever between the parallel in the fourth Gospel and
the passage in Justin, many important circumstances render it

certain that Justin did not derivs his narrative from that source.

We have already^ fully discussed the peculiarities of Justin's ac-

count of the Baptist, and in the context to the very passage be-

fore us there are details quite foreign to our Gospels which show
that Justin made use of another and different work. When Jesus

stepped into the water to be baptized a fire was kindled in the

Jordan, and the voice from heaven makes use of words not found
in our Gospels ; but both the incident and the words are known
to have been contained in the Gospel according to the Hebrews
and other works. Justin likewise states, in immediate continua-

tion of the passage before us, that Jesus was considered the son
of Joseph the carpenter, and himself was a carpenter and accus-

tomed to make ploughs and yokes.'^ The Evangelical work of

which Justin made use was obviously different from our Gospels,

therefore, and the evident conclusion to which any impartial
mind must arrive is, that there is not only not the slightest

ground for affirming that Justin quoted the passage beft)r'^ us
from the fourth Gospel, from which he so fundamentally differs,

but every reason on the contrary to believe that he derived it

from a particular Gospel, in all probability the Gospel according
to the Hebrews, different from ours.^

IP. 269flF. 2 Dial., 88.
* Credner, Beitrage, ii. p. 218 ; HilgenfM, DieEvv. Justin's, p. 162 ff. ; Schol-

<en, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 33 ; Davidson, Introd. N.T., ii. p. 377 f. ; Bretschneider,
ftobabilia, p. 192 ; Volhnar, Der Ursprung, p. 97, p. I6« ; Zeller, Theol. Jahrb.,
1M6, p. 613f., 1847, p. 160 ,ff. ; cf. Ebrard, wbe thinks it a combination of

* t
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The next point advanced by Tischendorf is, that on two occa-

sions he speaks of the restoration of sight to persons born blind ^

the only instance of which in our Gospels is that recorded, John
ix. 1. The references in Justin are very vague and general. In
the first place he is speaking of the analogies in the life of Jesus
with events believed in connection with mythological deities, and
he says that he would appear to relate acts very similar to those

attributed to iEsculapius when he says that Jesus " healed the

lame and paralytic, and the maimed from birth (eV yev€T7i<: Troi^pous),

and raised the dead."^ In the Dialogue, again referring to Mscn-
lapius, ho says that Christ " healed those who were from birth

and according to the flesh blind (tous e\ yevcr^s Kal Kara rijv (rdpKa

7r///joiis), and deaf, and lame."^ In the fourtii Gospel the born-blind

is described as (ix. 1) av^piDTros tuc^Aos eKyevcr*}?. There is a varia-

tion it will be observed in the term employed by Justin, and that

such a remark should be seized upon as an argument for the use

of the fourth Gospel serves to show the poverty of the evidence

for the existence of that work. Without seeking any further, we
might at once reply that such general references as those of Justin

might well be referred to the common tradition of the Church,

which certainly ascribed all kinds of marvellous cures and mira-

cles to Jesus. It is moreover unreasonable to suppose that the

only Gospel in which the cure of one born blind was narrated was

that which is the fourth in our Canon. Such a miracle may have

formed part of a dozen similar collections extant at the time

of Justin, and in no case could such an allusion be recognized as

any evidence of the use of the fourth Gospel. But in the Dia-

logue, along with this remark, Justin [couples the statement that

although the people saw such cures :
" They asserted them to be

magical illusion ; for they also ventured to call him a magician

and a deceiver of the people."* This is not found in our Gospels,

but traces of the same tradition are met with elsewhere, as we

have already mentioned,^ and it is probable that Justin either

found all these particulars in the Gospel of which he made

use, or that he refers to traditions familiar amongst the early

Christians.

Tischendorf's next point is that Justin quotes the words of

Zechariah xii. 10, with the same variation from the text of the

Matt. iii. 11, and John i. 19, but admits that it may be from oral tradition. Die

evang. Gesch., p. 843.
1 Apol. , i. 22, Dial. , 69. On the second occasion Justin seems to apply the

" from their birth " not only to the blind, but to the lame and deaf.

2 Apol., i. 22,
^

3 Dial. 69.

4 . . . q)ayradtav fxayixriv yivsdBat eXeyov. Kal yap fjayov

eivat at-Tov kroXixoov XivEtv xai XaovXdvov. Dial. 69.

6 P. 274 f.
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Septuagint as John xix. 37—" They shall look on him whom they

pierced
" (ci/'oi/rat e« ov c$€KevTq(Tav^ instead of iinfiXixliovrai Trpos /ti,

M wv KaTwpx'/o-ai'To), arising out of an emendation of the transla-

tion of the Hebrew original. Tischendorf says :
" nothing can be

more opposed to probability, than the supposition that John and
Justin have here, independently of each other, followed a tran.i-

lation of the Hebrew text which elsewhere has remained unknown
to us."^ The fact is, however, that the translation which has been

followed is not elsewhere unknown. We meet with the same vari-

ation, much earlier, in the only book of the New Testament which
Justin mentions, and with which, therefore, he was beyond any
doubt well acquainted. Rev. i. 7 :

" Behold he cometh with clouds,

and every eye shall see him (oij/frai airov), and they which pierced

(i^(KevTr}a-av) him and all the tribes of the earth sIimU bewail him.

Yea, Amen." This is a direct reference to the passage in Zech.

xii. 10. If Justin derived his Vd,riation from either of the Cano-
nical works, there can be no doubt that it must have been from

the 4-pocalypse. It will be rememljered that the quotation in the

Gospel :
" They shall look upon him whom they pierced," is made

solely in reference to the thrust of the lance in the side of Jesus,

while that of the Apocalypse is a connection of the prophecy with
the second coming of Christ, which, except in a si)ii-itual sense, is

opposed to the fourth Gospel. Now, Justin upon each occasion

quotes the whole passage also in refei'ence to the second coming
of Christ as the Apocalypse does, and this alone settles the point

so far as these two sources are concerned. The correction of the

Septuagint version, which has thus been traced back as far as A.D.

68, when the Apocalypse was composed, was noticed by Jerome in

his Conmientary on the text;^ and Aquila, a contoinporary of

Irenff>iis, and later Symmachus and Theodotion, as well as others,

corrccte ^ the error and adopted i^eKivrrja-av. Ten important MSS.,
at least, have the reading of Justin and the Apocalypse, and these

MSS. likewise frequently agree v ith the other peculiar readings
of Justin's text. In all probability, as Credner, who long ago
pointed out all these circumstances which are lost upon Tischen-
dorf, conjectured, an emendation of the version of the LXX. had

^'Justin has, Apol. i. .52, oipovrat eli ov k^EKevrri6LXv. Dial. 14, uai
otperai 6 Xadi v/ucSv nai yvoopiel eii ov kxef<eyr7i6av , and, Dial. 32,
speaking of the two comings of Christ ; the Hr.st, in which lie was pierced (i^B-
«^;'r>/0^;), "and the second in which ye shall know whom ye have pierced :

"

StVTtpay Si ore kniyvu)6f.60E eli Sv iqEHEvrt'/dari:

.

2 Wann warden, u. a. w., p. 34.
3 "Quod ibi (1 Regg. ii. 18) errore interpretatioaia accidit, etiam hie factum

depreheiulimus. Si enim legatur Z)acan<, iqeMeyvTjdai', i.e., compunxerunt sive
confixenmt accipitur : sin autem contrario ordine, literis coramutatis Racadu,
^PXr!<3ayro, i.e., saltaverunt intelligitur et ob similitudinem literarum error est
natus."

^

t 'f
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iearly been made, partly in Christian interest and partly for the

critical improvement of the text, and this amended version was
used by Justin and earlier Christian writers.^

Every consideration is opposed to the dependence of Justin

upon the fourth Gospel for this variation. His reading existed

long before that Gospel was written in a work with which he

declared himself acquainted, whilst not only is his use of the

Gospel in any case unproved, but in this instance the quotation is

applied by the Gospel in a different connection from Justin's, who
in this also agrees with the earlier Apocalypse. The whole argu-

ment based on this text falls to the ground.

The next and last point advanced by Tischendorf is a passage

in Apol. i. 01, which is compared with John iii, 3— 5, and in order

to show the exact character of the two passages, we shall at once

place them in parallel columns:

—

Justin, Apol. i. 61.

For the Christ also said :

Unless ye be born again (^dvayevvrj-
Qt/Te) ye shall not enter into the king-

dom of heaven.

Now that it is impossible for those

who have once been born to go {ht-

fitjvai) into the matrices of the par-

ents 2 (f/5 rdi firfTpai toov vehov-
6(j6v) is evident to all.

Kai ydp 6 Xpidroi eitcev "^Av

dvayEvvt/Or/TE, oh fxr) Ei6eX0t]rE sii

rnv PadiXsiav toov ovpavwv. "On
ds Hal
dSvvarov sii rdi /uvrpa? toov
TEHovdwv Tovi ctTtak yErvGo/iiev-
ovi knfifivat, (pavEpov nd6iv Idri.

John III. 3—5.

3. Jesus answered and said unto

him : Verily, verily, I say imtothee

:

Except a man bo born from ahovo

(yEvvrfi-^ xvooOev) he cannot see the

kingdom of God.
4. Nicodemus saith unto liim ; How

can a man be born when he is old \

Can he enter ( eideMEiv) a second

time into his mother's womb {eU ttjv

MoiXtav trji ixftrpoi avrov) and be

born?
5. Jesus answered : Verily, verily,

T say unto thee : Except a man be bom
of water and of the Spirit, he cannot

enter-* into the kingdom of God.*

3. 'A7t£HpiQ?f 'Ir/dotj'i xal eiwev av-^

roS 'Al.ir]V dni^v Xsyou 6oi, idv nr/

Tti yEvvT/6y avooOsv, ov SvvarM
iSeiv rr}v padtXEiavrov Oeov.

4. AsyEi npoi avrov 6 NiHoSjjitoi

Uooi SvvaTat^ dvOpooTtoi yEvvrfirj-

vai yspGDv wv ; nrj Svvarai £{i_

riiv HoiXiav rrji ntjrpoi avrov

SEvTEpov EidsXOElv Kai ytvvyflfj-

vai

;

, , .

5. 'AnExpiOrj 'Itjdovi Annv antjy

Xsyoo dot, kav jjj^ rti ysyvt/O^ H
vdaro? ual TtyEV/naroi, c! Svvarat

eldEXOslv eI^ TTJv (iadtXEiav rov

eeou.6

1 Credner, Beitiage, ii. p, 293 ff. ; Hilgrnfeld, DieEvv. Justin's, p. 49S.;SchoUm,

Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 37; Davidscm, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 373.

2 TsKovda, a mother, instead of nrjxr^p.

' The Cod. Sinaiticus reads :
" he cannot see."

* The Cod. Sinaiticus has been altered hero to "of heaven."

5 The Cod. Sinaiticus reads i8tiv for EtdEX^Eiv eH here.

6 The Cod. Sin. has ra5v ovpavwv, but tov~ Qeov is substituted by a later
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This is the most important passage by which apologists endeav-

our to establish the use by Justin of the fourth Gospel, and it is

that upon which the whole claim may be said to rest. We shall

be able to appreciate the nature of the case by the weakness of

its strongest evidence. The first point which must have struck

any attentive reader, must have been the singular difterence of the

language of Justin, and the absence of the characteristic peculi-

arities of the Johannine Gospel. The double " verily, verily,"

which occurs twice even in those three verses, and constantly

throughout the Gospel,^ is absent in Justin ; and apart from the

totil difference of the form in which the whole passage is given

(the episode of Nicodemus being entirely ignored, and omitting

minor differences, the following linguistic variations occur

:

Justin has:

(XV till dvayEvvtjfitJTE, instead of kdv nr/ Ti? ysvvtfO^ avoaOev

^. V 1 ..',. _.r.. _.'. y.. Iia6ikeia rov' Oeov"
ftt'i dvyarai
Ttjy KoiXinv
rffi utirpoi avToxj'
eidsXOEiy
dyOfjojTto? yevyTfOrjyai yepoov oov.

lia6iXfia rojy ovpavcoy
dfivvaToy
rdi ntjrpai
TcSv TEKov6(ay
itiliijvai

Tovi dita^ yEyya)jiteyovi

Indeed it is impossible to imagine a more comjdete difference,

both in form and lanffuaffe, and it seems to us that there does not
exist a single linguistic trace by wnicti the passage in Justin can
be connected with the fourth Gospel. The fact that Justin knows
nothing of the expression yewr^dji avwOev (" born from above"), upon
which the whole statement in the fourth Gospel turns, but uses a
totally different word, avaytwrtOrjTe (born again), is of great signi-

ficance. Tischendorf wishes to translate dvoiOtv "anew" (or again),

as the version of Luther and the authorised English translation

read, and thus render the avayewrjOrjvai of Justin a fair equivalent
for it ; but even this would not alter the fact that so little does
Justin quote the fourth Gospel, that he has not even the test word
of the passage. In no case can am^ev, however, here signify any-
thing but " from above," and this is not only its natural meaning,
but it is confirmed by the equivalent Syriac expression in the
Peschito version, the nearest language to that originally used.* The

hand. The former reading is only supported by a very few obscure and unim-
portant codices. The Codices Alex, (a) and Vatic, (b), as well as all the moat
ancient MSS., read rov 6eot>'.

1 Cf. i. 51; iii. 11 ;v. 19, 24, 25 ; vi. 26, .32, 47, 53 ; viii. 34, 51, 58 ; x. 1, 7; xii. 24
;

iiu. 16, 20, 21, 38; xiv. 12 ; xvi. 20, 23 ; xxi. 18, ftc, &c.
* It is very forced to jump to the end of the fifth verse to get eldeXQeTv eli, and

even in that (use the Cod. Sin. reads again precisely as in the third iSeiv.
* Siiker, Thesaurus r. v. dyosOer; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 253; Hilgenftld, Die

EvT Justin's, p. 214 • Liqht/oot, Horae Hebr. et Talm. on John iii. 3 ; Works, xii.

p. 254 S.; Scholten, Die alt. Zeugniase, p. 36 ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., iii. p. 375 ;
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word is repeatedly used in the fourth Gospel, and always with
the same sense, " from above," " from heaven,"^ and it is repeated
in confirmation, and marking how completely the emphasis of the
saying rests upon the expression, in the seventh verse :

" Marvel
not that I said unto thee : ye must be born from above " (ycm;^
vai avuiOtv). This signitication, moreover, is manifestly contirnied

by the context, and intended as the point of the whole lesson.

The explanation of the term " born from above "
is given in

verses 5, 6. " Except a man be born of water and of Spi rit- he can-

not enter into the kingdom of God. G. That which hath been born

of the flesh is fle.sh, and that which hath been l)()rn of the S]iiiit

is Spirit." The birth " of the Spirit " is the birth " from altove,"

which is essential to entrance into the kingdom of God.'' The
sense of the passage in Justin is different and much more simple.

He is speaking of regeneration through baptism, and the inanniT

in which converts are consecrated to God when they arc iiuide

new (Kaivo7roir]6fVT«i) through Christ. After they are taught to fast

and pray for the remission of their sins, he says :
" They are tlun

taken by us where there is water, that they may be regenerattd

(" born again," avayfvrwvrai), by the same manner of regenoratidu

(being born again, amyen/r/o-eois) by which we also were regenerated

(born again, avayd'vrjOrjfifv). For in the name of the Father of tlie

Universe the Lord God, and of our Saviour Jesus Christ, and of

the Holy Spirit they then make the washing with the water. For

the Christ also said, ' unless ye be born again {dvayevmjOrp-f), ye

shall nf)t enter into the kingdom of heaven.' Now that it is im-

possible for those who have once been bora to go into the matrices

of the parents is evident to all." And then he quotes Isaiiih i. 16

—20, " Wash you, make you clean, &c.," and then proceeds : "And

regarding this ^Baptism) we have been taught this reason. Since

at our first bii'l we were born without our knowledge, and per-

force, &c., aiif brought up in evil habits and wicked ways, there-

fore in order hat we should not continue children of necessity

and ignorance, but become children of election and knowledge,

and obtain in the water remission of sins, which we had pre-

viously committed, the name of the Father of the Universe

and Lord God is pronounced over him who desires to be born

again (avayevvy]$rivaL), and has repented of his sins, fcc." * Now it is

clear that whereas Justin speaks simply of regeneration by bap-

Bretxchnekler, Probabilia, p. 19.3; WeizHdrker does not deny this. Unters. evang.

Gesch., p. 22%;Lucke, Comment. Ev. Job., i. p. 516 ff.; Zeller, Theoi. Jahrb.,18r)5,

p. 140.

1 Cf. i. 31 ; xix. 11, 23.

2 Cf. Ezekiel xxxvi. 25—27.
3 Cf. Liijhtfoot, Horse Hebr. et Talm. Works, xii. p. 256.

* Apol. i. 61.
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tism, the fourth Gospel indicates a later development of the doc-

trine by spiritualizing the idea, and requiring not only regenera-

tion through the water (" Except a man be born of water "), but

that a man should be born from above (" and of the Spiiit "), not

merely aiaytwqO^vai, but avtoOev yewrjdfjvai. Tho word used by Jus-

tin is that which was commonly employed in the Church for regen-

eration, and othei instances of it occur in the New Testament.^

The idea of regeneration or being born again, as essential to

conversion, was quite familiar to the Jews themselves, and Light-

foot gives instances of this from Talmudic writings :
" If any one

become a proselyte he is like a child ' new V)orn.' The Gentile

that is made a proselyte and the servant that is made free he ia

like a cliihi new born." ^ This is, of course, I asod upon the belief

in speciiil privileges granted to the Jews, and the Gentile convert

admitted to a share in the benefits of the Messiah became a Jew
by spiritual new birth. It must be remembered, however, that

Justin is addressing the Roman emperors, who would not under-

stand the expression that it was necessary to be " born again " in

order to enter the kingdom of heaven. He, therefore, explains

that he docs not mean a physical new birth by men already born;

and we contend that not only may this explanation be regarded

as natural, under the circumstances, and independent of any
written source, but the absolute and entire difference of his

language from that of the fourth Gospel renders it certain that it

could not in any case be derived from that G(»spel.

Justin in giving the words of Jesus clearly professed to make
an exaet quotation :

^ " For Christ also said : Unless ye be born
again, &c.," and as the expressions which he quotes differ in every
respect, in language and sense, from the parallel in the fourth
Gospel, it seems quite unreasonable to argue that they must be
derived from that Gospel. Such an argument assumes the utterly

untenable premiss that sayings of Jesus which are maintained to

be historical were not recorded in more than four Gospels, and in-

deed in this instance were limited to one. This is not only in

itself preposterous, but historically untrue,* and a moment of

consideration must convince every impartial mind that an ex-
press quotation of a sup[)osed historical saying cannot legiti-

mately be asserted to be taken from a parallel in one of our Gospels,
from which it differs in every particular of language and circum-
stance, simply because that Gospel happens to be the only one
now surviving which contains particulars somewhat similar. ^

hi

"'.Mi '

1 Cf. 1 Peter i. 3, 28.
2 Lijldfoot, Works, xii. p. 255 ff.

3 Brelfirhneider, Probabilia, p. 193.
5 Cf. Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 253 f.

i Cf . Luke i. I.
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The express quotation fundamentally differs from the fourth
Gospel, and the natural explanation of Justin which follows is

not a quotation at all, and likewise fundamentally differs from
the Johannine parallel. Justin not only ignores hero the whole
episode in the fourth Gospel in which the passage occurs, but
neither here nor anywhere throughout his writings makes any
mention of Nicodemus, and all the characteristic points are want-
ing which could constitute a prima facie case for examination.

The accident of survival is almost the only justification of the

affirmation that the fourth Gospel is the source of Justin's quota-

tion. On the other hand, we have many strong indications of

another source. In our first Synoptic (xviii. 3), we find the traces

of another version of the saying of Jesus, much more nearly cor-

responding with the quotation of Justin :
" ind he said, verily I

say unto you : Except ye be turned and become as the little chil-

dren ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven." ^ The last

phrase of this saying is literally the same as the quotation of

Justin, and gives his expression, " kingdom of heaven," so char-

acteristic of his Gospel, and so foreign to the Johannine. We
meet with a similar quotation in connection with baptism, still

more closely agreeing with Justin, in the Clementine Homilies,

xi. 26 :
" Verily I say unto you : Except ye be born again

(avay€i'vr]OrJT€) by living Water in the name of Father, Son and Holy

Spirit, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven." - Here

again we have both the avayewrjOrjre, and the /?acriA.eta ToJv ovpavm\>, as

well as the reference only to water in the baptism, and this is

strong confirniation of the existence of a version of the passage,

different from the Johannine, from which Justin quotes. As both

the Clementines and Justin probably made use of the Gospel ac-

cording to the Hebrews, the most competent critics have, with

reason, adopted the conclusion that the passage we are discussing

was derived from that Gospel ; at any rate it cannot for a moment

be maintained as a quotation from our fourth Gospel,^ and it is of

no value as evidence for its existence.

i xai EtTCeVy'Auiyy Xeyoo vjutv, lav htj drpatp^re xal yevrjdOs oaird

leaiSia, ov mj sidEXOrfre eii rjjy /iadtXfiav raav oipavaov.^ Matt, xviii. 3.

2 'An^v v^ly Xeyoa, kdv ht) dvayeyyrjO^re vdccrt ^rcvri, di oyoucc

Harpdif TioC, dyiov nvevfiaroi, ov m^ eideXBrfre eii rrjv fiadiXdav

TGoy ovpaydSy. Horn. xi. 26. Cf. Reoogn. vi. 9 : "Amen dico yobis,

nisi quis denuo renatus fuerit ex aqua, non introibit in repna coelorum." tt,

Clem. Horn. Epitome, § 18. In thig much later compilation the passage, altered

and manipulated, is of no interest. Uhlhorn, Die Homilien u. Reoogn., 1854, p.

43 fF. ; Schliemann, Die Clementinen, 1844, p. 3.W flf.

3 Baiir, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 352 ; Theol. Jahrb,, 1857, p. 2:i0 «.; Bretschwider,

Probabilia, p. 179 ff.. p. 192 f.; Gredtier, Beitriige, i. p. 252 ff.; Davidson, Introd.

N. T., ii. p. 374 f.; Oieneler, Enst. schr. Evv., p. 14, cf. p. 145 ff.; Hilgen/eld, Die

Evv. Justin's, p. 214 ff., p. 358 ff. ; Das Evang. Joh. u. a. w., 1849, p, 15' »"?•

1 ; LiUzelberger, Die kirchl. Tradition iib. Ap. Joh., u. s. w., 1840, p. 122 ff.

;
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If we turn for a moment from this last of the points of evi-

dence adduced by Tischendorf for the use of the fourth Gospel by
Justin, to consider how far the circumstances of the history of

Jesus nan-ated by Justin bear upon this quotation, we have a

strikinof confirmation of the results we have otherwise attained.

Not only is there a total absence from his writings of the peculiar

terminology and characteristic expressions of the fourth Gospel,

ijut there is not an allusion made to any one of the occurrences

exclusively narrated by that Gospel, although many of these and
many parts of the Johannine discourses of Jesus, would have

been peculiarly suitable for his purpose. We have already pointed

out the remarkable absence of any use of the expressions by which
the Logos doctrine is stated in the prologue. We may now point

out that Justin makes no reference whatever to any of the special

miracles of the fourth Gospel. He is apparently quite ignorant

even of the raising of Lazarus : on the other hand, be gives re-

presentations of the birth, life, and death of Jesus, which are

ignored by the Johannine Gospel, and are indeed opposed to its

whole conception of Jesus as the Logos ;
and when he refers to

circumstances which are also narrated in that Gospel, his account

is different from that which it gives. Justin perpetually refers

to the birth of Jesus by the Virgin of the race of David and the

Patriarchs ; his Logos thus becomes man,^ (not "flesh,"—avOponro<:

not (Tap^)
; he is born in a cave in Bethlehem f he grows in stature

and intellect by the use of ordinary means like other men ; he is

accounted the son of Joseph the carpenter and Mary: he himself
works as a carpenter, and makes ploughs and yokes.^ When
Jesus is baptized by John, a fire is kindled in Jordan ; and Justin

evidently knows nothing of John's express declaration in the
fourth Gospel, that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God * Justin
refers to the change of name of Simon in connection with his re-

cognition of the Master as " Christ the Son of God."^ which is

narrated quite differently in the fourth Gospel (i. 40—42), where,
indeed, such a declaration is put into the mouth of Nathaniel (i.

49), which Justin ignores. Justin does not mention Nicodemus
either in connection with the statement regarding the necessity
of being " born from above," or with the entombment (xix. 39).

He has the prayer and agony in the garden.^ which the fourth
Gospel excludes, as well as the cries on the crot-a, which that

SchoUen, Die iilt. Zeiignisse, p. 34 ff.; Das Ev. Job., p. 8 f. ; Schweglcr, Der Mon-
tanismus, p. 184, anm. 86; Das nachap. Zeifc., i. p. 218 ff.; Volkmar, Justin d.
Mart., 1853, p. 18 ff.; Zelkr, Theol. Jahrb., 1845, p. 614 ; 1847, p. 152 ; 1855, p.
138 fF.

• Dial, 100, 4c., &c. 2 Dial, 78.
"•^.,88. 4 Dial., 88.
* Dial., 100. fl Dial., 99, 103.

i
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Gospel ignores. Then, according to Justin, the last Ksupper takes

?lace on the 14th Nisan,^ whilst the fourth Gospel, ignoring the
'assover and last supper, represents the last meal as eaten on the

13th Nisan (John xiii. 1 f.,cf. xviii. 28). He likewise contradicts

the fourth Gospel, in limiting the work of Jesus to one yeax. In

fact, it is impossible for writings, so full of quotations of the

words of Jesus and of allusions to the events of his life, more
completely to ignore or vary from the fourth Gospel throughout •

and if it could be shown that Justin was acquainted witli such a

work, it would follow certainly that he did not consider it an

Apostolical or authoritative composition.

We may add that as Justin so distinctly and directly refers to

the Apostle John as the author of the Apocalypse,^ there is con-

firmation of the conclusion, otherwise arrived at, tl^^t he did not,

and could not, know the Gospel and also ascribo h U -^. Finally

the description which Justin gives of the manu.r -.l teaching of

Jesus excludes the idea that he knew the fourth Gospel. " Biief

and concise were the sentences uttered by him : for he was no

Sophist, but his word was the power of God."^ No one could for

a moment assert that this description applies to the long'and

artificial discourses of the fourth Gospel, whilst, on the other

hand, it eminently describes the style of teaching with wliich we

are acquainted in the Synoptics, with which the Gospel according

to the Hebrews, in all its forms, was so nearly allied.

The inevitable conclusion at wliich we must arrive is that, so

far from indicating any acijuaintance with the fourth Gospel, the

writings of Justin not only do not furnish the slightest evidence

of its existence, but offer presumptive testimony against its Apos-

tolical origin.

Tischendorf only devotes a short note to Hegesippu^ ,
'

does not pretend to find in the fragments of his writii. ;s

served to us by Eusebius, or the details of his life which he •..

recorded, any evidence for our Gospels. Apologists generally

admit that this source, at least, i j dry of all testimony for the

fourth Gospel, but Canon Westcott cannot renounce so important

a witness without an effort, and he therefore boldly says :

" When

he (Hegesippus) speaks oi ' the door of Jesus ' in his account of

the death of St. James, there can be little doubt that be alludes

to the language of our Lord recorded by St. John."^ The passage

1 " .\nd it is writton that on the day of the Passover you seized h,":

wise during the Passover you crucified him." Dial., Ill ;
cf. Dial.

xxvi. 2. 17 If., 30, 57.
.

2 Dial., 81.

nd like-

Matt.

doep

8 Bpa^f?? 6i Hal dvvro/itot nap' (xiiroy" \oyot ysyovadiv. Uv yap

)epidrr}S unr^/a^fv, rtA./la (5t;va/</S OEoiy 6 \6yoi avTOv' 7fy.
Apol. i. H-

* Wann wurdon, u. s. w., p. 19, anm. 1.

5 On the Canon, p. 182 f.
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to which Canon Westcott refers, but which he does not quote, is

as follows :
—

' Certain, therefore, of the seven heretical parties

amongst the people, already described by me in the Memoirs, in-

quired of him, what was the door of Jesus ; and he declared this

('oiToi'—Jesus) to be the Saviour. From which some believed that

Jesus is the Christ. But the aforementioned heretics did not

believe either a resurrection, or that he shall come to render to

every one according to his works. As many as believed, how-
ever, did so, through James." The rulers fearing that the people

would cause a tumult, from considering Jesus to be the Messiah
(XptoTo's), entreat James to persuade them concerning Jesus, and
prevent their being deceived by him ; and in order that he may be

heard by the multitude, they place James upon a wing of the

temple, and cry to him :
" just man, whom we all are bound to

believe, inasmuch as the people are led astray after Jesus, the

crucified, declare plainly to us what is the door of Jesus."^ To find

in this a reference to the fourth Gospel, requires a good deal of

ignorant ingenuity, or apologetic partiality. It is perfectly clear

that, as an allusion to John x. 7, 9: "I am the door," the quer,-

tion: "What is the door of Jesus ?" is mere nonsense, and the re-

ply of James totally irrelevant. Such a question in reference to

the discourse in the fourth Gospel, moreover, in the mouths
of the antagonistic Scribes and Pharisees, is an interpretation

which is obviously too preposterous. Various emendations of tha
text have been proposed to obviate what has been regarded as a
difficulty in the passage, but none of these have been adopted, and
it has now been generally accepted, that Ovpa is used in an idio-

matic sense. The word is very frequently employed in such a man-
ner, or symbolically, in the New Testament,^ and by the Fathers.

The Jews were well acquainted with n similar use of the word
in the Old Testament, in some of the Messianic Psalms, as for in-

stance: Ps. ex viii. 19,20 (cxvii. 19, 20 Sept.). 19, "Open to me
the gates (ttvAos) of righteousness; entering into them, I will

give praise to the Lord ;" 20, "This is the gate (i? Trvkrj) of the Lord,
the righteous shall enter into it."^ Quoting this passage, Clement

1 TivH ovv T(3v knrd aipedecov rdav kv raJ kaw, tcov npoyeypan-
nivmv liot tv Toli v7to/iivjjua6iv, invvOavovro avrov, Tii r) Ovpc:
Tov IrfSov^ Ka7 eXeye tovtov eivat rdv Soorf/pa. 'E^ oSv rtvii ini~
€rEv6av, on 'lrj6ovi idriv 6 Xpt6r6i. A'l Se aipedst? at npoEipjjuivat
ovK iiti6Ttvov ovTF. dvadradiv, ovre tpxonevov dnodovvat SHadTO)
Ttard TO. epya avTov. "Odot Sinai kni6TEv6av, Sid'ldxaofiov '.

/liHats, 03 ndvzes, neiBe6Bat 6q)fi\o/JEV, iitfi 6 AaoS nXavdrat 6ni6ao
It/dov TOV 6T'xvpoo(iEVToi, ditdyyEtXov i^nlv xii y) Ovpa tov 'h/dov.
EimUm, H. E., ii. 23.

J Cf. Acts xiv, 27; 1 Cor. xvi. 9 ; 2Cor. ii. 12 ; Col. iv. 3 ; James v. 9,; Rev. iii. 8,
20 ; IV. 1.

3 Cf. Ps. xxiv. 7—8 (xxiii. 7—8 Sept.).

L_
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of Alexandria remarks :
" But explaining the saying of the prophet

Barnabas adds : Many gates (ttuXwi/) being open, that which is in

righteousness is in Christ, in which all those who enter are

blessed."* Grabe explains the passage of Hegesippus, by refer-

ence to the fr*^quent al'usions in the Scripture to the two wa\'s-

one of light, the other of darkness ; the one leading to life, the

other to death ; as well as the simile of two gates which is

coupled with them, as in Matt. vii. 13 ff. He, therefore, explains

the question of the rulers :
" What is the dcor of Jesus ?" as an

inquiry into the judgment of James concerning him : whether he

was a teacher of truth or a deceiver of the people ; whether belief

'r him was the way and gate of life and salvation, or of death

' i perdition.^ He refers as an illustration to the Epistle of

^ rnabas xviii.: " There are two ways of teaching anul of power;

one of light, the other of darkness. But there is a great difference

between the two ways."^ The Epistle, under the symbol of the

two ways, classifies the whole of the moral law.* In the Clemen-

tine Homilies, xviii. 17, there is a version of the saying, Matt. vii.

13 1, derived from another source, in which "way" is more de-

cidedly even than in our first Synoptic made the equivalert of

f"
ate :" " Enter ye through the narrow and straitened way

^ 6s) through which ye shall enter into life." Eusebius himself,

who has preserved the fragment, evidently understood it distinc.

ly in the same sense, and he gave its true meaning in anotlier of

his works whei'e he paraphrases the question into an inquiry, as

to the opinion which James held concerning Jesus (nVa mpl toD

'lr](Tov exoL So^av)} This view is supported by many leained men,

and Routh has pointed out that Ernesti considered he would have

been right in making StSa;^*?, doctrine, teaching, the equivalent of

dvpa, although he admits that Eusebius does not once use it in his

history in connection with Christian doctrine.^ He might, how-

^ £^T/yov/u£vo<^ Si TO p?/r6v . rov" npo<pt'iTov Bapvdfia'i imcpepcr
" noXXdot^ nv\(av d-vecpyi'imv, t) tv dixaiodvvij avrtf idrtv i) Iv

Xpidroj, iv ^ paHciptot Ttdvrs? oi eideMoVTEiP Strom, vi. 8, § 64.

This passage is not to be found in the Epistle of Barnabas.
2 Spieil. Pair., ii. p. 254.

^'08oi 8vo eidiv SiSaxf/i Mai k^ov6iai, ^ re tov' (pajro?, ual ij

Tov dhorovi. Jiacpopn 8i noW?) rajv 5i;o o5c?v. Barnab» Ep. xviii.

* In like manner the Clementine Homilies give a peculiar version of Deut. xxx.

15 : "Behold 1 have set before thy face the way of life, and the way of death."

Idov rsQ^iHa itpo npodooitov dov r?;v 666v r?/? Cfl"r/5, nai ri/v odov

rov" Oa''dTov. Hom. xviii. 17, cf. vii. 7.

6 Demonstrat. Evang. iii. 7. Routh, llel. Sacr. i. p. 2.34.

6 Si ego in Glossis ponerem : Ovpa, 8idaxv, rectum esset. Sed respicerem ad

loca Gracorum theologorum v. c. Eusebii in Hist. Eccl. ubi non cemel U-pa

Xpi<3 rot; (sic) dedoctrina Christiana dicitur," Dissert. De Usu Olossariorvm. Bouth,

Reliq. Sacrse. i. p. 236. Donaldson gives as the most probable meaning: "To what

is it that Jesus is to lead ms ? And James' auswar is [therefore: ' To salvation,'"

Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 190, note.
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ever, have instanced this passage, in which it is clearly used

in this cense, and so explained by Eusebius. In any other

sense the question is simple nonsense. There is evident'y no

intention on the part of the Scribes and Pharisees h(ire to

ridicule, in asking :
" What is the door of Jesus?" but they desire

James to de.fare plainly to the people, what is the teaching of

Jesus, and his personal pretension. To suppose that the rulers of

the Jews set James upon a wing of the temple, in order that they

might ask him a question, for the benefit of the multitude, based

upon a discourse in the fourth Gospel, unknown to the Synoptics,

and even in relation to which such an inquiry as: "What is the

dc^r of Jesus?" becomes mere ironical nonsense, surpasses all that

we could have imagined, even of apologetic zeal.

We have already^ said all that is necessary with regard to

Hegesippus, in connection with the Synoptics, and need not add
more here. It is certain that had he mentioned our Gospels, and
we may say particularly the fourth, the fact would have been re-

corded by Eusebius. This first historian of the Christian Church,

whose virofiv^iiara were composed during the time of the Roman
Bishop Eleutherus, "A. D. 177 (182 ?), 193,"2 presents the sug-

gestive phenomenon of a Christian of learning and extensive ob-

servation, even at that late date, who had travelled throughout tlie

Christian communities with a view to ascertaining the state of the

Church, who probably made exclusive use of the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews as did certain Christian communities, displayed

no knowledge of our Gospels, and whose only Canon was the Law,
the Prophets, and the words of the Lord, which he derived from
the Hebrew Gospel, and probably from oral tradition.

In Papias of Hierapolis^ we have a similar phenomenon : a
Bishop of the Christian Church, flourishing in the second half of

the second century, who recognized none of our Gospels, in all

probability made use of the Gospel according to the Hebrews,
and certainly set oral tradition above all written documents with
which be was acquainted. It is perfectly clear that the works
of Matthew and Mark, regarding which he records such import-
ant particulars, are not the Gospels in our Canon, which pass
under their names, and there is no reason to suppose that he re-

ferred to the fourth Gospel or made use of it. He is, therefore,

at least, a. total blank so far as the Johannine Gospel and our
third Synoptic are concerned, but he is more than this, and it

may, we think, be concluded that Papias was not acquainted with
any Gospels which he regarded as Apostolic compositions, or

1 P. ;h4o ft.

' TiHchendorf, Wann wurden, u. 8. w., p. 19, anm. \.

»P365flf.
:i-,;;

sn0'|3l.;:

''Csii^l'*-.
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authoritative documents. It is impossible that, knowing, and
recognizing the Apostolic origin and authority of such Gospels,

he could have spoken of them in such terms, and held them so

cheap in comparison with tradition, or that he should have un-
dertaken, as he undoubtedly did, to supplement and correct them
by his work, which Eusebius describes. " For I was not, like the

multitude," he says, "taking pleasure in those who speak much
but in those who teach the truth ; neither in those who record

alien commandments, but in such as recall those delivered by the

Lord to the faithful, and which proceed from the t' uth itself. If

it happened that any one came, who had associated with the

Presbyters, I inquired minutely after the words of the Presby-

ters, what Andrew or what Peter said, or what Philip or what
Thomas or James, or what John or Matthew, or what any other

of the disciples of the Lord ; what Aristion and the Presbyter

John, disciples of the Lord, sa^ For I held that what was to

be derived from books did not so profit me a.s that from the liv-

ing and abiding voice (of tradition). "^ This depreciation of books,

and anxiety to know " what John or Matthew, or the other dis-

ciples of the Lord said," is incompatible with the supposition

that he was acquainted with Gospels'- which he attributed to those

Apostles. Had he said anything regarding the composition or

authorship of the fourth Gospel, Eusebius would certainly have

mentioned the fact, aad this silence of Papias is strong presump-

tive evidence again.st the Johannine Gospel.^

Tischendorf's main argument in regard to the Phrygian Bishop

is, that his silence does not make Papias a witness against the

fourth Gospel, and he maintains that the omi.ssion of any men-

tion by Eusebius of the use of this Gospel in the work of Papias

is not singular^ and does not involve the conclusion that he did

not know it, inasmuch as it was not, he affirms, the purpose of

Eusebius to record the mention- or use of the books of the New
Testament which were not disputed.* This reasoning, however;

is opposed to the practice and express declaration of Eusebius

himself, who says ;
" But in the course of the history I shall, with

the successions (from the Apostles), carefully intimate what eccle-

1 Eusebius, H. E., iii. 39.

2 It is evident that Papias did not regard the works by "Matthew" and

"Mark" which he mentions, as of any authority. Indeed, all that he reports

regarding the latter is merely apologetic, and in depreciation of criticism.

3 Zeller, Theol. Jahrb., 1845, p. 652 ff. ; 1847, p. 148 f.; Hih.ienfeld, DieEvange-

lien, p. 344; Zeitschr. wisa. Theol., 1865, p. 334; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 23 f.

;

Scholten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 16 ff. ; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 371 }_Jolk-

mar, Der Ursprung, p. 61 ; Rinan, Vie de J6sus, xiii" ed., 1867, p. Iviii. f- !

Strauss, Das Leben Jesu, 1864, p. 62 ; LUtzelberger, Die kirchl. Tradition iib. Ap.

Jt>h.,u. 8. w., 1840, p. 89ff.
4 Waun warden, u. s. w., p. 112 ff.

Ill
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siastical writers of the various periods made use of the Antile-

gomena (or disputed writings), and which of th^m, and what has

been stated by these as well regarding the collected (eVSin^r^Koi)

and Homologumena (or accepted writings), as regarding those

which are not of this kind."^ The presumption, therefore, natu-

rally is that, as Eusebius did not mention the fact, he did not find

any reference to the fourth Gospel in the work of Papias. This

presumption is confirmed by the circumstance that when Eusebius

writes, elsewhere (H. E. iii. 24), of the order of the Gospels, and
the composition of John's Gospel, he has no greater authority to

give for his account than mere tradition :
" they say " (<^acri). It

is scarcely probable that when Papias collected from the Presby-

ter the facts concerning Matthew and Mark he would not also

have inquired about the Gospel by John, had he known it, and
recorded what he had heard, or that Eusebius would not have
quoted the account.

Proceeding from this merely negative argument, Tischendorf

endeavours to show that not only is Papias not a witness against

the fourth Gospel, but that he presents testimony in its favour.

The first reason he advances is that Eusebius states :
" The same

(Papias) made use of testimonies out of the first Epistle of John,

and likewise out of that of Peter."^ On the supposed identity of

the authorship of the Epistle and Gospel, Tischendorf, as in the

case of Polycarp, claims this as evidence for the fourth Gospel.

Eusebius, however, does not quote the passages upon which he
bases this statement, and knowing his inaccuracy and the hasty

and uncritical manner in which he and the Fathers generally

jump at such conclusions, we must reject this as sufficient evi-

dence that Papias really did use the Epistle, and that Eusebius
did not adopt his opinion from a mere superficial analogy of

passage.s.3 The fact of his reference to the Epistle at all is there-

fore doubtful, and, even if really made, the argument remains
open as to how far it bears upon the Gospel, which we shall have
hereafter to consider.

The next testimony advanced by Tischendorf is indeed of an
extraordinary character. There is a Latin MS. (Vat. Alex. 14)

1 Ilpoiovdpi Si rj/S i6ropiai, rcpovpyov noiTJdojiiai 6vv rati Sia-
Soj(uii vno6rfixr,va6Qai, rivei roov klxtcc xpovovi iHH\.tjd!a6rixc3y
^jyypaqieooy oTioiaii Hixpr)yTat twv avTiXeyoiievGoy, rtya ct nepi
''^y ivStaOtJHcoy xcxt o^toXoyovjueytay ypacpcoy, xal Z6a nepl rdSy nrf
roinmaav avvoU Eiptjzai. M^ebius, H. E., iii. 3 ; cf. Ui. 24.

2 Kexpf/rai 5'^ o' avrni fxaprvpiati tind rfji 'loodyyov itporipai
tttCToX-fjl, xai and TTi<i Usrpov oMoiooi. Eusebius, H. E., iii. 39.
^Molti-n, Die alt. Zeugiiisse, p. 17 ; Das Evang. Johan., p. 8 ; Zetkr, Theol.

Mrb., 1845,p. 652flF., 1847, p. 148 f. ; Liitzetberyer, Die kirchl. Tradition iib.

Ap.Joh., p, 92 ff.; Davidson, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 373.

3i)
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in the Vatican, which Tischendorf assigns to the ninth century,

in which there is a preface by an unknown hand to the Gospel
according to John, which commences as follows :

" Evangeliuiu
iohannis manifestatum et datum est ecclesiis ab iohanne adhuc in

corpore constitute, sicut papias nomine hierapolitanus discipulus

iohannis carus in exotericis id est in extremis quinque libris retu-

lit." " The Gospel of John was published and given to the

churches by John whilst he was still in the flesh, as Papias, named
of Hierapolis, an esteemed disciple of John, related in his ' Exo-
terics ' that is his last five books." Tischendorf says :

" There can,

therefore, be no more decided declaration made of the testimony

of Papias for the Johannine Gospel."^ He wishes to end the quo-

tation here.and only refers to thecontinuation,which he is obliged

to admit to be untenable, in a note. The passage proceeds:

"Disscripsitveroevangeliumdictante iohanne recte." " He (Papias)

indeed wrote out the Gospel, John duly dictating
;

" then follows

another passage regarding Marcion, representing him also as a

contemporary of John, which Tischendorf likewise confesses to be

untrue.2 Now Tischendorf admits that the writer desires it to be

understood that he derived the inforpiation that Papias wrote the

fourth Gospel at the dictation of John likewise from the work of

Papias, and as it is perfectly impossible, by his own admissions,

that Papias, who was not a contemporary of the Apostle, could

have stated this, the whole passage is clearly fabulous and written

by a person who never saw the book at all. This extraordinary

piece of evidence is so obviously absurd that it is passed Ovcrin

silence by other critics, even of the strongest apologetic tendency,

and it stands here a pitiable instance of the arguments to which

destitute criticism can be reduced.

In order to do full justice to the last of the arguments of Tis-

chendorf, we shall give it in his own words :
" Before we separate

from Papias, we have still to think of one testimony for the Gospel

of John which Irenseus, v. 36, § 2, quotes even out of the mouth

of the Presbyters, those high authorities of Papias :
' And there-

fore, say they, the Lord declared : In my Father's house are many

mansions ' (John xiv. 2). As the Presbyters set this declaration in

connection with the blessedness of the lighteous in the City of

God, in Paradise, in Heaven, according as they bear thirty, sixty,

or one hundred-fold fruit, nothing is more probable than that

Trenajus takes this whole declaration of the Presbyters, which he

gives, §§ 1-2, like the preceding description of the thousand years'

reign, from the work of Papias. But whether they are derived

from thence or not, the authority of the Presbyters is in any case

1 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 119.

2 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 119, anm. 1.

rVii
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higher than that of Papiaa,"&c^ Now in the quotation from.

Irenjeus given in this passage, Tischendorf renders the oblique

construction of the text by inserting •' say they," referring to the

Presbyters of Papias, and, as he does not give the original, he

should at least have indicated that these words are supplementary.

We shall endeavour as briefly as possible to state the facts of the

case.

Irenaeus, with many quotations from Scripture, is arguing that

our bodies are preserved, and that the Saints who have suffered

so much in the flesh shall in that flesh receive the fruits of their

labours. In v. 33, § 2, he refers to the saying given in Matt. xiXr

29 (Luke xviii. 29, 30) that whosoever has left lauds, &c., because

of Christ shall receive a hundred-fold in this world, and in the

next, eternal life ; and then, enlarging on the abundance of the

blessings in the Millennial kingdom, lie aflinns that Creation will

be renovated, and the Earth acquire wonderful fertility, and he
adds : § 3, " As the Presbyters who saw John the disciple of the-

Lord, remember that they heard from him, how the Lord taught
concerning those times and said :" &c. (" Quemadmodum presby-

leri meminerunt, qui Joannem discipulum Domini viderunt, au-

disse se ab eo, quemadmodum de temporibus ill is docebat Dominus,
-^t dicebat," &c.), and then he quotes the passage: "The days
will come in which vines will grow each having ten thousand
Branches," &c. ; and " In like manner that a gra' i of wheat would
produce ten thousand ears," &c. With regard to these he says, at

the beginning of the next paragraph, v. 33, § 4, " These things are
testified in writing by Papias, a hearer of John and associate of

Polycarp, an ancient man, in the fourth of his books : for there
were five books composed by him.^ And he added saying :

' But
these things are credible to believers. And Judas the traitor not
believing, and asking how shall such growths be effected by the
Lord, the Lord said : They who shall come to them shall see.'

1 Ehe wir aber von Papiaa scheiden, haben wir noch eines Zeugnisaes fiir das
Johannesevangelium zu gedenken, das Irenaus, v. 30, 2 sogar aus dem Mandedfer
Presbyter, jener hohen Autoritaten des Papias anfiihrt. "Unddeahalb aagen aie
habe der Herr den Ausapruch gethan: In meines Vaters Hause sind viele Wohn-
ungen"(Joh. 14, 2). Da die Presbyter diesen Ausapruch in Verbindung setzten
niit den Seligkeitsstufen der Gerechten in der Gotteaatadt, im Paradieae, im Hiro-
mel, je nachdem aie dreiaaig- oder aechzig- oder handertfaltig Frucht tragen, so ist
mchts wahrscheinlicher ala da^ja Irenaua dieae ganze Auaaage der Presbyter, die er
a. a. 0. 1—2 gibt, gleich dor vorhergegangenen Schilderung dea tauaendjahrigen
Reichs, dem Werke dea Papias entlehnte. Mag sie aber daher atammen oder nicht,
jedenfalls steht die Autoritat der Preabyter hoher ala die dea Papias; u. a.w. Wann
wurden, u. . w., p. ] 19 f.

* Eusebiiis haa preaerved the Greek of thia passage (H. E.. iii. 39), and goes o*
to contradict the statement of Irenieua that Papias was a hearor and contemporary
of the Apostles. Eusebiua states that Papias in hie preface by no means aaaertt
that he was.

ii I
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Prophesying of these times, therefore, Isaiah says :
' The Wolf

&,lso shall feed with the Lamb,' &c., &c. (quoting Isaiah xi. 6—9^
and again h^ savs, recapitulating: ' Wolves and lambs shall then
feed together,' " &c. (quoting Isaiah Ixv. 25), and so on, continuing

his argument. It is clear that Irenteus introduces the quotation
from Papias, and ending his reference at :

" They who shall come
to them shall see," he continues, with a quotation from Isaiah, his

own train of reasoning. We give this passage to show the manner
in which Irenaeus proceeds. He then continues with the sfime

subject, quoting (v. 34, 35) Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Daniel,

the Apocalypse, and sayings found in the New Testament bearing

upon the Millennium. In c. 35 he argues that the prophecies he

quotes of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and the Apt)calypse must not be alle-

gorized away, but that they literally describe the blessings to be

enjoyed, after the coming of Antichrist and the resurrection, in

the New Jerusalem on earth, and he quotes Isaiah vi. 12, Ix. 5,

21, and a long passage from Baruch iv. 3G, v. 9 (which he ascribes

to Jeremiah), Isaiah xlix. IG, Galatians iv. 2G, Rev. xxi. 2, xx. 2—15, xxi. 1— 6, all descriptive, as he maintains, of the Millennial

kingdom prepa.red fur the Saints ; and then in v. 36, the last

chapter of his work on Heresies, as if resuming his previous argu-

ment, he proceeds:^ § 1. "And that these things shall ever remain

without end, Isaiah says : 'For like as the new heaven and the

new earth which I make remain befoi'e me, saith the Lord, so shall

your seed and your name continue,'^ and as the Presbyters say,

then those who have been deemed worthy of living in heaven

shall go thither^ and others shall enjoy the delights of Paradise,

and others shall possess the glory of the City ; for everywhere the

Saviour shall be seen as those who see him shall be worthy. § 2.

But that there is this distinction of dwelling (eTrai 81 rr/v StooroAiji'

Tttw-Tjv TTjs oikt;o-£ws) of thosc bearing fruit the hundred fold, and of

the (bearers) of the sixty fold, and of the (bearers of) the thirty

fold : of whom some indeed shall be taken up into the heavens,

some shall live in Paradise, and some shall inhabit the City, and

that for this reason (Sia tovto—propter hoc) the Lord declared : In

the (heavens) of my Father are many mansions (fv rois toO irar/Ms

^ov fiova<; thai TroWd^)} For all things are of God, who prepares for

all the fitting habitation as his Word says, to be allotted to all

by the Father according as each is or shall be worthy. And this

1 We have the following passage only in the old Latin version, with fragments

of tu". Greek preserved by Andrew of Ctesarea in his Comment, in Apoc, xviii.,

Ixiv., and elsewhere.
2 jgaiah Ixvi. 22 Sept.
3 With this may be compared John xiv. 2, iv Tig oixia tov Ttarfioi ftvv

Hovai TtoXXai sidiv. If the passage be maintained to be from the Preslyteri,

the variations from the text of the Gospel are important.
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is the couch upon which they recline who are invited to banquet

at the Wedding. The Presbyters, disciples of the Apostles, state

this to be the order and arrangement of those who are saved, and

that by such steps they advance," ^ &c., &c.

Now it is impossible for any one who attentively considers t^
whole of this pa.s.sage, and who makes himself acquainted with

the manner in which Irenaeus conducts his argument, and inter-

weaves it with quotations, to assert that the phrase we are con-

sidering must have been taken from a book referred to three

chapters earlier, and was not introduced by Irenseus from some
other source. In the passage from the commencement of the sec-

ond paragraph Irenseus enlarges upon, and illustrates, what " the

Presbyters say " regarding the blessedness of the saints, by quot-

in!j the view held as to the distinction between those bearing

fruit thirty fold, sixty fold, and one hundred fold, ^ and the inter-

pretation given of the saying regarding " many mansions," but
the source of his quotation is quite indetinite, and may .simply be

the exegesis of his own day. That this is probably the case is

shown by the continuation :

" And this is the Couch upon which
they recline who are invited to banquet at the Wedding "—an
allusion to the marriage supper upon which Irenaius had pre-

viously enlarged ;^ immediately after which phrase, introduced by
Irenseus himself, he says : "The Presbyters, the disciples of the

apostles, state this to be the order and arrangement of those who
are saved," &c. Now, if the preceding passages had been a mere
quotation from the Presbyters of Papias, such a remark would
have been out of place and useless, but being the exposition of

the prevailing views, Irenseus confirms it and prepares to wind up
the whole subject by the general statement that the Presbyter s

1
^ (p?/div yap 'Hdatai "'^Or rponov yap d ovparoi xaivo? xai

r, yi) xajvri, a iyoo itoiw, jaevEi kvcomov Ifiov, Xeyei Kvpto'i, ovroa
6Ti)6ETai TO 6nEpi.ia I'naiv nai to ovonn v/uav . . " f«5? oi npedfivre-
poi \eyov6t, tote xai oi i-iev Jiara^iooOeyTEi r?>5 iv ovpavoj Siarpi-
(Ifji Ihe16e ^ajpr/^ofdzv, ol 6i Ttji tov napaSEidov Tpixpfii dnoXcxv-
6()v6tv, oi dk Tyv Aa/inrpoTr/ra Tfi TroAEoo? xaOE^ontiiy navTaxov" ycip
6 2mrrfiJ opaOr'idETai, xaOwi a^ioi Edovrat oi Opr.ivTEi avTov.

2. Etvai Se tt/v Sia(3ToA?)v TavTijv rf^i oixt'/dEay? tcov tcx ehcxtov
Hapzo(popovyra)y, xai toov tcx EctJHoyTa, xai rmv ret TptcXHOVTa- a)v oi
nty Eh Tovi ovpavovi dvaXt]<pfi7)6ovrai, oi 8k fv roJ itapaSEidoo SiaTpt-
^w6iv, oi 6t T7)y itoXiv HaToixr)6ov6iv xai Sid tovto Eipt/xivai tov
Kipioy, jy Toii tov" TcaTpdi /uov /.loydi Ejvai ffoAAa? • to. ndvra
yap tov fJEo^r, Si ToTi Ttddi Tify dpn6^ov6av ol'xt^6iv TtapexBi.
Quemadinodum Verbum ejus ait, omnibus divisum esse a Patre secundum
quod quis est dignus, aut erit. Et hoc est triclinium, in quo recumbent ii qui
epulantur vocati ad nuptias. Hanc esse adordinationem et dispositionem eorum
qui salvantur, dicunt presbyteri apostolorum discipuli, et per liujusmodi gradus
profieere, &c., &c. IrencBus, Adv. fl;er., v. 36, ^ ], 2.

2 Matt. xiii. 8 ; Mark iv. 20 ; cf. Matt. xxv. 14—29 ; Luke xix. 12—26 ; xii. 47,
*8. 3 Adv. Haer., iv. 36, §§ 5, 6.

" .1
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-the disciples of the Apostles, affirm this to be the order and
aTrangcment of those who are saved, and that by such stej)s they
advance and ascend through the Spirit to the Son, and through
the Son to the Father, &c., and a few sentences after he closes hi*
work.

In no case, liowever, can it be affirmed that the citation of " the
Presbyters, and the " Presbyters, disciples of the Apostles," is a
reference to the work of Papias. When quoting " the Presbyters

Who saw John the disciple of the Lord," three chapters before

Irenseus distinctly states that Papias testifies what he quotes in

writing in the fourth of his books, but there is nothing wliatever

to indicate that " the Presbyters," and " the Presbyters, disciples

of the Apostles," subsequently referied to, after a complete change
of context, have anything to do with Papias. The reference to

Presbyters in this work of Irenseus are very numerous, and when
we remember the importance which the Bishop of Lyons attached

to " that tradition which comes from the Apostles, which is pre-

served in the churches by a succession of Pres^vters," ^ the refer-

ence before us assumes a verj' different complr i. In one place,

Irenseus quotes " the divine Presbyter "
(6 -peo-^vTrjs), " the

God-loving Presbyter " (6 6eo0iAr;s irpea-^vr-q-i),^ who wrote verses

against the heretic Marcus. Elsewhere he supports his extraor-

dinary statement that the public career of Jesus, instead of being

limited to a single year, extended over a period of twenty years,

and that he was nearly fifty when he suffered, ^ by the appeal

:

" As the gospel and all the Presbyters testify, who in Asia had

met with John the disciple of the Lord (stating) that these things

were transmitted to them by John. For he continued among
them till the times of Trajan." * That these Presbyters are not

quoted from the work of Papias is evident from the fact that

Eusebius, who had his work, quotes the passage from Irenseus

without allusion to Papias, and as he adduces two witnesses only,

Irenaeus and Clement of Alexandria, to prove the assertion re-

garding John, he would certainly have referred to the earlier au-

thority, had the work of Papias contained the statement, as he

does for the stories regarding the daughters of the Apostle Philip;

1 Adv. Haer., iii. 2, § 2 ; of. i. 10, § 1 ; 27, § 1, 2 ; ii. 22, § 5 ; iii. prapf. 3, §4;
21, § 3 ; iv. 27, § 1 ; 32, § 1 ; v. 20, § 2 ; 30, § 1.

8/6., i. 15, §6. 3/6., ii. 22, §§4, 6.

* . . . sicut Evangeliiim, xai itavrei oi itpE6fivT epoi /naprvpovdtv, oi

xard xr)v 'A6iav 'loodvvp re? rov" xvpiov /jadTjz^ (SvnlieliXyixorei,

napaSeScoHevat ravra tov 'loodyy?/^. IlapEHEivE yap avroU fiEXPt

Twv Tpa'iavoxj' ;j'/oov(»j'. Adv. H«bi-., ii. 22, § 5. Of. Eusebius, H. E.,

iii. 23. " In Asia " evidently refers chiefly to Ephesus, as is shown by the passage

immediately after quoted by Eusebius from Adv. Ha?r., iii. 3, § 4, "the Church

in Ephesus also . . . where John continued until the times of Trajan, is a witness

to the truth of the apostolic tradition."
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the miracle in favour of Justus, and other matters.* We need not

refer to Clement, nor to Polycarp, who had been " taught by Apos-

tles," and the latter of whom Irenieus knew in his youth.'* Iren-

jBus in one place also gives a long account of the teaching of some

one upon the sins of David and other men of old, which he in-

troduces :
" As I have hoard from a certain Presbyter, who had

heard it from those who \\&d seen the Apostles, and from those

who learnt from them,"' &c. Further on, speaking evidently of

a different person, he says :
" In this manner also a Presbyter dis-

ciple of the Apostles, reasoned regarding the two Testaments :
" *

and quotes fully. In another place Irenreus, after quoting Gen. ii.

8, " And God planted a Paradise eastward in Eden," tfec, states :

"Wlierefore the Presbyters who are disciples of the Apostles

(o! Trpfo-^vTfpoi TO)v aTTotTToktov /ia^r/rai), say that those who were trans-

lated had been translated thither," theie to remain till the consum-
mation of all things awaiting immortality, and Irenaeus explains

that il was into this Paradise that Paul was caught up (2 Cor. xii.

4).^ It seems highly probabl i^hat these" Presbyters the disciples

of the Apostleii " who are (piuted on Paradise, are the same " Pres-

byters the disciples of the Apostles " referred to on the same sub-

ject (v. 3(i, {§§ 1, 2) whom we are discussing, but there is nothing

whatever to connect them with Papias. On the contrary, the Pres-

byters whose sayings Irena^us quotes from the work of Papias

are specially distinguished as " the Presbyters who saw John the

disciple of the Lord," a distinction made upon another occasion,

quoted above, in connection with the age of Jesus.'' He also

speaks of the Septuagint translation of the Bible as the version

of the " Presbyters,"^ and on several occasions he calls Luke " the

follower and disciple of the Apostles" (Sectator et discipulus

apostolorum),^ and characterizes Mark as " the interpreter and fol-

lower of Peter " (interpres et sectator Petri),^ and refers to both aa

having learnt from the words of the Apostles.**' Here is therefore

a wide choice of Presbyters, including even Evangelists, to whom

1 Euseb., H. E., iii. .39.

2 Adv. Hier., iii. 3, §§ 3, 4. Fragment from his work De Ogdoade preserved by
EnsebiuB, H. E., v. 20.

3 Quemadmodum audivi a quodam preabytero, qui audierat ab his qui apostoloa
viderant, et ab his qui didicerant, &c. Adv. HaBr., iv. 27, § 1, cf. § 2 ; .30, § 1.

This has been variously conjectured to be a reference to Polycarp, Papias, and
Pothinua his predecessor at Lyons, but it is admitted by all to be impossible to
decide upon the point.

^ Hujusmodi quoque de duobus testamentis senior apostolorum discipulus dis-

putabat, &c. Adv. Hser., iv. 32, § I.

5 Adv. Hser., v. 5, § 1.

« Adv. Hser., ii. 22, § 5.
' /6., iii. 21, §§ 3, 4. 8 lb., i. 23, § 1; iii. 10, § 1; 14, § 1.

» Ih., iii. 10, § 6. 10 /J., iii. 15, § 3.
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the reference of Irenaeus may with equal right be ascribed,^ so that

it is iinreasonable to claim it as an allusion to the work of Pa-

pias.2 In fact, Pr. Tischendorf and Canon Westcott' stand almost

alone in advancing this passage as evidence that either Papias or

his Presbyters* were acquainted with the fourth Gospel, and this

renders the statement which is made by them without any discus-

sion all the more indefensible. Scarcely a single writer, however
apologetic, seriously cites it amongst the external testimonies for

the early existence of the Gospel, and the few who do refer to the

passage merely mention, in order to abandon, it.^ So far as t^^o

question as to whether the fourth Gospel was mentioned in M
work of Papias is concerned the passage has practically never en-

tered into the controversy at all, the great mass of critics having

recognized that it is of no evidential value whatever, and, by com-

1 In the New Testament the term Presbyter is even used in reference t Pa
trio-fihs and Prophets. Heb. xi. 2 ; cf. Matt. xv. 2 ; Mark vii. 3, 5.

2 With regard to the Presbyters quoted by Irenaus generally. Cf. Routh, Reliq.

iSacroe, i. p. 47 ff.

3 Canon Westcott affirms :
" In addition to the Gospels of St. Matthew and St.

Mark, Papias appears to have been acquainted with the Gospel of St. John." (')

He says no more, and offers no evidence whatever for this assertion in the text.

There are two notes, however, on the same page, which we shall now q\i(ite, the

second being that to which (*) above refers. "2 No conclusion can be drawn

from Eusebius' .silence as to express testimonies of Papias to the Gos))el of .St. John,

as we are ignorant of his special plan, .aisd the title of his book shows that it was

not intended to include 'all the oracles of the Lord,' see p. fil, note 2." The

econd note is :
"3 There is also (! ?) an allusion to it in the quotation from the ' Ll-

ders ' found in Ireiueus (lib. v. ad. f.) which probably was taken from Papias (fr. t.

Routh 't Nott.). The Latin passage containing a reference to the Gospel which

is published as a fragment of ' Papias ' by (Jrabe and Routh (fr. xi.) is taken from

the ' Dictionary ' of a medieval Papias quoted by Grabe upon the passat'c, and nnt

from the present Papias. The ' Dictionary ' exists in MS. both at Oxford and

Cambridge. I am indebted to the kindness of a friend for this explanation of what

seemed to be a strange forgery." On the Canon, p. 65. The note 2, j). Gl, re-

ferred to in note 2 quoted above, says on this subject: "The pa.ssage quoted

by Irenseus from 'the Elders' may probably be taken as a specimen of his style of

interpretation "
(!) and then tollows a quotation : "as the Presbyters say :" down

"to many mansions.'' Dr. Westcott then continues; ''Indeed from the sim-

ilar mode of introducing the story of th« vine which is afterwards referred to Pa

pias, it is reasonable to conjocture that this interpretation is oiie from I'apia-;'

' KxposUion. '
" We have given the whole of the jjassaijes to show how little evidence

there is for the statement which is made. The isolated assertion in the text,

which is all that most readers would see, is supported by no better testimony than

that in the precedintt note inserted at the foot of an earlier page.
* Routh (Reliq. Sacrre, i, p. 10 f., 31) also referred the passage to the work oi

Papias, and he was followed in this conjecture by Dorner, Lehre Pers. Christi, i. p.

217, an m. 56, p. 218, anm. 02.

6 Riggeiibac'i (Die ZeugiMsse, f. d. Ev. Johannes, 1860, p. 116) admi' th.it thert

is no evidence that the passage was derived frc » Papias, but merely a-iSiTts that

the " Presbyters"' were men of the generation to which Papias and Polyoarp be-

longed, and that the quotation therefore dalu from the first half of the second cen-

tury. Cf. Aiujer, Synops. Ev. Proleg., p. xxxi. ; Holfxtede de Groot, Basilides, p.

110 f. ; Meyer^ Koram. Ev. des Johannes, p. 6 f. ; Lutha; h. Per johann. Urspr. de»

vie.rt. Evang. 1874, p. 72 , Zahn, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1866, p. 674.

V- ^
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mon consent, tacitly excluded it from the argument.^ It is ad-

mitted that the Bishop of Hierapolis cannot be shown to have
known the fourth Gospel, and the majority aflfirm that he actually

was not acquainted with it. Being, therefore, so completely de-

tached from Papias, it is obvious that the passage does not in

any way assist the fourth Gospel, but becomes assignable to vague
tradition, and subject to the cumulative force of the objections,,

which prohibit an early date being ascribed to so indefinite a re-

fereroe.

Before passing on there is one other point to mention : Andrew
of C«sarea, in the preface to his commentary on the Apocalypse,,

mentions that Papias maintained the "credibility" (to aiiotna-Tov)

of that book, or in other words, its apostolic origin.^ His strong

millenarian opinions would naturally make such a composition

stand high in his esteem, if indeed it did not materially contribute

to the formation of his views, which is still more probable. Apol-

ogists admit the genuineness of this statement, nay, claim it as un-

douhtcd evidence of the acquaintance of Papias with the Apocal-

ypse.^ Canon Westcott, for instance, says: "He maintained, more-
over, 'the divine inspiration' of the Apocalypse, and commented,
at least, upon part of it."* Now, he must, therefore, have recog-

nized the book as the work of the Apostle John, and we shall,

hereaft'^r, shov/ that it is ini|)Ossible that the author of the Anoc-
aiypse is th ^ author of the Gospel ; therefore, in this way also, Pa-

pias is a witaess against the Apostolic origin of the fourth Gospel.

We must now turn to the Clementine Homilies, although, as we
have shown,^ the uncertainty as to the date of this spurious work,
and the late period which must undoubtedly be assigned to its

composition,render its evidence of veiy little value for the canonical
Gospels. The passages pointed out in the Honi'lies as indicating

acquaintance with the fourtli Gospel were long advanced with
hesitation, and were generally felt to be inconclusive, but on the
discovery of the concluding portion of the v -k anJ its publica-
tion by Dres.sel in 1853, it was found to contain a pas.sage which
apologists now claim as decisi\ c evidence of the use of the Gos-

1 The following writers direjtly refer to and reject it . Zelh-r, Tlieo]. .Jalirb.. 1845,
p. 59;<,anm. 2, cf. 1847, p. 1(50, aiim. 1 ; HiiienfeM, Zeitsehr. wiss. Theol.. 1807, p.
186, anm. 1, 1868, p. 219, anm. 4, cf. 185G. p.";i.34fr., Die Kvaiigelieii, \). X^\), anm.
4;i)aW</«on, Introd. N. T. ii. pp. 372, 424 f. Distintruished apologetic writers lik?
Bleek, Kbrard,0l8hausen, Guericke, Kirchbofer, Tbierscb and 'riioluck, and eminent
critics like L'redner, De Wette, Gfrbrer, Lticke and others do not even notice it,

iltiiough they were all acquainted with the article of Zcller in which the passage iS'

discussed.

^
Amlreax, Proleg. in Apocalypsin ; Bovth, Pel. Sacra> i. p. 15.

^LUike, Einl. Otrenb. Joh. 1852, ii. p. 52G: Ewald Die Job. Schriften, ii. p. 37f
l)Gwrivh, Gesammtgesch. N. T., p. 5v^6; Tisdimda.f, Wann wurden, u. s. w., p.
116, &o., &c. 4 On the Canon, p. 65.

» P. 384 ff.

*
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pel, and which even succeeded in converting some independent

critics.^ Tischendorf'* and Canon Westcott,* in the few lines de-

voted to the Clementines, do not refer to the earlier proof pas-

sages, but rely entirely upon that last discovered. With a view,

however, to making the whole of the evidence clear, we shall give

all of the supposed aUusions to the fourth Gospel, confrontiug

them w'th the text. The first is as follows :

—

HoM. III. 52.

Wherefore he being the trie pro-

phet said:

I am tlie gate of life ; he coming in

through mo cometh in unto life, as

there is no otlier teaching which is able

to save.

Jid rovro avro? dXtfif/i ooy itpo-

^iiyoo eim i) zvXr/ rtji ^ooij'i- 6 St^

Ijiiov^ fldf.fJX'H'fyoi Fi6eiiXf^<^i f^5

rr/y ^oof'/y ois oi)h ov6t/^ f repaS r^/S

(fojl^etv dvvafieyifi diSadHcxAia'i.

John i. 9.

I am the door (of the shcepfold), if

anyone enter through mo he shall be

saved, and shall go in and shall go out

and shall iiiid pasture.

'Eyoo ei/ut t) Ovpcx- dt- iftov fay ri;

FideXO^, dcMi/dFrat, Ka7 Ff6f.\Ev-

6F.rai Hcti i^e\ev6erat xal von^v
evpifdFi.

The first pohit which is apparent here is that there is a total dif-

ference both in the language and real meaning of these two p;i.s-

sages. The Homily uses the word TTvXrj instead of tlie 0\n)a of the

Gospel, and s])eaks of the gate of life, instead of the door

of the Sheepfold. We have already* discussed the j)assage

in the Pastor of Hennas in which similar reference is made to

the gate (jtvA.?/) into the kingdom of God, and need not hero re-

peat our argument. In Matt. vii. 13, 14, we have the direct de-

scription of the gate {irvXij) which loads to life (t's Tr}v Cor/i'), and we

have elsewhere quoted the Messianic Psalm cxviii. 19, 20 : "This is

the gate of the Lord {avT-q rj vvXt] tov Kvpiov),^ the rigliteous shall

enter into it." In another place, the author of the Homilies, re-

'ferring to a passage parallel to, but differing from, Matt, xxiii. 2,

which we have elsewhere considered," and which is derived from

a Gospel different from curs, says: "Hear ^/ie??t (Scribes and

Pharisees who sit upon Moses' seat), he said, as entrusted with

the key of the kingdom which is knowledge, which alone is able

to open the gate of life (ttwAt/ t^s t«"^s), through which alone is the

entrance to Eternal life.'" Now in the very next chapter to that

1 Hilgenfeld, who had maintained that the Clementines did not use the fourth Gos-

5el, was induced by the passage to which we refer to admit its use. Ci. Die Evv.

ustin's, p. .385 ff. ; Die Evangolicn, p. Wo f. ; Der Kanon, p. 29 ; Zoitschr. wiss.

Theol., 1865, p. .338 ; Theol. Jahrb., 1854, p. 534, anm. 1; VoUcmar is inclined to

the same opinion, although not with the same decision. Theol. Jahrb., 1854. p.

448 ff. 2 Cf. VVanu warden, u. s. w., p. 90 f.

3 On the Canon, p. 252. * P. 553 f. 6 Pg. cxvii. 20, Sept.

* P. 395 ff. 7 Horn. iii. 18.
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in which the saying which we are discussing occurs, a very few

lines after it indeed, we have the following passage :
" Indeed he

said further :
' I am he concerning wliom Moses prophesied, say-

ing: a prophet shall the Lord our God raise up to you from

among your brethren as also (he raised) me ; hear ye him regard-

ing all things, but whosoever will not hear that prophet he shall

die.'
"^ There is no such saying in the canonical Gospels or other

books of the New Testament attributed to Jesus, but a quotation

from Deuteronomy xviii. 15 f., materially different from this,

occurs twice in the Acts of the Apostles, once being put into the

mouth of Peter applied to Jesus,^ and the second time also ap-

plied to him, being quoted by Stephen.^ It is quite clear that the

writer is (juoting from uncanonical sources, and here is another

express declaration regarding himself: " I am he," &c., which is

quite in the spirit of the preceding passage which we are dis-

cussing, and probably derived from the same source. In another

place we find the following argument: " But the way is tiie man-
ner of life, as also Moses says :

' Behold I have set before thy face

the way of life, and the way of deatli'* and in agreement the

teacher said :
' Enter ye through the nai-row and straitened way

tb.rough which ye shall enter into life,' and in another [)]ace a
certain periion incjuiring : 'What ^'imII I

life?' he intimated the Commandii fots of

do to

the L
be observed that the Homilies ifach

in Jesus Christ had already iii(

the

1 in

inherit eternal

iw."'* It has to

docti me that the sjurit

Adam, and by a species

.Vb'ses aTid the Patriardi'^ . nd
iniiing f til' world, ch ngmg

of transmigration passed thron^

prophets :
" who from the be^,

names and forms, passes through Tin; :<n' alfuvarpixf^) until, at-

laining his own seasons, being on account (

'" his laboir s anointed

by the mercy of God, he shall have rest for ever,"^ Jvist in the

same way, therefore, as the Homilies represent Jesus as i uiing

a prophecy of Moses, and altering it to a pcrsfji I declaration

:

"I am the prophet," (fee, so here again they maki Uim adopt this

^'Ert nr)v eXfyev 'Eyas F.l^t nepl of Mmiidiji rtpoetptjrfvn'y linoov
TIpo(pj^rt/y iyf.pe.t v^lv Kvpioi o' Qfoi i^ftMV,iH_roov a'lf} tv vumr,
as6tep Hal i/,ii, aiJroj/" aKOverf. Kara navra' oS av Sf notidp rov
TtfiixpTJroi' kKELVov, dnoOayslrat. Horn. iii. 53. This dii irom the text
of the Sopt.

2 Acts iii. 22. 8 Acts vii. 37. * Dent. xxx. 15.

yOSoi Sk r) itoXjTEia idriv, raJ Hal zoy' MwvdT/v Xeyetv. 'iSot
relietxa ttpo npo6mnov 6ov tt]v 6d6v Tt}% ^oatji, yal tt/v oSdv rov'
^avarov. Kal o didddnaXoi dv^cpaivaii ftrcfv KideXOere Std rffi
drevfji xal rfOXi/jpsytfi oSov', St' r/^ sidfXevdedOe fii ttjv l^catfy. Kai
o^^^axov nov, kpoort'fdayToi rivo?, Ti noiijdai l^aoify aioiytoy xXtfpo-
^o^T/Sao; rdi Tov'youov iyroXdi vrteHfA^fy. Horn, xviii. 17.

,

*• • . . oS an' dpxffi aidovoi d/ja roZ5 ovo/jadt fiop<pdi dXX.dddoov
Tov aleova rpexei, p^XP^^ "^^ iSiooy ;f/3ova5j' rvxosy, Std roOs xapd-
tovi Oeov" tXeei xptdOeli, eii dsl e^ei rijy dydnavdty. Horn. iii. 2U.
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saying of Mosps and, " being the true prophet," declare :
"
I am

the gate or the way of life,"—the same commandments of the law
which the Gospel of the Homilies represents Jesus as coininf^ to

confirm and not to abolish. The whole system of doctiine of the

Clementines, as we shall presently see, indicated here even by the

definition of " the true prophet," is so fundamentally opposed to

that of the fourth Gospel that it is impossible that the author can

have derived this brief saying, varying moreover as it does in

language and sense, from that work. There is good reason to be-

lieve that the author of the fourth Gospel, who most undeniably

derived naterials from earlier Evangelical works, may have drawn
from a source likewise used by the Gospel according to the He-

brews, and thence many analogies might well be presented with

quotations from that or kindred Go.spols.^ We find, further, this

community of source in the fact, ^liat in the fourth Gospel, with-

out actual quotation, there is a reference to Moses, and, no doubt,

to the very passage (Deut. xviii. lo), which the Gospel of the

Clementines puts into the mouth of Jesus, John v. 4(5 :
" For had

ye believed Moses ye would believe me, for he wrote of me."

Whilst the Ebionite Gospel gave prominence to this view of the

case, the dogmatic system of the Logos Gospel did not permit of

more than mere reference to it. There are abundant indications

in this case that the fourth Gospel was not the source of this say-

ing, and every probability that the Kbionitic author of the

Clementines made use of the Ebicmite Gospel.

The same remarks fully apply to the next passage pointed out

as derived from the Johannine Gospel, which occurs in the same

chapter :
" My sheep hear my voice."

HoM. III. 52.

Td hid Ttpo/Jara dxovei riji i/uffi

(pCOVTJi.

John x. 27.

Td TCpilic.ra td l).td r?/? (pooK^J

There was no more common representation amongst the Jews of

the relation between God and his people than thdt of 8heplier(i

and his Sheep,'-^ and the brief i^aying was in all probability derived

from the same source as the preceding.^

We have already discussed the third passage regarding the new

birth in connection with Justin,* and may therefore pass on to

the last and most important passage, to which we have referred

as contained in the concluding portion of the Homilies first pub-

1 Meander, K. G., 1843, ii. p. (.24 f., anni. 1 ; Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 32G ;
Schol-

kn, Die iilt. Zeagnisse, p. SO f . Das Kv. Johan.,p. 12.

2 (;f. iBaiab xl. 11 ; liii. 6; K/.ek. xxxiv. ; Zech. xi. ; Hebrews xiii. 20.

8 Credner, Beitrage, i. p. 326; SchoUen.'Die tilt. Zeugnisse, p. 60; DiwEvang,

.rohan.,p. 12. * P. 589 f.
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lished by Dressel in 1853. We subjoin it in contrast with the

in the fourth Gospel.parallel

HoM. XIX. 22.

Wherefore also our Teacher when

we inquired regarding the man blind

from birth and whose sight was re-

stireo by liim, it this man had sinned

or his parents that he should be born

blind, answered in explanation : Nei-

ther this man sinned at all nor his

parents, but that through him the

power iif God miglit Vie made manifest

healing the sins of iu'norunce.

"OOty Hcxi SidddHaXoi Jiiuaoy nepi

Tov ix y evert,? ntipov xal dvcx-

^\eil>(xyToi Ttafi' avrov l^erdt^v
Ipcorridadiv, si ovToi i^naprev t) oi

yoviH avTov, 'I'va Ty<pXoi yevvtj-

^, dneHpiyctro- ovre 01 rJs ri

^iiaprty, ovre oi yoveli avrov'.
dXX' iVa Si' avroij' (pavEpoaO^ 7/

Svvauti TOV Oeov rrji dyvoiai
imivv ^^ dnapr7}/naTcx.

John ix. 1—3.

And as he was passing by he saw a
man blind from birth.

2. And his discipiea asked him say-

ing: Rabbi, who sinned, this man or
his parents that he should be bom
blind (

3. Jesus answered, neither this man
sinned, nor his parents, but that tlie

works of God might be made manifest
in him.

I. Kai napdyoov eiStv dyOpaorcov
rvcpXov ix ytyerrji. 2. Kai ripw-
Tt/6ay avrov oi fjaOnTCci avroii
XeyovTEi- 'PaPi'^!, rii f/fnaprer,
ovToi iff oi voveii ai tov", 'iva TV(p-

Xoi ytvyt/6^ ; .3. 'AitEMpidtj^hjdov?-

OvTE 01 ToS i'ntapTCv ovTE ot y OV Eli

avrov", dXX' 'iva (pavEpoaOr/ T<i

epya rou" Oeov' iv avrcp.

it is necessary that we should consider the context of this pas-

sage in the Homily, which, we must affirm, bears positive charac-

teristics which render it impossible that it can have been taken

from the fourth Gospel, and lead to the clear conclusion that, at

the most, the Johannine Gospel derived it from the same source

as the Gospel of the Clementines, if not from that Gospel itself.

We must mention that in the Clementines, the Apostle Peter is

represented as maintaining that the Scriptures aj-e not all true, but
are mixed up with what is false, and that on this account, and in

order to inculcate the necessity of distinguishing between the

true and the false, Jesus taught his disciples, " Be ye approved
money changers,"^ an injunction not found in our Go.spels.

One of the points which Peter denies is the fall of Adam, a

doctrine which, as Neander remarked, "he must combat as blas-

phemy." ^ At the part we are considering he is discussing with
ftimon,—under whose detested personality, as we ha^'e elsewhere
shown, the Apostle Paul is really attacked,—and refuting the

charges he brings forward regarding the origin and continuance

' Horn. iii. 50, cf . 9, 42 fF. ; ii. 38. The author denies that Moses wrote the Pen-
tateuch, Hnin. iii. 47 ff.

2 Horn, iii, 20 fF., 42 ff., viii. 10. " Die Lehre von eninem Siindenfalle des ersten
Menschen musste der Verfasser der Clementiiien als (Jottealiistening bekiimpfen.

"

-Veum/er.K. G., ii. p. 612 f. The Jews at that period held a similar belief. Emcii.
WMijer, Entil. Judenthum, i. p. 336. Adam, accord'ng to the Homilies not only
dill uut sin, but as a true prophet possessed of the Spirit of God which afterwards
was ill Jesus, he was incapable of sin. SchUemann, Die Clementinen, p. 130, p. 176,
'•,p. 178f.

V M \
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parallel in the Gospel, presenting evidently a distinctly different

version of the episode. The substitution of irqpoi for TV(f)\6s in the

opening is also significant, more especially as Justin likewise in

his general remark, which we have discussed, uses the same word.

Assuming the passage in the fourth Gospel to be the account of

a historical episode, as apologists, of course, maintain, the case

stands thus :—The author of the Homilies introduces a narrative

of a historical incident in the life of Jesus, which may have been,

and probably was, reported in many early gospels in language

which, though analogous to, is at the same time decidedly differ-

ent, in the part which is a professed quotation, from that of the

fourth Gospel, and presents another and natural comment upon
the central event. The reference to the historical incident is, of

course, no evidence whatever of dependence on the fourth Gospel,

which, although it may be the only accidentally surviving work
which contains the narrative, had no prescriptive and exclusive

property in it, and so far from the partial agreement in the nar-

rative proving the necessarj' use of the fourth Gospel, the only

remarkable point is, that all narratives of the same event and
reports of words actually spoken do not more perfectly agree, while,

on the other hand, the very decided variation in the reply of Jesus,

according to the Homily, from that given in the fourth Gospel
leads to the distinct presumption that it is not the source of the
quotation. It is perfectly unreasonable to assert that a reference

to an actual occurrence, without the slightest indication by the
author of the source from which he derived his information, must
be dependent on one particular work, more especially when the
part which is given as distinct quotation substantially differs

from the record in that work. We have already illustrated this on
several occasions, and may once more offer an instance. If the
first Synoptic had unfortunately perished, like so many other
gospels of the early Church, and in the Clementines we met with
the quotation :

" Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven" (^VxUKapioi oi tttw^oi rw irvtvfiari OTi auTwv (crrlv i^

limiXiia Twv oipavwv), apologists would Certainly assert, upon the
very principle upon which they act in the present case, that this

quotation was clear evidence of the use of Luke vi. 20 :
" Blessed

are ye poor, for yours is the kingdom of God " (MoKapiot ot tttwxoC

oTi viKTtpa iariv tj ^a<n\(ia tov ^cov), more especially as a few codices

actually insert T<f jrvev/jLan, the slight variations being merely as-

cribed to free quotation from memory. In point of fact, however,
the third Synoptic might not at the time have been in existence,
and the quotation might have been derived, as it is, from Matt. v.

3. Nothing is more cerLaiu and undeniable than the fact that
the author of the fourth Gospel made use of materials derived

w:'; !
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from oral iradition and earlier records for its composition. * It lb

equally undeniable that other gospels, such as the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews and our Synoptics, had access to the same
materials, and made use of them ; and a comparison of our first

three Gospels renders very evident the community of materials,

including the use of the one by the other, as well as the diversity

of literary handling lo which those materials were subjected. It

is impossible with reason to deny that the Gospel according to

the Helfrews, for instance, as well as other earlier evangelical

works now lost, drew from the same sources as the feurth Gospel,

and that narratives derived from the one may, therefore, present

analogies with the other whilst still perfectly independent.^ Such

evidence as that which apologists attempt to deduce from the

Clementine Homilies totally fails to prove even the existence of

the fourth Gospel, and were it fifty times more powerful, it could

do nothing towards establishing its historical character and apos-

tolic origin.

Leaving, however, these few and feeble analogies by which

apologists vainly seek to establish the existence of the fourth

Gospel and its use by the author of the pseudo-Clementine Homi-

lies, and considering the question for a moment from a wider

point of view, the results already attained are more than con-

firmed. The doctrines held and strongly enunciated in the

Clementines seem to us to render it impossible tliat the author

can have made use of a work so fundamentally at variance with

all his views as the fourth Gospel, and it is absolutely certain

that, holding those opinions, he could not in any case have re-

garded such a Gospel as an apostolic and authoritative docinnent.

Space will not permit our entering adequately into this argument,

and we must refer our readers to works more immediately de-

voted to the examination of the Homilies for a close analysis of

their dogmatic teaching, ^ but we may in the briefi manner

point out some of their more prominent doctrines in contrast with

those of the Johannine Gospel.

One of the leading and most characteristic ideas of the Clemen-

1 Ewald, Jahrb. hibl. Wiss., 1849, p. 196 ff., 1851, p. 164, p. 166, anm.2; Die

Job. Schriften., 1861, i. p. 24 f. ; Bleek, Beitrage, 1846, p. 268 f. ; Einl. N.T., p.

308 f. ; HUgenfeld, Die Evangelien, p. 325 ff. ; De Wttte, Einl. N. T., p. 209 f.

2 Neander, K. G., ii. p. 624 f., aiim. 1.

3 Schliemann. Die Clementinen, 1844, p. 130—229; Uhlhorn, Die Homilien

und Recogn., 1854, p. 153—230; Credner, Winer's Zeiuschr. wiss. Theol., 1829.1.

h. 2, p. 237 ff. ; Dorner. Entw. Gesch. dcr Lehre v. d. Person Christi, i. p. 324 ff.;

^awr.Gesch. chr. Kirche, i. p. 85 ff., p. 218 ff. ; Chr. Gnosis, p. .300 ff.; Tub.

Zeitschr., 1831, iv. p 114 ff., p. 174 ff., 1836, iii. p. 123 ff., p. 182 ff,; Neander,

K. G., ii. p. 610 ff., Genet. Entw. d. Gnost. Systenie, Beilage, p 361 ff. ,Scliweg-

ler. Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 363 ff.; Der Montanismus, 1841. p. 145 ff. Compare

also Manael, The Gnostic Heroics, 1875, p. 222 ff., and especially p. 229 ft

l',^1f
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tine Homilies is the essential identity of Judaism and Christi-

anity. Christ revealed nothing new with regard to God, but

proinulgated the very same truth concerning him as Adam, Moses,

and the Patriarchs, and in fact the right belief is that Moses and

Jesus were essentially one and the same.^ Indeed it may be said

that the teaching of the Homilies is more Jewish than Christian. ^

hi the preliminary Epistle of the Apostle Peter to the Apostle

James, when sending the book, Peter entreats that James will not

give it to any of the Gentiles, "^ and James says :
" Necessarily and

rightly our Peter reminded us to take precautions for the security

of the truth, that we sliould not connniinicate tlie books of his

preachings sent to us, indiscriminately to all, but to him who is

good and discreet and desires to teach, and who is circumciaed, *

being faithful,"^ &c. Clement also is represented as describing

his conversion to Christianity in the following terms :
" For this

cause I tied for refuge to the Holy God and Law of the Jews, with
faith in the certain conclusion that, by the righteous judgment of

God, both the Law is prescribed, and the soul beyond doubt every-

where receives the desert of its actions."^ Peter recommentls the

inhabitants of Tyre to follow what are really Jewish rites, and
to hear " as the God-fearing Jews liave heard."^ The J('w has the

same truth as the Christian :
" For as there is one teaching by

both (Moses and Jesus), God accepts him who believes either of

these." ** The Law was in fact given by Adam as a true prophet
knowing all things, and it is called " Eternal," and neither to be
abrogated by enemies nor falsified by the impious." The author,

1 Horn. xvii. 4; xviii. 14 ; viii. 6 ; Scldiemann, Die Clem., p. 215 ff.; Dorner,
Lehre Pers. Christi, i. p. 325, p. 343 fF. ; Schwetjler, Das iiachap. Zeit., i. p. 3C5
ff., p. 379 ff. ; Daur, K. G., i. p. 85 ff. ; Uhlhorn, Die Homilieu, p. 212 ; Ntander,
K. G., ii. p. CU flf., p. 621 ff. ; Manuel, The Gnostic Heresies, p. 230.
- borner, Lehre Pers. Christi, i. p. 325; Schwegler, Dasnachap. Zeit., i. p. 365.
3 Ep. Petri ad Jacob. § 1.

* Cf. Galatians, ii. 7.

5 Avayxaicai Mai rtpETtovTooi itspl rr/i dXt/Oaiai <x6(paXiZedOai d t/fierf-
poi vTtiuvij6E nsTpoi, oitaai ra? rdov avrov Hj^pvy/idrooy Staneidtp-
^f-i6a<i rii,nv (iifiXovi /ur^devl ueraSaodoo^ev rJs ervxsy, ^ dyaOc^ rivi
«ai evXa/iei, too xai didddneiv aipov/ueyoo i/HTtepiTojuoo re vri ki6roo,
K.r.A. Contestatio, § 1.

" ^id roi.To iyod roJ dyio) t(^v 'lovSatojy Oem xai vojua) npo6e-
(pvyov, aito8E8oDHooi Tt}v TCidriy ddtpaXsi z^j xpidEi, on in rr/S tov"
'noxT Sixaiai xpi6e.ij0<; xai vofioi wpidrat, xai 7) 4>vxff ndvrooi to
^'^^\ cc^iav GOV enpa^Ev 6nov8r,itorE dnoXai^ifidvEi. Horn. iv. 22.

' (B? 01 fjEov deftovTEi jjxov6av 'lovSalot. Horn. vii. 4 ; cf. ii. 18, 20
;

™. 4; Scldiemann, Die Clementinen, p. 221 f.; Schiveyler, Das uachap. Zeit., i. p.
368 ff,

* Midi yap Si^ dugtoTepoov SiSadxaXiai ov6r}<s rov rovroav zivi
TunKiTEVHoTa d OeoJ dnoSExerat. Horn. viii. C, cf. 7 ; Uhlhorn, Die
Homilien, p. 212 ; Schwegler, Dasnachap. Zeit., i. p, 366 f. ; Schliemann, Die
Clementinen, p. 221 f.

9 Horn. viii. 10.

40
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therefore, protests against the idea that Christianity is any new
thing, and insists that Jesus came to confirm, not abroj^fute, the

Mosaic Law.^ On the other hand the author of the fourth Gos-
pel represents Christianity in strong contrast and antagonism to

Judaism.^ In liis antitlietical system, the religion of Jesus is op-

posed to Judaism as well as all other belief, as Light to iJaikness

and Life to Death. ^ The Law whicli Moses gave is treated as

merely national, and neither of general application nor intended

to be permanent, being only addressed to the Jews. It is per-

petually referred to as the " Law of the Jews," " your Law,"—
and the Jewish festivals as Feasts of the Jews, and Jesus neither

held the one in any consideration nor did he scruple to sliew his

indifference to the other.* The very name of " the Jews" indeed

is used as an equivalent for the enemies of Christ.^ The religion

of Jesus is not only absolute, but it communicates knowledge of

the Father which the Jews did not previously possess." The infe-

riority of Mosaism is everywhere represented: "and out of his ful-

ness all we received, and grace for grace. Because the Law was

given through Moses; ^rraoe and truthcmnQ through Jesus Christ."
''

" Verily, verily I say unto you : Moses did not give you tlie bread

from heaven, but my Father giveth you the true ])read from

heaven."^ The fundamental difference of Christianity from Judaism
will further appear as we proceed.

The most essential principle of the Clementines, again, is Mono-

theism,—the absolute oneness of God,—which the author vehe-

mently maintains as well against the ascription of divinity to

Christ as against heathen Polytheism and the Gnostic theory of

the Demiurge as distinguished from the Supreme God.'' Christ

1 Horn. iii. 51 ; Dorner, Lehre Pers. Christi, i. p. 325 ; Schwegler, Das nachap

Zeit., i. p. 3C(5.

2 Kostlin, Lebrbegriff (les Ev. u. Br. .Tobannes, 1843, p. 40 ff., p. 48 ft'.; Hihjut-

fold, Die Kvangelien, p. 3.30 K; Das Evang. u. d. Br. Job., p. 188 ft'.; fi«"c. Inters.

kan. Evv., p. 811 ff., p. 327 ; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 292 f., p. .S.VJff.;

WflMcott, On tbe Canon, p. 276, note 1.

3 Jobn xii. 46 ; i. 4, 5, 7 ff. ; iii. 19—21 ; v. 24 ; viii. 12 ; ix. 5 ; xii. .'i") ff; xiv.

6; Ko-stUn, Lehrb. Ev. Job., p. 40 f. ; Hil'jeiifeld, Die Evangelicn, p. 3.'!() f.

4 John ii. l.S ; iv. 20 ff. ; v. 1, 16, 18 ; vi.'4; vii. 2, 19, 22 ; viii. 17; ix. HI, 28, 29

;

X. 34; XV. 25, &c.; Hik/enfM, Die Evangelien, p. 3.30 ff.; Schwegler, Das nachap.

Zeit., ii. p. 364 f. ; Banr, tbeol. Jahrb., 1844, 4, p. 624.
5 John vi. 42, 52, &c., &c. ; Fischer, Tiib. Zeitscbr., 1840, b. 2, p. 96 i.; ISaiir,

Unters. kan. Evv., p. 103, p. 317 f.; Hilgoifeld, Die Evang. Job., p. U)3 f.

;

Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. .'^60 f.

6 Jobn i. 18; viii. 19, 31 ff., 54, 55 ; xv. 21 f. ; xvii. 25, 26.

7 John i. 16, 17; cf. x. 1 , 8. » John vi. 32 ff

9 Horn, xvi 15 ff.; ii. 12 ; iii. 57, 59; x. 19; xiii. 4; Schliema)ni,T>io C'lemeiitiucii,

p. 130, p. 13^ .,.; 144 f., 200; Dorner, Lebre Pers. Christi, i. p. 296 ff, p. .'?'-'5f.,

p. 343 fi.; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 367, p. 376 f.; cf. ii. p. 270 ff.;Der

Montanismus, p. 148 ff. ; Banr, Gnosis, p. 380 ff. ; Uhlhorn, Die Horn. u. Recogn.,

p. 167 ff.; Hibienfeld, Das Ev. Johan, p. 2^&l.; Manscl, The Gnostic Heresies, p.

227, p. 230.
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not only is not God, but he never asserted himself to be so.' He
wholly ignores the doctrine of the Logos, and his speculation is

contincd to the 2o<;^io, the Wisdom of Proverbs viii., &c., and is, as

we shall see, at the same time a less developed and very difter-ent

iloctrine from that of the fbuitli Oospel.- The idea of a hypostatic

Trinity seems to be quite unknown to hin>, and would have been

utterly abhorrent to nis mind as sheer Polytheism. On the other

hand, the fourth Gospel procljiiuiH the doctrine of a hypostatic

Trinity in a more advanced form than any other writing of the

\ew testament. It is, indeed, the fundamental principle of the

work,^ as the doctrine of the Logo.s is its most characteristic

t'eatino. In the beginning the Word not only was with God, but
' the Word was God " (Oeos yv 6 A6yos).* He is the " only begotten

God" (/iovf/yti'T/s ^tos),'** equivalent to the " Second God" (8cirr«/jos Ow)
of Philo, and, throughout, his absolutely divine nature is asserted

lioth by the Evangelist, and in express terms in the discourses of

Jesus." Nothing could be more opposed to the principles of the

Clementines.

Accordiijg to the Homilies, the same Spirit, the2o<^t'a, appeared in

Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, and finally in

Je.sus, whu are the only " true prophets " and are called the seven
Pillars (eTTra (TTvkoL) of the world.'^ These seven^ persons, therefore,

are identical, the same true Prophet and Spirit " who from the
lieginning of the world, changing names and forms, passes through
TinH',"''and these men were thus essentially the same as Jesus.'"

iVsNeander rightly observes, the author of the Homilies " saw in

' Horn. xvi. 15 f.

"' DorIter, Lehre Pers. Christi, i. p. 3,34; Schweijler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p.
•.1)4 f.

3 Kusfliii, LehrbegrifF, p. 56 f., 83 flF. ; Jiemx, Hist, de la TheoL Chrotienne au
siwle apost. , 18G4, ii. p. 43a ff. ; Jlilyvn/eld, Das Ev. Joh., p. 113 fF. ; Sdaueijlei\
Das nachap. Zeit. , ii. p. 369 it".

iJohni. 1.

5 John i. 18. This is the reading of the Cod. Sinaiticus, of t^he Cod. Vaticanus,
and(.'o(l. {.',., as well as of other ancient M!SS., and it must be accepted as the best
authonticated.

8 John i. 2 ; V. 17 ff. ; x. 30 fF., 38 ; xvi. 7 f., 23; xvii. 5, 21 f., &c.; Kof,tlin, Lehrbe-
griF p. 45 f., 55, 89 tf. ; Eimld, Die .Joh. Sohriften, i. p. 116 flf. ; Hil;ien/eld, Das Ev.
Jo'u., p. 84 ff. ; Baur, Unters. kan. Evv.. p. 312 S.; Beusa, Hist. Theol. Christ., ii.

p. 435.

" Horn. iii. 20 f.; ii. 15 ; viii. 10 ; xvii, 4; xviii. 14.
s Cirdner considers that only Adam, Moses, and Christ are recognized as iden-

tical (W. Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1829, 1 h. 2, p. 247 ff.), and so also UhUiorn(T)ie
Homihen, p. 164 fi'.); Gfriirer tliinks the idea limited to Adam and Christ (.Jahrh.
•tes Heils, i. p. 337). The other authorities referred to below in note 10 hold to the
seven. 9 Hom. iii. 20.
io*Wim«»», Die Clementinen, pp. 1.30, 141 ff., 176, 194 ff., 199 f.; Dorner,

Ixihre Pers. Christi, i. pp. 332, 3.35 E.; Neander, K. G., ii. pp. 612 ff., 621; Genet.
Kntw. Gnost. Syst., p. 380; Mansel, The Gnostic Heresies, p. 229 f.; as also, with
the sole difference as to number, the authorities quoted in note 8,

y-}'
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Je.sus a new appearance of tliat Adaui vvlioni lie had ever venerated

as the HOjiree of all the true and divine in man."' We need .sciucelv

point out how ditlei-cnt these views are from the Logos (loctriiic

of the fourth Gos])el.''' In other j)oints there is an eipially wide

l^'ulf bet ween tlie Clementines and the fourth Gospel. Aa^orJinir

to the author of the Homilies, the chief dof^Mua of true Kolij^ion js

Monotheism. P>elief in Christ, in the specific Jolmiminc sense, U
nowhere inculcated, and where belief is spoken of, it is merely

belief in God. No dogmatic importance whatever is attached to

faith in Christ or to his sufferings, death, and resurrection, and of

the doctrines of Atonement and Redemption theic is nothing in

the Homilies,^—every one must make his own reconciliation with

God, and bear the i)unisliment of his own sins.-* On the other hand,

the representation of Jesus as the Land) of God taking away the

.sins of the world,^ is the very ba.sis of the fourth (}ospei. The
pa.s.sages are innumerable in which belief in Jesus is insisted upon

as essential. " He that believeth in the Son hath eternal life, hut

he that believeth not the Son shall not see life, but the wrath

of God abideth on him"" .... "for if ye believe nt)t that 1

am he, ye shall die in your sins."^ In fact, the whole of Chiistia-

nity according to the author of the fourth Gospel is conctntrated

in the possession of faith in Christ.** Belief in God alone is never

held to be sufficient ; belief in Christ is necessary for salvatiun

;

he died for the sins of the world, and is the object of faith, by

which alone forgiveness and justification before Ood can be se-

cured.^ The same di.screpancy is apparent in smaller details. In

the Clementines the Apostle Peter is the principal actor, and is

represented as the chief amongst the Apostles. In the E})istle of

Clement to James, which precedes the Homilies, Peter is de-

1 K. G., ii. p. 622 ; cf. Horn. iii. 18 ff.

2 It is very uncertain by whatmeaua the authoi'of the Homilies considorud this

periodical reappearance to he effected, whether by a kind of transuiigratioii or

otherwise. Critics consider it very doubtful whether he admitted the superna-

tural birth of Jesus (though some hold it to be probable,) but at any rate he does

not explain the matter. V/ilhorn, Die Homilien, p. 209 i.;Ncander, K. (i., ii. p.

618, anm. 1; t'redner thought that he did not admit it, 1. c. p. 253 ; Scldiemam,

whilst thinking that he did adniit it, considers that in that case he equally at-

tributed a supernatural birth to the other seven prophets. Die Clementinen, p.

207 ff.

3 SchUemanu, ih., p. 217 fT.; Uhlhorn, ib., p. 211 f.; Dorner, Lehre Pars. Chr,, i.

p. 338 f. ; Schwe(jle.r. Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 367 f.

4 Hom. iii. 6 f.; Uhlhorn, ib., p. 212.
6 John i. 29 ; cf. iii, 14 ff., iv. 42, &c., &c.
6 John iii. 36 ; cf . 16 f. . 7 [b., viii. 24.

8 lb., iii. 14 ff.; v. 24 ff.; vi. 29, 35 ff., 40, 47, 65 ; vii. 38 ; viii. 24, 51 ; ix. 3.") ff.;

X. 9, 28 ; xi. 25ff.; xii. 47 ; xiv. 6 ; xv. 5 f. ; xvi. 9 ; xvii. 2 ff. ; xx. 31.

9 Kiiatlin, Lehrbegriff, pp. 57, 178 ff.; Reus.^i, Hist. Th<5ol. Chrdt., ii. pp. 4-J7 f.,

491 ff., 508 ff.; Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. S12 ; Hiltjen/eld, DasEv. Job., pp. 25li

ff., 285 ff.
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scribed in tho fnllowinpf terms :
" Simon, wlio, on nceonnt of his

true faith and of the principles of his doctrine, which were most

sure, was appointed to be the fouiKlation of tlie (Jhuich, and for

this reason liis name was by the unerring voice of Jesus himself

cliani,^Ml to Peter ; the first-fiuit of our Lord ; the first of the

Apostles to whom first the Father revealed the Son; whom the

Christ deservedly pronounced blessed; the called and chosen and
companion and fellow-traveller (of Jesus) ; the admirable and ap-

proved discMple, who as fittest of all was commanded to enlighten

the West, the (hirker part of the world, and was enabled to guide
itari',dit," &c.^ He is here represented as the Apostle to the

Heathen, tho hated Apostle Paul being rol)bed of that honour-

able title, and he is, in the spirit of this introduction, made to

play, throughout, the first part amongst the Apostles,- In the

fourth Gospel, however, he is assigned quite a scondary place to

John,' who is the disciple whom Jesus loved and who leans

on his bosom.* We shall only mention one other point. The
Homilist, when attacking the Apostle Paul, under the name of

Simon the Magician, for his boast that he had not been taught
by man, Init by a revelation of Jesus Christ,^ whom he had only

seen in a vision, inquires :
" Why, then, did the Teacher remain

and discourse a whole year to those who were awake, if you be-

come his Apostle after a single hour of instruction ?
" " As Ne-

ander aptly remarks :
" But if the author had known from the

Johannine Gospel that the teaching of Christ had continued for

several years, he would certainly have had particularly good rea-

son instead of one year to set several."'' It is obvious that an
author with so vehement an animosity against Paul would
assuredly have strengthened his argument, by adopting the more
favourable statement of the fou.ou Gospel as to tlie <luration of

the ministry of Jesus, had he been acquainted with that work.
We have only mentioned in the briefest manner a few of the

discrepancies between the Clementines and the fourth Gospel,

^ I <

V * t 1

. *
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. 1 1.

1

IS?

HiaHcicpiijEv 6 KXr/toi xai inXeMrd? ual 6vve6rioi xal dvvoSoiitopoi
HCcXoi Hal (ioHiuoi naOyjTr'ji- o rfji Svdf.ca'i to dKoreivoTf.pov rov

Hopuov uipoi oj? ndvToov iMavairspoi (paoridai HsXevdOeii hcxI xarop-
Bu6cii Suyt/Oei?, «.r.A. Ep. Clem, ad Jacobutn, § I.

2/^(»r, K. G., i. p. 104 ff.

3 Bam; Theol. Jahrb., 1844, 4, p. 627 ff. ; Unters.Kan. Evv., p.
'jenfeld, Die Evangelien, p. 335 ; Schwe(/ler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p.

* Cf. Joliii xiii. 23-25 ; xix. 26 f. : xx. 2 f. ; xxi. 3 ff., 7, 20 ff.

5 Gal. i. 12 f.

6 Horn., xvii. 19. 7 K. G. , ii. p. 624, anm.

320 ff.

335 ff.

1.

Hil'
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but those to which we have called attention suffice to shov/ that
lu is impossible that an author exhibiting such fumlainenta! dif-

ferences of religious belief can have known the fourth (iospel, or

considered it a work of Apostolic origin or authority.

Our attention must now be turned to the anonymous compo-
sition, known as the " Epistle to Diognetus," general particularis

regarding which wc have elsewhere given.^ This epistle, it is

admitted, does v.ot contain any quotation from any evangelical

work, but <^;i the Strength of son;e supposed references it is

claimed l;»y apologists as evidence for the existence of the fourth

Gospel. Tischendorf, who only devotes a dozen lines to this work,

states hi case as follows :
" Although this e.hort apologetic epistle

contains iv. precise quotation from any gospel, yet it contains re-

peated references to evangelical, and particularly to Johannine,

passages. For when the author writes, ch. 6 :
' C/hristians flwell

in the world, but the}' are not of the world ;
' and in ch. 10

:

' For

God has loved men, for whose sakes he made the world . . ,

to whom he sent his only begotten Son,' the refeience to John

xvii. 11 (' But they are in the world'); 14 ('The world hateth

them, for they are not of the world') ; 16 (' They a'-e not of the

world as I am not of the world'); and to John iii. 10 ('God so

loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son'), is hardly

to be mistaken."^

Br. Westcott still more emphatically claims the epistle as evi-

dence for the fourth Gospel, and we shall, in order hnpartially to

consider the question, likewise quote his remarks in full upon the

point, but as he introduces his own paraphrase of the context in

a manner which does not properly convey to a reader vvdio has

not the epistle before him the nature of the context, we shall

take the liberty of putting the actual quotations in italics, and

the rest muse be taken as purely the language of Canon West-

cott. We shall hereafter show also the exact separation which

exists between phrases which are here, with the mere indication

of some omission, brought together to form the supposed refe-

rences to the fourth Gospel. Canon Westcott says :
" In one re-

spect the two parts of the book are united,^ inasmuch as tli^y

both exhibit a combination of the teaching of St. Paul and St.

John. The love of God, it is said in the letter to Diognetus, is

the source of love in the Christian, who must needs 'love God

tvho thus first loved Aim' (rpoayairyja-avTa), and find an expression

1 P. 408 ff.
V , , f

'i Waun wurden, u. s. w., p. 40. Wc may mention that neither Tiscbcndon

nor Dr. Westcott gives the Greek of any of the passages pointed out in the

Epist'o, nor do they give the original text of the parallels in the (iospel.

3 Tbis is a reference to the admitted fact that the first ten chapters are by a

different author from the writer of the last two.
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for this love by loving his neighbour, whereby he will be ' an
imitator of God! ' For God loved, men, for ivhose sakes He made
the iiviid, to whom, He subjected all things that are in the earth

.... unto whom ( i-pds) He sent His only begotten Son, to whom
He promised the kingdom in hea,ven (ryjv iv oipavw (3a(n\(iav), and

imll give it to those tvho love Him.' God's will is mercy ;
' He

sent !^iis Son as tvishing to save (ws ady^wv) .... and not to con-

demn' and as witnesses of this, * Christians dtuell in the world,

tJiowjh they are not of the world.'^ At the close of the paragraph

he proceeds: " The presence of the teaching of St. John is here

placed beyond all doubt. There are, however, no direct references

to the Gospels throughout the letter, nor indeed any allusions to

our Lord's discourses."
'^

It is clear that as +here is no direct reference to any Gospel in

tl ,e Epistle to Diognetus, even if it were ascertained to be a com-
position dating from the middle of the second century, which it

is not, and even if the indirect allusions were ten times n.ore pro-

bable than they are, this anonymous work could do nothing to-

wards establishing the apostolic origin and historical character

of tliC fourth Gospel.

We shall, however, for those who may be interested in more minutely

disuissing the point, at once pi-oceed to examine whether the composition

even U'llicates the existence of the Gospel, and for this purpose we shall

takct'iich of the passages in question and place them with their context

before the reader ; and we only i-egret that the examination of a docu-

ment which, neither from its date nor evidence can be of any real weight,

should detain us so long. The first passage is " Christians dwell in the

world but are not of the world " (xfx-orriavoi kv Koa-fno o'lKovaiv, ovk darl Se

eV Tiw Koa-fiov). Dr. Westcott, who reverses the order of all the passages

indicated, introduces this sentence (which occurs in chapter vi.) as the

consequence of a passage following it in chapter vii. by the words " and
as witnesses of tliis. Christians, &c." . . . The first parallel which is

pointed out in the Gospel reads, John xvii. 11:" And I am no more in

the world, and these are in the world (/cat ovtol iv t(S Koa-fuo elaiv), and I

1 On the Canon, p. 77. Dr. Westcott continues, referring to the later and more
recent part of the Epistle :

" So in the conclusion we read that ' the Word who
was from the beginning ... at His .appearance speaking boldly manifested
the m.V8teries of the Father to those who were judged faithful by Him.' And these
again tii whom the Word speaks 'from love of that which is revealed to them,'
share their knowledge with others." It is not necessary to discuss this, both be-
cause of the late date of the two chapters, and because there is certainly no refe-
rence at all to the Gospel in the wonls. We must, however, add, that as the quo-
tation is {^iven it conveys quite a false impression of the text. Wa may just men-
tion that tiie phrase which Dr. Westcott quotes as: "the Word who was from
the begiiihing," is in the text: "This is he who was from the beginning"
(oiTo? d dn'> dftxv'i) although "the Word" is in the context, and no doubt
intended.

'^
/('., p. 78.

*.'
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come to theo, Holy Father, keep them," &c. Now it must be evident

that in mere direct point of language and senoe there is no parallel licio

at all. In the Gospel the disciples are referred to as being left Ix'hiiulin

the world by Jesus who goes to the Father, whilst in the Epistle the

object is the antithesis that while Christiana dxoM in the world ihevare

not of the world. In the second parallel, which is supposed to complete

the analogy, the Gospel reads : v. 14, "I have given them thy word:
and the woidd hated them because they are not of the world (^ut o

KOCTfjioi; fiXL(ry](rev auroi's, on ovk tlaiv e/c rov /cofr/xoi)) even as I am not of

the world." Here, again, the parallel words are mertdy introduced as a

reason w' y tlie world hated them, and not antithetically, and from this

very connection we shall see that the resemblance between the Papistic

and the Gospel is merely superficial and accidental.

In order to form a correct judgment regarding the nature of the pas-

sage in the Epistle, we must carefully examine the context. In ciiapter

V. the author is speaking of the manners of Christians, and he says that

they are not distinguished from others either by country or language or

by their customs, for they have neither cities nor speech of their own,

nor do they lead a singular life. They dwell in their native countries,

but only as sojournei's (irapoLKoi), and the writer proceeds by a long se-

quence of antithetical sentences to depict their habits. " Every foreign

land is as their native country, yet the land of their birth is a foreign

land " {iraaa ^emq, "naTpU eo-rtv avr^v' koX Traaa Trarpts, t^W), and so on.

Now this epistle is in gi'eat part a mere plagiarism of the Pauline and

other canonical epistles, whilst professing to describe the actual life of

Christians, and the fifth and sixth chapters, particularly, iire based upon

the epistles of Paul and notably the 2d Epistle to the Corinthians, from

which even the antithetical style is derived. We may give a specimen of

this in referring to the context of the passage before us, and it is im-

portant that we should do so. After a few sentences like the above the

fifth chapter continues :
" They are in the flesh, but do not live according

to the flesh. They continue on earth, but are citizens of heaven" (eVi.

yrj<; Siarpt)3oucriv oAA iv ovpavw TroXirevoi'rai).^

1 The whole passage in the Epistle recalls many passages iu tlie works of i'liiln,

with which the writer was evidently well acquainted. One occurs In us. Speak-

ing of Labau and his family, that "they dwelt as i/i their native country, not as

in a foreign land " (r.5? iv narpifii, ovx '^'' '=^^ ievrji naftanvdav), he

continues after a few reflections :
" For this reason all the wise men acconlingto

Moses are represented as sojourners (n-nr^oJWoCvre?), for their souls arc indeed

sent from heaven to earth as to a cidony .... they return tliitlur again

whence they first ))roceeded, regarding indeed as their native land the lieavciily

country in which they are citizens, but as a foreign land the earthly iKvcll-

ing in which they fojourn " (rtarpiSa nkv rov ov'pdvtoy ^mpoK h
00 TtoXtTf.v'ovrat, e.e.vov ftk rov itepiyEiov iv m napcoHi)6.xv vofti-

iov6ai). And a little further on : "Bat Moses saith-.'I am a stranger ma
foreign land,' regarding with perfect distinction the abiding in tlie body not only

as a foreign land, as sojourners do, but also a3 worthy of estrangement, not ,„;;

sideringit one's own home." De Oonfns. Ling., § 17, Mnrnjeii, i. 410. One more

instance ; "First that God does not grant to the lover of virtue to dwell ni the

body as in his own native land, but only permits him to sojourn in it as in a

strange country But the country of the body is kindred to every had
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Epistle to Dioonetus, v.

They obey the prescribed laws and

exceed tlie laws in their own lives.

Tliey love all and are persecuted by

^11.

They are unknown and are con-

(lemnt'd.

They are put to death and are made
alive.

They are poor and make many rich

;

they are in need of all things and in

all abound.

They are dishonoured , and in their

dishonour honoured; they are pro-

fanely reported i and are justitied.

They ivre reviled and bless,^ &c.

,

&c.

2nd Ep. to C0RINTHIAN.S.

( A paraphase of vi. .3—G (of. iv. 2,

I

vi. 9. As unknown and well known;
j

as dying and behold we li\'o ; as

chf-stened and not put to death.

i 10 As poor yet making
I

many rich ; as having nothing and
, possessing all.

8. Through honour and dishonour;
through evil report and good report

;

as deceivers ; and true,

1 Cor. iv. 12. Being reviled we
bless. 3

It is very evident here, and througliout the Epistle, that tho Kpistles

of Paul cliif (ly, together with the other canonical Epistles, are the sources

of the winter's inspiration. The next chapter (vi.) begins and proceeds

a.s follows :
" To oay all in a word ; what the soul is in the body,

that Cliristians are in the world. Tho soul is dispersed throughout

all tlio members of the body, and Christians throughout all the

cities of the world. The soul dwells in the body but is not of the body,

and Christians dwell in the world, but ai'e not of the world. (Oikci /mcv

(V Tw (r(i)fiaTi i/'i'X''/, ovK Icm 8c Ik tow aoj/xaros" koX XptcrTiavoi Iv Kocrfiu}

okovmv, OVK (lal 8c (k toD Koafiov.) The invisible soul is kept in the

visible body, and Christians ai-e known, indeed, to be in the world, but
their worship of God remains invisible. Ths flesh hates tho soul and
wages war against it, although in no way wronged by it, because it ia

restrained from indulgence in sensual pleasures, and the world hates

Christians, although in no way wronged by them, because they are opposed to

sensual lilea.'^tires Qurrei koI XpUTTiavovs 6 Koa-fio^ fi-qSiv aSiKoi'fievos, ort rais

ij^oi'ai? avTiTd(T(TovTai) . The soul lovcs the flesh that hates it, and the

members, and Christians love those who hate them " (kul Xpta-Tiavol tovs

^lo-owTas dyaTTuJcriv). And SO on with three or four similar sentences,

man, in which he is careful to dwell, not to sojourn," &c. Quia Renim Div.
Heres., iir)4, Mui>ff., i. 512, cf. S 55; De Confus. Ling., §22, ih., i. 421; De
Migrat. Ahniliami, § 2, ib., i. 438, § 28, il>., i. 4(50.

1 Cf. 1 (Jor. iv. 13.

2 lyvoovvrai, Hal uccTaxpivovTai. SavarovvTai, xai !iaio7roiovv-
Tar TiToaxfvovtit, xal itXovTitov6i 7roAAot>5. Unvroov vdrFpovvraiy
Hal iv nd(ji nFpt66e.vov6tv. AnnovvTat, Mai iv rati drt^iati So^d-
^ovrar fi\a6<prfKovvTai, xal Stxinovvrar XotSopovyrai, xal fvXo-
yov6iv w.i-.A. Ep. ad. Diogn. v.

i* 2 1'or. vi. !», ajj dyvooi>/iiF.voi xal iTriyivcodxd/uFvoi, m? (\TroOvf/6-
kovrsi Hai idov !^mfiEv, &5? nat^Ev6i.iF.voi xal }n) (iavarovuFvoi^
'0 ..... 035 TCTWXol noWoV'i Si TTAoT-T/CoiT*;?, ft5S fiySiy FXOVZFi
Hal itavra xaTEXovvEi. 8. Hid Hoqtj'i xal d't^iia?. 8td Svdfpt/fiia?
Hal Evcpt/tiiai- oji nkdyoi xal dAt/OEii. 1 Cor. iv. 12 . . . . XoiSopov'-
nevoi EvXoyovi'HV, x.r.X.
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one of which, at least, is taken from the Epistle to the Corinthians ' to

the end of the chapter.

Now the passages pointed out as i-eferences to the fourth Gospel, it will

be remembered, distinctly differ from the parallels in the Gospel, and it

seems to us clear that they arise naturall}^ out of the antithetical manner
which the writer adopts from the Epistles of Paul, and are based upon
passages in those Epistles closely allied to them in sense and also in lan-

guage. The simile in connection with which the words occur is com-

menced ab the beginning of the preceding chapter, where Christians are

represented as living as strangers even in their native land, and thovery

essence of the passage in dispute is given in the two sentences :
" Thev

are in the flesh, but do not live according to the flesh " (eV (rap-l ruy^^ii-

vova-Lv, dA\' ov Kara a-apKa {uJtnv), which is based upon 2 Cor. x. 3, " For

we walk in the flesh, but do not war' according to the flesh " (ev crapKi

yap irepiTrarovvTes ov Kara crapKa arparevofjitOa), and similar passages

abound ; as fu'- instance, Rom. viii. 4 , . .
" in us who walk not ac-

cording to the flesh but according to the Spirit ; 9. But ye are not in the

flesh but in the Spirit (v/tets Se ovk tore ev crap»ci ctAXa ev Trvcv/uiaTt) : 12 . .

,

So then, brethren, we are debtors not to the flesh, that we should live

after the flesh " {ov Trj crapKL rov Kara crdpKa ^rjv) &c., ttc, (cf, 4, U).

And the second :
" They continue on earth but are citizens of heaven"

(eTTt yrj'i Siarpi/Soviriv, tiAA iv ovpavif TroXirfvovTat), which recalls Philip.

iii. 20: " For our country (our citizenship) is in heaven" {rjjxwv yap to

iroXirevixa ev ovpavo'i<; iiTrap^et) .'' The sense of the passage is every wliert

found, au'l nothing is more natural than the use of the words arising

both out of the previous reference to the position of Christians as mere

sojourners in the world, and as the antithesis to the preceding i»art of the

sentence :
" The soul dwells in the body, but is not of the body," and:

" Christians dwell in the world but are not of the world," cf. 1 Cor. ii.

12 ; vii. 31 ; 2 Cor. i. 12. Gal. iv. 29, v. 16 ff., 24, 25, vi. U. Rom.

viii. 3ff. Ephes. ii. 2, 3, 11 ff. Coloss. iii. 2 ff.; Titus ii. 12. James

i. 27. There is one point, howev,-, which we think shows that the

words were not derived from the fourth Gosi)el. The ])arallel with the

Epistle can only be made by taking a few words oui: of xvii. 1 1 and add-

ing to them a few words in verse 14, where they stand in the following

connection: "And the world hated them, became tWAj arc not of the

world " (xai o K6(rfx,o<; ifiicryjcrfv avrovs, on ovk eicriv ck tov hoafiov). In the

Epistle, in a passage quoted above, we have :
" The flesL hates th? soul

and wages war against it, although unjustly, because '.t is restrained

from indulgence in sensual pleasures, and the world hates Christians,

aWiough, in no loaij wronged hy them, because the)/ arc opposed to sf'.nmol

pleasures." (Murei rrjv \f/vxr]v r) aap$, koi TroAe/ner, /i.i;8€V dSuou/xew/, 8ion

Tai? rj8ovat<; KioXvtrai )(prjrrOai' fiurei Koi XpifTTtavoi)? 6 Kocr/io? firjoiv uoikov

/Lievos, OTi T'lis ^Sovais avrirdcrrTovTaL.)

1 " The immortal soul dwells in a mortal tabernacle, and Christians dwell as

strangers in uorruptiVule (bodies) awaiting the incorruption in the heavens ' (><»>

Xfjidrtavol rafjoLMovdiy iv (pOapToi?, rrf iv ovpayoii a(p'jap6i(xv

npo66Ex6i.ifyji). Ep. adDiogn. vi., cf. 1 Car. rex 53, 54; 2 Cor. v. 1 ff.

2 The precwisng verse has " walk," •oai 'vi " wmr."
•"* Cf. Ephea. iL 19 ; Heb. mi. 22 sn. L4.
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Now nothing could more clearly show that these analogies are mere

accidental coincidence, and not derived from the fourth Gospel, than this

passage. If the writer had really had the pa.ssage in the Gospel in his

mind, it is impossible that he could in this manner have completely

broken it up and changed its whole context and language. The phrase :

" they are not of the world " would have been introduced liei-e as the

reason for the hatred, instead of being used with quite different context

elsewhere in the passage. In fact, in the only place in which the words

woidd have presented a true parallel with the Gospel, thty are not used.

Not the slightest reference is made throughout the Epistle to Diognetus

to any of the discourses of Jesus. On the other hand, we have seen that

the whole of the passage in the Epistle in which these sentences occur is

based both in matter, and in its peculiar antithetical form, u|)on the

Epistles of Paul, iind in these and other canonical Epistles, again, we
find the source of the sentence just quoted : Gal. vi. 29. " But as then,

he that was born after the flesh persecuted him (that was born) after the

Spirit, even so it is now."^ v. 16. "Walk by the Spirit, and ye shall

not fulfil the lusts of the flesh. 17. For the flesh lusteth against the

S|nrit and the Spiiit against the flesh : for these are contrary the one to

the other, that ye may not do the things that ye would.'"' There are in-

numerable passages in the Pauline Epistles to the same effect.

We pass on now to the next passage in the order of the Epistle. It is

not mentioned at all by Tischendorf : Dr. Westcott introduces it with the

words :
" God's will is mercy," by which we presume that he means to

paraphrase the context. " He sent his Son as wishing to save (ws ctw^wv)

.... and not to condemn."^ This sentence, however, which is given

as quotation without any explanation, is pui'ely a composition by Canon
Westcott himself out of different materials which he finds in the Epistle,

and is not a quotation at all. The actual passage in the Epistle, with

its immediate context, is as follows :
" This (Messeng(U'—the Truth, the

liolj' Word) he sont to them ; now, was it, as one of men might reason,

for tyranny and to cause fear and consternation 1 Not so, but in clem-

ency and gentleness, as a King sending his Son (Tre/xTrwj^ vlov) a king, he
sent (tTre/xi/zer) ; as God he sent (him) ; as towards men he sent ; as

saving he sent (ojs mu^wv tTrefuj/^v) (hiui) ; as persuading (oj? vei6(Dv), not

forcing, for violence has no place with God. He sent as inviting, not

vindictively pursuing ; he sent as loving, not condemning (iirtfiij/ev ws

nyai7m,oi Kptvutv). For he will send hiiri to judge, and who shall abide

his presence 1
"* The supposed parallel in the Gospel is as follows

1 AAX- oo6itep vote o xard ddpxa yswrfOsl's kSiatHEv rov nara
nyiv/.ia, ovrai Mixl vvv. Gal. iv. 29.

'-Gal. V, JG, Ttvfv/inxTi nepmareirE nal iTttOv/iinv dapxoi uv fit) reXe-
<Jt/T£- \'],ijy(xp 6dp^ iniOv/Liel Mara toxT TTVEu/Liaroi, to Se tcvevjulx
xara r^j 6apHdi' ravra 8^ irXAt'/Aoii avriHEiTai, 'iva fir) a av OsXtfTE
ravra TtoirjrE. Of. 18—25 ; Titus ii. 12.
^ On the Canon, p. 77.
•• I uvTov Ttpdi avToi)? (XTCEdrEiXEv, apn yE, wS dyOpmTfonv dv rti

Xoyidairo, inl Tvpai'viSi xal qjofio) nai HaranXy^Et ; OvfiEvom-, aAA'
f^' hieiHEia, npavTtfTi- ak /3a6iXEv^ itEfinoav nlov fiadiXEtx ETCEftrpEV
«5 fjEoy EitEftipEv, 00? npoi dvQpoonovi ETtefiipEv, f«5s (5(»C<«"' EitEfiipEV
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(John iii. 17) :
" For God sent not his Son into the worhl that heniiglit

comlemn tho wovkl, but that tlie worhl througli liim nrght he saved"!

(ov yap uTTCfTTetXev 6 0€os rw vlw alrov cis tov Kotr/xov tea Kf)ivy tw Korriiov.

aXX' iva (tmOtJ b Kocr/u,os hi avrov). Now, it is obvious at a ghirce tliat tlir

passage in the Ejiistle is completely difi'erent from that in the Gospil m
every material point of construction and language, and the only mii-

larity consists in the idea that God's intention in sending his Sou was to

save and not to condemn, and it is im[)ortant to notice that the letter

does not, (iither here or elsewhere, refer to the condition attached to

salvation so clearly enunciated in the preceding verse: " That whosoever

believeth in him might not p^nsh." The doctrine enunciated in this

passage is tho fundamental principle of much of tlu; New Testament, and

it is expressed with more especial clearness and force, and close analogy

with the language of the letter, in the Epistles of Paul, to which the

letter more particularly leads us, as well as in other canonical Epistles,

and in these we find analogies with the context quoted above, which

confirm our belief that they, and not the Gospel, are the source of the

passage—Rom. v. 8 :
" But God proveth his own love towards us, in that

while we were yet sinners Christ died for us. 9. Much more then . .

. . . , shall we be saved (^cruiO-qaofieda) through him from the wrath

(to come)." Cf. IG, 17. Rom. viii. 1 :
" There is, therefore, now no con-

demnation (KaTaKpifim) to them which are in Christ Jesus.^ 3 . . ,

God sending his own Son " (o Oco<; toi/ eavrov vlov Trc/i.i/'tts),"' &c. And

coming to the very 2nd Epistle to the Corinthians, from which we tind

the writer borrowing wholesale, we meet with the different members of

the passage we have quoted: v. 19 . . . .
" God was reconciling

the world unto himself in Christ, not reckoning unto them their tres-

passes. . . .20. On Christ's behalf, then, we are ambassadors, as

though God were entreating by us ; we pray on Christ's behalf : be re-

conciled to God. v. 10. For we must all appear before the jud,i,'ment

seat of Christ, ifec. 1 1. Knowing, then, the fear of the Lord, we per-

suade (ireWofiev) men," ifec. Galatians iv. 4. " But when the fulness of

time came, God sent out his Son (e^aTreWetXcv 6 0eo^ tw utoi/ avrov), 5.

That he nnght redeem them that wore under the hiw, that we might re-

ceive the adoption of sons,"* &c. Ephes. ii. 4. " But God being rich in

. „^ „..,... ...V..V, particularly — -

the next passage, reails : 10. " For (5od so loved the world that ha gave bis only

begotten son, that whosoever believeth in him might not perish, but have eternal

life."
^ ^^

2 The God. Alex, and some other ancient MSS. add : "who walknot after the

flesh," fi?) Hard 6dfjHa nepiitarovdiv. ^ Cf. vv. 32— .i;i, 39.

4 The letter to Diognetus may further be connected with the Ep. to the Gala-

tians in the remarks which tho writer makes (iv.) on the observance of days, &c.,

. .. T w Ti _i 1' xt • ;. f . ii _ _i. 1 ....^/Mi i.l>fiprvmff

rou? ,-)
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merJV because of liis great love wherewith he loved us, 5. Even when

we were dead iii oui' ti'espassea, quickened us together with Christ—by
(Tiace ve have been saved "— of. verses 7, 8. 1 Thess. : v. U. " For God
aiipoiiited us not to wrath, but to the oVjtaining salvation (o-wriyptas)

throu'd) our Lord Jesus Christ." 1 Tim. i. 15. " This is a faithful say-

iu,r . . . . that Christ Jesus came into the world to save sinners"

laHoimoXov'; (Twaai). 1 Tim. ii. 53. " For this is good and acceptable in

ihf si^'lit of God our Saviour (rov awrf/pos rjfiwv Otov). 4. Who willeth

all Uieu to be saved " (os Travras avOfnoTrovs OeXet (ywtiy]vaC), cf. v. 5, G. 2

Tim. i. y. " Who saved us (frwcruvTos yfias:), and called us with a holy

calling, not according to our works, but according to his own purpose,

ami the grace which was given to us in Christ Jesus before tima began
j

10. But hath been made manifest by the aj)peariug of our Saviour

((T(uT^/5os) Jesus Christ."^ These passages might be indefinitely multi-

\\\m\ ]
and they contain the sense of the passage, and in many cases the

liinguage, more closely than the fourth Gospel, with which the construc-

tion and form of the sentence has no analogy.

Now, with regard to the Logos doctrine of the Epistle to Diog-

uetus, to which we may ap])ro])riately here refer, although we must
(leal with it in the briefest manner possible, so far is it from connecting

the Ejjistle with the fourth Gospel, that it much more proves the writer's

ignorance of that Gospel. The peculiar terminology of the jjrologue to

the Gospel is nowhere found in the Epistle, and we have already seen

that tlie term Logos was applied to Jesus in works of the New Testa-

ment, acknowledged by all to have been written long before the fourth

Gospel. Indeed, it is quite certain, not only historically, but also from

the abrupt enunciation of the doctrine in the ])rologue, that the theory

of the Logos was well known and already apjdied to Jesus before the

Gospel was composed. The author knew that his statement would be

understood without explanation. Although the writer of the Epistle

niak«s use of the designation " Logos," he shows his Greek culture by
giving the precedence to the term Truth or Reason. It has indeed been
remarked'^ that the name Jesus or Christ does not occur anywhere in the

Epistle, By way of showing the manner in which " the Word " is

spoken of, we will give the entire passage, part of which is quoted above
;

the first and only one in the first ten chapters in which the term is

used: " For, as T said, this was not an earthly invention which was de-

livered to them (Christians), neither is it a mortal system which they
deem it right to maintain so carefully ; nor is an administration of

human mysteries entrusted to them, but the Almighty and invisible God

1 In Ch. xi. which, it will be remembered, is acknowledged to be of later date,
and not by the writer of the earlier part, the author, an admitted falsifier there-
fore, represents himself, as the writer of the letter, as ;

" having been a disciple
of the Apdstles, I am become a teacher of the Gentiles." ((XTrudroAooy yevu/ue-
)'o? tia'Jr/TT/i, yivoi^ai diScxdHixXoi tOvciiv c. xi. ) Having observed the
iniitation in the earlier part of the letter of the Pauline Epistks, the writer of
the last two chapters is induced to make this statement after an Epistle ascribed
to Paul

: 2 Tim. i. 11 ;
" For which I was appointed a herald, and an Apostle, and

a teacher of the Gentiles." {ual dn66ro\o'i uai 8i8d6Ha\oi iOvoor.)
2 Donaldson, Hist. Chr, Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 127.

1 I

'

I,

i
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himself, the Creator of all things (dW avros o iravTOKpdrwp kuI vavroKna-

T7j^ KoX aoparos 6i6<i) has implanted in men, and established in their

hearts from heaven, the Truth and the Word, the holy and inconiiire-

hensible (ttjv AXr/^etav Koi rbv Aoyov rw uyiov kul airepivorjTuv), not m one
might 8upi)0se, sending to men some servant or angel or ruler {up^ovra),

or one of tiiose ordering earthly affairs, or one of those entrnsted with

the government of heavenly things, Init the artificer and creator of the

universe (rbv t€x^lt7]v koL 8r)fj.iovpybv rmv oXwv) himself, by whom he

created the heavens (w roii^ ovpavov<i iKTurey) ;^ by whom he confined the

sea within its own bounds ; whose commands (p-vcrr-qpia—mysteries) all

the stars (o-Totx«ia—elements) faithfully observe ; from whom (the sun)

has received the measure of the daily course to observe ; whom the

moon obeys, being bidden to shine at night ; whom the stars obey,

following in the course of the moon ; by whom all things have been

arranged and limited and suVjjected, the heavens and the things in the

heavens, the earth and the things in the earth, the sea and the things

in the sea (oiparol koL ra iv oipavol^ yrj koi Ta tV t^ yt), OdXaarra koi ra iv

rf daXda-a-rj), tire, air, abyss, the things in the heights, the things in the

depths, the things in the space between. This (Messenger—the truth,

the Word) he sent to them. Now, was it, as one of men might reason,

for tyranny and to cause fear and constei'nation ] Not so, but in clem-

ency and gentleness, as a King sending his Son, a king, he sent ; as God

he sent (him) ; as towards men he sent, as saving he sent (him) ; iis|)er

suading," &c., &c.^ The de.scription here given, how God in fact by

Reason or Wisdom created the Universe, has much closer analogy witli

earlier representations of the doctrine than with that in the fourth Gos-

pel, and if the writer does also represent the Reason in a hypostatic foni).

it is by no means with the concreteness of the Gospel doctrine of tlic

Logos, with which 'inguistically, moi-eover, as we have observed, it lias

no similarity. There can be no doubt that his Christology presents dif-

ferences from that of the fourth Gospel.^

We have already seen how Jesus is called the Word in works of the

New Testament eaidier than the fourth Gospel,'* and how the doctrine is

constantly referred to in the Pauline P^pistles and the Epistle to the

Hebrews, and it is to tiiese, and not to the fourth Gospel, that the ac-

count in the Epistle to Diognctus may be more properly traced. Heb. i.

2. " The Son of God by whom also he made the worlds. 10. The

heavens are works of thy hands " {ipya twv ;^ei/oaiv crov tUrlv ot ovpavoi).

xi. 3. " By faith we understand that the woilds were framed (KaripTiadai),

by the word of God "
{'pyjixari 6eov). 1 Cor. viii. 6. " Jesus Christ by

whom are all things" {Sl' ov to. Trdvra). Coloss. i. 13. " . . .
The

1 John i. .3. " All things were made by him; and without him was not any-

thing made that bath been made " (TTrtVra di' avTov tyevETO, nai i&'P"
avrov kysvETo ov8e sy o ysyovEv). The difference of this language will

be remarked.
2 Ep. ad Diogn., vii.

3 Cf. Dorner, Lehre Pers. Christi, i. p. 41.3 ff. ; Donaldson, Hist. Chr, Lit. and

Doctr., ii. p. 127 ff.

i Rev. xix. 13 ; vi. 9 ; xx. 4; Heb. iv. 12, 13 ; xi. 3.
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Son of his love: 16. Who is the image of the invisible God (roC 6eov

Tovaopdrov) the first-born of all creation ; 16. Because in him wf>re all

tilings created, the things in the heavens, and the things in tht; earth,

the things visible and the things invisible (on eV avrtS iKTia-Orj to. iravra

• Til iv 'ois ovpavot<% KoX Ttt £7rl T^s yrj's, to. opaTa, km to. dopara) whether they

be thrones or dominions, or principalities, or powers; All things have

been created by hira and for him (ra rrdiVTa 8l' uvtov koi «is airov cKnorai),

17. And he is before all things, and in him all things subsist. 18. And
he is the head of the body, the Church, who is the Beginning^ (os iariv

ilpvn) ; the first-born from the dead ; that in all things he might be first.

It), Because he was well pleased that in him should all the fulness dwell.

20. And through him to reconcile all things unto himself," &c., itc.

These passages migiit be greatly multiplied, but it is unnecessary, for the

matter of the letter is substantially here. As to the titles of King and

God they are everywhere to be found. In the Apocalypse, the Lftmb

whose miiiie is " The Word of God " (6 Aoyos roii 6€ou), (xix. 13) has also

his name written (xix. 16), " King of kings and Lord of lords " (IJao-iAcu's

/SatriAtW Kol Kvpios KvptiDv).^ We have already rpioted the views of Philo

regarding the Logos, which also merit comparison with the passage of

the Epistle, but we cannot repeat them here.

The last passage to which we have to refer is the following :
" For

God loved men, for whose sakes He made the world, to whom He sub-

jected all things that are in the earth . . . Unto whom (Trpos) He sent

his only-begotten Son, to whom He promised the kingdom in heaven

{v}v (V ovpavw l^amXeiav) and will give it to those who love Hini."^ The
context is as follows :

*' For God loved men (o yap ^eos tovs di'^pwTrovs

fiyaTTjcrt) for whose sake he made the world, to whom he subjected all

things that are in it, to whom he gave reason and intelligence, to whom
alone he gi'anted the right of looking towards him, whom he formed
after his own image, to whom he sent his only-begotten son (Trpos ows

uWfrT€i\e Tov vlov avrov tov fiovoyev^), to whom he has promised the king-

dom in heaven, and will give it to those who have loved him. And
when you know this, with what gladness, think you, you will be filled 1

Or ho\v will you love him, who beforehand so loved you 1 {irpoayuin^a-avTa

in) but if you love, you will be an imitator of his kindness," &c. (/xi/xt^ttJs

iirrjavTov Tri<i )(j)y](jT6Tr]To<;).* This is claimed as a reference to John iii.

IG f, " For God so lovpd the world (ovtojs yap riya-n-rja^v 6 ^cos tov KoapLOv)

that he gave his only begotten son (waTf- rov vlov avrov tov /xdvoytv^ t8(DKev)

that whosoever believeth in him might not perish," &c. 17. " For God

1 . Rev. iii, 14.

^ Cf. Rev. xvii. 14 ; Coloss. i. 15 ; Phil. ii. 6 ; 2 Cor. iv. 4 ; Heb. i. 8, 2 f.

3 On the Canon, p. 77.
• Ep. ad Diogn. x., 'O ycip Oeoi rovi drOpa^Ttovi rjy0.111^6e, di' oi'S

\noiy}6E tov Hod/iiov, oh vnera^E ndvra rd iv oU Xoyiov
edcoKsv, oh voiJy- oh /novoH itpdi avrov opdv tnsTpEipE- ovi eh rif?
ISiai^ EiKovoi EzXaijE- TTpoi ovS dneCTEiXE TOV viov airov toy novo-
yivrj- oii rr/v iv ovpavco fJadiAciav iTtrjyyEiXaro, Kcxi SoodEt roii
Kyan7)6adIV aiirov. 'Eitiyvpvi Si, rivoi oi'ei TrXjfpcoOydEdOai x^^pdi ;

fi Ttai ayiXTTifdEti tov ovrooi npoayamjdavrd d£ ; dyaTtTJdai Se, /Ji-

utjTrji Ed^ avcov riji ^p7;<Jror7;roS' h.tA.

.W
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sent not his son into the world that he might judgo the woiM, i^-c. (6v

yap d7r£'frrelA.ec 6 ^eos rot' vuw avTov eis tov kocthov iva »./5i»7; Tof Kwr/ioi ), Here
again, a aontcnce is patched togethur by taking tVagiiunits fi'uin the be-

ginning and middle of a passage, and finding in them a supcrliciiil re-

seml)lanco to words in the Gosj)el. Wo find parallels for thu iiassa^e

however^ in the Epistles from which the unknown wiitt-r obviously de-

rives so much of his matter, liom. v. 8 :
" But (Jod giveth proof of his

love towards us, in that while we were yet sinners (Jhrist (bed for us.

10. . . . through the death of his son." Chap. viii. 3, "God
sending his son, &c. 29. Tliem he also foreordained to l)i'ar the

likeness of the image of his son, &c. 32. He that spared not his owu
son, bat delivered him u|) for us all," &c. 39. (Nothing can sc'])arate

us) " from the love of God which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." (Jal. ii.

20. ..." by the faith of the Son of God who loved mv and gave liim-

self for me." Chap. iv. 4, " God sent out his son (i^uTridTuXiv 6 6(o<;

TOV viov avToi'). 5. . . . that he might redeem," &c. Ephes. ii. 4. " But

God being rich in mercy because of his great love wherewith he loved

us. 5. Even when we were dead in oui' trespasses hath quickened us to-

gether with Clirist. '

liat he might show forth the exceeding riches of

his grace in kindness \.^ i(TT6rq<;) towai'ds us in Christ Jesus." Cliup. iv.

32. " Be ye kind (^prjoroC) one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one

another, even as God also in Christ forgave you."' Chap. v. 1. "Be
ye therefore imitators (fx.ifir]Tai) of God as beloved children. 2. And

walk in love (ci' dydTrrj) even as Christ also loved you (6 XpuTTos rjydirriiTcv

ii/Lias), and gave himself for \is," Ajc, &c. Titus iii. 4. " But when the

kindness (xpr)(TT6Tr]<;) and love towai'ds men {(fnXavOpmiria) of our Haviour

God was manifested. 5. . , . according to his mercy he saved us.

- ThatG. . . . through Jesus Christ our Saviour. i.

being justified by his grace, we should become heirs according to the hope

of Eternal life."2

The words :
" Or how will you love him who so beforehand loved

you ]
" (i) Trws (lyaTTj/o-cis tov ovtoj? TrpoayaTTT/o-avTu ere ;), Canon Westcott

refers to 1 John iv. 19, " We love God^ becaune he first loved us"(7//i{is

dyairw/u-ev rbv Oeov, on auros 7rpa>Tos rjydTrrjfTev T;/Aas.) The linguistic differ-

ences, however, and specially the substitution oi Trpoayain^a-avTa for Trpwros

7iydTrr](T€v, distinctly oppose the claim. The words are a perfectly natural

comment upon the words in Ephesiaiis, from which it is obvious the

writer derived other parts of the sentence, as the striking word " kind-

ness "
(xpr](TT6Ty]<;), which is commonly used in the Pauline Epistles, but

nowhere else in the New Testament,* shows.

Dr. Westcott " cannot call to mind a parallel to the phrase ' the king-

dom in heaven '
"^ which occurs above in the phrase " to whom he lias

1 Cf. Coloss. iii. 12—14. « Cf. 2 Thess. ii. 16 ; 1 Thess. ii. 12, iv. 9.

3 We quote the reading of the Cod. SiuaiticuB a.s most favourable to Dr. ^^ est-

cott ; the Alexandrian and Vatican MSS. have simply : "we love," omitting both

"God "and '< him."
4 Cf. Rom. ii. 4 ; iii. 12 ; xi. 22 (thrice) ; 2 Cor. vi. 6 ; Gal. v. 22 ; Ephes. ii, 7;

of. iv. 32 ; Coloss. iii. 12 ; Titus, iii. 4 ; cf . 1 Peter, ii. 3.

5 On the Canon, p. 77, note 4.
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proraisod the kingdom in heavpn, and will give it to those who havo

loved him " (of? tt/v iv ovpavm jQacriXctai' cmjyyctAaro, Kai. Swtrei TOis

dyaTn/o-ao-ii' auTov). This also we find in the Epistles to which the

writer oM'lusively refers in this letter : James ii. 5, " heirs of the king-

dom which he promised to them that love him " (t^s fia(n\ua<; rj<; iri]y

yfiAaro Tois (lyaTTwo-if auTov) i. 12. "... he shall receive the crown

of lifo wliich he promised to them that love him " (oi/ eV»;yy€tAaTo rois

ayaviMTLv avTov). In 2 Tim. iv. 18, we have: "The Lord . . shU
nre.servo \\w safe unto iiis heavnly kingdom " {m t^v fta(Ti\tiav airov /f

hovpaviov)A It is very possible that all of these passages may refer to

wonls (»f Je«ii3 not contained in our Gospel, but which the writ(!r of the

Epistle may havo found in some other evangelical work. The expres-

sion " kingdom of heaven " is not found in the fourth Gospel at all, l)ut

is characteri.stio of the first Synoptic, and traces are not wanting in this

Epistle of the use of a Gospel akin to, but diftering from, the first ; we
cannot, however, go into this matter.

We have devoted too much time alrccady to thi.s Epistlr, the

evidonci' of which could not in any case be of value to the fourth

Gospel. The writer of the Epistle to Dio^^netus is unknown ;

Diogn('tn.s,the friend to whom it is addressed, is equally unknown;
tlie letter is neither mentioned nor quoted by any of tlie Fathers,

nor by any ancient writer, and there is no external evidence as

to the (late of the compo.sition. It exists only in one codex, the

handwriting of which is referred to the thirteenth or fourteenth

century, but it is by no means certain lhi,t it is even so old. The
last two chapters are a falsification by a ater writer than the au-
thor of the first ten. There is no internal evidence whatever in

this brief didactic composition which would render its assignment
to the third or fourth centuries incongruous, or which demands
an earlier date. Apart from the uncertainty of date, however,
there is no allusion in it to any Gospel. Even if there were, the
testimony of a letter by an unknown writer at an unknown
period could not have much weight, but under the actual circum-
stances the Epistle to Diognetus furnishes absolutely no testimo/ ly
at all for the apostolical origin and historical character of the
fourth (Jospel.

The fulness with which we have discussed the supposed testi-

mony of Ba,silides2 renders it unnecessary for us to re-enter at
any length into the argument as to his knowledge of the fourth
Gospel. Tischendorf^ and Canon Westcott* assert that two pas-
sages, namely : "The true light which lighteth every man came
into the world," corresponding with John i. 9, and :

" mine hour

iCf. iTim. iv. 8; 2 Thess. i. 5.

3 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 52.
* On the Canon, p. 256, note 3.

41

P. 411 flF.
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is not yet come," agreeing with John ii. 4, which are introduced
by Hippolytus in his work ag»in.st Heresies^ with a .sul)jnctlo,ss

0>/<n " he says," are quotations niade in some lost work l»y Basili-

deo. We have shown that Hippolytus and other writoi's of lii.s

time were in the liabit of (juoting, indifferently, passaifos fmin
works by the founders of sects and by their hiter followers with-

out any distinction, an utterly vague 't>y)<n doing service; iMiiuilly

for all. This is the case in the present instance, and there is no
legitimate reason for assigning these passages to Basilidcs liim-

self,^ but on the contrary many considerations which forbid our

doing so, wliich we have elsewhere detailed.

The.se remarks most fully apply to Valentinus, whose .supposed

quotations wo have exhaustively tliscussed,^ as well a.s the one

passage given by Hippolytus containing a sentence found in Jolm
X. 8,* the only one which can be pointed out. We have distinctly

proved that the ({notations in question are not a.ssignal)le to Vnl-

entinus himself, a fact wiiich even apologists admit. There is no

just ground for assei'ting that his terminology was derived from

the fourth Go.spel, the whole having been in current use lont^ he-

fore that ( lospel was composed. There is no evidence whatever

that Valentinus was acquainted with .such a work.^

We must generally remark, however, v/i.h regard to Basilidos,

Valentinus and all such Heresiarchs and writers, that, even if it

could be shown, as actually it cannot, that they were acquainted

with the fourth Gospel, the fact would only prove the mere ex-

istence of the work at a late period in the second century, hut

wouLl furnish no evidence of the slightest value regardini,' its

apostolic origin, or towards establishing its historical value. On

the other hand, if, as apologists assert, these heretics pcssessed

the fourth Gospel, their deliberate and total rejection of the work

furnishes evidence positively antagonistic to its claims. It is

difhcult to decide whether their rejection of the Gospel, or their

ignorance of its existence is the more unfavourable alternative.

The dilemma is the very same in the case of Marcion. We
have already fully discussed his knowledge of our Gospels,^ and

1 vii. 22, 27.

2 Hihjen/eld, Die Evangelien, p. 345, anm. 5 ; cf. Zeitschr. wiss. Tbeol., 1802,

p. 453 ff. ; Davidson, Iiitrod. N. T., ii. p. 388 f. ; Volkmar, Theol. Jalirb., 1854,

p. 108, p. 125 f. ; Der Ursprung, p. 71, nam.; Riimpf, Rev. de Th^ol., 1867, p. 18

ff., p. 366 ; SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 65 f.; Zeller, Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p.

148 ff. ; cf. Ouericke, H'buch. K. G., i. p. 184 ; Strauss, Das Lebeu Jesu, 1864, p.

67 f.; Lnthardt, Der johann. Urspr. d. viert. Ev., p. 85 f.

3 P. 421 ff. •* Adv. Hser., vi. 35.

6 Baur, Untera. kan. Ev., p. 357 f. ; Bretschneider, Probabilia, p.212ff.; ZlniW-

gon, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 390 ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelien, p. 345 ; Sdiolten, Die

alt. Zeugnisse, p. 67 ff. ; Bump/, Rev. de Theol., 1867, p. 17 ; Zeller, Die Apostei-

gescb., p. 65 ff.; Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 151 f.; Volkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 69ff.;

Theol. Jahrb., 1854, p. 108, p. 125 f.; Weizsacker, Unters. Evang. Gescb., p. 234;

Strauss, Das Leben Jesu, 1864, p. 67. 6 p. 436 ff.
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need not add anything here. It is not pretended that he made
any use of the fourth Gospel, and the only ground upon which it is

argued that he supplies evidence even of its exifstence is the vague

rreneral statement of Tertullian, that Marcion rejected the Gospels
" which are put forth as genuine, and under the name of Apostles

orat least of contemporaries of the Apostles," denying their truth

and integrity, and maintaining the sole authority of his own
Gospel. ^ We have shown''^ how unwarrantable it is to affirm from

such data that Marcion knew, although ho repudiated, the four

canonical Gospels. The Fathers, with uncritical haste and zeal,

assumed that the Gospels adopted by the Church at the close of

the second and beginning of the third centui'ies must equally have
been invested with canonical authority from the first, and Ter-

tullian took it for granted that Marcion, of whom he knew very

little, must have deliberately rejected the four Gospels of his own
Canon. Even Canon Westcott admits that :

" it is uncertain

whether Tei-tullian in the passage quoted speaks from a know-
ledge of what Marcion may have written on the subject, or .simply

from his own point of sight. "^ There is not the slightest evi-

dence that Marcion knew the fourth Gospel,* and if he did, it is

perfectly inexplicable that he did not adopt it as peculiarly

favourable to his own views.^ If he was acquainted with the

work and, nevertheless, rejected it as false and adulterated, his

testimony is obviously opposed to the Apostolic origin and his-

t(irical accuracy of the fourth Gospel, and the critical acumen
which he exhibited in his selection of the Pauline Epistles renders

his judgment of greater weight than that of most of the Fathers.

We have now reached an epoch when no evidence regarding
the fouith Gospel can have much weight, and the remaining wit-
nesses need not detain us long. We have di.scussed at length the
Diatessaron of Tatian,^ and .shown that whilst there is no evidence
that it was basett upon our four Gospels, there is reason to believe
that it may have been identical with the Gospel according to the
Hebrews, by which name, as Epiphanius states/ it was actually
called. We have only now briefly to refer to the address to the
Greeks (Aoyos 7rpos''EAA7/ra<;), and to ascertain what testimony it

bears regarding our fourth Gospel. It was composed after the

' Adv. Marc, iv. 3, 4. 2 p. 478 ff.

3 On the Canon, p. 276, note 1.

* Credner, Beitriige, i. p. 45, anm. 1 ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i. pp. 73 ff., 79,
84; Okseler, Entst. schr. Evv., p. 25; Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 474;
Mleiermacher, Einl. N. T., 1845, p. 214 f.; kumpf, Rev. de Thiiol., 1867, p. 21 ;

SchoUen, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 76 ff. ; Sefiwegler, Das nachap. Zeit i. p. 282 ; Volk-
mar, Der Ursprung, p. 76.

^ Hilgenfeld, Die Evv. Justin's, p. 474 ; ScMten, Die alt. Zeugnisse, p. 77 ;

Yolkmar, Der Ursprung, p. 76 ff.

«P.483ff. ^ "^

7 Hsr. xlvi.§l.
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doath of Justin, and scarcely dates earlier than the beginninf of

the last quarter of the second century. No Gospel and no woik of

the New Testament is mentioned in this composition, but Tischen-

doi'f ^ and othe?'s point out one or two supposed references to pa.s-

sages in the fourth Gospel. The first of these in order, is one indi-

cated by Canon Westcott,^ but to which Tischendorf does not call

attention: "God was in the beginning, but we have learned that

the beginning is the power of Reason (@eo<s rjv Iv apxrj, ny Se

i'o)(rjv koyov Svva/xtv 7rap€iXT/<^a/i,ev) . For the Lord of the Univei'so

(S«(T7roVi7s Ttov oAcov) being himself the substance (uTrooracrts) of all, in

that creation had not been accomplished was alone, but inasmuch

as he was all power, and himself the substance of things visible

and invisible, ail things were with him (a-vv aimS ra TrdiTa). With

him by meo.ns of rational power the Reason (Aoyos) itself also

which was in him subsisted. But by the will of his simplicity

Reason (Aoyos) springs foi'th ; but the Reason (Ao'yos) not proceed-

ing in vain, became the first-born work (Ipyov TrpwroTOKoi) of the

Father. Him we know to be the Beginning of the world (TfRToi'

la-fiev To'xi Koa-fxov tt;v apxrjv). But he came into existence by division,

not by jutting off", for that which is cut off is separated fi'om the

first : but that uhich is divided, receiving the choice of adminis-

tration, did not render him defective from whom it was tiiken.

&c., &c. And as the Logos (Reason), in the beginning begotten,

begat agf'in our creation, himself for himself creating the matter

(Ktti KaOdvep 6 Aoyos, eV ap)(r; yewrjOeU, avreyevvrjfre rrjv kuO' yp.os TrinTjim,

avTos eavTw t^v vXrjv Sr/zxtoupyTyo-as), SO J," &C., &C.^

It is quite evident that this doctrine of the Logos is not that

of the fourth Go.spel, from which it cannot :mve lieen deriveii

Tatian himself* seems to assert that he derived it from the Old

Testament. We have quoted the passage at length that it m.ght

1 Wann wurden, u. s. w., p. 17. 2 On the Canon, p 278, uotc 2.

3 Orat. o.d Gra;cos, § 5. As this passage is of some obscuiuy, we subjoin, for

the sake Oi' impartiality, an independent translation tak^n from Dr. DonMmmi
able History of OLrist. Lit. and Doctrine, in. p. 42 :

" Ood was in the beginning,

but we have understood that the beginning was a power of reason. For ti»«Lom

of all, Himself being the substance of all. was alnie lu no far as ihit creati'm had

not vet taken place, but as far as He was all power and the substance of things
•'

-1 11 ji .1 TT 1 -.t. TJ;„- _1_„ 1... .„, n..a f.> la-

f

seen and unseen, all things were v ith Him . along with Him also bv uuttiis oi ra

tional power, the reason which was in Him supported them. But liy tlif will «'•

his simVicity. tlie reason leaps forth; but the "reason, not having gone fmm "HP

who became empty thereby, is the firstborn work of the Fatber. Him we Kiinw

to be the beginning of the "world. But He came into existence by sharing (//fp'"^

Hoi) not by cutting oif ; for that which is cut off is separated from the hr»t; Uit

that whnJi is shared, receiving a selection of the work, did not render H in jlettr-

tive from whom it was taken, &c., &c. And as the Word begotten in the begin-

ning begot in his turn our creation, He Himself fashioning the material for '""'

self, so I, &c., &c." Cf. isomer, Lehre Pers. Christi., i. p. 437 ff.
„ ,

* g 12, cf. ? 20; cf. Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., iii. p. 32; Brrt«(""-

der, Probabilia, p. 193 ff.
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be clearlv' understood ; and with the opening words, we presume,

for he does not quote at all but merely indicates the chapter,

Canon Westcott compares John i. 1: " In the beginning was the

Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God
"

( K>' oLpxv V^ " Adyos, k.t.X.). The statement of Tatian is quite difler-

c'ut;
" God was in the beginning" (0eos ^v iv apxv)' '^'"^^1 ^'f- 'ertain-

Iv did not identify the Word with God, so as to transform t)ie state-

ment of the Gospel into this simple affirmation. In all probability

his formula was merely based upon Genesis i, 1: "In the beginninj^

God created the heavens and the earth" (Iv fipxH trroLrjaei 6 ("hov,

K.T.X.)} Tiie expressions " But we have learne*] that the Begin-

ning (apx^'i) v'&a the powei of Reason," &c., " but the /Reason ^Aoyos)

not proceeding in vain became the first-born work (l/zyov ni/ijir/:roKiiv)

of the Fatliar. Him we know to be the Beginning (npxf'i) of the

world," recall many early representations of the Logos, to which

we have alieady referred : Prjv. viii. 22: " The Lord created me
the Beginning ("-rxv) of his ways for his works («7'7*)- 23. Before

the ages he established me, in the beginning («V apxrj) before he

luiide the earth," &c., &c. In the Apocalypse also thc; Word is

called "the Beginning fd^JX'/) of the creation of God," and it will

lie remembered that Justin gives testimony from Prov viii. 21 ff.

"that (-Jod begnt before all the creatures a Beginning (a/)xv^) a cer-

tain rational Power (pwufiiv A.oytK»/i'), out of himself,""^ &c., &!c.,

and elsewhere :
" As the Logos declared thi-ough Solomon, that this

s^inie had been begotten of God, })efor 3 all civated

beings, 1 uth Beginning {npxv)" "^c."^ We need not, however, refer

t(»thc numerous pa.s.sages in Philo and in Justin, not derived from
'he fourth Gospel, whie.i point to a different source for Tatian's

doctrine. It is sufficient that both his opinions and his terminol-
ogy differ distinctly from that Gospel.*

Till next passage we at once subjoin in contrast with the paral-
lel in \\^' fourth Gospel :

John r. 5.

And the light shineth in the dark-
ness

;

iiud the darkness comprohended it

n<it.

OraT. ad Gk*,<:<18, § XIJI.

And this, therefore, is (the mean-
ing i>i) tlie saying:

The darknesB comprehends nut the
light

Kcd rovro e'ony npa to eiftrj- Ka) ro cpcioi iv rij dnoria (pai'yei

,

ftivov 'II (iHoriit to i^x-ii ov xara- xa) n 6noTia avTo ou HaTeXa/iFv

.

^itn/idi ft.

fill
• untext to this passage in the Oration is as follows : Ta-

1 Dimnhhon, liist, ('lir. Lit. and f Joctr. , iii. p. 43.
''

I 'ill. Gl, see p. 572. 3 Dial, (i'i, see p. 573.
< \Vc bavi ahealy mentioned that the Gospel according to Peter contained the

doctrine of thu j.ogos.
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Tatian here speaks of God, and not of the Logos, and in this

respect, as well as language and context, the passage differs from

the iourth Gospel. The phrase is not introduced as a quotation,

and no reference is made to any Gospel. The purpose for which

the words are used, again, rather points to the ^rst chapters of

Genesis than to the dogmatic prologue enunciating the doctrine

of the Logos.^ Under all these circumstances, the source from

which the expression may have been derived cannot with cer-

tainty be ascertained, and, as in the preceding instance, even if it

be assumed that the M'ords show acquaintance with the fourth

Gospel, nothing could be proved but the mere existence of the

work about a century and i half after the events which it re-

cords. It is obvious that in no case does Tatian afford the slight-

est evidence of the Apostolic origin or historical veracity of the

fourth Gospel.

We have generally discussed the testimony of Dionysius of

Corinth,- Melito of Sardis,^ and Claudius Apollinari 5,* and need
not say more here. The fragments attributed to tiiem neither

mention nor quote the fourth Gospel, but in no case could they

furnish evidence to authenticate the work. The same remarks
apply to Atlienagoras.^ Canon Westcott only ventures to say,

that he " appears to allude to passages in St. Mark and St. John,

but they are all anonymous."** The passages in v/hich he speaks
of the Logos, which are those referred to here, are certainly not

taken from the fourth Gospel, and his doctrine is expiessed in

tenninology which is different from that of the Gospel, and "s

deeply tinged with Platonism.'^ He appeals to Proverbs viii. 22,

already so frequently quoted by us, for confirmation by the Pro-
phetic Spii'ifc of his exposition of the Logos doctrine.^ He no-
where identifies the Logos with Jesus:'' indeed he does not
once make use of the name of Christ in his works. He does not
show the slightest knowledge of the doctrine of salvation so con-
stantly enunciated in the fourth Gospel. There can be no doubt,
as we have already shown,^'' that he considered the Old Testa-
ment to be the only inspired Holy Scinptures. Not only does he
not mention nor quote any of our Gospels, but the only instance
in which he makes any reference to sayings of Jesus, otherwise
tliaii by the indefinite ffiWh " he says," is one in which he intro-

duces a saying which is not found in our Gospels by the wordH :

1 Cf. 1 C.r. viii. 6 ; Ephes. iii. 9 ; Heb. i. 2.

!'• 490 ff. 3 P. 497 ff. i P. r>05 ff.

^ V 509 ff, On the Canon, p. 103.
7 Cf. IhrtHi, Irf'hre Pers. < hristi, i. p. 440 fF. Donaldson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and

ff'tr., lii. p. 149 ff.

i' I.rg. pro(,'hii8t., ^ 10.
s Dorner, ib., i, p. 442 ; Donald.-ion, if.

, lii p 154. 10 P. 515 f.
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" The Logos again saying to us :
" (TroXti' ^(/ Mywrm tov Aoyou),

&c. From the same source, which was obviously not our Cano-

nical Gospeii^, we have, therefore, reason to conclude that Athe-

nagoras derived all his knowledge of Gospel history and doctrine.

We need scarcely add that this writer affords no testimony what-

ever as to the origin or character of the fourth Gospel.

It is scarcely worth while to refer to the Epistle of Viennc and

Lyons, a composition dating at the earliest a.d. 177-1 7h, in which

no direct reference is made to any writing of the New Testa-

ment,^ Acquaintance with the fourth Gospel is argued from the

followixig passage

:

And «Mw wm fultilled the saying

of our kifjfS

Tlw tim« itMi come in which

every -yae 6h«e J«ii|*th y'>u shall think

that ho <>««re«h ii-mirvkxi unto Go4

John xvi. 2.

Btit the hour cometli that every one

that killeth ycu niiy think tliat he

offereth a service unto G'fl,

'EXsvdfr.n Kai^yi, t^ ^ K^'i o\
^
A^A.' tpx^rni wpa iva nni d

ditoArFivu': v^S% ^<AA( f'/ttfti'ifi/v \

dnunrtivai v/Jjf' /^oq^ Aar/jnav

Kpodcpsptiv t^Ht^. ' xpod'^/fifty T(a 'nui,

Now such a \mim^/i <i»/m<A pr^/ve the use (4 the f<yurth ^/ospel.

No source is mdicei^M m fcl*^' R0**ie from wJ)ich the saying of

Jesus, which of cour-^' Mj^Ao^n^*- assert to be \mt/mc&\, was <le-

rived. It pre.se«4-s <ifAuUA vart^»**y/T>s from tin- parallel in the

fourth (jt(^^\ ; and in iho ^yjif/yimM. //e find f^nfMcui indications

of mnW&t ^m'/mrmH^ to render it very probaU*' thaf otlici' Gos-

pfds may hfivt'. (^.//ntained the pas««ge qu^/ted in the Kj/.stlc. In

no case c<AtUi au »r»^^»ymous leference like thi.s Ik^ of any weight

as evi/Jp,nce V^ #»* AyM/ylic origin of the fourth Gospel.

W<5 tt^^/i not fw^}i^f 4W'*f^ PtolemaF'Us And Herachon. We

have ii\i//Wf^ that ih' 4s*te »* which th«se hereticrt iiouri.s!if;d

places them i/*if^md the ijwi^^ wMiiti which wo proposed to con-

fine ourselves hf regard t/j ^tolenm^us »A\ that is affuiued is

that, in the Epistk */; Flora as<;riljed tohim,^!xpressions foui-
'
in

John i. li are u.s<d. 'fh' t/assage as it ^ gjvtin by Epiplianius is

as follows: " B*-:*t4e8, th«/ the world was creatxid }*y Hic same

the Apostle states mymii «W things have been niaff. 'yey.,ih"u^^

by him and withtHst'him nothii*^ wan made)."
J

V.n. /frriin,^

Koa-fiov Srifiiovpyiaf &Ur i^iy* ctvat Trc frrivTa Xi oIt'iv ytyora <ii. mi

Xmpls avTod yeyoici o*««V) 6 warcKr'^t.s.)* NoW tfic supposed (jU'-ta-

tion is introduced bere in a parenthesis interrupting the sense,

J

1 P. 516 ff.
. ., ,-

2 Matt. X. 1«> 22, xxiv. 9 f. : Mark xiii. ?»- I-J; Luke xxi. 1-' -1/.

3
I'. 619 tf.

* Ef)iphti'fius, Hai., xxxiii.
;;

J.
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and there is cjvery probability that it was added as an illustra-

tion by Epiphanius, and was not in the Epistle to Flora at

all. Omitting the parenthesis, the sentence is a very palpable

reference to the Apostle Paul, and Coloss. i. IG.' In regard to

Heracleon, it is asserted from the unsupported references of Ori-

fren- that he wrote a commentary on the fourth Gospel. Even if

this bo a fact, there is not a single word of it preserved by Origen

which in the least degi*ee bears upon the Apostolic origin and
trustworthiness of the Gospel. Neither of these heresiarchs,

therefure, is of any value as a witness for the authenticity of the

fourth Gospel.

The heathen Celsus, as we have shown,^ wrote at a period when
no evidence which he could well give of his own could have been

of much value in supporting our Gospels. He is pressed into ser-

vice,* however, because after alluding to v.irious circumstances of

Go.spel history he say.s :

" Tlies<f things, therefore, being taken

out of your own writings, we have no need of other testimony,

for you full upon your own swords,"® and in another place he says

that certain Christians " alter the Gospel from its first written

form in three-fold, four-fold, and many -fold ways, and re-mould

it in order to have the me;uis of contradicting the arguments (of

opponents)."*^ This is supposed t/j refer to the four i'sitiOTnc&l

Gdsjiels. Apart from the fact that (//i^fn replies to the fir.^f vf

these pas.sages, that Celsus has brought ifo/yy/ird much concerning

Jesus which is not in accordance with the narratives of thu Gos-

pels, it is unreasonable to limit the accusation of " many-fold
"

corruption to four Gospels, wlien it is undeniaM' that the
Gospels and writings long current in tlie Chur/h were very

numerous. In any case, what could such a statenj'nt a» this do
towards establishing the Apostolic origin and credibility of the

fourth (iospel ?

We might pass over the Canon of Mwrotori entirely, as being
u-yond the limit of time to which we confine ourselves,'' but the
unknown writer of the fragment gives a legend with regard to the

composition of the fourth Gospel which we may quote here, al-

1 iSdii,//iri, Ine alt. Ziugnisse, y 88, anm. 4.

2 The pasfagte arc quoted by (Irahe, Spicil. Patr.,

* (f rmlmidorf, Wann wurdcn, u. s. w.
, p

i. p. 85 ff.

71 ff. ; Westcott, On the Canon,

hp^ oh^J'tira fjiy ovv v^tlv ix roiv iinrfiiMt HvyvpamiazMv , tip' oi
wSeyoi ^X^oii )/(xf}Tvpoi XPV^f>/'^^' i^i'i'' A^V foiroH nfpininTerf
Oriijni, (ijntra. Celt , ii. 74.

*
'/if />( /lefjt/C fjHOYTa'i ti<^ TO kipf^rdvai airo'i^, //rraxoipi^^^civ

Ik Ti/i nijdtrji f'paujf/i to tvayysXiov Tfjixtj xcd riTpttxt} xai noX-
^^•X'l, xai nfTtttXiixttxv, 'iy' exotiv npoS ror? l\eyxov<i (ipvf.}6^at^
Contra Celg., ii. 27. ^ P. 545 ff.

1
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disciples, and concerning his double advent ; the first in lowli-

ness of estate which has taken place, the second in regal power

and splendour, which is still future. What wonder, therefore, if

John should so constantly bring forward each thing (singula) also

in his Epistles, saying in regard to himself : The things which we
have seen with our eyes, and have heard with our ears, and our

hands have handled, these things have we written unto you. For

thus he professes himself not only an eye-witness and hearer, but

also a writer of all the wonders of the Lord in order."

It is obvious that in this passage we have an apologetic de-

fence of the fourth Gospel,' which unmistakably implies antece-

dent denial of its authority and apostolic origin. The writer not

only iist-ribes it to John, but he clothes it with the united autho-

rity of the rest of the apostles, in a manner which very j)ossibly

aims at explaining the supplementary chapter xxi., witli its tes-

timony to the truth of the preceding narrative. In his zeal the

writer goes so far as to falsify a |>assage of the Epistle, and con-

vert it into a declaration that the author of the letter had written

the Gospel.
"

' The things which we have seen, &c., these things

have we written unto you ' (Iijbc scripsimus vobis).- For thus he

professes himself not only an eye-witness and hearer, but also a

wiitcr of all the wondei's of the Lord in order." Credner argues

that in speaking of John as " one of the disciples" (ex discipulis),

and of Andrew as " one of the Apostles," the writer intends to

distinguish between John the disciple, who wrote the Gospel and
Epistle, and John the Apostle, who wrote the Apocalypse, and
that it was for this reason that he sought to dignify him by a

special revelation, through the Apostle Andrew, selecting him to

write the Gospel. Credner, therefore, concludes that here we
have an ancient ecclesiastical tradition ascribing the Gospel and
first Epistle to one of the disciples of Jesus different from the

Apostle John.'' Into this, however, we need not enter, nor is it

necessary for us to demonstrate the mythical nature of this nar-

rative regarding the origin of the Gospel. We have merely given
this extract from the fiagment to make our statement regarding
it complete. Not only is the evidence of the fragment of no
value, from the lateness of its date, and the uncritical character
of its author, but a vague and falndous tra«lition recorded by an
unknown writer could not, in any case, furnish testimony calcu-

lated to establish the Apostolic origin and trustworthiness of the
fourth Gospel.

1 Omlnfr, Gesch. N. T. Kanon, p. 158 f. und Volkmar, Anhaiig, p. 360; Der
Urspninjr, p. 28 ; .Scholten, Die alt Zeugnisse, p. 150 f. ; Davki-'Oii, Introd. N.T.,
ii. p. 40*2; Ililfim/eld, Der Kanon, pp. 41, 43 ; Lomann, Bijdragen, p. CO ff.

- 1 Johni. 1—3.
3 Cndner, Gesch, N. T. Kan., p. 158ff.;Theol. Jahrb., 1867, p. 30L

A +1.
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CHAPTER II.

AUTHOKSHIP AND CHARACTER OF THE FOURTH 003PKL.

The result of our inquiry into the evidence for the fourth Gospel
is sufficiently decided to render further examination unnucossary.

We have seen that for some ct^ntury and a half, after the events

recorded in the work, there is not only no testimony whatever
connecting the fourth Gospel with the Apostle John, but no cer-

tain trace even of the existence of the Gospel. There has uut

been the slightest evidence in any of the writings of the Fathers

which we have examined, even of a tradition that the Apostle

John had composed any evangelical work at all, and the olaini

advanced in favour of the Christian miracles to contenii)oraiieous

evidence of extraordinary force and \ eracity by undoubted eye-

witnesses so completely falls to the ground, that we miglit here

well bring this part of our inquiry to a close. There are, how-

ever, so many peculiar circumstances connected with the fou.th

Gospel, both in i-egard to its authorship and to its relationship to

the three Synoptics, which invite further attention, that we pro-

pose briefly to review some of them. We must, howevei', carc.'fiilly

restrict ourselves to the limits of oui* iiKpiiry, and resist any

temptation to enter upon an exhaustive discussion of the problem

presented by the fourth Gospel from a more general literary point

of view.

The endeavour to obtain some positive, or at least ni'gative,

information regarding the author of the fourth Gospel is facili-

tated by the fact that in the New Testament Canon several other

works are ascribed to him. These works present such marked

and distinct characteristics that, apart fi'om the fact that their

number extends the range of evidence, they afford an unusual

opportunity of testing the tradition which assigns tiiem all to the

Apostle John, by comparing the clear indications v/hich they give

of the idio,s3'ncrasies of their author with the independent data

which we possess regarding the history and character of the

Apostle. It is asserted by the Church that John the son of Zebe-

dee, one of the disciples of Jesus, is the conn)oser of no less th. n

five of our canonical writings, and it would be impossible to select

any books of our New Testament presenting more distinct fea-

tures, or more widely divergent views, than are to be found in the

Apocalypse on the one hand, and the Gospel and three Eiiistles
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on the other. Whilst a strong family likeness exists between the

Epistles and the Gospel, and they exhibit close analogies both in

tliout^ht and language, the Apocalypse, on the contrary, is so

different from them in language, in style, in religious views and

tevniinology, that it is impossible to believe that the writer of the

one could be the author of the other. The translators of our New
Testament have laboured, and not in vain, to eliminate as far as

possible all individuality of style and language, and to reduce the

various books of -"-vhich it is composed to one iiniform smoothness

of CDiiiposition. It is, therefore, impossible for the mere English

reader to appeciate the immens ; difference which exists between

the harsh and Hebraistic Greek (if the Apocalypse and the polished

elef^anec of the fourth Gospel, and it is to be feaii 1 that the rarity

of critical study has prevented any general lecognition of the

almost equally striking contrast of thought between the two
works. The very I'emarkablc peculiarities which distinguish the

Apocalypse and Gospel of John, however, wei'c verj^ early appre-

ciated, and almost the first application of critical judgment to the

Canonical books of the New Testament is the argiunentof Diony-

sius Bishop of Alexandria, about the middle of the third century,

that the author of the fourth Gospel could not be the writer of

the Book of Revelation.^ The dogmatic predilections which at

tliat time had begun to turn against the Apocalypse, the non-

fnlfilmeiit of the prophecies of which disappointed and puzzled

the early Church, led Dionysius to solve the difficulty by decid-

ing in favour of the authenticity of the Go.spel, but at least he

recognized the dilemma which has since occupied so much of

biblical criticism.

It is not necessary to enter upon any exhaustive analysis of

the Apocalypse and Cospel to demonstrate anew that both works
cannot have emanated from the same mind. This has already

been conclusively done by others. Some apologetic writers,

—

greatly influenced, no doubt, by the express declaration of the

Church, and satisfied by the analogies which could scarcely fail

to exist between two works dealing with a similar theme,

—

together with a very few independent critics, have asserted the

authenticity of both works."'^ The great majority of critics, how-
ever, have fully admitted the impossibility of recognizing a com-

' Eiisehius, H. E., vii. 25.
2 Al/ord, (Jreek Testament, 18G8, iv. pp. 198 ff., 229 ; Bertholdt, Einl. A. u. N.

T., iv. p. 1800 ff.; cf. iii. p. 1299 &.; Ebrard, Die evang. Gesch., p. 858 ff.; Da»
evaug. Johannis, 1845, p. 1.37 ff.; Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 375 ff., cf. p. 223 ff.

;

Feilmoser, Einl. N.T., p. 569 ff., cf. p. 199 ff.; Hase, Die Tiib. Schule, 1855, p. 25
ff.; Hmj, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 496 ff., cf. p. 160 ff. ; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit.

p. 195 ff.
; Niemeyer, Verliandl. over de echtlitid der Jobann, Schr., lH52;Reith-

mayr, Einl. N. T., p. 774 ff.; Thiersch, Die Kirche im. ap. Zeit., pp. 245 f., 267—
274; Tholuck, GlauW, evang. Gesch., p. 280 ff., &c., &c.
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mon source for the fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse of John.

'

The critical ([uestion regarding the two works has, in fact, reduced
itself to the dilemma which may be expressed as follows, in the
words of LUcke : "Either the Gospel and the fir.>st Epistle are
genuine writings of t le Apostle John, and in that cas« the Apo-
calypse is no genuine work of that x\postle, or the inverse,"^ After
an elaV)()rate comparison of the two writings, tiie same writtT

who certainly will not be suspected of wilfully subversive criticisin'

resumes :
" The difference betw'een tlie language, way of expres-

sion, and mode of thought and doctrine of the Apocalypse and the

rest of the Johannine writings, is so comprehensive and intense

so individual and so far radical ; the affinity and agreement, on
the contrary, partly so general, partly in details so fragmentary
and uncertain (zuriickweichend), that the Apostle John, if he
really be the author of the Gospel and of the Epistle—which we
here advance—cannot have composed the Apocalypse t'lthev before

or ((ffer the Gospel and the Epistle. If all critical experience

and rules in such literary quest'ons do not deceive, it is certain

that the Evangelist and Apocalyptist are two different persons of

the name of John,"^ &c.

De VVette, another conservative critic, speaks with equai de-

cision. After an able comparison of the two works, he says:
" From all this it follows (and in New Testament criticism no re-

sult is more certain than this), that the Apostle John, if he be

the author of the fourth Gospel and of the Johannine Epistles,

did not write the Apocalypse, or, if the Apocalypse be his work,

he is not the author of the oth ,: writings."* Ewald is equally

positive :
" Above all," he says, " should we be in error as to the

descent of this work (the Gospel) from the Apostle, if the Apo-

1 Dionyslus. in Enseh, H. E., vii. 24, 25 ; Baur, Unters, kan. Ev., p. ;M5ff.;K,

G. drei erst, Jahrh., 186.?, p. 146 ff. ; Bleek, Beitrtlge, p. 190—200; Brehchmiikr,

Frobabilia, p. ISOff.; Credne.r, Einl. N.T., i. pp. 724 ff., 732 ff.; Davidson, Introil.

N.T., i. p. 313 fF.;!!. p. 441; Erasmus, Annot. in Apoc. Johannis N. Test, p. 625;

Ewald, Jahrb. bibl.Wiss., V. i8.'i2—3, p. 17ftff.;x.l859— 60, p. 85f ; DieJoh, Schr.,

ii. p. 59 ff. ; Com. in Apoc. Joh., 1828, p. 67 ff. ; Evaiuon, Dissonance of the four

fenerally received Evangelists, 1792 •,HU(iPnf(dd, Die Evangelien, p. 338 ff. ; /W:i(;,

Feber Johannes Marcus u. s. Schriften, 1843; Knyser, Rev. deTheol., 1856, xiii.

p. 80 ff.; KMlin, Lehrb, Ev. u. Br. Joh., p. 1. ff.; Likke, Einl. Offenb. Joh. ii.pp.

659 ff., 680 ff., 744 S.; Michaelis, Einl. N.T., p. 1598—1650; Nicholas, Et. I'r. sur

la Bible N. T., p. 183 ff.;Renan, L'Antechrist, 1873, p. xxv.; Rem.% Gesch. N.T.,

p. 152 f. ; R6viUe, Rev. de Thtiol., 1854, ix. pp. 332 f!., 354 ff., 1855, x. p. 1 ff.; Rev.

des deux Mondea, Octr., 1863, p. 633 ff.; cf. La Vie de Jc^sus de M. Renan, 1864,

p. 42, note 1; Scholten, Das Ev. Joh.. p. 401 ff.; Schnitzer, Theol. Jahrb., 1S42, p.

451 il;Schleiermacher„ Einl. N.T., pp. 317, 449 ff., 466 e.-.Schwetjler, Das nachap.

Zeit., ii. p. 372 f. ; Tayler, The Fourth Gospel, 1867, p. 14; Z>e Wette, Einl. N.T„

p^422; Weizacicker, Unters. evang. Gesch., p. 237, p. 295; Zeller, Theol. Jahrb.,

1845, p. 654 f., &c., &c.
2 Einl. Offenb. Johannes, ii. p. 504.

4 Einl. N. T., § 189 e., p. 422.

3/6., p. 744 f.

1*
;

III' ;
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calypse of tlu New TeHtament were by him. That this much
earlier writing Ciinnot have l>cen composed by the author of the

later is an axiom which I consider I have ah-eady, in 1S2G-2'S, so

convincingly demonstrated, that it would be supei'tluous now to

return to it, especially as, since then, all men capabl(( of forming
ajuilgrnent are of the same o[)inion, and what has been brought
forward by a few writers against it too clearly depends upon

—

intiuonces foreign to science."^ We may, therefoie, consider the
point generally adimtted, and proceed very briefly to discuss the
question upon this basis.

The external evidence that the Apostle John wrote the Apo-
calypse is more ancient than that for the authorship of any book
of the New Testament, excepting some of the Epistles of Paul.

This is admitted even by critics who ultimately deny the authen-
ticity of the work.- Passing over the very probable statement of
Andrew of Ciesarea,^ that Papias recognized tlie Apocalypse as

an inspired work, and the inference drawn from this fact that he
referred it to the Apostle, we at once proceed to Justin Martyr,
who artirnis in the clearest and most positive manner the Apos-
tolic origin of the -^- ork. He r; iaks to Tryphon of " a certain
man whose name was John, ore jf the Apostles of Christ, who
prophesied by a revelation ma. lo to him," of the Millennium, and
subsequent '^eneral resurrection and judgment.* The statement
of Justin is all the more important from the fact that he does
not name any other writing of the New Testament, and that the
Old Testament was still for him the oidy Holy Scripture. The
genuineness of this testimony is not called in question by any
one. Eusebius states that Melito of Sardis wrote a work on the
Apocalypse of John,*^ and Jerome mentions the treatise.* There
can be no doubt that had Melito thrown the slightest doubt on
the Apostolic origin of the Apocalypse, Eusebius, whose dogmatic
views led him to depreciate that writing, would have referred to
the fact. Eusebius also mentions that Apollonius, a Presbyter of
Ephesus, quoted the Apocalypse against the Montanists, and there

1 Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., v. p. 179.
2 Cmlner, Gesch. N. T. Kan., pp. 97, 180; Baitr, Theol. Jahrb., 1844, p. 660 ;

Ehrnrd, Die evaiig. Gesch., p. 854 f. ; Davidsor, Int. N. T., i. p. 318 ; Hihjenfeld,
tjie Evangelien, p. .339 f.; Lexhler, Das. ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 197 f.; Schwcghr,
Dasnachap. Zeit., ii. p. 249 ; Feilmoser, Einl. N. T., p. 578; Luckr, Einl. Ofl'enb.
J"h., ii. p. 657 ; Bdville, Rev. des deux Mondes, Oct. 1863, p. 632 ; Kayser, Rev.
de Theol., 1856, xiii. p. 80 f., &c., &c.
Mt is generally asserted both by Apologists and others that this testimjny is

valid in favour of the recognition by Papias of the authenticity of the A^o-

*i>ial. 81; (it. Eusebius, 'BL.E., iv. 18 '. Kai iTrFiSt) xal nap^ r,nYv avrjp-
J"'?, w ovona 'looa'yyi^i, sti raSy ditodToXonv tov" Xpidrov, iv dito
^aXvipEi ysvo/iiev^ '^.vr<u xi^^a ertf itoiTjdeiv iv 'lepovdaXij/it, x.r.A.

^ Eusebius, H. E., iv. 26.' 6 De Vir. 111., 24.
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The case of the Apocalypse is most intelligible :—so long as the

expectation and hope of a second advent and of a personal reign of

the risen and glorified Christ, of the prevalence of which we have

abundant testimony in the Pauline Epistles and oth* r early works,

continued to animate the Church, the Apocalypse which excited

and fostered them was a po})ular volume : but as yeai"? passed

away and the general longing of Christians, eagerly marking the

sifns of the time '-, was again and again disappointed, and the

hope of a Millennium began either to be abandoned or indefinitely

postponed, the Apocalypse proportionately lost favour, or was re-

garded as an incomprehensible book, misleading the world by
illusory promises. Its history is that of a highly dogmatic trea-

tise esteemed or contemned in proportion' to the ebb and flow of

opinion regarding the doctrines which it expresses.

The objections of Dionysius, arising first from dogmatic
grounds and his inability to understand the Apocalyptic utter-

ances of tlie book, took the shape we have mentioned of a critical

dilennna :—The author of the Gospel could not at the same time

he tlie author of the Apocalypse. Dogmatic predilection decided

the (|uestion in favour of the fourth Gospel, and the reasoning by
which that decision is arrived at has, therefore, no critical force or

value. The fact still remains that Justin Martyr distinctly refers

to the Apocalypse as the work of the Apostle John, and, as we
have seen, no similar testimony exists in support of the claims of

the fourth Gospel.

As another n\ost important point, we may mention that there is

prolialily not another work of the New Testament the precise date

of the cumposition of which, within a very few weeks, can so pos-
itively be aflirmed. No result of criticism rests upon a more se-

cure basis and is now more universally accepted by all competent
critics than the fact that the Apocalypse was written in A. D.

G8-69.^ The writer distinctly and repeatedly mentions his name .

i. 1, "The revelation of Jesus Christ .... unto his servant
John;"- i. 4, "John to the seven churches which are in Asia,"^ and
he states that the work was written in the island of Patmos
where he was " on account of the Word ofGod and the testimony of

m

1 Cmlner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 705 ff.; Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., v. p. 181 ff.;

Oesch. V. Isr., vii. p. 227; Comment, iu Apoc. Job., 1828, Die Job. Scbr., ii. p.
62 ; G'KPiide, Gesammtesch., p. 171, p. 522f.; Volkmar, Comment, zur Offenb.
Joh. 18()'2, p. 7 ff.; Die Religion Jesn, p. 148; Hilgen/eld, Die Evangelieu p. 338;
Davidson, Introd. N. T., i. p. 347 &.; Liltzelberger, Die kirchl. Trad. Job., p. 234;
R'-nan, Vie de JiSaus, xiiim". ed. p. Ixxi. f. ; L'Antecbnst, p. 340 ff. ; BMlk, Rev.
desdeux Mondes, Oct. 1863, p. 623; Rev. de Tb4ol., 1855, x. p. 4; Scliolten, Das
Ev.Joh., p. 401; Kayaer, Rev. de Th6ol., 1856, xiii. p. 80.

2 AnoKdXvipii ^Iritiov Xptdrov" . . . . rcS dov^oo avTov 'laoavvp.
' IcodvvT}? rat? kitvd ixxX^dtat? rat? i'y^ rp 'AiSia. Cf. i. 9 ; xxii. 8.

42
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Jesus/'i Ewald, who decides in the most arbitrary manner af^fainst

the authenticity of the Apocalypse and in favour of the Johan-
nine authorship of the Gospel, objects that the author, althoiK'h

he certainly calls himself John, does not assume to be an Apostle,

^)ut merely terms himself the servant (SovAos) of Christ like otiier

true Christians, and distinctly classes himself amongst tin- Pro-

phets''^ and not amongst the Apostles.^ We find, howevei', that

Paul, who was not a])t to waive his claims to the Apostolatc, was
content to call himself: " Paul a servant (SoiiAo?) of Jesus Cluist,

called to be an Apostle," in writing to the Romans; (i. 1) and tlio

superscription of the K])istle to the Philippians is: "Paul and

Timothy servants (SovAo*) of Christ Jesus."^ There was, moit'ovur,

reason why the autlior of the Book of Revelation, a work the I'onii

of which was decidedly based upon that of Daniel and other Jew-

ish Apocalyptic writings, should rather adopt the chaiacter of

Prophet than the less suitable designation of Apostle upon such

an occasion. It is clear that he counted fully upon being gcmr-

ally known under the simple designation of " John," and when
we consider the unmistakable terms of authority with which he

addresses the Seven Churches, it is scarcely possible to deny that

the writer either was the Apostle, or distinctly desired to assume

his personality. It is not necessary for us here to enter into any

discussion regarding the " Presbyter John," for it is generally ad-

mitted that even he could not have had at that time any position

in Asia Minor which could have warranted such a tone. If the

name of Apostle, therefore, be not directly assumed—and it was

not necessary to assume it—the authority of one is undcniahly

inferred.

Ewald, however, argues :
" On the contrary, indeed, the author

could not more clearly express that he was not one of the Twelve,

than when he imagines (Apoc. xxi. 34) the names of the 'twelve

apostles of the Lamb' shining upor the twelve foundatioii stone?

of the wall of the future heavenly Jerusalem. He considered

that he could not sufficiently elevate the names and the lustre of

these Twelve/and he gave them in his own mind the highest exter-

nal honour which he could confer upon them. No intelligent

person ever gives such extreme honour and such sparkling lustre

to himself, still less does he determine himself to give them, or him-

self even anticipates the eternal glorification which God alone can

give to him, and boasts of it before men. And could one seriously

J i. 0, dice Tov Xoyov tov Oeov" xal rrjv jjaprvpiav 'Irj6oi~ . • •

'^ Cf. i. 1—3, 9 f.; xix. 9 f.; :txii. 6-9, 10, IG f., 18 f.

3 Ewald, Die Joh. Schr., ii. p. 55 S.; Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., v. p. 179 ff.

* We do not refer to the opening of the Epistle to Titus, nor to that wliicli com-

mences, James a .servant (SnuAoS) of God," &c., nor to the so-called " Epistle of

Jude," all being too much disputed or apocryphal.
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helieve that one of the Twelve, yea, that even he whom we know as

the most delicate and refined amongst them, would have written

this of himself.^ Now, in the first place, we must remark that

in this discussion it is not permissible to speak of our knowing
John the Apostle as distinguished above all the rest of the Twelve

fur such ([ualities. Nowhere do we find such a representation of

him except in the fourth Gospel, if even there, but as we shall

'imsently see, rather the contrary,and the fourthGospel cannot here

be leceived as evidence. It is the misfortune of this pi'oblem that

rii«n- n'itics are so fascinated by the beauty of the fourth Gospel

t; v , I. ey sacrifice sense and reason in order to support its claims.

Returning to these objections, however, we might by way of

retort point out to those who assert the inspiration of tlie Apoca-

lypse, that the symbolical representation of the heavenly Jerusalem

is objective, and not a mere subjective sketch coloured accoi'd-

ing to Oie phantasy of the writer. Passing on, however, it must
he apparent that the whole account of the heavenly city is typi-

cal, and that in basing its walls upon the Twelve, he does not

glorify liimself personally, but simply gives its place to the idea

which was symbolized when Jesus is represented as selecting

trt'elve disciples, the number of the twelve tribes, upon whose
preaching the spiritual city was to be built up. The Jewish be-

lief in the special preference of the Jews before all nations led up
to this, and it forms part of the strong Hebraistic form of the

wTiter's Christianity. The heavenly city is simply a glorified

Jerusalem; the twelve Apostles, representatives of the twelve
tribes, set apart for the regeneration of Israel—as the seventy dis-

ciples, the number of the nations of the earth, are sent out tc re-

generate the Gentiles—are the foundation-stones of the New City
with its twelve gates, on which are written the names of the
'.welve tribes of Israel,^ for whom the city is more particidarly

1 In making these translations from German writers, and mdre especially from
Ewald, we have preferred to adhere closely to the sense and style of the original,

however involved and laboured, rather than secure a more smooth and elegant
English version, at the risk of misrepresentation, by a mere paraphrase of the
German. " Vielmehr kann ja der verfasser diiss er keiner der Zwcilfe war nicht
deutlicher auBdriickeu als indem er Apoc. 21 14, die namen der 'zwOlf Apostel
des Lammes,'' auf den 12 grundsteinen der m.uer des kiinfti^en himmlischen Jer-
usalems prangend sich denkt. Er meinte al so die namen uud deu glanz dieser
Zwolfe nicht genug erheben 2.u ^^.:ren uud gab ihnen im eigeaen geiste die
hiichste aussere ehre welche er i^nen zuweisen kounte. Solcho hiichste ehre uud
solchen funkelnden glanz gib', nein irgend verstandiger sich selbst, noch weniger
beschliesst er sioh selbst sie zu geben, oder nimmt gar die ewige verherrlichung
welche ihni alleinGott geben kann sich selbst vorweg und riihmt sich ihrer vor
den menschen. Und man konnte sich ernstlich einbilden, eincr der Zwolfe, ja
sogar der welchen wir sonst unter ihnen als den zartesten und feinsten kennen,
'"srde dies von sich aelbstgeachriebenb"ben?" Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., v. p. ISOf.jcf.
DieJoh. Schr., ii. p. 56f.

- Apoc. xxi. 12.
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fectly incredible that an Apostle could have written such a work
Mithout attaching his name as the guarantee of his intimate ac-

([uaintance with the events and statements he records. What
would be thought of a histoi-ian who published a history without

a single reference to recognized authorities, and yet who did not

(loclare even his own name as some evidence of his truth ? The
fact is, that the first two Synoptics boar no author's name liecause

thev are not the work of any one man, but the collected materials

of many ; the third Synoptic only pretends to be a compilation

for private use ; and the fourth Gospel bears no simple signature

ht'cause it is neither the work of an Apostle, nor of an eye-wit-

ness of the events and hearer of the teaching it records.

If it be considered incredible, however, that an Apostle could,

even in an Allegory, represent the names of the Twelve as written

on the foundation stones of the New Jerusalem, and the incom-
parable modesty and delicacy of feeling of the assumed author of

the fourth Gospel be contrasted with it so much to the disadvant-

age of the writer of the Apocalypse, we ask whether this refe-

rence to the collective Twelve can be considered at all on a par
with the self-glorification of the disguised author of the Gospel,

who, not content with the simple indication of him.self as John a

servant of Jesus Christ, and with sharing distinction equally with
the rest of the Twelve, assumes to himself alone a pre-eminence
in the favour and aflfection of his Master, as well as a distinction

amongst his fellow disciples, of which we first hear from himself,

and which is anything but corroborated by the three Synoptics ?

The supposed author of the fourth Gos})el, it is true, does not plainly

mention his name, but he distinguishes himself as " the disciple

whom Jesus loved," and represents himself as " leaning on Jesus'

breast at supper."^ This distinction assumed to himself, and this

]'reference over the other disciples in the love of him whom he
represents as God, is much greater self-glorification than that of
thft author of the Apocalypse. We shall presently see how far

Ewald is right in saying, moreover, that the author does not
clearly indicate the person for whom at least he desires to be
mistaken.

We must conclude that these objections have no weight, and
that there is no internal evidence whatever against the supposi-
tion that the " John " who announces himself as the author of the
Apocalypse was the Apostle. On the contrary the tone of au-
thority adopted throughout, and the evident certainty that his
identity would everywhere be recognized, denote a position in
the Church which no other person of the name of John could
possibly have held at the time wh a the Apocalypse was written.

1 John xiii. 23 ; :cix. 26, 27 ; xx. 2 f. ; cf. xxi. 20 S.

V'n

n
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The external evidence, therefore, which indicates the Apnstlc

John as the author of the Apocalypse is quite in harmony with

the internal testimony of the book itself. We have alieadv

pointed out the strong colouring of Judaism in the views ot'tliV

writer. Its imagery is thoroughly Jewish, and its allegorical ic-

presentations are entirely based upon Jewish traditions and

hopes. The heavenly City is a New Jerusalem ; its twdvi.' gates

are dedicated to the twelve tribes of Israel ; God and tlie Laiiili

are the Temple of it ; and the sealed of the twelve tril)es have

the preceilence over the nations, and stand with the Lamb on

Mount Zion (xiv. 1) having his name and his Father's wi-itten on

their foreheads. We have already stated that the languaj^o in

which the book is written is the most Hebraistic Oieek oi' thr

New Testament, as its contents are the most deeply tinged with

Judaism. If, finally, we seekfoi st)me traces of tlie ciiai-acttr of

the writer, we see in every'page the im])rcss of an imjiotuous tierv

spirit, whose symbol is the Eagle, breathing forth veiigcancf

against the enemies of the Messiah, and impatient till it lie ac-

complished, and the whole of the visions of the A))oealyi)se pro-

ceed to the accompaniment of the rolling thunders of God'>

wrath.

We may now turn to examine such historical diita as exist

regarding John the son of Zebedee, and to inquire wln'tlici- tlifv

accord better with the character and opinions of tlie autlior of

the Apocalypse or of the Evangelist. John and his brother James

are represented by the Synoptics as being the sons of Zebedee ami

Salome. They were fishermen on the sea of Galilee, and at the

call of Jesus they left their ship and their fathe'' and fol lowed

him.i Their fiery and im))etuous character led Jesus to give tlieiii

the surname of Boavrjpyis :
" Sons of thunder,"- an epithet justified

by several incidents which are related regarding them. Upon one

occasion, John sees one casting out devils in his master's name,

and in an intolerant spiiit forbids him because he did not follow

them, for which he is rebuked by Jesus.^ Another time, when the

inhabitants of a Samaritan village would not receive them, John

and James angrily turn to Jesus and say :
" Lord, wilt thou that

we command fire to come down from heaven, and consume them,

even as Elijah did?"'' One remarkable episode will have pre-

sented itself already to the mind of every reader, which the

second Synoptic Gospel narrates as follows: Mark x. 35, " And

James and John the sons of Zebedee come unto him saying unto

him: Teacher, we would that thou shouldest do for us whatsoever

we shall ask thee. 3G. And he said unto them : What would ye

1 Matt. iv. 21 f. ; Mark i. 19 f.; Luke v.

3 Mark ix. 38 f.; Luke ix. 49 f.

19 ff. 2 Mark iii. 17.

i Luke ix. 54 ff.
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that 1 should do for you ? 37. They said unto him : Grant that

we may sit, one on thy right hand, and the other on thy left hand

in thy glory. 38. But Jesus said to them: Ye know not what ye

ask : can ye drink the cup that I drink i or be baptized with the

haptisiii that I am baptized with ? 39. And they said unto h'm :

We can. And Jesus said unto them: The cup that I drink ye

shall drink ; and with the baptism that I am baptized withal shall

ve lie baptized : 40. But to sit on my right hand or on my left

hand is not mine to give, but for whom it is prepared. 41. And
when the ten heartl it they began to be much displeased with

James and John." It is dithcult to say whether the etirontery

anil selHslmess of the request, or the assurance with which the

hivthieu assert their power U) emulate the Master is more strik-

ing- ill this scene. Ai)parently the grossness of the proceeding

aheaily began to be felt when our first Gospel was edited, for it

represents the request as made by the mother of James and John;
but that is a very slight decrease of the ortence, inasmuch as the

biethien are obviously consenting, if not hiciting parties in the

prayi-r, and utter their " We can," with the same absence of " in-

comparable modesty."^ After the death of Jesus, John remained
in Jerusalem,- and chiefly confined his ministry to the city and
its neighbourhood.^ The account which Hegesipj)us gives of James
the liiotherof Jesus, who was appointed overseer of the(,'hurch in

Jerusalem, will not be forgotten,-* and we refer to it merely in illus-

tration of primitive Christianity. However mythical eleuients

are worked up into the narrative, one point is undoubted fact,

that the Christians of that community were but a sect of Judaism,
merely superadding to Mosaic doctrines belief in the actual

advent of the Messiah whom Moses and the prophets had foretold;

and we find, in the Acts of the Apostles, Peter and John repre-

sented as "going up into the Temple at the hour of prayer,"^ like

other Jews. In the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians, we have most
valuable evidence with regard to the Apostle John. Paul found
him still in Jerusalem on the occasion of the visit referred to in

that letter, about A.D. 50—53. We need not quote at length the
iiuportant passage Gal. ii. 1 ff"., but the fact is undeniable, and
stands upon stronger evidence than almost any other particular
regarding the early Church, being distinctly and directly stated
by Paul himself: that the three "pillar" Apostles representing
the Church there were James, Peter, and John. Peter is markedly
termed the Apostle of the circumcision, and the diffc-ences be-
tween him and Paul are evidence of the opposition of their views.

1 Matt. XX. 20 S.
^ Acts viii. 25 ; xv. 1 flf.

^ Acts iii. If.

2 Actai. 13; iii. 1.

Eusebius, H. E., ii. 23 ; cf. p. 347 f.
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felxc, ii true,

tianity which is represented throughout the Apocalypse, and f^e

Jewish elements which enter so largely into its whole cornpositi- n,

are precisely those which we might expect from John the Apostle

of the circumcision and the associate of James and of Peter in

the very centre of Judaism, as we find him described by Paul.

Parts of the Apocalypse, indeed, derive a new significance when
wo remember the opposition which the Apostle of the Gentiles

mot with from the Apostles of the circumcision, as plainly de-

clared by Paul in his Epistle to the Galatians ii. 1 ff.,and apparent

in other jtartsof his writings.

We have alrearly seen the scarcely disguised attack which is

inaile on Paul in the Clementine Homilies under the name of

Simon the Magician, the Apostle Peter following him from city

to city for the purpose of denouncing and refuting his teaching.

There can be no doubt that the animosity against Paul which
was felt by the Ebionitic party, to which John as well as Peter

lielonged, was extreme, and when the novelty of the doctrine of

justification rjy faith alone, taught by him, is considered, it is very

comprehensible. In tlio Apocalypse, wo find undeniable traces of

it which accord with what Paul himself says, and with the un-

(loui)ted tradition of the early Church. Not only is Paul silently

excluded from the number of the Apostles, which might be intel-

lif,'ible when the tj'pical nature of the nundier twelve is con-

siilored, but alln.sion is undoubtedly made to him, in the Epistles

to the Churches. It is clear that Paul is referred to in the ad-

dress to the Church of Ephesus :
" And thou didst try them which

say that they are Apostles and are not, and didst find them
false ;"i and also in the words to the Church of Smyrna :

" But I

have a few things against thee, because thou hast there them that
hold the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to cast a stund)ling

block before the sons of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto
idols,"- itc, as well as elsewhere.^ Without dwelling on this

point, however, we think it must be apparent to every unpreju-
diced person that the Apocalypse singularly corresponds in every
respect—language, construction, and thought—with what we are
told of the character of the Apostle John by the Synoptic Gospels
and by tradition, and that the internal evidence, therefore, ac-

cords with the external, in attributing the composition of the

would be singularly in keeping with the audacious request of John and his bro-
ther, to sit on the right and left hand of the glorified Jesus, for we find none of
the " incomparaVjle modesty" which the imaginative critic attributes to the au-
thor of the fourth Gospel in the John of the Synoptics

1 Apoc. ii. 2. 2 7^,., ii. 14, cf. 9, 20 f., iii. 9.

3 Baur, Gesch. christl. Kirche, i. p. 80 ff. ; Volkmar, Comm. z. Offenb. .Johan-
ms, 1802, p. 26 ff., p. 80 ff. ; Keim, Jesu v, Nazara, i. p. 160, anm. 2 ; Hilytnfeld,
Hist. krit. Einl. N. T., 1875, p. 413 ff.
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Apocalypse to that Apostle.^ We may without hesitation atfinn.

at least, that with th<! exception of one or >vvo of the Kiiistlcx of

Paul there is no work of the New Testament which is .supported

by such close evidence.

We need not di.seu.SH the tradition as to the residtsiicc of the

Apostle Jo'in in Asia Minor, re«.(ardin<^ which much nn^lit Ir

said. Tho.se who accept the authenticity of the Apocalypsi' of

1 Baiir, Uiitora. kan. Evv., pp. .'>4i") fl".

liertholdt, Kiul. A. u. N. T., iv. p. l.SOO

Vcrfiisser. dcr OH'onl). rohaniii.s ? 1841

cvivntj. (iesoh. . p. 847 (F. ; Kiclihoni, Kinl. N. T., ii. p. .'i?.') ff. ; Er'nisan, Diss

naiiuu, &e., 17!>2; Fcilmoner, Einl. N. H., p. 'M) fl'. ; (Uurirkr, ti; ^.initiitgescli

i). 408 II". ; Buitriigo, p. 181(1'.
; llaxi', Dio 'I'lib. .Scluile, p. 'J.l 11'.

; Ihnihiu, Kin

N. ']"., i. p. 220 (F. ; Jfartii'l;/, A|)ol. d. Apoc, u. h. \v., 178(t; Ifiircniick, I,iiciil]

crit. ad. Apoc. spoctantur, 1842; flciiij.ifi'ulx'r;/, iJic Offonl). d.

184!?; Ililii<)if<l<l, L)iu Evaiigeliuu, p, .'{38; Zeitn<;hr. wias. 'J'hool.

aiiiii. 1 ; lliat.

KIcako', I'rapr

'.\H\ tr. ; Theol. J.ihrh., 1841, y. m\ tf.;

-187;"); A. ('. DttniiiiiKtmi, Wir jst dcr

Ehi-dnl, Das. Ev. .loliaun, p I.'IT Ii', :l)i(.

i)issi)-

li.,

i). 4!»8 II. ; Muitriigo, p. 18111. ; llanc, Uio Tiih. .Scluile, p. 2,'j II. ; lhinl<iii, Kiul.

N. ']"., i. p. 22(1 IF. ; Jfartii'l;/, A|)ol. d. Apoc, u. h. \v., 178(t; Ifiircniick, I^uciilir.

liiil. .Idliaiiii.,

wias. 'i'hool., ISlW, p. '.'ii,'),

lliat. krit. Einl. N."T., 187"), p. 41311'.
; //«.'/ Einl. N. T., ii. ).. 4!!(i tf.

;

. I'rapr. u. Zwcck OlFciil). .lull., !7!tit; '•'. A. Kiiitlt'l, Hoitr.ag /. Krit. .Inii,

OlFeiil)., 177.'1; Kollliuf, Apcic. .loanui. apoat. viuilicata, 18.34; ./. /'. JjitiHir, in

Thola(;k'.s Lit. .Vnzeigor, 18:58, No. 20 ff. ; Veriniaclit. Sclir., ii. p. 17;{|1'.
; /.«/(/,r,

Das ap. 11. iiaohap. Zuit., p. 1!)7IF. ; Liidrrirahl, liourtli. u. ErUl. (Ml'iinl). .Inliaiiii.,

1788; Nicnnrjier, V'erhanilel. over Eclith. loh. Schr., 18.")2; < tlshini.fiii^ Kclitlicit.

d. V. kail. Evv., 18IJ2 ; Ri'iuin, Vio do .lesiis, xiii""'ed., p. l.\xi. f. ; L'.\iitL'i:lirist,

1873, p. .xxii. II'., p. 340 If. ; lirlf/nimi/r, Einl. N. T., p. 774 If. ; AVW//- (ddulitful),

Rev. (Ics Deux Mondes, Outr. 18()3, p. <i33 ; I'li/i/i^nhic/i, Die Zeiigii. i']vaiii,'. .((ili.,

p. 30 IF. ; Si-hdlfeti, Das Evaiig. .Job., p. 3'.)() IF. ; Si'/ncii/lir, Da.s iiaeliap. Zuit., ii.

p. 24!) IF; SrhiiUzt'r, Theo.'. .lahrb., 1^42, p. 451 AT. ; Won-, N. Apcil. d. Olleiili.

Job., 1783; Zweck d. uvaii,,'. (ie.scb. u. Hr. .lob., 178U, pp. 70 11'., 8.'!, i(i3; '. /'.

Sr/iniiilf, I'liters. OlFeub. .loli., 1771 ; 'J'/iiir.sr/i, Dio Kirclie iiii. ap. Zcit., p. iM.')

f. ; Tliohn'k, (Uauhw.Jevaug. (.occb., p. 280 If . ; Vnlkmar, Cdimnent. Otfiiib. .loh.,

1S()2, p. :W If . ; Z('//o-, Tbeol. Jalirb., 1842, p. ().J4 If., kc.,&.c. Cf. IWi.^S'

evaiig. (Joscb. , i. p. 1)8, aurn. 3.

Altboiigb many of tbose wbo as^sign tbc Apocalypse to tiie .Vp'i.stlo .b

apologists wJK) liiur.vise assert tbat be wrote tbe (Jospel, very iniiiiy acit])t the

aiitbeuticity of tlu; Apocalypse as opposed to tbat of tbe Gospel in tin.' dilemma

whicb wo bave stated. On tbe otber band not a few of tbose wiiii rcji'ct the

Apocalypse equally reject tbe Gospel, aud ccnsidor tbat neitber tbe mic imr the

other is apostolic.

Wo do not of course pretend to give a complete list of those wbo assert or ileuy

the apostolic authorship of the Apocalypse, but merely refer to tbose wliom we

have noted down. Tbe following deny the apostolic authorship; -AVci/. JSeit-

riige, p. 190—200; Jidlli'iistedf, Philo u. .Tobannes, u. s. w., 1812 ; 7)0 ^'A,,.!!/.)-,

Probabilia. p. 150 IF ; Credner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 732 ff. ; (Jorrodi, Versiich Bi'li.'ucht.

d. Gescb. Bibelkanons, 1792, ii. p. 303 ff,; Cludins, Uransichton d. < 'liristciitli

Alt., 1808, p. 312 ff.; Diiderdierk, II'l ich. Offenb. .Job., 18.j9 ; AV"/'/, Jalirh.

bibl. Wiss., V. 18.52—,53, p. 179 ff.; Comment, in Apoc. Joh., 1829, ))r()leg. ?8;

Die .Job. Schr., ii. p. .55 ff. ; Gosch. v. I r., vi. p. (>94, vii. p. 227; /r//,:/;/, Ueber

Johan. Marcus U.S. Scriften ; Kai/ner ( oubtful), llev. de Theol, lS.">t), xiii. p.

85 ; Kciin, Jesu v. Nazara, i. p. 1.59 f. ; Liicke, Einl. Offenb. .Joh., ii. pp. 4:11 ff.,

802; Th. Studien u. Krit., 1836, p. G54 ff.; Luther, Vrivi. in Apoc, lufii;

Jiliclitirlii,

iP-

_ _ __ _
pcic,

l776;'Abhandr. Unters. d. Kanons, i. Anhang ;' .S<ro</t, Freimiitbige Unters,

Oflfenb. Joh. betreffend, 1771 ; Schott. igoge, §§ 114 ff., p. 473 ff.

cher, Einl. N. T.
, p. 470 f

.
; Weizscicki r, Unters. evang. Gesch. , pp

Cf. De Wetle, Einl. N. T., p. 422 ff.- Reuas, Gesch. N. T., p. 151 f.

Die

'I'.ii are

802; Th. Studien u. Krit., 1836, p. 654 ff.; Luther, VtkL in Apoc, lu

Lutzelber(jer, Die kirchl. Trad. ap. Job., 1840, pp. 198 f., 210 ff. ;
cf. MicliM

Einl. N. T., ii. p. 1573 ff; Nmnder, Gosch. Pflanz. u. s. w. Chr. Kirche, 1862

481 f.; Ni'udecker, Einl. X. T., p. 757 ff.; Semler, Neue Unters. iiber Api

tntrc . \ U\ 11 TT.^4-«..„ ,1 V. 4 \ .,1 . Ot^,^4h l.^..r,itT^iiflii(rn Tint)

Si-hkiema-

295, 235 ff.
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course a<linit its composition in the nulfi^hbourhood of Ephcsns,*

and see in tliis tlic confirniatiou of the wi»le-spiva<l tra<iition that

the Apostle spent a considerahle perivod of the latter part of his

life in that city. We may mei'ely mention, in passin<,', tliat a

jiisturica! hasis for the tradition has occasionally Imhmi disputed,

an<l has latterly a<,'ain been denied \)y some able critics.- The
evidence for this as for everything else connected with tlie early

a<'e.s of Christianity is extrenudy unsatisfactory. Nor immmI wo
trouble ourselves with the dispute as to the Presbyter John, to

whom many ascribe the composition, on the one hand, of the

Apocalypse, and, on the other, of the (Jo.spel, according as they

liiiiilh' accept the one or tlie other alternative of the critical

(iileiiana which we have explained. We have only to do with the

Apostle John and his connecticm with either of the two writings.

If we proased to compare the character of the Apostle John, as

we have it depicted in the Synoptics and other writings to which
weliave referred, with that of the author of the fourth (rosptd,

and to contrast tho ])cculiarities of both, v/e have a very ditterent

result. Instead of the Hebraistic Greek and liarsh diction which
iiiii,dit lie expected from the unlettered and ignorant ti.sherman of

(ialilee, we hnd, in the fourth Gospel, the purest and least Hebra-
istic Greek of any of the Gospels (some parts of the third Synoi)-

tic, perhaps, alone exfopted), and a refinement and beauty of

composition whose chaiin has captivated the world, and in too

many cases ovei-powered the cahn exercise of judgr> .^t. Inst(!ad

of the tierce and intolerant temper of the Son of thunder, we Hnd
a spirit breatlnng forth nothing but gentleness and love. Instead

of tlie Judaistic Christianity of the Apostle of Circumcision, who
merely tolerates Paul, we find a nund which has so completely
detached itself from Judaism that the writer makes the very
appellati(jn of " Jew " uivalent to that of an enemy of the truth.

Not only are the custo: ^s and feasts of the Jews disregarded and
spoken of as observances of a people with whom the writer has
no concern, but lie anticipates the day when neither on Mount
Gerizini nor yet at Jerusalem men shall worship the Father, ])ut

when it shall be recognized that the only true worship is that
which is offered in spirit and in truth. Faith in JeSHs Christ and
the merits of his death is the only way by which man can attain
to eternal life, and the Mosaic Law is practically altolished. We
venture to assert that, taking the portrait of John the son of

Zebedee, which is drawn in the Synoptics and the Epistle of Paul
to the Galatians, supplemented by later tradition, to which we

1 Apoc. i. 9.

2 Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, i. p. 162 ff.; Scholten, De Apostel Johannes in Klein-
Aziis 1871.
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hav» referred, and comparing it with that of the writer of the

fourth Gospel, no unprejudiced mind cait fail to recognize that

there are not two features alike.

It is the misfortune ot bhis c?,He, that the beauty of the Gospel

under trial has too frequently influenced the decision of the

judges, and men who have, in other matters, exhibited sound

critical judgment, in this abandon themselves to sheer sentiment-

alit}^ and indulge in rhapsodies when reasons would l>e more

appropriate. Beai'ing in mind that we have grven the whole of

the data regarding John the son of Zebedee, furnished ])y New
Testament wiitings,—excluding merely the fourth Gospel itself,

which, of course, cannot at present be received in evidence,—as
well as the only traditional information which, from its date and

character, possesses the smallest value, it will become apparent

that every argument which proceeds on the assumption that

John was the beloved disciple and possessed of characteristics

'[uite different from what we meet with in the writings to which

we have referred, is worthless and a more petitio principii. We
can, therefore, appreciate the state of the case when, for instance,

we find an able man like Credner commencing his in([uiry as to

who was the author of the fourth Gospel with such words as the

followinti :
" Were we entirelv without historical data re'^'ardint;

the author of the fourth Gospel, who is not named in the writins^

itself, we should still from internal grounds lying in the (!o^l)el

itself—from the nature of the language, from the freshness and

peropicacity of the narrative, from the exactness and precision of

the statements, from the peculiar manner of the mention of the

Baptist and of the sons of Zebedee, from the love and fervour

rising to ecstasy which tlie wi-iter manifests towards Jesus, from

the irresistible charm which is poured out over the whole ideally-

composed evangelical histc -y, from the philosophical considera-

tions with which the Gospel begins—be led to the result :
that

the author of such a Gospel can only be a native of Palestine, can

only be a direct eye-witness, can only be an A.iostle, can only be

a favourite of Jesus, '•an only be that John whom Jesus held

captivated to himself y the whole heavenly spell of his teaching,

that John who restoci on the bosom of Jesus, stood beneath hw

cross, and whose later residence in a city like Ephesus proves

that philosophical speculation not merely attracted him, hut that

he also knew how to maintain his place amongst philosophically

cultivated Greeks."^ It is almost impossible to proceed further in

building up theory upon baseless assumption ; but we shall here-

after see that he is kept in countenance by Ewald, who outstrips

1 Credner, Einl, N. T., i. p. 208.
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liim in the boldness and minuteness of his conjectures. We must

now more carefully examine the details of the case.

The language in which the Oospel is written, as we have

already mentioned, is much less Hebraic than that of the Ouher

Gospels, with the exception, perhaps, of j)arts of the Gospel accord-

inff to Luke, and its Hebraisms aie not on the whole gi-eater than

was almost invarial>ly the case witli Hellenistic Greek, but its

composition is distinguished by peculiar smoothness, grace, and

oeaut}', and in this respect it is assigned the first rank amongst

the Gospels. It may be remarked that the connection which

Crednev finds between the language and the Apostle John arises

out of the supposition, that long residence in Ephesus had enabled

him to acquire that facility of composition in the Greek language

which is one of its characteristics. Ewald, who exaggerates the

Hebraism of the work, resoi'ts nevertheless to the conjecture,

which wc shall hereafter more fully consider, that the Gos])el was
writt'ni from dictation by young friends of John in Ephesus, who
put the aged Apostle's thoughts in many places into purer Greek
as they wrote them down.^ The arbitrary nature of such an expla-

nation, adopted in one shape or another by many apologists, re-

quires no remark, but we shall at eveiy turn meet with similar

assumption? advanced to overcome ditticulties. Now, although

there is no certain information as to the time when, if ever, the

Apostle removed into Asia Minor, it is pretty certain that he did

not leave Palestme before A.n. 60.^ We find him still at Jerusa-

lem about A.D. 50—53, when Paul went thither, and he had not
at that time any intention of leaving, but, on the contraiy, his

dedication of himself to the ministry of the circumcision is dis-

tinctly mentioned by the Apostle.^ The "unlettered and igno-

rant " tisherman of Galilee, therefoi'e, had obviously attained an
age when habits of thought and expression have liecome fixed,

and when a new language cannot without great difficulty be ac-

quired. If we consider the Apocalypse to be his work, we find

positive evidence of such markedly ditforent thought and language
actually existing when the Apostle must have been at least be-

tween sixty and seventy years of age, that it is quite impossiVde
to conceive that he could have subsequently acquired the language
and mental characteristics oi the fourth Gospel.* It would be
perfectly absurd, so far as language goes, to find in the fourth
Gospel the slightest indication of the Apostle John, of whose lan-

iDieJoh. Schr., i. p. 50 f.

} It is certain ^i?at John did not remove to Asia Minor during Paul's time.
There is no trace of his being there iu the Pauline Epistles. Cf. De Wette, Einl.
N. T., p. 221. 3 Gal. ii. 9.

i Ewald, Die Joh. Schr., ii. p. 62 f. ; Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelien, p. 340 f.
;

Acini, Jesu v. Xazwa, i. p. 159; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 419, anm. d.

iji,
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guage indeed we have no information whatever, except from the
Apocalypse, a composition which, if accepted as written Ijy the
Apostle, would at once exclude all consideration of tlie Gospel as

his work.
There are many circumstances, however, which ssocm clcailv to

indicate that the author of the fourth Gospel was neithei' i

native of Palestine nor a Jew, and to some of tlie,'-,e we inust

briefly refei'. The philosophical statements with which the

Gospel commences, it will be admitted, are anything butclia-

racteristic of the Son of thunder, the ign ^rant and uiiloained

fisherman of Galilee who, to a comparatively advanced period of

life, continued preaching in his native country to his bietluen of

the circumcision. A^^tempts have been made to trace the Loms
doctrine o^ the fourth Gospel to the })urely Hebraic source of the

Old Testament, but every impartial mind must percei^X' that here

there is no direct and simple transformation of the theoiv of

Wisdom of the Proverbs and Old Testament Apocryplia, and no

mere development of the later Memra of the Targums, but a very

advanced application to Christianity of Alexandrian philosophy,

with which we have become familiar throue^h the wiitiiiL's of

Philo, to which I'cference has so frequently been made. It is i|uite

true that a decided step beyond the doctrine of Philo is made when
the Logos is '"epresented as a-ap^ iyiv^ro in the person of Jesus, but

this argument is equally applicable to the Jewish doctrine of

Wisdom, and that step had alrea<ly been taken before the compo-

sition of the Gospel. In the Alexandrian philosophy everything

was prepared for the final application of the doctrine, and nothing

is more clear than the fact that the writer of the fourt'i Gospel

was well acquainted with the teaching of the Alexandrian school,

from which he derived his philosophy, and its elaborate and

systematic application to Jesus alone indicates a late develop-

meni: of Christian doctrine, which we maintain could not have

been attained by the Judaistic son of Zebedee.^

We have already on several occasions referred to the attitude

which the writer of the fourth Gospel assumes towards the Jews.

Apart from the fact that he places Christianity generally in

strong antagonism to Judaism, as light to darkness, truth to a

lie, anvd presents the doctrine of a hypostatic Trinity in the most

developed form tr be found in the New Testament, in striking

contrast to the three Synoptics, and in contradiction to Hebrew

Monotheism, he writes at all times as one who not only is not a

Jew himself, but has nothing to do with their laws and customs.

He speaks everywhere of the feasts " of the Jews," " the passover

1 Most critics agree that the chamcu/eristics of the fourth Go8pel|render the sup*

position that it was the work of an old man untenable.
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of the Jews," "the manner of the purifying of the Jews," " the

Jews' feast of tabernacles," " as the manner of the Jews is to

burv,"
" the Jaws' preparation day," and so on.^ The Law of

Moses is spoken of as " your law," " their law," as of a people

with wliich the writer was not connected.'- Moreover, the Jews
are represented as continually in virulent opposition to Jesus,and
seekiiii,' to kill him ; and the word " Jew " is the unfailing indi-

cation of the enemies of the truth, and the persecutors of the

Qirist.^ The Jews are not once spoken of as the favoured people

of God, hut they are denounced as " children of the devil," who
is "the father of lies and a murderer from the beginning."^ The
author shows in a marked way thc^fc he was not a Jew, by making
Caiaphas, and the chief priests and Pharisees speak of the Jewish

nation and the people noo as o Aads, like the Synoptics and other

New Testament writings,^ but as to Wvo<!, the term always em-
pioyed by the Jews to designate the Gentiles." A single instance

of the distinctive use of these words mav be given. Luke ii. 32 :

" A light to lighten the Gentiles {lOvo^) and the glory of thy peo-

ple (Aao?) Israel." ^ We need scared}' point out that the Jesus of

the foiutli Gospel is no longer of the race of David, but the Son
of God. The expectation of the Jews that the Messiah should

be of the seed of David is entirely set aside, and the genealogies

of the first and third Synoptics tracing his descent are not only
ignored, but the whole idea absolutely excluded.

Throughout the fourth Gos[)el a number of mistakes of various

kinds occur which clearly point to the fact that the author was
neither f> Palestinian nor a Jew fit sXl. For instance, the writer

falls Annas the high priest, although at the same time Caiaphas
is represented as also holding that office.'^ The expression which

1 John ii. (), 13 ; v. 1 ; vi. 4 ; vii. 2 ; xix. 40, 42, &c., &c.
2 //)., viii. 17 ; X. 34 ; XV. 25, &c., &c.
3 Ik, V, 10, 18 ; vii. 13, 10 I. ; viii. 40, 59 ; ix. 22, 28 ; xviii. 31 fT. ; xix. 12 u.

* John viii. 44.

5 Matt. i. 21 ; ii. 6 ; iv. 6 ; viii. 15 ; xv. 8 ; xxi. 23, &c.,&c. Mark vii. C ; xi. 32 ;

xiv. 2, &c. Luke i. 10, 17, 21, 68. 77 ; ii. 10 ; iii. 15 ; vi. 17 ; vii. IC ; xviii. 43,

&c., &c.

^ John xi. 48, 50, 51, 52 ; cf. xviii. 35. The word Aao? is only twice used in

the fourth Gospel, once in xi. 50, where eOyo? occurs in tiie same verse, and ag.ain

in xviii. 14, where the same words of Caiaphas, xi. 50, are quoted. It is fouTid in

viii. 2, hut that episode does not belong to the fourth Gospel, but is taken from
the Goapel according to the Hebrews.

7 Cf. Matt, i -. 15 ; vi. 32 ; x. 5 ; Mark x. 42 ; x-ii. 10 ; Luke xxi. 10, 24, 25,
&c., .•c. ; Rom. ii. 14 ; iii. 29 ; ix. 24 ; Gal. ii, 2, 8, 9, 12, &c., &c. Ewald him-
self points out that the saying of Caiaphas is th-^ purest Greek, and this is an-
other proof that it could not proceed from the son ot Zebedee. It could still less
b«. as it stands, an originaJ speech in Greek of the high priest to the J'iwish
Council, a point which doea not require remark. Cf. Ewahl, Die Job. Schr., i.p.

325, anin. 1.

s John xi. 49, 51 ; xviii. K<, 16, 19, 22, 24.
'
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hs uses is :
" Caiaphas being the high priest that year "

{ap^upii^

wf ToC fviavTov iK€tvov). This statement, made moi'e than once

would indicate the belief that the office was merely annual, which
is erroneous. Josephus states with regard to Caiaphas, tliat he
was high priest for ten years from a.d. 25—36.^ E^vald and
others arguo that the expression " that year " refers to the year
in which the deaoh of Jesus, so memorable to the writer, took

place, and that it does not exclude the possibility of his having

been high priest for successive years also.^ This explanation,

however, is quite arbitrary and insufficient, and this is shown by
the additional error in representing Annas as also high priest at

the same time. The Synoptics know nothing of the pveliniinary

examination before Annas, and the reason given by the writer of

the fourth Gospel why the soldiers first took Jesus to Annas

:

" for he was father-in-law to Caiaphas, who was high priest that

same year,"^ is inadmissible. The assertion is a clear mistake,

and it probably originated in a stranger, writing of facts and in-

stitutions with which he was not well acquainted, being misled

by an error equally committed by the author of the third Gospel

and of the Acts of the Apostles. In Luke iii. 2, the word of God
is said to come to John the Ba})tist : in the high priesthood of

Annas and Caiaphas " (tTri dpxiepews "Awa km Kdidfjia.), and again, in

Acts iv. G, Annas is spoken of as the high priest when Peter and

John healed the lame man at the gate of the Temple which was

called " Beautiful," and Caiaphas is mentioned immediately after:

" and Annas the high priest, and Caiaphas, and John, and Alex-

ander, and as many as were of the kindred of the high priest."

Such statements, erroneous in themselves and not understood by

the author of the fourth Gospel, may have led to the confusion

in the narrative. Annas had previously been high priest, as we

know from Josephus,"* but nothing is more certain than the fact

that the title was not continued after the office was resigned

;

and Ishmael, Eleazar, and Simon, who succeeded Annas and

separated his term of office from that of Caii^phas, did not subse-

quently bear the title. The narrative is a mistake, and such an

error could not have been committed by a native of Palestine, ^

a.id much less by an acquaintance of the high priest.*'

1 Antiq. xviii. 2, § 2 ; 4, § 3 ; cf. Matt. xxvi. 3, 57.

2 Die Joh. Schr., i. p. 326, anm. 1 ; Lucke, Comment. Ev. Job., ii. p. 484.

3 John xviii. 13.

4 Antiq., xviii. 2, § 1.

5 Baiir, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 332 f. ; ScMUen, Das Ev. 'Johannes, p. 300 ff.

;

Bretschneider, Probabilia, p. 93 f, ; Davidson, Int. l^.T., ii. p. 429 i.-yKicolas, Et

sur la Bible, N. T., p. 198 f.; Hilgnjeld, Die Evangelien, d. 297, anm. 1 :
Keim,

Jesu V. Nazara, iii. p. 321 ff.; Volkmar, Die Evangelien, p. 586 f.; Schenkel, Das

Charakt. Jesu, p. 355.
6 John xviii. 15'
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The author says, in relating the case of restoration of sight to

a blind man, that Jesus desired him : (ix. 7) " Go wash in the

pool of Siioam," and adds :
" which is by interpretation : Sent."

This is a distinct error arising out of ignorance of the real signi-

fication of the name of the Pool, which means a spring, a foun-

tain, a flow of water. The writer evidently wishes to give a pro-

phetical character to the name, and thus increase the importance

of the miracle. The explanation is a mere conceit in any case,

and a foieigner with a slight knowledge of the language is mis-

led by the superficial analogy of sound.^ Liicke refuses to be per-

suaded that the parenthesis is by John at all, and evades the dif-

ficulty by conjecturing that it is a gloss of some ancient allegori-

cal interpreter.^

There are also several geographical errors committed which

denote a foreigner. In i. 28, the writer speaks of a " Bethany
beyond Jordan, where John was baptizing." The substitution of
" Bethabara," mentioned by Origen, which has erroneously crept

into the vulgar text, is of course repudiated by all critics, "Beth-

any ' standing in all the older codices. The alteration was evi-

dently proposed to obviate the difhculty that there did not exist

any Bethany beyond Jordan in Per»a. The place could not be

the Bethany near Jerusalem, and it is scarcely possible that there

could have been a second village of the name ; no tr&oe of it ex-

isted even in Origen's time, and it is utterly unknown now.^ Again,

in iii. 23, the writer says that " John was baptizing in ^non,
near to Salim, because there was much water thore." This iEnon
near to Salim was in Judaia, as is clearly stated in the previous

verse. The place, however, was quite unknown even in the third

century, and the nearest locality which could be indicated as pos-

sible was in the north of Samaria, and, therefore, differing from
the statements in iii. 22, iv. 3. ^non, however, signifies
" Springs," and the question arises whether the writer of the
fourth Gospel,not knowing the real meaning of the word, did not
simply mistake it for the name of a place.* In any case it is a
geographical error into which the author of the fourth Gospel,
had he been the Apostle John, could not have fallen.^ The ac-

count of the miracle of the pool of Bethesda is a remarkable one

1 Bretschneider , PrObabilia, p. 93; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 428.
2 Comment. Ev. Job., ii. p. 381.
3 Bretschneider, Probabilia, p. 95 f. ; Barn', Unters. kan. Evv., p. 331 ; David-

son, Introd. N. T., ii. p. 427 ; Schenkd, Das C'harakt. Jesu, p„ 354 ; cf. Ewald,
Gesch. V. Isr., p. 62, anra. 1 ; Lia-ke, Comm. E>-. .Job., i. p. 391 ff. ; Bleek,
Einl. N. T., p. 210 f.; Beitrage, p. 256 f.

4 Scholtm, Das Ev. Job., p. 409 f.

5 Molten, Das Ev. Job., p. 4,.9f. ; Bretschneider, Probabilia, p. 96 f. ; Nicolas,
Et. sur la Bible, N. T., p. 199 f. ; Schenkel, Das Cbarakt. Jesu, p. 355 ; cf. Ewald,
Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 262, aum, 2; Liicke, Comm. Ev. Job., i. p. 553 tf.

43
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for many reasons. The words which most pointedlj^ relate the

miraculous phenomena characterizing the pool do not appoar in

the oldest MSS., and are consequently rejected. In the lollowinrr

extract we put them in italics : v. 3.
—

" In these (tive porches)

lay a multitude of the sick, halt, withered, vmitimj for the mov-
ing of the tvater. 4. For an angel went doivn at certain spnmnx
into the 2)ool and troubled the water : he, therefore, ivho first v:ent

in after the troubling of the water ivas made ivhole of xvliatHoemr

disease he had!' We must Vjelieve, however, that this passaco flid

originally belong to the text, and has, from an early jjeriod, been

omitted from MSS. on account of the difficulty it presents ; and

one of the reasons which points to this is the fact tliat vor,se 7.

which is not quescioned and has the authority of all codices, abso-

lutely implies the existence of the previous woids, without which

it has no sense. Now, not only is the pool of Bethesda totally

unknown at the present day, but although possessed of such mi-

raculous properties, itwas unknown even to Josephus, or any other

writer of that time. It is impossible, were the narrative genuine,

that the phenomena could have been unknown and unmentioned

by the Jewish historian,^ and there is hei-e evidently neither the

narrative of an Apostle nor of an eye-witness.

Another very significant mistake occurs in the account of the

conversation with the Samaritan woman, which is said to have

taken place (iv. .5) near " a city of Samaria which is called

Sychar." It is evident that there was no such place—and apo

logetic ingenuity is severely taxed to explain the difficulty. The

common conjecture has been that the town of Sichem is intended,

but this is rightly rejected by Delitzsch,^ and Ewald.'^ Crednev.

not unsupported by others, and borne out in particular by the

theory of Ewald, conjectures that Sychar is a coiruption of

Sichem, introduced into the Gospel by a Greek secretary to whom

this part of the Gospel was dictated, and who mistook the Apos-

tle's pronunciation of the final syllable. We constantly meet with

this elastic explanation of difficulties in the Gospel, but its mere

enunciation displays at once the reality of the difficulties and the

imaginary nature of the explanation. Hengstenberg adopts the

view, and presses it with pious earnestness, that the term is a

mere nickname for the city of Sichem, and that, by so slight a

change in the pronunciation, the Apostle called the place a city ot

Lies (iDtlp. ^ iie), a play upon words which he does not consider

1 Cf. Lilcke, Comm. Ev. Joh., ii. p. 16 ff. ; EwaUl, Die Job. Schr., i. p. 2lKI ff.

2 Talmudische Stud. Zcitschr. gesammt. luth. Theol. u. Kirche, 1850, l>;«>n.

3 Die Joh. Schr., i. p. 181, anm. 1 ; Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 348, anm. 1 ;

JahrH.

bibl. Wiss., viii. p. 255 f.

4 Einl. N. T., i. p. 264.
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unworthy.^ The only support which this latter theory can se "ure

fiopi internal evidence is to be derived from the fact that the

whole discourse with the woman is ideal. Hengstenberg^ conjec-

tures that the five husbands of the woman are typical of the

Gods of the five nations with which the king of Assyria peopled

Samaria, II. Kings, xvii. 24—41, and which thoy worshipped in-

stead of the Gou of Israel, and as the actual God of the Samari-

tans was not recognized as the true God by the Jews, nor their

worship of him on Moimt Gerizim held to be valid, he, therefore,

considers that under the name of the city of Sychar, their whole
religion, past and present, was denounced as a lie. There can be

little doubt that the episode is allegorical, but such a defence of

the geographical error, the reality of which is everywhere felt,

whilst it is quite insufficient on the one hand, effectually destroys

the historical character of the Gospel on the other.^ The infer-

ences from all of the foregoing examples are strengthened by the

fact that, in the quotations from the Old Testament, the fourth

Gospel in the main follows the Septuagint version, or shows its

influence, and nowhere can be shown directly to translate from
the Hebrew.

These instances might be multiplied, but we n\ust proceed to

examine more closely the indications given in the Go.spel itself

as to the identity of its author. We need not point out that the

writer nowhere clearly states who he is, nor menti(/ii.s his name,
but expressions are frequently used which evidently show the

desire that a particular
j
orson should be understood. He gener-

ally calls himself " tb« jther disciple," or •' the divsciple whom
Jesus loved."^ It is universally admitted that he represents him-
self as having previously been a disciple of John the Baptist
(i. 35 ff'.),* and also that he is " the other disciple " who was ac-

1 Das Ev. des heil. Joh., 1867, i. p. 244. 2 lb., i. p. 262 f.

3 For ortliodox theories regarding Sychar, in addition to the works already in-

dicated, readers may be referred to the following :

—

Liijhf/oot, Horse Hebr. et
Talm., p. 938, Works, ed. Pitman, x. p. .339 f. ; fVieseler, Chron. Synops. d. vier
Evv., p. 250, anm. 1; Olshaunen, Bibl. Comm., Das Ev. n. Johann., umgearb.
Ebrard, ii. 1, p. 122 f.; De Wette, Kurzgef. ex. H'buch N. T., i. 3, p. 84 ; IIikj,

Eiul. N. T., ii. p. 194 f.; Bunsen, Bibelwerk, iv. p. 219; Ri(jgenhac.h, Die Zeu-
gnisse, u. g. w., p. 21 ; Godet, Com. sur I'Ev. de St. Jean, p. 475 f.; Blevk, Einl.
N. T., p, 211 ; Lange, Das Ev. Joh., p. 107 ; Meyer, Comm. Ev. n. Johan., p.
188 f.; Liicke, Comm; Ev. des Joh., i. p. 577 f. ; Sanday, Authorship, &c., of
Fourth Gospel, 1872, p. 92, p. 93, note 1 ; Favrar, Life of Christ, i. p. 206, note
1 ; Neuhauc,; La G6ographie du Talmud, v. 170 ; Smith, Dictionary of the Bible,
iii. p. Vm f.

* John i. 35 flf. ; xiii. 23 ; xix. 26, 35 ; xx. 2.

5 Cmlner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 209 ; Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. .323 ; Die Joh.
Schr., i. p. 141 f.; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 220; Thiersch, Die Kirohe im. ap.
Zeit., p. 265 f.; Michaelis, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 1127; SchoUen, Das Ev. Joh., p. 378;
Likke, Comm. Ev. Joh., i. p. 443 f.; Hengstenberg, Das Ev. d. heil. Joh., i. p.
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Jesus to follow him and becom(3, with his brother Andrew,
" fishers of men." James and John are not called till later in the

(lav, and without the record of any special address. In the third

Gijspel the calling of Peter is introduced with still more impor-

tant details. Jesus enters the boat of Simon and bids him pu.sh

out into the Lake and let down his net, and the miraculous

(irau;:;lit of fishes is taken :
" When Simon Peter saw it, he fell

down at Jesus' knees, sayinff : Depart from me, for 1 am a sinful

man, . jord. For he was astoni.shod, and all that were with

him, at the dr.aught of fishes which they had taken." The calling

of the .3ons of Zebedee becomes even le.s.s important here, for the

account simply continues :
" And so whs also James and John,

the sons of Zebedee, who were partners with Simon." Jesus

then addresses his invitation to Simon, and the account con-

chules: "And when they had brought their boats to land, they

forsook all, and followed him,"^ In the fourth Gospel the calling

of the two disciples of John is first narrated, as we have seen, and
the first call of Peter is from his brother Andrew, and not from
Je^ius himself. " He (Andrew) first findeth his own brother Si-

iiMn, and saith unto him : We have found the Messias (which is,

being interpreted, Christ), and he brought him to Jesus. Jesus

looked on him and said : Thou art Simon, the son of Jonas f thou
shalt be called Cephas (which is by interpretation, Peter)."'* This

explanation of the manner in which the cognomen Peter is given,

we need not point out, is likewise contradictory to the Synoptics,

and betrays the same purpose of suppressing the prominence of

Peter.

The fourth Gospel states that " the other disciple," who is de-

clared to be John, the author of the Gospel, was known to the

high priest, another trait amongst many others elevating him
above the son of Zebedee as he is depicted elsewhere in the New
Testament. The account which the fourth Gospel gives of the
trial of Jesus is in very many important particulars at vari-

ance with that of the Synoptics. We need only mention here the

point that the latter know nothing of the preliminary examina-
tion by Annas. We shall not discuss the question as to where the
denial of Peter is represented as taking place in the fourth Gos-
pel, but may merely say that no other disciple but Peter is men-
tioned in the Synoptics as having followed Jesus; and Peter
enters without difiiculty into the high priest's palace.* In the

1 Luke V. 1—11.
2 The author apparently considered that Jonas and John were the same name,

another indication of a foreigner. Although some of the oldest Codices read John
here and in xxi. 15—17, there is great authority for the reading Jona, which is

considered by a majority of critics the original. 3 John i. 41—42.
* Matt. xxvi. 58, 69 ; Mark xiv. 54, 56 ; Luke xxii. 54 ff.

t''
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fourth Gospel, Peter is made to wait without at the floor until

John, who is a friend of the higli priest and freely enters, obtains

permission for Peter to go in, another instance of the precedence
which is systematically given to John. The Synoptics d(j uui la

this particular case give any support to the sttitement in the
fourth Gospel, and certainly in ntjthing that is said of John do
they elsewhere render his acquaintance with the high priest in

the least degree probable. It is, on the contrary, improbable in

the extreme that the young fisherman of Galilee, who shows
very little enlightenment in the anecdotes told of him in the

Synoptics, and who is described as an " unlettered and ignorant"

man in the Acts of the Apostles, could have any acciiuiintance

with the high priest. Ewald who, on the strength of the wonl
yvwCTTos,^ at once elevates him into a relation of the higli priest,

sees in the statement of Polycrates that late in life he wore the

priestly TrtVaXov, a confirmation of the supposition that he was of

the high priest's race and family .^ The evident Judaistit- ten-

dency, however, which made John wear the priestly mitre may
distinguish him as author of the Apocalypse, but it is fatal t(j tlio

theory which makes him author of the fourth Gospel, in wiiicli

there is so complete a severance from Judaism.

A much more important point, however, is the designation of

the author of the fourth Gospel, who is identified with the Apos-

tle John, as " the disciple whom Jesus loved." It is scarcely too

much to say, that this suggestive appellation alone has done more

than any arguments to ensure the recognition of the work, and

to overcome the doubts as to its authenticity. Religious senti-

mentality, evoked by the influence of this tender epithet, has been

blind to historical incongruities, and has been willing to accept

with little question from the "beloved disciple" a portrait of

Jesus totally unlike that of the Synoptics, and to elevate the dog-

matic mysticism and artificial discourses of the one ovei the sub-

lime morality and simple eloquence of the other. It is impossible

to reflect seriously upon this representation of the relations be-

tween one of the disciples and Jesus without the conviction that

every record of the life of the great Teacher must have borne dis-

tinct traces of the preference, and that the disciple so honoured

must have attracted the notice of every early writer acquainted

with the facts. If we seek for any evidence, however, that John

was distinguished with such special aflfection—that he lay on the

breast of Jesus at supper—that even the Apostle Peter recognized

his superior intimacy and influence^—and that he received at the

1 John xviii. 15.

2 Die Joh. Schr., i. p. 400, anro. I ; Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 15.

3 John xiii. 23 -26.
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foot of the cross the care of his mother from the dying Jesus*—
we seek in vain. The Synoptic Gospels, which minutely record

the details of the last supper and of the crucifixion, so far from

mentioning any such circumstances or such distinction (;f John,

io not even mention his name, and Peter everywhere has prece-

dence before the sons of Zebedee. Almost the only occasions

ui)on which any prominence is given to them are episodes in which

they incur the Master's displeasuri^, and the cognomen of " Sons

of thunder" has certainly no suggestion in it of special af-

fection, nor of personal qualities likely to attract the great

Teacher. The selfish ambition of the brothers who desire to sit

on thrones on his right and on his left, and the intolerant temper
which would have called down fire from heaven to consume a

Samaritan village, much rather contradict than suppoi-t the re-

presentation of the fourth Gospel. Upon one occasion, indeed,

Jesus in rebuking them, adds :
" Ye know not what manner of

spirit ye are of."^ It is perfectly undeniable that John nowhere
has any .such position accorded to him in the Synoptics as this

designation in the fourth Gospel implies. In the lists of the dis-

ciples he is always put in the fourth place,^ and in the first two
Gospels his only distinguishing designation is that of "the brother

of James," or one of the sons of Zebedee. The Apostle Peter in all

of the Synoptics is the leader of the disciples. He it is who
alone i.s represented as the mouth-piece of the twelve or as hold-

ing conversation with Jesus ; and the only occasions on which
the sons of Zebedee address Jesus are those to which we have re-

ferred, upon which his displeasin-e was incurred.

appears to the women after the resuirection desires

his disciples " and Peter " that Jesus will meet them in Galilee, *

hut there is no message for any "disciple whom he loved." If

Peter, James and John accompany the Master to the mount of

transfiguration and are witnesses of his agony in the garden, re-

garding which, however, the fourth Gospel is totally silent, the
two brethren remain in the back ground, and Peter alone acts a

prominent part. If V7e turn to the Epistles of Paul, we do not
find a single trace of acquaintance with the fact that Jesus hon-
oured John with an}' special affection, and the opportunity of re-

ferring to such a distinction was not wanting when he writes to

the Galatians of his visit to the " Pillar " Apostles in Jerusalem

^ John xix. 25—27.

^ Luke ix. 55. These words are omitted from some of the oldest MSS., but
they are in Cod. D (Bezre) and many other important texts, as well as in some of
the oldest versions, besides being quoted by the Fathers. They were probably
omitted after the claim of John to be the "beloved disciple " became admitted.

3 Matt. X. 2—4 : Mark iii. 16-19 ; Luke vi. 14—16.
* Mark xvi. 7.

/

The angel who
them to tell

*iiii

1
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Hore again, bowovev we find no prouiinonco given to Jolin, hut
the continry, his name still being mentioned last and without nny
special comment. In none of the Pauline or other Epistles, is

there any allusion, however distant, to any disciple whom .Jtjjsus

specially loved. The Apocalypse, which, if any hook of tln' New
Ic'stamcnt can bo traced to him, must be ascribed to the Apostle

John, n»akes no claim whatever to such a distinction. In none of

the Apocryphal Gospels is there the slightt^st indication of know-
ledge of the fact, and if we come to the Fathers even, it is a strik-

ing circumstance that there is not a trace of it in any early work,

an<l not the most remote in<lication of any independent tiaiiition

that Jesus distinguished John or any otiier individual discinle

with peculiar friend.ship. The Roman Clement, in referring to

the example of the Apostles, only mentions Peter and Pan).

'

Polycarp, who is described as a disciple of the Apostle John,

knows nothing of hits having been especially loved by Jesus.

Pseudo-Ignatius does not refer to him at all in the Syriac r^pistles,

01' in either version of the seven Epistles."'^ Papias.. in deseiihing

his interest in hearing what the Apostles said, gives John no

prominence: "I inquired minutely after the words of the Preshy-

ters : What Andrew, or what Peter said, or what Philip or what

Thomas or James, or what John or Matthew, or what any other

of the disciples of the Lord, and what Aristion and the Presbyter

John, the disciples of the Lord, say,"^ &c.

As a fact, it is undenied and undeniable that the representation

of John, or of any other disciple^ as specially beloved b}' Jesus, is

limited solely and entirely to the fourth Gospel, and that there is

not even a trace of independent tradition to support the ciaiii.,

whilst on the other hand the total silence of the earlier CJospels

and of the other New Testament writings on the point, and in-

deed their data of a positive and contradictory character, oppose

rather than support the correctness of the latter and mere personal

assertion. Those who abandon sober criticism, and indulge in

mere sentimental rhapsodies on the impossibility of the author of

the fourth Gospel being any other than the "disciple whom Jesus

loved," strangely ignore the fact that we have no reason whatever,

except the assurance of the author ^umself, to believe that Jesus

specially loved any disciple, and much less John the son of Ze-

bedee. Indeed, the statements of the fourth Gospel itself on the

subject are so indirect and intentionally vague that it is not ah-
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sohitely clear what disciple is indicattsl as " tlie helcved," and it

has even been maintained that, not John the son of Zohedec, but

Amliew the brother of Simon Peter was "the disciple wliom

Ji'siis loved," and consecjuently the supposed author of the fourth

GosiM'l.'

VVc have hitherto refrained from referri ipj to one of the most

singular features of the fourth Oospel, the chapter xxi., which is

1)V many cited ns the most ancient testimony for the authenticity

of the work, and which re(|uires particular consideration. It is

olnious that the Gospel is brou<,dit to a conclusion by verses 30,

,'n of chapter xx., and ciitics are universally agreed at least that,

whoever may be its author, chapter xxi. is a sup])lement only

added after an interval. By wliom was it written ? As may be

supposed, critics have given veiy difi'crent re])lies to tins import-

ant (piestion. Many a<Hrm, and with much probability, that

chapter xxi. was subsequently added to the Gosj)el by the author

himself'^ A few, however, exclude the last two vei-ses, which they
CDH.sider to have been ad'led by another hand.^ A much larger

mnuber assert that the whole chapter is an ancient appendix to

the Gdspel by a writer who was not the author of the Go.spel.'* A
few likewise reject the last two verses of the preceding chapter.

hi this supplement (v. 20) " the disciple whom Je.sus loved, who
also leaned on his breast at the supper and .said : Lord, which is

1 f.iitzi'Ibcrijer, Die kirchl. Tradition iibi-nl. A|K)8t. Joh., p. 99 ff.

•-' IMhorn, Einl. N. T
, ii. p. 213 flf. ; I/i/'/en/elJ, Die Kvaiigelieii, p. .^17 ff.;

Zeitsohr. wiss. Theol., 1608, p. 435 ff.; Weitzel, Stud. u. Krit., 1849, p. .'J9<) ff.;

Mikh'Thwcher, Einl. N. T., p. 3.31 ; J. P. Laiije, (iescli. chr. Kirclie, 1854, ii. p.

4'Jl ; LiitlinnU, Das Joh. Evang., i. p. 17 f., ii. p. 4.58 f. ; Wajitcheidcr, Einl. Ev.
Joh., II. 173; Afichaclw, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 1170 f. ; Wettfcott, Int. to the Stndy of

the (iospels, 1872, p. 254; Kenan, Vie de Joans, xiii""^ ed., p. Ixxiii. il/eiKjtitenljfrg,

Das Ev. d. heil. .Joh., p. 322 ff.; OMiausen, Die Leidensgesch. des Herrn, rev.
Eliranl, 4te Aufl. ii. 2, p. 2.35 ff. ; Mei/er, H'buch, Ev. des Johann., p. 664 ; Tholiick,

Com. z. Ev, Johann., 1857 ; GJanbw. ev. Gesch., p. 273 f. ; Quericke, Beitrage, p.

C7 ff. ; //»;/, Einl. N. T., ii p. 250 ff. ; Oodet, Com. sur I'Ev. de St. Jean, ii. p. 670
ff.;('f. Ewahl, references in note 3.

2 /. P. Lanije, Tholuck, OUhausen, Guericke, Hug, Oodet. Meyer only excludes
the last verse.

* Uaur, Unters. Kan. Evv., p. 235 ff.; Bleeh, Einl. N. T., p. 219 "
; Bertholdt,

Eirh A. u, N.T., iii. p. 1326; Ckrkus, Ad Hammondi in Ev. Job. annott. ; Credner,
Einl. N.T., i. p. 222 f., p. 232 f.; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. pp. 339, 426 f.; Eicald,
Jahrb. bil.l. Wiss. iii., 1850-51, p. 171 f.; x. 1859—60, p. 87 ; Die Joh. Schr., i. p.
54flF.; Ehrard, Die Ev.. Gesch. 2 Aufl., 1850, p. 838 ff. ; Grotius, Annot. ad Jr)h.,

engine et indole cap. ult. Ev. Joh., 182.'); Isagoge, § 4.3, p. 155; Sc.henkel, Das
Charakt. Jesu, p. 32 ; Scholten, Das Ev. Johan., pp. 4ff., 57 ff.; Srlnvegler, Der
Mnntanismus, p. 283 f.; SpUth, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1868, p. 192 ff. ; Semler, Hist.
Einl. Baumgarten's Unters. Theol. Streitigk., p. 62 ; Volkmar, Die Evangelien, p.
641 f.; H'eMoe, Die evang. Gesch., i. p 99; Weizsdcker, Unters. evang. Gesch., p.
301 f.; DeWetle, Einl. N.T., p. 233 f.; Wieseler, Chron. Synopse v. Evv., p. 418.
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he that betrayeth thee ?" is (v. 24) identified with the author of

the Gospel.

We may here state the theory of Ewald with regard to the

CDmposition of the fourth Gospel, which is largely deduced from
considerations connected with the last chapter, and which, althoui'h

more audaciously minute in its positive and arbitrary statement

of details than any other with wliich we are acquainted, intro-

duces more or less the explanations generally given regarding the

compo ition of chapter xxi. Out of all the indications in the work,

Ewald decides

:

" 1. That the Gospel, completed at the end ol chapter xx., was

composed b}'- the Apostle about the year 80, with the free lielp of

friends, not to be immediately circulated throughout the world,

but to remain limited to the narrower circle of friends until hi.s

death, and only then to be published as his legacy to the whole

of Christendom. In this position it remained ten years, or even

longer.

2. As that preconceived opinion''regarding the life or death of

the Apostle (xxi. 23) had perniciously spread itself througliout the

whole of Christendoin, the Apostle himself decided even Ijoforo his

death to couriteract it i the right way by giving a correct state-

ment of the circumstances. The same friends, therefore, as.sisted

him to design the very important supplement, chapter x.xi., and

this could still be very easily added, as the book was not yet pub-

lished. His friends proceeded, nevertheless, somewhat more freely,

in its composition, than previously in writing the book itself, and

allowed their own hand more clearly to gleam through, although

here, as in the rest of the work, they conformed ti the will of the

Apostle, and did not, even m the supplement, openly declare his

name as the author. As the supplement, however, was to form a

closely connected part of the whole work, xlvy gave at its end

(verses 24 f.),as it now seemed to them suitable, a new conclusion

to the augmented work.
3. As the Apostle himself desired that the preconceived opinion

regarding him, which had been spread abroad to the prejudice of

Christendom, should be contradicted as soon as possible, and even

before his death, he now so far departed from his earlier wish,

that he permitted the circulation of his Gospel before his death.

We can accept this with all certainty, and wave therein a trust-

worthy testimony regarding the whole original history of our

book.

4. First when the Gospel was thus published was it gradually

named after our Apostle, even in its external superscription
;

a

norniriatio' which had then become all the more necessary and

durable for the purpose of distinction, as it was united in one
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whole with the other Gospels. The world, however, has at all

timtis known it only Xitidor this wholly right title, and could in no
way othei-wise know it and otherwise name it."*

In addressing ourselves to each of these points in detail, we
shall be able to discuss the principal ouestions connected with the

fourth Gospel.

The theory of Ewald, that the fourth Gospel was wi Itten dovv^n

with the assistance of friends in Ephesus, has been imagined

solely to conciliate certain phenomena presented throughout the

Gospel, and notably in the last chapter, with the foregone conclu-

sion that it was written by the Apostle John. It is apparent that

there is not a single word ir. the work itself explaining such a

mode of composition, and that the hypothesis proceeds purely

from the ingenious imagination of the critic. The nature of the

language i)i which the Gospel is composed, the manner in which
the writer is indirectly indicated in the third person, and even in

the body of the work (xix. 35) reference is made to the testimony

of a third person, combined with the similarity of the style of the

supplementary chapter, which is an obvious addition intended,

however, to be understood as written by a different hand, have
rendered these conjectures necessary to reconcile such obvious

inconjj^ruities with the ascription of the work to the Apostle. The
substantial identity of the style and vocabulary of chapter xxi.

with the rest of the Gospel is asserted by a multitude of the most
competent critics. Ewald, whilst he recognizes the gi-eat simi-

larity, maintains at the same time a real dissimilarity, for which
he accounts in the manner just quoted. The language, Ewald
admits, agi-ees fully in many rare nuances with that of the rest of

the Gospel, but he does not take the trouble to prove the decided

dissimilarities which, he asserts, likewise exist. A less difference

than that which he finds might, he tlunks, be explained by the

interval which had elapsed between the writing of the work and
of the supplement, but " the wonderful similarity, in the midst of

even greater dissimilarity, of the whole tone and particularly of

the style of the composition is not thereby accounted for. This,

therefore, leads us," he continues, " to the opinion : The Apostle
made use, for writing down his words, of the hand and even of
the skill of a trusted friend, who later on his own authority (fur

sich allein) wrote the supplement. The great similarity, as well
as dissimilarity, of the style of both parts in this way becomes
intelligil)le

: the trusted friend (probably a Presbyter in Ephesus)
adopted nmch of the language and mode of exjH-ession of the
youthful old Apostle, without, however, where he wrote more ia
his own person, being carefully solicitous of imitating them. But

1 Die Job. Schr., i. p. 56 f.; cf. Jahrb. bibL WisB., iii. p. 171 ff.

; i
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even through this contrast, and the definite declaration in v. 24
thy Apostolical origin of the book itself becomes all the more
clearly apparent ; and thus the supplement proves from tlie most
diverse sides how certainly this Gospel was written by the trusted

disciple."^ Elsewhere, Ewald more clearly explains the share in

the work which he assigns i-o the Apostle's disciple :
" The pro-

position that this Apostle composed in a unique way our likewise

unique Gospel is to be understood only with that important limi-

tation upon which I always laid so much stress : for J(jhn himself

did not compose this work quite so directly as Paul did most of

his Epistles, but the young friend who wi'ote it down from his

lips, and who, in the later appendix, chapter xxi., comes forward

in the most open way without desiring in the slightest to conceal

his separate identity, does his work at other times somewhat
freely, in that he never introduces the narrator speaking of him-

self and his participation in the events with T or 'we,' but only

indirectly indicates his presence at such events, and, towards the

end, in preference refers to him, from his altogether pecidiar

relation to Christ, as ' the disciple whom the Lord loved,' so that,

in one passage, he even speaks of him, in regard to an important

historical testimony (xix. 35), as of a third person." Ewald then

maintains that the agreement between the Gospel and the

Epistles, and more especially the first, which he affirms, without

vouchsafing a word of evidence, to have been written down by a

difi'erent hand, proves that we have substantially only the Apos-

tle's very peculiar composition, and that his friend as much as

possible gave his own words.^

It is obvious from this elaborate explanation, which we need

scarcely say is full of mere assumptions, that, in order to connect

the Apostle John with the Gospel, Ewald is obliged to assign him

a very peculiar position ia regard to it : he recognizes that some

of the characteristics of the work exclude the supposition that

the Apostle could himself have written the Gospel, so he repre-

sents hir, as dictating it, and his Secretary as taking considerable

liberties with the composition as he writes it down, and even as

introducmg references of his own ; as, for instance, in the pas

sage to which he refers, where, in regard to the statement that at

the Crucifixion a soldier pierced the side of the already dead

Jesus, and that forthwith there came out blood and water (xix.

35), it is said :
" And he that saw it hath borne witness, and his

witness is true ; and he knoweth that he saith true, that ye may

believe."* It is perfectly clear that the writer refers to the testi-

i Jahrb. bibl. Wias., iii. 1850-51, p. 17.3. 2 lb., x. 1859-60, p. 87 f.

3 We do not go ii'to any diacussion on the use of the word ixElvoi. \Ve be-

lieve that the reforence is difitinctly to another, but even if taken to be to himself

/in ihe third person, the ^tav, ge is not less extraordinary, and the argument holon.
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mony of another person^—the friend who is writing down the

nanativ ', says Herr Ewald, refers to the Apostle who is actually-

dictating it. Again, in the last chapter, as elsewhere throughout

the work, " the disciple whom Jesus loved," who is the author, is

spoken of in the third person, and also in verse 24 :
" This is the

disciple which testifieth of these things, and wrote these tilings
"

(koi ypai/'as Taura), This, according to Ewald, is the same secretary,,

DOW writing in his ov/n person. The similarity between this de-

claration and the appeal to the testimony of another person in

xix. 35, is certainly compicte, and there can be no doubt that both

proceed from the same pen ; but beyond the assertion of Herr
Ewald there is not the slightest evidence that a secretary wrote

the Gospel from the dictation of another, and ventured to inter-

rupt the narrative by such a reference to testimony, which, upon
the supposition that the Apostle John was known as the actual

author, is singularly out of place. If John wrote the Gospel, why
should he appeal in utterly vague terms to his own testimony,,

and upon such a point, when the mere fact that he himself wrote

the Statement was the most direct testimony in itself ? An author
who composed a work which he desired to ascribe to a " disciple

whom Jesus loved " might have made such a reference as xix. 35,

in his anxiety to support such an affirmation, without supposing

that he had really compromised his design, and might have natu-
rally added such a statement as that in the last two verses, but
nothing but the foregone conclusion that the Apostle John was
the real author could have suggested such an explanation of these

passages. It is throughout assumed by Ewald and others, that-

John wrote in the first instance, at least, specially for a narrow
circle of friends, and the proof of this is considered to be the
statement of the object with which it was written :

" that ye
may believe,"^ &c., a phrase, we may re. naik, which is identical

with that of the very verse (xix. 3-5) with wi)ich the secretary is

supposed to have had so much to do. It is very remarkable, upon
this hypothesis, that in xix. 35, it is considered necessary even for-

this narrow circle, who knew the Apostle so well, to make such
an appeal, as well as to attach at its close (xxi. 24), for the benefit

of the woiid in general as Ewald will have it, a certificate of the
trustworthiness of the Gospel.

1 Wmse, Die Ev. Gesch., i. p. 101 flF., ii. p. 327 flF. ; LiUzelberrier, Die kircbJ.
Trad. Ap. .Job., p. 205 ff. ; Koatlin, Theol. Jahrb., 1 ~A, p. 207 ; Hilgen/ehl, Die
Evangelien, p. 341 ; Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 18r.9, p. 414 f., 1861, p. 313 if.

;

Weizsacker, Unters, ev. GeBch., p. 300; Davidmn, Int. N. T., ii. p. 436 f. ;

S^chnkd, Das Charakt. Jesu, 1864, p. 32 ; Toiler, Evangelienfrage, p. 33 ff.

;

Zeit«chr. wiss. Theol., 1860, p. 177 f. ; Scholten, Das Ev. Job., p. 385.
2 John XX. 31 ; Ewald, Die Job. Scbr., i. p. 56 f. ; Jahrb. bibl. Wise., iii. p..

171; B/eei, Einl. N. T., p. 303.
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Upon no liypothesis which supposes the Apostle John the au-
thor of the fourth Gospel is such an explanation credible. That
the Apostle himself could have written of himself the words in

xix. 35 is impossible. After having stated so much that is much
more surprising and contradictory to all experience without re-

ference to any witness, it would indeed have been strange had he
here appealed to himself as to a separate individual, and on the

other hand it is quite inadmissible to assume that a friend to

whom he is dictating should interrupt the narrative to introduce

a passage so inappropriate to the work, and so unnecessary for

any circle acquainted with the Apostolic author. If, as Ewald
argues, the peculiarities of his style of composition were so well

known that it was unnecessary for the writer more clearly to de-

signate himself either for the first readers, or for the Christian

world, the passages we are discussing are all the more inappro-

priate. That any guarantee of the truth of the Gospel should

have been thought desirable for readers who knew the work to

be composed by the Apostle John, and who believed him to be

" the disciple whom Jesus loved," is inconceivable, and that any

anonymous and quite indirect testimony to its genuineness should

either have been considered necessary, or of any value, is still

more incredible. It is impossible that nameless Presbyters of

Ephesus could venture to accredit a Gospel written by the Apos-

tle John; and any intended attestation must have taken the

simple and direct course of stating that the work had been com-

posed by the Apostle. The peculiarities we are discussing seem

to us explicable only upon the supposition that the writer of the

Gospel desired that it shoi:ld be understood to be written by a

certain disciple whom Jtsi:s loved, but did not choose distinctly

to name him or directly to make such an affirmation.

It is, we assert, impossible that an Apostle who composed a his-

tory of the life and teaching of Jesus could have failed to attach

his name, naturally and simply, as testimony of the trustworthi-

ness of his statements, and of his fitness as an eye-witness to

compose such a r-^cord. As the writer of the fourth Gospel does

not state his name, Ilsrr Ewald ascribes the omission to the " in-

comparable modesty and delicacy of feeling " of the Apostle

John. We must briefly examine the validity of this explanation.

It is universally admitted, and by Ewald himself, that although

the writer does not directly name himself, he very clearly indi-

cates that he is " the other disciple " and " the disciple whom

Jesus loved." We must affirm that such a mode of indicating

himself is incomparably less modest than the simple statement of

his name, and io is indeed a glorification of himself beyond any-

thing in the A.pocalypse. But not only is the explanatijn thus
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discredited but, in comparing the details of the Gospel with those

of the Synoptics, we find still more certainly how little modesty

had to do with th*^ suppression of his name. In the Synoptics a

very marked precedence of the rest of the di.sciples is ascribed to

the Apostle Peter ; and the sons of Zebedee are represented in

all of them ns holding a subordinate place. This representation

is confirmed by the Pauline Epistles and by tradition. In the

fourth Gospel, a very different account is given, and the author

studiously elevates the Apostle John,— that is to say, according

to the theory that he is the writer of the Gospel, himself,—in

every way above the Apostle Peter. Apart from the general pre-

eminence claimed for himself in the very name of " the disciple

whom Jesus loved," we have seen that he deprives Peter in his

own favour of the honour of being the first of the disciples who
was called ; he suppresses the account of the circumstiinces under
which that Apostle was named Peter, and gives another and trifling

version of the incident, reporting elsewhere indeed in a very sub-

dued and modified form, and without the commendation of the

Master, the recognition of the divinity of Jesus, which in the

first Gospel is the cause of his change of name.^ He is the inti-

mate friend of the Master, and even Peter has to beg him to ask

at the Supper who was the betrayer. He describes himself as the

friend of the High Priest, and while Peter is excluded, he not

only is able to enter into hi.* palace, but he is ^he means of intro-

ducing Peter. The denial of Peter is given without mitigation,

but his bitter repentance is not mentioned. He ic is who is singled

out by the dying Jpsus and entrusted with the charge of his

mother. He outruns Peter in their race to the Sepulchre, and in

the final appearance of Jesus (xxi. 15) the more important posi-

tion is assigned to the disciple whom Jesus loved. It is, therefore,

absurd to speak of the incomparable modesty of the writer, who,
if he does not give his name, not only clearly indicates himself,

but throughout assumes a pre-eminence which is not supported
by the authority of the Synoptics and other writings, but is heard
of alone from his own narrative.

Ewald argues that chapter xxi. must have been written, and
the Gospel as we have it, therefore, have been completed, before
the death of the Apostle John. He considers the supplement to

have been added specially to contradict the report regarding John.

(xxi. 23). " The supplement must have been written whilst John
still lived," he asserts, " for only before his death was it worth
while to contradict such a false hope ; and if his death had actu-
ally taken place, the result itself would have already refuted so

erroneous an intei"pretation of the words of Christ, and it would

1 Matt. xvi. 13—19 ; cf. Mark viii. 29 ; Luke ix. 20.
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then have been much more appropriate to explain afresh the sense

of the words ' till I come.' Moreover, there is no reference here

to the death as having already occurred, although a small addition

to that effect in ver. 24 would have been so easy. But if we
we: 3 to suppose that John had long been dead when this was
written, the whole rectification as it is given would be utterly

without sense."^ On the contrary, we affirm that the whole his-

tory of the first two centuries renders it certain that the Apostle

was already dead, and that the explanation was not a rectification

of false hopes during his lifetime, but an explanation of the

failure of expectations which had already taken place, and pro-

bably excited some scandal. We know how the early Church
looked for the immediate coming of the glorified Christ, and how
such hopes sustained persecuted Christians in their sorrow and

suffering. This is very clearly expressed in 1 Thess. iv. 15— 18,

where the expectation of the second coming within the lifetime of

the writer and readers of the Epistle is confidently stated, and

elsewhere, and even in 1 John ii. 18, the belief that the " kst

times " had arrived is expressed. The history of the Apocalypse

in relation to the Canon illustrates the case. So long as the be-

lief in the early consummation of all things continued strong the

Apocalypse was the favourite writing of the early Church, but

when time went on, and the secon< ' coming of Christ did not take

place, the opinion of Christendom regarding the work chai.ged,

and disappointment as well as the desire to explain the non-ful-

filment of prophecies upon which so much hope had been based,

led many to reject the Apocalypse as an unintelligible and falla-

cious book. We venture to conjecture that the tradition that

John should not die until the second coming of Jesus may have

origin£|,t' i with the Apocalypse where that event is announced to

John as immediately to take place, xxii. 7, 10, 12, and the words

with which the book ends are of this nature, and express the ex-

pectation of the writer, 20 :
" He which testifieth these things

saith : Surely I come quickly. Amen. Come, Lord Jesus." It

was not in the spirit of the age to hesitate about such anticipa-

tions, and so long as the Apostle lived, such a tradition would

scarcely have required or received contradiction from any one, the

belief being universal that the coming of Jesus might take place

any day, and assuredly would not be long delayed. When, how-

ever, the Apostle was dead, and the tradition that it had been

foretold that he should live until the coming of the Lord exercised

men's minds, and doubt and disappointment at the non-fulfilment

of what may have been regarded as prophecy produced a preju-

dicial effect upon Christendom, it .seemed to the writer of this

1 Jahrb. bib'. Wise., iii. 1850—51, p. 173.
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Gospel a desirable thing to point out that too much stress had

ken laid upon the tradition, and that the words which liad been

relied upon in the first instance, did not justify the expectations

which had been formed from them. This also contradicts the

hypothesis that the Apostle John was the author of the Gospel.

Such a passage as xix. 35, received in any natural sense, or in-

terpreted in any way which can be supported by evidence, shows

that the writer of the Gospel was not an eye-witness of the events

recorded, but appeals to the testimony of others. It is generally

admitted that the expressions in ch. i 14 are of universal appli-

cation, and capable of being adopted by all Christians, and, con-

seijuently, that they do not imply any direct claim on the part of

the writer to personal knowledge of Jesus. We must now ex-

amine whether the Gospel itself bears special marks of having

been written by an eye-witness, and how far in this respect it

bears out the assertion that it was written by the Apostle John.

It is constantly asserted that the minuteness of the details in the

fourth Gospel indicates that it must have been written by one
who was present at the scenes he records. With regard to this

point we need only generally remark, that in the works of imag-
ination of which the world is full, and the singular realism of

many of which is recognized by all, we have the most minute and
natural details of scenes which never occurred, and of conversa-

tions which never took place, the actors in which never actually

existed. Ewald admits that it is undeniable that the fourth Gos-
pel was written with a fixed purpose, and with artistic design, and,

indeed, he goes further and recognizes that the Apostle could not
possibly so long have recollected the discourses of Jesus and ver-

bally reproduced them, so that, in fact, we have only, at best, a
substantial report of the matter ot those discourses coloured by
the mind of the author himself.^ Details of scenes at which we
were not present may be admirably supplied by imagination, and
as we cannot compare what is here described as taking place
with what actually took place, the argument that the author
must have been an eye-witness because he gives such details is

without validity. Moreover, the details of the fourth Gospel in

many cases do not agree with those of the three Synoptics, and it

is an undoubted fact that the author of the fourth Gospel gives
the details of scenes at which the Apostle John was not present,
and reports the discourses and conversations on such occasions,
with the very same minuteness as those at which he is said to
have been present; as, for instance, the interview between Jesua
and the woman of Samaria, It is perfectly undeniable that the

1 Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., x. p. 91 ff.
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writer had other Gospels before him when he composed liis work
and that he made use of other materials than his own.^

It is by no means difficult, however, to point out very clear in-

dications that the author was not an eye-witness but constructed

his scenes and discourses artistically and for effect. We shall not

at present, dwell upon the almost uniform artifice adoptcrl in

most of the dialogues, in which the listeners either misunderstand

altogether the words of Jesus, or interpret them in a foolish and

material way, and thus afford him an opportunity of enlarging

upon the theme. For instance, Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews,

misunderstands the expression of Jesus, that in order to see the

kingdom of God a man must be born from above, and asks

:

" How can a man be born when he is old ? can he enter a second

time into his mother's womb and be born V"^ Now, as it is well

known and as we have already shown, the common expiossion

used in regard to a proselyte to Judaism was that of being born

again, with which every Jew, and more especially every "ruler of

the Jews," must have been well acquainted. The stupidity which

he displays in his conversation with Jesus, and witli which the

author endowed all who came in contact vdth him, in order, by

the contrast, to mai-k more strongly the su periority of the Mastei-,

even draws fI'om Jesus the I'emark :
" Art thou the teacher of Is-

rael and understandest not these things V"^ There can be no doubt

that the scene was ideal, and it is scarcely pos3il>le that a Jew

could have written it. In the Syno])tics, Jesus is reported as

quoting against the people of his own city, Nazareth, who rejected

him, the proverb :
" A prophet has ro honour in his own coun-

try."* The appropriateness of the remark here is obvious. The

author of the fourth Gospel, however, shows clearly that he was

neither an eye-witness nor acquainted with the subject or country

when he introduces this proverb in a different place. Jesus is re-

presented as staying two days at Sychar after his conversiuion

with the Samaritan woman. " Now after the two days he de-

parted thence into Galilee. For (yap) Jesus himself testified that

a prophet hath no honour in his own country. When, therefore

(ow), he came into Galilee, the Galilasans received him, having

seen all the things that he did in Jerusalem, at the feast—for

1 Ewald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., iii. p. 161 ; Die Job. Schr. , i. p. 7 ff. ; Dc Wettc, Einl.

N. T., p. 209 l.;Berlholdt, Einl. A. u. N. T,, iii. p. 1302; Lesmxij, Neue H.vpothese,

§ 51; Ekhhom, ¥An\. N. T., ii. p. i27 ff.; Lticke, Coram. Ev. Job., i. p. 197; Wdw,
Die ev. Gescb., i. p. 1 18 ff. ; Hil(jen/eld, Die Evangelien, p. 329 ; Keitn, Jcsu v. Na-

zara, i. p. 118 ff.; Weizsiicker, Untera. evang. Geach., p. 270; //».'/, Einl. N. T., ii.

p. 191 «. ; Holtzvian, Zcitscbr. wiss. Theol., 1869, pp. 62 ff., lr^5fl'., Srhiceijler, Der

Montanismus, p. 205, anm. 137.

2Jobniii. 4. 3 //;., iii. 10.

* Matt. xiii. 57 ; Mark vi. 4 ; Luke iv. 24,
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they also went unto the feast."^ Now it is manifest that the*

fiuotation here is ({uite out of place, and none of the ingenioua

hut untenable exj)lanations of apologists can niakt; it appropriate.

He is made to go into Galilee, which was his country, because a

prophet has no honour in his country, and the Galiht'ans are re-

presented as receiving him, which is a contradiction of the pro-

verb. The writer evidently misunderstood the facts of tlie case

or deliberately desired to deny the connection of Jesus with Na-

zareth and Galilee, in accordance with his evident intention of {.,s-

sociating tiie Logos only with the Holy City. We must not pause

to shew that the author is generally unjust to the Galiht'ans^ And

displays an ignorance regarding them very unlike what we
should exj)ect from the fisherman of Galilee.'^ We have already

alluded to the artificial character of the conversation with tlie

woman of Samaria, which, although given with so njuch detail,

occurrod a* a place totally unknown (i)erhaps allegorically called

the "City of Lies"), at which the Apostle John was not present,

and the substance of which was typical of Samaria and its rive

nations and false gods. The continuation in the Gosptd is as un-

real as the conversation. Another instance displaying personal

ignorance is the insertion into a discourse at Ihe Last Supper, and
without any appropriate connection with the context, the passage
" Verily, verily, I say unto you : ho that receiveth whomsoever I

send, receiveth me, and he that receiveth me receiveth him that

sent me."3 In the Synoptics this sentence is naturally represented

as part of the address to the disciples who are to be sent forth to

preach the Gospel;* but it is clear that its insertion liere is a mis-

take.^ Again, a very obvious slip, which betrays that what was
intended for realii^tic detail is nothing but a reminiscence of some
earlier Gospel misapplied, occurs in a later part of the discourses

very ina])propriately introduced as being delivered on the same
occasion. At the end of xiv. 31, Jesus is represented, after saying
tliat he world no more talk much with the disciples, as suddenly
breaking off with the words :

" Arise, let us go hence " (EyeipeaOe,

ayitiniv ivrevdev). They do not, however, arise and go thence, but,
on the contr.ary, Jesus at once commences another long discourse:
"I am the true vine," &;c. The expression is merely introduced
artistically to close one discourse, and enable the writer to begin

1 John iv. 43—45.
- We may merely refer to the remark of the Pharisees : search the Scriptures

and see, "for out of Galilee ariseth no prophet" (vii. 52). The Pharisees could
not have been ignorant of the fact that the prophets Jonah and Nahum were Gal-
ileans, and the son of Zebedee cou'd not have committed such an error ; cf. Bret-
nchndder, Probabilia, p. 99 f.

^ John xiii. 20.
* Matt. X. 4() ; cf. xviii. 5 ; Luke x. 16, cf. ix. 48.
5 This is recognized by De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 211 c.
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circurrmtances of tlie birth of JesuH, two of them at h'ast, and

give soiiic hintory of his family and origin, the fourth Oospol,

iLTiorin^' all this, introduces the ^'reat Teacher at once as the

Loj,'OH who from the beginning was with God and was himself

God. The key-note is struck from the tirst, and in the pliiloso-

phical pri^lude to the Gospel we have the announcement to those

who have ears to hear, that here we nee«i expect no simpli! history,

but an artistic demonstration of the ])hilosophical postulate. Ac-
cording to the Synoptics, Jesus is baptized by John, ami as he

(Toe.s out of the water the Holy Ghost descends u|)on him like a

flovc. The fourth Gospel knows nothing of the ba])tism, and
makes John the Baptist narrate vaguely that he saw the Holy
Ghofst descend like a dove and rest upon Jesus, as a sign pre-

viou.sly indicated to him by God l)y which to recognize the Lamb
of God.* PVom the very first, John the Baptist, in the fourth

Gospel, recognizes and declares Jesus to be " the Christ,"- " the

Land) of God which taketh away the sins of the world." ^ Ac-
cording to the Synoptics, John comes preaching the l)aptism of

repentance, and so far is he from making such declarations, or

foniiiiig such distinct opinions concerning Jesus, that even after

he has ixsen cast into prison and just before his death,—when in

fact his preaching was at an end,—he is represtrnted as s(;nding

disciples to Jesus, on hearing in prison of his works, to ask him :

" Art thou he that should come, or look we for another V* Je.sus

carries on his ministry and baptizes sinndtaneously with John,
according to tlie fourth Gospel, but his public career, according

to the Synoptics, does not begin until after the Baptist's has
concluded, and John is cast into prison.'' The Synoptics clearly

represent the ministry of Jesus as liaving been Hunted to a single

year, and his preaching is confined to Galilee and Jerusalem,
where his career culminates at the fatal Passover. The fourth
Gospel distributes the teaching of Jesus ])etween Galilee, Sama-
ria, and Jerusalem, makes it extend at least over three years, and
refers to three Passovers spent by Jesus at Jerusalem." The
Fathers felt this difficulty and expended a good deal of apolo-
getic ingenuity upon it ; but no (me is now content with tlie ex-
planation of Eusebius, that the Synoptics merely intended to
write the history of Jesus during the one year after the imprison-
ment of the Baptist, whilst the fourth Evangelist recounted the
events of the time not recorded by the others, a theory which is

•i n>. 29.1 John i. 32—33
3//'.,i. 17.

\
Matt. xi. 2 ff.; cf. Luke vii. 18 fF.

5 John iii. 22 ; Matt. iv. 12, 17 ; Mark. i. 14; Luke iii. 20, 23 ; iv. 1 ff.

^ John li. 13; vi. 40 f.; vii. 2; xiii. 1.
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totally contradicted by tlio four Gospfjlw thoinselve.s.' The fourth

Go.spol represents the expulsion of the uioney-ehangor.s hy Josus

as taking place at the very outwet of liis career,^ wlieii he could

not liave been known, and when such a proceeding is incredihie;

whilst the Synoptics place it at the very close of his ministiv

after his triumphal entry into Jerusalem, when, if ever, such an

act, which might liave contributed to the final catastrophe, Hist

became either probable or possible.^ Upon the occasion (if this

episode, the fourth Gospel represents Jesus as replying to tlie de-

niand of the Jews for a sign why ho did such things : "Destroy

this temple, and within three days I will raise it up," wliich thi;

Jews understand very naturally only in a material sense, and

which even the disciples oidy comprehended and believed " aftir

the resurrection." The Synoptics not only know nothing of this,

but represent the saying as the false testimony which tlie false

witnesses bare against Jesus.'' No such charge is brouj,'ht aj^'aiust

Jesus at all in the fourth Gospel. So little do the Synoptics

know of the conversation of Jesus with the Samfiritnn woman,

and his sojourn for two days at Sychar, that in his instruction^

to his disciples, in the first Gospel, Jesus positively forbids them

either to go to the Gentiles or to enter into any city of the Sama-

ritans.^

The fourth Gospel has very few miracles in common with tlif

Synoptics, and those few present notable variations. After the

feeding of the live thousand, Jesus, according to the Synoptics,

constrains his disciples to enter a ship and to go to the other side of

the Lake of Gennesaret, whilst he himself goes up a mountain

apart to pray. A storm arises, and Jesus appears walking to

them over the sea, whereat the disciples are troubled, but Peter

says to him :
" Lord, if it be thou, bid me come unto thee over

the water," and ^n his going out of the ship over the water, and

beginning to sink, he cries: " Lord, save me ;" Je.sus stretched out

his hand and caught him, and when they had come into the ship,

the wind ceased, and they that were in the ship came and wor-

shipped him, saying :
" Of a truth ihou art the Son of God."" The

fourth Gospel, instead of representing Jesus as retiring to the

mountain to pray, which would have been opposed to the author's

idea of the Logos, makes the motive for going thither the know-

ledge of Jesus that the people " would come and take him by force

that they might make him a king."^ The writer altogether ignores

1 EuseUm, H. E., iii. 24. We have already referred to the theo ly Iremius

which is at variance with all the Gospels, and extends the career of Jesus tomaay

years of public life. 2 John ii. 14 ff.

3 Matt. xxi. 12 ff. ; Mark xi. 15 flf. ; Luke xix. 45 ff.

4 John ii. 18 ff. ; Matt. xxvi. CO flf. ; cf. xxvii. 39 f. ; Mark xiv. 57 f.
;
xv. 2!).

6 Matt. X. 5. » Matt. xiv. 22, 23 ; cf. Mark vi. 46 ff. 7 John vi. lo.
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tlic opist'f^l*' "f Potor walking on tho .sea, and adds a now miracle

l)V stating that, as soon as Jesus was received on lM)ard, " the ship

waH at the land whither they were going.'^ The Synoptics go on

to describe the devout excitement and faith of all the couiK"y

round, hut the fourth Gospel, limiting the etlect on tho multitude

ill tlie first instance to curiosity as to how Jesus had crossed tho

Lako, represents Jesus as upbraiding them with I'ollowing hini,

n( t because they saw miracles, but because they ht.d eaten of the

loaves and been tilled,'- and makes liiui deliver one of tliose long

(li)i,'niatic discourses, interrupted by, and based upon, the remarks

of the crowd, which so peculiarly distinguish the fourth Gospel.

Without dwelling upon such detaib of miracles, however, we
[uoceod with our slight compari.son. Whilst the fourth Gospel

from the very commencement asserts the foreknowledge of Jesus

an to who shouhl betray liiui, and makes him inform the Twelve
that one of them is a devil, alluding to Judas Iscariot,^ the Synop-

tics represent Jesus as having .so little foreknowledge that Judas
should betray liim, that, shortly before the end, and, indeed, ac-

cording to the third Gospel, only at the las<^ supper, Jesus pro-

mises that the di.sciples shall sit upon twelve thrones judging the

twelve tribes of Israel,'' and it is only at the la.st supper, after

Judas has actuallij^ arranged with the chief priests, and apparent-

ly from knowledge of the fact, that Jesus for the first time speaks

of his betrayal l)y him.'' On his way to Jeru.salem, two days be-

fcre the Pas.sover," Jesus comes to Bethany where, according to the

Synoptics, being in the house of Simon the leper, a woman with
an alabaster box of very precious ointjuent came, and poured the

ointment upon his head, much to the. indignation of the disciples,

who say :
'' To what purpose is this waste ? For this might have

been sold for nmch, and given to the poor."'^ In the foui-th Gospel
the episode takes place six days before the Passover,*^ in the house
of Lazarus, and it is his sister Mary who takes a pound of very
costly ointment, but she anoints the feet of Jesus and wipes his

feet with her hair. It is Judas Iscariot, and not the disciples,

who says :
" Why was not this ointment sold for three hundred

pence and given to the poor ?
" And Jesus makes a similar reply

to that in the Synoptics, showing the identity of the occurrence
described so differently."

1 John vi. 17—21. 2 Jb., vi. 26.
^John vi. 64, 70, 71 ; cf. ii. 25.
* Matt. xix. 28 ; cf. xvii. 22 f.; cf. Mark ix. 30 f., x. 32 f.; Luke xxii. 30 ; cf.

ix. 22f.,44f. ; xviii. 31 f.

5 Matt. xxvi. 21 f., cf. 14 ff; Mark xiv. 18 f., cf. 10 f,; Luko xxii. 21 f., cf. 3 S.
6 Mark xiv. 1.

I
Matt. xxvi. 6—13 ; Mark xiv. 3—9.

° John xii. 1. 9/6., xii. 1 ff. ; cf. xi. 2.

J'
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The Synoptics represent most clearly that Jesus on the evenintr

of the 14th Nisan, after the custom of the Jews, ate the Passover

with his disciples,^ and that he was arrested in the first hours of

the 15th Nisan, the day on which he was put to death. Nothing
can be more distinct than the statement that the last supper was
the Paschal feast. " They made ready the Passover {rjToifiaaav t6

TTMTxa), and when the hour was come, he sat down and the

Apostles with him, and he said to them : With desire I desired to

eat this Passover with you before I suffer " {'EmOvixia eVefi'iJ/xT/o-a

TovTo TO Trd(T\a <f>ayixv fJitO' vfidv Tipbrov fi(. Travel)/). ^ The fourth Gospel

however, in accordance with the principle which is dominant
throughout, represents the last repast which Jesus eats with his

disciples as a common supper (Scittvov), which takes place, not on

the 14th, but on the 13th Nisan, the day " before the feast of the

Passover" (irp6 T^5€opr»7sij0;rao-xa),3 and his death takes ])lace on

the 14th, the day on which the Paschal lamb was slain. Jesus

is delivered by Pilate to the Jews to be crucified about the sixth

hour of " the preparation of the Passover " {^v vapaa-Kevyj tov irdaxa,)*

and because it was " the preparation," the legs of the two men
crucified with Jesus were broken, that the bodies might not re-

main on the cross on the great day of the feast.^ The fourth

Gospel knows nothing of the institution of the Christian festival

at the last supper, but instead, represents Jesus as washing the

feet of the disciples, enjoining them also to wash each other's feet:

" For I gave you an example that yo should do according as I did

to you."" The Synoptics have no knowledge of this incident.

Immediately after the warning to Peter of his future denial,

Jesus goes out with the disciples to the Garden of Gothsemane,

and, taking Peter and the two sons of Zebedee apart, began to he

sorrowful and very depressed, and as he prayed in his agony that

if possible the cup might pass from him, an angel comforts him.

Instead of this, the fourth Gospel represents Jesus as delivering,

after the warning to Peter, the longest discour.ses in the Gospel

:

" Let not your heart be troubled," &c. ;
" lam the true vine,"^ k.c.;

and, although said to be written by one of the sons of Zebedee

who were with Jesus on the occasion, the fourth Gospel totally

ignores the agony in the garden, and, on the contrary, makes

Jesus utter the long prayer xvii. 1—2G, in a calm and even exult-

ing spirit very far removed from the sorrow and depression of the

more natural scene in Gethsemane. The prayer, like the rest of

• 1 Matt. xxvi. 17 f., 19, 36 ff., 47 flf; Mark xiv. 12 ff., 16 ff.j Luke xxii. 7 ff-

13 ff.

• 2 Luke xxii. 13, 15; cf. Matt. xxvi. 19 ff.; Mark xiv. 16 ff.

8 Johnxiii. 1.

4 John xix. 14. 6 /b., xix. 31 ff. « lb., xiii. 12, 15.

7 John xiv. 1—31 ; xv. 1—27 ; xvi. 1—33 ; xvii. 1—26.
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the prayers in the Gospel, is a mere didactic and dogmatic address

for the benefit of the hearers. The arrest of Jesus presents a

similar contrast. Tn the Synoptics, Judas comes with a multi-

tude from the chief priests and elders of the people armed with

swords and staves, and, indicating his Master by a kiss, Jesus is

siniply'arrested and, after a slight resistance of one of the dis-

ciples, is led away.^ In the fourth Gospel the case is very

different. Judas comes with a band of men from the chief priest.^

and Pharisees, with lanterns and torches and weapons, and
Jesus

—
" knowing all things which v/ere coming to pass "—him-

self goes towards them and asks :
" Whom seek ye ? " Judas

plays no active part, and no kiss is given. The fourth Evangelist

is, as ever, bent on .showing that all which happens to the Logos

is predetermined by himself and voluntarily encountered. As
soon as Jesus replies :

" I am he," the whole band of soldiv^rs go
backwards and fall to the ground ; an incident thoroughly in the

spirit of the early apocryphal Gospels still extant, and of an evi-

dently legendary character. He is then led away first to Annas,

who sends him to Caiaphas, whilst the Synoptics naturally know
nothing of Annas, who was not the high priest and had no au-

thority. We need not follow the trial, which is fundamentally
different in the Synoptics and fourth Gospel ; and we have already

pointed out that in the Synoptics Jesus is crucified on the loth

Nisan, whereas in the fourth Gospel he is put to death—the

spiritual Paschal lamb—on the 14th Nisan. According to the

fourth Gospel, Jesus bears his own cro.ss toCalvf,iy,^ but the Syn-
optics represent it as being borne by Simon of Cy rene.^ As a very
singular illustration of the inaccuracy of all the Gospels, we may
point to the circumstance that no two of them agree even about
so simple a matter of fact as the inscription on the cross, assimi-

in;^ that there was one at all. They gave it respectively as fol-

lows: "This is Jesus the King of the Jews;" " The King of the

Jews ;" " This (is) the King of the Jews ;" and the fourth Gospel

:

"Jesus the Nazarene the King of the Jews."* The occurrences
during the Crucifixion are profoundly different in the fourth Gospel
from thodC narrated in the Synoptics. In the latter, only the

women are represented as beholding afar off;' but " the beloved
disciple" is added in the fourth Gospel, and instead of l)oing far

J Matt. xxvi. 47 ff, ; Mark xiv. 43 ff. ; Luke xxii. 47 ff.

- Jiibu xix. 17.

3 M.att. xxvii. .32
^
Mark xv. 21 ; Luke xxii. '20.^

* Ovroi Idriv Itfdovi 6 (iadiXEoi rwv 'lovSaiaov. Matt, xxvii. 37 ;

O^ lkx6iXf.vi Tmv lovSai'oov. Mark xv. 20 ; 'O (icx6t?isvi tcov 'lov^aioav
ovroi. Luke xxiii. 38 ; ^It/dov? 6 Na^oofjatoi 6 fiadiXevi rail' 'lavdaioov.
J'llin xix. 19.

^ .Vlatt. xxvii. 55 f.; Mark xv. 4(1 f. ; Luke xxiii. 49. In this last place all his
acquaintance arc added.
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Wh:A w

off, they are close to the cross ; and for the last cries of Jesus
reported in the Synoptics we have the episode in which Jesus
confides his mother to the disciple's care. We need not compare
the other details of the Crucifixion and Resurrection, whicli are

ditferently reported by each of the Gospels.

We have only pointed out a few of the more salient di^uences
between the fourth Gospel and the Synoptics, which are rendered
much more striking, in the Gospels themselves, by the profound
dissimilarity of the sentiments uttered by Jesus. We merely
point out, in passing, the omission of important episodes from the

fourth Gospel, such as the Temptation In the wilderness, tlie

Transfiguration, at which, according to the Synoptics, the sons of

Zebedee were present, the last Supper, the agony in the garden,

the mournful cries on the cross, and, we may add, the Ascension;

and if we turn to the miracles c
'"
.'"esus, we find that almost all of

those narrated b}"- the Syix(
,

'"i' <i ignored, whilst an almost

entirely new series is introduced. There is r.ot a single instance

of the cure of demoniacal possession in any form I'ecorded in the

fourth Gospel. Indeed the number of miracles is reduced in

that Gospel to a few typical cases ; and although at the close it

is generally said that Jesus did niiany other signs in the pre-

sence of his disciples, these alone are written with the declared

purpose :
" that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the

Son of God."^ Without examining the miracles of the fourth

Gospel in detail, we may briefly refer to one—the raising of

Lazarus. The extraordinary fact that the Synoptics are utterly

ignorant of this the greatest of the miracles attributed to Jesus

has been too frequently discussed to require much comment here.

It will be remembered that, as the case o^^ She daughter of Jairus

mere suspension of

dead person is said

" the Synoptics is

therefore, quite iin-

is, by the express declaration of Jesus,

consciousness,^ the only instance in wh
to have been restored to life by Jesus hi

that of the son of the widow of Nain.^ It

possible to suppose that the Synoptists could have known of the

raising of Lazarus, and wilfully omitted it. It is equally impos-

sible to believe that the authors of the Synoptic Gospels, from

whatever sources they may have drawn their mateiials, could

have been ignorant of such a miracle had it really taken place.

This astounding miracle, according to the fourth Gospel, created

such general excitement that it was one of the leading events

which led to the arrest and crucifixiv . of Jesus.'* If, therefore,

the Synoptics had any connection w: r 'he writers to whom they

1 John XX. 30 f.

2 Matt. ix. 24 ; Mark v. 39 ; Luke viii.

4 John xi. 45 ff., 53 ; xii. 9 ff., 17 ff.

52. 3 Luke vii. 1

1
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raising of Lazarus must have been personally
reputed authors either directly or through the

are referred, the

known to their

Apostles who are supposed to have inspired thera, or even upon
any theory of contemporary origin the tradition of the greatest

miracle of Jesus must have been fresh throughout the Church, if

such a•wonder had ever been performed. The total ignorance of

such a miracle displayed by the whole of the works of the New
Testament, therefore, forms the strongest presumptive evidence

that the narrative in the fourth Gospel is a mere imaginary. scene,

illustrative of the dogma :
" I am the resurrection and the life,"

upon v/hich it is based. This conclusion is confirmed by the
peculiarities of the narrative itself. When Jesus first hears, from
the message of the sisters, that Lazarus whom he loved was sick,

he declares, xi. 4 :
" This sickness i.s not unto death, but for the

glory of God, that the Son of God may be glorified thereby ;

"

and v. 6 :
" When, therefore (ovv), he heard that he was sick, at

that time he continued two days in the place where he was."

After that time he proposes to go into Judjiea, and explains to the

disciples, v. 11 : "Our friend Lazarus is fallen asleep ; but I go
that I may awake him out of sleep." The disciples reply, with
the stupidity with which the fourth Evangelist endows all those

who hold colloquy with Jesus, v. 12 :
" Lord, if he is fallen asleep,

he will recover. Howbeit, Jesus spake of his death ; but they
thought that he was speaking of the taking of rest in sleep.

Then ss id Jesus unto them plainly : Lazarus is dead, and I am
glad for your sakes that I was not there, to the intent that ye
may believe." The artificial nature of all this introductory mat-
ter will not have escaped the reader, and it is further illustrated

by that which follows. Arrived at Bethany, they find that

Lazarus has lain in the grave already four days. Martha says to

Jesus (v. 21 £) :.
" Ljrd, if thou hadst been here, my brother had

not died. And I know that even now whatsoever thou shalt ask
of God, God will give thee. Jesus saith unto her : Thy brother
shall lise again." Martha, of course, as usual, misunderstands
this saying as applying to " the resurrection at the last day," in

order to introduce the reply :
" I am the resurrection and the life,"

kc. When they come to the house, and Jesus sees Mary and the
Jews weeping, " he groaned in spirit and troubled himself," and
on reaching the grave itself (v. 35 f.), " Jesus wept : Then said
the Jews : Behold how he loved him !

" Now this representation,

which has ever since been the admiration of Christendom, pre-
sents the very strongest marks of unreality. Jesus, who loves
Lazarus so much, disregards the urgent message of the sisters

and, whilst openly declaring that his sickness is not unto death,
intentionally lingers until, his friend dies. When he does go tc

S
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688 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

Bethany, and is on the very point of restoring Lazarus to life and
dissipating the grief of his ftimily and friends he actually weeps
and groans in his spirit. There is so total an absence of reason

for such grief that these teai-s, to any sober reader, are seen to be
the theatrical adjuncts of a dramatic scene elaborated out of the

imagination of the writer. The suggestion of the bystanders (v.

37), that he might have prevented the death, is not mt)re probable

than the continuation (v, 38) :
" Jesus, therefore, a^'am groaninrr

in himself cometh to the grave." Then, having ordered the stone

to be removed, he delivers a prayer avowedly intended merely for

the bystanders (v. 41 ff.) :
" And Jesus lifted up his eyes and said,

Father, I thank thee that thou hast heard me, and I knew that

thou h*»sircst me always : but for the sake of t!ie multitude wliich

stand around T said this, that they may believe that thou hast

sent me." This prayer is as evidently artificial as the rest of the

details of the miracle, but like other elaborately arranged scenic

representations the charm is altogether dispelled when closer ex-

amination shows the character of the dramatic elements. A care-

ful consideration of the narrative and of all the facts of the case

must, we think, lead to the conclusion that this miracle is not

even a historical tradition of the life of Jesus, but is wliolly an

ideal composition by the author of the fourth Gospel. This being

the case, the other miracles of the Gospel n' "d not detain us.

If the historica) part of the fourth (jln^spel be in irreconcilable

contradiction to the Synoptics, the didactic is infinitely- more so.

The teaching of the one is totally different from that of the

others, ir. spirit, form, and terminology.; and ill the prolix dis-

courses of the fourth Gospel there is not a single characteristic of

the simple eloquence of the Sermon on the Mount. In the diffuse

mysticism of the Logos we cannot recognize a trace of the terse

practical wisdom of Jesus of Nazareth. It must, of course, be

apparent even to the mo.st superficial observer that, in the fourth

Go.spel, we are introduced to a perfectly new system of instruc-

tion and to an order of ideas of which there is not a vestige in

the Synoptics. Instead of short and concise lessons full of strik-

ing truth and point, we find nothing but long and involved dog-

matic discourses of little practical utility. The limpid spontaneity

of tliat earlier teaching, with its fresh illustrations and pnjfound

sentences uttered without efFoit and untinged by art, is excbanged

for diffuse addresses and artificial dialogues, in which labour and

design are everywhere apparent. From pure and living morality

couched in brief incisive sayings, which enter the Iieait and

dwell upon the ear, we turn to elaborate philosophical orations

without clearness or order, and to doctrinal announcements ui.

known to the Synoi)tics. To the inquiry :
" What shall I do to

?«! M
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inherit eternal life ? " Jesus replies, in the Syno[)tics : " Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul, and with all thy mind ; and thj neighbour as thyself, . .

. . this do, and thou shalt live."^ In the fourth Gospel,

to the question :
" What must we do, that we may work the

works of God ?" Jesus answers, " This is the work of God, that

ye should believe in him whom he sent.'"'' The teaching of Jesus,

in the Synoptics, io almost wholly moral, but, in the fourth Gos-

pel, it is almost wholly dogmatic. If Christianity consist of the

doctrines preached in the fourth Gospel, it is not too much to .say

that the Synoptics do not teach Christianity at all. The extra-

ordinary phenomenon is presented of three Gospels, each profe-ss-

ini' to be complete in itself and to convey the good tidings of

salvation to man, which have actually omitted the doctrines

which are the condition of that salvation. The fourth Gospel

practically expounds a new religion. It is undeniable that moral-

ity and precepts of love and charity for the conduct of life are

the staple of the' teaching of Jesus in the Synoptics, and that

dogma occupies so small a place that it is regarded as a subordin-

ate and secondary consideration. In the fourth Gospel, however,

dogma is the one thing needful, and forms the whole substance

of the preaching of the Logos. The burden of his teaching is

:

" He that believeth on the Son, hath eternal life, but he that be-

lieveth 'not the Son, shall not see life, but the wrath of God abid-

eth on him."3 It is scarcely possible to put the contrast between
the Synoptics and the fourth Gospel in too strong a light. If we
possessed the Synoptics without the fourth Gospel, we should
have the exposition of the most sublime morality based on per-

fect love to God and man. If we had the fourth Gospel without
the Synoptics, we should have little more than a s^'stem of dog-
matic mysticism without Christian morality. Not only is the
doctrine and the terminology of the Jesus of the fourth Gospel
quite different from that of the Jesus of the Synoptics, but so
is the teaching of John the Baptist. In the Synoptics, he
comes preaching the baptism of repentance,* and, like the Mas-
ter, inculcating principles of morality;^ but in the fourth Gospel
he has adopted the peculiar views of the author, proclaims " the
Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of the world,"" and
bears witness that he is " the Son of God."' We hear of the Para-
clete for the first time in the fourth Gospel.

In a word, the Synoptics unfold a teaching of sublime morality.

m

M'.

1 uf. i.a

1 Luke X. 25—28 ; cf. Markix. 17 ff. ; Matt. xxii. 36—40.
2 John vi. 28, 29. 8 John iii. 36.
* Matt. iii. 1 ff. ; Mark i. 4 ff.; Luke iii. 2 ff.

« Luke iii. 8, 10 ff. John i. 29, 36. t lb., I 34.
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Gospel, as he Wcos indeed at perfect liberty, if he pleased, to make-

use of the contents of such older writings, when he considered it

desirable, and when they came to the help of his own memory of

those long passed days : for he certainly retained many or all of

such expressions also in his own memory."^ Elsewhere, he describes.

the work as " glorified Gospel history," composed out of " glorified

recollection.
"2

Another strenuous defender of the authenticity of the fourth

Gospel wrote of it as follows :
" Nevertheless everything is re-

concilable," says Grfrorer, " if one accepts that testimony of the

elders as true. For as John must have written the Gospel as an
old man, that is to say not before the year 90—95 of our era,

there is an interval of more than half a century between the time

when the events which he relates really happened, and the time

of the composition of his book,—space enough certainly to make
a few mistakes conceivable even pre-supposing a good momory
and unshaken love of truth. Let u.^ imagine for instance that to-

day (in 1841) an old man of eighty to ninety years of age should'

write down from mere memory the occurrences of the American
War (of Independence), in which he himself in his early youth
played a part. Certainly in his narrative, even though it might
otherwise be true, many traits would be found which would not
agree with the original event. Moreover another particular cir-

cumstance must be added in connection with the fourth Gospel.

Two-thirds of it consist of discourses, which John places in the

mouth of Jesus Christ. Now every day's experience proves that

oral impressions are much more fleeting than those of sight. The
happiest memory scarcely retains long orations after three or four

years: how, then, could John with verbal accuracy report the dis-

courses of Jesus after fifty or sixty years ! We must be content
if he truly render the chief contents and spirit of them, and
that, as a rule, he does this, can be proved. It has been shown.
ahove that already, before Christy a very peculiar philosophy of

religion had been formed among the Egyptian Jews, which found
its way into Palestine through the E.s.senes, and also numbered
numerous adherents amongst the Jews of the adjacent countries of

Syria and Asia Minor. The Apostle Paul professed this : not less

the Evangelist John. Undoubtedly the latter allowed this Theo-
^"phy to exercise a strong influence upon his representation of the
life history of Jesus,"^ &c.
Now all such admissions, whilst they are absolutely requisite

to explain the undeniable phenomena of the fourth Gospel, have

IJahrb. bibl. Wiss., X. p. 91.

^^"^erkliirte Evangeliache Geschichte,"— " verklarte erinnerung. " Jahrb. .

bibl. Wiss., lii. p. 103, p. 166.
3 G/rorer, Allg. K. G., 1841, i. p. 172 f.
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It is scarcely poH.sible to determine where the one begins and the

other ends.^ It is quite clear, for instance, that the author him-

self, without a break, continues the words which he puts into the

mouth of Jesus, in the colloquy with Nicodemus, but it is not

easy to determine where. The whole dialogue is artificial in the

extreme, and is certainly not genuine, and this is apparent not

only from the replies attributed to the " teacher of Israel," but

to the irrelevant manner in which the reflections loosely ramble

from the new l)irth to the dogmatic statements in the thirteenth

and following verses, which are the never-failing resource of the

Evan^'elist when other subjects are exiiausted. The sentiments

and almost the words either attributed to Jesus, or added by the

writer, to which we are now referring, iii. 12 fi", we find again

in the very same chapter, either put into the mouth of John the

Baptist, or as reflections of the author, verses 31— 36, for again

we add that it is difficult anywhere to discriminate the speaker.

Indeed, while the Synoptics are rich in the abundance of practical

counsel and profound moral insight, as well as in variety of illus-

trative parables, it is remarkable how much sameness there is in

all the discourses of the fourth Gospel, a very few ideas being
constantly reproduced. Whilst the teaching of Jesus in the

Synoptics is singularly universal and impersonal, in the fourth

Gospel it is purely personal, and rarely passes beyond the decla-

ration of his own dignity, and the inculcation of belief in him as

the only means of salvat/ion. A very distinct trace of ideal

composition is found in xvii. 3 :
" And this is eternal life, to know

thee the only true God, and him whom thou didst send, even
Jesus Christ." Even apologists admit that it is impossible that
Jesus could speak of himself as " Jesus Christ." We need not,

however, proceed further with such analysis. We believe that
no one can calmly and impartially examine the fourth Gospel
without being convinced of its artificial character. If some por-
tions possess real beauty, it is' of a purely ideal kind, and tlieir

attraction consists chiefly in the presence of a certain vague but
suji;gestive mysticism. The natural longing of humanity for any
revelation regarding a future state has not been appealed to in

vain. That the diffuse and often monotonous discourses of this

Gospel, however, should ever have been preferred to the sublime
simplicity of the teaching of the Synoptics, illustrated by such
parables as the wise and foolish virgins, the sower, and the Pro-
digal Son, and culminating in the Sermon on the Mount, each
sentence of which is so full of profound truth and beauty, is little

to the credit of critical sense and judgment.

1 Of. John i. 15 AF., iii. 27 ff., 10—21.
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The elaborate explanations, however, by which the phenomena
of tl"=' fourth Gospel are reconciled with the assumption that it

was composed by the Apostle John are in vain, and tht'io is not

a single item of evidence within the first century and a lialt'wluih

does not agree with intei-nal testimony in opposing the supposi-

tion. To one point, however, we must briefly refer in connection

with this statement. It is asserted that the Gospel and Epistles

—or at least the first Epistle—of the Canon ascribed to the

Apostle John are by one author, although this is not without con-

tradiction,^ and very many of those who agree as to the identity

of authorship by no means admit the author to have been the

Apostle John. It is argued, therefore, that the use of the Epistle

by Polycarp and Papias is evidence of the apostolic origin of

the Gospel, We have, however, seen, that not only is it very un-

certain that Polycarp made use of the Epistle at all, but that he

does not in any case mention its author's name. There is not a

particle of evidence that he ascribed the Epistle, even supposing

he knew it, to the Apostle John. With regard to Papias, the only

authority for the assertion that he knew the Epistle is the state-

ment of Eusebius, already quoted and discussed, that :
" He used

testimonies out of John's first Epistle."^ There is no evidence,

however, even supposing the statement of Eusebius to be correct,

that he ascribed it to the Apostle. The earliest undoubted re-

ferences to the Epistle, in fact, are by Irenjiuus and Clement of

Alexandria, so that this evidence is of little avail for the Gospel.

There is no name attached to the first Epistle, and the second and

third have the superscription of "the Presbyter," whicli, apply-

ing the argument of Ewald regarding the author of the Apoca-

lypse, ought to be conclusive against their being written by an

Apostle. As all three are evidently by the same writer, and in-

tended to be understood as by the author of the Gospel, and that

waiter does not pretend to be an Apostle, but calls himself a

simple Presbyter, the Epistles likewise give presumptive evidenu

against the apostolic authorship of the Gospel.

There is another important testimony again.st the Johannine

origin of the fourth Gospel to which we must briefly refer. ^Ve

have pointed out that, according to the fourth Gospel, Jesus did

not eat the Paschal Supper with his disciples, but that being

arrested on the 13th Nisan, he was put to death on the Uth, the

actual day upon which the Paschal lamb was sacrificed. The

Synoptics, on the contrary, represent that Jesus ate the Passover

1 Baur, TheoL Jahrb., 1844, p. 6C f., 1848, pp. 293—337 ; Unters. kau. Ew
p. 350 ; Davidson, Int. N. T., li. p 293 ff. : Zeller, Theol. Jahrb., 1845, p. 588

t., 1847, p. 137. Credner assignsi the second and third Epistle not to the Apostle

but to the Presbvter John. Einl. N. T., i. p. 687 ff.

2 H. E., V. 8.
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with his disciples on the evening of the 14th, and was crucified

on the loth Nisan. The difference of opinion indicated hy these

contrailictory accounts actually prevailed in various Churches,

and in the second half of the second century a violent discussion

arose as to the day upon which " the true Passover of the Lonl
"

should be celebrated, the Church in Asia Minor maintaining that

it should be observed on the 14th Nisan,—the day on which, ac-

cording to the Synoptics, Jesus himself celebrated the Passover

and instituted the Christian festival,— whilst the Roman Church
as well as most other Christians,—following the fourth Gospel,

which represents Jesus as not celebrating the last Passover, but

being himself slain upon the 14th Nisan, the true Paschal lamb,

—had abandoned the day of the Jewish feast altogether, and
celebrated the Christian festival on Easter Sunday, upon which
the Resurrection was supposed to have taken place. Polycai"p,

who was sent to Rome to represent the Churches of Asia Minor
in the discussions upon the subject, could not be induced to give

up the celebration on the 14th Nisan, the day which, according

to tradition, had always been observed, and he appealed to the

practice of the Apostle John hin)self in support of that date.

Eusebius qdotes from Irenpeus the statement of the case : " For
neither could Anicetus persuade Polycarp not to observe it (the

14th Nisan), because he had evei- observed it with John the dis-

ciple of our Lord, and with the rest of the Apostles witii wliom
he consorted."! Towards the end of the century, Polycrates, the
Bishop of Ephesus, likewise appeals to the practice of "John who
reclined upon the bosom of the Lord," as we'l .';d of the Apostle
Philip and his daughters, and of Polycarp and otht^rs in support
of the same day. " All these observed the 14bh day of the Pass-
over according to the Gospel, deviating from it in no respect, but
following according to the rule of the faith."^ Now it is evident
that, according to this undoubted testimony, the Apostle John by
his own practice, ratified the acc<jinit of the Synoptics, and con-
tradicted the data of the fourth Gospel, and upon the supjiosition

that he so long lived in Asia Minor it is probable that his author-
ity largely contributed to establish the observance of the 14th
Nisan there. Wo must^ therefore, either admit that the Apostle
John by his practice reversed the statement of his own Gospel,
or that he was not its author, which of course is the natural con-

\Ovre yap 6 ^AvixTfToi rov IIoXvHapnov TCEidai IdvvaTO jiir/ ttj-

piiv,a.TB^ nerd 'loodvyov roiT nafiijTov rov Kvpiov r)i.i(av, mlxI toov
^oiTCKv ditodroXaoy oh 6vv8i£rptipEV, del Tsn/pt/Hora, x.r.A. Irencnus,
Adv Ha;r., iii. 3, § 4 ; Eusebius, H . E.,_ v. 24.

2 OvToi navTEi irripT)6av ttjv ifixspav zf/i TeddapedHatSexdtrti Tors'
Ji«6xa Hard to evayyeXiov, nrjSkv napexfiaivovTEi, dXXd nazd tov
mvova TT/i TtidTEooi aKoA.uvfJovvTE';. Euitbiuf, H. E., v. 24.
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elusion. Witliout going ftirtber into the discussion, which would
(U'tain us too h)ng, it is clear that tlio Paschal controvorsv is

opposed to the supposition that the Apostle John wastlie author
of the fourth Gospel.'

We have seen that, whilst there is not one particle of eviilcnce

during a century and a half after the events recorded in the fourth

Gospel that it was composed by the son of Zebedee, there i.s, on

tlie contrary, the strongest reason for believing that l>e did not

write it. The first writer who quotes a pas,sage of the Uosih'!

with the mention of his name is Theo[>hilus of Antioch, who
gives the few words: "In the beginning was tlie Word and the

Word w^s with God," as spoken by " Jolin," whom he considers

amon.g8t the divinely inspii-ed (ol 7rv€v/xttTo</)opoi),2 though even ho

<loes not distinguisli him as the Apostle, Wt have seen the le-

gendary nature of the late traditions regarding the composition of

the Gospel, of which a specimen was given in the defence of it in

the Canon of Muratori, and we must not further ([uote them.

The first writer who distinctly classes the four Gospels together

is Irenaeus ; anr' 'he reasons which he gives for the existence of

precisely that ber in the Canon of the (Jhurch illustratv> the

thoroughly ur. .^1 character of the Fathers, and t]h\ slight h-

pendence which can be placed upon their judgments. "But

neither can the Gospels be more in number than they are," says

Trenanis, " nor, on the other hand, can they be fewer. For a,s

there are four (]uarters of the world in which we are, and four

general winds (KaOoXiKa Trvevfiara), and the Church is disseminated

throughout all the world, and the Gospel is the pillar and prop

of the Church and the spirit of life, it is right that she should

have four pillars, on all sides breathing out immortality and re-

vivifying men. From which it is manifest that the Word, the

maker of all, he who sitteth upon the Ohei'ubim and containeth

all things, who was manifested to man, has given to us the Gospel,

four-formed but possessed by one spirit; as David also says, suppli-

cating his advent :
' Thou that sittest between the Cherubim,

shine forth.' For the Cherubim also are four-faced, and their

faces are symbols of the working of the Son of God ....
and the Gospels, therefore, are in harmony with these amongst

which Christ is seated. For the Gospel according to John relates

his first effectual and glorious generation from the Father, saying:

1 Baur, Unters. kan. Evv. p. 334 ff., ; Theol. Jahrb., 1857, p. 242 ff.
;
K. d.

drei erst. .Tahrh., p. 156 ff. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 4<)3 ff. ;
Hil'.icn/M, Die

Evangolien, p. 341 ff. ; Der Paschastreit, u. s. w.. Theol. Jahrb., 1849, p. 209 f.;

Der Paschaatreit, 1860; ScJioUeu, Das Ev. Johan., p. 387 ff. Do sterfdag van

Jezus volgens heivierde Evangelie, 1856; Schwegler, Der Montanismus, p. 191 ff.

2 Ad Autolyc, ii. 22. Twrhpndorf dutea this work about a.d. 180. ^^ann

wurden, n, 8. w., p. 16, anm. I.
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In the boj^inning w»ih the Word, and the Word was with Ood,

arnl the Word was God,' and ' all things were made by hiuj, and
without him nothing was made.' On this aceount also this Gos-

pel is full of all trustworthiness, for sueh is his pers(»n.' But the

Gospel according to Luke, Ixiing aa it were of priestly characte*,

opened with Zaeharias ohe priest sacrificing to (Jod ....
But Matthew narrates his generation as a num, saying: ' The hook

of the generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David, tln' .son of

Abruhain,' and ' the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise.' This

UoHpel, therefore, is anthropomorphic, and on this account a man,
humble and mild in character, is presented throughout the Gospel.

But Mark makes liis commencement after a prophetic Spirit

coming down from on high unto men, saying :
' The beginning of

the Gospel of Jesus (Jhrist, as it is written in Isaiah the pv-phet,'

indicating the winged form of the Go.spel; and for this reason he

makes a compendious and precursory declaration, for this is the

prophetic character Such, therefore, as was the

lourse of the Son of God, such also is the form of the living crea-

iies; and such as is the form of the living creatures, such

also is the character of the Gospel. For (piadriform are the

living creatures, quadriform is the Gospel, and (piadriform the

course of the Lord. And on this account four covenants were
given to the human race These things being thus

;

vain and ignorant, and, moreover, audacious are those who set

aside the form of the Gospel, and declare the aspects of the Gos-
pels as either more'or less than nas been said."^ As such principles

of criticisiu presided over the formation of the Canon, it is not
singular that so many of the decisions of the Fathers have been
reversed. Irenseus himself mentioned the existence of heretics

who rejected the fourth Gospel,'* and Epiphanius^ refers to the
Alogi, who equally denied its authenticity, but it is not needful
for us further to discuss this point. Enough has been said to

show that the testimony of the foXirth Gospel is of no value to-

wards establishing the truth of miracles and the reality of

Divine Revelation.

1 The Greek of this rather unintelligible sentence is not preserved. The Latin
version reads as follows: Propter hoc et omni fiducia plenum est Evangelium
istud ; talis est enim persona ejus.

ifremens, Adv. Haer., iii, 11, §§ 8, 9.

3 Adv. H8Br. iii. 2, § 9. Hser. li. 3, 4, 28.
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CONCLUSIONS.
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We may now briefly sum up the conclusions to which we are led

by our inquiry into the reality of D'^ine Revelation, althuuffh

we shall carefully confine ourselves within certain limits, in or

der that we may not too far anticipate the fuller cuservations

which we shall have to make at the close of the second portion of

this work, when we find the results at which we now arrive con-

firmed by more comprehensive examination of the subject. It is

impossible to refrain from some anticipation of final reflections,

nor would it be right to delay a clear statement of what we be-

lieve to be the truth and its consequences.

We have seen that a Divine Revelation is such only by virtue

of communicating to us something which we could not know-

without it, and which is in fact undiscoverable by human reason;

and that miraculous evidence is absolutely requisite to establish

its reality. It is admitted tliat no other testimony could justify

our believing the speciric revelation which we are consideiing,thfc

very substance of which is supernatural and beyond the criterion

of reason, and that its astounding announcements, if n*- ', demon-

strated to be miraculous truths, must inevitably be pronounced

"the wiklest delusions." On examining tne supposed miraculous

evidence; however, we find that not only is it upon general

ground.', antecedently incredible, but that the testimony by which

its realty is supported, so far from establishing the inferences

drawn from the supposed supernatural ph^.x.omena, is totally in-

sufficient even to certify the actual occun-ence of the events nar-

rated. The history of miraculous pretension in the world, and the

circumstances attending this special exhibit; m of it, suggest nat-

ural explanations of the reported facts which rightiy and infal-

libly remove them from the region of the supernatural.

Even if the reality of miracles could be substantiated, their

value as evidence for the Divine Revelation is destroyed by the

necessary admission that miracles are not limited to one source,

but that tht e are miracles Sata.dc which are to be disbelieved, as

well as Divine and evidential. As the doctrines supposed to be

revealed are beyond Reason, and cannot in any sense, therefore,

be intelligently ajivoved by the huraan intellect, no evidence

which is of so double and inconclusive a nature could sufliciently
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attest them. This alone would disqualify the Christian miracles

for the duty which miracles alone are considered capable of per-

forming.

The supposed miraculous evidence for the Divine Revelation,

moreover, is not only without any special divine character, being

avowedly common also to Satanic agency, but it is not original

either in conception or details. Similar miracles to those which

are supposed to attest it are reported long antecedent to the pro-

mulgation of Christianity, and continued to be performed for

centuries after it. A stream of miraculous pretension, in fact, has

flowed through all human history, deep and broad as it has passed

through the darker ages, but dwindling down to a thread as it

has entered days of enlightenment. The evidence was too hack-

neyed and commonplace to make any impression upon tho.se before

whom the Christian Miracles are said to have been performed,

and it altogether failed to convince the people to whom the Re-

velation was primarily addressed. The selection ofsuch evidence

for such a purpose is much more characteristic of human weak-
ness than of divine power.

The true character of miracles is at once betrayed by the fact

that their supposed occurrence has been confined to ages of ignor-

ance iind superstition, and that they are absolutely unknown in any
time or place where science has provided witnesses fitted to ap-

preciate and ascertain the nature of sue': exhibitions o^ super-

natural power. There is not the slightest evidence that any
attempt was made to investigate the supposed miraculous occur-

rences, or to justify the inferences so freely drawn from them,
nor is there any reason to believe that the witne.sses possessed in

any considerable degi'ee tiie fulness of knowledge and sobriety

of judgnent requisite for the purpose. No miracle has yet estab-

lished its claim tc the rank even of apparent reality, and all

such phenomena must remain in the dim region of imagination.
The test applied to the largest class of miracles, connected with
demoniacal possession, a. tJopos the falsity of all miraculous pre-

tension.

There is no uncertainty as to the origin of belief in superna-
tural interference with nature. The assertion that spuvious
miracles have sprung up round a few instances of genuine mira-
culous power has not a single valid argument to support it.

History clearly demonstrates that wherever ignorance and super-
stition have prevailed every obscure occurrence has been attri-

buted to supernatural agency, an<l it is freely acknowledged that,

under their influonce, inexplicable and miraculous are convertible
terms. On tlie other hand, in proportion as knowledge of na-
tural laws has increasv^d, the theory of supernatural interference

t.
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Synoptic Gospels. They mutually destroy each other as evidence.

These Gospels themselves do not pretend to be inspired histories,

and they cannot upon any ground be regarded as more than mere
human compositions. As evidence for miracles and the reality

of Divine Revelation they have no weight, being merely narra-

tives, written long after the events recorded, by unknown per-

sons who were neither eye-witnesses of the supposed miraculous

occurrences, nor hearers of the statements they profess to report.

Contemporary testimony of such a character would have pos-

sessed little force against the opposing weight of complete induc-

tion, but still smaller is the evidential value of such naiTatives

as these, which are largely or wholly based upon pious tradition,

and which could not, in that superstitious age, have excluded the

mythical elements which are so palpably incorpoi'ated in our

Gospels. The world is full of illustrations of the rapid growth
of legendary matter, and it would indeed have been little short

of miraculous had these narratives been exceptions to the uni-

versal rule, written as they were under the strongest religious

excitement at a time " when almost every ordinary incident be-

came a miracle," and in that " mythic period in which reality

melted into fable, and invention unconsciously trespassed on the

province of history." Tradition, in other forms, to which appeal

is sometimes mr.lo, is still more worthless, and, opposed to the

result of universal experienri it is unworthy of a moment's con-

sideration

The m iluus evidence upon which alone, it is admitted, we
could be jubiUe'l in bcli.'ving its astouiili]:^^ doctrines being tlius

nugatory, the claim- t Cliristianity t' be considered a Divine
Revelation must necessj lily be di allowed, and its supernatural

elements, which are, in iact, the wvy substance of the system,

inevitably sharing the same fate as the upposed miraculous evi-

dence, must, therefore, be reject > 1 as mcrudiblt; and opposed to

Reason and complete inductior

It must be remembered thai the claim to direct Divine origin,

so far from being peculiar to Cbtistianit}', has been equally ad-

vanced by all the great systems of I > "gion which have ever been
promulgated and taken root in

*

' orld. In this, as in all other
respects, Christianity can be fitl. classified, and assigned its place

in natural sequence with other historical creeds, by the rapidly

maturing Science of Religion. The character of Divine Revela-
tion, in any supernatural sense, cannot be accorded to any of the

Religions which have successively laid claim to it ; and whilst in

one sense Christianity is the most divine of all human systems,
it must be remarked that this is solely due to its noble morality,
and not to its supernatural dogmas, which are not more original

m
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than the evidence by which they are supposed to be attested

The so-called Divine Revelation in fact is both in conception
and details supremely anthropomorphic. There is not one of its

dogmas which does not find parallels in antecedent religions,

and although the same may be said of its isolated precepts, it is,

notwithstanding, in the completeness and perfection of its ele-

vated morality that its only true and undeniable originality

consists.

Christianity takes a higher position when recognized to be the

most perfect development of human morality than it could do as

an abortive pretendent to divine honours. There is little indeed

in its history and actual achievements to support the claim made
on its behalf to the character of a scheme Divinely revealed for

the salvation of the human race. Primarily communicated to a

favoured nation, which almost unanimously rejected it then, and
whose descendants still continue almost unanimously to confirm

the original judgment, it has not, after upward-s of 1800 years,

obtained even the nominal adherence of more than a third of the

human race.^ Sakya Muni, a teacher only second in nobility of

character to Jesus, who, like him, proclaimed a system of "levated

morality, has even now almost as many followers, although his

missionaries have never penetrated the West, and his creed is much
less adapted for general acceptance. Such results attained by a

Religion specially claiming the character of direct Divine Reve-

lation cannot be called supci'natural, although they may not be

disproportionate for a human system of pure spiritual morality.

In considering the actual position of Christianity, however, and

what it may have done for the world as a religious system, its

supernatural dogmas become a mere question of detail. The

Divine origin attributed to its founder, the miraculous circum-

stances represented as attmdin^ his birth and subsequent career,

as well as the hope of rewa.a in a future life, and the fear of

eternal punishment, undoubtedly exercised a certain intluence in

ages of darkness and superstition, to which the lofty morality of

J^esus might have appealed in vain, and, therefore, they may have

1 The different creeds may be roughly estimated as follows ;

—

Christians 340 millions.

Other creeds 660 "

The las+ item is composed as follows :

—

Mahomedans ....
Buddhists
Brahmins ....
Other Pagans.....
Jaws

Cf. A. K. Johnston, Physical Atlas, 1856, Chart xxxiv., p. 111.

124 millions.

300
130

100

6
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contributed towards the propagation of Christianity. The super-

natural dogmas, however, have no virtue in themselves. We
shall not here inquire how much or how little of civilization in

Europe has been due to the influence of Christianity, but we may
assert that whatever beneficial effect has been produced by it has

been solely attributable to its morality. It is an undoubted fact

that wherever, as in the Eastern Church, dogmatic theology has

been dominant, civilization has declined. Theological bigotry

rapidly extinguishes Christian virtues. But for the filtration of

morality through doctrinal obstructions the dogmas of ecclesias-

tical Christianity would have produced little or nothingbut evil for

the world. They have been the fruitful source of " hatred, malice,

and all uncharitableness," and their propagation by sword and
stake has ensanguined many a page of history. Whatever ser-

vice the supernatural dog;,.«,.~. may have rendered in securing au-

thority for the sublime Religion of Jesus in ages of barbarism

incapable of understanding its elevated purity, their infiuence

and utility can only be regarded as temporary. ' Their abandon-
ment can have no prejudicial effect upon tlie power of Religion.

No one who pretends to make the moral teaching of Jesus the

rule of life merely from dogmatic obligation can have understood

that morality at all, or penetrated beyond the mere letter of its

precepts. On the other hand, weighted as Christian morality has

been by supernatural dogmas, which are felt to be incredible,

doubt and hesitation with regard to these more or less paralyzes

its practical authority.

Even Bishop Butler acknowledges that the importance of

Christianity primarily arises from its being a distinct declaration

and institution of natural morality ; and he only accords to its

supernatural dogmas,^ a secondary rank. No one can have atten-

tively studied the subject without being struck by the absence of

any such dogmas from the earlier records of the teaching of

Jesus. We shall probably never be able to determine now how
far the great teacher may, through his own speculations or mis-

understood spiiitual utterances, have originated the supernatural
doctrines subsequently attributed to him, and by which his whole
history and system soon became suffused. There can V)e little

doubt that in great part the miraculous elements of Christianity
are due to the profouud and excited veneration of uninstructed
and superstitious ages for the elevated character of Jesus. The
history of the world is not without instances of similar pheno-
mena, but as a slight illustration of the tendency we ma}^ in

passing, merely point to the case of the excited and superstitious

populace of Lystra, who with less reason are described as hailing

1 Analogy, part ii., ch. 1.
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Paul and Barnabas as gods. Whatever explanation may be given,

however, it is undeniable that the earliest teaching of Jesus re-

corded in the Gospel which can be regarded in any degree as his-

torical is pure morality almost, if not (juite, free from theoloincal

dogmas. Morality was the essence of his system ; theology was
an after-thought. It is to the followers of Jesus, and not to the

Master himself, that we owe the supernatural elements so char-

acteristic of the age and people. Wc may look in vain in the

Synoptic Gospels lor the doctrines elaborated in the Pauline

Epistles and the Gospel of Ephesus. The great transformation

of Christianity was thus effected by men who had never seen

Jesu.s, and who were only ac(|uainted with his teaching when
already tiansmuted by tradition. The fervid imagination of the

East constructed Christian theology. It is not difficult to follow

the gi'adual develo[)ment of the creeds of the (.*hurch, and it is

certainly most instructive to observe the progressive boldness

with which its dogmas were expanded by pious enthusiasm. The

New Testament alone represents several .stages of dogmatic evo-

lution. Before liis first followers had passed away, intricate

systems of dogma and mysticism began to prevail. The disciples

who had so often misunderstood the teaching of Jesus durinirhis

life, piously distorted it after his death. His simjde lessons of

meekness and humility were soon forgotten. With lamentahle

rapidity the elaborate structure of ecclesiastical Christianity,

following stereotyped lines of human superstition, and deeply

coloured by Alexandrian philosophy, displaced the simple morality

of Jesus. Doctrinal controversy, which commenced amongst the

very apostles, has ever since divided the unity of the Christian

body. The perverted ingenuity of successive generations of

Churchmen has filled the world with theological quibbles which

have naturally enough culminated of late in doctrines of Imma-

culate Omception and Papal Infallibility.

It must be admitted that Christian ethics were not in their de-

tails either new or original. The precepts which distinguish the

system may be found separately in early religions, in ancient

philosophies, and in the utterances of the great poets and seers ot

Israel. The teaching of Jesus, however, carried morality to the

sublimest point attained, or even attainable, by humanity. The

influence of his spiritual religion has been rendered doubly great

by the u'ii)a.ralleled purity and elevation of his own character.

Surpassing in his sul)lime simplicity and earnestness the moral

grandeur of Slikya Muni, and putting to the blush the sometimes

sullied, though generally admirable, teaching of Socrates and

Plato, and the whole round of Greek philosophers, he presented

the rare spectacle of a life, so far as we can estimate it, uniformly
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noble and consistent with his own lofty principles, so that the "im-

itation of Christ " has become almost the final word in the preach-

in*'' of his religion, and must continue to be one of the most pow-

erful elements of its permanence. His system might not be new,

but it was in a high sense the perfect development of natural

morality, and it was final in this respect amongst others, th.at,

.superseding codes of law and elaborate rules of life, it confined

itself to two fundamental principles : Love to God and love to

man. Whilst all previous systems had merely sought to purify

the stream, it demanded the purification of the fountain. It

nliiced the evil thought on a par with the evil action. Such
inorality, based upon the intelligent and earnest acceptance of

Divine Law, and perfect recognition of the brotherhood of man,

is the highest conceivable by humanity, and although its power
and influence must augment with the increase of enlightenment, it

is itself beyond development, consisting as it does of principles un-

limited in their range, and inexhaustible in theii- application. Its

perfect realization is that true spiritual Nirvana which S&kya
Muni less clearly conceived, and obscured with Oriental mystic-

ism; extinction of rebellious personal opposition to Divine order,

and the attainment of perfect harmony with the will of God.
Such a system can well affoi'd to abandon claims to a superna-

tural character which have been raised for it in ages of supersti-

tious ignorance, but which now (h) it but little honour, and to

purge itself of dogmas devised by pious fanaticism against which
reason and morality revolt. It is obvious that .such morality

rau.'it be embraced for its own excellence alone. It reqtiires no
miraculous evidence, and it is independent of supernatural dogma.
Wc cannot in any high sense receive it at all except for its ow^n

sake, with earnest appreciation of its truth, and love of its per-

fect principles; and any argument that Christian Morality would
not possess authority and influence apart from Chri-stian Theol-

ogy is degrading to the very religion it pretends to uphold. No
practice of Christian ethics for any ulterior object whatever can
be more than mere formality. Mosaism might be content with
observance of Law secured by a promise of length of days in the

land, or a threat of death to the offender, but the great Teacher
demanded holiness for itself alone. The morality of Jesus lays

absolute claim to the whole heart and mind, and they cannot be
bribed by hopes of heaven, or coei'ced by fears of hell. The pur-
ity of heart which alone " sees God " is not dependent on views
of the Trinity, or belief in a miraculous birth and incarnation.

On the contrary, the importance which has been attached to The-
ology by the Christian Church, almost from its foundation, has
been subvei*sive of Christian morality. In surrendering its mir-

Z'-ii
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another have shocked the mind of every intelligent man, and be-

lieved it simply because it was supposed to be revealed, we may
equally believe in the wisdom and goodness of what is not re-

vealed. The mere iict of connnunication to us is nothing : Faith

in the perfect ordering of all things is independent of revelation.

The argument so often employed by theologians that Divine

Revelation is necessaiy for man, and that certain views contained

in that Revelation are required by our moral consciousness, is

purely imaginary and derived from the Revelation which it seeks

to maintain. The only thing absolutely necessary for man is

Truth ; and to that, and that alone, must our moral consciousness

adapt itself. Reason and experience forbid the expectation that

we can acquire any knowledge otherwise than through natinul

channels. To complain that we do not know all that we desire

to know is foolish and unreasonable. It is tantamount to com-
plaining that the mind of man is not diti'erently constituted. All

of which the human mind is capable we may, now or hereafter,

know. The limits of the Knowable are not yet finally determined,

but they alone are the bounds of tlnmght, although even there the

eye of Reason may glance into tlie distance beyond. To attain the

full altitude of the Knowabk', whatever that may be, should be

our earnest aim, and more than this is not for humanity. We
might as well expect to be supernaturally nourishe<l as superna-

turally informed. It is as irrational to expect or demand know-
ledge unattainable naturally by man's intellect as it is for a child

to cry for the moon. We may be certain that information which
is beyond the ultimate reach of Reason is as unnecessary as it is

inaccessible. Man knows, or may know, all that man requires to

know. To deny this is to deny the jierfection of the Laws wliicli

regulate the Universe. The necessity of Divine Revelation is a
pure theological figment utterly opposed to Reason.

Escaping from it we exchange a Jewish anthropomorphic
Divinity made after our image for an omnipresent God under
whose beneficent government we kno'v that all that is consistent

with wise and omnipotent Law is prospered and brought to per-

fection, and all that is oppo- d to Divine order is mercifully frus-

trated and brought to naught. The man who is truly inspired

by the morality of Jesus and penetrated by that love of God and
of man which is its living [)rinciple, cheerfully ratifies the fiat

which thus maintains the order of Nature, and recognizes its

ultimate transcendence and good, for by virtue of that noble mo-
rality we cease to be mere units .seeking only individual or .selfi.sh

advantage. It is manifestly our first duty, as it should be our
supremest pleasure, to apprehend as clearly as we may the laws
by which the Supreme Being governs the Universe, and to bring

^11
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ourselves and our actions into reverent harmony with them, con-

forming ourselves to their teaching, and learning wisdom from
their decrees. Thus making the Divine Will our will we shall

recognize in tiie highest sense that God is ever with us, that his

good providence controls our slightest actions; that we are not

the sport of Satanic malice nor the victims of fitful caprice, hut

are eternally cared for and governed by an omnipresent immuta-
ble power for which nothing is too great, nothing too insignificant,

and in whose Divine order a fitting [)lace is found for the lowest

as well as the highest in the palpitating life of the Universe.
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PART IV.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.

CHAPTER I.

THE EXTERNAL EVIDENCE.

Befork we proceed to examine the evidence for miracles and the

reality of Divine Revelation which is furnished by the last his-

torical book of the New Testament, entitled the " Acts of the

Apostles," it is well that we should briefly recall to mind some
characteristics of the document, which most materially aftect the

value of any testimony emanating from it. Whilst generally as-

serting the resurrection of Jesus, and his bodily ascension, re-

garding which indeed it adds fresh details, this work presents to

us a new cycle of miracles, and so profusely introduces superna-
tural agency into the history of the early church that, in com-
parison with it, the Gospels seem almost sober narratives. The
Apostles are instructed and comforted by visions and revelations,

and they, and ail who believe, are filled with the Holy Spirit and
speak with other tongues. The Apostles are delivered from prison

and from bonds by angels or by an earthquake. Men fall dead
or are smitten with blindness at their rebuke. They heal the

sick, raise the dead, and handkerchiefs brought from their bodies

cure diseases and expel evil spirits.

As a general rule, any document so full of miraculous episodes
and supernatural occurrences would, without hesitation, be char-

acterized as fabulous and incredible, anJ would not, by any sober-

minded reader, be for a moment acceptea as historical. There is

no other testimony for these miracles. Let the reader endeavour
to form some conception of the nature and amount of evidence
necessary to establish the truth of statements antecedently so in-

credible, and compare it with the testimony of this solitary and
anonymous document, the character and value of which we shall

now proceed more closely to examine.
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It is generally admitted, and indeed it is undeniable, that no
distinct and unequivocal reference to the Acts of the Apostles
and to Luke as their author, occurs in the writings of Fathers be-
fore one by Ireneeus* about the end of the second century. Pas-
sages are, however, pointed out in earlier writings as indicating

the use and consequent existence of our document, all of which
we shall now examine.

Several of these occur in the "Epistle to the Corinthians"
ascribed to Clement of Rome. The finso, immediately compared
with the passage to which it is supposed to be a reference,"'^ is as

follows :

—

Epistle c. ii.

Ye were all humble-minded, not
boasting at all, subjecting yourselves
rather than subjecting others, more
gladly giving than receiving.

ndvTEi re i Tartetvotppov Eire, ntf-
Siv dXat^oytvo/uEyoi, vnoraddo^-
fvoi, finXXov r} vTrordddovrei,
f/Siov didovrei ^ Xan^dvovrei . . .

Acts xx. 35.

.... and to remember the words
of the Lord Jesus, that he himself
said : It is more blessed to give than
to receive.

.... ^vffuoysvetvjE twv Xoywv
Tov' Hvpiov 'Itfdov, on avroi etrcev

Maxdptov idriv //aAAov diSovai
I Tf Xccju/javety.

The words of the Epistle are not a quotation, but merely occur

in the course of an address. They do not take the form of an

axiom, but are a comment on the conduct of the Corinthians,

which may have been suggested either by written or oi-al tradi-

tion, or by moral maxims long before current in heathen philo-

sophy.^ It is unnecessary to enter minutely into this, liowever,

or to point out the linguistic differences between the two pas-

sages, for one point alone settles the question. In the Acts : the

saying, " It is more blessed to give than to receive," is distinctly

introduced as a quotation of " words of the Lord Jesus," and the

exhortation " to remember " them, conveys the inference that they

1 Adv. Hwr., iii. 14, §§ 1, 2; Bkek, Einl. N. T., p. 124; Credner, Einl. N. T.,

i. 1, p. 273 f. ; Eichhom, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 71 f. ; Omriclce, Gesammtgesch. N. T.,

p. 279 fF. ; Kirchlwfer, Quellensamml. N. T. Canons, p. 161, anm. 2; Meyer, Kr.

exeg. H'buch. ub. die Apostelgeschichte, 4te Aufl., 1870, p. I f. ; Neudecker, Eiul.

N. T., p. 337, anm. 2 ; Schwegkr, Das nachap. Zeit., iL p. 118, anm. 2 ; De Wette,

Einl. N. T., p. 254 ; ZeUer, Die Apostelgeschichte, 1854, p. 71.

2 Dresaei, Patr. Ap. 0pp., 1863, p. 48; Htfele, Patr. Ap. 0pp., 1842, p. 29;

Jacobaon, Patr. Apost., 1863, i. p. 11 ; ^iVcMo/er, Quellens. N. T. Canons, p. 162;

Xardwer, Credibihty, &c., Works, 1788, ii. p. 34; Lightfoot, The Epistles of S.

Clement of Rome,^1869, p. 36. Cf. Meyer, Die Apostelgeschichte, p. 453.

3 Ef noiEiv vSiov i6Tt rov" itadxEtv. Epicur. ap. Plut. Mot. p. US c.

Errat enim si quis beneilciiim libentius accipit quam reddit. Seneca, Epist. Ixxxi.

17. MaXXoy idrt rou" iXevQepiov to dtdovat oi5 Sei iffXaupdveiv Jfiei;

Sei, xai UTf Xa/ti/Sdysty oOsy ov Sel. vrji ydp dpsrrji /naXXov to ev

icotEiy tj TO ev itddxeiy- Ariatotle, Eth. Nicom. iv. 1. JoopeidOat xai

StSoyai HpEiTTov f, XauQdyeiy. Artemidor. Oneirocr. iv. 3. Cf. WeMan,
N. T. Gr. 1. c.
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were well known. They must either have formed part of Gospels

now no longer extant, as they are not found in ours, or have been
familiar as the unwritten tradition of sayings of the Master. In

either case, if the passage in the Epistle be a reference to these

words at all, it must be held a reference to an apocryphal gospel,

or to tradition, and it cannot reasonably be maintained that they

must necessarily have been deiived from a work which itself dis-

tinctly quotes them from another source. It would be against

«very principle of evidence, under such circumstances, to conclude

the passage to be an allusion to this special work, of whose pre-

vious existence we have no independent evidence.* The slight

coincidence m the expression, without indiwition that any parti-

cular passage is in the mind of the author, and without any men-
tion of the Acts, therefore, is no evidence whatever of the existence

of that work.

A few critics point to some parts of the following passage as

showing acquaintance with Acts :

—
" Through jealousy Paul also

pointed out the way to the prize of patience, having borne chains

seven times, having been put to flight, having been stoned ; hav-
ing become a preacher both in the East and in the West, he gained
the noble renown due to his faith ; having taught the whole world
righteousness, and come to the extremity of the West, and having
suflfered martyrdom by command of the rulers, he was thus re-

moved from the world and went to the holy place, having become
a most eminent example of patience."^ The slightest impartial

consideration, however, must convince any one that this passage
does not indicate the use of the " Acts of the Apostles The
Epistle speaks of seven imprisonments, of some of which the
Acts make no mention, and this must, therefore, have been de-
rived from another source.^ The reference to his " coming to the
extremity of the West " (rcp/xa t^s SiJo-ews), whatever interpretation

be put upon it, and to his death, obviously carries the history
further than the Acts, and cannot have been derived from that
document.

1 Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 269 ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 73 ; Ekker, Discj.

crit. et hist, de Clem. Rom. priore ad Cor. epist., 1854, p. 59; Hilgen/eld, Die
apost. Viiter, 1853, p. 73; N. T. extra Can. recept., 1866, i. p. 78; Zeller, Apoa-
telgesch., p. 9.

^ ^td C7A.0V xai o' nav\o? lirtouoy^i ftpa/SsTov [dneSet] ^ev, kit-
rrt'«i;^ Se6ixd (popeda?, q)vya8EvOei?, XiOadOeii, x^pv^ yero^evoi e'v

r£ r{7 dvaroX^ xai iv re r^ Sv6st, to ysvvalov zifi Ttidzsooi av-
Toy xXeoi eXa^ev, StxatodvvTfv didd^ai oXov rov Hot'i^ov, xai kni
ro repua riji 8v6eoa<i kMoov xai tiapTvpi}6a'^ kni vwv iiyovnivoav,
oiTMS anrfXXdyp rov" xd6fiov xai eii tov uyir^y ronov kitopevBrf,
vnonovifi yevofievoi niyidroi inoypaunoi. c. v.

3 Drmel, Patr. Ap., p. 52; Ekker, Disq., p. 64; Hil!)er\feld, Die ap. Vater, p.
109, anm. 13; N. T. extra Can. recept., i. p. 79 ; Light/oot, Eps. of S. Clement
of Rome, p. 48 ; Lipaim, De Clementis Rom. Ep. and Cor. priore Disq., 1855, p.
128, Annot. 3 ; Zelkr, Apg., p. 9.

'^ )i
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The lasi passage, which, it is affirmed,^ shows acquaintance with
the Acts of the Apostles is the following :

" But what shall we
say regarding David who hath obtained a good report (cVt tu>

fitfiafiTvpffffiivi^ AaveiS) 1 unto whoui (Trpos ov) God said :
' I found a

man atter mine own heart, David, the son of Jesse : in everlastino-

mercy I anointed him.'"''' This is said to be derived from Acts
xi'i. 22 :

" And when he removed him he raised up to them
Davul for king; to whom also he gave testimony (oT koi eiTrcv

fiapr up-qaos) : I found David the son of Jesse, a man after mine own
heart, who will do all my will."^ The passage, however, i.s com-
pounded of two quotations loosely made from the Septuagint ver-

sion of the Old Testament, from which all the quotations in the

Epistle are taken. Ps. Ixxxviii. 20 :
" I found David my .servant

;

in holy mercy I anointed him."* And 1 Sam. xiii. :
" A man after

his own heart." ^ Clement of Alexandria quotes this passage from

the Epistle, and for " in everlasting mercy" reads " with holy oil"

(cV t'Aatu) dytw) as in the Psalm." Although, therefore, our Alexan-

drian MS. of the Epistle has the i-eading which we have given

above, even if we suppose that the Alexandrian Clement may
have found a more correct version in his MS., the argument wouM
not be afFectod. The whole similarity lies in the insertion of " the

son of Jesse," but this was a most common addition to any men-

tion of David, and by the completion of the ]
massage from the

Psalm, the omission of "who will do all my will," the peculiar

phrase, of the Acts.as well as the ditFerence of introductory expres-

sions, any connection between the two is severed, and it is apparent

that the quotation of the Epistle may legitimately be referred to

the Septuagint," with which it agrees much more closely than

with the Acts. In no case couid such slight coincidences prove

"xjquaintance with the Acts of the Apostles.^

1 /)mwt4 Patr. Ap., p. 65 ; Hefe/e, Patr. Ap., p. 40 ; Li<j/iffoot, Eps. of S. tlem,,

p. 79; Tregelles, Can. Murat., ]i". 82; WoHon, Clem. Rom., p. 90. Cf. Lnrdmr,

Credibility, &c., Work.s, 1788, ii. p. M ; Khrhhojh; Quelleue.. p. 161^- ,

2^ Ti Si El'Ttoj^iEv knl Tea /.le/tiaptvpy/uevcp AavEiS ; npoi bv EiitEv o

Oeo?, Evpov avSpa xat'd rr)v HcxpSiav /.lov, JcrvEid rov rov lE66ai,

kv kXsEi aioovioo s'xptda avrov. c. xviii.

^8 Kai fiEradrr'/dai avrov f/yfipEv rov JavetS at'ro?? sii lia6iKEa,

<u Kai EircEv /itapTvpT/6ai. Evpov JavslS rdv rov 'lEddai, (XvSpa

Kara rr)v xapSiav fiov, Si tcoit')6ei niivra ra OeXT^/iiard nov. Acts

xiii. 22.
,, , ,

4 Evpov Javeld rov 8ovX6v nov, iv iXsst 'nyioa e'xpiiS(^ avrov.

The Alexandrian MS. reads J? K ^Aaz'a; dyiai nov. The quotation given is the

reading of the Vatican Codex.
^

„
6 dvOpcoTTov xara tt/v xapSuxv avrov'. ^ Stronuitn, iv. u.

7 Eichhorn, Kinl. N. T., p. 72 f.; Zetler, Apostelgeach., p. 9. Cf. Davidson, Int.

N.T., ii. p. 269; llibienfeld. Die ap. Vater, p. 101. ^,. ,

8 Eichhorn, Eiul. N.T., p. 72 f.; Neudeck-er, Einl. N.T., p. 337, anm. i-.Aljor,!,

Greek Test, ii. Proleg. p. 20 ; Hilgenfeld, A p. Vater, p. 108; Zelier, .\pg., p. 9;

Dr. Westcott docs not claim any: On the Canon, 1875, p. 48, note 2.
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Only one passage of the " Epistle of Barnabas" is referred to by
any one^ as indicating acquaintance with the Acts. It is as fel-

lows, c. 7: " If therefore the son of God, being Lord, and about to

^uilge quick and dead {koI /leWotv Kpiviw ^wiaas koX v«Kpovs) suffered,"

&c. This is compared with Acts x. 42 . . .
" and to testify

that it is he who has been appointed by God judge of quick and
dead " (oti airos eoTiv 6 <I)pt(7//.evos vno tov dtov Kpvrq<i ^wfTwv xai vtKpiov).

Lardner, who compares the expression of the Epistle with Acts,

equally compares it with that in 2 Tim. iv. 1 . . .
" and

Christ Jesus who is about to judge the quick and dead" (/xeXAorros

Kfilviiv iwvTa<i Koi vtKpovs), to which it is more commonly referred, ^

and 1 Pet. iv. 5 . . .
" to him who is ready to judge quick

and dead " (Kplvat ^wvras koI vcKpov's). He adds, however :
" It is not

possible to say what text he refers to, though that in Timothy
has the same words. But perhaps there is no proof that he refers

to any. This was an article known to every common Christian
;

whereas this writer (whoever he be) was able to teach the Chris-

tian religion, and that without respect to any written gospels or

epistles."^ It is scarcely necessary to add anything to this. There
is of course no trace of the use of Acts in the Epistle.*

It is asserted that there is e "clear allusion"* to Acts in the

Pastor of Hermas. The passages may be compared as follows

:

Via. IV. 2.

.... and didst open thy heart to

the Lord, believing that by no other
couldst thou be saved than by the
great and glorious name.

Acts iv. 12.

And there is salvation in no other :

for neither is there any other name
under the heaven that has been given
among men whereby mq must be
saved.

Kai ovx s'driv iv aXXca ovSevi ^
doDTt/pia- ovdi yap ov'o;jd idrtv
erspov vTtd tov ovpavov rd Se-
dojuevov iv dvOpoanoti iv a> Set
dooO^vat 7)na.i.

^ . . . Mai TTfv xapSiav dov
TjVOtkai npoi TOV HVpiOV, IttdTBV'-
6ai oTi 8i'> ovSevoi dvvfj doaBfjval
«^ nf) 8id TOV fieydXov xai kv-
86\ov ovonaroi.

The slightest comparison of these passages suffices to show that
the one is not dependent on the other. The Old Testament is full

of passages in which the name of the Lord is magnified as the
only source of safety and salvation. In the Pauline Epistles like-

wise there are numerous passages of a similar tenour. For
instance, the passage from Joel ii. 32, is quoted Rom. x. 13 :

" For
whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord shall be saved

"

1 Kirchho/er, Quellens. N.T. Can., p. 161.
2 Cf. Westcott, On the Canon, p. 48, n. 2.

'Credibility, &c., Works, 1788, ii. p. 17. " '

< Ekhhom, Einl. N.T., ii. p. 72 ; Neudecker, Einl. N.T., p. 337, an. 2 ; Dotiald-
ton, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 242.

6 WfDtcott, On the Canon, p. 198 f. ^
^ ' » >' " " ^'"' '
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(nSs yap OS av eiriKoXtarjTat, rb ovofw. xvptov (Tta&qarerau)} There was ia

fact no formula more current either amongst the Jews or in the
early Church ; and there is no legitimate ground for tracing such
an expression to the Acts of the Apostles.^

The only other passage which is quoted^ as indicating acquaint-

ance with Acts is the following, which we at once contrast with
the supposed parallel

:

Acts v. 41.

So they departed rejoicing from the
presence of the council that they were
counted worthy to aufifer shame for

the name

.

SiMIL. IX. 28.

But ye who suflFer on account of

the name ought to praise God, that

God deemed ye worthy to bear his

name, and that all your sins may be
redeemed.

v/JSii Si oi itddxovrei evsHSv rov"
ovofiaroi So^a^stv ocpsiXsTe rov
6cov, on d^iovi v/ud'^^r/yT^daro d
Oedi iva rovrov rd ovo/iia fta6-
rd^TfTB, xai nd6ai v/jcor ai dixap-
iiai iaOaodiv.

ol jiiiv ovv iitopevovTo x<^^poyTei
and itpodcoTtov rov" dvvedpiov, on
xarri^iwOtjdav vnkp rov" ovonaros
dri/aadOTJ vat.

Here again a formula is employed which is common throughout

the New Testament, and which, applied as it is here to those who
were persecuted, we have reason to believe was in general use in

the early Church. It is almost unnecessary to point out any

examples. Everywhere "the name" of God or of Jesus is the

symbol used to represent the concrete idea, and in the heavenly

Jerusalem of the Apocalypse the servants of God and of the Lamb
are to have " his name" on their foreheads. The one expression,

however, which is peculiar in the passage :
" counted worthy,"—

in the Acts KaTq^iwOrjo-av, and in the Pastor d^i'ovs rffqaaro,—is a per-

fectly natural and simple one, the use of which cannot be exclu-

sively conceded to the Acts of the Apostles. It is found frequently

in the Pauline Epistles, as for instance in 2 Thes. i. 5, where, after

saying that they give thanks to God for them and glory in the

churches of God for the patience and faith with which the Thes-

salonians endure pi rsecutions, the writer continues : "which is a

token of the righteous judgment of God, that ye may he counted

worthy (Kara$uj}6ijvai) of the kingdom of God, for which ye also

sniffer (vaxTxert)-" and again, in the same chapter, v. 11, 12," Where-

fore we also pray always for you that our God Tnay count yo\i

worthy (aiiilxrrj) of the calling, and fulfil all good pleasure of good-

1 The same passage is quoted, Acts ii. 21. Cf. Ephes, i. 20, 21 ; Philip, ii- 9 ^>

1 John V. 13 f.

2 Zdkr, Apostelgesch., p. 10 ; Davidson, Int. N.X., ii. p. 269. Neither A'ircAAo-

fer Dor Lardner advances the passage at all.

3 Lardner, Works, ii. p. 56. This is not advanced by Kirehhqfer, nor does Dr,

Westcott refer to it. Even H^ele does not suggest a reference.
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ness and work of faith with power ; that the name of our Lord
Jesus may be glorified in you (cvSofao-^ to ovo/jm rov Kvpiov rjfxwv

'Ifjffov iv v/w,tv)," &c. The passage we are examining cannot be

traced to the " Acts of the Apostles."^ It must be obvious to all

that the Pastor of Hermas does not present any evidence even of

the existence of the Acts at the time it was written.^

Only two pa-jsages in the Epistles of pseudo-Ignatius are pointed

out as indicating acquaintance with the Acts, and even these are

not advanced by many critics. We have already so fully discussed

these Epistles that no more need now be said. We must pronounce

them spurious in all their recensions and incapable of affording

evidence upon any point earlier than towards the end of the

second century. Those, however, who would still receive as

genuine the testimony of the three Syriac Epistles, must declare

that they do not present any trace of the existence of the Acts,

inasmuch as the two passages adduced to show the use of that

work do not occur in those letters. They are found in the shorter

recension of the Epistles to the Smyrnteans and Philadelphians.

We might, therefore, altogether refuse to examine the passages,

but in order to show the exact nature of the case made out by
apologists, we shall briefly refer to them. We at once compare
the first with its supposed parallel.^

Ep. to Smyrn. iii.

But after the resurrection he did
eat and drink with them, as in the
flesh, although spiritually united to

the Father.

Mera di rrjv dvddradtv 6vvi(pa-
yev avTol? xcti dvveTtiev a5s dap-
HiHoi, xaiitEp nvev/uarmdo? ^voo-
liivoi rap itarpi.

Acts x. 41. ' •

. . . even to us who did eat
and drink with him aftdr he rose from
the dead.

. . . . ^fiiv otrtvs? dwEtpayofiev
xai dvysTtiojuey avrcp heto.

j;
to"

dvadrifvat avrov in vEup^y,

There is nothing in this passage which bears any peculiar
analogy to the Acts, for the statement is a simple reference to a
tradition which is also embodied both in the third Synoptic* and
in the fourth Gospel ;* and the mere use of the common words
^yw and iriV«v could not prove anything. The passage occurs in
the Epistle immediately after a quotation, said by Jerome to be

1 Eichhom, Einl. N.T., ii. p. 73 f.

^ Donaklson, Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., i. p. 306; Davidsm, Int. N.T., ii. p.
269

; Neudecker, Einl. N.T., p. 337, anm. 2 ; Zeller, Apostelgesch., p. 9 f.

J Lardner, Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 73 f.; Kirchho/er, Quellens., 162;
Zahn, Ignat. v. Ant., 1873, p. 600.

Dr. Westcott does not claim either this or the second (On the Canon, p. 48,
note 2), and Hefele mereh' suggests comparison with Acts (Patr. Ap., p. 103,

* Luke xxiv. 42 if. 6 John xxi. 12 ff.
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taken from the Gospel acp.ording to the Hebrews, relating an ap-
pearance of Jesus to " those who were with Peter," in which
Jesus is represented as making them handle him in order to con-

vince them that he is not an incorporeal spirit.^ The quotation

bears considerable affinity to the narrative in the third Synoptic
(xxiv, 39), at the close of which Jesus is represented as eating

with tlie disciples. It is highly probable that the Gospel from
which the writer of the Epistle quoted contained the same detail,

to which this would naturally be a direct descriptive reference.

In any case it affords no evidence of the existence of the Acts of

the Apostles.2

The second passage, which is still more rarely advanced,^ is as

follows :

—

Acts xx. 29.

I know that after my departing

grievous wolveB will entor in among
you, not spariiig the flock.

Ep. to Philad. ii.

For many wolves (which appear)

worthy of belief, make captive by
evil pleasure the runners in the course

of God.

TtoXXoi yap XvKoi d^tomdrot r/Soyff

xax^ ai'x/^ctXoort'Zovdiv rouS Oeo-
Sponovi.

iyco oi8a on sideXevdovrai find
zfiv acpi^iv nqv \vHot ftapeii eli

dfxai, ur/ cpeidonEvoi rov noifiviov.

The only point of coincidence between these two passages is the

use of the word " wolves." In the Epistle the expression is

TToAAoi A»;koi at'ioTTUTToi, whilst in Acts it is kvKoi (SaptU. Now the

image is substantially found in the Sermon on the Mount, one

form of which is given in the first Synoptic, vii. 15, 16, and which

undeniably must have formed part of many of the Gospels which

are mentioned by the writer of the third Synoptic. We find

Justin Manyr twice quoting another form of the saying: "For

many (iroXXol) shall arrive in my name, outwardly indeed clothed

in sheep's skins, but invardly being ravening wolves (AiW

apiray€<;)."* The use of the term as applied to men was certainly

common in the early Church. The idea expressed in the Epistle

is more closely found in 2 Timothy iii. 1 flf., in the description of

those who are to come in the lf,st days, and who will (v. 6) "creep

into the houses and lead captive (aixfia\wjiCovT€<i) silly women laden

with sins, led away with c'ivers lusts." The passage cannot be

traced to the Acts,^ and the Ignatian Epistles, spurious though

1 Qnoted, p. 240.
2 Z^tfer, Apostelgesch., p. 51; Meyer, Apostelgesch. , 1870, Tp, I; NfMedtr,

Eini. N. T., p. 337, anna. 2 ; Hilgenfeld, Die ap. Vater, p. 280 f,

3 Jacobnon, Patr. Ap. ii. 418.
* See diHcusaion of the iiuotation, p. 298, note 2, p. 313 f.

8 ^HUr, Apf>»+«lga«ch.
, p. 51.
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they be, do not present any evidence of the existence of that

work.^

Only two sentences are pointed out in the " Epistle of Poly-

carp
" as denoting acquaintance with the Acts. The first and

only one of these on which much stress is laid is the fol-

Icvnng :—

"

Epistlk i.

Whom God raised (vyetps), hav-

ing loosed the pains of hell (aSov).

Sv jfyeipev d Oco? Xv6ai rdi w8i-
vai Tov adov.

Acts ii. 24.

Whom God raised up (arearT/de),

having; loosed the pains of death
(Oaydrov).

uv o" OeOi d.ve6Ttj(if.v Xv6ai ras
wSivai tov" OavdTov.''i

It will be obvious to all that, along with much similarity, there

is likewise divergence between these sentences. In the first

piirase the use of vytipf in the Epistle separates it from the sup-

posed parallel, in which the word is avia-njo-e. The number of

passages in the Pauline Epistles corresponding with it are legion

(e.g., "2 Cor. iv. 14, Ephes. i. 20). The second member of the sen-

tence, which is of course the more important, is in reality, we
contend, a reference to the very Psalm quoted in Acts immedi-
ately after the verse before us, couched in not unusual phraseology.

Psalin xvi. 10 (Sept. xv.), reads :
" For thou wilt not leave my

soul in hell "
((f^v^).* In Ps. xviii. 5 (Sept. xvii. 5) we have, "The

pains of hell (wSivcs aSov) compassed me about."* The difference

between the wStvas tov aSov of the Epistle and the wSikos toC Oavarov

of the Acts is so distinct that, finding a closer parallel in the

Psalms to which reference is obviously made in both works, it is

quite impossible to trace the phrase necessarily to the Acts.

Such a passage cannot prove the use of that work,^ but, if it

could, we might inquire what evidence for the authorship and
trustworthiness of the Acts could be deduced from the circum-
stance V

1 Credner, Einl. N. T., i. 1. p. 274 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 51 f. ; Meyer, Apostelgesch.,
4te Aufl., p. 1 ; Neudecker, Einl. N. T., p. 337, anm. 2. Cf. Eichhorn, Einl. N.
T., ii. p. 74.

2 Dresml, Patr. Ap., p. 377 ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 270 ; Donaldson, VLiai.

Chr. Lit. and Doctr., 1864, i. p. 197 : He/ek, Patr. Ap., p. 117 , Jacobson, Patr,
Ap.,ii. p. ,52.'); Kirchhofer, Quellens., p. 1C2 ; Lardner, Works, ii. p. 93; Tregel-

1% Can. Murat., p. 82 ; Westcott, Canon, 1874, p. 48, note 2; Zeller, Die Apos-
telgesch., p. 62 f. Cf. Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 74 f.

*• It is right to point out that the Cod. Bezae (D) reads aSov here, although
all the older, and almost all other, MSS. have Qavdrov.
MVl.E reads aSou.

,

" In the Sept. version of Job, xxxix. 2, the expression ooStvai St avToSv
i\ev6a? occurs.

« Hilgeiifeld, Ap. v. 284 ; Credner, Einl. N. T., i. 1, p. 274.
' For the date and character of the Epistle, see discussion, p. 241 ff.

t >,
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The second passage, referred to Ity a few writers/ is as follows :-

Acts v. 41.Epistle viii.

Let us therefore become imitators

of his patience, and if we suffer for

his name, let us praise him.

Minvrai ovv yevoo/neOa riji vno-
Hovtji avTov- xai kdv ndd^oonEv
Sid TL ovojua avTov, do^a^oo/nev
uCroy,

So they departed from the presence
of t ,; council, rejoicing that they
were counted worthy to suffer shame
for the name.

dito Ttpo6o6nov roiT dvyeSplov, on
KarTf^tooHr)6av vnip rov ovonaroi
drtjuadBifvat.

It is scarcely necessary to do more than contrast these passat^es

to show how little the " Epistle of Polycarp " can witness for the
" Acts of the Apostles," We have already examined another

supposed reference to this very passage, and the expressions in

the Epistle, whilst scarcely presenting a single point of linguistic

analogy to the sentence in the Acts, only tend to show how com-

mon and natural such language was in the early Church in con-

nection with persecution. Whilst we constantly meet with the

thought expressed by the writer of the Epistle throughout the

writings of the New Testament, we may more particularly point

to the first Petrine epistle for further instances of this tone of

exhortation to those suffering persecution for the cause. For

instance, 1 Pet. ii. 19 fF., and again iii. 14.^ " But if ye even sufier

(rrdaxoLTi) for righteousness' sake, blessed are ye." In the next

chapter the tone is still more closely analogous. Speaking of

persecutions, the writer says, iv. 13, "
. . . . but according as ye

are partakers of Christ's sufferings rejoice," &c., &c. 14. "If ye

are reproached in Christ's name (eV wo'/xan X.) blessed are ye, for

che spirit of glory and of God resteth upon you." 15. " For let

none of you suffer (Trao-xeTw) as a murderer," &c., &c. 16. " But if

as a Christian, let him not be ashamed, but let him praise God in

this name (So^a^erm S« tov 9e6v iv ToT ovofiaTL rovrta)" &c., &c. Nothing

but evidential destitution could rely upon the expression in the

" Epistle of Polycarp" to show acquaintance with Acts.

Few apologists point out with confidence any passages from the

voluminous writings of Justin Martyr, as indicating the use of

the Acts of the Apostles. We may, however, quote such expres-

sions as the more undaunted amongst them venture to advance.

The first of these is the following :^ "For the Jews having the

1 Jacobson, Patr, Ap., ii. p. 541. Cf. Dretsel, Patr. Ap., p. 386 ; Hc/ele, Patr.

Ap., p. 120.
- vcr. 1.3, according to some MSS., reads :

" And who is he that will harm you,

if ye become imitators (/ntfi^rai) of the cood? "

8 Lardner, Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 122 ; Kirchhu/er, Quellens. N. T.

Can., p. 163.
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I ovoTtaroi

prophecies and ever expecting the Christ to come knew him not

(rpp/mpav), and not only so, but they also maltreated him. But the

Gentiles, who had never heard anything regarding the Christ

until his Apostles, having gone forth from Jerusalem, declared the

things concerning him, and delivered the prophecies, having been

filled with joy and faith, renounced their idols and dedicated

themselves to the unbegotten God through the Christ."^ This is

compared withActs xiii. 27, "For they that dwell at Jerusalem and
their rulers not knowing this (man) (rovrov dyvo^o-avres) nor yet the

voices of the prophets which are read every Sabbath day, fulfilled

them by their judgment of him," iSic. 48. " But the Gentiles, hear-

ing, rejoiced and glorified the word of the Lord," &c.^ We may at

once proceed to give the next passage. In the Dialogue with

Trypho, Justin has by quotations from the prophets endeavoured

to show that the sufferings of Christ, and also the glory of his

second advent, had been foretold, and Trypho replies :
" Suppos-

ing these things to be even as thou sayest, and that it was foretold

that Christ was to suffer (ori Tra^rp-os Xptoros irpon^-qTfvQiq fieXXeLv civai),

and has been called a Stone, and after his first coming in which it

had been announced that he was to suffer, should come in glory,

and become judge of all, and eternal king and priest ;" &c.,^ and
in another place, " For if it had been obscurely declared by the

prophets that the Christ should suffer (wadr)T6<i yevijo-d/xevos 6 Xpioros)

and after these things be lord of all," &c.* This is compared with
Acts xxvi. 22, "... . saying nothing except those things which
the prophets and Moses said were to come to pass, (23) whether
the Christ should suffer (eJ iraOrp-oi 6 Xpurroi), whether, the first out
of the resurrection from the dead, he is about to proclaim light

'• 'lovdatoi ydp exovrei rd? npogyrfTEiai xai del TtpodSoxtjdavrsi
Tov Xpidrov itapayEvri66nEVov yyvotjdav, ov fiovov Se^ dXXd xai
naptxPViJCivTO' oi 8k and TdSv iBvdSv ntjiSeitoTe /itrjdkv dxovdavrs?
nepi TOV XpidrotT, /uexpti ov oi ditd 'l£povda\r)ft i^eXBovrs? dnod-
ToXoi avTov" inTjvvdav rd icepl avTov' xai rd? npocprjTEtai Ttapi-
Soaxay, TtXjjpooOevre? x^^pd? xai Tcidremi toU siSooXoi? dntrd^avvo
xai TOO dyevyjjrao OedS Sid tov" XptdroiT kavrovi dveOvxav. Apol.
i. 49. '

' '

2 Acts xiii. 27 : Oi ydp xarotxovvrs? iv 'lepovdaXtfH xai oi apxovzei
avrwv Tov'rov dyvoTjdayre? xai rdi gxayni rear Ttpocprft^v rdi
Kara nav dd/3/3arov dvayivmdxo/uevai xpiyavrei irtXnpoodav x.r.X.
48. dxavovTa di ra" k'Ovtf k'xoctpov xai iSo^al^oy tov Aoyov rov xv-
Piov, H.T.X.

i'Edroo xai ravra ovrooi s'xovra oo? XeyeiS, xai ort TraBrfrdi Xpidroi
tpo£(pr}TEv'BTf ueXXeiv Etvat, xai XtOoi xexXrjTai, xai Evdo^oi fisra^ rrfv
npoaT?jy avrov" napovdiav, iy n naOrfToi (paivEdQai XExppyxTO,
iXEvdofiEyoi xai xptTj^i ndvroav aoitcov, xai aiwvioi (iadtXEvi xai
iipevi yEvrjdonEvoi- x.r.X. Dial. 76.

^ Ei ydp Sta' raoy npognfrwv TtapaxExaXv/ujusyooi xExppvxro TtaQ-
V^oi yEyTfdo/UEyo? a' XpidToi xai fxEvd ravra ndvrooy xvpiEv'doov
x.r.A. Dial. 76.

! , I I' I
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unto the people and to the Gentiles."^ It is onlj' necessary to

quote these passages to show how impossible it is to maintain
tnat they show the use of the Acts b}"- Justin. He simply seta

forth from the prophets, direct, the doctrines which formed the

great text of the early Church. Some of the warmest supjwrtei-s

of the canon admit the " uncertainty" of such coincidences, and do
not think it worth while to advance them. There are one or two
still more distant analogies sometimes pointed out which do not

require more particular notice.^ There is no evidence whatever
that Justin was acquainted with the Acts of the Apostles.^

Some apologists* claim Hegesippus as evidence for the existence

of the Acts, on the strength of the following passages in the frag-

ment of his book preserved by Eusebius. He puts into the mouth
of James the Just, whilst being martyred, the expression :

"
I

beseech (thee) Lord God, Father, forgive them, for they know not

what they do." This is compared with the words said to have

been uttered by the martyr Stephen, Acts vii. 60, " Lord, lay not

this sin to their charge." The passage is more commonly advanced

as showing acquaintance with Luke xxiii. 34, and we have already

discussed it.* Lardner apparently desires it to do double duty,

but it is scarcely worth while seriously to refer to the claim here.

The passage more generally relied upon, though that also is only

advanced by a few,® is the following :
" This man was a faithful

witness both to Jews and Greeks that Jesus is the Christ,"'' (Mapm
ovTos aX.7]0r)<; 'louSatois re *<ai "EWr/trt yiyivrjrat on 'Ijyo-oSs 6 Xpioros ((niv).

This is compared with Acts xx. 21, where Paul is represented as

saying of himself, "
. . . . testifying fully both to Jews and Greeks

repentance towards God, and faith towards our Lord Jesus Christ"

(Aia/xaprvpTd/Lievos 'lovSatois tc koI ' EWrjaLv ttjv eh 6e6v jxiTdvoiav, km

1 Acts xxvi. 22. . , . ovSev inro? Xe'yoov wv te oi zpocp^rat Wa-
Arfday jueWovtgdv yivedfjat xai Moovhrji, 23. si TtaBijroi d Xpi6T6i,

ei Ttpwroi ik dvaerddeaoi vexpdov qxui fxeWei xarayyiXXEiv zee rf

Xa<£ xai roi? EOvEdiv.
2'Apol. i. 50, cf. Acts i. 8 f.; Apol. i. 40, cf. Acts iv. 27 ; Apol. ii. 10, cf. Acts

xvii. 23 ; Dial. 8, cf. Acts xxvi. 29 ; Dial. 20, cf. Acts x. 14 ; Dial. 68, cf. Acts

ii. 30.

3 Zeller, Apostelgesch., p. 49 f.; Eichhom, Einl. N.T., ii. p. 75 ; Credner, Einl.

N. T., i. 1, p. 274 ; Meyer, Apostelgesch., p. 1 f. Dean A\ford says: "Nor are

there any references in Justin Martyr which, fairly consider ', belong to this

book." Greek Test., 1871, Proleg. ii. p. 20. Dr. Weatcott says :
" rhe referencesto

the Acts are uncertain ;" and he merely illustrates this by referring to the first of

ihe passages discussed in the text. On the Canon, 1875, p. 163, note 3. Donaldson,

Hist. Chr. Lit. and Doctr., ii. p. 329.

* Lardner, Credibility, Works, ii. p. 142.

6 P. 362 f.

6 Lardner, Credibility, Works, ii. p. 142 ; Westcott, On the Canon, 4th ed., p. 205.

Dr. Westcott, however, merely says: "There are forms of expression corres-

ponding to passages in ... . and in the Acts which can scarcely be attri-

buted to chance.
7 Eusebius, H. E. , ii. 23.
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tmiv €« Tov Kvpiov ^filoy 'I. X.). The two passages are totally dif-

ferent both in sense and language, and that the use of Acts is

deduced from so distant an analogy only serves to show the

slightness of the evidence with which apologists have to be con-

tent.

Papias need not long detain us, for it is freely, admitted by
most divines that he does not afford evidence of any value that

he was acquainted with the Acts. For the sake of completeness

we may however refer to the points which are sometimes men-
tioned. A fragment of the work of Papias is preserved giving

an account of the death of Judas, which differs materially both
from the account in the first Synoptic and in Acts i. 18 f.^ Judas
is represented as having gone about the world a great example of

impiety, for his body having swollen so much that he could not
pass where a chariot easily passed, he was crushed by the chariot

so that his entrails emptied out (aVre to. eyKara avrov iKK(v<ji)6rjvai).

Apollinaris of Laodicfea quotes this passage to show that Judas
did not die when he hung himself, but subsequently met with an-

other fate, in this way reconciling the statements in the Gospel
and Acts.^ He does not say that Papias used the story for this

purpose, and it is fundamentally contradictory to the account in

Acts i. 18, 19. " Now this man purchased a field with the re-

ward of the unrighteousness, and falling headlong burst asunder
in the midst, and all his bowels gushed out" (Koli^exvOr, irdvra ra

(nrXdyxva airroi)). It is scarcely nccessary to argue that the passage
does not indicate any acquaintance with Acts^ as some few critics

are inclined to assert.* The next analogy pointed out is derived
from the statement of Eusebius that Papias mentions a wonder-
ful story which he had heard from the daughters of Philip (whom
Eusebius calls " the Apostle,") regardmg a dead man raised to
life." In Acts xxi. 8, 9, it is stated that Philip the evangelist had
four daughters. It is scarcely conceivable that this should be
advanced as an indication that Papias knew the Acts. The last

1 P. .381.

2 South, Reliq. Sacr., i. p. 25 f.

3 Overbeck, Zeitach. wiss. Theol., 18G7, p. .39 fF. Cf. Sleitz, Th. vStud. n. Krit.,
1868, p. 87 ff. ; Meyer, Die Apostelgeach., p. 2, anm. * * Dr. Westcott says :

" In his account of the fate of Judas Iscariot there is a remarkable divergence
from the narrative in Matth. xxvii. 5, and Acts i. 18." On the Canon, 4th ed., p.
11, n. 1.

* Zahn, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1806, p. 680 ff. Dr. Lightfoot says : "But there
are indications, however indecisive, that Papias did use the writings of St. Luke.

"

And further on, after quoting the passage about Judas, and mentioning the view
of Apollinaris that it reconciles the accounts in the first Gospel and in the Acts,
he continues :

" It is too much to assume that Papias himself repeated the tradi-
tion with this aim, but the resemblance to the account in the Acts is worthy of
notice." Contemporary Rev., vol. v., 18C7, p. 415. .. .. „'./d,

f H. E., iii. 39. '. ^.

5
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point is that Eusebius says: "And again (he narrates) another

marvel regarding Justub who was surnarned Barsabas; how he

•<lrank a baneful poison and by the grace of the Lord sustaincfl

no harm. But that this Justus, after the Ascension of the Sa-

viour, the holy apostles appointed with Matthias, and that they

prayed (on the occasion) of the filling up of their number by lot

instead of the traitor Judas, the Scripture of the Acts thus re-

lates :
' And they appointed two, Jo ph called Barsabas, who was

surnarned Justus, and Matthias. And they prayed and said,'&c."

'

Whatever argument car. be deduced from this, obviously rests en-

tirely upon the fact that Papias is said to have referred to Justus

who was named Barsabas, for of coui*se the last sentence is added

by Eusebius himself, and has nothing to do with Papias. This is

fairly admitted by Lardner and others. Lardner says :
" Papias

does undoubtedly give some confirmation to the history of the

Acts of the Apostles, in what ho says of Philip ; and especially in

wliat he says of Justus, called Barsabas. But I think it cannot

be affirmed, that he did particularly mention, or refer to, the book

of the Acts. For I reckon, it is Eusebius himself who adds that

quotation out of the Acts, upon occasion of what Papias had

written of the before-mentioned Barsabas."^ There is no evidence

worthy of serious attention that Papias was acquainted with the

Acts.8

No one seriously pretends that the Clementine Homilies afford

any evidence of the use or existence of the Acts ; and few, if any,

claim the Epistle to Diognetus as testimony for it.* We may,

however, quote the only passage which is pointed out. " ....

these who hold the view that they present them (offerings) to God

as needing them might more rightly esteem it foolishness and not

worship of God. For he who made the heaven and the earth,

and all things iu them, and who supplies to us all whatever we

need, can himself be in need of none of those things which he

1 H. E., iii. 39,
2 Credibility, &c., Works, ii. p. 113. Kirchhofer makes a similar statement,

<3uellens., p. 163, anm. 1. Dr. Lightfoot says: "Other points of affinity to the

Acts are his mention of Justus Barsabas, and his relations with the daughters of

Philip." Contemp. Rev., vol. v., 1867, P. 415. Such "indications" he may in-

deed well characterise as "indecisive. Dr. Westcott says: "Dr. Lightfoot

notices some slight indications of Papias' use of the writings of St. Luke (in the

article quoted above), but I do not think that much stress can be laid on them."

On the Canon, 4th ed., p. 77, note 1.

3 Zdkr, Apostelgeach., p. 11 ; Eichhom, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 75 ; Neuder.ker, Einl.

N. T., p. 337, anm. 2 ; Alford, Greek Test., 6th ed., ii. Proleg., p. 20 ;
Oi'^rhed,

Zeitschr. wiss. Th,, 1867, p. 39 ff. ; Westcott, On the Canon, p. 77.

* Dr. Westcott merely speaks of " coincidences of language more or less evident

with the Acts," &c., &c., referring to c. iii. (Acts xvii. 24, 25), as "worthy of re-

mark " (Canon, p. 91), but he does not include it in the " Synopsis of Historical

Evidence," p. 684.

}i
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himself presents to those who imagine that they giv to him." •

This is compared with Acts xvii. 24 :
" The God tliat made the

world and all things in it, he being Lord of heaven and earth,

(Iwclleth not in temples made with hands; (25) neither is served by
men's hand as though he needed anything, seeing ho himself givetn

to all life and breath and all things."^ There is nothing here but

a coincidence of sense, though with much variation between the

two passages, but the Epistle ar 38 from a different context, and
this illustration is obvious enougn to be common to any moralist.

Tiiere is not a single reason which points to the Acts as the source

of the writer's argument.

Basilides and Valentinus arc not claimed at all by apologists as

witnesses for the existence of the Acts of the Apostles, nor is

Marcion, whose Canon, howcN'er, of which it formed no part, is

rather adverse to the work than merely negativ(i. Tertullian

taunts Marcion for receiving Paul as an apostle, although his

name is not mentioned in tlu- Gospel, and yet not receiving the

Acts of the Apostles in which alone his history is narrated ;'' but
it docs not in the least degree follow from this that Marcion knew
the work and deliberately rejected it.

A passage of Tatian's oration to the Greeks is pointed out by
.some* as -hawing his acquaintance with the Acts. It is as follows :

"I am not willing to worship the creation made by him for us.

Sun and moon are made for us ; how, therefore, shall I worship
my own se. vants ? ITow can I declare stocks and stones to be
^ods ? . . But neither should the unnameable (dv(»v6fiaa-Tov)

God be presented with bribes ; for he who is without need of

anything (Trdvriav avtvSe^s) must not be calumniated by us as needy
(fl'8£>;?)."5 This is compared with Acts xvii. 24, 25, quoted above,
and it only serves to show how common such language was.
Lardner himself says of the passage " This is much the same

1. . . . ravO' ovTot xaOdirEp itpo6^Fo^sva> rep Osw Xoyi^oi^Evoi
Ttapixiiy , HGopiav Eixo? udXXov I'r-'oivz^ av, ov Oeodefieiay. 'O yap
notri6ai^ rdy ovpavov xai rr/v yV'' ^ ^'^^ xdvra ra iv avroU, xai
nd<iiv >'/uTy X'>PVy^^ ^'^ 7tpo6/ie6ineOa, ovSevo? av avroi npodSeotro
rovTGoy oov voti oio/xevoti didoiuti napexBi avroi. Ep. ad Diognetum,
c. iii.

2 Acts xvii. 24. 'O Oed? o itoti^dai rov xodfiov xai ndvra rd iv avrw,
oi;ro5 ovpavov" xai ytj? i^Ttdprcav xvptoi ovx iv x^^poTtoi^roii vaoH
Maromel, '25. ov8i vnd x^^P^'*' dvOpoonivoov (n-panEverat npodSEo-
Uivo'i Ttvoi, avTo? StSovi nddiv f^ooriv xai nvoTjv xai rd ndvra.

3 Adv. Marc. , v. 1 fT.

* Kirchho/er, Quellene., p. 166; Lairdner mentions, merely to disclaim, it.

Credibility, &c.. Works, ii. p. 139 f. Dr. Westcott does not advance it at all.

\^r}Htovpyiav rtfy vn' avrov' yEyevTfftEVTfv x^^P^^ ^^"^^ ^podxvyeiv
ov ^^.a). reyovEv ffXtoi xai (SeXtjvtj St' li/udv Etra nwi rotis iuovi
victiperai npodxvvTJdoo ; Uaoi St ^vXa xai AtOovi Oeot)S dito<pavov^iat ;
• ,. . AW ovSi rov dvoovofiadrov Qeov SoopoSoxrfre'ov o' ydp ndvroov
ctvivBEtfi ov Sta/SXTfreoi v(p' iffnoov obi kvSsrii. Orat. ad Graecos, c. iv.

Ii:
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thought, and applied to the same purpose, with Paul's, Acts xvii.

25, as thowjh he needcth anythinif. But it is a character of the

Deity so obvious, that I think it cannot determine us to suppose
he had an eye to those words of the Apostle."^ The language, in-

deed, is quite different and shows no accjuaintance with the Acts. ^

Eusebius states that the Severians who more fully esUiblished

Tatian's heresy rejected both the Epistles of Paul and the Acts
of the Apostles.'''

Dionysius of Corinth is scarcely adduced by any one as testi-

mony for the Acts. The only ground upon which he is at all referred

to is a statement of Eusebius in mentioning his Epistles. Speakini'-

of his Epistle to th(! Athenians, Eusebius says :
" He relates,

moreover, that Dionysius the Areopagite who was convortod to

the faith by Paul the Apostle, according to the account given in

the Acts, was appointed the first bishop of the church of the

Athenians." * Even apologists admit that it is doubtful how far

Dionysius referred to the Acts," the mention of the book here

being most obviously made by Eusebius himself.

Melito of Sardis is not appealed to by any writer in connection

with our work, nor can Claudius Apollinaris be pressed into this

service. Athenagoras is supposed by some to refer to the very

same passage in Apts xvii. 24, 25, which we have discussed when
dealing with the work of Tatian. Athenagoras says :

" The

Creator and Fathei of the universe is not in need of blood, nor of

the steam of burnt sacrifices, nor of the fragrance of flowers and

of incense, he himself being the perfect fragrance, inwardly and

outwardly without need."** And further on: "And you kino;s

indeed build palaces for yoiirselves ; but the world is not made

as being needed by God."^ These passages occur in the course of

a defence of Christians for not offering sacrifices, and both in

language and context they are quite independent of the Acts of

the Apostles.

1 Credibility, &c.. Works, ii. p. 139 f.

2 Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 70 ; Ntudecker, Einl. N. T., p. 337, anm. 2 ; Meytr,

Apoatelgesch.
, p. 1 f.

8 Busehim, H. E., iv. 29.

^
* Jr/Xoi 5' kni rou'roz;, ojS nal Aiovv^ioi d 'ApEoitayiryji vtlo tov

(XTtodroXov TIcxvXov nporpaneli kni rrfv itidrtv xara rd kv raU
Upd^edt SeSrjXao^iya, nptaroi riji iv ^AOTfvaii napotxiai Tt]v iittdno-

nrjv iyHFX^^P^<^^o- H.E., iv. 23.
6 Lardner, Credibility, &c.. Works, ii. p. ISi ; Kirchho/er, Quellens., p. 163. Dr.

Westcott naturally does not refer to the passage at all. „
6 'O tovSe tov navToi Stfuiovpyoi xcd natr}p ov 8tltai ainaro'^,

ovSi Hvi66r)i, ovSk tt/? and roar dvdoav ual OvuiaMocrooy EvooSiai,

avToi aor ?} reXsia evooSia, dvEvSErfi xai dytpoddETJi- Leg. pro. Christ.,

xiii.

^ Kai ^ueli ixhv oi ^adiXsK iavrdii ddHEiTE rdi Karayooyai

ftadtXixdi- d Ski x66/uoi, ou^^ q3s Seohevov tov Oeov~, ysyovEv. Leg.

pro. Christ., xvi.
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In the Epistle of the Churches of Vienno and Lyons, giving

an account of the persecution against tliein, it is said that the

victims were praying for those from whom they suffered cnelties

:

" like Stephen the perfect martyr :
' Lord, lav not this sin to their

charge.' But if he wna supplicating for those who stoned him,

how much more for the brethren?"' The prayer here quoted

agrees with that ascribed to Stephen in Acts vii. (jO. There is no
mention of the Acts of the Apostles in the Kpistlo, and the source

from which the writers obtained their information about Stephen
is of course not stated. If there really was a martyr of the name
of Ste[)hen, and if these words were actually spoken by him, the

tradition of the fact, and the memory of his noble saying, may
well have remained in the Church, or have been recorded in

writings then current, from one of which, indeed, eminent critics

conjecture that the author of Acts derived his materials,^ and in

this case the passage obviously does not prove the use of the Acts.

If, on the other hand, there never was such a martyr by whom
these words were spoken, and the whole story must be considered

an original invention by the author of Acts, then, in that case,

and in that case only, the passage does show the ase of the Acts. •'

Supposing that the use of Acts be held to be thus indicated, what
does this prove ? Merely that the Acts of the Apostles were in

existence in the year 177-178, when the Epistle of Vienne and
Lyons was written. No light whatever would thus be thrown
upon the question of its authorship; and neither its credibility

nor its sufficiency to prove the reality of a cycle of miracles would
be in the slightest degree established.

Ptolemreus and Heracleon need not detain us, as it is not alleged

that they show acquaintance with the Acts, nor is Celsus claimed
as testimony for the book.

The Canon of Muratori contains a very corrupt paragraph re-

garding the Acts of the Apostles. We have already discu.ssed the
date and character of this fragment,* and need not further speak

1 . . . KaOaTtep Sretpavo? 6 reXeioi uocpTvi- Kvpie, fii^ drjjdni av-
Toji Tfjv d/uaprtav Tavrrjv. ei d' vnkp rav XiOa^ovroov tSeero,
n6(Sa} iitdWoy -dnkp rdov dSeXqxiov ; Eusebius, H. E., v. 2.

2 Bkek, Einl. N. T., p. .341 f., p. .347 f.; Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr., vi., 1858, p.
37, p. 191 f. ; Ofrurer, Die heil. Sage, 1838, i. p. 404, p. 409 f. ; Meyer, Apostelgesch.

,

{1. 12 ; Neaiider, Pflanzung. u. s. w. chr. Kirche, 5te .\uti., p. 6.5, anm. 2 ; Schtoan-
eck, Quellen. d. Schr. des Lukas, 1847, i. p. 250 flf.; DeWette, Einl. N. T., p. 249

{., &c., &c.

3 Dr. Lightfoot, speaking of the passage we are discussing, says •,

'
' Will he

(author of S. R.) boldly maintain that the writers had before them another Acts
containing words identical with our Acts, just as he supposes, &c., &c. . . .

Or will he allow this account to have been taken from Acts vii. 60, with which it

coincides?" Contemp. Review, August, 1876, p. 410. The question is here an-
swered.

* P. 540 flf: --^ ,.Jtr .1 ,:.M.~ :
-- r- ^:ur- -
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CONCLUSION FKOM EXTERNAL EVIDENCE. 727

to the Marcionites and Severians we may now add the Ebionites ^

and Manichaeans.^ Chrysostom complains that in his day the Acts

of the Apostles were so neglected that many were ignorant of the

existence of the book and of its authors.^ Doubts as to its author-

ship were expressed in the ninth century, for Pliotiiis states that

some ascribed the work to Clement of Rome, others to Barnabas,

ana others to Luke the evangelist.*

If we turn to the document itself, we find tJiat it professes to

be the second portion of a work written for tf»o information <yf an
unh"own person named Theophilus, the first pwrt being thcOos^jpel,

wh 1, in our canonical New Testament, bear« the name of " dps-
pel according to Luke." The nair ative js ft continuati'/n of the tliird

Synoptic, but the actual title of " Acts of tbf Apostles," or "Acts
of Apostles" (Trpa^eis rwv airo(TT6\u)r, Tr^a^eis knantlil <»v\^ attached to

this 8tw-epos Aoyos is a later addition, and formed no part of the

original document. The author's natae is not given in any ti/l the

earlier MSS., and the work is entirely anonymous. That in the

prologue to the Acts the writer clearly assumes to be the author of

the Gospel does not in any way identify him, iiiasmuch as the
third Synoptic itself is equally anonymous. The tradition assign-

ing both works to Luke the follower of Paul, as we hp /e seen, is

first met with towards the end of the second century, and vexy
little weight can be attached to it. There are too many in.stances

of early writings, several of which indeed have secured a place in

our canon, to which distinguished names have been erroneously

a.scribed. Such tradition is notoriously liable to error.

We shall presently return to the question of the authorship of

the third Synoptic and Acts of the Apostle,*, but at present we
may so far anticipate as to say that there are good reasons for

affirming that they could not have been written by Luke.
Confining ourselves here to the actual evidence before us, we

arrive at a clear and unavoidable conclusion regarding the Acts
ot the Apostles. After examining all the early Christian litera-

ture, and taking every passage which is refen-ed to as indicating
the u.se of the book, we see that there is no certain trace even of
its existence till towards the end of the second century ; and,
whilst the writing itself is anonymous, we find no authoiity but

' Epiphanitts, Hser., xxx. 16.

' Auytut. Epist. 237 ; ed. Bened., ii. p. 644 ; De Util. Cred., ii. 7, T. viii. p. 36
;

cf. i(m«8o6rf, Hmt., de Manicht^c;, 1. p. 293 L
J//oAAo?S^ rovrl to [ii/iXiov oi)(5' on e'yi yvuoptjjoy idny, ovrs

't^'tOyOvrF. d ypdi/jai atro nai avyOeii. Horn. i. in Act. Apost.
*''"'

^J
dvyypufpea roSv Ttpd^eooy oi fiiv KXtfUsyra Xeyoi>6t rov

I'^fiti'i, d\Koi ttk jiaftydfiay, nai dX.Xoi Aovkccv rov evayyeXidrt^v.
fliol'm, Amphilouli. Qiiseat. 145.

^ The Cod. Sin. reads simply itpd^eti. Cod. D. (Beza?) has npd^iZ dno^ToXoary
"Acting of Apostles."

t k
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728 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

late tradition assigning it to Luke or to any other author. We
are absolutely without evidence of any value as to its accuracy

or trustworthiness, and, as we shall presently see, the epistles of

Paul, so far from accrediting it, tend to cast the most serious flouht

upon its whole character. This evidence we have yet to examine,

when considering the contents of the Acts, and we base our pre-

sent remarks solely on the external testimony for the date and
authorship of the book. Our position, therefore, is simply this

:

We are asked to believe in the reality of a great number of

miraculous and supernatural occurrences which, obviously, are

antecedently incredible, upon the assurance of an anonymous
work of whose existence there is no distinct evidence till more

than a century after the events narrated, and to which an au-

thor's name—against which there are sb-cng objections—is first

ascribed by tradition towards the end of the second century. Of

the writer to whom the work is thus attributed we know nothing

beyond the casual mention of his name in some Pauline Epistles,

If it were admitted that this Luke did actually write the book,

we should not be justified in believing the reality of such stupen-

dous miracles upon his bare statement. As the case stands, how-

ever, even taking it in its most favour.Vole aspect, the question

scarcely demands serious attention, and our discussion might at

once be ended by the unhesitating rejection of the Acts of the

Apostles as sufficient, or even plausibl>^ evidence foi' the miracles

which it narrates.
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CHAPTER II.

EVIDENCE REGARDING THE AUTHORSHIP.

If we proceed further to discuss the document before us, it is

from no doubt as to the certainty of the conclusion at which we
have now arrived, but from the belief that closer examination of

the coatentsof the Acts may enable us to test this result, and
more iully to understand the nature of the work and the charac-

ter of its evidence. Not only will it be instructive to consider a

little closely the contents of the Acts, and to endeavour from the

details of the narrative itself to form a judgment regarding its

historical value, but we have in addition external testimony of

very material importance whici i we may bring to bear upon it.

We happily possess some undoubted Epistles which afford us no
little infonnation concerning the history, character, and teaching

of the Apostle Paul, and we are thus enabled to compare the

statements in the work before us with contemporary evidence of

great value. It is scarcely necessary to say that, wherever the

statements of the unknown author of the Acts are at variance

with tliese Epistles, we must prefer the statements of the Apostle.

The importance to our inquiry of such further examination as we
now propose to undertake consists chiefly in the light which it

may throw on the credibility of the w^ork If it be foimd that

such portions as we are able to investigate are inaccurate and
untrustworthy, it will become still more apparent that the evi-

dence of such a document for miracles, which are antecedently

incredible, cannot even be entertained. It may be well also to

discuss more fully the authorship of the Acts, and to this we shall

first address ourselves.

It must, however, be borne in mind that it is quite foreign to

our purpose to enter into any exhaustive discussion of the literary

problem presented by the Acts of the Apostles. We shall con-
fine ourselves to such points as seem sufficient or best fitted to

test the character of the composition, and we shall not hesitate

to pass without attention questions of mere literary i iterest, and
strictly limit our examination to such prominent features as pre-
sent themselves for our purpose.

It is generally admitted, although not altogf^ther without ex-
ception, ' thftt tne author of our third Synoptic Gospel likewise

' Sdi'iltn, Is de derde Ev.ing^'ligt de Schrijver van hut Bock der Handeingen ?

187.<i Witticfun, ZeitBchr. witt Theologie, 1873, p. 5()8 ff.

-I'
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730 SUPERNATURAL UELIQION.

composed the Acts of tifie A{x>stles. The linguistic and other

peculiarities which distinguish the Gospel are equally prominent

in the Acts. This face, whilst apparently offering greatly in-

creased facilities for identifying the author, and actually afford-

ing valuable material for estimating his work, does not, as we
have already remarked, really do much towards solving the pro-

blem of the authorship, inasmuch as the Gospel, like its continu-

ation, is anonymous, and we possess no more precise or direct

evidence in conrif^tion with the one than in the case of the other.

We have already so fully examined the testimony for the third

Gospel that it is unnecessary for us to recur to it. From about

the end of the second century we find the Gospel and Acts of the

Apostles ascribed by ecclesiastical writers to Luke, the companion

(/the Apostle Paul. The fallibility of tradition, and the singular

pha^e of literary morality exhibited during the early ages of

Christianity, render such testimony of little or no value, and in

the alwK/Ot total a.\/^j\ce of the critical faculty a lank crop of

fmHAonymi<^ writings nprang up and flourished during that

ij0l'kf6J Some (/f the eaLr}U-r chapters of this work have given

4lM)i|l4*r<<t iWustjations of tins ftu-t. It is absolutely certain, with

900^4 t/f tlie work.s we are cofrndermg, that Irenjeus is the

^tamt^t W/k^r known who ascribes them to Luke, and that even

</H«diti<^> ttmreff/re, cannot V^e traced beyond the last quarter of

Jfc<? fi^A'//i/^ century. Th^^ question is—does internal evidence

confirm t/r <//^Ajtti/^\Q.i this tfV.ition ?

Luk*, t^w, tra^i-tional author, is not mentioned by name in the

Acts of th^ ApoHtU'i-i/^ In the 3it/>>*tle to Philemon his name occurs,

with tl-iose of others, who Hend greeting, verse 23, " There salute

^^ee Epaphras, my fellow [irrsoner in Christ Jesus ; 24. Marcus,

A^/^^^rchus, Demas, /yijke, my fellow -labourers." In the Epistle

l/n i^«^V/J/>ssians, iv 14, nienti<;n is also made of him "Luke, the

\f^\'ihfc(\ ^)ym'',mif s«lut<'s y(;u, and J)eina,s." kn^ &'^/'tri, in the 2

Epwtk ^/, TiriKythy iv. iO;—"For Demas fors'/ok me, having

loved Vt/^ pi-esent world, and departed into Thessalonica, Ores-

tmm to Galatia, Titus unto Dalmatia II. Only Luke is with

m."

» Cf. MhtUhi The«). JalirbUcher, J851, p 149 /T.

'' It i>uiUMM«Mtry iti 'IIbcubb the iy^j^nioualy far fetched theory which has been

advaiKMrd by « f*tw cnticH to »ho\v i iie identity of Luke with the Silas ('// .SilvanuBJ

of the Aeti, ^—ad upon the analogy presented by their /james : Imm « ^'•ve, ((Wj'O

a wood. Nor aaed we amuse the reader with Lanye's suggestion that Luke o*y

be the Aristion mentiuued by Fapias, from «/o/rfr£ii£/»'— lucere.

* <.<iiviu, S«ui^<, Heumann and others have doubted whether this Luke is the

MM»« aa the Lukt ..aewhere mentioned without this distirtj^uishing expresHon,

And whether he was the Evangelist. The point need not detain us. <'f. Zardner,

CMiilNlity. W«rka, vi. p. 11(3 f., lib.



PATRISTIC TRADITION REGARDING LUKE. 731

He is not mentioned elsewhere in the New Testament ;
^ and his

name is not again met with till Irenaeus ascribes to him the au-
thorship of the Gospel and Acts. There is nothing in these Pauline
Epistles confirming the statement of the Fathers, but it is highly
probiible that these references to him largely contributed to sug-

gest his name as the author of the Acts, the very omission of his

name from the work protecting him from objections connected
with the passages in the first person to which other followers of

Paul were exposed, upon the traditional view of the composition.

Irenseus evidently knew nothing about him, except what he learnt

from these Epistles, and derives from his theory that Luke wrote
the Acts, and speaks as an eye-witness in the passages where the
fir.st person is used. From these ho argues that Luke was inse-

parable from Paul, and was his fellow-worker in the Gospel, and
he refers, in proof of this, to Acts xvi. 8 fF.,^ 13 ff, xx. 5 flf., and the
laf>er chapters, all the details of which he supposes Luke to have
carefully written down. He then continues :

" But that he was
not only a follower, but likewise a fellow-worker of the Apostles,

but particularly of Paul, Paul himself has also clearly shown in the
Epistles, saying: . . .

." and he quotes 2 Tim. iv. 10, 11, ending:
" Only Luke is with me," and then adds, " whence he shows that
he was always with him and insepamM/' from him,k('.,&LC."^ The
reasoning of ilie ///alous Father deduces* /i great deal from very
little, it will i I) obse/y^d, and in this elastJ/'' //fiy tradition en-
larged its borders" and assumed unsubstfintial d///;>;rjsions. Later
writers have no more intimate knowledge of Luke, although Euse-
bius states that he was born ai Antioch,*a traditio/* likewise
repro.luced br Jerome.* Jen/ffia further identifies Luke with "the
brother, whose praise in the Gospel is throughout all the church<'^"

mentioned in 2 Cor. viii. 18, as accompanying Titus to Corinth. *

' It is now universally a^imitted that the " Lucius " referred Ui in Acts xiii. 1

and l!om. xvi, 21, is a diflfereut person; although their identity was suggested by
Origen and the Alexandrian Clement.

2 The words "they came down to Troas" {Harept/6ay eii Tpcoada) are fao/«

translated "we came to Troas" (nos venimus in Troadem).
3 Quoniam non solum prosecutor, sed et ooopcrarius fuerit apostolorum, maxime

autem Pauli, et ipse auteni Pauluu nianifcjtavit in epistolis, dicens :
" Demae me

acreli<jiiit, et abiit Thcsaalonicam, (Jresoens in Galatiam, Titus in Dalmatiam,
Lucas est mecurri solus." Unde ostendit, quod semper junctus ei et inseparabili*
tucrit ab eo. Adv. Hser., iii. 14 § 1.

*H. E.,iii. 4.

* De vir. ill. 7.

^ 1. c. This view Wf* i^olA by Origen, Ambrose, and others of the Fathers ; who,
moreover, suppose Paul to tfifer to the work of Luke when he speaks of " his
(lospel " (alsocf. Eueebius, HE, iii. 4), an opinion exploded by Grotius. Grotius
»nd Olahausen both identify "the brother" with Luke. Many of the Fathers and

J**'^
writers have variously conjectured bjni to have been Barmibas, vSilas, Mark,

frophimus, Gaius, and others. This is mei^. guess-work; but Luke is scarcely
seriously advanced in later times. The Bishop of Lincoln, however, not only does
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At a later period, when the Church required an early artist for its

service, Luke the physician was honoured with the additional title

of painter.^ Epiphanius,^ followed later by some other writers,

represented him to have been one of the seventy-two disciples,

whose mission he alone of all New Testament writers mentions.

The view of the Fathers, arising out of the application of their

tradition to the features presented by the Gospel and Acts, was
that Luke composed his Gospel, of the events of which he was
not an eye-witness, from information derived from others, and his

Acts of the Apostles from what he himself, at least in the parts in

which the first person is employed, had witnessed.** It is generally

supposed that Luke was not born a Jew, but was a Gentile Chris-

tian.

Some writers endeavour to find a confirmation of the tradition,

that the Gospel and Acts were written by Luke " the beloved phy-

sician," by the supposed use of peculiarly technical medical terras, *

but very little weight is attached by any one to this feeble evi-

dence which is repudiated by most serious critics, and it need not

detain us.

As there is no indication, either in the Gospel or the Acts, of

the author's identity proceeding from himself, and tradition does

not ofl'er any alternative security, what testimony can be pro-

duced in support of the ascription of these writings to " Luke ?"

To this question Ewald shall reply :
" In fact," he says, "we

possess only one ground for it, but this is fully sufficient. It lies

in the designation of the third Gospel as that ' according to Luke'

which is found in all MSS. of the four Gospels. For the quota-

tions of this particular Gospel under the distinct name of Luke,

80, but maintains that Paul quotes Luke's Gospel in his Epistles, in one place (1

Tim. V. 18) designating it as Scripture. Greek Test., Four Gospels, p. 163, p.

170.

1 Nicephorus, H. E., ii. 43. The Bishop of Lincoln, who speaks of "this divine

book," the Acts of the Apostles, with great enthusiasm, says in one place ;
"The

Acts of the Apostles is a portraiture of the church ; it is an Historical Picture

delineated by the Holy Ghost guiding the hand of the Evangelical Painter St.

Luke." Greek Test., Int. to Acts, 1674, p. 4.

2 Heer., li. 11; Theophylact (ad Luc. xxiv. 18) suggests the view—considered
probable by Lange, Leben Jesu, i. p. 252—that Luke was one of the two disciples

of the journey to Emmaus. This is the way in which tradition works.

3 Of. Eusebius, H. E., iii. 4 ; Hieron.. de vir. ill. 7- We need not discuss the

view which attributes to Luke the translation or authorship of the Ep. to the

Hebrews.
4 Of. Luke iv. 38, viii. 43, 44, xxii. 44; Acts iii. 7, xii. 23, xiii. 11, xxviii. 8,&c.,

&c.; Ebrard, Wiss. Kr. d. evang. Gesch., 1S50, p. 683 ; Hackett, On Acts, 18o2,

11.6, p. 385; Humphrey, On Acts, 1854, p. xiv.; Meyer, Kr. ex. H'biich ub. d,

Ev. des Markus u. Lukas, 5te Aufl., i>. 327; Apostelgesch., p. 562; Altordt

Greek Test., 1871, ii. proleg. p. 3, § 10: ./. Smith, Voyage and Shipwreck of bt.

Paul. 3ed., 1866, p. 2f.; Wordaioorth, Greek Test., Four Gospels, p. 160. tJ.

Hug, Einl. N. T,, 4te Aufl., p. 126, anm. 1.
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in the extant writings of the Fathers, begin so late that they

cannot be compared in antiquity with that superscription ; and
those known to us may probably themselves only go back to this

superscription. We thus depend almost alone on this superscrip-

tion." ^ Ewald generally does consider his own arbitrary con-

jectures " fully sufficient," but it is doubtful whether, in this case,

any one who examines this evidence will agi-ee with him. He
himself goes on to admit, with all other critics, that the super-

scriptions to our Gospels do not proc3ed from the authors them-
selves, but were added by those who collected them, or by later

readers to distinguish them.^ There was no author's name attached

to Marcion's Gospel, as we learn from Tertullian.* Chrysostom
very distinctly asseits that the Evangelists did not inscribe their

names at the head of their works,* and he recognizes that, but for

the authority of the primitive Church which added those names,
the superscriptions could not have proved the authorship of the

Gospels. He conjectures that the sole superscription which may
have been placed by the author of the first Synoptic was simply
tlayyiXiov* It might be argued, and indeed has been, that the in-

scription Kara AovkSlv, " according to Luke," instead of tiayyikiov

AovKa " Gospel of Luke," does not actually indicate that " Luke "

wrote the work any more than the sui)erscription to the Gospels
" according to the Hebrews " (Ka6' 'EySpaiovs) " according to the

Egyptians " (Kar AlyvTTTiov<;) has reference to authorship. The
Epistles, on the contrary, are directly connected with their writers,

in the genitive, UavXov, Uirpov, and so on. This point, however,
we merely mention en passant. By his own admission, therefore,

the superscription is merely tradition in another form, but instead

of carrying us further back, the superscription on the most
ancient extant MSS., as for instance the Sinaitic and Vatican
Codices of the Gospels, does not on the most sanguine estimate
of their age, date earlier than the fourth century.^ As for the
Acts of the Apostles, the book is not ascribed to Luke in a single

1 Ev-ahl, Tahrb. bibl. Wiss., 1857, 1858, ix. p. 55.
2 Eicald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., ix. p. 56 f. ; Bertholdt, Einl. A. u. N. Test., 1813,

111. p. 1095 ; Bleek, Einl. N.T., p. 89; Ouericke, Gesammtgesch. N. T., p. 107 f.,

anm. 2; Hilgenfetd, Einl. N. T., 1875, p. 779 ; Hucj, Einl. N. T., i. p. 222 f. ;

Hems, Gesch. N. T., 4te Aufl., p. 391 f. ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 47 f., &c., &c.
3 Adv. Marc. iv. 2.

* Horn. i. in Epist. ad. Rom.
5 Horn. i. in Matth. pricp. Orotina considers that the ancient heading was

(vayyeXtoy 'hfdov Xpt6rov, as in some MSS. of our second Synoptic. Annot.
in N. T., i. p. 7. So also Bertholdt, Einl., iii. p. 1095, and others.

6 Tischend^rf, N. T. Gr. ed. oct. Grit. Maior, 1869, i. p. ix. ff. ; De Wette, Einl.
N- T., p. 76 ff. ; Hug, Einl. N. T., i. p. 234 ff. ; Beusa, Gesch. N. T., p. 394 ff. ;

Mhmayr, i'dnl. N. B., 1862, p. 227 ff. ; Al/ord, Greek Test., i. Proleg., p. 107
ff-

;
ii. Prolei;., p. 62 ff. ; Scrivener, Int. to Criticism of N. T., 1874, p. 83 ff. -y

Hilgenfeld, Einl. N. T., p. 790 ff.
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THE NARRATIVE IN THE FIRST PERSON. 735
:in

The traditional view, which long continued to prevail undis-

turbed, and has been widely held up to our own day,^ represents

Luke as the author of the Acts, and, in the passages where the

tirst person is employed, considers that he indicates himself as an

actor and eye-witness. These passages, where V«w is introduced,

present a curious problem which has largely occupied the atten-

tion of critics, and it hjvs been the point most tirmly disputed in

the long controversy regarding the authorship of the Acts. Into

this literary labyrinth we must not be tempted to enter beyond
a very short way ; for, however interesting the cjuestion may be

in itself, we are left so completely to conjecture that no result is

possible which can materially affect our inquiry, and we shall

only refer to it suffici titly to illustrate the uncertainty which
prevails regarding the authorship. We shall, however, supply

abundant references for those who care more minutely to pursue
the subject.

After the narrative of the Acts has, through fifteen chapters,

proceeded uninterruptedly in the third person, an abrupt change
to the first person plural occurs in the sixteenth chapter.''^ Paul,

and at least Timothy, are represented us going through Phrygia
and Galatia, and at length " they came down to Troas," where a

vision appears to Paul beseeching him to come over into Mace-
donia. Then, xvi. 10, proceeds :

" And after he saw the vision,

immediately we endeavoured (e^r?T^o-a/i,€v) to go forth into Mace-
donia, concluding that God had called us (i?/Aas) to preach the

1 Alford, Greek Test., ii. proleg., p. If.; Bauvigarten, Die Apoatelgeachichte,
2te Auf ., i. p. 495 fF. ; Beelen, Acta Apost., ed. alt., p. 4, p. 4()1 ann. 1 ; Credner,
Eiul. X. T., 1. p. 130, p. 280 flF. ; Daa N. T., 1847, ii. p. 355; von Dollimjer,

(Jhristenthum u. Kirche, 2te Aufl.
, p. 134 f. ; Ehrard, Wiss. Kr. evang. Gesch.,

p. 732 if. ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 10 ff., p. 30 flf. ; Ewald, Gesch. d. Volkes
Isr., vi. p. ;}3 ff. ; Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., ix. p. "O ff. ; Feilmom); Einl. N. B., p. 296
ff.

; Cmm, Eiitw. N. T., Schriftthums, 1871, i. p. .'{16 f. ; Oucrkke, Beitnige N.T.,
1828. p. 74 ft: ; Gesammtgesoh. N. T., p. 279 f. ; llackett, On the Acts, 1852, p. 5
f.

; Heinrich^, N. T. gr., iii. p. 29 f. ; Humphrei/, On Acts, p. xiii. f. ; Hwj, Einl.

N. T., ii. p. 127 f., p. 257 ff". ; Kuiuoel, Conim. in N. T., iv. p. xv. ; Klontermann,
V'luliciu; l.iicanffi, 1866, p. 68 ff. ; Laiuje, Apost. Zeit., 1853, i. p. 90 f. ; Lektbuxch,
Die (,'omp. u. Entst. der Apostelgesch., 1854, p. 7 ff., p. 131 ff., p. 387 ff. ; Meyer,
Apostelgesch., p. 4 ff. ; Michae.lh, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 1175 ft'. ; OeHel, Paulus in
<ler Apostelgesch., 1868, p. 7 ft'., p. 27 ff. ; OMiamen, Bibl. Comin.,ii. 3 Apostel-
gesch., 1862, p. 8, p. 225 f. ; de Pressensi, Hist, des troisprem.sieclesdel'Eglise,
2ine ed., i. p. 485 ; Renan, Les Apotres, p. xiv. ft'.; St. Paul, 1869, p. 130 f., n. 3;
Rvihin,. De fontibus Act. Apost., 1821, p. 62 ff. ; Schnerkenbur<ier, Zweck der
Apustelgesch., 1841, p. 17 ff. ; T/iierach, Die Kirche imap. Zeit, p. 137 ; Versuch
Herstell. Kr. N. T., p. 209 ff. ; Trl/>, Paulus nach d. Apostelgesch., 1866, p. 30
ff., p. 272f. ; Tholuck, Glauhwilrdigk. ev. Gesch. 2te Aufl., p. 375 ff. ; Words-
wrf/(, Greek Test., The Four Gospels, p. 168 f.. Acts, p. 118; Wieaeler, Chron.
(1. Apost. Zeit., p. 36 ff., et passim.- Of. Neaiuler, Pflauzung, u. s. w., 5te Aufl.,
p. Iff., p. 229.

> fa. , .

^ It is unnecessary to discuss whether xiv. 22 belongs to the r///c?5 sections or
not.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PERSONAL SECTIONS. 737

they bear, above all other parts of the Acts, of intimate personal

knowledge of the circumstances related.

Is it not, however, exceedingly remarkable that the author of

the Acts should intrude his own personality merely to record

these minute details of voyages and journeys ? That his appear-

ance as an eye-witness should be almost wholly limited to the

itinerary of Paul's journeys and to portions of his history which

are of very subordinate interest ? The voyage and shipwreck

are thus narrated with singidar minuteness of detail, but if any
one who reads it only considers the master for a moment, it will

become apparent that this elaboration of the narrative is alto-

gether disproportionate to the importance of the voyage in the

history of the early Church. The traditional view indeed is

fatal to the claims of the Acts as testimony for the great ma.ss of

miracles it contains, for the author is only an eye-witness of what
is comparatively unimportant and commonplace. The writer's

intimate acquaintance with the history of Paul, and his claim to

participation in his work, begin and end with his actual journeys.

With very few exceptions, as soon as the Apostle stops anywhere,
(? ceases to speak as an eye-witness and relapses into vagueness

b. A the third person. At the very time when minuteness of de-

tail would have been most interesting, he ceases to be minute.

A very long and important period of Paul's life is covered by the

nan-ative between xvi. 10, where the V"? sections begin, and
xxviii. 16, where they end ; but, although the author goes with
such extraordinary detail into thejourneys to which they are con-

fined, how bare and unsatisfactory is the account of the rest of

Paul's career during that time !
^ How eventful that career must

have been we learn from 2 Cor. xi. 23-20. In any case, the au-
thor who could be so minute in his record of an itinerary, appar-

ently could not, or would not, be minute in his account of more
important matters in his history. In the few verses, ix. 1-30,

chiefly occupied by an account of Paul's conversion, is comprised
all that the author has to tell of three years of the Apostle's life,

and into xi. 19—xiv. are compressed the events of fourteen years
of his history (cf. Gal. ii. 1).'^ If the author of those portions be
the same writer who is so minute in his daily itinerary in the

V^'s sections, his sins of omission and commission are of a very
startling character. To say nothing more severe here, upon the
traditional theory he is an elaborate trifler.

Does the use of the first person in Luke i. 1-3 and Acts i. 1 in
any way justify or prepare ' the way for the sudden and unex-

1 Cf. Ewald, Gesch. v. Isr., vi. p. 35 f.

2 Cf. Overbeck, zu de Wette's Kurze Erkl. Apostelgesch., 1870, Einl., p. Ixi. f.

3 Cf. Bhoald, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., ix. p. 51 ff. ; Meyer, Apostelgesch., 1870, p. 6 ;
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738 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

plained introduction of the first person in the sixteenth chapter ?

Certainly not. The iyd) in these passages is used solely in the per-
sonal address to Theophdus, is limited to the brief explanation
contained in what may be called the dedication or preface, and is

at once dropped when the history begins. If the prologue of the
Gosi)el be applied to the Acts, moreover, the use of earlier docu-
ments is at once implied, which would rather justify the suppo-
sition that these passages are part of some diary, from which the
general editor made extracts.^ Besides, there is no explanation in

the Acts which in the slightest degree connects the iydi with the

r}fi€i^." To argue that explanation was unnecessary, as Theophilus
and early readers were" well acquainted with the fact that the

author was a fellow-traveller with the Apostle, and therefore at

once understood the meaning of " We,"^ would destroy the utiUty

of the direct form of communication altogether ; for if Theophilus
knew this, there was obviously no need to introduce the first

person at all, in so abrupt and singular a way, more especially to

chronicle minute details of journeys which possess comparatively

little interest. Moreover, writing for Theophilus, we might

reasonably expect that he should have stated where and when he

became associated with Paul, anJ explained the reasons why he

again left and rejoined him.* Ewald suggests that possibly the

author intended to have indicated his i.ame more distinctly at the

end of his work ;^ but this merely shows that, argue as he will,

he feels the necessity for such an explanation. The conjecture is

negatived, however, by the fact that no name is subsequently

added. As in the case of the fourth Gospel, of course the " in-

comparable modesty" theory is suggested as the reason why tlie

author does not mention his own name, and explain the adoption

of the fir.st person in the ^/^cis passages;^ but to base theories such

as this upon the modesty or elevated views of a perfectly unknown
writer is obviously too arbitrary a proceeding to be permissible. ^

There is, besides, exceedingly little modesty in a writer forcing

Orau, Entwicklungsgesch. des N. T. Schrifttbums, 1871, i. p. 318; Kloswmann,
Vind. LucaniB. 1866, p. 68 f. ; Alford, Greek Test., ii. proleg., p. 2.

1 Cf. Neander, Pflanzung, u. a. w., p. 4.

^ Overbeck, Zu de Wette, Apostelgeach., p. xliii.

3 Lanc/e, Das apost. Zeitalter, 1853, i. p. 91; Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr., vi. p.

33 f.; Jahrb. bibl. VViss., ix. p. 51 f.; Hchneckenburijer, Ueb. d. Zweck d. Apostel-

geach., 1841, p. 39; Meyer, Apostelgeach., p. 357.
4 Bleek, Einl. N.T., p. 331 f.

6 Gesch. d. V. Isr., vi. p. 34, an. 1; Jahrb. bibl. Wias., ix. p. 52.

6 Cf. Ireno'us, Adv. HaT. iii. 14. § 1; Laiige, Das apost. Zeit., i. p. 91; Ewald,

Gesch. d. V. lar., vi. p. 33 if.; Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., ix. p. 52 ; Olnhausen, Die Apos-

telgeach,, 1862, p. 225; Wordsaorth, Greek Test. Acts, p. 118.

7 Of. Schtimibeck, Ueber die Quellen d. Schr. d. Lukas, 1847, i. i'. 128 f.; Over-

beck, Zu de Wettfc's Apostelgeach., p. xliii. ; iiTeiwi, Jesu v. Nazara, i. i 81, an. 2 ;

Meyer, Die Apostelgeach., p. 357.
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CRITICAL OPINION AS TO THE AUTHOR. 739^

himself so unnecessarily into notice, for he does not represent

himself as taking any active part in the events naiTated ; and, as

the mere chronicler of days of sailing and arriving, he might well

have remained impersonal to the end.

On the other hand, supposing the general editor of the Acts to

have made use of written sources of information, and among.st>

others of the diary of a companion of the Apostle Paul, it is not

equally strange that, for one reason or another, he should have
allowed the original direct form of communication to stand whilst

incorporating parts of it with his A/ork. Instances have been

pointed out in which a similar retention of the first or third per-

son, in a narrative generally written otherwise, is accepted as the

indication of a different written source, as for instance in Ezra,

vii. 27—ix ; Nehemiah viii.—x. ; in the Book of Tobit i. 1-3, iii,

7ff., and other places ;^ and Schwanbeck has pointed out many
instances of a similar kind amongst the chroniclers of the middle

ages." There are various ways in which the retention of the first

person in these sections, supposing them to have been derived

from some other written source, might be explained. The simple

suppcjition that the author, either through carelessness or pver-

sight, allowed thei7/A«ts to stand ^ is not excluded, and indeed some
critics, although we think without reason, maintain both the third

Gospel and the Acts to be composed of materials derived from
various sources f.nd put together with little care or adjustment. *

The author might also have inserted these fragments of the diary

of a fellow-traveller of Paul, and retained the original form of

the document to strengthen the apparent credibility of his own
namvtive ; or, as many critics believe, he may have allowed the

first person of the original document to remain, in order himself

to assume the oharacter of eye-witness, and of companion of the

Apostle.* As we shall see in the course of our examination of the

Acts, the general procedure of the author is by no means of a
character to discredit such an explanation.

We shall not enter into any discussion of the sources from
which critics maintain that the author compiled his work. It is

i Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr., 1864, i. p. 278; Hihjenfeld, Einl. N. T., p. G07.
2 Quellen A. Schr. desLukas, i. p. 188 flf. Cf. De Wette, Einl. N.T., p. 247, an.

€;B'«ei-, Einl. N.T., p. 332 anm.
3 Cf. Bleek, Einl. N.T., p. 331, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 1047 ; Scholten, Het

pauliu. Evangelic, p. 451 f.

* Schkiermacher, Versuch iib. die Schr. des Lukas Sammtl.Wprke, 1836, ii. p.
14 ff., p. 219 fif.; Einl. N.T., 1845 (iii.), p. 349 flf.; Koni,jmiann, Prolusio de tonti-
bu8 Act. Apost., in Pott's Sylloge, 1802, iii. p. 215 tf.; t)chwanbeck, Quellen Schr.
d. Lukas, 1847, i. p. 41 flF.

, p. 253 flf. ; Scholten, Het paulin. Evangelic, 1870, p. 451 f.

5 Baur, P.tulus, 2te Aufl., i. p. 16 f. ; Zeller, Apostelgeach., p. 456 f., p. 516, anm.
\;Schrader, Der Ap. PauluB, 1836, v. p. 549 ; t^tap, Origiues du Ohristianisme,
2me^d., p. 205 f.; Overbeck, Zu de Wctte's Apostelgeach., 4te Auil., p. xlv. f.j.

Hausrath, N.T., Zeitgesch., 1874, iii. p. 442, anm. 7.
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sufficient to say that, whilst some profess to find definite traces of

many documents, few if any writei's deny that the writer made
more or less use of earlier materials. It is quite true that the

cliaracteristics of the general author's style are found throughout

the whole Avork.^ The Acts are no mere aggregate of scraps col-

lected and rudely joined together, but the work of one author in

the sense that whatever materials he may have u.sed for its com-

position were carefully assimilated, and subjected to thorough and

.systematic revision to adapt them to his purpose.^ But however

completely this process was carried out, and his materials inter-

penetrated by his own peculiarities of style and language, he did

not succeed in entirely obliterating the traces of independent

written .sources. Some writers maintain that there is a very

apparent difference between the first twelve chapters and the

remainder of the work, and profess to detect a much more He-

braistic character in the language of the earlier portion/ although

this is not received without demur.^ As regards the Vets sections,

whilst it is admitted that these fragments have in any case been

much manipulated by the general editor, and largely contain his

general characteristics of language, it is at the same time afiirmcil

that they present distinct foreign peculiarities, which betray a

1 Credner, Einl. N.T., i. 1. p. 132 ff., p. 282 f.; Zeller, Apostelgesch.
, p. M87 fF.,

457, 490 fF. ; Lekebusch, Apostelgesch., p. .35 ff., 130 f. ; Oertel, Paulus ini Apostelg.,

p. 27 fF. ; Davidson, Int. N.T., ii. p. 2(30 fF.; Oersdorf, Beitriige, p. lOdff. ; Ekhhorn,

Einl. N. T., ii. p. 30 fF.; Maytrhoff, Einl. petr. Schriften, p. 20iF.,218 ff. :i\>H

decker. Einl. N.T., p. 341 fF., anm. &;De Wette, Einl. N.T., p. 24Gf.; Apostelgesch.,

p. xxxviii. ; Overbeck, Zu de Wette's Apostelgesch, p. Ivi. f. ; Reuse, Gescb. N.T.,

p. 199 f.; Metier, Apostelgesch., p. 3 f. ; Al/ord, Greek Test., ii. proleg., p. '2f.;

Trip, Paulus nach d. Apostelg., p, 26 flf. ; Volhnar, Das Ev. Marcions, p. 236,

anm. 1.

2 Bkek, Einl. N.T., p. 340 f. ; Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 1034 f. ; Al/ord, Greek

Test., ii. proleg., p. 9 f.; Credner, Einl. N.T., i. p. 280 flf., 132 fF.; Davidson, Int.

IT.T., ii. p. 260 fl. ; Eichhorn, Einl. N.T., ii. p. 35 h.; Oersdorf, Beitrage, p. 160 IF.;

Hilgenfeul, Einl. N.T., p. 574 fF.; Holtzmonn, in Bunsen's Bibelwerk, viii., p. .S49;

Lekebusch, Apostelgesch., p. 35 fF. , 130 fF. ; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schriften, p. 1

ff., 218fF.; Meyer, Apostelgesch., p. 3 f., 12 f.; Oertel, Paulus in d. Apostelgesch.,

p. 24 fF. ; Olshausen, Apostelgesch., p. 7 f. ; Overbeck, Zude Wette's Apostelgesch.,

p. Ivii. tf. ; PJleiderer, Der Paulinismus, 1873, p. 497 fF. ; Renan, Les ApAtres, p. xi.

ff.; Reuss. Gesch. N.T., p. 199 ff.; Schneckenburger, Apostelgesch., p. 20 fT., 64 ft'.;

Schwetjler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 38 ff., 73 ff.; Trip, Paulus n. Apostelgesch.,

1866, p. 26 f.; De Wette, Einl. N.T., p. 246; Apostelgesch., p. xxxviii.; Zdkr,

Apostelgesch., p. 387 ff. Cf. Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 37 f.

3 Ewald, Gesch. d. V. Isr., vi. p. 37 f. ; Al/ord, Greek Teat., ii. proleg., p. 12;

Riehm, De fontibus Act. Ap., p. 108 fF., 189 ff. ; Schneckenburger, Apostelgesch., p.

153 ff. ; Schwanbeck, Quellen d. Schr. Lukas, i. p. 36 ff., 114 f. ; Schwegkr, Das

nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 99 ; Tkohick, Glaubw. ev. Geschichte, p. 376 f. ; De Welte,

Sinl. N. T., p. 249 f. Cf. Credner, Einl. N. T. , i. p. 282 f. ; Meyer, Apostel-

gesch., p. 12; Lekebusch, Apostelgesch., p. 404 f

* Zeller, Apostelgesch., p. 490 ff. ; Overbeck, Zu de Wette's Apostelg., p. Ivi.

f. ; Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 31 ff. Cf. Credner, Einl., p. 282 f. ;
Lekebvuh,

Apg., p. 35 ff., 40.t f.
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borrowed document.^ Even critics who maintain the w^U sections

to be by the same writer who composed the rest of the book point

out the peculiarly natural character and minute knowledge dis-

played in these passages, as distinguishing them from the rest of

the Acts.2 This of course they attribute to the fact that the author

there relates his personal experiences ; but even with this explan-

ation it is apparent that all who maintain the traditional view do
recognize peculiarities in these sections, by which they justify

the ascrip*'' • of them to an eye-witness. For the reasons which
have beei v.iy briefly indicated, therefore, and upon other strong

grounds, some of which will be presently stated, a very large

mass of the ablest critics have concluded thao the i7/iets sections

were not composed by the author of the rest of the Acts, but that

they are part of the diary of some companion of the Apostle

Paul, of which the Author of Acts made use for his work,^ and
that the general writer of the work, and consequently of the

third Synoptic, was not Luke at all.*

1 ZHller, Apg., p. 457 f., 513 ff., 516, anm. 1 ; Overbeck, Zude W. Apg., p. xxxix.
f., xlv. f., 1 anm. ; Straatman, Paulus, de Apost. van Jezus Christus, 1874, p. 307
ff. ; Stap, Origines du Christ., p. 205 f. ; Hdusrath, N. T. Zeitgesch., iii. p. 42.3

aiim. ; Ik Wette, Einl, N. T., p. 246 f. ; Hilgenjehl, Eiiil. N. T., p. 607 f. ; Kostlin,

Urspr. Synopt. Evv., p. 291 f.

2 Ldebiisch, Apostelgesch., p. 382 ff., et passim ; Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr. , vi. p.

39, anm. 1 ; &c., &c.
'i Baur, Paulus, 2te Aud., i. p. 16 f., p. 243 ; Bei/schlaif, Th. Stud. a. Krit.,

18G4, p. 214 f. ; Berlkoldt, Einl. N. T., iii. p. 1332 ; Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 332
ff. ; Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 10.30 ff. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 273 ff.

;

Gfriirer, Die heil. Sage, ii. 245 f., i. p. 383 ff., 422 ff. ; Allg. K. (}., i. p. 165 f.,

237; Hauber, Butracht. iib. einig. Glaubigen, u. 8. w,, chr. Kirche, p. 61 f.
;

Hamra'h, N. T. Zeitgesch., iii. p. 422 f., anm. 7 ; Hil;/€>i/i'ld, Einl N. T.
, p. 606

ff., Die Evangelien, p. 225; Holtzmann, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1873, p. 85 ff. ;

Hont, Essai sur les Sources de la deuxieme partie des Actes des Apotres, 1848 ;

Kdm, Jesii v. Nazara, i. p. 81, anm. 1 ; Kohlreif, Chronologia Sacra, p. 99 f.
;

^o.s^/m, Urspr. synopt. Evv., p. 291 f. ; Koniijsmnnn, De fontibus, &c., in Pott's
Sylloge, iii. p. 231 f. ; Krenkd, Paulus, 1869, p. 213 ff. ; Ovtrbeck, Zu de VV. Apg.,
p. Iff.; Be.usn, Gesch. N. T., p. 207 f. ; SchMermacher, Einl. N. T., 1845, p.

239 f., p. 348 ff. ; Scholtcn, Het paulin. Evangelic, p. 413 ff. ; Scliwanbeck, Quellen,
u. 8. w., p. 168 ff., 140 ff. ; Stap, Origines, <fec., p. 205 f. ; Straatman, Paulus, p. 6;
Strmw, Das Laben Jebu, 1864, p. 127 ; (Urich, Th. Stud. u. Krit., 1837, p. 369
ff.

; 1840, p. 1003 ff. ; Volkmar, Die Religion Jesu, p. 291 ; De Wette, Einl. N.
T., p. 247; Apostelgesch., p. xxxviii. ; Wittiehen, Zeilichr. wiss. Theol., 1873, p.
509 f.; Zeller, Apostelgesch., p. 515 f. Cf. Meander. Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 229

;

cf. p. 1 f.

< limr, Paulus, p. 16 ff. ; Davidson, lr\. N. T., ii. p. 24 f., 54, 269 ff. ; G/rorey,
Die heil. Sage, i. p. 34, aum. 1, 383 C, 452 ff. ; ii. p. 245 f. ; Allg. K. G., i. p.
165 ff.

; Hausrath, N. T. Zeitgesch., iii. p. 421 ff. ; Hltijenfeld, Einl. N. T., p. 608
ff.

;
Die Evangelien, p. 225 ; Holtzmann, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1873, p. 85 ff. ;

KMlin, Ursprung., u. s. w., p. 286 ff. ; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 6ft. ;

Oxrheck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 1 ff., Ixiii. f. ; Schleiermacher, Einl. N. T., 1845, p.
239 ff, 305 f., 347 ff. ; SclioUen, Het paulin. Ev.ag., p. 412 ff. ; Is de derde Ev-
angelist de Schrijver van het Boek der Handelingen? 1873, p. 98 f. ; Schwanbeck,
Quell. Schr. Lukas, p. 253 ff. ; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 38 ff., 73 ff.

;

Strmlman, Paulus, p. 14 ff. ; Stap, Origines, &c., p. 203 ff. ; Strauss, Das Lebea

48
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A careful study of the coiitents of the Acts cannot, we think
leave any doubt upon an unprejudiced mind that the work could
not have been written by any companion or intimate friend of
the Apostle Paul.^ In here briefly indicating some of the reasons
for this statement, we shall be under the necessity of anticipating

without much explanation or argument, points which will be
more fully discussed further on, and which now, stated without
preparation, may not be sufhciently clear to some readers. They
may hereafter seem more conclusive. It is impossible to believe

that a friend or companion could have written so unhistorical and
defective a history of the Apostle's life and teaching. The Pau-
line Epistles are nowhere directly referred to, but where we can

compare the narrative and representations of Acts with the state-

ments of the Apostle, they are strikingly contradictory.- His

teaching in the one scarcely presents a trace of the strong and
clearly defined doctrines of the other, and the character and con-

duct of the Paul of Acts are altogether different frcm those of

Paul of the Epistles. According to Paul himself (Gal. i. 16— 18),

after his conversion, he communicated not with flesh and blood,

neither went up to Jerusalem to those who were Apostles before

him, but immediately went away into Arabia, and returned to

Damascus, and only after three years he went up to Jerusalem to

visit Kephas, and abode with him fifteen days, during which visit

none other of the Apostles did he see " save James, the brother

Jesu, p. 1?6 f. ; Tjeenk- WUlink, Just. Martyr in zijne verb, tot Paulus, 1868, p.

64 ; Volkmar, Die Religion Jesu, p. 291 ; De Wflte, Einl. N. T., p. 206 f., 244 f.;

Apostelgesch., p. xxxviii. f. ; Wittichev, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1873, p. 508 ff.

;

Zeller, Apostelgesch., p. 460 ff. ; Voitriige, u. s. w., 1865, p. 206 fF. Of. Hems,

Gesch. N. T., p. 194-208 ; Schrader, Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 508, 556.

1 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 16 ff. passim ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 271 f. ; Holtz-

mam, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1873, p. 87 f. ; Schkiermacher , Einl. N. T., p. 2.'?9 f.,

360 £F., 367 fi. ; SchoUen, Het paulin. Ev., p. 414; Sdiwanbeck, Quellen, u. s. w,,

p. 262 f. ; Stop, Origines, &c., p. 203 fi'. ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 245 ; Apostel-

gesch., p. xxxviii. f. ; Zeller, Apostelgesch., p. 462 ff. ; Vortrage, u. s. w., p. 2(6

ff. Cf. Beiiss, Hist, de.la Th^ologie Chret., 3me 6d., ii. p. 343 ; Renan, Les ApOtres,

p. xiii. ".

2 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 8 f., 123 ff., 149 f., et passim ; K. G. 3te Aufl., i. p. 126

ff. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 212 ff. ; Eichliorn, Einl. N. T., p. 40 f. ;

Gfrarer. Die heil. Sage, i. p. 27, 412 f., et passim; Hauarath, N. T. Zeitgesch.,

iii. p. 422 ff., anm. 7 ; Hilgenfeld, Einl. N. T., p. 224 ff., f593 ff. ;
Zeitschr. wies.

Theol., 1860, p. Ill ff., 118 ft'., 135 ff.; Krenkel, Paulus, p. 32 ff., 62 ff. ;
Lipmi>,

in Schenkel's Bibel Lex. (s. v. Apostelconvent), i. p. 194 ff. ; Nicolas, Etudes crit.

8ur la Bible, N. Test., 1864, p. 267 ff. ; Overbeck, Zu de W. ^pg , p. lix.. anm. * *

;

Renan, Les ApOtres, xxix. ff. ; Scherer, Rev. de Thc^ologie, 1851. iii.p. 336;

Schkiermacher, Einl. N. T., p. 368 ff. ; Scholten, Het paulin. Evang., p. 447 ff.

;

Schrader, Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 536 f., .543 ff. ; Schwanbeck, Quellen, u. s. w., p.

30 ff. ; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 116 ff., ii. p. 82 ff. ; Stap, Origines, &c

,

p. 135 ff. ; Straatman, Paulus, p. 47 ff., 82 ff., 97 ff., et pasfim ;
Tjeenk-Willmk,

Just. Martyr, 1868, p. 27 f., p. 31, noot 3 ; De Wette, Einl. N. T., p. 245 ;
Apostelg.,

p. xxxv. ff. ; Zeller, Apostelgesch., p. 216 fl., et passim ; Vortrage, u. s. w., p.

206 ff. Of. Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., 2te Aufl., p. 11 ff.
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of the Lord." If assurance of the correctness of these details

were required, Paul gives it by adding (v. 20) :
" Now the things

which I am writing to you, behold before God I lie not." Accord-

ing to Acts (ix. 19—30), however, the facts are quite different.

Paul immediately begins to preach in Damascus, does not visit

Arabia at all, but, on the contrary, goes to Jerusalem, where, un-

der the protection of Barnabas (v. 26, 27), he is introduced to the

Apostles, and " was with them goingin and out." According to Paul

(Gal. i. 22), his face was after that unknown unto the churches of

Judiea, whereas, according to Acts, not only was he " going in and
out " at Jerusalem with the Apostles, but (ix. 29) preached boldly

in the name of the Lord, and (Acts xxvi. 20) " in Jerusalem and
throughout all the region of Judsa," he urged to repentance. Ac-
cording to Paul (Gal. ii. 1 if.), after fourteen years he went up
airain to Jerusalem with Barnabas and Titus, " according to a re-

velation," and " privately" communicated his Gospel " to those

who seemed to be something," as, with some irony, he calls the

Apostles. In words still breathing irritation and determined
independence, Paul relates to the Galatians the particulars of that

visit—how great pressure had been exerted to compel Titus,

though a Greek, to be circumcised, " that they might bring us

into bondage," to whom, " not even for an hour did we yield the

required subjection." He protests, with proud independence, that

the Gospel which he preaclies was not received from man nor
taught to him (Gal. i. 11, 12), but revealed to him by God (verses

15, 16) ; and during this visit (ii. 6, 7), "from those .sc^-ning to be
something (rmv 8okowtwv ehai ti), whatsoe^'er they were it makes no
raatter to me—God accepts not man's person—for to me those

who seemed (ol 8oKovvre<:) communicated nothing additional." Ac-
cording to Acts, after his conversion, Paul is taught by a man
named Ananias what he must do (ix. 6, xxii. 10) ; he makes visits

to Jerusdem (xi. 30, xii. 25, &c.), which are excluded by Paul's
own explicit statements ; and a widely different report is given
(xv. 1 ft") of the second visit. Paul does not go, " according to a
revelation," but is deputed by the Church of Antioch, with Bar-
nabas, in consequence of disputes regarding the circumcision of
Gentiles, to lay the case before the Apostles and elders at Jeru-
""'""-

It is almost impossible in the account here given of pi"C-salem.

ceedings characterised throughout by perfect harmony, forbear-
ance, and unanimity of views, to recognize the visit described by
Paul, Instead of being private, the scene is a general council of
the Church. The fiery independence of Paul is transformod into
meekness and submission. There is not a ,vord of the endeavour
to compel him to have Titus circumcised—all is peace and undis-
turbed good-will. Peter pleads the cause of Paul, and is more

.-ate.-
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AUTHOR NOT A COMPANION OF PAUL. 745

mentous adventures in the cause of the Gospel spoken of in 2 Cor.

xi. 23 ff. receive scarcely any illustration in Acts, nor is any notice

taken of his fighting with wild beasts at Ei)hesus (I Cor. xv. 32),

which would have formed an episode full of serious interest.

What, again, was " the atfliction which happened in Asia," which

go overburdened even so energetic a nature as that of the Apostle

that" he despaired even of life? "
(2 Cor. ii. 8f.) Some light upon

these points might reasonably have been expected from a com-
panion of Paul. Then, xvii. 14—16, xviii. 5, contradict 1 Thess.

ill. 1, 2, in a way scarcely possible in such a companion, present

with the Apostle at Athens ; and in like manner the represen-

tation in xxviii. 17—22, is inconsistent with such a person, ignor-

ing as it does the fact that there already was a Christian Church
in Rome (Ep. to Romans). We do not refer to the miraculous
elements so thickly spread over the narrative of the Acts, and
especially in the episode xvi. 25 ff, which is inserted in the first

rjit(i<: section, as irreconcilable with the character of an eye-wit-

ness, because it is precisely the miraculous portion of the book
which is on its trial ; but we may ask whether it would have been
possible for such a friend, acquainted with the Apostle's represen-

tations in 1 Cor. xiv. 2ff, cf. xii.—xiv., and the phenomena there

described, to speak of the gift of " tongues " at Pentecost, as the

power of speaking different languages (ii. 4— 11, cf. x. 46, xix.

C)?

It will readily be understood that we have here merely rapidly

and by way of illustration, referred to a few of the points which
seem to preclude the admission that the general Author of the Acts
could be an eye-witness,^ or companion of the Apostle Paul, and
this will become more apparent as we proceed, and more closely

extimine the contents of the book. Who that author was, there

are now no means of ascertaining. The majority of critics who
have most profoundly examined the problem presented by the
Acts, however, and who do not admit Luke to be the general
author, are agreed that the author compiled the V"s sections

from a diary kept by some companion of the Apostle Paul during
the journeys and voyages to which they relate, but opinion is very
divided as to the person to whom that diary must be ascribed.
It is of course admitted that the various theories regarding his

identity are merely based upon conjecture, but they have long
severely exercised critical ingenuity. A considerable party adopt
the conclusion that the diary was probably written by Luke. ^

1 Bleek does not consider it probable that he narrates anything as eye-witness.
Enl- N.T., p. 340.

2 Baw, Pauhis, i. p. 16 f., 243 ; Ofrorer, Die heil. Sage, ii. p. 245 f. ; cf. i. p.
383 ff., 422 ff. ; Allg. K. G., i. p. 165 f., 237 ; Hausrath, N. T. Zeit., iii. p. 422

1
'
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THEOUIES REGARDING THE AUTHORSHIP. 747

oml Epistle (2 Cor. i. 1), as well as mentioned in the body of the

letter, along with that of Silvanu.s, as a fellow-preacher with

Paul. In the Epistle to the Philippians, later, the name of Luke
does not appear, although, had he been the companion of the

Apostle from Troas, he must have been known to the Philippians,

but on the other hand, Timothy is again associated in the open-

inj^ greeting of that Epistle. Timothy is known to have been a
fellow-worker with the Apostle, and to have accompanied him in

his missionary journeys, and he is repeatedly mentioned in the

Acts as the companion of Paul, and the first occasion is precisely

where the Veis sections commence.^ In connection with Acts xv.

40, xvi. 3, 10, it is considered that Luke is quite excluded fri.m

the possibility of being the companion who wrote the diary we
are discussing, by the Apostle's own words in 2 Cor. i. lU :'^ " For
the Son of God, Christ Jesus, who was preached among you by
us, by me and Silvanus and Timothy," &c.,' &c. The eye-witness

who wrote the journal from which the ly/ieis portions are taken,

must have been with the Apostle in Corinth, and, it is of course

always asserted, must have been one of his a-vvtpyoi, and preached
the Gospel.^ Is it possible, on the supposition that this fellow-

labourer was Luke, that the Apostle could in so marked a manner
have excluded his name by clearly defining that " us " only meant
himself and Silvanus and Timothy ? Mayerhoff^ has gone even
further than the critics we have referred to, and maintains Timo-
thy to be the author of the third Syno])tic and of Acts.

We may briefly add that some writers have conjectured Silas

tobetheauthor of the rjfieli sections,^ and others have referred them
to Titus.^ It is evident that whether the V"? sections be by the
unknown author of the rest of the Acts, or be part of a diary by
some unknown companion of Paul, introduced into the work by
the general editor, they do not solve the problem as to the identity
of the author who remains absolutely unknown.

' xvi. 1 ff. ; cf. xvii. 14, 15 ; xviii. 5 ; xix. 22 ; xx. 4.

2 Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, i. p. 81, anm. 2.

3 Of. Wordmorth, Greek Test., The Four Gospels, 1875, p. 168; Acts of the
Apost., 1874, p. 118. The Bishop of Lincoln considers that the vision which ap-
peared to Paul (Acts xvi. 9), praying him to come over into Macedonia, was re-

garded by Luke as a message also designed for himself ;
" and the Holy Spirit, in

the Acts of the Apostles, authorizes that opinion. Therefore, St. Luke also, as
well as the Apostle, was called by the Holy Ghost to preach the Ooapelin Oreece."
Four Gospels, p. 168. * Einl. petr. Schriften, p. 6 flf.

' hauber, Betract. iib. einig. d. erst. Glaubigen, u. s. w., christl. Kirche, p. 61
f-

; Kohlreijf, Chron. Sacra, p. 99; Schwanbeck, Quellen, u. s. w., p. 168 flf. Cf.
^eim, Jesu v. Nazara, p. 81, anm. 1, 2.

8 Horst, Essai sur les sources de la deuxi^me partie des Actes des Ap6tre8, 1848 ;

Kretikel, Paulus, p. 214 ff. ; Straatman, Paulus, p. 6. We do not think it neces-
sary to consider the theory that the sections we have been discussing are alto-
gether a fiction. Br. Bauer, Die Apostelgesch.

, p. 132 f
. ; cf. Schrader, Der

Apostel Paulus, v. p. 549.

m\
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CHAPTER III.

HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE WORK. DESIGN AND COMPOSITION.

The historical value of the Acts of the Apostles has very long

been the subject of vehement discussion, and the coui>e of the

controversy has certainly not been favourable to the pof^ition of

the work. For a considerable time of course the traditional view
continued to prevail, and little or no doubt of the absolute credi-

bility of the narrative was ever expressed. When the spirit of

independent and enlightened criticism was finally aroused, it had
to contend with opinions which habit had rendered stereotype,

and prejudices which took the form of hereditary belief. As
might naturally be expected, many writers in more recent times

have defended the authenticity of the Acts, and asserted that the

work is substantially historical and trustworthy ; and, at the
pn tit day, apologists still express unshaken confidence in its

character and enthusiastic faith in its truth and inspiration. On
the other hand, a large body of eminent critics, after an exhaus-
tive investigation of the Acts, have concluded that the work is not

historically accurate, and cannot ho accepted as a true a^ jount of

the Acts and teaching of the Apostles.^

The Author of the Acts has been charged with having written

the work with a distinct design to which he subordinated histo-

rical truth, and in this view many critics have joined, who ulti-

mately do not accuse him absolutely of falsifying history, but
merely of making a delibx lie selection of his materials and of

1 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 8 flF., 19ff., 96 fF., 119 ff., 1.34 ff., W.i, anm. 1, 106, 189, et

pussim ; K. G., i. p. 125 f. ; Br. Bauer, Apostelgesch., 1850, p. 114 ff.; Christianns,

Das Ev. des Reichs, p. 767 ff.; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 207 £F., 275 ff.; 0/rOrer,
Die heil. Sage, i. p. 27 f., p. 383 tf., 421 f. (second part historical, cf. 422 ff.)

;

HaumUh, N. T. Zeitg., iii. p. 420 ff.; Hilqenfeld, Zeitschr. wiss.Theol., 1860, p.
101 ff.; Einl. N.T., p. 225 ff., 574 ff., 593 S. ; HoUzmann, in Bunser'sBibelw., viii.

p. 350 f.; in Schenkel's Bibol Lex., i. p. 213 f.; Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1873, p. 86.

ff.; Krenkd, Paulus,, p. 6fr., 212 S.; Nicolas, Etudes N.T., p. 267 ff. ; Overbeck, Zu
de W. Apg., p. li''. ff.; PJleiderer, Des Paulinismus, p. 277 ff., 495 ff.; Beran, Lea
Apfitres, p xxiv. ff. (except last pages, p. xxvii.); Scherer, Rev. de Th^ologie,
1851, iii. p. 335 i.;ScftoUen, Hct pauT. Evang., p. 410, 414, 447 ff.; Schroder, Der
Ap. Paulus., V. p. 508 ff. passim ; Schwanbeck, Quellen, u. s. w., p. 31 ff. ; Schwe(jler,

Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 90, ii. p. 73 ff., 312 ff.; Stap, Origines, &c., p. 117 ff.;

Straatman, Paulus, p. 17 ff., et passim ; Tjeevk-WilUnk, Just. Mart., p. 28 f., 31,
noot3; Volkmar, Die Religion, p. 3.36 ff.; Zeller, Apostelg., p. 76 ff., 316 ff.;

Vortrage, p. 206 ff. Cf. Bledc, Einl. N.T., p. 344 ff. ; Reuss, Gesch. N.T., p. 203 f.,

205 f.; Hist, Theol. Chr^t., ii. p. 7, 327 ff.; RivUle, Essais de Critique Religieuse,
1S60, p. 27 f.; Schneckenburqer, p. 151 ff., et passim ; De Wette, Apostelg., p. lix. f .;.

Enl. N.T., p. 252 f.; WMichen, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1873, p. 512 ff.

.- i.
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placing them in the point of view most suitable for his purpose.

Most of those, however, who make this charge maintain tliat, in

carrying out the original purpose .^f the Acts, the writer so freely

manipulated whatever materials he had before him, and so dealt

with facts, whether by omission, transformation or invention, that

the historical value of his narrative has been destroyed or at least

seriously affected by it.^ On the other hand, many apologecic

writers altogether deny the ex'stence of an; design on the part

of the author such as is here indicated, which could have ieil him
to suppress or distort facts,^ and whilst some of them advance
very vai'ied and fanciful theories as to the historical plan upon
which the writer proceeds, ana in accordance with which the

peculiarities of his narrative are explained, they generally accept

the work as the genuine history of the Acts of the Apostles so far

as the author possessed certain information. The design most

generally ascribed to the v/riter of the Acts may, with many minor

variations be said to be apologetic and conciliatory : an attempt

to reconcile the two parties in the early church by representing

the difference between the views of Peter and Paul a^ slight and

unimportant, Pauline sentiments being freely placed in the mouth

of Peter, and the Apostle of the Gentiles being represented as an

orthodox adherent of the church of Jerusalem, with scarcely such

advanced views of Christian universality as Peter; or else r.n effort

of Genule Christianity to bring itself into closer union witli the

primitive church, surrendering, in so doing, all its distinctive

features and its Pauline origin, and representing the universalism

by which it exists, as a principle adopted and promulgated from

the very first by Peter and the Twelve. It is not necessary, how-

ever, for us to enter upon any minute discussion of this point, nor

is it requisite, for the purposes of ou** inquiry, to determine whe-

ther the peculiar character of the writing which we are examining

1 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 8 ff., 19ff.; Chtistianm, Ev. des Reichs, p. 767 ff.; J)avid-

son, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 275; Hamrath, N. T. Zeitg., iii. p. 420 ff,; Hilgen/eld, Einl.

K.T., p. 225 ff., 575 ff., 59.3 ff.; Zeitscbi wiss.Th., 1860, p. 101 ff.; Uoltzmartn,^

Bun-sen'sBibelw., viii. p. 350ff.; A'rew/!-' Paulus, p. 6ff.,212ff.; iViVo/cw, Etudes

N.T., p. 267 fu; Overbeck, Zu <ie W. ..^.g,, p. xxv. ff., lix. ff.;^ Renan, Les Apdtres,

p xxiv. ff. (except last few pages, p. xxvii.) ; lUville, Essais de Grit. Rel,, p. 27 f-i

Scherer, Rev. de Thiiol., 1851, iii. p. 336 ; Schwegler, Dasnachap. Zeit., ii. p. 73 ff.;

Straatma.i, Paulus, p. 1 ff.; Zelle.r, Apostolg., p. 76 ff., 316 ff . ; Vortrage, p. 206

ff. Cf. Reuss, Hist. Th^ol. Ohr., ii. p. 7, 327 ff.; Schneckenhurger, Apostelg., p. 44

«., 57 f., 92 f., 127 f., 140 f., 152 ff., 217 f.

2 Alford, Greek Test., ii. proleg., p. 17 ; BheM, Einl. N. T., p. 328 ff., 345 f.;

Ekhhorn, Einl. N.T., ii. p. 23 ff.; EwaH, Jahrb. bibl. Wiss., ix. p. 62ff.;Orau,

Eiitw. N.T., Schriftth., i. p. 320 ff.; Guericke, Gesammtg. II.T., p. 270 U.;Lang*,

Das ap. Zeit., i. p. 87 ff. ; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 7 ff., 159 : Ltkebiueh,

Apg., p. 189 ff,, 37i;Meyer, Apg., p.8ff ; Neudeckr, Einl. N.T., p. 344.f.;0ertei,

Paulus, p. 165 ff.. 182 ff.; Pjleiderer, Der Paulinismus, p. 496 ff.; de PresKnd,

Hist, trois prera. Si6cle.i, i. p. 484 f.; Trip, Paulus, p. 261 ff.
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is the result of a perfectly definite purpose controlling the whole

narrative and modifying every detail, or naturally arises from the

fact that it is the work of a pious member of Lhe Church writing

long after the events related, and Imbuing his materials, whether

of legend or ecclesiast'cal tradition, with his own thoroughly or-

thodox views : history freely composed for Christian edification.

We shall not endeavour to construct any theory to account for the

phenomena before us, but takmg them as they are, without seek-

ino to discover the secret motives or intentions of the writer, we
shall simply examine some of the more important portions of the

narrative, with a view to determine whether the work can in any
serious sense be regarded as credible history.

No one ca" examine the contents of the Acts without perceiv-

ing that some secret motive or induence did certainly govern the

writer's mind, and guide him in the selection of topics, and this

is betrayed by many peculiarities in his narrative. Quite apart

from any attempt to discover precisely what that motive was, it

is desirable that we should briefly point out some of these pecu-

liarities. It is evident thft every man who writes a history must
commence with a distinct plan, and that the choice of subjects to

be introduced or omitted must proceed upon a certain principle.

This is of course an invariable rule wherever there is order and
arrangement. No one has ever questioned that in the Acts of

the Apostles both order and arrangement have been deliberately

adopted, and the question naturally arises : What was the plan of

the author ? and upon v0.iat principle did he select, from the mass
of facts which might have been related regarding th3 Church in

the Apostolic ages, precisely those which he has inserted, to the ex-

clusion of the rest P What title will adequately represent th*^ con-

tents of the book ? for it is admitted by almost all critics that ihe
actual name which the book bears neither was given to it by its

author nor properly describes its intention and subject.^ The ex-

treme difficulty which has been felt in answering these questions,

and in constructing any hypothesis which may fairly correspond
with the actual contents of the Acts, constitutes one of the most
striking commentaries on the work, and although we cannot here
detail the extremely varied views of critics upon the subject, they
are well worthy of study .^ No one now advances the theory which

J

Lekebttsch, Die Comp. u. Entst. d. Apost Igebch., 1864, p. 190 f.

- Perhaps the perfectly vague designation of the book " Acts," Ilpn
the Cod. Sinaiticus, may be taken as tho closest—if most vague—descri]
its contents.

190 f.

_ , '^erS, in

description of

8 The reader may he referred, amongst many others, to the following works :

" " "7Kff. • Rprthmdt. F.inl . in n. l.S.^'iff : Rlepk. Einl., p. 325i9a«r^K. G., i. p. \9.b U. ; Berthoidt Einl., iii. p. 1333 ff. ; Bleek, r.ini., p. .«o
"' ""' '

* Fbrard, Zii Olshausen's Apg., p. 318
• "• " V. Isr.. vi. p. 28 ff. : Ftil.

ff.
; Cred,ier,lS,m\. i. p. 268 ff., 283 f. , ,

anm. ; Eichhorn, Einl., ii. p. 16 ff. ; Ev)ald, Gesch
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was anciently current that the author simply narrated that of

which he was an eye-witnec«.^ Its present title irpd^eii Tmairuv
ToAtov would lead us to expect an account of the doings of the

Apostles in general, but we have nothing like this in the book.

Peter and Paul occupy the principal parts of the narrative, and
the other Aposth^s are scarcely mentioned. James is introduced

as an actor in the famous Council, and represented as head of the

church in Jerusalem, but it is much disputed that he was an

Apostle, or one of the Twelve. The death of James tbe brother of

John is just mentioned. John is represented on several occasions

during the earlier part of the narrative as the companion of Peter,

without, however, being prominently brought forward; and the

rest of the Twelve are left in complete obscurity. It is not a

history of the labours of Peter and Paul, for not only is consider-

able importance given to the episodes of Stephen and Philip tlie

Evangelist, but the account of the two great Apostles is singularly

fragmentary. After a brief chronicle of the labours of Peter, he

suddenly disappears from the scene, and we hear of him no more.

Paul then becomes the prominent figure in the drama ; but we

have already pointed out how defective is the information given

regarding him, and he is also abandoned as soon as he is brought

to Rome : of his subsequent career and martyrdom nothing what-

ever is said. The work is not, as Luther suggested, a gloss on

the Epistles of Paul and the inculcation of his doctrine of right-

eousness through faith, for the narrative of the Acts, so far as we

can compare it with the Epistles, which are nowhere named in it,

is generally in contradiction with them, and the doctrine of jus-

tification by faith is conspicuous by its absence. It is not a his-

tory of the first Christian missions, for it ignores entirely the la-

bours of most of the Apostles, oinits all mention of some of the

most interesting missionary journeys, and does not even give a

report of the introduction of Christianity into Rome. It is not

in any sense a Paulinian history of the Church, for if, oh the one

side, it describes the Apostles of the circumcision as promulgatii\g

the universalism which Paul preached, it robs him of his origi-

nality, dwarfs his influence upon the development of Christianity,

and is, on the other hand, too defective to represent church his-

moser, Einl., p. 295 ff. ; Ouerkke, Gcsammtg. N. T., p. 269 ff. ; Hihjenfeld, Eml.,

p. 593 ff. ; Holtzmann, in Bunaen's Bibelw., viii. p. 329 ff. ; Lekebusch, Apg., l'.

189 ff. ; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 5 f. ; Meyer, Apg., p. 8 ff. ;
Oerld, Pau-

las, v. 165 ff. ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. xxv. ff.; Beusa, Gesch. N. T., p. 205

ff. ; Hiat. Th6ol. Chr., ii. p. 327 ff. ; Schneckenburger, Zweck Apg., p. 45 ff.;

Trip, Paulus, p. .33 f., 63 ff. ; De Wetle, Einl., p. 241 ff. ; Wordatvurth, Greek

Test., Acts, p. 1 ff.; Zeller, Apg., p. 316 ff. „
1 Cf. Hieron, De vir. ill. 7 ; Emebiua, H. E., iii. 4 ; Can. Murat., ed. TngtM,

p. 18 f.
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tory, whether from a Paulinian or any other standpoint. The
favourite theory : that the writer designed to relate the stoiy of

the spread of Christianity from Jerusalem to Rome, can scarcely

1)6 maintained, although it certainly has the advantage of a

vagueness of proportions equally suitable to the largest and most
limited treatment of history. But, in such a case, we have a

drama with the main incident omitted ; for the introduction of

the Gospel into Rome is not described at all, and whilst the au-

thor could, not consider the personal arrival at Rome of the

Apostle Paul the climax of his history, he at once closes his ac-

count where the nnal episode ought to have commenced.
From all points of view, and upon any hypothesis, the Acts of

the Apostles is so obviously incomplete as a history, so fragment-

ary and defective as biography, that critics have to the present

day failed in framing any theorj' which could satisfactorily ac-

count for its anomalies, and have almost been forced to explain

them by supposing a partial, apologetic or conciliatory design,

which removes the work from the region of veritable history.

The whole interest of the narrative, of course, centres in the two
representative Apostles, Peter and Paul, who alternately fill the

scene. It ik difficult to say, however, whether the account of the

Apostle of the Circumcision or of Paul is the more capriciously

partial and incomplete. After his miraculous liberation from the

prison into which he had been cast by Herod, the doings of Peter

are left unchronicled, and although he is reintroduced for a mo-
ment to plf^ad the cause of the Gentiles at the Council in Jerusa-

lem, he then finally retires from the scene, to give place to Paul.

The omissions from the history of Paul are very renjarkable, and
all the more so from the extreme and unnecessary detail of the

itinerary of some of his journeys, and neither the blanks, on the

one hand, nor the excessive minuteness, on the other, are to be
explained by any theory connected with personal knowledge on
the part of Theophilus. Of the general history of the primitive

Church and the life and labours of the Twelve, we are told little

or nothing. According to the author the propagation of the Gos-
pel was carried on more by angelic agency than apvxstolic enthu-
siasm. There is a liberal infusion of miraculous episodes in his

history, but a surprising scarcity of facts. Even where the au-
thor is best informed, as in the second part of the Acts, the nar-

rative of Paul's labours and missionary journeys, while present-
ing striking omissions, is really minute and detailed only in re-

gard to points of no practical interest, leaving both the distinctive

teaching of the Apostle, and the internal economy of the Church
almost entirely unrepresemtod Does this defective narrative of
the Acts of the Apostles proceed from poverty of information,

' aU
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or from the arbitrary selection of materials for a special pur-

f)ose ? As we proceed, it will become increasingly evident that,

imited although the writer's materials are, the form into which
they have been moulded has undoubtedly been deteimined either

by a dominant theory, or a deliberate design, neither of which is

consistent with the composition of sober history.

This is particularly apparent in the representation which is

given of the two principal personages of the narrative. Critics

have long clearly recognized that the Author of the Acts has care-

fully arranged his materials so as to present as close a parallelism

as possible between the Apostles Peter and Paul.^ We shall pre-

sently see how closely he assimilates their teaching, ascribing the

views of Paul to Peter, and putting Petrine sentiments in the

mouth of Paul, but here we shall merely refer to points of

general history. If Peter has a certain pre-eminence as a distin-

guished member of the original Apostolic body, the equal claim

of Paul to the honours of the Apostolate, whilst never directly

advanced, is prominently suggested by the narration, no less than

three times, of the circumstances of his conversion and direct call

to the office by the glorified Jesus. The first miracle ascribed to

Peter is the healing of " a certain man lame from his mother's

womb " (ns avr]p x^Xos €k KoiXias fji,rp-p6<: aurov) at the beautiful gate

of the Temple,^ and the first wonder performed by Paul is also

the healing of " a certain man lame from his mother's womb

"

(tis avTjpx^^o^ eK KoiXias fjt-rjrpos avroiJ) at Lystra ;^ Ananias and Sap-

phira are punished through the instrumentality of Peter,* and

Elymas is smitten with blindness at the word of Paul ;^ the sick

are laid in the streets that the shadow of Peter may fall upon

them, and they are healed, as are also those vexed with unclean

spirits ;^ handkerchiefs or aprons are taken to the sick from the

body of Paul, and they are healed, and the evil spirits go out of

them ;^ Peter withstands Simon the sorcerer,** as Paul does the

sorcerer Elymas and the exorcists at Ephesus;^ if Peter heals the

1 Baur, Tiib. Zeitschr., 1838, H, iii. p. 142 f. ; Paulus, i. p. 8 f. ; K. G., i. p.

127 f. ; ChrManiis, Ev. dea Reichs, p. 767 ff. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 275 ff.;

Hausrath, N. T. Zeitg., iii. p. 420 ff., 427 f.; Holtzmann, in Biinsen's Bibelw.,

viii , p. 3.50 f.; in Schenkel's Bib. Lex., i. p. 213 f.; Krenkel, Paulus, p. 201 f.;

Noack, Urapr. des Chriatenthums, 1857, p. 283, 288 ; Pjkidercr, Der Paulinia-

mus, p. 495 ff. ; Renan, Lea Ap>:>trea, p. xxviii.; Bdville, Esaaia, p. 27 ff.; Schneck-

enburger, Zweck Apg., p. 52 ff., 212 f. ; SchoUen, Het paulin. Evang., p. 463 ff.;

Schwegler, Daa nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 76 ff. ; Stap, Originea, &c., p. 123 S.; Volhnar

Die Rel. Jeau, p. 341 f. ; Zeller, Apg., p. 320 ff. Cf. Lightfoot, Epistles of

St. Paul, Galatiana, 4th ed., p. 342 ; Thiernch, Die Kirche im ap. Zeit., p. 79,

121 f.

2 iii. 2 ff. V. 12, 15 f.

. 8xiv. 8. ff. 7xix. 11, 12.

. 4 V. 1 ff. S viii. 20 ff.

5xiii. 11 f. Hxiii. 11 f., xix. 13 ff.
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paralytic iEneas at Lydda,^ Paul restores to health the fever-

stricken father oi Publius at Melita ;2 Peter raises from the dead

Tabitha, a disciple at Joppa,^ and Paul restores to life the disciple

Eutychus at Troas ;* Cornelius falls at the feet of Peter, and wor-

ships him, Peter preventing him, and saying :
" Rise up ! I my-

self also am a man," ^ and in like manner the people of Lystra

would have done sacrifice to Paul, and he prevents them, crying

out :
" We also are men of like passions with you ;"^ Peter lays

his hands oh the people of Samaria, and they receive the Holy
Ghost and the gift of tongues,' and Paul does the same for be-

lievers at Ephesus ;^ Peter is brought before the council,** and so

is Paul;'" the one is imprisoned and twice released by an angel,^^

and the other is delivered from his bonds by a great earthquake;^^

if Peter be scourged by order of the council,'^ Paul is beaten with
many stripes at the command of the magistrates of Philippi.^* It

is maintained that the desire to equalise the sufferings of the two
Apostles in the cause of the Gospel, as he has equalised their mir-

aculous displays, probably led the Author to omit all mention of

those perils and persecutions to which the Apostle Paul refers in

support of his protest, that he had laboured and suffered more
than all the rest.^^ If Paul was called by a vision to the ministry

of the Gentiles,^^ so Peter is represented as having been equally

directed by a vision to baptize the Gentile Cornelius ;^' the double
vision of Peter and Cornelius has its parallel in the double vision

of Paul and Ananias. It is impossible to deny the measured
equality thus preserved between the two Apostles, or to ignore
the fact that parallelism like this is the result of premeditation,

and cannot claim the character of impiu'tial history.

The speeclies form an important element in the Acts of the
Apostles, and we shall now briefly examine them, reserving, how-
e\'er, for future consideration their dogmatic aspect. Few, if any
writers, however apcdogetic, maintain that these discourses can
possibly have been spoken exactly as they are recorded in the
Acts. The utmost that is asserted is that they are substantially

historical, and fairly represent the original speeches.^^ They were

^ ix. 33 f.

2 xxviii. 8.

3 ix. 36 ff.

* XX. 9 ff.

6 X. 25, 26.

6xiv. 13ff., cf. xxviii. 6.

7v!ii. 14tf., X. 44{f., &c., &c.

8 xix. 1 fif.

9 V. 21 ff.

10 xxii. 30, xxiii. 1 S.

" V. 19, xii. 6 ff.

12 xvi. 26.

13 V. 40.

14 xvi. 22 f

.

IS 2 Cor. xi. 23 ff., 1 Cor. xv. 10 ; Stap, Etudes sur les Origines, &c., p. 124 f.

iflix. 6, 15 f. 17 x. Off, xi. Iff., XV. 7.

18 Alford, Greek Test., ii. proleg., p. 13 ff. ; Bleek, EM., p. 346 f. ; Ebrard,
^'is^. Kr. ev. Gesch., p. 683 ff.; Overicke, Gesammtg. N. T., p. 275 ff.; Kahkr,
Th. Stud. u. Kr., 1873, p. 492 ff.; Lechlcr, Das. ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 30, 146 ff.;
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THE SPEECHES IN THE ACTS. THEIR SOURCE. 767

the Author of the Acts was Luke, and was present when some of

the speeches of Paul were delivered, it is difficult to imagine

that he should have immediately recorded his recollection

of them, and more than this he could not have done. He must
continually have been in the habit of hearing the preaching of

Paul, and therefore could not have had the inducement of novelty

to make him write down what he heard. The idea of recording

them for posterity could not have occurred to such a i)erson, with

the belief in the approaching end of all things then prevalent.

The Author of Acts was not the companion of Paul, however, and
the contents of the speeches, as we shall presently see, ai-e not of

a character to make it in the least degree likely that they could

have been written down for separate circulation. Many of the

speeches in the Acts, moreover,were delivered under circumstances

which render it specially unlikely that they coul'd have been re-

ported with any accuracy. At no time an easy task coiTectly to

record a discourse of any length, it is doubly difficult when those

.speeches, like many in Acts, were spoken under circumstances of

great danger or excitement. The experience of modern times, be-

fore the application of systems of short-hand, may show how
imperfectly speeches were taken down, even where there was
deliberate preparation and set purpose to do so, and if it

'
)e sug-

gested that some celebrated orations of the last century have so

been preserved, it is undeniable that what has been handed down
to us not only does not represoiit the original, but is really almost
a subsequent composition, pr: jurving little more than some faint

echoes of the true utterance. The probability that a correct re-

cord of speeches made, under such circumstances, in the middle of

the first century could have been kept, seems exceedingly small.

Even if it could be shown that the Author of the Acts took these

speeches substantially from earlier documents, it would not ma-
terially tend to establish their authenticity; for the question
would still remain perfectly open as to the closeness of those

documents to the original discourses ; but in the absence of all

evidence, whether as to the existence or origin of any such sources,

the conjecture of their possible existence can have no weight.
We have nothing but internal testimony to examine, and that,

we shall see, is totally opposed to the claim to historical value
made for those discourses.

Apologists scarcely main I ii that we have in the Acts a record

introduction to the Gospels ; if we do not suppose this working in the mind of
the writer of the Acts, and of the Apostles, under whose eyes he wrote, then we
have nowhere any warrant for the contents ; if this, however, be recognized, then
the free conception of the speeches indicated cannot disturb us or prejudice them.

"

OUhausen, Die Apostelgesch., p. 9. Here the apologist takes refuge in a theory
of inspiration which is but a sorry shelter from the simplect critical attack.

49
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of the original discourses in their completeness, but in claiming
substantial accuracy most of them include the supposition at least

of condensation.^ The longest discourse in the Acts would not
have taken more than six or seven minutes to deliver,^ and it ia

impossible to suppose that what is given in the Acts can have
been the whole speech delivered on many of the occasions de-
scribed. For instance, is it probable that King Agrippa, who
desires to hear Paul, and who comes " with great pomp " with Ber-
nice to do so, should only have heard a speech lasting some five

minutes ? The Author himself tells us that Paul was not always
so brief in his addresses as any one might suppose from the speci-

mens here presented.* It is remarkable, however, that not the

slightest intimation is given that the speeches are either merely
substantially reported or are abridged, and their form and char-

acter are evidently designed to convey the impression of complete

discourses. If the reader examine any of these discourses, it will

be clear that they are concise compositions, betraying no marks of

ab:idgeujent,and having no fragmentary looseness, but, on the con-

trary, are highly artificial and finished productions, with a contin-

uous argument. They certainly are singularly inadequate, many
of them, to produce the impressions described ; but at least it is

not possible to discover that material omissions have been made,

or that their periods were originally broken by large, or even any,

amplification. If these speeches be regarded as complete,and with

little or no condensation, another strong element is added to the

suspicion as to their authenticity, for such extreme baldness and

brevity in the declaration of a new religion, requiring both ex-

planation and argument, cannot be conceived, and in the case of

Paul, with whose system of teaching and doctrine we are well

acquainted through his Epistles, it is impossible to accept such

meagre and one-sided addresses, as representations of his manner.

The statement that the discourses are abridged, and a mere r^sum^

of those originally delivered, however, rests upon no authority, is

a mere conjecture to account for an existing difficulty, and is in

contradiction to the actual form of the speeches in Acts, which

evidently are designed to be complete in themselves. Regarding

them as complete, it will be found that their incongruity is inten-

sified, but considered as abridged, they have lost in the process all

representative character and historical fitness.

It has been argued, indeed, that the different speeches bear evi-

dence to their genuineness from their suitability to tht speakers,and

1 Lechler {l)&a &p. und nachsp. Zeit., p. 148, an. 1) quotes from Dr. Stanley

(Sermons and Essays, p. 168) the opinion that these speeches are " invahiable

models of missionarv preaching. " In one respect at least—brevity—they certainly

are models even for other preaching than that of the missionary.
a Beuaa, Gesch. N. T., p. 199. 8 xx. 7—9.
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to the circumstances under whicji they are said to have been spoken

but the existence of anything but the most superficial semblance

of idiosyncratic character must be denied. The similarity of form,

manner, and matter in all the speeches is most remarkable, as will

presently be made more apparent, and the whole of the doctrine

enunciated amounts to little more than the repetition, in slightly

varying words, of the brief exhorti.oion to repentance and belief

in Jesus, the Cl.nst, at salvation may be o' tained,^ with refer-

ences to the ancient history of the Jews, singularly alike in all

discourses. Very little artistic skill is necessary to secure a certain

suitability of the word to the action, and the action to the word

;

and certainly evidence is reduced to a very low ebb when such

agreement as is presented in the Acts is made an argument for

autherticity. Not only is the consistency of the sentiments

ut* red by the principal speakers, as compared with what is

known of their opinions and character, utterly disputed, but it

must be evident that the literary skill of the Author of the Acts

was quite equal to so simple a task as preserving at least so much
superficial fitness as he displays, and a very much greater amount
of verisimilitude might have been attained, as in many works of

fiction, without necessarily involving the inference of genuine-

ness.

It has been freely admitted by critics of all schools that the

author's peculiarities of style and language are apparent in all the

speeches of the Acts,** and this has been so often elaborately de-

monstrated that it is unnecessary minutely to enter upon it again.

It may not be out of place to quote a few lines from the work of

one of the ablest and most eminent advocates of the general au-

thority of the Acts. Speaking of the speeches of Paul, Lekebusch
says: " The speeches of our Book, in fact, are calculated, perhaps
more than anything, to excite doubt regarding its purely histo-

rical character. But here everything depends upon an unbiassed

judgment. We are sufficiently free from prejudice to make the
admission to recent criticism that the speeches are not verbally
given as they were originally delivered, but are composed by the
Author of the Acts of the Apostles. Schleiermacher, certainly,

has confidently asserted their originality. He thinks :
' If the

1 Rems, Hist, de la Thdol. Cbr^t., ii. p. 335.
iAlfcn'd, Greek Test., ii. proleg.. p. 13 flf. ; Credner, Einl. N. T., i. p. 283;

Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 226f.; Ekhhom, Einl., ii. p. 36 ff.; Kcihler, Stud. u.
Krit., 1873, p. 492 ff.; Lekebusch, Apg., p. 37 ff., 331 f., 335 f.; Mayerhof, Einl.
petr, Schr., p. I9ff., 218ff.; Meyer, Apg., p. 12 i.,Oertel, Paulus, p. 69 ff. ; Overheck,
ZudeWettes Apg., p. liii. ff.j Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, p. 505f.; /?enan, Les Apdtrea,

• xxviii. f.; Reiias, Gesch. N. T., p. 199 f.; Hist. Thdol. Chr6t., ii. p. 7f.;
Sthneckenhurger, Apg., p. 129 ff., 135 f., 156; Tholuck, Stud. u. Krit, 1839, p.
ml; Trip, Paulus, p. 191 ff.; De WetU, Einl., p. 250 t.; Zeller, Apg., p. 496 ff.

.«. Bleek, Einl., p. 346 f.; Ouericke, Gesammtg. N. T.,p. 275, anm. 6..
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speeches were separately reported they could not but appear just
as we find them in the Acts of the Apostles.' But his remarks
however ingenious and acute they may be, do not stand the test

of a thorough examination of the individual speeches. No one
who impartially comjmres these, one with another, and particu-

larly their style with the mode of expression of the author in the

other sections, can help agi-eeing with Eichhom, when, in conson-

ance with his view regarding the uniform character of the Acts,

on the grounds quoted, page 14, he ascribes the composition of

the speeches to the writer from whom the whole book in all its

parts proceeds."^ To this impartial expression of opinion Leke-

Dusch adds a note :
" In saying this, it is naturally not suggested

that our author simply invented the speeches, independently,

without any historical intimation whatever as to the substance of

the original : the foi'm only, which certainly is here very closely

connected with the substance, is hereby ascribed to him."^ Leke-

busch then merely goes on to discuss the nature of the author's

desigri in composing these speeches. The reasons given by Eich-

hom, which Lekebusch quotes at "page 14," referred to above,

had better be added to complete this testimony. After refeiTing

to the result of Eichhorn's " very careful examination " of the in-

ternal character of Acts, Lekebusch says :
" He finds, however,

that, ' throughout the whole Acts of the Apostles there prevails

the same style, the same manner, the same method and mode of

expression ' (ii. 35). Not even the speeches, which one at first

might take for inserted documents, seem to him ' from a strange

hand, but elaborated by the same from which the whole book,

with its three parts, proceeds.' ' Various peculiarities existing in

the speeches ' prove this to him, independent of the similarity of

the style, and that, ' although they are put into the mouths of

different persons, they neveitheless follow one and the .same type,

make use of one and the same mode of argument, and have so

much that is common to them that they thereby prove themselves

to be speeches of one and the same writer ' (ii. 38). From these

circumstances, therefore, it seems to Eichhom ' in the highest de-

gree probable, that Luke, throughout the whole Acts of the Apos-

tles, writes as an independent author, and apart from all extrane-

ous works.' And in this view he is * strengthened by the resem-

blance of the style which runs through the whole Acts of the

Apostles, through speeches, letters, and historical sections,' as well

as by the fact that, ' through the whole book, in the quotations

from the Old Testament, a similar relation prevails between the

Greek text of the Septuagint and that of Luke ' (ii. 43)." ^ We

1 Comp. u. Entst. der Apoatelgesch., 1854, p. 331 f.

3 Lekebusch, Comp. u. Entst, der Apoatelgesch., p. 14 f.

2 lb., p. 332, anm. 1.
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have thought it well to quote these independent opinions from

writers who range themselves amon^t the defenders of the his-

toricjvl character of the Acts, rather than to burden our pages

with a mass of dry detail in proof of the as-sertion that the

peculiarities of the author pervade all the speeches indifferently,

to a degree which renders it obvious that they proceed from his

Without entering into mere linguistic evidence of this, which
will be found in the works to which we have referred,^ we may
point out a few general peculiarities which are worthy of atten-

tion. The author introduces the speeches of different persons

with the same expressio " he opened his mouth," or some-
thing similar. Philip " opened his mouth " (aj/oiifas r6 (rrd/xo

avroD)-and addressed the Ethiopian (viii. 35). Peter "opened
his nioutii (and) said " (dvoi^as t6 arofia, elTrev), when he delivered

his discourse before the baptism of Cornelius (x. 34). Again, he
uses it of Paul : "And when Paul was about to open his mouth
{fiiXXovToi avoiy€Lv TO (TTOfia), Gallio said," &c. (xviii. 14). The for-

mula with which the speech of Peter at Pentecost is introduced

deserves more attention :
" Peter lifted up his voice and said unto

them " [iTniptv TT]v <f>0ivr]v auTov, Koi aTrt<f)6fy^aT0 aurois) (ii. ] 4). The
verb a.iro(f)d(yyt(T6ai occurs again (ii. 4) in the account of the de-

scent of the Holy Spirit and the gift of tongues, and it is put
into the mouth of Paul (xxvi. 25) in his reply to Festus, but it

occurs nowhere else in the New Testament. The favourite for-

mula with which all speeches open is, " Men (and) Brethren
(dvSpts dSc \<^oi), or av8p(<: coupled with some other term, as " Men
(and) Israelites" (d^Spes 'lo-paT/Aerrat), or simply dvSpcs without addi-

tion. 'AvSpa dSeX^oi occurs no less than thirteen times. It is

used thrice by Peter,^ six times by Paul,* as well as by Stephen, *

James,^ the believers at Pentecost,'^ and the rulers of the Syna-
gogue.^ The angels at the Ascension address the disciples as
" Men (and) Galileans " (dvSpcs raAiA,atoi).^ Peter makes use of
avhpt^ 'la-parjXiLTaL twice,^°and it is likewise employed by Paul,^^ by
Gamaliel,^^ and by the Jews of Asia.^^ Peter addresses those as-

sembled Jit Pentecost as di/8pes 'lovSaiou^* Paul opens his Athenian

1 See references, p. 759, note 2, and especially the works of Eichhorn, Credner,
Zeller, Mayerhoff, Lekebusch, and Davidson.
2 It is to be remarked, however, that the same expression occurs in the first

Synoptic (Matth. v. 2, xiii. 35, xvii. 27), and only once in Luke i. 64. It is also
quoted Acts viii. 32 from the Ixx. version of Isaiah !iii. 7.

3 i. 16 ; ii. 29 ; xv. 7.

* xiii. 26, 38; xxii. 1 ; xxiii. 1, 6; xxviii. 17.

« vii. 2. 6 XV. 13. 7 ii. 37.
8 xiii. 15. 9 i. 11. 10 ii. 22; iii. 12.
" xiii. 16. 12 V. .35. 13 xxi. 28.
u

ii. 14.

» ^f''
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speech with avSpcs 'Adrjvalot} and the town-clerk begins his short

appeal to the craftsmen of Kphesus : avSpt? 'E<^cVioi.2 The simple
dv6pf<: is used indifferently by various s[>eakers.' There can Ije no
doubt that the common use of these expressions by nil speiikcrs

in the Acts betrays the hand of the same composer throughout,'

In the speech which Peter is represented as making at Pente-

cost, he makes an altogether peculiar use (ii. 25— 27) of Psnln
xvi., which he quotes, in order to prove th) t the Resiirrection ot

Jesus the Messiah was a necessary occurrence, which had heen

foretold by David. This is piincii)ally based upon the tenth

verse of the Psalm :
" Because thou wilt not leave my soul in

Hades, neither wilt thou give thine Holy One (tov oaiov aov) to see

corruption (^latfjOopdv) ?
"* Peter argues that David both died

and was buried, and that his sepulchre is with them to that dny,

but that, being a prophet, he foresaw and spake here of the Re-

surrection of Christ, " that neither was he left in Hades nor did

his flesh see corruption (hafjidopdv)."^ Is it not an extremely

singular circumstance that Peter, addressing an audience of Jews

in Jerusalem, where he might naturally be expected to make
use of the vernacular language, actually quotes the Septuagint

version of the Old Testament, and bases his argument upon a

mistranslation of the Psalm, which, we may add, was in all |)rob-

ability not composed by David at all V The word translated

" Holy One," should be in the plural :
" holy ones,"^ that is to

say :
" thy saints," and the word rendered 8La<f)0opd^ corruption,

really signifies " grave " or " pit."" The poet, in fact, merely

1 xvii. 22. 2 xix. 35.

3 vii. 26 ; xiv. 15 ; xix. 25 ; xxvii. 10, 21, 2.5.

* Mayerhojf, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 224 if. ; Eichhorn, Einl., ii. p. 42.

6 on ovK ivKaraXFiipEii tt)v ipvxr/y uov eh aSr/v ovSi Saadeii r<iv

odtov 6ov Idely SiacpOopdv. Acts ii. 27.

» . . . . on ovre kvKarEXeiipOtf eii aSr/v ovre f) 6dp\ avrov tibiv

8ia(f)^op(Xv. Acts ii. 31.

T Ewald, Die Psalmen, u. s. w., 1866, p. 237 ff., 246 flf. ; Fiira, Geach. bibl,

Literatur, 1S70, ii. p. 187, anm. 2, p. 392 ; Kuenen, Hist. Krit. Onderzoek nsar

het Ontstaan des Ouden Verbonds, 1865, iii. p. 281, 294, 295 f., n, 12 ; J- Ulshau-

ten, Die Psalmen, 1853, p 83. Cf. Bleek, Einl. A. T., 1865, p. 015 f.j Hup/eld,

Die Psalmen, 1867, i. p. 396 fi.

8 R. Anqer, Gesch. mess. Idee., p. 73 ; Ch. Bniston, Les Psaumes, 1865, p. 2.3;

Mallet de ' Chilly, Les Proph^es, 1862, p. 21 ; Davidson, Int. 0. Test., 1862, u.

&279 ; Ewald', Die Psclmen, p. 246, 249 f ; Fischer, Prolusioues de vitiis Lex.

. T., 1791, p. 184 ff.; Four Friends, The Psalms chron. arranged, 1867, p. 202;

FUrst, Gesch. bibl. Literatur, ii. p. 392 ; Hengstenberg, Die Psalmen, 2te Aufl., i.

p. 337 flF. ; Hup/eld, Die Psalmen, i. p. 369 flf.; Kaviphauaen, in Bunsen's Bibelw.,

lii. p. 30; Kueneji, De Profeten, ii. p. 241 f.; Meyer, Apg., p. 75; J. OUhanm,

Die Psalmen, p. 83, 89; Kosenmiitler, Scholia in Vet. Test., Psalmi, i. 1821, p.

394 fr.; De Wette, Die Psalmen, p. 197 ; Die Leil. Schr. A. u. N. T. libers., 1858

;

Apostelg., p. 41. Cf. Tholuck, Die Psalmen, 2te Aufl., p. 170, anm.*.
9 Oh. Bruston, Les Psaumes, 1865, p. 23 ; Mallet de Chilly, Les Prophfetes, &c.,

1862, p. 21 ; Davidson, Int. 0. T., ii. 279 ; Delitzsch, Die Psalmen, 3te Aufl., i. P-
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expresses his confidence that ho will ho preserved alive. The
best critics recognize that Ps. xvi. is not properly a Messianic

Psalm at all,^ and many of tlio.se who, from tho u.se which is

irnuie of it in Acts, are led to assort that it is so, r'jco^nize in the

main that it can only bo applied to the Mossia.i indirectly, by
arguing that the prophecy was not fulfilled in tho case of tho poet

who speaks of himself, but was fulfilled in the Resurrection of

Je8U.s. This reasoning, however, totally ignores the sense of the

original, and is opposed to all logitimato hi.-storical interpretation

of the psalm. Not dwelling upon this point at present, we must go
on to point out that, a little further on (xiii. 35—37), the Apostle

Paul is repre.sented tis making u.se of tho very .same argument
which Peter here employs, and quoting the same passage from
Ps. xvi. to support it. This repetition of very peculiar reasoning,

coupled with other similarities which wo .shall pro.sontly point out,

leauH to the inference that it is merely the author himself who
puts this argument into their* mouths,^ and this conclusion in

strengthened by the circamstance that, throughout both Gospel
and Acts, he always quotes from the Septuagint,^ and even
when that version departs from the sense of the original.

It may be well to give both pas-sages in juxta-position, in

order that the closeness of the analogy may be more easily

realized. Fu'' this purpose we somewhat alter the order of the

verses :

—

156, 104; Ewald, Die Paalmen, p. 246, 249 f.; FUcher, Prolus. de vitiia Lex. N.
T., p. 18*1 ff. ; Ueaetiim, Lex. Hebr. et Chald. in Vet. Teat. .sub. voce ; Hentjsten-
htrg, Die Psalmen, i. p. 337 flF.; Hitzi'j, Die Psalmen, 18G3, i. p. 86; Hup/eld, Die
Psalmen, i. p. 396 flF. ; Kamphamen, in Bunsen's Bibelw., iii. p. 30; Kuenen, De
Profeten, ii. p. 241 f. ; Kuinocl, Comm. N. T., iv. p. 84; Meyer, Apg., p. 75 f. ;

J. OUhaunen, Die Psalmen, p. 89 ; Rosenmuller, Scholia in Vet. Test., Psa'mi, i.

1821, p. 393 flf.; De Welte, Die Psalmen, p. 197 ; Apg., p. 41. Cf. Anger, Gesch.
mess. Idee. p. 73; Orotiua, Annot. N. T., v. p. 17 f.;

""'
' ' '" " "

170, anra. *
Tholuck, Die Psalmen, p.

1 Amjfr, Gesch. mess. Idee, p. 73 f. ; G. Baur, Gesch. alttest. Weissagung, i.

p. 407 ff., 417 ; Bleek, Einl. A. T., p. 624 f. ; Brethwhneider, Lehrb. d. Religion
u. d. Gesch. chr. Kirche, 1827, p. 139; Davidson, Int. 0. T., ii. p. 279 f. ; Int.
N. T., ii. p. 228; Ewald, Die Psalmen, p. 238 f., 245 ff.; Furst, Gesch. bibl.

Literatur, ii. p. 187, anm. 2, 392 ; Hnpfeld, Die Psalmen, i. p. 396 ff. ; Kuenen,
De Profeten, ii. p. 249 flF. ; J. Olshawipn, Die Psalmen, p. e.3 ff.; Rosenmiiller,
Scholia in V. T., Psalmi. i. 1821, p. 363 ff. ; De Wette, Die Psalmen, p 192 ff.

Cf. HemjHtenberg, Die Psalmen, i. p. 338 flF., 342.
2 Eic/ihom, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 38 f. ; De Wette, Apostelgeach., p. liii., p. 204;

Einl. N. T., p. 250 f. ; Mayerlu)ff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 222; Davidson, Int.

J*-
T,, ii. p. 240; Schneckenburger, Zweck der Apg., p. 130. Cf. Weiaa, Der petr.

LehrbegriflF, p. 205, anm. 2.

^fl/eei, Einl., p. 277 f. ; Credner, Einl., i. p. 273; Dovidson, Int. N. T., ii. p.
240, 267 ; Eichhorn, Einl., ii. p. 43; Owencie, ! Gesammtg., p. 275 f., anm. 6;
Humphrey, Acts, p. xxiii. ; Lekebusch, Apg., p. 78 f., 404 f. ; Meyer, Apg., p. 12 ;

Schkiermacher, Eml., p. 378 f. ; De Wetie, Einl., p. 247; Zelkr, Apg., p. 398.
<'f. Renan, Les Apdtres, p. xxviii. f., note 6. .. . ,_

ii/
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Petbb in Acts ii.

25. For David saith concerning him.
27 Because thou wilt not

leave my soul i.'x Hadea, neither wilt

thou give thine holy one to see cor-

ruption.

30. Being therefore a prophet and
knowing that God swore with an oath
to him that of th( fruit of his loins l

he would set one upon his throne,

31. He foresaw and spoke of the

resurrection of the Christ, that he
was neither left in Hades, nor did his

flesh see corruption (Stagifiopav).

29. Men (and) brethren, I may
speak with freedom unto you of the

patriarch Da^id. that he both diad

and was buried, and his sepulchre is

amongst us unto this day.

32. This Jesus God raised up.

P'UL IN Acts xiii.

35. Wherefore he (David) saith also

in another (Psalm) : Thou wilt not

give thine holy one to see corrup-

tion.

22. . . . he raised up unto

them David for king ....
23. Of this man's seed God, accord-

ing to promise, brought unto Krael a

Saviour Jesus.

34. But that he rjvised him up from

the dead no mere to return to cor-

ruption {StacpOopdv) he has said on

this wise. . . .

36. For David, after he served in

his own generation, the counsel of

God, fell asleep, and was added to

his fathers and saw corruption {Sia-

cpQopdv)
;

37. But he whom God raised saw

not corruption {diarpQufldv).

Not only is this argument the same in both discourses, but the

whole of Paul's speech, xiii. 16 ff., is a mere reproduction of the

two speeches of Peter, ii. 14 ff. and iii. 12 ff., with such alter-

ations as the writer could introduce to vary the fundamental

sameness of ideas and expressions. It is worth while to show

this in a similar way :

—

Paul in Acts xiii.

16. And Paul having risen . . .

{dyadrdi Si II.) . . . said . . .

Men (and) Israelites {dySpei 'Idparf-

Xetrai} and ye that fear God . . .

22 and 23. See above.

24. When John tirst preached2 be-

fore his coming the baptism of re-

pentance to all the people of Israel.

26. Men (and) Brethren (dydpsi
dSeXqtoi), sons (vioi) of the race of

Abraham and those among you who

Petbp in Acts ii. and iii.

14. And Peter stood up (drami

Si n.) . . . . iuid spoke plainly to

them . . . Men (and) Jews (a^^^/jf?

'lovSalot) and all ye that dwell at

•Jerusalem .... (verso 22 and iii.

12) Men (and) Israelites {avdpei

'Idpai^XetTai).

30. See above.

iii. 19. Repent, therefore, and turn

. 20. ... that he may

send Christ Jesus who before was

appointed^ for you. ,

ii. 29. Men (and) Brethren (av8pti

dSeXtpoi).

I
i

1 The authorised version, with Cod. D, and some other MSS., inserts here:

" according to the flesh, he would raise up Christ to sit," &c.

2 The authorised vers' on of iii. 20 reads " preached," adopting the same verb

npoxTfpvTTEtv as in xiii. 24, which is nowhere else used in the N. T. It is fair

to say, however, that the evidence is greatly in favour of the reading " npoxtx^i-

pitfyu^Ko*' " in iii. 20.

,A<'
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PAUii IN Acts xiii.

fear God, to you was the word of this

B^dvation sent (dTtedrdXTf).^

37. For they that dwell in Jerusa-

lem and their rulers (oi dpxovrei
avToSy), not knowing (dyvojjdavrei)

this (man) nor yet the voices of the

prophets (raS (paovdi i6ov npoqtr]-

rmv), which are read every (itdv)

sahbath day, fulfilled (kit\ripoo6av)

them by their judgment of him.

28. And though having found no
cause of death, they desired (?7rw-

'^rrvTo) Pilate that he should be slain

((xvaipe(iTJvai) ;5

29. But when they finished all the
things written regarding him, they
took him down from the tree and laid
him in a sepulchre.

30. liut God raised him from
the dead ,

(o' 8k OfdS Ijystpev avzov
Ik VEHpcdy).

31. . . . who are now his witnesses
(mpTvpei) . . ,

'o2. / nd we declftre unto you the
promise made unto the fathers (npoi
rovi narepaS),

33. That God has perfectly fulfilled
the same unto our children, having
raised up (aVatf rr/cjaS) Jesus, as it is

written.
. .

34, 36, 36. 37. See above.

1'bter in Acts ii. and iii.

iii. 25.1 Ye are the sons (vioi) of

the prophets and of the covenant
which God made unto your fathers,

saying unto Abraham ... 26 ...
unto you tirot God, having raised up
his servant (lov nalSa auroiT), *

sent {dni6Tet\ev) him to bless you.
iii. 17.* And now Brethren {(x8e\-

q)Oi) I know that ye did (it) in igno-

rance {ayvjjiav), as did also your
rulers {ol dpxovTEi vuwv); 18. but
the things which God before an-

nounced h^ the mouth of all the pro-

phets {8ta dronaroi ndvroov rdov
npo<pT]Tav) he thuu fulfilled {hitXripao'

6ev);
iii. 13 whom ye delivered

up, and denied him in the presence
of Pilate when he decided to release

him
;

(ii. 23. This (man) delivered by th&
determinate counsel and fore-know-

ledge of God, by the hand of law-

less (men) crucifying (him) ye slew
(dveiXare).) ^

iii. 14. But ye denied the holy and
just one, and desired {yTT/daOBe) a
murderer to be granted to you.

15. And killed the Pi-ince of life

whom God raised from the dead (6V
d bedi Tiyeipev kx vexpoov), whos&
witnesses {fidprvpei) we are.

iii. 26. Ye are the sons of the

prophets and ot tlie covenant made
unto your fathers (npoi rovi nav^pai
v/iioSv) saying . . ,

26. Unto you first God, having
raised up (dvadT?}6ai) his servant

(7tat8a) Jesus, sent him to bless you,,

&c.

ii. 31, 27, 29, 32. See above.

1 Cf. ii. 39 : Por the promise is unto sou and to your chi'.dren, and to all that-
are afar oflF, whomsoever the Lord God shall have called unto him.

^ i^ane6Td^.tf is the reading of A, B, C, D, ^, &c. ; the reading given is that
of E, H, &c.

3 Rendered " son " in the authorised vers. Cf. Acts xvii. 30.

^ This verb dvatpelv is used twics in Luke, only thrice in the rest of the N
T., but nineteen times in Acts, and it is freely put into the mouths of Peter^
Paul, Stephen, and Gamaliel, as well as used in the narrative portions.

I''
'
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and originality' cf mind are so undeniable, and whose intercourse

with the apostolical circle at any time, and most certainl}' up to the

period when this speech was delivered, was very limited,^ could so

completely have caught the style and copied the manner of Peter

that, on an important occasion like this, his address should be a
mere repi'oduction of Peter's two speeches delivered so long before,

and when Paul certainly was not present. The similarity of

these discourses does not coir i^t in the mere application of the

same Psalm, but the whole argument, on each occasion, is repeated

with merely sufficient transposition of its various parts to give a

superficial appearance of variety. Words and expressions, rare

or unknown elsewhere, are found in both, and the characteristic

differences whlph Bleek finds exist only in his own apologetic

imagination. Let it be remembered that the form of the speeches

and the language are generally ascribed to the Author of the

Acts. Can any unprejudiced critic deny that the ideas in the

speeches we are considering are also substantially the same ? Is

there any appreciable trace of tho originality of Paul in his dis-

courses ? There is no ground whatever, apart from the antece-

dent belief that the various speeches were actually delivered by
the men to whom they are ascribed, for asserting that we have
here the independent utterances of Peter and Paul. It is internal

evidence alone, and no avowal on the part of the author, which
leads to the conlusion that the forn? of the speeches m the author's,

and there is no internal evidence which requires us to stop at the

mere form, and not equally ascribe the substanc'e to the same
source. The speeches in the Acts, generally, have altogether the

character of being the composition of one mind endeavouring to

impart variety of thought and expression to various speakers, but
failing signally from poverty of invention on ihe one hand, and
from the purpose of instituting a close parallel in views, as well
as actions, between the two representative Apostles.

Further to illustrate this, let us take another speech of Peter
which he delivers on the occasion of the conversion of Cornelius,

and it will be apparent that it also contains all the elements, so

far as it goes, of Paul's discourse.

3B.

Peter in Acts x.

But in every nation he that
fears him (o <po/3ov/^£voi) . . . is ac-
ceptable to him

—

36. The word {rov Xoyov) which
he (God) sent (dnedreiXEy) unto the
8onB(f/o?5) of Israel, preaching peace
by Jesus Christ ;3 he is Lord of all.

Paul in Act.s xiii.

26. Sons (viol) of the race of Abra-
ham, and those an. jng you who fear

God [oi tpoftovixEvoi), to you was the

word (o Xoyoi) of this salvation sent
(dne6Td\tf).^

>Cf. Gal. i. llfr., ii. 6. 2 See p. 765, note 2. 8 Cf. xiil 23.

.4
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Pbtbh in Acts x.

37. Ye know the word spoken
throughout allJudaea, beginning from
Galilee, after the baptism (ftditzidixa)

which John preached,
38. Concerning Jesus of Nazareth,

how God anointed him with the Holy
Spirit and power ; who went about
doing good, and healing all that were
oppressed by the devil, for God was
with him.

30. And weare witnesses (/<a'/3rf/3cS)

of all things which he did both in the

land of the Jews and in Jesusalem
;

whom also they slew (dv elXav), hang-
ing him upon a tree (^vAou).

40. Him God raised (o' Oeo? f,yei-

fjey) the third day, and gave him to

become manifest
;

41. Not lo all the people, but to

witnesses (/ddprvdiv) chosen before

by God, even to us who did eat and
drink with him after he rose from the

deadC^« reupcSy).

42. And he commanded ^napriyyEi-
Acv) us to preach unto the people and
to testify that it is he who has been
appointed (o' oopi6/ii£yoi)i by God
judge (npiTTfi) of quick and dead.

4S To him bear all the prophets
witness that through his name all who
believe in him shall receive remission

of sins (a(pEdiy duapzidov).

Paxjl in Acts xiil

24. When John first proclaimed
before his coming the baptism
(l3dnTi6na) of repentance to all the

people of Israel.

25. And as John was fulfilling his

Course he said : Whom think ye that

I am ? I am not he ; but behold

there comes one after me the shoes

of whose feet I am not worthy to

loose.

27. For they that dwell in Jeru-

salem and their rulers .... 28.

Though having found no cause of

death, desired Pilate that he should

be &\-A\n(avatpEOf)vai); 29. But when

they had finished all the things writ-

ten regarding him they took him

down from the tree (^vXov). . .

30. But God raised (o" Oeo5 tjyEi-

pev) him from the dead(^« vexfttov);

31. And he appeared for many days

to those who came up with him from

Galilee to Jerusalem, wlio are n(;whi3

witnesses (fidprvpei) unto the people.

xvii. 30. , . but now commands
(itapayyeXXEi) all men everywhere

to repent ; 31. Because he fixed a day

in the which he is about to jadge

(npivEiv) the world in righteousness

by uhe man whom he appointed

{6Spt6Ev)i having given assurance to

all by having raised him up from the

dead.
xiii. 27. . . • not knowing the

voices of the prophets which are read

every Sabbath day. . . 38. Be it

known to you, therefore, . • •
•

that through this man is proclaimed

unto you remission of sins {o:(pc6ii

I
dfiapriGov).

Again, to take an example from another speaker, we find James

represented as using an expression which had just before been

put into the mouth of Paul, and it is not one in the least degree

likely to occur independently to each. The two passages are as

follows :

—

1 Except by the author jf Luke (xxii. 22) and Acts, the verb opi^Eiv is oriy

twice used in the N.T. In Acts it is twice put into the mouth of Peter (u, 2?

X. 42), and twice into that of Paul (xvii, 26, 31), as well w used in narrative

(xi. 29).
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James in Acts xv. 21.

Moses .... being read in the

synagogues every Sabbath day.

(uara itav 6a.^(iavov dvaytvoo6-
ho^ievoi.)

Paul m xiii, 27.

. . . the prophets being read every
Sabbath day.

(Kara ndv dd/3fiarov a.vayiv(a6-
HOfievai.)

The fundamental similarity between these different speeches

ciinnot possibly be denied ;^ and it cannot be reasonably explained

in any other way than by the fact that they were composed by
the author himself, who had the earlier speeches of Peter still in

his memory when he wrote those of Paul,^ and who, in short, had
not sufficient dramatic power to create altogther distinct charac-

ters, but simply made his different personages use his own voca-

bulary to express his own somewhat limited range of ideas.

Setting his special design aside, his inventive faculty only per-

mitted him to represent Peter speaking like Paul, and Paul like

Peter.

It is argued by some, however, that in the speeches of Peter,

for instance, there are peculiarities of language and expression

which show analogy with the first Epistle bearing his name in

the New Testament Canon,^ and, on the other hand, traces of

translation in some of them which indicate that these speeches

were delivered originally in Aramaic, and that w^ Lave only a

version of them by the Author of the Acts, or by some one from
'.vhom he derived them.* As regards the first of th^se supposi-

tions, a few phrases only have beea pointed out, but they are of

no force under any circumstances, and the whole theory is quite

groundless.^ We do not consider it worth while to enter upon the

discussion, and those who desire to do so are referred to the works
just indicated. There are two potent reasons which render such
an argument of no force, even if the supposed analogies were in

themselves both numerous and striking, which actually they are

not. The authenticity of the Epistles bearing the name of Peter
is not only not established, but is by very many eminent critics

1 Bam, Paulus, i. p. 115 ff. ; K. G., i. p. 127 ; Br. Bauer, Apg., p. 78 f. ; David-
«on, Int. N.T., ii. p. 230 ff.; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 225 S. ; Schnecktnhnrger

,

Apg., p. 130 f. ; Schrader, Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 540 ; De Wette, Apg., p. )'•".; Einl.

N.T., p. 250 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 301 ff., 497 f.

2 Zeller, Apg., p. 405 f.

3 Alford, Greek Test., ii. Prolog., p. 10 ; Ebrard, Wise. Kr. ev. Gesch., p. 683 f.

;

Lange, Das apost. Zeit. , i. p. 108 ; Eielim, De Fontibus Act. Apost., 1821, p. 126 ff.

,

143 ff.; Seyler, Stud. u. Krit., 1832, p. 53 ff.; Tholuck, Stud. u. Krit., 1839, p.

306; Weiaa, Der petr. Lehrbegriff, 1855, p. 5 f., p. 144 ff. Cf. K&hler, Stud. u.

Krit., 1873, p. 492 ff., 535 f.

* Bleek, Einl., p. 348 f.; Meyer, Apg., p. 73.
« Davidam, Int. N.T., ii. p. 237 f. ; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Scbr., p. 220 ff.

;

Over-
heck, Zude Wette's Apg., p. liv. t.;De Wette, Einl. N.T., p. 251 ; Zeller, Apg., p.

496 ff. Cf. KdlUer, Stud. u. Krit, p. 1873, p. 536 f.

(
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SUPPOSED TRACES OF TRANSLATION IN THE SPEECHES. 771

It may be worth while to consider briefly the arguments ad-

vanced for the theory that some of the speeches show marks of
translation. It is asserted that the speech of Peter at Pentecost,

ii. 14 ff, was delivered in Aramaic.^ Of course it will be under-

stood that we might be quite prepared to agree to this statement

?8 applied to a speech actually delivered by Peter ; but the asser-

tion, so far as the speeches in Acts are concerned, is based upon
what we believe to be the erroneous supposition that they are

genuine reports of discourses. On the contrary, we maintain that

these speeches are mere compositions by the author of the work.
The contention is, however, that the speech attributed to Peter

is vne translation of a speech originally delivered in Aramaic. In

ii. 24, Peter is represented as saying :
" Whom God raised up

having loosed the pains of death (Auo-as ras tiSTvas toO Oavdrov), be-

cause it is not possible that he should be held (KpaTela-Oai) by it."

It is argued by Bleek and others^ that, as the context proves, the

image intended here was evidently the " snarej " or " cords " of

death, a meaning which is not rendered by the Greek word
wSlvi%. The confusion is explained, they contend, when it is sup-

posed that, in his Aramaic speech, Peter made use of a Hebrew
expression, equally found in Aramaic, which means as well
" snares " or " cords " as " pains " of death. The Greek translator,

probably misled by the Septuagint,^ adopted the latter significa-

tion of the Hebrew word in question, and rendered it u^ives

"pain.s," which is absolutely inappropriate, for, they argue, it is

very unnatural to say of one who had already suffered death, like

Christ, that he had been held prisoner by the "pains " of death,

and loosed from them by the resurrection. There is, however,
very little unanimity amongst apologists about this passage.

Ebrard* asserts that wSTves " pains ' is the correct translation of

the Hebrew expression, as in Ps. xviii. 5, and that the Hebrew
word )ised always expresses pains of birth, the plural of the
similar word for " cord " or " snare " being different. Ebrard,
therefore, contends that the Psalm (xviii. -5) does not mean bonds
or snares of death but literally " birth-pains of death," by which
the soul is freed from the natural earthly existence as by a second
birth to a glorified spiritual life. We need not eiiter further into

the discussion of the passage, but it is obvious that it is mere

1 Bleek, Einl. N. T., p. 348; Ebrard, Zu Olshausen, Apoatelgesch., p. 59 f., cf.

WisB. Kr. ev. Geaoh., p. 684; Meyer, Die Apoatelgesch., p. 73; Weiss, Die petr.
Lehrb., p. 205, anm. 3. Ebrard, in bis note to Olshausen, considers that the au-
thor had the speech already in a translated form, or an account of it, before him,
but in his own ;vork he declares for ita having been delivered in Greek.

2 Bleek, Einl., p. 348 ; Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 1038 f. Cf. Meyer, Apg., p. 72 f.;

Neander, Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 22, anm. 1 ; Humphrey, Acts, p. 20.
3 Ps. xvii. 5 (A. V, xviii. 5). * Ebrard, Zu Olshausen, Apg., p. 63.
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assumption to assert, on the one hand, that Peter made use ofany
specific expression, and, on the other, that there was any error of

translation on the part of the Author of Acts. But, agreeing that

the Hebrew is erroneously rendered,^ the only pertinent question

is : by whom was the error in question committed ? and the re-

ply beyond any doubt is : by the LXX. who translate the Hebrew
•expression in this very way. It is therefore inadmissible to

assert from this phrase the existence of an Aramaic original of

the speech, for the phrase itself is nothing but a quotation from

the Septuagint.2

The expression wSTves Oavdrov occurs no less than three times in

that vei-sion : Ps. xvii. 5 (A. V. xviii.), cxiv. 3 (A. V. cxvi.) and 2

Sam. xxii. 6 ; and in Job xxxix. 2, we have Aveiv used with (iStvcs

:

oiSivas S« avTwv tAuo-as. When it is remembered that the author of

Acts always quotes the Septuagint version, even when it departs

from the sense of the Hebrew original, and in all probability was

only acquainted with the Old Testament through it, nothing is

more natural than the use of this expression taken from that

version, but with the error already existing there, to ascribe it

afresh and independently to the Author of Act*:, upon no other

grounds than the assumption that Peter may have spoken in

Aramaic, and used an expression which the author misunderstood

or wrongly rendered, is not permissible. Indeed, we have already

pointed out that, in this very speech, there are quotations of the

Old Testament according to the LXX. put into the mouth of Peter,

in which that version does not accurately render the original.^

The next trace of translation advanced by Bleek* is found In

ii. 33,^ where Peter speaks of Christ as exalted :
" ry Se^a rov 6(ov."

There can be no doubt, Bleek argues, that there is here a reference

to Psalm ex. 1, and that the Apostle intends to speak of Christ'.';

elevation " to the right (hand) of God ; " whereas the Greek ex-

pression rather conveys tlie interpretation " hy the right (hand)

of God." This expression certainly comes, he asserts, from a not

altogether suitable translation of the Hebrew. To this on the

other hand, much may be objected. Winer,*' followed by others,

defends the construction, and affirms that the passage may with-

1 Bleek, Einl., p. 348 ;• Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 1038 f. : Lehehusch, Apg., p.

404 f. ; Meyer, Apg., p. 72 f. ; Neander, Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 22, anra. 1 ; Ov(r-

beck, Zu de Wette, Apg., p. 40 ; De Wette, Apg., p. 39 f. ; Zeller, Apg., p. 502 f.

Cf. Delitzach, Die Psalmen, i. p. 182; Ewald, Die Psalmen, p. 56 f.; HcrmsUnherg, Die

Psalmen, i. p. 394 f.; Hupfeld, Die Psalmen, i. p. 455 ; Gesenius, Lexicon, s. v,

2 Zeller, Die Apostelgesch., p. 502 f. ; Lelcehusch, Die Comp. u. Entst. d.

Apostelgesch., p. 404 f. Cf. K&hler, Stud. u. Krit., 1873, p. 571.

3 Acts ii. 16 ff ., 26, 27.

4 Einl. N. T., p. 348 ; Stud u. Krit., 1836, p. 1038 ; De Wette, Apg., p. 42;

Weiss, Petr. Lehrb., p. 205. 6 Cf. Acts v. 31.

6 G.-ammat. N. T. Sprachid., 1867, § 31, 6, p. 201.

\ i
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out hesitation, be translated " to the right (hand) of God."* In

which case there is no error at all, and the argument falls to the

ground. If it be taken, however, either that the rendering should

be or was intended to be " by the right (hand) of God,"^ i.e., by
the power of God, that would not involve the necessity of ad-

mitting an Aramaic original,^ because there is no error at all, and
the argument simply is, that being exalted by the right hand of

God, Jesus had poured forth the Holy Spirit ; and in the next

verse the passage in Ps. ex. 1 (Sept. cix.) is accurately quoted

from the Septuagint version :
" Sit thou on ray right (hand)

"

(« ht^Mv /i.ov). In fact, after giving an account of the crucifixion,

death, and resurrection of Jesus, the speaker ascribes his subse-

quent exaltation to the power of God.*

We have seen that at least the form of the speeches in Acts is

undoubtedly due to the author of the book, and that he has not

been able to make the speeches of the different personages in his

drama differ materially from each other. We shall hereafter

have occasion to examine further the contents of some of these

speeches, and the circumstances under which it is alleged that

they were spoken, and to inquire whether these do not confirm.

the conclusion hitherto arrived at, that they are not historical,

but merely the free composition of the Author of Acts, and never
delivered at all. Before passing on, however, it may be well to

glance for a moment at one of these speeches, to which we may
not have another opportunity of referring, in order that we may
see whether it presents any traces of inauthenticity and of merely
ideal composition.

In the first chapter an account is given of a meeting of the
brethren in order to elect a successor to the traitor Judas. Peter
addresses the assembly, i. 16 ff., and it may be well to quote the
opening portion of his speech : 16. " Men (and) brethren, this

scripture must needs have been fulfilled, which the Holy Spirit

by the mouth of David spake before concerning Judas, who be-
came guide to them that took Jesus, 17. because he was numbered

1 Winer. 1. c. ; Lekebusch, Apostelgesch.
, p. 405; Kdhler, Stud. u. Kr., 1873,

p. 511f.; Wordsworth, trreekTest., Acts, p. 49; Hackett, Acta, p. 51; Ohhauaen,
Apg., p. 66; Fritzsche, C'onject., i. p. 42.

2 Meyer, Apg., p. 77 f. ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 42 ; Lechler, Das ap. u.
nachap. Zeit., p. 21, anm. 1 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 5U2, anm. 2; Bengel, Gnom. N. T,,

P- 511 ; Al/ord, Greek Test., ii. p. 26. " By " is ad-opted by the Vulgate, Syriac,
Arabic, and English (authorized) versions.

3 Lekebusch, Apg., p. 405 ; Meyer, Apg., p. 7'' f. ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p.
42; Zeller, Apg., p. 502 f., anm. 2 ; Al/ord, Greek Test., ii. p. 26. Cf. Kahler,
Stud. u. Krit., 1873, p. 611 f.

* The expression rp Se^td is used in this sense in the Sept. version of Isaiah
«iii. 12 ; of. Acts v. 31. The "right hand of God," as symbolising his power,
» constantly employed in the Old Testa-nent.
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with U8 and obtained tho lot of this ministry, 18. Now (nivoiv)

this man purchased a field with the wages of the iniquity (iK fuaOov

Ttji diS.Kios), and falling headlong he burst asunder iu the midst
and all his bowels gushed out ; 19. and (tot) it became known '

unto all the dwellers at Jerusalem, so that that field was called

in their own tongue (tj; I8i(f StaXtKTi^) Acheldamach, that is : field

of blood. 20. For (yap) it is written in the book of Psalms:
' Let his habitation be desolate, and let no man dwell therein,'

and ' his office let another take,' " &c., &.c. Now let it be remem-
bered that Peter is supposed to be addressing an audience of

Jews in Jerusalem, in the Hebrew or Aramaic language, a few

weeks after the crucifixion. Is it possible, therefore, that he

should give such an account as that in vs. 18, 19, of the end of

Judas, which he himself, indeed, says was known to all the dwel-

lers at Jerusalem ? Is it possible that, speaking in Aramaic to

Jews, probably in most part living at and near Jerusalem, he

could have spoken of the field being so called by the people of

Jerusalem " in their own tongue ?
" Is it possible that he should,

to such an audience, have translated the word Acheldamach 'i

The answer of most unprejudiced critics is that Peter could not

have done so.^ As de Wette remarks :
" In the composition of

this speech the author has not considered historical decorum." *

This is felt by most apologists, and many ingenious theories are

aivanced to explain away the difficulty. Some affirm that verses

18 and 19 are inserted pl a parenthesis by the Author of the

Acts,* whilst a larger number contend that only v. 1 9 is paren-

thetic.^ A very cursory examination of the passage, however, is

sufficient to show that the verses cannot be separated. Verse 18

is connected with the preceding by the fiev ow, 19 with 18 by ku,

and verse 20 refers to 16, as indeed it also does to 17 and 18, with-

out which the psasage from the Psalm, as applied to Judas, would

be unintelligible. Most critics, therefore, are agreed that none

of the verses can be considered parenthetic.^ Some apologists,

1 The peculiar and favourite expression, yyosdrdv iyevero (or edro)) vftiv,

which only occurs in Acts, is placed in the mouth of Peter, Paul, and others,

and itself betrays the hand of the author. Cf. ii. 14, iv. 10, ix. 42, xiii. 38, xix.

17, xxviii. 22, 28.

2 Credner, Einl, i. p. 28S ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 226 f. ; 0/rorer, Die heil.

Sage, i. p. 384 ff. ; Holtzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 335 f . ; Mayerhoff,

Einl. petr. Schr., p. 225 f. ; Overbeck, Zu de Wette's Apg., p. 12 flF. ; Schroder,

Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 510; Schwegler, Dasnachap, Z., ii. p. 97, anm. 1 ; De Wette,

Einl, p. 250; Apg., p. 12 ; Zelkr, Apg., p. 79 S.

8 Apostelg. , p. 12.

4 Beelen, Coram. Act. Apost.
, p. 35 f . ; Hachelt, Acts, p. 9 f . ; Humphrey, Acts,

p. 9 f. ; Schhiermacher, Einl., p. 372. Cf. Robirmm, Acts, p. 5.

6 Ebrard, Zu Olshausen, Apg., p. 39 ; Kuionel, Comm. N. T., iv. p. 18.

6 Al/ord, Greek Test., ii. p. 8 f. ; Baumgarten, Apg., i. p. 31 f. ;
Davidson, Int.

N. T., ii. p. 226 f. ; Ofrorer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 384 S. ; Mayerhoff, EinL petr.
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however, who feel that neither of the obnoxious verses can be

thus explained, endeavour to overcome the difficulty by as-

serting that the words :
" in their own tongue " (tj{ iBitf.SiaX.tKTif)

and: "that is: the field of blood" (roOr' Ivrw \(j}piov alfiaros,) in

verse 19, are merely explanatory and inserted by the Author of

Acts.^ It is unnecessary to say that this explanation is purely

arbitrary, and that there is no ground, -except the ditficulty itself,

upon which their exclusion from the speech can be based. In

the cases to which we have hitherto referred, the impossibility of

supposing that Peter could have spoken in this way has led

writers to lay the responsibility of unacknowledged interpolations

in the speech of the Apostle upon the Author of Acts, thus at

once relieving Peter. There are some apologists, however, who
do not resort to this expedient, but attempt to meet the ditficulty

in other ways, while accepting the whole as a speech of Peter.

According to one theory, those who object that Peter could not

have thus related the death of Judas to people who must already

have been well acquainted with the circumstances hava totally

overlooked the fact, that a peculiar view of what has occurred is

taken in the narrative, and that this peculiar view is the princi-

pal point of it. According to the statement made, Judas met his

miserable end in the ver}'' field which he had bought with the

price of blood. It is this circumstance, it appears, which Peter

brings prominently forward and represents as a manifest and
tangible dispensation of Divine justice.'^ Unfortunately, however,
this is clearly an imaginary moral attached to the narrative by
the apologist, and is not the object of the supposed speaker, who
rather desires to justify the forced application to Judas of the

quotations in verse 20, which are directly connected with the pre-

ceding by yap. Moreover, no explanation is here offered of the

extraordinary expressions in verse 19 addressed to citizens of

Jerusalem by a Jew in their own tongue. Another explanation,

which includes these points, is still more striking. With regard
to the improbability of Peter's relating, in such a way, the death
of Judas, it is argued that, according to the Evangelists, the dis-

ciples, some eight days after the resurrection, went from Jerusa-
lem back to Galilee, and only returned, earlier than usual, before

Pentecost to await the fulfilment of the promise of Jesus. Peter
and his companions, therefore, it is argued, only after their return
became acquainted with the fate of Juda.s, which had taken place

Schr, p. 225 f.; Meyer, Apg., p. 38 f.; Overb»ck, Zu de VV. Apg., p. 12f.;«»«r,
Die Redender Apostel, 2te Aufl., i. p. 8; De Wette, Apg., p. 12 f.; ZeUer, Apg.

1 Alford, Greek Test., ii. p. 9 f.; Bengel, Gaoun. N. T., p. 503; Meyer, Apg.

,

; 39 ; Stier, Die Reden der Apostel, p. 8.

2£aart»(/ar<e», Die Apoatelgescb., 1859, p. 31 f.

.m
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i-annot be supposed alHo to have been alwent, and, in any case,

events which are stated to have been so well knowTi to all the

dwellers in Jerusalem, must have been well known to the whole

of the small Christian community, whoso interest in the matter

was 80 specially great. Moreover, according to the first Synoptic,

as soon as Judas sees that Jesus is condemned, he brii'gs the

money back to the chief priests, casts it down and goes and hangs
himself, xxvii. 3 If. This is related even before the final condem-
nation of Jesus to death and before his crucifixion, and the reader

is led to believe that Judas at once piit an end to himself, so that

the disciples who are represented as being still in Jerusalem for

at least eight days after the resurrection must have been there

at the time. With regard to the singular expressions in vei"se

19, this theory goes on to suppose that out of consideration for

Greek fellow-believers Peter had probably already begun to speak

in the Greek tongue, and when he designates the language oi the

dwellers in Jerusalem as " their own dialect," he does not thereby

mean Hebrew in itself, but their own expression, me peculiar

confession of the opposite party which admitted the cruel treach-

ery towards Jesus, in that they named the piece of ground Hakel
Damah.^ Here, again, what assumptions ! Most critics recog-

nize that Peter must have spoken in Aramaic, and even if he did

not, TTj iSiq. 8taXcicT<i)2 cannot mean anything but the language of

"all the dwellers at Jerusalem." In a speech at Jerusalem deliv-

ered in any language, to an audience consisting at least in consid-

erable part of inhabitants of the place, and certainly almost en-

tirely of persons whose native tongue was Aramaic, to tell them
that the inhabitants called a certain field " in their own tongue

"

Acheldamach, giving them at the same time a translatioii of the

word, is inconceivable to most critics, even including apologists,

as we have already pointed out.

There is another point which indicates not only that this the-
ory is inadequate to solve the difficulty, but that the speech could
not have been delivered by Peter a few weeks after the occur-
rences related. It .is stated that the circumstances narrated were
so well known to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, that the field was
called in their own tongue Acheldamach. The origin of this name
is not ascribed to the priests or rulers, but to the people, and it

is not to be supposed that a popular name could have become at-

tached to this field, and so generally adopted as thb i-ext repre-
sent^s, within the very shoH time which could have elapsed be-

1 Lange, Das apost. Zeit., i. p. 85 f., ii. 16.

^ SiaXeHToi is used aix times in Acta, and nowh ere else in the New Testament

;

rp iSia StaXexTco occurs thrice, i. 19, ii. 6, 8 ; uud rp 'EfipaiSi SiaXiHTcr
thrice, xxi. 40, xxii'. 2, xxvL 14.
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tween the death of Judas and the delivery of this speech. Be it

remembered that from the time of the crucifixion to Pentecost

the interval was in all only about seven weeks, and that this

speech was made (some time before Pentecost, how long we can-

not tell, but in any case, the interval was much too brief to per-

mit of the popular adoption of the name.^ The whole passage

has much move the character of a narrative of events which had

occurred at a time long past th&n of circumstances which had

taken place a few days before.

The obvious conclusion is that this speech was never spoken

by Peter, but is a much later composition put into his mouth, ^

and written for Greek readers, who required to be told about

Judas, and for whose benefit the Hebrew name of the field, in-

serted for local colouring, had to be translated. This is confirmed

by several circumstances, to which we may refer. We shall not

dwell much upon the fact that Peter is represented as applying

to Judas two passages quoted from the Sepfcuagint version of Ps.

Ixix. 25 (Sept. Ixviii.) and Ps. cix, (Sept. cviii.), which, historically,

cannot for a moment be sustained as referring to him.* The first

of these Psalms is quoted freely, and moreover the denunciations

in the original being against a plurality of enemies, it can only

be made applicable to Judas by altering the plu^-al "their" (airwi)

to " his habitation " (cTravAts avrov), a considerable liberty to take

with prophecy. The Holy Ghost is said to have spoken this

prophecy " concerning Judas" " by the mouth of David," but

modern research has led critics to hold it as most probable that

neither Ps. Ixix.* nor Ps. cix.^ was composed by David at all. As

1 Ekhhorn, Einl. N. T., ii. p. 36 f.

2 Ekhhorn, Einl., ii. p. 36 f.; Ojrorer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 384 ff.; HoUzmam,

in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 336 ; Mayerhoff, Einl. petr. Schr., p. 225 f.; Sehwegler,

Das nachap. Zeit., ii. p. 97, anm. 1 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 79 ff.

3 Bavuhon, Int. 0. T., ii. p. 302 ; Int. N. T., ii. p. 227 ; Ewc.ld, Die Pgalmen,

p. 292 ff.; Hitziy, Die Psalmen. 1864, ii. 1, p. 93 ff.; ii. 2, 1865, p. 314 ;
ffvpfeld,

Die Psalmen, ed. Riehm, 1870, iii. p. 260 f. ; iv., 1871. p. 172 ff.; Kamphaum in

Bunsen's Bibelw. iii. p. 138 f. 217 f.; Kuemn, Hist. krit. Onderzoek, O.V., 18t)5,

iii. p. 299; De Profeten, p. 237 ff., 252 f ; J. Olshavsen, Die Psalmen, 1853, p.

297 ff., 417 ff.; Rosenmulkr, Scholia in V. T., Psalmi, 1823, iii. p. 1295, 1646 ff.;

De Wette, Apg., p. 12; Coram, iib. die Psalmen, p. 386 f., 466 ff.; Foui Friends,

The Psalms, p. 227, 232. Cf. 0. Baur, Gesch. alttest. Weissagung, p. 416 ;
Birek,

Einl. A. Test., p. 625; Delitzach, Die Psalmen, i. p. 487; Hengztenberg, Die

Psalmen, iii. p. 240, iv. p. 209 ff.; Meyer, Apg., p. 40 ; Olahausen, Apg., p. 39 f.;

Slier, Die Reden der Apost. , i. p. 4. It is scarcely maintained by any reasonable

critic that the supposed prophecies had immediate or direct bearing upon Judas.

They can only be applied to him secondarily, and by forcing the historical sense.

4 Davidson, Int. O. T., ii. p. 302 ; DelUwch, Die Psalmen, i. p. 485 f.; Emkl,

Die Psalmen, p. 292 ; Fiirat, Gesch. bibl. Literatur. ii. 1870, p. 130, atim. 4
;

Fovr

Frknds, The Psalms, p. 227 ; Hitzhj, Die Psalmen, 1864, ii. p. 33 f.; Hnpfdd,\hQ

Psalmen, iii. p 259 f.; Kamphausen, in Bunsen's Bibalw., iii. p. 138 ;
Kiienen, Hisi.

kr. Onderzofk, iii. p. 294, 299 ; J. OUbamen, Die Pealmen, p. 298 ;
Rosenmviter,

Scholia in V. T., Psalmi, iii. p. 1295 f
.

; i e Wettc, Einl. A. T., p. 362.

Xfavidam, Int. O. T., ii. p. 302; Ewald, Die Psalmen, p. 2Q8 f. ; FUral, GeBcb.
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we know nothing of Peter's usual system of exegesis, however,

very little weight as evidence can be attached to this. On the

other hand, it is clear that a considerable time must have elapsed

before these two passages from the Psalms could have become
applied to the death of Judas.^

The account which is given of the fate of Judas Is contradictory

to that given in the first Synoptic and cannot be reconciled with

it, but follows a different tradition.^ According to the first Synop-
tic (xxvii. 3 ft'.), Judas brings back the thirty pieces of silver, casts

them down in the Temple, and then goes and hangs himself. The
chief priests take the money and buy with it the Potter's field,

which is not said to have had any other connection with Judas,

as a place for the burial of strangers. In the Acts, Judus himself

buys a field as a private possession, and instead of committing

suicide by hanging, he is represented as dying from a fall in his

field, which is evidently regarded as a special judgment upon him
for his crime. The apologetic attempts to reconcile these two
narratives,* are truly lamentable. Beyond calling attention to this

amongst other phenomena presented in this speech, however, we
have not further to do with the point at present. We have already

devoted too much space to Peter's first address, and we now pass

on to more important topics,

bibl. Lit., ii. p. 1.30, anm. 4 ; Four Frienila, The Psalms, p. 2.32 ; Hilzig, Die
Psalmen, ii.p. 312 f.; Hup/eld, Die Psalmen, iv. p. 175; Kuenen, Hist. cr. Onder-
zoek, iii. p. 285; J. Olshausen, Die Paalmen, p 417; De Wette, Eiiil. A. T., p. 362;
Die Psalmen, p. 466. Cf. Dditzsch, Die Psalmen, ii. p. 194.

1 QfrSrer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 385.
2 Alford, Greek Test., ii. p. 8 f. ; GfrQrtr, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 385 f. ; Holtzmann,

in Bunsen's Bibelw., iv. p. 287 ; viii. p. .335 ; Overbeck, Zii de VV. Apg. , p. 13 ;

Schroder, Der Ap. Paulus. v. p. 510; De Wette Apg., p. 13; Winer, Retuworterb.
3. V. " Blutacker," i. p. 88 ; Zelkr, Apg., p. 80 f. Of. Meyer, Apg., p. 38 f.

3 Baumgarten, Apg., i. p. 31 f. ; Ebrard, Wiss. Kr. ev. Gesch., p. 543 f ; Ouericke,
Beitrage, p. S8 f. ; Hackett, On Acts, p. 32 ; Humphrey, Ou Acts, p. 10 ; Lange,
Das ap. Z., i. p. 85 f.; ii. p. 16 f.; Wonbmorth, Greek Test., Acts, p. 40 f. The
a ajal apologetic mode of reconciling the contradictions regarding the manner of

death jj by supposing that the rope by which Jiidaa hung himself, according to
the Gospel, broke, and, in his fall, the occurrence ensued which is related in the
Acts.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE WORK, CONTINUED.

CHRISTIANITY,

PRIMITIVE
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We now enter upon a portion of our examination of the Acts

which is so full of interest in itself that peculiar care will be re-

quisite to restrain ourselves within necessary limits. Hitherto

our attention has been mainly confined to the internal phenomena
presented by the document befo7'e vs, "h comparatively little

aid from external testimony, and ?iv ». ^ ^ the results of such

criticism have been of no equivocal character, the historical vera-

city of the Acts has not yet been tested by direct comparison

with other sources of information. We now propose to examine,

as briefly as may be, some of the historical statements in them-

selves, and by the light of information derived from contemporary

witnesses of unimpeachable authority, and to confront them with

well-established facts in the annals of the first two centuries.

This leads us to the borders not only of one of the greatest con-

troversies which has for half a century occupied theological criti-

cism, but also of still more important questions regarding the

original character and systematic development of Christianity

itself. The latter we must here resolutely pass almost unnoticed,

and into the former we shall only enter so far a? -^ vl/solutely ne-

cessary to the special object of our inquiry. Tl ' ument before

us professes to give a narrative of the progr'^s : './ie primitive

Church from its first formation in the midst c ''j lism, with

strong Judaistic rules and prejudices, up to that l.ro^Tl univer-

salism which freely admitted the Christian Gentile, upon equal

terms, intx) communion with the Chi-istian Jew. The question

with which we are concerned is strictly this : Is the account in

the Acts of the Apostles of the successive steps by which Chris-

tianity emerged from Judaism, and, shaking off the restrictions

and obligations of the Mosaic law, admitted the Gentiles to a full

participation of its privileges historically trr:> ? Is the represen-

tation which is made of the conduct and t> j,ching of tho older

Apostles on the one hand, and of Paul on i) <. >ther, and of their

mutual relations an accurate one ? Can the Acts of the Apostles,

in short, be considered a sober and veracious history of so import-

ant and interesting an epoch of the Christian Church ? This has

been vehemently disputed or denied, and the discussion, extend-
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ing on every side into important collateral issues, forms in itself a

literature of voluminous extent and profound interest. Our path

now lies through this debatable land ; but although the contro-

versy as to the connection of Paul with the development of Chris-

tianity and his relation to the Apostles of the Circumcision cannot

be altogether avoided, it only partially concerns us. We are freed

from the necessity of advancing any particular theory, and have
here no further interest in it than to inquire whether the narra-

tive of the Acts is historical or not. If, therefore, avoiding many
important but unnecessary questions, and restricting ourselves to

a straight course across the great controversy, we seem to deal

insufficiently with the general subject, it must be remembered
that the argument is merely incidental to our inquiry, and that

we not only do not pretend to exhaust it, but distinctly endeavour

to reduce our share in it to the smallest limits compatible with
our immediate object.

According to the narrative of the Acts of the Apostles, the apos-

tolic age presents a most edifying example of concord and mode-
ration. The emancipation of the Church from Mosaic restrictions

was effected without strife or heart-burning, and the freedom of

the Gospel, if not attained without hesitation, was finally pro-

claimed with singular largeness of mind and philosophic liberality.

The teaching of Paul differed in nothing from that of the elder

Apostles. The Christian universalism, which so many suppose to

have specially characterized the great Apostle of the Gentiles, was
not only shared, but even anticipated, by the elder Apostles. So
far from opposing the free admission of the Gentiles to the Chris-

tian community, Peter declares himself to have been chosen of

God, that by his voice they should hear the gospel,^ proclaims

that there is no distinction between Jew and Gentile,^ and advo-
cates the abrogation, in their case at least, of the Mosaic law. ^

James, whatever his private predilections may be, exhibits almost
equal forbearance and desire of conciliation. In fact, whatever
anomalies and contradictions may be discoverable, upon close exa-
mination, beneath this smooth and brilliant surface, the picture

superficially presented is one of singular harmony and peace. On
the other hand, instead of that sensitive independence and self-

reliance of character which has been ascribed to the Apostle Paul,
we find him represented in the Acts as submissive to the authority
of the " Pillars "of the Church, ready to conform to their counsels
and bow to their decrees, and as seizing every opportunity of
visiting Jerusalem, and coming in contact with that stronghold of
Judaism. Instead of the Apostle of the Gentiles, preaching the

tM
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abrogation of the law, and more than suspected of leading the

Jews to apostatize from Moses,^ we find a man even scrupulous in

his observance of Mosaic customs, taking vows upon him, circum-

ci ing Timothy with his own hand, and declaring at the close of

his career, when a prisoner at Rome, that he " did nothing against

the people or the customs of the fathers."^ There is no trace of

angry controversy, of jealous susceptibility, of dogmatic difi'erence

in the circle of the Apostles. The intercourse of Paul with the

leaders of the Judaistic party is of the most unbroken pleasant-

ness and amity. Of opposition to his ministry, or doubt of his

apostleship, whether or the part of the Three, or of those who
identified themselves with their teaching, we have no hint. We
must endeavour to ascertain whether this is a true representation

of the early development of the Chuich, and of the momentous
history of the apostolic age.

In the epistles of Paul we have, at least to some extent, the

means of testing the accuracy of the statements of the Acts with

regard to him and the early history of the Church. The Epistles

to the Galatians, to the Corinthians (2), and to the Romans are

generally admitted to be genuine,^ and can be freely used for this

purpose. To these we shall limit our attention, excluding other

epistles, whose authenticity is either questioned or uenied, but in

doing so no material capable of really affecting the result is set

aside. For the same reason, we must reject any evidence to be

derived from the so-called Epistles of Peter and James, at least

so far as they are supposed to represent the opinions of Peter and

James, but here again it will be found that they do not materially

affect the points immediately before us. The veracity of the

Acts of the Apostles being the very point which is in question,

it is unnecessary to say that we have to subject the narrative to

examination, and by no means to assume the correctness of any

statements we find in it. At the same time it must be our en-

deavour to collect from this document such indications—and they

will frequently be valuable—of the true history of the occur-

rences related, as may be presented between the lines of the

text.

In the absence of fuller information, it must not be forgotten

that human nature in the first century of our era was very much

what it is in the nineteenth, and certain facts being clearly es-

tablished, it will not be difficult to infer many details which can-

not now be positively demonstrated. The Epistle to the Galatians,

however, will be our most invaluable guide. Dealing, as it does,

with some of the principal episodes of the Acts, we are enabled

1 Acts xxi. 21. Acts xxviii. 17. In great part, at least

" f']
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by the words of the Apostle Paul himself, which have all the
accent of truth and vehement earnestness, to control the narrative

of the unknown writer of that work. And where this source

fails, we have the unsuspected testimony of his other epistles,,

and of later ecclesiastical history to assist our inquiry.

The problem then which we have to consider is the manner in

which the primitive Church emerged from its earliest form, as a
Jewish institution with Mosaic restrictions and Israelitish ex-

clusiveness, and finally opened wide its doors to the uncircum-

cised Gentile, and assumed the character of a universal religion.

In order to understand the nature of the case, and be able to

estimate aright the solution which is presented by the narrative

in the Acts of the Apostles, it is necessary that we should obtain

a clear view of the actual characteristics of Christianity at the

period when that history begins. We must endeavour to under-

stand precisely what viyw the Apo.stles had formed of their posi-

tion in regard to Judaism, and of the duty which devolved upon
them of propagating the Gospel. It is obvious that we cannot
rightly appreciate the amount of persuasion requisite to trans-

form the primitive Church from Jewish exclusiveoess to Christian

univeisality, without ascertaining the probable amount of long

rooted conviction and religious prejudice or principle which had
to be overcome before that great change could be effected.

We shall not here enter upon any argiiment as to the precise

views which the Founder of Christianity may have held as to

his own person and work, nor shall we attempt to sift the tradi-

tions of his life and teaching which have been handed down to

us, and to separate the genuine spiritual nucleus from the grosser

matter by which it has been enveloped and obscured. We have
much more to do with the view which others took of the matter,,

and, looking at the Gospels as representations of that which was
accepted as the orthodox view regarding the teaching of Jesus,

they are almost as useful for cur present purpose as if they had
been more epiritual and less popular expositions of his views.

What the Master was understood to teach is more important for

the history of the first century than what he actually taught
without being understood. Nothing is more certain than the fact

that Christianity, originally, was developed out of Judaism, and
that its advent was historically prepared by the course of the
Mosaic system, to which it was so closely related.^ In its first

stages during the Apostolic age, it had no higher ambition than
to be, and to be considered, the continuation and the fulfilment
of Judaism, its final and triumphant phase. The substantial
identity of primitive Christianity with true Judaism was at first.

1 Rothe, Anfange d. ohr. Kirche, 1837, i. p. 326.
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never called in question ; it was considered a mere internal move-
ment of Judaism, its development and completion, but by no
means its mutilation. The idea of Christianity as a new religion

never entered the minds of the Twelve or of the first believers,

.nor, as we shall presently see, was it so regarded by the Jews
themselves. It was in fact, originally, nothing more than a sect

of Judaism, holding a particular view of one point in the creed,

and, for a very long period, it was considered so by others, and
was in no way distinguished from the rest of Mosaism.^ Even
in the Acts there are traces of this, Paul being called " a ring-

leader of the sect (ai/oeo-is) of the Nazarenes,"^ and the Jews of

Rome being represented as referring to Christianioy by this term. ^

Paul before the Council not only does not scruple to call himself
" a Pharisee, the son of a Pharisee," but the Pharisees take part

with him against 'he more unorthodox and hated sect of the

Sadducees.* For eighteen centuries disputes have fiercely raged

over the creed of Christendom, and the ingenuity of countless

divines has been exhausted in deducing mystic dogmas from the

primitive teaching, but if there be one thing more remarkable

than another in that teaching, according to the Synoptics, it is its

perfect simplicity. Jesus did not appear with a ready-made

theology, and imposed no elaborate system of doctrine upon his

disciples. Throughout the pi'ophetic ])eriod of Mosaism, one hope

had sustained the people of Israel in all their sufferings and re-

verses : that the fortunes of the nation should finally be retrieved

by a scion of the race of David, under whose rule it should be

restored to a future of unexampled splendour and prosperity.

The expectation of the Messiah, under frequently modified

aspects, had formed a living part in the religion of Israel. Primi-

tive Christianity, reviving and recasting this ancient hope, was

only distinguished from Judaism, with whose worship it continued

in all points united, by a single doctrine, which did not in itself

pass beyond the limits of the national religion : the belief that

Jesus of Nazareth was the Christ, the promised Messiah. This

was substantially the whole of its creed.*

1 Bleek, Hebraerbr., i. 1, p. 5G flf., 60 f.; Credner, Das N. T., 1847, ii. p. 20 ff.
;

Ofrorer, K. G., i. p. 222 f., 238; HoUzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 305

ft, 369 ; Milman, Hist, of Chr., i. p. .377 f., 380 ; Nicolaa, Etudes N. T., p. 237 f,;

Renan, Vie de J^sus, xiii"»« M., p. 47 f. ; Les ApOtres, p. 91 ff.; Reu/i. Gcsch

N. T., p. 19 ff., 40 f.; Hist. Theol. Chr., i. p. 283 f. ; mville, Essais .1« critique

religieuse, 1860. p. 18 ; Boilw,, Anfange chr. Kirche, i. p. 142 flf. ; Schl'emam, Die

•Clementinen, p. .371 ff. ; Schwsqler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 21, 91 ff., 99 ff., 113 f.;

Stap, Origines, p. 52 f., 56 L;Zeller, Gesch. chr. Kirche, 1848, p. 5f. Cf. Lechler,

Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 287 ff.. 330 ff. ; Ligh{foot, The Epistles of St. Paul,

Galatians, 4th ed., p. 302; Neandsr, Pflanzung, p. .33 ff., 46 f.

2 Acts xxiv. 5. 3 Acts xxviii. 22. * Acts xxiii. 6 ff.

6 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 49 I; Bleek, Hebraerbr., i. 1, p. 56 f.; Credner, Das N. T.,

i. p. 2, 14 f .. ii, p. 20 ff. ; von Dbllinrter, Christ, u. Kirche, p. 59 ; Ofrorer, K. G.,
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The synoptic Gospels, and more especially the first.^ are clearly

a history of Jesus as the Messiah of the house of David, so long

announced and expected, and whose life and 3ven his death and
resurrection are shown to be the fulfilment of a series of Old
Testament prophecies.^ When his birth is announced to Mary,.

he is described as the great one, who is to sit on the throne of

David his father, and reign over the house of Jacob for ever,^ and
the good tidings of great joy to all the people (Trai^t tw Kom), that

the Messiah is Vjorn that day in the city of David, are proclaimed

by the angel to the shepherds of the plain.* Symeon takes the

child in his nrms and blesses God that the words of the Holy
Spirit are accomplished, that he should not die before he had seen

the Lord's annointed, the Messiah, the consolation of Israel.^ The
Magi come to his cradle in Bethlehem, the birth-place of the

Messiah indicated by the prophet,*^ to do homage to him w-ho is

born King of the Jews,*^ and there Herod seeks to destroy him, ^

fulfilling another prophecy.^ His flight into Egypt and return to

Nazareth are equally in fulfilment of pro])hecies.^'' John the Bap-
tist, whose own birth as the forerunner of the Messiah had been
foretold," goes before him preparing the way of the Lord, and an-

nouncing that the Messianic kingdom is at hand. According to

the fourth Gospel, some of the twelve had been disciples of the

Baptist, and follow Jesus on their Master's assurance that he is

the Messiah. One of these, Andrew, induces his brother Simon
Peter also to go after him by the announcement : " We have

i. p. 222; Haae, Das Lebeu Jeau, p. 153 f.; Hemsen, Der Apost. Paulus, 1830, p.

26, 35f.; Hilgen/eld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol.. 1860, p. 108; HoMen, Zum Ev. des
Paul. u. des Petrus, 1868, p. 40 ff., 98, 236 f.; Holtzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw.,
viii. p. 364 ff. ; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 16 f., 245 ; Milman, Hist, of

Chr., i. p. 140 ff., 377 f., et passim ; Neander, Pflanzung, p. 24 ff. ; K. G., 1843,

i. 2, p. 590 ; Nicolas, Et. N. T., p. 237 ; Benan, Les ApCtres, p. 91 ; Reuss, Gesch..

N.T., p. I9f. ; Hist. Th6ol. Chr., i. p. 283 L; Riville, Essais, p. 42 ; /?o</4e,

Anfiinge chr. Kirche, 1837, i. p. 142 ff. ; Schliemann, Die Clementinen, p. 371 f. ;

Scliweqler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 21, 91 ff., 113 f., 139 f.; Weber u. Holtzmann,
Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 616 f.; Zeller, Gesch. chr. K., p. 5 ; Vortriige, p. 202 f., 216.

f. Cf. Ewnld, Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 265 ff., 278 ff., vi. 135 f., 401, 422 f.

1 The Gospel commences with the announcement, i. 1, 17, 18. Cf. Mk. i. 1 ff.

2 Baur, N. T. Theologie, 1864, p. 298 ff.; Theol. Jahrb., 1853, p. 77 f.; Cred-
Iter, Einl. N. T., i. p. 60; Das N. T., ii. p. 150 ff.; jDe«<z«c/t,Ursprung d. Matth.
Ev., 1853, p. 58 ff.; D'Ekhthal, Les Evaiigiles, i. p. 51 ; Hauarath, N. T. Zeitg.,

iii. p. 319 f.; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., i. p. 52 f.; KOatlin, Urspr. synopt. Evv., p. 6
ff.; Schtveyler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 91, 101 ff. Cf. Holtzmann, Die synopt. Evv.,
p. 381 ff.

3 Luke i. 32, 33. * Luke ii. 10 ff,

s Luke ii. 25 -28. So also Elizabeth, ii. 38.
e Matth. ii. 6, 6. Cf. Micah. v. 2.

7Mt. ii. 2. 8Mt. ii. 16 f,

» Mt. ii. 17 f. 10 Mt. ii. 23.
11 Luke i. 17 (cf. Mt. xi. 14, xvii. 12 f.; Mk. ix. 11 ff.), ii. 67 ff.; Mt. iii. 3 ; Mk^

i. 1 ff.
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found the Messiah, which is, being interpreted, the Christ " (1. 35
fi., 41). And Philip tells Nathaniel :

" We have found him of

whom Moses in the Law and the Prophets did write : Jesus, the

son of Joseph, who is from Nazareth " (i. 45). When he has

commenced his own public ministry, Jesus is represented as ask-

ing his disciples :
" Who do men say that I am ? " and ^ettinff

aside the popular conjectures that he is John the Baptist, Elijah,

Jeremiah, or one of the prophets, by the still more direct ques-

tion : "And whom do ye say that I am ? Simon Peter answered
and said : Thou art the Christ, the Son of the Living God."

And in consequence of this recognition of his Messiahship, Jesus

rejoins :
" And I say unto thee that thou art Peter, and upon

this rock I will build my Church "^

It is quite apart from our present object to show by what sin-

gular feats of exegesis and perversions of historical sense passages

of the Old Testament are forced to show that every event in the

history, and even the startling novelty of a suffering and cruci-

fied Messiah, which to Jews was a stumbling-' »lock ana to Gen-

tiles folly ,2 had been foretold by the prophets. From first to last

the Gospels strive to prove that Jesus was the Messiah, and con-

nect him indissolubly with the Old Testament. The Messianic

key-note, which is struck at the outset, regulates the strain to

the close. The disciples on the way to Emmaus, appalled by the

ignominious death of their Master, sadly confide tu the stranger

their vanished hope that Jesus of Nazarjth, whom they now
merely call " a prophet mighty in word and deed before God and

all the people," was he " who was about to redeem Israel," and

Jesus himself replies :
" O foolish and slow of heart to believe

all that the prophets spake ! Was it not needful that the Christ

(Messiah) should suffer these things and enter into his glory ?

And, beginning at Moses and all the prophets, he expounded unto

them in all the Scriptures the things concerning himself."^ Then,

again, when he appears to the eleven, immediately after, at Jeru-

salem, he says :
" ' These are the words that I spake unto you

while I was yet with you, that all things must be fulfilled which

are written in the law of Moses and the prophets and the Psalms

concerning me.' Then opened ho their understanding that they

might understand the Scriptures, and said unto them :

—
' Thus it

is written, that the Christ should suffer and rise from the dead

the third day." *

1 Mt. xvi. 13—18; cf. Mk. viii. 29; Luko ix. 20, Neander says: "Aad be-

cause this conviction, rooted in the depth of the s.ml, that Tesus is the Messiah,

is the foundation upon which the kingdom of God rests, Christ therefore names

him in reference to this the Rock-man (Felseu-mann) and the Rock upon which

He should build the everlasting Church." Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 449.

2 1 Cor. i. 23. 8 Luke xxiv. 15—17. * Luke xxiv. 44-46.

f' ' fl; : ? ' Lit f 'f
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The crucifixion and death of Jesus introduced the first ele-

ments of rupture with Judaism, to which they foi-med the great

stumbling-block.^ The conception of a suffering and despised

Messiah could naturally never have occurred to a Jewish mind. ^

The first effort of Christianity, therefore, was to repair the appar-

ent breach by proving that the 8uff(ering Messiah had actually

been foretold by the prophets ; and to re-establish the Messianic

character of Jesus, by the evidence of his resurrection.^ But,

above all, the momentjiry deviation from orthodox Jewish ideas

regarding the Messiah was retraced by the representation of a

speedy second advent, in glory, of the once rejected Messiah to

restore the kingdom of Israel, in which the ancient hopes of the

people became reconciled with the new expectation of Christiaus.

Even before the Ascension, the disciples are represented in the

Acts as asking the risen Jesus :
—

" Lord, dost thou at this time
restore the kingdom to Israel ?

"* There can be no doubt of the

reality and universality of the belief, in the Apostolic Church,
in the imniediate return of the glorified Messiah and speedy " end
of all things."*

The substance of the preaching of the Apostles in Acts, simply

is that Jesus is the Christ,^ the expected Messiah.'^ Their chief aim

1 Bmr, K. G., i. p. 39 ff.; N. T. Theol., p. 129 ff., 305 ff.; Eioald, Gesch. V.
Isr., vi. p. 340 ; Hauarath, N. T. Zeitg., ii. 2te Aufl., p. 333 f. ; Der Ap. Paulus,

2te Aufl., p. 1.32 ; Hohten, Zum Ev. Paul., u. s. w., p. 40 ff., 98 ff. ; Holtzmann,
inBunsen'sBibelw., viii. p. 366 f.; Milman, Hist, of Chr., i. p 338 ff., 352 f.;

Schwegkr, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 91 f. ; Weber u. Holtzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p.
518 f.; >Fet2«d<;fcr, Unters. ev. Gesch., p. 476 f.

2 In the Gospels, the disciples are represented as not understanding such a re-

presentation, and Peter, immediately after the famous declaration, '
' Thou art the

Christ," rebukes Jesus for such an idea. Mt. xvi. 21 ff.; cf. Mk.'ix. 32; Luke
ix, 45, xviii. 34, &c. , &c.

8 Baur, N. T. Theol., p. 305 ff.: Credner, Das N. T., i. p. 141 f, ; Hauarath, N.
T, Zeitg., ii. p. 334 ff., 341 ; Hohten, Zum Ev. Paulus, u. s. w., p. 98 ff.; Holtz-
mann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 367 f. ; Milman, Hist, of Chr., i. p. 355 ff.j

Schwegler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 91 ; Strauss, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 305 f. ; Weber u,

Holtzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 518 f.

* Acts i. 6. Hase pertinently observes :

'

' The Apostolic Church, both before
and after the destruction of Jerusalem, devoutly expected from day to day the
return of Christ. If an interval of thousands of years (Jahrtausenden) occur be-
tween both events, then there is either an error in the prophecy or in the tradi-
tion." Das Leben Jesu., 5te Aufl., p. 226.

6 Credner, Einl., i. p. 198 ; DasN. T., ii. p. 20 f. ; Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., vii. p.
34 ff.; flaae, Das Leben Jesu, p. 226 i.;JoweU, The Epistles of St. Paul, 1855, i.

p.96ff.; Milman, Hist, of Chr., i. p. 378, 418 f.; Renan, Les ApOtres, p. 92 ; St.
Paul, p. 248 f.; L'Antechrist, p. 338 f.; Eeuss, Hist. Th^ol. Chr., i. p. 423 ff.;

iiMk, Essais, p. 21 ; Zeller, Vortrage, p 221 ff.

« Cf. Actsix. 22, ii. 36. v. 42, viii. 4f., 35, x. 36 ff., xiii. 23 ff., xvii. 3, xviii. 5,

28, xxvi. 22. f. Hegesippus says of James '';hat he was a witness both to Jews and
Greeks that Jesus is the Christ. Euseb., Jf. E., ii. 25.

' Lechler, Das ap u. nachap. Z., p. 16 f. ; Neander, Pflanzung, p. 24 ff. ; Rinan,
Lea Apfltres, p. 103; Reuss, Gesch. N. T., p. 20; Hist. Th^oL Chr., i. p. 283 f.;

SckmgUr, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 91.
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788 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

is to prove that his sufferings and death had been foretolfl by
the prophets,^ cwid that his resurrection establishes his claim to

the title.^ The simplicity of the creed is illustrated by the rapi-

dity with which converts are made. After a few words, on one
occasion, three thousand'' and, on another, five thousand* aro at

once converted. No lengthened instruction or preparation was
requisite for admission into the Church.^ As soon as a Jew ac-

knowledged Jesus to be the Messiah he thereby became a Chris-

tian." As soon as the three thousand converts at Pentecost made
this confession of faith they were baptized^ The Ethioi)ian is

converted whilst passing in his chariot, and is immediately bap-

tized,*^ as are likewise Cornelius and his household, after a short

address from Peter .^ The new faith involved no abandonment of

the old. On the contrary, the advent of the Messiah was so essen-

tial a part of Judaic belief, and the Messianic claim of Jesus wasi

so completely based by the Apostles on the fulfilment of prophecy—
" showing by the Scriptures that Jesus is the Christ,"—that

recognition of the fact rather constituted firmer adhesion to

Mosaism, and deeper faith in the inviolable truth of the Covenant

with Israel. If there had been no Mosaism, so to say, there could

have been no Messiah. So far from being opposed either to the

form or spirit of the religion of Israel, the proclamation of the

Messiah was its necessary complement, and could orly be intelli-

gible by confirmation of its truth and maintenance of its validity.

Christianity—belief in the Messiah—in its earlier phases, drew

its whole nourishment from roots that sank deeply into Mosaism.

It was indeed nothing more than Mosaism in a developed form.

The only difference between the Jew and the Christian wu.s that

the latter believed the Messiah to have already appeared in Jesus,

whilst the former still expected him in the future i^^though even

this diffei-ence was singularly diminished, in appearance at. least,

by the Christian expectation of the second advent.

1 Acts ii. 2.3 flf., iii. 1.3 ff., xxvi. 22 f.

2 Acts ii. .31, iii. 26, iv. 33, v. .30 f., x. 40 ff. See references in note 3, p. 787.

3 Acts ii. 41.

* Acts iv. 4. There may be doubt as to the number on this occasion.

5 Holtzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 365 f. ; Neander, Pflanzung, p. 25;de

Pressens^, Hist, trois. prcm. Si^cles, i. p. 377 ; Zeller, Vortrage, p. 202 f.

6 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 49, ii. p. 134 f.; Bleek, Hebraerbr., i.. 1, p. 56 f.; Holtzviam,

in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 365 f. ; Neander, PHanzunj;, p. 26 ; Jieusa, Hist. Thtol.

Chr., p. 283 f.; Schliemann, Die Clementinen, p. 371 ff.; Schwejler, Das nachap.

Zeit., i. p. 21 ; Zeller, Vortrage, p. 202 f., 216 f.

7 Acts ii. 41. 8 Acts viii. 35 f.

9 Acts X. 47 f.

10 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 49 ; K. G., i. p. 36 ff ; Credner, Das N. T., i. p. 2 f., P. 14 f.,

ii. p. 20 ff.; Gfrdrer, K.G., i. p. '^2; Neander, Plianzung, p. 24 ff., 33 ff.; JVicoK

Etudes. N.T., p. 237; Schliemann, Die Clementinen, p. 371 ff; Weber u. HoUmann,

Gescb. V. Isr., ii. p. 516 f.; Zeller, Gesch. chr. K., p. 5 f ; Vortrage, p. 202 f.,

216 f.
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TEACHING OP JESUS RPXURmNa MOSAlSM. 789

It is exceedingly important to ascertain, under these circum-

stances, what was the impression of the Apostles as to the relation

of believers to Judaism and to Mosaic observances, although it

must be c^lear to any one who impartially considers the origin and
historical antecedents of the Christian faith, that very little doubt

can have existed in their minds on the subject. The teaching of

Jesus, as recorded in the synoptic Gospels, is by no means of a

doubtful character, more especially when the sanctity of the

Mosaic system in the eyes of a Jew is borne in mind. It must be

apparent that, in order to remove the obligation of a I^aw and
form of worship believed to have been, in the most direct sense,

instituted by God himself, the most clear, strong, and reiterated

order would have been requisite. No one can reasonably maintain

that a few spiritual expressions directed against the bare letter

and abuse of the law, which were scarcely understood by the

hearers, could have been intended to abolish a system so firmly

planted, or to overthrow Jewish institutions of such antiquity and
national importance, much less that they could be taken in this

sense by the disciples. A few passages in the Gospels, therefore,

which may bear the interpretation of having foreseen the eventual

supersession of Mosaism by his own more spiritual principles, must
not be strained to support the idea that Jesus taught disregard

of the Law. The very distinct and positive lessons, conveyed
both by precept and practice, show, on the contrary, that not only

he did not intend to attack Mosaism, but that he was understood
both directly and by inference to recognize and confirm it. In
the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus states to the disciples in the

most positive manner : "Think not that I came to destroy the

law or the prophets ; I came not to destroy but to fulfil. For
verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one
tittle shall not pass from the law, till all be accomplished." ^ Whe-
ther the last phrase be interpreted : till all the law be accom-
plished, or till all things appointed to occur be accomplished, the
effect is the same. One clear explicit declaration like this, under
the circumstances, would outweigh a host of doubtful expres-
sions. Not only does Jesus in this passi'ge directly repudiate
any idea of attacking the law and the prophets, but, in represent-
ing his mission as their fulfilment, he affirms them, and associates
his own work in the closest way with theirs. If there were any
uncertainty, howe^•er, as to the meaning of his words it would
tje removed by the continuation :

" Whosoever, therefore, .shall

break one of these commandments, even the least, and shall teadi
'nen so, he shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven;

^1';?!

ft
1 Mt. V. 17, 18; cf. xxiii. 2 ff . j cf. Luke xvi. 17.

n
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790 8UPERNATUUAI- UELIQION.

but whosoever shall do and teach them, he shall be cailtd groat

in the kingdom of heaven." * It would be difficult for teocliing to

be more decisive in favour of the maintenance of tho law, find

this instruction, according to the first Synoptic, was s|i(cially

directed to the disciples.''^ When Jesus goes on to show that their

righteousness must exceed that of the Scribes and Pharisins, and

to add to the letter of the law, as interpreted by tlioM' of old,

his own profound interpretation of its spirit, he only intensifies,

without limiting, the operation of the law ; he merely spiritual-

ises it. He does no more than this in his lessons regarding the

observance of the Sabbath. J[e did not in point of fact attack

the genuine Mosaic institution of the day of rest at all, but

merely the intolerable literalism by which its observance had

been made a burden instead of " a delight." He justified his

variation from the traditional teaching and practice of liis time,

however, by appeals to Scriptural precedent.^ As a recent writer

has said :".... the observance of the Sabbath, which had been

intended to secure for ary men a rest full of love and peace

and mercy, had becor nere national Fetish—a barren custoin

fenced in with the m^ou irivolous and senseless restrictions."
*

Jesus restored its original .significance. In restricting some of

the permissive clauses of the Law, on the other hand, he acted

precisely in the same spirit. He dealt with the Law not with

the temper of a revolutionist, but of a reformer, and his reforms,

so far from affecting its permanence, are a virtual confirmation of

the rest of the code.^ Ritschl, whose views on this point will

have some weight with apologists, combats the idea that Jesus

merelj'^ confirmed the Mosaic moral law, and abolished the cere-

monial law. Referring to one particular point of importance, he

says :
" He certainly contests the duty of the Sabbath rest, the

value of purifications and sacrifices, and the validity of divorce

;

on the other hand, he leaves unattacked the value of circumcision,

whose regulation is generally reckoned as part of the ceremonial

law; and nothing justifies the conclusion that Jesus estimated if,

in the same way as Justin Martyr, and the other Gentile Chris.

tian Church teachers, who place it on the same line as the cere.

monies. The only passage in which Jesus touches upon circura.

1 Mt. V. 19 ; Hilgmfeld (Einl. N. T., p. 469 f.) and some others consider this, m

well as other parts of the Sermon on the Mount, to he inserted as a direct attack

upon Pauline teaching. „
2 Mt. V. 1. 2. Ritachl,- Entst. altk. Kirche, p. 35; HilgenfeUl, Einl. N. 1-

\ 469.
*
3 Mt. xii. 3 ff. ; Mk. ii. 25 ff. ; Luke vi. 3 ff.

4 Farrar, Life of Christ, i. p. 375, cf. p. 431 f., ii. 115 f:f. ^
5 Ritschl limits the application of much of the modification of the law asciiwa

to Jesus to the disciples, as members of the "Kingdom of God." Entst. alU.

Kirche, p. 29 ff.

.f



JESUS niD NOT ABROGATE THE LAW: HE OBSERVED IT. 791

cision (John vii. 22) rather proves tluit, eh an institution of the

Satriarchs, he attributes to it peculiar sanctity. Moreover, when
esus, with unnii.stakable intention, confines his own personal

minidtry to the Israelitish pec pie (Mk. vii. 27, Mt. x. 5, 6), he

thereby recognizes their prior right of participation in the King-

dom of God, and also, indirectly, circumcision as the sign of the

preference of this people. The distinction of circumcision from
ceremonies, besides, is perfectly intelligible from the Old Testa-

ment. Thiough circumcision, to wit, is the Israelite, sprung from
the people of the Covenant, indicated as .sanctified by God

;

throuofh purification, sacrifice. Sabbath-rest must he continually

sanctify himself for God. So long, therefore, as the conception

of the people of the Covenant is maintained, circumcision cannot

be abandoned, whilst even the prophets have pointed to the

merely relative importance of the Mosaic worship."*

Jesus everywhere in the Gospels recognizes the divine origin

of the law ' and he quotes the predictions of the prophets as ab-

solute evi unce of his own pretensions. To those who a.sk him
the way to eternal life he indicates its commandments,^ and he
oven enjoins the observance of its ceremonial rites.* Jesus did

not abrogate the Mosaic law; but, on the contrary, by his example
as well as his precepts, he practically confirmed it.*

It is evident from the statement of the Gospels that Jesus
himself observed the prescriptions of the Mosaic law.^ From his

birth he had been brought up in its worship.'^ He was circum-

cised on the eighth day.** " And when the days of their purifica-

tion were accomplished, according to the law of Moses, they
brought him up to Jerusalem to present him to the Lord, even as

it is written in the law of the Lord : Every male, &c., tSic, and to

1 Eilsdd, Entst. altk. Kirche, p. 34, cf. 46 f.

2 Mt. XV. 4, &(!., &c. Paley says: "Undoubtedly our Saviour assumes the
divine origin of the Mosaic institution." A View of the Evidences, &o., &c., ed.
Potts, 1850, p. 262,

3 Mt. xix. 17 ; Mk. x. 17 ; Luke xviii. 18 ; x. 25 f., xv. 29, 31, 32.
* Mt. viii. 4 ; Luke v. 14 ; John vii. 8.

5 D'Eichthal, Lea Evangiles, i. p. 43 ff. ; Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 430 f.
;

Hase, Das Leb. Jesu, 5te Aufl., p. 149 ff.; Hamrath, N. T. Zeitg., ii. 2te Aufl.,

p 406 ff ; Hilijenfeld, Einl., p. 469 f. ; Holtzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p.
365 f.; A'eiw, L)er gesch. Christus, 1866, p. 47 ff • : Jesu v. Nazara, ii., 1871, p.
242 ff

., 263 ff. ; Koatlin. Urspr. synopt. E vv. , p. 11 ff. ; Li<j/it/ool, Galatiana, p.
285 f.; Lipsius, in Schenkel's Bib. Lex., i. p. 200 ; Neander, K. G., 1843, ii. p.
S90 f.

; Reuss, Hist. Th6ol. Ohr., i. p. 165 f., 263 ; Ritnchl, Entst. d. altk. Kirche,
2teAufl.,p. 28ff., p. 45 ff., 140 ; «a/>, Origines, p. 46 ff. Cf. fiae«r, N. T.
Theoi., p. 46 ff. ; Straum, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 209 ff., 217 ff.

6 Bkek, Hebraerbr., i. p. 56 ; Eivald, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 430 f. ; Lechler, Das
ap- «. nachap. Zeit., p. 288 f. ; Lii/ht/oot, Eps. of St. Paul, Colossians, &c., 1875,
P- 174 f.; Neander, K. G., ii. p. 590 f.; Pflanzung, p. 47 ; Reiisa, Th6ol. Chr., i.

p. 167 f., 263 ; Ii6ville, Essaia, p. 15 ; Stap, Origines, p. 47 f., 53.
' Cf. Gal. iv. 4. 8 Luke ii. 21.
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give a sacrifice according to that which is said in the law of the

Lord," &c., &c.^ Every year his parents went to Jerusalem at

the feast of the Passover,^ and this practice he continued till the

close of his life. " As his vjustom was, he went into the Syna-

gogue (at Nazareth) and stood up to read."^ According to the

fourth Gospel, Jesus goes up to Jerusalem for the various festivals

of the Jews/ and the feast of the Passove", according to the

Synoptics, was the last memorable supper eaten with his dis-

ciples,^ the third Synoptic representing him as saying :
" With

deijire I desired to eat this Passover with you '^efore I suffer ; for

I say unto you that I will not any more eat it until it be ful-

filled in the kingdom of God."^ However exceptional the charac-

ter of Jesus, and however elevated his views, it is undeniable

that he lived and died a Jew, conforming to the ordinances of the

Mosaic law in all essential points, and not holding himself aloof

from the worship of the Temple which he purified. The influence

which his adherence to the forms of Judaism must have exerted

over his followers^ can scarcely be exaggerated, and the fact must

ever be carefully borne in mind in estimating the conduct of the

Apostles and of the primitive Christian community after his

death.

As befitted the character of the Jewish Messiah, the sphere of

the ministry of Jesus and the arrangements for the proclama-

tion of the Gospel were strictly and even intensely Judaic.

Jesus attached to his person twelve disciples, a number clearly

typical of the twelve tribes of the people of Israel ,** and this re-

ference is distinctly adopted when Jesus is repre'ionted, in the

Synoptics, as promising that, in the Messianic kingdon\, when the

Son of Man shall t-M on the throne of his glory," the Twelve also

" shall sit upon twelve thrones judging the twelve tiibes of

Israel ;
"^ a proiiiise which, according to the third ^"noptist, is

1 Luke ii. 22 ff. 2 Luke ii. 41.

8 Luke iv. 16.

4 John V. 1, vii. 8, 10, x. 22 f., xi. 55, 56, xii. 1, 12, xiii. 1 f.

6 Mt. xxvi. 17 ff. ; Mk. xiv, 12 ff.; Luke xxii. 7 ff.

6 Luke xxii. 15 f.

7 Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 430 f.; Lechler, Dasap. u. nachap. Z., p. 288 1.

;

Keandtr, Pflanzung, p. 47 ; K. G., ii. p. 590.

» Delitzsch, Urspr. Matth. Ev., p. 89 f. ; Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 38»;

Gfrorer, Das Jahrb. des Heils, ii. p. 369 f.; Oieseler, Eutst. schr. Ew., p. 1271.

;

Hase, Daa Leb. Jesu, p. 139 ff.; Hauxrath, in Scbpnkel's Bib. Lex., i. p. 186:

ffeim, .•esu V. Nazara, ii. t WH t; Afosheim, Inst. . ist. Eccles. swc, i. pars. '

c. iii. §0 ; Neauder, Das L^ben Jesu, 7te Aufl., p. 144 ff.; de Pressem', Hiet.

trois prem. Si^cles, i. p. ",76; ReuHs, Th^ol. Chr., ii. p. 347; ^mcW, Pastv.

Marcious, p. 185; Scherer, Rev. Th»5ol., iv. 1859, p. 340 f.; Scholten, Het paulm.

Ev., p. 100 ; Schweyler, Das nachap. Z , ii, p. 46 ; Stap, Origires, p. 47 i.;Strmw,

Das L.J. Jesu, p. 270 ; Wekae, Die evaug. Geschichte, ii. p. 394 ; Be Wette, bmi

N. T.. p. 179.

» Mt. xix. 28.
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actually made during the last supper.^ In the Apocalypse, which,

•'of all the writings of the New Testament is most thoroughly

Jewish in its language and imagery,"" the names of the twelve

Apostles of the Lamb are written upon the twelve foundations of

the wall of the heavenly Jerusalem, upon the twelve gates of

which, through which alone access to the city can be obtained,

are the names of the twelve tribes of the children of Israel.^ Jesus

himself limited his teaching to the Jews, and was strictly " a

minister of the circumcision for the truth of God, to confirm the

promises made unto the fathers."'* To the prayer of the Canaan
itish woman :

" Have mercy on me, O Lord, Son of David," unlike

his gracious demeanour to her of the bloody issue,* Jesus, at first,

it is said, " answered her not a word ; " and even when besought

by the disciples—not to heal her daughter, but—to " send her

away," he makes the emphatic declaration :
" I was not sent but

unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel."^ To her continued

appeals he lays down the principle :
" It is not lawful to take the

children's bread and cast it to the dogs." If after these exclusive

.sentences the boon is finally granted, it is as of the crumbs^ which
fall from the master's table.* The modified expression* in the

second Gospel :
*' Let the children first be filled : for it is not meet

to take the children's bread and cast it to the dogs," does not
affect the case, for it equally represents exclusion from the privi-

leg.sof Israel, and the Messianic idea fully contemplated a cer-

1 Luke xxii. 30.

LhjhtJ'oot, St. Paul's Ep. to the Galatians, 4th cd., p. 343.
3 Rev. xxi. 12, 14.

* Kom. XV. 8. Alford, Greek Test., i. p. 164 f. ; D'Eichthal, Les Evangiles, i.

p.
4" ff.; Holtzmann, i'l Bunseii's Bibelw. iv., 1864, p. 57 ; Hausratk, N. T.

Zeitg., ii. p. 407 f.; Hilgenfeld, Die Evangelion, p. 86 f.; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., ii.

p. 405ff. ; Khstermann, Daa Maruusevang, 1867, p. 156 f.; Meyer, Ev. Matth.,
•)te Aufl., p. 251, p. 340 f. ; Mosheiin, Inst. Hist. Eccles., i. pars. i. c. iii. §§ 6, 7 ;

Xeander, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 369; Rcnan, Vie de Jesus, xiii. ed., p. 458 f ; Reuas,
Tiieol. Ohr., iii. p. .34(> f

. ; Riischl, fiiitst. '•.\.'.. Kiro'.e, p. 34, 141 ; St- aiMs, Daa
Leb. Jesu, p. 217 ff. ; Weisse, Vq ev. Gesch., lb.»8, ii. p. 6). Cf. BwaU, Die
drei e-st. Evv., p. 247 f., 266.

5 Matth. ix. 22.

' '•'his expression does not occur in the pa.-allel in Mark.
7 These Jpix'a, it is supposed, may mear. the morsels of bread on which the

hands were wiped after they hud, in Eastern fashion, been thrust into the dishes
before them.

8 Mt. XV. 22 ff. ; of. Mk. vii. 25 ff. .Some commentators, as Kuinoel, Lange,
Ebrard, Woidsworth, Farrar, Baur, and others, read the words of Jesus, through-
"ttt, either as a trial of the woman's faith, or not seriously to bo understood in
their obvious sense.

' J/cycc (Ev. Mark. u. Luk., p. 99 f.) considers the atpei npcorov jfoprarf-
^yat Td rsHva of the second Synoptic a .nodification of later tradition. He
Mills that the episode in .Mt. hps the 'mpress of greater originaiity. So also
»em, D.18 Marcusev. erklar*;, l'J72, p. 2U ff. ; Srholten, Das alt. Evang., p. 157
'; Eimhl, Drei erst. Evv., p. 266; De WHte, K. Erkl. Evv. dee Luk. u. Mark.,
'»w, p. 203 ; Kzim, Jesu v. Naz., ii. p. 407, anm.
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tain grace to the heathen when the children were filled. The ex-

pression regarding casting the children's bread " to the dogs " is

clearly in reference to the Gentiles, who were so called by the

Jews.^ A similar, though still stronger use of such expressions,

might be pointed out in the Sermon on the Mount m the first

Gospel (vii. 6) :
" Give not that which is holy unto the dogs,

neither cast your pearls before swine.'' It is certain that the

Jews were in the habit of speaking of the heathen both as dogs

and swine—unclean animals,—and Hilgenfeld,^ and some other

critics, see in this verse a reference to the Gentiles. We do not,

however, press this application,which is, and may be, disputed, but

merely mention it and pass on. There can be no doubt, however,

of the exclusive references to the Gentiles in the same sermon, and

other passages, where the disciples are enjoined to practise a

higher righteousness than the Gentiles. " Do not even the publi-

cans . . do not even the Gentiles or sinners the same thing,s."^

" Take no thought, &c., for after all these things do the Gentiles

seek; but seek ye, &c., &c."* The contrast is precisely that put

with some irony by Paul, making use of the common Jewish ex-

pression "sinner" as almost equivalent for "Gentile."* In an-

other place the first Synoptic represents Jesus as teaching his

disciples how to deal with a brother who sins against them, and

as the final resource, when every etfort at reconciliation and jus-

tice has failed, he saj's :
" Let him be unto thee as the Gentile

(i6vt.Ko<;) and the publican." (Mt. xviii'. 17.) He could not express

in a stronger way to a Jewish mind the idea of social and reli-

gious excommunication.

The instructions which Jesus gives in sending out the Twel'v\

however, express the exclusiveiiess of the Messianic mission, in

the first instance at least, to the Jews, in a very marked manner.

Jesus commands his disciples : " Go not into a way of the Gen-

"^ Baumyarten-Crtmiis, Comm. Ev. Matth., 1844, p. 212 ; Eisenmenger, ^ni-

deektes Judenthum, i. p. IVi ff., ii. p. 630, 635 f.; HiUjenfeUl, Die Evangelien, p.

86 f.; Einl.p. 479; Hottzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., iv. p. 57; Keim, Jesu. v,

Nazara, ii. p. 407, anm. 4; Klostermann, Das Marcusev.. p. 157 ;
Light/oot, Hora

Hebr., Works, xi. p. 220 ; Meyer, Ev. Matth., p. 340 f.'; Be Wette, K. Erkl. Ev.

Matth., 4te Aufl., p. 901 ; WordmooHh, Greek Test., The Four Gospels, p. 55.

Dr. Wordsworth says : "Hvyapioii] curs. Not that our Lord regarded them m
such, but because they were so called by the Jews, whose language he adopts.

xvvdpiov is a co*itemptuou8 diminutive." Greek Test., The Four Gospela, On

Mt. XV. 26, p. 55. Many critics argue that the diminutive nvvdpta for nvvd

removes the offensive term from the heathen.
^ Hiljenfeld, Die Evangelien, p. 64 ; Einl., p. 470 ; Rems, Thtol. Chr., u. ?•

348. Of. Schoettyen, Horse Hebr., p. 87 ; Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, ii. p. 406, anm. J;

Kostlin, Urspr. synopt. Evv., p. 178.
,

8 Mt. v. 46 f., vi. 7 f.; cf. Luke vi. 32 ff., where "sinners" is substituted tor

"Gentiles."
* Mt. vi. 31 f.; cf. XX. 25 f.; Luke xii. 30.

6 Gal. ii. 15 ; cf. Lujht/oot, St. Paul's Ep. to Gal, 4th ed., p. 114
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tiles (tOvoiv) and into a city of the Samaritans enter ye not ; but

go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. And as ye go
preach, saying : The kingdom of heaven is at hand."^ As if more
emphatically to mark the limitation of the mission the assurance

is seriously added :
" For verily I say unto you, ye shall not have

gone over the cities of Israel, till the Son of Man come."^ It will

be observed that Jesus here charges the Twelve to go rather " to

the lost sheep of the house of Israel " in the same words that he
employs to the Canaanitish woman to describe the exclusive des-

tination of his own ministry.^ In coupling the Samaritans with

the Gentiles there is merely an expression of the intense anti-

pathy of the Jews against them, as a mixed and, we may say,

renegade race, excluded from the Jewish worship although cir-

cumcised, intercourse with whom is to this day almost regarded

as pollution.* The third Gospel, which omits the restrictive in-

structions of Jesus to the Twelve given by the first Synoptist,

introduces another episode of the same description, the ap-

pointment and mission of seventy disciples,^ to which we must
very briefly refer. No mention whatever is made of this in-

cident in the other Gospels, and these disciples are not referred

to in any other part of the New Testament." Even Eusebius re-

marks that no catalogut of them is anywhere given, ^ and, after

naming a few persons, who were sa' ! by tradition to have been of

their number, h^ loints out that more than seventy disciples

appear, for instai according to the testimony of Paul.** It will

be observed that th in t ructions, at least in ni iderable part,

supposed to be given to thf " venty in th'- thinl Synoptic are, in

the first, the very instructions iven to the Twelve. There has
been much discussion regarding the whole episode, which nted
not here be minutely referred to. Forvarion rcasdn- the ma-
jority of critics impugn its historical cJiaracter. " A large number

1 Mt. X. 5-7 ; cf. Mk. iii. 13 f., vi. 7 ff.; Liikc ix. 1 ff.

'' Mt. X. 23.

3 Mt. XV.; cf. Acts iii. 25, 26, xiii. 46.
< Farmr, Life of Christ, i. 208 f.

^ Luke x. 1 ff. We need not discuss the pr'
The very same uncertainty exists regarding the i.

nations.

•* Even Thiersch is struck by this singular fact. " It is remarkable," he says,
"that no further mention of the seventy disciples of Christ (Luke x. 1) occurs in
theN. T. , and that no credible tradition regarding them is preserved." Die
Kirch*; im ap. Zeit., p. 79, anm. 2.

'' Tmy 5' k/3So/inJHovra /jaBT^rdSy, xardXoyoi fter ovSeii ovSaiirj
(piperar Exwb. H. E., i. 12.

* xai raiv k/SSo/uTJxoyra Si nXfiovi tov doaTfJpoi nacp^vevai /jaQn-
ras srpoii av intrpp^dai, /iidprvpi ^pwVfvo? r<w IlauXa), h. r. A.
'i>.;d. 1 Cor. XV. 5fr.

9 Bmr, Untera. kan. Evv., p. 434 f., 498 ff. ; Davidson, Int. N.T., ii. p. 44 f.;

Bwald, Die drei erst. Evv.
, p. 284 f. ; Gesch. V. Isr , v. p. 392 f. ; 0/rorer, Das

amber, whether 70 or 72.

t-r of the elders and of the
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of these, as well as other writers, consider that the narrative of

this appointment of seventy disciplts, the number of the nations

of the earth according to Jewish ideas, was introduced in Pauline

universal istic interest,^ or, at least, thut the number is typical of

Gentile conversion, in contrast with that of the Twelve who le-

presented the more strictly Judaic limitation of the Messianic

mission ; and they seem to hold that the preaching of the seventy

is represented as not confined to Judaea, but as extending to

Samaria, and that it thus denoted the destination of the Gospel

also to the Gentiles. On the other hand, other critics, many,

though by no means all, of whom do not question the authen-

ticity of the passage, are disposed to deny the Pauline tendency,

and any special connection with a mission to the Gentiles, and

rather to see in the number seventy a reference to well-known

Judaistic institutions.^ It is true that the number of the nations

was set down at seventy by Jewish tradition,^ but, on the other

hand, it was the number of the elders chosen by Moses from

amongst the children of Israel by God's command to help him,

and to whom God gave of his spirit ;* and also of the national

Sanheirin, which, according to the Mischna,^ still represented the

Jahrh. des Heils, ii. p. 371 f.; Die heil. Sage, i. p. 231 ff. ; Hase, Das Leb. Jesu,

p. 200 f.; Hollzmann, Die synopt. E'v., 1863, p. 392 f.; Keini, Jesu v. Nazara, ii.

p. 332 ff., 329 f., iii. p. 8 ff.; Kostlin, Urspr. synopt. Evv., p. 267 ff.; Kriiyer-Vd-

thuaen, Das Leben Jesu, 1872, p. 173, anm. • ; Hitschl, Das Ev. Marcions, p. 185 ff.;

Scherer, Rev. deTb^ol., iv. 1859, p. 340 i.;Schleiermacher, Einl. N.T., 1845, p. 274;

Scholten, Het paul. Ev.,p. 99 ff. ; Schwegler, Dasnacbap. Z., ii. p. 45 ff.; Strau>iii, Das

Leb. Jesu, p. 274 ff.; Weisse, Die ev. Gesch. , i. p. 405 f. ; Wfizsaclcer, Uiiters. ev.

Gescb., p. 409 f. ; De WHte, Ev. Lucas u. Marc, 3te Aufl., p. 78 ff.; Zcller, Apg.,

p. 41, 448. Cf. migen/eld. Die Evangelieii, p. 183 ff.; Die Evv. Justins, p. 356 f.

1 Baur, Unters. kan. Evv., p. 435 f., 498 f. ; K. G. i. p. 76, anm. 1; IS.T. Theol.,

p. 329 f.; Bleek, Einl., p. 283 f.; Davidson, Lit. N.T., li. p. 44 f.; Girwirr, Entst.

schr. Evv., p. 127 f.; Keim, Jesu v. Na^., ii. r. 329; iii. p. 10 ff.; KliMUn, I'rspr.

»yii. Evv., p. 267 ; Lechkr, Das ap. u. nach..p. Z., p. 157; OMiausen, Bibl. Conim.,

i. 2. 4te Aufl., p. 591; Hema, Theol. Chr., ii. p. 347 f.; Ritschl, Das Ev. Marcioue,

p. 185 f.; Scherer, Kev. de Th^ol., iv. 1859, p. 340 f. ; AS^(7io/<en, Het. paul. Ev.,p.

100 f. ; Schweqkr, Das iiachap. Z., ii. p. 45 f.; Strauss, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 274 ff.;

Volkmar, Die Rel. Jesu, p. 308, 325; De Wette, Ev. Luc. u. Marc, p. 79; Einl.

NT., p. 179 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 41, 448. Cf. Ooaterzee, Das Ev. n. Lukas, 3te Aufl.,

p. 162 f.

2 liaumt/arten-Cntsius, Ev. des Mark. u. Lukas, 184'i, p. 72 ; Bemjel, Gnom. N.

T., p. 295"; Ebrard, Wiss. Kr. ev. Gesch., p. -118 f.; Ewald, Die drei erst. Evv., p.

284f.; cf. Die Altertb. d. V. Isr., 3te Aufl., p. 328 tl.; Fan-ar, Life of Christ, n.

p. 99 ; OfrOrer, Das Jahrh. d. Heils, li. p. 371 f. ; Die heil. Sage, i. p. 235; Hoh-

mann. Die syn.' t. Evv., p. 392 f; Kvinoel, Uonim. in N. T., ii. p. 450 t; Meyer,

Ev. des Mark .. Lukas, p. 393 If.; Wevta, Stud. u. Knt., 1861, p. 710 f. Cf.

Al/ord, Greek lest., i. p. 536 f.; Haae, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 200 f.; Schleiermacher,

Einl. ^:i\, p. -74; Wordsworth, Greek Test., Four Gospels, p. 207.

8 See ante p. 133 f.; Clem. Recog., ii. 42 ; Epiphanius, Hasr., i. 5 ;
Eisenmenger,

Entd. Judenthum, ii. p. 3fF., p. 736 f.

t Number.- xi. 16 fF., 25 flf. Also the number of the sons of Jacob who went into

E^ypt, Gen. xlvi. 27.

S Sanhedr. i. 6.
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Mosaic council. This view receives confirmation from the Cle-

mentine Recognitions in the following j»assage :
" He therefore

chose us twelve who first believed in him, whom he named Apos-

tles ; afterwards seventy-two other disciples of most approved
goodness, that even in this way recognising the similitude of

Moses the multitude might believe that this is the prophet to

come whom Moses foretold."^ The psisaage here referred to is

twice quoted in the Acts :
" Moses indeed said : A projjhet will

the Lord our God raise up unto you from among your brethren,

like unto me," &c.^ On examination, we do not find that there is

any ground for the assertion that the seventy disciples were sent

to the Samaritans or Gentiles, or were in any way connected with
universalistic ideas. Jesus had " sted lastly set his face to go to

Jerusalem," and sent messengers ^'^fore him who " went and en-

tered into a village of the Samaritans to make ready for him,"

but they repulsed him, " because his face was as though he would
go to Jerusalem."' There is a decided break, however, before the

appointment of the seventy. " After these things (/lactu Tavra) the

Lord appointed seventy others also, and sent them two and two
before his face into every city and place whither he himself was
about to come."* There is not a single word in the instructions

given to them which justifies the conclusion that they were sent

to Samaria, and only the inference from the number seventy,

taken as typical of the nations, suggests it. Thai inference is not
sufficiently attested, and the slightness of the use made of the

seventy disciples in the third Gospel—this occasion being the

only one on which they are mentioned, and no specific intimation
<'f any mission to all people being here given—does not favour
the theory of Pauline tendency. So far as we are concerned,- how-
over, the point is unimportant. Those who assert the univeisa-
listic character of the episode generally deny its authenticity

;

most of those who accept it as historical deny its universalism.

The order to go and teach all nations, however, by no means
carries us beyond strictly Messianic limits. Whilst the Jews
expected the Messiah to restore the people of Israel to their own
Holy Land, and crown them with unexampled prosperity and
peace, revenging their past sorrows upon their enemies, and grant-
ing them supremacy over all the earth, they likewise held that

1 No8 ergo prinioa elegit duodecim aibi credentes, quos Apostolos noniinavit,
postmodum alios septiiaginta duos probatissimos discipulos, lit vel hoc modo
recognita imagine Moysis crederet multitudo, quia hi(; est, quem jjiaedixit Moysis
Tenturiiiii prophetam. ReeoK. i. 40. Cf. Hilijenfetd, Die Evv. Justine, p. 356 f.

Hil'jenfdd suggests the possibility of an tarlier tradition out of which both the
third Synoptist and the Clementines may have drawn their materials.

* /ct8 iii. 22, vii. 37 ; of. Deuteron xviii, 18.

«Lukeix. .51 fl'. 4 Luke x. 1.
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THERE WAS NO BREACH WITH JUDAISM. 799

cision, and therefore were not participators in the Covenant, but

merely worshipped the God of Israel,^ and were onl}^ compelled

to observe the seven Noachian prescriptions. These Proselytes of

the Gate, however, were little more than on sufferance. Tliey

were excluded from the Temple, and even the Acts of the Apos-

tles represent it to be pollution for a Jew to have intercourse

with them : it requires direct Divine intervention to induce Peter

to go to Cornelius, and to excuse his doing so in the eyes of

the primitive Church.^ Nothing short of circumcision and full

observance of the Mosaic Law could seciire the privileges of the

Covenant with Israel to a stranger, and in illustration of this we
may again point to the Acts, where certain who came from Judea,

members of the primitive Church, teach the Christians of Anti-

och ;
" Except ye have been circumcised after the custom of

Moses ye cannot be saved."3 This will be more fully shown as we
proceed. The conversion of the Gentiles was not, therefore, in

the least degree, an idea foreign to Judaism, but, on the contrary,

formed an intimate part of the Messianic expectation of the later

prophets. The condition, however, was the full acceptance of the

Mosaic law, and admission to the privileges and promises of the

Covenant through the initiatory rite,* That small and com-
paratively insignificant people, with an arrogance that would
have been ridiculous if, in the influence which they have actually

exerted over the world, it had not been almost sublime, not only
supposed themselves the sole and privileged recipients of the

oracles of God, as his chosen and peculiar people, but they con-

templated nothing short of universal submission to the Mosaic
code, and the supremacy of Israel over all the earth.

We are now better able to estimate the position of the Twelve
when the death of their master threw them on their own re-

1 It is scarcely necessary to sptak of the well-known case of Izates, King of

Adiabene, i-elated by Josephus. The Jewish merchant Ananias, who teaches
him to worship God according to the religion of the Jews, is willing, evidently
from the special emergency of the case and the danger of forcing Izates fully to

embrace Judaism in the face of his people, to let him remain a mere Jahveh wor-
shipper, only partially conforming to the Law, and remaining uncircumcised ; but
another Jew from Galilee, Eleazer, versed in Jewish learning, points out to him
that, in neglecting circumcision, he breaks the principal point of the Law. Izates

then has himself circumcised. JosephuH, Antiq. xx. 2, § 3 f

.

2 Acts X. 2 ff., xi. 2 ff. Dr. Lightfoot says : "The Apostles of the circumcision,
even St. Peter himself, had failed hitherto to comprehend the wide purpose of

God. With their fellow-countrymen they still ' held it unlawful for a Jew to

keep company with an alien' (Acts x. 28)." Galatians, p. 290.
3 Acts XV, 1.

* Alford, Greek Test., ii. p. 109 ; Crediier, Das N. T., ii. p. 20 f., 56 fif. ; von
Dollinger, Cuiist. u. Kirche, p. 49; Ebrard, zu Olshausen, Apg., p. 159 f.

;

Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Z., p. 238 ft'. ; Neamlpr, Pflanzung, p. 24 ; Olshausen,
Apg., p. 158 ff. ; de Preswrn^, Trois prem. Sif-cles. i. 372 f. ; Pjieiderer, Der
Paulinisnms, p. 284 ff. ; Hitsclil, Entst. altk. K., p. 141 f, ; Schlkmann, Die Cle-

mentinen, p. 378 ff. ; Stap, Origines, p. 43 ff.
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sources, and left them to propagate his Gospel as they themselves

understood it. Born a Jew of the race of David, accepting dur-

ing his life the character of the promised Messiah, and dying

with the mocking title " King of the Jews" written upon his cross,

Jesus had left his disciples in close communion with the Mosa-

ism which he had spiritualized and ennobled, but had not abol-

ished. He himself had taught them that " it becomes us to fulfil

all righteousness," and, from his youth upwards, had set them
the example of eidightened observance of the Mosaic law. His

precept had not belied his example, and whilst in strong terms

we find him inculcating the permanence of the Law, it is certain

that he left no order to disregard it.- He confined his own
preaching to the Jews ; the first ministers of the Messiah repre-

sented the twelve tribes of the people of Israel ; and the first

Christians were of that nation, with no distinctive worship, but

practising as before the whole Mosaic ritual. What Neander
says of " many," may, we think, be referred to all :

" That Jesus

faithfully observed the form of the Jewish law served to them

as evidence that this form should ever preserve its value."^ As a

fact, the Apostles and the early Christians continued as before

assiduously to practise all the observances of the Mosaic law, to

frequent the Temple^ and adhere to the usual strict forms of

Judaism.^ In addition to the influence of the example of Jesus

and the powerful effect of national habit, there were many strong

reasons which obviously must to Jews have rendered abandon-

ment of the law as difficult as submission to its full requirements

must have been to Gentiles. Holding as they did the Divine

origin of the Old Testament, in which the observance of the Law
was inculcated on almost every page, it would have been impos-

sible, without counter-teaching of the most peremptory and con-

vincing character, to have shaken its premacy ; but beyond

this, in that theocratic community Mosaism was not only the

condition of the Covenant, and the key of the Temple, but it was

also the diploma of citizenship, and the bond of social and polHical

life. To abandon the observance of the law was not only to

resign the privilege and the distinctive characteristic of Israel, to

1 Ptlaiizung, u. a. w., p. 47.

2 Acts ii. 46, iii. 1, v. 20, 42, xxi. 20—27, xxii. 17, &c., &c.

3 Baur, Panlus, i. p. 49 ; Bkek, Hebraerbr., i. I. p. 56 f. ; Credner, Das N. T.,

ii. p. 20 ff. ; Hamrath, N. T. Zeitg., :.. p. 360 ; Holtzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw.,

viii. p. 36.5 f. ; Lecliler, Das ap. u. nachap. Zeit., p. 281 f., 281 «.; Lujhtfoot,

<lalatian8, p. 285 f., 287, 300 f. ; Lipsim, in Schenkel's Bib. Lex., i. p. 202 f.

;

NeatuUr, Pflanzung, p. 33 f. ; Nicolas, Etudes N. T., p. 2.17 f. ; de Premnsi,

Trois prem. Si^cles, i. p. 372 f., 377 f., 410 ; Rems, Gesch. N. T., p. 22 f. ;
Theol.

Chr., i. p. 290 ff. ; K^ville, Essais, p. 15, 19 f. ; Ritschl, Entst. altk. K., p. 124 f.,

140 S. ; Rot/ie, Anfjinge chr. Kirche, i. p. 142 f., 316 ff. ; Schliemann, Clemen-

tinen, p. 371 ff. ; Stap, Origiues, p. 52 flF. ; IVeber u. Holtzmann, Gesch. V. Isr.,

ii. p. 567 f. ; Zeller, Gesch. chr. K., p. 5 f. ; Vortrage, p. 21.
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relinquish the faith of the Patriarchs who were the glory of the

nation, and to forsake a divinely appointed form of worship,

without any recognized or even indicated substitute, but it

severed the only link between the individual and the people of

Israel, and left him in despised isolation, an outcast from the com-
munity. They had no idea, however, that any such sacrifice was
required of them. They were simply Jews believing in the Jew-
ish Messiah, and they held that all things else were to proceed as

before, until the glorious second coming of the Christ.^

The Apostles and primitive Christians continued to hold the

national belief that the way to Christianity lay through Judaism,^

and that the observance of the law was obligatory and circum-

cision necessary to complete communion.^ Pari describes with
unappeased irritation the efforts made by the community of Jeru-

salem, whose "pillars" were Peter, James, and John, to force

Titus, a Gentile Christian to be circumcised,' and even the Acts
represent James and all the elders of the Church of Jerusalem as

requesting Paul, long after, to take part with four Jewish Chris-

tians, who had a vow and were about to purify themselves and
shave their heads, and, after the accomplishment of the days of

purification, make the usual offering in the Temple, in order to

convince the " many thousands there of those who have believed

and are all zealous for the law," that it is untrue that he teaches :

"all the Jews who are among the Gentiles apostacy (aTroaraa-iav)

from Moses, saying that theyought not to circumcise their children,,

neither to walk after the customs," and to show, on the contrary,

that he himself walks orderly and keeps the Law.* As true

Israelites, with opinions fundamentally unchanged by belief that

Jesus was the Messiah, they held that the Gospel was specially

intended for the people of the Covenant, and they confined their

teaching to the Jews.^ A Gentile whilst still uncircumcised, even

1 Neander, Pflanzung, p. 33 f.

2 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 137 f. ; Vredner, Das N. T., ii. p. 20 fT., 26 ff. ; von Dollinger,

Christ, u. Kirche, p. 48 f., 58, 62;Hauiiratli, N.T. Zeitg., ii. p. 406 ff. ; in Schenkel'B
Bib. Lex., i. p. 190 f.; lAifhtfoot, Galatians, p. S5f., 290 ; Lipsiun, in Schenkel's
Bib. Lex., i. p. 200, 202t.;'MUman, Hist, of Chr. , •. p. 377 f. , 382 f. ; Neander, Pflan-

zung, p. 24, 668 f.; K. G., ii. p. 590 f.; Nicolas, Etudes N.T,, p. 237 f.; PJkiderer,
Der Paulinismus, p. 284 f. ; rfe Pressenx^, Trois prem. Sieules, p. 372 f. ; Reuss, (ieach.

N.T., p. 22; Th^ol. Chr., i. p. 291 ff., 294, 307 ; ii. p. 343; Ritscld, Entst. altk.

Kirche, p. 147 ; Schliemann, Clementineu, p. 3/8 ff. ; Stap, Origines, p. 56 f. ; Zeller,

(iesch. chr. K., p. 5f.; Vortriige, p. 204 ff. Cf. Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Z.
, p.

242 fr ; liothe, Anfiinge chr. K., p. 142 ff., 31.5 ff

3 Gal. ii. 3 ff. As we shall more fully discuss this episode hereafter, it is not
necessary to do so here.

* Acts xxi. 18—26 ; cf. xv. i. Paul is also represented as saying to the Jews of

Rome that he has done nothing "against the customs of their fathers."
^ Or. Lightfoot says :

'
' Meanwhile at Jerusalem some years past away before

the barrier of Judaism was assailed. The Apostles still observed the Mosaic ritual

;

they still confined their preaching to Jews by birth, or Jews by adoption, the
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although cotivertoil, could not, they thought, be received on an
equality with the Jew, but deftled him by contact.^ The attitude

of the Christian Jew to tiie merely Christian Gentile, who had
not entered the community by the portal of Juaaism, was, as

before, simply that of the Jew to the proselyte of the Cate. The
Apostles could not upon any other terms have then even contem-
plated the conversion of the Gentiles. Jesus had limited his own
teaching to the Jews, and, according to the first Gospel, had posi-

tively prohibited, at one time at least, their going to the Gentiles,

or even to the Samaritans, and if there had been an order given

to preach to all nations it certainly was not accompanied by any
removal of the conditions specified in the Law.^ It has been
remarked that neither party, in the great discussion in the Church
regarding the terras upon which Gentiles might be admitted

to the privileges of Christianity, ever appealed in support of their

views to specific instructions of Jesus on the subject.^ The resison

is intelligible enough. The Petrine party, supported as they were

by the whole weight of the Law and of Holy Scripture, as well as

by the example and tacit approval of the Master, could not have

felt even that degree of doubt which precedes an appeal to autho-

rity. The party of Paul, on the other hand, had nothing in their

favour to which a specific appeal could have been made ; but in

his constant protest that he had not received his doctrine from

man, but had been taught it by direct revelation, the Apostle of

the Gentiles, who was the first to proclaim a substantial difference

between Christianity and Judaism,* in reality endeavoured to set

aside the authority of the Judaistic party by an appeal from the

proselytes of the Covenant," &c. Paul's Ep. to Gal., p. 287. Paley says :
" It was

not yet known to the Apostles, that they were at liberty to propose the religion to

mankind at large. That 'mystery,' as St. Paul calls it (Eph. iii. 3—6), and as it

then was, was revealed to Peter by an especial miracle." A view of the Evidence,

&c., ed. Potts, 1850, p. 228. l Acts x. 1 ff., 14, 28 ; xi. 1 ff.

2 Dr. Lightfoot says :
" The Master himself had left no express instructions. He

had charged them, it is true, to preach the Gospel to all nations, but how this

injunction was to be carried out, by what changes a national Church must expand

into an universal Church, they had not been told. He had indeed asserted the

sovereignty of the spirit over the letter ; he had enunciated the great pri iciple—

as wide in its application as the law itself—that ' man was not made for ihe Sab-

bath, but the Sabbath for man.' He had pointed to the fulfilment of the law in the

Gospel. So far he had discredited the law, but he had not deposed it or abolished

it. Iv was left to the Apostles themselves under the guidance of the Spirit, moulded

by ciicumstances and moulding them in turn, to work out the great change.' St.

l'aul'& Ep. to Gal. 286.
3 Ofrarer. Das Heiligthum und die Wahrheit, 1838, p. 386 ; AUg. K. G., i. p.

227 f.

4 Baur, M.T. Theologie, 1864, p. 128 flf. ; K. G., i. p. 44 f.; Credner, Das N.T.,

i. p. 156flF.; Ofrorer, Allg. K.G., i. p. 232 f.; Hilgen/eld, Einl, p. 222 ff.; Hobiten,

Zum Ev. Paulus u. Petr., p. 236 f. et passim ; HoUzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw.,

viii. p. 369S.;Lip8iu8, in Schenkel's Bib. Lex., i. p. 200 ff.; Zeller, Gesch. chr.K,,

p. 5f.
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earthly to the spirituiilized Messiah. Even after the visit uf Paul

to Jerusalem about the year 50, the elder Apostles still retained

the views which we have shown to liave been inevitable under

the circumstances, and, as we learn fioni Paul himself, they still

continued mere "Apostles of the Cu'cumcision," limiting their

mission to the Jews.^

The Apostles and the {)rimitive Christians, therefore, after the

death of their Master, whom they believed to be the Messiah of

the Jews, having received his last instructions, and formed their

tinal impressions of his views, reiiained Jews, believing in the

continued obligation to observe the Law, and, conseciuently, hold-

ing the initiatory rite essential to participation in the privileges

of the Covenant. They held this not only as Jews believing in

the Divine origin of the Old Testament and of the Law, but as

Christians confirmed by the example and the teaching of their

Christ, whose very coming was a substantial ratification of the

ancient faith of Israel. In this position they stood when the

Gospel, without their intervention, and mainly by the exertions

of theApostle Paul, began to spread amongst the Gentiles, and the

terms of their admission came into question. It is impossible to

deny that the total removal of conditions, advocated by the Apos-
tle Paul with all the vehemence and warmth of his energetic cha-

racter, and involving nothing short of the abrogation of the Law
and surrender of all the privileges of Israel, must have been shock-

ing not only to the prejudices, but also to the deepest religious

convictions of men who, although Christians, had not ceased to

be Jews, and, unlike the Apostle of the Gentiles, had been directly

and daily in contact with Jesus, without having been taught such

revolutionary principles. Fiom this point we have to proceed

with our examination of the account in the Acts of the relation

of the elder Apostles to Paul, and the solution of the difficult

problem before them.

1 Gal. ii. 9.

'^U
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CHAPTER V.

THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE WORK, CONTINUED.
THE MARTYR.

STEPHEN

Before the Apostle of the Gentiles himself comes on the scene,

and is directly brought in contact with the Twelve, we have to

study the earlier incidents narrated in the Acts, wherein, it is

said, the emancipation of the Church from Jewish exclusiveness

had already either commenced or been clearly anticipated. The
first of these which demands our attention is the narrative of the

martyrdom of Stephen. This episode, although highly interest-

ing and important in itself, might, we consider, havv. been left

unnoticed in connection with the special point now engaging our

attention, but such significance has been imparted to it by the

views which critics have discovei-ed in the speech of Stephen,

that we cannot pass it without attention. If this detention be,

on the one hand, to be regretted, it will on the other be compen-

sated by the light which may be thrown on the composition of

the Acts.

We read' that, in consequence of murmurs amongst the Hel-

lenists against the Hebrews, that their widows were neglected in

the daily distribution of alms, seven deacons were appointed

specially to attend to such n)inistrations. Amongst these it is

said, was Stephen,'* " a man full of faith and of the Holy Spirit."

Stephen, it appears, by no means limited his attention to the

material interests of the membei's of the Church, but being " full

of grace and power, did great wonders and signs (repara Koi (njfiiia

IxfydXa) amongst the people." " But there arose certain of those

of the synagogue which is called (the synagogue) of the Liber-

tines^ and Cyi'enians and Alexandrians and of them of Cilicia

and of Asia, disputing with Stephen ; and they were not able to

resist the wisdom and the spirit by which he spake. Then they

suborned men who said : We have heard him speak blasphemous

words again.st Moses and God. And they stirred up the people

and the elders and the scribes, and came upon him, and seized

1 Acta vi. 1 fl'.

2 It is unnecessary to discuss whether Stephen was a Jew of Palestinian or

Hellenist extraction. The historic elements in the episode are too slight to render

such a point either important or capable of determination.
3 The Libertines were probably Jewish freedmen, or the descendants of freed-

men, who had returned to Jerusalem from Rome

.
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STEPHEN THE MARTYR. 805

him, and brought him to the Council, and set up false witnesses

who said : This man ceaseth not to speak words against the holv

place and the law ; for we have heard him say, that Jesus, this

Nazarene, shall destroy this place, and shall chai.ge the customs

which Moses delivered to us." The high-priest asks him : Are
these things so ? And Stephen delivers an address, which has

since been the subject of much discussion amongst critics and
divines. The contents of the speech taken by themselves do not

present any difficulty, so far as the sense is concerned, but re-

garded as a reply to the accusations brought against him by the

False witnesses, the defence of Stephen has perhaps been inter-

preted in a greater variety of ways than any other part of the

New Testament. Its shadowy outlines have been used as a

setting for the pious thoughts of subsequent generations, and
every imaginable intention has been ascribed to the proto-martyr,

every possible or impossible reference detected in the phrases of

his oration. This has mainly arisen from the imperfect nature

of the account in the Acts, and the absence of many important
details which has left criticism to adopt that " divinatorisch-

corabinatorische" procedure which is so apt to evolve any favourite

theory from the inner consciousness. The prevailing view, how-
ever, amongst the gi*eat majority of critics of all schools is, that

Stephen is represented in the Acts as the forerunner of tl e

Apostle Paul, anticipating his universalistic principles, and prc-

claiming with more or less of directness the abrogation of Mosaic,

ordinances and the freedom of the Christian Church.^ This vie^f

was certainly advanced by Augustine, and lies at the base of his

famous saying :
" Si sanctus Stephanus sic non orasset, ecclesia

Paulum n'^-.i iiaberet,"^ but it was first clearly enunciated by Baur,

who subjected the speech of Stephen to detailed analysis,^ and
his interpretation has to a lai'ge extent been adopted even by
apologists. It must be clearly understood that adherence to this

reading of the aim and meaning of the speech, as it is given in

the Acts, by no means involves an admission of its authenticity,

which, on the contrary, is impugned by Baur himself, and by a
large number of independent critics. We have the misfortune
of differing most materially from the prevalent view regarding
the contents of the speech, and we maintain that, as it stands in

the Acts, there is not a word in it which can be legitimately con-
strued into an attack upon the Mosaic law, or wmch fini\ci\ja,te^

the Christian universalism of Paul. Space, however, /"orbidy our

1 HoUten, we think rightly, denies that Stephen can be considered in any w&y
the forerunner of Paul. Zum Ev. Paulas u. Petr. p. 52, anm. * *, p. 253, anm. *.

^ Sermo. i. in fest. St. Stephani.
3 De orationis habitae a Stephano consilio, 1829 ; Paulus, u. s. w., i. 49 ff.

52
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entering here upon a discussion of this subject, but the course

which we must adopt with regard to it renders it unnecessary to

deal witli the interpietation of the speech. We consider that

there is no reason for believing that the discourse put into the

mouth of Stephen was ever actually delivered, but on the con-

trary that there is every ground for holding that it is nothin<r

more Lnan a composition by the Author of tlie Acts. We shall

eraeavouT clearly to state the reasons for this conclusion.

With the exception of the narrative in the Acts, there is no

evidence whatever that such a person as Stephen ever existed.

The statements of the Apostle Paul leave no doubt that persecu-

tion against the Christians of Jerusalem must have broken out

previous to his conversion, but no details are given, and it can

scarcely be considered otherwise than extraordinary, that Paul

should not in any of his own writings have referred to the pro-

to-martyr of the Christian Church, if the account which is given

of him be historical. It may be argued that his own share in

the martyrdom of Stephen made the episode an unpleasant me-

mory, which the Apostle would not readily recall Considering

the generos>ty of Paul's character on the one hand, however, and

the important position assigned to Stephen on the other, this

cannot be admitted as an explanation, and it is perfectly unac-

countable that, if Stephen really be a historical personage, no

mention of him occurs elsewhere in +!ie New Testament.

Moreover, if Stephen was, as asserted, the direct forerunner of

Paul, and in his hearing enunciated sentiments like those ascribed

to him, already expressing much more than the germ—indeed

the full spirit—of Pauline universality, it would be passing

strange that Paul not only tacitly ignores all that he owes to the

proto-martyr, but vehemently protests :
" But I make known

unto you, brethren, that the Gospel which was preached by me

is not after man. For neither did I receive it from man, nor was

taught it, but by revelation of Jesus Christ."^ There is no evi-

dence whatever that such a person exercised any such influence

on Paul.2 One thing only is certain, that the speech and martyr-

dom of Stephen made so little impression on Paul that, according

to Acts, he continued a bitter persecutor of Christianity, " making

havoc of the Church."

The statement, vi. 8, that " Stephen, full of grace ami })ower,

did great woriBers and signs among the people " is not calculated

1 Gal. i. II. 12.

2 It is further very remarkable, if it be assumed that the vision, Acts vii. iw.

actually was seen, that, in giving a list of those who have seen the risen Jcsuf

(1 Cor. XV. 5—8), which he evidently intends to be complete, he does not indm

Stephen.
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to increase confidence in the narrative as sober history ; and as

little is the assertion, vi. 15, that " all who sat in the Council,

looking s'"3(.lfastly on him, saw his face as it had been the face

of an anjjel." This, we think, is evidently an instance of Chris-

tian subjective opinion made objective.^ How, we might ask,

could it be known to the writer that all who sat at the Council

saw this ? Neander replies that probably it is the evidence of

members of the Sanhedrin of the impression made on them by
the aspect of Stephen.- The intention of the writer, however,
obviously is to describe a supernatural phenomenon,** and this is

in his usual manner in this book, where miraculous agency is

more freely employed than in any other in the Canon. The ses-

sion of the Council commences in a regular manner,* but the pre-

vious arrest of Stephen,' and the subsequent interruption of his

defence, are described as a tumultuous proceeding, his death being

unsanctioned by any sentence of the Council." The Sanhedrin,
indeed, could not execute any sentence of death without the rati-

fication of the Roman authorities,^ ana nothing is said in the
narrative which implies that any regular verdict was pronounced

;

but, on the contrary, the tumult describea in v. 57 f. excludes such
a supposition. Olshausen*^ considers that, in order to avoid any
collision with the Roman power, the Sanhedrin did not pronounce
any ibrmal judgment, but connived at the execution which some
fanatics carried out. This explanation, however, is inadmissible,

because it is clear that the members of the Council themselves, if

also the audience, attacked and stoned Stephen.^ The act iai

^ Baur, Paulus, i. p. 65, aiiin. ; De. Wette, Apg., p. 90; Zeller, Apg., p. 152.

Cf. ihcatd, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 191.
2 PHaiizunt;, u. s. w., p. 68.
^ Alford, Gk. Test., ii. p. 66; Baumgarten, Apg., i. p. 130 ; Baur, Paulus, i. p.

64 f.; Ilackett, Acts, p. 96; Humphrey. Acts, p. 52; Light/oot, Works, viii. p.
i\Q; Meyer, Apg., p. 158; Rohimon, Acts, p. 33; We'mdcker, in Schenkel's
Bib. Lex., v. p. .387 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 152.

* vi. 13 ft., vii. 1.

^^^
" vi. 11, 12. V

6 Hum/ihrey (On the Acts, p. 668 f.), with a few others, thinks there was a re-

gular sentence. De WHte (K. Erkl. Apostelgesch., p. 114) thinks it more probable
that there was a kiad of sentence proni>unced, and that the reporter, not having
been aii eye-witness, does not quite jorrectly state the case.

1 John xviii. 31. Of. Origen, Ad. African. § 14 ; Alford, Gk. Test., ii. p. 82 f.

;

Mur, Pauhis, i. p. 62 ; von IMUiujer, Christ, u. Kircbe, p. 4o6 ff. ; Holtzmann, in
Buiiseii's Bibelw., viii. p. .TJS; Neander, PHan^ung, p. 72 f.; Ohhamen, Apg., p.

125; WdzMicker, in «cheukcd's Bib. Lex. v. p. 387; Zeller, Apg., p. 150. It is

"irgiied, however, that thoa trial of Stephen probably to(,k place just after the re-
i^ill of I' ntiua Pilate, either in an interval when the Roniaii Procurator was absent,
I'' when one favourable to the Jews had replayed Pilate. A most arbitrary
«xplanation, for which no ground, but the narrative which requires defence, can
be given.

* iJio Apostelgesch., 125.
9 Meyer, Apg., p. 193 ; Overbeck, Zu de \Vette'8 Apg., p. 114 f.
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SIMILARITY TO TRIAL OF JESUS. 809

tated adversaries of Stephen stir up the people and the elders and

scribes, and come upon hin\ and lead him to the Council.^ They
seek false witnesses against him ;2 and these false witnesses accuse

him of speaking against the temple and the law.^ The false wit-

nesses who are set up against Jesus with similar testimony,

according to the first two Synoptics, are strangely omitted by the

third. The reproduction of this trait here has much that is sug-

gestive. The high priest asks : "Are these things so ?
"* Stephen,

at the close of his speech, exclaims: "1 see the heavens opened, and
the Son of Man standing on the right hand of God." Jesus says :

" Henceforth shall the Son of Man be seated on the right hand of

the power of God."^ Whilst he is being stoned, Stephen prays,

saying :
" Lord Jesus, receive my Spirit ;

' and, similarly Jesus on

the cross cries, with a loud voice :
" Father, into thy hand I com-

mend my spirit ; and, having said this, he expired."^ Stephen, as

he is about to die, cries, with a loud voice :
" Lord lay not this sin

to their charge ; and when he said this he fell asleep ;" and Jesus

says :
" Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do." ^

These two sayings of Jesus are not given anywhere but in the

third Synoptic,*^ and their imitation by Stephen, in another work
of the same Evangelist, is a peculiarity which deserves attention.

It is argued by apologists^ that nothing is more natural than that

the first martyrs should have the example of the suffering Jesus
in their minds, and die with his expressions of love and resig-

nation on their lips. On the other hand, taken along with other

most suspicious circumstances which we have already pointed out,

and with the fact, which we .shall presently demonstrate, that the

speech of Stephen is nothing more than a compo.sition by the

Author of Acts, the singular analogies presented by this narra-

tive with the trial and last words of Jesus in the Gospels seem to

1 Acts vi. 12 ; cf. Luko xxii. 60, Mt, xxvi. 57.
2 Acts vi. 11 ; cf. Mt. xxvi. .59, Mk. xiv. 55.
3 .-lets vi. 1.3 f. ; cf. Mt. xxvi. 60 f. , Mk. xiv. 57 f.

,

^ The words in Acts vii. 1 are : EiitEV Si 6 dpytefjsv?. Ei idpa) ravra
ovrat; f'^si ; In Matth. xxvi. 6.3,—affow/arOfiS o dpxi^pevi eitiev avr^-
E^ofjxO^oo 6e . . . '{ycc r'/Htv Ei'npi ei 6v ei o ;i;/3r(JroS ... In Luke xxii. 66
. . . XsyurTEi- Et 6v ei d ;j;/3z'(jroS, eItcov rji-tlv. Cf. Zellpr, Die Apoatelg.,
p. 153, aiitn. 2.

' Acts vii. 56, Luke xxii. 69.
* • . . XsynvTa- KvpiE 'lr)6ov, ds^ai to nvEv/iid /nov. Acts vii. 59.
xal <poL)vij6a<i cpoav^ fiE^dXp d 'bjdovi eittev IJdrEp, fI<; x^ipdi dov

^ctpariOEjitai to nvEvna nov. tovto 8k eIkquv k%iitvEv6EV. Luke
xniii. 46.

,'• • . Expaifv q)wv^ iiEydXi;!- Kv'piE, ht} tfr?/tfj7? avroTi ravrrfv rr/v
'^fctpTiav. Hal TOVTO EliKav iHomrfiri. Acta vii. 60.

* o6k 'lt/6ovi sXEyEv ndTEpjdcpEi avToTi- ov ydp oi'8a6iv zt noiov6iv.
Luke xxiii. ,34.

^ Xi'awler, Pflanzun/, u. s. w., p. 7.3, anin. 2; Meyer, Apostelgeach. , 195,
4c., 4c.
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810 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

US an additional indication of its inauthenticity. As Baur' and

Zeller''^ have well argued, the use of two expressions of Jesus only

found in the third Synoptic is a phenomenon which is much more
naturally explained by attributing them to the Author, who of

course knew that Gospel well, than to Stephen who did not know
it at all.^ Ti.e prominence which is given to this episode of thu

first Christian martyrdom is intelligible in itself, and it acquires

fresh significance when it is considered as the introduction of the

Apostle Paul, whose perfect silence regarding the proto-martyr,

however, confirms the belief which we otherwise acquire, that the

whole narrative and speech, whatever unknown tradition may
have suggested them, are, as we have them, to be ascribed to the

Author of the Acts.

On closer examination, one of the first questions which arises

is : how could such a speech have been reported ? Although

Neander* contends that we are not justified in assertincf that all

that is narrated regarding Stephen in the Acts occurred in a

single day, we think it cannot be doubted that the intention is

to describe the arrest, trial, and execution as rapidly following

each other on the same day. " They came upon him, and seized

him, and brought him to the Council, and set up raise witnesses,

who said," &c.^ There is no gi'ound here for interpolating any

imprisonment, and if not, then it follows clearly that Stephen,

being immediately called upon to answer for himself, is, at the

end of his discoui-se, violently carried away without the city to be

stoned. No preparations could have been made even to take

notes of his speech, if upon any ground it were reasonable to as-

sume the possibility of an intention to do so ; and indeed it could

not, under the circ instances, have been foreseen that he should

either have been placed in such a position, or have been able to

make a speech at all. The rapid progress of all the events de-

scribed, and the excitement consequent on such tumultuous pro-

ceedings, render an ordinary explanation of the manvier in which

such a speech could have been preserved improbable, and it is

difficult to suppose that it could ha^e been accurately remem-

bered, with all its curious details, by one who was present. Im-

probable as it is, however, this is the only .suggestion which can

possibly be advanced. The majority of apologists suppose that

1 Faulus, I. p. 64, anin. 1. 2 Apostelgeach., 152.

* Neandrr, a<ttnit8 that the narrative in Acts is wanting in clearness and intni-

tive evidence ol details, although he doss not think that this at all militates against

the truatworthinesB of the whole (Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 68, anm.) lilfd, point*

out tfcat viii. 1—3, which is so ci<i«ply connected with this episode, shows a cer-

tain confusion and want of clearn«i«- and supposes the passage interpolated by

the author into the origi»i*l narrativ*- of which he made use. (Einl. N.T., p. S'*'

4 Pflanzunt u. a. w_ . 68, «»m. 5 Acts vi. 12 f.
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the speech was heard and reported by the Apostle Paul himself, •

or at least that it was communicated or written down either by
a member of the Sanhedrin, or by some one who was present. ^

As there is no information on the point, there is ample scope for

imagination, but when we come to consider its linguistic and
other peculiarities, it must be borne in mind that the extreme
diflBculty of explaining the preservation of such a speech must be

an element in judging whether it is not rather a composition by
the Author of Acts. The language in which it was delivered,

again, is the subject of much difference of opinion, many main-

taining that it must have oi-iginally been spoken in Aramaic,^

whilst others hold that it was delivered in Greek.* Still, a large

number of critics and divines of course assert that the speech at-

tributed to Stephen is at least substantiall}' authentic. As might
naturally be expected in a case where negative criticism is ar-

rayed against a canonical work upheld by the time-honoured

authority of the Church, those who dispute its authenticity are

in the minority.^ It is maintained by the latter that the language

is more or less that of the writer of the rest of the work, and
that the speech in fact as it lies before us is a later composition

by the Author of the Acts of the Apostles.

Before examining the linguistic peculiarities of the speech, we
may very briefly point out that, in the course of the historical

survey, many glaring contradictions of the statements of the Old
Testament occur.^ Stephen says (vs. 2, 3) that the order to Abra-

' Alfovd, Gk. Test., ii. proleg., p. 11 ; Baiungarten, Apg., i. p. 131 ; Ebrard,
Ev. Gesch., p. 690; Zu Olsh. Apg., p. 112; Humphrey, Acts, p. 56; Lilger,

Zwfcp.k, u. 8. w., der Rede des Stephauus, 1838, p. 31 f. ; Relhni, De font. Act.
Apost., p. 195 f.; Wordmvorth, Gk. Test., Acts, \\ 73 f.

''^ Bleek, Einl., p. 348; Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 1036; Heiurichs, Act. Apost.,
i. p. 24, ii. p. 387 f. ; Meyer, Apg., p. 162; Olthattseii, Apg., p. 112.

3 EwaUl, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 191 ; Meyer, Apg.. p. 168 ; MicliaelU, Einl., ii.

p. 1181 f.; Olahamen, Apg., p 114. Cf. Wordsworth, Gk. Test., Acts, p. 66.
i Alford, Gk. Test., ii. p. 67 ; Heinrklis, Act. Apost., i. p. 177; Stier, Die

Reden d. Ap., i. p. 172, anm. *
; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 93 ; De Wette,

Apg., p. 93 ; Weizsdcker, in Schenkel's Bib. Lex., v. p. .390.

J>Bain; Paulus, i. p. 61 S.; N. T. Theol, p. 338; Ii. Bauer, Apg., p. 87 ff.;

Schmder, Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 524; Slchine</ler, Das naciiap. Z., ii. p. 102 f.,

*nra. 3 ; Straatman, Paulus, p. 63 ff., 70 f.; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 92 fT,;

Wehmrker, in Schenk. B, Lex., v. p. .390 f.; Zeller, Apg., p. 149 ff., 510 ff. Cf.

DavkUnn, Int. N. T., ii. p. 235 f.; Eichhorn, Einl. ii. p. 36 ff., 39 f.; Holtzmann,
ill Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 338.

" Tlie Bishop of Lincoln says of those who venture to observe these: "The
allegations in question, when reduced to their plain meaning, involve the assump-
tion, that the Holy Ghost, speaking by St. Stephen (who was ' full of the Holy
Spirit), fonjot what He Himself had written in the Book of Genesis ; and that
His Memory is to be refreshed by biblical commentators of the nineteenth cen-
tufy

! This kind of criticism is animated by a spirit very alien from that Chria-
tian temper of reverential modesty, gentleness, .-^nd humility, which are primary
requisites for the discovery and reception of truth. Mysteries are revealed to the,

«te«i-(Eccles. iii. 19). Them that are meek shall He guide in judgment; and such

1 }
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ham to leave his country was given to him in Mesopotamia be-

fore he dwelt in Haran ; but, according to Genesis (xii. i. ff) the

call is given whilst he was living in Haran. The speech (v. 4)

represents Abraham leaving Haran after the ' .ath of hi.s father,

but this is in contradiction to Genesis, accor Ung to which' Abra-

ham was 75 when he left Haran. Now, as he was born when
his father Terah was 70,'^ and Terah lived 205 years,^ his father

was only 145 at the time indicated, and afterwards lived 60

years. In v. 5 it is stated that Abraham had no possession in

the promisc^l land, not even so much as to set his foot on
; but,

according to Genesis,* he bought the field of Ephron in Maeh-

pelah. It is said (v. 14) that Jacob went down into Egypt with

75 souls, whereas, in the Old Testament, it is repeatedly said that

the number was 70/' In v. 16, it is stated that Jacob was buried

in Schechem in a sepulchre bought by Abraham of the sons of

Emmor in Schechem, whereas in Genesis^ Jacob is said to liave

been buried in Machpelah ; the sepulchre in Schechem, in which

the bones of Joseph were buried, was not bought by Abraham,
but by Jacob.'' Mo?es is described (v. 22) as mighty in words,

but in Exodus^ he is said to be the very reverse, and Aaron in

fact is sent with him to speak words for him. These are some of

the principal variations. It used to be argued that such mis-

takes were mere errors of memory, natural in a speech delivered

under such circumstances and without preparation,^ and that they

are additional evidence of its authenticity, inasmuch as it is very

improbable that a writer deliberately composing such a speech

could have committed them. It is very clear, however, that the

majority of these are not errors of memory at all, but either the

exegesis prevailing at the time amongst learned Jews, or tradi-

tions deliberately adopted, of which many traces are elsewhere

found.10

08 are gentle, them shall Be learn His way (Pa. xxv. 8). But such a spirit of criti-

cism seems willing to accept any supposition, however fanciful, except that of its

own fallibility ! It is ready to allege that St. Luke is in error in saying that St.

Stephen was full of the Holy Ghost. It is ready to affirm that St. Stephen was

forgetful of the elements of Jewish history No wonder that it is

given over by God to a reprobate mind." Greek Test., Acts of tiie Apostles, p.

66 f.

1 Gen. xii. 4.

3 xi. 32.

6 Gen. xlvi. 27, Exod. i. 5, Deut. x. 22.

passages the version of the Ixx. also gives 75 including the sons of Joseph.

6 xlix. 29, 1. 13. V Joshua xxiv. 32.

8 iv. 10 flF.

9 Even De Wette says : "The numerous histuiical errors are remarkable ;
they

may most probably be ascribed to an unprepared speech." K. Erkl. Apostel-

gesch., p. 93.

10 Alfurd, Gk. Test., ii. p. 67 ff.; Davidson, Int. N. T., li. p. 235 f.; Ehranl,

Zu Olsh. Apg., p. 115 ff.; Eichhorn, Einl., ii. p. 39 f.; Bwnld, Gesch. V. Isr

2 xi. 26.

4xxiii. 4ff., 17 tr.

It must be added that in the last two

VI.
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The form of the speech is closely similar to other speeches

found in the same work. We have already in passing pointed

out the analogy of parts of it to the address of Peter in Solomon's

porch, but the speech of Paul at Antioch bears a still closer re-

semblance to it, and has been called " a mere echo of the speeches

of Peter and Stephen."^ We must refer the reader to our general

comparison of the two speeches of Peter and Paul in question, *

which sufficiently showed, we think, that they were not deliv-

ered by independent speakers, but on the contrary that they are

nothing more than compositions by the Author of the Acts. These
addresses which are such close copies of each other, are so mark-
edly cast in the same mould as the speech of Stephen, that they

not only confirm our conclusions as to their own origin, but in-

tensify suspicions of its authenticity. It is impossible, without
reference to the speeches themselves, to shew how closely that of

Paul at Antioch is traced on the lines of the speech of Stephen,

and this resemblance is much greater than can be shown by mere
linguistic examination. The thoughts correspond where the

words differ. There is a constant recurrence of words, however,
even where the sense of the passages is not the same, and the

ideas in both bear the stamp of a single mind. We shall not at-

tempt fully to contrast these discourses here, for it would occupy
too much space, and we therefore content ourselves with giving a

few illustrations, begging the reader to examine the speeches

themselves.

Tii. 2.

hear.

Stephen.

Men, brethren, fathers.

AvSpEi dds\(poi xal Ttarepe?,
ttHovdare . . .

The God of glory (o Qeoi riji

Soir/i)3 appeared to our father (roJ
mrpi i^/ftwv) Abraham when he was
in {ovri iy rj/ M.) Mesopotamia, be-
fore he dwelt in (KaToiHrj6ai avrdv
iy) Haran, &c.

6- . . . that his seed should be a
sojourner in a strange land {ndpoi-
xov iy y^ dWorpia)

. . .

Paul and Peter.

xiii. 15. Men, brethren
16. Men, Israelites, and ye that fear

God, hear.

"AvSpei dSsXcpoi . . . dHuvdare.
xxii. 1. Men, brethren, and fathers,

hear . . .

"AvSpEi dSeXqioi xai narepes,
djiovdare.

xiii. 17. The God of this people
(o OedS Tov Xaov rovtov) Israel chose

our fathers (rot) 5 itarepai i,i.twv) and
exalted the people in their sojourn in

the land of Egypt {sv ry napoinia
iy y^ AiyvitTcp) . . .

p. 193, anm. 2; Fellmoser, Einl., p. 314 f.; Humphrey, Acts, p. 57 ff.; Meyer,
Apg., p. 170 f.; Ohhausm, Apg., p. 117 f.

1 &AnecAen6Mr(;e?-, Zweck der Apostelgesch., p. 1.30.

2 See back, p. 764 ff.

H'f. 1 Cor. ii. 8, HvptoS rffi 86Z,Tfi ; cf. Ixx. Ps. xxviii. .3.

"\
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Stephen.

6. . . . and to his seed . . . {xal
TM dTfepuocn cxvrov')l

8. And he gave him (Abraham) a

covenant . . . (nal i'SooKev airqJ
SiaBr'fKtfv . . .) of circumcision.

2

22. (Moses) was mighty in his words
and deeds (v^ ^^ dwaroi iv Xoyoi^
Hai epyoii avrov').

32. I am the God of thy fathers,

the God of Abraham and Isaac and
Jacob. (Eyed 6 Beoi tqov TCazepoov
6ov, d Geds ^Afipadu xal ^I6adH xal
'laxoofi.)

36. This (Moses) brought them (the

people rov Xadv) out {i^^yctyEv
avTovi) having worked wonders and
signs 3 in the land of Egypt {^v yv
AiyvTtro)) and in the Red Sea and
in the wilderness forty years {iy r??

ip7jM<f> EtT) Te66epdHovra). v. 42. . .

forty years in the wilderness. . . .

{ET7f TE6dEpaHovra kv Ttj kprjuo))

37. This is the Moses who said
unto the children of Israel : A pro-
phet shall God raise up unto you
from among your brethren, like unto
me. . . .

42. . . , God delivered them up
to serve the host of heaven {o OfoS
napeSooxev ailrovi Xarpevetv

,

«.r.A.).

45. Which also our fathers . . .

brought in with Joshua when they
took possession of the Gentiles (r^v
iOvaiy) whom God drave out before
the face of our fathers, unto the days
of David,

46. Who found (evpe) favour with
God. . . .

Paul and Petbr.

iii. 25. Ye are the children . .

of the covenant (r^S SiaOr/xr/i) which
God made with your fathers, saying

unto Abraham : And in thy seed (xai
iv rcS 6TCEpnaTL6ov), &g., &c.

(Luke xxiv. 19. Jesus . . mighty
in deed and word (Svvardi iv epycp

Hai Xoyo) . . . ) )

iii. 13. The God of Abraham and
Isaac and Jacob, the God of our

fathers, (o Be6? 'A padft xal 'I6adx

xai ^laxoofi, o' 6cdS rcoy naripav
f)fiwv . . . .)

xiii. 17. . . . and exalted the

people {toy Aadv) in their sojourn in

the land of Egypt {iv yf} Aiyvrcro))^

and with a his^'h arm brought them
out of it {i^r/yayEy avrovi), 18. and
for about the time of forty years*

(TEddEpaxoyraEtT/) nourished them

in the wilderness, (iv t^ kprjuop),

iii. 22. Moses indeed said :
6 A

prophet shall the Lord our God raise

up unto you from among your bre-

thren, like unto me, &c., &c.

(Rom i. 24. . . . God delivered

them up . . to uncleanness {napi-

SooxEv avTovi d OEoi . . . eii dxa.

Qapdiay, x. r. X. ci. 26. . . . 7tap€-

SooxEv avTov? d Oedi eH icdbrj an-

Mia? .... 28. . . . TtapedoJHEv

avrovi d QedS eH dSoxinov vovv.

...)).
xiii. 19. And he destroyed seven

nations {sOvr^) in the land of Ca-

naan,^ and divided their land to them

by lot.

22. . . . he raised up unto them

David as king, to whom also he bare

I
I

1 Compare with this verse Rom. iv. 13 ; Gal. iii. 16, 29.
2 Cf. Rom. iv. 11, xal drjUElov sXafiEv itEpirofirji.
8 . . . itoiT/dai repara xai 6?j/iiEia . . . ii. 22. . . . rspadiv xai drjuEioi

ot? inoirjdEv
4 vii. 23 reads .... TEddEpaxovraEttji xpovo? .... and xiii. 18 ... •

TEddE{3axovTaETtj XPovov . . . and again vii. 23, dvE/irfJiti ttjv xapSiav
avTov ... 1 Cor. ii. 9, ini xap/Hav dyBpoonov ovx dvEfirf . . .

5 The authorized version, on the authority of several important MSS. adds

"unto the fathers" " Ttp6<i roi3S Ttarepai," but the balance of evidence is de-

i cidedly against the words.
vii. II. Then came a famine upon all Egypt and Canaan.
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Stephkn.

48. Howbeit, the Most High dwell-

eth not in what is inude with hands
{ovx o vipKiroi iv x£'po7tott}roii Ha-

rotHsl') even as the prophet saith :

49. The heaven (o ovpcyvoi) is my
throne, and the earth (f) yrj) is my
footstool. 50. Did not my hand
make all these things I {Ovxl V K^ip
uov kroh)6ev ncivra ravra ; )

51. Ye nncircumcised in hearts

, . .
(ditEpiTixTjTot HapSiati. . . .)

62. Which of the prf)phets did not
your fathers persecute ? and they
killed {dnsHTEiyav) them which an-
nounced before of the coming of the
righteous One (rou Sixaiov)^ of

whom ye have become betrayers and
murderers {(poveti).

53. Ye received the law at the
arrangements of angels . . . {iXd-
fisTE Toy voftov si? Siaraydi dy-
yiXmy

. . . .)

54 And hearing these things they
were cut to their hearts (aHovoyrei
Si ravra SiETtpiovro)^ and gnashed
their teeth upon him.

It is argued that the speech of Stephen bears upon it the
stamp of an address which was actually delivered.^ We are not
able to discover any special indication of this. Such an argu-
ment, at the best, is merely the assertion of personal opinion, and
cannot have any weight. It is quite conceivable that an oration

actually spoken might lose its spontaneous character in a report,

and on the other hand that a wiitten composition might acquire
oratorical reality from the skill of the writer. It would indeed
exhibit great want of literary ability if a writer, composing a
speech which he desires to represent as having actually been
spoken altogether failed to convey some impression of this. To
have any application to the present case, however, it must not
only be affirmed that the speech of Stephen has the stamp of an
address really spoken,but that it has the character of one delivered

1 Baiimijarten, Apg., i. p. 131 ; O/rorer, Die heil. Sage, i, p. 409 ; Meyer, Apg.,
P- 161 f. CNeander, Pnanzung, p. 65 f., anm. 1.

Paul and Peteb.

witness and said : I found (tipov)

David, a man after mine own heart,

&c., &c.

xvii. 24f. The God that made the
world and all things therein (oO«oS
6 itoitfdni T()v Hodfiov xal ndyra
rd iv cturw), he being Lord of heaven
and earth (ovpavov nal yifi) dwell-

eth not in temples made with hands
{ovH kv xftp^'!'^ott}rori yaoH xarot-

xsi) neither is served by men's hands
(X^'pooy), &c., &c., &c.

(Rom. ii. 29. Circumcision is of

the heart, in spirit {itFpirouT, xap-

Sia? e<^ nv£v^larl, X. r. A. . . .) )

xxii. 14. . . . the righteous One
{roy Slxaioy). .

iii. 14. But ye denied the holy and
righteous One {roy Sixatov) and de-

sired a murderer {dvSpa cpovea) to

be granted unto you, 15. and killed

(dTtexTsivare) the Prince of Life,

&c., &c.

(Gal. iii. 19. What then is the law ?

It was added . . . ; being arranged

by means of angels . . . (ri ovv o

vojiioi ; npo6ereBri . . . Siarayeii
Si dyyeXoov . . .) )

v. 33. When they heard they were
cut (to their hearts) {oi Sk dxovdav-
TEi diEitpioyro) and took counsel to

slay them.
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ANALYSIS OF SPEECH OF STEPHEN. 817

are all that can utrictly be admitted aa aTra$ \ty6fi€va, but there are

others, which, although not found in any other part of the Acts

or of the Gospel, occur in other writings of the New Testament,

aiid which nmst here be noted. (ikdafftrjfjLoii^ vi. 11, occurring 1

Tim. i. 13, 2 Tim. iii. 2, 2 Pet. ii. 11, Rev. xiii. 5
;
ftkaaitrjfxiiv, how-

ever, is used four times in Acts, thrice in FiUke, and frequently

elsewhere, and p\aa<t>r)f^ia in Luke v. 21. 'evSjjs, vi. 13, used Rev.

ii. 2, xxi. 8 ; oAAarTciv, vi. 14, Rom. i. 23, i Cor. xv. ol, o2. Gal. iv,

20, Heb. i. 12, almost purely a Pauline word : cVayytAAto-^'ai, vii. 5,

elsewhere fourteen times ;
fj^trandevai, vii. 10, also Gal. i. (I, Heb.

vii. 12, xi. 5 twice (Ixx. Gen. v. 24),Jude 4; KaTairovtlv (Kara -ovoiyxc cos)

,

vii. 24, also 2 Pet. ii. 7 ;
fidxtaOai, v:i. 26, also John vi. 52, 2 Tim.

ii. 24, James iv. 2 ;
Aoyiov, vii. 38, also Rom. iii. 2, Heb. v. 12, 1

Pet. iv. 11 ; vTniKotx:, vii. 39, also 2 Cor. ii. 9, Phil. ii. 8 ; ^utTayTJ,

vii. 53, also Rom. xiii. 2, of. Gal. iii. 19, but the writer makes use

of SittT-ao-fftiv, see vii. 44, below ; diTrorid^cVat, vii. 58, also Rom. xiii.

12, Eph. iv. 22, 25, Col. iii. 8, Heb. xii. 1. James i. 21, 1 Pet. ii. 1.

If we add these ten words to the preceding, the proportion of

ava^ Aeyo/xem is by no means excessive for the 67 verses, e.specially

when the peculiarity of the subject is considered, and it is re-

membered that tlx' number of words employed in the thiid Gos-
pel, for instance, which are not elsewhere found, greatly exceeds
that of the other Gospels, and that this linguistic richness is

chararteristic of tli-^ author.

There is another ^lass of words which may now be dealt with

:

these which, although not elsewhere found either in the Acts or

Gospel, are derived from the Soptuagint version of the Old Tes-

tament. The author makes exclusive use of that version, and in

the historical survey, of which so large a portion of the speech
is composed, his mind very naturally recalls if > expressions even
where he does not make direct quotations, but merely gives a brief

summary of its narratives. In the following list, where words
are not clearly taken from the Septuagin^ version^ of the various

episodes referred to, the reasons shall be stated :

—

^eroiHiZeiy^ vii. 4, and 43, where it is quoted from Amos v. 27.

Hard6x(6i?, vii. 5, and 46; Gen. xvii. 8, an'l Numb, xxxii. 5, &c. , &c.
rcdpvihoi^ vii. 6 from (Jen. xv. 13 ; again, vii. 29 from Exod. ii. 22 ; it also

,
occurs Eph. ii. 19, 1 Pet. ii. 11.

(tXXorptoi, vii. 6 (ndpotKoi fv y^ aXXorpia) ; cf. Gen. xv. 13 f., from
which verses 6, 7 are taken ; Gen. xv. 13 reads ovk iSia for dXXorpia,
but Ex. ii. 22, and xviii. 3, which are equally to the point, have napoiHoi
^y rv dXXorpia, cf. Ps. cxxxvi. 4.

} vii. 6, 7, 27, 28, 30. .32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 40, 42,4.3, 47, 49, 50, are almost wholly
direct quotations from the Ixx. We have referred to any words in these verses

requiring notice.
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818 8UPEUNATURAL RELIGION.

Xoprndjiia, vii. 11, used Gen. xlii. 27 in narrating the visit of Josopli's bre-

thr-jii to Egypt for provender ; also Gon. xxiv. 25, ;j2, &c., &c.
; xop-

rd^etv occurs in Luko vi. 21, ix. 17, xv. 10, xvi. 21.

6iTiov, vii. 12 ; in Gon. xlii. 1, 2, which is quoted, rf/roS is used, and it re-

curs Acts xxvii. US, thrice in Luke, and nine times in other parts of the

N. T. The phiral diricx, which is the reading of the best MSS. in thiit

place, however, does not elsewhere occur in the N. T. 6ira is the read-

ing of some other Codices, and likewise diroi^ so the word must be con-

sidered doubtful.
dvctyyoapO^FaOat, vii. 13, Oen. xlv. 1.

HaTa6o(pi!^EaOat, vii. 19, JSx^jd. i. 10.

adre?oS, vii. 20, Exod. ii. 2, also used Heb, xi. 23.

dreyayf-io?, vii. 34, Exod. ii. 24. cf. iii. 7 ; also used Rom. viii. 26.

XvrpoorTfi, vii. 35, Pn. Ixxvii. 35, speaking of tlie delivery of Israel from

Egypt ; rest of passage from Ex. iii. 2, xiv. 19.

Ho6xoTtoi£lv, vii. 41, Ex. xxxii. 4 . . . notely uodxov— also ver. 8 and Ps.

cv. 19—from which this word is coined.

6Hrfvo3i.ux, vii. 4(5 (. . . evpelv 6H?/y. ro5 OecS'Iaxoa^i) Pa. cxxxi. 5 (fupw
. dHTfv. ToSOfoS'IaHM/J) ; also 2 Jfei. i. lo, 14.

dxA-t^porpcixr/^oi, vii.^ 61, Exod. xxxiii. 3, 5, Dent. ix. 6, 13.

dnepiTntjToi, vii.51 {dn. HapSuxii nai roli taCiy),^ Ezeck. xliv.9(aff. xapSia

. . . . an. dcxpxi) also v. 7, Jeiem. ix. 26 («« xapSia . . . an.

0apHi) Jerem. vi. 10 (aVcpzr/o/ra rd cJra avroSv)
; Rom. ii. 29.

dvTininrEtv, vii. 51, used Numb, xxvii. 14 in regard to the rebelUonof the

Israelites in the wilderness.

ftpiixEtr, vii. 54 (s/ipvxoy rovi oSovrai in' avror)
; Ps, xxxiv. I6'(f/S-

pv^ay in' ijui rows oSoVraS), Ph, xxxvi. 12 (fipv^st in' avroy Tovi oS.);

cf. Matth. viii. 12, &c., &c.

We shall now, by way of disposing of them, take the word.?

which require little special remark, but are used as well in the

rest of the Acts and in the Gospel as in other writings of the

New Testament :

—

idXvejv, vi. 10, xv. 10, xix. 16, 20, xxv. 7, xxvii. 16 ; Luke eight times, rest

of N. T. 15 times.

drSidrdvat, vi. 10, xiii. 8 ; Lukexxi. 16 ; rest 11 times.
aoq)ia, vi. 10, 3, vii. 10, 22 ; six times in Luke, 19 times by Paul,2 22 times

elsewhere.

npEdfivrepoi (Jewish), vi. 12 and other 6 times ; 4 times in Luke, frequently

elsewhere.
Tono?, vi. 13 and 18 times ; Luke 20 times, rest frequently.
ixaprvi, yi. 13 and 12 times ; Luke xxiv. 4S ; rest 20 times.
napaSiSoyai, vi. 14, vii. 42 and 12 times ; Luke 17 times, rest frequently.

npodoonoy, vi. 15 twice, vii. 45, and 9 times ; Luke 15, rest frequently.

o&dei, vi. 15 an<l 8 times ; Luke 10, rest 1 / times. '

So^a, vii. 2, .55, xii! 23, xxii. 11 ; Luke 13, rest frequently, (o Oedi rf/i doiTji,

Ps. XX viii. 3 ; cf. xxiii. 7, 8, 9, 10 ; cf. Cor. ii. 8, xvpioi riji 56?r/5.)

dnepua, vii. 5, 6, iii. 25, xiii. 23 ; Luke i. 55, xx. 28, Paul 17, rest iii

times.
Tixvov^ vii. 6, ii. 39, xiii. 33, xxi. 5, 21 ; Luke 14 times, rest frequently.

^ Codices E H P read rfj xapSm.
2 We shall use this expression to indicate the use of words in the Epistles to

the Romans, 1 and 2 to the Corinthians, and to the Galatians.
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SovKevetv, vii. 7, OenA xv. 14, Aotii xx. 19 ; Lukexv. 29. xvi. 13 twice, Paul
11, rest 9 times.

SiaOtJHTf, vii. 8. Oen. xvii. 9, 10, 11, Acta iii. 25 ; Luke i. 72, xxii. 20, Paul
G, rest 20 tiineH.

ytvvay, vii. 8, 20, 29, ii. 8, xiii. 33, xxii. 3, 28 ; Luke 4 times, rest fre-

Juontly.
iSurat, vii. 9, Gen, xxxvii. 28, 29. Acts v. 8 ; Heb. xii. 10 ; in other
senses Acts 2, Luke 8, rest 36 times.

mipii, vii. 10, 11, xi. 19, xiv. 22, xx. 23 ; Paul 15, rest 25 times.

xdpi^, vii. 10 and 16 times ; Luke 8, Paul 61, and rest 72 times.

Ka6i6TT/ttt, vii. 10, Oen. xxxix. 4, 5, xli. 41, 43 ; Acts vi. 3, vii. 27, 36, Exod.
ii. 14 ; xvii. 16 ; Luke xii. 14, 42. 44, rest 16 times.

\in6i, vii. 11, Oen. xli. 64, Acts xi. 28 ; Luke 4, rest 6 times.

jiptarov, adv. vii. 12, iii. 26, xi. 26, xiii. 46, xv. 14, xxvi. 20 ; Luke 10 times,

rest frequently.

tparepoi, vii. 13, iv. 16 ; Luke viii. 17 twice ; Paul 7, rest 10 times.

itvTtfioi, vii. 13 and 4 times ; Lnke 3, rest 36 times : iv rq? devrepaj, not
elsewhere, but of. Luke xii. 38 iy rj; Sevrepa qivXan^.

TeXevrar, vii. 15, ii. 29 ; Luke vii. 2 ; elsewhere 10 times.

Xpovoi, vii. 17, 23, and 15 times ; Luke 7 times, rest often.

inayyeXia, vii. 17, i. 4, ii. 33, 39, xiii. 23, 32,xxiii. 21, xxvi. 6 ; Luke xxiv.

49, Paul 20 ; rest 24 times.

ouoXoyelv, vii. 17, xxiii. 8, xxiv. 14 ; Luke xii. 8 twice, rest 21 times.

Mtttpoi. vii. 20, and 8 times ; Luke 13 times, rest frequently.

dStnelv, vii. 24, ISx. ii. 13 ; Acts vii. 26, 27, xxv. 10, 11 ; Luke x. 19 ; rest

13.

iSoDTTipia, vii. 26, iv. 12, xiii. 26, 47, xvi. 17, xxvii. 34; Luke i. 69, 71, 77,

xix. 9, Paul 10, rest 26 times.

(Jwvif'vaz, vii. 26 twice, xxviii. 26, 27 ; Luke ii. 60, viii. 10, xviii. 34, xxiv.

45, rest 16 times.

tiprjvT], vii. 26, ix. 31, x. 36, xii. 20, xv. 33, xvi. 36, xxiv. 3 ; Luke 14 times,

rest frequently.

TtXTi6iov, vii. 27, Ex. ii. 13 ; Luke x. 27, 29, 36, rest 13 times.

^Evysiy, vii. 29, xxvii. 30 ; Luke iii. 7, viii. 34, xxi. 21, rest 27 times.

cptiMoi, r)^ vii. 30, 36, 38, 42, 44, Ex. iii. 1, xvi. 1, «fec., &c.. Acts xiii. 18,

xxi. 38 ; Luke 8 times, rest 20 times.
fro5, vii. 30, 6, 36, 42, Oen. xv. 13, Ex. xvi. 36, Amos v. 26, Ac, and 7

times ; Luke 15, rest 23.

9«i»//aC«iJ', vii. 31, ii. 7, iii. 12, iv. 13, xiii. 41 ; Luke 13 times, rest fre-

quently.

ToXuav, vii. 32, v. 13 ; Luke xx. 40, Paul 7, rest 6 times.
Xvtiv, vii. 33, Ex. iii. 6, Acts ii. 24, xiii. 26, 43, xxii. 30, xxiv. 26, xxvii.

41 ; Luke 7 times, rest often.
dpvEl6'iai, vii. 35, iii. 13, 14, iv. 16 ; Luke viii. 45, ix. 23, xii. 9, xxii. 57,

rest 24 times.
ixx\r/6ia, vii. 38, Beut. xxxii. 1, and Acts 23 times ; Paul 39, rest 49 times.
OvOia, vii. 41, 42, Amos v. 26 ; Luke ii. 24, xiii. 1, rest 25 times.
n'ScoXov, vii. 41 {Ex. xx. 4, Numb. xxv. 2 . . . . efS rdi Qvdia? raov

tidcaXoov ahr.), Acts xv. 20 ; Paul 6, rest 3.
XaTptv'nv, vii. 42, Deut. iv. 19, Ex. xx. 5, &c., &c.. Acts xxiv. 14, xxvi. 7,

xxvii. 23 ; Luke 3, rest 13 times.

1 Wh n a passage of Old Testament is referred to it will be understood that
thelxx. version is intended, and that the word is derived from it. When this is

Qot clear, and the word is only used in the passage indicated, it will be placed
within brackets.

i ti
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7Cpod<p£pEtv, vii. 42, Amos v. 25 ; Acts viii.18, xxi. 26 ; Luke 5 times, rest

frequently.

Tuitoi, vii. 43, Amos v. 20, Acts vii. 44, Ex. xxv. 9, 40, Acts xxiii. 25 ; Paul
4 times, rest 9.

npodKvvEiy, vii. 43 ; Detit. iv. 19, xvii. 3; Acts viii. 27, x. 25, xxiv. 11

;

Luke iv. 7, 8, xxiv. 52, rest frequently.
dHTfvri^ vii. 43, Amos v. 26 ; Acts vii. 44, xv. 16, Amos ix. 11 ; Luke ix. 33,

xvi. 9, rest 16 times.
napTv/jtov, vii. 44, £x. xxvii. 21 ; Acts iv. 33 ; Luke v. 14, ix. 5, xxi. 13,

rest 15.

aizelv, vii. 46, iii. 2, 14, ix. 2, xii. 20, xiii. 21, 28, xvi. 29, xxv. 3, 15 ; Luke
11 times, rest frequently.

oiKoSofifAv, vii. 47, 3 Kings vi. 2, viii. 20, 1 Chron. xxviii. 6 ; Acts vii. 49,

Isaiah, Ixvi. 1 ; Acts iv. 11, ix. 31, xxii. 32 ; Luke 11, rest frequently.
vao5,i vii. 48, xvii. 24, xix. 24 ; Luke 4, rest 39 times.
itoloi, vii. 49, Isaiah, Ixvi. 1 ; Acts iv. 7, xxiii. 34 ; Luke 8, rest 22 times.

otS, vii. 51, Jerem. vi. 10 ; Acta vii. 57, xi. 2, xxviii. 27 twice ; Luke 7,

rest 25 times.

SiaiHEtv, vii. 52, and 8 times ; Luke xvii. 23, xxi. 12, Paul 14, rest 19

times.

g>vAda6Etv, vii. 63, xii. 4, xvi. 4, xxi. 24, 25, xxii. 20, xxiii. 35, xxviii. 16

;

Luke 6, rest 17 times.

BeoopElv, vii. 56, and 13 times ; Lake 7, rest 36 times.

infJaXXstv, vii. £8, ix. 40, xiii. 50, xvi. 37, xxvii. 38 ; Luke 21 times, rest

frequently.

skoo, vii. 58, and 10 times ; Luke 11 times, rest frequently.

i/udrtoy, vii. 58, and 7 times ; Luke 10 times, rest frequently.

We shall now give the words which may either be regarded as

charactiiriitic of the author of the Acts and Gospel, or the use of

which is peculiar or limited to him ;

—

dv^vTElv, vi. 9, ix. 29 ; Luke xxii. 23, xxiv. 15, Mark 6 times.

prjl-ia with XaXsIv, vi. li, 13, x. 44, xi. 14, xiii. 42 ; Luke ii. l". 50, reft

times ; without Aal. Acta 9, Luke 17, rest i<2 times
icptdrdvai, vi. 12, iv. 1, x. 17, xi. 11, xii. 7, xvii. 5, xxii. 13, 20, xxiii. 11,

27, xxviii. 2 ; Luke 7 times, 1 The*i. v. 3 2 Tim. iv . 26 orly.

dvvixpndZsjy, vi. 12, xix. 29, xxvii. 15 . Luke viii. 29, (;nly.

6vvESpioy, vi 12, and 13 times ; Liik< jcxii. 66 ; Mt. 3 times, Kk. 3, John

1, only.

ffrtu'co'Oorj (followed by particip.), vi. 13, v. 42, xiii. 10, ix. 31, xxi. 32

;

Luke v. 4, lest 3 times ; otherwise AcU xx. 1 ; Luke viii. 24, xi. 1, rest

3 times.

h.araX.vEiv, vi. 14, v. 38, 39 ; Luke xxi. 6, of. ix 12, xix. 7, Paul 3, Mt. 5,

Mk. 3 times.

eQoi, vi. 14, XV. 1, xxv. 16 ; Luke i. 9, ii. 42, xxii. 39, rest 2; rd I'lii, vi. U,

xvi. 21, xxi. 21, xxvi. 3, xxviii. 17, only.

Kct6E!^j0Oai, vi. 15, xx. 9 ; Luke ii. 46, Mt. xxvi. 56, John iv. 6, xi '10, xi

12, only.

xaroiHEiv, vii. 2, 4 twice, 48, i. 19, 20, ii. 5, 0, 14, iv. 16, ix. 22, 32, 35,

xi. 29, xiii. 27, xvii. 24, 26, xix. 10, 17, xsii. 12 ; Liike twice, rest %
times.

6vyyEVEta, vii. 3, Gm. xii. 1, cf. Ex. xii. 21; Acti vii. 14; Lake 1.61,

only.

1 The oldest codices omit vaoH from vii. 48.
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xaHetOtv, vii. 4, xiii. 21, xiv. 26, xvi. 12, xx. 15, xxi. 1, xxvii. 4, 12 (?),

xxviii. 15, Mk. x. 1 (?) only.

xkppovouia, vii. 5, xx. 32, both with dovvat ; Luke xii. 13, xx. 14, rent 10

times.

Sovrai, vii. 5, 38, v. 31, xix. 31, xx. 32 ; Luke 8, rest 9 timea.

firji-ia, vii. 5 {otSi ftf|^a noHoZ) Deut. ii. 5 {otSi /if/fia aoSoS), xii. 21, xviii.

12, 16, 17, XXV. 6, 10, 17 ; Paul twice, rest twice.

TttptTofitj, vii. 8, X. 45, xi. 2 ; Paul 23, rest 11 timea.

ittptTe^vEiv, vii. 8, Oen. xxi. 4 ; Acts xv. 1, 5, 24, xvi 3, xxi. 21 ; Luke
i. 59, ii. 21, Paul 8, rest 2 times.

tarpidpxrji, vii. 8, 9, ii. 29, Heb. vii, 4, only.

{t]\ovv, • 9, Qen. xxxvii. 11 ; Acta xvii. 6 ; Paul 9, rest ? ttmes.

\-aipEiv, A. 10, 34, Exod. iii. 8 ; Acts rn. II, xxiii. 27, xi /) 17 ; Paul A,

rest 2 times.

havTiov, vii. 10, Oen. xii. 37 ; viii. 32, Isaiah liii. 7 ;
//'iko i. 8, xx. 26,

xxiv. 19, Mk. ii. 12 (?) only.

riyovtifvoi, rii. 10, xiv. 12, xv. 22, cf. .xxvi. 2 ; Luko xxii. %, Web. xiii. 7,

17, 24.

iiaitoariXXFty, vii. 12, ix. 30, xi. 22, xii. 11, xiii. 26, xvii. 14, xxii '0
;

Luke 3 times, Gal. iv. 4, 6, only.

revoi, vii. 13, 19, iv. 6, 36, xiii. 26, xvii. 28, 29, xviii. 2, 24 ; Paul 5, reat 7
times.

neraHuXtTdOat, vii. 14, x. 32, xr. 17, xxiv. 25, only.

i'vxij (man), vii. 14, Dent. x. 22 ; Acts ii. 41, 43, iii. 23, xxvii. 37 ; Rom.
xiii. 1, 2 Pet. ii. 14, Rev. xvi. 3. Constr. cf. Luke xiv. 31.

Hvrjfta, vii. 16, ii. 29 ; Luke viii. 27, xxiii. 23, xxiv. 1, rest 3 times.

iittt'l (price), vii. 16, iv. 34, v. 2, 3, xix. 19 ; 1 Oor. vi. 20, vii 23, Mt. xxvii,

(i, 9, only.

dpyvpiov, vii. 16, iii. 6, viii. 20, xix. 19, xx. 33 ; Luke ix. 3, xix. 15, 23,

xxii. 5, rest 11 times.
lyyi^eiv, vii. 17, ix. 3, x. 9, xxi. 32, xxii. 6, xxiii. 15 ; Luke 18, rest 19

times.

civkdvnv, vii. 17, Exod. i. 7 ; Acts vi. 7, xii. 24, xix. 20 ; Luke i, 80, ii. 40,

A\. 27, xiii. 19, rest 4 aiiJ in other senses 10 times.
Khfiv'vEiv^ vii. 17, Exod. i. 7 ; Acts vi. 7, ix. 31, xii. 24, rest 6 times.
iipiipoi, vii. 19 ; Luke i. 41, 4.4, ii. 12, 16, xviii. 15 ; 2 Tim. iii. 15, 1 Pet. ii.

2, only.

mHoiJv, vii. 19, Exod. i. 11 ; Acts vii. 6, Gm. xv. 13 ; Acts xii. 1, xiv. 2,

xviii. 10, 1 Pet. iii. 13, only.
\myove'iv, vii. 19, Exod. i. 17, 18, 22 ; Luke xvii. 33, 1 Tim. vi. 13, only.
inxTpecpety, vii. 20, 21, xxii. 3, only.
tt/y, vii. 20, xviii. 11, xix. 8, xx. 3, xxviii. 11 ; Luke 5, rest 8 times.
iKTin^yai, vii. 21, xi. 4. xviii. 26, xxviii. 23, only.
avniptMftai (de tollewfie liberos), vii. 21, Exod. ii. 5 : dvaipelv, vii. 28

twice, ii. 23, v. 33, 36, ix. 23, 24, 29, x. 39, xii. 2, xiii. 28, xvi. 27, xxii.

20, xxiii. 15, 21, 27, xxv. 3, xxvi. 10 ; Luke xxii. 2, xxiii. 32, rest 3
tiiniift.

TtaiHtvuv, vii. 22, xxii. 3 ; 1 Tim. i. 20, 2 Tim. ii. 25, Tit ii. 12, only
;

naii. (castigare), Luke xxiii. 16, 22, rest 6 times.
fivvixr„i, vii 22, ii. 24, xi. 17, xviii. 24, xx. 16. xxv. 5 ; Luke xxiv. 10, i.

49, xiv, 31, xviii. 27 ; Paul 12, rest 13 times.'
I'TiiiianredOai, vii. 23, vi. 3, xv. 36 , Mt. xxv. 36, 43, James i. 27 ; of God,

Acts XV. 14, Luko i 68, 78, vii. 16 ; Heb. ii. 6, only.
nhipov^ („f time), vii. 23, 30, ix. 23, xxiv. 27 ; Luke xxi. 24 ; Mk. i. 16,

John vii. 8
;

(of fulness), Acta, ii. 2, 28, v. 3, 28, xiii. 52, Luke ii. 40,
iii. 5, rest 24 times.
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Stavoiyety, vii. 56, xvi. 14, xvii. 3 ; Luke ii. 23, xxiv. 31, 32, 45, Mk. ii.

34, 35, only.

tfi'vf^f zj', vii. 57, xviii. 5, xxviii. 8 ; Luke iv. 38, viii. 37, 45, xii. 50, xix.

43, xxii. 63, rest thrice only.

ipmir, vii. 57, xix. 29 ; Luke viii. 33, Mt. viii. 32, Mk. v. 13, only.

uuoijv^iadvv, vii. 57, i. 14, ii. 1, 46, iv. 24, v. 12, viii. 6, xii. 20, xv. 25,

xviii. 12, xix. 29 ; Rom. xv. 6, only.

Xifjo/ioXeiv , vii. 58, 59, xiv. 5 ; Luke xiii. 34, rest 5 times {Ex. xix. 13).

veaviai, vii. 58, xx. 9, xxiii. 17, 18, 22, only.

IntxaXeMOcxt, vii. 59 and 19 times ; Luke xxii. 3 ; Paul 5, rest 5 times.

K0iM<x6Qai (of dying), vii. 60, xiii. 36 ; Paul 6, res*^ 7 times. Otherwise,

Acts xii. 6 ; Luke xxii. 45 ; Matth. xxviii. 13.

To this verj remarkable list of words we have still to add a
number of exp ressions which further betray the Author of the

Acts and Gospel :

—

vi. !0. Hal ovH i6xvov dvndrijvai r^ Luke xxi. 15. iyoo yap doodao t/nTv
Cocpia xai raJ rtveujuart oj iX-dXei. droina vai dotpiav ^ ov SvvTJdov-

rai dvrt6r7/yai . . . ndvrei
Ol aVTlHEllXEVOt VJUIV/

vi. 12. The participle intdrdi added to a finite verb : xvii. 5, xxii. 13,
xxiii. 11, 27 ; Luke ii. 38, iv. 39, x. 40.

vi. 13. pr'/Uara XaXc^v xard tov totcov rov dyiov xai zov vojiiov. xxi. 28
. . . . Hard rov' ... vojuov xai TOTS' tottov {rotJ' dyiov)!
Tovrov . . . didddxooy, . . . xai xsHOivooxBv tov dyiov Tonov
TOhTov. Cf. Mt. xxiv. 15.

vi. 14, 'h/dovi 6 Nal^oopatoi, ii. 22, iii. 6, iv. 10, xxii. 8, xxvi. 9 ; Luke
xviii. 37, xxiv. 19 ; Mt. 2, Mk. 1, John 3 times.

vii. 2, ardpei ddeAqjoi xai itaTspEi, dxovdaze, xxii. 1 the same ; drS.
aSsX<poi, i. 16, ii. 29, 37, vii. 2, 26, xiii. 15,26,38, xv. 7, 13, xxiii. 1, 6,
xxviii. 17, and with dxovdaTS added in ii. 22, xiii. 16 ; dvSpei alone
with name of place or people, i. 11, ii. 14, 22, iii. 12, v. 35, xiii. 16, xvii.

22, xix. 35, xxi. 28 ; avfjp with name, v. 1, viii. 9, 27, ix. 12, x. 28, xi.

20, xxii.^3.

vii. 2, Ttpiv t}, with infinitive and accusative ii. 20 ; Luke xxii. 61 ; Mt. i.

18, Mk. xiv. 30 ; with conjunct, and optat. xxv. 16, Luke ii. 2vy, xxii.

34.

vii. 3, npdi^ with accusative after eiitelv, i. 7, ii. 29, 37, iii. 22, iv. 8, 19, 23,
V. 9, 35, viii. 20, ix. 10, 16, x. 21, xii. 8, 15, xv. 7, 36, xviii. 6, 14, xix.

2 twice, 3, xxi. 37, xxii. 8, 10, 21, 25, xxiii. 3 ;
= 30 times ; Luke up-

wards of 70 times, cf. Mt. iii. If (? ?), Mk. 2, John 11 times, only.
^'"' 4, yf/, with name of country without article (cf. 11), vii. 29, 36, 41), xiii.

17, 19 ; Mt. 9, rest 2 times.
" MSTd TO, followed by infinitive, i. 3, x. 41, xv. 13, xii. 21, x*. 1

;

Luke xii. 5, xxii. 20.
viL 6, /itr' avTor, xix. 4 ; xiii. 25, fi^r' ifi^.

n.9,Mcd^y 6 6s6iusT'avToC, Gen. xxxix 2, cf. 21, 23 ; x. 38, . . .

or/ Otoi r/y ^ist' avrav. Cf. John iii. 2,
vii. 10, or«of, family, vii. 42, ii. 36, x. 2, xi. 14, xvi. 15, 31, xviii. 8 ; Luk<>

,
7 times, rest 16 ; o\o? o oImo?, Acts vii. 10, ii. 2', xviii. 8.

'". 17, av^dytiy xai nAr/Ovvstv, vi- 7, xii. 24.

The words between brackets are foun4 in %he Codices A, C, and ochers, but
^ fc 'itrntted by other ancient authorJties.
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,ul 4, rest 3

b in • he in-

18, XV. 20,

je, xxviL 1,

dov tv rai?

1 Cor. ii. 9

ts 20 times,

cts 21, Luke

>aul 3, rest 4

Ttoiri6ti

•JV.xvii. 29;

sewheru.

ore dvvfjnav

26; iy X^'Ph

rj yvKii. zr}

kif.ieva.i dues

IS ^jassage may

t in Acts, 8 in

juke xiii. 34,

iuke 32 times,

, only-

ts xiii. 25, f

'

4, XV. 71, XX.

16, tiif 'M.

f»J,52,iii. 13,

rd ^"/'"

via. 14 .
.

1/ ^oyoy
,20 .

ci. 25, cxxxiv

vu.

vu.

u

i, 2"

i 1, oniy

Vll.

vii.

vu

vii

vii

46, 5? evpsv x^P^^ ivoantov tov Osov" . . , Luke i. 30, slpsi yap
xapiv itapd raJ Oeta ; cf. 2 Tim. i. 18 (Oen. xxxiii. 10).

' ivooTtiov rov'Qeov', iv. 19, x. 31, 33, cf.viii. 21, x. 4 ; Luke i. 6,19,
xii. 6, xvi. 15.

55, idraoi for E6rrjKooi, vii. 56, iv. 14, v. 23, 25, xvi. 9, xxi. 40, xxii. 25,

xxiv. 21, XXV. 10 ; Luke 4 times.
" TcXr/prji nvEvnaroi dyiov; vi. 5, nX^prf? . . . TtvEvjuccroi dyiov

. . . xi. 24, TiXtjpr}^ TtvEvuaroi dyiov . . . vi. 3 . . . irXi/peii

Ttvev/jaroi . . . cf. 8, ix. 36, nXrfpr}'; epyaov dyaOoSy . . . cf. xiii.

10, lix. 28 ; Luke iv. 1, TrXripyi nvev/naroi dyiov, cf. v. 1?. No^
elsewhere in N. T.

56 Oeoope^ rovi uvpavovi diffvoty/nevov? ;^ x. UjOeoapEtrdv ovpavov
dveayy/ueyoy.

57j q)oovr/ ^eydXtj, 60, viii. 7, xiv. 10, xvi. 28, xxvi. 24 ; Luke 7 times.

Rev. 19, rest 5 times. xpdqavTes qioovp neydX^, Acts vii. 57, 60, Mt,

xxvii 50 ;
npd^ai (paavy lusydXij, Rev. vi. 10 ;

exapa^av cpaovfj ney-
ciX^, cf. Mk, i. 26, v. 7, Acts xxiv. 21, Rev. vii. 2, 10, x. 3, xiv. 15,

xviii. 2, xix. 17.

58, Ttapd eiwi /ni^a?, iv. 35, 37 (0, v. 2 ; Mt. xv. 30 only. Everywhere
else irpo'S.

.58, HaXovftevoi, with name, i, 12, 23, iii. 11, viii. 10, ix. 11, x. 1,

xiii, 1, XV. 22, 37, xxvii. 8, 14, 16 ; Luke 9 times. Rev. 4 times.

60, OfK rd yovara, ix, 40, xx. 36, xxi. 6 ; Luke xxii. 41, cf. v. 8, Mk.
XV. 19.

It is impossiVtle, we Vii'mk to examine this d^nniym, m whicli

we might fairly have irvlude/J //tfj^r points which we hk</f^ pasHcHl

over, without feeling the certain ^'onviction that the .s|X'^'/ifj of

Stephen was composed by the author of the rest of the Act<» itf

the Apostles. It may not be out of place // 'piote .some remarks
of Lekebusch at the close of an exaj/i/nation of the language of

the Acts in general, undertaken for tfie purpose of ascertaining

the literary characteristics of the book, which, although origin-

ally having no direct reference to this episode in particular, may
well serve to illustrate our own results:

—"An unprejudicwJ

critic must have acquired the conviction from the foregoing lin-

','uistio examination that, throughout the whole of the Acts of

tlio Apostles, and partly also the Gospel, the same style of lan-

guage and expression generally prevails, and therefore that our
Ijook I-: an original work, independent of written sources on the

whole, and proceeding from a single pen. For when the same
'Xpressions are everywhere found, when a long row of words
which only recur in the Oospel and Acts, or comparatively only
very seldom in other works of the New Testament, appear

6'j mlly in all parts, when certai/j forms of words, peculiarities

(« word-order, construction and phraseology, indeed even whole
sentences, recur in the different sections, a compilation out of

'locur/ients by different earlier writers can no longer be thought

1 D"* F, H, and other codices read a: ewy/u^vovi.
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of, and it is ' beyond doubt, that we have to consider our writing

as the work of a single author, who has impressed upon it the

stamp of a distinct literary style ' (Zeller, Theol Jahrb. 1851. p.

107). The use of written sources is certainly not directly ex-

cluded by this, and probably the linguistic peculiarities, of which

some of course exist in isolated sections of our work, may be

referred to this. But as these peculiarities consist chiefly of

aTTtt^ Xeyofieva, which may rather be ascribed to the richness of the

author's vocabulary than to his talent for compilation, and gener-

ally in comparison with the gi'eat majority of points of agree-

ment almost disappear, we must from the first be prepo.s.ses.sed

against the theory that our author made use of written sources,

and only allow ourselves to be moved to such a conclusion by

further distinct phenomena in the various parts of our book,

especially as the prologue of the Gospel, so often quoted for the

purpose, does not at all support it. But in any case, as has

already been remarked, the opinion that, in the Acts of the

Apostles, the several parts are strung together almost without

alteration, is quite irreconcilable with the result of our linguistic

examination. Zeller rightly says :

—
' Were the author so depen-

dent a compiler, the traces of such a proceeding must necessarily

become apparent in a thorough dissimilarity of language and

expression. And this dissimilarity would be all the greater if

his sources, as in that case we could scarcely help admitting,

belonged to widely separated spheres as regards language and

mode of thought. On the other hand, it would be altogether

inexplicable that, in all parts of the work, the same favourite

expressions, the same turns, the same peculiarities of vocabulary

and syntax should meet us. This phenomenon only becomes

conceivable when we suppose that the contents of our work were

brought into their present form by one and the s^me person, and

that the work as it lies before us was not merely compiled by

some one, but was also composed by him.' " ^

Should an attempt be made to argue that, even if it be con-

coded that the language is that of the Author of Acts, the senti-

ments may be those actually expressed by Stephen, it would at

once be obvious that such an explanation is not only purely arbi-

traiy and incapable of proof, but opposed to the facts of the case.

It is not the language only which can be traced to the Author of

the rest of the Acts but, as we have shown, the whole plan of thi

8j>e«<:li is the same as that of others in different parts of the work,

Stephen speaks exactly as Peter does before him and Paul at a

later period. 'J'here is just that amount of variety which a writer

of not unlimited resources can introduce to express the views ot

L,ekebusch, Die C!otn. und Entsteh, der ApostelgeBcL., p. 79 f.
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different men under different circumstances, but there is so much
which is nevertheless common to them all, that community of

authorship cannot be denied. On the other hand, the improba-

bilities of the naiTative, the singular fact that Stephen is not

mentioned by the Apostle Paul, and the peculiarities which may
be detected in the speech itself receive their very simple explana-

tion when linguistic analysis so clearly demonstrates that, what-
ever small nucleus of fact may lie at the basis of the episode, the

speech actually ascribed to the martyr Stei)hen is nothing more
than a later composition put into his mouth by the Author of

the Acts.

Ik
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CHAPTER VI.

THE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE WORK, CONTINUED.
THE EUNUCH. PETER AND CORNELIUS.

PHILIP AND

We have been forced to enter at such length into the discussion

of the speech and martyrdom of Stephen, that we cannot afford

space to do more than merely glance at the proceedings of his

colleague Philip, as we pass on to more important points in the

work before us. The author states that a great persecution broke

out at the time of Stephen's death, and that all (Tran-es) the com-

munity of Jerusalem were scattered abroad " except the Apostles,"

(irXrjv Twj' aTTooToXtov). That the heads of the Church, who were well

known, should remain unmolested in Jerusalem, whilst the whole

of the less known members of the community were persecuted

and driven to flight, is certainly an extraordinary and suspicious

statement.^ Even apologists are obliged to admit that the account

of the dispersion of the whole church is hyperbolic f but exag-

geration and myth enter so largely and persistently into the com-

position of the Acts of the Apostles, that it is difficult, after any

attentive scrutiny, seriously to treat the work as in any strict

sense historical at all. It has been conjectured by some critics,

as well in explanation of this statement as in connection with

theories regarding the views of Stephen, thr : the perseeution in

question was limited to the Hellenistic community to which Ste-

phen belonged,whilst the Apostles and others,who were known as

faithful observers of the law and of the temple worship,^ were not

regarded as heretics by the orthodox Jews.* The narrative in the

Acts does not seem to support the view that the persecution was

limited to the Hellenists ;^ but beyond ths fact vouched for by

Paul that about this time there was a persecution, we have no

data whatever regarding that event. Philip, it is said, went

down to the city of Samaria, and " was preaching the

1 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 46 ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 246 ; Schleiermacher, Einl.

N. T., p. 359 ; Schneckenburger, Apg., p. 182 f.; Zeller, Apg., p. 153 f. Cf. Let-

busch, Apg., p. 98 f.

2 Alford, Greek Test., ii. p. 84; Baumgarten, Apg , i. p. 161 ; Hackelt, Acts, p.

119 ; Meyer, Apg., p. 197.

3iii, 1, 11, iv. 1, V. 25.

* Baur, Paulus, i. p. 46 ; Davidson, Int.N. T., ii. p. 246; Schneckenburger,Afg;

p. 183; Tjeenk-Willink, Just. Mart., p. 25 f.; Zeller, Apg., p. 154.

5 Baumgarten, Acts, i. p. 160 f.; Hachett, Acts, p. 119; Humphrey, K<ii», v.
'^''

Lekebusch, Apg., p. 355 f., anm.; Meyer, Apg., p. 197 ; Stier, Eeden d. Ap., i. P'

184 f.
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PHILIP AND

[ackett, Acts, p.

Christ "^ to them. As the statement that " the multitudes
with one accord gave heed to the things spoken " to them
by Philip is ascribed to the miracles whicn he performed
there, we are unable to regard the narrative as historical, and
still less so when we consider the suj)ernatural agency by
which his further proceedings are directed and aided. We
need only remark that the Samaritans, although only partly

of Jewish origin, and rejecting the Jewish Scriptures with
the exception of the Pentateuch, worshipped the same God as

the Jews, were circumcised, and were equally prepared as a na
tion to accept the Messiah. The statement that the Apos-
tles Peter and John went o Samaria, in order, by the imposi-

tion of hands, to bestow the gift of the Holy Spirit to the
converts baptized by Philip, does not add to the general credi-

bility of the history .2 As Bleek^ has well remarked, nothing
is known or said as to whether the conversion of the Samaritans
effected any change in their relations towards the Jewish people

and the temple in Jerusalem ; and the mission of Philip to the
Samaritans, as related in the Acts, cannot in any case be consid-

ered as having any important bearing on the question before us.

We shall not discuss the episode of Simon at all, although, in the
opinion of eminent critics, it contains much that is suggestive of

the true character of the Acts of the Apostles. An " Angel of

the Lord " (ayyeAos Kvpiov) speaks to Philip, and desires him to go
to the desert way from Jerusalem to Gaza,* where the Spirit tells

him ^ to draw near and join himself to the chariot of a man of

Ethiopia wixO had come to worship at Jerusalem, and was then
returning home. Philip runs thither, and hearing him read
Isaiah, expounds the passage to him, and at his own request the

eunuch is at once baptized. " And when they came up out of

the water, the Spirit of the Lord caught away (Trvdfia KvpCov

rifma(T(v) Philip, and the eunuch saw him no more ; for he went
on his way nyoicing ; but Philip was found at Azotus."*^ At-
tempts have of course been made to explain naturally the super-

natural features of this narrative. '^ Ewald, who is master of the

art of rationalistic explanation, says, with regard to the order
given by the angel :

" He felt impelled as by the power and the
clear voice of an angel " to go in that direction ; and the final

miracle is disposed of by a contrast of the disinterestedness of

•

1 viii. 5 . . . tHj^pvdde.y avTol? rov Xptdrov.
^ Baur, Paulus, i. p. 47; Davidmon, Int. N. T., ji. p. 246 ; Overbfck, Zu de

Wette Apg., p. 12.3 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 15C f.

3 Hebriierbr., i. p. 57, anm. 72. * viii. 26.

5 V. 29. 6 V. 39 f. Azotus was upwards of 60 milea off.

''Ewald, Gesch. des V. Isr., vi. p. 219 f.; Ohh.ausen, Apostelgescb., p. 138.
Meyer has abandoned his earlier views of this kind.
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PETER AT LYDDA AND JOPPA. THE RAISING OF TABITHA. 831

of comparing one part of their history with ilut rest. In passing

on to the account of the baptism of ( 'ornelius, we have at least

the advantage of contrasting the action attril)ute(l to Peter with
his conduct on earlier and later occasions, and a test is thus sup-

plied which is of no small value for ascertaining the truth of the

whole I'epresentation. To this narrative we must now address

ourselves.

As an intrnduction to the important events at Ca^sarea, the

Author of the Acts relates the particulars of ". visit which Peter

pays to Lydda and Joppa, during the course of which he per-

forms two very remarkable miracles. At the former town he
finds a certain man named ^Eneas, paralysed, who had lain on a

bed for eight years. Peter said to him " iEneas, Jesus the Christ

henleth thee ; arise and make thy bed." And he arose immedi-
ately.^ As the consequence of this miracle, the writer states

that :
" All who dwelt at Lydda and the Sharon saw him, who

turned to the Lord."- The exaggeration of such a statement^ is

too palpable to require argument. The effect produced by the

sujjpose-. miracle is almost as incredible as the miracle itself, and
the accoudt altogether has little claim to the character of s'^ber

histoi \

.

This mighty work, however, is altogether eclipsed by a miracle

which Peter performs about the same time at Joppa. A certain

woman, a disciple, named Tabitha, who was " full of good works,"
fell sick in those days and died, and when they washed her, they
laid her in an upper chamber, and sent to Peter at Lydda, be-

seeching him to come to them without delay. When Peter ar-

rived they took him into the upper chamber, where all the

widows stood weeping, and showed coats and garments which
Dorcas used to make while she was with them. " But Peter put
them all out, and kneeled down and prayed ; and, turning to the

body, said : Tabitha, arise. And she opened her eyes, and when
she saw Peter she sat up. And he gave her his hand, and
raised her up, and when he called the saints and the widows,
he presented her alive." Apparently, the raising of the dead
did not produce as much effect as the cure of the i)aralytic,

for the writer only adds here :
" And it was known through-

out all Joppa ; and many believed in the Lord."* We shall

hereafter have to speak of the perfect calmness and absence
of surprise with which these early writera relate the most
astonishing miracles. It is eviden t from the manner in which
this story is narrated that the miracle was anticipated.^ The

~Mx. 33, 34. 2 ix. 35.

3 Zeller, Apostelgesch.
, p. 177 f. * ix. 36—42.

^ Zeller, Apg., p. 178; Overbeck, Zu de Wette, Apg., p. 150. Cf. Davidson,
Int, N. T., ii. p. 249 f. ; Meyer, Apg., p. 234.
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882 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

vTTeptSov in which the body is laid cannot have been the room
generally used for that purpose, but is probably the single upper
chamber of such a house which the Author represents as specially

adopted in anticipation of Peter's arrival.^ The widows who
stand by weeping and showing the garments made by the de-

ceased complete the preparation. As Peter is sent for after Dorcas

had died, it would seem as though the writer intimated that her

friends expected him to raise her from the dead. The explana-

tion of this singular phenomenon, however, becomes clear when
it is remarked that the account of this great miracle is closely

traced from that of the raising of Jairus' daughter in the Synop-

tics,* and more especially in the second Gospel.^ In that instance

Jesus is sent for ; and, on coming to the house, he finds people
" weeping and wailing gi-eatly." He puts them all forth, like

Peter ; and, taking the child by the hand, says to her :
" ' Talitha

koum,' which is being intetpret^d : Maiden, I say unto thee, arise.

And immediately the maiden arose and walked."'* Baur and

others^ conjecture that even the name " Tabitha, which by inter-

pretation is called Dorcas," was suggested by the words TaXi^a

Kovfi, above quoted. The Hebrew original of Taf3i6d isignifies

" Gazelle," and they contend that it was used, like TaXi^a, in the

sense generally of: Maiden.** These two astonishing miracles, ro-

1 Meyer, Apg., p. '234; Zeller, Apg., p. 178, anm. 1.

2 Mt. ix. 18, 19, 2.3—25; Mk. v. 22, 2.3, 35—42; Luke viii. 41, 42, 49-5G.
3 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 219, anm. 1 ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 249 f., Ofrarer,

Die heil. Sage, i. p. 414; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 150 ; Sc/nvaiibecf:, Quellen

d. Schr. d. Lakaa, i. p. 48 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 177.

4 Mk. V. 38—42.
6 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 219, anm. 1 ; Schwanbeck, Queilen, p. 48. In Mk. v. 41,

TaXiOd Hovfi, o idnv nefitpurjvEvouEVJV ro xopadiov . . . In Acts

ix. 36, Ttx/JiOcx fj diEpi.i7jvEvoi.ieyr} Xeysrai Jopnoci.
6 The leading peculiarities of the two accounts may be contrasted thus—

Luke viii. 41. xal idov dyj)p . . .

TtapEHCcXei avTov EidEXOsii' flZ rov

oiHov avTov. 52. ExXaiov 6e no'v-

TEi Hal ... 54. avToi de iujkxXav

TtdvTai Ec,oo*, Mai Mparydai rrj5

XErpoi avrf/i, kq)a)Vi]6Ev Myooy-

'H naii, iyEi'pov. 55. xal^ kTii6-

TpE^Ev TO nvEvna avriji, x-d

dvedrrj itapaxpvucx.
Mark x. 40. ... avroi 61 kHJia-

Xgov Ttavrai .... EldndpEv'erat

... 41. xai HpaTr,6ai^ Tt/i a:«'P"5

Tov itaiSiov XeyEi avry, 7'aA/0«

XOV'H, O tdriV HE(iEpi.lf}VEVOI.tEVOV

To Hopddiov. doi Xsyay, eynp^.

42. uai EvOeooi dvEdn/ ro nop.

x.r.X.

Acts ix. 36 . . . riS t}v /.laOr/tpta

ivonart Ta/3t0d, fj Stepjur/yEvo^evt/

Xeysrai Jopudi. 38. ... dxov'-
davrei on U. idriv iv^ avrjf
(AvSS.), dnedrEtXcxv Svo dvdpai
npoi avToy napaHaXovvTEi- Mr)
oKyTfdiffi SieXOeIv fooS rfudv. 39.

.... nddai at xvpai xXaiovdai
xai ... 40. ixfiaXoov Si Eqoo ndv-
raS 6 77. . . . xai kitidrpeipai npoi
TO dwi-ia E17CEV TafJiOd dvddTr/Qi.

i) Si . . . dvExaBidEv. 41. 6ovi Si

avT^ X^^9<x dvsdTt/dEV avrrjv.

* Although this is the reading of the Cod. A (and C, excerji the f'?aj) and others,

it is omitted by other ancient MSS.



PETER AND CORNELIUS. 833 n
ported by an unknown writer, and without any corroboration, are

absolutely incredible, and cannot prepossess any reasonable mind
with confidence in the narrative to which they form an introduc-

tion, and the natural distrust which they awaken is fully con-

firmed when we find supernatural agency employed at every
stage of the following history.

We are told^ that a certain devout centurion, named Cornelius,
" saw in a vision plainly " (cTSev iv opafxan <f>av(pw<;) an angel of God,
who said to him :

" Thy prayers and thine alms are come up for

a memorial before God. And now send men to Joppa, and call

for one Simon, who is surnamed Peter, whose house is by the sea

side." After giving these minute directions, the angel departed,

and Cornelius sent three messengers to Joppa. Just as they ap-
proached the end of their journey on the mon-ow, Peter went up
to the housetop to pray about the sixth hour, the usual time of

prayer among the Jews.^ He became very hungry, and while his

uieal was being prepared he fell into a trance and saw heaven
opened, and a certain vessel descending as it had been a great

sheet let down by four corners, in which were all four-footed

beasts and creeping things of the earth and birds of the air. "And
there came a voice to him : Rise, Peter ; kill and eat. But Peter

said : Not so Lord ; for I never ate anything common or unclean.

And the voice came unto him again a second time : What God
cleansed call not thou common. This was done thrice; and
straightway the vessel was taken up into heaven." While Peter

"was doubting in himself" what the vision which he had seen

meant, the men sent by Cornelius arrived, and " the Spirit said

unto him : Behold men are seeking thee ; but arise and get thee

down and go with them doubting nothing, for I have sent them."
Peter went with them on the morrow, accompanied by some of

the brethren, and Cornelius v/as waiting for them with his kins-

men and near friends whom he had called together for the pur-

pose. " And as Peter was coming in, Cornelius met him, and fell

at his feet and vorshipped. But Peter took him up, saying

:

Arise
; I myself also am a man."^ Going in, he finds many per-

sons assembled, to whom he said :
" Ye know how it is an unlaw-

ful thing for a man that is a Jew to keep company with, or come
unto one of another nation ; and yet God showed me that I should
not call any man common or unclean. Therefore also I came
without gainsaying when sent for. I ask, therefore, for what
reason ye sent for me ?

" Cornelius narrates the particulars of hin

1 X. 1 ff.

2 Ewalil, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. pp. 152, 222; L^nge, Das ap Zeit., ii. 131 ; Light-
foot, Works, viii. 215 f.

3x. 26; cf. xiv. 14, 15.
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INCONGRUITIES IN THE NARRATIVE. 835

which is called Straight, and inquire in the house of Judas for one
named Saul of Tarsus ; for behold he prayeth, and saw in a vision

a man named Ananias coming in and putting liis hand on him
that he might receive sight." On this occasion also the gift of the

Holy Spirit is conferred and Saul is baptized.^ Whilst such mira-

culous agency is so rare elsewhere, it is so common in the Acts of
the Apostles that the employment of visions and of angels, under
every circumstance, is one of the characteristics of the author, and
may therefore be set down to his own imagination.

No one who examines "'. '^.pisode attentively, we think, can
doubt that the narrative befr- s us is composed in apologetic inter-

est,^ and is designed to have a special bearing upon the problem
as to the relation of the Pauline Gospel to the preaching of the
Twelve. Baur^ has acutely pointed out the signific-vaceof the very

place assigned to it in the general history, and its insertion im-
mediately after the conversion of Paul, and before the commence-
ment of his ministry, as a legitimation of his apostleship of the
Gentiles. One point stands clearly out of the strange medley of
Jewish prejudice. Christian liberalism, and suj)ernatural inter-

ference which constitute the elements of the story: the actual

conviction of Peter regarding the relation of the Jew to the Gen-
tile, that the Gospel is addressed to the former and that the Gen-
tile is excluded,* which has to be removed by a direct supernatural

revelation from heaven. The author recognises that this was the

general view of the primitive Church, and this is tiie only parti-

cular in which we can perceive historical truth in the narrative.

The complicated machinery of visions and angelic messengers is

used to justify the aband<mment of Jewish restrictions, which was
preached by Paul amidst so much virulent opposition. Peter

anticipates and justifies Paul in his ministry of the uncircumcision,

and the overthrow of Mosaic barriers has the sanction and seal of

a divine command. We have to see whether the history itself does
not betray its mythical character, not only in its supernatural
elements, but in its inconsistency with other known or narrated
incidents in the apostolical narrative.

There has been much difterence of opinion as to whetliPi the

centurion Cornelius had joined himself in any recognised degree
to the Jewish religion before this incident, and « majority of

1 ix. 10-18.
2 Baur, Paixlus, i. p. 90 ff. , 96 f., 143 anm. 1; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 151;

H'imn, !«." Apdtres, p. 205 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 189 f., 332.
^ Baur, Paulua, i. p. 90 ; Schneckenburyer, Zweck d. Apostelgesch., p. 170 ff.

* Baur, Paulua, i. p. 91 ff.; Ebrard, Zu Olsh. Apg., p. U>9 h .; Ewald, Gesch. V.
Isr., vi. p. 223 f.; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. /., p. 339 ; Light/oof, Galatians, p.
290 ; Ohhamtn, Apg., p. 158 ff.; de Pressenad, Hist., i. p. 408 f.; Thiersch, Die K
im ap. Z., p. 92 f.; Zeller, Apg., p. 179 ff.
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PETER S RESIDENCE WITH SIMON THE TANNER. 837

a prohibition existed as regard? idolaters, it would. still be incon-

ceivable how it could apply to Cornelius :
" a righteous man and

fearing God, and of good report among all the nation of the

Jews."^ It is also inconsistent with the zeal for proselytism dis-

played by the Pharisees,^ the strictest sect of the Jews ; and the

ox:count given by Josephus of the conversion of Izates of Adia-
bene is totally against it.^ There is a slight trait which, added
to others, tends to complete the demonstration of the unhistori-

cal character of this repi'esentation. Peter is said to have lived

many days in Joppa with one Simon, a tanner, and it is in his

house that the messengers of Cornelius find him.^ Now the

tanne/s trade was considered impure amongst the Jews,^ and it

was almost pollution to live in Simon's house. It is argued b}''

some commentators that the fact that Peter lodged there is men-
tioned to show that he had already emancipated himself from
Jewish prejudices.^ However this may he, it is strangely incon-

sistent that a Jew who has no objection to live with a tanner
should, at the same time, consider it unlawful to hold intercourse

of any kind with a pious Gentile, who, if not actually a Proselyte

of the Gate, had every qualification for becoming one. This in-

difference to the unclean and polluting trade of the tanner, more-
over, is inconsistent with the reply which Peter gives to the
voice which bids him slay and eat :

" Not so. Lord, for I never
ate anything common or unclean." No doubt the intercourse to

which Peter refers indicates, or at least includes, eating and
drinking with one of another country, and this alone could pre-

sent any intelligible difiiculty, for the mere transaction of busi-

ness or convei-sation with strangers must have been daily neces-

sary to the Jews It must be remarked, however, that, when
Peter makes the statement which we are discussing, nothing
whatever is said of eating with the Centurion or sitting with him
at table. This leads to a striking train of reflection upon the
whole episode. It is a curious thing that the supernatural vision,

which is designed to inform Peter and the Apostles that the
Gentiles might be received into the Church, should take the form
of a mere declaration that the distinction of clean and unclean
animals was no longer binding, and that he might indifferently

kill and eat. One might have thought tliat, on the supposition
that Heaven desired to give Peter and the Church a command to

\
X. 22 ; De Wette, Apg., p. 158.

- Mt. xxili. 15.

3 Antiq. xx. 2, 3. * ix. 43, x. 6.
'' Schoettyen, Horse Hebr. , p. 447 ; Alford, Greek Test., ii. p. 109 ; 'f^ackett,

Acta, p. 144 ; Meyer, Apg. , p. 235 ; Renan, i,es ApOtres, p. 199 ; De Weti' , Apg.,
p. 150; Wordsworth, Greek Teat., Acts, p. 88.

«i)e Wette, Apg., p. 150; Overbzck, lb., p. loO.

54
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THE NARRATIVE NOT HISTORICAL. 839

of Jerusalem, moreover, makes no allusion to any modification of

the Mosaic law in the case of Jewish Christians, whatever relaxa-

tion it may seem to grant to Gentile converts, and there is no ex-

ternal evidence of any kind whatever that so important an
abolition of ancient legal prescriptions was thus introduced into

Christendom.

We have, however, fortunately one test of the historiea^l value

of this whole episode, to which we have already briefly referred,

but which we must now more closely apply. Paul himself, in

his Epistle to the Galatians, narrates the particulars of a scene

between himself and Peter at Antioch, of which no mention is

made in the Acts of the Apostles, and we think that no one can
fairly consider that episode without being convinced that it is

utterly iireconcilable with the supposition that the vision which
we are now examining can ever have appeared to Peter, or that

he can have played the part attributed to him in the conversion

and baptism of uncircumcised Gentiles. Paul writes :
" But when

Cephas came to Antioch, I withstood him to the face, because he
was condemned. For before that certain came from James, ho
did eat with the Gentiles, but when they came he withdrew, and
separated himself, fearing them of the circumcision, and the other

Jews also joined in his hypocrisy."^ It will be remembered that
" they of the circumcision " in Jerusalem, at the head of whom
was James, from whom came those " of the circumcision " of

whom Peter was afraid at Antioch, contended with Peter for

going in " to men uncircumcised and eating with them,""^ the very
thing which was in question at Antioch. In the Acts, Peter is

represented as defending his conduct by relating the divine

vision under the guidance of which he acted, and the author
states as the result that, " When they heard these things they
held their peace and glorified God, saying : Then to the Gentiles

also God gave repentance unto life."^ This is the representation

of the author of the vision and of the conversion of Cornelius,

but very different is his conduct as described by the Apostle
Paul, very dissimilar the phenomena presented by a narrative

upon which we can rely. The " certain who came from James "

can never have heard of the direct communication from Heaven
which justified Peter's conduct, and can never have glorified God
in the manner described, or Peter could not have had any reason
to fear them ; for a mere reference to his vision, and to the sanc-
tion of the Church of Jerusalem, must have been sufficient to

reconcile them t > his freedom. Then, is it conceivable that after

such a vision, and after being taught by God himself not to call

any man or thing common or unclean, Peter could have acted as

'?•;; te

W :'

1 Gal. ii. 11—13. 2 Acta xi. 2, 3. 3 Acta xi. 18.
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John indeed baptized with water ; but ye shall be baptized with

the Holy Spirit,"' Now these words are hy all the Gospels put

into the mouth of John the Baptist, and not of Jesus,'^ but the

Author of the Acts seems to put them into the mouth of Jesus

at the beginning of the work,^ and their repetition here is only

an ailditional proof of the fa<jt that the e[)iso(lo of Cornelius, as

it stands before us, is not historical, but is merely his own
composition.

The whole of this narrative, with its complicated series of

miracles, is evidently composed to legitimate the Tree reception

into the Christian Church of Gentile converts and, to emphasise

the importance of the divine ratification of thwr admission, Peter

is made to repeat to the Church of Jerusalem the main incidents

which bad just been fully narrated. On the one hand, the pre-

vious Jewish exclusiveness of both Peter and of the Church is

displayed, first, in the resistance of the Apostle, which can only

be overcome by the vision and the direct order of the Holy
Spirit, and by the manifest outpouring of the Spirit upon the

Centurion and his household ; and second, in the contention of

them of the circumcision, which is only overcome b;y an account

of the repeated signs of divine purpose and approval. The uni

versality of the Gospel could not be more broadly proclaimed

than in the address of Peter to Cornelius. Not the Jews alone,
" but in every nation, he that feareth him and woi'keth righteous-

ness is acceptable to him." Pauline principles are thus an+'.ci-

pated and, as we have pointed out, are expressed almost in the

words of the Apostle of the Gentiles.* The Jews who go with
Peter were astonished because that on the Gentiles also had
been poured out the gift of the Holy Spirit,^ and the Church of

Jerusalem, on hearing of these things, glorified God that repent-

ance unto life had been given to the Gentiles. It is impossible

that the admission of the Gentiles to the privileges of the Church
could be more prominently signified than by this episode, intro-

duced by prodigious miracles and effected by supernatural machi-
nery. Where, however, ai-e the consequences of this marvellous

recognition of the Gentiles ? It does not in the slightest degree

preclude the necessity for the Council, which we shall presently

consider ; it does not apparently exercise any influence on James
and the Church of Jerusalem ; Peter, indeed, refers vaguely to it,

but as a matter out of date and almost forgotten ; Paul, in all his

disputes with the emissaries of the Church of Jerusalem, in all

his pleas for the freedom of his Gentile converts, never makes

'h^*

1 xi. 16.

3i. 5.

* X, 45 f.

2 Mt. iii. 11, Mk. i. 8, Luke iii. 16, John L 26, 33.
* Zeller, Die Apostelgesch,, p. 184 f.
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the slightest allusion to it ; it remains elsewhere unknown, and
so far as any evidence goes, utterly without influence upon the

primitive Church.^ This will presently become more apparent

;

but already it is clear enough to those who will exercise calm

reason that it is impossible to consider this narrative with its

tissue of fruitless miracles as a historical account of the develop-

ment of the Church.

1 Baur, PauluB, i. p. 91 ff. ; Zeller, Die Apostelgesch., p. 183 ff.
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CHAPTER VII.

TFE HISTORICAL VALUE OF THE WORK, CONTINUED. PAUL THE
APOSTLE OF THE GENTILES.

We have now arrived at the point in our examination of the
Acts in v/hich we have the inestimable advantage of being able

to compare the narrative of the unknown Author with the dis-

tinct statements of the Apostle Paul. In doing so, we must re-

member that the Author must have been acquainted with the
Epistles which are now before us, and supposing it to be liis pur-
pose to present a certain view of the transactions in (juestion,

whether for apologetic or conciliatory reasons or any other cause,

it is obvious that it would not be reasonable to expect divergen-

ces of so palpable a nature that any reader of the letters must
at once too clearly perceive such contradictions. When the Acts
were written, it is true, the Author could not have known that

the Epistles of Paul were to attain the high canonical position

which they now occupy, and might, therefoi'e, usi his materials

more freely ; still a certain superficial consistency it would bo
natural to expect. Unfortunately, our means of testing tho state-

ments of the Author are not so minute as is desirable, although
they are often of much value, and seeing the great facility with
which, by apparently slight alterations and omissions, a different

complexion can be given to circumstances regarding which no
very full details exist elsewhere, we must be prepared to seize

every indication which may enable us to form a ju j estimate of
the nature of the writing which we are examining.
In tne first two chapters of his Epistle to the Galatians, the

Apostle Paul relates particulars regarding some important epochs
of his life, which likewise enter into the narrative of the Acts of
the Apostles. The Apostle gives an account of his own proceed-
ings immediately after his conversion, and of the visit which
about that time he paid to Jerusalem ; and, further, of a second
visit to Jerusalem fourteen years later, and to these we must now
direct our attention. We defer consideration of the narrative of
the actual conversion of Paul for the present, and merely intend
here to discuss the movements a,nd conduct of the Apostle imme-
diately subsequent to that event. The Acts of the Apostles repre-
sent Paul Hs making five journeys to Jerusalem subsequent to his
joining the Christian body. The first, ix. 26 ff., takes place imme-
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diately after his conversion ; tlie second, xi. 30, xii. 25, is upon an
occasion when the Church at Antioch are represented as sending

relief to the brethren of Judsea by the hands of Barnabas and
Saul, d.iriig a time of famine ; the third visit to ..'erusalfim, xv. 1

ff., Paul liicewise pays in company with Barnabas, both being sent

by the Church of Antioch to confer with the Apostles and Eldei-s

as to the necessity of circumcision, and the obligation to observe

the Mojaic law in the case of Gentile converts ; the fourth, xviii.

21 fF., when he goes to Ephcsus with Priscilla and Aqaiia, " liavinfj

shaved his head in Ccnchrea, for he had a vow
;

'' and the fifth

and last, xxi. loft, when the disturbaiice took place in the temple

which led to his arrest and journey to Rome. The circumstances

and general character of these visits to Jerusalem, and more espe-

cially of that on which the momentous conferenco is described as

having ta^ en place, are stated with so much precision, and they

present features of such marked difference, that it mijht have

been suj^posed theie could not have been any difficulty in identi-

fying, with certainty, at least tlie visits to which the Apostle re-

fers in his letter, more especially as upon both occasions he men-

tions important particulars which characterised those visits. Jt

is a remarkable fact, however, that, such are the divergences be-

tween the statements of the unknown Author and of the Apostle,

upon no point has there been more discussion among.st critics and

divines from the very earliest times, or more decided difference

of opinion. Upon general grounds, it has been seen, there has

been good reason to doubt the historical character of the Acts.

Is H not a singular suggestive circumstance that, when it is pos-

sible to compare the authentic representations of Paul with the

narrativo of the Acts, even apologists perceive so much opening

for doubt and controversy ?

The visit described in the ninth chapter of uh'^ Acts is gene-

rally^ identified with that which is mentioned in the first chapter

of the Epistle. This unanimity, however, arises mainly from the

circumstance that both writers clearly represent that visit as the

first which Paul paid to Jerusalem after his conversion, for the

details of th? two narratives are anything bur .n agreement with

each other. Although, therefore, critics are lorced to agree as to

the bare identity of the visit, this harmony is immediately dis-

turbed on examining the two accounts, and whilst the one party

find the statements in the Acts reconcileable with those of Paul,

a large body more or less distinctly declare them to be contradic-

tory and unhistorical.2 In order that the question at issue may

1 There have, howevei , been diflferences of opinion also regarding this.

^ Baur, Paulus, I . p. 121 ff.; Brandts, Des Ap. Paul Sendschr. an Die Gal.,

1869, p. 77 ff. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 213 ; Ekhhorn, Einl., iii. p. 23 ff.;
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be fairly laid before the reader, we shall give the two accounts in

parallel columns.

Acts ix. 19 ff. Ep. to Gal. i. 15 ff.

19. And he was certain days
(tjnepai Tivd?) with the disciples in

Damascus,

20. And immediately («t30£(»S) was
j,fbaching Jesus in the synagogues,

&c., &c.

21. And all that heard him were
amazed, saying, &c.

22. But Saul was increasing in

strength more and more, and con-

founding the Jews which dwelt at

Damascus, proving that this is the

Christ.

23. And after many days {^i/xepat

ihavai) were fulfilled, the Jews took

counsel to kill him ; 24. But their

plot was known to Saul. And they
were even watching the gates day
and night to kill him.

25. But the disciples took him by
night, and let him down through the

wall in a basket.

26. And when he came to Jeru-

salem he was assaying to join him-
self to the disciples ; but all were
afraid of him, not believing that he
is a disciple.

27. But Barnabas took him, and
brought him to the Apostles, and de-

clared imto them how he saw the

Lord in the way, and that he spuke
to him ; and how ho preached boldly

at Damascus in the name of Jesus.

28. And he was with them coming
in and going out ai Jerusalem,
preaching boldly in the name of the
Lord.

29. And he was speaking and dis-

puting against the Grecian Jews ; but
they took counsel to slay him.

30. But when the brethren knew,
they brought him down to Csesarea,

and sent him forth to Tarsus.

15. But when it pleased God . . .

16. To reveal h: s son in me, that

I might preach him among the Gen-
tiles

;

immediately (fi;0£(»5) 1 conferred not
with flesh and blood

;

17. Neither went I up to Jerusa-

lem to those who were Apostles be-

fore me ; but I went away into Ara-
bia, and returned again into Damas-
cus.

18. Then after three years I went
up to Jerusalem to visits Cephas, and
abode with him fifteen days.

19. Bat other of the apostles saw
I not save James vhe Lord's brother.

20. Now the things which I write

unto yen, behold, before God I lie

not.

21. Thereafter I came into the

regions of Syria and Cilicia
;

22. But I was unknown by face

unto the churches of Judiea which
^vere in Christ ; but they were only

hearing that he who formerly perse-

cuted us is now preaching the faith

which once he was destroying : and
they glorified God in me.

Ofrorer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 4I2l. ; Hausrath, inSchenkel'sBib. Lex., iv. p. 419 ;

HihjenJ'cld, Galaterbrief, 1852, p. 121 ff. ; Krenkel, Paulas, p. 32 ff.; Meyer, Apg.,

p. 230; Galaterbr. 5te. Aufi., p. 39 ff.; Overbeck, ZudeW. Ape., >. 140 ff. ; .ffenaw,

Lea ApOtres, p. xxx. ff., 208 note 1 ; SMeiermachcr, Einl. N. T., p. 368 f. ;

Schneckenburger, Apg., p. 167 ; Schwanbeck, Quellan, u. b. w., p. 31 f. ; Straat-
man, Paulus, p. 33 ff., 47 f , 98; Stap, Origines, p. 159 ff.; De Wette, Apg., p.

142 ff. ; Zdkr, Apg., p. 201 ff. Cf. Ehvald, Gesch. V Isr., vi., p. 398 f., 401 ff.
;

//o/ftma/m, in Bunsen's Bibelw. , iv., p. SOS; Olshausen, Bibl. Comm. iv., 1844, p.

31 f. 1 To become acquainteu with.
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Now, it is obvious that the representation in the Acts of what
Paul did after his conversion differs very widely from the account
which the Apostle himself gives of the matter. In the first place,

not a word is said in the former of the journey into Arabia
; but,

on the contrary, it is excluded, and the statement which replaces

it directly contradicts that of Paul. The Apostle says that after

his conversion :
" Immediately^ 'eiOim) I conferred not with tle.sh

and blood," but " went away into Arabia." The Author of the

Acts says that he spent " some days " (17/Aepas nms) with the dis-

ciples in Damascus, and " immediately " (tvOe.o)^) began to preach

in the synagogues. Paul's feelings are so completely misrepre-

sented that, instead of that desire for retirement and solitude

which his words express,^ he is described as straightway plunging

into the vortex of public life in Damascus. The general apolo-

getic explanation is, that the Author of the Acts either was not

aware of the journey into Arabia, or that, his absence there hav-

ing been short, he did not consider it necessary to mention it.

There are no data for estimating the length of time which Paul

spent in Arabia, but the fact that the Apostle mentions it with

so much emphasis proves not only that he attached much weight

to the episode, but that the duration of his visit could not have

been unimportant. In any case the Author of the Acts, whether

ignorantly or not, boldly describes the Apostle as doing precisely

what he did not. To any ordinary reader, moreover, his whole

account of Paul's preaching at Damascus certainly excludes alto-

gether the idea of such a journey, and the argument that it can

be in.serted anywhere is purely arbitrary. There are many theories

amongst apologists, however, as to the part of the narrative in

Acts, in which the Aiabian journey can be placed. By some it is

af^"igned to a period before he commenced his active labours, and

therefore before ix. 20,^ from which the words of the author re-

pulse it with singular clearness ; others intercalate it with even

less reason between ix. 20 and 21 ; * a few discover some indica-

tion of it in the ixaXKov ivtSwafiovro of vcr. 22,° an expression, how-

ever, which refuses to be forced into such se^-vice ; a greater

number place it in the r)fif.pai iKavai of ver. 23,'' making that elas-

1 Dr. Ellicott remarks, " alrahjhtway ; the word standing prominently forward,

and implying that he not only avoided conference with men, but did so from the

very first." St. Paul Ep. to the Gal, 4th ed., p. 16.

2 Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 90.

3 Lightfoot, lb.
, p. 99, n. 1 ; Robinson, Acts, p. 50.

4 Beelen, Act. Apost., p. 260.
5 Afford, Greek Test., ii. p. 103.

6 Bixpimf, Ex. H'buch N. T., vi. 1, 186.?, p. 187 ; Hackett, Acts, p. 138
;
Hem-

richs, N. T. Gr., Act. Apost., i. p. 230; Humphrey, Acts, p. 83 f.; Lmge, Dasap.

Z., i. p. 97 ; Meyer, Apg., p. 228 ; Galaterbr., p. 39 ; Neander, Pflanzung, p. 1«.

anm 1 ; Oertel, Paulus, p. .58, anm. 2. Cf. Mlicott, St. Paul Ep. to the Galatians,

4th ed., p. 18 ; Schreckenburger, Apg., p. 180.
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tic phrase embrace this as well as other difficulties till it snapa
under the strain. It seems evident to an unprejudiced reader

that the 17/xcpai tKavat are represented as passed in Damascus.^ And
lastly, some critics place it after ix. 25, regardless of Paul's state-

ment that from Arabia he returned again to Damascus, which,
under the circumstances mentioned in Acts, he was not likely to

do, and indeed it is obvious that he is there supposed to have at

once gone from Damascus to Jerusalem. These attempts at re-

conciliation are useless. It is of no avail to find time into which
a journey to Arabia and the stay there might be forcibly thrust.

There still remains the fact tha^j so far from the Arabian visit

being indicat^id in the Acts, the ev6im of ix. 20, compared with
the cv^e'ojs of Gal. i. 16, positively excludes it, .ind proves that the

narrative ot the former is not historical.^

There is another poiiit in the account in Acts which further

demands attention. The impression conveyed by the narrative

is that Paul went up to Jerusalem not very long after his con-

version. The omission of the visit to Arabia shortens the inter-

val before he did so, by removing causes of delay, and whilst no
express'ons are used which imply a protracted stay in Damascus,
incidents are introduced which indicate that the purpose of the

writer was to represent the Apostle as losing no time after his

conversion before associating himself with the elder Apostles and
obtaining their recognition of his ministry ; and this view, we
shall see, is confirmed by the peculiar account which is given of

what took place at Jerusalem. The Apostle distinctly states, i,

18, that three years after his conversion he went up to visit

Peter.^ In the Acts he is represented as spending " some days
"

(ij/i€pas Tivas) with the disciples, and the only other chronological

indication given is that after " many days " (17/xepat i/cai/ai) the plot

occurred which forced him to leave Damascus. It is argued that
i7fi€pauKavai is an indefinite period, which may, according to the
usage of the author* indicate a considerable space of time, and
certainly rather express a long than a short period.^ The lact is,

however, that the instances cited are evidence, in themselves,

1 Al/ord, Greek Test., ii. p. 103 ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 213 ; Stap, Origi-

neB, p. 16.3 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 203.
2 We shall not discuss the indication given in 2 Cor. xi. 32 of the cause of his

leaving Damascus, although several cont'-adictory statements beem to be contained
in it.

3 "The 'straightway ' of ver. 16 leads to»this conclusion :
' At first I conferred

not with flesh and blood, it was only after tke lapse of three years that I wen*; to

Jerusalem.'" Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 83.
* Acts ix. 43, xviii. 18, xvii. 7 ; Lightfoot, Tb., p. S9, note 3.

* "The difference between the vague ' many day t ' of the Acts and the definite

'three years ' of the Epistle is such as might be expt*.ted from the circumstauces^^-

of the two writers." Lightfoot, lb., p. 89, note 3.

-i fe,-i! t; i i
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against the supposition that the author can have had any inten-

tion of expressing a period of three years by the words 17/xtpai

iKavaC. We suppose that no one has ever suggested that Peter

staid three years in the house of Simon the tanner at Joppa (ix,

43) ; or, that when it is said that Paul remained " many days " at

Corinth after the insurrection of Jews, the author intends to

speak of some years, when in fact the -qfjiipai iKavaC contrasted with
the expression (xviii. 11): "he continued there a year and six

months," used regarding his stay previous to that disturbance,

evidently reduces the " yet many days " subsequently spent there

to a very small compass. Again, has any one ever suggested that

in the account of Paul's voyage to Rome, where it is said (xxvii.

7) that, after leaving Myrra "and sailing slowly many days"
(rjfiipat IKavaC), they had scarcely got so far as Cnidus, an interval

of months, not to say years, is indicated ? It is impossible to

suppose that, by such an expression, the writer intended to indi-

cate a period of three years.^ That the narrative of the Acts ac-

tually represents Paul as going up to Jerusalem soon after his

conversion, and certainly not merely at the end of three years, is

obvious from the statement in ver. 26, that when Paul arrived at

Jerusalem, and was assaying to join himself to the disciples, all

were afraid of him, and would not believe in his converaion. It

is impossible to suppose that the author could have stated this, if

he had desired to imply that Paul had already been a Christian,

and publicly preached with so much success at Damascus, for

three years.^ Indeed, the statements in ix. 26 are irreconcilable

with the declaration of the Apostle, whatever view be taken of

the previous narrative of the Acts. If it be supposed that the

author wishes to describe the visit to Jerusalem as taking place

three years after his couA^ersion, then the ignorance of that event

amongst the brethren there and their distrust of Paul are utterly

inconsistent and incredible ; whilst if, on the other hand, he re-

presents the Apostle as going to Jerusalem with but litole delay

in Damascus, as we contend he does, then there is no escape from

the conclusion that the Acts, whilst thus giving a narrative con-

sistent with itself, certainly distinctly contradicts the deliberate

assertions of the Apostle. It is absolutely incredible that the con-

veraion of a well-known persecutor of the Church (viii. 3 if), ef-

fected in a way which is represented as so sudden and supernat-

ural, and accompanied by a supposed vision of the Lord, could

»_ —
1 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 121 f.; Brandes, Sendschr. an d. Gal., p. 77 ;

Lekebusch,

Apg., p. 283 ; Meyer, Apg., p. 230 ; Overbeek, Zu de W. Apg., p. 142 ;
Zdler,

Apg., p. 203ff.
i Baur, Paulus, i. p. 122 ; Lekebusch, Apg., p. 283; Meyer, Apg., p. 230;

Oertel, Paulus, p. 58 f.; ^verbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 142 ; Trip, Paului, p. 66

ff.; De Wette, Apg., p. 142,
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for three years have remained unknown to the community of
Jerusalem. So striking a triumph for Christianity must have
been rapidly made known throughout the Church, and the lact

that he who formerly persecuted was now zealously preaching

the faith which once he destroyed must long have been declared

in Jerusalem, which was in such constant communication with
Damascus.

The Author of the Acts continues in the same strain, stating

that Barnabas, under the circumstances just described, took Paul

and brought him to the Apostles (trpos tow? dTroordA-ovs), and de-

clared to them the particulars of his vision and conversion, and
how he had preached boldly at Damascus.^ No doubt is Isft that

this is the first intimation the Apostles had received of such ex-

traordinary events. After this, we are told that Paul was with
them coming in and going out at Jerusalem, preaching boldly in

the name of the Lord. Here again the declaration of Paul is ex-

plicit, and distinctly contradicts this .story both in the letter and
the spirit. He makes no mention of Barnabas. He .states that

he went to Jerusalem specially with the vitw of making the ac-

quaintance of Peter, with whom he remained fifteen days ; but
he emphatically says :

" But other of the Apostles saw I not, save
(ei/A^) James, the Lord's brother ;

" and then he adds the solemn
declaration regarding his account of this visit :

" Now the things

which I write unto you, behold, before God, I lie not." It is dif-

ficult to avoid the impression that some other version of this

story was current which the Apostle desired to correct ; and, con-

sidering his character and position, probably a narrative such as

that before us in the Acts would have been supremely displeasing

to him. Instead of being presented " to the Apostles," and going
in and out with them at Jerusalem, we have here the emphatic
assurance that, in addition to Peter, Paul saw no one except
"James, the Lord's brother." There has been much discussion as to

theidentity of this James,and whether he v.'as an apostle or not, but
into this it is unnecessary for us to enter. Most writers agree at

least that he is the same James, the head of the Church at Jerusa-
lem, whom we again frequently meet with in the Pauline Epis-
tles and in the Acts, and notably in the account of the Apostolic
Council. The exact interpretation to be put upon the expression
« jii} 'laKw/Jov has also been the subject of great controversy, the
que.stion being whether James is here really called an apostle or

not ; whether ei //.^ is to be understood as applying solely to the
verb, in which case the statement would mean that he saw no
other of the Apostles, but only James f or to th^ whole phrase

1 ix. 27.

^Bkek, Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 1059; CreJner, Das N. T., i. p. 44; Jowett,.

t
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direct words of the Apostle (i. 22) :
" I was unknown by face unto

the churches of Judwa." It is argued that the term :
" churches of

Judaea " excludes Jerusalem.^ It might possibly be asserted with
reason that such an expression as " the churches of Jerusalem

"

might exclude the churches of Judsea, but to say that the Apostle,

writing elsewhere to the Galatians of a visit to Jenisalem, and of

his conduct at that time, intends, when s^.-aaking of the " churches

of Judjea," to exclude the principal city, seems to us arbitrary and
unwarrantable. The whole object of the Apostle is to show the

privacy of his visit and his independence of the elder Apostles.

He does not use the expression as a contrast to Jerusalem. Noth-
ing in his account leads one to think of any energetic preaching

during the visit, and the necessity of finding some way of exclud-

ing Jerusalem from the Apostle's expression is simply thrust upon
apologists by the account in Acts. Two passages are referred to

as supporting the exclusion of Jerusalem from " the churches of

Juda>a." In John iii. 22, we read :
" After these things came Jesus

and his disciples into the land of Judaea." In the preceding chapter

he is described as being at Jerusalem. We have already said

enough about the geographical notices of the author of the Fourth
Gospel.^ Even those who do not admit that he was not a native

of Palestine are agreed that he wrote in another country and for

foreigners. " The land of Judsea," was thereforo a natural expres-

sion superseding the necessity of giving a more minute local

indication which would iiave been of little use. The second
instance appealed to, though more doubtfully,' 'S Heb. xiii. 24

:

" They from Italy salute you." We are at a Ioh.-, to understand
how this is supposed to support the interpretation adopted. It is

impossible that if Paul went in and out with the Apostles,

preached boldly in Jerusalem, and disputed with the Hellenistic

Jews, not to speak of what is added, Acts xxvi. 19 f , he could say
that he was unknown by face to the churches of Judaea. There
is nothing, we may remark, which limits his preaching to the Gre-
cian Jews. Whilst apologists maintain that the two accounts are

reconcilable, many of them frankly admit that the account in

Acts requires correction from that in the Epistle;* but, on the

other hand, a still greater number of critics pronounce the narra-

tive in the Acts contradictory to the statements of Paul.''

1 Alford, Greek Test., iii. p. 10; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 85 ; Meyer, Gal., p.
46 ; Moeller, Zu de Wette, Br. an d. Gal., p. 21 ; Trip, Paulus, p. 71 ; I>e Wette,
Br. an die Gal., p. 21 ; Wiesekr, Br. an die Gal., p. 86 f Winer, P. ad Gal. Ep.,

p. 53.

2 S. E., p. 661 f. 3 Compare n. 1, above.
* Bleek, Einl., p. 364 f.; Ewakl, Gesch. V. lar., vi. p. 403, anm. 1 ; Sendschr.

d. Ap. Paulus, 1857, p. 68 f.; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 92; Neander, Pflanzung, p.
1*/ IT.

'

" Baur, Paulus, i. p. 126 f.j Brandea, Gal., p. 77 f.; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p.
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There remains another point upon which a few remarks must
he made. In Acts ix. 29 f. the cause of Paul's hurriedly leavintr

Jerusalem is a plot of the Grecian Jews to kill him. Paul does

not in the Epistle refer to any such matter, but, in another part

of the Acts, Paul is represented as relating, xxii. 17 f: "And it

came to pass, that, when I returned to Jerusalem and was pray-

ing in the temple, I was in a trance and saw him saying unto me:
Make haste, and get thee quickly out of Jerusalem, for they will

not receive thy witness concerning me," &:c., &c. This account

differs, therefore, even from the previous narrative in the same
book, yet critics are agreed that the visit during which the Apostle

is said to have seen this vision was that which we are discussing. ^

The writer is so little a historian working from substantial facts

that he forgets the details of his own previous statements; and in

the account of the conversion of Paul, for instance, he thrice

repeats the story with emphatic and irreconcilable contradictions.

¥, e have already observed his partiality for visions, and such su-

pernatural agency is so ordinary a matter with him that, in the

first account of this visil/, he altogether omits the vision, although

he must have known of it then quite as much us on the second

occasion. The Apostle, in his authentic and solemn account of

this visit, gives no hint of any vision, and leaves no suggestion

even of that public preaching which is described in the earlier,

and referred to in the later, narrative in the Acts.^ If we had no

other grounds for rejecting the account as unhistorical this mira-

culous vision, added as an after-thought, would have warranted

our doing so.

Passing on now to the second chapter of the Epistle to the

Galatians, we find that Paul writes :
" Then, after fourteen years,

again I went up to Jerusalem..." (cTraraSia ScKaTeo-o-apojv tTw irakw

dv€)8ijv eis'Icpoo-oAu/Aa...). He states the particulars of what took

place upon the occasion of this second visit with a degree of

21,3 f.; 0/rbrer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 419 ; HausrcUh, in Schenkel'sB. L., iv. p. 419;

Hilgenfeld, Galaterbr., p. 123 ff. ; Krenkel, Paulus, p. 44 f . ; Overbeck, Zu de W.

Apg., p. 146 ; Renan, Les Ap6tre8, p. xxx. flf., 209 n. 2 ; Stap, Origines, p. 105 f.;

Straatman, Paulus, p. 33 ff. ; Zeller, Apg., p. 207 f. Cf. Neander, Pflanzung, p.

127 ff.

1 Alford. Greek Test., iii. p. 9 ; Bkek, Einl., p. 364; Mrard, Wiss. Kr. ev.

Gesch., p. 719
', Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1860, p. 112 ; Lightfoot, Galatians,

692, n. 2 ; Meyer, Apg., p. 231; Olshausen, Apg., p. 156 ; Paley, Evidences, and

one Paul., ed. Potts, ck v.. No. viii., p. 379; Schroder, DerAp. P.,i. p. '"'G;

WieMler, Chron. ap. Zeit., p. 165: Zeller, Apg., p. 208.
2 Paky (Horse Paul, v., No. viii.) actually endeavours to show the genuineness

of the Ep. to the Galatians by the "undesigned coincidence" of the shortness

of Paul's visit as stated by himself and the miraculous order reported Acts xxii.

17 f., "Get thee quickly out of Jerusalem." The fallacy, not to say unfairness, of

this partial argument needs no demonstration, and indeed it has been well pointed

out by Dr. Jowett. The Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 350 f.

1'
.
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ininutenesH wliich ought, one might have supposed, to have left

no doubt of its identity, when compared with the same visit his-

torically described elsewliere
;
but such are the discrepancies

between the two accounts that, as we have already mentioned,

the controversy upon the point has been long and active,^ The
Acts, it will be remembered, relate a second visit of Pan! to Jeru-

salem, after that which we have discussed, upon which occasion

it is stated (xi. 30) that he was sen witl^ Barnabas to convey to

the community, during a time of famine, me contributions of the

Church of Antioch. The third visit of the A.cts is that (xv.) when
Paul and Barnabas are said to have been deputed to confer with

the Apostles regarding the conditions upon which Gentile converts

should be admitted into the Christian brotherhood. The circum-

stances of this visit, more nearly thaxi any other, correspond with
those described by the A.postIe himself in the Epistle (ii. 1 tf.),

but there are grave difficulties in the way of identifying them.

If this visit be identical with that described Acts xv., and if Paul,

as he states, paid no intermediate visit to Jerusalem, what be-

comes of the visit interpolated in Acts xi. 30 ? The first point

which we must endeavour to ascertain is exactly what the Apostle

intends to say regarding the second visit which he mentions. The
purpose of Paul is to declare his complete independence from
those who were Apostles before him, and to maintain that his

Gospel was not of man, but directly revealed to him by Jesus
Christ. In order to prove his independence, therefore, he cate-

gorically states exactly what had been the extent of his inter-

coui-se with the elder Apostles. He protests that, after his con-

version, he had neither conferred with flesh and blood nor sought
those who had been Apostlos before him, but, on the contrary,

that he had immediately gone away to Arabia. It was not until

three years had elapsed that he had gone up to Jerusalem, and
then only to make the acquaintance of Peter, with whom he had
remained only fifteen days, during which he had not seen other

of the Apostles save James, the Lord's brother. Only after the
lapse of fourteen years did he again go up to Jerusalem. It is

argued^ that when Paul says, " he went up again " (ttoAiv dvifiriv),

the word TrdXiy has not the force of Sevrtpov, and that, so far from

1 There was anything but uuaairaity on the point among the Fathera. Irencevs
iiientitied the second Galatian visit with the third of Acts (xv.). It is not certain
whether TertuUian agreed in this (Adv. M., v. 2, 3) or placed it later (Adv. M.,
i 20) ; Eii-iebius thought it the same as the second of Acts ; Epiphanim identified
it with the fifth of Acts (xxi. 15): Chrysostom places it after the third of Acts

;

and the Chronkon Paschale interpolates it between Acts xiii. and xv. It is not
now necessary to enter minutely into this.

^ By Wiestuii; for instance, Chron. des ap. Zeit., p. 182 ; Br. Pauli an die Oal-
ater., 1859, p. 94 f.
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excluding any intermediate journey, it merely signifies a repeti-

tion of what had been done t)efore, and might have been used of
any subsequent journey. Even if this were so, it is impossihlc to

deny that, read with its context, n-dXiv avifi-qv is used in immediate
connection with the former visit which we have just discussed.

The sequence is distinctly marked by the hruTa "then," and the
adoption of the preposition 3i«jt—which may properly be read
^' after the lapse of,"'—instead of /xera seems clearly to indicate

that no other journey to Jerusalem had been made in the interval.

This can be maintained linguistically ; but the ])oint is still more
decidedly settled when the Apoctle's intention is considered. It

is obvious that his purpose would have been totally defeated had
he passed over in silence an intermediate visit. Even if, as is

argued, the visit referred to in Acts xi. 30 had been of very brief

duration, or if he had not upon that occasion had any intercourse

with the Apostles, it is impossible that he could have ignored it

under the circumstances, for by so doing he would have left the

retort in the power of his enemies that he had, on other occasions

than those \v^hich he had enumerated, been in Jerusalem and in

contact witli the Apostles. The mere fact that a vi.sit had been

unrnentioned would have exposed him to the charge of having

suppressed it, and su.spicion is always ready to assign unworthy
motives. If Paul had paid such a hasty visit as is suggested, he

would naturally have mentioned the fact and stated the circum-

stances, whatever they were. These and other reasons convince

the majority of critics that the Apostle here enumerates all the

visits which he had paid to Jerusalem since his conversion."^ The

visit referred to in Gal. ii. 1 ff. must be considered the second

occasion on which the Apostle Paul went to Jerusalem.

This being the case, can the visit be identified as the second visit

described in Acts xi. 30 ? The object of that journey to Jerusalem,

it is expressly stated, was to carry to the brethren in Jerusalem

the contributions of the Church of Antioch during a time of

famine ; whereas Paul explicitly says that he went up to Jeru-

salem, on the occasion we are discussing, in consequence of a re-

velation, to communicate the Gospel which he was preaching

among the Gentiles. There is not a word about contributions.

On the other hand, chronologically it is impossible that the second

visit of the Epistle can be the second of the Acts. There is some

difference of opinion as to whether the fourteen years are to be

calculated from the date of his conversion,^ or from the previous

1 Winer, Grammatik des N. T. Sprachidioms, 7th Aufl., § 47, i. p. 356.

2 See references, p. 856, note 1.

3 Alford, Greek Test., iii. p. II ; Baumgarten-Crusiua, Br. an die Galater., 1845,

p. 3.3 ; Baur, Theol. Jahrb., 1849, p. 478 ; K. G., i. p. 49 ; Bisping, H'buchN.T.,

t!<'^
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journey.' The latter seems to bo the more reasonable supposition,

but in either case it is obvious that the identity is excluded.

From various data,—the famine under Claudius, and the time of

Herod Agrippu's death,—the date of the journey referred to in

Acts xi. 30 is assigned to about A.D. 4o. If, therefore, we count

back fourteen or seventeen years, we have as the date of the con-

version, on the first hypothesis, A.D. 31, and on the second, A.D,

28, neither of which of course is tenable. In order to overcome
this difficulty, critics^ at one time proposed, against the unani-

mous evidence of MSS., to read instead of 8ia StKaTtaa: iruiv in Gal.

ii. 1, 8ia T«T(TdpiDv irtjv, " after four years ;

" but this violent remedy
is not only generally rejected, but, even if admitt 1 for the sake

of argument, it could not establish the identity, inasmuch as the

statements in Gal ii. 1 tf. imply a much longer period of mission-

ary activity among the Gentiles than Paul could possibly have
had at that time, about which epoch, indeed, Barnabas is said to

have sought hi<n in Tarsus, apparently for the purpose of first

commencing such a career f certainly the account of his active

ministry begins in the Acts only in Ch. xiii. Then, it is not pos-

sible to suppose that, if such a dispute regarding circumcision

and the Gospel of the uncircumcision as is sketched in Gal. ii. had
taken place on a previous occasion, it could so soon be repeated,

Acts XV., and without any reference to the former transaction.

Comparatively few critics, therefore, have ventured to maintain
that the second visit recorded in the Epistle is the same as the

second mentioned in the Acts (xi. 30), and in modern times the

theory is almost entirely abandoned. If, therefore, it be admitted
that Paul mentions all the journeys which he had made to Jeru-
salem up to the time at which he wrote, and that his second visit

was not the second visit of the Acts, but must be placed later, it

follows clearly upon the Apostle's own assurance that the visit

mentioned in Acts xi. 30, xii. 25, cannot have taken place, and is

1863, vi. 1. n. 191 ; Ebrard, Wiss. Kr. ev. Geach., p. 718 ; Zu Olsh. Apg., p. 154,

anm.
; Eichhorn, Einl., iii. p. 31; EUicott, Galatians, p. 23; Hausrath, Der

Ap. Paulus, p. 246; Hilgenfeld, Galaterbr., p. 129 f. ; Lange, Das ap. Z.,

ii. p. 4f. ; Ohhausin, Bibl. Coram., iv. p. 36; Reiian, St. Paul, p. 75, n. 1:
Stap, OrigineB, p. 177, n. 2; Wieseler, Chron. ap. Z., p. 176 f. ; Br. an d. Gal.,

p. 90 ff.

1 Bengel, Gnom. N. T., ad Gal., ii. 1 ; Bleek, Einl., p. 366, S69 ; Conybeare and
Howaon, Life and Epa. of St. Paul, 1856, i. p. 539 flF.; Credner, Einl., i. p. 314 ;

Hofmann, Die heil. Schr, N. T., 2te Aufl., i. p. 81 S.; Holsten, Zum ev. Paul, u.

8. w., p. 272, 275, anm.; HoUzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., iv. p. 472 ; Lightfoot,

Galatians, p. 102; Lipsius, in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 195; Meyer, Gal., p. 51 ;

SchkiermacJier, Einl, N. T., p. 369 ; Schroder, Der Ap. P., i. p. 48 f., 74; v. p.

264 ; Strmtman, Paulus, p. 84 ff., 104, 107 ; Uateri, Br. an d. Gal., p. 39 ; Winer,
P. ad Gal. Ep., p. 148 ff. ; Zeller, Apg., p. 217.

2 So Orotitta, Semler, Bertholdt, Kuinoel, Heinrichs, Ulrich, Bottger, and others.

» Acts xi. 25 f.

w
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unhistorical, and this is the conclusion of the majority of critics '

including many apologists, who, whilst suggesting that, for some
reason, Barnabas may alone have gone to Jerusalem without
Paul, or othei-wiso deprecating any imputtition of conscious inac-

curacy to the Author, still substantially confirm the result that
Paul did not on that occasion go to Jerusalem, and consecjuently

that the statement is not historical. Un the other hand, it is

suggested that the additional visit to Jerusalem is inserted hy
the Author with a view to conciliation, by representing that

Paul was in constant communication with the Apostles and
community of Jerusalem, and that he acted with their approval

and sympathy. IS is scarcely possible to observe the peculiar

variations between the narratives of the Acts and of Paul with-

out feeling that the author of the former deliberately sacriticts

the independence and individuality of the great Apostle of tiie

Gentiles.

The great mass of critics agree in declaring that the second

visit described in the Epistle is identical with the third recorded

in the Acts (xv.), although a wide difference of opinion exists

amongst them as to the historical value of the account contained

in the latter. This general agreement renders it unnecessary for

us to enter at any length into the arguments which establish the

identity, and we shall content ourselves with very concisely

stating some of the chief reasons for this conclusion. The date

in both cases corresponds, whilst there are insuperable chrono-

logical objections to identifying the second journey of the Epistle

with any earlier or later visit mentioned in the Acts. We have

referred to other reasons against its being placed earlier than the

third visit of Acts, and there are still stronger objections to its

being dated after the third. It is impossible, considering the

object of the Apostle, that he could have passed over in silence

such a visit as that described Acts xv., and the only alternative

would be to date it later than the composition of the Epistle, to

which the narrative of the Acts as well as all other known facts

would be irreconcilably oj)po3ed. On the other hand, the date,

•
1 Anger, De tempore ill Act. Ap. ratione, p. 141, flF. ; Baur, Theol. Jahrb.,1849,

p. 479 f. ; Paulus, i. p. 129 S.;Bleek, Einl., p. 366 ^ Beitrage, p. 55 f.; Brandes,

Br. Gal., p. 92 flF.; Credner, Einl., i. p. 314 f. ; Davidson, Int. xV.T., iii. p. 222;

Eorard, Wisa Kr. ev. Gesch., p. 717 : Zu Olsh. Apg., p. 178 ; Gfriirer, Dieheil.

Sage, p. 418 f. ; Hihjenfeld, Galaterbr., p. 125 f., 149 f. ; Holtzmann, in Bunsen's

Bibelw., iv. p. 472, 474 f., viii. p. 340; Lipaim, in Scheukel's B. L., i. p. 195;

Meyer, Apg., p. 267, anm. ; Galaterbr., p. 51 f.., 58 f. ; Neander, Pflauzung, p.

140; Olshausen, Bibl. Comni., iv. p. 34 flF. ; Overbeck, Zu de \V. Apg., p. 17b;

lienan, Les ApOtres, p. xxxii. flF.; Schleiermacher, Einl., N.T., p. 368 f. ;
Schroder,

IJerAp. P., V. p. 264 f., 537; Stap, Origines, p. 174 flF.: StracUman, Paulus, p.

98 flF. ; Tjeenk-WilUnk, Justin. Mart., p. 32 n.; Uateri, Br. an die Gal., p. 35ff.

;

Weber u. Holtzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 547 ; Zeller, A.^g., p. 210 ff. Cf. M\-

cott, Galatians, p. 23 ; Lekebmch, Apg., p. 289 f. ; Trip, Paulus, p. 71—74.
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the actors, the cause of dispute, .".nd probably the place (Antioch)

in which that dispute ori^Mnated, so closely correspond, that it is

incredible that such a coincidence of circumstances should ajjain

have occurred.

Without anticipating our comparison of the two accounts of

this visit, we mutt here at least remark that the discrepancies

are so f,'reai that not only have apologetic critics, as we have
indicated, adopted the theory that the second visit of the Epistle

iH not the same as the third of the Acts, but is identical with
the second (xi. 30), of which so few particidars are given ; but
others, and notably Wieseler,' have maintained it to have been
the same as that described in Acts xviii. 21 ft'., whilst Paley and
others''^ have been led to the hypothesis that the visit in (fuestion

does not correspond with any of the visits actually recorded in

the Acts, but ^s one which is not referred to at all in that work.
These theories have found verv little favour, however, and we
mention them solely to complete our statement of the general con-

troversy. Considering the fulness of the report of tho visit in Acts
XV. and the peculiar nature of the facts stated by the Apostle him-

1 Chron. ap. Zeit., p. 179 ff., p. 201 ff. ; Br. Panli an d. (ialater, p. 39 ff.

2 Pnley, Kvulences, and Hone Paul., ch. v. No8. 2, 10, p. 8C.7 f., .382 flf. ;

Sclmuli'r, Der Ap. Paulua, i. p. T.** ff-, 122 ff. It may be well to quote the fol-

lowiiit,' passage from Paloy, a witness whose t'Htimony will scarcely ho suspected
of unorthodox partiality :

" It must not bo dissembled that the comparison of our
epistle with the history presents some difficulties, or to say the least, some ques-
tions of considerable magnitude. It may be doubted, in the first place, t<> what
journey the words which open the second chapter of the Epistle—' then fourteen
years afterwards I went uato Jerusalem '—reiate. That which best corresponds
wth the date, and that to which most interprett-rs apply the passage, is the jour-

ney of Paul and Barnabas to .Jerusalem, when they went thither from Antioch,
U|)on the business of the Gentile converts, and which journey produced the
famous council and decree recorded in the fifteenth chapter of Acts. To me this

opinion appears to be encumbered with strong objections. In the Epistle, Paul
tells us that ' he went up by revelation ' (ii. 2). In the Acts we read that ho
was sent by the Church of Antioch. ' After no small dissension and disputation,
they determined that Paul and Barnabas, and certain other of them, should go
up to Jerusalem unto the Apostles and elders about this ciuestion ' (xv. 2). This
is^not very reconcilable. In the Epistle, St. Paul writes that, when he came to
'leusalem, 'he communicated that (lospel which he preached among the Gentiles,
but privately to them which were of reputation ' (ii. 2). If by ' that Gospel ' he
meant the immunity of the Gentile Christians from the Jewish law (and I know
not what else it can mean), it is not easy to conceive how he shoidd communicate
that privately, which was the subject of his public message. But a yet greater
(iitficulty remains—viz., lihat in the account which the Epistle gives of what
passed upon this visit at Jerusalem, no notice is taKen of the deliberation and
fiecree which are recorded iu the Acts, and which, according to that history,
formed the business for the sake of which the journey was undertaken. The
mention of the council and of its determination, whilst the Apostle was relating
his proceedings at Jerusalem, could hardly have been avoided if in truth the
narrative belonged to the same journey. To me it appears more probable that
Paul and Barnabas had taken some jour ey to Jerusalem, the mention of which
is omitted in the Acts. . .

. " Evid*. ces, and Horaj Paulinae, ch. v. No. 10,

p. 382.
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self in his letter to the Galatians, the difficulty of identifying the

particular visit referred to is a phenomenon which cannot . le too

much considered. Is it possible, if the narrative in the Acts
were really historically accurt^te, that any reasonable doubt could

ever have existed as to its correspondence with the Apostle's

statements ? We may here at once say that, although many of

the critics who finally decide that the visit described in Acts xv,

is the same as that referred o in the second chapter of the

Epistle argue that the obvious discrepancies and contradictions

between the two accounts may be sufficiently explained and
reconciled, this is for very strong reasons disputed,^ and the

narrative in the Acts, when tested by the authentic statements

of the Apostle, pronounced inaccurate and unhistorical.

It is only necessary to read the two accounts in order to

understand the grounds upon which even apologists like Paley

and Wieseler feel themselves compelled to suppose that the

Apcstle is describing transactions which occurred during some

visit either unmentioned or not fully related in the Acts, rather

than identify it with the visit reported in the fifteenth chapter,

from which it so essentially differs. The matf-ial difference is

scarcely denied by any one, and explanations with a view to re-

conciliation have never been dispensed with. Thiersch, who has

nothing better than the usual apologetic explanations to offer,

does net hesitate to avow the apparent incongruities of the two

narratives. " The journey," he says, " is the same, but no hmnan
ingenuity can make out that also the conference and the decree

resulting from it are the same."- Of course he scnposes that the

problem is to be solved by asserting that the Apostle speaks of

the private, the historian of the public, circumstances of the

visit. All who maintain the historical character of the Acts

must of course more or less thoroughly adopt this argument, but

it is obvious that, in doing so, they admit on the one hand the

general discrepancy, and on the other, if successful in establish-

ing their position, they could do no more than show that the

1 Baur, Paulus, i. 129 ff., 132 ff. ; Theol. Jahrb., 1849, p. 457 ff. ; Davidson,

Int. N.T., ii. p. 214 ff., 251 ff. ; Hilyenfeld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1858, p. 77 tf.,

317 ff.; I860, p. 118 ff.; Galaterbr., p. 53 ff., 149 ff. ; Einl., p. 227 ff.; Holtzmanv,

in Bunsen's Bilslw., viii. p. .340 f. ; Krenkel, Paulus, p. 62 ff.; Lipmts, in Schen-

kel'B B. L., i. p. 195 ff. ; Nicolas, Etudes N. T., p. 254, notes 1, 3 ; Overbed, Zu

de Wette, Apg.
, p. 216 ff. ; PjleUlerer, Der Paulinismus, p. 277 ff., 500 ff. ;

Rfmn,

Les Ap/itres, p xxxiv. ff. ; St. Paul, p. 81, note 2 ; Scholten, Het paul. Ev., p.

448 ff. ; Schrader, Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 544 ff. ; Schwanbeck, Quellen, u. s. w., i.

p. 3i.' ; Schwecjler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 116 ff. r Stap, Originee, p. 69, note 2, p.

182 ff. ; Stra'atman, Paulus, p. 187 ff. ; Tjeenk- Willink, Just. Mart., p. 31, n. •'<;

Voihnar, Die Rel. Jesu, p. 345 ff'.; ZeUer, Apg., p. 216 ff., 357 f. Cf. Jowttt,

The Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 330 ff., 351 f.; Seh.neckenburger, Apg., p. 71 ff.; Stud.

11. Krit, 1865, p. 551 ff.

2 Thiemch, Die Kirche im ap. ZeitaJter, p. 129.
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Epistle does not absolutely exclude the account in the Acts.

Both writers profess to describe events which occurred during

the same visit ; both record matters of the highest interest closely

bearing on the same subject
;
yet the two accounts are so differ-

ent from each other that they can only be rescued from cc'nplete

antagonism by complete separation. Supposing the Author of

the Acts to be really acquainted with the occurrences of this

visit, and to have intended to give a plain unvarnished account

of them, the unconscious ingenuity with which he has omitted
the important facts mentioned by Paul and eliminated the whole
of the Apostle's individuality would indeed be as remarkable as

it is unfortunate. But supposing the Apostle Paul to have been
aware of the formal proceedings narrated in the Acts, character-

ized by such unanimity and liberal Christian feeling, it would
be still more astonishing and unfortunate that he has not only
silently passed them over, but has conveyed so singularly differ-

ent an impression of his visit.^ As the Apostle certainly could

not have been acquainted with the Acts, his silence regarding

the council and its momentous decree, as well as his ignorance of

the unbroken harmony which prevailed, are perfectly intelligible.

He of course only knew and described what actually occurred.

The Author of the Acts, however, might and must have known
the Epistle to the Galatians, and the ingenuity with which the

tone and details of the authentic report are avoided or trans-

figured cannot be ascribed to mere accident, but must largely be

attributed to design, although also partly, it may be, to the igno-

rance and the pious imagination of a later age. Is it possible, for

instance, that the controversy regarding the circumcision of

Titus, and the dispute with Peter at Antioch, which are so

prominently related in the Elpistle, but present a view so iliffer-

ent from the narrative of Acts, can have been undesignedly
omitted ? The violent apologetic reconciliation which is effected

between the two accounts is based upon the foregone conclusion

that the Author of the canonical Acts, however he may seein to

deviate from the Apostle, cannot possibly contradict him or be

in error; but the preceding examination has rendered such a

position untenable, and here we have not to do with a canonized
" St. Luke," but with an unknown writer whose work must be

judged by the ordinary rules of criticism.

Acco^-ding to the Acos, a most serious question is raised at

Antioch. Certain men from JudsBa came thitlier teaching :
" Ex-

1 "Our difficulty ia reading this page of history arises not so much from the
absence of light as fron. the perplexity of cross lights. The narratives of St.

Luke and St. Pau.l only then cease to coiiilict, when wo take into account the dif-

ferent positions of the writers and tho different objects they had in view." Light-

foot,iSt. Paul's Ep. to the Gal., p. 2i»4.
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which I preach among the Gentiles, but privately to those who,"

&c. To quote Paley's words :
' If by ' that Gospel ' he meant the

immunity of the Gentile Christians from the Jewish law (and I

know not what else it can mean), it is not easy to conceive how
he should communicate that privately, which was the subject of

his public message ;

"^ and, we may add, how he should so abso-

lutely alter the whole character of his visit. In the Acts he is

an ambassador charged with a most important mission ; in the

Epistle he is Paul the Apostle, moved solely his own reasons

again to visit Jerusalem. The Author of the Acts, however, who
is supposed to record only the external circumstances, when tested

is found to do so very imperfectly, for he omits all mention of

TituB, who is conjectured to be tacitly included in the " certain

others of them," who were appointed by the Church to accom-
pany Paul, and he is altogether silent regarding the strenuous

effort to enforce the rite of circumcision in his case, upon which
the Apostle lays so much stress. The Apostle, who throughout
maintains his simply independent attitude, mentions his taking

Titus with him as a purely volunta.^ act, and certainly conveys
no impression that he also was delegated by the Church, We
shall presently see how significant the suppression of Titus is in

connection with the Author's transformation of the circumstances

of the visit. In affirming that he went up " according to revela-

tirii," Paul proceeds in the veiy spirit in which he began to write

this epistle. He continues simply to assert his independence and
equality with the elder Apostles. In speaking of his firstjourney
he has this object in view, and he states precisely the duration of

his visit and whom he saw. If he had suppressed the official

character of this second visit and the fact that he submitted for

the decision of the Apostles and elders the question of the in -

mnnity of the Gentile converts from circumcision, and thus curtly

ascribed his going to a revelation, he would have compromised
himself in a very serious manner, and exposed himself to a charge
of disingenuousness of which his enemies would not have failed

to take advantage. But, whether we consider the evidence of

the Apostle himself in speaking of this visit, the absence of all

external allusion to the supposed proceedings when reference to

them would have been not only most appropriate but was almost
necessary, the practical contradiction of the whole narrative im-
plied in the subsequent conduct of Peter at Antioch, or the in-

consistency of the conduct attributed in it to Paul himself, we
are forced back to the natural conclusion that the Apostle does
not suppress anything, and does not give so absurdly partial an
recount of his visit as would be the case if the narrative in the

1 Horae PauL, ch. v., No. x.
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Acts be historical, but that, in a few rapid powerful lines, he com-

pletes a suggestive sketch of its chief characteristics. This be-

comes more apparent at every step we take in our comparison of

the two narratives.

If we pass on to the next stage of the proceedings, we find an

equally striking divergence between the two writers, and it must
not escape attention that the variations are not merely incidental

but are thorough and consecutive. According to the Acts, there

was a solemn coni.>ress held in Jeiusalem, on which occasion the

Apostles and elders and the Church being assembled, the question

whether it was necessary that the Gentiles should be circumcised

and bound to keep the law of Moses was fully discussed, and a

formal resolution finally adopted by the meeting. The proceed

ings in fact constitute what has always been regarded as the first

Council of the Christian Church. The account in the Epistle

does not seem to betray any knowledge of such a congress.^ The

Apostle himself says merely :
" But I went according to revela-

tion and communicated to them (avrois) the Gospel which I preach

among the Gentiles, but privately to them which seered (to be

something) (kut iSiav 8e toIs ookovo-iv)."^ The usual apologetic ex-

planation, as we have already mentioned, is that whilst more or

less distinctly the Author of Acts indicates private conferences,

and Paul a public assembly, the former chiefly confines his atten-

tion to the general congress and the latter to the more private in-

cidents of his visit.^ The opinion that the Author of Acts "alludes

in a general why to conferences and discussions preceding the

congress,"* is based upon the statement xv. 4, 5 :
" And when they

came to Jerusalem they were received by the Chnrch p.nd by the

Apostles and the elders, and declared all that God did with them.

But there rose up certain of the sect of the Pharisees, who be-

lieved, saying : That it is necessary to circumcise them and to

command chem to keep the law of Moses. And the Apostles and

the elders came together to see regarding this matter. And when

1 Bavr, Paulus, i. p. 152 fF. ; Theol. Jahrb., 1846, p. 474 flf.; Davidson, Int. N.

T., ii. p. 216 f., 253; Lipsius, in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 196; Om-irti, Zu de

Wette, Apg., p. 218 f.; Straatman, Paulus, p. 188 ff.; Stap, Origines, p. 184 ff.

;

Zeller, Apg., p. 226 f.

2 Cal. ii. 2.

3 Alford, Gk. Test., ii. p. 162 f.; iii. p. 12 f.; Baumgarten, Apg.. i. p. 461 ff.;

Bleek,Eml.,p. 371 ; Ebrard, ev. Gesch., p. 699 f.; A'fficoW, Galatians, p. 24

;

EwaM. Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 434 f.. anm. 2; Hofmann, Die heil. Schr. N. T., i.

p. 1?8 ff.; Lu,.;;^, Das ap. Z., i. p. 100 f., ii. p. 178 ff.; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap.

Z., p. 397 f.; Lekf.busch, Apg., p. 294 ff.; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 103, 124 f.;
3/fi/fr,

Apg., p. 329 f., Gal. p. 64 1; Nmnder, PHanzung, p. 160 ff.; Oerteh Paulus, p.

226 ff., 232 ff.; de Presams^, Trois prem. Siteles, ".
p. 458 f.; Ritwhl, Entst. altk.

K., p. 150 ; Schliemann, Clementinen, p. 388 f.- Thiersch, K. im ap. Z., p. 129 1;

Trip, Paulus, p. 84 ff.

* Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 125.

.L.JK'.,
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there had been much disputation, Peter rose up and said," &c. If

it be admitted that more than one meeting is here indicated, it is

clear that the words cannot be legitimately strained into a refer-

ence to more than two conferences. The first of these is a gen-

eral meeting of the Apostles and elders and of the Church to

receive the delegates from Antioch, and the second is an equally

general and public conference (verse 6) : not only ar^ the Apostles

and elders present but also the general body of Christians, as

clearly appears from the statement (ver. 12) that, after the speech

of Peter. " all the multitude (jtSv to ir\rjdo<s) kept silence."^ The
" much disputation " evidently takes place on the occasion when
the Apostles and elders are gathered together to consider the

matter. If, therefore, two meetings can be maintained from the

narrative in Acts, both are emphatically public and general, and
neither, therefore, the private conference of the Epistle. The
main fact that the Author of the Acts describes a general con-

gress of the Church as taking place is never called in question.

On the other hand, few who appreciate the nature of the dis-

crepancy which we are discussing will feel that the difficulty is

solved by suggesting that there is space for the insertion of other

incidents in the Apostle's narrative. It is rather late now to in-

terpolate a general Council of tlie Church into the pauses of the

Calatian letter. To suppose that the communication.^ of Paul to

the " Pillar " Apostles, and the distressing debate regarding the

circumcision of Titur., may be inferred between the lines of the

account in the Acts, is a bold effort of imagination ; but it is far

from being as hopeless as an attempt to reconcile the discrepancy

by thrusting the important public congress into some corner of

the Apostle's statement. In so far as any argument is advanced
in support of the assertion that Paul's expression implies some-
thing more than the private conference, it is based upon the re-

ference intended in the words dveOffirjv airoU. When Paul says he

went up to Jerusalem and communicated " to them " his Gospel,

but privately tois Sokovo-iv, whom does he mean to indicate by the

owTois ? Does he refer to the Criristian community of Jerusalem,

or to the Apostles themselves ? It is pretty generally admitted
that either application is permissible ; but whilst a majority of

apologetic, together with some independent, critics adopt the for-

raer,2 not a few consider, as Chrysostom, (Ecnmenius, and Calvin

1 It has been pertinently asked how it is possible that such a meeting could
have taken place ? What room could have been found to contain the assembly ?

Of. Beuss, N. Rev. dc Th.5ol., 1858, m. p. 36.

2 Alford, Gk. Test., iii. p. 12 f.; Baumi^arten-Crumis, Br. an d. Gal., p. 36 ;

EUicolt, Galatians, p. 24; Hilger^feld, Galaterbr., p. 55 f., 130; HoUzmann, in

Bunsen'p Bioelw., iv. p. 472; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Z., p. 397 f. ; Leke-

bmk, Apg., p. 294 f.; Light/oot, Galatians, p. 103, 125 ; Lipsius, in Schenkel's

f:4
,
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did before them, that Paul more probably referred to the Apos-

tles.^ In favour of the former there is the fact, it is argued, that

the avToU is used immediately after the statement that the Apos-

tle went up " to Jerusalem," and that it may be more natural to

conclude that he speaks of the Christians there, more eupecially

as he seems to distinguish between the communication made aiVofs

und Kar' i^iav rois SoKovaw f and, in support of this, " they "' in Gal.

i. 23, 24, is, though we think without propriety, referred to. It

is, on the other hand, urged that it is very unlikely that the

Apostle would in such a way communicate his Gospel to the

whole community, and that in the expressions used he indicates

no special transaction, but that the dve^e/nr/i/ aurois is merely an

indefinite statement for which he immediately substitutes the

more precise Kar' iSt'ai. Sk rots Sokovo-iv.^ It is quite certain that there

is no mention of the Christian community of Jerusalem to which

the avroU can with any real grammatical necessity be referred

;

but when the whole purport of the first part of the Apostle's let-

ter is considered the reference to the Apostles in the airoh be-

comes clearer. Paul is protesting the independence of his Gos-

pel, and that he did not receive it from man but from Jesus

Christ. He wishes to show that he was not taught by the Apos-

tles nor dependent upon them. He states that after his convi "
-

sion he did not go to those who were Apostles before him, bui,

•on the contrary, went away to Arabia, and only three years after

he went up to Jerusalem, and then only for the purpose of mak-

ing the acquaintance of Peter, and on that occasion other of the

Apostles saw he none save James the lord's brother. After four-

teen years, he continues to recount, he again went up to Jerusa-

lem, but according to revelation, and iommunicated to them, i.e.,

to the Apostles, the Gospel which he preached among the Gen-

tiles. The Apostles have been in the writer's mind throughout,

B. L., i. p. 196 ; Meyer, Apg., p. 329; Gal. br., p. 62; Oertel, Paulus, p. 232;

Pfleiderer, Der Pauliuismns, p. 502; Usteri, Br. an die Gal., p. 44 ; De Wdk,

Br. an die Gal, p. 22 ; Wieaeler, Br. an die Gal, p. 98 f., 100, lOG ; Wlmr, P. ad

Gal. Ep., p. 54; Grainm. N. T. Sprach., p. 587. Cf. Stap, Origines, p. 185 f.

1 Bam; Paulus, i. p. 1.13 f.; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 216 f.; JowHt, Eps. of

St. P., i. p. 236; OLshaimn, 3ibl. Coram., iv. p. 38 ; Reuss, Rev. de ThdoL, 1858,

ii. p. 340 f. Cf. Zeller, Apg., p. 226, anm. 2.

2 Meyer argues, not without force, that if Paul had not by «ar' iStav Se in-

tended to distinguish a different cominunication, he must have said ;
avsOsuriv

avroli, H. r. A., dveOEurfv Se roii ^ ok. omitting the distinguishing «ar

iSiav. Br. an die Gal, p. 62, anm.
3 An able and impartial critic, Reuss, attempts to reconcile the two accounts

by arguing that such a question conld not possibly have been laid before andue-

cided by the whole community. He therefore supposes that private conferences

only took place. This "reconciliation," however, is excluded by the account m

Acts, which so distinctly represents a large public congress, and it by no means

lessens the fundamental discrepancy of the narratives. Cf. Rems, N. Kev. a.

Th^ol, 1858, ii. 334 ff., 1859, iii. p. 62 flf.
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but in the impetuous flow of his ideas, which in the first two
chapters of this epistle outrun the pen, the sentences become in-

volved. It must be admitted, finally, that the reference intended

i8 a matter of opinion and cannot be authoritatively settled. If

we suppose it to refer to the community of Jerusalem, taking

thus the more favourable construction, how would this attect the

(]ue8tion ? Can it be maintained that in this casual and indefi-

nite " to them " we have any confirmation of the general congi'ess

of the Acts, with its debates, its solemn settlement of that mo-
mentous proposition regarding the Gentile Christians, and its im-

portant decree ? It is impossible to credit that, in saying that he
"communicated to them " the Gospel which he preached amongst
the Gentiles, the Apostle referred to a Council like that described

in the Acts, to which, as a delegate from the Church of Antioch,

he submitted the question of the conditions upon which the Gen-
tiles were to be admitted into the Church, and tacitly accepted

their decision.^ Even if it be assumed that the Apostle makes
this slight passing allusion to some meeting different from his

conference with the pillar Apostles, it could not have been a gen-

eral congress assembled for the purpose stated in the Acts and
characterized by such proceedings. The discrepancy between the

two narratives is not lessened by any supposed indication either

in the Epistle or in the Acts of other incidents than those actu-

ally described. The suggestion that the dispute about Titus in-

volved some publicity does not avail, for the greater the publicity

and importance of the episode the greater the diflficulty of ex-

plaining the total silence regarding it of the Author of Acts. The
more closely the two statements are compared the more apparent
does it become that the Author describes proceedings which are

totally different in general character, in details, and in spirit,

from ohose .so vividly sketched by the Apostle Paul.

We shall have more to say presently regarding the iiTcconcila-

ble contradiction in spirit between ti.'C whole account which is

given in the Acts of this Council and the writings of Paul ; but
it may be more convenient, if less effective, if we for the present
take the chief points in the narrative as they arise and consider

how far they are supported or discredited by other data. We
shall refer later to the manner in which the question which leads

to the Council is represented as arising and at once proceed to

the speech of Peter. After there had been much disputation as

to whether the Gentile Christians must necessarily be circumcised

^ It is unnecessary that we should here discuss the meaning of the Apostle's
words

:

'

' Lest by any means 1 might be running or have run in vain. " Critics
are generally agreed that they express no doubt in the Apostle's mind, and that
tbey cannot be taken as a submisaion, in any dependent sense, of his views to the
elder Apostles. .,....,,
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and required to observe the Mosaic law, it is stated that Peter

rose up and said : xv. 7. " Men (and) brethren, ye know that a

good while ago God made choice among you that the Gentiles by

my mouth should hear the word of the Gospel and believe. 8.

And God which knoweth the hearts bare them witness, giving

them the Holy Spirit even as unto us ; 9. and put no distinction

between us and them, having purified their hearts by the faith.

10. Now, therefore, why tempt ye God, to put a yoke upon the

neck of the disciples, which neither our fathers nor we were able

to bear ? 11. But by the grace of our Lord Jesus we believe we
are saved even as also they."^ The liberality of the sentiments

thus put into the mouth of Peter requires no demonstration, and

there is here an explicit expression of convictions, which we must,

iiom his own words, consider to be the permanent and mature

views of the Apostle, (^^-ting as they do " from ancient days"

{a<f)' r}fi(pu}v dpxatW) and originating in so striking and supernatural

a manner. We may, therefore, expect that whenever we meet with

an authentic record of Peter's opinions and conduct elsewhere,

they should exhibit the impress of such advanced and divinely

imparted views. The statement which reter makes : that God

had a good while before selected him that the Gentiles by his

voice should hear the Gospel, is of course a reference to the CTse

of Cornelius, and this unites the fortunes of the speech and pro-

ceedings of the Council with that episode. We have seen how
little ground there is for considering that narrative, with its ela-

borate tissue of miracles, historical. The speech which adopts it

is thus discredited, and all other circumstances confirm the con-

clusion that the speech is not authentic.^ If the name of Peter

were erased and that of Paul substituted, the sentiments expressed

would be singularly appropriate. We should have the divinely

appointed Apostle of the Gentiles advocating completq immunity

from the Mosaic law, and enunciating Pauline principles in pecu-

liarly Pauline terms. When Peter declares that " God put no di.s-

tinction between us (Jews) and them (Gentiles), purifying their

1 Actij XV. T.''AvSpEi dSe\<pot, vfxeti ijcidradOe on dq>' rfHspoSv apx^^ioav

kv vulv kisXeiccTo 6 6£oS Std zov 6r6/uar6i /uov dxovdai zd eOvti

Tov Xoyov rov evayysXiov xai mdrevdat, 8. nai 6 HapSioyvoadrt]-,

Bsoi inaprvprfdev avroti, Sovi to itvev'na to aytov Kaflm? xal rinlv,

9. xai ovdhv SiixptvEV juera^v rmoov re xal avroov, r^ itidTst xoc-

Bapidai mS xapStai avToSy. 10. vvy ovv ri nsipdl^ere rov Oeov,

kniBelvat %vy6v kiti rov rpdxvXov rtSv ixafir)T<2v, ov aire ol naTepe[

Tf/iiaSv ovTS T/Heii idxvdct^^v ,'^cidrd6ai ; II. dXXd 8td r^i x^pt^^^oi tov

xvpiov Indov" TCt&TEvonev dooO^vai xaO^ ov rponov xdxEtvoi.
2 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 132 flf. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 216 flf., 253 ; Lijmvs, m

Scheukel's Bib. Lex., i. p. 197 f.; Overbcck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 225 ; Pjkidenr, Der

Paulinismus, p. 505 f
.

; Renan, Les Apfitres, p. xxxvii. ; Schrader, Der Ap. Paulus,

V. p. 5UL;Schwegler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 117 ff., ii. p. 1061; Stap, Originea, p.

.128 f.; Straatman, Paulus, p. 189 fif., 196 f.; Zeller, Apg., p. 230 fF.
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hearts by faith,^ but by the grace (x«P'«) of our Lord Jesus Christ

we believe we are saved even as also they," do we not hear Paul's

sentiments, so elaborately expressed in the Epistle to the Romans
and elsewhere ? " For there is no difference between Jew and
Greek; for the same Lord of all is rich unto all that call upon

him. For whosever shall call upou the name of the Lord shall be

saved'"'' .... "justified freely by his grace (x^P's) through the

redemption that is in Christ Jesus "^ And when Peter exclaims

:

" Why tempt ye God to put a yoke (^uyos) upon the neck of the

disciples which neither our fathers nor we were able to bear?"

have we not rather a paraphrase of the words in the Epistle to

tiie Galatians ? " With liberty Christ made us free ; stand fast,

therefore, and be not entangled again in a yoke (^1705) of bond-

age. Behold, 1 Paul say unto you that if ye be circumcised Christ

will profit you nothing. But I testify again to every man who is

circumcised that he is a debtor to do the whole law.* . . For as

many as are of works of law are under a curse," &c.^ These are

only a few sentences of which the speech in Acts is an echo, but no
attentive reader can fail to perceive that it contains in germ the

Yhole of Ph.uline universalism.

From the Pauline Author of the Acts this might fairly be ex-

pected, and if we linguistically examine the speech we have addi-

tional evidence that it is simply, like others which we have con-

sidered, a composition from his own pen. We shall, as briefly as

possible, refer to every word which is not of too common occur-

rence to require notice, and point out where they are elsewhere

used. The opening avSpes a.8€\<j)0L occurs elsewhere in the Acts 13

times, as we have already pointed out, being the favourite phrase

placed in the mouth of all speakers ;
eVto-rao-dat, x. 28, xviii. 25,

xix. 1.5, 2.5, XX. 18, xxii. 19, xxiv. 10, xxvi. 3, 26, and elsewhere
only 5 times. Tl -^ phrase V"? iTricrraaOt at the beginning of a

sentence has been pointed out, in connection with a similar way
of expressing the personal pronoun in x. 2L V"' cTrto-Tao-^e, and x.

37, V"s oiSarc, as consequently characteristic of Peter, and con-

sidered " important as shewing that these reports are not only
according to the sense of what was said, but the words spoken,
verbatim." ^ This is to overlook the fact that the very same words
are put into the mouth of Paul. Peter commences his speech,

XV. 7 : avSpes a8., Vfieis imcTTatTdt on a<f) -qixfpwv ap^uMV, k. t. A. Paul be-

gins his speech at Miletus, XX. 18 : i/xels kmcrToxrOt, diro irpwrtfi rjfiepa^

1 Cf. Rom. iv. 13.
2 Rom. X. 12, 13 ; of. Gal. iii. 26 ff.: "For ye are all sons of God through faith

in Christ Jesus ; . . . There is neither Jew nor Greek ; . . . for yo are all one
•nan in Christ Jesus."

3 Rom. iii. 24.
'

* Gal. v. 1—3. »

6 Gal. iii. 10. 6 Alford, Gk. Test., ii. 163.
'

II^W
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a<^' ^s, »c, T. A.. ; and at Ephesus, Demetrius the silversmith com-

mences his address, xix. 25 : avSpc?, iiria-TaaOe on, K.T.\., cf. xxiii. lo.

apxaio^, XV. 21, xxi. 16 ; Luke ix. 8, 19 ; elsewhere 6 times; the

expression u.<f> 17/Aepaii/ apxaimv does not elsewhere occur in the New
Testament, but V- «PX- is common in the Septuagint, cf. Ps. xliii,

1, Ixxvi. 5, cxlii. 5, Isaiah xxxvii. 26, Lament, i. 7, ii. 17, &c., kc.

iKXiyeaOat, i. 2, 24, vi. 5, xiii. 17, XV, 22, 25 ; Luke 4 times, else-

where 11 times, and of these the following with inf.. Acts i.24 f.,

XV. 22, 25, Ephes. i. 4. With the phrase 6 ^«6s cV ifilv i^tXi^aro '

may be compared that of Paul, xiii. 17, o 6t6^ . . . e't'cAc'^aro

Tovs Trartpas rjfidv, and 1 Cor. i. 27, in which o ^tos '$. occurs twice,

HS well as again in the next verse, 28. 8ia toC oTo/xaros, i. 16, iii.

18, 21 ; iv. 25 ; Luke i. 70 ; and the whole phrase 8ta t. oro/xaros

fiov uKova-ai. may be compared with the words put into Paul's mouth,

xxii. 14 ; »cai d/cowai (fxovrjv iic rov o-To/xaros avrov, k.t.K. evayyt'Aiov, xx.

24, in Paul's Epistles (4) 33 times, and elsewhere 42 times. Verse

8. 6 Kap8ioyvw(rrrf<; Oeos,—in the N. T. KapS. only occurs here and in i.

24, 2u Kvpif KapSioyi'jiara TravTwv, where it forms part of the prayer

at the election of the successor to Judas. We have fully examined

the speech of Peter, i. 16 ft'., and shewn its unhistorical character,

and that it is a free composition by the Author of the Acts ; the

])rayer of the assembly is not ascribed to Peter in the work itself,

though apologists, grasping at the KapSioyvoxmjs, assert that it must

have been delivered by that Apostle ; but, with the preceding

speech, the prayer also must be attributed to the p*^ a of the Au-

thor ; and if it be maintained that Peter spoke in the Aramaic

tongue^ it is useless to discuss the word at all, which of course in

that case must be allowed to belong to the xVuthor. p-aprvpflv, Acts

1 2 times, Luke 2, rest frequently ; with the phrase 6 ^cos ifiaprvpriatv

auTois may be compared Paul's words in xiii. 22, <aKal{66ib<;) (h(v

p.apTvp-qaras. Verse 9, 8iaKpiv€iv. x. 20, xi. 2, 12, Paul 7 times, &c,

p.iTa$v, xii. 6, xiii. 42 ; Luke xi. 51, xvi. 26 ; rest 4 times, n km,

Acts 27 times, Luke 3, Paul 9, rest 15 times ; t€ . . . Kai Acts 33

times, Luke 5, Paul 4, rest 10 times

—

re km is clearly characteris-

tic of the Author. Trioris, Acts 15, Luke 11 times, rest very fre-

quently. KaOaplliw, X. 15, xi. 9 ; Luke 7, and elsewhere 20 times.

vvv ovv, X. 33, xvi. 36, xxiii. 15 ; an expression not found else-

where in the New Testament, and which is also indicative of the

Author's composition. Verse 10, Trcipa^ctv, v. 9, xvi. 7, xxiv. 6

;

Luke iv. 2, xi. 16, xx. 23, rest frequently ; the question of Jesus

in Luke and the parallel passages, n' /x£ Trcipa^ere ; will occur to

1 We need not discusa ^i kv djuir (or i^/julv) which de Wette, Ewald, and

others take for a Hebraism, but Winer (§ 32, 3), Meyer and others defend.

2 ... den selbstverstjindlich ist's (gegen Lange u. Aeltere) dass Petrus nicht

Griechish, sondorh Aramaisch geredet hat. Meyer, Apg. , p. 39.
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every one. irriTiWvai, Acts 12, Luke 6 times, the rest frequently.

^i;yos does not occur elsewhere, either in the Acts or third Gospel,

but it is used precisely in the same sense by Paul, Gal. v. 1, in

a passage to which we have called attention a few pages back* in

cdnnection with this speech. T/jdx^\os, xx. 37, Luke xv. 20, xvii.

2 ; Romans xvi. 4, Matth. xviii. G, Mark ix. 42 ; cVi r6v rpa^-

occurs 4 times, ur^tw, vi. 10, xix. IG, 20, xxv. 7, xxvii. IG ; Luke
8 times and elsewhere 15 times. /Jao-To^ctv, iii. 2, ix. 15, xxi. 35

;

Luke, 5, Paul 6, rest 12 times. Verse 11, x*P'«» Acts 17 times,

Luke 8, Paul 61 times, rest frequently. iruTTtvuv, Acts 38, Luke
9 times, rest frequently, o-wiciv, Acts 12, Luke 18 times, rest

frequently. koS' ov rpovov, is also put into the mouth of Paul,

xxvii. 25, and is not elsewhere found in the New Testament

;

wrpoTTov, i. 11, vii. 28 ; Luke xiii. 34; Matth. xxiii. 37, 2 Tim. iii.

8. KUKuvo^, V. 37, xviii. 19 ; Luke xi. 7, 42, xx. 11, xxii. 12, and
elsewhere in the New Testament 17 times. It cannot be doubted
that the language of this speech is that of the Author of the

Acts, and no serious attempt has ever been made to show that it

is the language of Peter. If it be asserted that, in the form
before us, it is a translation, there is not the slightest evidence

to support the assertion ; and it has to contend with the unfor-

tunate circumstance that, in the supposed process, the words of

Peter have not only become the words of the Author, but his

thoughts the thoughts of Paul.

We may now inquire whether we find in authentic records of the

Apostle Peter's conduct and views any confirmation of the liber-

ality which is attributed to him in the Acts. He is here repre-

sented as proposing the emancipation of Gentile converts irom
the Mosaic Law : does this accord with the statements of the

Apostle Paul and with such information as we can elsewhere
gather regarding Peter ? Very much the contrary.

Peter in this speech claims that, long before, God had selected

him to make known the Gospel to the Gentiles, but Paul em[)ha-
tically distinguishes him as the Apostle of the Circumcision

;

and although, accepting facts which had actually taken place and
could not be prevented, Peter with James and John gave Paul
right hands of fellowship, he remained as he had been before,

Apostle of the Circumcision,^ and, as we shall see, did not prac-
tise the liberality which he is said to have preached. Very
shortly after the Council described in the Acts, there occurred
the celebrated dispute between him and Paul which the latter

proceeds to describe immediately after the visit to Jerusalem

:

"But when Cephas came to Antioch," he writes, " I withstood
him to the face, for he whb condemned. For before certain

ip. 867.

66
2 Gal. ii. 7 ff.
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came from James, he did eat with the Gentile.s; but when
they came, he withdrew and separated himself, fearing those

of the Circumcision. And the other Jews also joined in liis hypo-

crisy, insomuch that even Barnabas was carried away with their

hypocrisy. But when I saw that they walked not uprightly

according to the truth of the Gospel, I said unto Cephas iwforo

all : If thou being a Jew livest (^j?«) after the manner of Gentiles

and not after the manner of Jews, bow compellest (uvayKd(ti<i) thou

the Gentiles to adopt the customs of the Jews ? (lovSditdt)

"

' Be-

fore commenting upon this, it is neceasary to .-^ay a few words as

to the significance of Peter's conduct and of Paul's rebuke, regard-

ing which there is some difference of opinion.'^ Are we to under-

stand from this that Peter, as a general rule, at Antioch and else

where, with enlightened emancipation from Jewish prejudices,

lived as a Gentile and in full communion with Gentile Chris-

tians ?^ Meyer* and others argue that by the use of the present

l^jji, the Apostle indicates a continuou.s practice based upon prin-

ci})le, and that the Cfjv is not the mere moral life, but includes the

external social observances of Christian community : the object,

in fact, being to show that upon principle Peter held the advanced

liberal views of Paul, and that tlie fault which he committed in

withdrawing from free intercourse with the Gentile Christians was

momentary, and merely the result of " occasional timidity and

weakness." This theory cannot bear the test of examination. The

account of Paul is clearly this: ivhen Cephcis came to Antioch, the

stronghold of Gentile Christianity, before certain men came from

James, he ate with the Gentiles, but as soon as these emissaries ar-

rived he withdrew, " fearing those of the circumcision." Had his

normal custom been to live like the Gentiles, how is it possible that

he could have, on Mi's occasion only, feared those oi the circum-

cision ? His prud-ue must have been notorious; and had he,

moreover, actually expressed such opinions in the congress of

Jerusalem, his confession of faith having been so publicly made,

and so unanimously approved by the Church, there could not

have been any conceivable cause for such timidity. The fact

evidently is, on the contrary, that Peter, under the influence of

Paul, was induced for the time to hold free communion with the

Gentile Christians ; but as soon as the emissaries of James ap-

peared on the scene, he became alarmed at this departure from

iGal. ii. 11—14.
2 Cf. Light/oot, St. Paul's Ep. to the Gal., 338.
3 Hilgenfeld&rgaeB that in speaking of "eating with them," Paul refers to tlie

•Agape, "the meals of the Christians which had a religious significance. Altnoucn

this is well worthy of consideration, it is not necessary for us here to gc into tne

question. Cf. Galaterbrief, p. 59flF. Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1858, p. 87 ff.

« Br. an die Gal., 98 f.
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his principles and fell bnuk again into his nonnal practice. If the

present (y: be taken to indicate continuous habit of life, the pre

sent imyKfiitK! very much more than neutralizes it. Paul with

his usual uncon\promising frankness reljukes the vacillation of

Peter: by adopting even for a time fellowship with the Gentiles,

Peter has practically recognised its validity, has been guilty of

hypocrisy in withdrawing from his concession on the arrival of

the followers of James, and is condemned ; but after such a con-

cession he cannot legitimately demand that Gentile converts

should "judaize." It is obvious that whilst Peter lived as a

Gentile, he could not have been compelling the Gentiles to

adopt Judaism. Paul, therefore, in saying: "Why compel

lest thou (dvayKo^eis) the Gentiles to adopt the customs of

the Jews ? (lovSai'^eiv) " very distinctly intimates that the

normal practice of Piiter was to compel Gentile Christians

to adopt Judaism. There; is no escaping this conclusion, for

after all .specious reasoning to the contrary is exhausted,

there remains the simple fact that Peter, when placed in

a dilemma on the arrival of the emissaries of James, and forced

to decide whether he will continue to live as a Gentile or as a Jew,
adopts the latter alternative, and as Paul tells us " compels " (in

the present) the Gentiles to judaize. A .stronger indication of

his views could scarcely have been given. Not a word is said

which in the remotest degree implies that Peter yielded to the

vehement protests of Paul, but on the contrary we must undoubt-
edly conclude that he did not ; for it is impossible to suppose that

Paul would not have stated a fact so pertinent to his argument,
had the elder Apostle been induced by his remonstrance to walk
uprightly according to the truth of the Gospel which Paul preached,

and both to teach and practise Christian universalism. We .shall

have abundant reason, apart from this, to conclude that Peter did

not yield, and it is no false indication of this, that, a century after,

we find the Clementine Homilies expressing the bitterness of the

Petrine party against the Apostle of the Gentiles for this very
rebuke, and representing Peter as following his course from city

to city for the purpose of refuting Paul's unorthodox teaching.

It is contended that Peter's conduct at Antioch is quite consis-

tent with his denial of his master related in the Gospels, and,

therefore, that it might well have taken place even after his

adoption of liberal principles, such momentary weakness being in

fact characteristic. Those who argue in this way, however, forget

that the denial of Jesus, as described iv the Gospels, proceeded
from the fear of death, and that such a reply to a merely compro-
niising question whi(jh did not directly involve piinciples, is a
very different thing from conduct like that at Antioch where,

t :
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under one influence, a line of action was temporarily adopted

which ratified views upon which the opinion of the Church wa»
divided, and then abandoned merely from fear of the disapproval

of those of the circumcision. The Author of the Acts passes over

this altercation in complete silence. No one has ever called in

question the authenticity of the account which Paul gives of it.

If Peter had the courage to make such a speech at the Council in

the very capital of Judaic Christianity, and in the ])resence of

James and the whole Church, how could he possibly, from tear of

a few men from Jbi'usalem, have shown such pusillanimity in

Antioch, where Paul and the mass of Christians supported him?
If the unanimous decision of the Council had really been a fact,

how Cecily he might have silenced any objections by an appeal

to that which had " seemed good to the Holy Sj)irit " and to the

Church ! But there is not the slightest knowledge of the Council

and its decree betrayed either by those who came from James, or

by Peter, or Paul. The episode at Antioch is inconsistent with

the conduct and words ascribed to Peter in the Acts, and con-

tradicts the narrative in the fifteenth chapter which we are ex-

amining.^

The Author of the Acts states that after Peter had spoken,

" all the multitude kept silent and were hearing Barnabas and

Paul declaring what signs and wonders God had wrought among

the Gentiles by them.""-^ We shall not at present pause to con-

sider this statement, nor the role which Paul is made to play in

the whole transaction, beyond pointing out that, on an occasion

when such a subject as the circumcision of the Gentiles and their

subjection to the Mosaic law was being discussed, nothing could

be more opposed to nature than to suppose that a man like the

Autho" of the Epistle to the Galatians could have assumed so

passivii and subordinate an attitude.^ After Barnabas and Paul

had spoken, James is represented as saying :
" Men (and) breth-

ren, hear me. Simeon declared how God at first did visit the

Gentiles, to take out of them a people for his name. And with

this agree the words of the prophets ; as it is written :

' After this

I will return, and will build again the tabernacle of David which

has fallen down ; and 1 will build again the ruins thereof, and

1 Baur, K. G., i. p. .52 f. ; Paulua, i. p. 146 ff. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 220

f., 222 ; O/rorer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 415 ff. ; Hilgenftld, Zeitschr. wias. ih., 1858,

p. 87 ff. ; IfiGO, p. 140 ff. ; Der Kanon, p. 204 ; Kinl., p. 232 f. ; Hohten, Zum t-y,

Paulus, u. t w., p. .369 ff. ; Lipaiua, in Schenkel's Bib. '.ex., i. p. 197 ;
Overkd,

Zu deW. Apg., p. 221 f. ; Kenan, Les Apdtree, p. xxxv. . ; ^'c/wej/Zer, Das nachap.

Z., i. p. 117 ff., 127 ff. ; ii. p. 106 ff. ; Straatman, Paulub, p. 196 ; UtiUri, Br. aiil

Gal, p. 37 f. ; Zelle.r, Apg., p. 233 ff. Cf. Schneckenlmrger, Apg., p. IwH.;

Wieseler, Hr. an d. Gal., p. 153 ft"., 157 ff.

S XV. 12.

8 Overbeck, Zn de Wette's K. Erki. Apostelgesch ., p. 227.
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will set it up : that the residue of men may seek after the

Lord, and all the Gentiles, upon whom my name has been called,

saith the Lord who doeth these things, known from the l)c-

ginning.' Wherefore, I judge that we trouble not those from

among the Gentiles who are turning to God ; but that we write

unto them that they abstain from the pollutions of idols, and
from fornication, and from things strangled, and from blood. For
Moses from generations of old hath in every city those who
preach him, being read in the synagogues every Sabbath." ^

There are many reasons for which this speech also must be pro-

nounced inauthentic.^ It may be observed, in passing, that James
completely disregards the statement which Barnabas and Paul

are supposed to make as to what God had wrought by them
among the Gentiles ; and, ignoring their intervention, he directly

refers to the preceding speech of Peter claiming to have first been
selected to convert the Gentiles. We shall reserve discussion of

the conditions which James proposes to impose upon Gentile

Christians till we come to the apostolic decree which embodies
them. The precise signification of the sentence with which (ver.

21) he concludes has been much debated, but need not detain us

long. Whatever may be said of the liberal part of the speech, it

is obvious that the Author has been more true to the spirit of the

time in conceiving this and other portions of it, than in compos-
ing the speech of Peter. The continued observaxice of the Mosaic
ritual, and the identity of the synagogue with the Christian

Church are correctly indicated ; and when James is again repre-

sented (xxi. 20 ff.) as advising Paul to join those who had a vow,
in order to prove that he himself walked orderly and was an
observer of the law, and did not teach the Jews to aposta-
tize from Moses and abandon the rite of circumcision, he is

consistent in his portrait. It is nevertheless clear that, how-
over we may read the restrictions which James proposes
to impose upon Gentile Christians, the Author of Acts intends

them to be considered as a most liberal and almost v^omplete con-

• ArSfjei dSsXcpoi, cxKovdare nov. Sv/ueooi' i^yjyri^aro xaOoo? npooTov
o^Eoi inedxeiparo Xaftslv kt iOvc^v \cidv roJ ovoiiari avrov", xai rov-
Tv 6\>n(poovov6iy oi Xoyoi raJv itpocpTjroov, KorSaiS yeypanrai, k.t.X.
(Greek below.) 8i6 iyoo xpivoo fii) napEvox^slv toK and twv iOycSv
iici6rj}E^ovdtv hti rov Oeov, dXXd kni6rE2\ai avroli rov d7t£xs(iOat
and TMv dXidynfidTMV roSv eiSoiXoav xal rfji JtopvEta? xai rov"
nytHTor;" xai rov o-^/WnrroS. M(ai'6r/i ydp tx yevecov dpxaioov uard
nohv tovi XTfpvddorrai avrov c^fi iv rati 6vvayooyali xard ndv
^dfiliarov dvaytvoodxanevoi. Acts xv. 13—20.

2 Baur, Paulus, i. d. 135 flf., .50 ff.; Davidmn, Int. N. T., ii. p. 221, 252 f.;

i'>»«M, in Schenkel's Bib. Lex,, i. p. 198 f. ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., 216, 222,
ff-; Pfieiderer, Paulinismus, p. 505 f. ; Renan, Lea Ap6tre8, p. xxxv., note 1 ;

Mxvii.; SchwegUr, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 117 ff., ii. p. 106 f.; Straatman, Paulus,
P- 189 ff., 196 f. ; ZeUer, Apg., p. 232 ff.

^W
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cession of immunity. " I judge," he makes James say, " that we
trouble not those from among the Gentiles who are turning to

God ;" and again on the second occasion of which we have just

been speaking, in referring to the decree, a contrast is di-awn be-

tween the Christian Jews, from whom observance of the law is

demanded, and the Gentiles, who are only expected to follow the

prescriptions of the decree. James is represented as supporting

the statement of Peter, how God visited the Gentiles l»y " the

words of the Prophets," quoting a passage from Amos ix. 11, 12.

It is difficult to see how the words, even a^ quoted, apply to the

case at all, but this is immaterial. Loose reasoning can certainly

not be taken as a mark of inauthenticity. It is much more to the

point that James, addressing an assembly of Apostles and eldevs in

Jerusalem, quotes the prophet Amos freely from the '^\\\ int

version,^ which differs widely in the latter and mon ir .ruit

part from the Hebrew text.^ The passage in the Hebrew reads

:

ix. 11. " In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that

is fallen, and close up the breaches thereof ; and I will raise up

his ruins, and I will build it as in the days of old, 12. that they

may possess the remnant of Edom, and of all the heatlien upon

whom my name is called, saith the Lord that doeth this." The

authors of the Septuagint version altered the twelfth verse into

:

" That the residue of men may seek after the Lo)'d and all the

Gentiles upon whom My name is called, saith the Lord who doeth

these things."^ It is perfectly clear that the prophet does not, in

1 "St. James and St. Luke adopt that Version as not contrary to the miiul of

Spirit, and indeed as expressing that mind," &c., &c. Wordsworth, Gii. Test.,

The Acts, p. 113.
i Al/ord, Gk. Test., ii. p. 165; Baumgarten, Apg., i. p. 4,36 if.; Beekn, Act

Apost., p. 382 ff.; Damdaon, Int. 0. T., iii. p. 259 ; Ewald, Geseh. V. Isr., vi, p.

436, anm. 2 ; Hetvjstmberg, Christol. d. A. T. 2 Aufl., i. p. ^5Ai.;Kuenin, UePro-

feten, ii. p. 211 f.; Kuinoel, Comm. N. T., iv. p. 506; Light/oot, Works, viii. P.

475 f.; Meyer, Apg., p. 333 f.; Olshausen, Apg., p. 211 flf.; Reuas, Kev. de Th^ol.,

1859, iii. p. 84 f.; Stier, Reden d. Ap., ii. p. 25, cf. 28; De Wette, Apg., p. 228;

Wordnworth, Gk. Test., Acts, p. 113.
^ ,

3 The whole passage in the Ixx. reads : ^Ev rfj ^uepa. ineiVf,; dva6T}/6oi)

Ti}v 6KTfvriv AavlS tt)v TtsnraoHvtav, xai dvoiHodo/nyda) ra nenroa-

xora avrrji, uai rd Haredxanfiiva avziji avadrr^co, Mai druixoSo-

/U7f6oo avrijv xaOcui ai ^/iiepai rov" aiwvo'i. 12. OttcjS ixf^i/rtido^^t*'

o'l xaraXoipot rcav dvOpoonwy tov nvptov (Cod. Alex.) ««i mxvTn

TC EbvTj, itp^ ovi kniHiK\.t]Tai to ovo/ud i-iov tn^ avrovi, Xiyti ^v-

pi^i 6 noi(3v ratira (Cod. Alex. cm. navra). The passage in the speech or

James reads : 16. Nlerd rcivva dvadTpeipoo xai dvoixoSonvdw ri]v tfx'/"

vr)v JavsiS tt}v Tfenrayxviav, xai rd xaTedxa/ntfeva ai>r,v? ayoini-

6o/iif'/6(a xai dyopOoodoo avrfjv, 17. onoji dv ixl^r/rTJdoodiv^oi Hara^oiiid^

ToSv dvdpoaitoov tov xvptov, xai ndvra ra eOv?/ i(p' ovi iTtiHeHh/TCii

TO ovo/ud nov iit' avrovifXeyei xvptoi <5 ttoimj' rai;ra
_
18. ;'''W<^'''5

dn' aloovoi. The rest of the verse, idTl too Oeco ndvTa Ta epyaavrov,

which stands in the A.V. is omitted by >9, B,' C, and other important codices,

but Cod. A and D have raJ xvpt'ca to epyov aurotT", the latter having »'=<>

idrtv.

,5'
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the original, say what James is here represented as stating, and

that his own words refer to the national triumph of Israel, and

not to the conversion of the Gentiles. Arnos in fact prophesies

that the Lord will restore the former power and glory of Israel,

and that the remnant of Edom and the other nations of the theo-

cracy shall be re-united, as they were under David. No one ques-

tions the fact that the original prophecy is altered, and those who
desire to see the singular explanations of apologists may refer to

some of the worics indicated.^ The question as to whether James
or the Author of the Acts is responsible for the adoption of the

Septuagiut version is felt to be a serious problem. Some critics

affirm that in all probability James must have spoken in Ara-

maic ;^ whilst others maintain that he delivered this address in

Greek.^ In the one case, it is supposed that he quoted the original

Hebrew and that the Author of the Acts or the document from
which he derived his report may have used the Septuagint ; and
in the other, it is suggested that the LXX. may have had another

and more correct reading before them, for it is supposed impos-

sible that James himself could have quoted a vei'sion which was
actually different from the original Hebrew. These and many
other similar explanations, into which we need not go, do little to

remove the difficulty presented by the fact itself. To suppose that

our Hebrew texts are erroneous in order to justify the speech is

a proceeding which does not require remark. It will be remem-
bered that, in the Acts, the Septuagint is always employed in

quotations from the Old Testament, and that this is by no means
the only place in which that version is used when it departs from
the original. It is difficult to conceive that any intelligent Jew
could have quoted the Hebrew of this passage ^o support a pro-

posal to free Gentile Christians from the necessity of circumcision

and the observance of the Mosaic Law. It is equally difficult to

suppose that James, a bigoted leader of the Judaistic ])arty and
the head of the Church of Jerusalem, could have quoted the Sep-

tuagint version of the Holy Scriptures, differing from the Hebrew,
to such an assembly. It is useless to examine here the attempts
to make the passage quoted a correct interpretation of the pro-

phet's meaning, or seriously to consider the proposition that this

alteration of a prophetic utterance is adopted as better expressing
" the mind of the Spirit." If the original prophecy did not express

that mind, it is rather late to amend the utterances of the pro-

phets in the Acts of the Apostles.

1 See p. 874, note 2.

2 Rmgel, Gnom. N.T , p. 576 ; TAgUtfoot, Works, viii. p. 474 f. ; Meyer, Apg., p.
334 ;.9((6r. Die Reden d. Ap., p. 25. anm. Of. Retm, Rev. de Thdol., 1859, iii.

p. 84.

'^Alford, Gk. Tedt., ii. p. 165 ; Hengstenberg, Chiistol. d. A. T. 2te Aufl., i. p.

455 f.
; OMau«en, Apg., p. 212.
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We may now briefly examine the speech linguistically. Verse

13 : The opening as usual is avSpes d8eA<^ot' which occurs elsewhere

in the Acts 13 times as we have already mentioned ; but the

whole phrase a.v8p. dS. aKov(TaT€ fiov is put into the mouth of Paul

in xxii. 1, o.v8p. a8. koI Trurcpts iKovarari fiov, and with but little varia-

tion again in xiii. 16,cf.ii. 22. The use ofthe Hebrew form Su/icw,

in speaking of Peter, has been pointed out by Bleek^ and others,

after Lightfoot,^ as a characteristic peculiarity show'ng the au-

thenticity of the speech. The same form occurs in 2 Pet. i, 1, but

its use in that spurious epistle is scarcely calculated to give

weij^ ^. to its use here. If it be characteristic of anyone, how-

ever, . .' i is characteristic of the author of the third Gospel

and the jS, and in no case is it peculiarly associated with

James. In addition to the instance referred to above, and Apoc.

vii. 7, where the tribe of Simeon is thus named, the Jewish form

Sv/icojv of the name Simon occurs four times only in the New
Testament, and they are confined to our Author : Acts xiii. 1

;

Luke ii. 25, 34, iii. 30. Being acquainted with the Jewish form

of the name, he made use of it in this speech probably for the

eflfect of local colouring, i^itcrdai, x. 8, xv. 12, xxi. 19 ; Luke

xxiv. 35, and nowhere else except John i. 18— it is peculiar to the

Author. Ktt^ws, Acts 11, Luke 16 times, and elsewhere frequently.

TrpQyrov, iii. 26, vii. 12, xi. 26, xiii. 46, xxvi. 20 ; Luke 10 times;

Jam. iii. 17 ; Paul 10 times, rest frequently. cTricT-KCTrTto-^ai, vi. 3,

vii. 23, XV. 36 ; Luke i. 68, 78, vii. 16 ; Matth. xxv. 36, 43 ; Hebr.

ii. 6 ; Jam. i. 27, that is to say 7 tines used by the Author and

only 4 times in the rest of the New Testament ; compare especi-

ally Luke i. 68, and vii, 16. And? opposed to <^6vr}, xxvi. 17, 23.

The expression €7ri Tw oi/d/i-aTi occurs ii. 38, iv. 17, 18, v. 28,40;

Luke ix. 48, 49, xxi. 8, xxiv. 47, and only 5 times in the rest of

the New Testament. Verse 15 : or/A^wmv, v. 9 ; Luke v. 36, a'hd

Matth. xviii. 19, xx. 2, 13 only. Verse 16 : In this quotation

from Amos, for the iv ry rifitptf iKuvy of the Septuagint, the Author

substitutes p-tra ravra, which phrase occurs elsewhere in Acts vii.

7, xiii. 20, xviii. 1 ; Luke v. 27, x. 1, xii. 4, xvii. 8, xviii, 4.

ava(npi<j>tiv, v. 22 and 9 times elsewhere. Verse 18 : yvwords, i. 19,

ii. 14, iv. 10, 16, ix. 42, xiii. 38, xix. 17, xxviii. 22, 28=10 times

in Acts; Luke ii. 44, xxiii. 49; elsewhere only in Rom. i. 19,

John xviii. 15, 16—a characteristic word. So likewise is the

expression air' aJwios, iii, 21, Luke i. 70 ;
avo twv almviav occurs in

Ephes. iii. 9, Col. i. 26. These words are added to the passage

quoted from the Septuagint. Verse 19 : 8id is used 11 times in

Acts ; Luke i. 35, vii. 7 ; by Paul 18 times, Ep. Jam. twice, and

1 Einl. N. T., p. 348; Th. Stud. u. Krit, 1836, p. 1036 f.

' 2 Works, viii. p. 474 f.
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elsewhere 25 timos. Kpivav, 22 times in Acts ; Luke 6 time5,

Paul 37 times, Ep. Jam. G, and elsewhen; 44 times. Trapevox^flv is

not found elsewhere in the New Testam(;nt. Liria-Tpetfifiv, Acts 11,

Luke 7, Jam. v. 19, 20, rest 19 times; the phrase iina-Tp. cVi top d(6v

is a favourite and c'.nracteristic expression of the Author, who
uses it ix. 35, xi. 21, xiv. 15, xxvi. 20, and Luke i. 10, and it does

not occur elsewhere in the New T'astanient except in 1 Pet. ii. 25.

Verse 20 : cTrio-TtAAciv, xxi. 25, and Hebr. xiii. 22 only, dircxfiv, xv.

•29, Luke vi. 24, vii. 6, xv. 20, xxiv. 13, 1 Thess. iv. 3, v. 22, 1 Tim.

iv. 3, 1 Pet. ii. 11, and elsewhere 7 times ; in both passages of the

Ep. to the Thess. it is used with diro as here. dAto-yr^/xa is not else-

where found. eiSwAoi/, vii. 41 ; 6 times by Paul, and elsewhere 3 :

it occurs very frequently in the Septuagint. iropv€ta, xv. 29, xxi.

25 ;
Paul 8, elsewhere 15 times, ttviktov, xv, 2J^, xxi. 25, a techni-

cal word, al/xa, Acts 12, Luke 11 times, rest fvequently. ytved, ii.

40, vlii. 33, xiii. 36, xiv. l(i ; Luke 13 times, Matth."l3, Mk. 5,

rest 5 times, dpxaios, xv. 7, xxi. 16 ; Luke ix. 8, 19, elsewhere 7
times. KaraTToAii/, XV. 36, xx. 23, xxiv. 12; Luke viii. 1, 4, xiii.

22, and elsewhere only in Tit. i. 5. KiyptWeii', viii. 5, ix. 20, x. 37,

42, xix. 13, xx. 25, xxviii. 31 ; Luke 9, Paul 14, elsewhere 30

times. (Ta^^aTov, Acts 9, Luke 20, rest 35 times, the whole phrase
iv Tttis (Twaycjyais Kara ttov adfiftaTov dvayivwo-Ko/xevos OCCUrs again in

the Acts, being put into the mouth of Paul xiii. 27, and eV tj}

(Twaywyjj Kara vav aafi. being USed by the writer in Xviii. 4. o-way<uy^,

Acts 20, Luke 15, rest 22 times. ovayivmrKuv, viii. 28, 30 twice,

32, xiii. 27, xv. 31, xxiii. 34; Luke 3, and elsewhere 22 times.

This analysis confirms the conclusion that the speech of James at

the Council proceeds likewise from the pen of the general Author,

and the incomprehensible liberality of the sentiments expressed,

as well as the peculiarity of the quotation from Amos according

to the Septuagint, thus receive at once their simple explanation.

If we now compare the account of James' share in granting

liberal conditions to Gentile Christians with the statements of

Paul we arrive at the same reault. It is in consequence of

the arrival of " certain men from James " (nva? d7r6 'laKwftov)

that Peter through fear of them withdrew from communion
with the Gentiles. It will be remembered that the whole discus-

sion is said to have arisen in Antioch originally from the judais-

tic teaching of certain men who came " from Judpea," who are

disowned in the apostolic letter.^ It is unfortunate, however, to

say the least of it, that so m.any of those who systematically op-

posed the work of the Apostle Paul claimed to represent the

views of James and the mother church.*^ The contradiction of

^ Acts XV. 24.

2 " Of the .rudaizera who are denounced in St. Paul's Epistles thia much is cer-
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the Author of the Acts, with his object of conciliation before

him, has but small weight before the statements of Paul and the

whole voice of tradition. At any rate, almost immediately after

the so-called Apostolic C/Ouncil, with its decree adopted mainly at

the instigation of James, his emissaries caused the defection of

Peter in Antioch and the rupture with Paul. It is generally ad-

mitted, in the face of the clear affirmation of Paul, that the men
in question must probably or certainly have been actually sent

by James.^ It is obvious that, to justify the fear of so loading

an apostle as Peter, not only must they have been thus deputed,

but must have been influential men, representing authoritative

and prevalent judaistic opinions. We shall not attempt to divine

the object of their mission, but we may say that it is impossible

to separate them from the judaistic teachers who urged circum-

cision upon the Galatian Christians an'^' opposed the authority

of the Apostle Paul. Not pursuing this lurther at present, how-

ever, it is obvious that the effect produced by these emissaries is

quite incompatible with the narrative that, so short a time be-

fore, James and the Church of Jerusalem had unanimously pro-

mulgated conditions, under which the Gentile Christians were

freely admitted into communion, and which fully justified Peter

in eating with them. The incident at Antioch, as connected with

James as well as with Pet^r, excludes the supposition that the

account of the Council contained in the Acts can be considered

historical.

The Apostolic letter embodying the decree of the Council now

demands our attention. It seemed good to the Apostles and the

elders with the whole Church to choose two leading men among

the brethren, and to send them to Antioch with Paul and Barna-

bas, and they wrote by them (xv. 23) :
" The Apostles and breth-

ren which are elders unto the brethren which are of the Gentiles

in Antioch and Syria and Cilicia, greeting. 24. Forasmuch as we

heard that certain which went out from us troubled you with

tain, that they exalted the authority of the Apostles of the Circumcision ;
and

that, in some instances at least, as members of the mother Church, they had di-

rect relations with -Tames, the Lord's brotht^r. But when we attempt to dehne

those relations, we are lost in a maze of conjecture." Light/oot, Ep. to the Gal.,

p. 353.
1 Al/ord, Greek Test., iii. p. 18 ; Bleek, Einl.. p. 374, anm.; Davidson, Int. N.T.,

ii. p. 220 f. ; Hemsen, Der Ap. Paulus, 1830, p. 98 ; Hilg^feld,Z<i\iiii\\r. wiss. Theol.,

1860. p. 139 f.; Galaterbr., p. 1.53; /To/sfen, Zum Ev. Paulus, u. s. w., p. :w,

362 ; Jowett, Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 244 f.; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Z., p.382

;

Liyhtfoot, Galatians, p. Ill ; cf. 353 ; Meyer, Gal., p. 93 f. ; Overheck, Zu de V\,

Apg., p. 222 ; de Presxenai, Trois prem. Sifecles, i. p. 473 ; Pfleiderer, DerPaulmis-

mus, p 284 f.; Renan, Les Ap6tres, p. xxxvii.; St. Paul, p. 291 ff, ; RifU,

Essais, p. 16; RUhcM, Entai. altk. K., p. 145; Ruckert, Br. an die Gal., l'. 87 t;

^cAwe(/fer, Das nachap. Z.,i. p. 118 f., 159, ii. p. 107; Stap, Origines, p. 77; ^^

Wette, Br. andietJal., p. 38; Zeller, Aog., p. 232 ff.
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words, subverting your souls, to whom we gave no command-
ment, 25. it seemed good unto us, having become of one mind,.

to choose out and send men unto you with our beloved Barnabas
and Paul, 26. men that have given up their lives for the name of

our Lord Jesus Christ. 27. We have, therefore, sent Judas
and Silas, who shall also tell you the same things by word of

mouth. 28. For it seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to-

us to lay upon you no greater burden than these necessary

things : 29. that ye abstain from meats offered to idols, and from
blood, and from things strangled, and from fornication : from
which if ye keep yourselves ye shall do well. Fare ye well." ^ It

is argued that the simplicity of this composition, its brevity, and
the absence of hierarchical tendency, prove the authenticity and
originality of the epistle. Nothing, however, could be more ar-

bitrary than to assert that the Author of the Acts, composing a.

letter supposed to be written under the circumstances, would have
written one different from this. We shall, on the contrary, see

good reason for affirming that he actually did compose it, and that

it bears the obvious impress of his style. Besides, Zeller ^ haa
pointed out that, in a document affirmed to be so removed from
all calculation or object, verse 2() could hardly have found a place.

The reference to " our beloved " Barnabas and Paul, as " men that

have given up their lives for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ,'*

is scarcely consistent with the primitive brevity and simplicity

which are made the basis of such an argument. In the absence
of better evidence, apologists grasp at extremely slight indica-

tions of authenticity, and of this nature seems to us the mark of

genuineness which Bleek and others ^ consider that they find in

the fact, that the name of Barnabas is placed before that of Paul
in this document. It is maintained that, from the 13th chapter,

the author commences to give the precedence to Paul, but that, in

reverting to the former order, the syhodal letter gives evidence

both of its antiquity and genuineness. If any weight could be

1 23. Oi aTCodioXot xai oi npe6livT£poi ddsXipoi ro?S Hard ri/y Av-
TioxEiav HCti Sv/Jiav ual KiXixiav dSeXcpoTi toU i^ lOvoSv x^^ip^^^-
24. iiri-idv fiKoixianEv on rtvki t^ rfnoov i^EXOovrei trdpaS,av dfidi

(^yOpaaTtini T-apaSedooHo^tv ras rpvxdi avTcav vnkp xov ovonaroi
Tov Hvpiov jjjiicDV ^It]6ov Xpi6Tov. 27. d7te6rd\Haj.i£v ovv^ ^lovSav
Hal SiXcxv, jf.ai avTov? Sid Xoyov dnayyEXXovrai rd avrd. '>«

fSoIfy ydp Tta Tt/nEv'/jari raJ ayita ual vniv , /iirfSkv nXiov i

OftfOa? vftiv tidpoi TcXvv rov'roov roov indvayKEi- 29. dnsy

28.

iltlTl-

EdQai
ciSaXoOvToov xai atuaro? xai nyiHTcav xai nopvEiai, l^ oov Siartf
povvTEi SaVTOVi EV Ttpd^ETE. £/ipa)6BE.

2 Apostelgesch. , 246 f.

3 Bleek, Einl., p. .S49 ; Baumyarten, Apg., p. 470 f. ; Ewdld, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p..

•WO, anm. ; Lange, Das ap. Z., ii. p. 189; Meyer, Apg., p. 345 f.
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attached to such an indication, it is unfortunate for this argument
that the facts are not as stated, for the order " Barnabas and Paul

"

occurs at xiv. 12 and 14, and even in the very account of the

Council at xv. 12. The two names are mentioned together in the

Acts sixteen times, Barnabas being named first eight times (xi.

30, xii. 2.5, xiii. 1, 2, 7, xiv. 12, 14, xv. 12), and Paul as frequently

(xiii. 43, 46, 50, xv. 2 twice, 22, 25, 35). Apologists like Leke-

busch^ and OerteP reject Bleek's argument. In the greeting

xaipeiv, with which the letter opens, and which, amongst the Epis-

tles of the New Testament, is only found in that bearing the

name of James (i, 1), an indication is found that the letter of the

Counoil was written by James himself.^ Before such an argument
could avail, it would be necessary, though difficult, to prove the au-

thenticity of the Epistle of James, but we need not enter upon such

a question. x=''V^"*' is the ordinary Greek form of greetingm all epis-

tles,* and the Author of Acts, who writes purer Greek than any

other writer in our Canon, naturally adopts it. Not only does

he do so here, however, but he makes use of the same x"'/*"" in

the letter of the chief captain Lysias (xxiii. 26),^ which also evi-

dently proceeds from his hand. Moreover, the word is used as a

greeting in Luke i. 28, and not unfrequently elsewhere in the

New Testament, as Matth. xxvi. 49, xxvii. 29, xxviii. 9, Mark xv.

18, John xix, 3, 2 John 10, 11. Lekebusch,^ Meyer,^ and Oertel ^

reject the argument, and we may add that if x^'P"'' prove any-

thing, it proves that the Author of Acts, who uses the word in

the letter of Lysias, also wrote the .synodal letter. In what lan-

guage must we suppose that the Epistle was originally wi'itten ?

Oertel maintains an Aramaic original,^ but the greater number of

writers consider that the original language was Greek.^** It cannot

be denied that the composition, as it stands, contains many of

the peculiarities of style of the Author of Acts ;^^ and these are,

1 Die Apostelgesch. , p. 316. 2 Paulus in d. Apostelgesch. , 1868, p. 227.

3 Banm<jarten, Apg., i. p. 470 f.; Bewjel, Gnom. N. T., p, 577 ; Bleek, Einl., p.

349; Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 1037; Fklmoser, Einl., p. 487; Kern, Br. Jacobi,

1838, p. 106; Schaff, Geach. d. ap. Kirche, 2te Aufl., p. 260, anm. 1 ; Stier, Die

Red. d. Ap„ii. p. 41. Of. Neander, Pflanzung, p. 173, anm. 1.

4 Wetstein quotes Artemidorus (Oneir. iii. 44): iStov itddtfi itidroXija to

Xaipetv xai Sfi^oodo Xeyeiv. Ad Act. Apost. xv. 23.

5 This letter terminates, v. 30, with the usual i'fi^oodo, according to the Cod.

Sinaiticus, E, G, and others ; A and B omit it.

B Apostcljr p. 316. 7 Apostelg., p. 345.

8 Paul ii. Apg., p. 227 ; comp. Reiche, Comm. in Ep. Jac, 1833, p. 1.

9 lb., p. 227 f. Cf. Grotiua, Annot. in N. T. ad Act. Ap., xv. 23, who takes

XatpEiv to be the rendering of the Hebrew salutation of Peace.

10 Al/ord, Gk. Test., ii. p. 169 ; Bleek, Einl., p. 349; Meyer, Apg., p. 345
;

01-

ahausen, Apg., p. 217 f. Cf. Baumgarten, Apg., p. 470 ff.

n David/ion, Int. N. T , ii. p. 253 f.; OfrOrer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 444; HoUz-

mann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. 340 f.; Lekebuach, Apg., p. 116, 315; Lipstus,

in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 199 ; Oertel, Paulus, p. 227 ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg.,

J). 236 f.; Schwegler, Das nachap. Zeit., i. p. 127, anm. 1 ; Zeller, Apg., p. 240 tt.
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indeed, so marked that even apologists like Lekebusch and Oertel,.

whilst maintaining the substantial authenticity of the Epistle,

admit that at least its actual form must be ascribed to the gen-

eral Author. Th>3 originality of the form being abandoned, it is

difficult to perceive any ground for asserting the originality and
genuineness of the substance. That assertion rests solely upon a
vague traditional confidence in the Author of Acts, which is

shown to be without any solid foundation. The form of this

Epistle clearly professes to be as genuine as the subsujince, and if

the original language was Greek, there is absolutely no reason

why the original letter should have been altered. The similarity

of the construction to that of the prologue to the third Gospel, in

which the personal style of the writer may be supposed to have
been most unreservedly shown, has long V»*»en ftdmittcd :

-

Luke i.

I. iitstSvTtep TtoWol i7CExeipff<icty

(ivard^a66at . . .

3. i>'5o^e xdnoi, TtaptjxoXovOr/xoTt
ta^iv dxptfiwi,
xaO^^/'S 6oi ypdipai.

Acts xv.

24. inEiStf TjHovda/iiEy on tivs?
Irdpa^av . . .

25. eSo^ev f/ixiv yevoi^tivoii o/uo-

QvjiiaSoy,
dvSpai Ttc/icipcit.

A more detailed linguistic examination of the Epistle, however,
confirms the conclusion already stated. Verse 23 : 8ia xapo^, ii.

23, V. 12, vii. 25, xi. 30, xiv, 3, xix. 11, 26, and the exp'3ssion is

only met with elsewhere in Mark vi. 2 ; the phrase ypai/'ai/rcs S. x.

avrwv finds a parallel in xi. 30, dTroartiAavTcs 8. x-
^o.pvd(ia, K. T. \.

The characteristic expression, Kara rijv 'Avtiox^mv, k. t. A., is re-

peated, xi. 1, xvi. 7, xxvii. 2, 5, 7. Verse 24- : eVeiST/, xiii. 46, xiv.

12, Luke vii. 1, xi. 6, cf. i. 1 ; Paul 5, rest only 2 times, rapao-o-ctv,

xvii. 8, 13, Luke i. 12, xxiv. 38, elsewhere thirteen times, avaa--

K(vai(iv is not found elsewhere, but the preference of our writer

for compounds of ava, 8id, and tVi is marked, and of these consists

a large proportion of his aTra^ \ey6fitva. "ifvxn, Acts 15, Luke 14

times, and frequently elsewhere; the phrase dvoo-Ktuoi^ovres ras ^'"X"-^^

K.T.X., may be compared with xiv. 22, iiruTTr)piii,ovTt% tus t/'vxdsi k.t.\.,

cf. xiv. 2. huuTTiXKiaOai not elsewhere found in Acts, but it oc-

curs Matth. xvi. 20, Mark v. 43, vii. 36 twice, viii. 15, ix. 9, and
Heb. xii. 20. Verse 25 : hoKtlv, Acts 8, Luke 11, Paul 17 times,

elsewhere frequently. 6/Ao6u/ia8di/, i. 14, ii. 1, 46, iv. 24, v. 12, vii.

57, viii. 6, xii. 20, xviii. 12, xix. 29 ; so that this word, not in

very common use even in general Greek literature, occurs 10
times elsewhere ir the Acts, but except in Rom. xv. 6, is not

employed by any other New Testament writer. eKXcyecr^ai, i. 2,.

24, vi. 5, xiii. 17, xv. 7, 22, Luke vi. 13, x. 42, xiv. 7, and else-

where 11 times. W/xTTciv, Acts 11, Luke 10 times, elsewhere

common. dya7n^<w is not elsewhere used in Acts, but is found in

1^ , M :
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Luke iii. 22, ix. 35, xx. 13, Paul 13 times, and is common else-

where. Verse 26: TrapaSiSdvat, Acts 13, Lulce 17 times, and com-

mon elsewhere. tw?p toC ovd/xaros toC Kvpi'ou, xxi. 13, v. 41, ix. 16,

Rom. i. 5, 3 John 7. Verae 27 : airoaTtWuv, Acts 25, Luke 26

times, elsewhere very frec^uently. Sia Xoyov, xv. 32. dTrayytAAcii/,

Acts 14, Luke 11, rest 21 times, ra aird, Luke vi. 23, 26 ;
to auro,

Acts i. 15, ii. 1, 44, iii. 1, iv. 26, xiv. 1 ; Luke vi. 33, xvii. 35.

Verae 28 : firjSiv, Acts 12, Luke 4, Paul 6, elsewhere 13 times ; the

same expression, fi-qSiv ttXcW ... is also found in Luke iii. 13,

imridevai, Acts 13, Luke 6, elsewhere 21 times. pdpo<; is not else-

where met with in Acts, but occui-s Matt. xx. 12, 2 Cor. iv. 17,

Oal. vi. 2, 1 Thess. ii. 6, Apoc. ii. 24. ttXtji/, viii. 1, xx. 23, xxvii.

22, Luke 15, elsewhere 13 times. iirivayKe^ is not elsewhere

found in the New Testament. Verse 29 : dWxtiv, xv. 20, Luke

vi. 24, vii. 6, xv. 20, xxiv. 13, elsewhere 12 times. tl8o)\6dvTov, xxi

25, 1 Cor. viii. 1, 4, 7, 10, x. 19, 28, Apoc. ii. 14, 20. ^larrjpm

occurs only in Luke ii. 51. irpicrativ, Acts 12, Luke 6, Paul 15,

elsewhere 5 only, pwwvadai, this usual Greek formula for the

ending of a letter, if'puxrde, is nowhere else used in the New
Testament, except at the close of the letter of Lysias, xxiii. 30.

Turning now from the letter to the spirit of this decree, we

must endeavour to form some idea of its purport and bearing.

The first point which should be made clear is, that the question

raised before the Council solely affected the Gentile converts,

and that the conditions contained in the decree were imposed

upon that branch of the Church alone. No change whatever in

the position of Jewish Christians was contemplated ; they were

left, as before, subject to the Mosaic law.^ This is very apparent

in the reference which is made long after to the decree, Ch. xxi.

20 ff. 25, when the de3ire is expressed to Paul by James, who
proposed the decree, and the elders of Jerusalem, that he .should

prove to the many thousands of believing Jews all zealous of the

law, that he did not teach the Jews who were among the Gentiles

apostasy from Moses, saying that they ought not to circumcise

their children, neither to walk after the customs. Paul, who, in

the Acts, is likewise represented as circumcising with his own

hand, aft • the decision of the Council had been adopted,

1 Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 217 ; Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1858, p. 95;

Lechler, Dae ap. u. nachap. Z., p. 408 ff. ; Neander, Pflanzung, p. 167 f. ; Nkdner,

Gesch. chr. Kirche, p. 103 ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 227 f., 236 f. ;
P/ei-

derer, Der Faulinismus, p. 281 f. , 284 f. ; de Preasensd, Trois Prem. Sifecles, i. p.

472 f. ; Senan, Se Paul, p. 87 ; Reuas, Rev. de Th^ol, 1859, iii. p. 65 ff., 83 f.;

Gesch. N. T.,j). 56; Ritachl, Entst. altk. K., p. 129 ff; Schliemarm, Clemen-

tinen, p. 373 ff, anm. ; Schwegkr, Daa nachap. Z., i. p. 124; Straatman, Paulus,

p. 192 f. ; Weber u. HoUzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 571 ; Weiaeler, Br. an die

Gal, p. 144, anm 1 ; ZeUer, Apg., p. 235 f., 238 f. Cf.'' Ligktfoot, Galatians, p.

125 f., 294 f.; Oertel, Paulus, p. 250 f.
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TO aUTO,

Timothy, the son of a Greek, whose mother was a Jewess,

consents to give the Jews of Jerusalem the re([uired proof.

We have ah'eady shown at the coinmencemont of this section,

that nothing was further from the minds of the Jewish Christians

than the supposition that the obligation to observe the Mosaic
law was weakened by the adoption of Christianity ; and the re-

presentation in the Acts is certainly so far correct, that it does

not pretend that Jewish Christians either desired or sanctioned

any I'elaxation of Mosaic observances on the part of believing

Jews. This cannot be too distinctly remembered in considering

the history of primitive Christianity. The initiatory rite was
essential to full participation in the Covenant. It was left for

Paul to preach the abrogation of the law and the abandonment
of circumcision. If the speech of Peter seems to suggest the

abrogation of the law even for Jews, it is only in a way which
shows that the author had no clear historical fact to relate, and
merely desired to ascribe vaguely and indefinitely Pauline senti-

ments to the Apostle of the circumcision. No remark whatever
is made upon these strangely liberal expressions of Pettr, and
neither the proposition of James nor the speech in which he
makes it takes the slightest notice of them. The conduct of

Peter at Antioch and the influence exercised by James through
his emissaries restore us to historical ground. Whether the au-

thor intended to represent that the object of the conditions of

the decree was to admit the Gentile Christians to full communion
with the Jewish, or merely to the subordinate position of Prose-

lytes of the Gate, is uncertain, but it is not necessary to discuss

the point. There is not the slightest external evidence that such
a decree ever existed, and the more closely the details are ex-

amined the more evident does it become that it has no historical

consistency. How, and upon what principle, were these singular

conditions selected ? Their heterogeneous character is at once

apparent, but not so the reason for a combination which is neither

limited to Jewish customs nor sufficiently representative of moral
duties. It has been argued, on the one hand, that the prohibi-

tions of the apostolic decree are simply those, reduced to a neces-

sary minimum, which were enforced in the case of heathen con-

verts to Judaism who did not join themselves fully to the people

of the Covenant by submitting to circumcision, but were admitted
to imperfect communion as Proselytes of the Gate.^ The condi-

1 Ebrard, Zu Olsh. Apg., p. 215 f.; Lipsius, in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 204 f.

;

Niedner, K. G., p. 103 ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 230 ; Reuaa, Rev de Th6ol.,

1859, iii. p. 85 f.; Geach. N. T., p. 56; Ritschl. Entat. altk K., p. 129 flf. ;

Schwegkr, Das nachap. Z., ii. p. 109 f.; Stap, Origines, p. 188 ff.; Wiesekr, Br.
an d. Gal, p. 147 ff. Cf. Bleek, Einl., p. 372 ; Neander, Pflanzung, p. 167, anm.
3, p. 171, anm. 1 ; Weber u. Holtzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 570 f.
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tions named, however, do not fully represent the rules framed for

such cases, and many critics consider that the conditions imposed,

although they may have been influenced by the Noachian pre-

scriptions, were rather moral duties which it was, from special

circumstances, thought expedient to specify.* We shall presently

refer to some of these conditions, but bearing in mind the views

which were dominant amongst primitive Cyhristians, and more

especially, as is obvious, amongst the Christians of Jerusalem

where this decree is supposed to have been unanimously adopted,

bearing in mind the teaching which is said to have led to the

Council, the episode at Antioch, and the systematic judalstic op-

position which retarded the work of Paul and subsequently

affected his reputation, it may be instructive to point out not only

the vagueness which exists us to the position which it was in-

tended that the Gentiles should acquire, as the effect of this de-

cree, but also its singular and total inefficiency. An apologetic

writer, having of course in his mind the fact that there is no

trace of the operation of the decree, speaks of its cf 'tions as

follows : " The miscellaneous character of these 'hitions

showed that, taken »>s a whole, they had no binding lorce inde-

pendently of the circumstances which dictated them. They were

a temporary expedient framed to meet a temporary emergency.

Their object was the avoidance of offence in mixed communities

of Jew and Gentile converts. Beyond this recognised aim and

general understanding implied therein, the limits of their appli-

cation were not defined."^ In fact the immunity granted to the

Gentiles was thus practically almost unconditional. It is obvious,

however, that every consideration which represents the decree as

more completely emancipating Gentile Christians fmm Mosaic

obligations, and admitting them into free communion with be-

lievers amongst the Jews, places it in more emphatic contradiction

to historical facts and the statements of the Apostle Paul. The

unanimous adoption of such a measure in Jerusalem, on the one

hand, and, on the other, the episode at Antioch, the fear of Peter,

the silence of Paul, and the attitude of James, become perfectly

inconceivable. If on the contrary the conditions were seriously

imposed and really meant anything, a number of difficulties

spring up of which we shall presently speak. That the prohibi-

tions, in the opinion of the Author of the Acts, constituted a

positive and binding obligation can scarcely be doubted by any-

1 Hilgenfdd, Zeitechr. wiss. Theo!., l^'Sg, p. 75 f.; 1860, r). 128 fif., 164 f ; Hof-

mann, Die heil. Schr. N. T., i. p. 133 f.; Lekebuxch. Apg., p. 311 &.; Lightfoot,

Works, iii. p. 220 ff., viii. p. 477 ff.; J. B. Lightfoot, Galalians, p. 295 ;
Meyer,

Apg, p. 338 ff.; Schliemann, Cleraentinen, p. 388, anm. 5:3 • Schneckenburyer,

Apg., p. 73 f., anm.; Schoettgen, HorffiHebr., p. 461 ff.

2 Liglitfoot, Ep. to the Gal., p. 296.
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one who considers the terms in which they are laid down. If

they are represented as a c* ncession they are nevertheless recog-

nised as a " burden," and they are distinctly stated to be the jbli-

gations which " it seemed ^ood to the Holy Spirit " as well as to

che- Council to impose. The qualificntion, that the ri'strictive

clauses had no binding force " independently of the circinastances

which dictated them,' in so far as it has any meaning beyond the

unnecessary declaration that the decree was only applicable to

the class for whom it was framed, seems to be inadmifisible. The
circumstance which dictated the decree was the counter-teaching

of Jewish Christians, that it was necessary that the Gentile con-

verts should be circumcised and keep the law of Moses. The re-

strictive clauses are simply represented as those which it was
deemed right to impose ; and, as they are stated without qualifi-

cation, it is holding the decision of tne " Holy Spirit" and of the

Church somewhat cheap to treat them i,s mere local and tempor-
ary expedients. This is evidently m ihe view of the Author of

the Acts. Would it ha 'e been the view of anyone else if it were
not that, so far as any external trace of the decree is concerned,

it is an absolute myth ? The prevalence of practices to which
the four prohibitions point is quite sufficiently attested to show
that, little as thera is any ground for considering that such a de-

cree was framed in such a manner, the restrictive clauses are put
forth as necessary and permanently binding. The veiy doubt
which exists as to whether the prohibitions were not intended to

represent the conditions imposed on Proselytes of the Gate shows
their close analogy to them, and it cannot be reasonably asserted

that the early Christians regarded those conditions either as ob-
solete or indifierent. The decree is clearly intended to set forth

the terms upon which Gentile Christians were to be admitted
into communion, and undoubtedly is to be taken as applicable not
merely to a few districts, but to the Gentiles in general.

The account which Paul gives of his visit not only ignores any
such decree, but excludes it. In the first place, taking into ac-

count the Apostle's character and the spirit of his Epistle, it is

impossible to suppose that Paul had any intention of submitting,
as to higher authority, the Gospel which he preached, for the
judgment of the elder Apostles and of the Church of Jerusalem. ^

Nothing short of this is involved in the account in the Acts, and
in the form of the decree which promulgates, in an authoritative

manner, restrictive clauses which " seemed good to the Holy

^
1 Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 217 f.; Ewald, Sendachr. des Ap. Paulus, 1857, p.

71; Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. wias. Th., 1858, p. 77 ff. ; Lipaim, in Schenkel's B. L., i.

p. 196, 199 f. ; Reuaa, Rev. de TWol., 1858, ii. p. 334; TWol. Chr., i. p. 311f.j
Stap, Origines, p. 183 ff. ; Straaiman, Paulus, p. 189 f., 196.
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886 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

Spirit" and to the Council. The temper of the man is well

shown in Paul's indignant letter to the Galatians. He receives

his Gospel, not from men, but by direct revelation fiom Jesus

Christ, and, so far is he from submission of the kind implied, that

he says :
" But even though we, or an angel from heaven, should

preach unto you any Gospel other than that which we preached

to you, let him be accursed. As we have said before, so say I now
again : If any man preach any Gospel to you other than that ye

received, let him be accursed. "^ That the Apostle here refers to

his own peculiar teaching, and does so in contradistinction to the

Gospel preached by the Judaizers, is evident from the preceding

words :
" I marvel that ye are so soon removing from him that

called you in the grace of Christ unto a different Gospel ; which

is not another, only there are some that trouble you, and desire

to pen^ert the Gospel of Christ."^ Passing from this, however, to

the jstrictive clauses in general, how is it possible that Paul

could state, as the result of his visit, that the " pillar " A))ostlfcs

" communicated nothing " after hearing his Gospel, if the four

conditions of this decree had thus been authoritatively " commu-

nicated"? On the contrary, Paul distinctly adds that, in ac-

knowledging his mission, V)ut one condition had been attached :

" Only that we should remember the poor ; which very thing 1

also was forward to do."^ As one condition is here mentioned,

why not the others, had any been actually imposed ? It is ai'-

gued that the remembrance of the poor of Jerusalem which is

thus inculcated was a recommendation personally made to Paul

and Barnabas, but it is clear that the Apostle's words refer to the

result of his communication of his Gospel, and to the understand-

ing under which his mission to the Goiitiles was tolerated. We

have already pointed out how extraordinary it is that such a de-

cision of the Council should not have been referred to in describ-

ing his visit, and the n^ore we go into details the more striking

and inexplicable, except in one way, is such silence. In relating

the struggle regarding the circumcision of Titus, for instance, and

stating that he did not yield, no, not for an hour, to the demands

made on the subject, is it conceivable that, if the exemption of all

Gentile Christians froii the initiatory rite had been unanimously

( onceded, Paul would not have added to his statement about

Titus, that not only he himself had not been compelled to give

i Gal. i. 8, 9. 2 Gal. J, 7.

3 Bnur, Paulu8, i. p. 151 ff. ; K. 0., i. p. 51 ; Davilson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 21/

:

Hihienfekl, Zeitschr. wise. Theol., 1858. p. 81 f., 1800, p. ini f. ;
Krenkel, Paulu?.

p. 66; LipmiH, in Schenkel's B. I^x., i. p. 199 f. ; PJkiderer, Pftulinismus, p. 503;

Schrader, Der Ap. P., ii. p. 305 v. p. 271 f., 546; Stap, Origi.es, p. 19U ;

Straatman, Paulua, p. 192 f. ; Weber u. HoUzmann, Geach. V. Isr., ii. p. 570 B.;

Zelkr, Apg., p. 2.15 ff.
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PAULS ACCOUNT EXCLUDES THE DECREE. 887

way in thir instance, but that his representations had even con-

vinced those who had been Apostles before him, and secured the

unanimous adoption of his own views on the point ? The whole

of this Epistle is a vehement and intensely earnest denunciation

of those Judaizers who were pressing the necessity of the initia-

tory rite upon the Galatian converts.^ Is it possible that the

Apostle could have left totally unmentioned the fact that the

Apostles and the very Church of Jerusalem had actually declared

circumcision to be unnecessary ? It would not have accorded

with Paul's character, it is said, to have appealed to the authority

of the elder Apostles or of the Church in a matter in which his

own apostolic authority and teaching were in question. In that

case, how can it be supposed that he ever went at all up to Jeru-

salem to the Apostles and elders about this question ? If he was
not too proud to lay aside his apostolic dignity, and, representing

the Christians of Antioch, to subm.it the case to the Council at

Jerusalem, and subsequently to deliver its decree to various com-
munities, is it consistent with reason or common sense to assert

that he was too proud to recall the decision of that Council to the

Christians of Galatia ? It must, we think, be obvious that, if

such an explanation of Paul's tottil silence as to the decree be at

all valid, it is absolutely fatal to the account of Paul's visit in the

Acts. This reasoning' is not confined to the Epistle to the Gala-

tians, but, as Paley points out, applies to the other Epistles of

Paul, in all of which the same silence is preserved. Moreover, the

apologetic explanation altogether fails upon other grounds. With-
out appealing to the decree as an authority, we musi, feel sure

ti\at the Apostle would at least have made use of it as a logical

refutation of his adversaries. The man who did not hesitate to

attack Peter openly for inconsistency'', and charge him with hy-

^ crisy, would not have hesitated to cite the decree as evidence,

and still less to fling it in the faces of those Judaic, r.': who, so

short a time after that decree is supposed to have been promul-
gf'-ed, preached the necessity of circumcision and Mosaic observ-

ances in direct opposition to its terms, whilst claiming to repre-

sent the views of the very Apostles and Church which had framed
it. Paul, who never denies the validity of their claim, would
most certainly have taunted them with gross inconsistency and
re'orted that the Church of Jerusalem, the Apostles, and the

Judaizers who now troubled him and preached circumcision a»id

the Mosaic law had, four or live years previously, declared as the

1 "Turning from Antioch to Galatia, we meet w^ith Judaic t»-'\cher8 who urged
circumcision on the Gentile converta, and, as the best means oi weakening the
authority of St. Paul, asserted for the Apostles of tho Circumcinion the exclusive
right of dictating to the Church." Lightfoot, Ep. to the Gal., p. 353.
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DECREE IGNORED IN PAUL'S EPISTLES. 889

one hand, and perhaps too great indifference, on the other ; and
this we actually find to have been the case. It is in consequence of

questions respecting meats offered to idols that Paul writes to the

Corinthians, and,whilst treating the matter in itself as one of per-

fect indifference, merely inculcates consideration for weak con-

sciences.^ It is clear that there was a prejudice against the prac-

tice; it is clear that strong Jewish prejudices existed in the Jew-
ish colony at Corinth, and wherever there were Jews the eating

of meats offered to idols wa.s an abomination. The sin of Israel

at Baalpeor^ lived in the memory of the people, and abstinence

from such pollution ^ was considered a duty. If the existence of

such " Jewish prejudices " was a reason for publishing the decree,

we have, in fact, more definite evidence of them in Corinth than
we have in Antioch, for, apart from this specific mention of the

subject of eating sacrificial meats, the two apostolic letters abun-
dantly show the existence and activity of Judaistic parties there,

which opposed the work of Paul, and desired to force Mosaic ob-

servances upon his converts. It is impossible to admit that, sup-

posing such a decree to have been promulgated as the mind of

the Holy Spirit, there could be any reason why it should have
been unknown at Corinth so short a time after it was adopted.

When, therefore, we find the Apostle not uly ignoring it, but
actually declaring that to be a matter of rmlifierence, ibstinence

from which it had just seemed good ' the Holy Spirit to enjoin,

the only reasonable conclusion is th, 'ml himself was totally

ignorant of the existence of any decrt- c'liiainin^- such a pro-

hibition. There is much difference of opinion n ;,o the nature of

the TTopveio referred to in the decree, and we need n 't discuss 't

;

but in all the Apostle's homilies upon the subject there is the

same total absence of all allusion to the decision of the Council.

Nowhere can any practical result from the operation of the de-

cree be pointed out, nor any trace even of its existence.* ''he as-

sertions and conjectures, by which those who maintain the au-

thenticity of the narrative in the Acts seek to explain the extra-

ordinary absence of all external evidence of the decree, \ahn\

under the disadvantage of all attempts to account for th* d
failure of effects from a supposed cause, the existence of whicli is

in reality only assumed. It is customarj'- to reply to the objec

1 1 Cor. viil. 1—13, x. 23 ff.

2 Numb. XXV. 2 f.; Ps. cvi. 28. 3 Dan. i. 8 f.

* Baur, Pauius, i. p. 150 ff.; Bkek, Einl., p. 372 f.; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p.

916 ff., 222 ; nUgen/eld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol, 1858, p. 82 ff.; Krenkd, Pauius,

p. 69 ff.; Lip8iu8, in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 199 f.; Nicolas, Etudes N. T., p. 254
I.; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 239 f. ; Renan, Lea Ap6tre8, p. xxxvii. f.; Hchol-
tin, Het Paul. Ev., p. 450f.; Stap, Origines, p. 192 ff.; ZelUr, Apg., p. 234 ff.

Cf. ligUfoot, Galatians, p. 296 f.
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tion that there is no mention of the decree in the Epistles of

Paul or in any other contemporary writing, that this is a mere
argument a silentio. Is it not, however, difficult to imagine any

other argument, from contemporary sources, regarding what is

affirmed to have had no existence, than that from silence i Do
apologists absolutely demand that, with prophetic anticipation of

future controversies,the Apostle Paul should obliginglyhave left on

record that there actually was no Council such as a writer would

subsequently describe, and that the decree which he would |)ut for-

ward as the result of that Council must not be accepted as genuine?

It is natural to expect that,when writing of the very visit in ques-

tion, and dealing with subjects and discussions in which, whether
in the shape of historical allusion, appeal to authority, taunt for

inconsistency, or assertion of his own influence, some allusion to

the decree would have been highly appropriate, if not necessaiy,

the Apostle Paul should at least have given some hint of its ex-

istence. His not doing so constitutes strong presumptive evi-

. dence against the authenticity of the decree, and all the more so

as no more positive evidence than silence could possibly he forth-

coming of the non-existence of that which never existed. The

supposed decree of the Council of Jerusalem cannot on any ground

be accepted as a historical fact.^

We may now return to such further consideration of the state-

ments of the Epistle as may seem necessary for the object of our

inquiry. No mention is made by the Apostle of any oflicial mis-

sion on the subject of circumcision, and the discussion of that

question arises in a merely incidental manner from the presence

of Titus, an uncircumcised Gentile Christian. Ihere has been

much discussion as to whether Titus actually was circumcised or

not, and there can be little doubt that the omission of the nega-

tive ols.oiSc from Gal. ii. 5, has been in some cases influenceJ by

the desire to bring the Apostle's conduct upon this occablon into

harmony with the account, in Acts xvi. 3, of his circumcising

Timothy .2 We .shall not require to enter into any controversy

on the point, for the great majority of critics are agi-eed that the

1 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 150 ff.; Theol. Jahrb., 1849, p. 474 ff. ; Davidson, lut. N.

T., ii. p. 217 ff., 252 f. ; HUqenfdd, Zeitschr. wisa. Theol., 1858, p. 8 Iff., (iOO;

1860, p. 128 .T.; Galaterbr., p. 58 f., 151 f.; Der Kanon, p. 205 ff. ; Krenh'l, Pau-

lus. p. 70 ff. ; Lipsiua, in Schenkel's B. L. , i. p. 199 ff., 204 f. ; Overbed, Zu de

W. Apg., p. 216ff., 221, 229 f., 2.36 ff. : Pfltklerer, Der Paulinismus, p. oC-J;

Renan, Les ApOtres, p. xxxvi. ff. ; .St. Pan' p. 92, note 2 ; SchoUen, Het paul.

Ev., p. 450 ff.; Schroder, Der Ap. Paulus, :. p. 305 ; v. p. 545 f.; Schn-eijkr, Das

nachap. Z., i. , 117 ff.; ii. p. 87 ff. ; Staji. Originea, p. 191 ff.; Straatman, Pau-

lus, p. 192 ff.; Heller, Apg., p. 234 ff. Cf. Iloltzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., vm.

p. 340 f

.

.

2 Alford, Greek Test., iii. p. 14; Neandtr. Pfl^nzung, p. 165, anm. 1 ;
Thtirtch,

Die K. ini ap. Z., p. 137 ; Ud«ri, Br. an die Gal., p. 46.
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Apostle intended to say that Titus was not circumcised, although

the contrary is affirmed by a few writers.^ It is obvious from the

whole of the Apostle's narrative that great pressure was exerted

to induce Titus to submit, and that Paul, if he did not yield even

for an hour the re([uired subjection, had a long and severe strug-

gle to maintain his position. Even when relating the circum-

stances in his letter to the Galatians, the recolhction of his con-

test profoundly stirs the Apostle's indignation ; his utterance be-

comes vehement, but cannotkeep pace with hisimpetuous thoughts,

and the result is a narrative in In'oken and abrupt sentenceswhose
very incompleteness is eloquent, and betrays the irritation which
has not even yet entirely subsided. How does this accord with
the whole tone of the account in the Acts ? It is customary with

apologists to insert so much between the lines of tha<" 'narrative,

partly from imagination and partly from the statements of the

Epistle, that they almost convince themselves and others that

such additions are actually suggested by the Author of the Acts

himself. If we take the account of the Acts, however, without
such transmutations, it is certain that not only is there not the

slightest indication of any struggle regarding the circumcision of

Titus, " in which St. Paul maintained at one time almost single-

handed the cause of Gentile freedom,"^ but no suggestion that

there had ever been any hesitation on the part of the leading

Apostles and the mass of the Church regarding the point at issue.

The impression given by the Author of the Acts is undeniably
one of unbroken and undisturbed harmony : of a council in which
the elder Apostles were of one mind with Paul, and warmly
agi'eed with him that the Gentiles should be delivered from the

yoke of the Mosaic law and from the necessity of undergoing the

initiatory rite. What is there in such an account to justify in

any degree the irritation displayed by Paul at the mere recollec-

tion of this visit, or to merit the ironical terms with which he
speaks of the " pillar ' Apostles ? We may, however, now con-

sider the part which the Apostles nmst have taken in the dispute

regarding the circumcision of Titus, Is it possible to suppose
that if the circumcision of Paul's follower had only l)een demanded
by certain of the sect of the Pharisees who believed, unsupported
by the rest, there could ever have been any considerable struggle
on the point ? Is it possible, further, to suppose that if Paul had
received the cordial suppoit of James and the leading Apostles
in his refusal to concede tlie circumcision of Titus, such a contest

could have been more than momentary and trifling ? Is it pos-

1 Rdchr, Comm. crit. in N. T., 1859, ii. p. 14 ff. ; Renan, Les ApOtres, p. xxxv.
f.

; St. Paul, p. 87 ff. ; Ruckert, Br. an d. Gal., p. 73 flF,

•^ Liyht/oot, lb., p. 106.
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sible that the Apostle Paul could have spoken of " certain of the

sect of the Pharisees who believed " in such terms as : "to whom
we yielded by the submission (fX^ifiev rj/f vwoTayr}) no not for an

hour ?
"^ or that he could have used this expression if those

who pressed the demand upon him had not been in a posi-

tion of authority, which naturally suggested a subjection which

Paul upon this occasion persistently refused ? It is not possible.

Of course many writers who seek to reconcile the two narratives,

and some of whom substitute for the plain statements of the Acts

and of the Apostle, an account which is not consistent with either,

suppose that the demand for the circumcision of Titus proceeded

solely from the "false brethren,"^ although some of them suppose

that at least these false brethren may have thought they had

reason to hope for the support of the elder Apostles.^ It is almost

too clear for dispute, however, that the desire that Titus should

be circumcised was shared or pressed by the elder Apostles.* Ac-

cording to the showing of the Acts, nothing could be more natural

than the fact that James and the elders of Jerusalem who, so

long after (xxi. 20 ff.), advised Paul to prove his continued obseiT-

ance of the law and that he did not teach the Jews to abandon

circv mcision, should on this occasion have pressed him to circum-

cise Titus. The conduct of Peter at Antioch, and the constant op-

position which Paul met with from emissaries of James and of the

Apostles of the Circumcision upon the very point of Gentile cir-

cumcision, all support the inevitable conclusion, that the piessure

upon Paul in the matter of Titus was not only not resisted by the

Apostles, but proceeded in no small degree from them.
This is further shown by the remainder of Paul's account of

his visit and by the tone of his remarks regarding the principal

Apostles, as well as by the historical data which we possess of his

subsequent career. We need not repeat that the representation

in the Acts both of the Council and of the whole intercourse

1 Gal. ii. 5.

2 Bleei:, Einl., p. 372; Ewald, Sendschr. Ap. Paulus, 1857, p. 71 ; Lechler, Das

ap. u. nachap. Z., p. 403 ff. ; Meyer, Gal., p. 56, 69 ff. ; Neander, Pflauzung, p.

164, anm. 2 ; de Pressens^, Trois prem. Si^cles, i. p. 460 f. ; Rems, Tb6ol. Chr., i.

p. 315 f.; Rev. de Thdol., 1859, iii. p. 68 f.; Bifschl, Entst. altk. K., p. 128, anm.

1 ; fVeiaeler, Chron. ap. Z., p. 192 f. ; Br. an d. Gal., p. 106 ff. Cf. EllkoU, Gala-

tians, p. 25 f.; Alford, Gk. Test., iii. p. 13.

8 Wieseler (Chron. ap. Zeit,, p. 194) conjectures the meaning of Paul to be that,

but for the false brethren, he would actually have circumcised Titus, and thus

have been consistent with the principles which he maintained by the circumcision

of Timothy, xvi. 3.

4 Baur, K. G., i. p. 49 f. ; Paulus, i. p. 137 ff. ; Hilgen/eld, Qalaterbr., p. 56 U
Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1858, p. 78 ff., 317 ff.; Einl., p. 228 f., 420 f. ; Hoktm, Zum

Ev. Paulus, u. 8. w., p. 272 il. ; Liijhtfoot, Galatians, p. \Q5t ;
Liiniu»,vi

Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 196 f., 202; Pfleiderer, Der Pauljnismus, p. 279 f.; *oi'>

Origines, p. 72 f. Of. Jowett, Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 241, 331.
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between Paul and the Apostles is one of " unbroken unity." ^

The struggle about Titus and the quarrel with Peter at Antioch

are altogether omitted, and the Apostolic letter speaks merely of
" our beloved Barnabas and Paul, men that have given up their

lives for the name of our Lord Jesus Christ."^ The language of

Paul is not so pacific and complimentary. Immediately after his

statement that he had " yielded by the submission, no, not for an
hour," Paul continues :

" But from those who seemed to be some-
thing (aTTo 8c tC)v SokouWo)!/ thai ri)—whatsoever they were it maketh
no matter to me : God accepteth not man's person ;—for to me
those who seemed (oi SokoGi^cs) (to be something) communicated
nothing, but, on the contrary, &c.,&c., and when they knew the grace

that was given to me, James and Cephas and John, who seemed
to be pillars (oi SokoCvtcs o-tvAoi elvai), gave to me and Barnabas
right hands of fellowship that we (should go) unto the Gentiles,"

&c., &c.^ The tone and language of this passage are certainly depre-

ciatory of the elder Apostles,* and, indeed, it is difficult to under-
stand how any one could fail to perceive and admit the fact. It

is argued by some who recognise the irony of the term ol Bokovv-

T€? applied to the Apostles, that the di.sparagement which is so

transparent in the form oi SokoSvtcs flvai n, " those who seemed
to be something," is softened again in the new tui-n which is

given to it in ver. 9, ol Sokowtcs otCXoi eivat, " those who seemed
to be pillars," in which, it is said, " the Apostle expresses the

real greatness and high authority of the twelve in their separate

field of labour."* It seems to us that this interpretation cannot

be sustained. Paul is ringing the changes on oi Sokovvtc^, and
contrasting with the position they assumed and the estimation in

which they were held, his own experience of them, and their

hiability to add anything to him, "Those who seemed to be

something," he commences, but immediately interrupts himself,

after having thus indicated the persons whom he meant, with the

more direct protest of irritated independence :
—

" whatsoever they
were it maketh no matter to me : God accepteth not man's per-

son." These Sokowtss communicated nothing to him, but, on the

contrary, when they knew the grace given to him, " those who
seemed to be pillars " gave him hands of fellowship, but nothing

1 Jmcett, The Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 3.30.

2 Acts XV. 25 f. 3 Gal. ii. 6, 9.

* Blom, Theol. Tijdschrift, 1870, p. 406 ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 218, 220
;

Bamrath, in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 192 ; Uer Ap. Paulus, p. 257 ; //• Lang, Rel.
tharaktere, i .1862, p. 69 f. ; Lipsius, in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 197 ; Overheck, Zu
de W. Apg., p. 217 ; Renan, Les Apdtres, \ xxxvi ; Reuaa, Rev. de Th^ol., 1859,
iii. p. 90f. ; Schwegkr, Das nachap. Z., i. p". 120 f., 157 f. ; ii. p. 109 ; Stap, Origi-
nea, p. 94 ; Strauss, Das Leben Jesu, p. 76. Cf. Joivett, The Eps. of St. Paul, i.

p. 330 f. ; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 107, 335.
* Jowett, Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 331.
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more, and they went their different ways, he to the Gentiles and

they to the circumcision. If the expression : ol 8ok. ctt-vAoi thai le

true, as well as ironically used, it cannot be construed into a decla-

ration of respect, but forms part of a passage whose tone through-

out is proudly depreciatory. This is followed by such words as

" hypocrisy " (vTroKpio-is) and " condemned " (KaTeyvaxr/xevos) a})plied

to the conduct of Peter at Antioch, as well as the mention of the

emissaries of James as the cause of that dispute, which add mean-

ing to the irony. This is not, however, the only occasion on which

Paul betrays a certain bitterness against the elder Apostles. In

his second letter to the Corinthians, xi. 5, he says, " For I reckon

that I am not a whit behind the over much Apostles " (rm vmp-

kiav avotTToXwv), and again, xii. 11, " For in nothing was I behind

the over much Apostles " (twv virepXiav dTroordXwv) ; and the whole

of the vehement passage in which these references are set shows

the intenf-ity of the feeling which called them forth. To say that

the expression, in the Galatian Epistle and here are " deju'eciatory,

not indeed of the twelve themselves, but of the extravagant and

exclusive claims set up for them by the Judaizers,"i is an ex-

tremely arbitrary distinction. They are directly applied to the

Apostles, and oi 8okowt€s «Tvai n cannot be taken as irony against

those who over estimated them, but against the 8okowt€s them-

selves. Paul's blows generally go straight to their mark. Meyer

argues that the designation of the Apostles as ol Bokowtc; is

purely historical, and cannot be taken as ironical, inasmuch as it

would be inconsistent to suppose that Paul could adopt a depre-

ciatory tone when he is relating his recognition as a col-

league by the elder Apostles ;2 and others consider that ver.

8, 9, 10 contain evidence of mutual respect and recognition

between Paul and the twelve. Even if this were so, it could not

do away with the actual irony of the expressions ; but do t'^e

facts support such a statement ? We have seen that, in spite ,.

the picture of unbroken unity drawn by the ^Vuthor of the Acts,

and the liberal sentiments regarding the Gentiles which he puts

into the mouth of Peter and of James, Paul had a severe and

protracted struggle to undergo in order to avoid circunicisnig

Titus. We have already stated the grounds upon which it seems

certain that the pressure upon that occasion came as well from

the elder Apostles as the " false brethren," and critics who do

not go so far as to make this positive affirmation, at 'east recognise

the negative, and therefore to a large extent compliant, attitude

which the Apostles must have held. It is after narrating some

of the particulars of this struggle that Paul uses the terms of »ie-

1 Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 107.

2 Kr. Ex. H'buch ub. d. Br. au die Ga\, 63 f.
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preciation which we have been discussing ; and having added,
" for to me those who seemed (to be something) communicated
nothing," he says, " bat, on the contrary, when they saw that I

have been entrusted with the Gospel of the uncircumcision, oven

as Peter with that of the circumcision (for he that wrought for

Peter unto the Apostlesliip of the circumcision, wrought also for

me unto the Gentiles) ; and when they knew the grace that was
given unto me, James and Cephas and John, who seemed to bo
pillars, gave to me and Barnabas right hands of fellowship, that

we (should go) unto the Gentiles, and they unto the circumcision:

only that we should remember the poor ; which very thing I also

was forward to do." It will be observed that, after saying they
"communicated nothing " to him, the Apostle adds, in opposition,
" but, on the contrary " (uAAa ToivavTLov). In 'vhat does this oppo-
sition consist ? Apparently in this, that, instead of strengthening

the hands of Paul, they left him to labour alone. They said

:

" Take your own course
;
preach the Gospel of the uncircumcision

to Gentiles, and we will preach the Gospel of the circumcision to

Jews."^ In fact, when Paul returned to Jerusalem for the second

time after fourteen years, he found the elder Apostles not one
whit advanced towards his own universalism ; they retained their

former Jewish prejudices, and remained as before Apostles of the

circumcision.^ Notwithstanding the strong Pauline sentiments

put into his mouth by the Author of the Acts, and his claim to

have been so long before selected by God that by his mouth the

Gentiles should hear the word of the Gospel and believe, Paul
singles out Peter as specially entrusted with the Gospel of the-

circumcision ; and, in the end, after Paul has exerted all his in-

fluence, Peter and the rest remain unmoved, and allow Paul to

go to the Gentiles, while they confine their ministry as before to the

Jews. The success of Paul's work amongst the heathen was too

palpable a fact to be ignored, but there is no reason to believe

that the conversion of the Gentiles, upon his terms, was more
than tolerated at that time, or the Gentile Christians admitted
to more than such imperfect communion with the Jewish Chri -

tians as that of Proselytes of the Gate in relation to Judaism.
This is shown by the conduct of Peter at Antioch after the sup-
posed Council, and of the Jews with him, and even of Barnabas,
through fear of the emissaries of James, whose arrival certainly

could not have produced a separation between Jewish and Gen-
tile Christians had the latter been recognised as in full com-

1 Joioett, The Eps. of St. Paul, i. 240 f.

2 Baur, K. G., i. p. 51 f., Theol. Jahrb., 1849, p. 468 ff.; Paulus, i. p. 142 ff.;.

Blom, Theol. Tijdschr., 1870, p. 471 f. ; Hihjcnfekl, Einl., p. 230 f. ; Lipsiua, in
Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 198 f., 202 f.; Pjleidcrer, Paulinismus, p. 281 f., 284 f.
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munion. The " hands of fellowship" clearly was a mere passive

permission of Paul's mission to the Gentiles, but no positive and

hearty approval of it testified by active support.^ It must, we
think, be evident to any one who attentively considera the pas-

sage we are examining, that there is no question whatever in it

of a recognition of the Apostolate of Paul.^ The elder Apostles

consent to his mission to the Gentiles ; whilst they themselves go

to the circumcision ; but there is not a sj^llable which indicates

that Paul's claim to the title of Apostle was ever either acknow-

ledged or discussed. It is not probable that Paul would have

submitted such a point to their consideration. It is difficult to

see how the elder Apostles could well have done less than they

did, and the extent of their fellowship seems to have simply

amounted to toleration of what they could not prevent. The

pressure for the circumcision of the Gentile converts was an at-

tempt to coerce, and to suppress the peculiar principle of the

Gospel of uncircumcision ; and though that effort failed through

the determined resistance of Paul, it is clear, from the final resolve

to limit their preaching to the circumcision, that the elder Apos-

tles in no way abandoned their view of the necessity of the initi-

atory rite. "The episode at Antioch is a practical illustration of

this statement. Hilgenfeld ably remarks :
" When we consider

that Peter was afraid of the circumcised Christians, there can be

no doubt that James, at the head of the primitive community,

made the attempt to force heathen Christiana to adopt the sub-

stance of Jewish legitimacy, by breaking off ecdesiastical com-

munity with them." ^ The Gentile Christians were virtually

excommunicated on the arrival of the emissaries of James, or at

least treated as mere Proselytes of the Gate ; and the pressure

upon the Galatian converts of the necessity of circumcision by

similar Judaizing emissaries, which called forth ,the vehement

and invaluable Epistle before us, is quite in accordance with the

circumstances of this visit. The separation agreed upon between

Paul and the elder Apostles was not in any sense geographical,

1 Baur, K. G., i. p. 51 f. ; Theol. Jahrb., 1849, p. 468 ff. ; Paulus, i. p. 142 ff.;

Blom, Theol. Tijdachr.. 1870, p. 471 f. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 220 flf.

;

Hose, K. G. 9te Aufl., p. 33 f. ; Hausrath, inSchenkel's B. L., i. p. 191 f. ;
Hil-

genfeld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1858, p, 86 f. ; 1860, p. 119 ff. ; Einl., p. 230 f.;

Jowitt, Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 236, 240 ff. ; Lipaius, in Schenkel's B. L., i. p. 198,

202 f. ; Pjteiderer, Paulinisraus, p. 281 f., 284 f. ; Schwegler, Das na;hap Z., i. P-

121 f. ; Stap, Origines, p. 73 f. ; Htraatman, Paulus, p. 192 f, ;
Tjeenk- WtUmk,

Just. Mart., p. 32 f. ; Weher u. HoUzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 569 f. Cf. Alford,

Gk. Test., iii. p. 15.
,,

2 HoUten, Zum Ev. des Paulus, u. s. w., p. 273, anm.* j Lipsius, in Schenkels

B. L., i. p. 203.
3 Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1858, p. 90.
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but purely ethnological.^ It was no mere division of labour,- no-

suitable apportionment of work. The elder Apostles determined,

like their Master before them, to confine their ministry to Jews,
whil Paul, if he pleased, might goto the Gentiles ; and the mere
fact that Peter subsequently goes to Antioch, as well as many
other circumstances, shows that no mere separation of locali-

ties, but a selection of race was intended. If there had not bee"h

this absolute difference of purpose, any separation would havf^

been unnecessary, and all the Apostles would have preached one
Gospel indifferently to all who had ears to hear it ; such strange
inequality in the partition of the work could never have existed :

that Paul should go unaided to the gigantic task of converting the
heathen, while the Twelve doggedly reserved themselves for the
small but privileged people. All that we have said at the begin-

ning of this section of the nature of primitive Christianity, and
of the views prevalent amongst the disciples at the death of their

Master, is verified by this attitudf of the Three during the famous
visit of the Apostle of the Gentiles to Jerusalem, and Paul's ac-

count is precisely in accordance with all that historical probability

and reason, unwarped by the ideal representations of the Acts,

prepare us to expect. The more deeply we go into the statements
of Paul the more is this aj)parent, and the more palpable does the

iuauthenticity of the nairative of the Council appear.

The words of Paul in describing the final understanding are
very remarkable and require further consideration. The decision

that they should go to the circumcision and Paul to the Gentiles
is based upon the recognition of a different Gospel entrusted to

him, the Gospel of the circumcision is entrusted to Peter. It will

be remembered that Paul .states that, on going up to Jerusalem
upon this occasion, he communicated to them the Gospel which
he preached among the Gentiles, and it is probable that he made
the journey more especially for this purpose. It appears from the

account that this Gospel was not only new to them, but was dis-

tinctly different from that of the elder Apostles. If Paul preached
the same Go? pel as the rest, what necessity could there have been
for communicating it at all ? What doubt that by any means he
might be running, or had run; in vain ? He knew perfectly well
that he preached a different Gospel from the Apostles 'of the cir-

1 Baur, K. G., i. p. 51 f. ; Theol. Jahrh., 1849, p. 468 flf. ; Paulus, i. p 142 ff ;

Bhm, Theol. Tijdschr., 1870, p. 471 f. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 220 flF.
;

Hamrath, in Schenkel'a B. L., i. p. 191 f. ; Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. wise. Th.,
1858.p. 86 f. ; 1860, p. 119 ff

.
; Einl., p. 230 f. ; Joioett, Eps. of St. Paul, i. p.

24(J ff. ; Lipsim. in Schenkel'a B. L., i. p. 198 f., 202 f. ; Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg.,

P:
220 f.

; Pfleiderer, Paulinismus, p. 281 f., 284 f. ; Re.uss, Rev. de Theol., 1859
lii- p. 80 ; Schwegler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 130 f. ; Stap, Origines, p. 73 f.

^ " They would sanction but not share his mission to the Gentiles." Joufett,,

The Eps. of St. Paul, i. 236. ,
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898 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

cumcision, and his anxiety probably waH to secure an anucable

recognition of the Gentile converts whom he had taught to con-

Hider circumcision unnecessary and the obligation of tlie law

removed. Of coui"se there was much that was fundamentally the

same in the two Gospels, starting, as tliey both did, with the re-

cognition of Jesus as the Messiah ; V)ut their points of divergence

were very marked and striking, and more especially in directions

where the prejudices of the Apostles of the circumcision were the

strongest. Avoiding all debatable ground, it is clear that the

Gospel of the uncircumcision, which proclaimed the abrogation of

the law and the inutility of the initiatory rite, must have been

profoundly rejiugnant to Jews, who still preached the obligation

of circumcision and the observance of the law. " Christ redeemed

us from the curse of the law " ^ said the Gospel of the uncircum-

cision. " Behold, I, Paul, say unto you, that if ye be circumcised,

Christ will profit you no'thing. . . . For in Christ Jesus neither

circumcision availeth anything nor uncircumcision, but faith

working through love."^ " For neither circuincision Ik anythin<',

nor uncircumcision, but a new ci-eature."^ The teaching whi('n

was specially designated the Gospel of the circumcision, in contra-

distinction to this Gospel of the uncircumcision, held very different

language. There is no gainsaying the main fact.—and that fact,

certified by Paul himself and substantiated by a host of collateral

circumstances, is more conclusive than all conciliatoiy apoh; etic

reasoning—that, at the date of this visit to Jerusalem (c. A.D. 5ii-

52), the Three, after hearing all that Paul had to say, allowed him

to go alone to the Gentiles, but themselves would have no part

in the mission, and turned as before to the circumcision.

There is another point to which we must verj^ briefly refer.

The statements of Paul show that, antecedent to this visit to

Jerusalem, Paul had been the active Apostle of the Gentiles,

preaching his Gospel of the uncircumcision, and that subsequently

he returned to the same field of labour. If we examine the nar-

rative of the Acts, we do not find him represented in any special

manner as the Apostle of the Gentiles, but, on the contrary, whilst

Peter claims the honour of having been selected that by his voice

the Gentiles should hear the word of the Gospel and believe, Paul

is everywhere described as going to the Jews, and only when his

teaching is rejected by them does he turn to the Gentiles. It is

true that Ananias is represented as being told by the Lord that

Paul is a chosen vessel " to bear my name both before Gentiles

and kings, and the sons of Israel.""' And Paul subseciuently re-

counts how the Lord had said to himself, " Go, for I will send thee

1 Gal. iii. 13.

8 Gal. vi. 15.

2 Gal. V. 2, 6.

4 ix. 15 f.
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farhonce untoGentile.s."* The Author of tho Acts, however, everv-

whore convoys the impression that Paul very rehictantly fulhls

this mission, and tliat if ho had but been successful amongst the

Jews he never would have ^'(mo to the Gentiles at all. Imme-
diately after his conversion, he; preaches in tho synagogues at

Damascus and confounds the Jews,^ as he again does during his

visit *' Jerusalem.'* When the Holy Spirit desires the Church at

Antioch to separate Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto
he has called them, they continue to announce the word of God
' in the synagogues of the Jews,"* and in narrating the conver-

sion of the Roman proconsul at Paphos, it is said that it is Sergius

Ptiulus himself who calls for Barnabas and Haul, and seeks to liear

the word of God.** When they came to Antioch in Pisidia, they
go into the synagogue of the Jews" as usual, and it is only after

the Jews reject them that Paul and Barnabas are descriV)ed as

saying :
" It was necessary that the word of God shouM Hrst be

spoken to you : seeing that ye thrust it from you, and judge your-
selves unworthy of everlasting life, lo, we turn to the Gentiles." ^

In Iconium, to which they next proceed, however, they go into

the synagogue of the Jews,*^ and later, it is stated that Paul, on
arriving at Thessalonica, " as his custom was," went into the

synagogue of the Jews, and for three Sabbaths discoursed to

them.'* At Corinth it was only when tho Jews opposed him and
blasphemed, that Paul is represented as saying :

" Your blood be

upon your own head ; I will henceforth, with a pure conscience,

go unto the Gentiles." It is impossible to distinguish from
this narrative any difference between the ministry of Paul
and that of the other Apostles. They all address them-
selves mainly and primarily to the Jews, although if Gen-
tiles desire to eat of ." the crumbs which fall from the chil-

dren's bread " they are not rejected. Even the Pharisees

stirred heaven and earth to make proselytes. In no sense can
the Paul of the Acts be considered specially an Apostle of the

Gentiles, and the statement of the Epistle to the Galatians^*^ has
no significance, if interpreted by tho historical work. Apologists
usually reply to this objection, that the practice of Paul in the
Acts is in accordance with his own words in the Epistle to the
Romans, i. 16, in which, it is asserted, he recognizes the right of
the Jews to precedence. In the authorised version this passage
is rendered as follows :

—
" For I am not ashamed of the Gospel of

Christ : for it is the power of God unto salvation to every one that

J
xxii. 21 ; cf. xxvi. 17 If. '^ ix. M, 22.

^ ix. 28 f. 4 xiii. 5. 6 xiii. 7.

* xiii. 14 flF., 42 ff. 7 xiii. 46. 8 xiv. 1 f.

8 xvii. 1 ff. ; cf. 10 ff., 17 ff. ; xviii. 4 ff , 19, 28 ; xix. 8.

1" Gal. ii. 9.

i.

1 .1
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believeth ; to the Jew first and also to the Greek." ^ (Swa/ii? yap

®fov iarlv tts (rwrr/piai' TravTt tw Trurrcvovi i, 'lovSaiw rt irptLrov kol "EXX-qvi).

As a matter of fact we may here at onee state that the word
TrpwTov " firsc," is not found in Codices B and G, and that it is

omitted frora the Latin rendering of the verse quoted by Tertul-

lian.2 That the word upon which the controversy turns should

not be found in so important u. MS. as the Vatican Codex is very

signiiicant, but proceeding at « nee to the sense of the sentence,

we must briefly state the reasons which seem to us conclusively

to show that the usual rendering is erroneous. The passage is an

emphatic statement of the principles of Paul. He declares that

he is not ashamed f the Gospel, and he immcdiatelj' states the

reason :
" for it is a pov/er of God unto salvation to every one that

believeth."^ He is not ashamed of the Gospel because he recog-

nizes its universality; foi', in opposition to the exclusiveness of

Judaism, he maintains that all are " sons of God through faith in

Christ Jesus. . . There hi neither Jew nor Greek . . . for ye are

all one man in Jesus Christ. And if ye he Christ's then are y?
Abraham's seed, heirs according to promise."* " For in Christ

Jesus r..itb2\' circumcision availeth anything nor uncircumcision,

but faith working through love."' Tlie reason which he gives is

tiiat which lies at the basis of the whole of his special teaching

;

Lut we pre asked to believe that, after so clear and comprehensive

a declaration, he at once adds the extraordinary qualification :

'lovSaio) re TTpwTov Kol "EWrjvi, rendered " to the Jew first and also to

the Greek.'' What is the meaning of such a limitation ? If the

Gospel be a power of God unto salvation " to ever}'^ one that he-

iieveth " (iravrl T(f TTia-TevovTi), in what manner can it possibly be so

" to the Jew f rst "
? Can it be maintained that there are com-

parative degrees in salvation ? " Salvation " is obviously an ah-

somte term. If saved at all, the Jew cannot be more saved than

the Greek. If, on the other hand, the expression be interpreted

as an assertion that the Jew has a right of precedence either in

the offer or the attainment of salvation before the Greek, the

manner of its realization is almost equally inconceivable, and a

host of difficulties, especially in view of the specific Pauline

teaching, immediately present themselves. There can be no

doubt that the judaistic view distinctly was tiiat Israel

must first be saved, before the heathen could obtain any

part in the Messianic kingdom, and we have shown that

-his idea dominated primitive Christianity ; but inseparable from

this was the belief i/hat the only way to a participation in its

benefits lay through Judaism. The heathen could only obtain

1 Cf. Rom. ii. 9, 10.

* Gal. iii. 26 f.

2 Adv. Marc. v. 13. 8 Rom. i. 16.

6 Gal. V. 6.
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admissioii into the family of Israel, and become partakers in the

covenant, by submitting to the initiatory rite. It was palpably

under the influence of this view, and with a conviction that the

Messianic kingdom was primaxily destined for the children of

Israel, that the elder Apostles, even after the date of Paul's sec-

ond visit to Jerusalem, continued to confine their ministry " to

the circumcision." Paul's view was very different. He recognised

and maintained the universality of the Gospel and, in resolving

to go to the heathen, he practically repudiated the very theory

of Jewish preference which he is here supposed to advance. If

the Gospel, instead of being a power of God to salvation to every
man who believed, was for the Jew first, the Apostolate of the

Gentiles was a mere delusion and a snare. What could be the

advantage of so urgently offering salvation to the Greek, if the

gift, instead of being " for every one that believeth," was a mere
piuspective benefit, inoperative until the Jew had first been saved ?

" Salvation to the Jew first and also to the Greek," if it have
any significance whatever of the kind argued,—involving either

a prior claim to the oflfer of salvation, or precedence in its distri-

bution,—so completely destroys all the present interest in it of

the Gentile, that the Gospel must to him have lost all power. To
sujipose that sud\ an expression simply means, that the Gospel
must first be preaahed to the Jews in any town to which the

Apostle might come before it could legitimately be proclaimed to

the Gentiles of that town, is childish. We have no reason to

suppose that Paul held the deputy Sergius Paulus, who desired

to hear the word of God and believed, in suspense until the Jews
of Paphos had rejected it. The peases of the Ethiopian eunuch
and Cornelius throw no light upon any claim of the Jew to

priority in salvation. Indeed, not to waste time in showing the
utter incongruity of the ordinary .int«^rpretation, we venture to

affirm that there is not a single explanation, which maintains a
priority assigned to the Jew in any way justifying the reference

to this text, which is capable of supporting the slightest investi-

gation. If we linguistically examine the expression 'lovSaiw re

irpwov Koi "EXkrjvt, we must maintam that the usual rendering is

inaccurate, and disi-egards the fact that Trptorov with re and Kai is

applied equally both to " Jew " and " Greek " and cannot rightly
be appropriated to the Jew only, as implying a preference over
the Greek.^ The sense can only be intelligibly given by disre-

garding irpCyrov and simply translating the words :
" both to the

^ Baur, Theol. Jahrb., 1857, p. 93 ff.; Beelen, Coram, in Ep. S. Pauli ad Rom.,
1854, p, 22 f., cf. 59 f.; Schroder, Der Ap. Paulus, iv. p. 373; Stap, Origines, p.
I'lZff.; Volkmar, Tomerbr., 1875, p. 4, p. 74 f.
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Jew and the Greek." ^ This was the rendering of the ancient

Latin version quoted by Tertullian in his work against Marcion

:

" Itaque et hie, cum dicit : Non enim me pudet evangehi, virtus

enim dei est in salutera omni credenti, JudtJeo et Grseco, quia jus-

titia dei in eo revelatur ex fide in fidem." ^ We are not left with-

out further examples of the very same expression, and an exam-
ination of the context will amply demonstrate that Paul used it

in no other sense. In the very next chapter the Apostle twice

uses the same words. After condemning the hasty and unright-

eous judgment of man, he says, " For we know that the judg-

ment of God is according to truth . . . who will render to

every one according to his works; to them who by patience in

well-doing seek for glory and honour and incorrupt!on, eternal

life : but unto them that act out of factious spirit and do not

obey the truth but obey unrighteousness, anger, and wrath : af-

fliction and distress upon every soul of man that worketh evil,

both of the Jew and of the Greek ('lovSalov n irpSjrov kol 'EAAt^vos,

A. V. " of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile ") ; but glory and

honour and peace to every one that worketh good, both to the

Jew and to the Greek ('lovSatw tc vpwrov koI "EWrjvi, A. V. " to the

Jt;w first, and also to the Gentile "). For there is no respect of

persons with God."^ How is it possible that, if the Apostle had

intended to assert a priority of any kind accorded to the

Jew before the Gentile, he could at the same time have added

:

" For there is no respect of persons with God " ? If salvation he

" to the Jew first," there is very distinctly respect of pei^sons

with God. The very opposite, however, is repeatedly and em-

phatically asserted by Paul in this very epistle. " For there is

no difference between Jew and Greek" (oi ydp ianv SwurroXi]

'lov8aiov re koi "EXAtji/os), he says, " for the same Lord of all is rich

unto all them that call upon- him. For whosoever shall call upon

the name of the Lord shall be saved."* Nothing could be more

clear and explicit. The precedence of the Jew is directly ex-

cluded. At the end of the second chapter, moreover, he explains

his idea of a Jew : " For he is not a Jew who is one outwardly

;

neither is that circumcision which is outwardly in flesh, but he is

a Jew who is one inwardly, and circumcision is of the heart, in

spirit not letter."*^ If anything further were required to prove

that the Apostle does not by the expression : 'lovSaiw re Trfmov

1 Beelen rightly interprets tthis passage in his Commentary on the Roraans

;

'
' Sensus ergo est : Evangelii doctrinam non erubcwo ; cat Jiaec enim (yap) Dei mM-

fica qucedum vis cuicumque qui credit (navri r<p ni6TEvovTi. Dativus commodi),

sive JndcEua ait sive Oentilis," Comment, in Epist. S. Pauli ad Komanos, 1854, !'

23. Lachviann puts the word npoorov between brackets.
2 Adv. Marc, v. 13. » Bom. ii. 2, 6—11.
4 Rom. X. 12, 13, 6 Rom, ii. 28.
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Ktti "EAAi/vi, intend to indicate any priority accorded to the Jew, it

is supplied by the commencement of the third chapter. " What
then is the advantage of the Jew ? or what the profit of circum-

cision ?
" It is obvious that if the Apostle had just said that the

Gospel was the power of God unto salvation, " to the Jew first

and also to the Greek," be had stated a very marked advantage

to the Jew, and that such an inquiry as the above would have
been wholly unnecessary. The answer which he gives to his own
question, however, completes our certainty. " Much every way,"

he replies ; but in explaining what the " much " advantage was,

we hear no more of "to the Jew first
:

" " Much every way : for

first indeed they were entrusted with the oracles of God."^ And,
after a few words, he proceeds :

'" What then ? are we better ?

Not at all ; for we before brought the charge that both Jews and
Greeks ('lovSaious re Koi "EWr)va<i) are all under sin."^ There can

be no doubt in the mind of any one who understands what Paul's

teaching was, and what he means by claiming the special title of
" Apostle to the Gentiles," that in going " to the Heathen " after

his visit to Jerusalem, as before it, there was no purpose in his

mind to preach to the Jews first and only on being rejected by
them to turn to the Gentiles, as the Acts would have us suppose;

but that the principle which regulated his proclamation of the

Gospel was that which we have already quoted :
" For there is no

difference between Jew and Greek ; for the same Lord of all is

rich unto all them that call upon him. For whosoever shall call

upon the name of the Lord shall be saved."*

Still more incongruous is the statement of the Acts that Paul
took Timothy and circumcised him because of the Jews. Accord-
ing to this narrative, shortly after the supposed Council of Jeru-

salem, at which it was decided that circumcision of Gentile con-

verts was unnecessary ; immediately after Paul had in si)ite of

great pressure refused to allow Titus to be circumcised ; and after

it had been agreed between the Apostle of the Gentiles and James
and Cephas and John that while they should go to the circum-

cision, ihe, on the contrary, should go to the heathen, Paul actu-

ally took and circumcised Timothy. Apologists, whilst generally

admitting the apparent contradiction, do not consider that this act

involves any real inconsistency, and find reasons which, they
affirm, sufficiently justify it. Some of these we shall presently

examine, but we may at once say that no apologetic arguments
seem to us capable of resisting the conclusion arrived at by many
independent critics, that the statement of the Acts with regard to

Timothy is opposed to all that we know of Paul's views, and that

1 Rom. ni. I. 2 Rom. iii . 9. S Rom, X. 12, 13.
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for unassailable reasons it must be pronounced unhistorical/ The
Author of the Acts says :

" And he (Paul) came to Derbe and
Lystra, And behold a certain disciple was there, named Timothy,
son of a believing Jewish woman, but of a Greek father; who was
well reported of by the brethren in Lysti'a and Iconium. Him
would Paul have to go forth with hi.Ti ; and took and circumcised

him because of the Jews which were in those places {koI Xa/im

rrfpuTffJiev avrov 8ta tows 'louSai'ous rov? oi^as cv rots rdirois c/cciVois) • for

they all knew that his father was a Greek (jjiSeurav yap aTravrfi on
*EXXr}v 6 rrarrfp axrrov v/rripx^')."^ The principal arguments of those

who maintain the truth and consistency of this narrative brietly

are : Paul resisted the circumcision of Titus because he was a

Greek, and because the subject then actually under consideration

was the immunity from the Jewish rite of Gentile Christians,

which would have been prejudiced had he yielded the point. On
the other hand, Timothy was the son of a Jewish mother, and

whilst there was no principle here in question, Paul circumcised

the companion whom he had chosen to accompany him in his mis-

sionary journey, both as a recognition of his Jewish origin, and to

avoid offence to the Jews whom they should encounter in the

course of their ministry, as well as to secure for him access to the

synagogues which they must visit : Paul in this instance, accord-

ing t(i all apologists putting in ])ractice his own declaration (iCor.

ix. 1.9-20) :
" For being free from all men, I made myself servant

unto all that J might gain the more ; and unto the Jews I became

as a Jew, that I might gain Jews."

It must ba borne in mind that the Author who chronicles the

supposed circumcision of Timothy makes no allusion to the re-

fusal of Paul to permit Titus to be circum *sed ; an omission which

is not only singular in itself, but significant when wa find him,

immediately after, nairating so singular a concession of which the

Apostle makes no mention. Of course it is clear that Panl could

not have consented to the circumcision of Titus, and wt have

only to consider in what manner the case of Timothy differed so

as to support the views of those who hold that Paul, who would

not yield to the pressure brought to bear upon him in the cf.se of

Titus, nnght, (juite consistently, so short a time after circamcise

Timothy with his own hand. It is true that the necessity of

circumcision for Gentile Christians came prominently info (jues-

tion, during Paul' visit to Jerusalem, from the presence of

his uncircumcised follower Titus, and no doubt the abrogation of

1 Baiir, FauluB, i. p. 1-47 f., anm. 1 ; Davidmn, Int. N.T., ii p. 220 ;
Hilne.nfdd,

Einl, p. 600; Overbeck, :^u de W. Apg., p. 248 ff.; Schrad^ Der Ap. ?., v.p.

548 ; Sdiwegkr, Dae nacaap. Z., ii. p. 82 f. ; .SV.mi. Oricxnea, p. 131) f., l-Wfl-;

6ira^tman, Paulus, p. 217 :.; Zeller, Apg , p. 2»«. foittEife, p. »9.
8 AetE xvi. 1— 3.
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the rite must have formed a striking part of the exposition of

his Gospel, which Panl tells us he made upon this occasion ; but

it is equally certain that the necessity of circumcision long con-

tinued to be pressed by the judaistic party in the Church. It

cannot fairly be argued that, at any time, Paul could afford to

relax his determined and consistent attitude as the advocate for

the universality of Christianity and the abrogation of a rite,

insistance upon which, he had been the first to recognise, would
have been fatal to the spread of Christianity. To maintain that

he could safely make such a concession of his principles and him-
self circumcise Timothy, simply because at that precise moment
there was no active debate upon the point, is inadmissible ; for

his Epistles abundantly prove that the topic, if it ever momen-
tarily subsided into stubborn silence, was continually being

revived with renewed bitterness. Pauline views could never have
prevailed if he had been willing to sacrifice them for the sake of

conciliation, whenever they were not actively attacked.

The difterence of the occasion cannot be admitted as a valid

reason ; let us, therefore, see whether any difference in the per-

sons and circumstances removes the contradiction. It is argued
that such a difference exists in the fact that, whilst Titus was
altogether a Gentile, Timothy, on the side of his mother at least,

was a Jew ; and Thiersch, following a passage quoted by Wet-
stein, states that, according to Talmudic prescriptions, the vali-

dity of mixed marriages between a Jewess and a Gentile was
only recognized upon the condition that the children should be

brought up in the religion of the mother. In this case, he argues
that Paul merely carried out the requirement of the Jewish law
by circumcising Timothy, which others had omitted to do, and
thus secured his admission to the Jewish synagogues to which
much of his ministry was directed, but from which he would
have been excluded had the rite not been performed.^ Even
Meyer, however, in reference to this point, replies that Paul
could scarcely be inffuenced by the Talmudic canon, because
Timothy was already a Christian and beyond J udaism.^ Besides,

in {)oint of fact, by such a marriage the Jewess had forfeited

Jewish privileges. Timothy, in the eyes of the Mosaic law, was
not a Jew, and held, in reality, no better position than the Greek
Titus. He had evidently been brought up as a heathen, and the
only question which could arise in regard to him was whether he
must first become a Jew before he could be fully recognised as a

1 Die Kirche iin ap. Z., p. 1.38. Ewald similarly argues that Paul circumcised
Timothy to remove the stigma attaching to him as the child of such a mixed mar-
riage. Gesch. V. Isr., vi. 445; Jahrb. Bibl. Wiss., 1857—58, ix. p. C4.

2 A ostelg., p. 354.

y
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Christian. The supposition that the circumcision of Timothy,
the son of a Greek, after he had actually become a Christian,

without having passed through Judaism, could secure for him free

access to the synagogues of tne Jews, may show how exceedingly

slight at that time was the difference between the Jew and the

Christian, but it also suggests the serious doubt whether the object

of the concession, in the mind of the Author of the Acts, was not

rather to conciliate the Judaic Christians, than to represent

the act as one of policy towards the unbelieving Jews. The
statement of the Acts is that Paul circur^^'i'^ed Timothy " because

of the Jews which were in those places ; for they knew all that

his father was a Greek." If the reason which we are discussing

were correct, the expression would more probably have been

:

" for they knew that his mother was a Jewess." The Greek

father might, and probably did, object to the circumcision of his

son, but that was no special reason why Paul should circumcise

him. On the other hand, the fact that the Jews knew that his

father was a Greek made the action attributed to Paul a conces-

sion which the Author of the Acts thus represented in its most

conciliatory light. The circumcision of Timothy was clearly de-

clared unnecessary by the apostolic decree, for the attempt to

show that he was legitimately regarded as a Jew utterly fails.

It is obvious that, according to Pauline doctrine, there could be

no obligation for any one who adopted Christianity to undergo

this initiatory rite. It is impossible reasonably to maintain that

any case has been made out to explain why Timothy, who had

grown into manhood without being circumcised, and had become

a Christian whilst uncircumcised, should at that late period be

circumcised. Beyond the reference to a Talmudic prescription,

in fact, with which there is not the slightest evidence that Paul

was acquainted, and which, even if he did know of it, could not

possibly have been recognised by him as authoritative, there has

not been a serious attempt made to show that the case of Tim-

othy presents exceptional features which reconcile the contradic-

tion otherwise admitted as apparent.

The whole apologetic argument in fact sinks into one of meie

expediency : Timothy, the son of a Jewess and of a Greek, and

thus having a certain affinity both to Jews and Gentiles, would

become a much more efficient assistant to Paul if he were cir-

cumcised and thus had access to the Jewish synagogues ; thcio-

fore Paul, who himself became as a Jew that he might win the

Jews, demanded the same sacrifice fiom his follower. But can

this argument bear any scrutiny by the light of Paul's own writ-

ings ? It cannot. Paul openly claims to be the Apostle of the

Gentiles, and just before the period at which he is supposed to
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circumcise Timothy, he parts from the elder Apostles with the

understanding that he is to go to the Gentiles who are freed from
circumcision. It is a singular commencement of his mission, to

circumcise the son of a Greek father after he had become a Chris-

tian. Such supposed considerations about access to synagogues
and conciliation of the Jews would seem more suitable to a mis-

sionary to the circumcision, than to the Apostle of the Gentiles.

It must be apparent to all that in going more specially to the

Gentiles, as he avowedly was, the alleged expediency of circum-
cising Timothy falls to the ground, and on the contrary that such

an act would have compromised his whole Gospel. Paul's char-

acteristic teaching was the inutility of circumcision, and upon
this point he sustained the incessant attacks of the emissaries of

James and the Judaistic party without yielding or compromise.
Wliat could have been more ill-advised under such circumstances

than the circumcision with his own hands of a convert who, if

the son of a Jewess, was likewise the son of a Greek, and had re-

mained uncircumcised until he had actually embraced that faith

which Paul taught superseded circumcision ? The Apostle who
declared :

" Behold, I Paul say unto you, that if ye be circum-

cised, Christ will profit you nothing,"^ could not have circumcised

the Christian Timothy ; and if any utterance of Paul more dis-

tinctly and explicitly applicable to the present case be required,

it is aptly supplied by the following :
" Was any man called being

circumcised ? let him not become uncircumcised. Hath any man
been called in uncircumcision ? let him not be circumcised

Let each abide in the same calling wherein he was called."^ -A-po-

logists quote very glibly the saying of Paul :
" Unto the Jews I

became as a Jew, that I might gain Jews," as sufficiently justify-

ing the act which we are considering ; but it is neither applicable

to the case, nor is the passage susceptible of such interpretation.

The special object of Paul at that time, according to his own
showing,^ was not to gain Jews but to gain Gentiles ; and the

circumcision of Timothy would certainly not have tended to gain

Gentiles. If we quote the whole passage from which the above
is extracted, the sense at once becomes clear and different from
that assigned to it :

" For being free from all men, I made myself

servant unto all, that I might gain the more ; and unto the Jews
I became as a Jew that I might gain Jews ; to them under law,

as under law, not being myself under law, that I might gain them
under law ; to them without law, as without law,—not being

without law to God, but under law to Christ,—that I might gain

them without law. ; to the weak I became weak that I might
gain the weak ; I am become all things to all men, that I may by

1 Gal. V. 2. 2 1 Cor. vii. 18, 20. « Gal. ii. 9.

\
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all means save some. And all things I do for the Gospel's sake,

that T may become a partaker thereof with them." ^ It is clear

that a man who could become " all things to all men," in the sense

of yielding any point of principle, must be considered without
principle at all, and no one could maintain that Paul was apt to

concede principles. Judged by his own statements, indeed, his

character was the very reverse of this. There is no shade of con-

ciliation when he declares :
" But though we, or an angel from

heaven, should preach any Gospel unto you other than that we
preached unto you, let him be accursed. . . . For am I now
making men my friends, or God ? or am I seeking to please men?
if I were still pleasing men, I should not be a servant of Christ." ^

The Gospel of which he speaks, and which he protests " is not

after men," but received " through a revelation of Jesus Christ," ^

is that Gospel which Paul preached among the Gentiles, and

which proclaimed the abrogation of the law and of circum-

cision. Paul might in one sense say that" circumcision is notliing

and uncircumcision is nothing, but keeping the commandments
of God ;

"* but such a statement, simply intended to express that

there was neither merit in the one nor in the other, clearly does

not apply to the case before us, and no way lessens the force of

the words we have quoted above :
" If ye be circumcised, Christ

will profit you nothing." In Paul such a concession would have

been in the highest degree a sacrifice of principle, and one which

be not only refused to make in the case of Titus, "that the truth

of the Gospel might abide," but equally maintained in the face of

the miliar Apostles, when he left them and returned to the Gentiles

whilst they went back to the circumcision, Paul's idea of being " all

things to all men" is illustrated by his rebuke to Peter,—once more

to refertothe scene at Antioch. Peter apparently practised a little of

that conciliation, which apologists, defending the unknown Author

of the Acts at the expense of Paul, consider to be the sense of the

Apostle's words. Paul repudiated such an inference, by with-

standing Peter to the face as condemned, and guilty of hypocrisy.

Paul became all things to all men by considering their feelings,

and exhibiting charity and forbearance, in matters indifferent.

He was careful not to make his liberty a stumbling block to the

weak. " If food maketh my brother to offend, I will eat no Hesh

for ever lest I make my brother to offend." ^ Self-abnegation in

the use of enlightened liberty, however, is a very different thing

from the concession of a rite, which it was the purpose of his

whole Gospel to discredit, ard the labour of his life to resist.

Once more we repeat that the narrative of the Acts regarding the

1 1 Cor. ix. 19—23.
4 I Cor. vii. 19.

2 Gal. i. 8, 10. 3 Gal. i. 11, 1'2-

6 1 Cor. viii. 13.

t;i.
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circumcision of Timothy is contradictoiy to the character and
teaching of Paul as ascertained from his Epistles, and like so

many other portions of that work which we have already ex-

amined, must, as it stands, be rejected as unhistorical.

We have already tested the narrative of the Author of the

Acts by the statements of Paul in the first two chapters of the

Galatians at such length that, although the subject is far from
exhausted, we must not proceed further. We think that there

can be no doubt that the rdle assigned to the Apostle Paul in

Acts XV. is unhistorical.^ and it is unnecessary for us to point out

the reasons which led the writer to present him in such a subdued,
light. We must, however, before finally leaving the subject, very
briefly point out a few circumstances which throw a singular light

upon the relations which actually existed between Paul and the

elder Apostles, and tend to show their real, if covert, antagonism
to the Gospel of the uncircumcision. We may at the outset re-

mark, in reference to an objection frequently made, that Paul
does not distinctly refer to the Apostles as opposing his teaching

and does not personally attack them, that such a course would
have been suicidal in the Apostle of the Gentiles, whilst on the

other hand it could not but have hindered the acceptance of his

Gospe), for which he was ever ready to endure so much. The
man who wrote: " If it be possible, as much as dependeth on you,
be at peace with all men,"- could well be silent in such a cause.

Paul, in venturing to preach the Gospel of the uncircumcision,

laboured under the singular disadvantage of not having, like

the Twelve, been an immediate disciple of the Master. He had
been "as the one born out of due time,"^ and although he claimed
that his Gospel had not been taught to him by man but had been
received by direct revelation from Jesus, there can be no doubt that
his apostolic position was constantly assailed. The countenance of

the elder Apostles, even if merely tacit, was of great importance
to the success of his work ; and he felt this so much that, as he
himself states, he went up to Jerusalem to communicate to them
the Gospel which he preached among the Gentiles : "lest by any
means I might be running or did run in vain."* Any open breach
between them would have frustrated his labours. Had Paul been
in recognised enmity with the Twelve who had been selected as

1 Baur, K. G., i.p. 126 ff. ; Paulus, i. p. 138 ff. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p.
217 ff. ; 251 f., Hilijeufeld, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1858, p. 77 ff. ; 1860, p. 121 ff. ;

Galaterbr., p. 151 f. ; Einl., p. 231 f. ; Lipnius, in Sehenkel's B. L., i. p. 196 ff. ;.

Overbeck, Zu de W. Apg., p. 217 ff. ; Rman, Les ApAtres, p. xxxvi. ; St. Paul, p.

81, note 2 ; Scholten, Het paulin. Ev., p. 448 ff. ; fichrader, Der Ap. P., v. p. 544
ff.

; Schweijler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 117 ff., ii. p. 86 ff. ; Stap, Origines, p. 69,
n. 2, p. 182 ff. ; Straatman, Paulus, p. 187 ff. ; Tjoenk-Willink, Just. Mart., p.
31 f., n. 3 ; Volkmar, Die Rel. Jesu, p. 345 ff. ; Zeller, Apg., p. 224 ff.

2 Rom, xiii. 18. 3 j Cor. xv. 8. * Gal. ii. 2.
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his special disciples by the Master, and been repudiated and de-
nounced by tlieni, it is obvioiis that his position would have been
a precarious one. He had no desire for schism. His Gospel, be-

sides, was merely a development of that of the elder Apostles;
and, however much they migl t resent his doctrine of the abrof^'a-

tion of the law and of the inutility of circumcision, they could
still regard his Gentile converts as at least in some sort Proselvtes
of the Gate. With every inducement to preserve peace if by any
means possible, and to suppress every expression of disagreement
with the Twelve, it is not surprising that we find so little direct

reference to the elder Apostles in his epistles. During his visit

to Jerusalem he did not succeed in converting them to his views.

They still limited their ministry to the circumcision, and he had
to be content with a tacit consent to his work amongst the

heathen. But although we have no open utterance of his irrita-

tion, the suppressed impatience of his spirit, even at the recollec-

tion of the incidents of his visit ' 'trays itself in abrupt sentences,

unfinished expressions, and gr. ar which breaks down in the

struggle of repres.sed emotion, w e have already said enough re-

garding his ironical references to those " who seemed to be some-

thing," to the " overmuch Apostles," and we need not again point

to the altercation between Paul and Cephas at Antioch, and the

strong language used by the former. Nothing is more certain

than the fact that, during his whole career, the Apostle Paul had

to contend with systematic opposition from the Judaic Christian

party ;^ and the only point regarding which there is any difference

or opinion is the share in this taken by the Twelve. As we cannot

reasonably expect to find any plain statement of this in the writ-

ing? I f t-x<^ Apostle, we are forced to take advantage of such in-

dications as can be discovered. Upon one point we are not

left in doubt. The withdrawal of Peter and the others at Antioch

from conununion with the Gentile Christians, and consequently

from the side of Paul, was owing to the arrival of certain men
from James, for the Apostle expressly states so. No surprise is

expressed, however, at the effect produced by these tlvk (Itto

^laKoi^ov, and the clear inference is that they represented the

views of a naturally antagonistic party, an inference which is in

.accordance with all that we elsewhere read of James. It is diffi-

1 Alford, Gk. Test., ii. p. 1(51 ; Baiir, K. G., i. p. 53 f. ; Theol. Jahrb., 1850,

p. 165 ff.; HoUzmann, in Bunsen's Bibelw., viii. p. .369 f.; JowHt, Eps. of St,

Paul, i. p. 332 ff.; Kurtz, Lehrb. K. G., i. p. 45 f
.

; Lamj, Rel. f'liaraktere, p. 69

flf.; Lechler, Das ap. u. nachap. Z., p. 379 ff.; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 209 f.; M'd-

man. Hist, of Chr., i. p. 414 ff. ; Meander, PHanzun«, p. 273 ff.; Nicolax, Etudes,

N. T., p. 256 ff.; Renan, St. Paul, p. 299; R6vilk, Essaia, p. 29 ff.; Schwenler,

Das nachap. Z., i. p. 156 ff., ii. p. 107 ff. ; Stap, Origines, p. 84 ff., 113 f.; Zelkr,

VortrJige, p. 211 f.
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PAUL'S RELATION TO THE TWELVE. CORINTHIAN PARTIES. 911

cult to separate the rives airo 'laxw/Sov from the nves of the preced-

ing chiipter (i. 7) who " trouble " the Galatian.s, and " de.sire to

pervert t)ie Gospel of Christ," as.serting the necessity of circum-

cision, against whom the epistle is directed. Again we meet with
the same vagu«^ and cautious designation of judaiatic opponents

in the second ejdstle to the Corinthians (iii. 1), where "some"(Tiv€s)

bearers of " letters of commendation " ((rvo-TariKon' tTrioroXuii') from
persons unnamed, were attacking the Apostle and endeavouring
to discredit his teaching. By whom were these letters written?
We cannot of course give an authoritative reply, but we may-

ask : by whom could letters of commendation possessing an
authority which could have weight against that of Paul be
written, except by the elder Apostles ? ^ We have certain evi-

dence iu the first Epistle to the Corinthians that parties had
arisen in the Church of Corinth in opposition to Paul. These
parties were distinguished, as the Apostle himself states, by the

cries :
" I am of Paul, and I of ApoUos, and I of Cephas, and I of

Christ.' " (tyw /*0' <'/*i Ilav-^ov, eyw 8e 'AttoXXw, tyuj 8( Kr]<^a, iyib 8i

XpKTTov.) Whatever differences of opinion there may be as to

the precise nature of these parties, there can be no doubt that

both the party " of Cephas " and the party " of Christ " held

strong Judaistic views and assailed the teaching of Paul, and his

apostolic authority. It is very evident that the persons to

whom the apostle refers in connection with " htters of com-
mendation " were of these parties. Apologists ar^.^e that: "in
claiming Cephas as the head of their paity they nad probably
neither more nor less ground than their rivals, who sheltered

themselves under the names of ApoUos and of Paul."^ It is

obvious, however, that, in a Church founded by Paul, there could

have been no party created with the necessity to take his name
as their watchword, except as a reply to another party which,

having intruded itself, attacked him, and forced those who main-
tained the views of their own Apostle to raise such a counter-

cry. The parties " of Cephas " and " of Christ " were manifestly

1 A curious corroboration of this conclusion was found in the Clementine Homi-
lies and Recognitions :

—
Hio npo ndvro!)v /lejiii'-ndOs dn66ro\of t/ StSddxaAov rj Tfpocpt/rrfv

(pevyetv juii nporepov dupifiaH dvTtftaWovra avToi> to H?jpvy^a
laxoolio) TO) XexOevri ddeXcpm rov" Hvpi'ov juov xai JteTtidrevneyo)
iv 'hpov6dXr)U Tijv 'E/ipaioov Stensiv iKHkr/diav, xai //era /nirprv-

pav 7ipo6e\yXv06ra itpo^ vfidi. Horn. xi. .35.

Propter quod observate cautius, ut nulli doctorum credatis, nisi qui Jacobi
fratris Domini ex Hierusalem detulerit testimonium, vel ejus, quicunque post
ipsiira fuerit. Nisi enim quis illuc ascenderit, et ibi fuerit probatus, quod sit

(loctor idoneus et fidelis ad pra?dicandum Christi verbum, nisi, inquam, inde
(letulerit testimonium, recipiendus omnino non est. Recog. iv. 35.

2 1 Cor. i. 12.

3 Liijhtfoot, St. Paul's Ep. to the Galatians, 1874, p. 355.
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aggressive, intruding tliemselves, as the Apostle coTn[)lain.s, into
" other men's labours,"* and this in some manner seems to point

to that convention between the Apostle and the Three, that he
should go to the Gentiles and they to the circumciMion which,
barely more than passive neutrality at the beginning, soon

became covertly antagonistic. The fact that the party " of Paul
"

was not an organized body, so to say, directed l)y the Apostle as

a party leader, in no way renders it probable that the party of

Cephas, which carried on active and offensive measures, had not

much more ground in claiming Cephas as their head. One point is

indisputable, that no party ever claims any man as its leader who
is not clearly associated with the views it maintains. The party
" of Cephas," representing judaistic views, opposing the teaching

of Paul, and joining in denying his apostolic claims, certainly

would not have taken Peter's name as their watch-cry if he had

been known to hold and express such Pauline sentiments as are

put into his mouth in the Acts, or had not, on the contrary, been

intimately identified with judaistic principles. To illustrate the

case by a modern instance : Is it possible to suppose that, in any

considerable city in this country, a party holding ritualistic

opinions could possibly claim the present Archbishop of Canter-

bury as its leader, or one pnjfessing " broad-church " views

could think of sheltering itself under the name of the Arch-

bishop of York ? Religious parties may very probably mistake

the delicate details of a leader's teaching, but they can scarcely

be wrong in regard to his general principles. If Peter had

been so unfortunate as to be flagrantly misunderstood by his fol-

lowers and, whilst this party preached in his name judaistic doc-

trines and anti- Pauline opinions, the Apostle himself advocated

the abrogation of the law, as a burden which the Jews themselves

were not able to bear, and actively shared Pauline convictions, is

it possible to suppose that Paul would not have pointed out the

absurdity of such a party claiming such a leader ?

The fact is, however, that Paul never denies the claim of those

who shelter themselves under the names of Peter and James,

never questions their veracity, and never adopts the simple and

natural course of stating that, in advancing these names, they are

imposters or mistaken. On the contrary, upon all occasions ho

evidently admits, by his silence, the validity of the claim. ^ AVe

are not left to mere inference that the adopted head of the party

actually shared the views of the party. Paul himself distin-

guishes Peter as the head of the party of the circumcision in a

passage in his letter to the Galatians already .frequently referred

1 2 Cor. X. L3 ff.

2 R6ville, Essais de Critique religieuse, 1860, p. 16 f.

m^i
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to,^ and the episode at Antioch confirms the description. Upon
that occasion, Peter retracts a momentary concession made under
the influence of Paul and of a Gentile community, and no doubt is

left that his f)ermanent practice wns to force the Gentiles to juda-

ize. For reasons which we have already stated, Paul could not

but have desired to preserve peace, or even the semblance of it,

with the elder Apostles, for the Gospel's sake ; and he, therefore,

wisely leaves them as much as possible out of the (juestion and
deals with their disciples. It is obvious that mere policy must
have dictated such a course. By ignoring the leaders and attack-

ing their followers, he suppressed the chief strength of his oppo-
nents and kept out of sight the most formidable argument against

himself: the concurrence with them of the elder Apostles. On
the one hand, the epistles of Paul bear no evidence to any active

sympathy and co-operation with his views and work on the i)ai't

of uie elder Apostles. Had any real unanimity existed between
them, any positive support been given to him by the Twelve,
it is impossible to suppose that, under the circumstances, Paul
would not have allowed the fact to be plainly perceptible in his

writings, in which so many opportunities occur. On the other

hand, Paul is everywhere a.ssailed by judaistic adversaries who
oppose his Gospel and deny his apostleship, and who claim as

their leaders the elder Apostles. Paul does not deny the truth

of their pretensions, and combats them alone and unaided, but
with an under-current of suppressed bitterness against their

leaders which cannot be ignored. We shall not again refer to the

expressions in the Epistle to the Galatians, but no one can read

these letters to the Corinthians, which bear on their very front,

as the reason which has called them forth, the existence of such
parties, without recognising that the apostle not only does not,

and cannot, contradict the claim of the party " of Cephas," for in-

stance, but feels its substantial truth.

If, even without pressing expressions to their extreme and prob-

able point, we take the contrast drawn between his own Gospel
and that of the circumcision, the reality of the antagonism must
be apparent. " For we are not as the many (oi iroWoV

adulterate the word of God; but as of sincerity, but
before God, speak we in Christ." ^ Later on in the letter, after

1 Gal. ii. 7 f.

2 Although this reading is supported by the oldestMSS. such as A, U, C, K,
;s5,

and
others, the reading oi Xoi7toi,"the rest," stands in D, E, F, G, I, and a large num-
ber of other codices, and is defended by many critics as the original, which they
argue was altei-ed to oi itoXkoi, to soiten the apparent hardness of such an ex-
pression, which would seem to imply that Paul declared himself the sole true ex
ponent of the Gospel.

3 2 Cor. ii. 17.

m^

2 ) which
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referring to the intrusion of the opposite party into the circle of

his labours, Paul declares that his impatience and anxiety pro-

ceed from godly jealousy at the possible effect of the judaistie

intruders upon the Corinthians. " But I fear, lest by an/ means,
as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtlety, your thoughts

should be corrupted from the simplicity and the purity that is in

Christ. For if he that cometh preacheth another Jesus whom we
did not preach, or if ye receive another spirit which ye received

not, or another Gospel which ye did not accept, ye bear well with

him. For I think J am not a whit behind the overmuch Apostles

{rmv vTTfpXiav diroordXwv)."^ This reference to the' elder Apostles

gives point to much of the epistle which is ambiguous, and more
especially when th.^ judaistie nature of the opposition is so clearly

indicated a few verses further on :
" Are they Hebrews ? so am I.

Are they Israelitas ; so am I. Are they Abraham's seed ? so am I.

Art they ministers of Christ ? CI speak as a fool), I am more ; in

labours more abundantly, in prisons exceedingly, in deaths often,"

&c., &C.2

It is argued that the Twelve had not sufticient authority over

their followers to prevent such interference with Paul, and that

the relation of the Apostle to the Twelve was :
" separation, not

opposition, fcntogonism of the followers rather than of the leaders,

personal antipathy of the Judaizers to St. Paul, rather than of St.

Paul to the Twelve." ^ It is not difficult to believe that the anti-

l)athy of Paul to the Judaizers was less than that felt by them

towards him. The superiority of the man must liave rendered him

somewhat callous to such dislike.* But the mitigated form of

difl'erence between Paul and the Twelve here assum^'d, althou<rh

still very different from the representations of the Acts, cannot ha

established, but on the contrary must be much widened befon it

can justly be taken as that existing between Paul and the elder

Apostles. We do not go so far as to say that there was open enmity

between them, or active antagonism of any distinct character ut,

the part of the Twelve to the Apostle of the Gentiles, but there

is every reason to believe that they not only disliked his t^>«chinj;.

but endeavoured to counteract it by their own mini^i'y of the

circumcision. They not only did not restrain the opposition of

their followers, but they abetted them in their w;imter-assertion

of judaistie views. Had the Twelve felt any cordial friendshijj for

1 2 Cor. xi. 2—5 ; cf. Gal. i. 6 flF. 2 2 Cor. xi. 22 ff.

3 Jowett, The Eds. of St Paul, 1855, i. p. 326, 339.

i We do not think it worth while to refer to the argument that the collectiouf

made by Paul for the poor of .Jerusalem, &c., in ti-nes of diatreas jirovestlie unani

mity which prevailed between them. Charity is not a matter of doctrine, aud tbc

Good Samaritan does not put the suffering man through his catechism before lie

relieves his wants.

4«(ij|^™
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Paul, and exhibited any active desire for the success of his ministry

of the uncircumcision, it is quite impossible that his work could

have been so continuously and vexatiously impeded by the perse-

cution of the Jewisb Christian party. The Apostles may not, have
possessed sufficient influence or authority entirely to control the

action of adherents, but it would be folly to suppose that, if una-

nimity of views had prevailed between them and Paid, and a firm

and con.sistent support had been extended to him, such systematic

resistance as he everywhere encountered fr(jm a party professing

to be led by the " pillar " Apostle^ could have been seriously

maintained, or that he could have 1 ' m\ left alone and unaicl(-d to

struggle against it. If the relations between Paul and the Twei ve

had been such as are intimated in the Acts of the A[)ostles, his

epistles must have presented undoubted evidence of the fact.

Both negatively and positively they testify the absence of all

support, and the existence of antagonistic influence on the part

of the elder Apostles, and external evidence fully confirms the

impression which the epistles produce.'

From any point of view which may be taken, the Apocalypse
is ail important document in connection with this point. If it

be accepted as a work of the Apostle John—the preponderance
of evidence and critical opinion assigns it to him—this book, of

course, possesses the greatest value as an indication of his views.

If it be merely regarded as a contemporary writing, it still is

most interesting as an illustration of the religious feeling of the

1 "Everywhere in the Epistles of St. Paul and in the Acts of the Apostles, we
find traces of an opposition between the Jew and the Gentile, the circumcision
ami the uncin .,.1111 ision It iy found, f;ot only in the Epistle to the f ialatians,

but III a scarcely less aggravated form in the two Epistles to the Corinthians,
softened, indeed, iu the Epistle to the Romans, and yet distinctly traceable in

til*- Rpi.stle to the Philippians ; the party of the oircumcisicm appearing to triumph
in Aria, at the very close of thi^ Apostle's life, in the second Epistle to Timothy.
In all these I^^pistles we have proofs of a reaction to .Judaism, but though they
are addressed to Churches chiefly of fJentiie origin, never of a reaction to heathen-
jua. (JouM this have been the c»«e, unless within the Church itself there had
been a .Jewish party urging upon the members of the Church the i)erformance of

a rite repulsive in itE^lf, if not as neceasaiy to salvation, at any rate as a counsel
of perfection, seekirjg to make them in .lowish language, not merely proselytes of

the gate, but proselytes of right. '>H8neB8? What, if not this, is the reverse side
of the Epistles of Ht. I'aiil ? that is to say, the motives, object, or basis of teach-
ng of liis opponents, who came with ' ejiistlos of commendation ' to the Church
"f Corinth, 'iCf)r. iii. 1 ; who profess themselves 'to be Christ's' in a special

fdme, 2 Cor. x 7 ; who way they are of Ai»ollos, or Cephas, or Christ, 1 CJor. i.

i2; or .James, Gal. ii. I'i ,
who preach Christ of contention, Phil. i. l.^, 17; who

deny St. Paul's authority, I Cor. ix. I, Gal iv 1(5 ; who slander his life, 1 Cor.
ix. 3, 7. We meet these persons at every turn. Arc- they the same or different ?

Are tbey mere chance opponents 7 or do they rcprosftnt to us one spirit, one mis-
sion, one determination to root out the Apostle and his (hictrine from the Chiis-
tian Church ? Nothing but the fragmentary character of St. Paul's writinj|8
v'opj J conceal from us the fact, that Here was a concerted and continuous opposi-
lor." Jmoett, The Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 332 f.
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period. The question is : Does the Apocalypse contain any re-

ference to the Apostle Paul, or throw light upon the relations be-
tween him and the elder Apostles ? If it does so, and be the
work of one of the otvXoi, nothing obviously could be more in-

structive. In the messages to the seven churches, there are re-

ferences and denunciations which, in the opinion of many able

•critics, are directed against the Apostle of the Gentiles and his

characteristic teaching.^ Who but Paul and his followers can be
referred to in the Epistle to the Church of Ephesus :

" I know thy
works, and thy labour, and thy patience, and that thou canst not
bear wicked persons : and didst trythem which say they are Apostles

and are not, and didst find them liars " P Paul himself informs

us not only of his sojourn in Ephesus, where he believed that " a

great and effectual door " was opened to him, but adds, " there

are many adversaries " (avTiKi/jicvoL iroWoC).^ The foremost charge

brought against the churches is that they have those that hold

the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak to cast a stumb-

ling-block before the sons of Israel, " to eat things offered unto

idols."* The teaching of Paul upon this point is well known, 1

Cor. viii. 1 ff., x. 25 ff., Rom. xiv. 2 ff., and the reference here can-

not be mistaken ; and when in the Epistle to the Church of Tliy-

atira, after denouncing the teaching "to eat things offered unto

idols," the Apocalyptist goes on to encourage those who have not

this teaching, " who knew not the depths of Satan, (to. jSaOrj rov

crarava)^' as they say " the expression of Paul himself is taken to

denounce his doctrine ; for the Apostle, defending himself against

the attacks of those parties " of Cephas " and " of Christ " in

Corinth, writes : " But God revealed (them) to us through his

1 Banr, K. G., i. p. 80 ff. ; Hilqenfdd, EinL, p. 413 ff. ; Kem, Jesu v. Nazaia,

i. p. 160, anm. 2; Renan, St. Paul, p. 303 ff., 367 f.; Rovers, Heeft Paulus zich

ter verdedig. van zijn Apost. op. Wond. beroepen ? 1870, p. 32 f; Schwefiler, Das

uachap. Z., i. p. 172 f., ii. p. 116; Tjeenk-Will'mk, Just. Mart., p. 45; Volkmar,

Comm. Offenb. Johannis, 1862, p. 25 ff., 80 ff.; ZeUer, Vortrage, p. 215 f. (t

Kdstlin, Lehrb. d. Ev. u. Br. Jobannis, 1843, p. 486 f. ; Ritschl, Entst. altk. K.,-

p. 134 f.

2 ii. 2. 3 1 Cor. xvi. 9.

* Apoc. ii. 14, 20. We do not enter upon the discussion as to the exact inter

pretation of itopvf j6ai, which is always associated with the cpcxyeiv f.lSmXo-

Ovrn, regarding which opinions differ very materially. It is probable that the

apocalyptist connected the eating of tilings offered to idols with actual idolatrous

worship. It is not improbable that the maxinr. of Paul: "all things are lawful

unto me " {rtavra jiioi e^f-drty), 1 (Jor. vi. 12, x. 23, may have been abused by

his followers, and, in any case, such a sentiment, coupled with Paul's teaching

and his abandonment of the Law, must have appeared absolute license to the

judaistic party. We must al"'t pass over the discussion regarding the signiHca-

tion of "Balaam." This f.\i'i other points are fully dealt with by several of the

writers indicated in note 1, above. The Nicolaitans are not only classed as fol-

lowers of the teaching of Balaam, but as adherents of Paul.
6 Apoc. ii. 24. This is the reading of SKi, P, and some other codices ; A, B, (',

read rd fJaOia.
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Spirit ; for the Spirit searcheth all things, even the depths of God"
(rapdOrfTov d(ov)—" the depths of tSatan" rather, recorts the juda-

istic author of the Apocalypse, ra iSdOr) does not occur elsewhere

in the New Testament. Again, in the address to the churches of

Smyrna and Philadelphia, when the writer denounces those " who
say that they are Jews, and are not, but a synagogue of Satan," '

whom has he in view but those Christians whom Paul had
taught to consider circumcision unnecessary and the law abro-

gated ? We find Paul in the Epistle to the Corinthians, so often

quoted, obliged to defend himself against these judaising parties

upon this very point :
" Are they Hebrews ? so am I. Are they

Israelites ? so am I. Are they Abraham's seed ? so am I."^ It is

manifest tL,i.t his adversaries had vaunted their own Jewish origin

as a title of superiority over the Apostle of the Gentiles. We have,

liowever, further evidence of the same attack upon Paul regard-

ing this point. Epiphanius points out that the Ebionites denied
that Paul was a Jew, and asserted that he was born of a Genti e

father and mother, but, having gone up to Jerusalem, that he be-

came a proselyte and submitted to circumcision in the hope of

marrying a daughter of the high priest. But afterwards, accord-

ing to them, enraged at not securing the maiden for his wife, Paul
wrote against circumcision and the Sabbath and the law.^ The
Apostle Paul, whose constant labour it was to destroy the par-

ticularism of the Jew, and raise the Gentile to full, free, and equal
participation with him in the benefits of the New Covenant, could
not but incur the bitter displeasure of the Apocalyptist,for whom
the Gentiles were, as such, the type of all that was common and
unclean. In the utterances of the seer of Patmos we seem to hear
the expression of all that judaistic hatred and opposition which
pursued the Apostle who laid the axe to the root of Mosaism and,
in liis eftbi'ts to free Christianity from trammels which, more than
any other, reta.rded its triumphant development, aroused against

himself all the virulence of Jewish illiberality and prejudice.

The results at which "we have arrived might be singularly con-

1 Apoc. ii. 9. Hi. 9. 2 2 Cor. xi. 22 ; d. Philip, ^ii. 4 ff.

!*
. . . Ma) rtAAa noXAd KEvocpcoYiai t'tirtXea, wi nal rotT IlavXov

hravOa HarTfyopovyrei ovk ai6xvyoyrai inin\(x6Toti ri6i rrji t(2v
i'(v?)ano6r6XQoy avrcov xaHovpyiai ual n\tiyri<i Xoyoii ntnottjusyoii.
Tap6ea /.ikv (xvToy, aJs ai)rc;? I'j/ioX.yyei Hal ovk aftyfirai, A^VojtoS
'.^'EXXyyojy di avruy v'noriOfyrai, XtxfJoyrei rijy Ttporpixdiv ex roi'"

roTTDu did TO <piXdXr/Osi v n' avrov fiifiiy. on, Tafi6fvi fifu, ovk
iOt'/ftoi) TtoXsooi noXin/i. Kira ipddMovdiy avroy et'yai 'EXXt/va, nal
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firmed by an examination of the writings of the first two cei^jif-

ries, and by observing the attitude assumed towards the Apostle
of the Gentiles by such men as Justin Martyr, Papias, Hegesippus,
and the Author of the Clementines ; but we have already devoted
too mucb space to this subject, and here we must reluctantly

leave it.

The steps by which Christianity was gradually freed from the
trammels of Judaism and became a religion of unlimited range

and universal iitness were clearly not those stjited in the Acts of

the Apostles. Its emancipation from Mosaism was not effected

by any liberal action or e- lightened guidance on the part of the

elder Apostles. At the d<*fch of their Master, the Twelve re-

mained clo;eiy ufM^i to Judaism, and evidently wero left with-

out any understtiMJng that Christianity was a new religion

which must displa.ee ff^rnvr iostit^ions, and replace the unbear-

able yoke of the law t^ the divine liberty of the Gospel, To
the last moment /<».<4ard;i*(^ irhieh we have any trustworthy infor-

mation, the Twelve as Bft?j<^, h«ve be«f» expected, retained all

their early religious ca«t<*as M9tA »I3 their Jewish prfyudices.

They were simply Jews F^#!*i*v5«i^ tfe*t Jesus was the Mej*iah;

and if the influence of Vml tm]mfp>4 ^if'tf vumn up<^ some mh\(/T

points, we have no reasr^i to ht^wvo tW, t)lt4^y ever aJ>andor»ed

their belief in the continued </,J^»4^/r» fA^ kw, and the neces-

sity of circumcision for full r»arf^i4pftti</ri --jj the benefits (>f the

Covenant. The Author (A tbe /.4^m wou/ have us l>eliev<' that

they required no persuasion, but Art*Afiy»f/// y>t/i\ in the (/^Mjfc]

of uncircutri^Jsion. It is not within ut^, >j^y/pe f/ this work to

inquire how Paul '/&^r^ty formed his views of ^'/hyistian upj-

versalism. Once iormfA, ii k easy to understand how j-apidly

they nmst" have been A^Vt^t/pcA ajid confirmed by expfience

amongst the G*'4$i4U'*, Whii^, th« Twelve still remained in the

nan-ow circle of J^ii4«jwn Arid 4'/M4 t^A l'>e moved l^-yond tii<-

ministry of the circ««i*^<*^, Paul, *« Qic ^ger and freer field of

the world, must daily )m^*iM more f/^/tmfi^ tha* the abroga-

tion of the Law and the »^)tu^4/fh^r^fmi <A ^^ifeumcision sv^-re essen-

tial to the extension of ChristiA//^/ amongst the Gentjie.' He

had no easy task, however /» c/rtf/mcf' others (A tins, and he

never succeeded in bringing \m dlder ^/M^'^nes over to hix views

To the end of his life Paul ha.i t^-
.

' with bigot*'/l and nar-

row-minded opposition withm tL .istmf ItAy, and if )ii

views ultimately triumphe«l and the s«^d whtch he sowM < ven

tually yielded a rich harvest, hr himself did not live to .iee the

day, and the end was attained only by slow and natural changes.

The new religion gradually e-vten»led beyond Ujc limits of Juda-

ism. Gentile Christians soon outimmbered Jewish believeis.
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The Twelve whose names were the strength of the Judaistic op-

position one by one passed away ; but, above all, the fall of Jer-

usalem and the dispersion of the Christian community secured

the success of Pauline principles and the universalism of Chris-

tianity. The Church of Jerusalem could not bear transplanting.

In the uncongenial soil of Pella it gradually dwindled away, los-

ing first its influence and soon after its nationality. The divided

members of the Jewish party, scattered amongst the Gentiles and
deprived of their influential leaders, could not long retard the

progress of the liberalism which they still continued to oppose

and to misrepresent. In a word, the emancipation of Christian-

ity was not effected by the Twelve, was no work of councils, and
no result of dreams ; but, receiving its first great impulse from
the genius and the energy of Paul, its ultimate achievement was
the result of time and natural development.

We have now pa.tiently considered the " Acts of the Apostles,"

and although it has in no way been our design exhaustively to

examine its contents, we have more iii&n sufficiently done so

to enable the reader to understand the true <4//?racter of the

docujient. The author is unknown, and it is no long< / //'msibleto

identify him. If he were actually the Luke wiiom the Cburch
indicates, our results would not be materially affected ; but th^

mere fact that the writer is unknown is obviously fatal to the

Acts as a guarantee of miracles. A cycle of supernatural occMf-

ences could scarcely, in the estimation of any rational mind, be

stablished by the statement of an anonymous author, and more
specially one who not only does not pretend to havi been an eye-

witness (/f Th/ffi of the miracles, but whose narrative is cither un-

orroborated by r/ther testimony or inconsistent with itself, and
ontradicted of) many points by contemporary documents. The
phenomena presented by the Acts of the Apostles become per-

'•'-ctly intelligible when we recognise that it is the work of a
mier living long after tJae occurrences related, whose pious ima-

/mation furnished th^- apostolic age witli an elaborate system of

lyx /natural agency, far beyond the conception of any other New
s^stament writer, by which, according to his view, the proceed-

iQgs of the Aposti^ were furthered and directed, and the infant
' hurch miraculously fostere'i On examining othei' porii/ms of
his narrative, we find that they present the features which the

iniraculovx (dements rcndereu antecedently probable. The
"speuches attfib\:ted to diffc^rar.t speakers are all cast in the same
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mould, and betray the composition of one and the same writer.

The sentiments expressed are inconsistent with what we know of

the various speakers. And when we test the circumstances re-

lated, by previous or subsequent incidents and by trustworthy
documents, it becomes apparent that the narrative is not an im-
partial statement of facts, but a reproduction of legends or a de-

velopment of tradition, shaped and coloured according to the

purpose or the pious views of the writer. The Acts of the Apos-
tles, therefore, is not only an anonymous work, but upon due ex-

amination its claims to be considered sober and veracious history

must be emphatically rejected. It cannot strengthen the founda-

tions of Supernatural Religion, but, on the contrary, by its pro-

fuse and indiscriminate use of the miraculous it discredits mir-

acles, and affords a clearer insight into their origin and fictitious

character.

ir.\f-n''



PART Y.

THE DIRECT EVIDENCE FOR MIRACLES.

CHAPTER I.

u

THE EPISTLES AND THE APOCALYPSE.

Turning from the Acts of the Apostles to the other works of

the New Testament, we shall be able very briefly to dispose of

the Catholic Epistles, the Epistle to the Hebrews and the Apo-
calypse. The so-called Epistlef* of James, Jude, and John, do
not contain any evidence which, even supposing them to be

authentic, really bears upon our inquiry into the reality of

Miracles and Divine Revelation ; and the testimonjr of the Apo-
calypse affects it quite as little. We have already, in examining
the fourth Gospel, had occasion to say a good deal regarding

both the so-called Epistles of John and the Apocal3'pse. It is

unnecessary to enter upon a more minute discussion of them here.
" Seven books of the New Testament," writes Dr. Westcott, " as

is well known, have been received into the Canon on evidence

less complete than that by which the others are supported.""' These
are " the Epistles of James, Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, to the

Hebrews and the Apocalypse." We have already furnished the

means of judging of the nature of the evidence upon which
some of the other books have been received into the Canon, and
the evidence for most of these being avowedly " less complete,"

its nature may be conceived. Works which for a long period

were classed amongst the Antilegomena, or disputed books, and
which only slowly acquired authority as, in the lapse of time, it

became more difficult to examine their clains, could scarcely do
much to establish the reality of miracles. With regard to the

Epistle to the Hebrews, we may remark that we are freed from
any need to deal at length with it, not only by the absence of

any specific evidence in its contents, but by the following con-

sideration. If the Epistle be not by Paul,—and it not only is

not his, but does not even pretend to be so,—the author is un-

1 On the Canon, 4th ed., p. 347.

'-if'
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known, and therefore the document has no weight as testimony.

On the other hand, if assigned to Paul, we shall have sufficient

ground in his genuine epistles for considering the evidence of the

Apostle, and it could not add anything even if the Epistle to the

Hebrews were included in the number.
The first Epistle of Peter might have required more detailed

treatment, but we think that little could be gained by demon-
strating that the document is not authentic, or showing that, in

any case, the evidence which it could furnish is not of any value.

On the other hand, we are averse to protract the argument by
any elaboration of mere details which can be avoided. If it could

•be absolutely proved that the Apostle Peter wrote the epistlo

circulating under his name, the evidence for miracles would only

be strengthened by the fact that incidentally the doctrine of the

Resurrection of Jesus is maintained. No historical details are

given, and no explanation of the reasons for which the writer

believed in it. Nothing more would be proved than the point

that Peter himself believed in the Resurrection. It would cer-

tainly be a matter of very deep interest if we possessed a narrative

written by the Apostle himself, giving minute and accurate de-

tails of the phenomena in consequence of which he believed in

so miraculous an event ; but since this epistle does nothing more

than allow us to infer the personal belief of +he writer, unaccom-

panied by corroborative evidence, we should not gain anything

by accepting it as genuine. We are quite willing to assume,

without further examination, that the Apostle Peter in some

way believed in the Resurrection of his Master. For the argument

regarding the reality of that stupendous miracle, upon which wc
are about to enter, this is tantamount to assuming the authen-

ticity of the epistle.

Coming to the Epistles of Paul, it will not be necessary to go

into the evidence for the various letters in our New Testament

which are ascribed to him, nor shall we require to state the

grou:ids upon which the authenticity of many of them is denied.

Accepting the Epistles to the Galatians, Corinthians and Romans

in the main as genuine compositions of the Apostle, the question

as to the origin o| the rest, so far as our inquiry is concerned,

has little or no interest. From these four letters we obtain tlie

whole evidence of Paul regarding miracles, and this we now pro-

pose carefully to examine. One point in particular demands our

fullest attention. It is undeniable that Paul preached the doc-

trine of the Resurrection and Ascension of Jesus, and believed in

those events. Whilst, therefore, we shall not pass over his sup-

posed testimony for the possession of miraculous powers, we shall

chiefly devote our attention to his evidence for the central
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doffnias of Supernatural Religion, the Resurrection and Ascension

of Jesus. We shall not, however, limit our examination io the

testimony of Paul, but, as the climax of the historical argument
for miracles, endeavour to ascertain the exact nature of the

evidence upon which belief is claimed for the actual occurrence

of those stupendous events. For this, our inquiry into the au-

thorship and credibility of the historical books of the New
Testament has at length prepared us, and it will be admitted
that, in subjecting these asserted miracles to calm and fearless

scrutiny—untinged by irreverence or disrespect, if personal ear-

nestness and sincere sympathy with those who believe are any
safeguards, the whole theory of Christian miracles will bo put to

its final test.

)thing more
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CHAPTER II.

THE EVIDENCE OF PAUL.

It ia better, before proceeding to examine the testimony of Paul

for the Resun-ection, to clear the way by considering his evidence

for miracles in general, apart from that specific instance. In an
earlier portion of this work^ the following remark was made:
" Throughout the New Testament, patristic literature, and tlie re-

cords of eccles.astical miracles, although we have narratives of

countless wonderful works performed by others than the writer,

and abundant assertion of the possession of miraculous power by
the Church, there is no instance whatever, that we can remember,

in which a writer claims to have himself performed a miracle." ^

It is assei-ted that this statement is eri'onec us, and that Paul docs

advance this claim.^ It may be well to quote the moderate

words in which a recent able writer states the case, although not

with immediate reference to the particular passage which we
have quoted. "... In these undoubted writings St. Paul cer-

tainly shows by incidental allusions, the good faith of whieli can-

not be questioned, that he believed himself to be endowed with

1 p. 192 f.

2 Dr. Kuenen has made a very similar remark reg(>ding the Old Testament.

He says :
" When Ezra and Nehemiah relate to us w^.at they themselves did or

experienced, there does not appear in their narratives a single departure from the

common order of things. On the other hand, these departures are very numerous
in the accounts which are separated by a greater or lesser interval from the time

to which they refer." De Godesdienst van Israel, 1869, i. p. 22.

3 Dr. Westcotf, speaking of the author of .S. R., says :
" He is far more familiar,

unless I am mistaken, with some modern German and Dutch speculations on the

Gospels and early Church history, than with the new Testament itself . . .
. " (and

in a note to this) " One or two examples of grave inaccuracy as to the letter of the

New Testament may be given to justify my statement," . . . and after quoting

from the above passage :
" There is no instance . . .

." to " claims to have

himself performed a miracle," Dr. Westcott adds ; "Can the writer have forgot-

ten Rom. XV. 19; 2 Cor. xii. 12?" On the Canon, 4th ed., 1874, p. xxx. Dr.

Lightfoot says : "Thus again, he can remember 'no instance whatever,' where a

New Testament writer 'claims to have himself performed a miracle,' though St.

Paul twice speakc of his exercising this power as a recognised and patent fact

(note, Rom. xv. 19 ; 2 Cor. xii, 12). The point to be observed is, that St. Paul

treats the fact of his working miracles as a matter of course, to which a passing

reference is sufficient." The Contemporary Review, May, 1875, p. 854. May I

suggest that the defence of Christianity from an " attack ' made in a very serious

and inquiring spirit has, on the part of these two writers, perhaps rather too much

taken the shape of picking out a few supposed errors of detail, and triumphantly

sliaking them with a persistence not characteristic of strength. To twit an ad-

vancing foe with having lost a button of his tunic will scarcely repel his charge.
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the power of working mirucles, and that miracles, or what were
tlioiight to be such, w( to actually wrought both by him and by
his contemporaries. He reminds the Corinthians tnat ' the signs

of an Apostle were wrought among them ... in signs, and won-
ders, and mighty deeds ' (iv <rr]fi(Liii<: koI rtpam koI Swa/tem—the usual

words for the higher forms of miratile—2 Cor. xii. 12). He tell.s>

the Romans that ' he will not dare to Speak of any of those things

which Christ hath not wrought by ^ him to make the Gentiles-

obedient, by word and deed, through mighty signs and wonders,,

by the power of the Spirit of God ' («V 8vvufi€L (rr)fj.ei(i}v koL Ttpdrtov iv

hvvdfiei TTvtu/iaTos Wcov, Rom. XV. 18, 19). He asks the Galatians
whether ' he that ministereth to them the Spirit, and worketh
miracles (o evepywi' 8wa/x«is) among them, doeth it by the works of

the law, or by the hearing of faith ?
' (Gal. iii. 5.) In the first

Epistle to the Corinthians, he goes .somewhat elaborately into the

exact place in the Christian economy that is to be assigned to

the working of miracles and gifts of healing (1 Cor. xii. 10, 28,
29)."2

We shall presently examine these p»ssages, but we must first

briefly deal with the que.it'on whether, uken in any sense, they
furnish an instance " in which a writ m' claims to have himself

performed a miracle." It must be obvious to any impartial reader,

that the remark mode in the course of our earlier argument pre-

cisely distinguished the general " assertion of the possession of

miraculous power by the Church," from the explicit claim to have
personally performed " a miracle " in the singular. If, therefore,

it were even admitted " that St. Paul treats the fact of his work-
ing miracles as a matter of course, to tvJiich a passhiy reference is

sujjiicient," such " incidental allusions " would not in the least

degree contradict the statement made, but being the only instances

producible, would in fact completely justify it. General and vague
references of this kind have by no means the force of a definite

claim to have performed some particular miracle. They partake
too much of that indiscriminate impression of the possession and
conunon exercise of miraculous powers which characterized the
" ago of miracles " to have any force. The desired instance, which
is not forthcoming aud to which alone reference was made, was a
case in which, instead of vague ex,)ressions, a writer, stating with
precision the particulars, related that he himself had, for instance,

actually raised some person from the dead. As we then added,
even if Apostles had chronicled their miracles, the argument for

1 These words are printed "in him," but we venture to correct what seemsi
evidently to be a mere misprint, substituting "by," (did) as in the authorizad
version, to which Mr. Sanday adheres throughout the whole of these passages,
even when it does not represent the actual sense of the original.

2 Sanday, the Gospels in the Second Century, 1870, p. 11.
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their reality would not have been much advanced ; but it is a
cui'ious phenomenon not undeserving of a moment's attention that
apologists can only refer to such general passages, and cannot
quote an instance in which a specific miracle is related in detail

by the person who is supposed to have performed it. Passin"
refei'ences on a large scale to the exercise of miraculous power,
whilst betraying a suspicious familiarity with phenomena of an
exceptional nature, offer too much latitude for inaccuracy and
imagination to have the weight of an affirmation in which the

mind has been sobered by concentration to details. " Signs and
wonders," indefinitely alluded to, may seem much more imposing
and astonishing than they really are, and it may probably be

admitted by everyone that, if we knew the particulars of the

occurrences, which are thus vaguely indicated and which may
have been considered miraculous in a superstitious age, they might

to us possibly appear no miracles at all. General expressions are

liable to an exaggeration from which specific allegations are more
frequently tree. If it be conceded that the Apostle Paul fully

believed in the possession by himself and the Church of divine

Charismata, the indefinite expression of that belief, in any form,

must not be made equivalent to an explicit claim to have per-

formed a certain miracle, che particulars of which are categori-

cally stated.

Passing from this, however, tu the more general question, the

force of some of these objections will be better understood when
we consider the passages in the Epistles which are quoted as ex-

pressing Paul's belief in miracles, and endeavour to ascertain his

real views: what it is he actually says regarding miracles ; and

what are the phenomena which are by him considered to be mirac-

ulous. We shall not waste time in con.sidering how, largely

through the influence of the Septuagint, the words (rrj^dov, repas,

and Swa/xis came to be used in a peculiar manner by New Testa-

ment writers to indicate miracles. It may, however, be worth

while to pause for a moment to ascertain the sense in which Paul,

who wrote before there was a " New Testament " at all, usually

employed these words. In the four Epistles of Paul the word

(rrjfiiiov occurs six times. In Rom. iv. 1 1 Abraham is said to have

received the " sign (oTj/Aetov) of circumcision," in which there is

nothing miraculous. In 1 Cor. i. 22 it is said :
" Since both Jews

require signs (o-ij/xeta)! and Greeks seek after wisdom ; " and again,

1 Cor. xiv. 22 :
" Wherefore the tongues are for a sign (o-Tj/ietof) not

to the believinor but to the unbelieving," &c. We shall have more

to say regarding these passages presently, but just now we merely

I The singular dr/iustoy of the authorized version must be abandoned before the

.almost unanimous testimony of all the older MSS.
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quote them to show the use of the word. The onl" other places

in which it occurs^ are those pointed out, and which are the sub-

ject of our discussion. In Rom. xv. 19 the word is used in the

plural and combined with repas :
" in the power of signs and won-

ders " (arjfjifioyv koI TepaTwv)
; and in the second passage, 2 Cor. xii.

12, it is employed twice, "the signs (ra (nqfida) of the apostl«"and
the second time again in comljination with repa? and 8wa/'.is, " both
in signs " ((n//xetois), &c. The word repas is only twice met with in

Paul's writings ; that is to say, in Rom. xv. 19 and 2 C'or. xii. 12
;

and on both occasions, as we have just mentioned, it is combined
with oyjfiuov.^ On the other hand, Paul uses 8uVa/xisno less than 34
times,^ and, leaving for the present out of the question the passages

cited, upon every occasion, except one, perhaps, the word has the

simple signification of " power." The one exception is Rom. viii.

38, where it occurs in thu plui-al : 8wdfiei<i " powers," the Apostle

expressing his persuasion that nothing will be able to separate us

from the love of God, " nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor
things present, nor things to come, nor powers (^uvayucis), nor
height; nor depth," &c., &c. In 1 Cor. xiv. 11, where the author-

ized version renders the original :
" Therefore, if I know not the

meaning (8iW/i.iv) of the voice," it has still the same sense.

Before discussing the pa.ssages before us we must point out that

there is so much doubt, at least, regarding the authenticity -^f the

last two chapters of the Epistle to the Renans that the passage,

Rom. xv. 18, 19, can scarcely be presented as evidence on such a

point as the reality of miracles. We do not intend to debate the

matter closely, but shall merely state a tew of the facts of the

case and pass on, for it would not materially affect our argument if

the passage were altogether beyond suspicion. The Epistle, in our
authorized text, ends with a long and soiuewhat involved doxology,

xvi. 25-27 ; and we may point out here that it had already

seemed to be brought to a close not only at the end of chap-

ter XV. (33) but also at xvi. 20. The doxology, xvi. 25-27, which
more particularly demands our attention, is stated by Origen* to

1 In the Epistles which bear the name of Paul it is only to be found in 2 Thess.
ii. 9, iii. 17.

2 repai is only met with elsewhere in the New Testament five times : Mt.
xxiv. 24, Mk. xiii. 22, John iv. 48, 2 Thess. ii. 9, Hrh. ii. 4.

3 Rom. i. 4, 16, 20, viii. ;«, ix. 17, xv. l.S, xv. 19 (twice), 1 Cor. i. IS, 24, ii. 4,

5, iv. 19, 20, V. 4, vi. 14, xii. 10, 28, 29, xiv. 11, x v. 24, 4:{, of), 2 Cor. i. 8, iv. 7,

vi. 7, viii. 3 (twice), xii. 9 (twice), 12, xiii. 4 (twice), and Gal. iii. 5.

^ ".
. . In aliis ve;o exemplaribus, id est, in his qure non sunt a Marcione

temerata, hoc ipsum caput (xvi. 25—27) diverse pos'tum invenimus. In non-
nullis eteiiim codicibus post eum locum, quern supra dixinius, hoc est ' omne quod
non est ex fide peccatum est' (xiv. 2.3) aatim cohierens habetur : 'ei.autem, qui
potens est vos confirmaro ' (xvi. 2.'j—27). Alii vero codices in tir.e id, ut nunc est

positum continent." Comment, ad Rom. xvi. 25. This passage is only extant in
the Latin version of Rufinus.

rt
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Sinaitic codices,

Is more than a supposition to account for the absence of what,

it may with equal propriety be conjectured, never formed part of

his text.

The external testimony, however, does not stand alone, but is

supported by very strong internal evidence. We shall only

indicate one or two points, leaving those who desire to go more
deeply into the discussion to refer to works more particularly

concerned with it, which we shall sufficiently indicate. It is a

very singular thing that Paul, who, when he wrote this epistle

had never been in Rome, should be intimately acquainted with so

mam' persons there. The fact that there was much intercourse

b' fi -on Rome and other countries by no means accounts for the

simultaneous presence there of so many of the Apostle's personal

friends. Aquilla and Priscilla, who are saluted (xvi. 3), were a

short time before (1 Cor. xvi. 19) in Ephesus.^ It may, moreover,

be remarked as a suggestive fact that when, according to the

Acts (xxviii. 14 ff.), Paul very soon afterwards arrived in Rome,
most of these friends seem to have disappeared,^ and the chief

men of the Jews called together by Paul do not seem to be aware
of the oxistence of a Christian body at Rome.^ Another point is

connected with the very passage which has led to this discussion.

XV. 18, 19 read : 18. " For I will not dare to speak of any of those

things which Christ hath not wrought by me, in order to (ct?) the

obedience of the Gentiles, by word and deed, 19. in the power of

signs and wonders («V 8uva/x€i arrjfj.dun' koI Ttpdroiv) in the power of

the Spirit (eV Swdixei TrvevixaTo^) ; so that from Jerusalem and round
about unto Illyricum, I have fully preached the Gospel of Christ

;"

&c. The statement that " from Jerusalem " he had " fully

preached " the Gospel is scarcely in agreement with the statement
in the Epistle to the Galatians i. 17-23, ii. 1 ff. Moreover, there is

no confirmation anywhere of the Apostle's having preached as far

as Illyricum, which was then almost beyond the limits of civili-

zation. Baur suggests that in making his miniscry commence at

Jerusalem, there is too evident a concession made to the Jewish
Christians, according to whom every preacher of the Gospel must
naturally commence his career at the holy city. It would detain

us much too long to enter upon an aralysis of these two chapters,

and to show the repetition in them of what has already been said

in the earlier part of the Eoistle ; tne singular analogies presented

with the Epistles to the Cjrmi/hlans, not of the nature of uniform-
ity of style, but of imi*^:-cion ; the peculiarity of the mention of a
journey to Spain as the justification of a passing visit to Rome,

1 The writer of 2 Tim. iv. 19 represents them as in Ephesus.
2 Credner^Einl. N. T., i. p. 387 ;Schivegler, Dasiiachap. Zeit., ii. p. 124, anm. 2.

3 Acts xxviii. 21, 22.

r-.x.^t i.1^ .i£-_'--*iVi~-
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lost epistle to Ephesus,—and by manj other critics.^ Of course

the virtual authenticity of the xv.-xvi. chapters, nearly oi- exactly

as they are, is affirmed by many writers. Baur, however, after

careful investigation, pronounced the two chapters inauthentic,

and in this he is followed by able critics.^ Under all these cir-

cumstances it is obvious that we need not occupy ouiselves much
with the passage in Rom. xv. 18, 19, but our argun^.ent will

equally apply to it. In order to complete this view of the ma-
terials we may simply mention, as we pass on, that the authenti-

city of 2 Cor. xii. 12 has likewise been impugned by a few critics,

and the verse, or at least the words cn^/mciois koL rtpacnv koI Swdixeaiv,

a.s well as Rom. xv. 19, declared an interpolation.^ This cannot,

however, so far as existing evidence goes, be demonstrated ; and,

beyond the mere record of the fact, this conjecture does not here
require further notice.

It may be well, before proceeding to the Epistles to the Corin-

thians, which furnish the real matter for discussion, first to deal

with the passage cited from Gal. iii. 5, which is as follows : " He
then that supplieth to you the Spirit and worketh powers
(8wa/Acis) within ycu (cv v/juv), (doeth he it) from works of law or
from hearing of faith ?

"* The authorized version reads :
" And

worketh miracles among you ; " but this cannot be maintained,
and ev vfMv must be rendered " within you," the eV certainly re-

taining its natural signification when used with ivtpyeiv, the piiniary

meaning of which is itself to in-work. The vast majority of critics

of all schools agree in this view.'' There is an evident reference to

iii. 2,and to the reception of the Spirit,here fiu'ther characterised as

producing such effects within the minds of those who receive it, *

1 Schnlz, Stud. u. Krit., 1829, p. 609 ff.; Fwald, Sendscbr. d. Paulus, p. 345,

anm,. p. 428 f.; Laurent, N. T. Stud., 1866, p. 32 f.; Mangold, Romerbr., 1866,

p. 38, 62 ; RUschl, Jahrb. deutsche Th., 18(56, p. 3.52 ; Rems, Gesch. N. T., p, 98;
Hchott, Isagoge, p. 249 ff.; Weiaae, Philos. Dogmatik, 1855, i p. 146.

2 fiawr, Tiib. Zeitschr., 1836, iii. p. 97 f.; Paulus, i. p. 393 ff.; Lucht, Ueb. die

bc'd. letzt. Cap. des Rcimerbr., 1871 ; Scholten, Theol. Tijdschr., 1876, p. 3ff.;

Schuvgler, Das nachap. Z., i. p. 296; ii. 123 ff.; Volkmar, Romerbr., 1875, p. xv.

ff., 129 ff. Cf. HoUzmann, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol, 1874, p. 511 flF.; Lipmus, Pro-
testanten-Bibel, 1872, p. 488, £12, 629 ; Eovera, Heeft Paulus zich. op. wond.
bereop., 1870, p. 15 ff, ; Zeller, Apg., p. 488. Some consider ch. xvi. alone inau-

thentic, as: Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 137; Weisa, Das Marcusevng., 1872, p.

495, anm. 1.

3 Matthes, De niewe Richtung, 2de uitg., p. 203 ; Rovers, Heeft Paulus, &c.,

1870, p. 6 ff.; Theol. Tijdschr., 1870, p. 606 ff.; Scholten, Theol. Tijdschr., 1876,

p. 25 £; Het paul. Ev., p. 464, n. 1.

4 6 ovv kittyoprjywv v/iilv ro itvEvpa xai IvepyoSv Svvd/ueti kv vfiiv,

^; epycov vo^tov r} i^ duoiji TfidrecD? ; Gal. iii. 5.

6 So Alford, Bisping, EUicott, Ewald, Grotius, Hofmann, Holtzmann, Light-
foot, Matthiea, Meyer, Olshausen, Schott, Schrader, Usteri, de Wette, Wieseler,

Wordsworth, &c. , &c., in 1.

8 Olshausen, for instance, says :
" Das iv v^iTv ist nicht zu fassen : untereuch,

8ondern=^r HapSiatiii/^t(av, in dera die Geist wirkung alseine innerliche ged-

achtist." Bibl. Comm., iv. p. 58.
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the worker who gives the Spirit being God. The opinion most
commonly held is that reference is here made to the " gifts

"

(xapuTfiara), regarding which the Apostle elsewhere speaks,* and
which we shall presently discuss, but this is by no means certain

and cannot be determined. It is equally j)robable that he may
refer to the spiritual effect produced upon the souls of the Gala-
tians by the Gospel which he so frequently represents as a " power'
of God. In any case, it is clear that there is no external miracle

referred to here, and even if allusion to Charismata be understood

we have yet to ascertain precisely what these were. We shall

endeavour to discover whether there was anything in the least

degree miraculous in these " gifts," but there is no affirmation in

this passage which demands special attention, and whatever gen-
eral significance it may have will be met when considering the

others which are indicated.

The first passage in the Epistles to the Corinthians, which is

pointed out as containing the testimony of Paul both to the

•reality of miracles in general and to the face that he himself

performed them, is the following, 2 Cor. xii. 12: "Truly the

signs ((xrifieLa) of the Apostle were wrought in you {KarupydaO-q

iv vfuv) in all patience, both in signs and wonders and powers
((r>//x£iots re koI ripaaiv Koi Svva.fjt.taiv^.'^ We have to justify two
departures in this rendering from that generally received.

The first of these is the adoption of "wrought in you," instead

of " wrought among you ; " and the second the simple use of

" powers " for Sum/i,€ts, instead of " mighty works." We shall take

the second first. We have referred to every passage except 1 Cor.

xii. 10, 28, 29, in which Paul makes use of the word Sui/u/xeis, and
fortunately they are sufficiently numerous to afford us a good in-

sight into his practice. It need not be said that the natural sense

of Svvdfiei'; is in no case " mighty works " or miracles, and that

such an application of the Greek word is peculiar to the New

1 Dr. Lightfoot says on the words "ivepyoov dvyd/neii iv vfilv] Comp. 1 Cor,

xii. lOfkvepyj^/iiara Svvaf.iEooy (with vv. 28, 29), Matth. xiv. 2, al dwd/neii
ivEpyov6tv iv aCtca (comp. Mark vi. 14). These passages favour the sense
' worketh miraculous powers myou,' rather than ' worketh miracles avwwj you ;'

and this meaning also accords better with the context : comp. 1 Oor. xii. (5, 6 Si

avToS Osoi o kyepywv rd itdvra iv nd6iv. What was the exact nature of

these ' powers,' whether they were exerted over the physical or the moral world, it

is impossible to determine. The limitations implied in 1 Cor. xii. 10, and the gen-

eral use of dvvd^Eii point rather to the former. It is important to notice how
here, as in the Epistle to the Corinthians, St. Paul assumes the possession of these

extraordinary powers by his converts as an acknowledged fact." Ep. to the Gal,

p. 135. Cf. Wordsworth, Gk. Test., St. Paul's, p. 57, and esoecially p. 128, where,

on 1 Cor. xii. 11, Dr. Wordsworth notes: "ivepyel] in-workelh," and quotes

Cyril, ". . . . and the Holy Spirit worA;« m every member of Christ's body," &c.

2 rd i^ikv 67]HEia tov anodToAov KaTEipyd6BTf kv v/uTv kv nd6y
vaoi-iov^, dr/nEioii re xai ra'padiv xai dvvdjuBdtv. 2 Cor. xii. 12.
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Testament and, subsequently, to Patristic literature. There is,

however, no ground for attributing this use of the word to Paul.

It is not so used in the Septuagint, and it is quite evident that

the Apostle does not employ it to express external effects or works,

but spiritual phenomena or potentiality. In the passage, Gal. iii. 5

which we have just discussed, where the word occurs in the plural,

as here, it is understood to express " powers." We may quote

the rendering of that passage by the Bishop of Gloucester :
" He

then, / say, that ministereth to you the Spirit and worketh mighty
powers within you, doeth he it by the works of the law or by the

report of faith? "' Why " mighty" should be inserted it is diflicnlt

to understand, but the word is rightly printed in italics to show
that it is not actually expressed in the Greek. " What was the

exact nature of these ' powers "... it is impossible to deter-

mine," observes another scholar quoted above,^ on the same pas-

sage.^ In 1 Cor. xii. 10, 28, 29, where the plural Swa/neis again

occui-s, the intention to express "powers"* and not external results

—miracles—is perfectly clear, the word being in the last two
verses used alone to represent the " gifts." In all of these passages

the word is the representative of the " powers" and not of the

"effects."'' This interpretation is rendered more clear by, and at

the same time confirms, the preceding phrase, " were wrought in

you " (Kardpyda-di} iv vfi.lv). " PoWers " (Suvd/tiet?), as in Gal. iii. 5, are

worked " within you," and the rendering of that passage being so

settled, it becomes authoritative for this. If, however, direct con-

firmation of Paul's meaning be required, we have it in Rom. vii.

8, where we find the same verb used with iv in this sense : "But
sin ... . wrought in me (Karctpyao-aro tv iixol) all manner of covet-

ing," &c. ; and with this may also be compared 2 Cor. vii. 11 ....
' what earnestness it wrought in you " (Kareipyoo-aTo iv ^ ifiiv). It

was thus Paul's habit to speak of spiritual effects wrought
'within," and as he referred to the " powers" (Swa/xtis) worked
"within" the souls of the Galatians, so he speaks of them here as

"wrought in" the Corinthians. It will become clear as we pro-

ceed that the addition to Swo/xeis of "signs and wonders " does not
in the least affect this interpretation. In iCor. xiv. 22, the Apostle
speaks of the gift of "tongues" as "a sign" {crr)fXflov).

Upon the supposition that Paul was affirming the actual per-

1 EUicott, St. Paul's Ep. to the Galatians, 4th ed., 1867, p. 154 f.

^ Dr. Lightfoot, see note 2, p. 3.37.

* It is rendered " vertues " in Wyclifs version.
* " Swdueti] pmoera. From persona he passes to things," &c. Wordsworth, on

1 Cor. xii. 28, Gk. Test., St. Paul's Epistles, p. 129.

5 Grotius renders 8vvdnediv=viTt\itih\iB ad 2 Cor. xii. 12. Annot. in N. T.,
vi. 639.

* iv is found in C, F, O, and other MSS., although it is omitted in the other
great codices. This, however, does not affect the argument.

60
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formance of miracles by himself, how extraordinary becomes the

statement that they " were wrought in all patience," for it is

manifest that " in all patience" (ev irdtrig wo/xoi/jj) does not form part

of the signs, as some nave argued, but must be joined to the verb
{KwrupyaxTdi})} It may be instructive to quote a few words of 01s-

hausen upon the point: " The eV ttuotj vTro/ionf is not altogether

easy. It certainly cannot be doubtful that it is to be joined to

KaTfipya^Or) and not to what follows; but for what reason does Paul
here make it directly prominent that he wrought his signs in all

patience ? It seems to me probable that in this there may be a

reproof to the Corinthians, who, in spite of such signs, still showed
themselves wavering regarding the authority of the Apostle. In

such a position, Paul would say, he had, patiently waiting, allowed

his light to shine amongst them, certain of ultimate triumjth." -

This will scarcely be accepted by any one as a satisfactory solu-

tion of the difficulty, which is a real one if it be assumed that

Paul, claiming to have performed miracles, wi'ought them " in all

patience." Besides the matter is complicated, and the claim to

have himself performed a miracle still more completely vanishes,

when we consider the fact that the passive construction of the

sentence does not actually represent Paul as the active agent by

whom the signs were wrought. " Truly the signs of the Apostle

were wrought," but how wrought ? Clearly he means by the

Spirit, as he distinctly states to the Galatians. To them " Jesus

Christ (the Messiah) was fully set forth crucified," and he asks

them : Was it from works of the Law or from hearing in faith

the Gospel thus preached to them that they " received the Spirit "?

and that he who supplies the Spirit " and worketh powers " in

them does so ? From faith, of course.^ The meaning of Paul,

therefore, was this : His Gospel was preached among them " in all

patience," which being received by the hearing of faith, the Spirit

was given to them, and the signs of the Apostle were thus

wrought among them. The representation is made throughout

the Acts that the Apostles lay their hands on those who believe,

and they receive the Holy Spirit and speak with tongues. If any

special " sign of the apostle " can be indicated at all, it is this

;

and in illustration we may point to one statement made in the

Acts. Philip, the evangelist, who was not an apostle, is repre-

sented as going into Samaria and preaching the Messiah to the

Samaritans, who give heed to the things spoken by him, and

multitudes are baptized (viii. 5, 6, 12), but there was not the out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit which usually accompanied the apos-

1 So Alford, Billroth, Ewald, Maier, Meyer, Neander, Olshausen, Osiander, De

2 OUliamen, Bibl.Coni., iii. p. 879 f. » Gal. iii. 1 ff.
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tolic baptism. " And the Apostles in Jerusalem, having heard
that Samaria had received the word of Qod, sent unto them Petei

and John ; who when they came down prayed for them that they
might receive the Holy Spirit—-for as yet he had fallen upon none
of them, but they had only been baptized into the name of the
Lord Jesus. Then laid they (the Apostles) their hands on them
and they received the Holy Spirit.' ^ Wo may further refer to

the episode at Ephesus (Acts xix. 1 tf.) where Paul finds certain

disciples who, having only been baptized into John's baptism, had
not received the Holy Spirit, nor even heard whether there was a
Holy Spirit, (xix. 6.) " And Paul having laid his hands upon
them, the Holy Spirit came on them, and they were speaking
with tongues and prophesying."

When we examine Paul's Epistles to the Corinthians we find

ample assurance that the interpretation here given of this passage

is correct, and that he does not refer, as apologists have main-
tained, to miracles wrought by himself, but to the Charismata,
which were supposed to have been bestowed upon the Corinthians
who believed, and which were thus the signs of his apostleship.

The very next verse to that which is before us shows this :

" Truly the signs of the Apostle were wrought in you in all pa-

tience .... 13. For (yap) what is there wherein ye were in-

ferior to the other Churches, except it be that I myself was not
burdensome to you 1 " The mere performance of signs and won-
ders did not constitute their equality ; but in the possession of

the Charismata,—regarding which ,0 mucli is said in the first

epistle, and which were the result of his preaching,—-they were
not inferior to the other Churches, and only inferior, Paul says

with hi^ tine irony, in not having, like the other Churches with
their Apostles, been called upon to acquire the merit of bearing

his charges. What could be more distinct than the Apostle's

opening address in the first Epistle :
" I thank my God always,

on your behalf, for the grace of God which was given you in

Christ Jesus ; that in everything ye were enriched by him (at

the time of their conversion) ,2 in all utterance and in all know-
ledge : even as the testimony of Christ was confirmed in you : 80

that ye come behind in no gift (^xapia-fxaTi)" &c. For this reason

they were not inferior to the other Churches, and those were the

signs of the Apostle which were wrought in them. Paul very
distinctly declares the nature of his ministry amongst the Cor-

inthians and the absence of other " signs :" 1 Cor. i. 22 f .

" Since

both Jews demand signs (cn^/xcta) and Greeks seek after wisdom,
but we (r}fi€L'i 8e) preach Christ crucified, unto Jews a stumbling-

1 Acts viii. 14—17. a Stanley, Eps. to the Cor., p. 23,
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block and unto Gentiles foolishness, but unto those who are

called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power (SvVa/xi,/) of God
and the wisdom of God." The contrast is L.ro clearly drawTi

between the requirement of Jews (signs) and of Greeks (wisdom)
and Paul's actual ministry : no signs, but a scandal (fTKavSuAoi-) to

the Jew, and no wisdom, but foolishness to the Greek, but this

word of the c.oss (Xoyos 6 toC (rravpov) " to us who are being saved
is the power (Swo/xts) of God" (i. 18).* The Apostle tells us what
he considers the " sign of the Apostle" when, nioie directly de-

fending himself against the opponents who evidently denied his

apostolic claims, he says vehemently : 1 Cor. ix. 1 ff. " Am 1 not

free ? Am I not an Apostle ? have I not seen Jesus our Lord ?

are ye not my ivork in the Lord ? If I be not an Apostle unto

others, yet doubtless I am to you : for the seal ((T<f)payi%) of my
Apoatleship are ye in the Lord.'"^ It cannot, we think, be doubted,

when the passage, 2 Cor. xii. 12, is attentively considered, that

Paul does not refer to external miracle'i performed by him, but

to the Charismata which he supposed to be conferred upon the

Corinthian Christians on their acceptance of the Gospel which
the Apostle preached. These Charismata, however, are advanced

as miraculous, and the passages 1 Cor. xii. 10, 28, 29 are quoted

in support of the statement we are discussing, and these now
demand our attention.

It may be well at once to give the verses which are referred

to, and in which it is said that Paul " goes somewhat elaborately

into the exact place in the- Christian economy that is to be as-

signed to the working of miracles and gifts of healing" (1 Cor.

xii. 10, 28, 29). It is necessary for the full comprehension of tho

case that we should quote the context : xii. 4. "Now there are

diversities of gifts (xapurfiaTwv), but the same Spirit ; 5, and there

are diversities of ministries (SuiKoviiov), and the same Lord ; 6. and

there are diversities of workings (fVcpyr/zxaTtov), bat it is thesame God
who worketh the all in all (p ivfpySiv ra Travra iv Tratriv); 7. But to each

is given the manifestation of the Spirit ((^ovewpwris tov ttvciV^^''^)

for i)rotit ; 8. For to one is given by the Spirit a word of wisdom
(Xoyos o-o</)iaf) ; to another a word of knowledge (Xoyos yvwo-«u>s) ac-

cording to the same Spirit; 9. to another faith (wio-ris) in the same

Spirit, to another gifts of healingsi (xapto-/tiaTa lafidrtDv) in the one

Spirit ; 10. to another (inward) workings of powers (ivipyt'ip-ara

Swd/xfMv)
; to another prophecy (7rpo<^7;T«ia) ; to another discerning

of spirits (8idKpia-t<: irvtvfj.d.TOiv); to another kinds of tongues (y«^

yXtMT(Twv)
; to another interpretation of tongues (ipfi-qviia yXoxro-oiv)

;

1 And again Rom. i. 16, &c., &c.
2 Comp. Rom. iv. 11, "and he (Abraha- i^ceived a sign (dtf/uEToy) of circum-

cision, a seal (6tppayida) of the righteoiisaesa of tho faith," &c., &c.
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II. but all these workcth (ivtpytl) the one and the same Spirit,

dividing to each severally as he wills." Aher illustrating this by
showing the mutual dependence of the different members and
senses of the body, the Apostle proceeds : v. 28. " And God set

some in the Church, first apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly

teachers, after that .»<'wers (Swd/xits), after that gifts of h.ealings

(^apwr/iara k/ndrwv), lUilpings (orrtXTji/^fis), govemings (»(v/iJcpv^eis),

kinds of tongues (yivrj yK-jtcraHv), 29. Are all apostles { are all

prophets ? are all teachers ? arc all powers (Svm/icw) ? 30. have
all gifts of healings (xapio-/*aTa lafxdrujv) ? do all speak with tongues
(yXoKro-ais XoAoCo-iV) ? do all interpret (Sitp/iTyvcvoufriv) ?

"

Before we commence an examination of this interesting and
important passage, it is essential that we should endeavour to

disabuse our minds of preconceived ideas. Commentators are too

prone to apply to the Apostle's remarks a system of interpreta-

tion based upon statements ma<le by later and less informed
writers, and warped by belief in the reality of a miraculous ele-

ment pervading all apostolic times, which have been derived

maiiily from post-apostolic narratives. What do we really know
of the phenomena supposed to have characterir^ed the Apostolic

age, and which were later, and are now, described as miraculous ?

With the exception of what we glean from the writings of P»ul,

we know absolutely nothing from any contemporary writer and
eye-witness. In the Gospels and in the Acts of the Apostles, we
have detailed accounts of many miracles said to hav been per-

formed by the Apostles and others ; but these narratives were all

written at a much later period, and by persons who are unknown
and most of v/hom are not even affirmed to have been eye-

witnesses.^ In the Acts of the Apostles we have an account of

some of the very Charismata referred to by Paul in the passage
above quoted, and we shall thus have the advantage of presently

comparing the two acco its. We must, however, altogether resist

any attempt to insert be ween the lines of the Apostle's writing

ideas and explanations derived from the Author of the Acts and
from patristic literature, and endeavour to understand what it is

he himself says and intends to say. It must not be supposed that

we in the slightest degree question the fact that the Apostle Paul
believed in the reality of supernatural intervention in mundane
affairs, or that he asserted the actual occun-ence of certain mir-

acles. Our desire is 8.s far as po.ssible to ascertain what Paul him-
self has to say upon specific phenomena, now generally explained
as miraculous, and thus, descending from vague generalities to

more distinct statements, to ascertain the value of his opinion re-

I It is suggestive that the curious passage Mk. xvi. 17—18 is not even by the
Author of the second Gospel, but a later addition.
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garding the character of such phenomena. It cannot fail tc be
instructive to determine something of the nature of Charismata
from an eye-witness who believed them to have been supernatural.

His account, as we have seen, is tho most precious evidence of
the Church to the reality of tl,3 miraculous.

The first point which must be observed in connection with the

Charismata referred to by Paul in the passage before us is that,

whilst there are diversities amongst them, all the phenomena de-

scribed are ascribed to " one and the same Spirit dividing % each

severally as he wills ;

" and, consequently, that, although there

may be differences in their form and value, a supernatural origin

is equally a.ssigned to all the " gifts " enumerated. What tiien

are these Charismata ? "A word of wisdom," " a word of know-
ledge," and " faith " are the hrst three mentioned. What the pre-

cise difference was, in Paul's meaning, between the utterance of

wisdom (cro<p(a) and of knowledge (yvwo-ts) it is impossible now
Tvith certainty to say, nor is it very essential for us to inquire.

The two words are combined in Rom. xi. 33 : "0 the depths of

the riches and wisdom (c-o<^tas) and knowledge (yvoio-ews) of Goa !

"

and in this very epistle some varying use is made of both words.

Paul tells the Corinthians (1, i. 17) that Christ d'd not send him
" in wisdom of word " (ovk cv o-o^io, Xoyov) or utterance : and (ii. 1)
" not with excellency of word or wisdom " (Xoyov ^ o-oijl/tas, cf . li. 4);

and further on he say.s (i. 30) that Christ Jesus " was made unto

us wisdom (o-o^iaj from God." The most suggestive expressions, *

however, are the following, we think : 1 Cor. ii. 6. " But we
speak wisdom (o-o^tav) among the perfect, yet not the wisdom
(ao<f)iav) of this age, nor of tht- rulersof this age,|that come to nought,

7. but we speak God's wisdom (deov no^iav) in mystery, the hidden

wisdom, which God ordained before the ages unto our gloiy, 8.

which none of the rulers of this age has known, for had they

known it, they would not h^./e crucified the Loid of Glory. 9.

But as it is written, ' What eye saw not,' he, &c. 10. But unto

us God revealed them through the Spirit. . . . . 11. . . .

even so also the things of God knoweth no one but the Spirit of

God. 12. But we received, not the spirit of the world, but the

Spirit which is from God, ( lat we might know the things that

are freely given us by Go^ ; 13. which things also we speak, not

in words taught by human wisdom, but in words taught by the

Spirit, interpreting spiritual things to the spiritual"'' (iri/ev/xanKoIs

vvtvfkaTi.Ka (TvyKpivovTiSi). It is quite clear from all the antecedent

1 The word is used in the following passages of Paul's four Epistles : Rem. xi.

33 ; 1 Cor. i. 17, 19, 20, 21 twics, 22, 24, 30, ii. 1,4 5, 6 twice, 7, 13, iii. 19, xii.

8 ; 2 Cor. i. 12.

2 There is considerable room f(^- doubt as to the real sense oi this last phrase.

rtf i;
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Oi tbis last phrase.

context that Paul's preaching was specially the Messiah crucified,

" Christ the power of God and the wisdom ((To<f>Cav) of God," and
re may conclude reasonably that the Aoyos o-o<)!)ias of our passage

was simply the eloquent utterance of this doctrine. In like man-
ner, we may get some insight into the meaning which Paul at-

tached to the word " knowledge " (yvoio-is). It will be remembered
that at the very opening of the first Epistle to the Corinthians

Paul expresses his thankfulness that in everything they were
enriched in Christ Jesus : i. 5. " in all utterance (A-oyw) and in all

knowledge (yvwo-fi), 6. even as the testimony of the Christ was
confirmed in you ; " that Is to say, according to commentators, by
these very Charismata. Later, speakirg of " tongues," he says

(1 Cor. xiv. 6) :
".

. . What shall 1 profit you, except I shall

speak to you either in revelation or in knowledge («V to/wo-ci), or

in prophecy, or in teaching ?
" We obtain a clearer insight into

his meaning in the second Epistle, in the passage 2 Cor. ii.

14-lC,and still more in iv. 3-6 and x. .5, where he describes meta-
phorically hisweapons as not carnal, but strong through God, "cast-

ing down reasonings and every high thing that exalteth itself

against the kncwiedw of God, and bringing into captivity

every thought to the obedience of the Christ
;

" and if we ven-

tured to offer an opinion, it would be that Paul means by Xdyos

yycoo-eojs simply Christian theology. We merely otfer this as a
passing suggestion. Little need be said with regard to the gift of
" faith " (TTto-ri?), which is perfectly intelligible. Apologists argue
that by these three "gifts" some supernatural form of wisdom,
knowledge, and faith is expressed, and we shall have something
more to say on the point presently ; but here we merely point out
that there is no gi'ound whatever for such an assertion except the

fact that the Apostle ascribes to them a supernatural origin, or,

in fact, believes in the inspiration of such qualities. All that

can be maintained is that Paul accounts for the possession of char-

acteristics, which we now know to be natural, by asserting that

they are the diicct gift of the Holy Spirit. There is not the
faintest evidence to show that these natural capabilities did not
antecedently exist in the Corinthians, and were not merely stimu-
lated into action in Christian channels by the religious enthusiasm
and zeal accompanying their conversion ; but, on the contrary,

every reason to believe this to be the case, as we shall further

see.^ In fact, according to the Apostolic Church, every quality

was a supernatural gift,, and all ability or excellence in practical

life directly emanated from the action of the Holy Spirit.

1 We may here jRy that attempts have been made to show that the Apostle
classifies the charismata in groups of threes, and evon sets forth the three per-

sons of the Trinity as the several donors. It wouM be useless for us to touch
upon the poii;t.
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We may now proceed to " gifts of healings" {x'^piafiaru iafiarmvy

which it will be noted are doubly in the plural, indicating, as is

supposed, a variety of special gifts, each having reierence pro-

bably to special diseases. What is there to show that there was
anj'thing more miraculovo in "gifts of healings" than in the

possession of an utterance of wisdom, an utterance of -:nowledge,

or faith ? Nothing whatever. On the contrary, everything, from
the unvarying experience of the world, to the inferences which
we shall be able to draw from the whole of this information re-

garding the Chai'ismata, shows that there was no miraculous

power of healing either possessied or exercised. Reference is fre-

quently made to the passage in the so-called Epistle of James as

an illustration of this, v. 14 :
" Is any sick among you ? let him

call for the elders of the church, and let them pray over him, hav-

ing anointed him with oil in the name of the Lord: 15. And
the prayer of faith shall save the aiflicted, and the Lord shall

raise him up ; and if he have committed sins, it shall be forgiven

him." The con Lext, however, not only shows that in this there

is no allusion to any gift of healing or miraculous power, but

seems to ignore the existence of any such gift. Tiie Epistle con-

tinues : v. 16, " Confess therefore your sins one to another, and
pray for one another that ye may be healed. The suppiicatior

of a righteous man availeth much when it is working." And
then the successful instance of the prayer of Elijah that it might

not rain and again that it might rain is given. The passage is

merely an assertion of the efficacy of prayer, and if, as is not un-

frequently done, it be argued that the gifts of healings were pro-

bably applied by means of earnest prayer for the sick, it may be

said that this is the only "gift" which is supposed to have descended

to our times. It does not require much argument, however, to

show that the reality of a miraculous gift can scarcely be de-

monstrated byappealing to tho objective efficacy of prayer. Wemay,
in passing, refer apologists who hold the authenticity of the

Epistles to the Philippians and to Timothy, to indications which

do not quite confirm the supposition that a power of miraculous

healing actually existed in the Apostolic Church. In the Epistle

to the Philippians, ii. 25 ff., Paul is represented as sending Epa-

phroditus to them (v. 26) " Since he was longing after you all,

and was distressed because ye heard that he was sick. 27 For,

indeed, i^e was sick niirh unto death ; but God had mercy on

him ; and not on him only, but on me also, that I might not

have sorrow upon sorrow. I sent him, therefore, the more

anxiously, that, when ye see him, ye may rejoice again, and that

1 The word i'aua only occurs in the N. T. in 1 Cor. xii 10, 28, 29. It might

better be rendered "means of healing," or " remedies."
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I may be the less sorrowful." The anxiety felt by the Philip-

pians, and the whole language of the writer, in this passage, are

rather inconsistent with the knowledge that miraculous power
of healing was possessed by the Church, and of course by Paul,

which would naturally have been exerted for one in whom so

many were keenly interested. Then, in 2 Tim. iv. 20, the writer

says :
" Trophimus I left at Miletus sick." If miraculous powers

of healing existed, why were they not exerted in this case ? If

they were exerted and failed for special reasons, why are these

not mentioned ? It is unfortunate that there is so little evidence

of the application of these gifts. On the other hand, we may
suggest that medical art scarcely xisted at that period in such
communities, end that the remedies practised admirably lent

themselves to the theory of " gifts " of healings, rather than to

any recognition of the fact that the accurate diagnosis of disease

and successful treatment of it can only be the result of special

study and experience.

The next gift mentioned is (v. 10) "workings of pov/ers"
(Ivepy^fiaTa Svvdfitwv) very unwarrantably rendered in our " author-

ized " version " the working of miracles." We have already said

enough regarding Paul's use of Swa/xis. The phrase before us
would be even better rendered in- or inward-workings of powers,

and tho use made of fvepyth by Paul throughout his epistles would
confirm this. It may be pointed out that as the gifts just referred

to are for " healings " it is difficult to imagine any class of
" miracles " which could well be classed under a separate head as

the special " working of n^iracles" contemplated by apologists. In-

flnitel}' the greater number of miracles related in the Gospels and
Acta are " healings " of disease. Is it possible to suppose <^hat Paul
really indicated by this expression a distinct o der of " miracles

"

properly so called ? Certainly not. Neither the words themselves
used by Paul, properly understood, nor the context permit us to

suppose that he referred to the working of miracles at all. "We
have no intention of conjecturing what these " powers " were sup-
posed to be ; it is sufficient that we show they cannot rightly be
exaggerated into an assertion of the power of working miracles.

It is much more probable that, in the exprespion, no external

working by the gifted person is implied at all, and that the gift

referred to " in-workings of powers " within his own mind pro-

ducing the ecstatic state with its usual manifestations or those

visions and supposed revelations to which Paul himself was

1 The Bishop of Lincoln has on 1 Cor. xii. 6, '^ ivspyrff/droov] in-wrought
works. 'EvepyTf/ua is more than epyov. For iyipyjjiia is not every work,
it is an in-torought work," &c. On v. 11 :

" tYrpyEt] m-worktth; " and on v. 28 :

"8vv<xneti]poiver8." Greek Teat. St. Paul'dEps., p. 127 ft. , .
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subject. Demoniacs, or persons supposed to be possessed of evil

spirits, were called cVepyou/xtyoi, and it is easy to conceive how
anyone under strong religious impressions, at that epoch of most
intense religious emotion, might, when convulsed by nervous or
mental excitement, be supposed tlie subject of inward workings of

powers supernaturally imparted. Every period of religious zeal

has been marked by such phenomena.^ These conclusions are

further corroborated by the next gifts enumerated. The first

of these is " prophecy " (irpocl>r)Tfta), b}-^ -vrhich is not intended the
mere foretelling of events, but speaking " unto men edification

and exhortation and comfort," as the Apostle himself says (xiv.

3) ; and an illustration of this may ha pointed out in Acts iv. 36,

where the name Barnabas =^ " Son of proi)hecy," being interpreted

is said to be " Son of Exhortation " (vlo? TrapaKXr^o-ews). To this fol-

lows the " discerning (or judging) of spirits " (StaKpwns irvevfKiTm),

a gift which, if we are to judge by Paul's expressions elsewhere,

was simply the exercise of natural intelligence and discernment.

In an earlier part of the first Epistle, rebuking the Corinthians

for carr3'ing their disputes before legal tribunals, he says, vi. 5 :

" Is it so that tiiere is not even one wise man among you who
shall be able to discern fSitKpivat) betw(3en his brethren ? " Again, in

xi. 31, " But if we discerned (SicKptVonev) we should not be judged
{iKpLvo/Miea) " (cf vv. 28, 29), and in xiv. 29, " Let Prophets speak

two or three, and let the others discern (SiaKpive'rciKrav).

We reserve the " kinds of tongues " and " intei-prf^tation of

tongues " for separate treatment, and proceed to vv. 28 K, in

which, after illustrating his meaning by the analogy of the body,

the Apostle resumes his observations upon the Charismata, and it

is instructive to consider the rank he ascribes to the various gifts.

He classes them :
" First, apostles, secondly prophets, thirdly

teachers, after that powers, after that gifts of healings, helpings,

governings, kinds of tongues." These so-called miraculous gifts

are here placed in a lower class than those of exhortation and

teaching, which is suggestive ; for it is difficult to suppose that

even a man like Paul could have regarded the poi^jession of such

palpable and stupendous pow(U' as the instantaneous and miracu-

lous healing of disease, or the performance of other miracles, below

the gift of teaching or exhortation. It is perfectly intelligible

that the practice of medicine as it was then understood, and the

skill which might have been attained in particuUr branches of

disease by individuals, not to speak of those who may have been

supposed to be performing miracles when they dealt with cases

1 We may point out further instances of the use of kvepyslv kv in the New
Testament, in addition to those already referred to, and which should be examined

:

Ephes. i. 20, ii. 2, iii. 20 ; Phil. ii. 13 ; CoL i. 29 ; 1 Thess. ii. 13 ; 2 Thess. ii. 7.
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of hysteria or mental excitement, might appear to the Apostle

much inferior to a gift for imparting spiritual instruction and ad-

monition ; but the actual possession of supernatural power, the

actual exercise of what was believed to be the personal attribute

of God, must have been considered a distinction more awful and
elevated than any gift of teaching. It will bo noticed also that

other Charismata are here introduced, whilst " discerninfr of

spirits " is omitted. The new gifts, " helpings " and " governings,"

have as little a miraculous character about them as any that have
preceded them. Is it not obvious that all special ability, all offi-

cial capacity, is simply represented as a divine gift, and regarded

as a " manifestation of the Spirit ?
"

It is important in the highest degree to limember that the

supposed miraculous Charismata are not merely conferred upon
a few persons, but are bestowed upon all the members of the

Apostolic Church.^ " The extraordinary Charismata which the

Apostles conferred through their imposition of hands," writes Dr.
von Dollinger, " were so diffused and distributed, that nearly

every one, or at any rate manv, temporarily at least, had a share

in one gift or another. This was a solitary case in history,which
has never since repeated itself, and which, in default of experi-

ence, we can only approximately picture to ourselves. One might
say : the metal of tliQ Church was still glowing, molten, form-

less, and presented altogether another aspect than, since then, in

the condition of the cold and hardened casting." ^ The apologetic

representation of the case is certainly unique in history, and in

its departure from all experience might, one might have thought,,

have excited suspicion. Difficult as it is to picture such a state,

it is worth while to endeavour to do so to a small extent. Let
us imagine communities of Christians, often of considerable im-

portance, in all the larger cities as well as in smaller towns, all or

most of the members of which were endowed with supernatural

1 Cf. Eph. iv. 7, 11 ; 1 Pet. iv. 10, 11. Dean Stanley says :
•' It is important

to observe, that these ijultiplied allusions imply a state of things in the Apostolic
age, which has certainly not been seen since. On particular occasions, indeed,
both in the first four centuries, and afterwards in the middle ages, miracles are
ascribed by contemporary writers to the influence of the relics of particular indi-

viduals ; but there has been no occasion when they have been bo emphatically as-

cribed to whole societies, so closely mixed up with the ordinarj' course of life. It

is not maintained that every member of the Corinthian Church had all or the
greater part of these gifts, but it certainly appears that every one had some gift ;.

and this being the case, we are enabled to realize the total difference of the organ-
ization of the Apostolic Church from any through which it has passed in its later

stages. It was still in a state of fusion. Every p^rt of the new Society was in-

stinct with a life of its own. The whole atmosphere which it breathed must have
confirmed the belief in the importance and novelty of the crisis." The Epistles
of St. P. to the Corinthians, 4th e-^., p. 224.

» Christenthum und Kirche, 2te aufl., 1868, p. 298. ? "'' / ' f^ ."?';.'',
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gifts, and, amongst others, with power to heal diseases and to per-
form miracles ; all the intellectual and religious qualities requisite

for the guidance, edification, and government of the communities
supplied abundantly and specially by the Holy Spirit ; the or-

dinary dependence of society on the natural capacity and power
of its leaders dispensed with, and every possible branch of moral
culture and physical comfort provided with inspired and miracu-
lously-gifted ministries ; the utterance of wisdom and knowledge,
exhortation and teaching, workings of healings, discernment of

spirits, helpings, governings, kinds of tongues supematurally dif-

fused throughout the conamunity by God himself. As a general

rule, communities have to do as well as they can without such

help, and eloquent instructors and able administrators do not gen-

erally fail them. The question, therefore, intrudes itself: Why
were ordinary and natural means so completely yet aside, and
the qualifications which are generally found adequate for the

conduct and regulation of life supplanted by divine Charismata ?

At least, we may suppose that communities endowed with such

supernatural advantages, and guided by the direct inspiration of

the Holy Spirit, must have been distinguished in every way from

the rest of humanity, and must have presented a spectacle of the

noblest life, free from the weakness and inconsistency of the

world, and betraying none of the moral and intellectual frailties

of ordinary' society. At the very least, and without exaggera-

tion, communities in every member of which there existed some

supernatural manifestation of the Holy Spirit might be expected

to show very marked superiority and nobility of character.

When we examine the Epistles of Paul and other ancient do-

cuments, we find anything but supernatural qualities in the

Churches supposed to be endowed with such miraculous gifts.

On the contrary, it is scarcely possible to exaggerate the intensely

human character of the conduct of such communities, their

fickleness, the weakness of their fidelity to the Gospel of Paul,

their wavering faith, and the ease and rapidity with which

they are led astray, their petty strifes and discords, their party

spirit, their almost indecent abuse of some of their supposed gifts,

such as " tongues," for which Paul rebukes them so severely.

The very Epistles, in fact, in which we read of the supernaiiural

endowments and organization of the Church, are full of evidence

•that there was nothing supernatural in them. The primary

cause apparently for which the first letter was written to the

Corinthians was the occurrence of divisions and contentions

amongst them (i. 10 ff), parties of Paul, of Apollos, of Cephas, of

Christ, which make the Apostle give thanks (i. 14) that he had

Jbaptized but few of them, that no one might say that they were

•-'
If
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baptized into his name. Paul had not been able to speak to

them as spiritual but as carnal, mere babes in Christ (iii. ^ f.) ;.

he fed them with milk, not meat, for they were not yet able,

" nor even now are ye able," he says, " for ye are yet carnal. For
whereas there is among you envying and strife ; are ye not
carnal ?" He continues in the same strain throughout the letter^

admonishing them in no flattering terms. Speaking of his send-

ing Timothy to them, he says (iv. 18 f.) :
" But some of you were

pufled up, as though I were not coming to you ; but I will come
to you shortly, if it be the Lord's will, and will know, not the
speech of them who are puffed up, but the power." There is

serious sin amongst them, which they show no readiness to purge
away. Moreover these Corinthians have lawsuits with each
other (vi. 1 fl".), and, instead of taking advantage of those super-

natural Charismata, they actually take their causes for decision

before the uninspired tribunals of the heathen rather than sub-

mit them to the judgment of the saints. Their own members,
who have gifts of wisdom and of knowledge, discerning of spirit*

and governings, have apparently so little light to throw upon the
regulation of social life, that the Apostle has to enter into minute
details for their admonition and guidance. He has even to

lay down rules regarding the head-dresses of women in thfr

Churches (xi. 3 ff.). Even in their very Church as.semblies there

are divisions of a serious character amongst them (xi. 18 ff.).

They misconduct themselves in the celebration of the Lord's

supper, for they make it, as it were, their own supper, " and one
is hungry and anothev is drunken." " What !" he indignantly

exclaims, " have ye not L :uses to eat and to drink in ? or despise

ye the Church of God ?" To the Galatians Paul writes, mar-
velling that they are so soon removing from him that called

them in the grace of Christ unto a different Gospel (i. 6). "

foolish Galatians," he says (iii. 1), " who bewitched you ?" In

that community also, opposition to Paul and denial of his au-
thority had become powerful. If we turn to other ancient docu-
ments, the Epistles to the seven Churches do not present us with
a picture of supernatural perfection in those communitis, though
doubtless, like the rest, they had received these gifts. The other

Epistles of the New Testament depict a state of things which by
no means denotes any extraordinary or abnormal condition of the
members. We may quote a short passage to show that we do
not strain this representation unduly. " But certainly," says Dr^
von Doll inger, "in spi' of a rich outpouring of spiritual gifts

vouchsafed to it, a community could fall into wanton error. Paul
had in Corinth, contemporaneously with his description of the
charismatic state of the Church there, to denounce sad abuses. la
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the Galatian community, Judaistic seduction, and the darkening
of Christian doctrine through the delusion as to the necessity of
the observance of the law, had so much increased that the Apostle
called them fools and senseless, but at the same time he appealed
to the proof which was presented by the spiritual gifts and mir-
aculous powers, in which they had participated not through the
observance of the law, but through faith in Christ (Gal, iii. 2, 5).

Now at that time the Charismata of teaching and knowledge
must already have been weakened or extinguished in these com-
munities, otherwise so strong an aberration would not be explic-

able. Nowhere, however, in this Epistle is there any trace of an
established ministry ; on the contrary, at the close, the 'spiritual'

among them are instructed to administer the office of commina-
tion. But, generally, from that time forward, the charismatic

state in the Church more and more disappeared, though single

Charisma, and individuals endowed with the same, remained. In

the first Epistle to the believers in Thessalonica, Paul had made it

specially prominent that his Gospel had worked there, not as mere
word, but with demonstration of the power of the Holy Spirit (i.

5). In the Epistles to the Phillippians and Colossians, there is no
longer the slightest intimation of, or reference to, the Charismata,

although in both communities the occasion for such an allusion

was very appropriate—in Phiiippi through the Jewish opponents,

and in Colossae on account of the heretical dangers and che

threatening Gnostic asceticism. On the other hand, in the Epistle

to the Philippians, bishops and deacons are already mentioned as

ministers of the community. Then, in the Pastoral Epistles, not

only is there no mention of the Charismata, but a state of the

community is set forth which is wholly different from the charis-

matic. The communities in Asia Minor, the Epheaian first of all,

are partly threatened, partly unsettled by Gnostic heresies, strifes

of words, foolish controversies, empty babbling about matters of

faith, of doctrines of demons, of an advancing godlessness corrod-

ing like a gangrene (1 Tim. iv. 1-3, vi. 3 fF., 20, 2 Tim. ii. 14 ff.) All

the counsels which arp here given to Timothy, the conduct in re-

gard to these evils which is recommended to him, all is of a nature

as though Charismata no longer existed to any extent, as though,

in liou of the first spiritual soaring and of the fulness of extraor-

dinary powers manifesting itself in the community, the bare prose

of the life of the Church had already set in."^ Regarding this it

is not necessary for us to say more than that the representation

which is everywhere made, in the Acts and elsewhere, and which

seems to be confirmed by Paul, is that all thy members of these

Christian communities received the Holy Spirit, and the divine

1 Christenthum u. Kirche, 1868, p. 300 f.
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Charismata, but that nowhere have we evidence of any super-

natural results produced by them. If, however, the view above
expressed be accepted, the difficulty is increased ; for, except in

the allusions of the Apostle to Charismata, it is impossible to dis-

cover any difference between communities which had received

miraculous spiritual " gifts " and those which had not done so.

On the contrary, it might possibly be shown that a church which
had not been so endowed, perhaps on the whole exhibited highfcr

spiritual qualities than a other which was supposed to possess

the Ci.arisi; la. In none are we a^le to perceive any superna-

tural characteristics, or more than the very ordinary marks of a

new religious life. It seems scarcely necessary to depart from
the natural order of nature, and introduce the supernatural work-
ing of a Holy Spirit to produce such common-place results. We
venture to say that there is nothing whatever to justify the asser-

tion of supernatural agency here, and that the special divine

Charismata existed only in the pious imagination of the Apostle,

who referred every good quality in man to divine grace.

We have reserved the gift of " Tongues" for special discussion

because Paul enters into it with a fulness with which he does not
treat any of the other Charismata, and a valuable opportunity is

thus afforded us of ascertaining something definite with regard

to the nature of the gift ; and also because we have a narrative

in the Acts of the Apostles of the first descent of the Holy Spirit,

manifesting itself in " Tongues," with which it may be instructive

to compare the Apostle's remarks. We may mention that, in the

opinion of many, the cause which induced the Apostle to say so

much regarding Charismata in his first letter to the Corinthians

was the circumstance, that many maintained the gift of tongues

to be the only form of " the manifestation of the Spirit." This

view is certainly favoured by the narrative in the Acts, in which
not only at the first famous day of Pentecost, but on almost every

occasion of the imposition of the Apostle's hands, this is the only

gift mentioned as accompanying the reception of the Holy Spirit.

In any case, it is apparent from the whole of the Apostle's

homily on the subject, that the gift of tongues was especially

valued in the Church of Corinth.^ It is difficult to conceive, on

1 Dean Stanley says :
" It may easily be conceived that this new life was liable

to much confusion and excitement, especially in a society where the principle of

moral stability was not developed commensurabJy with it. Such was, we know,
the state of Corinth. They had, on the one hand, been 'in everything enriched
by Christ, in all utteranie, and in all knowledge,' ' coming behind in no gift' (i.

5, 6, 7); but, on the other hand, the same contentious spirit which had turned the
most sacred names into party watchwords, and profaned the celebration of the

Supper of the Lord, was ready to avail itself of the openings for vanity and am-
bition afforded by the distinctions of the different gifts. Accordingly various

disorders arose ; every one thought of hiuiself, and no one of his neighbour's
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" do all interpret " (^lep/it/vtuovo-i) ? He says shortly after, xlii. 1 :

" If I speak with the tongues of men and of angels {iav rats yXw<r-

(rais Toil' avOpo'mtov XaXw xal TaJv ayytKoiv) and havo not love," &c. In
the following chapter the expressions used in discussing the gift

vary. In xiv. 2 he says :
" he that speaketh with a tongue " ^

(AaXtLi' ykuHTiTT]),^ using the singular ; and again (v. 22"), of " the

tongues " (ui yXwcro-at), being a sign ; and in v. 26, eacn " hath a
tongue " (yXwaarav <x")- "^''^ Word yXukro-o or yXwrra has Several

significations in Greek. The first and primary meaning " the

tongue "
: as a mere member of the body, the organ of speech

;

next, a tongue, or language ; and further, an obsolete or foreign

word not in ordinary use. If we inquire into the use of yKoxraa

in the Nev^ Testar^int, we find that, setting aside the passages in

Acts, Mark, and 1 Cor. xii.-xiv., in which the phenomenon we
are discussing is referred to, the word is invariably used in the

first sense, " the tongue,"' except in the Apocalypse, where the

word as " language ' typifies different nations.* Any one who
attentively considers all the passages in which the Charisma is

discussed will observe that no uniform application of any one
signification throughout is possible. We may briefly say that all

the attempts which have been made philologically to determine

the true nature of the phenomenon which the \postle discusses

have failed to produce any really satisfactory result, or to secure

the general adhesion of critics. It is we think obvious that Paul

does not apply the word, either in the plural or in the singular,

in its ordinary senses, but makes use of yXtoaaa to describe pheno-

mena connected with .speech, without intending strictly to apply it

either to the tongue or to a definite language. We merely refer to

this in passing, for it is certain that no philological discussion of the

word can materially affect the case ; and the argument is of no
interest for o''.r inquiry. Each meaning has been adopted by
critics, and been made the basis for a different explanation of the

phenomenon. Philology is incapable of finally solving such a
problem.

From the time of Irenajus,* or at least Origen, the favourite

1 The rendering of the Authorized Version "an uwXtiow/i tongue," is wholly
imaginary. The "with" which we adopt is more frequently rendered "in ;

" it

ia a mure matter of opinion of course, but we maintain " with."
2 Cf. I Cor. xiv. 4, 13, 14, 19, 27.

8 Mark vii. 33, 35; Luke i. 64, xvi.24; Acts ii. 3, 26; Rom. iii. 13, xiv. 11

;

Philip, ii 11 ; James i. 26, iii. 5, 6 twice, 3; 1 Pet. iii. 10 ; 1 John iii. 18 ; cf. 1

Cor. xiii. 1 ; Apoc. xvi. 10.

* Apoc. V. 9, vii. 9, x. 11, xi. 9, xiii. 7, xiv. 6, xvii. 15.

* Propter quod et Apostolos ait :
" Sapientiam loquimur inter perfectos ;" per-

ffctosdicens eos qui perceperunt Spiritum Dei, et omnibus linguis loquuntur per
Spiritum Dei, quemadmodum et ipse loriuebatur. KaQooi xai noWoSv axov-
ofttv dSeXg) v iv rp" ixxXTftiia, npo<ptfrtxd ;tapz(J/iara i;fovr(»j', xai

61
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ther this speech i insisted of mere inarticulate tones, of excited

ejaculations, of obsolete or unconimon expressions and provin-

cialisms, of highly [)ootical rhapsodies, of prayer in slow scarcely

audible accents, or of chaunted mysterious phrases, fragmentary
and full of rapturous intensity, as these critics variously suppose,

wo shall not pause to inquire. It is clear that, whatever may
have been the form of the speech, if instead of being speech in

unlearnt languages supenialnniUy communicated, yXoxraan koKtlv

was only the expression of religious excitement, however that

may be supposed to have originated, the pretensions of the gift

to a miraculous character shrink at once into exceedingly small

proportions.

Every unprejudiced mind must admit that the representation

that the gift of " tongues," of which the Apostle speaks in his

Epistle to the Corinthians, conferred upon the recipient the power
to speak foreign languages before unknown to him, may in great

part be traced to the nanative in Acts of the descent of the Holy
Spirit on the day of Pentecost. Although a few apologists acl-

vance the plea that there may have been differences in the mani-
festation, it is generally recognised on both sides that, however
diti'erently described by the two writers, the yAoio-o-ais XaXtlv of

Paul and of the Acts is one and the same phenomenon. The
impression conveyed by the narrative has been applied to the

didactic remarks of Paul, and a meaning forced upon them which
tiioy cannot possibly bear. It is not too much to say that, but
for the mythical account in the Acts, no one would ever have
supposed that the yAakro-at? Xa\(lv of Paul was the gift of speak-

ing foreign languages without previous study or practice. In
the interminable controversy regarding the phenomenon, more-
over, it seems to us to have been a fundamental error, on both

sides too often, to have considered it necessary to the acceptance

of any explanation that it should equally suit both the remarks
of Paul and the account in Acts.^ The only right course is to test

the narrative by the distinct and authoritative statements of tho

Apostle ; but to adopt the contrary course is much the same pro-

cedure as altering the natural interpretation of an original his-

torical document in order to make it agree with the romance of

some unknown writer of a later day, The Apostle Paul writes

as a contemporary and eye-witness of phenomena which aflFected

Steudel, Tub. Zeitschr., 1830, ii. p. 133 flf.; 1831, ii. p. 128 fif.; Wieseler, iStud. u.

Krit., 1838, p. 703 fif.; 1860, p. Ill fT.; Zelkr, Apg., p. 85 ff. Cf. von DoUinger,
Christ, u. K., p. 337 ff.; Ewald, Sendschr. des Ap. P., p. 201 ff.; Gesch. V. Isr.,

vi. p. 110 ff,; V. Hengel, De Gave der talea, p. 90 ff.; KltTig, Stud. u. Krit., 1839,

p. 493 f.; OUhausen, Stud. u. Krit. 1831, p. 568 ff.; Bibl. Comment., iii. p. 709 ff.;

Apg., p. 47 ff.; Schqf, K. G., p. 203 ff

1 Cf. Baar, Stud. u. Krit., 1838, p. 620 f.
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himself, and regarding which he gives the n-ost valuable direct
and indirect information. The unknown Author of the Acts was
not an eye-witness of the scene which h" describes, and his nar-
rative bears upon its very surface the clearest marks of tradi-

tional and legendary treatment. The ablest apologists freelv de-
clare that the evidence of Paul is of infinitely greater value than
that of the unknown and later writer, and must be preferred be-
fore it. The majority of those who profess to regard the narra-

tive as historical explain away its clearest statements with start-

ling ingenuity , or conceal them beneath a cloud of words. The
references to the phenomenon in later portions of the Acts are in

themsel""^es quite inconsistent with the earlier narrative in ch. ii.

The detailed criticism of Paul is the only contemporary, and it is

certainly the only trustworthy, account we possess regarding the
gift of " tongues."^ We must, therefore, dismiss from our minds,

if possible, the bias which the narrative in the Acts has unfortu-

nately created, and attend solely to the words of the Apostle. If

his report of the phenomenon discredit that of the unknown and
later writer, so much the worse for the latter. In any case it is

the testimony of Paul which is referred to and which we are

called upon to consider, and later writers must not be allowed to

invest it with impossible mediings. Even if we had not such

undeniable reasons for preferring the statements of Paul to the

later and untrustworthy narrative of an unknown writer, the very

contents of the latter, contrasted with the more sober remarks of

the Apostle, would consign it to a very subordinate place. Dis-

cussing the miracle of Pentecost in Acts, which he, of course, re-

gards as the instantaneous communication of ability to speak in

foreign languages, Zeller makes the following remarks :
" The

supposition of such a miracle is opposed to a right view of divine

agency, and of the relation of God to the wot Id, and, in this case

in particular, to a right view of the constitution of the human
mind. The composition and the properties of a body mny be

altered through external intluence, but mental acquirements are

attained only through personal activity, through practice ; and it

is just in this that spirit distinguishes itself from matter : that it

is free, that there is nothing in it which it has not itself spontane-

ously introduced. The external and instantaneous in-pouring of

a mental acquirement is a representation which refutes itself."

In reply to those who object to this reasoning he retorts :
" The

assertion that such a miracle actually occurred contradicts the

analogy of all attested experience, that it is invented by an indi-

vidual or by tradition corresponds with it ; when, therefore, the

1 We need not he; : say anything of the reference in Mark xvi. 17, which is

undoubtedly a later and apurious addition to the Qospel.
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historical writer has only the choice between these two alterna-

tives, he must, according to the laws of historical probability,

under all the circumstances, unconditionally decide for the second.

He must do this even if an eye-witness of the pretended miracle

stood before him ; ho must all the more do so if he has to do with
a statement which, beyond doubt ^ot proceeding from an eye-

witness, is more possibly separated by some generations from the

event in question."^

These objections are not confined to rationalistic critics and do
not merely represent the arguments of scepticism. Neander ex-

presses similar sentiments,- and after careful examination pro-

nounces the narrative in Acts untrustworthy, and, adhering to the

representations of Paul, rejects the theory that yXwo-o-ats XaXtiv was
speech in foreign languages supematurally imparted. Meyer,
who arrives at much the same result as Neander, speaks still

more emphatically. He says :
'' This supposed gift of tongues

(all languages), however, was in the apostolic age, partly unneces-

sary for the preaching of the Gospel, as the preachers thereof

onl}'^ required to be able to speak Hebrew and Greek
;
partly too

general, as ."^mongst the assembly there were certainly many who
were not called to be teachers. And, on the other hand, again,

it would also have been premature, as, before all, Paul the Apos-
tle of the Gentiles would have required it, in whom nevertheless

there is as little trace of any subsequent reception of it as that he
preached otherwise than in Hebrew and Greek. But no%v, how
is the event to be historically judged t Regarding this the fol-

lowing is to be observed : As the instantaneous bestowal of fa-

cility in a foreign language is neither logically possible nor psy-

chologically and morally conceivable, and as net the slightest in-

timation of such a thing in the Apostles is perceptible in their

Epistles and elsewhere (on the contrary, comp. xiv. 11); as, fur-

ther, if it was only momentary, the impossibility increases, and
as Peter himself in his speech does not once make the slightest

reference to the foreign languages r therefore,—whether, without
any intimation in the text, one consider that Pentecost assembly
as a representation of all future Christianity, or not—the occur-

rence, as Luke relates it, cannot be transmitted in its actual his-

torical circumstance."^

Let us a little examine the particulars of the narrative in Acta
ii. All the brethren were assembled in one place, a house (oTkos),

on the morning of the day of Pentecost In the preceding chap-

ter (i. 16) we learn that the number of disciples w&a then about

1 Zeller, Die Apostclgesch.
, p. 85 f

.

^ Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 16.

* Meyer, Kr. ex. H'buch iib. die Apostelgesb., 4te aufl., 1870, p. 54 £.
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120, and Mie crowd which came together when the miraculous
occurrence took place must have been great, seeing that it is

stated that St,000 souls were baptized and added to the Church
upon the occasion (ii. 41). Passing over the statement as to the
numbers of the dicoiples, which might well surprise us after the
info] mation given by the Gospels,^ we may ask in what house in

Jerusalem could such a multitude have assembled ? Apologists
have exhausted their ingenuity in replying to the question, but
whether placing the scene in one of the halls or courts of the
Temple, or iu an imaginary house in one of the streets leading to

the Temple, the explanation is equally vague and unsatisfactory.

How did the multitude so rapidly know of what was passing in

a private house ? We shall say nothing at present of the sound
of the " rushing mighty wind " which filled all the h )use, nor of

the descent of the " tongues of fixe," nor of the various interpre-

tations of these phenomena by apologetic writers. These inci-

dents scarcely add to the historical character of the narrative,

nor can it be pronounced either clear or consistent. The brethren

assembled were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak

with other tongues (XaAeii/ er4>a« yXwTtrais), as the Spirit gave them
utterance."* Apologists, in order somewhat to save the historical

credit of the account and reconcile it with the statements of

Paul, have variously argued that there is no afiirmation made in

the narrative that speech in foreign languages previously un-

known was imparted. The members of the fifteen nations who
hear the Galilaians speaking " in our own language wherein we
were born "

(rjf I8ia 8iaX.€KTo> tj/mwy sv rf iyewrjOrifiev) are disposed of

with painful ingenuity ; but, passing over all this, it is recognised

by unprejudiced critics on both sides that at least the Author of

Acts, in writing this account, intended to represent the brethren

as instantaneously speaking those previously unknown foreign

languages. A few writers, represent the miracle to have been

one of hearing rather than of speaking, the brethren merely

praising God in their own tongue, the Aramaic, but the specta-

tors under; canding in their various languages.* This merely

shifts the c. ifficulty from the speakers to the hearers, and the ex-

planation is generally repudiated. It is, however, freely granted

by all that hiiitory does not exhibit a single instance of such a

gift of tongues having ever been made useful for the purpose of

preaching the gospel.* Paul, who claimed the possession of the

1 Joha xvi. SI ; Mt. xxviii. 7. * Acts ii. 4.

3 Schneckenburger, Beitrage, p. 84 ; Sverisen, Zoitschr. luth. Thu. u. Kirche,.

1859, p. 1 flf. This view was anciently held by Gregory T*f*z. (Orat. 44), and

some of the Jathers, and in more recent times it was adopitju by Erasmus and

otheid.
4 Afford, Gk. Test , li. p. 15 ; Fwald, Gesch. V. Isr., vi p. 120, amn. 2 ;

KUng,.

. '^V
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gift of tongues in a superlative degree (1 Cor. xiv. 18), does not

appear to have spoken more languages than Aramaic and Greek.

He writes to the Romans in the latter tongue and not in Latin,

and to the Galatians in the same language instead of their own,
Peter, who appeal's to have addressed the assembled nations in

Greek on this very occasion, does not in his speech either refer

to foreign languages or claim the gift himself, for in v. 15 he
speaks only of others. " For these (ovroi) are not drunken." Every
one remembers the ancient tradition recorded by Papias, and
generally believed by the Fathers, that Mark accompanied Peter as

his " interpreter " (ep/^f r^s).^ The first Ei)istle bearing the name
of Peter, and addressed to some of the very nations mentioned
in Acts, to sojourners " in Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and
Eithynia," is written in Greek ; and so is the " Ej)istle to the

Hebrews " and the other works of the New Testament. Few
will be inclined to deuj^ that, to take only one language for

instance, the Greek of the writings of the ^^few Testament leaves

something to be desired, and that, if the writers possessed such a
supernatural gift, they evidently did not speak even so impor-
tant and current a language with absolute ]^urity. " Le style des
dcrivains sav^ios," writes a modern apologist, " montre clairement

qu'ils ont appris la langue grecque et qu'ils ne la poss^dent pas
de droit divin et par inspiration, car ils I'dcrivent sans correction,

en la surchargeant de locutions hdbraiques."^ In fact, as most cri-

tics point out, there never was a period at which a gift of foreign

tongues was less necessary for intercourse with the civilized world,

Greek or Hellenistic Greek being almost everywhere current.

As regards the fifteen nations who ^re supposed to have been
represented on this great occasion, Neander says ;

" It is certain

that amongst the inhabitants of towns in Cappadocia, in Pontus, in

Asia Minor, Phrygia, Pamphylia, Cyrene, and in the parts of Libya
and Egypt peopled by Greek and Je vish colonies, the Greek
language was in great part mere current i-han the old national

tongue There remain, out of the whole catalogue of languages,

at most the Persian, Syriac, Arabic, Greek, and Latin. The more

Stud. u. Krit., 1839, p. 494 f.; Meyer, Apg., p. 54 f.; Milman, Hist, of Chr., i. p.
354, note; Neander, Pflauzung, p. 12 fF.; Br. an die Cor., p 294 f. ; Olshauaen,
Apg., p. 52 f.; de Preaaemi, Trois prem. Si^cles, i. p. 356 ; Reuss, Rev, d. Th^oL,
1851, iii. p. 83 flf.; Schaff, K. G., p. 204 f.; Stanley, Eps. to the Cor., p. 249 f.;

Thiersch, Die K. im ap. Z. p. 69 ; Zelkr, Apg., p. 87 f.

1 Cf. Eusebius, H. L. iii. 39, v. 8 ; Irenceua, Adv. Hasr., iii. 1, § 1 ; Tertullian,
Adv. Marc., iv, 5. Of course there is doubt as to the sense in which ep/iirfvevriji
is to be understood, although that of interpreter of li .guage is certainly the most
natural.

2 de Fressensi, Hist, des Trois prem. Si^cles, i. p. 35G. Neander (Pflanzun*,
u. s, w., p. 14 f.), Reuss (Rev. d. Th6ol., 1851, iii. p. 84 f.), and many otuer able
writers, still more strongly enforce these arguments.
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rhetorical than historical stamp of the narrative is evident."^ This
rhetorical character as contradistinguished from sober history is

indeed painfully apparent throughout. The presence in Jerusa-

lem of Jews, devout men "from every nation under heaven" is

dramatically opportune, and thus representatives of the fifteen

nations are prepared to appear in the house and hear their own
languages in which they were bom spoken in so supernatural,

though useless, a manner by the brethren. They are all said

to have been "confounded" at the phenomenon, and the

writer adds, v. 7 f. :
" And they were all amazed and mar-

velled, saying. Behold, are not all these which speak Galilieans ?

And how hear we every man in our own language wherein

we were born?" «tc. Did all the multitude say this? Or
is not this the writer ascribing, according to his view, pro-

bable sentiments to them ? How again did they know that

the hundred and twenty or more brethren were Galilsean ? Fur-

ther on, the writer adds more of the same kind, v. 12, 13 :
" And

they were all amazed and were in doubt, saying one to another

:

What may this mean ? But others mocking said, They are full

of sweet wine." Is it not a strange manner of accounting for such

a phenomenon as (v. 11) hearing people speaking in their own
tongues the great works of God to suppose that they are drunken ?

People speaking with tongues, in Paul's sense (1 Cor. xiv. 23, 24,

33), and creating an unintelligible tumult, might well lead stran-

gers to say that they were either mad or drunken, hut the praise

of God in foreign languages, understood by so many, could not con-

vey such an impression. Peter does not, in explanation, simply

state that they are speaking foreign languages which have just

been supernaturally imparted to them, but argues (v. 15) that
" these are not drunken, as ^^e suppose, for it is the third hour of

the day,"—too early to be " full of sweet wine," and proceeds to

assert that the phenomenon is, on the contrary, a fulfilment of a

prophecy of Joel in which, although the pouring out of God's

Spirit upon all flesh is promised " in the last days," and as a re-

sult that :
" 3'our sons and your daughters shall prophesy and yo'i?

young men shall see visions and your old men shall dream dreams,"

not a single word js said of any gift of " tongues," foreign or

otherwise. The miraculous phenomenon in question is not men-

tioned in the prophecy of which it is supposed tc be the accom-

plishment. It does not much help matters to argue that the

miracle, although not for future use, was intended as a -sign. We
shall see what Paul says regarding yAwo-o-ais AoAcii' as a sign, but

we piay here merely point out that the eflfect produced in the

Corinthian Church is rather an impression of madness, whilst

1 Neander, Ptiai «ung, u. a. w., p. 18.
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here it leads to a mocking accusation of drunkenness. The con-

version of the 3,000 is by no means referred to the speaking with
tongues, bun simply to the speech of Peter (ii. 37 f. 41). From
every point of view, there is no cohesion between the different

parts of the narrative ; it is devoid of verisimilitude. It is not
surprising that so many critics of all shades of opinion recognise

unhistorical elements in the narrative in Acts,^ not to use a stronger

term. To allow such an account to influence our interpretation

of Paul's statements regarding the gift of tongues is quite out of

the question ; and no one who appreciates the nature of the case

and who carefully examines the narrative of the unknown writer

can, we think, hesitate to reject his theory of a supernatural be-

stowal of power to speak foreign languages, before unknown.
It is not difficult to trace the origin of the account in Acts, and,

although we cannot here pause to do so with any minuteness, we
may at least indicate the lines upon which the narrative is bfised.

There is no doubt that then, as now, the Jews commemorated at

the feast of Pentecost the giving of the law on Sinai.^ It seemed
good to the Author of Acts that the prophet like unto Moses, ^

who was to abrogate that law and replace it by a dispensation of

grace, should inaugurate the new law of love and liberty* with
signs equally significant and miraculous. It is related in Exoaus
xix. 18 that the Lord doscended upon Sinai " in fire," and that the

whole mount quaked greatly. The voice of God pi'onounced the

decalogue and, as the Septuagint version ren(I=»rs our Ex. xx. 18

:

"All the people saw the voic9, and the lightnings and the voice

of the trumpet and the mounjain smoking."^ According to Rab-
binical tradition, however, when God came down to give the law
to the Israelites, he appeared not to Israel alone, but to all the

other nations, and the voice in which the law was given went to

the ends of the earth and was heard of all peoples.^ It will be re-

membered that the number of the nations was supposed to be

1 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 96 ; Davidson, Int. N.T., ii. 222 f. ; G/rorfr, Die heil

Sage, i. p. 387 tf. ; Holtzmann, in Bunsen's Pibelw., viii. p. 336, 437 ff., iv. 287 f.;

A^eim, in Herzog'sR. E., xviii. p. 689 6".
; Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 596, anm. 2 ;

Noack, Urspr. d. Christ., 18.57, ii. p. 280 f. ; Renan, Les Ap6tres, p. xxvii. f. ;

Reuss, Kev. de Th^ol., 1851, iii. p. d() S. ; Schroder, Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 512;
Zeller, Apg., p. 82 ff. Cf. Bkek, Stud. u. Krit., 1830, p. 53 ; Havsrath, Der Ap.
Paulus, p. 99 S. ; Meyer, Apg., p. 54 flF.; 1 Br. an die Cor., p. 341 ; Neander,
Pflanzung, p. 17 flF. ; Schulz, Geistesg. d. erst. Christen., p. 58 f., f" i.', Stud. u.

Krit., 1839, p. 76.
2 Schneckenburger, Beitriige zur Einl. N. T., 1832, p. 79 ; Lightfoot, Works, ed.

Pitman, 1828, viii. p. 42 f. ; Schoettgen, Horae HeLr., p. 408 ; G/rorer, D&s Jahrh.
des Heils, 18.38, ii. 390 f.

8 Acts iii. 22, vii. 37. * Cf. Gal. iv 21 ff.

5 Kai ltd? 6 Xadi koopa ttjv <QaovT)v, xal raS Xa^titdSai, xai xrfv
qxovvv TTJi ddXTtiyyo?, xai to opoi to xaitvi^ov k.t.X. ^ ^

8 Bab. Sevachiin4 1 16 a. ; G/rorer, Das. Jahrh. des Heils, ii. 392 f.
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seventy, each speaking a different language, and the law was
given in the one sacred Hebrew tongue. The Kabbins explained,

however :
" The voice from Sinai was divided into 70 voices and'

70 languages, so that all nations of the earth heard (the law), and
each heard it actually in its own language."^ And again :

" Al-

thou^.i the ten commandments were promulgated with one single

tone, yet it is said (Exod. xx. 15), ' All people heard the voices'

(in the plural and not the voice in the singular) ; the reason is

:

As the voice went forth it was divided into seven voices, and then
into seventy tongues, and every people heard the Law in its own
mother-tongue."^ The same explanation is given of Ps. Ixviii. 11,

and the separation of the voice into seven voices and seventv

tongues is likened to the sparks beaten by a hammer from mol-

ten metal on the anvil.-^ Philo expresses the same ideas in

several places. We can only extract one passage in which, speak-

ing of the giving of the law on Sinai, and discussing the manner
in which God proclaimed the decalogue, he says :

" For God is

not like a man in need of a voice and of a tongue . . . but

it seems to me that at that time he performed a most holy and
beseeming wnder, commanding an invisible voice to be created

in air, more wonderful than all instruments, . . . not lifeless,

but neither a form of living creature composed of body and soul,

but a reasonable soul full of clearness and distinctness, which

formed and excited the air and tra sformed it into flaming fire,

and sounded forth such an articulated voice, like breath thro'igh

a trumpet, that it seemed to be equally heard by those who
were near and those furthest off"* A little further on he says

:

" But from the midst of the fire streaming from heaven,

a most awful voice sounded forth, the flame being articulated

to lanaruasfp familiar to the hearers, which made that which

to seem rather seeing thanwas said so vividly clear. as

hearing it."^ It requires no elaborate explanation to show how

1 Schemoth Rabba, 70 d.; 0/rorer, lb., ii. 39.3.

2 Midraah Tanchumah, 26 c; Ofriirer, lb., ii. 393.

3 Mi.irash TiUia ; _^Bab. Schabb.Uh, 85 b. ; Ofrorer, lb., ii. 393 f.

4 Ov yap (wS ayOf)QOJtoi 6 OeoS, drojuaroi xai yXoarrrfi xal dpTTf-

pidTv Sed/ueyoi, a'AA' ijJ.oi Soxet xar^ ixelvoy rov ;f/36vo»' iepoTtpe-

7C€drari'» Ti Qav/uarovpyi}6ai, xeXevdai T/XV^ ctoparov
_

iv^ txepi

Smnovpyrj^ifvai, itdvroov opydvoov Oay^adtoorepuv .... ovk d^'yxoy
ciXX' ovS' kx daj/uaroi xai ipvxrf'S rpoicov Cfwou 6vvEdrrjxviay , dXXd
Tpvxvv XoyixTjy dydnXeoav dacprfveiai xal rpayoTTjToi, f/ rov ajpa
dxf/Mocridada xai kittreiyada xai npoi itvp qjXoyoeidii iiEvafiaXovda,
xaOduep nvev/xa Sid ddXitiyyoi (paoyrjy rodavrrjv evapOpov izVXV^^^t
ooi Toli eyyzdra Tovi itoppoordrco war' i'doy dxpoddOat doxEiy. De
decern Oraculis, § 9, ed. Mangey, ii. 185 f.

' $cavi^ 8f ix uedov tov pveyroi dn^ ovpavov Kvpoi HvX^'^
xaranXT/xrixoordTTf, rrji q>Xoyd'i eii SidXexroy dpOpov/neyr/i jtjv

dvytfit) Toli dxpooo/j£yoii,T/ ra Xeyoneva ovrooi ivapyoSi irpayovro,
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this grew into the miracle at Pentecost at the inauguration of

the Christian dispensation, when suddenly there came a sound
as of a rushing mighty wind which filled all the house vhere
the disciples were, and there appeared to them tongues as of fire

parting asunder which sat upon each of them, and they w ore all

filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other tongues,,

even as the Spirit gave them utterance, so that devout mei from
every nation under heaven heard them speaking, everyono in his

own language wherein he was born, the great works of Ood.^

When we turn to the other passages in the Acts where gifts of

tongues is mentioned, we find that the interpretation of foreign

languages supematurally imparted is quite out of plice When
Peter is sent to Cornelius, as he is addressing the centurion and
his household, and even before they are baptized (x. 44), " the

Holy Spirit fell on all them who hear the word ;
" and the sign

of it is (v. 46) that they are heard " speaking with tongues and
magnifying God " (XaXovvrwv yXwacran Kal fi€yaX.vv6vT(t>v Tor ^edv), pre-

cisely like the disciples at Pentecost (of ii. 11, xi. 15 £.). Now as

this gift fell en all who heard the word (x. 44), it covld not be a
sign to unbelievers ; and the idea that Cornelius and his house
immediately began to speak in foreign languages, which, as in the

case of the Corinthians, probably no one understood, instead of

simply " magnifying God" in their own tongue, v^hich everyone
understood, is almost ludicrous, if without offence we may venture
to say so. The same remarks apply to xix. 6. We must again

allow an eminent apologist, who will not be accused of irreverence,

to characterise such a representation. '"Now in such positions and
such company, speech in foreign tongues would be something alto-

gether without object and without meaning. Where the conscious-

ness of the grace of salvation, and of a heavenly life springing from
it,isfirst aroused in man, his own mother tongue verily, not a foreign

language, will be the natural expression of his fielings. Or we
must imagine a magical power which, taking pousession of men,
like instruments without volition, forces them to utter strange

tones—a thing contradicting all analogy in the operations of

Christianity."^ The good sense of the critic revolts against the
natural submission of the apologist.

We have diverged so far in order prominently to bring before
the reader the nature and source of the hypjthesis that the gift

<^? opcir dvrd indXXoy ^ aHovetr SokeIv. Da dejem Oraculis, § 11, ed.

^(tngey, ii. 188 ; cf. De Septenario et testis, § 22, ed. Man gey, ii. 295 f.

1 Schneckenburrjar, Reitriige zur Einl. N. T., p. 80 ff.; Zveck der Apostelgesch. ,.

p. 203ff.; O/rOrer, Das Jahrh. dos Heils, ii. 392 ff.; Die aeil. Sage, i. p. 387 ff.;

^e«er, Die Apoatelgesch., p. 110 ff.; Overbeck, Za do Wetfce's Apg., p. 34f.;
fiamrath, Der Apostel Paulus, p. 100 f.

^ Ntander, Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 19.
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of " tongues " signifies instantaneous power to speak unlearnt
foreign languages. Such an interpretation is derived almost en-
tirely from the mythical narrative in the Acts of the Apostles.

We shall now proceed to consider the statements of the Apostle
Paul, and endeavour to ascertain what the supposed miraculous
dharisma really is. That it is something very different from
what the unknown writer represents it in the episode of Pente-
cost cannot be doubted. " Whoever has, even once, read with at-

tention what Paul writes of the speaking with tongues in the

Corinthian community," writes Thiersch, " knows that the differ-

ence between that gift of tongues and this (of Acts ii.) could

scarcely be greater. There, a speech which no mortal can under-

stand without interpretation, and also no philologist, but the

Holy Spirit alone can interpret; here, a speech which requires

no interpretation. That gift serves only for the edification of the

speaker, this clearly also for that of the hearer. The one is of no

avail for the instruction of the ignorant; the other, clearly, is

imparted wholly for that purpose."^

It may be well that we should state a few reasons which sliow

that Paul in his first letter to the Corinthians does not intend, in

speaking of yXoKro-ais XoAciv, to represent speech in foreign lan-

guages. In the very outset of his dissertauon on the subject (xiv.

2), Paul very distinctly declares as the principal reason for pre-

ferring prophecy to the gift of tongues :
" for he that speaketh

with a tongue (\a>Mv yXwaa-rj) speaketh not unto men but unto

God : for no one understandeth'^ (ov8m aKovei)." How could this

be said if y\uHT(Tr) \a\elv meant merely speaking a foreign language ?

The presence of a single person versed in the language spoken

would in such a case vitiate the whole of Paul's argument. The

statement made is general, it will be observed, and not limited to

one community, but applied to a place like Corinth, one of the

greatest commercial cities, in which merchants, seamen, and

visitors of all countries were to be found, it would have 1 "-en un-

reasonable to have characterized a foreign tongue ^s absolutely

unintelligible. In xiv. .9, Paul says :
" So likewise ye, unless ye

utter by the tongue (8ta t-JJs yXwTOT^s) words easy to be understood,

how shall it be known what is spoken ? for ye will be speaking

into air." How could Paul use the expression " by the tongue"

if he meant a foreign language in v. 2 and elsewhere ? He is

comparing yXwo-o-ais XaXeiv in the preceding verses with the sounds

of musical instruments, and the point reached in v. 9 clearly

1 Thiersch, Die Kirche im apost. Zeitalter, 2te aufl., 1858, p. 68 f.

2 The literal meaning of course is, " no one heareth," but the sense is "heareth

with the understanding. Cf. Mk. iv. 33 and the Ixx. version of Gen. xi. 7, Isaiah

xxxvi. 11, &c., &c., where (xxovetv has this meaning. The word is rightly ren-

dered in the A. V. • ' ; . - • « , > *^
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brings home the application of his argument : the yXoio-c-ai? XaXctK

is unintelligible like the pipe or harp, and unless the tongue utter

words which have an understood meaning, it is mere speaking

into air. Is it possible that Paul would call speech in a language,

foreign to him perhaps, but which nevertheless was the mother
tongue of some nation, " speaking into air ? " In such a case he
must have qualitied his statement by obvious explanations, of

which not a word appears throughout his remarks. That he
does not speak of foreign languages is made still more clear by
the next two verses, v. 10 : in which, continuing his argument
from analogy, he actually compares yXoWo-ais Kakdv with speech in

foreign languages, and ends, v. 11 :
" If, therefore, I know not the

meaning of the voice, I shall be unto him that speaketh a barba-

rian (foreigner) and he that speaketh a barbarian (foreigner) in

my judgment."* Paul's logic is certainly not always beyond
re|)roach, but he cannot be accused of perpetrating such an
antithesis as contrasting a thing with itself He, therefore^

explicitly distinguishes (v. 10) yevr) <f>ij}vmv " kinds of languages"*

from (xii. 10, 28, &;c.) y«^ ykwao-wv " kinds of tongues." In

xiv. 6, Paul says :
" If I come unto you speaking with tongues

(yXuKTo-ais XaXwv) what shall I ])rofit you, unless I shall speak
to you either in revelation, or in knowledge, or in prophecy,

or in teaching ?
" (iv aTOKakvxffei ^ iv yrtikrci 17 ev irpo<j>r]T(ia fj iv 8i8a;(p)

;

and then he goes on to compare such unintelligible speech with
musical instruments. Now it is obvious that revelation, know-
ledge, prophecy and teaching might equally be expressed in foreign

languages, and, therefore, in " speaking with tongues " it is no
mere difficulty of expression which makes it unprofitable, but
that general unintelligibility which is the ground of the whole of

Paul's objections. Paul claims : v. 18 " I thank God I speak
with a tongue (yXoxrmri XaXu))^ more than ye all, 19. but in a church
I would rather speak five words with my understanding, that I

may teach others also, than ten thousand words in a tongue
{(V ykwcTcrri)."* We have already pointed out that there is no evi-

dence whatever that Paul could speak many languages. So far

as we have any information, he only made use of Greek and
Aramaic, and never even preached where those languages were-

not current. He always employed the former in his Epistles,

^idv ovv UT? fOido T1JV Svva/Jtv rrji (poovr/?, edo/uat raJ XaXovvrt
§dpliapoi Kixi 6 XaXdov iv i/joi /Sdppapoi. 1 Cor. xiv. 11.

* It is unnecessary to show that cpcovj/ is used to express language.

2 This is the reading of A, D, E, F, G,
J*<>,

and other ancient codices, and i»

vlopted by most critics in preference to yXoaddaii the reading of B, K, L.

^*18. £i x<xpt6r<io rqS be.(o, ad'Tcoy v/xdov ^dXXov yXoo6d^ XaXoS, 19.

akXd tv kHxXrjdicf. OeXoo neyre \6yovi Tta voi" uov XaX^tfai, lyanai
akXovi xarrixridoOi rj ixvpiovi Xoyovi iv yXoodd^. 1 Cor. xiv. 18, 19.
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whether addressed to Corinth, Galatia, or Rome, and his know-
ledge even of that language was certainly not perfect. Speaking
" with a tongue " cannot, for reasons previously given, mean a
foreign language ; and this is still more obvious from what he
says in v. 19, just quoted, in which he distinguishes speaking
with a tongue from speaking with his understanding. Five
words so spoken are better than ten thousand in a tongue,

because he speaks with the understanding in the one case and
without it in the second. It is clear that a man speaks with his

understanding as much in one langaage as another, but it is the

main characteristic of the speech we are discussing that it is

throughout opposed to understanding : cf. w. 14, 15. It would
be inconceivable that, if this gift really signified power to speak

• foreign languages, Paul could on the one hand use the expressions

in this letter with regard to it, and on the other that he could

have failed to add remarks consistent with such an interpreta-

tion. For instance is it possiole that the Aposfcle in repressing

the exercise of the Charisma, as he does, could have neglected to

point out some other use for it than mere personal edification ?

Could he have omitted to tell some of these speakers with

tongues that, instead of wasting their languages in a church

where no one understood them, it would be well for them to

employ them in the instruction of the nations whose tongues had

been supernaturally imparted to them ? As it is, Paul checks

the use of a gift bestowed by the Holy Spirit, and reduces its

operation to tho smallest limits, without once indicating so

obvious a sphc:.'e of usefulness for the miraculous power. We
need not, however, proceed to further arguments upon this branch

of the subject ; although, in treating other points, additional evi-

dence will constantly present itself. For the reasons we have

stated, and many others, the great majority of critics are agreed

that the gift of tongues, according to Paul, was not the power of

speaking foreign languages previously unknown.^ But for the

narrative in Acts ii. no one would ever have thought of such an

interpretation.

Coming now to consider the two Charismata, " kinds of tongues"

and the " interpretation of tongues," more immediately in connec-

tion with our inquiry, as so-called miraculous gifts of the Holy

Spirit, we shall first endeavour to ascertain some of their principal

characteristics. The theory of foreign languages supernaturally

imparted without previous study may be definitely laid aside.

1 So Bardili, Baur, Bleek, Davidson, Eichhorn, Ewald, Fritzche, Gfrorer,

Hausrath, Hilgenfeld, Holtzmann, Keim, Meyer, Neander, Noack, OlshaueeD,

Overbeck, Paulus, Pfleiderer, de Presaens^, Kenan, ReusB, Schaff, Schrader,

Schulz, Schwegler, Stap.'Steudel, de Wette, Wieaeler, Weisse, Zeller, and others.
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The interpretation of ton^'^ es may go with it, but requires a few
observations. It is clear from Paul s words throughout this disser-

tation that the interpretation of tongues not only was not inva-

riably attached to the gift of tongues^ (1 Cor. xiv. 13, 27, 28), but
was at least often a separate gift possessed without the kinds of

tongues (cf. xii. 10, 28, xiv. 26, 28). Nothing can bo more specific

than xii. 10 "
. . to another kinds of tongues ; and to another

interpretation of tongues ;" and again, v. 30 :
" do all speak with

tongues ? do all interpret ? " This is indeed presaged by the
" diversities of gifts," &c., of xii. 4 ff. Upon the hypothesis of

foreign languages, this would presuppose that some spoke lan-

guages which they could not interpret, and consequently could
not understand, and that others understood languages which they
could not speak. The latter point is common enough in ordinary
life ; but, in this instance, the miracle of sui)ernaturally receiving

a perfect knowledge of languages, instantaneously and without
previous study, is as great as to receive the power to speak them.
The anomaly in the miracle, me^-ely to point out a suggestive dis-

crepancy where all is anomalous, is that the gift of tongues should
ever have been separated from the gift of interpretation. If a
man understand the foreign language he speaks he can interpret

it; if he cannot interpret it, he cannot understand it ; and if he
cannot understand it, can he possibly speak it ? Cei-tainly not,

without his having been made a perfectly mechanical instrument
through which, apart from the understanding and the will, sounds
are involuntarily produced, which is not to be entertained. Still

pursuing the same hypothesis,—the one gift is to speak languages

which no one understands, the other to understand languages
which no one speaks. Paul never even assumes the probability

that the " tongue" spoken is understood by any one except the

interpreter. The interpretation of such obscure tongues must
have been a gift very little used,—never, indeed, except as the

complement to the gift of tongues. The natural and useful faci-

lity in languages is apparently divided into two supernatural and
useless halves. The idea is irresistibly suggested, as apparently it

was to the Apostle himself, whether it would not have been more
for the good of mankind and for the honour of Christianity, if,

mstead of these two miraculously incomplete gifts, a little natural

good sense, five words even, to be spoken in the vernacular tongue
and requiring no interpretation had been imparted. If, instead

of foreign languages, we substitute the utterance of ecstitic reli-

1 Ewald maiatains that "interpretation" was always separate from "tongues."
Die Sendschr. des Ap. Paul., p. 205, anm. Wieaekr at one time (St. u. Krit. , 1838,

6720 f.) asserted that the speaker with tongues was always his own interpreter,

e subsequently (St. u. Kfit., 1860, p. 117 ff.) withdrew this extraordinary
theory.

11
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giouH excitement, the anomaly of speaking a language without
understanding it or being understood becomes intelligible; and
equally so the interpretation, unaccompanied b}' the powers of
speaking. It is obvious in both cases that, as no one underhtands

tne tongue, no one can determine whether the interj)retation of it

be accurate or not. But it is easily conceivable that a syn»pntht'tic

nervous listener might suppo.se that he understood the broken
and incoherent speech of ecstasy and might interpret it according

to his own stimulated imagination. The mysterious and unknown
are suggestive texts, and there is nothing more infectious than

religious excitement. In all this, however, is there anything
miraculous ?

.

We need not further demonstrate that the chief and general

characteristic of " kinds of tongues," was that they were unin-

telligible (cf. 1 Cor. xiv. 2, 6-11, 18-19). Speaking with the spirit

(TTvtvfia) is opposed to speaking with the understanding (vov^) (cf.

vv. 14-16, &c.). They were not only unintelligible to others, but

the speaker himself did not understand what he uttered : v. 14.

" For if I pray with a tongue (yA-tio-oT/) my spirit (TrveC/xa) prayeth,

but my understanding (voO?) is unfruitful " (cf. 15 f. 19). We have

already pointed out that Paul speaks of the.se Charismata in gen-

eral, and not as affecting the Corinthians only ; and we must now
add that he obviously does not even insinuate that the " kinds

of tongues " possessed by that community was a spurious Char-

isma, or that any attempt had been made to simulate the gift;

for nothing could have been more simple than for the Apostle to

denounce such phenomena as false, and to distinguish the genuine

from the imitated speech with tongues. The most convincing

proof that his remarks refer to the genuine Charisma is that the

Apostle applies to himself the very same restrictions in the use of

" tongues" as he enforces upon the Corinthians (vv. 18-19, G, «Sic),

and chai-acteriscb his own gift precisely as he does theirs (vv. 6,

11, 14, 15, 19).

Now what was the actual operation of this singular miraculous

gift, and its utility whether as regards the community or the

gifted individual ? Paul restricts the speaking of " tongues " in

church because, being unintelligible, it is not for edification (xiv.

2 ff. 18 f. 23, 27, 28). He himself does not make use of his gift for

the assemblies of believers (vv. 6, 18). Another ground upon

which he objects to the use of " kinds of tongues" in public is

that all the gifted apparently speak at once (vv. 23, 27 f. 33). It

will be remembered that all the Charismata and their operations

are described as due to the direct agency of the Holy Spiiit (xii.

4ff.) ; and immediately following their enumeration, ending with
" kinds of tongues " and " interpretation of tongues," the Apostle
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resumes: v. 11. " but all these worketh the one and the same
Spirit, dividing to each severally as he wills

;

" and in Acts ii. 4>

the brethren are represented as speaking with tongues " as tho

Spirit gave them utterance." Now the first thought \,hich

presents itself is : How can a gift which is due to the direct work-
ing of tho Holy Spirit possibly be abused ? We must remember
clearly that the speech is not expressive of the understanding of

the speaker. The Trvev/xarcKoi spoke under the i) spiratiou of the
Supernatural Agent, what neither they nor others understood. Is it

permissible to suppose that the Holy Spirit could inspire speech
with tongues at an unfitting time ? Can we imagine that this opirit

can actually have prompted many people to speak at one and the
tame time to the utter disturbance of order? Is not such a gift

of tongues more like the confusion of tongues in Babel* than a
Christian Ciiarisma ?

" And the Lord said : ... Go to, let

us go down and there confound their language, that they may not
understand one another's speech."^ In spite of his abstract belief

in the divine origin of the Charisma, Paul s language unconsciously

betrays practical doubt as to its character. Does not such sar-

casm as the following seem extremely indecorous when criticising

a result produced directly by the Holy Spirit ? (xiv. 23) " I^
therefore, the whole church be come into one place and all speak
with tongues, and there come in unlearned and unbelieving per-

sons will they not say that ye are mad ?
" At Pentecost such an

assembly was supposed to be drupken.^ The whole of the coun-
seiof the Apostle upon thisoccasion really amounts to an injunction

to quench the Spirit. It is quite what might be expected in the
case of the excitement of ecstatic religion, that the strong emotion
should principally find vent in the form of prayer and praise (vv.

25 fi'.), equally so that it should be unintelligible and that no one
should know when to say "Amen" (v. 16), and that all should
speak at once, and still more so that the practical result should
be tumult (vv. 23, 33). All this, it might appear, could be pro-

duced without the intervention of the Holy Spirit. So far, is

there any utility in the miracle ? . , ,, ;

But we are told that it is " for a sign." Paul argues upon this

point in a highly eccentric manner. He quotes (v. 21) Isaiah xxviii.

11, 12, in a form neither agreeing with the Septuagint nor with the

Hebrew, a passage which has merely a superficial and verbal

analogy with the gift of tongues, but whose real historical mean-
ing has no reference to it whatever :

" In the Law it is written,

that with men of other tongues and with the lips of others will I

1 Cf. Schroder, Der Ap. Paulua, ii. p. 72 f.

*Oen. xi. 6, 7.

' Tue same gift, it is generally understood, is referred to in Ephes. v. 18 ff.

62
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speak unto this people
; and yet for all that they will not hear

me, saith the Lord.' The Apostle continues with singular logic :

" So that (wore) the tongues are for a sign (eis o-ij/xetoi/) not <^c ;.ho8e
who believe but to the unbelieving

; but prophecy is not for the
unbelieving but for those who believe. If, therefore, the whole
church be come into one place, and all speak with tongues, and
there come in unlearned or unbelieving persons, will thej not say
that ye are mad ? But if all prophesy and there come in an un-
believer he is co:avicted by all ... , and so
falling on his face he will worship God, reporting that God is in-

deed in you." The Apostle himself shows that the tongues can
scarcely be considered a sign by unbelievers, upon whom, appar-
ently, they produce no other impression than that the speakers
are mad or drunken. Under any circumstances, the " kinds of

tongues " described by the Apostle are a very sorry specimen of

the " signs and wonders and powers " of which we have heard so

much. It is not surprising that the Apostle prefers exhortation
in a familiar tongue. In an ecstatic state, men are incapable of

edifjring others : we shall presently see how far thej-^ can edify

themselves. Paul utters the pith of the whole matter at the very

outset of his homily, when he prefers exhortation to kinds of

tongues : v. 2. " For he that speaketh with a tongue speaketh

not unto men but unto God : for no one understandeth, but in

Spirit he speaketh mysteries " (A.aA.« fiva-T^pia). It is scarcely pos-

sible to avoid feeling an impression of the suppressed impatience

with which the Apostle deals with the whole subject. His mind
was too prone to believe in spiritual mysteries, and his nervous

nature too susceptible to religious emotion and enthusiasm to

permit him clearly to recognise the true character of the gift of

"tongues ;" but his good sense asserted itself and, after protest-

ing that he would rather speak five words with his understanding

than ten thousand words in a tongue, he breaks off with a char-

acteristic exclamation (v. 20) :
" Brethren, become not children in

your minds " (m iraiZLayivtuOt Tttis <f>p€<Tiv). The advice is not yet

out of place in the Epistle.

What was the private utility or advantage of the supernatural

gift ? How did he who spoke with a tongue edify himself ? (''.

4). Paul clearly states that he does not edify the church (vv.

2ff.). In the passage just quoted the Apostle, however, says that

the speaker " with a tongue " " speaketh to God ; " and further

on (vv. 18, 19) he implies that, although he himself does not use

the gift in public, he does so in private. He admonishes (v, 18)

any one gifted with tongues, if nere be no interpreter present, to

" keep silence in a church, but let him speak to himself and to

God. But in v;hat does the personal edification of the individual
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consist ? In employing language, which he does not comprehend,

in private prayer and praise ? In addressing God in some unin-

telligible jargon, in the utterance of which his understanding has

no part ? Many strange purposes and proceedings have been at-

tributed to the Supreme Being, but probably none has been ima-
gined more incongruous than a gift of tongues unsuitable for the

edification of others, and not intelligible to the recipient, but
considered an edifying substitute in private devotion for his own
language. This was certainly not the form of prayer which Jesus

taught his disciples.^ And this gift was valued more highly in

the Corinthian Church than all the rest ! Do we not get an in-

structive insight into the nature of the other Charismata from
thia suggestive fact ? The reality of miracles does not se;>nr to

be demonstrated by these chapters.*'' •

We have already stated that the vast majority of critics explain
yXwo-o-ais XaXtiv as speech in an ecstatic condition f and all the

phenomena described by Paul closely correspond with the utter-

ance of persons in a state of extreme religious enthusiasm and
excitement, of which many illustrations might be given from
other religions before and since the commencement of our era, as

well as in the history of Christianity in early and recent times.

Every one knows of the proceedings of the heathen oracles, the

wild writhings and cries of the Pythoness and the mystic utter-

ances of the Sibyl. In the Old Testament there is allusion to

the ecstatic emotion of the prophets in the account of Saul 1

Snm. xix. 24 ; cf. Isaiah viii. 19, xxix. 4. The Montanists ex-

hibited similar phenomena, and Tertuilian has recorded several

instances of such religious excitement, to which we have
elsewhei-e referred. Chrysostom had to repress paroxysms
of pious excitement closely resembling these in the fourth

century ;* and even down to our own times instances have
never been wanting of this form of hysterical religion. Into

none of this can we enter here. Enough, we trust, has been said

to show the true character of the supposed supernatural Charis-

mata of Paul from his own account of them, and the information

contained in his epistles.

Although we have been forced to examine in considerable de-

tail the passages in the writings of Paul cited by apologists iu

support of miracles, the study is one of great value to our inquiry.

These are the only passages which we possess in which a con-

1 Mt. vi. 6 ff.; Luke xi. 1 ff.

2 It ia impossible to refer to eveiy writer by whom the arguments adopted
throughout th- section may have bean used or suggested, but we very gladly ex-

press our obligation, especially to the writings of fiaur, Zeller, Meyer, Reuss,
Overbeck, Holtztnann, and Neander, referred to higher up (note 3, p. 960).

3 Note 3, p. 950. * Hem. in Is., vi. 2. ( '

1
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temporary and eye-witness describes what he considers super-
natural phenomena, and conveys to us his impression of miracu-
lous agency. Instead of traditional reports of miracles narrated
by writers who are unknown, and who did not witness the oc-
currences in question, we have here a trustworthy witness deal-
ing with matters in which he was personally interested, and
writing a didactic homily upon the nature and operation of Char-
ismata, which he believed to be miraculous and conferred upon
the Church by the immediate agency of the Holy Spirit. The
nineteenth century here comes into direct contact with the age
of miracles, but at the touch the miracles vanish, and that which,
seen through the golden mist of pious tradition, seems to possess

uneai'thly power and beauty, on closer examination dwindles into

the prose of every day iife. The more minutely reported mira-
cles are scanned, the more unreal they aro rev 'sed to be. The
point to which we now desire to call attbiian., nowever, is the
belief and the mental constitution of Paul. We have seen some-
thing of the nature and operation of the gift of tongues. That
the phenomena described proceeded from an ecstatic state, into

which persons of highly excitable nervous organization are very
liable to fa.Vi under the operation of strong religious impressions,

can scarcely be doubted. Eminent apologists^ have gravely il-

lustrated the phenomena by the analogy of mesmerism, somnam-
bulism and the effects of magnetism. Paul asserts that he was
subject to the influence, whatever it was, more than any one, and
there is nothing which is more credible than the statement, or

more characteristic of the Apostle. We desire to speak of him
with the profoundest respect and admiration. We know more,

from his epistles, of the intimate life and feelings 'li'jgi-eat

Apostle of the Gentiles than of any other man of , < > jstolic

age, and it is impossible not to feel warm symj,i.; tt*b his

noble and generous character. The history of ChriHtu,, t , i^fter

the death of its Founder, would sink almost into common t Lee
if the grand figure of Paul were blotted from its pages. But it is

no detraction to recognise that his nervous temperament rendered

him peculiarly susceptible of those religious impressions which

result in conditions of ecstatic trance, to which, as we actually

learn from himself, he was exceptionally subject. The effects of

this temperament probably fii-st made him a Christian ; and to

his enthusiastic imagination we owe most of t/ ' supernatural

dogmas of the religion which he adopted and t/j» informed. Cue

of these trances the Apostle himself recounts,^ .' \ ays with the

cautious reserve: "whether in the body or out of the body I know
not, God knoweth," how he was caught up to the third heaven,

1 fileek, Olehausen, and others. 2 2 Cor. xii. 1 ff.
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»nd in Paradise heard unutterable words which it is not lawful

for a nan to speak ; in immediate connection with which he con-

tinues; "And lest 1 should be exalted above measure by the excess

of the revelations, there was given to me a stake (o-koXoi/?) in the

flesh, an angel of Satan to buffet rae."^ This was one of

the " visions (oTn-ao-tas) and revelations (dTrofcoAvi/reis) of the Lord
"

of which he speaks, and of which he had such an excess to boast.

Can any one doubt that this was nearly akin to the state of

ecstatic trance in which he spoke with tongues more than all the
Corinthians ? Does any one suppose that Paul, " whethftv in the

body or out of the body," was ever actually caught up into ' the

third heaven," wherever that may be ? or doubt that this was
simply one of the pious hallucinations which visit those who are in

such a state ? If we are seriously to discuss the point,—it is clear

that evidence of such a thing is out of the question ; that Paul
himself admits that he cannot definitely describe what happened;
that we have no other ground for considering the matter than
the Apostle's own mysterious utterance ; that it is impossible for

a person subject to such visions and hallucinations to distinguish

between reality and seeming ; that this narrative has not only all

the character of hallucination, but no feature of sober fact ; and
finally that, whilst it accords with all experiences of visionary

hallucination, it contradicts all experience of practical life. We
have seen that Paul believes in the genuineness auvl super-

natural origin of the divine Charismata, and he in like manner
believes in the reality of his visions and revelations. He has
equal reason, or want of reason, in both cases. What, however,
was the nature of the "stake in the flesh" which, upon the

theory of the diabolical origin of disease, he calls "an angel of

Satan to bufifet me "
? There have been many conjectures offered,

but one explanation which has been advanced by able critics has

special force and probability. It is suggested that this "stake in

the flesh," which almost all now at least recognise to have been
some physical malady, and very many suppose to have been
headache or some other similar periodical and painful affection,

was in reality a form of epilepsy.^ It has been ably argued that

the representation of the malady as " an angel of Satan " to

buffet him, directly connects it with nervous disorders like epi-

lepsy, which the Jews especially ascribed to diabolical influence
;

and the mention of this (tk6\o^ in immediate continuation of his

1 2 Cor. xii. 7. We need not discuss the connection of xai rf} ^Ttep/3oXjf.
We have adopted that which is also the reading of the A. V.

2 Eunld, aendschr. des Ap. Paulus, p. 307 f. ; Haiisrath, Der Ap. Paulus, p.

52 ff. ; Ho/mann, Die heil. Schr. N. T., 1866, ii. 3, p. 309; HoUten, Zum Ev. des
Psuius, u. 8. w., p. 85 fi. ; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 186 S-iStrauaa, Das Leb. Jesu,
p. 302 ; JTefter «. Holtzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 642 f. ..

^^r^
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remarks on "visions" and "revelations," which a tendency to
this very malady would so materially assist in producing, further
confirms .the conjecture.^ No one can deny, and medical and
psychological annals prove, that many men have been subject to
visions and hallucinations which have never been seriously attri-

buted to supernatural causes. There is not one single valid rea-

son removing the ecstatic visions and trances of the Apostle Faul
from this class. We do not yet discuss the supposed vision in

which he saw the risen Jesus, thougn it is no exception to tne

rest, but reserve it for the next chapter. At present, it suffices

that we point out the bearing of our examination of Paul's

general testimony to miracles upon our future consideration of

his evidence for the Resurrection. If it be admitted tl-at his

judgment as to the miraculous character of the Charismata is

fallacious, and that what he considered miraculous were simply

natural phenomena, the theory of the reality of miracles becomes
less tenable than ever. And if, further, it be recognised, as wi
think it necessarily must be, that Paul was subject to natural

ecstatic trances, with all their accompanying forms of nervous

excitement :
" kinds of tongues,'' visions, and religious hallucin-

ations, a strong and clear light will fall upon his further testi-

mony for miraculous occurrences which we shall shortly have

before us.

^ HoUten, Zum Ev. dea Faulus u. des Petrua, 1868, p. 85 f.
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THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION.

CHAPTER I.

THE RELATION OF EVIDENCE TO SUBJECT,

.7

When the evidence of the Gospels regarding the great central

dogmas of ecclesiastical Christianity is shown to be untrust-

worthy and insufficient, apologists appeal with confidence to the

testimony of the Apostle Paul. We presume that it is scarcely

necessary to show that, in fact, the main weight of the case rests

upon his epistles, as undoubted documents of the apostolic age,

written some thirty or forty years after the death of the Master.

Tho retort has frequently been made to the earlier portion of

this work that, so long as the evidence of Paul remains unshaken,
the apologetic position is secure. We may quote a few lines

from an able work, part of a passage discussed in the preceding
chapter, as a statement of the case :

" In the first place, merely
as a matter of historical attestation, the Gospels are not the
strongest evidence for the Christian miracles. Only one of the
four, in its present shape, is claimed as the work of an Apostle,

and of that the genuineness is disputed. The Acts of the Apos-
tles stand upon very much the same footing with the Synoptic
Gospels, and of this book, we are promised a further examination.
But we possess at least some undoubted writings of one who was
liimself a chief actor in the events which followed immediately
upon those recorded in the Gospels; and in these undoubted
writings, St. Paul certainly shows by incidental allusions, the good
faith of which cannot be questioned, that he believed himself to
bo endowed with the power of working miracles, and that miracles,

or what were thought to be such, were actually wrought by him
and by his contemporaries Besides these allusions, St.

Paul repeatedly refers to the cardinal miracles of the Resurrection
and Ascension ; he refers to them as notorious and unquestionable
facts at a time when such an assertion might have been easily

i
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refuted. On one occasion he gives a very circumstantial account
of the testimony on which the belief in the Resurrection rested

(1 Cor. XV. 4-8). And not only does he assert the Resurrection as
a fact, but he builds upon it a whole scheme of doctrine :

' If

Christ be not risen,' he says, ' then is our preaching vain, and your
faith is also vain.' We do not stay now to consider the exact
philosophical weight of this evidence. It will be time enough to

do this when it has received the critical discussion that may be
presumed to be in store for it. But as external evidence, in the

legal sense, it is probably the best that can be produced, and it

has been entirely untouched so far."^ We have already disposed

of the "allusions" above referred to. We shall in due time deal

with the rest of the statements in this passage, but at present it

is sufficient to agroe at least with the remark that, " as external

evidence," the testimony of Paul " is probably the best that can
be produced." We know at least who the witness really is, which
is an advantage deniea us in the case of the Gospels. It would
be premature to express curprise, however, that we find the case

of miracles and more especially of such stupendous miracles as the

Resurrection and Ascension, practically resting upon the testimony

of a single witness. The thought will intrude itself, but cannot

at present be pursued.

The allegation which we have to examine is that the Founder
of Christi-mity, after being dead and buried, rose from the dead

and did not again die, but after remaining sometime with his

disciples ascended with his body into heaven.^ It is unnecessary

to complicate the question by adding the other doctrines I'egard-

ing the miraculous birth and divine origin and personality of Jesus.

In the problem before us, certain objective facts are asserted

which admit of being judicially tested. We have nothing to do

here with the vague modern representation of these events, by
means of which the objective facts vanish, and are replaced by
subjective impressions and tricks of consciousness or symbols of

spiritual Ijfe. Those who adopt such views have of course aband-

oned all that is real and supernatural in the supposed events.

The Resurrection and Ascension which we have to deal with are

events precisely as objective and real as the death and burial,—no

ideal process figured by the imagination or embodiments of Chris-

1 Sanday, The Gospels in the Second Oentury, 1876, p. 10 f.

S In the Articles of the Church of England this is expressed as follows : Art. ii.

" who truly Buffered, was crucified, dead, and buried, &c., &c." Art. iii.

" As Christ died for us, and was buried ; so also it is to be believed that Ha went

down into Hell." Art. iv. "Christ did truly rise again from death, and took again

His Body, with flesh, bones, and all things appertaining to the perfection of man's

nature, wherewith He ascended into Heaven, and there sitteth, until He return

to judge all men at the last day.

"

-i*- .,
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THE RESURRECTION AND ASCENSION. 973

tian hope, but tangible realities, historical occurrences in the sense

of ordinary life. If Jesus, after being crucified, dead and buried,

did not physically rise again from the dead, and in the flesh, ^

without again dying, " ascend into Heaven," the whole case falls

to the ground. These incidents, although stupendous miracles,

must also have been actual occurrences. They must have been
simply historical in order to be mii-aculous. If they did not really

take place, our task is at an end. If it be asserted that they
really did take place their occurrence must be attested by ade-
quate evidence. Apologists, whilst protesting that the occurrences

in question are believed upon ordinary historical evidence, and that
Christianity requires no indulgence, but submits itself to the same
tests as any other affirmation, do not practically act upon this

principle, we think ; but, as soon as it is enunciated, introduce a
vai-iety of special pleas which remove the case from the domain
of history into that of theology, and proceed upon one assumption
after another until the fundamental facts become enveloped and,

so to say, protected from judicial criticism by a cloud of religious

dogmas and hypotheses.^ By confining our attention to the simple

facts, which form the basis of the whole superstructure of eccle-

siastical Christianity we may avoid much confusion of ideas, and
restrict the field of inquiry to reasonable limits. We propose,

therefore, to limit our investigation to the evidence for the reality

of the Resurrection and Ascension.

What evidence could be regarded as sufficient to establish the

1 ality of such supposed occurrences ? The question is one which
demands the serious attention and consideration of every thought-
ful man. It is not too much to say that, as a general rule, the

Resurrection and Ascension are mere doctrines transmitted from
one generation to another, believed as a matter of course, and
rarely or never analysed and adopted by the understanding
of those who profess to believe them. It is obvious that the

amount of evidence requisite to satisfy our minds as to the truth

of any statement should be measured by the nature of the state-

ment made and, we may as well add, by its practical importance
to ourselves. The news that a man was married or a child born
last week is received without doubt, because men are married,

and children are born every day : and although such pieces of

1 The disappearance of the body from the sepulchre, a point much insisted upon,
could have had no significance or reality if the body did not rise and afterwards
ascend.

2 A work of this kind may be mentioned in illustration : Dr. Westcott's " Gospel
of the Resurrection." The argument of this work is of unquestionable ability, but
it is chiefly remarkable, we tnink, for the manner in which the direct evidence is

hurried over, and a mass of assertions and assumptions, the greater part of which
is utterly untenable and inadmissible, is woven into specious and eloquent plead-
ing, and does duty for substantial testimony, ^j _,._, ,. •
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gossip are frequantly untrue, nothing appears more natural or in
accordance with our experience. If we take more distant and
less familiar events we have no doubt that a certain monarch was
crowned, and that he subsequently died some centuries ago. If
we ask for the evidence for the statement, nothing may be forth-

coming of a very minute or indubitable nature. No absolute
eye-witness of the coronation may have left a clear and detailed
narrative of the ceremony ; and possibly there may no longer be
extant a sufficientl}'' attested document proving with certainty

the death of the monarch. There are several considerations,

however, which make us perfectly satisfied with the evidence,

incomplete as it may be. Monarchs are generally crowned and
invariably die ; and the statement that any one particular monarch
was crowned and died is so completely in conformity with ex-
perience, that we have no hesitation in believing it in the specific

case. We are satisfied to believe such ordinary statements upon
very slight evidence, both because our experience prepares us to

believe that they are true, and because we do not much care

whether they are true or not. If succession to an estate, or even
life, depended upon either event, the demand for evidence, fven
in such simple matters, would be immensely intensified. The con-

verse of the statement, however, would not meet with the same
reception. Would any one believe the affirmation that Alfred the

Great, for instance, did not die at all ? What amount of evidence

would be required before such a statement could be pronounced
sufficiently attested? Universal experience wouM be so uniformly

opposed to the assertion that such a phenomenon had taken place,

that probablyno evidence which could readily beconceived possible

could ensure the belief of more than a credulous few. The asser-

tion that a man actually died and was buried, and yet afterwards

rose from the dead, is still more at variance with human ex-

perience. The prolongation of life to long periods is compara-

tively consistent with experience ; and if a life extending to

several centuries be incredible it is only so in degree, and is not

absolutely contrary to the order of nature, which certainly under

present conditions does not favour the supposition of such

lengthened existence, but still does not fix hard and fast limits to

the life of man. The resurrection of a man who has once been

absolutely dead, however, is not only contrary to all human ex-

perience, but is a direct breach of firmly established laws of nature.

If to this we add the assertion that the person so raised from the

dead never again died, but after continuing some time longer on

earth, ascended bodily to some invisible and inconceivable place

called Heaven, there to " sit at the right hand of God," the shock

to reason and common sense becomes so extreme, that it is diffi-

cult even to realize the nature of the affirmation.
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It would be hopeless to endeavour to define the evidence which
could establish the reality of the alleged occurrences. As the
central doctrines of a religion upon which the salvation of the
human race is said to depend, we are too deeply interested to be
satisfied with slight evidence or no evidence at all. It has not
unfrequently been made a reproach that forensic evidence is re-

quired of the reality of Divine Revelation. Such a course is re-

garded as perfectly preposterous, whether the test be applied to
the primary assertion that a revelation has been made at all, or

to its contents. What kind of evidence then are we permitted
decorously to require upon so momentous a subject ? Apparently
just so much as apologists can conveniently set before us, and no
more. The evidence deemed necessary for the settlement of a
Scotch Peerage case, or a disputed will, is, we do not hesitate to

say, infinitely more complete than that which it is thought either

pious or right to expect in the case of Religion. The actual oc-

currence of the Resurrection and Ascension, however, is certainly

a matter of evidence and, to retort, it is scarcely decent that any
man should be required to believe what is so opposed to human
experience, upon more imperfect evidence than is required for

the transfer of land or the right of a title, simply because eccle-

siastical dogmas are founded upon them, and it is represented

that unless they be true " our hope is vain." The testimony re-

quisite to establish the reality of such a stupendous miracle can
scarcely be realized. Proportionately it should be as unparalleled

in its force as those events are in fact. One point, moreover,

must never be forgotten. Human testimony is exceedingly fal-

lible at its best. It is liable to error from innumerable causes,

and most of all, probably, when religious excitement is present,

and disturbing elements of sorrow, fear, doubt, or enthusiasm in-

terfere with the calmness of judgment. When any assertion is

made which contradicts unvarying experience, upon evidence

which experience knows to be universally liable to error, there

cannot be much hesitation in disbelieving the assertion and pre-

ferring belief in the order of nature. And when evidence pro-

ceeds from an age not only highly exposed to error, from ignorance

of natural laws, superstition, and religious excitement, but prolific

in fabulous reports and untenable theories, it cannot be received

without the gravest suspicion. We make these brief remarks, in

anticipation, as nothing is more essential in the discussion upon
which we are about to enter than a proper appreciation of the

allegations which are to be tested, and of the nature of the testi-

mony required for their belief

We shall not limit our inquiry to the testimony of Paul, but-

shall review the whole of the evidence adduced for the Resurrec-

it
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tion and Ascension. Hitherto our examination of the historical

books of the New Testament has been mainly for the purpose of
ascertaining their character, and the value of their evidence for

miracles and the reality of Divine Revelation. It is unnecessary
for us here minutely to recapitulate the results. The Acts of the
Apostles, we have shown, cannot be received as testimony of the
slightest weight upon any of the points before us. Written by
an unknown author, who was not an eye-witness of the miracles

related ; who describes events not as they occurred, but as his

pious imagination supposed they ought to have occurred ; who
aeldora touches history without transforming it by legend until

the original elements can scarcely be distinguished ; who puts his

•own words and sentiments into the mouths of the Apostles and
-other persons of his narrative ; and who represents almost every

phase of the Church in the Apostolic age as influenced, or directly

produced, by means of supernatural agency ; such a work is of no
value as evidence for occurrences which are in contradiction to all

human experience. Briefly to state the case of the Gospels in

other words than our own, we repeat the honest statement of the

able writer quoted at the beginning of this chapter :
" In the hrst

place, merely as a matter of historical attestation, the Gospels are

not the strongest evidence for the Christian miracles. Only one

of the four, in its present shape, is claimed as the work of an

Apostle, and of that the genuineness is disputefl."^ We may add
ithat the third Synoptic does not, in the estimation of any one who
has examined the Acts of the Apostles, gain additional credibility

by being composed by the same author as the latter work. The
writers of the four Gospels are absolutely unknown to us, and in

the case of three of them, it is not even affirmed that they were

eye-witnesses of the Resurrection and Ascension and other

miracles narrated. The undeniably doubtful authorship of the

fourth Gospel, not to make a more positive statement here, ren-

ders this work, which was not written until upwards of half a

^century, at the very least, after the death of Jesus, incapable of

proving anything in regard to the Resurrection and Ascension.

A much stronger statement might be made, but we refer readers

to our earlier chapters, and we shall learn something more of the

character of the Gospel narratives as we proceed. Although we
cannot attach any value as evidence to the Gospels, we propose,

before taking the testimony of Paul, to survey the various state-

ments made by them regarding the astounding miracles we are

discussing. Enough has been said to show that we cannot accept

any statement as true simply because it is made by a Gospel or

Gospels. When' it is related in the first Synoptic, for instance,

1 Sanday, The Crospels in the Second Century, p. 10.
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that Pilate took water and washed his hands before the multi-

tude, saying, " I am innocent of this man's blood : see ye to it." *

—an incident to which no reference, be it said in passing, is made
by the other evangelists, although it is sufficiently remarkable to

have deserved notice,—we cannot of course assume that Pilate

actually said or did anything of the kind. A comparison of the
various accounts of the Resurrection and Ascension, however^
and careful examination of" their details, will be of very great use^

by enabling us to appreciate the position of the case apart from.

the evidence of Paul. The indefiaite impression fostered by
apologists, that the evidence of the Gospels supplements and
completes the evidence of the Apostle, and forms an aggregate

body of testimony of remarkable force and volume, must be ex-

amined, and a clear conception formed of the whole case.

One point may at once be mentioned before we enter upon our
examination of the Gospels. The Evangelists narrate such aston-

ishing occurrences as the Resurrection and Ascension with perfect-

composure and absence of surprise. This characteristic is even
made an argument for the truth of their narrative. The impres-

sion made upon our minds, however, is the very reverse of that

which apologists desire us to receive. The writers do not in the

least degree seem to have realized the exceptional character of the

occurrences they relate, and betray the assurance of persons-

writing in an ignorant and superstitious age, whose minds have
become too familiar with tiie supernatural to be at all surprised

either by a resurrection fiom the dead or a bodily ascension.

Miracles in their eyes have lost their strangeness and «ecin quite

common.place. It will be seen as we examine the narratives that
a stupendous miracle, or a convulsion of nature, is thrown in by
one or omitted by another as a mere matter of detail. An earth-

quake or the resurrection of many bodies of saints are mere trifles

which can be inserted without wonder or omitted without regret..

The casual and momentary expression of hesitation to believe,,

which is introduced, is evidently nothing moie than a rhetorical

device or artistic touch to heighten the reality of the scene. It

would have been infinitely more satisfactory had we been able to

perceive that these witnesses, instead of being genuine denizens
of the age of miracles, had really understood the astounding
nature of the occurrences they report, and did not consider a^

miracle the most natural thing in the world.

Mt. xxvii. 24
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In order more fully to appreciate the nature of the narratives

which the four evangeli.sts give of the last hours of the life of

Jesu.s, we inny talce them up at the point where, mocked and buf-

feted by the Roman soldiers, he is finally led away to be cruci-

fied. Let no one suppose that, in freely criticising the Gospels,

we regard without deep emotion the actual incidents which lie

at the bottom of these narratives. No one can form to himself

any adequate conception of the terrible sufferings of the Master,

maltreated and insulted by a base and brutal multitude, too de-

graded to understand his noble character, and too ignorant to ap-

preciate his elevated teaching, without keen pain ; and to follow

his course from the tribunal ""hich sacrificed him to Jewish pop-

ular clamour to the spot w' he ended a brief but self-sacri-

ficing life by the horrible a imeful death of a slave upon the

cross may well make indignant svmpathy take the place of criti-

cism. Profound veneration for the great Teacher, however, and

earnest interest in all that concerns his history rather command
serious and unhesitating examination of the statements made
with regard to him, than discourage an attempt to ascertain the

truth ; and it would bo anything but respect for his memory to

accept without q\iestion the Gospel accounts of his life simply

because they were composed with the desire to glorify him.

According to the Synoptics, when Jesus is led away to be cru-

cified, the Roman guard entrusted with the duty of executing

the cruel sentence find a man of Cyrene, Simon by name, and

compel him to carry the cross.^ It was customary for those con-

demned to crucifixion to carry the cross, or at least the main por-

tion of it, themselves to the place of execution, and no explana-

tion is given by the Synoptists for the deviation from this prac-

tice which they relate. The fourth Gospel, however, does not

appear to know anything of this incident or of Simon of Cyrene,

but distinctly states that Jesus bore his own cross.^ On the

1 Mt. xxvii. 32 - Mk. xv. 21 ; Luke, xxiii. 26.

2 yJadraCw iavroo r V 6vavp6v, John xix. 17. If instead of this read-

ing, which is that of the Sinaitic and Alexandrian codices and other authorities,

adopted by Tischendorf and others, the rdv dravpov avrov of the received

text aud Lachmann, or avroS r. dr., of B, X, &c., be preferred, the result is

the same. We may mention, in passing, that the fourth Gospel has no reference

to a saying ascribed by the Synoptics to Jesus, in which bearmg his cross is used

typically : Mt, x. 38, xvi. 24 ; Mk. viii. 34, x. 21 ; Luke ix. 23, xiv. 27.
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way to Golgotha, according to the third Gospel, Jesus is followed

by a great multitude of the people, and of women who were be-

wailing and lamehting him, and he addresses to them a few pro-

phetic sentences.^ We might be surprised at the singular faot

that there is no reference to th' > incident in any other Gospel,

and that words of Jesus, so weighty in themselves and spoken at

so supreme a moment, should not elsewhere have been recorded,

but for the fact that, from internal evidence, the address must be
assigned to a period subsequent to the destruction oY Jerusalem.

The other evangelists may, therefore, well ignore it. It was the

custom to give those about to be crucified a draught of wine
containing some strong opiate, which in some degiee alleviated

the intense suffering of that mode of death. Mark- probably re-

fers to this (xv. 23) when he states that, on reaching the place

of execution, "they gave him wine {ohov) mingled with
myrrh." The fourth Gospel has nothing of this. Matthew says
(xxvii. 34): " They gave him vinegar (o|os) to drink mingled with
gall "8 (fif-^' x°^V^)- If> instead of o^os with the Alexandrian and
a major! V of MSS., we read oTj/os, "wine," with the Sinaitic,

Vatican, and some other ancient codices, this is a curious state-

ment, and is well worthy of a moment's notice as suggestive of

the way in which these narratives wei'e written. The conception

of a suffering Messiah, it is well known, was more particularly

supported, by New Testament writers, by attributing a Messianic

character to Ps. xxii., Ixix., and Isaiah liii., and throughout the

narrative of the Passion we are perpetually referred to these and
other Scriptures as finding their fulfilment in the sufferings of

Jesus. The first Synoptist found in Ps. Ixix. 21 (Sept. Ixviii. 21):
" They gave me also gall (xo^V) ^or my food, and in my thirst

they gave me vinegar (o^os) to drink ;
" and apparently in order

to make the supposed fulfilment con-espond as closely as possible,

he combined the " gall " of the food with the vinegar or wine in

strangely literal fashion,* very charisteristic, however, of the

whole of the evangelists. Luke, who seems not to have under-
stood the custom known perhaps to Mark, represents (xxiii. 36)

1 Luke xxiii. 27 ff. ; cf. xxi. 23 ; Mt. xxiv. 19.

2 We shall, for the sake of brevity, call the Gospels by the names assigned to

them in the Canon.
3 There have been many attempts to explain away x°^V> ^^^ ^'^ make it mean

either a species of Vermuth or any bitter substance (Olshausen, Leideneesch.,

168); but the great mass of critics rightly retain its meaning, "Gall. ' So
Ewald, Meyer, Bleek, Strauss, Weisse, Schenkel, Volkmar, Alford.'Vyordsworth,

&c., &c. ^
* "St. Matthew mentally refers it to Ps. Ixix. 21 o^oi (or jpoanbly otvov,

which Tischendorf admits from i5, B, D, K, L, &c,) hbto. xo^tfi." Farrar, Life
of Christ, ii. p. 400, note I. •.«!_;,. * ., i ,!..•- . 4'> ? vj ,t.^, si,. ,}ji6i, t
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the soldiers as mocking Jesus by " offering him vinegar "'
{o$oii)

;

he omits the gall, but probably refers to the same Psalm without
being so falsely literal as Matthew.
We need not enter into the discussion as to the chronology of

the Passion week, regarding which there is so much discrepancy
in the accounts of the fourth Gospel and of the Synoptics, nor
'•hall we pause minutely to deal with the irreconcilable difference

which, it is admitted,^ exists in their "statement of tne hours at

which the events of the last fatal day occurred. The fourth

Gospel (xix. 4) represents Pilate as bringing Jesus forth to the

Jews " about the sixth hour " (noon). Mark (xv. 25), .n obvious
agreement with the other Synoptics as further statements prove,

distinctly says :
" And it was the third hour (9 o'clock a.m.), and

they crucified him." At the sixth hour (noon), according to the

three Synoptists, there was darkness over the earth till about
the ninth hour (3 o'clock p.m.), shortly after which time Jesus

expired,^ As, according to the fourth Gospel, the sentence was
not even passed before midday, and some time must be allowed

for preparation and going to the place of execution, it is clear

that there is a very wide discrepancy between the hours at which
Jesus was crucified and died, unless, as regards the latter point,

we take agreement in all as to the hour of death. In this case,

commencing at the hour of the fourth Gospel and ending with

that of the Synoptics, Jesus must have expired after being less

than three hours on the cross. According to the Synoptics, and

also, if we assign a later hour for the death, according to the

fourth Gospel, he cannot have been more than six hours on the

cross. We shall presently see that this remarkably rapic' vieath

has an important bearing upon the history and the views formed

regarding it. It is know j that crucifixion, besides being the most

shameful mode of death, and indeed chiefly reserved for slaves and

the lowest criminals,waa one of the most lingering and atroc'^'isly

cruel punishments, ever invented by the malignity of man. Per-
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1 Luke omits tho subsequent oifer of " vinegar " (probably the Posca of the

Roman soldiers) mentioned by the other Evangelists. Wo presume the reft Diice

in xxiii. .36 to be the 8t»me as the act described in Mt. xxvii. 34, and Mk. xv. 23.

2 Al/ord, Gk. Test., ii. p. 426 f., 897 f.; BrUckner, Zu de Wette's Ev. u. Br.

Johannes, 5te Aufl., 1862, p. 305; Hane, Das Leben Jesu, p. 253; Ki-im, Jesu v.

Naz., 1872, iii. p. 295 f., anm. 4; Lucke, Comm. Ev. des Johannes, ii. 1843, p.

754 ff.; Luthardt, Das jobann. Evang. 2te Aufl., ii. p. 463 ff.; Meyer, Ev. des

johannss, 6te Aufl., p. 622 ff.; Ev. des Matth., p. 596 ; Neander, Das Leb. Jesu,

7te Aufl., p. 58C. anm. 3; SchoUen, Het Ev. naar Johann 1864, p. 331 f.;

Weizsdcker; Unters. ev. Gesch., p. L ,7, anm. 1 ; De Wette, Ev. u. Br. Johannes,

p. 304 f. Cf. Farrar, Life of Chri»?t, ii. p. 385.1, 414.1. The common explana-

tion of the discrepancy by supposing the author of the fourth Gospel to use "the

Roman mode of reckoning time " no longer needs refutation.

8 Mt. xxvii. '•5 f.; Mk. xv. 33 f.; Luke xxii. 4\ f.
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sons crucified, it is stated and admitted,^ generally lived for at

least twelve hours, and sometimes even survived the excruciating

tortures of the cross for three days. We shall not further an-

ticipate remarks which must hereafter be made regarding this.

We need not do more than point out that no two of the Gos-
pels agree upon so simple, yet important, a point as the inscrip-

tion on the cross.^ It is argued that " a close examination of the

narratives furnishes no sufficient reason for supposing that all

proposed to give the same or the entire inscription," and, after

«cme curious reasoning, it is concluded that " there is at least no
possibility of showing any inconsistency on the strictly literal

interpretation of the words of the evangelist." ^ On the contrary,

we had ventured to suppose that, in giving a form of words said

to have been affixed to the cross, the evangelists intended to give

the form actually used, and consequently " the same " and " entire

inscription," which must have been short ; and we consider it

quite inconceivable that such was not their deliberate intention,

however imperfectly fulfilled.

We pass on merely to notice a curious point in connection with
an incident related Isy all the Gospels. It is stated that the Ro-
man sokHers who crucified Jesus divided his garments amongst
them, csisting lots to determine what part each should take. The
clothing of criminals executed was the perquisite of the soldiers

vvlio performed the duty, and there is nothing improbable in the

story uhat the four soldiers decided by lot the partition of the

garments—indeed there is every reason to suppose that such was
the practice. The incident is mentioned as the direct fulfilment

of the Ps. xxii. 1 8, which is quoted literally from the Septuagint
version (Ps. xxi. 18) by the Author of the fourth Gospel. He did

not, however, undei's:and the passage, or disregarded its true

meaning,* and in order to make the incident accord better, as he
supposed, with the prophetic Psalm, he represents that the soldiers

amicably parted the rest of his garm^'nts aii^.ongst them w'chout
lot, but cast lots for the co"t, which was w^ithout seam : xix. 2-*.

" They said, therefore, among themselves : Let us not rend it, but
caiifc lots for it, whose it shall be ; that the Scripture might be

fulfilled : They parted my garments among them, and for my

1 Ewald, Gesch. V. lar., v. p. 585 ; Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 423, 427, n.

- ; Oodet, Coram, sur I'Ev. de St. Jean, 1865, ii. p. 610; Lvthardt, Daa joh.

Kvang. ,ii. p. 470; i?finan, Vie de J^sus. xiiime^d., p. 438; Winer, Realworterb.

,

i. p. 679.

2 Cf. Mt. xxvii. 37 ; Mk. xv. 26 ; Luke xxiii. 38 ; John xix. 19.

3 WfstcGtt, Int. to Study of the GospciB, 4th ed., p. 328, note 10.

* Strauss, Das Leben Jesu, 2te Aufl , 1864, p. 579 f.; Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, iii.

P.421, anm. 1; Scholien, Evan^. n?^r Johaones, 1864, p. 334; Renan, Vie de
J^8U8, xiiime <5d., p. 524 f.; LUckc, Lv. des Johannes, ii. p. 761. Cf. IlengaUtdterij,

I^asEv, des hell. Johannes, 2te Aafl., iii. p. 261 f.

63
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vesture they cast lots. These things, therefore, the soldiers did."

The evangelist does not perceive that the two parts of the sen-
tence in the Psalm really refer to the same action, but exhibits
the partition of the garments and the lots for the vesture as
separately fulfilled. The Synoptists apparently divide the whole
by lot.^ They do not expressly refer to the Psalm, however,
except in the received text of Matth. xxvii. 35, into which and
some other MSS. the quotation has been interpolated. ^ That
the narrative of the Gospels, instead of being independent and
genuine history, is constructed upon the lines of supposed Messi-.

anic Psalms and passages of the Old Testament, will become in-

creasingly evident as we proceed.

It is stated by all the Gospels that two malefactors—the first

and second calling them " robbers "—were crucified with Jesus,

the one on the right hand and the other on the left. The state-

ment in Mark xv. 28, that this fulfilled Isaiah liii. 12, which is

found in our received text, is omitted by all the oldest codices,

and is an interpolation,^ but we shall hereafter have to speak of

this point in connection with another matter, and we now merely

point out that, though the verse was thus inserted here, it is

placed in the mouth of Jesus himself by the third Synoptist

(xxii. 37), and the whole passage from which it was taken has

evidently largely influenced the composition of the narrative

before us. According to the first and second Gospels,* the robbers

joined with the chief priest and the scribes and elders and those

who passed by in mocking and reviling Jesus. This is directly

contradicted by the third Synoptist, who states that only one of

the malefactors did so (xxiii. 39 ff.) :
" But the other answering

rebuked him and said : Dost not thou even fear God seeing thou

art in the same condemnation ? And we indeed justly ; for we
are receiving the due reward of our deeds ; but this man did

nothing amiss. And he said : Jesus, remember :ne when thou

comest into thy kingdom. And he said unto him : Verily, I say

unto thee, to-day shalt thou be with me in paradise." It requires

very little examination to detect that this story is legendary, *

1 Mt. xxvii. 35 ; Mk. xv. 24; Luke xxiii. 34.

S " Certainly an interpolation. " WestcoU, Int

n. 2.

3 " Certainly an inteI•p^lation." WestcoU, Tb., p. 326, n. 5.

4 Mt. xxvii. 44 ; Mk. xv . 32.

5 D' Eichtfial, Lea Evangiles, 1863, ii. p. 311 f. ; Eimld, Gesch
f. ; Gfrorer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 348 f. ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii.

Velthusen, Das Leb. Jesu, 1872, p. 251, anm. ; Schenkd, Das Charakterb. Jesu,

1864. p. 308 f. ; Scholten, Het paulin. Ev., p. 284 f. ; Schimgler, Das nachap. Z., ii.

p. 50f.; Strauaa, Das Leb. Jesu, Krit. bearb. 4te Aufl., 1840, ii. p. 518ff.;Leb.

Jesu, fiir d. deutsche Volk bearb. 2te Aufl., p. 682 ; Weinke, Die ev. Gesch., ii. p.

180 ; Zelkr, Theol. Jahrb. 1843, p. 78 f. Cf. Weizaacker, Unters. ev. Gesch., p.

668.

to Study of Gospels, p. 325,

V. Isr., V. p. 578

. 425 f
.
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and cannot for a moment be maintained as historical. Those who
dwell upon its symbolical character ^ do nothing to establish its

veracity. This exemplary robber speaks like an Apostle, and in

praying Jesus as the Messiah to remember him when he came
into his kingdom, he shows much more than apostolic appreciation

of the claims and character of Jesus. The repl}' of Jeaus, more-
over, contains a statement not only wholly contradictory of Jew-
ish belief as to the place of departed spirits, but of all Christian

doctrine at the time as to the descent of Jesus into Hades. Into

this, however, it is needless for us to go.^ Not only do the other

Gospels show no knowledge of so interesting an episode, but, as

we have pointed out, the first and second Synoptics positively

exclude it. We shall see, moreover, that there is a serious diffi-

culty in understanding how this conversation on the cross, which
is so exclusively the property of the third Synoptist, could have
been reported to him.
The Synoptics represent the passers by and the chief priests,

scribes, and elders, as mocking Jesus as he hung on the cross.

The fourth Gospel preserves total silence as to all this. It is

curious, moreover, that the mocking is based upon that described

in the Psalm xxii., to which we have already several times had
to refer. In v. 7 f. we ha^ '

:
" All they that see me laughed me

to scorn : they shot out tli lip ; tliey shook the head (saying), 8.

He trusted on the F^nrrl, iet him deliver him, let him save him
(seeing) that he d< hteth in him."'^ Compare with this Mt.
xxvii. 39 ff., Mk. x\ H", Luke xxiii. 35. Is it

f
os !»le to sup-

pose that the chief ])ri' sts and Ider- and scribes ^-ould actually

have quoted the words of thi I'salm, there put into the mouth
of the Psalmist's enemies, as the ti st Synoptist represents (xxvii.

43) ?* It is obvious that the speeches ascribt"! to the chief

priests and elders can be nothing moro thaa .ic t'.xpr.-ssions

which the writers considered suitable to hem and the fact that
they seek their inspiration in a Psalm a iich they suppose to be
Messianic is suggestive.

We have already mentioned that the fo rth Gospel says
nothing of any mocking speeches The A'ir,or, however, nar-

rates an episode (xix. 25-27) in which tin aig Jesus is repre-

sented as confiding his mother to the care of " the disciple whom
he loved," of which in their turn the Synoptists seem to be per-

1 OUhavsen, Bibl. Com., ii. 2, p. 172.
2 It is unnecessary for us to diacuss the various ideas of which this episode is

supposed to be symbolical.
3 7. ndvTEi oi Oeaopovvre? ^ts t^envHrnpi^dv //c, iXdXrjticcy iv

XeiXetitv, ixivrftiav xetpaXyy, 8. "HXittdev enl Kvptov, fiv6(x6Ba> av-
Tov, tiooddrio avTov, on OeXet avror. Ps. 2xi. Sept., of. vv. 4, 6.

* Strauss, Das Leben Jesu, p. 580 f.
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fectly ignorant. We have already elsewhere remarked that there
is no evidence whatever that there was any disciple whom Jesus
specially loved, except the repeated statement in this Gospel.
No other work of the New Testament contains a hint of such an
individual, and much less that he was the 4postle John. The
Synoptic Gospels do not confirm the claim to this distinction,

and the Apostle Paul in no way allows us to suppose that he was
aware of the existence of any particular preference on the part
of Jesus to one of the disciples. Nor is there any evidence that
any one of the disciples took the mother of Jesus to his own
home. There is, therefore, no external confirmation of this epi-

sode ; but there is, on the contrary, much which leads to the
conclusion that it is not historical.^ There has been much discus-

sion as to whether four women are mentioned (xix. 25), or whether
" his mother's sister " is represented as " Mary, the wife of Clo-

pas," or was a difi*erent person. There are, we think, reasons foi-

concluding that there were four, but in the doubt we shall not
base any argument on the point. The Synoptics ^ distinctly state

that " the women that followed him from Galilee," among which
were " Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of James and
Joseph and the mother of Zebedee's sons,"^ and, as the third

Synoptic says, " all his acquaintance "* were standing " afar off"

{fxaKpoOev). They were unanimous in saying this, and there is

every reason for supposing that they are correct.* This is con-

sequently a contradiction of the account in the fourth Gospel

that John and the women were standing " by the cross of Jesus."

Olshausen, Lucke, and others, suggest that they subsequently

came from a distance up to the cross, but the statement of the

Synoptists is made at the close, and after this scene is supposed

to have taken place. The opposite conjecture, that from stand-

ing close to the cross they removed to a vUstance has little to

recommend it. Both explanations ai<^ equally arbitrary and

unsupported by evidence.

It may be well, in connection with this, to refer to the various

sayings and cries ascribed by the different evangelists to Jesus on

the cross. We have already mentioned the conversation with the

" penitent thief," which is peculiar to the third Gospel, and now
that with the " beloved disciple," which is only in the fourth.

The third Synoptic^ states that, on being crucified, Jesus said,

" Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do," a say-

1 Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 423, anm. 1, 426 ; Jienan, Vie de J^sus, p. 525 ff.

Schenkel, Charakterb. ^ su, p. 311 ; Strauss, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 585. Cf. Weiz

adcker, Unters. ev. Gesou., p. 568.
2 Ml;, xxvii. 55 f. ; Mk. xv. 40 ; Luke xxiii. 49.

3 Mt. xxvii. 56 ; MW xv 40, * Luke xxiii. 49.

5 Cf, Mt. xxvi. 31, 56 ; Mk. xiv. 27. « xxiii. 34.
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ing which is in the spirit of Jesus and worthy of him, but of

which the other Gospels do not take any notice.^ The fourth

Gospel again has a cry (xix. 28) :
" After this, Jesus knowing

that all things are now fulHlled, that the Scripture might be

accomplished, saith : I thirst."^ The majority of critics^ under-

stand by this that " I thirst " is said in order " that the Scripture

might be fulfilled " by the offer of the vinegar, related in the

following verse. The Scripture referred to is of course Ps. Ixix.

21 :
" They gave me also gall for my food, and in my thirst

they gave me vinegar (o^os) to drink ; " which we have already

quoted in connection with Matth. xxvii. 34. The third Synoptic
(xxiii. 36) represents the vinegar as being offered in mockery at

a much earlier period, and Matthew and Mark* connect the offer

of the vinegar with quite a different cry from that in the fourth

Gospel, as we shall presently see. Not>>^ng could be more natural

than that, after protracted agony, the patient sufferer should cry

:

" I thirst," but the dogmatic purpose, which dictates the whole
narrative in the fourth Gospel, is rendered obvious by the refer-

ence of such a cry to a supposed Messianic prophecy. This is

further displayed by the statement (v. 29) that the sponge with
vinegar was put " ujwn hyssop " (vo-o-wtto)),—the two Synoptics

have " on a reed " (/caXa/i,<p),—which the author probably uses in

association with the paschal lamb,^ an idea present to his mind
throughout the passion. The first and second Synoptics" re-

present the last cry of Jesus to have been a quotation from
Ps. xxii. 1 :

" Eli (or Mk., Eloi), Eli, lema sabacthani ? that is

to say : My God, my God, why didst thou forsake me ?"

This, according to them, evidently, was the last articulate

utterance of the expiring Master, for they merely add that
" when he cried again with a loud voice," Jesus yielded up
bis spirit.'^ Neither of the other Gospels has any mention of

1 Strauss calls attention to Isaiah liii. 12, where, of the servant of Jehovah, it

is said that he "made intercession for the transgressors." Das Leben Jeau,

p. 584.

2 Merd tovto siSooi 6 'hfdov? on t/Srf itdvra rereXedrat, 'iva

TsXeioofJp i} ypacpr}, Xiyer jdiipcS,

3 Alford, Gk. Test., i. p. 900 f. ; Bruckner, Zu de Wette Ev. u. Br. Joh., p. 308

;

Euaald, Die Johann. Schr., 1801, i. p. 412 ; Godet. Ev. de St. Jean, ii. p. G17; Heng-
stenherg, Ev. Johann., iii. p. 271 ; Hofmann, Schriftbeweis, ii. 1, p. 314 ; Lilcke,

Ev. Johann., ii. p. 764 f. ; Struma, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 585 ; De Wette, Ev. u. Br.

Johann., p. 307. Others connect "that the Scriptures might be fulfilled" with
the preceding phrase ; so Luihardt, Das joh. Ev., ii. p. 478 ; Lange, Ev. u.

Johann, 2te Aufl.
, p. 405; Meyer, Ev. Johann., p. 631 ; Scholten, Ev. Johann.,

p. 338, n. 1.

* Mt. xxvii. 48 f. ; Mk. xv. 36.
5 Ex. xii. 22; cf. Levit. xiv. 4, 6, 49; Hengxtenherg, Das Ev. Joh., iii. p. 273;

Ke\m, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 430, anm. 2 ; Scholten, Het Ev. Joh., p. 337. Cf. Renan,
Vie de Jesus, p. 528.

6 Mt. xxvii. 46; Mk. xv. 34. 7 Mt. xxvii. 50 ; Mk. xv. 37.

1 / ' 1
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this cry. The third Gospel substitutes :
" And when Jesus cried

with a loud voice, he said : Father, into thy hands I commend
my spirit, and having said this he expired." ^ This is an
almost literal quotation from the Septuagint version of Ps. xxxi.

5. The fourth Gospel has a totally different cry (xix. 30), for, on
receiving the vinegar, which accomplished the Scripture, he le-

presents Jesus as saying :
" It is finished " (TereAearai), and im-

mediately expiring. It will be observed that seven sayings are

attributed to Jesus on the cross, of which the first two Gospels

have only one, the third Synoptic three, and the fourth Gospel

three. We do not intend to express any opinion here in favour

of any of these, but we merely point out the remarkable fact

that, with the exception of the one cry in the first two Synoptics,

each Gospel has ascribed different sayings to the dying Master,

and not only no two of them agree, but in some important in-

stances the statement of the one evangelist seems absolutely to

exclude the accounts of the others. Every one knows the hack-

neyed explanation of apologists, but in works which repeat each

other so much elsewhere, it certainly is a curious phenomenon
that there is so little agreement here. If all the Master's disciples

"forsook him and tied,'"'^ and hisfew friends andacquaintancesstood
" afar off"' regarding his sufferings, it is readily conceivable that

pious tradition had unlimited play. We must, however, return to

the cry recorded in Matthew and Mark,^ the only one about which

two witnesses agree. Both of them give thisquotation fromPs.xxii.

1 in Aramaic : Eli (Mark : Eloi}^ Eli,* lema sabacthani. The pur-

pose is clearly to enable the reader to understand what follows,

which we quote from the first Gospel: " And some of theni that

stood there, when they heard it said : This man calleth for Elijah.

The rest said, Let be, let us see whet! er Elijah is

coming to save him."* It is impossible to confuse " Eli " or " Moi"
with " Elijahu"^ and the explanations suggested by apologists

are not sufficient to remove a difficulty which seems to betray

the legendary character of the statement. The mistake of sup-

posing that Jesus called for Elijah could not pos.sibly have been

made by those who spoke Aramaic; that strangers not perfectly

understanding Aramaic should be here intended cannot be main-

1 xa't g3(av?i<5ai ipoovp HEydXi;} o ^Ifjdovi stTtsv ndrap, sii ;i;«2paJ

dov TtapariOejuat to nvevnd fxov. tovto dk einoov k^eitvEv6ev .
Luke

xxiii 46
2 Mt. xxvi. 56. 8 Mt. xxvii. 46 ; Mk. xv. 34.

4 The Sinaitic cod., Mt. xxvii. 46 reads : kXooi, kXooi, Xeuci 6afiax^civei ;

the cod. Alex., ^Xi, i)Xi, x.t.X. ; cod. Vat., kXooBl, iXoosi, x.r.X. D has w/l«i,

^Xei, H.T.X. We only note the variations in the first two words, which are

those upon which the question turns.

6 Mt. xxvii. 47, 49 ; cf. M!i. xv. 35, 36.

6 0/rorer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 351 f.; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 428, anm. 1.
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DARKNESS OVER ALL THE EARTH. m
tained, for the suggestion is represented as adopted by " the rest."

The Roman soldiers had probably never heard of Elijah ; and
there is nothing whatever to support the allegation of mockery ^

as accounting for the singular episode. The verse of the Psalm
was too well known to the Jews to admit of any suggested play

upon words.

The three Synoptics state that, from the sixth hour (mid-day)

to the ninth (3 o'clock), " there was darkness over all the earth
"

((rK6ro<i iyivfTo cVi iracrav Tj]v y^v)} The third Gospel adds :
" the sun

having failed" (tovtjKlov eKAiTrdvTos).^ By the term " all the earth
"

some critics* maintain that the evangelist merely meant the Holy
Land ,5 whilst others hold that he uses the expression in its literal

sense.^ The fourth Gospel takes no notice of this darkness. Such
a phenomenon is scarcely a trifle to be ignored in any account of

the crucifixion, if it actually occurred. The omission of all men-
tion of it either amounts to a denial of its occurrence or betrays

most suspicious familiarity with supernatural interference. There
have been many efiV)rts made to explain this darkness naturally,

or at least to find some allusion to it in contemporary history, all

of which have signally failed. As the moon was at the full, it is

admitted that the darkness could not have been an eclipse.^ The
Fathers appealed to Phlegon the Chronicler, who mentions^ an
eclipse of the sun about this period accompanied by an earth-

quake, and also to a similar occurrence referred to by Eusebius, ^

probably quoted from the historian Thallus, but of course, modern
knowledge has dispelled the illusion that these phenomena have
any connection with the darkness we are discussing, and the
theory that the evangelists arc confirmed in their account by this

1 Meyer says :
" Frevelhafter Judemdtz mit lappisch boslicher Verdrehung dea

fiXi, TfXi nicht Miasveratdmlnisa, weder der Romischeti Soldaten, noch gemeiner
Juden, noch der Hellenisten, da der ganae Context Scenen des giftigen Spottea

vorfuhrt." Ev. des Matthiius, p. 599.
2 Mt. xxvii. 45 ; Mk. xv. 33 ; Luke xxiii. 44.
3 Luke xxiii. 'f;. Thic is the reading of the Sinaitic and Vatican (^hAc i'*.)

codices. A reads Hal idKoridOrf 6 TfXioi.
* Ehrard, W^iss. Kr. ev. Gesch., p. 560; Kuinoel, Comm. in N. T., i. p. 795 ;

Lanqe, Das Ev. Matth., p. 435; Milman, Hist, of Chr., i. p. 335; Wordaworth,
Gk. Test., Four Gospels, p. 105.

''Dr. Farrarsays: "It is quite possible that the darkness was a local gloom
which hung densely over the guilty city and its immediate neighbourhood." Life

of Christ, 5th ed., ii. p. 414.
« Alford, Gk. Test., i. p. 294, 427 f. ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 438 ; Meyer,

Ev. Matth., p. 359; De Wette, Ev. Matth., p. 359; Weiaa, Marcusev., p. 499.

7 Alford, Gk. Test., i. p. 294; Etvald, Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 581, anm. 4; Far-
rar. Life of Christ, ii. p. 413 f. ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 439; Meyer, Ev.
Matth., p. 596; Neander, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 574, anm. 1 ; Olahauaen, Leidens-
gesch. des Herrn, 1862, p. 176 j Wordaworth, Gk. Test., Four GospelB, p. 106.

8 xiii. Olympiadum. '
,

'
• S; v j . i ! &a. ,

9 Chron. ad Olymp., 202. "y .-
. y. // <: > ^ -w
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evidence is now generally abandoned.^ It is apart from our ob-
ject to show how common it was amongst classical and other
writers to represent nature as sympathising with national or
social disasters ;2 and as a poetical touch this remarkable darkness
of the Synoptists, of which no one else knows anything, is quite
intelligible. The statement, however, is as seriously and deliber-

ately made as any other in their narrative, and does not add to

its credibility. It is palpable that the account is mythical,^ and
it bears a strange likeness to passages in the Old Testament, from
the imagery of which the representation in all probability was
derived.*

The first and second Gospels state that when Jesus cried with
a loud voice and yielded up his spirit, " the veil of the temple wms
rent in twain from the top to the bottom."^ The third Synoptic
associates this occurrence with the eclipse of the sun, and narrates

it before the final cry and death of the Master.^ The fourth

Gospel takes no notice of so extraordinary a phenomenon. The
question might be asked : How could the chief priests, who do
not appear to have been at all convinced by such a miracle, but
still continued their invincible animosity against the Christian

sect, reveal the occurrence of such a wonder, of which there is no

mention elsewhere ? Here again the account is legendary and

symbolical,^ and in the spirit of the age of miracles.^ The ^i-st

Synoptist, however, has further marvels to relate. He states in

continuation of the passage quoted above :
" and the earth was

shaken (fo-fia-Orj) and the rocks were rent and the sepulchres were

opened, and many bodies of the saints who slept were raised ;
and

they came out of the sepulchres after his resurrection, and entered

1 Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 581, anm. 4 ; Keim, Jesii v. Naz., iii. p. 438 f. ;

Meyer, Ev. Matth., p. 696 ; Milman, Hist, of Chr.,i. p. 335, note n. ; De Welte,

Ev. Matth., p. 359 ; Wieseler, Chron. synops. Evv., 387 f., &c., &c. Cf. Farrar,

Life of Chr., ii. p. 414 ; Neander, Das Leb. Jesu, p. o74, anm. 1.

2 Cf. Virgil, Georg., i. 46.3- '*68; Dio Caas., 40.17, 56.29; PUn. H. N., 2.30;

Plutarch, V. Rom. § 27, p. 34 ; Cses. § 69, p. 740 f. ; Wetatein, Orotim, ad h. 1.

3 Ofrarer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 349, 352 f ; Haae, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 278 f.; Keim,

Jesu V. Naz., iii. p. 437 ff. ; Kruger-VeUhuaen, Das Leb. Jesu, 1872, p. 252 f. ;

Schleiermacher, Schr. des Lukas, Sammtl. Werke, 1836, ii. p. 214; Strieker,

Jezus van Nazareth, 1868, ii. p. 265. Cf. Ewald, Die drei erst. Evv., p. 360;

Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 581 f.; De Wette, Ev. Matth., p. 362.

4 Cf. Joel ii. 10, 31, iii. 15 ; Amos viii. 9 ; Isaiah xiii. 10, 1. 3, &c.

s Mt. xxvii. 51; Mk. xv. 38. 6 Luke xxiii. 45.

7 O/rdrer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 349, 352 f. ; Hase, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 279 ;
Keim,

Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 437 ff. ; Krilger- [ Ithuaen, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 252 f.; Schleier-

maclier, Schr. des Lukas, p. '2.\'M;Stransa, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 588 ; Strieker, Jezus

V. Naz., ii. p. 265. Cf. Ewald, Die drei Evv., p. 360; Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 582 ;

Neander, Leben Jesu, p. 574 f.

8 We have elsewhere referred to the wonderful occurrences related by Jose-

phus at the Temple about the time of the siege. Bell Jud., vi. 5, § 3. Cf. S. R.,

pp. 140, 152 ; cf. Apoc. xi. 19.

- 1 a
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THE RESURRECTION OF THE SAINTS. 980

into the holy city and appeared unto many."^ How great must
be the amazement of anyone who may have Vjeen inclined to sup-

pose the Gospels soberly historical works, on finding that the

other three evangelists do not even mention these astounding oc-

currences related by the first Synoptist ! An earthquake (o-cmt/xos) ^

and the still more astounding resurrection of many saints who'
appeared unto " many," and, therefore, an event by no means
secret and unknown to all but the writer, and yet three other
writers, who give accounts of the crucifixion and death of Jesus,

and who enter throughout into very minute details, do not even
condescend to mention them ! Nor does any other New Testament
writer chronicle them. It is scarcely necessary to say that the

passage has been a very serious difficulty for apologists ; and one
of the latest writers of this school, reproducing the theories of

earlier critics, deals with it in a Life of Christ, which " is avow-
edly and unconditionally the work of a believer,"'' as follows :

—

" An earthquake shook the earth and split the rocks, and as it

rolled away from their places the great stones which closed and
covered the cavern sepulchres of the Jews, so it seemed to the

imaginations of many to have disimprisoncMl the spirits of the
dead, and to have filled the air with ghostly visitants, who after

Christ had risen appeared to linger in the Holy City." In a note
he adds, " Only in some such way as this can I accoimt for the

singular and wholly isolated allusion of Matt, xxvii. 52, 53."* It

is worthy of note, and we may hereafter refer to the point, that
learned divines thus do not scruple to adopt the " vision hypo-
thesis " of the resurrection. Even if the resurrection of the saints

so seriously related by the evangelist be thus disposed of, and it

be assumed that the other Gospels, likewise adopting the "vision"

1 Mcti 7/ yij k6Ei6hrj, xai ai nsTpat tdxt(iOT/day, xal rd /tivt^iueTa

dvE(ax07fdav xai itoAXd doojiiara T(av Hexoi/nj/fisvoov dyicov T^yepOrj-

6av xai ^^cAGoiteS ix rav ixvyifXEioov nftd xi]v eyepdiv avrov"
iidijXf^ov Eii rr/v dyiav noXiv xai 'vecpavidOrfdav noXXol?. Matt,
xxvii. 51-53.

2 So the phenomenon is distinctly called in xxvii. 54.

3 Farrar, Life of Christ, i. Pref.
, p. viii.

4 Farrar, lb., ii. p. 419. Dean Mi/man, foUowin the explanation of Michaelis,
saj's :

" Even the dreadful earthquake which follo\^ ed, seemed to pass away with-
out appalling the enemies of Jesus. The rending of the veil of the Temple from
the top to the bottom, so strikingly significant of the approaching abolition of the
local worship, would either be concealed by the priesthood, or attributed as a
natural effect to the convulsion of the earth. The same convulsion would displace
the stones which covered the ancient tombs and lay open many of the innumer-
able rock-hewn sepulchres which perforated the hills on every side of the city,

and expose the dead to public view. To the awe-struck and depressed minds
of the followers of Jesus, no doubt, were confined those visionary appearances of

the spirits of their deceased brethren, which are obscurely intimated in the rapid
narratives of the Evangelists." Hist, of Christianity, i. p. 336. It will be observed
that inadvertently Dr. Milman has put " Evangelists" in the plural.
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explanation, consequently declined to give an objective place in

their narrative to what they believed to be a purely subjective

and unreal phenomenon, there still remains the earthquake, to

which supernatural incident of the crucifixion none of the other

evangelists think it worth while to refer. Need we arf'ue that

the earthquake' is as mythical as the resurrection of the saints? ^

In some apocryphal writings, even the names of some of these

risen saints are given.^ As the case actually stands, with these

marvellous incidents related solely by the first Synoptist and
ignored by the other evangelists, it would seem superfluous to

enter upon more detailed criticism of the passage ; and to point

out the incongruity of the statement that these saints are said to

be raised from the dead, just as the Messiah expires, or the strange

fact that, although the sepulchres are said to have been opened
at that moment and the resurrection to have then taken place, it

is stated that they only came out of their graves after the resur-

rection of Jesus. The allegation, moreover, that they were raised

from the dead at that time, and before the resurrection of Jesus,

virtually contradicts the saying of the Apocalypse (i. 5) that Jesus

was the " first begotten of the dead," and of Paul (1 Cor. xv. 20)

that he was " the first fruits of them who have fallen asleep." *

Paul's whole argument is opposed to such a stoiy ; for he does

not base the resurrection of the dead upon the death of Jesus, but,

in contradistinction, UDon his resurrection only. The Synoptist

evidently desires to associate the resurrection of the saints with

the death of Jesus to render that event more impressive, but

delays the completion of it in order to give a kind of precedence

to the resurrection of the Master. The attempt leads to nothing

but confusion. What could be the object of such a resurrection ?

It could not be represented as any efi'ect produced by the death

of Jesus, nor even by his alleged resurrection, for what dogmatic

connection could there be between that event and the fact that a

I !

1 G/rdrer, Die heil. Sage, :. p. 349; Ifase, Leb. Jesu, p. 278 f.; Keim, Jean v
Naz., iii. p. 437 ff.; Kiilger-Velthusen, Leb. Jesu, p. 252 f.; Strieker, Jezus v. Naz.'

ii. p. 265. Cf. Ewafd, Die drei erst. Evv., p. 360; Gesch. V. Isr., v. p. 581 f.;

Meyer, Ev. Matth., p. 601 f.; De Wetle, Ev. Matth., p. 362.

2 Eichhorn, Einl. N.T., i. p. 487 fi.;Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 419 ; (?/r w,
Die heil. Sage. i. p. 352 f. ; Haae, Leb. Jesu, p. 279 ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p.

444 fF. ; Krilger-Velthuaen, Leb. Jesu, p. 252 ; Meijboom, Het Geloof aan Jezns'

Opstandi.ig, 1865, p. 141 f.; Milman, Hist, of Chr., i. p. 336 f.; Schleiermacher, Schr.

d. Lukas p. 214; S(rau88, Leb. Jesu, p. 589 f. ; Strieker, Jezus v. Naz., ii. p. 265,

VolLmar', Oie Evangelien, p. 601; Z>e Wette, Ev. Matth., p. 361 f.; Wikke, DerUre-

vangeiist, p. 639 f. Cf. Ewlad, Die drei erst. Evv., p. 360; Gesch. V. Isr., v. p.

582 f.; Krabhe, Lehre d. Siinde, p. 297 ; Meyer, Ev. Mt., p. 601 f.

3 Anaphora Pilati, Thilo, Cod. Apoc. N. T., p. 810 f. ; Tischendorf, Evang.

Apocr., p. 424.
* Can the author of the Apocalypse, or Paul, ever have heard of the raising of

Lazarus ?
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few saints only were raised from their graves, whilst it was not

pretended that the dead " saints" generally participated in this

resurrection ? No intimation is given that their appearance to

many was for any special purpose, and certainly no practical

result has ever been traced to it. Finally we might ask : What
became of these saints raised froui the dead ? Did they die again ?

Or did they also "ascend into Heaven ?
"^ A little reHection will

show that these questions are pertinent. Tt is almost inconceiv-

able that any serious mind could maintain the actual truth of such

a story, upon such evidence. Its actual objective truth not being
maintainable, however, the character of the work which advances
such an unhesitating htatement is determined, and at least the

value of its testimony can without difHculty be settled.

The continuation of this episode in the first Synoptic is quite

in keeping with its commencement. It is stated :
" But when

the centurion and they that were with him watching Jesus saw
the earthquake (o-ewr/iov) and the things that were done (to

yti/d/Lttm) they feared greatly, saying. Truly this was a son of

God" ( AAry^ws vio? Oiov riv outos).^ In Mark the statement is very
curiously varied :

" And when the centurion who stood over
against him saw that he so expired, he said : Truly this man was
a son of God."^ It is argued on the one hand that the centurion's

wonder here was caused by Jesus dying with so loud a cry, and
the reading of many MSS. would clearly support this ;* and on
the other that the cause of his exclamation was the unexpectedly
rapid death of Jesus. Whichever view be taken the centurion's

deduction, it must be admitted, rests upon singularly inconclu-

sive reasoning. We venture to think that it is impossible that

a Roman soldier could either have been led to form such an
opinion upon such grounds, or to express it in such terms. In
Luke, we have a third reading :

" But when the centurion saw
what was done, he glorified God, saying : Certainly this man
was righteous "^ ('Oktws 6 av6po}iro^ oCiros SiKaios ^v). There is noth-
ing here about the " Son of Qou ; " but when the writer repre-

1 Eichhorn, Einl. N. T., i. p. 487 ff.

2 Mt. xxvii. 54. This is the reading of the Vatican Cod. and D, with some
others. Cod. A, C, E, F, and many others read Oeov" vio?. The Sinaitic MS.
has 'JA. fids 77V roiT Oeov" ovroi. The rendering of the A. V., "the Son
of God," cannot be sustained linguistically, whatever may have been the writer's

intention.

3 Mk. XV. 39. The A. V. has ;
" saw that he so cried out, and gave up the

ghost:" xpa'laS has certainly high authority (A, C, E, G, H, &c., &c.; D has
hpd^avra), but the Sin., Vat., and some other codices and versions, omit it, and
it is rejected by Tischeadorf. We, therefore, take the reading for the moment
which leaves the question most open.

* Meyer, who takes the view, considers that, hearing Jesus expire with so loud
aery, the centurion concluded him to be a "Hero." Ev. des Mark. u. Lukas,
5te Aufl., 203 f. 6 xxiii. 47.
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sents the Roman soldier as glorifying God, the narrative does
not seem much more probable than that of the other Synoptists,

The fourth Evangelist of course does not refer to any such epi-

sode, but, as usual, he introduces a very remarkable incident of

his own, of which the Synoptists, who record such peculiar de-

tails of what passed, seem very strangely to know nothing. The
fourth evangelist states :

" The Jews, tiierefore, because it was
the preparation, that the bodies might not remain upon the cross

on the Sabbath (for that Sabbath-day was a high di-y), besought
Pilate that their legs might be broken and they might be taken

away. So the soldiers came and brake the legs of the first, and
of the other who was crucified with him, but when they came to

Jesus, as they saw that he was dead already, they brake not his

legs ; but one of the soldiers with a spear pierced his side, and
forthwith there came out blood and water. And he that hath seen

hath borne witness, and his witness is true : and that man knoweth
that he saith what is true, that ye also may believe. F'or tliese

things came to pass that the Scripture might be fulfilled : A bone

of him shall not be broken. And again another Scripture saith :

They shall look on him whom they pierced." ^ It is inconceivable

that, if this actually occurred, and occurred more especially that

the " Scripture might be fulfilled," the other three Evangelists

could thus totally ignore it all.*^ The second Synoptist does more :

he not only ignores but excludes it, for (xv. 43 f.) he represents

Joseph as begging the body of Jesus from Pilate " when evening

was now come." "And Pilate marvelled if he were already

dead; and calling unto him the centurion, he a.sked him whether
ha had been long dead. And when he knew it of the centurion

he gave the coi-pse to Joseph."* Now, although there could be no

doubt on the point, the fourth Gospel clearly states (xix. 38,

/Atra TttOra) that Joseph made his request for the body after the

order had been given by Pilate to break the legs of the crucified,

and after it had been executed as above described. If Pilate had

already given the order to break the legs, how is it possible he

could have marvelled, or acted as he is described in Mark to have

done ? It is well known that the Crurifragium, which is here

applied, was not usually an accompaniment of crucifixion, though

it may have been sometimes employed along with it,* but that it

was a distinct punishment. It consisted in breaking, v/ith ham-

1 John xix. 31—37.
2 The Sin., Vat., and other codices insert in Mt. xxvii. 49, the phrase from

John xix 34, a/lAoS di Xafiwv Xoyxv^y bvv^ev avxov rr/v nXevpayy
Hai i^T/XSev vSoop xcd al/^tx. Notwithstanding this high authority, it is

almost universally acknowledged that the phrase is an interpolation here.

3 Mk. XV. 44-45.
* Ebrard admits that it was not common. Evang. Gesch., p. 565, anro. 31.

^7-tn
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mers or clubs, the bones of the condemned from the hips to the

feet. We shall not discuss whether in the present case this mea-
sure really was adopted or not. The representation is that tiio

Jews requested Pilate to break the legs of the crucified that the

bodies might be removed before the Sabbath, and t'..at the order

wae given and executed. The first |)oint to be noted is the very
singular manner in which the leg-breaking was peiformed. The
soldiers are said to have broken the legs of the first and then of

the other who was crucified with Jesus, thus passing over Jesus

in the first instance ; and then the Evangelist says :
" but when

they came to Jesus, as they saw that he was dead already, they
brake not his legs, but one of the soldiers with a spear pierced

his side." This order of procedure is singular ; but the whole
conduct of the guard is so extraordinary that such details be-

come comparatively insignificant. An order having been given

to the Roman soldiers, in accordance with the request of the

Jews, to break the legs of the crucified, we are asked to believe

that they did not execute it in the case of Jesus ! It is not rea-

sonable to suppose, however, that Roman soldiers either were in

the habit of disregarding their orders, or could have any motive
for doing so in this case, and subjecting themselves to the severe

punishment for disobedience inflicted by Roman military law.

It is argued that they saw that Jesus was already dead, and
therefore that it was not necessary to break his legs ; but sol-

diers are not in the habit of thinking in this way : they are dis-

ciplined to obey. The fact, is, however, that the certainty that

Jesus was dead already did not actually exist in their minds,

and could scarcely hpve existed seeing that the death was so

singularly rapid, for in that case why should the soldier

have pierced Lis side with a spear ? The only conceivable

motive fci doing so was to make sure that Jesus really was
dead;^ but is it possible to suppose that a Roman soldier,

being in the slightest doubt, actually chose to assure himself in

this way when he might still more effectually have done so by
simply obeying the order of his superior and breaking the legs ?

The whole episode is manifestlj' unhistorical.^ It is clear that

to fulfil in a marked way the prophecies which the writer had in

his mind, and wished specially to apply to Jesus, it was necessary

that, in the first place, there should have been a distinct danger
of the bones being broken, and at the same time of the side not
being pierced. The order to break the legs of the crucifiea xS

1 Cf. Luthardt, Daa johann. Ev., 2te AuE., 1876, ii. p. 483 f.

2 For the whole argument as to the leg-breaking and the la; ce-thrust, compare
Ofriirer, Daa Heiligthum und die Wahrheit, p. 231 flf., 241 flF. ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz.,
iii. p. 508 flf. ; SchoUen, Ev. n. Johauues, p. 338 ff. ; Strauw, Leb. Jesu, p. 591 ff.

;

Weiase, Die ev. Gesch., ii. p. 325 ff.

-

i i
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therefore given, but an extraordinary exception is made in favour
of Jesus, and a thrus^t with the lance substitut id, 8o that both
passages of the Scripture are supposed to be fulfilled.^ Wliat
Scriptures, however, are fulfilled ? The first :

" A bone of him
shall not be broken," is merely the prescription with regard to

the Paschal lamb, Ex. xii. 46,^ and the dogmatic view of the
fourth Evangelist leads hira throughout to represent Jesr.s as the

true Paschal lamb. The second is Zech. xii. 10,-'' and auA^ one who
reads the passa^ 8, even without the asai.'^bance of learned exegesis,

may perceive tnat it has no such application as our Evangelist,

gives it. We shall pass over, as not absolutely necessary for our

immediate purpose, very many important details of the episode

;

but ^garding this part of the subject we may say that we con-

sider it evident, that, if an order was given to break the legs of

the crucified upon this occasion, that order must have been exe-

cuted upon Jortus equally with any others who may have been

crucified with him. There has been much discussion as to the

intention of the author in stating that, from the wound made by
the lance, thert.- forthwith came out " blood and water " (alfia Koi

vSojp)
; and likewise as to whether the special testimony here re-

ferred to in the third person is to attest more immediately the

flow of blood and water, or the whole episode.* In regard to the

latter point, we need not pause to discuss the question.^ As to the
" blood and water," some see in the statement made an intention

to show the reality of the death of Jesus,** whilst others more
rightly regard the phenomenon described as a representation of a

supernatural and symbolical incident,^ closely connected with the

whole dogmatic view of the Gospel. It is impossible not to see

in this the same idea as that expressed in 1 John v. 6 :
" This is

he that came by water and blood, Jesus Christ ; not in the water

only, but in the water and the blood." ^ As a natural incident

.; / Y-:

1 Strauss, Das Leben Jesu, p. 59.1.

2 Cf. Numbers ix. 12 ; Ps. xxxiv. 20
3 Cf. Ps. xxii. 16. We need not discuss here the variation in the quotation

from Zech. xii. 10.

* Of course wp do not here even touch upon the wider question raised by this

passage.
6 We refer readers to the works quoted in the following two notes.
8 Milman, Hist, of Chr. , i. p. 3.37 ; Neander, Leb. Jesu, p. 583, anm. 3 ; Renan,

Vie de Jesus, p. 443 f. ; De Wette, Ev. Joh., p. 312. Cf. Brikkner, Zu de W. Ev.

Job., p. 312; Ebrard, Zu Olsh. Leidensgesch.
, p. 187 ; Farrar, Life of Christ,

ii. p. 424.
7 Alford, Gk. Test., i. p. 902 ; Baur, Unters. Kan. Evv., p. 216 ff.; G/rorer.. Das

Heiligthum, p. 235 f.; Hevgstenberg, Ev. Joh., iii. p. 278; Keim, Jesu v. Naz.,

iii. p. -142 f. ; Kruger- Velthvsen, Leb. Jesu, p. 254 ; Luthardt, Das joh. Ev., ii. p.

485 f. ; Meyer, Ev. Joh., p. 036 ; Strauss, Leb. Jesu, p. 594 ; Weisse, Die ev.

Gesch., i. p. 100 ff.; ii. p. 326 fF.; Wordsworth, Gk. Test., Four Gospels, p. 357.

Cf, Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 424 ; HilgmfeUl, Die Evangelien, p. 316, anm. 3.

8 Cf. John vii. 37—39, iii. 5, &c., tc.

.,.i*>* , Y-i'Th-.
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it cannot be entertained, for in no sense but mere quibbling could

it be saiH that " blood and water" could How from such a woun 1,

and as a s'jpernaiurai phenomenon it must be rejected. As a
proof of the reality of the death of Jesus, it could only have been
thought of at a time when gross ignorance prevailed upon all

medical subjects. We shall not here discuss the reality of the
death of Jesus, but we may merely point out that the almost un-
precedentedly rapid decease of Jesus was explained by Origen ^

and some of the Fathers as miraculous. It has been argued that
the thrust of the lance may have been intended to silence those

objectors who might have denied the actual death on the ground
that the legs of Jesus were not broken like those of the two male-
factors,^ and it certainly is generally quoted as having assured the

fact of death. The statement that blood flowed from the wound,
however, by no means supports the allegation, and, although we
may make little use of the argunient, it is right to say that there

is no evidence of any serious kind advanced of the reality of the

death of Jesus, here or in the other Gospels.^

The author of the fourth Grospel himself seems to betray that

this episode is a mere interpolation of his own into a narrative

to which it does not properly belong.* According to his own
account (xix. 31), the Jews besought Pilate that the legs might
be broken and that the bodies " might be taken away" (^apOwa-w).

The order to do this was obviously given, for the legs are forth-

with broken and of course, immediately after, the bodies in pur-

suance of the same order would have been taken away. As soon
as the Evangelist has secured his purpose of showing how tho
Scriptures were fulfilled by means of this episode, he takes up the

story as though it had not been interrupted,- and proceeds v. 38 :

"After these things" (/xtra raCra), that is to say after the legs of

the malefactors had been broken and the .side of Jesus pierced,

Joseph besought Pilate that he might take away the body of

Jesus, and Pilate gave leave. But, if v. 31 f. be historical, the

body must already have been taken away. AH the Synoptics

agree with the fouith Gospel in stating that Joseph of Arimathsea
begged for and obtained the body of Jesus from Pilate.^ The

1 "Oravit Patrem, et exauditus est, et statim wt clamavit ad Patrem, receptus
etit aut sicut qui potestatem habebat ponendi animain suaiii, posuit cam quaiido
voluit ipse . . . . Miracnlum enimerat quoniain post tres horas receptus est,"

&c., &c. Grig, in Matth. ed. Delarue, 1740, iii. § 140, p. 928.

2 The use of the verb yv'66Qodoes not favour the view that the writer intended
to express a deep wound.

^ It has likewise been thought that the representation -n Mark xv. 44, that
Pilate marvelled at the rapid death of Jesus, and sent for tne centurion to ascer-

tain the fact, was made to meet similar doubts, or at least to give assurance of

the reality of the death. * Strauns, Das Leben Jesu, 1864, p. 596.
B According to Luke xxiii. 53, Joseph actually "took down" the body.

*
»i

^"t!i
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second and third Synoptics describe him as belonging to the
Council, but the first Gospel merely calls him " a rich man," whilst

the fourth omits both of these descriptions. They all call him a
disciple of Jesus—secretly for fear of the Jews, the fourth Gospel
characteristically adds—although the term that he was " waiting

for the Kingdom of God," used by the second and third Gospels,

is somewhat vague. The fourth Gospel, however, introduces a
second personage in the shape of Nicodemus, " who at the first

came to him by night," ^ and who, it will be remembered, had
previously been described as " a ruler of the Jews." ^ The Synop-
tics do not once mention such ft person, either in the narrative of

the Passion or in the earlier chapters, and there are more *han
doubts as to his historical character.^

The accounts of the Entombment given by the three Synoptists,

or at least by the second and third, distinctly exclude the naiTa-

tive of the fourth Gospel, both as regards Nicodemus and the part

he is represented as taking. The contradictions which commence
here between the account of the fourth Gospel and the Synoptics,

in fact, are of the most glaring and important nature, and demand
marked attention. The fourth Gospel states that, having obtained

permission from Pilate, Joseph came and took the body of Jesus

away. " And there came also Nicodemus, .... bringing a mix-

ture of myrrh and aloes, about a hundred pound weight. They
took, therefore, the body of Jesus, and wound it in linen cloths

with the spices, as the manner of the Jews is to bury. Now in

the place where he was crucified there was a garden, and in the

garden a new sepulchre wherein was never man yet laid. There,

therefore, on account of the preparation of the Jews (to-ei ovv 8ia

rijv Trapaa-Kivrfv twv 'lovSaMv), they laid Jesus, for the sepulchre was
at hand " (on eyyvs T/v TO fivr)ixelov).^ According to the first Synop-
tic, when Joseph took the body, he simply wrapped it " in clean

linen " (eV awBovL xa^ap^) and " laid it in his own new sepulchre,

which he hewed in the rock : and he rolled a great stone to the

door of the sepulchre and departed."^ There is no mention of

spices or any anointing of the bui ly ,** and the statement that the

women provide for this is not made in this Gospel. According

to the writer, the burial is complete and the sepulchre finally

closed. Mary Magdalene and the other Mary come merely " to

behold the sepulchre " at the end of the Sabbath.' The fourth

Evangelist apparently does not know anything of the sepulchre

1 John iii. 1. 2 John iii. 1, vii. 50.

8 Cf. Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 617 ff.

4 John xix. 39—42. 6 Mt. xxvii. 59 fi.

6 Strauss suggaets that, for the firat Synopiiat, his anointing had already been

accomplished. Cf. xxvi. 12 ; Daa Leben Jesu, p. 598
7 Mt. xxviii. 1.

*!•'
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being Joseph's own tomb, and the body is, according to him,
although fully embalmed, only laid in the sepulchre in the garden
on account of the Sabbath, and because it was at hand. We
shall refer to this point, which must be noted, further on. There
are very striking differences between these two accounts, but the
narratives of the second and third Synoptists are still more
emphatically contradictory of both. In Mark,^ we are told that

Joseph "bought linen, and took him down and wrapped him in

the linen, and laid him in a sepulchre which had been hewn out
of a rock, and rolled a stone against the door of the sepulchre,"

There is no mention here of any embalming performed by Joseph
or Nicodemus, nor are any particulars given as to the ownership
of the sepulchre, or the reasons for its selection. We are, how-
ever, told .-^ " And when the Sabbath was passed, Mary Magda-
lene and Mary the mother of James, and Salome, brought spices

that they might come and anoint him." It is distinctly stated in

connection with the entombment, moreover, in agreement with
the first Synoptic :^ " And Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother
of Joses beheld where he was laid."* According to this account
and that of the first Gospel, che women, having remained to the

last and seen the body deposited in the sepulchre, knew so little

of its having been embalmed by Joseph and Nicodemus, that they
actually purchase the spices and come to perform that office them-
selves. In Luke, the statement is still more specific, in agree-

ment with Mark, and in contradiction to the fourth Gospel.

Joseph took down the body " and wrapped it in linen, and laid it

in a sepulchre that was hewn in stone, wherein never before man
was laid And women who had come with him out of

Galilee followed after, and beheld the sepulchre and how his

body was laid. And they returned and prepared spices and
ointments." Upon the first day of the week, the author adds :

" they came unto the sepulchre bringing the spices which they

had prepared."^ Which of these accounts are we to believe ?

According to the first Gospel, there is no embalment at all

;

according to the second and third Gospels, the embalment is

undertaken by the women, and not by Joseph and Nicodemus,
but is never carried out; according to the fourth Gospel, the

embalment is completed on Friday evening by Joseph and
Nicodemus, and not by the women. According to the first Gos-

pel, the burial is completed on Friday evening ; according to the

second and third, it is only provisional ; and according to the

fourth, the embalment is final, but it is doubtful whether

already been 1 Mk. XV. 46.
* Mt. xxvii. 61.

* Luke xxiii. 53 flf. , xxiv. 1

.

64

2 Mk. xvi. 1.

* Mk. xvr. 47.
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the entombment is iinal or temporary ; several critics con-
sider it to have been only provisional.^ In Mark, the women
buy the spices " when the Sabbath was past " (Siayevo/xcVov toC

o-afifiaTov) ;2 in Luke before it has begun i^ and in Matthew and
John they do not buy them at all. In the first and fourth Gos-
pels, the women corae after the Sabbath merely to behold the
sepulchre,* and in t^e second and third, they bring the spices to

complete the burial. Amid these conflicting statements we may
suggest one consideration. It is scarcely probable, in a hot
climate, that a wounded body, hastily laid in a sepulchre on
Friday evening before six o'clock, would be disturbed again on
Sunday morning for the purpose of being anointed and embalmed.
Corruption would, under the circumstances, already have com-
menced. Besides, as Keim^ has pointed out, the last duties to

the dead were not forbidden amongst the Jews on the Sabbath,

and there is really no reason why any care for the body of the

Master which reverence or affection might have dictated should

not at once have been bestowed.

The enormous amount of myrrh and aloes
—

" about a hundred
pound weight" (ws XtVpas cKarov)—brought by Nicodemus, has ex-

cited much discussion, and adds to the extreme improbabiiity of

the story related by the fourth Evangelist.^ To whatever weight

the litra may be reduced, the quantity specified is very great;

and it is a question whether the body thus enveloped " as the

manner of the Jews is to bury" could have entered the sepul-

chre. The practice of embalming the dead, although well known
amongst the Jews, and invariable in the case of Kings and noble

or very wealthy persons, was by no means generally prevalent.

In the burial of Gamaliel the elder, chief of the party of the

Pharisees, it is stated th -.i over 80 pounds of balsam were burnt

in his honour by the proselyte Onkelos ;^ but this quantity, which

was considered very remarkable, is totally eclipsed by the provi-

sion of Nicodemus.
The key to the whole of this history of the burial of Jesus,

however, is to be found in the celebrated chapt. liii. of " Isaiah."

We have already, in passing, pointed out that, in the third Gos-

pel (xxii. 37), Jesus is represented as sa3'ing :
" For I say unto

you, that this which is written must by accomplished in rac:

And he was reckoned among transgressors." The same quotation

Kenan, Vie de J^sus, p. 447. 2 Mk. xvi. 1.

i Luke xxiii. 35. * Mt. xxviii. 1 ; .John xx. 1.

S Schabbath 151.1 ; Keivi, Jesu von Nazara, iii. 522, anm. 1.

• Kfim, .Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 521 f. ; Weisse, Die ev. Geach., ii. p. 342 f. Cf,

Farrar, Liie of Christ, ii. p. 429, not* 1 ; LtUhardt, Das joh. Ev., ii. p. 492;

OUhamaen, Leidensgescb. , p. 189.

7 JT'twi, Jean v. Na^^ara, iii. 521.
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from Is. liii. 12 is likewise interpolated in Mk. xv. 28. Now the

whole representation of the burial and embalment of Jesus is

evidently based upon the same chapter, and more especially upon
V. 9, which is wrongly rendered both in the authorized version

and in the Septuagint, in the latter of which the passage reads :

" I will give the wicked for his grave and the rich for his death." ^

The Evangelists, taking this to be the sense of the passage, which
they suppose to be a Messianic prophecy, have represented the

death of Jesus as being with the wicked, crucified as he is be-

tween two robbers ; and through Joseph of Arimathjea, signifi-

cantly called " a rich man " (av^pwTros ttAovVios) by the first Synop-
tist, especially according to the fourth Evangelist by his addition

of the counseller Nicoderaus and his hundred pounds weight of

mingled myrrh and aloes, as being " with the rich in his death."

Unfortunately, the passage in the " prophecy " does not mean
what the Evangelists have been led to understand, and the ablest

Hebrew scholars and critics are now agreed that both phrases

(quoted refer, in true Hebrew manner, to one representation, and
that the word above translated " rich " is not used in a favourable

sense, but that the passage must be rendered :
" And they made

his grave with the wicked and his sepulchre with the evil-doers,"

or words to that efiect.^ Without going minutely into the de-

tails of opinion on the subject of the " servant of Jehovah " in

this writing of the Old Testament, we may add that upon one
point at least the great majority of critics are of one accord : that

Is. liii, and other passages of " Isaiah " describing the sufferings

of the " Servant of Jehovah " have no reference to the Messiah. ^

1 Kai Soo6go roi)S itovrjpovi dvri rwS Taq)rji avrov, xai roi)5

TcAovdiovS dvrl tov Oavarov avrov. Is. liii. 9.

2 Anger, Vorles. Gesch. d. Mess. Idee, herausg. Krenkel, 1873, p. 65 ; Beck,

Die cyrojesajan. Weissag., 1844, p. 138 ff. ; Bunaen, Bibelw., 1860, ii. p. 440 f.;

(rott. in d. Gesch., 1857, i. p. 251 ; Cheyne, The Book of Isaiah chron. arranged,

1870, p. 190 ; Mallet de Chilly, Les Proph6tes, 1862, p. 317 ; Davidson, Int. 0.
T., iii. p. 62 ; Ewalil, Die Propheten d. Alt. B. 2te Anfl., ill. p. 92 ; Oeaenius,

Der Prophet Jesaia, 2teAufl., i. 1829, p. 129; iii. 1821, p. 163, 167 f., 184 f.;

Heiidewerk, Des Prophet. Jesaja Wessag., 1843, ii. p. 132; Hitzig, Der Proph.
•TeBaia, 1833, p. 572 ff. ; Die prophet. Biich, des A. T. tlbers., 1854, p. 80 ; Keim,
Jesu V. Naz., iii. p. 527, anm. 1 ; Knobel, Der Proph. Jesaja, 1861, p. 389 f. ; Mtij-

hoovi, Jeziis' Opstanding, p. 150 ; Reuss, La Bible : Les Prophfites, ii. p. 1875, p.

278; Sckegg, Der Proph. Jesajas, i. p. 152 f.; Sam. Sharps, The Heb. Scripture?.

1806, iii. p. 140 ; Strauss, Leb. Jesu, p. 597 ; Volkmar, Die Rel. Jesu, p. 78 ; Die
Evangelien, p. 603 f.; De Wette, Die heil. Schr. des A. u. N. T. 4te Aufl., p. 738;
Rowland Williams, The Hebrew Prophets, ii. 1871, p. '440 f. Cf. Birks, Comm.
on Book of Isaiah, 1871, p. 271 ; Rosenmllller, Scholia in V. T. Jesajae, iii, p. 360
ff.; Seinecke, Der Ev. d. A, T., 1870, p. 206 f.

3 Anger, Vorles. ub. Gesch. d. Mess. Idee, 1873, p. 64 ff. ; Beck, De cap. quin-

Huageaima tertio Lib. Jesajani, 1840, p. 80 ff. ; Die cyrojes. Weissag., p. 23 ff.,

128 ff., 138 ff.; Bunaen, Bibelw., ii., 1860, p. 439 f. ; cf. Gott in d. Gesch., i. p.

249 ff.; Cheyne, Isaiah chron. arranged, 1870, p. 190 ff. : Colani, Jeaus-Chriat et
lea Croyances Mess., 1864, p, 1.32 f,; Davidson, Int. 0. T,, iii, p, 62 ff.; Eivald,
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As we have touched upon this subject, it may not be out of place
to add that Psalms xxii.^ and Ixix.,*^ which are so frequently quoted
in connection with the Passion, and represented by New Testa-
ment and other early writers as Messianic, are determined by
sounder principles of criticism applied to them in modern times
not to refer to the Messiah at all. We have els where spoken
of other supposed Messianic Psalms quoted in the New Testa-

ment.^

We now come to a remarkable episode which is peculiar to the
first S^^noptic and strangely ignored by all the other Gospels. It

is stated that the ucrJ f^ciy—that is to say, on the Sabbath—the

chief priests and the Pharisees came together to Pilate, saying

:

"Sir, we remember that that deceiver said while he was yet alive:

After three days I am raised (Mera rpets r^^iipm cycipo/xai). Command,
therefore, that the sepulchre be made sure until the third day,

lest his disciples come and steal him away and say unto the people:

He is risen from the dead : so the last error shall be worse than

the first. Pilate said unto them: Ye have a guard ("Ex€t« kovotwSiW) :

go, make it as sure as ye can. So they went and made the sepul-

chre sure, sealing the stone, with the guard."* Not only do the

other Evangelists pass over this strange proceeding in total silence,

but their narratives exclude it, at least those of the second and

Die Propheten dea A. B., iii. p. 89 ff. ; Oeaenius, Der Prophet Jeeaia, i'i., 1821, p.

160 ff.; Hendewerk, Des Proph. Jesaja Weissag., ii. p. 122 ff.; Hitzig, Der Pro-

phet Jesaia, 1833, p. 564 ff.; Kkinart, Stud. u. Krit., 1862, p. 699 ff.; Knobel,

Der Proph. Jesaia, 1861, p. 389 ff. ; Kuenen, De Profeten en de Prof. ond. Israel,

1875, i. p. 257 ff., ii. p. 287 ff.; Meijboom, Jezus' Opstanding, p. 153 f.; 0. R.

Noyes, New Trans, of Hebrew Prophets, 1866, Intr., p. xl. ff.; Reusa, La Bible :

Les Proph^tes, 1876, ii. p. 279 f.; Rosemni'dler, Scholia in JesaisB vaticinia, 1820,

iii. p. 323 ff.; SchejiM, Stud. u. Krit., 1836, p. 982 ff.; Seinecke, Der Evang. d.

A. T., p. 21 ff., 206 f.; Stdhelin, Die mess. Weissagungen, 1847, p. 101 ff.;

Strauss, Leb. Jesi^ p. 231 ff ., 575 f. ; De Wetie, Comm. de morte J. C. expiatoria,

p. 13 ff., 26 ff.; fiinl. A. T., p. 281 ; Wekse, Die ev. Gesch., i. p. 425 ff. Of.

Riehm, Stud, u Krit., 1865, p. 457 f., 487 ff.; 1869, p. 258 ff.

1 R. Anger, Vorles. iib. Gesch. Mess. Idee, 1873, p. 73 f.; Bleek, Einl. A. T. 2te

Aufl., p. 624 f.; Davidson, Int. O. T., 1862, ii. p. 280 f.; Kamphausen, in Bunseu's

Bibelw., 1868, iii. p. 41 f.; Kuenen, De Profeten, ii. p. 242, 248 ft". ; Reuss, La Bible ;

Le Psautier, 1875, p. 117 ff. ; Rosenmnller, Scholia in Vet. Test., Psalmi. ii. p.

576 ff. ; Ruperti, in Pott's Sylloge Comm. Theol. , 1801, ii. p. 280 ; Strauss, Das

Leb. Jesii, p. 578 ; De Wette, Die Psalmen, p. 234 ; Ev. Johannes, p. 306. Cf.

Hengstenberg, Die Psalmen, 2te Aufl., ii. p. 7 ff. ; Liicke, Ev. Johan., 1843, ii. p.

760 f.

2 R. Anger, Vorles. Gesh. Mess. Idee, p. 74 ; O. Baur, Gesch. A. T. Weissag.,

p. 416; Bkek, Einl. A. T., p. 625; Davidson, Int. 0. T., ii. p. 302 ; Ewald, Die

Psalmen, 3te Aufl., 1866, p. 292 f ; Four Friends, The Psalms chron. arranged, p.

227 ; Hitzig, Die Psalmen, ii. 1 p. 93 «.; Hupfeld, Die Psalmen, ed. Riehm., 1870,

iii. p. 259 ; Kamphausen, in Bunaen's Bibelw., iii. p. 138 ; Kuenen, De Profeten,

ii. p. 243 ff., 248 ff.. 252 ff. ; Liicke, Ev. Joh., ii. p. 764 ; /. Olshausen, Die Psalmen,

p. 298 ; ReusM, La Bible : Le Psautier, p. 240 ff.; Romnmuller, Scholi^ in Vet. Test.,

1823, iii. p. 1295 f. ; Strauss, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 578; Cf. Hengstenberg, Die Psal-

men, iii. p. 240 ff.

3 Seep. 762 ff., 778 f. * Mt. xxvii. 62—66.
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third Synoptists do so. The women came with their spices to

embalm the body, in total ignorance of there being any guard to

interfere with their performance of that last sad office for the
Master. We are asked to believe that the chief priests and the

Pharisees actually desecrated the Sabbath and visited the house
of the heathen Pilate on so holy a day, for the purpose of asking
for the guard .^ These priests are said to have remembered and
understood a prophecy of Jesus regarding his resurrection, of

which his disciples are represented to be in ignorance.^ The remark
about " the last error," moreover, is very suspicious. The ready
acquiescence of Pilate is quite incredible.^ That he should employ
Roman soldiers to watch the sepulchre of a man who had been
crucified cannot be entertained; and his friendly : "Go, make it as

sure as ye can," is not in the spirit of Pilate. It is conceivable that

to satisfy their clamour he may, without much difficulty, have
consented to crucify a Jew, more especially as his crime was of a
political character represented as in some degree affecting the
Roman power ; but, once crucified, it is not in the slightest degree
likely that Pilate would care what became of his body, and still

less that he would employ Roman soldiers to mount guard over
it. It may be as well to dispose finally of this episode, so we at

once proceed to its conclusion. When the resurrection takes place,

it is stated that some of the guard went into the city, and, in-

stead of making their report to Pilate, as might have been ex-

pected, told the chief priests all that had occurred. A council is

held, and the soldiers are largely bribed, and instructed :
" Say

that his disciples came by night and stole him while we slept.

And if this come to the governor's cars we will persuade him and
make you free from care. So they took the money and did as

they were taught." * Nothing could be more simple than the con-

struction of the story, which follows the usual broad lines of

legend. The idea of Roman soldiers confessing that they slept

whilst on watch, and allowed that to occur which they were there

to prevent ! and this to oblige the chief priests and elders, at the

risk of their lives ! Then are we to suppose that the chief priest

and council believed this story of the earthquake and angel, and
yet acted in this way ? and if they did not believe it, would not
the very story itself have led to the punishment of the men, and
to the confirmation of the report they desired to spread, that the

1 Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, iii. p. 524. 2 Cf. John xx. 9.

3 It has been argued that Pilate does not give a Roman guard, but merely per-
mits the chief priests to make use of their own guard. This, however, is opposed
to the whole tenor of the story, and the suggestion is generally rejected. Tertul-

lian says :
" Tunc Judtei detractum et sepulchro conditum magna etiam militaria

^Justodiae diligentia circumsederunt. " Apol. § 21.

* Mt. xxviii. 11—15.

t I
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disciples had stolen the body ? The large bribe seems to have been
very ineffectual, however, since the Christian historian is able to

report precisely what the chief priests and elders instruct them
to say.^ Is it not palpable that the whole story is legendary ?2 If

it be so, and we think it cannot be doubted, a conclusion which
the total silence of the other Gospels seems to confirm, very sug-

gestive consequences may be deduced from it. The first Synop-
tist, referring to the false report which the Sanhedrin instruct the

soldiers to make, says :
" And this saying was spread among the

Jews unto this day."^ The probable origin of the legend, there-

fore, may have been an objection to the Christian affirmation of

the resurrection to the above effect ; but it is instructive to find

that Christian tradition was equal to the occasion, and invented

a story to refute it. It is the tendency to this very system of

defence and confirmation, everywhere apparent, which renders

early Christian tradition so mythical and untrustworthy.

We now enter upon the narrative of the Resurrection itself

The first Synoptist relates that Mar}' Magdalene and the other

Mary came to behold the sepulchre " at the close of the Sabbath,

as it began to dawn into the first day of the week " ('Oij/i 81 ua^-

/Sarwv rp iirKfyoxTKOvcrrj cis fiiav o-a^/Sarwv),* that is to say, shortly after

six o'clock on the evening of Saturday, the end of the Sabbath,

the dawn of the next day being marked by the glimmer of more
than one star in the heavens.^ The second Synoptic represents

that, " when the Sabbath was past," Mary Magdalene, and Mary
the mother of James, and Salome bought spices, and that they

camJ to the sepulchre " very early on the first day of the week
after the rising of the sun " (^ai X.iav Trpm r^s /xiSs a-afiPdroiv . . ,

dvareiAavTos toC tjXlov).^ The third Synoptist states that the women
who came with Jesus from Galilee came to the sepulchre, but he

subsequently more definitely names them :
" Mary Magdalene,

and Joanna, and Mary the mother of James, and the other women
with them," ^—a larger number of women,—and they came "upon

the first day of the week at early dawn " (T^f 8c fiuf rfiv aafi^aTrnv

1 Olshausen, to obviate the difficulty of supposing that the Sanhedrin did all

this, supposes that Oaiaphas the high priest may have been the principal agent,

Bibl. Comm., ii. 2, p. 190 f.

2 Eichhom, Einl., i. p. 490 f.; Ewald, Die diei erst. Evv., p. 365 ; O/rorer, Die

heil. Sage, i. p. ;^54f. ; Kern, Tub. Zeitachr., 1834, ii. p. 100 f.; Keim, Jesu v.

Naz., iii. p. 523 ff., 556 ff. ; Meijboom, Jezus' Opstanding, p. 139 ff. ; Meyer, Ev.

Matth., p. 607 f. ; Renan, Vie de J6sus, p. 445, n. 1 ; SdioUen, Het Ev. n. Joh.,

p. 358 f.; Strauaa, Das Leb. Jesu, p. 599 f.; Weber u. Boltzmann, Gesch. V. Isr.,

li. p. 523 ; Weisae, Die ev. Gesch. ii. p. 343 f. ; Wilcke, Der Urevangelist, 1838, p.

640 £. Cf. De Wette, Ev. Matth., p. .370 f.

8 Mt. xxviii. 15. * Mt. xxviii. 1.

6 Keim. Jesu v. Nazara, iii. 552 f.

Mk. xvi. 2. 1 Luke xxiii. 55, xxiv. 1, 10.
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op6pov fiaOim). The fourth Evangelist representK that Mary Mag-
dalene only* came to the sepulchre, on the first day of the week,
" early, while it was yet dark " (Trpwi: o-Kortas irt ovo-i/s).^

The first Evangelist indubitably makes the hour at which thj

women came to the sepulchre diflferent and much earlier than the

others, and at the same time he represents them as witnessing

the actual removal of the stone, which, in the other three Gos-
pels, the women already find rolled away from the mouth of the

sepulchre.^ It will, therefore, be interesting to follow the first

Synoptic. It is here stated : 2. " And behold there was a great

earthquake (a-ua-fws:) : for an angel of the Lord descended from
heaven and came and rolled away the stone and sat upon it. 3.

His appearance was like lightning, and his raiment white as

snow. 4. And for fear of him the keepers did shake and became
as dead men. 6. And the angel answered and said unto the

women : Fear ye not, for I know that ye seek Jesus, who hath
been crucified. 6. He is not here : for he was raised (riyip$rj ydp)

as he said : Come, see the place where he lay. 7. And go quickly,

and tell his disciples that he was raised (riyipOrj) from the dead,

and behold he goeth before you into Galilee : there shall ye see

him : behold, I have told you. 8. And they departed quickly
from the sepulchre with fear and great joy ; and ran to tell his

disciples."* We have here in the first place another earthquake
and apparently, on the theory of uhe course of cosmical phenomena
held during the " Age of Miracles," produced by the angel who
descended to roll away the stone from the sepulchre. This earth-

quake, like the others recorded in the first S3moptic, appears to

be quite unknown to the other Evangelists, and no trace of it

has been pointed out in other writings. With the appearance of

the angel we obviously arrive upon thoroughly unhistorical

ground. Can we believe, because this unknown writer tells us so,

that " an angel,"^ causing an earthquake, actually descended and

1 It is argued from the o"ja>.iEv of xx. 2, that there were others with her, al-

though they are not nameu. 2 John xx. 1.

3 Mk. xvi. 4 ; Luke xxiv. 2 ; John xx. 1.

4 Mt. xxviii. 2. xai iSov 6Eidfioi iyevsro /ueyai' ayyeXoi ydp hv-
piov Hara^di i^ ovpavov' zpodeXOaov ditEuvXtdsv t6v AiOov xal ixaBTfTO
kitdvoo avTov. 3. 77V Sh 7^ eidea avrov ooi ddrpanri, nal ro 'dvSvitia

avTov' XevHov aodei ^zaiv. 4. and Si tov cpoftov avroxj' idFtdOr^dar
oi TtipoiivTEi, xai iyevnOt^dav obi vsHpot. 5. aTtoHpiOeiiSioayj'sA.o?
eiTtEv Tali yvvatqtv Mt) gjo^EtdOs v /usii- 016a ydp ort^Irfdovv tov
idTavpoofievov ^rjTElTE. 6. ovx^ i'drtv wSe- i^yepOn ydp, HaOoo? eitcev
Sevte iSete tov totcov oTtov EHEiTo. 1. Hal Taxv JtopevfieTdat Etirtxre

roij /uaOr^raii avTov oti t/yspfin and twv VExpcSv, xal iSov jtpo-

dyEi v'ud? Eii TTfv FaX-iXaiav, exei avTov oipEdOe. iSov Eiitcv v/itiv.

8. xai ditEXbovdat Taxv and Tots' ftvTj/UEwv ftSTd q)6^ov ital x<xpoci

uEydXrfi eSpanov dnayyEtXai toU iiaOt/raii avTov".
6 Compare his description with Dan. x. 6. It is worthy of consideration also

hat when Daniel is cast into the den of lions a stone is rolled upon the mouth of

he den, and sealed with the signet of the king and his lords, vi. 17.
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took such a part in this transaction ? Upon the very commonest
principles of evidence, the reply must bo an emphatic negative
Every fact of science, every lesson of CKperience excludes such
an assumption, and we may add that the character of the author,

with which we are now better acquainted, as well as the course

of the narrative itself, confirms the justice of such a conclusion. '

If the introduction of the angel be legendary, must not also his

words be so ? Proceeding, however, to examine the narrative as

it stands, we must point out a circumstance which, it seems to us,

may appropriately be mentioned here, and which is well worthy
of attention. The women and the guard are present when the

stone is rolled away from the sepulchre, but they do not witness

the actual Resurrection. It is natural to suppose that, when the

stone was removed, Jesus, who, it is asserted, rises with his body
from the dead, would have come forth from the sepulchre: but

not so; the angel only says, v. 6: "He is not here: for he wfus

raised (vy^pOt) ydp)
;

" and he merely invites the women to see the

pi" where he lay. The actual resurrection is spoken of as a

thi
, which had taken place before, and in any case it was not

witnessed by any one. In the other Gospels, the resurrection has

already occurred before any one arrives at the sepulchre ; and
the remarkable fact is, therefore, absolutely undeniable, that there

was not, and that it is not even pretended that there was, a single

eye-witness of the actual Resurrection. The empty grave, coupled

with the supposed subsequent appearances of Jesus, is the only

evidence of the Resurrection. We shall not, however, pursue

this further at present. The removal of the stone is not followed

by any visible result. The inmate of the sepulchre is not ob-

served to issue from it, and yet he is not there. May we not ask

what was the use, in this narrative, of the removal of the stone

at all ? As no one apparently came forth, the only purpose seems

to have been to permit those from without to enter and see that

the sepulchre was empty. Another remarkable point is that the

angel desires the women to go quickly and inform the disciples:

"he goeth before you into Galilee : there shall ye see him." One
is tempted to inquire why, as he rose from the dead in Jerusalem

and, in spite of previous statements, the disciples are represented

as being there also,^ Jesus did not appear to them in the Holy

City, instead of sending them some three days' journey off to

Galilee. At the same time, Jesus is represented by the first two

Synoptics as saying at the last Supper, when warning the dis-

ciples that they will all be offended at hiru that night and be

1 Hase, Das Leb. Jcb«, p. 279 ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 547 f.; Liicke, Dae

Ev. Job., ii. p. 780 f.

i Luke xxiv. 33 ; John xx. 18 S.
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Hcattered :
" But after I shall have been raised, I will go before

you into Cialilee."^ At present we have only to call attention to

the fact that the angel gives the order. With how much surprise,

therefore, do we not immediately after read that, as the women
departed quickly to tell the discif)le8 in obedience to the angel's

message, v. 9 : "Behold Jesus met them, saying, Hail. And tney

came up to him and laid hold of his feet, and worshipped him.

10. Then saith Jesus unto them : Be no* fraid : go, tell my
brethren that they depart into Galilee, and there they shall see

me."* What was the use of the angel's message since Jesus him-
self immediately after appears and delivers the very same in-

structions in person ? This sudden and apparently unnciessary

appearance has all the character of an afterthought. One point,

however, is veiy clear : that the order to go into Galilee and the

statement that there first Jesus is to appear to the disciples are

unmistakable, re])eated and peremptory.
We must now turn to the second Gospel The women going to

the sepulchre with spices that they might anoint the body of Jesus

—which, according to the fourth Gospel, had already been fnilv em-
balmed and, in any case, had been already since the Friday evening
in the sepulchre—are represented as saying amongst themselves:

"Who will rollusawa\ the stone from the door of the sepulchre?" '

This is a curious dramatic speculation, but very suspicious. These
women are apparently not sufficiently acquainted with Joseph of

Arimathaa to be awiii'^ that, as the fourth Gospel asserts, the

body had already been embalmed, and yet they actually contem-
plate rolling the stone away from the mouth of a sepulchre which
was his property.* Keim has pointed out that it was a general

rule* that after a sepulchre had been closed in the way described

it should not again be opened. Generally, the stone was not

placed against the opening of the sepulchre till ' he third day,

when corruption had already commenced ; but here the sepulchre

is stated by all the Gospels to have been closed on the first day,

and the unhesitating intention of the women • o remove the stone

is not a happy touch on the part of the second Synoptist. They
find the stone already rolled away.® Ver. .5 :

" And entering into

the sepulchre, they saw a young man sitting on the right side,

clothed in a long white garment; and th-y were affrighted. 6.

And he saith unto them : Be not affrighted : Ye seek Jesus of

Nazareth, the crucified : he was raised (ifyipdrf) ; ho is not here

;

1 Mt. xxvi. 32 ; Mk. xiv. 28.
2 Mt. xxviii. 9, 10. 3 Mk. xvi. X
* Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, iii. p. 522. 5 lb., iii. 522, anm. 1.

6 Mk. xvi. 4. The continuation: "for it was very great " (;;»' yap (xiyai
<!g)66pa), is peculiar, but of course intended to represent the difficulty of its

removal.
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behold the place wheco they laid him. 7. But go, tell his dis-

ciples and Peter that he goeth before you into Galilee ; there shall

ye see him, as he said unto you. 8. And they went out and fled

from the sepulchre: for trembling and astonishment seized them,

and they said nothing to any one ; for they were afraid."' In

Matthew, the angel rolls away the stone from the sepulchre and
sits upon it, and the women only enter to see where Jesus lay,

upon nis invitation. Here, they go in at once, and see the angel

(" a young man ") sitting at the right side, and are affrighted. He
re-assures them and, as in the other naiTative, says ;

" he was
raised." He gives them the same message to his disciples and to

Peter, who is specially named, and the second Synoptic thus fully

confirms the first in representing Galilee as the place where Jesus

is to be seen by them. It is curious that the women should say

nothing to anyone about this wonderful event, and in this the

statements of the other Gospels are ceiUuinl;^ not borne out.

There is one remarkable point to be noticed, however, that, accord-

ing to the second Synoptist also, not only is there no eye-witness

of the Resurrection, but the only evidence of that marvellous

occurrence which it contains is the information of the " young
man," which is clearly no evidence at all. There is no appearance

of Jesus to any one m rrated, and it would seem as though the

appearance described in Matt, xxviii. 9 f. is excluded. It is well

known that Mark xvi. 9-20 did not form part of the original

Gospel and is inauthentic. It is unnecessary to argue a point so

generally admitted. The verses now appended to the Gospel are

by a different author and are of no value as evidence. We, there-

fore, exclude them from consideration.

In Luke, as in the second Synoptic, the women find the stone

removed, and here it is distinctly stated that " on entering in

they found not the body of the Lord Jesus. 4. And it came to

pass as they were perplexed thereabout, behold two men stood

by them in shining garments ; 5. And as they were afraid, and

bowed their faces to the earth, they said unto them : Why seek

ye the living among the dead ? 6. He is not here, but was

raised (-ffyepdr}) ; remember how he spake unto you when he was

yet in Galilee, 7. saying, that the Son of Man must be delivered

up into the hands of sinful men, and be crucified and the third

1 Mk. xvi. 5 : Hal eideXOovdca aii to /avTjjusTov ei'dov vsavidKOV
xa07}uEvoy kv roli Sertoli, itept fie /iXni^ev ov 6T0X17V Xevk^v, xai i^e-

Ba^fir/<iT)6av. 6. o Si Xeysi avrali- M.T/ tx^anfiEl6fiE- 'h)6ovv ^jfTElTt

Tov idravpoofiEvov jifyepOtf, ovk e6tiv a>SE- 18 e 6 roitoi ojtov e^Tj-^

xav avTov. 7. dWd vitdysTE EinavE ro?5 /naOTjrali avrov" xai roj

Ilerpa) ori itpodyEt v/idi eH tt}v FaXiXaiav kuEl avTov oipEdSi,

xaOodi EiTCEv vulv. 8. xai k^E\(iov6ai Etpvyov and rjt»~ /nvpusiov.

EiXEv yap avrdi rpojjo? xai Exdradii, xai ovdEvi ovStv eiJfov

i g)0^ov'vro ydp-
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(lay rise again. 8. And they remembered his words, 9. and re-

turned from the sepulchre, and told all these things unto the

eleven and to all the rest. ... 11. And these words appeared
to them as an idle tale, and they believed them not.'' The
author of the third Gospel is not content with one angel, like the

first two Synoptists, but introduces " two men in shining gar-

ments," who seem suddenly to stand beside the women, and in-

stead of re-assuring them, as in the former narratives, rather

adopt a tone of reproof (v. 5). They inform the women that
" Jesus was raised ;

' and here again not only has no one been an
eye-witness of the resurrection, but the women only hear of it

from the angels. There is one striking peculiarity in the above
account. There is no mention whatever of Jesus going before

his disciples into Galilee to be seen of them, nor indeed of his

being seen at all ; but " Galilee " is introduced by way of a re-

miniscence. Instead of the future, the third Synoptist substi-

tutes the past and, as might be expected, he gives no hint of any
appearances of Jesus to the disciples beyond the neighbourhood
of Jerusalem. When the women tell the disciples what they
have seen and heard, they do not believe them. The thief on
the cross, according to the w riter, was more advanced in his faith

and knowledge than the Apostles. Setting aside Mat. xxviii. 9,

10, we have hitherto no other affirmation of the Resurrection than
the statement that the sepulchre was found empty, and the angels

announced that Jesus was raised from the dead.

The account of the fourth Evangelist, however, differs com-
pletely from the narratives of all the Synoptists. According to

nim Mary Magdalene alone comes to the sepulchre and sees the

stone taken away. She therefore runs and comes to Simon Peter

and to " the other disciple whom Jesus loved," saying :
" They

took (^pav) the Lord out of the sepulchre and we know not (ovk

oi8o/4.«v)2 where they laid (eOrjKav) him. 3. Peter, therefore, went
forth and the other disciple, and came to the sepulchre. 4. And
the two ran together ; and the other disciple outran Peter and
came first to the sepulchre ; 5. and stooping down, looking in, he
seeth the linen clothes lying

;
yet went he not in. 6. Then

Cometh Simon Peter following him and went into the sepulchre

and beholdeth the linen clothes lying, 7. and the napkin that was
on his head, not lying with the linen clothes, but wrapped in one
place by itself. 8. Then went in, therefore, the other dis-

ciple also, who came first to the sepulchre and he saw and be-

1 Luke xxiv. 3—9, 11. It is unnecessary to say that v. 12 is a later interpola-
tion.

2 From the use of this plural, as wo have already pointed out, it is arpued that
there were others with Mary who are not named. This by no means follows, but
if it^were the case the peculiarity of the narrative becomes all the more apparent..

u
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Jieved, 9. For as yet they knew not the scriptures, that he must
rise again from the dead. 10. So the disciples went away to

their own homes." ^ Critics have long ago pointed out the care-

ful way in which the actions of " th-^ beloved disciple " and Peter

are balanced in this narrative. If the " other disciple " outstrips

Peter, and first looks into the sepulchre, Peter first actually enters;

and if Peter first sees the careful arrangement of the linen clothes,

the other sees and believes. The evident care with which the

writer metes out a share to each disciple in this visit to the sepul-

chre, of which the Synoptics seem totally ignorant, is very sug-

gestive of artistic arrangement, and the careful details regarding

the folding and position of the linen clothes, which has furnished

so much matter for apologetic reasoning, seems to us to savour

more of studied composition than natural observation. So very

much is passed over in complete silence which is of the very

highest importance, that minute details like these, which might
well be composed in the study, do not produce so much effect as

some critics think they should do. There is some ambiguity as

"^.o what the disciple " believed," according to v. 8, when he went
into the sepulchre ; and some understand that he simply believed

what Mary Magdalene had told them (v. 2), whilst others hold

that he believed in the resurrection, which, taken in connection

with the following verse, seems undoubtedly to be the author's

meaning. If the former were the reading it would be too tri-

fling a point to be so prominently mentioned, and it would not

accord with the contented return borne of the disciples. Accept-

ing the latter sense, it is instructive to observe the very small

amount of evidence with which " the beloved disciple " is content.

He simply finds the sepulchre empty and the linen clothes lying

and although no one even speaks of the resurrection, no one pro-

fesses to have been an eye-witness of it, and " a« yet thftv know
not the scriptures, that he must rise again from the desul," he is

nevertheless said to see and believe.

It will have been observed that as yet, although the two dis-

ciples have both entered the sepulchre, there has been no men-

tion whatever of angels : they cori^inly did tuti see any. In im-

mediate continuation of the narrative, ho*vever, we lea'ri that

when they have goiie home, Mary Magdalene, who was standing

without at the tomb weeping, stooped down Jl^d, looking into

the sepulchre —where just before the disciples hall seen no one,

—

she beheld " two ange»s in white sitting, one at the head and one

at the feet, where the body of Jesus lay. 13. They say unto

her : Woman, why weepest thou ? She saith unto them : Be-

cause they took away (rjpav) my Lord, and I know not where

1 John XX. 2—10.

ik=;>^'5^l,-*^^r-^^i.'^i
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they laid him."^ This fgain is a veiy different representation

and conversation from that reported in the other Gospels. Do
we acquire any additional assurance as to the reality of the
angels and the historical truth of their intervention from this

narrative ? We think not. Mary Magdalene repeats to the

angels almost the very words she had said to the disciples, v. 2.

A.re we to suppose that " the beloved disniple," wlio saw and be-

lieved, did nut communicate his conviction to the others, and
that Maiy was left precisely in the same doubt and perplexity

as before, without an idea that anything had happened ex/ept thUt

the body had b :^n taken away and s/k' knew not v/herf- it had
been laid? Sh appears to have seen .mfl spoken to the ftngols

with singular composure. Their sudden apj^eara /!<•<' does not e'/hn

seem to have surprised her. We must, however, continue ^he nar-

rative, and it is woU to remark the artificial maintenance, at first,

of the tone of affected ignorance, as well as the dramatic con.stfac-

tion of the whole scene : v. 14. " Having said this, she turned her-

self back and beholdeth Jesus standing, and knew not that it was
Jesus. 15. Jesus saith unto her: Woman, why weepest thou ?

whom seekest thou ? She, supposing that it was the gardciier,

saith unto him : Sir, if thou didst bear him hence, tell me where
thou didst lay him, and I will take him away. 16. Jesus .•iaith unto
her : Mary. She turned herself, and saith unto him in Heb'-ew ;

*

Rabboni, which is to say. Master. 17. Jesus saith unto her: Touch
me not (Mt/ /xov aTrrov); for I have not yet ascended to the Father

:

but go to my brethren, and say unto them : I a*<cend unto my
Father and your Father, and my God and your God. 18. Mary
Magdalene cometh announcing to the disciples that she has seen

the Lord, and he spake these things unto her."^ To those who
attach weight to these narratives and consider them historical, it

must appear astonishing that Mary, who up to the very last had
been closely associated with Jesus, does not recognise him when he
thus appears to her, but supposes him at first to be the gardener.

As part of the evidence of the Gospel, however, .such a trait is of

much importance, and must heieat'ter be alluded to. After a
couple of days not know Jesus whom she had daily seen for so

long ' The interpretation of the reply of Jesus, v. 17 :
" Touch me

not," vfcc, has long been a bone of contention with critics, but it

'loes not suffificutly affect th^' inquiry upon which we are engaged
'o require din^mssion here.* Only one point may be mentioned in

1 John XX. 18, 18.

* This is the reading of the Vatican and Sinaitic codices, beBides D and many
"thor impo<t»Dt M>S8.

3 John XX. 14—18.
* Those who desire to iiee some of the very conflicting opinions expressed may

refer to : A{ford, (3k. Test, i. p. 908 ; Baur, Unters. Kan. Evv., p. 221 ff.; Eimld,
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passing, that if, as has been supposed in connection with Mt. xxviii.

9, Jesus be understood to repel, as premature, the worship of

Mary, that very passage of the first Gospel, in which there ifj cer-

tainly no discouragement of worship, refutes the theory. We shall

not say more about the construction of this dialogue, but we may
point out that, as so many unimportant details are given through-

out the narrative, it is somewhat remarkable that the scene ter-

minates so abruptly, and leaves so much untold that it would

have been of the utmost consequence for us to know. What be-

came of Jesus, for instance ? Did he vanish suddenly ? or did he

bid Mary farewell, and leave her like one in the flesh ? Did she

not inquire why he did not join the brethren ? whither he was
going ? It is scarcely possible to tell us less than the writer has

done ; and as it cannot be denied that such minor points as where

the linen clothes lay, or whether Mary " turned herself back

"

(v. 14) or " turned herself " (v. 16) merely, cannot be compared in

interest and importance to the supposed movements and conduct

of Jesus under such circumstances, the omission to relate the end

of the interview, or more particular details of it, whilst those

graphic touches are inserted, is singularly instructive. It is much
more important to notice that here again there is no mention of

Galilee, nor, indeed, of any intention to show himself to his dis-

ciples anywhere, but simply the intimation sent to them :
" I

ascend unto my Father and your Father," &c., a declaration which

seems emphatically to exclude further " appearances," and to

limit the vision of the risen Jesus to Mary Magdalene. Certainly

this message implies in the clearest way that the ascension was

then to take place, and the only explanation of the abrupt termi-

nation of the scene immediately after this is said is, that, as he

spoke, Jesus then ascended. The subsequent appearances related

in this Gospel must, consequently, either be regarded as an after-

thought, or as visions of Jesus after he had ascended. This de-

mands serious attention. We shall see that after sending this

message to his disciples he is represented as appearing to them on

the evening of the very same day.

According to the third Synoptic, the first appearance of Jesus

to any one after the Resurrection was not to the women, and not

Die johann. 8chr., i. p. 417 ; Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 435, n. 1; Oehhardt, Die

Auferstehung Christi, 1864, p. 59 f. ; Ofrorer, Das Heiligthum, p. 108 f.; Goikt,

L'Ev. de St. Jean, ii. p. 046 tt. ; f/oigstenberg, Ev. Johann. iii. p. .302 fF. ; Ki'im,

Jesu V. Naz., iii. p. 500, anm. 1 ; Lanqe, Das Ev. Joh., p. 418 f. ; Liicke, Ev. Joh.,

ii. J. 783 ff. ; Luthardt, Das joh. Ev '

ii. p. 504 ff. ; Meyer, Ev. Joh., p. 648 ff.

:

(J!shamen, Leidensgesch.
, p. 207 ff.; Schleiermacher, Varies., ap. Strauss, Zeitschr.

wiss. Th., 1863 p. .397 ; Steinmeyer, Auferstehungsgosch. des Herrn, 1871, p- 70,

aam.; Strausn, Leb. Jesu, p. 606 ; De Wette, Ev. Johann., p. 31.^ ff. ; Weiase, Die

ev. Gesch., ii. p. 394 ff.
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to Mary Magdalene, but to two brethren,^ who were not apostles

at all, the name of one of whom, we are told, was Cleopas.^ The
story of the walk to Emmaus is very dramatic and interesting,

but it is clearlj'^ legendary.^ None of the other Evangelists seems
to know anything of it. It is difficult to suppose that Jesus
should after his resurrection appear first of all to two unknown
Christians in such a manner, and accompany them in such a
journey. The particulars of the story are to the last degree
improbable, and in its main features incredible, and it is indeed
impossible to consider them carefully without perceiving the

transparent inauthenticity of tlie narrative. The two dii>ciples

were going to a \ illage called Emmaus threescore furlongs distant

from Jerusalem, and while they are conversing Jesus joins them,
" but their eyes \7ere holden that they should not know him."

He asks the subject of their discourse, and pretends ignorance,

which surprises them. Hearing the expression of their perplexity

and depression, he says to them : 25. " foolish and slow of

heart to believe all that the prophets spike. 26. Was it not
necessary that the Christ should suffer these things, and enter

into his glory ? 27. And beginning at Moses and at all the pro-

phets, he expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the things

concerning himself." When they reach the village, he pretends

to be going further (v. 28), but they constrain him to stay. 30.

"And it came to pass, as he sat at metit with them he took the

bread and blessed and brake and gave to them ; 31. and their eyes

were opened, and they knew him, and he vanished out of their

sight." Now why all this comedy "i why were their eyes holden
that they should not know him ? why pretend ignorance ? why
make " as though he would go further ? " Considering the

nature and number of the alleged appearances of Jesus, this

episode seems most disproportionate 8,nd inexplicable. The final

ii.eident completes our conviction of the unreality of the whole
episode : after the sacramental blessing and breaking of bread,

Jesus vanishes in a manner which removes the story from the

domain of history. On their return to Jerusalem, the Synoptist

adds that they find the Elevei\, and are informed that " the Lord
was raised and was seen by Siuion." Of this appoai-ance we
are not told anything more.

Whilst the two disciples from Emmaus were relating these

things to the eleven, the third Synoptist states that Jesus him-
self stood in the midst of them : v. 37. " But they were terrified

and affrighted, and supposed that they saw a spirit." The a[>pa-

' Luke xxiv. 13- -34. 2 lb., verse 18.

:t Keim, Jeeu v. Na/. . iii. p. ,546 ; S<li<iUeti, Het paulin. Ev., p. 344 ff.
;

lUd, 1^8 Evangiles, ii. p. AVd ff. ; Ofrarer. Die hoil. Sage, i. p. 365 ff.

d'Eirh-

Xa . /J
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r«nt intention in to represent a r/nraculous sadden entrv^ of Jesus

into the midst of them, just as he h»/i va^.itihed at Emmaiis
; but,

in order t/) re-aasure them, Jesus is represented as saying : v. 39,

" Behold my hands and my feet, that it is I myself ; handle me
and behold, for- a spirit hath not flesh and bones as ye see me
having. 41. And while they yet believed not for joy, and

wondered, he said unto them : Have ye here any food ? 42. And
they gave him a piece of a broiled fish.^ 43. And he took it and

did eat before them." The ca;e with which the writer demon-
strates that Jesus rose again with his own body is remarkable,

for not only does he show his hands and feet, we may suppose

for th*r purpose of exhibiting the wounds made by the nails by

which f»« was affixed to the cross, but he eats, and thereby proves

jbiiMself to V>e still possessed of liis human organism. It is appa-

fmnt>, however, that there is direct contradiction between this and

<fc« r<epresenta^/k»i of his vanishing at Emmaus, and standing in

1^ ^imdiA of therff now. The Synoptif-.t who is so lavish in his

me ^ mifai/cnlous aj^.ncy naturally sees no incongruity here.

Oii^. ^ <<Si^<iW^ i^temative must be adopted:—If Jesus possessed

i^ owfi h(j>4f»fiM his resurrection and could eat and be handled,

he ^mM turn vmmh ^ if he vai^ished, he (y/uld not have been thus

cor|><Vf^4!^. Tm )m4 </ A mira<>te has \/) \m invoked in order to

recofW5&e H^m g^fretsmtMifma. We need not Jw^re criticise the

address wl^h ht i« mtm^mA to mak<^ to the disciples.^ Put we
must <'a\\ i,*/^M<m Uj *m (/im p^;int that /osus (v, 49) commands
the dis<^%4«K t// tftiry i» /^rusalem until they be " clothed with

power from on h'i0)," Thm ^//mpletes tit^ exclusion of all appear-

mi/'/m in Galilee, for tJi<5 narrative proc<*ed8 t/> -^.y, that Jesus led

iHmm mti towaids Bethany and lilted up )m hands and blessed

tktifm : v ^1 " And it came to i>ft8s, while blessing them, he parted

irtm ikm», »#d was carrie/f up int^j heaven
;

" whilst they

ft^rm4 ^> imtmdmt\, where tlwy " were continually in th(-

i0Ht^ " f^iddtif^ (f(j4 We 3ha*j return to the Ase^nsion pro

9(^iwlfi ^rtit, in tfi* /**/*M.ini«, it is weH that we should refer t/,

me »ffi^/ifiiffkM of ttift i^^iftf two 0^i»Mpels.

Accord//*^ t/» the fourth Gospel, on the first daj -f the week,

after seridi«|^ t'/ his disciples tl)/ message regarding his Ascension,

which w liave <^i«cu8»ed, wh^ii it vras evening: xx. 19. And

the doors tiAvin^ \jkmi «hut where the disciples were, for fear of

the Jtws, ix^vm cAnie 9lhA sto'>d in themid.^* and saith uftU^them:

Peace be «nto you 26l And fiaving said this, he showed unto

1 We omit JK«ti duo fisi.t66i0*> KTfpiov, which m not found in the moat ancient

codices.

2 The atatemegBiin wti*. 44, howfver, is suggestive as showing how the fulfii

ment of the Frrahets »ud Psalms * .n the mind of the ^Titer. We havs seen

how much this idea safluenced the account of the Passion in the Gospels.
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them both his hands and his side. The disciples, therefore, re-

joiced when they saw the Lord. 21. So then he said to them
again : Peace be unto you : as the Father hath sent me, I also

send you, 22r And when he said this, he breathed on them, and
saith unto them. Receive ye the Holy Spirit : 2<S. Whosoever sins

ye forgive they are forgiven unto them ; whosoever ye retain they
are retained." This appearance of Jesus to the eleven bears so

far analogy to that in the third Gospel, which we have just ex-

amined, that it occurs upon the same day and to the same per-

sons. Is it probable that Jesus appeared twice upon the same
evening to the eleven disciples ? The account in the fourth Gospel
itself confirms the only reasonable reply : that he did not do so

;

])ut the narrative in the third Synoptic renders the matter certain.

That appearance was the first to the eleven (xxiv. 36 f.), and he
then conducted them towards Bethany, and ascended into heaven
(v. 50 f.) How then, we may inquire, could two accounts of the

same event differ ho fundamentally ? It is absolutely certain that

both cannot be true. Is it possible to suppose that the third

Synoptist could forget Uj record the extraordinary power supposed
to have been on this occasion bestowed upon the ten Apostles to

forgive sins and to retain them ? Is it conceivable that he would
not relate the circuinstAnce that Jesus breathed tif/f/n them, aii/l

endowed them with the fJ'f}y Ghost ? Indeed, a« f< y^ii'h the

latter point, he seems to exciu'i' U>, v, 49, and in the >4/^^ Oi.)

certainly represents the descent of thp Holy Spirit as takif/i|(

place at Pentecost. On the otlx^r hand, ca/j we .suppose that the

fourth Evangelist woiild have ignored the WA/fc to Bethany and
the solemn parting there/ or the injuncti/^^n to remain in Jeru
salem ? not to mention other topics. The two episori*. ';annot

be reconciled. In the fourth Go.spel, insteacl of showing hLs hands
and feet, Jesus is represented as exhibiting " his hand.s and iiin

side," and that this is not accidental is most clearly demonstrated
by the fat that Thomas, who is not present, refuses to believe

(v. 25) unless he see and put his finger into the print of the nails

in his hands and put his hand into his side ; and Jesus, when he
appears again, allows him (v. 27) to put his fingers into his hands
and his hand into his side. In the Synoptic, tht^ wound made by
that mythical lance is ignored and, in the fourth Gospel, the

Wounds in the feet. The o//ii.ssion of the whole episode of the

leg-breaking and lance-thrust by the three Synoptics thus gains

fresh significance. On the other hand, it may he a question

w]t(^her in the opinion of the fourth Kvangelist, the feet of Jesus
were nMt**d to the cross at all, or whether, indeed, they were so

in fact. It was at least as common, not to say more, that the

hands alone of those who were crucified were nailed to the cross,

65
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the legs being simply bound to it by cords. Opinion is divided
as to whether Jesus was so bound or whether the feet were like-

wise nailed, but the point is not important to our examination
and need not be discussed, although it has considerable interest

in connection with the theory that death did not actually ensue
on the cross, but that, having fainted through weakness, Jesus,

being taken down after so unusually short a time on the cross,

subsequently recovered. There is no final evidence upon the point.

None of the explanations offered by apologists remove the con-

tradiction between the statement that Jesus bestowed the Holy
Spirit upon this occasion and that of the third Synoptic and Acts.

There is, however, a curious point to notice in connection with

this : Thomas is .said to have been absent upon this occasion, and
the representation, therefore, is that the Holy Spirit was only be-

stowed upon ten of the Apostles. Was Thomas excluded ? Was
he thus punished for his unbelief ? Are we to suppose that an
opportunity to bestow the Holy Spirit was selected when one of

the Apostles was not present ?^ We have, however, somewhat
anticipated the narrative (xx. 24 ft'.), which relates that upon the

occasion above discussed Thomas, one of the Twelve, was not

present, and hearing from the rest that they had seen the Lord,

he declares that he will not believe without palpable proof by

touching his wounds. The Evangelist continues: v. 26. "And
after eight days again his disciples were within, and Thomas was
with them. Jesus cometh, the doors having been shut (jwv Ovpm

KiKkturfiifoiv), and stood in the midst and said : Peace be unto you.

27. Then saith he to Thomas : Reach hither thy finger and behold

my hands; and reach hither thy hand and put it into my side,

and be not unbelieving but believing. 28. Thomas answered and

said unto him : My Lord and my God. 29. Jesus saith unto him

:

Because thou hast seen me, thou hast believed : blessed are they

who have not seen, and yet have believed." The third Synoptic

gives evidence that the risen Jesus is not incorporeal by

stating that he not only permitted himself to be handled, but

actually ate food in their presence. The fourth Evangelist attaias

the same result in a more artistic manner through the doubts of

Thoma'^^^, but in allowing him actually to put his Hnger into the

prints of the nails in his hands, and his hand into the wound in

his side, he asserts that Jesus rose with the .same body as that

which had hung on the coss. He, too, however, whilst doing

this, actually endows him with the attribute of incorporeality

;

for, upon botli of the occasions which we arc discussing, the

statement \h markedly made that, when Jesus came and stood in

the midst, the doors were shut where the disciples were. It can

Of. LUcke, Comment, iib. das Ev. des JoL., ii. p. 797 ff.
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scarcely be doubted that the intention of thf writer is to repre-

sent a miraculous entry.^ We are asked, however, to believe that
when Thomas had convinced himself that it was indeed Jesus in

the flesh who stood before him, he went to the opposite extreme
of belief and said to Jesus : (kui tlTrtv aurw) " My Lord and my
God ! " In representinff that Jesus, even before the Ascension,

was addressed as " God " by one of the Twelve, the Evangelist

commits one of those anachronisms with which we are familiar,

in another shape, in the works of great painters, who depict pious

bishops of their own time as actors in the scenes of the Passion.

These touches, however, betray the hand of the artist, and remove
the account from the domain of sober history. In the message
sent by Jesus to his disciples he spoke of ascending " to your God
and my God," but the Evangelist at the close of his Gospel strikes

the same note as that upon which he commenced his philosophi-

cal prelude. We shall only add one further remark regarding
this episode, and it is the repetition of one already made. It is

much to be regretted that the writer does not inform us how these

interviews of Jesus with his disciples terminated. We are told of his

entry, but not of his mode of departure. Did he vanish suddenly ?

Did he depart like other men ? Then, it would be important to

know where Jesus abode during the interval of eight days. Did
he ascend to heaven after each appearance ? or did he remain on
earth ? Why did he not consort as before with his disciples ?

These are not jeering questions, but serious indications of the

scantiness of the information given by the Evangelists, which is

not compensated by some trifling detail of no value occasionally

inserted to heighten the reality of a narrative. This is the last

appearance of Jesus related in the fourth Gospel ; for the char-

acter of ch. xxi. is too doubtful^ to permit it to rank with the
Gospel. The appearance of Jesus therein related is in fact more
palpably legendary than the others. It will be observed that in

this Gospel, as in the third Synoptic, the appearances of Jesus
are confined to Jerusalem and exclude Galilee. These two Gos-
pels are, therefore, clearly in contradiction with the statement of
the first two Synoptics.^

It only remains for us to refer to one more appearance of Jesus :

that related in the first Synoptic, xxviii. 16 fF. In obedience to

the command of Jesus, the disciples are represented as having
gone away into Galilee, " unto the mountain where Jesus had ap-
pointed them." We have not previously heard anything of this

1 At/ord, Gk. Test., i. p. 909; Ebrard, Wigs. Kr. ev. Gescu., p. 587; Oodet,
L'Ev. de St. Jean, ii. p. 309 f. ; Hengatenberg, Ev. Joh., iii. p. 309 f.; Luthardt,
Das joh. Ev.. ii. p. 509 ; Meyer, Ev. Job,, p. 653 f.; Wordsworth, Gk. Test., Four
Gospels, p. 360.

« Of. S. R., p. 669 ff. 3 Mt. xxviii. 7 ; Mk. xvi. 7.

>
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specific appointment. The Synoptist continues : v. 17. '• And
when they saw him they worshipped him, but some doubted.

18. And Jesus came and spake unto them, saying : All authority

wa.s given to me (iSoO-rj fioi) in heaven and on earth. 19. Go ye
and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them into the

nnuie of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit; 20.

teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I commanded
you ; and lo, I am with you all the days, unto the end of the

world." This appearance not only is not mentioned in the other

Gospels, but it excludes the appearances in Judsea, of which the

writer seems to be altogether ignorant. If he knew of them, he

practically denies them. There has been some discussion as to

what the doubt mentioned in v. 17 refers, some critics maintain-

ing that " some doubted " as to the propriety of worshipping

Jesus, whilst others more correctly consider that they doubted as

to his idcii'^ity,^ but we need not mention the curious apologetic

explanations offered.^ Are we to regard the mention of these

doubts as an " inestimable proof of the candour of the Evangel-

ists ? " If so, then we may find fault with the omission to tell

us whether, and how, those doubts were set at rest. As the

narrative stands the doubts were not resolved. Was it pos-

sible to doubt without good reason of the identity of one with

whom, until a few days previously, the disciples had been in

daily and hourly contact at least for a year, if not longer ? Doubt

in such a case is infinitely more decisive than belief. We can

regard the expression, however, in no other light than as a mere

rhetorical device in a legendary naiTative. The rest of the ac-

count need have little further discussion here. The extraordinarj'

statement in v. 18^ seems as clearly the expression of later the-

ology as the baptismal formula in v. 19, where the doctrine of the

Trinity is so definitely expressed. Some critics suppose that the

Eleven were not alone upon this occasion, but that either all the

disciples of Jesus were present, or at least the 500 brethren* to

whom Paul refers, 1 Cor. xv. G. This mainly rests on the state-

1 Alford, Gk. Test., i. p. 305 ; Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 445, n. 1 ; Meyer,

Ev. Matth., p. 616; Scholten, Het Ev. n. Joh., p. 353.

2 Dr. Farrar makes the following remarks en this point : "The oi 8i iSi6-

ra6av of Matt, xxviii. 17, can only mean ' but some doubted,'—not as Wetstein

and others take it, whether they should worship or not, but respecting the whole

scene. All may not have stood near to Him, and even if they did, we have seen

in four previous instances (Mt. xxviii. 17, Luke xxiv. 16, 37 ; John xxi. 4), that

there was something unusual and not instantly recognizable in His resurrection

body. At any rate, here we have another inestimable proof of the candour of the

Evangelists, for there is nothing to be said in favour of the conjectural emenda-

tion ovSe." Life of CJhrist, ii. 445, note 1.

3 This is supposed to be a reference to Daniel vii. 14.

* Dr. Farrar, without explanation or argument, boldly asserts the presence ol

the 500. Life of Christ, ii. 44£.
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ment that " some doubted," for it is argued that, after the two
previous appearances to the disciples in Jerasalen; mentioned by
the other Evangelists, it is impossible that the Eleven could have
felt doubt, and consequently that others must have been present

who had not previously been convinced. It is scarcely necessary

to point out the utter weakness of such an ai'gument. It is not

permissible, however, to patch on to this Gospel scraps cut out of

the others. It must be clear to every unprejudiced student that

the appearances of Jesus narrated by the four Gospels in Galilee

and Judjea cannot be harmonized,^ and we have shown that they
exclude each other.^ The first Synoptist records (v. 10) the order

for the disciples to go into Galilee, and with no further interrup-

tion than the mention of the retu) i of the discomfited guard from
the sepulchre to the chief priest, he (v. IG) states that they went
into Galilee, where they saw Jesus in the manner just described.

No amount of ingenuity can insert the appearances in Jerusalem
here without the grossest violation of all common sense. This is

the only appearance to the Eleven recorded in Matthew. We
must here again point out the singular omission to relate the

manner in which this interview was ended. The episode and
the Gospel, indeed, are brought to a very artistic close by the ex-

pression, "lo, I am with you all the days unto the end of the

world," but we must insist that it is a very suggestive fact that

it does not occur to these writers to state what became of Jesus,

Surely no point could have been more full of interest than the

manner in which Jesus here finally leaves the disciples, and is

dismissed from the history. That such an important part of the

naiTative is omitted is in the highest degree remarkable and sig-

nificant. Had a formal termination to the interview been re-

counted, it would have been subject to criticism, and by no means
any evidence of truth ; but it seems to us that the circumstance

that it never occurred to these writers to relate the departure of

Jesus is a very strong indication of the unreality and shadowy
nature of the whole tradition.

1 Alford, Gk. Test., i. p. 432, 904 f
.

; Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 4.32, n. 1 ;

Holtzmann, Die synopt. Evv.
, p. oOO ff. ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 533 fif.

;

Kriu/er- VeUhusen, Leb. Jesu, p. 262 f. ; Meijboom, Jezus* Opstand., p. 37 ff.

;

Meyer, Ev. Matth., p. 612 ff. ; Ev. Joh., p. 643, atum. ; OUhamen, Leidensgesch.

,

p. 200 ff. ; Schenkel, Bib. Lex. , i. p. 292 f. ; Steiniiieyer, Auferstehungsgesch. d.

Herrn, p. 59 ff. ; Strauss, Leb. Jesu, p. 292 ; WestcoU, Int. to Study of the Gos-
pels, 4th ed„ p. 329 ff.

2 Dean Alford, whilst admitting that it is fruitless to attempt a harmony of the
different accounts, curiously adds :

"
. . . Hence the great diversity in this por-

tion of the narrative :—and hence I believe much that is now dark might be ex-

plained, were the fpcts themselves, in their order of occurrence, before us. Till

that is the case (and I am willing to believe that it will be one of our delightful

employments hereafter, to trace the true harmony of the Holy Gospels, under His
teaching of whom they are the record), we must be content to walk by faith, and
uot by sight." Gk. Test., on John xx. J—29, i. p. 905.
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Acts.^ Whether he thought a fuller and more detailed account

desirable, or it seenuid necessary to prolong the ])eriod during
which Jesus remained on earth after his Resurrection, and to

multiply his appearances, it is impossible to say, but the fact is

that he does so. He states in his second work : that to the

Apostles Jesus " presentccl himself alive after he suffered by
many proofs, appearing (oTTavofitvos) to them during forty days,

and speaking of the things concerning the Kingdom of God." It

is scarcely possible to doubt that the period of forty days is sug-

gested by the Old Testament- and the Hebrew use of that num-
ber, of which indeed we already find examples In the New
Testament in the forty days' temptation of Jesus in the wilder-

ness,'' and his fasting forty days and forty nights.* Why Jesus

remained on earth this typical period we are not told,^ but the

representation evidently is of much more prolonged and continu-

ous intercourse with his disciples than any statements in the

Gospels have led us to suppose, or than the declaration of Paul
renders in the least degree probable. If indeed the account in

Acts were true, the numbered appearances recited by Paul show
singular ignorance of the phenomena of the Resurrection. We
p xi not di.scu 1 the particulars of the last interview with the

Apostles, (i. 4 ft.) although they are singular enough, and are

indeed else\\ here referred to, but at once proceed to the final

occurrences : v. 9. "And when he had spoken these things, while
they are looking he was lifted up ; and a cloud received him out

of their sight. 10. And as they were gazing steadfastly into the

heaven as he went, behold, two men stood by them in white
apparel; 11. which also said: Men of Galilee (avSpes roAtXaioi),

why stand ye looking into the heaven ? This Jesus, who was
taken up from you into the heaven, shall come in like manner as

ye saw him going into the heaven. 12. Then returned they
into Jerusalem," &c. A definite statement is here made of the

mode in which Jesus finally ascended into heaven, and it pre-

sents some of the incongruities which might have been expected.

The bodily Ascension up the skj^ in a cloud, apart from the mira-

culous nature of such an occurrence, seems singularly to localize
" Heaven," and to present views of cosmical and celestial pheno-
mena, suitable certainly to the age of the writer, but scarcely

endorsed by modern science. The sudden appearance of the

1 Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 5.39, 613, anm. 3 ; Meyr, Ev. Mark. u. Luk., p.

612 ff. ; StraiwK, Leb. Jesu, p. G15.
* Keim, Jesu. v. Naz,, iii. p. 5,39 f. ; Overbed; '/.n de Wette Apg., p. 8 f.

Srhneckenhuryer , Apg., p. 12 f. ; Strauss, Leb. Jesu Krit. bearb. 4te Aufl., ii. p.
659 ; of. i. p. 450.

» Mark i. 13 ; Luke iv. 2. * Mt. iv. 2.

* The testimony of the Epistle of Barnabas (c. xv.) does not agree with this.
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1020 SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.

" two men in white apparel," the usual description of angels, is
altogether in the style of the Author of Acis, but does it increase
the credibility of the story ? It is curious that the angels open
their address to the Apostles in the same form as almost every
other speaker in this book. They adopt a style of thought and
expression very suspiciously like that of the Author. One might
ask, indeed, why such an angelic interposition should have taken
place? for its utility is not apparent, and in the short sentence
recorded nothing which is new is embodied. No surprise is

expressed at the appearance of the angels, and nothing is said of
their disappearance. They are introduced like the chorus of a
Greek play, and are left udceremoniously, with an indifference

which betrays coniplete familiarity with supernatural agency.
Can there be any doubt that the whole episode is legendary ?^

It may not seem inappropriate to mention here that the idea
of a bodily asc'^nsion does not originate with the Author of the

third Synoptic and Acts, nor is it peculiar to Christitmity. The
translation of Enoch ^ had long been chronicled in the sacred

books ; and the ascent of Elijah^ in his whirlwind and chariot of

fire before the eyes of Elisha was another well-known instance.

The vision of Daniel (vii. 13), of one like the "Son of man"
coming with the clouds of heaven, might well have suggested

the manner of his departure, but another mode has been sug-

gested.* The Author of Acts was, we maintain, well acquainted

with the works of Josephus. We know that the prophet like unto

Moses was a favourite representation in Acts of the Christ. Now
in the account which Josephus gives of the end of Moses, he states

that, although ho wrote in the holy books that he died lest they

should say that he went to God, this was not really his end. After

reaching the mountain Abarira he dismissed the senate ; and as

he was about to embrace Eleazar, the high priest, and Joshua, " a

cloud suddenly having stood over him he disappeared in a certain

valley."^ This, however, we merely mention in passing.

Our earlier examination of the evidence for the origin and

authorship of the historical books of the New Testament very

1 Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 539 f. ; Meyer, Ev. Mark. u. Luk., p. 614 ; Apg. p.

32 f. ; Oviirbeck, Zu de Wette Apg., 7 ff. ; Strauss, Leb. Jesu Kr. bearb., ii. p.

658 fif. ; Zelkr, Apg., p. 76 ft".

2 Gren. V. 24 ; Ecclesiasticus xliv. 16, xlix. 14 ; Heb. xi. 5.

3 2 Kings ii. 11; Eoclesiasticus xlviii. 9, 11.

* iStroJM*, Das Leben Jesu, p. 618.
^ ^

6 . . . . vecpovi aicpviSiov dnkp avTov 6r(ivToi atpayi^e^ tci «crr«

Ttroi tpdpayyoi. Antiq. Jud. iv. 8, § 48.
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clearly demonstrated that the testimony of these works for mira-

cles and the reality of Divine Revelation, w^hatever that testimony

might seem to be, could not be considered of any real value We
have now examined the accounts which the four Evangelists actu-

ally give of the Passion, Resurrection, and Ascension, and there

can be no hesitation in stating as the result that, as might have
been expected from works of such uncertain character, these nar-

ratives must be pronounced mere legends, embodying vague and
wholly unattested tradition. As evidence for such stupendous
miracles, they are absolutely of no value. No reliance can be

placed on a single detail of their story. The aim of the writers

has obviously been to make their narrative of the various appear-

ances of Jesus as convincing as possible,^ and they have freely

inserted any details which seemed to them calculated to give them
impressiveness, force, and verisimilitude. A recent apologetic

writer has said :
" Any one who will attentively read side by side

the narratives of these appearances on the first daj' of the resur-

rection, will see that they have only been preserved for us in

general, interblended and scattered notices (see Matt, xxviii. 16;

Luke xxiv. 34 ; Acts i. 3), which, in strict exactness render it

impossible, without many arbitrary suppositions, to produce from
them a certain narrative of the order of events. The lacunoe, the

compressions, the variations, the actual differences, the subjectivity

of the narrators as afected by spiritual revelations, render all har-

monies at the best uncertain."^ Passing over without comment,
the strange phrase in this passage which we have italicised, and
ft^hich seems to claim divine inspiration for the writers, it must
be obvious to any one who has carefully read the preceding pages
that this is an exceedingly moderate description of the wild state-

ments and irreconcilable contradictions of the different narratives

we have examined. But such as it is, with all the glaring incon-

sistencies and impossibilities of the accounts even thus subdued,
is it possible for any one who has formed even a faint idea of the

extraordinary nature of the allegations which have to be attested,

to consider such documents really evidence for the Resurrection

and bodily Ascension ? The usuai pleas which are advanced in mi-
tigation of judgment against the Gospels for these characteristics

are of no avail. It may be easy to excuse the writers for their

mutual contradictions, but the pleas themselves are an admission
of the shortcomings which render their evidence valueless. " The
differences of purpose in the narrative of the four Evangelists," *

1 Keim, Jesu v. Naz., :ii. 542,
2 Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. 432, n. 1. . vv,;=i.T-'v

S "ProfesBor Westcott, with his usual profundity and insight, points out the
diflferences of purpose in the narrative of the four Evangelists. St. Matthew
dwells chiefly on the majesty and glory of the Resurrection ; St. Mark, both in
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may be Tancifully set forth, or ingeniously imagined, but no " pur-

pose" can transform discordant and untrustworthy narratives

into evidence for miracles. Unless the prologue to the third

Gospel be considered a condemnation of any of the other Synop-
tics which may have existed before it, none of the Evangelists

makes the smallest reference to any of his brethren or their

works. Each Gospel tacitly professes to be a perfectly independent
work, giving the history of Jesus, or at least of the active part of

his life, and of his death and Resurrection. The apologetic theory,

derived from the Fathers, that the Evangelists designed to com-
plete and supplement each other, in totally untenable. Each
work was evidently intended to be complete in itself; but when
we consider that much the greater part of the contents of each of

the Synoptics is common to the three, frequently with almost

literal agreement, and generally without sutRcient alteration to

conceal community of source or use of each other, the poverty of

Christian tradition becomes painfully evident. We have already

pointed out the fundamental difference between the fourth Gospel

and the Synoptics. In no part of the history does greater contra-

diction and disagreement between the three Synoptics themselves,

and likewise between them and the fourth Gospel exist, than in

the account of the Passion, Resurrection and Ascension. It is

impossible to examine the four narratives carefully without feel-

ing that here tradition, for natural reasons, has been more than

.usually wavering and insecure. Each writer differs <;ssentially

from the rest, and the various narratives not onlj"" disagree but

exclude each other. The third Synoptist, in the course of some

years, even contradicts himself. The phenomena which are related,

in fact, were too subjective and unsubstantial for sober and

consistent narrative, and free play was allowed for pious imagi

nation to frame details by the aid of supposed Messianic utter-

ances of the Prophets and Psalmists of Israel. Such a miracle

as the Resurrection, startling as it is in our estimation, was

the original part and in the addition (Mark xvi. 9—20) insists upon it as a fact ;

St. Luke, as a spiritual iitcessity ; St. John, as a touchstone of character. {Introd.

310—.315.)" Farrar, Ih , ii. 4.32, n. 1. Dr. Westcott says : "The various narra-

tives of the Resurrection place the fragmentariness of the Gospel in the clearest

light. They contain difficulties which it is impossible to explain with certainty,

but there is ro less an intelligible fitness and purpose in the details peculiar to

each account. . . . It is necessary to repeat these obvious remarks, because

the records of the Resarrection have given occasion to some of the worst examples

of that kind of criticism from which the other parts of the Gospels have suflFerod,

though not in an equal degree. It is tacitly assumed that we am in possession of

all the circumstances of the event, and thus, on the one hand differences arc urged

as fatal, and on the other elaborate attempts are made to show tliat the details

given can be forced into the semblance of a complete and connected narrative. The

true critic will pause before he admits cither extreme." Int. to the Study of the

Gospels, 4th ed., p. 329, 331.

M
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common-place enough in the view of these writers. We need
not go back to discuss the story of the widow's son restored to

life by Elijah,^ nor that of the dead man who revived on touch-

ing the bones of Elisha,^ The raising from the dead of the son of

the widow of Nain^ did not apparently produce much effect at

the time, and only one of the Evangelists seems to have thought
it worth while to preserve the narrative. The case of Jairus'

daughter,* whatever it was, is regarded as a resurrection of the
dead and is related by two of the Synoptists ; but the raising of

Lazarus is only re . d by the fourth Evangelist. The famili-

arity of the age wit* the idea of the resurrection of the dead,

however, according to the Synoptists, is illustrated by the repre-

sentation which they give of the effect produced by the fame of

Jesus upon Herod and others. We are told by the first Synoptist
that Herod said unto his servants: "This is John the Baptist

;

he was raised from the dead ; and therefore the powers work in

him."^ The second Synoptist repeats the same statement, but
adds :

" But others said that it is Elijah ; and others said that it

is a prophet like one of the prophets."® The statement of the

third Synoptist is somewhat different. He says :
" Now Herod

the tetrarch heard all that was occurring : and he was perplexed
because it was said by some that John was raised from the dead,

and by some that ElijaJi appeared, and by others that one of the

old prophets rose up. And Herod said : John I beheaded, but
who is this of whom I hear such things, and he sought to see

him."^ The three Synoptists substantially report the same vhing

;

the close verbal agreement of the first two being an example of

the community of matter of which we have just spoken. The
variations are instructive as showing the process by which each

writer made the original form his own. Are we to assume that

these things were really said ? Or must we conclude that the say-

ings are simply the creation of later tradition ? In the latter

case, we see how unreal and legendary are the Gospels. In the

former case, we learn how common was the belief in a bodily re-

surrection. How could it seem so strange to the Apostles that

1 1 Kings xvii. 17 flf. 2 2 Kings xiii. 2'.

8 Luke vii. 11 flf.
^

^4 Mk. v. 35 ff. : Luke viii. 49 S.^

^ Hai Etnev rdli nat6iy avrov, Ovroi idriv laiJ.v.'tj'i u jUanrtdrt}?'
«''ro5 riydpfir) dito roav vsxpdov, xai Std ' ovro at dvvdjueti kvep-
yov6tv iv avTcp. Mt. xiv. 2; cf, Mk. vi. K.

c dXXot 81 eXfyov on 'HXiai idriv dWoi 6i eXeyoy on rtpocpij-

TTji^ a5j eh TcSv itpotptjrdv. Mk. vi. 15.
" 7. "Hnovdev 8i 'HpooSr;? 6 TErpdpxTfi rd yiyo/uevcc ndwa, xal

SiTfTtopet Std TO \sysdQcd v'no nvoov on ^loadvvrji T/yepd?} in vex-
ptay, 8. vTto nvoov Sk on 'HXtai iwdvv, dXXa' . 6i on npocprirrfi
Tti TGov dpxcdoov dvidTt). ^9. stitEv oi 'HpGodr/i' ^ladvyifv iyoo due-
Kfq)d\tdiv Tii Sk tdnv ovroi icspi ov iyoo dxovoo totavta ;* xai
KfJTEt ISeIv aiTov. Luko ix. 7—9.

» i; v;

k:i
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Jesus should rise again, when the idea that John the Baptist or
one of the old prophets had risen from the dead was so readily
accepted by Herod and others ? How could they so totally mis-
understand all that the chief priests, according to the first Synop-
tic, so well understood of the teaching of Jesus on the subject of
his resurrection, since the world had already become so familiar
with the idea and the fact ? Then that episode of the Transfigura-
tion must have occurred to every one, when Jesus took with him
Peter and James and John into a high mountain apart, " and he
w^as transfigured before them ; and his face did shine as the sun,
and his raiment became white as the light. And behold, there
was seen (wc/)^?/) by them Moses and Elijah talking with him ;

"

and then " a bright cloud overshadowed them " and " a voice came
out of the cloud : This is my beloved son," &c. " And when the
disciples heard they fell on their face and were sore afraid."^ The
third Synoptist even knows the subject of their conversation

:

" They were speaking of his decease which he was about to fulfil

in Jerusalem,"^ This is related by all as an objective occurrence. ^

Are we to accept it as such ? Then how is it possible that the

disciples could be so obtuse and incredulous as they subsequently
shovved themselves to be regarding the person of Jesus, and his

resurrection ? How could the announcement to the women by
the angels of that event seem to them as an idle tale, which they
did not believe ?* Here were Moses and Elijah before them, and
in Jesus, we are told, they recognised one greater than Mones and
Elijah. The miracle of the Resurrection was here again antici-

pated and made palpable to them. Are we to regard the Trans-

figuration as a subjective vision ? Then why not equally so the

appearances of Jesus after his passion ? We can regard the

Transfiguration, however, as nothing more than a'l allegory with-

out either objective or subjective reality. Into this at present

we cannot further go. It is sufficient to repeat that our examin-
ation has shown the Gospels to possess no value as evidence for

the Resurrection and Ascension. The account of these events

cannot be regarded as history,

1 Mt. xvii. 1 S. ; cf . Mk. ix. 2 flf. ; Luke ix. 28 flf. Nothing could be more in-

structive than a careful comparison of the three njirratives of this occurrence and
of the curious divergences and amplifications of a common original introduced by
successive editors.

2 Luke ix. 31.
5* We need not here speak of the use of the verb opdoo,
* Luke xxiv. 11.
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CHAPTER III.

THE EVIDENCE OF PAUL.

!- 1

We may now proceed to examine the evidence of Paul. " On one
occasion," it is affirmed in a passage already quoted, " he gives a
very circumstantial account of the testimony upon which the be-

lief in the Resurrection rested (1 Cor. xv. 4—8)."i This account
is as follows : 1 Cor. xv. 3. " For I delivered unto you first of all

that which I also received, that Christ died for our sins, accord-

ing to the Scriptures, 4. and that he was buried, and that he has
been raised (iy^cprai) the third day according to the Scriptures,

5. and that he was seen by Cephas, then by the Twelve. 6. After

that, he was seen by above five hundred brethren at once, (e<^a7ra^),

of w^honi the greater part remain unto this present, but some are

fallen asleep. 7. After that, he was seen by .James ; then by all

the Apostles. 8. And last of all he was seen by me also as the

one born out of due time."- Can this be considered a " very cir-

cumstantial account " ? It may be exceedingly unreasonable, but
we must at once acknowledge that we are not satisfied. The
tebtimony upon which tne belief in the Resurrection rests com-
prised in a dozen lines ! for we may so far anticipate as to say
that this can scarcely be regarded as a resum/ of evidence which
we can find elsewhere. We shall presently point out a few cir-

cumstances which it might be useful to know.
The Apostle states in this passage that the doctrines which he

had delivered to the Corinthians he had himself " received." He
does not pretend to teach them from his own knowledge, and the

question naturally arises : From whom did he " receive " them ?

Formerly, divines generally taught that Paul received these doc-

trines by reflation, and up to recent times apologists have con-

tinued to hold this view, even when admitting the subsidiary use

1 Sanday, The Gospels in the Second Century, p. 12.

2 1 Cor. XV. 3. TtapeSaona yap v'/utv iv itpoaroii, o xai napEXafiov

,

on XptSroi ditedavEv v'lttp rav d/naprtoSv rjnoSv Hard raS ypacpdi,
4. ual on trdtptf, uai cti iy?j)^eprat r^ f)iJEpa tff rpirff Hard rdi
ypagtdi, 5. xai on Sa^tj Krjqid, eira toi? Soodsxa. 6. erfsira od<pOTf

indvoo nsvTaHodioii dbeXmoii icpdna^, l^ cuv oi nXfiovei /j^vovdtv
'iaoi dpn, rivk? Si iKOt^tfdtfdav. 1. eitEiTO. wq£n 'h aofia), eittira

Toii ditodroXoi? Ttddtv. 8. edxarov Si ndvToov aidnepei rdS iurpoi-
fiart ooq)QTf xd^toi.

PP
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the body gone, not only may it be replied that this v(;iy circum-

stance may have assisted in producing a subjective vision, but
that, in so far as the disappearance of the body is coraiected with
the appearance of the person apparently alive, the fact has no
evidential value. The person supposed to be dead, for instance,

may actually not have been so, but have revived ; for, although
we have no intention ourselves of adopting this explanation of

the Resurrection, it is, as an alternative, certainly preferable to

beli'^f in the miracle. Or, in the interval, the body may have
been removed from a temporary to a permanent resting place

unknown to those who are surprised to find the body gone ;

—

and in the Gospels the conflicting accounts of thi) embalming and
hasty burial, as we have seen, would fully permit of such an ar-

gument if wo relied at all on those narratives. ]V[any other means
of accounting for the absence of the body might be advanced,
any one of which, in the actual default of testimony to the con-

trary, would be irrefutable. The mere surprise c»f finding a grave
empty which was supposed to contain a body betrays a blank in

the knowledge of the persons, whicii can only be naturally filled

up. This gap, at least, would not have existed liad the supposed
resurrection occurred in the presence of those by whom it is a.i-

serted Jesus " was seen." As it is, no evidence whatever is

offered that Jesus really died ; no evidence that the sepulchre

was even found empty ; no evidence that the dead body actually

arose and became alive again ; but skipping ovor the interme-

diate steps, the only evidence produced is the statement that,

being supposed to be dead, he is said to have been seen by cer-

tain persons.^

There is a peculiarity in the statement to which we must now
refer. The words, " according to the Scriptures " (Kara ra? ypa<f>d<;)

are twice introduced into the brief recapitulation of the teaching

which Paul had received and delivered: (1) " That Christ died

for our sins according to the Scriptures," and (3) "that he has

been raised the third day according to the Scriptures." It is

evident that mere historical tradition has only to do with the

fact "that Christ died," and that the object : "for our sins," is a

dogmatic addition. The Scriptures certainly supply the dogma.
In the second point, the appeal to Scripture is curious, and so far

important as indicating that the resurrection on the third day
was supposed to be a fulfilment of prophecy ; and we have thus

an indication, regarding which we must hereafter speak, of the

manner i't which the belief probably originated. The double re-

1 The curious account in Matthew xxviii. 1 fT., of the earthquake and rollinjj

away ot the stone by an angel in the presence of the women, who neverthelesa

»aw no resurrection, will not be forgotten.

-'^tl
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ference to the Scriptures is peculiarly marked, and we have
already moie than once had occasion to point out that the narra-

tives of the Gospels betray the very strong and constant influence

of parts of the Old Testament supposed to relate to the Messiah.

It cannot, we think, be doubted by any independent critic, that
the details of these narratives were to a large extent tracer' from
those prophecies. It is in the highest degree natural to suppose
that the early Christians, once accepting the idea of a suffering

Messiah, should, in the absence of positive or minute know-
ledge, assume that prophecies which they believed to have
reference to him should actually have been fulfilled, and that in

fact the occurrences corresponded minutely with the prophe-

cies. Too little is known of what really took place, and it is

probable that Christian tradition generally was moulded from
foregone conclusions. Now, what were the " Scriptures," accord-

ing to which " Christ died for our sins," and " has been raised the

third day 1 " The passages which are generally referred to, and
which Paul most probably had in view, are well known : as re-

gards the death for our sins,—Isaiah liii., Ps. xxii. and Ixix. , and
for the resurrection,—Ps. xvi. 10, and Hosea vi. 2. Now we have
already pointed out that historical criticism has shown that the

first four passages just indicated are not Messianic prophecies at

alV and we may repeat that the idea of a suffering Messiah was
wholly foreign to the Jewish prophets and people. The Messiah
" crucified," as Paul himself bears witness, was " to Jews a stumbl-

ing block," 2 and modern criticism has clearly established that the

parts of Sciipture by which the early Christians endeavoured to

show that such a Messiah had been foretold can only be applied

by a perversion of the original signification. In the case of the

passages supposed to foretell the Resurrection, the misapplication

is particularly flagrant. We have already discussed the use of

Ps. xvi. 10, which in Acts' is put into the mouth of the Apostles

Peter and Paul, and shown that the proof pas-sage rests upon a

mistranslation of the original in the Septuagint.* Any reader

who will refer to Hosea vi. 2 will see that the passage in no way
applies to the Messiah,^ although undoubtedly it has influenced

the formation of the doctrine of the Resurrection. The " sign of

the prophet Jonah/' which in Mt. xii. 40 is put into the mouth of

Jesus is another passage used with equal incorrectness, and a

glimpse of the manner in which Christian tradition took shape,

1 See references p. 999, notes 1, 2, p. 1000, notes 1, 2, and p. 778 f., and p. 763,

note 1.

2 1 Cor. i. 23. 3 ii. 25 «., xiii. 35 flf. 4 p. 82.

5 Kuenen, De Profeten en de Profetic onder Israel, 1875, ii. 293. Compare,

generally, the excellent chapters on the N. T. and Old Test, prophocy, pp. 199—
3'8.
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and the Gospels were composed, may be obtained by comparing
with the passage in the first Synoptic the parallel in the third

(xi. 29—31).^ We shall have more to say presently regarding the
resurrection " on the third day."

We may now proceed to examine the so-called " very circum-
stantial account of the testimony on which the belief in the Re-
surrection rested." " And that he was seen by Cephas, then by the
Twelve. After that he was seen by above five hundred brethren
at once, of whom the greater part remain unto this present, but
some are fallen asleep. After that he was seen by James, then
by all the Apostles, and la»st of all he was seen by me also." ^

There can be no doubt, we think, from the terms in which this

statement is made, that Paul intended to give the appearances in

chronological order.^ It would likewise be a fair inference that

he intended to mention all the appearances of which he was
aware. So far, the account may possibly merit the epithet " cir-

cumstantial," but in all other respects it is scarcely possible to

conceive any statement less circumstantial. As to where the

risen Jesus was seen by these persons, in what manner, and under
what circumstances, and at what time, we are not vouchsafed a
single particular. Moreover, the Apostle was not present on any
of these occasions, excepting of course his own vision, and conse-

quently merely reports appearances of which he has been informed
by others, but he omits to mention the authority upon which he
makes these statements, or what steps he took to as* .ertain their

accuracy and reality. For instance, when Jesus is said to have
been seen by five hundred brethren at once, it would have been
of the highest importance for us to know the exact details of the

scene, the proportion of inference to fact, the character of the

Apostle's informant, the extent of the investigation into the vari-

ous impressions made upon the individuals composing the five

hundred, as opposed to the collective affirmation. We confess

that we do not attach much value to such appeals to the experi-

ence of 500 persons at once. It is difficult to find out what the

actual experience of the individuals was, and each individual is

so apt to catch the infection of his neighbour, and join in excite-

ment, believing that, though he does not himself see or feel any-
thing, his neighbour does, that it is probable, when inquiry is

pressed home, the aggregate affirmation of a large number may
resolve itself into the actual experience of very few. The fact is,

however, that in this " very circumstantial account " we have

1 Cf. Mt. xvi. 4 ; Mk. viii. 11. 2 1 Cor. xv. 5—8.
3 Alford, Gk. Test., ii. p. 603 ; Keim, Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 643 ; Maier, 1 Br.

Kor., p. 337 : Meyer, 1 Br. Kor., p. 416 ; Ruckert, 1 Br. Kor., p. 390 ; Stanley, St.

Paul's Ep. to the Cor., 4th ed., p. 288; de Wette, Br. an die Kor., 1855, p. 141 ;

Wdsae, Die ev. Gesch., iL p. 364. ^
66
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THE APPEARANCES MENTIONED BY PAUL. 1031

marked whilst discussing the passage that this is baaed chiefly on
the statement that " some doubted," which would have l)een incon-

sistent, it is thought, had Jesus already appeared to the Eleven.
The identity is, however, denied by others.- The narrative in the
first Synoptic would scarcely add force to the report in the Epistle.

Is it possible to suppose, however, that, had there been so large a
number of persons collected upon that occasion, the Evangelist
would not have mentioned the fact ? On the other hand, does it

not somewhat discredit the statement that Jesus was soon by so

large a number at once, that no record of such a remarkable oc-

currence exists elsewhere ?' How could the tradition of such an
event, witnessed by so many, have so completely perished that

neither in the Gospels nor Acts, nor in any other writing, is there'

any reference to it, and our only knowledge of it is this bare

statement, without a single detail ? There is only one explanation :

that the assembly could not have recognised in the phenomenon,
whatever it was, the risen Jesus, or that subsequently an explan-
ation was given which dispelled some temporary illusion. In any
case, we must insist that the total absence of all confirmation of

an appearance to )0 persons at once alone renders such an occur-

rence more than suspicious. The statement that the greater

number were still living when Paul wrote does not materially

affect the question, Paul doubtless believed the reuort that sucn
an appearance had taken place, and that the majority of witnesses

still survived, but does it necessarily follow that the report was
true ? The survivors were certainly not within reach of the Cor-
inthians, and could not easily be questioned. The whole of the

arguinent of Paul which we are considering, a»s well as that which
follows, was drawn from him by the fact that, in Corinth, Chris-

tians actually denied a resurrection, and ^ is far from clear that

this denial did not extend to denying tht Resurrection of Josus

himself.^ That they did deny this we think certain, from the

care ^vith which Paul gives what he considers evidence for the

fact. Another point may be mentioned. Where could so many
as 500 disciples have been collected at one time ? The Author of

Acts states (i. 15) the number of the Christian community
gathered together to elect a successor to Judas as "about 120."

1 Beyschlau consiclbra that, in these doubts, we have clearly an erroneous mix-
ing up of the story of Thomas, John xx. 24 ff. , and he thinks that probably in

the incident of Jesus eating fish, described by the third Synoptic (xxiv. 42), we
have a reminiscence of John xxi. 13. Stud. u. Kr.. 1870, p. 218, anm.

2 Alford, Bisping, Hofmann, Meyer, de Wette, &c., &c., in 1.

8 Hausrath, (Der Ap. Paulus, p. 101 f. ) and some others are disposed to identify

he supposed appearance to 500 with the occurrence at Pentecost, Acts ii.

* Weisoe, Dieevang. Gesh., ii. p. 416.

5 Alford, Gk. Test., ii. 601 ; Maier, 1 Br. Kor., p. 333 f.; Neander, Br. Kor.,

p. 237 f., 240 ; Olshansen, Bibl. Comm., iii, p. 732 f.; de Wette, Br. Kor., p. 138.
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Apologists, therefore, either suppose the appearance to 500 to
have taken place in Jei-usalem, when numbers of pilgrims frcim

Galilee and other parts were in the Holy City, or that it occurred

in Galilee itself, where they suppose believers to have been more
nume 'ous.^ This is the merest conjecture; and there is not even
ground for asserting that there were so many as 500 brethren in

any one place, by whom J esus could have been aeen. The appear-
ai>c<; to .Jamea is not mentioned in any of our Gospels. Jerome
pieserves a legend from the Gospel of the Hebrews, which states

that James, after having dnink the cup of the Lord, swore that

he would not eat bread until he should see him risen from the

dead. When Jesus rose, therefore, he appeared to James ; and,

ordering a table and bread to be brought, blessed and broke the

bread, and gave it to James.'-^ Beyond this legendary story there

is no f oher record of the report given by Paul. The occasion on
whicn he was seen by " all the Apostles " is indefinite, and cannot
be identified with any account in the Gospels.

It is asserted, however, that althougl.v Paul does not state from
whom he " received " the report of these appearances of the risen

Jesus, he must have hoard them from the Apostles themselves.

At any rate, it is added, Paul professes that his preaching on the

death, burial, and resurrection is the same as that of the other

Apostles.^ That the other Apostles preached the resurrection of

Jesus may be a fact, but we have no information as to the precise

statements they made. We shall presently discuss the doctrine

from this point of view, but here we must confine ourselves to

Paul. It is undeniable that Paul neither enters into details nor

cites authority for the particular appearances which he mentions.

As r IV the inference that, associating with the Apostles, he must
have been informed by them of tlisappeara' ces of Jesus, we may
say that this by no means follows so clearly as is supposed. Paul

was singularly independent, and at every turn we perceive in his

writings that he disclaims all indebtedness to the elder Apostles.

He claims that his Gospel is not lifter man, nor was it taught to

him by man, but through the revelation c'^ Jesus Christ.* Now
Paul himcolf iaforms us of his action af*^" it pleased God to re-

veal his Son in him that he might preach him among the Gen-

tiles. It might then, indeed, have been reasonably expected that

Paul should have sought out those who could have informed hiui

of all the extraordinary occurrences supposed to have taken place

after the death of Jesus. Paul does nothing of the kind. He is

1 Probably in Jerusalem : Bispi^, 1 Br. Kor., p. 265 ; Al/ord, Gk.Test., ii. p.

603 ; Neander, Br. Kor., p. 240 f. Probably in Galilee : Maier, 1 Br. Kor., p.

337. Uncertain ; Meytr, 1 Br. Kor., p. 416 ; Stanley , Eps. to Cor., p. 288.

2 Hieion, De vir. ill. ii. 8 1 Cor. xv. 11. 12.

Gal. i. 11, 12.
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apparently quite satiafied with his own convictions. " Immedi-
ately," he says, in his wondrously human and characteristic letter

to the Galatians, " I communicated not with flesh and blood

;

neitner went I away to Jerusalem to them who were Apostles

before me, but I went away to Arabia, and returned again into

Damascus. Then after three years I went up to Jerusalem to

visit Cephas, and abode with him fifteen days ; but other of the

Apostles saw I none, save James the brother of the Lord. Now
the things which I write, behold before God I lie not
The.i after fourteen years I went up again to Jerusalem," ^—upon
which occasion, we know, his business was not of a nature to

allow us to suppose lie obtained much information regarding the

Resurrection. Nowwemay ask : Is there that thirst for information

regarding the facts .xnd doctrines of Christianiiy displayed here,

which entitles us to suppose that Paul eagerly and minutely inves-

tigated the evidence for them ? We think not. Paul made up his

own mind in his own way, and having waited three years without
asking a question, it is not probable that the questions which he
then asked were of any searching nature. The protest that he
saw none of the other Apostles may prove his independence, but
it certainly does not prove his anxiety for information. When
Paul went up to make the acquaintance of Cephas, hi.^ object was
clearly not to be taught by him, but to place himself in commu-
nication with the man who»n he believed to be the chief of the

Apostles, and we may assume, largely with a view to establish a
friendly feeling, and secure his recognition of his future ministry

We should not, of course, be justified in affirming that the conver-

satioi. oetween the two great Apostles never turned upon the

subject of the Resurrection, but we think that it is obvious that

Paul's visit was not in the least one of investigation. He believed

;

he believed that certain events had occurred " according to the

Scriptures;" and the legitii::>ate inference from Paul's own state-

ments must be that, in this visit after three years, his purpose
was in no way connected with a search for evidential information.

The Author of Acts, it will be remembered, represents him as,

before any visit to Jerusalem, publicly and boldly preaching in

Damascus that Jesus is the Son of God, and " confounding the

Jews .... proving that this is the Christ." ^ This repre-

sentation, it will be admitted, shows an advanced condition of

belief little supporting the idea of subsequent investigation. When
all conjectures are exhausted, however, we ave the one distinct

fact remaining, that Paul gives no authority for his report that

Jesus was seen by the various persons mentioned, nor does he
furnish any means by which we can judge of the nature and reality

I Gai. i. 16, 18, ii. 1. 2 Acts ix. 20, 22, 27.
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of the alleged phenomena. We continue here to speak of the
appearances to others, reserving the appearance to himself, as
standing upon a different basis, for separate examiration.
Now what is the value of this evidence ? The fact to be proved

is that, after a man had been crucified, dead and buried, he actu-
ally rose from the dead, and appeared alive to many persons. The
evidence is that Paul, writing,'- some twenty years after the sup-
posed miraculous occurrences, states, without detailed information
of any kind, and. without pretending to have himself been an eye-

witness of the phenomena, that he has been told that Jesus was,
after his death and burial, seen alive on the occasions mentioned

!

Now, as to the Apostle Paul himself, let it be said in the strongest

and most emphatic manner possible that we do not suggest the

most distant suspicion of the sincerity of any historical statement
he makes. We implicity accept the historical statements, as dis-

tinguished from inferences, which proceed from his pen. It cannot
be doubted that Paul was told that such appearances had taken
place. We do not question the fact that he believed tbem to have
taken place ; and we shall hereafter discuss the weight to be at-

tached to this circumstance. Does this, however, guarantee the

truth of the reports or inferences of those who informed the

Apostles ? Does the mere passage of any story or tradition through

Paul necessarily transmute error into truth—self-deception or

hallrcination into objective fact ? Are we—without any infor-

mation as to what was really stated to Paul, as to the personahty

and character of his informants, as to the details of what was
believed to have occurred, as to the means taken or which it might

have been possible to take to test the reality of the alleged phe-

nomena, without an opportunity of judging for ourselves on a

single point—to believe in the reality of these appearances simply

because Paul states that he has been informed that they occurred,

and himself believes the report ? So far as the belief of Paul is

concerned, we may here remark that his views as to the miracu-

lous Charismata in the Church do not prepare us to feel any con-

fidence in the sobriety of his judgment in connection with alleged

supernatural occurrences. We have no reliance upon his instinc-

tive mistrust of such statements, or his imperative requirement

of evidence, but every reason to doubt them. On the other hand,

without in any way imputing wilful incorrectness or untruth to

the reporters of such phenomena, let it be remembered how im-

portant a part inference has to play in the narrative of eveiy

incident, and how easy it is to draw erroneous inferences from bare

facts.^ In proportion as persons are ignorant, on the one hand,

1 We may merely in passing refer to the case of Mary Magdalene in the fourth

Gospel. She sees a figure standing beside her, and infers that it is the gardener:
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and have their minds disturbed, on the other, by religious depres-

sion or excitement, hope, fear, or any other powerful emotion, they

are liable to confound facts and inferences, and both to see and
analyse wrongly. In the case of a supposed appearance alive of a

person believed to be dead, it will scarcely be disputed, there are

many disturbing elements, especially when that person has just

died by a cruel and shameful death, and is believed to be the

Messiah. The occurrence which we at any time see is, strictly

speaking, merely a series of appearances, and the actual nature of

the things seen is determined in our minds by inferences. How
often are these inferences correct ? We ventur to sav that the

greater part of the proverbial incorrectness and inaccuracy which
prevails arises from the circumstance th-'t inferences are not dis-

tinguished from facts, and are constantly erroneous. Now in that

age, under such c'.rcumstances, and with Oriental temperaments,
it is absolutely certain that there was exceptional liabilitj'^ to

error, and because Paul repeats the statements of unknown per-

sons, dependent so materially upon inference, that cannot possibly

warrant us in believing them when they contradict known laws

which express the results of universal experience. It is infinitely

more probable that these persons were mistaken, than that a dead
man returned to life again, and appeared to them. We shall pre-

sently consider how much importance is to be attached to the

mere belief in the occurrence of such phenomena, but with regard

to the appearances referred to by Paul, except in so far as they

attest the fact that certain persons may have believed that Jesus

appeared to them, such evidence has not the sli/fhtest value, and
i3 indeed almost ludicrously insufficient to e.stablish the reality of

so stupendous a miracle as the Resurrection. It will have been
observed that of the Ascension there is not a word—obviously for

Paul the Resurrection and Ascension were one act.

Having so far discussed Paul's repor* that Jesus rose from the

dead and was seen by others, we turn to his statement that, last

of all, he was seen also by himself. In the former cases, we have
had to complain of the total absence of detailed information as

to the circumstances under which he was supposed to have been
seen ; but it ra&y be expected that at least in his own case we
shall have full and minute particulars of so interesting and extra-

ordinary a phenomenon. Here again we are disappointed. Paul

—presently something else occurs which leads her to infer that she was mistaken
in her first inference, and to infer next, that it is Jesus. It is a mere narrative

upon which no serious argument can be based, but had she at first tumod away,
her first inference would have remained, and, according to the narrative, have
been erroneous. We might also argue that, if further examination had taken place,

her second inference might have proved as t.Troneous as the first is declared to

have been. .

•
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does not give us a single detail. He neither tells us when, where,
nor how he saw Jesus. It was all the more important that he
shoulvi have entered into the particulars of this apparition, be-
cause there is one peculiarity in his case which requires notice.
Whereas it may be supposed that in the other instances Jesus is

represented as being seen immediately after the Resurrection and
before his Ascension, the appearance to Paul must be placed years
after that occurrence is alleged to have taken place. The ques-
tion, therefore, arises : Was the appearance to Paul of the same
character as the former ? Paul very evidently considers that it

was. He uses the very same word when he says " he was seen
(w</)^7?) by me," that he employs in stating that " he was seen

{&<l>6y,) by Cephas " and the rest, and he classes all the appearances
together in precisely the same way. If, therefore, Paul knew
anything of the nature of the appearances to the others, and yet
considers them to have been of the same nature as his own, an
accurate account of his own vision might have enabled us in some
degree to estimate that of tiie others. Even without this account,

it is something to know that Paul believed that there was no
difference between the earlier and later appearances. And yet,

if we reflect that in the appearances immediately after the Resur-
rection the representation is that Jesus possessed the very same
body that had hung on the cross and been laid in the sepulchre,

and that, according to the Gospels, he exhibited his wounds, al-

lowed them to be touched, assured the disciples of his corporeality

by permitting himself to be handled, and even by eating food in

their presence, and that in the case of Paul the appearance took

place years after Jesus is said to have ascended into heaven and
sat down at the right hand of God, the identity of the apparition

becomes a suggestive feature. The testimony of Paul must at

4east override that of the Gospels, and whatever may have been

the vision of Paul, we may fairly assume that the vision of Peter

and the rest was like it. Beyond this inference, however, Paul

gives us no light with regard to the appearance of Jesus to him-

self. He merely affirms that Jesus did appear to him. " Have I

not seen Jesus our Lord ? " he says in one place.^ Elsewhere he

relates :
" But when he was pleased, who set me apart from my

mother's womb, and called me through his grace, to reveal his

Son in me, that I might preach him among the Gentiles ; imme-
diately, I communicated not with flesh and blood .... but

I went away into Arabia and returned again unto Damascus." ^

i
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Various opinions have been expressed regarding the rendering of

ajroKoXvxjjui tov vlov avrov ev e/nci. The great majority of critics agree

that the direct and natural sense must be adopted :
" to reveal

his son in me," that is to say, " within me," " in my spirit." ^

Others maintain that ev e/noi must be rendered " through me," ^

giving e'v the sense of Sia ; but in that case the following context

would be quite unnecessary. Hilgenfeld^ thinks that the mean-
ing is " in his person ;" and Ruckert* and a few others read " to

me." The liberties taken by interpreters of the New Testament
with the preposition cv, too frequent./ from preconceived dog-

matic reasons, are remarkable. The importance of this passage

chiefly lies in the question whether the revelation here referred to

is the same as the appearance to him of Jesus of the Corinthian
letter. Some critics incline to the v'ew that it is so,^ whilst

others consider that Paul does not thus speak of his vision, but
rather of the doctrine concerning Jesus which formed his Gospel,

and which Paul claimed to ha\e received, not from man, but by
revelation from God." Upon this point we have only a few re-

marks to make. If it be understood that Paul refers to the ap-

pearance to him of Jesus, it is clear that he represents it in these

words as a subjective vision, -within his own consciousness. If,

on the other hand, he do not refer to the 'appearance, then the

passage loses all distinct reference to that occurrence. We do not
intend to lay any further stress upon the expression than this,

and it is fair to add that we do not think there is any special re-

ference to the apparition of Jesus in the passage, but simply an
allusion to his conversion to Christianity, which the Apostle con-

sidered a revelation in his mind of the tnie character and work
of the Christ which had previously been so completely misunder-
stood by him. We may as well say at once that we desire to

take the argument in its broadest forai, without wasting time by
showing that Paul himself uses language which seems to indicate

that he recognised the appearance of Jesus to have been merely
subjective. The only other passage which we need now mention
is the account which Paul gives, 2 Cor. xii. 2 ff'., of his being
caught up to the third heaven. A few critics consider that

1 So Alford, Bisping, Ellicott, Ewald, Holtzmann, Jowett, Meyer, Olshausen,
Schrader, Usteri, de Wette, Wieseler, Winer, Wordsworth, ad 1.; Banr, Paulus,
i. p. 75 flF. ; Hohten, Zum Ev. Paulus, u. s. w.

, p. 42 f., anm. ; Meijboom, Jezus'
Opstand., p. 105; Meander, Pflanzung, p. 117.

2 Qrotius, Annot. in N. T., vi. p. 553; Baumgarten-Crusius, Br. an die Gal., p.
26 ; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 82.

3 Der Galaterbr., p. 121. i Ad. 1.

* Baur, Paulus, i. p. 75 S.; Meijbocm, Jezus' Opsta \., p. 105 f. ; Jowett, Eps.
of St. Paul, i. p. 216 f., 230 f.; Ewald, Holtzmann, Schrader, Usteri, Wieseler,

&c., in 1.

8 Holsten, Zum Ev. Paul. u. s. w., p. 42, anm.; Neander, Pflanzung. p. 11^;
AJford, Bisping, Hilgenfeld, Lightfoot, Meyer, de Wette, Wordsvmrth, &c., in. 1.

h' . f.
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this may be the occasion on which Jesus appeared to him, to
which he refers in the passage of the former letter which we are

considering,^ but the great majority are opposed to the suppo-
sition. In any case there is no evidence that the occasions are

identical, and we therefore are not entitled to assume that they
are so.

It will have been observed that we have hitherto confined our
attention wholly to the undoubted writings of Paul. Were there

no other reason than the simple fact that we are examining the

evidence of Paul himself, and have, therefore, to do with that

evidence alone, we should be thoroughly justified in this course.

It is difficult to clear the mind of statements regarding Paul and
his conversion which are made in the Acts of the Apostles, but it

is absolutely essential that we should understand clearly what
Paul himself tells us and what he does not, for the present to-

tally excluding Acts. What then does Paul himself tell us

of the circumstances under which he saw Jesus ? Absolutely

nothing. The whole of his evidence for the Resurrection consists

in the bare statement that he did see Jesus. Now can the fact

that any man merely affirms, without even stating the circum-

stances, that a person once dead and buried has risen from the

dead and been seen by him, be seriously considered satisfactory

evidence for so astounding a miracle ? Is it possible for any one

of sober mind, acquainted with the nature of the proposition, on

the one hand, and with the innumerable possibilities of error, on

the other, to regard such an affirmation even as evidence of much
importance in such a matter ? We venture to say that, in such a

case, an affirmation of this nature, even made by a man of high

character and ability, would possess little weight. If the person

making it, although of the highest honour, were known to sup-

pose himself the subject of constant revelations and visions, and

if, perhaps he had a constitutional tendency to nervous excite-

ment and ecstatic trance, his evidence would have no weight at

all. We shall presently have to speak of this more in detail in

connection with Paul. Such an allegation even supported by the

fullest information and most circumstantial statement could not

establish the reality of the miracle ; without them, it has no

claim to belief. What is the value of a person's testimony who
simply makes an affirmation of some important matter, unaccom-

panied by particulars, and the truth of which cannot be sub-

jected to the test of even the slightest cross-examination ? It is

worth nothing. It would not be received at all in a Court of

Justice. If we knew the whole of the circumstances of the

apparition to Paul, from which he inferred that he had seen the

1 Dr. Jowett thinks this not improbable. The Epistles of St. Paul, i. p. 229.
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risen Jesus, the natural explanation of the supposed miracle

might be easy. There were no other witnesses of it. This is

clear ; for, had there been, Paul must have mentioned them as he
mentioned the five hundred. We have only the report of a man
who states that he had seen Jesus, unconfirmed by any wit-

nesses. Under no circumstances cc^.ld isolated evidence like this

be of much value. Facts and inferences are alike uncorroborated,

but on the other hand are contradicted by universal experience.

When we analyse the evidence, it is reduced to this : Paul believed

that he had seen Jesus. This belief constitutes the whole evi-

dence of Paul himself for the Resurrection. It is usual to argue
that the powerful effect which this belief produced upon Paul's

life and teaching renders this belief of extraordinary force as

evidence. This we are not prepared to admit. If the assertion

that Jesus appeared to him had not been believed by Paul, it

would not have secured a moment's attention. That this belief

affected his life was the inevitable consequence of such belief.

Paul eminently combined works with faith in his own life.

When he believed Jesus to be an imposter, he did not content

himself with sneering at human credulity, but vigorously perse-

cuted his followers. When he came to believe Jesus to be t.he

Messiah, he was not more inactive, but became the irrepressible

Apostle of the Gentiles. He acted upon his convictions in both
cases ; but his mere persecution of Christianity no more proved
Jesus to be an imposter than his mere prea. hing of Christianity

proved Jesus to be the V<^ssiah. It only pnved that he believed

so. He was as earnest in the one case as in the other. We
repeat, therefore, that the evidence of Paul for the Resurrection

amounts to nothing more than the im/eigned belief that Jesus

had been seen by him. We shall presently further examine the

value of this belief as evidence for so astounding a miracle.

We must not form exaggerated conceptions of the effect upon
Paul of the appearance to him of Jesus. That his convictions

and views of Christianity were based upon the reality of the

Resurrection is undeniable, and that they received powerful con-,

firmation and impulse through his vision of Jesus is also not to

be doubted, but let us clear our minds of representations derived

from other sources and clearly understand what Paul himself

does and does not say of this vision, and for this purpose we must
confine ourselves to the undoubted writin ,'s of the Apostle. Does
Paul himself ascribe his conversion to Christianity to the fact of
his having seen Jesus ? Most certainly not. That is a notion de-

rived solely from the statements in Acts. The sudden and mira-

culous conversion of Paul is a product of the same pen which
produced the story of the sudden conversion of the thief on the

)
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-cross, an episode equally unknown to other writers. Paul neither
says when nor where he saw Jesus. The revelation of God's Son
in him ..ot being an allusion to this vision of Jesus, but merely a
reference to the light which dawned upon Paul's mind as to the
character and mission of Jesus, there is no ground whatever,
from the writings of the Apostle himself, to connect the appear-
ance of Jesus with the conversion of Paul. The statement in

the Epistle to the Galatians simply amounts to this : When it

pleased him who elected him from his mother's womb, and called

him by nis grace to reveal to his mind the truth concerning his

Son, that he might preach him among the Gentiles, he communi-
cated not with flesh and blood, neither did he go up to Jerusalem
to those who were Apostles before him, but immediately went
away to Arabia, and after that returned again to Damascus. It

can scarcely be doubted that Paul here refers to his change of

views—to his conversion—but as little can it be doubted thai he
does not ascribe that conversion to the appearance to him of

• Jesus spoken of in the Corinthian letter. Let any reader who
honestly desires to ascertain the exact position of the case ask

himself the simple question whether, supposing the Acts of the

Apostles never to have existed, it is possible to deduce from this,

or any other statement of Paul, that he actually ascribes his

conversion to the fact that Jesus appeared to him in a super-

natural manner. He may possibly in some degree base his apos-

tolic claims upon that appearance, although it may be doubted
how. far he does even this ; if he did so, it would only prove the

reality of his belief, but not the reality of the vision; but there

is no evidence whatever in the writings of Paul that he connected

his conversion with the appearance of Jesus. All that we can

legitimately infer seems to be that, before his adoption of Chris-

tianity, he had persecuted the Church ;^ and further it may be

gathered from the passage in the Galatian letter, that at the

time when this change occurred he was at Damascus. At least

;he says that from Arabia he "returned again to Damascus,"

which seems to imply that he first went from that city to Arabia.

When we consider the expressions in the two letters, it becomes

apparent that Paul does not set forth any instantaneous conver-

sion of the character related elsewhere. To the Galatians he

describes his election from his mother's womb and call by the

grace of God as antecedent to the revelation of his Son in hira

:

" When he who separated me from my mother's womb and called

me by his grace was pleased to reveal his Son in me, that I might

preach him among the Gentiles," &c. And if the reading

"through me" be adopted, the sense we are pointing out becomes

1 1 Cor. XV. 9.
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still more apparent. In the Corinthian letter again, the expres-

sions should be remarked : v. 8. " And last of all be was seen by
me also, as the one born out of due time. 9. For I am the least

of the Apostles, that am not fit to be called an apostle,

because I persecuted the Church of God : 10. but by the grace of

God I am what I am : and his grace which was (bestowed) upon
rae was not in vain, but I laboured more ebunda^itly than they
all, yet not I, but the grace of Uod w . Ai me. 1 1. Whether, t';ere-

fore, it were I or they, so we preach, and so ye believed." ^ Peter
sees Jesus first, Paul nees him last ; and as the thought upper-
most in his mind in writing this epistle was the parties in the
Corinthian Church, and the opposition to himself and denial even
of his apostleship, the montion of his having seen Jesus imme-
diately leads him to speak of his apostolic claims. " Am I not an
Apostle ? have I not seen Jesus our Lord ? " he had just before

exclaimed, and proceeded to defend himself against his opponents:
here again he reverts to the same subject, with p' oud humility
calling himself, on the one hand, " the least of the Apostles," but,

on the other, asserting that he had " laboured more than they all."

He is led to contrast his past life with his present ; the time when
he persecuted the Church with that in which he built it up.

There is, however, no allusion to any miraculous conversion when
he says :

" by the grace of God I am what I am." He may con-

sider his having seen the Lord and become a witness of his resur-

rection one part of his qualification for the Apostolate, but as-

suredly he does not represent this as the means of his conversion.

We shall not pause to discuss at length how far being a witness

for the resuiTection really was made a necessary qualification for

the apostolic office. The passages, Luke xxiv. 48, Acts i. 22, ii.

32, upon which the theory mainly rests, are not evidence of the

fact which can for a moment be accepted. It is obvious that the

Twelve were Apostles from having been disciples of the Master
from the commencement of his active career, and not from any
fortuitous circumstance at its close. If Paul says :

" Am I not an
apostle ? Have I not seen Jesus our Lord ?

" he continues: " Are
ye not my work in the Lord ? If I am not an apostle unto others,

yet I am at least to you : for the seal of mine apostleship are ve
ia the Lord. My defence to them that examine me is this. '

^

There can be no doubt that the claims of Paul to the Apostolate

1 1 Cor. XV. 8. £(?;i;aroy di itdvroov w6nepEi rdo kHrpwuari wcpOij

xdnoi. 9. iyoo yocp ei/tti 6 iXdxi^to? rc^v (XTtodToXoav, 5S ovk eijiii

ixavo? xaXEidOat aVo(JroA.o?, dtort iStoo^a t^v kxxXridiav rov" Beov",

10. xdpizi Sk Beov tifil o eini, xai rj xdpti avrov 7) £/S k^k oy
xevij iy£vi}On, dWd nepiddozepov avroov ndvroov kxonia6a, ovx
iya di dXXa ?} ;j;a'/3tS rotT QeoxS' r) dvv knoi. x.r.A.

2 I Cor. ix. 1—3.
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were, during his life, constantly denied, and his authority re-

jected. As we have elsewhere pointed out, there is no evidence that
his apostleship was ever recognised by the elder Apostles, nor
that his claim was ever submitted to them. Even in the second
centuiy, the Clementine Homilies deny him the honour, and
make light of his visions and revelations. All the evidence we
possess shows that Paul's vision of Jesus did not secure for him
much consideration in his own time, a circumstance which cer-

tainly does not tend to establish its reality.

What weight can we, then, attach to the representation in the

Acts of the Apostles of the conversion of Paul ? Our examina-
tion of that work has sufficiently shown that none of its state-

ments can be received as historical. Where we have been able to

compare them with the epistles of Paul, they have not been in

agreement. Nothing could be more obvious than the contradic-

tion between the narrative of Paul's conduct after his conversion,

according to Acts, and the account which Paul gives in the Gala-

tian letter. We need not repeat the demonstration here. Where
we possess the means of comparison, we discover the inaccuracy

of Acts. Why should we suppose that which we cannot compare

more accurate ? So far as our argument is concerned, it matters

very little whether we exclude the narrative of the conversion of

Acts or not. We point out, however, that there is no confirma-

tion whatever in the writings of Paul of the representation of his

conversion by means of a vision of Jesus, which, upon all consi-

derations, may much more reasonably be assigned to a somewhat
later period. If we ventured to conjecture, we should say that

the Author of Acts has expanded the scattered sayings of Paul

int; this narrative, making the miraculous conversion by a per-

sonal interposition of Jesus, which he therefore relates no less

than three times, counterbalance the disadvantage of his not hav-

ing followed Jesus in the flesh.^ It is curious that he has intro-

duced the bare statement into the third Synoptic, that Jesus
" was seen by Simon " ( w^^r; St/xwvt),^ which none of the other

evangelists mentions, but which he may have found, without fur-

ther particulars. u)<t>^ri Ki7<^a, in the Epistle whence he derived, per-

haps, materials for the other story. In no case can the narrative

in Acts be received as evidence of the slightest value ; but in order

not to pass over even such statements in silence, we shall very

briefly examine it.

The narrative is repeated thrice : in the first instance (ix. 1 ff.)

as a historical account of the transaction ; next (xxii. 4 ff.) intro-

duced into a speech supposed to be delivered by Paul to the Jews

i Cf. Schneckenburger, Zweck der Apoatelgesch., p. 61 f.

2 Luke xxiv. 34.
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when taken prisoner in consequence of their uproar on finding

him in the Temple purifying himself with the four men who had
a vow, a position which cannot historically be reconciled with
the character and views of Paul ; and, thirdly, again put into the
mouth of tho Apostle (xxvi. 9 ff.) when he pleads his cause before

King Agrippa. Paul is represented in the headlong career of per-

secuting the Church, and going with letters from the high priest

empowering him to bring Christian men and women bound unto
Jerusalem. " And as he journeyed, it came to pass that he drew
nigh to Damascus, and suddenly there shone round about him a
light out of the heflven,and he feil upon tl^e earth and heard a voice

saying unto him : Saul, Saul, why persc^utest thou me ? And he
said. Who art thou Lord ? And he said, I am Jesus whom thou
persecuteet. But rise and go into the city, and it shall be told

thee what thou must do."^ In the second account, there is so far

no very wide discrepancy, but there, as in the third, the time is

said to be about noon. There is a very considerable difference in

the third account, however, more especially in the report of what
is said by the voice : xxvi. 13. " At midday, King, I saw in

the way a light fi'om heaven, above the brightness of the sun,

shining round about me and those journeying with me ; 14. And
when we all fell to the earth, I heard a voice saying unto me in

the Hebrew tongue : Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me ? it is

hard for thee to kick against pricks. 15. And I said : Who art

thou, Lord ? And the Lord said : I am Jesus whom thou perse-

cutest. 16. But rise and stand upon thy feet ; for I was seen bv
thee for this purpose, to choose thee a minister and a witness both
of these things which thou sawest, and of the things in which I

will appear unto thee ; 17. delivering thee from the people and
from the Gentiles, unto whom I send thee : 18. to open their

eyes, that they may turn them from darkness to light, and from
the power of Satan unto God, that they may receive forgiveness

of sins, and a lot among them which are sanctified by faith that

is in me. "2 It will be admitted that this address is widely differ-

1 Acts ix. 3. iv Si raJ nopsvedOai kyeyevo avrov iyyi^eiv T^Aa)xa6KoS,
i^airpvrji re avrov JtefttTfdrpaipey tpaJs ix rov ovpcxvoij'' 4. xai
aedoov ini trjv yrjv f/xovdey gjoovjjv Xeyovdav avroi' SaovX SaovX,
ri w- diooHSii ; 6. einev da- Tiiet, xv'pie ; 6 8i eiTtsv 'Eya lifii

'iTjdovi, Sv 6v diaixEi?. 6. dWd dvo^dTjjOi uai el'deXOe eii'rTjv itoXiv,

xai XaXijBrjdETai dot o ri de del tcoieIv. Cf. xxii. 6-8, 10.

2 Acts xxvi. 13. T^nepai nsdtfi xard rnv oSov eiSov, (iadiXEVj ov-
pavoOEV v'nhp trjV Xanitporrixa rov rjXiov itEpiXdntpav j.i£ <po^i xai
rovi dv^y i/uoi ttopEvoi-iEvovi' 14. ndyToov te HatanEdovrcov 7,ix(Sv

Eii rnv y^v nxovda (poovifv Xeyovdav npoi he r^ 'EftpaiSi StaXex-
Too- 2aovX, 2aovX, ri he StooxEii ; dxXnpov dot Ttpoi^xevrpa Xax-
Ti^Eiv. 15. iyoo Sk. Etna- Tti ei, xvpiE ; o Si xvptoi EtTtEv- 'Eyco Ei/ui

'Ir/dovi, ov dv' diooxsii. 16. dXXd ayddrrfOt xai drr,6i ini rovi Ttodai
dov- eH vovro ydp (a(pOt;v dot, irpoxetpidadQai ds v'ltJjpETTfv xai
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ent from that reported in tlie two earlier accounts. Apologists
argue that, in this third narrative, Paul has simply transferred
from Annnias to Jesus the message delivered to him by the former,
according to the second acct)unt. Let us first see what Ananias
is there represented as saying. Acts xxii. 14 :

" And ho said : The
God of our fathers chose thee, to know his will and to see the
Righteous One;^ 15. for thou shalt be a witness to him unto all

men of what thou hast seen and heard."^ Now Paul clearh pro-

fesses in the speech which he is represented as delivering before

Agrippa to state what the voice said to him :
" And he said,"

" and 1 sa'd," " and he said," distinctly convey the meaning that

the report is to be what actually was said. If the sense of what
Ananias said to him is embodied in part of the address ascribed

to the voice, it is strangely altered and put into the first person
;

but, beyond this, there is much added which neither appears in

the speech of Ananias nor anywhere else in any of the narratives.

If "ve further compare the instructions given to Ananias in the

vision of the first narrative with his words in the second and
those ascribed to the vo'ce in the third, we shall soe that these

again diflfer very materially. Acts ix. 15. " But the Lord said

unto him : Go ; for this man is a chosen vessel unto me, to bear

my name before Gentiles and kings, and the sons of Israel : 10.

For I will show him how great things he must suffer for my
name's sake."^ What must we think of a writer who deals so

freely with his materials, and takes such liberties even with so

serious a matter as this heavenly vision and the words of the

glorified Jesus ? In the third account, Jesus is represented as say-

ing :
" It is hard for thee to kick against pricks." * This is a well-

known proverbial saying, frequently used by classical Greek and
Latin authors,^ and not altogether strange to Hebrew. It is a

ftdpTvpa a>v re eiSe? oov re 6(p6ijdo/uai dot, 17. i^atpov'^eyoi 6e ix
rov" AttoiT xai tgov iOvcav, tii ovi iyco dnodriXXoo de, 18. dvot^ai
6g>6a\fJ^ovi avToov, rov k-aidrpeipai and dnorovi eii cpoS? xai rt/i

i^ovdtai rov darava ini rov Qeor, rov' Xafislv avrovi dcpediv
duapriwv xal xXi/pov iv roZS Tjyiadnevoti nidzet ry eii kfjs.

1 It will be remembered that this epithet occurs in Acts iii. 14, vii. 52, and no-

where else in the New Testament.
2 Acts xxii. 14. 6 8e einev '0 Qeoi raov Ttaripoov -ffiudov itpoEx^ipi-

daro de yvooyat to BeX-.^ua avtoiT xal iSelv rov Sixaiov xal axov-
dat gjoovTjv ix rov' droftaroi avrov, ^ 15. ott edp naprvi avrco itpoi

Ttdwai dvOpooTtovi oov koopaxai xai r/xovdai.
8 Acts ix. 15. einev 8k npoi avrov 6 xvptoi- IIopsvov, on dxevoi

ix\oyvi idriv jitoi ovro? rov ftadrddat ro ovo^d nov ivoiitiov iOvoSv

re xal ftadiXeoov viaSv re 'IdpajjX- 16. iyoj yap vnoSei^oo avroS oda del

avrov vnkp rov ovonaroi nov iraOelv.
* xxvi. 14. This phrase was introduced into Acts ix. 5 of the authorised version

by Erasmus from the Vulgate, but it is not found there in any Greek MS. of the

slightest authority.
6 Cf. ^ach., Prom., 323 ; Agamem., 1633 ; Eurip., Bacch., 791 ; Pindar, Pyth.,

ii. 173 Terent., Phorm., i. 2.27; Plaut.,Ti-ac,, iv. 2. 59. Baumgarten, Beekn,

M
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singularly anthropomorphic representation to put such a say in*,'

into the moutli of the divine apparition, ami it assists in betray-

ing the mundane origin of the whole scene. Another point df-

serving consideration is, that Paul is not told what he is to do ly
the voice of Jesus, V)ut is desired to go into the city to be there

insfucted by Ananias. This is clenrly opposed to Paul's own re-

peated asseverations. " For neither did I receive it from man nor
was taught it, but through a revelation of Jesus Christ,"^ is his

statement. The details of the incident itself, moreover, are dif-

ferently stated in the various accounts and cannot he reconciled.

According to the first account, the companions of Paul " stood

speechless " (ix. 7) ; in the third, they " all fell to the earth
"

(xxvi. 14). The explanation, that they first fell to the ground
and then rose up, fails satisfactorily to harmonise the two state-

ments ; as does likewise the suggestion that the first expression

is simply an idiomatic mode of saying that the}- were speechless,

independent of position. Then again, in the first account, it

is said that the men stood .speechless, " hearing the voice (dKovovrti

Trj<: <f}mvTJ<;) but .seeing no one."^ In the second we are told:
" And they that were with me saw indeed the light ; but they
heard not he voice (ttjv (f)u)vr)v om rjKotn-av) of him speaking to

me."^ No two statements could be more contradictory. The
attempt to reconcile them by explaining the verb «koi5u> in the

one place "to hear" and in the other" to unfierstand" is in-

admissible, because wholly arbitrary. It is t(uite obvious that

the word !-i used in the same sense in both passages, the dif-

ference being effected by the negative. In the third account, the

voice is described as speaking " in the Hebrew tongue,"* which
was probably the native tongue of the companions of Paul from
Jerusalem. If they heard the voice speaking Hebrew, they mu.st

have understood it. The effort to make the vision clearly objec-

tive, and at the same time, to confine it to Paul, leads to these

complications. The voice is hoard, though the .speaker is not
seen, by the men, in the one story, whilst the light is seen,

and the voice not heard, in the other, and yet it speaks in Hebrew
according to the third, and even makes use of classical proverbs,

and uses language wondrously similar to that of the Author of

Acts. We may remark here that Paul's Gospel was certainly not re-

vealed to him upon this occasion ; and, therefore, the expressions in

his epistles upon this subject must be leferred to other revelations.

There is,however,another curious point to be observed. Paal is not

Grotim, ^lackett, Humphrpy, Kuinoel, Meyer, OMimtien, Overheck, Wetstein, ih

Welte, Wordmoortk, &c., in J. Zeller, Apf^., p. 193, ainn. 1.

1 Gal. i. 11 ff. 2 Aotsix. 7.

3 Acta xxii. 9. * Acta xxvi. 14.

a'
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described as having actually seen Jesus in the vision. According to

the first two accounts, a light shines round about him .iid he falls

to the ground and hears a voice ; when he rises he is blind.^ If in

the third account he sees the light from heaven above the bright-

ness of the sun shining round about him and his companions, ^

thej'^ equally see it, according to the second account.^ The blind-

ness, therefore, is miraculous and symbolic, for the men are not

blinded by the light.* It i singular that Paul nowhere refers to

this blindness in his letters. It cannot be doubted that the wnter's
purpose is to sj'mbolise the very change from darkness to light,

in the case of Paul, which, after Old Testament prophecies, is

referred to in the words ascribed, in the third account,'^ to the

voice. Paul, thus, only sees the light which surrounds the glori-

fied Jesus, but not his own person, and the identification proceeds

only from the statement :
" I am Jesus whom thou persecutest."

It is true that the expression is strangely put into the mouth of

Jesus, in the third account :
" for I was seen by thee (wcfiOr}v o-ot)

for this purpose," &c.,^ but the narrative excludes the actual sight

of the speaker, and it is scarcely possible to read the words just

quoted, and their context, without being s*"uck by their incon-

gruity. We need not point out the sources of this representation

of light shrouding the heavenly vision, so common in the Old

Testament. Before proceeding to the rest of the account, we may
point out in passing the similarity of the details of this scene to

the vision of Daniel, x. 7-9. Returning, however, to the first nar-

rative, we are told that, about the same time as this miracle was

occurring to Paul, a supernatural communication was being made
to Ananias in Damascus : ix. 10. " And to him said ths Lord in a

vision: Ananias. And he said. Behold t am here. Lord. 11. And
the Lord said unto him : Rise and go to the street which is called

Straight, and inquire in the house of Judas for one called Saul, of

Tarsus; for, behold he prayeth ; 12, and he saw a man named
Ananias who came in and put his hand on him that he might re-

ceive sight. 13. But Ananias answered, Lord I heard from many
concerning this man, how much evil he did to thy saints in Jeru-

salem : 14. And here he hath authority from the chief priests to

bind all that call on thy name. 15. But the Lord said. Go, &c.

(quoted above). 17. And Ananias went away, and entered into the

house ; and having put his hands on him said : Brother Saul, the

Lord hath sent me, even Jesus that appeared unto thee in the way
by which thou camest, that thou mightest receive sight and be

filled with the Holy Spirit. 18. And immediately there fell from

1 Acts ix. 3, 4, 8 xxii. 6, 7, 11.

2 XXvi. 13.

3 xxii. 9.

* xxii. 11, does not refute this.

6 xxvi. 18.

6 xxvi. 16.

^^:
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his eyes as it wore scales ; and he received sight, rose up, and was
baptized, and having taken food was strengthened." We have
already had occasion to point out, in connection with the paralle-

lism kept up in Acts between the Apostle of the Ger.^iles and the

Apostle of the Circumcision, that a similar double vision is nar-

rated by the Author as occurring to Peter and Cornelius. Some
further vision is referi-ed to in v. 12; for in no form of the nar-

rative of Paul's vision on the way to Damascus is he represented

as seeing a man named Ananias coming to him for the purpose
described. Many questions a , e suggested by the story just quoted.

How did Ananias know that Paul had authority froi.i the chief

priests to arrest any one ? How could he argue in such a way
with the Lord ? Did he not then know that Jesus had appeared

to Paul on the way ? How did he get that information ? Is it not
an extraordinary thing that Paul never mentions Ananias in any
of his letters, nor in any way refers to these miracles ? We have
ah'eady referred to the symbolic nature of the blindness, and re-

covery of sight on receiving the Holy Spirit and being baptized,

and chis is rendered still more apparent by the statement : v. 9.

" And he was three days without sight, and neither did eat nor
drink." We may further point out that in immediate connection

with this episode Paul is represented, in the second account, as

stating that, on going to Jerusalem, he has another vision of Jesus :

xxii. 17. "And it came to pass that, when I returned to Jerusalem
and was praying in the Temple, I was in a trance, 18, and saw
him saying unto me : MaKe haste, and get thee quickly out of

Jerusalem ; for they will not receive thy witness concerning me.
19. And I said : Lord, they themselves know that I was wont to

imprison and beal: in every synagogue them that believe on thee.

20. A]\d when the blood of Stephen, thy witness, was shed, I also

was standing by and consenting, and keeping the garments of

them that skw him. 21, And he said unto me : Go, for I will send
thee far hence unto the Gentiles." It seems imoossible, consider-

ing the utter silence of Paul, that the apparition to which he
refers, can have spoken to him at length as described upon these

occasions.^ We have elsewhere remarked that there is not the
slightest evidence in his own or other writings connecting any
Stephen with Paul, and it may be appropriate to add here that,

supposing him to have been present when the martyr exclaimed:
" Lo, I behold the heavens opened, and the Son of Man standing
on the right hand of God,"^ it is singular that he does not name
him as one of those by whom Jesus " was seen." To resume this

discussion, however : we have already shown that the statements
of the Acts regarding Paul's conduct after this alleged vision are

m

1 Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, iii. 542 f. 'i vii. 56.
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distinctly in contradiction with the statements of Paul. The
explanation here given of the cause of Paul's leaving Jerusalem,
moreover, is not in agreement with +he Acts ix. 29 f., and much less

with Gal. i. 20 ff. Th' three narratives themselves are full of irre-

concilable differences and incongruities, which destroy all reason-

able confidence in any substantial basis for the story. It is

evident that the three narratives are from the same pen, and
betray the composition of the Author of Acts.^ They cannot be
regarded as true history.^ The hand of the composer is veiy ap-
parent in the lavish use of the miraculous, so characteristic of the

whole work. It is worth while to catalogue the liupernatural

incidents of this episode. 1, The vision; 2, Companions hearing the

voice but seeing no man, or not hearing the voice but seeing the

light ; 3, Paur::^ blindness ; 4, Vision of Ananias ; 5, Restoration of

;dght to Paul ; 6, Trance of Paul in Jerusalem. Such a narrative

cannot be received in evidence.

The testimony before us simply amounts to this : Paul be-

lieved that he had seen Jesus some years after his death : there

is no evidence that he ever saw him during his life.^ He states

that he had " received " that he was seen by various other per-

sons, but he does not give the slightest information as to who
told him, or what reasons he had for believing the statements to

be correct. And still less does he narrate the particulars of the

alleged appearances or even of his own vision. Although we
have no detailed statements of these extraordinary phenomena,

we may assume that, as Paul himself believed that he had seen

Jesus, certain other people of the circle of his disciples likewise

believed that they had seen the risen Master. The whole of the

evidence for the Resurrection reduces itself to an undefined be-

lief on the part of a few persons, in a notoriously superstitious age,

that after Jesus had died and been buried they had seen him
alive. These visions, it is adndtted, occurred at a time of the

most intense religious excj .ement, and under circumstances of

wholly exceptional mental vgitation and distress. The wildest

1 Zeller, Apg., p. .399 ff. ; Lekebuach, Apg., p. 125 f., 129 f. ; Overbeck, Zu de

Wette, Apg., p. 139 ; Davidson, Int. N.T., ii. p. 235.

2 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 70 ff. ; OfrOrer, Die heil. Sage, i. p. 412 ff. ; Hilyenfekl

Zeitachr. wiss. Theol. 18(54, p. 155 ff.; Holaten, Zum Ev. Paul., u. s. «-.. p. M ff.;

Meijboom, Jezus' Opatanding, p. 99ff. j Overbeck, Zxi de W. Apg., p. 1.32 ff.; Rennn,

Lea ApOtres, p. 17off.; Schroder, Der Ap. Paulus, v. p. 529 f.; Straatma.i, Paulus,

p 17 ff. ; Web''.ru. Holtzmann, Gesch. V. Isr., ii. p. 540 ff.; Zeller, Apg., p. 191 ff.

Of ^axndaon. In'.. N.T., ii. p. 246ff.; A'waW, Gejch.V. Isr , vi. p. 346ff.;i/rti(«ra</(,

Dt Ap. Paul',s, p. 125 ff. ; in Sohenkel's B. L., iv. p. 416 ff. ; Meyer, Apg., i-

132 i.; Schnectcenburtjer, A- g., p. 1(37 ff., 180 ff.

3 Ehrard, Wiss. Kr. ev. Gesch., p. 719, arm. 13 ; Moald, Gesch. V. Isr , vi. p.

70 f.; Hilqevfeld, Zeitschr. -.visa. Th., 18>j4, p. 184 f.; Einl., p. 219; Pfleiderer,

PaulinifiDiuR, p. 3'J4 anm.; Et.ian, Les ApOtres, p. 73, 210 ff.; Strauss, Leb.

Jesu, p. 276.
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alternations of fear, doubt, hope and indefinite expectation,

added their effects to oriental imaginations already excited by
indignation at the fate of their Master, and sorrow or despair at

such a dissipation of their Messianic dreams. There was present

every element of intellectual and moral disturbance. Now must
we seriously ask again whether this bare and wholly unjustified

belief can be accepted as satisfactory evidence for so astounding
a miracle as the Resurrection ? Can tb' belief of such men, in

such an age, establish the reality of a piienomenon which is con-

tradicted by universal experience ? We have no evidence as to

what actually occurred. We do not even know the facts upon
which they based their inferences. We only know that they
thought they had seen Jesus and that they therefore concluded
that he had risen from the dead. It comes to us as bare belief

from the Age of Miracles, unsupported by facts, uncorroborated
by evidence, unaccompanied by proof of in^'estigation, and un-
provided with material for examination. What is such belief

worth ? We have no hesitation in saying thai it is absolutely

worth nothing.
'»!

We might here well bring our inquiry to a close, for we ha^'e

no further evidence to deal with. The problem, however, is so

full of interest that we cannot yet lay it down, and although we
must restrain our argument within certain rigid limits, and
wholly refrain from entering into regions of mere speculation,we
may further discuss the origin and nature of the belief in the

Resurrection. Recognising, the fact that, although its nature

and extent are very indefinite, there existed an undoubted belief

that, after his death, Jesus was seen alive ; the argument is ad-

vanced that there must have been a real basis for this belief.

" The existence of a Christian society," says an apologetic writer,
" is the first and (if rightly viewed) the final proof of tho historic

truth of the miracle on which it was founded. It may indeed

be said that the Church was founded upon the belief in the

Resurrection, and not upon the ResMrrection itself : and that the

testimony must therefore be limited to the attestation of the be-

lief, and cannot reach to the attestation of the fact. But belief

expressed in action is for the most part the strongest evidence

which we can have of any historic event. Unless, therefore, it

can be shown that the origin of the apostolic belief in the Resur-
rection, with due regard to the fulness of its characteristic form,

and the breadth and rapidity of its propagation can be satisfac-
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torily explained on other grounds, the belief itself is a sufficient

proof of the fact." ^ This is obviously Paley's argument of the
Twelve men^ in a condensed fomi. Belief in action may be ihe
strongest evidence which we can have of any historic event ; but
when the historic event happens to be an event in religious his-

tory, and an astounding miracle like the Resurrection, such bare
evidence, emanating from such an age, is not very strong evi-

dence, after all. The breadth and rapidity of its propagation
absolutely prove nothing but belief in the report of those who
believed ; although it is very far from evident that people em-
braced Christianity from a rational belief in the Resurrection.

No one pretends that the Gentiles who believed made a prelimi-

nary examination of the truth of the Resurrection. If breadth
and rapidity of propagation be taken as sufficient proof of the
truth of facts, we might consider Buddhism and Mahomedanism
as satisfactorily attested creeds. There could not be a greater

fallficy than the supposition that the origin of a belief must be
explained upon other grounds, or that belief itself accepted as a
sufficient proof of the fact asserted. The truth Ox falsehood of

any allegation is determined by a balance of evidence, and the

critic is no more bound to account for the formation of erroneous

belief than he is bound to believe, because he may not, after a

great lapse of time, be able so clearly to demonstrate the particu-

lar manner in which that erroneous belief originated, that any
other mode is definitely excluded. The belief that a dead man
rose from the dead and appeared to several persons alive is at

once disposed of upon abstract grounds. The alleged occurrence

is contrary to universal experience ; but on the ether hand the

prevalence of defective observation, mistaken inference, self-de-

ception and credulity, any of which might lead to such belief, are

only too well-known to it. Is it necessary to define which pe-

culiar form of error is present in every false belief, before, with

this immense preponderance of evidence against it, we finally

reject it ? We think not. Any explanation consistent with uni-

versal experience must be adopted, rather than a belief which is

contradictory to it.

There are two theories which have been advanced to explain

ohe origin of the apostolic belief in the Resurrection, to which we
may now briefly refer ; but it must be clearly understood that

the suggestion of an explanation is quite apart from our exami-

nation of the actual evidence for the Resurrection. Fifty ex-

planations might be offered and be considered unsatisfactory

without in the least degree altering the fact, that the testimony

1 Westcott, The Gospel of the Resurection, 3rd eil., p. 106 f.

2 Evidences and Hone Pai'linte, ed. Potts, 1850, p. 6.
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for the final miracle of Christianity is totally insufficient, and
that the allegation that it actually occurred cannot be main-
tained. The first explanation, adopted by some able critics, is

that Jesus did not really die on the cross, but being taken down
alive, and his body being delivered to friends, he subsequently
revived. In support of this theory, it is argued that Jesus is

represented by the Gospels as expiring after having been but
three to six hours upon the cross, which would have been an
unprecedentcdly rapid death. It is affirmed that only the hands
and not the feet were nailed to the cross. The crurifragium, not
usually accompanying crucifixion, is dismissed as unknown to

the three Synoptists, and only inserted by the fourth Evangelist
for dogmatic reasons, and of course the lance-thrust disappears

with the leg-breaking. Thus the apparent death was that pro-
found faintness which might well fall upon such an organization

after some hours of physical and mental agony on the cross,

following the continued strain and fatigue of the previous night.

As soon as he had sufficiently recovered, it is supposed that Jesus
visited his disciples a few times to re-assure them, but with pre-

caution on account of the Jews, and was by them believed to

have risen from the dead, as indeed he himself may likewise

have supposed, reviving as he had done from the faintness of

death.^ Seeing, however, that his death had set the crown
upon his work, the Master withdrew into impenetrable obscurity

and was hecrd of no more. We have given out the baldest out-

line of this theory ; for it would occupy too much space to repre-

sent it adequately and show the ingenuity with which it is

worked out, and the very considerable support which it receives

from statements in the Gospels, and from inferences deducible

from them. We do not ourselves adopt this explanation, although
it must be clearly repeated that, were the only alternative to do
so, or to fall back upon the hypothesis of a miracle, we should

consider it preferable. A serious objection brought against the

1 Qfrbrtr, who maintainK, '.lie theory of a Scheintod with great ability, thinks
that Jesus had behevers amongst the rulers of the Jews, who, although they
could not shield him from the opposition against him, still hoped to save him
from death. Joseph, a rich man, found the means of doing, so. He prepared
the new sepulchre close to the place of execution to be at hand—begged the body
from Pilate—the immense quantity of spices bought by Nicodenuis being merely
to distract the attention of the Jews—and Jesus being quickly carried to the
sepulchre, was restored to life by their efforts. He interprets the famous verse
John XX. 17 curiously. The expression :

" I have not yet ascended to my Father
and your Father," &c., he takes as meaning simply the act of dj'ing :

" going to
heaven," end the reply of Jesus is equivalent to : "Touch me net, for I am still

flesh and ulood—I am not yet dead.' Jesus sees his disciples only a few times
mysteriously, and believing that he had set the final seal to tlm truth of his work
jy his death, he then retires into impenetrable gloom. Das Heiligthum und die

Wahrheit, p. 107 fF., p. 231 ff.
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veal and objective, but illusory and subjective ; that is to say :

Jesus was not himself seen, but only a representation of Jesus

within the minds of the V)eholders. This explanation not only
does not impeach the veracity of those who affirmed that they
had seen Jesus, but, accepting to a certain extent a subjective

truth at the basis of the belief, explains upon well-known and
natural principles the erroneous inference deduced from the sub-

jective vision. It seems to us that the points to be determined
are simple and obvious : Is it possible for a man to mistake sub-

jective impressions for objective occurrences ? Is it possible

that any considerable number of persons can at the same time
receive simik r subjective impressions and mistake them for

objective facts ? If these questions can be answered affirma-

tively, and4t can be shown that the circumstances, the charac-

ters, the constitution of those who believed in the first instance,

favoured the reception of such subjective impressions, and equally

the deduction of erroneous inferences ; it may be admitted *^hat a
satisfactory explanation can thus be given of the apostolic belief,

on other grounds than the reality of a miracle opposed to univer-

sal experience, little as we feel bound to give any such explana-
tion at all. No sooner is the first question formulated than it

becomes obvious to every one who is acquainted with psychologi-

cal end physiological researches, or who has even the most ele-

mentary knowledge of the influence of the mind upon the body,
that it must at once be answered in the affirmative. Indeed the

affirmation that subjective impressions, in connection with every
sense, can be mistaken for, and believed to be, actual objective

efiects, is so trite that it seems almost superfluous to make it.

Every reader must be well acquainted with illustrations of the fact,

or can readily make himself acquainted with them. The only dif-

ficulty is to deal authoritatively with such a point within moderate
compass. We must limit ourselves to the sense of sight. " There
are abundant proofs," says Sir Benjamin Brodie, " that impres-

sions may be made in the brain by other causes simulating those

which are made on it by external objects through the medium of

the organs of sense, thus producing false perceptions, which may,
in the first instance, and before we have had time to reflect on
the subject, be mistaken for realities."^ The limitation here in-

.Vufersfceh. d. Gekreuzigten ini Lichte heut. Wiss., 1861, p. 133 £f. ; Urspr. d.

Christ., ii. p. 274 f. ; Benan, Vie de J^sus, p. 448 It". ; Les Apfttres, p. 10 ff.
;

R^ville, La E^surrection de J. C, p. 11 flf. ; Strauss, Leb. .Teau, p. 295 ff. ; Zeller,

Apg., p. 198 ff. Cf. Krilger- Felthuaen, Leb. Jegu, p. 263 ff. ; Scholten, Het Ev. n.

Job., p. 346ff. ; Volkmar, Die Evangelien, p. 612 ff. ; Die Rel. Jesu, p. 86 ff.,

108; Weber u. Holtzmaim, Gesch. v. Isr., p. 254 ff. ; Weiase, Die Ev. Gescb

,

1 Psycbological Inquiries, 1854, p. 78; cf. 79 ff. ., ;j ; .
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troduced :
" before we have had time to reflect on the subject," is

of course valid in the case of those whose reason is capable of re-

jecting the false perceptions, whether on the ground of natural

law or of probability ; but, in anyone ignorant of natural law,

familiar with the idea of supernatural agency and the occurrence

of miraculous events, it is obvious, redection, if reflection of a

sceptical kind can even be assumed, would have little chance of

arriving at any true discrimination of phenomena. Speaking of

the nervous system and its functions, and more immediately of

the relation of the Cerebrum to the Sensorium and the produc-

tion of spectral illusions, Dr. Carpenter says, in his work on the
" Principles of Mental Physiology," which is well worth the study
of those interested in the question we are discussing: "Still

stronger evidence of the same associated action of th# Cerebrum
and Sensorium is furnished by the study of the phenomena desig-

nated as Spectral Illusions. These are clearly sensorial states

not excited by external objects ; and it is also clear that they fre-

quently originate in cerebral changes,since they represent creations

of the mind, and are not mere reproductions of past sensations."

Dr. Carpenter refers in illustration to a curious illusion to which
Sir John Herschel was subject, " in the shape of the involuntarv

occurrence of Visual impressions, into which Geometrical regu-

larity of form enters as the leading character. These were not of

the nature of those ocular Spectra which may be attributed with

probability to retinal changes."^ Dr. Carpenter then continues :

" We have here not a reproduction of sensorial impressions for-

merly received ; but a construction of neiv forms, by a process

which, if it had been can-ied on consciously, we should have

called imagination. And it is difficult to see how it is to be ac-

counted for in any other way, than by an unconscious action of

the cerebrum ; the products of which impress themselves on the

sensorial consciousness, just as, in other cases, they express them-

selves through the motor apparatus." ^ The illusions described by
Sir John Herschel who, as he himself says, was "as little vision-

ary as most people " should be referred to. Of the production of

sensations by ideas there can be no possible doubt ^ and, conse-

quently, as little of the realisation by the person in whom they

are produced of subjective impressions exactly as though they

were objective. With regard to false perceptions. Dr. Carpenter

says :
" It has been shown that the action of ideational states

upon the Sensorium can modify or even produce sensations. But
the action of pre-existing states of Mind is still more frequently

1 Sir John Herschel gives a full account of them in his " Popular Lectures on

Scientific Subjects," (Daldy, Isbister, & Co., 1876) p. 402 ff.

2 Principles of Mental Physiology, 4th ed., 1876, p. 113 {. ?-A:f^."-^^-

3 lb., p. 155 fr.
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shown in modifying the interpretation which we put upon our
sense-impressions. For since almost every such interpretation is

an act of judgment based upon experience, that judgment will

vary according to our mental condition at the time it is delivered

;

and will be greatly affected by any dominant idea or feeling, so

as even to occasion a complete mis-interpretation of the objective

source of the sense-impression, as often occurs in what is termed
' absence of mind.' The following case, mentioned bj'^ Dr. Tuke ^

as occurring within his own knowledge, affords a good example of

this fallacy :
—

' A lady was walking one day from Penryn to Fal-

mouth, and her mind being at that time, or recently, occupied

by the subject of drinking-fountains, thought she saw in the road

a newly-erected fountain, and even distinguished an inscription

upon it, namely—" If any man thirst let him come unto me and
drink." Some time afterwards, she mentioned the fact with
pleasure to the daughters of a gentleman who was supposed to

have erected it. They expressed their surprise at her statement,

and assured her that she must be quite mistaken. Perplexed
with the contradiction between the testimony of her senses and
of those who would have been aware of the fact had it been true,

and feeling that she could not have been deceived (" for seeing is

believing "), she repaired to the spot, and found to her astonish-

ment that no drinking-fountain was in existence—only a few
scattered stones, which had tormed the foundation upon which
the suggestion of an expectant imagination had built the super-

structure. The subject having previously occupied her attention,

those sufficed to form, not only a definite erection, but one in-

scribed by an appropriate motto corresponding to the leading

idea.' " ^ We may give as another illustration an illusion which
presented itself to Sir Walter Scott.^ He had been reading,

shortly after the death of Lord Byron, an account in a publica-

tion professing to detail the habits and opinions of the poet.

As Scott had been intimate with Lord Byron he was deeply

interested in the publication, which contained some parti-

culars relative to himself and other friends. " Their sitting-

room opened into an entrance hall, rather fantastically fitted

up with articles of armour, skins of wild animals, and the like.

It was when laying down his book, and passing into this hall,

through which the moon was beginning to shine, that the indi-

vidual of whom I speak saw, right before him, and in a standing
posture, the exact representation of his departed friend whose
recollection had been so strongly brought to his imagination. He
stopped for a single moment, so as to notice the wonderful accu-

1 Influence of the Mind on the Body, p. 44. 2 Carpenter, lb., 206 f.

3 It is likewiae quoted by Dr. Carpenter, p. 207 f. >j'
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racy with which fancy had impressed upon the bodily eye the

peculiarities of dress and posture of the illustrious poet. Sensible,

however, of the delusion, he felt no sentiment save that of wonder
at the extraordinary accuracy of the resemblance, and stepped
onward towards the figure, which resolved itself, as he approached,
into the various materials of which it was composed. These were
merely a screen, occupied by great-coats, shawls, plaids and such
other articles as usually are found in a country entrance-hall.

The spectator returned to the spot from which he had seen the

illusion, and endeavoured, with all his power, to recall the image
which had been so singularly vivid. But ihis was beyond his

capacity," &c.^ Although Sir Walter Scott might be sensible of

the delusion, it may be more than doubted whether, in the first

century of our era, such an apparition proceeding from or con-

nected with religious agitation of mind would have been con-

sidered so. Dr. Abercrombie^ mentions many instances of spectral

illusions, " some of the most authentic facts " relating to which
he classes under the head of " intense mental conceptions so

strongly impressed upon the mind as, for the moment, to be be-

lieved to have a real existence." We cannot, however, venture

to quote illustrations.^ Dr. Hibbert, in whose work on Appari-

tions many interesting instances are to be found, thus concludes

his consideration of the conditions which lead to such illusions

:

" I have at length concluded my observations on what may be

considered as the leading mental laws whic^. are connected with
the origin of spectral impressions. The general inference to be

drawn from them is,—that AppaHtiona are nothing 'more than

morbid symptoms, which are indicative of an intense excitement

of the renovated feelings of the mind."* Subjective visions, be-

lieved to have had objective reality, abound in the history of the

world. They are familiar to all who have read the lives of the

Saints, and they have accompanied the progress of Christianity

in various forms from the trances of Montanism to the vision of

the " Immaculate Conception " in the Grotto of Lourdes.

If we turn to the inquiry whether a similar subjective impres-

sion can be received by many persons at one time and be mistaken

by them for an objective reality, an equally certain reply in the

affirmative must unhesitatingly be given. The contagiousness of

emotion is well known,^ and the rapidity with which panic, for in-

1 Demonology and Witchcraft, 1868, Letter i. p. 37 f.

2 Inquiries concerning the Intellectual Powers, 19th ed., p. 274 fF.

3 Every one remembers the case of Luther and his visions of the Devil.

* Sketches of the Philosophy of Apparitions, by Samuel Hibbert, M.D., F.R.

S.E.,2nded., 1825, p. 375.
6 We might point in illustration to the use of " Tongues " in the Corinthian

Church, where the contagiousness of the ecstatic state is exemplified. 1 Cor.

xiv. 23, 26 flf.
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stance, spreads from a single individual to the mass is remarked
every day. The most trifling incident, unseen by more than a

few and, therefore, more pliant in the imagination of the many,
has instantaneously convinced nmltitudes of the most erroneous
inferences. We need scarcely refer, moreover, to the numerous
religious and other mental epidemics which have swept over the

face of the world, infecting society with the wildest delusions.

From Montanism to camp meetings and revivals in our own day,

it has been demonstrated that religious excitement and dominant
ideas have spread with astonishing rapidity and power amongst
the circles in which they have arisen. In certain states of nervous
expectation, false impressions are instantaneously transmitted

from one to another in a religious assembly. Dr. Carpenter sa3'8

:

" Moreover, if not only a single individual, but several persons

should be " possessed ' by one and the same idea or feeling, the

same misintei-pretation may be made by all of them ; and in such

a case the concurrence of their testimony does not add the least

strength to it. Of this we have a good example in the following-

occurrence cited by Dr. Tuke, as showing the influence of a
' dominant idea ' in falsifying the perceptions of a number of per-

sons at once :
' During the conflagration at the Crystal Palace

in the winter of 1866-67, when the animals were destroyed In-

the fire, it was supposed that the Chimpanzee had .succeeded in

escaping from his cage. Attracted to the roof, with this expecta-

tion in full force, men saw the unhappy animal holding on to it,

and writhing in agony to get astride one of the iron ribs. It need
not be said that its struggles were watched by those below with
breathless suspense, and as the newspapers informed us " with

sickening dread." But there was no animal whatever there ; and
all this feeling was thrown away upon a tattered piece of blind,

so torn as to resemble to the eye of fancy, the body, arms, and
legs of an ape !

' (Op. cit., p. 44.) Another example of a like in-

fluence aft'ecting several individuals simultaneously in a similar

manner is mentioned by Dr. Hibbert in his well-known Treatise

on Apparitions :
' A whole ship's company was thrown into the

utnlost consternation by the apparition of a cook who had died

a few days before. He was distinctly seen walking a-head of the

ship, with a peculiar gait by which he was distinguished when
alive, through having one of his legs shorter than the other. On
steering the ship towards the object, it was found to be a piece of

floating wreck.' Many similar cases might be referred to, in

which the imagination has worked up into ' apparitions ' some
common-place objects, which it has invested with attributes de-

rived from thf previous Mental state of the observer ; and the

belief in such an apparition as a reality, which usually exists in
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sufih caseH, unless antagonized by an efi'ort of the reason, consti-

tutes a delusion!'^ We must maintain indeed that a number of

persons assembled under the influence of strong similar ideas,

and excited by the same active religious emotion are more likely

to be affected by similar subjective impressions to the extent of

believing them to be objective than one or two would be. The
excitement of each acts upon the whole body, and is itself in-

creased by reaction from the aggregate emotion. Each receives

impressions from the other, which are vividly felt even without
being verified by personal experience. The most nervous temper-
ament in the assembly gives the final impetus to the excited im-
agination of the rest. In moments of supreme expectation and
doubt, enthusiasm overcomes reason. If one man see, if one man
hear, the mental impression is credited with an objective cause,

even when unfelt by others, and then a similar impression is

soon carried from the brain to the sensorium of all. There is no
supposition of a diseased mind in this in ordinary cases, and in

the instances which we have in view the false perceptions were
d'^termined and encouraged by foregone conclusions of a nature

rarely possible and, when existing, rarely resisted. " There are

many persons," adds Dr. Carpenter, " quite sane upon ordinary

matters, and even (it may be) distinguished by some special

form of ability, who are yet affected with what the writer once

heard Mr. Carlyle term a ' diluted insanity ;' allowing their minds
to become so completely ' possessed ' by ' dominant ideas,' that

their testimony as to what they declare themselves to have wit-

nessed—even when several individuals concur in giving exactly

the same account of it—must be regarded as utterly untrust-

worthy." ^

That subjv. ^ive impressions can, in the opinion of eminent
apologists, b;; 'ecorded by an Evangelist as objective reality, we
have alread} pointed out in connection with the statement of the

first Synoptist, that " Many bodies of the saints were raised ; and
they came out of the sepulchres after his resurrection and appeared
unto many." (xxvii. 52 f.) Dean Milman and Canon Farrar ex-

plain this by the supposition that the earthquake " seemed to

have filled the air with ghostly visitants, who after Christ had
risen appeared to linger in the Holy City."^ It follows as a logi-

cal consequence that as this subjective impression felt by many
at once is described in the Gospel as objective ; these writers

not only admit the possibility of such a mistake on the part

1 Piinoiples of Mental Physiology, 1876, p. 208 f.

2 Priaciplea of Mental Physiology, 1876, p. 209.
3 Farrar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 419 ; Milman, Hist, of Christianity, i. 336 f.

Passages quoted p. 989.
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of the observers, but that the Gospel, in adopting that mistake,

may be suspected of a similar course in recording the appearances
of Jesus.

We have thus replied to the question whether the " vision-

hypothesis " could explain the belief of five hundred, or even of

eleven person.^ who supposed they hatl seen Jesus at once, and we
do not think that any one who seriously considers the Age, and
the circumstances under which tlie phenonuiuon is alleged to

have occurred, can doubt that such belief could very easily have
resulted from merely subjective impressions. Before going fur-

ther into the discussion of the matter, however, we must again,

with a little more minuteness, call attention to the date of the

actual statements upon which the whole argument turns. The
Apostle Paul writes about a quai-ter of a century after the time
when it is said that Jesus " was seen " by those whom he names.
Whatever opinion may be formed as to the amount of informa-
tion obtained by Paul during the visit he paid to Jerusalem for

the purpose of making the acquaintance of Peter, it is undeniable
that some years had elapsed betwees the time when Jesus is sup-

posed to have been seen and the time when Paul could have re-

ceived information regarding these appearances from any of the

Apostles. If we date the death of Jesus in the year 33, almost
the latest date assigned to it by any eminent critic, and the con-

version of Paul about A..D. 38-40,^ it will be remembered that the

Apostle himself states that he did not go to Jerusalem till three

years after, which brings us to A. D. 41-43 as the earliest time

when Paul first came in personal contact with Peter and James.
He did not go up to Jerusalem again for fourteen years after that,

and we have no reason for believing that he met any of the

Apostles in the interval, but the contrary, from his own account
of that second visit. Gal. ii. 2. He could not, therefore, have
heai'd anything of the appearances of Jesus even from Peter and
James till some eight to ten years after they had taken place.

From the other Apostles, in all probability, he cannot have heard
anything till nearly twenty years had elapsed since they sup-

posed they had seen Jesus. Where did he get his information

regarding the 500 brethren at once ? From whom did he get it ?

If the supposed appearance took place, as so many suppose, in

Galilee, the date of his information is still more uncertain. If,

on the other hand, it occurred in Jerusalem, whilst so many of

1 The Chronicon Paschale dates it 42 ; and the following critics date it as

noted : Michaelix, about 37 ? Kuinoel, 40 ; Heinrichs, 37 ? Elchhom, 37 or 38 ;

Hxg, 35 ; Schmidt, 41 ; Bertholdt, 40 ; Feilmoser, 35 ; Winer, 38 ? Z>e Wette, 37
or 38 ; Schott, 37 ; Schroder, 39 ; Avger, 38 ? Wieaeler, 40 ; Ewald, 38 ; l/eycr,

35. Wieseler, Chronologie des apost. Zeitalters, 1848, Chronologiache Tabelle ;

Jfeyer, Apg., p. 24.
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the numbers were visitors only, it is obvious that the greater part

must subsequently have left the Holy City and become scattered

to their respective homes. The difficulty of obtaining information

from more than a few of the 500 becomes obvious. In any case,

from no authority which v/e are entitled to assume could Paul

have been minutely informed of these appearances less than eight

to ten years after they occurred, and then of the vision of the

Eleven, only from one of the number to whom the first vision

occurred. Now, no one who considers the operation of memory,
even in persons of more than usual sobriety of imagination, deal-

ing with circumstances not likely to be exaggerated or distorted

by feeling in the course of time, can doubt that, in ten years, all

the circumstances of such occasions, amidst which much excite-

ment certainly prevailed, must have assumec^ a very different

aspect from what they originally bore. We may be permitted to

quote a few words on this subject :
" Though we are accustomed

to speak of memory as if it consisted in an exact reproduction of

past states ot Consciousness, yet experience is continually show-

ing us that this reproduction is very often inexact, through the

modification which the ' trace ' has undergone in the interval.

Sometimes the trace has been partially obliterated ; and what re •

mains may serve to give a very erroneous (because imperfect)

view of the occurrence. . . . And where it is one in which
our own Feelings are interested, we are extremely apt to lo.se

sight of what goes against them, so that the representation given

by Memory is altogether one-sided. This is continually demon-
strated by the entire dissimilarity of the accounts of the same
occurrence or conversation, which shall be given by two or more
parties concerned in it, even when the matter is fresh in their

minds, and they are honestly desirous of telling the truth. And
this diversit}' will usually become still more pronounced with

ths lapse of time : the trace becoming gradually but uncon-

sciously modified by the habitual course of thought and feeling

;

so that when it is so acted on after a lengthened interval as to

bring up a reminiscence of the original occurrence, that remini-

scence really represents, not the actual occurrence, but the modified

trace of it."^ This is specially likely to occur where, as in our case,

therewere Old Testament prophecies supposed to describe minutely

the sufferings, death, and resurrection of the Messiah, to fur-

nish lines upon which the transformation of memory must insen-

sibly shape itself Unconsciously, we may be certain, the misty

outlines of the original transaction wouh' acquire consistency and

take form according to the tenor of so infallible an index. It

would require a memory of iron and of more than stubborn dog-

1 Carpenter, Principlias of Mental Psychology, 1876, p. 456.
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gedness to resist the unobtrusive influence of supposed prophecies.

Be it clearly understood that we speak of an unconscious process,

which is perfectly consistent with complete belief that the trans-

formed trace is exactly what originally took place. But adhering
more closely to the point before us, can we suppose that the ac-

count which Paul received of these appearances, after that lapse

of time, was a perfectly sober and unwarped description of what
actually took place ? We think not. Is it possible that the

vision of the 500, for instance, had escaped the maturing influ-

ence of time ? or that of the Eleven ? We believe that it is not

possible. However, Paul does not give a single detail, and con-

sequently' this argument mainly affects the abstract value of all

such e^ idence whether at first or second hand, but it likewise

makes more vague the original transaction, so indefinitelysketehed

for us, which we have to explain. What was it the 500 really

saw ? " Jesus," says the report matured by time ; and modem
divines taking the .statement in its most objective sense, demand
an explanation of the unknown phenomenon which led 500 to

believe that they actually saw the risen Master. Did the

500 originally think anything of the kind ? What impression

did the individuals receive ? Did any two receive precisely the

same impression ? There is not the slightest evidence that they did.

Although Paul gives the most meagre report of these appearances

that could well be conceived, it must be remembered that the im-
pression made upon his own mind was not by the events themselves
but by the narrative of the events recounted at least eight or ten

years afterwards. There can be no doubt that, earlier, Paul
the persecutor must Also frequently have heard of the Resur-

rection, and of alleged occasions when Jesus had be^n seen

after his death and burial, from persecuted members of the

Christian community, but beyond the undefined certainty of this

we are not entitled to go. That what he heard must have re-

ceived warmth of colouring from the fire of persecution is most
probable. Of this, however, w^ shall speak presently.

It is not necessary further to enlarge upon the superstition of

the age of which we 'vrite. We have elsewhere quoted the opi-

nion of an orthodox divine and Hebrew scholar on the character

of the Jewish people about that period. " Not to be more tedious,

therefore, in tnis matter," he says, " let two things only be ob-

served : i. That the nation under the second Temple was given
to magical arts beyond measure ; and ii. That it was given to

an easiness of believing all manner of delusions beyond measure." ^

And again :
" It is a disputable case whether the Jewish nation

1 Lightfootf Horai Hebraicae et Talmudiciie ; Works, ed. Pitman, 1823, xi. p. 81.
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sent, soared out into that calmer future when the religion he
founded would be accepted by men, and become a light to the

(.^lentiles and the glory of his people Israel. It is probable that

he may have spoken of his death in spiritual terms as a sacrifice

for them and for the world, which would secure the triumph of

his work and regenerate mankind. Comforting those who had left

all and followed him, but from whom he might so soon be parted,

and knowing their doubts and feare, he must have re-assured

their minds by inspiriting views of the inseparable nature of his

union with those who loved him and did his commandments

;

his spirit dwelling within them and leading them safely through
the world, in the peace and security of souls raised by the truth

beyond the reach of its corruption and its wrong. That they
must have felt the strongest conviction of his Messianic character,

we think cannot be doubted, however confused may have been their

ideas of the exact nature of his office and of the manner in which
his coming was to secure the triumph of Israel. The shock to their

expectations and the utter dissipation of their hopes which must
have been felt in the first moment of his arrest, hurried trial, and
cruel condemnation can well be imagined. It is probable that in

that first moment of terror and bewilderment the disciples indeed

all forsook him and fled. No one who had consorted with the Great
Teacher, however, and felt the influence of his mind, could long

have resisted the reaction to nobler thoughts of him. In all the

bitterness of sorrow for the loss of their master and friend, in

horror at his agonizing and shameful death, and in doubt, con-

sternation, and almost despair, they must have gathered together

again and spoken of these strange events. Believing Jesus to have
been the Messiah, how could they ^"terpret his death on the

cross ? If he was the Messiah could he thus die ? ^ If Enoch and
Elijah, if Moses, precursors of the Messiah, had not seen death,

how could that prophet like unto Moses whom Jehovah had raised

up end his career by a shameful death on the cross ? Throughout
that time of fiery triq,l and supreme mental agitation, they must
have perpetually sought in their own minds some explanation of

the teiTible events then occurring and seeming to blast all their

hopes, and doubtlesai mystic utterances of Jesus must have assumed
new meanings, meanings probably different from his own. In the

accoimts of the coming Messiah in the Prophets, they must have
searched for some light by which to solve the inexplicable prob-

lem. Is it not conceivable that, in that last time of danger and
darkness, when he saw the persecution against him become more
vehement, and felt that the path which he had chosen led him

1 Cf. Ewald, Gesch. dea Volkes Israel, vi. p. 72 a. ff. ; Holsten, Zum Evang. dep
Paul. u. Petr., p. 193 f., p. 229 ff.
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through danger and distress perhaps to death, Jesus.may, in the
bitter contemplation of that fanatical opposition of bigotry and
superstition have applied to himself the description of the suffer-

ing servant of J'^hovah, suffering—as all noble souls have done
who are in advance of their age, and preach great truths which
condemn either directly or by implication the vices and follies of
their time—" the oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely,"
and, worse still, the ignoble insults of popular ignorance and
fickleness ? Here might seem to them the solution of the enigma;
and returning from that first flight of terror and bewilderment,
",.ni;p^ all the intense reaction of affection and grief and faith in

c. ^ '\ster quickened by shanie at their abandonment of him in

hib , ment of supreme danger and affliction, still believing that

he must be the Messiah, and in mute longing and expectation of

the next events which were to confirm or confound their hopes,

the disciples must have been in the climax of nervous agitation

and excitement, and ready to receive any impression which might
be suggested in their embarrassment.^

According to Paul it was Peter who first saw the risen Jesus.

According to the first and fourth Gospels, the first appearance
was to the women, and notably, in the latter, to Mary Magdalene,
out of whom had been cast " seven ddvils," and whose tempera-

ment probably rendered her unusually susceptible of all such

impressions. Did Paul intentionally omit all mention of the

appearances to the women, or did he not know of them ? In the

latter case, we have an instru.;tive light thrown on the Gospel

tradition ; in the former, the first suggestion of the Resurrection

becomes even more clearly intelligible. It will be observed that

in all this explanation we are left chiefly to conjecture, for the

statements in the Gospels cannot, upon any point, be used with

the slightest confidence. On the other hand, all that is demanded
is that a probable or possible explanation of the origin of the

belief in the Resurrection should be given ; and in the total ab-

sence of historical data we are entitled to draw inferences as to

the course of events at the time. It may well be that a mistake

as to the sepulchre, rendered not improbable if any hint of the

truth be conveyed in the conflicting traditions of the Gospel, or

one of many other suggestions which might be advanced, might

lead the women or Peter to believe that the sepulchre was empty.

Or some other even trifling circumstance, which we no longer can

indicate with precision, might convey to the women or to Peter,

1 Ewald points out that, according to the belief of the period, the soule of the

dead hovered for a time bet-^een heaven and earth, and he considers that the

belief undeniably played an important part in this sphere of visions of the Christ.

Gesch. d. V. Isr., vi. p. 72 a.

i;
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in their state of nervous excitement, the last impulse wanting to

cause that rapid revulsion from extreme depression, which is so

suit«,ble to the state which we may perhaps be allowed to call

creative subjectivity. If we are to accept the indications scattered

about the New Testament, the impetuous ardent temperament of

Peter was eminently one to bound into sudden ecstatic enthu-
siasm, and in all probability some commonplace or trifling incident

may have been the spark which kindled into flame the materials

already at glowing heat. The strong subjective impression that

Jesus had risen would create a vision of him which, at once con-

firming previous conclusions, resolving perplexing doubts and
satisfying feverish expectations, would be accepted by each mind
with little or no question as an objective reality. If Peter, or even
the women, brought to the disciples the assurance that they had
seen the Lord, we cannot doubt tha^j, in the unparalleled position

in which they were then placed, under all the circumstances of

intense feeling and religious excitement at the moment, such
emotions would be suddenly called into action as would give to

these men the impression that they had seen the Master whom
they had lost. These subjective impressions would be strength-

ened daily and unconsciously into ever more objective consistency,

and being confirmed by supposed prophecy would be affirmed

with a confidence insensibly inspired bydogmatic considerations. ^

That the news would fly from believer to believer, meeting
everywhere excited attention and satisfying eager expectancy, is

certain ; and that these devout souls, swayed by every emotion
of glad and exultant enthusiasm, would constantly mistake the

suggestions of their own thoughts for objective realities is certain.

Jesus died, was buried, and rose again " according to the Scrip-

tures." This would harden every timid supposition into assurance

;

and as time went on, what was doubtful would become certain,

what was mysterious, clear ; and those who had seen nothing
would'take up and strengthen the tradition of those who had seen

the Lord.

It is argued that there was not time for the preparation of the

disciples to believe in the Resurrection of Jesus between his cru-

cifixion and " the third day," when that event is alleged to have
occurred, and, consequently, no probability of subjective impres-
sions of so unexpected a nature being received. To those apolo-

gists who adopt this argument we might point to many passages
in the Gospels, which affirm that the resurrection on the third

day was predicted. These, however, we assign of course to a
later date. The argument assumes that there was no preparation

1 Cf. Ewald, Gesch. dee Volkes Israel, vi. p. 72 a. ff.; Hokten, Zum Ev. Paul,
u. Petr., p. 229 fF.; Keim, Jesu v. Nazara, iii. p. 590 fiF.
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in the teaching of Jesus, which, as we have endeavoured to sug-
gest, is not the case. If there had been no other, the mere assur-

ance that he was the Messiah must have led to reflections, which
demanded some other sequel to his career than the death of a slave.

The mere suggestion of such a problem as must have proposed
itself to the minds of the disciples : If all is to end here, Jesus
was not the Messiah: if he was the Messiah, what will now hap-
pen ?—must have led to expectant attentior^.. But there was much
more than this. In such moments as those of the Passion, thought
works feverishly and fast. It is not to be supposed that Peter

and the rest did not foresee the end, when Jesus was led away
prisoner in the hands of his enemies. It is still less to be im-

agined that their minds were not ceaselessly revolving that pro-

blem, on the solution of which depended their fondest hopes and
highest aspirations.^ It is most prcbable, indeed, that no time

could have found the disciples in a state so ripe for strong im-

pressions as that immediately succeeding the death of their Master.

There are, however, other aspects in which this point may be
placed. What evidence is there that Jesus was seen, or supposed

to have been seen, on the third day ? Absolutely none worthy of

the name. Paul does not say that he was, and as for the Gospels

their statement is of no value, and the tradition which they re-

cord may be set down as a foregone dogmatic conclusion. Paul

very distinctly shows this. He says :
" For I delivered unto you

first of all that which I also received, that Christ died for our

sins according to the Scriptures, and that he was buried, and that

he has been raised the third day, according to the Scriptures." -

The repetition of the phrase " according to the Scriptures " is

very marked, and points to the fact that the purpose for which
Jesus died—" for our sins "—and thft date of his resurrection

—

" the third day "—are statements directly based upon Scripture.

We have mentioned that the Scriptures supposed to indicate the

third day, do not really apply to the Messiah at all, but this does

not affect the question before us. Now believing this epoch to

be defined in prophecy, this is precisely one of those points upon
which memory would, in the lapse of time, be most likely to ad-

just itself to the prophecy. We will assume that Jesus was not
" seen " before the third day. It is obvious that if he was seen

forty days after, it might be affirmed that he had been actually

raised long before, on the third day. The vision occurring on the

third day itself even could not prove that he had not " risen
"

before. There is, in fact, no way that we can see of fixing the

third day except the statement of " Scripture," and, the moment

1 Cf. Holaten, Zum Ev. des Paul. u. Petr., p. 233 f.

2 1(Jor. XV. 3f. ....../,, i-^:....:
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we accept that, we must recognise the force of dogmatic influence. ^

The fact that the third day has from early times been set apart
as the Christian Sabbath, does not prove anything. If the third

day was believed to be the day indicated by " Scripture " lor the

Resurrection, of course that day would be selected as the time at

which it must have occurred, and on which it should be commem-

'

orated. So far as the vision hypothesis is concerned, the day
is of no consequence whatever, and the objection upon this point

has no force.

There is another consideration which we must mention, which
is not only important in connection with an estimate of the evi-

dence for the Resurrection, but the inferences from which clearly

support the explanation we are proposing. Before stating it we
may, in passing, again refer to the fact that it is nowhere affirmed

that anyone was an eye-witness of the actual Resurrection. It

is supposed to be proved by the circumstance that Jesus was sub-

sequently " seen." Observe, however, that the part of this miracle

which could not well have been ascribed to subjective impressions

—the actual resurrection—is, naturally enough, not seen by any-
one, but that which comes precisely within the scope of such sub-

jective action is said to have been seen by many. To come at

once to our point, however, neither Paul, nor the Gospels, nor
Christian tradition in any form, pretends that Jesus was seen by
any one but his disciples and those who believed in him. In fact,

Jesus onl\ appeared to those who were prepared by faith and ex-

pectant attention to see him in the manner we assert. We are

at present merely speaking of the earlier appearances, and re-

serving Paul for separate discussion. Why, we may inquire, did

Jesus not appear to his enemies as well as to his friends ?^ No-
thing of course could have been more intelligible than his desire

to comfort and reassure those who believed in and mourned for

him, but to do this by no means excluded a wider manifestation

of himself, supposing him to have actually risen from the dead.

On the hypothesis that he only rose again and was seen through
the yearning and enthusiastic faith of his followers, the reason

why be was not seen by others is not hard to find. Yet it might
be thought that the object of at once establishing beyond doubt
hia supernatural mission, and convincing his enemies of their

crime, and the Jews of their blindness and folly, was important

enough. Had he shown himself to the Chief Priests and elders,

1 We do not go into any argument based on the order given in the first two
Synoptics to go into Galilee—a three days' journey at least—where the disciples

were to see Jesus. Nor need we touch upon other similar points which arise out
of the narratives of the Gospels.

2 Cf. Schenkel, Das Charakterbild Jesu, 2te Aufl., 1864, p. 324 ; Holaten, Zum
Ev. des Paulus u. Petr., p. 124.
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and confounded the Pharisees with the vision of him whom they
had so cruelly nailed to the accursed tree, how might not the

future of his followers have been smoothed, and the ffiith of

many made strong ! Or if he had stood again in the Courts of

the Koman Procurator, no longer a prisoner buffeted and spat
upon, but the glorious Messiah, beyond the reach of Jewish ma-
lignity or Roman injustice. But no, he was seen by none but
those devoted to him. We shall of course be told by apologists

that this also was " for the trial of our faith ;" though to anyone
who earnestly reriects, it must seem childish to ask men to

believe what is beyond their reason, yet conceal the evidence by
which reason is supposed to be guided. The reply, however, is

clear : for the trial of our faith or for any other reason, it is

nevertheless certain that this evidence does not exist. When
the argument which we are now discussing was first advanced
long ago by Celsus, Origen had no better refutation than, after

admitting tne fact that Jesus was not after his resurrection seen

as before publicly and by all men, to take refuge in the belief

that the passage of Paul regarding his appearances contains won
derful mysteries which, if understood, would explain why Jesus

did not show himself after that event as he had done before it.^

We must now proceed to show that the vision of Paul is satis-

factorily explained by the same hypothesis.^ We have already

proved that there is no evidence of any value that Paul's conver-

sion was due to his having seen Jesus in a manner which he

believed to be objective and supernatural. To represent the arch

persecutor Paul transformed in a moment, by a miraculous vision

of Jesus, into the Apostle of the Gentiles was highly characteris-

tic of the Author of Acts, who further represents Paul as imme-

1 Contra Cela. , ii. 63. It is curious that, in an earlier chapter, Origen discuss

ing the question of Celsus, whether any one who had been actually dead had ever

risen with a real body, says that if Celsus had been a Jew who believed that

Elijah and Elisha had raised little children ho could not have advanced this ob-

jection. Origen adds that he thinks the reason why Jesus appeared to no other

nation but the Jews was, that they had become accustomed to miracles, and
could, by comparing the works of Jesus and what was told of him with what had
been done before, recognise that he was greater than all who had preceded him.

ii. 67.
2 Baur, Paulus, i. p. 75 fF. ; Davidson, Int. N. T., ii. p. 247 ff. ; Ekhkorn, Allg.

Biblioth. d. bibl. Lit., vi. p. 1 fF. ; Ewald, Gesch. V. Isr., vi. p. 95 f., 345 flf.; Ham-
rath, Der Ap. Paulus, p. 134 ff. ; in Schenkel's B. L., iv. p. 418; Hilgenfeld,
' -tschr. wiss. Th., 1864, p. 155 ff. ; Hohten, Zum Ev. Paulus, u. s. w., p. Iff.,

00 ff. ; Keim, Der Gesch. Christus, 1866, p. 134, 137 ; cf. Jesu v. Naz., iii. p. 540

ff. ; Lang, Religiose Charaktere, i. 1862, p. 15 ff. ; Meijboom, Jezus' Opstanding,

p. 99 ff. ; Noack, Der Urspr. d. Christenthums, ii. p. 274 f. ; Pfleiderer, DerPaul-
iiiismus, p. 14 ff. ; Renan, Les ApOtres, p. 178 ff.; Schroder, Der Ap. Paulus, v.

p. 529; Straatman, Paulus, p. 21 ff. ; Weber u. Holtzmann, Gesch. v. Isr., ii. p.

541 ff. ; Zelkr, Ape., p. 195 ff. Cf. Jowetl, Eps. of St. Paul, i. p. 230 ff.; Uateri,

Br. Gal., p. 26 ; We'me, Die ev. Gesch., m. p. 412 f.
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<liately preaching publicly in Damascus and confounding the

JewH. Widely different is the statement of Paul. He distinctly

affirms that he did not communicate with flesh and blood, nor

went he up to Jerusalem to them which were Apostles before

him, but that he immediately went away into Arabia. The
Fathers delighted in representing this journey to Arabia as an
instance of raul's fervour and eagerness to preach the Gospel in

lands over which its sound had not yet gone forth. There can
be no doubt, however, we think, that Paul's journey to Arabia
and his sojourn there were for the purpose of reflection.^ It is

only in legends that instantaneous spiritual revolutions take

place. In sober history the process is more slow and progressive.

We repeat that there is no evidence which can at all be accepted
that Paul's conversion was effected by a vision, and that it is

infinitely more probable that it was, so to say, merely completed
and crowned by seeing Jesus ; but, at the same time, even if the

representation be adopted that this vision was the decisive cir-

cumstance which induced Paul at once to resign his course of

persecution and embrace Christianity, our argument is not mate-
rially affected. In any case, much silent, deep, and almost uncon-
scious preparation for the change must long before have com-
menced in the mind of Paul, which was finallv matured in the

Arabian waste. Upon no view that is taken can this be excluded

;

upon every ground of common sense, experience, and necessary

inference, it must be admitted. Indifference is the only great

gulf which separates opinions. There was no stolid barrier of

apathy between Saul of Tarsus and belief in the Messiahship
of Jesus. In persecuting Christianity, Paul proved two things :

the earnestness and energy of his convictions, and the fact that

his attention was keenly directed to the new sect. Both points

contributed to the result we are discussing. Paul's Judaism was
no mere formalism. It was the adoption, heart and soul, of the

religion of his people ; which was to him no dead principle, but a

living faith stimulating that eager impetuous character to defend
its integrity with " tire and sword." He did not, like so many of

his countrymen, turn away with scorn from the followers of the

despised Nazarene arid leave them to their delusion ; but turned

to them, on the contrary, with the fierce attraction of the zealot

who.se own belief is outraged by the misbelief of others. The
earnest Jew came into sharp collision with the earnest Christian.

The earnestness of each was an element of mutual respect. The

1 Biepinn, Ex. H'buch N. T., vi. 1, p. 187 ; Holsten, Znm Ev. Paulus, p. 269,
anm. ; Lightfoot, Galatians, p. 90; Schrader, Der Ap. P., v. p. 263. Ct'. Alford,
Gk. Test., iii. p. 9; EHkott, Galatians, p. 17 f. ; Neaiider, Pflanzung, p. 123;
de Wette, Br. an d. Gal., p. 19.
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endurance and firmness of the one might not melt the bigoted

resolution of the other, but it ariested his attention and com-
manded his unconscious sympathy. Just so would the perse-

cutor have endured and resisted persecution ; so, subsequently, he

actually did meet it. And what was the main difference between
the persecutor and the persecuted ? It consisted in that which
constituted the burden of the apostolic preaching : the belief

that " this was the Christ." The creed of the new sect at least

was not complicated. It was little more at that time than a

question of identity, until Paul himself developed it into an
elaborate system of theology. In this question of identity, how-
ever, there was comprised a vast change of national ideas. To
the devout Jew,—looking for the hope of Israel, yearning and
praying for the advent of that Son of David who was to sit upon
the throne of his fathers, restore the fortunes of the people, drive

out the heathen and subdue the nations again to the yoke of

Israel, establishing the worship of Jehovah in its purity and
turning the Gentiles to the service of the God of Gods,—it was
an abhorrent thought that the lowly peasant who had died a

shameful death on Golgotha should be represented as the Messiah,

the promised King of the Jews. Still there was something suffi-

ciently startling in the idea to excite reflection. A political

aspirant, who pretended to play the part, and after some feeble

attempt at armed insurrection had been crushed by the heel of

the Roman, could not have attracted attention. In that, there

would have been no originality to astonish, and no singularity to

require explanation. This man, on the contrary, who was said

to be the Messiah, assumed no earthly dignity ; claimed no king-

dom in this world ; had not even a place to lay his head ; but

ended a short and unambitious career as the teacher of a simple

but profound system of morality by death on a cross. There

was no vulgar imitation here. This was the reverse of the

Messiah of the Jews. In spite of so much dissimilarity, how-
ever, there was in the two parties a fundamental agreement

of belief. The Jew expected the Messiah ; the Christian be-

I'eved he had now come. The Messiah expected by the Jew
was certainly a very diflerent Saviour from the despised and

rejected Jesus of Nazareth, but at the root of the Christian

faith lay belief in a Messiah. It was a thoroughly Jewish

belief, springing out of the covenant with the fathers and

based upon the Law and the Prophets. The difference was not

one of principle but one of details. Their interpretation of

the promises was strangely dissimilar, but the trust of bo+h was

in the God of Israel. To pass from one to the other did not in-

volve the adoption of a new religion, but merely a modification

K:- h.
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of the views of the old. Once convinced that the Messiah was
not a political ruler but a spiritual guide, not a victorious leader,

but a sufiering servant of Jehovah, the transition from judaic
hopes to recognition of Jesus was almost accomplished. It is

clear that Paul in hia capacity of Persecutor must have become
well acquainted with the views of the Christians, and probably
must have heard them repeatedly expounded by his captives be-
fore the Jewish Sanhedrin.^ He must have heard the victims of
his blind religious zeal affirming their faith with all that ecstatic

assurance which springs out of persecution. The vision of Peter
contributed to the vision of Paul. There can be no doubt that
Paul must have become aware of the application to Jesus of Old
Testament prophecies, and of the new conception thence derived
of a suffering Messiah. The political horizon was certainly not
suggestive of the coming of the Lord's Anointed. Never had
the fortunes of Israel been at a lower ebb. The hope of a Prince
of the house of David to restore dominion to the fallen race was
hard to entertain. The suggestion of an alternative theory based
upon a new interpretation of the prophets, if startling, was not
untimely, when the old confidence was becoming faint in many
minds, and the hope of his coming seemed so distant and unsure.
If we do not misjudge the character of Paul, however shocked he
may have been at first by the substitution of a crucified Nazarene
for the triumphant Messiah of his earlier visions, there must have
been something profoundly pleasing to his mind in the conception
of a spiritual Messiah. As he became familiar with the idea, it

is probable that flashes of doubt must have crossed his mind as

to the correctness of his more material views. If the belief were
true, which Christians professed, that this Jesus, despised and re-

jected of men, was actually the suffering servant of Jehovah, and
this servant of Jehovah the Messiah ! If the claim of this Jesus
who had been esteemed smitten of God and afHicted, had been
verified by his rising again from the dead and ascending to the

right hand of God ! This aspect of the Messianic idea had a
mystery and significance congenial to the soul of Paul. The su-

pernatural elements could have presented no difficulties to him.

Belief in the Resurrection was part of his creed as a Pharisee.

That the risen Messiah should have been seen by many, the fun-

damental idea once admitted, could not sui-prise the visionary

Jew. We can well imagine the conflict which went on in the ar-

dent mind of Paul when doubts first entered it ; his resistance

and struggle for the faith of his youth ; the pursuance as duty of

the course he had begun, whilst the former conviction no longer

, ,ii
'-', I
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1 HauMrath, Der Ap. Paulus, 2 Aufl., 1872, p. 130 f.
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strengthened the feverish energy ; the excitement of religious

zeal in the mad course of persecution, not to V)e arrested in a mo-
ment, but become, by growing doubt, bitterness and pain to him;

the suffering inflicted sending its pang into his own flesh.

There was ample preparation in such a situation for the vision

of Paul.

The constitution and tempei-ament of the Apostle were emi-

nently calculated to receive impressions of the strongest descrip-

tion.^ Wo have mentioned the coiyecture of many able man that

his " stake in the flesh " was a fortn of epilepsy. It is, of course,

but a conjecture, though one which has great probability,'^ and

we must not treat it otherwise ; but, if it could be proved correct,

much light would be thrown upon Paul's visions. We have dis-

cussed the Apostle's statements regarding the supernatural Char-

ismata in the Church, and have seen his extreme readiness to be-

lieve in the lavish bestowal of miraculous gifts where others

could recognise but ordinary qualities. That Paul should be

able to claim the power of speaking with t' 'les more than all

the Corinthians, whose exercise of that spir ^ift he so uncere-

moniously restrains, is in perfect keeping Wita all that we else-

where learn about him. Everywhere we find the keenly impres-

sionable nature so apt to fall into the ecstatic state when brought
under the influence of active religious emotion. " I must glory,"

he exclaims with irresistible impulse on coming to a theme so

congenial to him, " I must glory ; it is not indeed expedient, but

I will come to visions and revelations of the Lord."^ Even when
he speaks of the stake in his flesh, which he does in such sugges-

tive connection with his visions, he describes it as sent lest he

should " be exalted above measure by the excess of the revela-

tions."* We have so repeatedly had to refer to Paul's claim to

have received his Gospel by special revelation that we need not

again speak of it here. If we could quote Acts as a genuine re-

presentation of Christian tradition regarding Paul, we might
point out the visions and revelations therein so freely ascribed to

him, but his own writings are amply sufficient for our purpose.

Even his second journey to Jerusalem is attributed to the direc-

tion of revelation." The only vision regarding which the Apostle

gives any particulars is that referred to, 2 Cor. xii. 2 :
" I know a

man in Christ above fourteen years ago (whether in the body I

know not, whether out of the body I know not, God knoweth),

1 Cf. HoUten, Zum Ev. des Paulus, u. 8. w., p. 84ff. •. '
. ,..

2 Cf . Gal. iv. 13 ; 1 Cor.^ii. 3.

^
3 KavxddOat del, ov 6vi.iq>epov jitir, iXsvdo/^iat dl eii 6nva6iai xai

dnoKaXvipEii xvpiov. 2 Cor. xii. 1.

4 2 Cor. xii. 7- . • , 5 Gal. ii. 2.
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such an one caught up even unto the third heaven. 3. And I

know Huch a iran (whether in the body or out of the tlie body I

know not, God knoweth), 4. that he wa.s caught up into pai-auise

and heard unspeakable words which it is not lawful for a man
to utter. 5. For such an one will I boa.st," etc.^ It has been
argued from this pa.ssage and the repetition of the expression
" whether in the body or out of the body 1 know not," that
Paul himself could clearly distinguish objective facts from sub-
jective impressio.is.^ No interpretation could well be more er-

roneous. It is evident that Paul has no doubt whatever of his

having been in the third heaven and in Paradise, and as little

of his having heard the unspeakable words. That is quite
objectively real to him. His onlv doubt is whether the body was
caught up with his soul upon tnis occasion.^ No one who has
carefully considered such phenomena and examined the statements
here made can have any doubt as to the nature of this vision.

The conception of being c ght up into " the third heaven," " into

Paradise," and there hearing these " unspeakable words which it is

not lawful for a man to utter," betrays in no doubtful manner the
source of the subjective impressioiis. Of course, divines who are
prepared to see in this passage the account of an actual objective

event will not consider it evidence that Paul had subjective vi-

sions which he believed to have been objective facts ; but to those
who, more rightly and reasonably, we think, recognise the sub-
jective character of the vision, it must at once definitely settle the
point that Paul could mistake subjective impressions for objective

realities, and consequently the argument for the similar subjec-

tivity of the vision of Jesus becomes complete. The possibility of
such a mistake is precisely what apologists question. Here is an
instance in which the mistake has clearly been made by Paul.

The Apostle's own statements show^ him to have been superla-

tively visionary and impressionable, with restless nervous energy
it is true, but, at the same time, with keen physical and mental
susceptibility. Liable to be uplifted by " the excess of revelations,"

glorying in " visions and revelations of the Lord," posses.sing ecsta-

1 2 Cor. xii. 2. OiSa avQpooitov kv Xpi6T(a itpo kroov SeHarsdddpoov,
Eire iv 6oonaTi ot)x ot&a, ei're ixroi tovT 6o6/itaroi ovh otda, 6 Geo?
oiSev, dpnayivra t6v toiovtov sooi rpiruv ovpavov. 3. Jiai oi8a
Toy TOIOVTOV dvBpoDitov , eI'te iv 6o6jiiaTt ei'te ixToi tov 6o6/uaToi
OVH oiSa, 6 Qsoi otSsv, 4. oTt rfpTtciytf e/5 tov napdSEi6ov xai t/hov-
6ev dpprjTa pt^/xaTa, a ovx k^ov dvQpooTtca XaXtjdat. 5. vnip tov'
TotovTov xavxvdouat, h.t.X.

2 Cf. Neander, Pflanzung, u. s. w., p. 154; Paul, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1863, p.
201 ; Westcott, Gospel of tne Resurrection, p. 112, note 1.

3 Hilgen/eld, Zeitschr. wiss. Theol., 1864, p. 174 f.; Holaten, Zum Ev. Paulus u.

Petr., p. 21 tf., p. 122 f. Hilgen/eld points out that the representation of such &
separation from the body as Paul here contemplates is to be found in Philo (De
Somniis, i. §6).
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tic powers more than all others, subjecting his very movements,
his visits to Jerusalem, to the direction of impulses which he sup-

posed to be revelations : there has never been a ceae in w 'lich

both temperament and religious belief more thoroughly combined
to ascribe, with per^f^ct conviction, objective reality to subjective

impressions, connected with divine things then occupying his

mind, ^aul moreover lived in a time when the Messianic longing

of the Jews made them profoundly interested students of the Inter

apoc•^lyptic writings, which certainly made a deep impression

upon the Apostle, and in which he must have been struck by ."le

image of the promised Messiah, like the Son of Man, coming on
the clouds of heaven (Dan. xii. 13, cf. 1 Cor. xv. 47).^ At no time

was such a vision more likely to present itself to him, than when
his mind was fixed upon the Messianic idea with all the intensity

of one who had been persecuting those who asserted that the

Messiah had already come. Here waa leason for all that concen-

tration of thought upon the subject which produces such visions,

and when doubt and hesitation entered into that eager intense

spirit, the conflict must have been sharp and the nerves highly

strung. The Jesus whom he saw with his mind's eye was the

climax of conviction in such a nature ; and the vision vividly

brought to him his own self-reproachful thoughts for cruelly mis-

taken zeal, and the remorse of noble souls which bounds to repa-

ration. He devoted himself as eagerly to Christianity, as he had
previously done to Judaism. He changed the contents but not

the form of his mind.^ Paul the Christian was the same man as

Paul the Jew ; and in abandoning the conception of a Messiah

"according to the flesh," and placing his whole faith in one " ac-

cording to the spirit," he displayed the same characteristics as

before. The revolution in his mind, of which so much is said,

was merely one affecting th^ Messianic idea. He did not at a

bound become the complete Apostle of the Gentiles, but accept-

ing at first nothing more than belief in a Messiah according to the

spirit, his comprehensive and peculiar system of theology was, of

course, only the result of subsequent reflection. That his convic-

tion should have been completed by a subjective vision is no more
strange than that he should believe in supernatural Charismata,

miraculous speaking with tongues, and being actually caught up

into the third heaven, into Paradise, and hearing there unutterable

words which it is not lawful for a man to utter. Paul ev'dently

never questioned the .'source of his visiv is. They were simply ac-

cepted as divine revelations, and they excited all the less of mis_

1 Hilgenfeld, Zeitschr. wiss. Th., 1864, p. 183.

2 Holsten, Zum Ev. dee ^aulus u. Petr., p. 84 ff. ; Hilgenfeld., Zeitscbr. wiss.

Th.,1864, p. 188 flf.

r.ii i^As- ' J.jii.^iJiJ^Ji j?;.i
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giving in his soul from the fact that, without doubt, they ex-

pressed the expected solution of problems which intensely occu-

pied his mind, and reflected conclusions already practically formed
by his own thoughts.'^

There remain two points to be briefly considered. The first of

these is the assertion, constantly made in various shapes, that the

cardinal miracles of the Resurrection and Ascension were pro-

claimed as unquestionable facts, without contradiction, at a time
whe.'i "uch an assertion might have been easily refuted. The pro-

duction of the body, the still occupied sepulchre, it is said, would
have set such pretensions at rest. It is unnecessary to say that

the proclamation of the Resurrection and Ascension as facts

proved nothing beyond the belief, perhaps, of those who asserted

them. So far a.s Paul is concerned, we may seek in vain for any
assertion of a bodily Ascension. But there is not the slightest

evidence to show when the Resurrection and Ascension were first

publicly proclaimed as unquestionable facts. Even the Gospels

do not state that they were mentioned beyond the circle of dis-

ciples. The second Synoptist, who does not state that Jesus him-
self was seen ]iy any one, makes the curious affirmation at the

close of his Gospel as we have it, that the women, on receiving

the announcement of the Resurrection from the angels, and the

connnand for the disciples and Peter to go into Galilee, " wenu out

and fled Ijom the sepulchre; for trembling and astonishment
seized them, and they said nothing to any one ; for they were
afraid." 2 In the fourth Gospel, although the " beloved dis-

ciple " went intj the sepulchre, " and he saw and believed,"

it is related of him and Peter :
" So the disciples went away

again unto their own home."^ The Eleven, in fact, who
all forsook their Master aukd flf^d; who are represented as

meeting with closed doors "for fear of the Jews:" with closed

doons- after eight days, it is again said, although, a week
before, ten of them are said to have seen Jes>„s, vere not likely ';0

expose themselves to the fate ofJesusbyrushing into the highways
and asserting the Resurrection. Beyond the statement of the

Gospels, the value of which we have seen, and a statement accom-

1 " If those appearances fto his discipleB) were purely siihjeciive," objects a re-

cent writer, " how can we account for their sudden, rapid, and total cessation ?

"

(/^an-ar, Life of Christ, ii. p. 432, note 1.) We might reply that, if objective,

such a cessation would bo still more unaccountable. Being subjective, the ap-

pearances of course ceased when the conditions of excitement and expectancy
which produced them passed away. But in point of fact they did not suddenly
and totally cease. The appearance to Paul occurred atoer a considerable interval,

and there is the tradition of more than one appearance to him ; but throughout
the history of the Church we hear of dimi/ar subjective visions whenever a htting

individual has been found in the state tc receive them.
2 Mk. xvi. 8. 3 John xx. 10.

\
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panied by so many confused circumstances, there is no evidence
whatever that the sepulchre was found empty. There is no evid-

ence that the sepulchre was really known to the disciples, none
of whom, probably, was present at the crucifixion ; and it might
well be inferred that the women, who are represented as ignorant

that the body had already been embalmed, yet who are the chief

supposed witnesses for the empty sepulchre and the informants of

the disciples, were equally ignorant of the sepulchre in which the

body was laid. We might ask whether the 500 brethren who are

said to have seen Jesus at the same time came from Galilee, or

wherever they were, and examined the state of the sepulchre ?

We have already said, however, that if the sepulchre had been
shown to be empty, the very last thing which could be proved by
that circumstance would be the correctness of the assertion that

it had become so in consequence of a .stupendous miracle. On the

other hand, if it had been shown that it was occupied by a body,

it is exceedingly doubtful whether the fact would have convinced
any one not previously sure that Jesus could not have risen from
the dead, and he would not have required such evidence. When
the Resurrection was publicly proclaimed as a fact, the body
could no longer have been recognisable, and the idea that any of

those in authority could have thought such demonstration neces-

sary to refute a story whispered about amongst an obscure sect in

Jerusalem, or even more courageously asserted, is a product of

later times. When Jesus of Nazareth, the head of the nascent sect,

was suppressed by a shameful death, his humble and timid fol-

lowers were obviously for a time despised ; and there is little

reason to suppose that the chief priests and rulers of the Jews
would have condescended to any public contradiction of their

affirmations, if they had even felt iriiitference to the defilement of

exposing a decaying body to the gaze of Jerusalem. This kind of

refutation is possible only in the imagination of divines. Besides,

what evidence is there that even a single indifferent person found
the sepulchre empty ? There is not an iota of proof

On the contrary, there is the very strongest evidence that when
the assertion of the Resurrection and Ascension as " unquestion-

able facts" was made, it was contradicted in the only practical

and practicable way conceivable 1, by all but universal disbelief

in Jerusalem ; 2, by actual persecution of those who asserted it.

It is a perfectly undeniable fact that the great mass of the Jews
totally denied the truth of the statement by disbelieving it, and
that the converts to Christianit'"^ who soon swelled the numbers
of the Church and spread its influence amongst the nations were
not citizens of Jerusalem, who were capable of refuting such asser-

tions, but strangers and Gentiles. The number of the community
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of Jerusaleni after the forty days seems to be stated by the
Author of Acts as " about 120," and although the numbers added
to the Church, according to this document, are evidently fabulous,

the converts at Pentecost are apparently, chiefly from amongst the
devout men of every nation upon earth congregated at Jerusalem.
To this hour the Jews have retained as their inheritance the denial

by their forefathers of the asserted facts. The assertion, more-
over, was emphatically denied by persecution as soon as it became
worth any one's while to persecute those who made it. It was in

this way denied by Paul himself, at a time when verification was
infinitely more possible than when he came to join in the asser-

tion. Are we to suppose that the Apostle took no trouble to con-

vince himself of the facts before he began to persecute ? He was
in the confidence of the high priests it seems ; can he ever have
heard the slightest doubt from them on the subject ? Is it not
palpable that Paul and his party, by their very pursuit of those

who maintained such allegations, stigmatized them as falsehoods,

and perhaps as imposture ? If it be said that Paul became con-

vinced of his mistake, it is perfectly obvious that his conversion

was not due to local and circumstantial evidence, but to dogmatic
conaiderations and his supposed vision of Jesus. He disbelieved

when the alleged occurrences were rt cent and, as it is said, capable

of refutation ; he believed when tht time for such refutation had
passed.

The second point to whicl hnve referred is the vaguo a^d
final objection of apologists that .f ' .<) vision of Jesus wa>- 1 i. ly

subjective, the fabric of the Church an ' even of Chiistiamty is

ba?ed upon unreality and self-deception. I< thispos; ble? they
ask. Is it possible that for eighteen centuries the Resurrfction

and Ascension have been proclaimed and believed by in ions,

with no other original foundation than self-delusio* ' The vague-

ness and apparent vastness of this objection, perl ps, make it a

formidable argumentum ad hominem, but it vanishes into very

small proportions as we approach it. Must we then understand

that the dogmas of all religions which have been establi'^ d must
have been objective truths ? and that this is a neces i inference

from their wide adoption ? If so, then all historical religions

before Christianity, and after it, must take rank as substantially

true. In that case the religion of the Veda, of Buddha, of Zoroas-

ter, of Mahomet, for instance, can as little be based on unreality

and self-deception as Christianity. They have secured wide accept-

ance from mankind. Millions have for centuries held their teuets

as sacredly as those of Christianity, and to this day the followers

of Sflkya Muni are as numerous as the believers in the religion of

Paul. If not, the objection at once falls to the ground as an argu-
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ment, and the problem becomes a simple matter of evidence, which
has been fully discussed and disposed of. When we analyse the

fact, it becomes apparent that, ultimately, belief in the Resurrec-

tion and Ascension resolves itself into the belief of <». few or of

one. It requires very little reflection to perceive that the Christian

Church is founded much more upon belief in the Resurrection

than on the fact itself^ Nothing is more undeniable than the cir-

cumstance that not more than a very small jiumber of men are

even alleged to have seen the risen Jesus. The mass of those who
have believed in the Resurrection have done so because of the

assurance of these few men, and perhaps because they may have
been led to think that the event was predicted in Scripture. Up
to this day, converts to the dogma are made, if made at all, upon
the assurance of Paul and the Gospels. The vast question at last

dwindles down to the inquiry : Can a few men, can one man,
draw erroneous inferences and be honestly deceived by something

which he supposes he has seen ? We presume that there can be

no hesitation in giving an aftirmative reply. The rest follows as a

matter of course. Others simply believe the report of those who
have believed before them. In course of time, so many believed

that it is considered almost outrageous to disbelieve or demand
evidence. The number of those who have believed is viewed at

last as an overwhelming proof of the truth of the creed.

It is a most striking and extraordinary fact that the life and

teaching of Jesus have scarcely a place in th^ system of Paul.

Had we been dependent upon him we should ha^^e har^. no idea of

the Great Master wlio preached the Sermon on the Mount, and
embodied pure truths in parables of such luminous simplicity.

His noble morality would have remained unknown, and his les-

sons of incomparable spiritual excellence have been lost to the

world. Paul sees no significance in that life, but concentrates

all interest in the death and resurrection of his Messiah. In the

sepulchre hewn out of the rock are deposited the teaching and

example of Jesus, and from it there rises a mystic Christ lost in

a halo of theology. The ecc]'\siastical Christianity which was

mainly Paul's work has almo effaced the true work of Jesus.

Too little can now be traced of that teaching, and few are the

genuine records of his work vvhich have survived the pious en-

thusiasm evoked by his character. Theology has done its worst

1 Baur, Gesch. d. Christ. Kirche, 1863, i. p. 40.
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^ith the life ; and that death, which will ever be the darkest

blot upon history, has been represented as the climax of divine

beneficence. The Resurrection and Ascension have deified Jesus

of Nazareth ; but they have done so at the expense of all that

was most truly sublime in his work. The world will gain when
it recognises the real character and source of such dogmas, and
resigns this inheritance from the Age of Miracles. For, although
we lose a faith which has long been our guide in the past, we
need not now fear to walk boldly with Truth in the future, and
turning away from fancied benefits to be derived from the virtue

of his death, we may find real help and guidance from more ear-

nest contemplation of the life and teaching of Jesus.
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John and his writings, 10 ; on au-
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Long Recension Controversy, 18
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;
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;
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Gfrorer, Harless and Schliemann
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fact, 27 ; on rank of Armenian ver-
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tics of spurious Eps, , 29 ; order of Ig,
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and E-ddence much ignored, 33
;

Dr. Westcott on date and place of

Martyrdom of Ignatius, 34 ; Mar-
tyrdom variously dated, 35 ; Baur
on date, 36 ; Bretschneider, Bleek,
Guericke, and Hagenbach on date,

36 ; comparative statements of Dr.
Westcott and Author of S. R. , on
date and place of Martyrdom of

Ignatius, 35 to 41
;
propriety of ac-

curacy in References, 42 ; on Ro-
man procedure towards Christian
prisoners, 43 ; on romantic story

of Peregrinus Proteus, 44 ; a par-

ody of the history of Jesus, 44
;

Sketch of the case of Ignatius, 46
;

on treatment of Christians under
Trajan, 46 ; no general persecution,

46 ; Neander and Milman on Tra-
jan, 46 ; Marcus Aurelius, 46

;

the Iguatian story examined, 47 ;

the transport to Rome incredible,

47 ; Dean Milman on the earth-

quake, 48 ; John Malalas on Tra-
jan, Ignatius, and the earthquake,
48 ; Dr. Lightfoot abuses Malalas
for telling foolish stories, 49 ; the
Fathers full of foolish stories 49

;

Ignatian Epistles the only source
of information, 50 ; Jerome and
Chrysostom on Ignatius, 50 ; on
Translation of Remains, 50 ; Zahn
on feast of translation, 51 ; two
dates for Martyrology and two
places of Martyrdom, 60, 51 ; Cri-

tics on genuiness of versions of Eps.

52 ; Criticism of Matt. Arnold, 52
;

on defacing the Bible, 53 ; on the

governing idea of Criticism, 53
;

rejection of the miraculous neces-

sary to the attainment of the beau-

ty and goodness of the Bible. 64.

\n- .'• GENERAL INDEX.

li^'

ABERCROMBIE, Dr., p. 1056.

Acta Pilati, see Nicodemus, Gospel of.

Acts of Apostles : Miracles in, 709
;

first distinct mention of, 710 ; al-

leged Evidence of Clement of Rome,
710 ; of Ep. of Barnabas, 713 ; of

Hermas, 713 ; of Ignatian Epistles,

716, 716 ; of Polycarp, 717 ; of

Justin Martyr, 718, 720 ; of Hegi-
sippus, 720 ; of Papias, 721 ; of

Ep. to DiognetuB, 722 ; of Marcion,
723 ; of Tatian, 723 ; of Dionysius
of Corinth, 724 : of Athenagoras,
724 ; of Ep. of Vienne and Lyons,
725 , of Canon of Muratori, 642,

724 ; of Ireneeus, 726 ; of Clement
of Alexandria, 726 ; of Tertullian,

726 ; of Origen, 726 ; Rejected by
Heretical Sects, 727 ; Doubts of

authorship, 727 ; Ascribed to Cle-

ment of Rome and Barnabas, 727 ;

Title, 727 ; Continuation of third

Gospel, 727 ; Conclusion from ex-

ternal evidence, 727, 728 ; Evi-

dence regarding authorship, 729,

730 ; regarding Luke, the tradi-

tional author," 73(1, 731; Super-
scription of, 732, 733 ; i^fieii sec-

tions, 736 to 741 ; sources, 739 ;

author's peculiarities throughout,

740; author not Luke, 741, nor
companion of Paul, 742 . contra-

dictions and omissions of Paul's

history, 742, 743 ; Timothy, sup-

posed author of, 746 ; Silas, 747 ;

Titus, 747 ; author unknown, 747 ;

inadequate as evidence for mira-

cles, 748 ; historical value, 748
;

design, 749 ; title, 751 ; limited

scope, 751, 762 ; incompleteness as

history, 753 ;
parallelis'n between

Peter and Paul, 754 : th speeches,

766, 756 ; not historical, 766 ; bre-

vity of speeches, 768 ; author's

peculiarities, throughout speeches,

769 ; all quotations from Septua-

gint, 760, 761, 763 ; speeches com-

posed by author, 760 ; speech of

Peter at Pentecost, 761, 771

;

Peter's speeches compared with

Paul's, 731 ; apologetic argument,

761, 766 ; fundamental similarity

of speeches, 764, 766, 766, 769 ;

alleged analogy between Peter's

language in Actg and in Epistles,

770 ; alleged traces of translation,

771, 772 ; speech of Peter, 771 to

779 ; death of Judas, 774 ; histori-

cal value of, 780 ; representation of

the apostolic age in, 781 ; Stephen
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the Martyr, 804, 805 ; his speech,

how reported], 810 ; contradictions

of 0. T., 811,812; similarity to

speeches of Paul and Peter, 8)3 to

816; linguistic analysis of speech
of Stephen, 81G to 825 ; result of

analysis, 825 ; first persecution,

828 ; Philip in Samaria, 828, 829
;

Philip and Eunuch, 829 ; Peter at

Lydda, 831 ; at Joppa, 832, 833

;

conversion of Cornelius, 833; visicm,

abrogated distinction of clean and
unclean animals, 833 ; inconsistent

with Peter's conduct at Antioch.

839 ; episode of Cornelius unhis-

torical, 840 ; Paul's conduct afver

conversion, 845 ; his first visit to

Jerusalem, 848 ; Paul's vision in

Temple, 852 ; Paul's second visit to

Jerusalem, 852 ; not second visit

of Acts, 853, 854 ; third visit of

Acts, 853, 856 ; discrepancy of the
two narratives, 857 ; motive of the
visit, 860 ; the public congress,

862 ; speech of Peter, 863, 866
;

compared with conduct at Antioch,

871, 872 ; speech of James at

Council, 872, 873 ; the Apostolic

letter, 878 ; spirit of the decree,

882 ; Paul's mission according to

Acts, 882, 883 ; circumcision of

Timothy, 833 ; role of Paul in, not
historical, 872, 885, 886. 887, 888,
909 ; conclusions arrived at, 888,

918, 919
;

gift of Tongues at Pente-
cost, 946, 951, 953, 954 ; origin of

the account, 957 ; Acts as evidence,

976 ; account of ascension in Acts,

1019 ; conversion of Paul, 1039,

1040, 1077.

JElianus, 624.

jEneas the paralytic, 831.

Mnon near Salem, 621, 625.

i^sculapius, 684.

Agrippa Castor, 411.

Agbarus, letter of Jesus to, 234.

Alexandrians, Epistle to the, 542.

Alexandrinus, Codex 20r, 202, 352-

401 , note 2, 928.

Alford, Dean, 720, note 3 ; 934, note
1 ; 1017, note 2.

Alogi, 697.

Alpiel, Angel, over fruit-bearing

trees, 132.

Ambrose, St., miracles of, 172, 540
;

on Luke, 731, note 6.

Ambrosius, 537 ; Ambrosian Library,

540.

AmoB ix. 11 f. 574.

Amulets, Jewish, roots, written

charms, (Sue, 137.

AmmoniuB of Alexandria, 489, 490.

Anabaptists, 377.

Anachttus, Bishop of Rome, 203, 206,
346-348.

Ananias, 1044 to 1047.

Andrew of Ciwsarea, Apocalypse con-

sidered by Papias to be inspired,

605, 643.

Anicetus, 563.

Anpiel, Angel, over birds, 132.

Anthony, St., miracles of, 170, IVl,

172 ; date of, 170.

Antichrist, 662, 600.

Antilegomena, 7, 493.
Antipodes, 150, 161, note 1

.

Antithesis^ Marciou's work, 449, 453,
465.

Archon, the, 414.

Apocalypse, the only book of the New
Testament mentioned by Justin,

564 ; of John, 266, 257, 542, 564,

601, 606 ; writer of, could not be
the author of Gospel, 605 ; external

evidence that Apostle John wrote,
643 ; Dionysius of Alex, the first

who d(;ubted it, 644 ; his reasons
purely dogmatic, 645 ; date of, 645

;

writer calls himself John, 645 ; was
he the Apostle ?, 646 ; Ewald's ar-

gument that he was not, 646, 647 ;

glorification of the Twelve, 647 ; an
allegory, 647

;
justified by the words

of Jesus, 648 ; no modesty for his-

torian to withhold his name, 648
;

compared with author of Go8t»«'1,

649 ; no internal evidence opposes
ascription to Apostle, 649, 660

;

character of the s< of Zebedee,
650 ; agrees with indication in Apo-
calypse, 650 ; Judaistic Christian-

ity and opposition to Paul, 652

;

external and internal evidence
agrees in ascribing it to Apostles,

653.

Apocalypse and Paul, 663, 917 ; as-

cribed to Presbyter John, 665.

Apocalypse of Peter, 266, 642.

Apocryphal Works quoted as Holy
Scripture, 202, 211, 212, 213, 215,

216, 266, 256, read in churches,

202, 212, 216, 228, 265, 266.
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Apocryphal GospelB, 201, 203, 253,

255, 260, 273, 275.

Apollinaris Claudius, date of, 506,
506 ; his works, 506 ; fragment on
Paschal controversy ascribed to

him, 609, on thundering legion,

506, note 1 ; reasons for consider-

ing fragment spurious, 507, 508,
509.

Apollinaris of Laodiceea, on death of

Judas, 721.

Apollonius of Ephesus, 643, 644.
ApoUos, 409

;
probable author of Ep.

to the Hebrews, 570, note 1.

Apostles, Gospel according to the,

253.

Aquila's version of O. T., 523, 585.

Aquinas, St. Thomas, disease and
tempest, direct work of the Devil,

147.

Arabic Gospel of infancy, 266.

Ariston, 12, 356, 357, 358, 596, 720.

Aristarchns, 734.

Arneth, 439.

Arnold, Matt., 52, 53, 64.

Arnold, Dr., Miracles objects of faith,

74 ; we must judge a Revelation by
its substance, not by its evidence,

74 ; Miracles common to God and
and the Devil, 74.

Articles of Church of England, 972,
note 2.

Asa, Demon, taught Solomon magic,
138.

Asael, Demon, taught Solomon wis-

dom and arts, 138.

Asaph, 390, note 7.

Ascensio Isaise, on Angel of the Sun
and Moon, 131, note 4.

Ascensio IsaifB, 280, note 2, 354.

Ascension, same day as Resurrection,

228, 776, note 4 ; allegation regard-

ing the, 971, 972 ; evidence re-

quired, 973 ; account in Mark and
Luke, 1005, 1006 ; account in Acts,

1019 ; value of evidence of Gospels
and Acts, 1019 to 1021 ; idea of

Ascension not original in Christian-

ity, 1020.

Asmodeus, Demon, strangled seven
husbands rom love of Sara, 128

;

visits Solomon's wives in slippers to

conceal his Cock's feet, 136 ; King
of Devils, 145.

Athanasius, St., accused of sorcery,

157 ; miracles of St. Anthony, 170
;

vouches for the truth of miracles of

St. Anthony, 171 ; Epistle of Igna-

tius, 23e,

Athenagoras, alleged evidence for

Acts, 542, 724 ; angelic agency in

natural phenomena, 141, 142 ; on
Demons, 142 ; account of him, 109

;

works and date, 609 ; alleged quo-
tations from our Gospels, 511, 512

;

quotation of Apocryphal work, 514

;

does not mention the name of

Christ, 510 ; does not mention any
Canonical Gospel, 510 ; the Logos
510 ; on inspiration of O. T. 515

;

total absence of allusion to N. T.

Scriptures, 515 ; alleged reference

to Fourth Gospel, 635 ; his Logos
doctrine, 515, 635 ; uncanonical
quotation in mouth of Logos, 614

;

does not use the name of Christ,

635 ; no evidence as to origin or

character of Fourth Gospel, 636.

Augustine, St., on Demons, 149;
Angels and Demons assume bodies,

160 ; Incubiand Succubi, 150, note

1 ; Dusii, 150 ; argument against an-

tipodes, 150 ; on miracles, 172 ; saw
miracle performed on blind man
with his own eyes, 172 ; also an
incurable cancer cured, 172 ; a torn

out eye restored to its socket, 173
;

names and addresses given of per-

sons miraculously cured, 177 ;
pre-

face of work on miracles, 178
;

avowed object of publication of his

list of miracles, 178 ; several cases

of dead restored to life, 174, 175
;

arguments regarding and guarantee
of miracles reported, 178, 179

;

statement of reasons for giving his

list of miracles, 180, 181 ; a miracle

performed . in his own church in

sight of his ovTi congregation, 181

;

on Luke iii. 22, 274 ; on Mark,
364, note 1 ; on Matthew, 374 ; on
Stephen, 805 ; on " Tongues,"
950.

Arabic Gospel of the infancy, Jesus
born in a cave, 266.

Ashbeel, angel, corrupted holy angels,

129.

Atterbury, Bp., necessity of miracu-

lous evidence, 55, 56 ; the truths

requiring such attestation beyond
reason, 77.

Aubertin, 18, 19. , , .,. ,.
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Autolycus, 505.
Aurelius, Bp. , sends a cured paraly-

tic to St. Augustine, 173.

Aurelius, Marcus, 49, 243, 244, 247.

AxionicuB, 430, 530.

Azael er Azazel, fallen angel, taught
men vicious arts, 129.

Azotus, 829, note 5.

BACON, Lord : Proof should precede
belief, 60 ; unbelief preferable to

contumely. 111.

Barcabbas, 413.

Barcaph, 413.

Bardesanes, 430, 630.

Barnabas, Epistle of : clean and un-
clean beasts, 151 ; superstition re-

garding the hare, 151 ; the hyena,
152 ; author of, 212 ; early refer-

ences to 212, 213 ; date of, 214
;

found in Cod. feiniaticus, 214;
quotes liook of Enoch, 216, note 1

;

quotes Apocryphal Book of Wisdom,
216 ; supposed quotation of Matt,
xxii. 14 ; as H. S., 215; Orelle's ex-

planation, 217, 218
;
quotations com-

pared with Synoptic Gospels and
Book of Ezra, 221 to 223; evidence
for Fourth Gospel—type of brazen
serpent, 226, 549, 560 ; on the two
ways, 594 ; alleged evidence for

Acts, 713—1019, note 6.

Barnabas, Gospel according to, 213,
250, 255.

Baronius, 522.

Bartholomew, Apostle, 373.

Basil, St., 170.

Basilidea, date and writings of, 411
;

made use of Apocryphal Gospel,
412 ; claimed to have received his

knowledge from Glaucias, " Inter-

preter of Peter," 413
;
quoted Apo-

cyphal work"}, 414 ; nature of his

"Gospel," 412; alleged references

to our Gospels, 416 ; alleged refer-

ence to fourth Gospel, 629, 630.

Basnage, 18, 730.

Baur, J. C, 28, 35, 40, 42, 44, 378,
note 1, 380, 805, 810, 835, 929 ; on
Clementines, 386 ; on Marcion's
Gospel, 440, 441, 451, 463, 466,
note 1, 468, 474.

Baumgarten-Crusius, 22, 23.

Beausabre, 22. ..s,.

Beelen, 902, note 1..,, .^ , i, , ^^
Bohringer, 16, 28. '4i:.l .. i^;* .

Bertholdt, 438, 930,

Bethabara, 661.

Bethany, 661, 1012, 1013, 1018.

Bethesda, Pool of, 135, 136, 661.

Beyschlag, 1031, note 1.

Bezffi, Codex (D). , 209, note 3, 274,

352, 727 (5), 744.

Bleek, 16, 26, 28, 36, 38, 39 ; 366,

435, note 3, 474, 605, note 1 , 745,
note 1, 766, 771, 772, 808, 810, 876,
879.

Bochart, 18.

Bochartus, 18.

Bollandist, Collection of lives of Saints

contain more than 26,000 miracles,

183
Blondel, 18.

Bolten, 438, 474.

Boronius, 516, note 4.

Bretschneider, 36, 38, 218, 679, note
2.

Brodie, 1053.

Bruder, 816.

Brown, Sir Thomas, on \"itches, 158
;

disbelief in, infidelity and atheism,

158.

Buckle, Relation between ignorance
and superstition, 159, 162, note 3 ;

194, note 1.

Bunsen, 16, 28, 502, 544.

Burton, Anatomy of Melancholy, on
Incubi and Succiibi, 150, note 2.

Butler, B.p., Miracles proof of Divine
Revelation, 64, 65 ; Christianity be-

yond reason, 77, note 2 ; Christian-

ity primarily important as declara-

tion of natural morality, 703.

CJESAREA PHILIPPI, Miracles at,

169.

Caiaphas, High Priest, 660.

Cajetan, 377.

Caius, 544.

Calvin, on Eps. of Ignatius, 16,
1''

18, 231 ; our Gospel of Matt, shows
no trace of Hebrew original, 277 ;

Calvin on Luke, 730, note 3 ; on
Acts, 863.

Canon of Muratori, on Pastor of

Hermas, 228, 494, 500, note 2 ; evi-

dence for Acts, 542 ; distinction be-

tween John disciple and John apos-

tle, 63!) ; evidence for Acts, 542 ;

canon of Scripture, how formed,644.

Carpenter, Dr. , on Spectral Illusions,

1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1060.
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Carpocrates, 340. •' v t,

Carlyle, 1068.

Celsus, uii deinuns, 145 ; on phwnix,
151 ; on the character oft hi) .ApoBtles,

224 ; Jusiia accuaed of magic, 276 ;

hia work, two of the nam", onrly

ono goiicrally sot aside, 637 ; agikiiidt

Christians, 434 ; date of Colsus,

434 ; Wiis liu the Epicurean, 535,
636 ; he waa a neo-Platonist, 638,
639 ; mentions only Book of Enoch
and Uibylline books, 540 ; accusa-

tion against Christians of altering

Gospel, 540 ; no evidence for Fourth
Gospel, 637, 1068, note 1.

Centuriators, Magdeburg (16, 18),

on Eps. of Ignatius, 23l.

Oerdo, 525, 526.

Cerinthus, 9, 340, 644.

Charismata, referred to. Gal. iii. 5,

926 ; in Corinthian Church, 935
;

bestowi d on whole Church, 943
;

not supernatural, 943, 944 ; no prac-

tical trace of them, 946, 967 ;

Tongues, 947 ; interpretation of

Tongues, 959 ; non miraculous, 960
to 962, 967 ; 2 Charismata, 962.

Charms, Jewish, 135, 137, 138, 139.

Christianity, supernatural or unten-
able, 64 ; claim to be a Divine Reve-
lation not original, 64 ; character of

earlier and later ages, 161 ; afHrmed
to be believed upon miraculous evi-

ence by the thinking and educated,

194, 195 ; fallacy of the argument,
195, 196 ; shared national supersti-

tion of the Jews, 156 ; inherited de-

monology and witch-craft, and trans-

mitted it intact, 157 ; SpiritualChar-
isniata by Christians, 167 ; com-
parative position of, 701, 702 ; takes
a higher place as a perfect develop-
ment of morality, than as pretend-
ant to be a supernatural religion,

702 ; the influence of supernatural
dogmas in extending Christianity

temporarily, 702, 703 ; shared the
national superstition, 156 ; its prim-
ary importance as declaration of

morality, 703 ; supernatural ele-

ments introduced by followers and
not by Jesus, 703, 704 ; (Christian

Ethics not new or original, 704 ;

but teaching of Jesus carried mor-
ality to the higliest point attainable

by man, 704, 705 ; his religion is in-

dependant of supernatural dogmaa,
706 ; the etfeot of Christianity on
civilization almost solely due to its

morality, 703 ; Christian Theology
where dominant, has led to debase-

ment of morals, 703 ; in surrender-

ing miraculous elements the religion

of JesuH does not lose any of its

virtue, 706 ; we gain more than we
lose by abandoning theory of Divine
Revelation, 706, 708 ; Primitive,

780 ; developed out of Judaism, 781
to 783 ; only distinguished from
Judaism by belief in Jesus as Mes-
siah, 784 ; Jew believing in Jesus
as Messiah became a Christian, 786,

788 ; involved no breach with Juda-
ism, 788 ; obligation of law con-

tinued, 789 to 791 ; Jesus confined

ministry to Jews, 791, 793 ; in-

structions to the Twelve, 794, 795
;

appointment of seventy disciples,

795 ; their alleged mission, 797 ;

position of discipleH on death of

Jesus, 799, 800 ; way to, still through
Judaism, 801 ; Apostles and primi-

tive Christians continued Jews, 802;

development of, 802, 883, 918, 919.

Chrysostom, 50; on angels, 146
;
place

where Mark was v> riKoti, 361 ; note

1, on Matthew, 374.

Chrysostom St., 540 ; on Acts of Ap.,

727, 853, 863, 928, 967.

Claudius, ApoUinaris, see ApoUinaris.

Clement of Alexandria, 10, 11
;
quotes

Xenophanes, 111, note 7, 112

;

on angels, 141 ; angelic ayency in

nature, 141 ; Greeks plagiarize

miracles from the Bible, 141 ; the

Son gave philosophy to the Greeks
by inferior angels, 141 ; tempests,

«&c.
;
produced by evil angels, 147

;

calls Roman Clement " Aposlle,"

212 ; Epistle of Barnabas, 212
;

calls author " Apostle Barnabas,"
212 ; variation from Matt. v. 16,

295, note 3 ; vai'iation from Matt.

V. 37 , 295, note 4 ; vai-iation

from Luke xii. 48, 298, note 6

;

variation from Matt xi, 27, 331

;

quotes Gospel of Hebrews, 340,

341 ; on composition of Mark, 3.59,

360 ; used Kr/pvy/ua Uerfjov, 366
;

reference to Basilidesand followers,

416
;
quotations from Valentinus,

420,421 ; variations from Matt, xix.

.: f,
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of Ap.,

17, 427 ; Valentinus profeased tohave
traditions front Apostles, 433 ; al-

leged quotation of Tatian, 483

;

does not mention Tatian's Diates-

Baron,485; (jnotes Sibylline books
and Book of Hystaspes, as inspired,

494
;
quotation frf)m Apocryphal

book regarding Paul, 494, note 6 ;

does not uietition work on Passover
by Apollinaris, 508 ; mentions
Heracleon, 5153 ; date of Stromata,
633 ; Logos, doctrine in Kt/pvy/jct

Ilezpov, 580, note 3 ; on a passage
from Barnabas, 694 ; on Ps. cxviii,

19, 594 ; Apocalypse, (544, 928

;

Clementine Homilies quote Apoc-
ry[>hal work, 212 ; combination
similar to a passage in Justin, 292,
note 5, 295, note 4 ; varied quota-
tions agreeing with Justin, 294,

295, note 4, 295, 297, note 4 ; sup-
posed to use Gospel of Hebrews,
335 ; variation from Luke xxiii, 34,

281 , note 4 ; analogy of, with work
of Mark, described in Papias, 365 ;

date and character, 384,385 ; Ebi-

onitic, 384, 386 ; their natiire, 385
;

only internal evidence as to date

and origin, 385, 386 ;
quotations

generally put in the mouth of

Peter, 387 ; number of evangelical

quotations, 387 ; theories as to

the source of quotation, 388 ; com-
parison ofquotations with Synoptics,

388 ;
quotation from ApocryvV. ^,1 «jros-

pel, 389 ; Codex Ottobonlrtnus, 400
;

quotations with persistent varia-

tions, on 402 ; true and false Scrip-

tures, 403, 404 ; result of examina-
tion of quotations in, 405 ; no trace of

N. T. Canon, 406 ; animosity against

Apostle Paul, 406, 407 ; Paul at-

tacked under the disguise of Simon
the Magician, 406, 407, 617 ; varia-

" tion from Matt. xix. 17, 427 ; varia-

from Matt. vii. 13, 14, 606 ; varia-

tion from Deut. xxx. 16,607; alleged

references to Fourth Gospel, 608
;

uncanonical quotations, 607, 608
;

alleged references to John ix. 1-3,

609 ; the fall denied in, 009, 610
;

deny that Moses wrote the Penta-
teuch, 609, note 1 ; on evil, 609,

610 ; alleged reference not to Fourth
Gospel, 610, 611 ; dogmatic teach-

ing totally different from Fourth

Gospel, 612, 613 ; identity «f Juda-
ism and Christianity maintained,

613, 614 ; denied in Gospel, 614 ;

Monotheism maintained as opposed
to the divinity of Christ, 614 ; doei
not know Logos, doctrine, 616 ;

Sotphx, appeared in Adam and
others before Jesus, 615 ; total

absence of Johannine dogmas, 615,
616 ; Peter, the chief of th«
Apostles, 616 ; the career of Jesua
limited to one year, 602, 617 ; ex-

press bitterness against Paul, 871.

Clementine Recognitions, on the
Giants, 142, note 3 ; on angels and
demons, 147 ; Jesus accused of

Magic, L'76 ; variation from Matt,
xi. 27, 333

;
passage compared with

Justin, 336, 336 ; date and charac-

ter, 384 ; Ebionitic, 384, 385 ; only
known through a Ijatin version,

384,385, 380; assigns "Acts" to

Luke, 726-731 ; on the Twelve and
on the Seventy-two, 797.

Clement of Rome, on Phoenix, 151
;

antipodes, 151, note 1 ; Epistle to

Corinthians, 201 ; 2nd Epistle spu-

rious, 201 ; identity of author, 202
;

called " Apostle," 202 ; Epistle to

Hebrews ascribed to him, 202
;

Acts of " Apostle " ascribed to him,
202 ; Epistle to Corinthians read in

churches, 202 ; amongst Apocrypha
in Stichometry of Nicephorus, 203

;

date, 203 ; Epistle mentioned by
Dionysius of Corinth, 203 ; by
Hegesippus, 203 ; order of succes-

sion to Bishopric of Rome, 203
;

mentions Paul's Epistle to the
Corinthians, 204, 206 ; supposed
references to Gospels, 208

;
quotes

Apocryphal Gospels, 212 ; no us*
of our Gospels, 212 ;

passage in

Epistles similar to one in Ep. of
Polycarp, 203 ; epistle read in

churches, 212, 216
;
quotation 2nd

Epistle to Corinthians, compared
with Justin, 312

;
passage of Epistle

of Clement, compared with Justin,
335 ; spurious works ascribed to,

408 ; Epistle to Diognetus er-

roneously ascribed to him, 409 ; no
evidence f(jr Fourth Gospel, 549 ^

alleged evidence for Acts, 710, 727.

Columban, 540.

Colarbasus, 527, 528.

Hit

II
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CocuB, 18,

Confaii^ 'tioas, the Apostolic 151, 295,
335, note 3, 496.

Ooponius, 263,
Corinthians, 3rd Epistle to the, 495.
Corinth, parties in Church, 452.
Cainpianua, 18.

Caaubon, 18 to 20.

Chemnitz, 16 ; on Ignatian Epistles,

231.

Cleophas, 10.

Curetonian Er istle, 17, 18.

Crucifixion, P^'S to 996.
Corinthians. Ep. to, xii. 12, 926 to

931 ; 1 Cor. xu. 4, 936 ; 2nd, xii.

12 ff. 924.

Corrodi, 438.

Cotclerius, 400, note 5.

Credner, on Stichometry of Nice-
phorus, 203, n^ces 1 and 2 ; Just-
in's Memoirs, 258. note 1, 260,
note 1 ; birth of Jesna in a
cave, 266, no<-9 6 ; use of lights at

Baptism, 273 ; on a supposed quo-
• "tion by Justin of Matt. xvii. 13,

323, ,i24
; on statements of Fathox's

regarding Matt. xvii. 13, 324, 325,
326 ; on statements of Fathers re-

gprding Math. xiii. 35, 390, note

7 ; on quotations in Clementines,
394; Marcion's Gospel, 439;
on Tatian's Diatessaron, 488

;

against use of Fourth Gospel, by
Justin, 563, note 2 ; on emendation
Sept. version, 585 ; silence on pas-

sage froiU Papias, 605, note 1
;

on descent of same spirit from
Adam to Jeaus, in Clementines,

615, note 8 ; on supernatural birth

in Clementines, 616, note 2 ; on
passage in Canon of Muratori

;

639, note 1 ; distinction in Canon
of Muratori between John the dis-

ciple and John the apostle, 639 ; on
Fourth Gospel and its authorship,

656 ; on Sychar, John iv. 5, 662.

Cornelius, baptism of, 755 ; conver-
sion of, 767, 833-901, 959, 1047.

Cresi!ens, cynic, 247.

Cross, sign of, deliver men from de-

mnns, 171 ; Cross typefied, 226.

Cross, inscription ou, in Gospels, 981.

Cureton, Dr., 20, 28, 31 ; Syriac

Epistles of Ignatius, 230, 235, note

3 ; Syriac fragmrnts ascribed to

Melito of Sardis, 502, 503, 504.

Cyprian, of Carthage, on demons,
142 ; demoniacal origin of disease,

142 ; accused of magic, 157 ; mir-
ticles in his day, 168.

Cyrenius. 248, 262, 263.

Cyril, of Jerusalem, quotes story of

Phoenix, 151 ; on gospel of Mat-
thew, 374, 928.

Codex, Bezse, 209, note 3, 274, 297,
note 3, 352, 667, note 2, 712, 727

(5), 744, 717.
Codex, Vatican, 260 (2). '/09 (2), 210

a), 215, 2)7 (3), 278.

Codex, Siniaticus, 209 (2), 210 (1),

215, 217 (3), 147, 223, 224, 228,

239 (I), 586, 727 (5), 712 (4).

Codex, Alexandriaus, 201, 202.

Codex, Claramontanus, 255, note 9.

Codex, Ottobonianus, 400.

Codex, Charamontanus, 225 (9).

DAI.L^US, 16 ; on Ignatian Epis-
tles, 231; on Polycarp, ^43.

Davidson, 37-40, 605.

Death, Angels of, 132.

Decree, the Apostolic, 872 to 878.

Deity, argument of miracles begins

and ends with assumption of a per-

sonal, 102, note 1 ; assumption of

personal, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107,

108, 109, 110.

Deliel, Angel, over fish, 132.

Delitzsch, on quotations by Justin
from the Memoirs, 309, note 2

;

iinda traces of Gospel of Hebrews
in Talmud, 340 ; on Sychar, 662.

Demoniacs of Gadarenes, 154.

De Pressense, 15.

Demonology, of Book of Tobit, 128 ;

of Book of Enoch, 129, 130 ; of

Jews at time of Jesus, 134 ; of

Fathers, 141, 142, 143, 144. 145.

Demons, heathen gods considered by
Jews to be, 127 ; and by N. T.

writers, 128 ; Book of Tobit on,

128 ; Book of Enoch on, 129, 130
;

belief in, at time of Jesus, 134
;

number of, 134 ; work and habits,

135 ; how to see them, 135 ; have
cock's feet, 1 35, note 1

;
possession

by, 136 ; Josephus on, 139 ; Justin
Martyr on, 141 ; Theophilus of

Antiooh on, 141 ; Athenagoras on,

141 ; Tatian on, 142 ; Cyprian of

Carthage on, 142 ; Tertullian on,

143 ; Origen on, 144, 145 ; Celsus
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on, 145 ; Jerome on, 146 ; St.

Thomas A quinas on, 14i ; Clemen-
tine Reco£:nitions on, 147 ; Lactan-
tius on, 148; uni\ rsality of belief

in, 167 ; Euaebius on, 149 ; belief

in dispelled, 159.

Devil, history and p;radual develop-
ment of, full of instruction, 92,

note 4.

Diatessaron, see Tatian.

DiognetuB, Epistle to, 408 ; author-

ship and date, 409 ; integrity, 400,

410 ; does not quote Synoptics,
410 ; alleged references to Fourth
Gospel, 618, 619 : recalls passages

in Philo, 620, note 1 ; this Epistle

a plagiarism of Pauline Epistles,

021 ; comparison with 2nd Epistles

W) Corinthians, 621 to 625 : Logos
doctrine of Epistle different from
that of the Gospel, 626 to 626 ; of

no value as evidence for Fourth
Gospel, 629 ; Epistle to alleged

evidence for Acts, 723.

Dionysius, of Alexandria, 11 ; on tomb
of two Johns at Ephesus, 358 ; on
Gcapel and Apocalypse of John,
C88V first doubt, 644.

Dionysius, Bar-Salibi, 489, 490.

Dionysius, of Corinth, 12 ; mentions
Clement of Rome, 203 ; Epistle of

Clement read in churches, 266
;

Epistle of Soter read in churches,

255 ; account of him, 490 ; Epistle

to Soter, 491 ; date, 491 ; expres-

sions claimed as evidence for gos-

pels, 491, 492 ; what were the

"Scriptures of the Lord ?" 492,493;

alleged references to Matthew and
the Apocalypse, 495 ; uncanonical

works read in churches, 496 ; al-

leged evidence for Acts, 724.

Dionysius, Bp. of Alex. , on Apostle

John's works, 641, 646.

Divine design of Revelation, 93.

Docetie, 419, 561.

Dodwell, 509.

Dollinger, von, 943, 945.

Donaldson, Dr., on date of Epistle of

Barnabas, 215 ; on Justin Martyr,

260, note 1 ; on Epistle to Diog-

netus, 409 ; on Tatian's Diatessa-

ron, 486, 487 ; Diatessaron may
have been confounded with Gospel

of Hebrews, by Theodoret, 487 ;

we could not identify it by our

actual information concerning it,

489 ; on " Scriptures of the Lord,"
referred to by Dionysius of Corinth,
492 : on his "rule of truth," 496 ;

fragment ascribed to Mileto spuri-

ous, 509, note 2 ; on Athenagoras,
514 ; on expression of Hegesippus,
" The door of Jesus," 694, note 6 ;

passage by Tatian, fc'32, note 3.

Dorcas. See Tabitha, 765, 831.

Dorner, 604.

dvvafxii, 926, 927, 941.

Dreams, Rules in Talmud regarding,
137 ; fasts to obtain good, 137 ; in-

terpretation of, a public profession,

137.

Dresacl, 28 ; Clementines, 384, 606,
606, 609.

Duncker, 431.

Dusii, St. Augustine, 150.

EBED-JESU, 490.

Ebionites, Gospel of the, 272, 339,
341 ; Ebionites, 727, '917.

Ebrard, 474, 583, note 3, 605, note
1, 771, note 1.

Egyptians, Gospel aecording to the,

312, 339, 412.

Eichhorn, 438, 760, 930.

Eldad and Modat, Prophecy of, 229.

Elijah prays that it may not rain,

940 ; called for at crucifixion, 986 ;

bodily ascension of, 1020, 1023-
1063.

Elias, Revelation of, 217.

Elisha restores a dead child to life,

186 ; other miracles of, 185, 1023.
Eleutherus, Bishop of Rome, 10, 346,

616, 622, 523, 624, 595.

Eleusinus' child restored to life, 176.
EUicott, Dr., Bishop of Gloucester,

846, note 1, 933.

Encratites, 481, 490.

Enoch, Book of, quoted by Epistle of

Jude, 129 ; considered inspired by
Fathers, 129; TertuUian on, 129;
Angelology and Demonology of,

129
;
quoted by Epistle of Barna-

bas, 216, 221 ; referred to by Cel-

sus, 224, 1020, 1063.

Epaphroditus, 940.

Ephesians, Epistle to the, 668, 565.

Ephrem, Syrus, 490.
///iieti sections, 736 to 741.
evepxety, 931, 941.

St. Epiphanius, miracles of, 170 (2).
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Epiphanius, epistle of Clement, 255
;

fire and voice at baptism of Jesus,

from Gospel according to Hebrews,
272 ; combination of passages simi-

lar to quotation in Justin, 293, note

5, 292 ; variation from Matt. xi.

27, 328, 329, 232 ; on Gospel to

Hebrews, 312, note 5 ; variation

from Matt. v. 37, 295, 296, note 4
;

on James as High Priest, 348, note
1 ; on language of Gospel of Mat-
thew, 374 ; travels of Peter, 386

;

alleged references of Basilides and
his school to our Gospels, 416 ; va-

riation from Matt. xix. 17, from
Gospel of Marcionites, 427 ; bitter-

ness against Marcion, 439, 442
;

charge of mutilating Luke, 443
;

his plan in attacking Marcion, 444
;

had not Marcion's Gospel before

him while writing, 446 ; reproaches
Marcion with erasing passages from
Luke not in Gospel, 444-445, 449

;

undortakes to refute Marcion out
of his own Gospel, 456 ; on Tatian's

Diatessaron, 484, 485, 486, 631;
fragment of Athenagoras, 510.

Epistle to Flora of Ptolemaeus, 519,

531 ; Theodotian's version, O. T.,

523 ; on Cerdo, 525, 526 ; refers to

Alogi, who reject Fourth Gospel,

697 ; on Luke, one of the seventy-
two disciples, 732 ; on Acts, 853,
917.

Epistles, the Catholic, 213, 215, 404,

490, 921.

Epistle to the Alexandrians, 542.

Evidence, miraculous, necessary to

establish reality of Divine Revela-
tion, 63, 64, 65 ; error of supposing
that nothing supported by credible

testimony should be disbelieved,

120, 121, 1059; evidence for the i

miraculous required, 973, 974, 975.

Epistle to Laodiceans, 542.

Eucherius, 540.

Erasmus, 277, 1044, note 4.

Ernesti, 594.

Essenes, 691.

Eucharius, presbyter, uiiruclea per-

formed on, 175, 176.
Eunuch, 829, 901.

Eusebius, silence of, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12,

29, 30, 50, 52, 234, 235 ; on demons,
149 ; Greek gods demons, 149

;

demons introduced magic, 149

;

miracle of Natalius, 149 ; on state-

ment of Iienseus regarding contin-

uance of miraculous gifts, 166
;

miracles related by, 169 ; on suc-

cession to Bishopric, Clement of

Rome, 203 ; Epistle to Barnabas,

212, 213 ; classes it among spurious

books, 233 ; Epistles of Ignatius,

232-4-5 ; letter of Jesus to Agbarus,
234 ; Justin's apologies, 248 ; Apo-
cryphal works read in churches,

255 ; birth of Jesus in a cave, 266 ;

classes Gospel of Hebrews amongst
Antilegomena, 341 ; on Gospel of

Hebrews, 339, 341 ; on Hegesippus,
346-7 ; on Proverbs, 349 ; on Papias,

349 ; on connection of Peter with
Gospel of Mark, 359, 361 ; his de-

preciation of Papias, 349, 357, 372 ;

on Pantsenus, 373 ; on composition
and language of Gospel of Matthew,
373, 374 ; use of Epistles of John
and Peter by Papias, 382 ; Papias
uses Gospel of Hebrews, 382

;

on Basilides, 411 ; on Tatian's

Diatessaron, 485 ; on Dionysius of

Corinth, 490-1 ; on Melito of Sardis,

497 ; list of Melito's works, 503 ; on
Claudius ApoUinaris, 505 ; does not
mention a work on Passover, by
ApoUinaris, 507

;
passage from Heg-

esippus, 594
;

plan of Eusebius
regarding references to books of N.
T. , 596-7 ; reference to tradition

regarding John not connected with
Papias, 597 ; contradicts statement
of Irenseus regarding Papias, 599,

note 2 ; his e iplanation of diiference

between Fou th and Synoptic Gos-
pels, 681-2 ; on Luke, 731 ; on auth-

orship of Apocalypse, G43, 644 ; on
the darkness, 987.

Ewald, 16, 28, 61 ; his views on mir-

acles, 81, note 1 ; P-pruchsammlung,

220, 225, 239, 472, 482 ; on Justin's

Memoirs, birth in cave. 265, 266 ; on
Matt. xvii. 13, 324, 325 ; source of

Synoptic Gospels, 472 ; Mythical
character of first chapters of Luke,
473, 517 ; Ai)ollo8 author of Epistle

to Hebrews, 570. note 1 ; it trans-

ferred Philo's doctrine of Logos to

Christianity, 570, note 1, 580, note

3 ; ApolloB impregnated Paul with

Logos doctrine, 670, note 1 ; Papias

not a hearer of the Apostles as

ft!
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Btated by Irenaeus, 599, note 2
;

Apocalypse and Gospel cannot have
been written by the same author,

642, 643 ; against apostolic origin of

Apocalypse, 646 ; on modesty of

Apostle John, 646 ; the Fourth Gos-
pel written by Presbyter, of Ephe-
sos, at dictation of Apostle John,
667 ; speech of Gaiaphas in purest
Greek, 659, note 7 ; on Sychar,
662 ; asserts John to have been re-

lative of tlie High Priest, 664
;

theories as to the composition of

Fourth Gospel to explain its peculi-

arities, 670 ; no catalogue of the
Seventy, 795 ; on chapter xxi.

,

670 ; the Apostle's share in the
composition of the Gospel, 670, 671

;

on xix. 35, 671 ; assumed that John
wrote first in narrow circle of

friends, G73 ; explanation of anony-
mity on ground of "incomparable
modesty " examined, 674 ; asser-

tion that ch. xxi. must have been
written before Apostle's death dis-

<!U88ed,675 ; on discourses in Fourth
Gospel, 675 ; his argument regard-
ing John of Apocalypse applied to

Epistles, 676 ; on superscription to

Luke's Gospel, 732, 733; on "Acts,"
829, 834, 853, 868, 906, 930, 963,
note 1 ; 1064, note 1.

Exorcism of Demons, 136, 137 ; forms
of, by Solomon, 139 ; account of, by
Joeephus, 139 ; Rabbins powerful
in, 139 ; Justin Martyr on, 139,

166 ; potent root for, 140 ; Tatian
on, 142 ; Origen on, 144, 145, 168 ;

Lactantius on, 149, 168 ; asserted

by Jesus, 155 ; continuance of

power of, in Church, 156.

Experience, the argument from, 98,

99, 1050 ; Hume's argument, 113
to 123.

Eura, Book of, 212, 218, 220, 221.

FABIANUS, of Rome, miracle at his

election, 169 ; a dove alights on
his head , 1 69.

Fannel, angel, over the penitence,

&c., 130.

Farrer, Dr., Hulsean lecturer, mira-
cles inseparable from Christianity,

69 ; on Hume's argument from
experience, 11"

; misconception of

Mill's criticism on Hume, 111,

116 ; credibility of miracles a ques-
tion of evidence, mainly depending
on character of gospels, 197, note
1. 776, note 2 ; 987, note 5 ; 989,
note 4 ; 1016, note 2 and 5 ; 1021,
note 2, 1058.

Fathers, 4, 7, 8, 60 ; cosmical theo-
ries of, 143, 144 ; uncritical and
credulous character of, 1.57, 366,
444 ; absence of critical discrimin-
ation by, 213, 366, 444 ; testimony
of, regarding original language of
Gospel of Matthew, 373, 374, 376

;

on Paul's journey to Arabia, 1069.
Faber Stapulensis, 31.

Fian, Dr., burnt for sorcery, 168.
Felix, 43.

Flavia Neapolis, 247.

Franke, 40.

Fronto, cured of leprosy by a sight

of Egypt. 171.

Francis, St., of Assisi, miracles of,

183.

Francis, St. Xavier, miiacles of, 183.
Flora, Epistle to, 519, 520, 532, 636,

637.

GABRIEL, Angel, over serpents.

Paradise and the Cherubim, 130
;

over thunder, fire and ripening of

fruit, 132 ; taught Joseph the
seventy languages of the earth,

133 ; over wars, 146.

Gadreel, a fallen angel, seduced Eve,
129 ; taught use of weapons of war,

129.

Galatians, Epistle to the, 925, 927,

929, 931, 1032. 1033.

Galilee, did the disciples go into, after

crucifixion, 1015 tf» 1017 ; a three

days' journey, 1067.

Galasius, decretal of, condemns gos-

pel according to Barnabas, 213.

Gamaliel, 761 , 998.

Gerizem, Mount, 666, 663.

Gervasius, St., miracles by relics
;

172, 173.

Gesta Pilati, see Nicodemus, Gospel
according to.

Gfrorer, 25 ; descent of spirit of

Adam, to Jesus, in Clementines,

615, note 8; on Fourth Go8pel,691;

on appearance of Jesus after death,

1030, note 3 ; 1061, note 1.

Giants, the offspring of fallen angels,

129.
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Gieseler, 439.

Glaucias," interpreter of Peter,"413.
Gnosticism, 411.

Gnostics, variation of, from Matt. xi.

27, 327, 328.

God, assumption of personal, 103
,

conception of personal obtaine'i

from Revelation, 104 ; the physical

imiverse does not display the pecu-

liar doctrinal conception of, 104
;

a personal an exercise of faith,

105 ; cannot be proved as he is,

106 ; absolute and intinite person-

ality a contradiction, 107, note 3
;

not represented as he is, but as it

is our duty to regard him, 108,

note 1 ; God understood would be

no God at all, 109, note 2.

Gospels, Apocryphal, number, of in

early Church, 200, 203, 253, 255,

260, 268, 273, 275, 338, 339. 412,

413, 542.

Gospel of Thomas, 253, 268.

Gospel, the fourth, viii. 1-11, 382

;

viii. 1-11 derived from Gospel of

Hebrews, 382 ; alleged quotation

by ValentinuB, 421, 425 ; the ex-

ternal evidence for, Clement of

Rome, 549 ; Epistle of Barnabas,
550 ; Pivstor of Hermes, 551 ; Igna-

tian Epistles, 557 ; alleged evidence

in the Epistle of Polycarp, 241,

560, 563 ; the Logos doctrine in

Justin, 271 ; alleged references in

Justin, 563, 580, 581, 582, note 1

;

alleged reference of Hegesippus, to

X. 7, 593 ; Papias presumptive evi-

dence against, 596, note 2 ; alleged

quotation by Presbyters in work of

Papias, 603, 604 ; alleged reference

in Clementines to, 606, 607, 608,

609 ; fundamental difference of

doctrines of Clementines, 610, 611,

616 ; alleged reference to, in Epis-

tle to Diognetus, of no value as

evidence, 629 ; alleged references

by Basilides, 629, 630 ; alleged

reference by Valentinus, 630
;

dilemma of the argument from
Heresiarchs, 63<»

; alleged reference-

by Tatian, 632, 633 ; by Athena-
goraa, 510 ; by Epistle of Vienne
and Lyons, 63G ; by PtolemaBUs,

636, 637 ; allegfi tesfcmiony by
CelsuB, 637 ; legendary •ccount of

its composition in Canon of Mar i-

tori, 542, 637, 638 ; no testimony
for a century and a half after the
events, of the existence of a fourth

gospel, 640 ; Christian miracles

related by, of no force, 640 ; evid-

ence as eye witness falls to the
ground, 640 ; distinct characteris-

tics of works ascribed to, 640
;

authorship and character of, 640
;

the five Canonical works attributed

to John, 640 ; writer of Apocalypse
cannot be writer of the gospel, 641

;

characteristics of, 641 ; language
of, 641 , 650 ; theories to account
for it, 650, 656 ; author not a Jew,
655, 658 ; Logos doctrine,. 658

;

attitude towards Jews, 655, 658,

659 ; mistakes denoting foreigner,

659, 6f)( > ; Annas and Caiaphas, 659,

660; Pool of Siloam, 661 ; Bethany
beyond Jordan, 661 ; ^non, 661

;

Pool of Bethedda, 661, 662: Sychar,
a city of Samaria, 662 ; chiefly fol-

lows Septuagint version, 663; John,
of fourth gospel, and of Synoptics,

664, ff ; John, the beloved disciple

limited to fourth gospel, 666 ; theo-

ries regarding chap, xxi., 669

;

theory of Ewald regarding compo-
sition of Gospel, 670 ff ; on xix.

35 f., 670, 672, 681 ; extraordinary
phenomena of gospel onlyexplained
by unsubstantiated assumption,
672

;
peculiarities of gospel render

hypothesis that it was written by
iY -* Apostle John incredible, 674 ;

modesty of the supposed author
examined, 674 ; Ewald's argument
that chap. xxi. was written before

death of Apostle John, 675 ; refut-

ed, 676 ; author was not an eye-

witness, 677 ; fundamental differ-

ence between Jesus of Synoptics,

and of, 677 to 680 ; liistorical dif-

ferences, 680 to 686 ; raising of

Lazarus, 686, 687, 6i<8 ; difference

of teaching between Synoptics and,
688 to 690 ; theories to account for

subjectivity in discourses, 690 ; im-
possibility of remembering long
discourses so long, 690 ; explana-
tions destroy historical character

of, 692 ; dincourses in, ideal, 692,
693 ; argumtmt from Epistles, 694;
Paiirhal controversy, 694 to 696;

-. «« ; summary, 698 to 708.
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Gospels, the Synoptic, 199 ;
[sup-

posed use of by Clement of Rome,
206, 208, 209

;
passages resembling

parallels in, not necessarily from,
245, 246 ; actual agreement of quo-
tation from unnamed source no
proof of use of, 305 ; theories as to

order of, 473, 474 ; results of ey-
«mination regarding date and origin

of, 547 ; Justin's description of

system of Jesus applicable to, 592
;

«ontrast betweenFourth Gospeland
Synoptics, 680, 681, 686, 688, 689

;

superiority of teaching of, over
Fourth Gospel, 689, 690 ; result of

examination of, 547, 548, 698 to

708; Gospels, evidence of tlie, bear-
ing cross, 978, 979 ; vinegar and
gall, 979 ; hours of the passion,

978, 979 ; inscription on cross, 981;
parting garments, 981 ; the two
malefactors, 982 ; the penitent
thief, 982; mockery of the crucified,

982, 983 ; the beloved disciple and
women by the cross, 984 ; the
words on the cross, 985, 986 ; Eli,

Eli, 985 ; the great darkness, 987
;

the veil of the temple, 988 ; resur-

rection of the saints, 988 ; the
earthquake, 989 ; the centurion,

991 ; the Orurifragium, 992, 993,

1051 ; the wound in the side, 993,
994 : Joseph and Nicoderaua, 996;
the entombment, 996 ; the spices,

996; Isaiah, chap, liii., 998, 999:
watch by the sepulchre, 1000 ; the
resurrection, 1001, 1002 ; according
to Matthew, 1002, 1003 ; according
to Mark, 1002, 1005 ; according to

Luke, 1002, 1006; according to

Fourth Gospel, 1003, 1007 ; vision

of Mary Magdalene, 1010
;
journey

to Emmaus, 1011 ; appearance to

the eleven, 1011 ; according to

Luke, 1011, 1012 ; according to

Foiirth Gospel, 1012, 1013 ; incred-

ulity of Thomas, 1013, 1014 ; ap
pearance related in Matthew, 1015;
conclusion from evidence of gos-

pels, 253, 1021 to 1024.

Grabe, 337, 594,

Gratz, 439.

Gregory, Bar-Hebrseua, Bishop of

Tagrit, 490.

Gregory of Nazianzum on Mark, 365;

954, note 3.

70

Gregory, of Neo-Cajsarea, Thauma-
turgus, miracles of, 169, 170,

Gregory, of Nyssa, account of mira-
cles, 169.

Gregory the Great on Volcanoes be-
in i^ entrances into Hell, 152, note 4.

Grie jbach, 20, 23, 438.

Grotius, 474, 731, note 6 ; 880 (9),
933 (5).

Guericke, 36-38 ; 605, note 1 ; 930,

HASE, 26, 787.

Hagenbach, 36, 38.

Hausrath, 1031,

Hahn, 439, 440, 446, 448, 450, 456,
457, 463, note 1 ; 468, 469, 463,
notes 1, 3, 4.

Hale, Sir Thomas, Scriptures affirmed

witchcraft, and the wisdom of all

nations had provided laws against,

158, note 3.

Ham, discovered the art of magic,
147,

Hamilton, Sir William, on Unknow-
able God, p. 109, note 2 ; class of

phenomena requiring that cause
called Deity confined to phenomena
of mind, p. 111.

Hare, superstition regarding the, 161,

Hariel, Angel, over cattle, 132.

Harless, 25.

Hawkins, Dr., cmnplains of those
who judge Revelation by substance
and not by evidence, p. 74.

Hebrew, the original language of

Matthew's Gospel, 367 ; Paul re-

presents the Jesus of his vision

speaking, 376, note 2.

Hebrews, Gospel according *:: , men-
tioned earlier than our Gospels,

200 ;
quotation from, in Epistles

of Ignatius, 238, 240 ; Justin's

Memoirs, 250, 261, 252; public

reading, 255 ; birth of Jesus, 267 ;

fire and voice at baptism, 272 ; Gos-
pel of Egyptians, a version of, 312

;

nearly related to Matthew, 325
;

used by Hegesippus, 340 ; Justin
supposed to refer to, 338 ; relation

between it and Gospel of Peter,

339 ; various forms of, 339 ; iden-

tity of, with Memoirs of the Apos-
tles discussed, 339, 340

;
quoted by

Papias, 340 ; used by Clementines,

340 ; used by Cerinthus and Car-
pocrates, 340 ; Diateasaron of Ts-
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tian called, 340 ;
quoted by Cle-

ment of Alexandria, 340, 341 ; used
by Origen, 341 ; found in circula-

tion by Theodoret, 339, 341 ; class-

ed by Eusebius in second class,

341 ; also by Nicephonis, 341
;

value attached to it by Ebionites,

341 ; believed to be original of

Matthew, 341 ; translated by Jer-

orae, 341 ; relation between it and
Matthew, 341, 342 ; its antiq"ity,

340, 342 ; called Gospel according
to the Apostles, 339 ; the two
opening chapters, 350, 351 ; used
by Hegesippus, 348 ; Jesus spoke
to Paul in Hebrew, 376, note 2

;

Epiphanius on, 342 ; supposed use

by author of Clementines, 388 ;

supposed to be Gospel of Basilides,

412 ; alleged to have formed part

of Tatian's Diatessaron, 483, 484,

488, 489.

Hebrews, Epistle to the, ascribed to

Clement of Rome, 202 ; Origen on,

202, 212 ; in Muratorian Canon,
542 ; Logos, doctrine of, 554 • Work
of a Christian Philo, 570 ; trans-

ferred Philo's doctrine of Logos to

Christianity, 670, note 1 ; ascribed

to ApoUos, 570, note 1.

Hefele, 28 ; date of epistle of Cle-

ment of Rome, 204, 714, (3) 715,

(3).

Hegesippus, 7, 8, 10, 11 ; refers to the

epistle of Clement, of Rome, C03
;

quotation from Gospel of He-
brews, 212

;
passage from, 340

;

account of him and date, 346
;

considered James chief of apos-

tles, 347 ; his account of James,
347 ; his rule of faith, 348 ; his re-

ference to Apocrypha discussed,

349, 350 ; surviving members of fa-

mily of Jesus, 350 ; supposed refer-

ence to Matthew, 350 ; supposed
reference to Luke, 352 ; fragment
in Stephen Gobarus, 354 ; on here-

sies in early church, 349, 354 ; op-

position to Paul, 354 ; did not
know any N. T. Canon, 348, 356

;

Canon of Muratori ascribed to him,
544 ; alleged reference to Fourth
Gospel, 592 ; expression " door of

Jesus" used by, 593 ; did not know
our gospels, 692 to 596 ; alleged

evidence for Acts, 713, 714, 720.

Hegrin, Angel, has rule over beasts,

147.

Heinrichs, 808, note 1.

Hengstenberg, on Marcion, 474 ; on
Sychar, John iv. 6, 662 ; the hus-

bands of Samaritan woman typi al

of gods of Samaria, 663 ; ct^utra-

dicts assertion that John was rela-

lated to high priest, 664, note 2.

Heresiarch, 436, 439, 444, 451.

Heracleou, used Krfpvyua IIsTpov,
"'^S, 430, 633 ; views regarding Je-
sus, 430, 431 ; date, 420 ; alleged

commentary on Luke, 533 ; infer-

ence that he wrote commentary on
the Fourth Gospel considered, 633.

Hennas, Pastor of, ([ucted as Holy
Scripture, 228; on Hegrin, angel
of beasts, 147 ; author, 256—date,

266, note 2. No quotations from
synoptics, 229 ; read in churches
228, note 2, 493 ; alleged allusion

to Fourth Gospel, 552, 553 ; al-

leged evidence for Acts, 713, 714,
715.

Herschel, Sir John ; 1054, note 1.

Hesperius, miraculous power of a
piece of sacred earth from Jerusa-

lem, 173.

Heurtlery, Dr., miracles necessary to

prove Revelation, p. 66, 68.

Heumann, 730, note 3.

Hibbard, Dr., 1056, 1067.

Hilarion, St., miracles of, 171.

Hilgenfeld, 28, 41, 42 ; on quotation
in Epistle of Barnabas, 227 ; on
Epistle of Polycarp, 243 ; on Prcj-

tevangelium of James, 260, and
note 7 ;

quotation on baptism of

Jesus from Gospel according to

Hebrews, 271, note 2 ; Petrine ten-

dency in Justin's memoirs, 280
;

Justin quotes from Gospel of He-
brews or Peter, 280 ; on Justin's

quotations from Sermon on the

Mount, 299, 300 ; on use of Luke
by Hegesippus, 352 ; on Clemen-
tines, 386, note 2 ; author of Cle-

mentines used same gospel as Jus-

tin, 389, note ; on Epistle of Peter
attached to Clem. Homilies, 397 ;

on Basilides in Hippolytus, 419
;

on Marcion's gospel, 440 ; on pro-

cedure of Tertullian, and on Ter-

tuUisui's manner in dealiu'^ with

Marcion, 446 ; Epiphanius against
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Marcion, 444, 445 ; insufficiency of
date for the reconstruction of text
of Marciou's gospel, 460 ; on pas-
sages in Marcion's gospel, 461, 463,
464, 465, note 1, 468 ; reference to
Zacharias in epistle of Vienae and
Lyons, 517 ; on Protevang. Jacobi,
617 ; date of Bardesanes, 530 ; ad-
mits use by Clementines of Fourth
Gospel, 606, note 1,

Hilgenfeld, 870, note 3, 896 ; 1037,

1073, note 3 ; 605, note 1 ; 790
note 1.

Hippolytus, supposed quotations from
Synoptics by Basilides in work of,

412, 630 ; his mode of quoting,

414 ; derived views of Basilides

from works of followers, 419, 420
;

on Valentinus, 415 ; alleged quota-
tions from Valentinus, 428 ; his

system of quotation, 428, 429 ; on
views of Valentinins, 429, 430 ; on
Heracleoii and Ptolemeeus, 430,

619, 420, 421 ; on Axionicus 8.nd

Bardesanes, 431, 530; his writing

of school and not of founder, 432
;

source of system of Valentinus,

433, 434 ; Ptolemseus and Hera-
cleon, 619, 525, 526, 527, 528 ; de-

pendence on Irenseus, 529 ; on Co-
lorbasus, 527, 528.

Hitzig, date of Book of Judith, 205.

Holstien, 805, note 1 ; 1052, note 1.

Hug, 439, 474.

Hume, Canon Mozley's attack on,

112 ; deiinition of miracle, 117 ; his

argument from experience, 113,

11 r ; attacked by Dr. Farrar, 413
;

Mill's criticism on, 114, 116 ; Pa-
ley's argument against, 119 to 123.

Humphrey, 18, ]9, 807, note 6.

Hyena, superstition regarding, 152.

Hyginus, 525.

Hystapes, book of, quoted as Holy
Scripture, 494.

Heresiarchs, 528.

IGNATIUS, Epistles of, 17, 18, 29,

31, 41, 43, 46, 46, 47, 48, 51, 230;

Greek versions, 230, 231 ; Syriac

version, 230; authenticity of, 231
;

critical examination of the Greek
Latin and Syriacveision8,235;Medi-
cean MSS., 235; journey to martyr-

dom, 236; date and place of mar-
tyrdom of Ignatius, 237; note 2.

Martyrologies spurious, 237, 560;
supposed references to Matt., 237;
use of Gospel according to Hebrews,
240; alleged references to the Fourth
Gospel, 555,556; generally follow

Synoptics and not Fourth Gospel
narrative, 669, note 6 ; alleged re-

ferences do not occur in Syriac
epistles, 560; all spurious or with-

out evidential value, 560; alleged

evidencefor Acts, 715, 716, 717; tes-

timony afforded to date, &c. , of gos-

pels 230 ; number of , 230 ; 3 iiddressed

to Virgin Mary and Apostle John,
230; texts of Qr. Cuieton's Syriac
version, 130; Dr. Tattam's MSS.,
Calvin on, 231; Polycarp on, 232;
Irenajus on, 232: Origen on, 232;
Athanasius on, 233; Syriac version,

233 ; Arch. Usher on, 233 ; critical

examination of, 233-4; Eusebius, l.">

eps. of, 234; silence of Eusebiws
regarding eight eps. of, 234; martyr
journey to Rome, 234; letter of

Jesus to Agbarus, 234; no evidence
that IrensBUS or Origen quoted
Greek versions of, 2^*4; mixed up
character of Medicean and corres-

ponding Latin MSS. , 235 ; value of

testimonies of Eusebius and Origen,

235; critical analysis of value of ex-

tant versions, 235, 236 ; falsifica-

tion, interpolation and fraud of,

236; incredible character of both
journey and epistles, 236 ; whole
stoiy incredible, 237; Ignatius not
sent to Rome, 237; three martyro-
logies, 237; passages in bearing on
gospels, 237; quotation from Matt.
xvi. 26, 237; date of martyrdom
doubtful, 237, note 2; quotation not
found in Syriiic or Latin versions,

238; Tischendorf silent on, 238; re-

miniscence of Matt. iii. 15 to epistle

to Smyrnneans, 238 ; Jerome re-

ferred it to gos^jel to the Hebrews,
238; piissages in parallel columns
from epistles of Ignatius and Matt.

X. 16, 239 ; Eusebius on epistle to

Smyrnseans c. iii.; Origen quotes
passage from " The Doctrine of

Peter," 240 ; three mysteries in

epistle to the Ephesians, c. xix,

240; epistle to Polycarp, 240; Dean
Milman on Dr. Cureton's Syiiao

reprint of, 241, note 1 ; Ignatius

I

I
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literature a tissue of fraud and im-
posture, 241; afford no evidence of

the existence of our Synoptic Gos-
pels, 241.

Incubi, 1.^)0, note 1.

Infancy, Arabic Oospol of, 266.

Ireneeus, 9, 11, 50 ; on Septuagint
version, O. T. 128; continuance of

miraculous power in church, 165;
on niiracles of Simon and Carpo-
crates, 165; dead raised in his day,

166, 166; succession of Clement of

Rome, 204; reference to passage in

Ignatian epistles, 232; on Polycarp,

241; memoirs of Presbyter, 252;
quotations of Justin against Mar-
cion, 256; Davidic descent through
Mary, 260, note 8; variations from
Matt. xi. 27, 328, 329; on Gospel of

Marcosiana, 330, 331; on Gospel of

Ebionites, 341; on Proverbs, 349,

350; on Papias, 356, 357: on con-

nection of Peter with Gospel of

Mark, 369; date and place where
Mark was written, 360, 361, note 1

;

his quotation of Papias, 373; on
original language of Gospel of

Matthew, 373; on Valentinus, 421,
422; does not quote Valentinus, but
later followers, 423; quotation vary-
ing from Matt. y:x. 17, from Gos-
pel of Marcosians, 426; on Valen-
tinians, 433 ; their Gospel, 434

;

charge against Marcion, 443; child-

ish reasoning, 434 ; on Marcion's
Gospel, 443, 478, 479 ; does not
mention Tatian's diatessaron, 486;
Syriac fragment ascribed to him
and Melito of Sardis, 505; does not
mention work on passover by Apol-
linaris, 508 ; on Ptolemoeus and
Heracleon, 519, 520, 521, 522, 526;
birth and death of, 522; date of his

work adv. Hser., 522 ; bearer of

epistle of Vienne and Lyons, 522;
on the absence of knowledge of four
prominent fathers ofsecond century,
526 ; mistake regarding his passage

on Tetrad of Valentinian Gnosis,

627 ; Ptolemeeus and Heracleon his

contemporaries, 529, 530; regarding

Polycarj), 529, 562; on Gospel of

Valentinians, 632; quotation from
Fourth Gospel, 598 ; alleged to be
made by Presbyters and taken from
work of Papias, 598 ; not a reference

to work of Papias, 598, 599, 602; on
public career of Jesus in extent
twenty years ; was near fifty when
he suffered, 602 ; on teaching of

presbyters, 603 ; refers to many
presbyters, 600, 601, 603; on Apo-
calypse, 600; traditions regarding
Polycarp and Apostle John, 694;
Polycarp and Paschal controversy,

695; reasons why gospels cannot be
more or less than four, 696; men-
tions heretics who reject Fourth
Gospel, 697 ; Acts of the Apostles,

710 • on Acts of the Apostles, 72G;
the first who assigned Luke's gospel
and Acts to Luke, 730, 853, 928.

Irons, Dr., on miracles and evidence
Revelation X. 124, note 1.

Isaiah, prophet, 600.

Isidorus, 413, note 6, 419.

Itala version, 274.

Izates, King of Adiabene, 799, note

1, 837.

JAMES, Apostle, high priest, 348
;

his rule of faith, 348.

James the Just, 720.

James, Apostle, 347, 348, 349, 363,

593, 595, 870 ; analysis of speeches,

876, 877.

James, Epistle of, 295, note 4, 311,

404, 542.

James, Gospel according to, 260, note

7, 261, 262, 264, 266, 267, 517-

James, head of Church of Jerusalem,
752.

Jerome, 240, 354, 360, 731, 928, 1032.

Jesus, warns disciples against false

miracles, 70 ; mental condition of

Jews incapable to judge of miracles

of, 125; on guardian angels of

children, 134 ; argues with the

Pharisees on casting out devils by
Satanic power, 138 ; belief of, in

demoniacal possession, 155 ; dilem-

ma. Dean Miltnan and Archbishop
Trench in defence of, 165 ; miracles

performed in the name of, 166, 168;

the touch of him or even the hem
of his garment work miracles, 185,

notes 3 and 4 ; few Jews who wit-

nessed miracles of, converted, 186;

Letter of, to Agbarus, 234; Davidic

descent of, through Mary, held in

early church, 260 ; events preced-

ing birth of, 262 to 264 ; birth and
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1, 602; on

1 extent

fty when
bcbing of

to many
on Apo-
:egarding

.hn, 694;

itroversy,

cannot be

}96; men-
t Fourth
Apostles,

itlea, 7t^t>;

ke'a gospel

53, 928.

evidence

L.

,
799, note

)riest, 348 ;

,
349, 353,

of speeches,

note 4, 311,

260,note

7, 617.

erusalem,

928, 1032.

gainst false

ndition of

of miracles

angels of

with the

devils by

belief of, in

155 ; diiem-

Archbishop

55 ; miracles

of, 166, 168;

(Ten the hem
iracles, 185,

ws who wit-

iverted, 186;

234; Davidic

lary, held in

ents preced-

birth and

ut

infancy of, 265 ; bom in a cave,

266 ; reference to particulars of

cave, 266, note 6; fire in the Jordan
at baptism of, 269 ; accused of

magic, 274, 276, 584 ; apocryphal
official reports of trial of, 276 ;

agony of, 277; at arrest of, forsaken
by all, 278 ; all denied iura, 279 ;

treatment at crucifixion, 281; chal-

lenge to establish his divinity, 281;
different versions of cry on the cross,

283; charged with atheism and im-
posture, 288 ; surviving members of

family of, brought before Domitian,
350; not the Jewish Messiah to

the Marcionites, 452; Messianic
prophecies not applicable to, 454

;

works as a carpenter, makes ploughs
and yokes, HSS

;
public career of

for twenty years, near fifty when he
suffered, 602

;
public career limited

to a single year, 617 ;
preference

for John detrimental to character
of, 666 ; John xvii. 3, Jesus repre-
sented as speaking of Jesus Christ,

693; Sakya Muni compared with,

702; perfect morality of, 702 to 705;
perversions of historical sense to

prove Messiahship of, 786 ; second
advent of, 787 ; subject of "Acts "

Jesus the Christ, 787; resurrection

and ascension of, same day, 776,
note 4 ; date of death of, 1059; not
seen after death but by believers,

1067 ; no eye-witness of resurrec-

tion of, 1067 ; probable effect of

appearance of, in open court before
his enemies, 1068; deified by death,

1079.
Jews, credulous fickleness of, 127

;

monotheism of the, 127, notes 1, 2,

3; superstitions of the, 128, 153.

Jechiel, Angel, over wild beasts, 132.

Jehuel, Angel, over fire, 132.^

•> quin, a fallen angel, seduced the
holy angels, 129.

Jerome, 50 ; on demons, 145 ; angel
Hegrin,147 ; miracles of St. Hilarion,

171; Epistle of Barnabas, 213;
Rev. of Elias, quoted by, 1 Cor. ii.

9, 217 ; Gospel according to He-
brews, quoted by Epistle of Igna-
tius, 240 ; Epistle of Clement read
in churches, 202, 255 ; Gospel of

Hebrews, on voice, &c., at baptism
of Jesus, 272 ; considered Gospel

of Hebrews original of Matt. , 340,

342 ; translated it, 341, 342 ; lan-

guage of Gospel of Hebrews, 342,

349 ; on connection of Peter with
Gospel of Mark, 339, 340; on origi-

nal language of Gospel of Matthew,
342, 373 ; who translated Hebrew
original, 342; on Matt. xiii. 35, 390;
does not mention Tatian's Diates-

saron, 486 ; does not mention
work on Passover, by Claudius
Apollinaris, 508; date of Irenoeus,

424, note 4 ; variation of j Sept. of

Zach. xiii. 10, as quoted Apoc. i.

7, 585, and by Justin, 685.

John, Apostle, 550, 551, 554, 561,

602; 508 kept 14; Nisan, 608,
562 ; writings ascribed to, 640; if

he wrote Apocalypse could not have
written Gospel, 641 ; external evi-

dence that he wrote Apocalypse,
643 ; internal, 660 ff ; character

author of Apocalypse, 650 ; charac-

ter, son of Zebedee, 650 ff ; called

the virgin, 652, note 4 ; author of

Apocalypse, 662 ; residence in

Ephesus, 654, 665 ; character, son
of Zebedee, compared with author
of Gospel, 655 ; John of Fourth
Gospel different from John of Sy-
noptics, 656.

John, Epistle of, first, said to have
been referred to by Papias, 382

;

in Canon of Muratori, 639 ; alleged

quotation of first, in Epistle of

Polycarp, 560 ; Oredner assigns

second and third to PresbyterJohn,
639 ; earliest references to, by Ire-

naeus and Clement of Alexandria,

644 ; writer of last two calls him-
self Presbyter. 639.

John, Presbyter, 596, 646, 655.

Josephus, on exorcism, 139 ; on de-
mons, 140 ; portents of fall of Jeru-
salem, 140, 141 ; regarding Caia-

phas, high priest, 660 ; Annas, high
priest, 660 ; Pool of Bethesda and
its miraculous properties unknown
to, 662.

Josephus, on the last end of Moses,
1020.

Jowett, Dr., 852, note 2; 1038, note 1.

Judas Iscariot, account of his death
by Papias, 381.

Judas, death of, 381 ; Irenseus on,

599 ; Judas, gospel according to, 263.
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Jude, Epistle of, quotes Book of

Enoch, 129; disputed, 494-642.

Juditli, Book of, date, 205 ; nion-

titmed by ClemcTt of Rome, 205.

Justa. theSyrophceiiician, 399, note 3.

Justin Martyr, on exorcism, 139-140
;

cosmical theories of, 141 ; on de-

mons, 141 ; on demoniacs, 141
;

continuance of miracles, 164
; quo-

tation apocryphal works, 211, 212
;

Ascension day, 228 ; date and his-

tory of, 246 ; his two apologies,

246, 248 ; Dial, with Trypho, 240,
249 ; reference to Marcion, 248 ;

number of Scriptural quotations,

249 ; Memoirs of Apostles, 249,
251 ; theories with regard to them,
249, 250, 251 ; memoirs how quoted,
252, 253; read in

'^

" urches, 265,

250; memoirs no ijired, 266;
quotation from lost vork against

Marcion, 256
;

quotations with
name and without form, O. T.,

257, 258, 259 ; contents of Me-
moirs, 258

;
genealogy of Jesus,

258, 259 ; names of O. T. writers

constantly occur in his writings,

257 ; Apocalypse of John only work
quoted from New Test., 257 ; al-

ways quotes from a written source,

258 ; evidence he did not quote
our Gospels, 258

;
quotes expres-

sions of Jesus not found in Gospels,

inexplicable omissions, 258 ; dis-

crepancy between genealogies of

Justin and New Test. Genealogies,

259 ; events preceding the bii-th of

Jesus, 261, 262 ; removal to Beth-
lehem, 262, 263 ; dwelling place of

Joseplx and Mary, 262, 264 ; birtli

of Jesus in a cava, 265, 206, 591
;

references to particulars of cave,

266 ; angelic appearance to shep-

herds, ignorant of, 267 ;
guiding

star, 267 ; Herod questions the

elders, not chief priests, 268 ; magi
from Arabia, 267 to 271 ; Jesus
works as a carpenter, 268, 591

;

baptism by John, 209 ; miracle.s of

Jesus attributed to magic, 274,
584

;
prediction of Elias, 209 ; fire in

the Jordan at baptism ofJesus, 209,

591; trial, &c., of Jesus, 275;
omissions and discrepancies in the
agony scene, 277, 278 ; the denial

of Peter extends to the twelve, 279;

Jesus forsaken by all, 278 ; cruci-

fixion, 279 ; on treatment of Jesus
during crucifixion, 281 ; challenge

to deliver himself, 281 ; mocking
speeches, 282 ; the cry on the cross

(ot Jesus), 283 ; mission of the

Jews after resurrection, 288 ; difler-

ence of the Memoirs from the Gos-
pels, 289 to 299 ; style of teaching
of Jesus, 289 ; (juotations of Me-
moirs of Sermon un the Movint
compared with Synoptics, 289

;

difference of professed, 2H9 to 299
;

difference in the Greek and in

Translations, 289, note 2 ; result

of examination of quotations from
Sermon on the Mount, 300 to 308

;

express quotations from Memoirs
compared with Synoptics, 309, 310;

quotations of sayings of Jesus
foreign to our Gospels, 281, 325,

334, 335 ; apparent ascription of

Memoirs to Peter, 338 ; identity of

the Memoirs of the Apostles with
Gc spel of the Hebrews or of Peter
discussed, 343, 344 ; no evidence

he used our Gospels, 344, 345
;

similarity of quotations with Clem-
entines, 388 ; Epistle to Diognetus,
(mce ascribed to him erroneously,

408 ; variation from Matt. xix. 17,

427 ; does not accuse Marcion of

mutilating Gospel, 478 ; complains
of adulteration of O. T. Scriptures,

used Gospel of Hebrews, 488
;

quotes Sybilline books as the word
of God, 494 ; type of brazen ser-

pent, 551, note 4 ; as witness for

fourth Gospel, 503, note 2 ; Apo-
calypse only book in New Testa-

ment mentioned by him, 504 ; the
Logos doctrine of Justin, 564

;

same representation in Epistle and
Philo, 565 ; knew Logos doctrine

of Plato, 567 ; held Plato and So-

crates to be Christians, 567 ; his

doctrine less developed than that

of Fourth Gospel, 508, 669 ; real

sourcii of his terminology, 508 ; his

terminology diflerent from that of

Fourth Gospel, 608, 671, 576;
Psalm xxii. 20, 568 ; origin of

Logos doctrine, 570, note 1 ; Jus-

tin follows Philo, and traces Logos
doctrine to O. T., 571, 580, note 1;

Logoa as " wisdom," 569, 672 ;
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quotes Proverbs viii, 2'2, 570, 672 ;

evidence of his indebtedness to

Philo, 570, note 1, 572, note ; his

representations of Logos also found
in Epistle to Hebrews, 670; luid in

early N. T. Epistles, 570; Justin
and Philo place Logos in secondary
position, 675, 576 ; alleijod refer-

ence to Fourth Gospel, •")(>, note I

;

peculiarities of account of baptism,

683 ; variation from Zechariah xii.

10 with Fourtli ( Jospel, 684, 585
;

likewise found in Apocalypse, 585;

Justin derived his reading from
Apocalypse or its source, 585 ; al-

leged quotation from Jolm iii. 3-5,

586, 687 ; derived from diflferent

source, 689-590 ; displays no know-
ledge of FourthGospel, 591; events

in the life of Jesus different to ( ios-

pels, 591 ; no reference to special

miracles of Fourth Gospel, 591 ; his

description of teaching of Jesus
does not apply to Fourth Gospel,

591, 592; affirms Apostolic origin

of Apocalypse, 633 ; alleged evi-

dence for Acts, 716, 718, 719 ; no
evidence for Acts, 720.

Justus, 722, 734.

KANT, we should avoid forming
views of God, 109, note 1.

Kaiuites, 625.

Kahler, 770, note 2.

Kaodeja, a fallen angel, taught magic
and exorcism, 129.

Keim, 537. 998, 1005.

Kestner, 23.

Kirchhofer, 537, note 4 ; on Celsus,

on passage from Papias, 605, note

1, 714, 722, note 2.

Kostlin, 440.

Kuenen. 924, note 2.

Kuinoel, 808, note 1, 834.

LACTANTIUS, on angels and de-

mons, 148 ; fall of angels, 148 ; ex-
• orcism, 149 ; antipodes, 150 ; Jesus
accused of magic, 275; quotes Si-

bylline books and Hystaspes as in-

spired, 494.

Lachmann, 902, note 1.

Lange, 730, note 2, 834.

Laodiceans, Epistle to the, 436.

Lardner, Dr. , 22 ; on Epistles of Poly-

carp, 232, note 1 ; on passage in

Eusubius regarding Gospel of He-
brews, 349 ; on " Scriptures of the

Lord," referred to by Dionysius of

Corinth, 492 ; on Melito of Sardis,

498, note 1 ; alleged quotation by
Athenagoras from Luke, 613, note
3 ; date of Celsus, 538.

Lardner, 524, 713, 714, 7" 723.

Law, miracles ascribed to unknown,
84 ; to unknown ccmnection with
known, 84 ; higher, 85 ; will of man
subject to, 86, 87 ; sense in which
term used, 87, note 1

;
progressive

succession of, 89, 90 ; invariability

of, 91.

Law, Mosaic, Jesus did not abrogate,

791 ff ; he and his disciples observed
it, 793 ff ;

phenomena at the giving

of the Law, 957, 958.

Law of progress, 96, 96.

Lazarus, raising of, 163, 177.

Leckoy, History of Rationalism, 158.

Lechler, 26.

Legion, an unclean company, 136,

note 3.

Lokebusch, on Paul's speeches, 759,

700, 816, note 2, 825, 880.

Liddon, Canon, on evidential purpose
f miracles and their nature, 84,

note 1.

Lightfoot, Prof., 4 to 9, 12 to 19, 24
to 31, 42 to 45, 48, 50, 62 ; on Jew-
ish superstition, 126 ; idea of re-

generation attached by Jews to

conversion, 589 ; on Papias' use of

Luke, 721, note 4 ; 722, note 2
;

725, note 3 ; 799, note 2, 801, 8«»2
;

on Paul's conduct after conversion,

847, notes 3, 4, 5 ; 860, note 2 ; 876,

877, note 2 ; 887, note 1 ; '.'24, note

3.

Loffier, 438.

Lilith, She-Devil. 13r).

Lincoln, Bp. of, see Wordsworth.
Lipsius, 15, 16, 28.

Lucian, 44, 45, 538, 539.

LUcke, on Pastor of Hermas, 551,

note I ; Ignatian Epistles, 555, note

6 ; Apocalypse and Fourth Gospel
cannot have been written by the

same author, 642 ; considers inter-

pretation of Siloam John ix. 7 ; a
gloss, 661—984.

Logos, doctrine of, in Septuagint
version, 562, 569 ; in Proverbs,

262, 569, 670; in Psalms, 568, 573,
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674 ; in 0. T. Apocrypha, 552, 371;
in Apocalypse, 652, 555 ; in Epiatle

to Hebrews, 552, 554, 505 ; in

Philo, 552, 553, note 2, 555, 558,

559, 565, 506, 568, 570, 573, 574,

576, 576, 677, note 7 ; 580, note 1
;

620, note 1 ; in Kr'/pvy/na Derpov,
580, note 3 ; in Pauline EpiHtles,

552, 556, 557, 558, 564, 565, 566,

570, 574, 575 ; in Plato, 567, 576,
note 3 ; in Justin Martyr, 564, 567,

569, 571, 572, 574 ; transferred

from Philo to Christianity by the

Author of Epistle to the Hebrews,
570, note 1 ; in Clementines, 616,
616 ; in Epistle to Diognetus, 618,
619 ; in Tatiiin's work, 632, 633

;

in work of Athenagorns, 635.

Luke, Gospel according to, private

document written for 'i heuphilus,

160, n»te 1 ; 199, note 1 ; many
Gospels previously written, 199

;

genealogy of Jesus, 259, 264 ; events
preceding his birth, 261 ; removal
to Bethlehem, 262, 263 ; dwelling
place, 264 ; birth, 265 ; Magi, 267

;

ch. iii. 22, 274 ; agony in the gar-

den, 277, 278, 321 ; the Crucifixion,

281, note 4 ; passages compared
with Justin, 281, note 5; "Ser-
mon on the Mount " compared with
Justin's quotations, 289 to 299,

303 ; danger of inferences from
similarity of quotations, 300, 301,

302, 303 ; alleged quotation by
Justin from i. 318, note 1 ; admitted
express quotations by Justin com-
pared with, 322 to 327 ; Gnostic
and other variations from Luke x.

22, 327, 328 ; alleged references by
Hegesippus to, 352, 353 ; on xxiii.

34, 352 ; alleged reference by Pa-
piaa to it unfounded, 361, note 6,

362 ; alleged quotations in Cle-

mentines, 365 ; alleged references

of Basilides to, 412, 413, 414, 415
;

alleged references by Valentinus,

425, 428 ; relation of Marcion's
Gospel to, 440, 442 ; dependent on
Mark and Matthew, 440 ; compari-
son of Marcion's Gospel with, 460,
467 ; comjiMrifion of opening chap-
ters with Matthew and Marcion,
470 ; alleged reference by Tatian
to, 482 ; alleged quotations by
Athenagoras, 613 ; reference to

Zachariaa in Epistle of Vienna and
Lyons, 616, 617 ; alleged commen-
tary on, and references by Hera-
oleon, 633, note 6 ; Canon of Mura-
tori on the, 542, 543 ; result of ex-

amination of evidence re^'arding,

543 ; oh. iii., 682, note 1, 683 ;

Irenojus on, 603 ; result of exami-
nation of evidence for, 583, 728 ;

conjectured to be Barnabas, Silas,

Mark, Trophemus, Gaius, 731, note
6 ; Luke, first mentioned as author
of Acts and Gospel by Irenasus,

730 ; evidence regarding him, 730,

731, notes 2 and 3 ; as painter,

732 ; the beloved physician, 730,
732 ; one of disciples at Emmaus,
732, note 2 ; Ewaid on superscrip-

tion in, 732, 733 ; no evidence that

he travelled with Paul, 734 ; con-

nection with T^^tEli sections, 736
and note 2 ; not author of Gospel
and Acts, 741 ; not author of diary,

741 ; called to preach,

Luther, 587, 752, 1066, note 3. .

Lysias, 880.

MACRINA, St., 170; Marcellina,

538 and note 8.

Marcosians, 330,331, 339, note 3, 426.

Millenium, 599, 600, 645.

Marcarias, St. miracles of, 171.

Magia Jesu Christi, 275.

Magic, fallen angels, taught, 130

;

Jews, addicted to, 137, 138, 139 ;.

discovered by Ham, 147 ; invented
and sustained by demons, 143, 144,

147 ; universality of belief in, 137,

157, 158 ; belief dispelled, 159,160.

Magistris, Simon de, 544.

Mahomet claims Divine inspiration,

64 ; his religion pronounced irra-

tional ns without miraculous evi-

dence, 04.

Maktiuiel, Angel, over rocks, 132.

Malalas, John, 48, 49, 60.

Manicheans, 377, 727.

Mansel, Dean : Miracles necessary

to Christianity, 66, 68 ; Christianity

must stand or fall with a belief jn

the fact of the Resurrection of

Christ, 68 ; but cannot compel be-

lief, 70, 74 ; demands scientific ac-

curacy of evidence, 80 ; argument
for miracles from efficient cause a»

represented by will of man, 80, 87,.
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88, 89 ; asaiitnption of personal
deity, 106, 107 ; Paley's criticiim,

tnie one, 106.

Marcion, 25 ; the iint bom of Satan,
243 ; referred toby Justin,248 ; Jus-
tin against, 256, 409, 419 ; account
ofhim, 436 ; date, 436 ; hiscoUection
of Christian writings, 437 ; his Gos-
pel, 437, 438 ; theories regarding
It, 438, 439 ; insecure data, 439,

440, 441 ; sources of information,
442 ; dependent on statements of

dogmatic enemies, 442, 443 ; ob-

ject of Fathers in refuting Marcion
entirely dogmatic, 442 , 450 ; his

alleged aim in mutilating Luke,
443, 444 ; value of materials sup-
plied by Fathers estimated, 445

;

Tertullian and Epiphanius on, 445,
446 : imperfect data of Fathers,
445 ; had they his Gospel or only
the antithesis before them ? 446,
457 ; accused of erasing passages
not in Luke at all, 445, 448, 449

;

data for reconstruction of text in-

sufficient, 441 , 450, 451 ; his system
and character, 451, 452, 463 ; his

work "Antithesis" on the Law,
the fall, the devil, fraud on the
Egyptians, Messianic prophecies,

Ac, 453, 454 ; his work an-

tithesis, 442, 453 ; hypothesis
that his Gospel was a mutilated
Luke rests upon Tertullian's accu-
sation, 456 ; anomalies unfavour-
able to hypothesis, 456, 457, 458,

459, 460, 461, 462, 463, 465;
the hypothesis tested, 455,

456, 457 ; result, 465, 466
;

the " Lord's P'-ayer," 467 ; open-
ing chapters of Luke, 467 ; his

Gospel probably an earlier Gospel
than our Luke, 474, 475 ; Evange-
lium Ponticum, 475 ; had no au-

thor's name, 476 ; argument from
state of his Epistles of Paul, 477 ;

Justin does not accuse him of mu-
tilating Gospel, 478 ; did he know
other Gospels ? 479 ; statement of

Latin MS. quoted by Tischendorf,

598 ; on his knowledge of Fourth
Gospel, 630, 631.

Marcion, 25, 210, 436 to 480, 928.

Marcionites, 727.

Mark, Gocnel according to, 253 ; au-

thorship doubtful, 188 ; not an eye-

witness, 188 ; Jesus the carpenter,

268
;

quotations of Justin from
Sermon on the Mount compared
with, 280, 296, note 1 ; danger of

inferences from similarity of quo-
tations, 303, 305, 316 ; supposed
quotations by Justin from, 316, 317

;

connection of Mark with apostle

Peter, 358, 359, 603 ; Papias, on,

355, 357, 360, 365, 955 ; are there

traces of Petrine influence in ?, 361

,

362 ; when and where written, 361,

note 1
;
growth of tradition re-

garding, 366, 367 ; was our Gospel
the work of Mark described by Pa-
pias ? 360-367 ; supposed quota-
tions in Clementines, 399 ; inter-

preter of Peter, 413 ; alleged quo-
tations by Athenagoras, 510 to 514

;

result of examination of evidence
regarding date and origin, 548

;

Irenseus on, 603 ; result of exami-
nation of evidence, 604 fi", and not*
3.

Martin, St. Miracles of, 171-172.

Martyrdom, value of, as evidence,.

189.

Mary, Gospel of Nativity of, 260.

Mary Magdalene, false inferences of,

1034, note 1.

Massuet, 524.

Matthew, Gospel according to : sup-

posed references to it by Clement
of Rome, 210, 211, 212 ; supposed
quotation as H. S., by Epistle of

Barnabas, 216, 217 ; ix. 16, 219
;

supposed references to, in Epistl«

of Barnabas, 220, 222 ; relation to

Gospel according to the Hebrews,
342, 343 ; supposed references to

in Epistle of Polycarp, 244 ; Gene-
alogy of Jesus, 259 ; events pre-

ceding his birth, 261 ; dwelling-

place, 264; quotes Apocryphal work,
264, note 4 ; magi, 268 ; baptism by
John, 269, ch. iii. 15, 274 ; agony
in the Garden, 277, 278 ; Cruci-

fixion, 280, 281, 282; quotations
affirmed to he made by Justin, 287^
288 ;

quotations of Justin from
Sermon on the Mount compared,
289 to 297 ; danger of inferences

from similarity of quotations, 300,

301, 302, 303, ch. ii. 16, x. 350 -,

admitted express quotations by
Justin compared with, 322 to 827 ;

-i-
>

s
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Gno«tic and other variations from
xi. 27, XXV. 41, 327-328, 336 ; Gos-
pel of Hebrews, supposed to be
original of, 341-342 ; relation to

Go?pel of KobrewB, 343 ; supposed
reference of Hegesippns to, 349,

350 ; Papiao on, 349 ; interpretation

of and application of the account
to, 368, 369, 370 ; originallanguage
of our, 371. 373, 374 ; critical di-

lemma involved from account of

Papias, 371 ; testimouy of the Fa-
thers that work of Matthew was
written in Hebrew, 373, 374 ; who
trap::lateu it ? 376, 377 ; no evidence
except of ft Hebrew work, 378, 379 ;

Matthewcannot be the author of the
Greek, 378 ; Apostolical authority
of Greek, gone, 379, 380 ; canonical,

an original Greek work, 378 ; result

of evidence of Papias, 380, 381;
facts conrlrming conclusion that
work ' Miitthew known to Papias
was not oui, 378 to ou2 ; dift'erent

account of death of Judasby Papias,
i.81 ; and in Acts, r.Hl , note 1 ; sup-

posed quotations in Clementines,
399 ; re^^arding xii. 35 ; alleged re-

ferences in Basilides, 412 ; alleged

references by Valentinus, 422, 425,

426 ; comparison with opening chap-
ters of Luke, 470 ; alleged reference
by Tatian to, 482 ; alleged reference
to, by Dionysius of Connth, 495

;

alleged quotations by Athenagoras,
210, Oil, 512 ; alleged quotations
by Ptolcjmeeus, 519, 532 ; result of

examination of date and origin,

548, oh. iii. 4, 582 ; iii 11, 582, note

1 ; Irenaeus on, 697 ; result of exami-
nation of evidence for 697 fi". ; Mat-
thew, Gospel of pseudo, 260.

Matthias, Gospel according to, 253.

Maury, on connection b jtween ignor-

ance and miracles, 194, note 1.

Maximinus, colleague of St. Augus-
tine, and a witness of miracles at

Hippo, 173.

Mayeihoff, .'^7, 38, 747.

Mechitarist Library, 506.

Melchisedec, Jy)g08 in, 574.

Melito of Sardiii, date, 497 ; fragment
in Eusebins, 497 ; alleged veferonce

i

k) New Testament, 497 ; list of

books of O. T. and dittuiulty of ob-

taining ii, 497 ; alleged evidence

for a N. T. Canon, 498 ; could not

even state Canonical Books of O.

T. without research, 498 ; Syriac,

fragments asc; bed to him, 502
;

list of his works, 503 ; fragment on
faith, 503 ; alleged quotations from
New Testament, 504 ; fragment is

spurious, 504 ; also ascribed to

Irenseus, 505 ; other works ascribed

to Mileto, 505 ; on A[iocaljrpse, 643.

Memoirs of the Apostles, Justin's,

249, 251, 252, 253, 254.

Memra, 658.

Messannahel, angel, over reptiles,

132.

Messiah, .Jesus the, 784, 785 ; the

distinguishing belief of primitive

Christianity, 784, 788 ; representa-

tion of, in Gospels, 785 ; the suf-

fering Messiah, 934, 979, 1028,

1064, 1071.

Messianic prophecies, alleged, 979,

981, 983, 985, 986.

Methodius, 509.

Meyer, 808, note 1, 868, note 1, 870,

880, 894, 905, 934, note 1, 953, 987,

note 1, 991.

Michael, Archangel, presents prayers

of saints to God, 1 29, note 1 , 146
;

angel of Israel, 133 ; over water,

132 ; high ^iriest of heaven, 133.

Mich.ielis, if our Gospel of Matthew
a translation, its authority gone,

377 ; Oil Celsus, 537, 638 ; on earth-

quake at Crucifixion, 989, note 4.

Mill, .Fohn Stuart, ] , J ; critici«nr on
Hume's argument regardinj^ rnira-

cleu, 113, 114, 115 ; ob»ei-varUon on
Mill's criticism, 116, It? ; on credi-

ble testimony, 122.

Milmaa, Dean, 15, 16, 48; o« spirit

of early Christian times, 32fi; on de-

moniacal p<^«*eiMion, 154 ; explana-

tion of apj>arent belief ot Jesus in

dem^^miacalposseMion, 155 .charac-

tei of early age« of Christianity,

19J ; Ignatian Epistles, 237, note

2, 241 ; <m Marcion, 454, note 11

—

989, note 4, 1058.

MinuciiiB, Felix, exorcism in his day,

168.

Miracle of multiplication of loaves

and fislios, 81, note 1, 83, note 6,

187 ; of country of Gadarenes, 154 ;

of Thundering Legion, 168 ; raising

of Lazarus, 163, 177.

3'
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Miracles, invisible, 65.

Miracles, as evidence, 1 , 3, 53, 66, 66,

67 ; if not stipernatnral truths, are

the wildest delusions, 67 ; as ob-

jects of faith, 69, 73, 79 ; false at-

tributed to God, 70 ; of no intrinsic

evidential value, 75 ; Satanic as well

as Divine, 70, 72, 76, 78, 099;
credited because of Gospel, 78, 196

;

true and false, 78 ; in relation to

the order of nature, 80 ; German
critics generally rejec "^0

; analysis
of, 85, 86 ; referred > unknown
Law, 84, 86, 91 ; argument of be-

gins and ends with an assumption,
102, 103 ; religious excitement a
cause of belief in, 122 ; no account
of from trustworthy witnesses, 122

;

the age of, 124, 125, 153 ; character
of original witnesses of, 125 ; Gos-
pel miracles not original in their

character, 153 ;
permanent stream

of, 153, 154 ; miracles arising out
of demoniacal possession shown to
bo imaginary, 159; Christian and
l^agan, 161, 162 ; Satanic recognised
by Old and New Testament, 161

;

when did they cease ? 160, 161
;

Go.spel not original, 153, 161 ; claim
of special distinction of Gospel,
163 ; ecclesiastical, 164 to 167 ; mir-
acles of Sinnjn and Carpocrates at-

tril)uted to magic, 165 ; reported
by Papias, 164 , by Justin, 164

;

reported by Ireniuus, 165, 166 ; re-

ported by Tertulliau, 166, 167 ; re-

P'lrtud by Cyprian, 168 ; reported
by Origen, 168 ; reported by Euse-
bius, 169; of Greg' ry Thaumatur-
gus, 169 ; St. Athpnasius, 170 ; of

St. Anthony. 170, 171 ; of Hilarion,
T71 ; of St. MarcariuB, 171 ; of St.

Martin, 171. 172 ; by relic* of Pro-
taviiis and Gervasias, 172 ; of St.

Ambrose, 172 ; reported by St.

Augustine, 172 ; factw ifbt veritieri,

178 ; argument of Ht. Augustine,
(lie/ affirmation regarding, 179

;

Oiij/(i»arative evidence of, recorded
by St. Augustine and Gimpels, 180

;

miracles ht s.iints, 783 ; cl i.ssifica-

tioii of. 184 ; Ciiriiitian luiiauipsnot

original, 183 ; absence of distim;

tive character, 184, 185 ; compari

son of evidence for Go.tpel and ec-

clesiaatiial, 186, 187, 188; Pascal

and Port Rtjyal miracles, 188 ; of

Gospel sink in the stream, 188,

189 ; none recorded by actual work-

ers, 192 ; confined to periods of

ignorance, 192, 700 ; ceased on dif-

fusion of kn(jwledge, 193, 700 ; at

present day argument refers t*> nar-

rative and not to actual, 196 ; the

literary evidence for, 223 -. miracles

nre incredible antecedently, and
are unsupported by evidence, ^/)8

;

they are ujere liuman delusion^ '/¥).

Miracles . in Acts, 919 ; evident* '/f

Paul for, gen.;rally, 9/^/ 926; »//

writer claims to have lumpel/ per-

formed one, 192, 925 ; FmYi 4-
leged claims, 924 ; supposeo ifS

ference (Gal. iii. 5), 926, 931 ; 2
Cor. xii. 12, 9-5, 932 ; J Cor. xii.

4, 936
;
gift of tongue , 947, 948,

949.

Monianism, 1056, 1057.

Modat, Prophecies of Eldad and, 229.

Moses, made use of the worm schamir

139, note 1 ; 1063.

Mosheim, 539.

Mozley, Canon ; necessity of miracu-

lous evidence, 64; miracles iasep

arable from Christianity, 67, 68 ;

cannot compel belief, 73, 74 ; yet

internal evidence insufficient, 77 ;

miraculous evidence checked bycon-
ditions, 77 ; miracles subject to

moral approval of doctrine attested,

73 ; this only limitation not dis-

proof of miracles as evidenoe, 78 ;

referribleness of miracles to un-
known law, or unknown connection

with known law, 84, 91 ; with
"higher law," 8.J ; is suspension of

physical laws by a spiritual being

inconceivable ? 87
;
progressive suc-

cessions of law, 88 ; antecedent in-

credibilitv, 90 ; Divine design of

Revelation, 92, 93 ; belief in " Or-
der of Nature " irrational, 99

;

argument of, begins and ends with
assumption of acceptance of Christ-

inn evidence an act of faith, 10(>
;

personal Deity, 103; constant stream
of miraculous pretention, 162 ; Jew-
ish suponiatui-alism contemporary
wita Gospel miracles, 162 ; claim of

sp(*ciality in ( 'hristian miracleB,162,

163 ; either clearly distinguished or
not of evidential value, 163 ; ou
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statement of Irenseus regardingcon-
tinuance of miraculous power in

Church, 165 ; on miracles reported
by St. Augustine, 175 ; his objec-
tions unfoxmded, 176; absence of
verification of miraclrs. 176, 178

;

character of later ages of Christiani-
ty, 194, 195 ; is Christianity bo-
lieved upon miraculous evidence by
the educated, 195, 196.

Muratori, Canon of, 540 ; on Pastor
of Ilermas, 228, 494; Apoc. of
Peter, 542 ; account of, 540 ; age
of MS., 540 ; conflicting views re-

jrarding it, 540, 541; original lan-

guage, 541 ; on Luke, 542 ; con-
tents, 541, 542, 543 ; on Pastor of

Herraas, 543, 544 ; theories regard-
ing unknown author of, 544 ; date
of the fragment, 544, 545 ; its testi-

mony, 547 ; account of Fourth Gos-
pel, 638 ; apology for Fourth Gos-
pel, 639 ; author falsifies 1st Epis-
tle of John, 639 ; does he refer to
Apostle John ? 639

; distinguishes
between John the Apostle and John
the disciple, 639; no evidence for
Fourth (iospel, 639.

Muratori, Canon of, See Canon.
Muller, Max, 63 and 64, note 1.

NAASENr, 419.

Naaman, 460.
Narcissus, miracles of, 169.

Natalius, scourged by angels, 149, 170.
Nature, phenomena of, controlled
and produced by angels, 126, 130,
141, 143. 145, 148.

Nazarene, 1069, 1071.
Nazarenes, Gospel of the, 339, 342.
Neander, on Gospel of Basilides, 412;
on Marcion, 439 : on Clementines,
609, 615, 616, 617 ; Neander, 786,
note 1 ; on Jesus and Jewish Law,
800 ; on Stephen 810, note 3 ; 834,
934, note 1 ; 953, 956, 959.

Newman, Dr., miracles necessary to
prove Revelation, 66 ; on ambigu-
ous miracles, 71 ; miracles wrought
by spirits opposed to God, 71 f. ;

doubtful origin dcslv'oys cogency of

aigument for miracles, 714 ; sup-
ports eccitvsiastical at the expense
of Gospel minicles, 74, note 4 ; a
miracle at most token of a super-
human being, 75, note 1 ; on mu-

tual dependence of doctrine and
miracle, 75 ; on the " Bational-

istic " and "Catholic" tempers,

76, note 1 ; he really makes reason

the criterion of miracles, 76 ; no
miracle great in comparison with

Divine Incnmation, ^0, note 1 ;

miracles reverse laws of nature, 83,

note 5 ; religious excitement and
imagination a cause of miracles,

122, 125; no definite aj^e of mira-

cles 161 ; absence of distinctive

character in Christian miracles,

162, 186 ; honesty and competency
traits necessary to attest miracles,

53 ; enthusiasm, ignorance, and
credulity defects which no num-
ber of witnesses can remove, 153.

Nicephorus, Stichometry of, 203, 229,

341, 343 ; on Luke, 732, note 1.

Nicodemus, Gospel of, 253, 274, 275,

283.

Nicolaitans, 9, 916, note 4.

Nitzsch, 928, note 3.

Nuriel, Angel, over hail, 132.

Nyssa, See Gregory.

Nyssen, a staff takes root and be-

comes a tree, still living in hi»

time, 170.

Nisan 14th, 562.

(ECOLAMPADIUS, 377.

CEcumenius, 381, 363.

Olshausen, 439, 440, 463, 605, 731

,

756, note 2—807, 808, notel—934,
984, 1002, note 1.

Onesimus, 497, 498, 501, 734.

Ophites, 419, 525, 547.

Oertel, 880.

Orelli, 379. Note 2.

Origen, on Any;el Michael, 129, Not*
1 ; on demons, 144-145 ; exorcism,

145 ; analogy between demons and
animals recognised by Moses, 144 ;

angels employed in natural pheno-
mena, 146 ; eating with demons,
146 ; sun, moon and stars endowed
with aouls, 145-146 ; demons pro-

duce famines and other evils, 147 ;

on Phoenix, 151 ; exorcism in hi»

day, 168 ; ascribes Epistle to He-
brews, to Clems. Rom., 202 ; Epis-

tle of Barnabas, 224, 225 ; revela-

tion of Elias quoted by Ist Cor. ii.

9, 217 ; reference to Epistle of Bar-
nabas, 224, 225 : on Pastor of Her-
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JUS pro-

ilfl, 147 ;

in in his

toHe-
; Epis-

revela-

Cor. ii.

of Bar-
of Her-

mas, 228 ; reference to passage in

Epistles of Ignatius, 232 ; Doctrine
of Peter, 240 ; Epistle to Hebrews,
262 ; birth oi Jesus in a cave, 266

;

omission from Mark that Jesus was
called a carpenter, 269 ; combina-
tion of passages similar to quota-
tion in Justin, 292, note 5 ; varia-

tion of quotation similar to Justin's,

293, note 5, 292, 297, note 5 ; va-

riation from Matt. xi. 27, 328, 329;
agreement of Gospel of Peter with
that of Hebrews, 339, 341

;
quota-

tion in ] Cor. ii. 9, 354 ; on Peter's

connection with Gospel of Mark,
359, 360 : denounced Kt/iivy/ua
nirpov, 365 ; on composition and
language of Gospel of Matthew,
374 ; mentions '"Travels of Peter,"
386 ; on Gospel of Basilides 412,
note 2 ; on Matt. xix. 17, 427, on
Valentinus, 433 ; Dial, de recta in

deum fide, not his, 442 ; on Hera-
cleon, 524, 525, 526 ; supposed com-
mentary on Fourth Gospel by He-
racleon, 533 ; Origen against Oel-

sus, 534, 535 ; on date and identity

of Celsus, 535 ; his uncertainty con-

cerning Oelsus, 535, 536, note 4
;

expectation of further treatise by
Celsus, 536 ; Celsus the Epicurean,

537, 538
;
quotations from Hera-

cleon, 525, 533 ; reply to Celsus on
alteration of the Gospel, on Apo-
calypse, 644, 927, 1068 ; on Luke,

726, 731, note 6.

Overbeck, 409, note 4.

PA LEY, miracles proof of Revela-
tioons, 65, 66, note 7 ; argument
against Hume, 119, 120 ; refuted,

120 ; his analogy a failure 121 ;

twelve witnesses refuted, 120, 121,

1060 ; on discrepancy regarding
Paul's visits to Jerusalem, 857, note

2, 858.

PamphiluB, martyr, of Ceesarea, 342.

Pantsenus, 373, 609.

Papias of Hierapolis, 78, 10, 11, 12
;

on raising of a dead man, 164 ; re-

garding Mark, 251 ; on value of

tradition, 268, 282, 283 ;
quotes

Gospel according to Hebrews, 382
;

date and history, 356
;

prefers tra

dition to written works, 256, 296
;

the first mentioned traditions oi

Matt, and Mark, 335 ; fragments of

works preserved by Ensebius, 366
;

on Mark's Gospel, 355, 356, 369
;

statement in preface of his work,
357 ; identity of Pre3byter John,
357 ; Mark as the interpreter of

Peter, 358, 369 ; the description of

Presbyter John does not apply to

our Mark, 357, 358, 364; how
M-.rk's work disappeared, 366 ; ac-

count of work ascribed to Matthew,
367 ; was it derived from Presbyter
John ? 367, 368 ; interpretation and
application of the account of our
(Jospel according to Matthew, 367

;

were Xoyta merely discourses, or.

did they include historical narra-
tive ? 368, 369 ; not applicable to

our Gospel, 37U, 37J : explanation
of his remark regarding interpreta-

tion of Logia, 37), 376; did not
know a Greek Matthew, 376, 377 ;

fragment of his work preserved,

381, 382 ; account of death of Ju-
das Iscariot, 381 ; said to have used
Epistles of John and Peter, 382

;

knew no Canonical Gospels, 383,

595, 696, ; dees not call Matthew
who wrote Logia an Apostle, 383,

note 2 ; first who mentions Mat-
thew and Mark as writers, 383

;

Canon of Muratori ascribed to him,
544 ; does not know Fourth Gospel,

382, 595 ; knew no authorative Gos-
pels, 383, 695; ofiers presumptive
evidence against Foiirth Gospel,

696 ; no proof he knew 1st Epistle

of St. John or assigned it to Apos-
tle, 697 ; statements in Latin MS.
preface to Fourth Gospel, 598 ; al-

leged quotation by Presbyters in

Irenseus referred to his work, 598
;

no evidence tliat the Presbyters are

connected with Papias, 699 ; Pa-
pias asserted Apostolic origin of

Apocalypse, 605 ; alleged evidence

for Acts, 721, 722 ; on death of

Judas, 721.

Paraclete, first mentioned in Fourth
Gospel, 689.

Parchor, 413 and note 6.

Parrah, a magician, built a chamber
of t>ie Second Temple by magic,

i3y.

Pasohiy Chronicle, 506, 607, 608, 524.

Paschal, Controversy, 243, 60C»to 608,

562, 663.

1-,

- 'I

1^;
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Pastor of Hermas, quoted by the Fa-

thers as inspired Scripfnreg, 147,

193 ;
publicly read in chu relies, 228;

attributed to Hermes mentioned
Kom. xiv. 14, 228.

Prtul, Apostle, never saw Jesua, 188
;

Jtpisties rejected, iJ4l; Jesus spoke
to it\ Hebrew, 376, note 3 ; Clemen-
tine* directed against him, 386,406;
Clen(i«Btine attack him under the
iMMne of Simon the Magician, 406,

407 ; Th«<xla8 hi*, disciple, 433
;

Mar<aon, jCpistlee of, 4^7; delivered
from ptyumtpyan Ang«j, 134; party
in ihe Cliww>ii>4ft2; bis Gospel, 465:
accunatioflM) init»«A Apostuic; 454

;

rejected hy SmtntilUm. 490; ^'^^t/bd

recommt»»»<i«*fa* *A HpocrypJial

works, 4^, note i* falaitication v^.f

his Epistivt*.- 405 *<yN»*l«Ms of Paul
and Seneca 4<^5 ;

ilsi*M /'iKiH at

Theclse, 495 KpiH«!<« m */mttm (A
Muratori, 4JH 5+!!^; ^^^ ; PmA t,

servant of ivi%^i*> < !-/>»» ^4^,
, m^A-

ence regarding tl»u <fi(fy, v^,--^ is-A

dition regarding In »( A-.A 4i^\////,;

note 5; attacled m A{></<.t»iyj/#(*', 66^
917 ; date of conversion '/ iO&O,
note 1; connection wich Xtst,'/", TMi,
731 ; his statements '$-ififtgr« vKitn

Acts, 742, 743 imporfect acoouft*

of, 744, 745; \MMSatm with Peter,

760 to 7<>ft; «;»*««, mm^. xiii. com-
pared with ff^/if^» nyxiiohoo , 764 to

767 ; analogy '// w^ts/^th tut- Pente-
cost and «/Mre9<Ki* '/^ H<>!>j»he*, 766;
jonverii;//f/ '/f P»ui, '^'''A,M§0mitfttt
Epistles, im, »M/W8 no imm3^
of Stephen, MUf , his ref/^ <>/

Peter at Antiodi
, m^,MI) 809, Hffff

his visits to Jeru8i«k/<i» JJ#z ; conduct
after conversion, 844, »4«/ «4« 847;
his first visit »^) Jerusalem, Mlk^ hin

j

visiou in the Temple. '<6^ jteliw-

cond visit to Jerusaiet^i «63, 0&# :

not second visit of Acts, 466; ihir4
visit of Acts, 856 liiscnsfMMiM of
two accounts, 867, 858 ; Btottv* of
visit, 860; the public coagntw, 862,
speech, 866 to 869; ignomand ex-
cludes Apostolic decree, 874, 878,
885 ; circumcision of Titob, dWi,

897; neither eatinj? nor ^tdstAiuing,
,

a virtue, 888, 880; iromcai expras-
sions regarding Apostloa, 891, *<SO,

894; tiuderstandiiig m ith the tiireo,

895 to 897, 898; 4hM^ r4 the un
circumcision, 8^, 898; ins mission
according to the Acts, 898, 899

;

priority of Jew examined, 899,

900; circumcision of Timotliy, 903;
Paul in Acts not historical, 904;
Paul and the twelve, 909, 910; sys-

tematic opposition to, 910; Corin-
thian opponents, 914; denunciation
of, in Apocalypse, 916, 917 ; said

not to be a Jew, 917; genuine Epis-
tles of, 922 ; evidence for miracles
generally, 924 ; reference to signs

and wonders, 925 ; Gal. iii. 5, 925,

931 ; 2nd Cor. xii. 12, 925, 931 ;

signs of the Apostles, 925, 935
;

charismata, 926, 932, 936, 936 ; no
practical trace of their operation,

930, 94i6 ; what are these charis-

mata ? 938, 939
;

gifts of healing,

I^JO ; leaves Trophemus at ?(iiletus

*ck, 941 ; Tongues, 933, 934, 939,

947 t<j 'H9 ; does t^/i mean power
/yf gpeakii>;:j foreign hw^jfuages, 950,

4W, i)62 ; i«terpretatj//n <:1 tongues,

ilU^f 1*60 ; iiervoMB temp*«ram*iit of,

mf. 964, 966, 968 ; stake in the

M»f 969, 1072 , valuo of his

'ifimon '>f »upeniatura1, 968; im-
MjMtoiM attacliud to ;iis testimony,

$IW^,,#*Wlence forre»t//#<'/;t'.on, 975,

iflfti , VMT<» of h)« lufi^/rmation,

10Jj2 ; apjHiftranceB compare*,' with
G'.«p«ls, 1030 -J) 1032; vttla«/,.f the

evioence. 1034, 1035 ; hi« owo
vision of Jesus, 10%, 1037 ; effect

apon Paul, 10i>9 ; was he converted

W^ his vision ' 10!19 ; on appear-

/tfice(/f J«8U8 tfj five hundred, 1029,

0/4i , 1^/60, 1061 , as Christian or

^ewsecutor h*K convictions did not

prove Ohristiai^i^y true or Jesus an

imposter, J'>30 : ii»»rrative in Acts,

1039, 104^/ , date of conversion,

J0r>9 ; resuit (A examination of his

evidence for resurrection, 10^,
1040 ; vision hypothesii applied to

mIwi of, 1068 ; theoiogicaJ de-
wsiapmeut by, IWO , his constitu-

«OB «nd temperarfient, 1069, 1072 ,

a Pkaruee, 1071 ; iiis visions and
reT«latiun8, 1072, 1073

;
process of

convers u, 1072 to 1074
;

practi-

cal dwuai of resurrection by, 1077 ,;

life *«d teaching of Jesus neglected
bv , 1078, 1079.
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Pauline Epistles, Logos doctrine in,

666.
" Pauli Prosdicatio," 273.

Pa\ilu8, his treatment of miracles, 80;

on Marcion, 439, — 930 ; on thu

last two chapters of Romans, 930.

Penfiraue, a fallen angel, taught wis-

dom writing, &c., 1'29.

Peratici, 419, 647.

Persecution, the first, 828. .

Peter, Apostle, 249, 262, note 3, 337,

356, 359, 385, 387, 388, 406, 407,

413, 452, 610, 613.

Peter, Apostle, in Acts, 750 956, 957,

959 ;
parallelism with Paul, 750 to

756 ; speech at Pentecost, 761 to

771 ; Peter's speeckas compared
with Paul's, 761, Si 3, 814, 815 ; al-

leged analogy between lariKuage of

speeches in Acts and Epistles, 770,

note 2 ; speech, Act^ i. 773, 774

;

sent to Samaria, 829 ; at Lydda,
831 ; at Joppa, 83 J ; C(mversir'n of

Cornelius, 830, 833 ; living with
Simon a tanner, 837 ; inconsistent

with his conduct at Antioch, iyMt.

869, 870, 871 , speech at Councii,

866 ; relation to Paul, 840, 866,

867, 868 ; teniperament of, 1065.

Peter, first Epistle of, 922.

Peter, Apocalypse of, 265, 494, 642.

Peter, Apostle, discusoion with Simon
the magician, 391.

Peter, doctrine of, 240, 280, 340.

Peter, Epistle of, first said to have
been used by Papias, 382.

Peter, Gospel according to, 250, 251,

263, 265, note 9, 337, 339, 388, 489,

403, 517.

i'eter, preaching of {K^pvyna Ile-

rpoij), 280, 367, 369, 385, 404, 580.

Peregrinus Proteus, Story of, Pa-
rody on Jesus, 44. 46.

Peter, trave)* of (tlfpioSoi Tlirpov)

385, 366,

Pharaoh, his heart hardened, 70,

note 3.

Phi}a«trius, 619, 620, 627, 528.

P]*.;- -^eJphians, Eps. to, 230,656, 568.

i'hiiip, A{08tle,»tory related by daugh-
ter of, 164,602, '-03

; appealed to by
Polycrates in support of 14tli Nisan,

508.

Philip in Samaria, 828 ; and the

eunuch, 829.

Philip Sidetes, 609, 510.

Philo Judseus, the stars spiritual be-

ings, 130.

Philo —date of, 658, note 6 ; type of

brazen serpent, 651, note 4 ; Logos
as rock, 553, note 2 ; Logos over
universe, 566 ; first begotten Son of

God, 555, note 2 ; Eternal Logos,
568 ; Logos, the bread from heaven,
568, 559 ; Logos, the fountain of

wisdom, 559 ; Logos guides man to

thf Father, 559, all representations
of Logos in Fourth Gospel, close

parallel in Philo, 659 ; Logos as

substitute of God, 666 ; Logos as

the image of God, 565 ; Logos as
Priest, 565, 575 ; Loi^os by whom
the world was made, 565, 574

;

Logos the second God, 666 ; Logos
the interpreter of God, 566 ; Logos
che ambassador of God to men, 566

;

Logo« the pi^wer of God, 576, note

7 ; Logos as king ; Logos as angel,

67 1 , note 8. 572 ; Logos as the be-

ginning, 571 ; Logos as the east,

678, note ; Logos the name of God,
572; /iogos as man, 57/, note 8,

^^9/ 679 ;
Logos as medial"/^, §W,

67i h'ljtoa as light, 680, note t^

034 ; (Jii r,y. to Diognetus, 620, not«
1 ; Philo, 668, 958.

Phlegon, 987.

Phoenix, 161, notes 2, '^i 4, 5, 6.

Photius, Clemens jU)m. reputed au-

thor of Acta of iiknB Apostles, 201

202, 727 ; fragment (A Hegesippus,
350 ; does not mention wort on
Passover, by ApoUinaris, 608 ; on
history of Philip Sidetes, 609, 510 ;

fragment of Athenagoras, 610.

Pierius of Alexandria, 609.

Pilate, Joseph begs the body < f Jesus
from, 992, 1000, 1001.

Pindar, 419.

Pius of Kome, 243, 644, 546.

Plato, 431, 433, 526, 676. note 3, 704.

Pleroma, The, 431.

Polycarp, Epistle of, 230, 232, 241
;

acci^unt of him, 241 ; date 241
;

authenticity discussed, 241, 242
;

suppi'jsed references to Synoptics,

244, 216, 'm ; on Passover, 608 ;

alleged quotation from Ist Epistle

of John,560,independent of Epistle,

561.

Polycarp, Ep. of, iilkged evidence for

Acts, 717, 718.

HI
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Polycratea, 508, 666.

Pontus, 475, 476, 491.

Porphyry on Matt. xiii. 35, 390.

Possession, demoniacal, 134, note 6

possessed, dwell among tombs, 135

in man and animals, 134, 136

cause of disease, 136; 137 ; univer-

sality of belief in, 137, 138 ; reality

of, asserted by Jesus, 138, 155 ; re-

ality asserted in Old Testament,

139, 140, 156, 157 ; belief in, dis-

pelled, 159 ; continuance of, assert-

ed, 164.

Possidius, Bp. , by relics, works mira-

cles, 178.

Pothinus, 515, 622.

Powell, Professor Baden : no evi-

dence of a Deity working miracles,

110; at present day not a miracle

but a narrative of miracles discu^.-

sed, 196.

Prayer, "The Lord's," 392, 467.

Presbyters, quoted by Papias and
Irenaeus, 598, 599.

Prepon, the Marcionite, 530.

Primus, Bishop of Coi'inth, 348.

Proclus, 433.

Proselytes, 798, 799, 802, 836, 885,

895, 896, 910, 915, note 1.

Protavius, St., miracles by relics of,

172, 173.

Protevangelium, see Gospel of James.
Proverbs of Solomon, 551 , note 4

;

doctrine of Logos, 569, 570, 571.

Psalms, Messianic, xvi., 762 ; xviii.,

771, 772 ; xxii. 568, 979 ; lxix.,773,

979; cix.,773; ex., 459, 772.
Pseudographs, number of in early

Church, 202, 476, 494, 501.

Ptolemseus, Irenaeus on, 423, 424
;

Hippolytus on, 430, 432 ; date of,

520 ; on the animal body of Jesus.

430 ; Epistle to Flora, 519 ; alleged

quotation from Matthew, 532 ; du-
ration of ministry of Jusus, 533,
note 8 ; alleged reference to fourth

Gospel, 533, 636.

Pythworas, 431, 433, 525.

QUATERNION, 431.

RAGUEL, Angel, '9.8
; exeeutot ven-

geance on the world and stars, 130.

Raphael, angel ; charm for exorcising

demons, 128 ; au^-)! c)f healing, 128,

notes 4, 6, 6, 7 130 ; presents

prayers of saints to God, 129 ; an-
gel of spirits of men, 130 ; over
earth, 132.

Renan, 930, 994, note 6.

Resurrection : Paul's evidence for,

972 ; allegation to be proved, 973 ;

amount of evidence required, 973,

974, 975 ; Acts and Gospels as evi-

dence for, 976 ; account in Gospels
of, 976 ; according to Matthew,
976, 977, 979, 991, 1002, 1003 ; ac-

cording to Mark, 979, 991, 1002 to

1005 ; according to Luke, 979, 991,

1002, 1006 ; according to Fourth
Gospel, 980, 1003, 1007 ; vision of

Mary Magdalene, 1010
;
journey to

Emmaus, 1011 ; appearance to

Eleven according to Luke, 1011,
1012 ; according to Fourth Gospel,

1012, 1013 ; incredulity of Thomas,
1013, 1014 ; appearance related in

Matthew, 1015 ; conclusions from
evidence of Gospels and Acts, 1021;
idea of anticipated, 1022, 1023

;

evidence of Paul for, 1025, 1026 to

1032 ; appearances mentioned by
Paul compared with Gospels, 1029,

1030 ; appearance to 500 at one
time examined, 1030, 1031, 1032

;

appearance to James not mentioned
in Gospels, 1032 ; value of the evi-

dence, 1029 ; the vision of Paul,

1046, 1047 ; narrative in Acts, 1047;
existence of Christian Society as

evidence for, 1049 ; explanation of

origin of belief in, 1060 to 1065
;

hypothesis that Jesus did not die as

explanation of, 1051, 1052 ; vision

hypothesis, 1052 to 1065 ; on the

third day, 1065 to 1067 ; asserted

proclamation at time without con-

tradiction, 1075.

Reuss on passage Epistle of Barnabas,
227 ; on Clementines, 386 ; char-

acter of Tertullian, 443, 863, note
1 ; 864, note 3.

Rettig, 461.

Revelation, Jivine, only such by
telling souiething undiscoverable

by reason, and requires miraculosit^

evidence, 63, 693 ; should be clear-

ly distinctive of Divine power and
associated with Divine Truth, 78

;

Veda claims to be, 63 ; religion of

Zoroaster claims to be, 64 ; Ma-
homet proclaims, 64 ; design and
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details of the, 92, 93 ; design of,

contradicted by experience, 99, 7CK);

result of inquiry into the reality of,

G98 ; we gain more than we lose by
abandoning tlieory of, 706 ; if we
know less than we supposed we arc
not compelled to believe what is un-
worthy, 706 ; the argument that it

is necessary for man is purely im-
aginary, 707.

Riggenbach on Passage from Papias,

604, note 5.

Ritschl on Marcion's Gospel (386),

440, 450, 451, 408, 460, 790, note 8.

Ronans, Epistle to the, 228, 425, 427,
note ] 1 ; 430, note 5.

Romans, Ep. to the, last two chap-
ters of, 927 to 931.

Rdnsch, 928, note 4.

Routh, 594, 604, notes 3 and 4.

Ruchiel, Angel, over the winds, 132.

Riickert, 1037.

Rufinus, 370, 384, 385.

SAINTS, Bollandist collection of,

183
Sakya" Muni, 702, 704, 705, 1077.

Samael, Angel of death over Gentiles,

132.

Samaria, five nations and gods of,

typified by husbands of Samaritan
woman, John iv. 5 ff.

Samaritans, 829.

Samniel, Angel, over things in the
waters and on the face of the earth,

132.

Sanday, 925, notes 1 and 2 ; 972, 976.

Sandalfon, Angel, over the haman
race, 132.

Sanhedrin, could not execute sen-

tence of death without confirma-

tion by Roman authorities, 807.

Saragael, Angel, over the souls of the
children of men, 130.

Saroel, Angel, 132.

Satan, Angel of death, an all power-

^ ful and persistent enemy of God,
92 ; a personal being, 103.

Schafriri, Angel of blindness, 135.

Schamir, a worm, aided Solomon in

building the Temple, 138, 139.

Schenkel, Epistle of Barnabas, 213.

Schleiermacher, explained away mir-

acles, 80 ; explanation of Papias'

remark regarding interpretation of

the Logia, 375 ; on Luke's Gospel

71

not identical with Marcion's Gos-
pel, 439 ; Marcion's Gospel, 438

;

Paul's speeches, 759.
Schliemann, on Clementines, 609,

note 2.

ScJunidt, 438.

Schneckenburgor, on Gospel of Ba-
silides, 412.

Schneidewin, 431.

Schoettgen, Academia Celestis, I'M,

note 5 ; Jewish practice of magic,
137.

Scholten, on Justin's reference to

Acta Pilati, 276, 277 ; type of bra-

zen serpent in Epistles of Barnabas,
550, note 4 ; on alleged quotation
from 1 Epistle of John in Epistle
of Polycarp, 561.

Schultz, 438, 950.

Scott, Sir W., 1055.
(jTjUElov, 926, 927.

Schwegler, on origin of Gospel of He-
brews and Matthew, 343 ; on Jus-
tin's use of Gospel of Hebrews, 344,
note 3 ; on Marcion's Gospel, 430

;

namelesness of Marcion's Gospel
evidence of originality, 476.

Secundus, 527.

Semisch, on Justin's Memoirs, 257,
265, 282.

Semler, 438, 930.

Septimus Severus, 539.

Science repudiates miracles, 159
;

that which is opposed to science

and experience demands irrefraga-

ble proof before belief, 160.
" Scriptures," according to, 1025,

1027, 1033, 1066.

Septuagint version of Bible, Supersti-

tion regarding the Translation, 127,

128, 133, 283, 354, 390, 499, note
2 ; 652, 560, 572, 580, 603, 1028.

Serapion, Bishop of Antioch, on Gos-
pel according to Peter, 489,493,505.

Sergius, Paulus, 899, 901.

Shibta, angel spirit who sits on men's
hands at night, on food, &c., 136,

137, note 9.

Servant of Jehovah, Isaiah liii., 999.

Sethiani, 525.

Severians, 727.

Silas, 730, note 2, 746, 747,

Sibylline Books, 273, 494, and note 6,

540.

Sibyllists, Christians called, 494, 540.
Sichem, 247, 662.

\\.
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Signs, asked for of the Lord, 69, 70,

Siloam, 661.

Simon of Cyrene, 478.

Simon the Magician, his part in the
Clementines, 385 ; on Deity, 391.

Sinaiticus, Codex, 209, note 2, 210,

213, 215, 217, 219, 223, 225, 227,
note 3 ; 228, 239, note 1 ; 293, notes
3 and 4 ; 293, 294, note 1 ; 295,
note 2 ; 352, 395, 401.

Socrates, Historian, 509,

Socrates, Philosopher, 704.

Solomon a Great Magician, 138, 139
;

taught wisdom by demons, 138

;

composed powerful charms and
forms of exorcism, 138, 139.

Sopater executed for Sorcery, 158
Sophia, 430.

Sorcery, 156 ; aniversality of belief

in, 157 ; St. Athanasius and St.

Cyprian accused of. 157-

Soroel Angel, over trees whichjdo not
bear fruit, 132.

rioter. Bishop of Rome, 256, 348. 491,

496.

Speeches iu Acts, 755 to 779 ; speech
of Stephen, 805, 813 to 815 ; speech

of Peter at tlie Council, 865 to 872;

speech of James, 874 to 878.

Spencer, Mr, Herbert, on the evan-

escence of evil, 94, 95, note 1.

Spinosa ; even existence of God can-

not be inferred from miracles, 111.

Sprnohsammlung, 220, 225, 239, 472,

482.

Stanley, Dean, 758, note 1 ; 935, note

2 ; 943, note 1 ; 947, note 1.

Stag, 152.

Stephen, The Martyr, 174, 804, 805,

806, 807, 808, 809.

Stars believed to be living entities,

130, 145, 146.

Stephanas, H., 409, note 4.

Stichometry of Nicephorus, derived

from Syrian Catalogue,203 ; Epistle

of Clement of Rome, 203 ; Eldad
and Modat, 229 ; Gospel of He-
brews, 341, 343.

«torr, 439.

Stoughton,Dr.,onAs8imiptions,102(l).

Strauss, 985, note 1.

Statistics of different creeds estima-

ted, 702, note 1.

Succubi, 150, note 1.

Stirvival of the fittest, the stem de-

cree of nature, 95, 96.

Sychar, orthodox theories regarding,
G03, note 2.

Symmachus, 585.

Sulpicius, knew a man raised from
the dead by St. Martin, 172.

Syrian ICphrem, 489.

TABITHA, raising of, 755, 831.

Talmud on, phoenix, 151, note 2.

Tatian, on demons, 142 ; on demonia-
cal origin of disease, 142 ; ascribes

spirituality to stars, plants, and
waters, 146, note 3 ; disciple of Jus-
tin, 481 ; Diatessaron called Gospel
of Hebrews, 340 ; account of him,
481 ; oration to the Greeks, 481

;

no quotations from Synoptics, 481
;

alleged reference to parable in Mat-
thew, 481 ; to Luke, 482 ; theories
regarding his Diatessaron, 483, 484;
called Diapente, 484, 486 ; called

Gospel of Hebrews, 484 ; Theodo-
ret's account of Diatessaron, 484,
486 ; difficulty of distinguishing it,

487 ; its peculiarities shared by
other iincanonical Gospels, 488, 489;
later history, 489 ; sect of Encra-
tit .3 rejected Paul, and used Apo-
cryphal Gospels, 490 ; alleged use
of Fourth Gospel, 632 ; his Logos
doctrine, 632, 033, 634, 635 ; alleged
evidence for Acts, 7 24.

Tepai, 926, 927.

Tattam, Dr. , Syriac MS.
,
purchased

from the monks of the Desert of

Nitria, 230.

Tertallian, 4, 11 ; miracles without
prophecy cannot prove Revelation,

71, note 1 : credo quia impossibile,

94 ; on Book of Enoch, 120 ; on
demons, 143 ; demoniacal origin of

disease, 143 ; Cosmical theories,

144 ; on phcenix, 150 ; change of

sex of hyena, 152 ; superstition re-

garding stag, 152, note 2 ; on vol-

canoes, 1 52 ; continuance of miracu-
lous gifts, 166, 167, 168; a dead
body moves to make room for an-

other body, 168 ; -on the miracle of

the Thundering Legion, 168 ; ac

count of miracles, 167, 168
;
passage

in Marcion's Gospel, 210 ; Epistle

to Hebrews ascribed to Barnabas,
213 ; descent through Mary, 260,

note 8 ; on Gospel of Nicodemus
276 ; variation of Marcion's from
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Luke X. 22, 332 ; on connection of

Peter with Mark's Gospel, 359

;

wrote vehemently against the Gno-
ses, 380 ; on Valentinus, 433 ; source

of his work on Valonti'iians, 433
;

views regarding Murcion not trust-

worthy, 433 ; his style of contro-

versy and character, 442, 444

;

charge against Marcion of mutilat-

ing L\ike, 443 ; Marcion's alleged

aim, 443, 444 ; the course which
Tertullian intends to pursuo in re-

futing him, 444 ; had he Marcion's

Gospel before him I 440, 449 ; he
had not Luke, 440 ; reproaches

Marcion for erasing from Luke pas-

sages not in Gospel, 440, 447, 449
;

on Marcion's antithesis, 453 ; com-
pares Marcionites to the cuttle-fish,

453, 454, note 7 ; his account of

Marcion's object, 455 ; undertakes
to refute Marcion out of his own
Gospel, 450 ; calls Marcion's Gospel
" Evangelium Ponticum," 475 ; no
author's name affixed, 470 ; on Mar-
cion's deductions from Epistle to

Galatians, 479 ; on martyrdom of

Zacharias, 510 ;
gave the name

Novum Testamentum to the col-

lected writings, 501 ; on Axionicus,

530 ; on Logos, 032, 033, 034, 035
;

on Apocalypse of John, 044 ; on
priority of Jew, 902.

Testament, Old and New, origin of

name, 498, vide note 4 ; earlier de-

signation of, 499, 500, 853, 928,

1001, note 3.

Thallus, the historian, 987.

Theodas, 433, 532.

Theodoret, quotes Xenophanes, 112,

note* ; found Gospel of Hebrews
circulating, 339, 341 ; on Tatian's

Diatessaron, 484, 485, 480, 487,

488 ; does not mention any work
on the Passover by Apollinaris,

608 ; suppressed Gospel according

to the Hebrews, 489.

Theodotian's version O.-T., 523, 524,

585.

Theophilus, Luke's Gospel a private

document for use of, 100, note 1.

Theophilus oi Antioch : Greek Poets
inspired by demons, 141 ; serpent

and pains of childbirth proof of

truth of Fall in Genesis, 141, note

13 ; exorcism, 105 ; Canon Westcott

on, 510 ; on Apocalypse, 644 ; date
of Ep. ad Autol. 090, note 2 ; first

wlio mentions John in connection
with passage from Gospel, 690.

Theophylact,'^ 381.

Thiersch, 544, 005, 795, 868, 906, 900.

Tholuck, 005, 770.

Thomas, Gospel of, 253, 268.

Timothius of Alexandria, 238.

Timothy, supposed author of diary,

7'1'» ; circumcision of, 744, 903 ; of

Acts, 747.

Tischendorf, on date of Epistle of

Clement • Rome, 204 ; Clement
does not refer to our Gospels, 206

;

probably oral tradition source of

words of Jesus, 211, note 2 ; on
Epistle of Barnabas, 222, 224, note

1, 226 ; on Pastor of Hermas,
228, 229 ; Epistles of Ignatius,

237, 238 ; ProtevangeUum of James,
200, notes 6 and 7 ;

quotation of

ProtevangeUum by Justin, 261,
20(5 ; on Gospel of Nicodemus, 276,
283

;
quotations of Justin asserted

to be from Matthew, 280 ; on sup-

posed quotations by Justin of Mark
and Luke, 310, 317 ; on Hegesippus,
355 ; on books referred to by
Papias, 350, note 7 ; argument for

identity of works described by
Papias with our Gospels, 300 ; on
interpretation of word \dyta, 308,
note 1 , 370, note 1 ; on original

language of our Gospel according
to Matthew, 371; on applicability

of account of Papias to it, 371

;

on disparagement of Papias, 372
;

uncritical spirit of Fathers, 374,
375 on Clementines, 389, note 1

;

on work of Basilides on the Gospel,

411, 413 ; alleged quotations by
Basilides 'from Gospel, 414, 41 ;

not by Basilides, 410, 417 ; on al-

leged (quotations of Gospels by Val-
entinus, 421 ; falsification of Hip-
polytu3,421 ; falsification of Irenteus

422 ; his argument, 423 ; alleged

(jnotation by Valentinus in work of

Hippolytus, 428 ; admits uncer-
tainty of source of quotations, 429

;

Tatian does not ([uote Synoptics,
481 ; date of Tatiaii'a Diatessaron,
484 ; asserts it harmony of our Gos-
pels, 487, 488 ; expressions of

Dionysius claimed as referencis to

f

H:l
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Valentin I. ., 518, 519, 523, 525, 520,

527, 528, 520.

Vaticamis, Codex, 991, note 1 and 3.

Veda considered divinely inHpirod,

63, 64.

Vettiua Epagathua, 516, 518.

Victor of Capua, 484, 624.

Vionne and Lyons, Epistle of, date
and circumstances, 515, 516, (>3(J

;

references to Zacharias, 516, 517 ,

Irena3us bearer of, 522 ; alleged re-

ference to Fourth Gospel, G36.

Vienne and Lyons, Epiatle of, alleged

evidence for Acts. 725.

Vision hypothesis, ai)plied to resurrec-

tion of Saints, 089 ; applied to re-

surrection of Jesus, 1010 ; applied

to transfiguration, 1024, 1052, 1053 ;

api)Iied to visions of Jesus gone-
rally, 1024, 1052 to 1059 ; applied

to vision of Paul, 970, 1030, 1047.

Volcanoes, openings into Hell, 152
;

account of Gregory the G' 'at, 152,
note 4.

Volkmar, 15, 28, 34, 37, U, 42, 48
;

date of Book of Judith, 205
;

ar^hor of Clementines used same
Gospel as Justin, 388, note 3 ; on
quotations of Hippolytus, 419 ; on
Marcion's Gospel, 440, 441, 442

;

author of Dial, de recte in deum
fide on Marcion, 442 ; on proce-

dure of Tertullian against Marcion,
445, 446 ; arguments a dlentio,

445, 446 ; incompleteness and
doubtful trustworthiness of Epi-
phanius and Tertullian against
Marcion, 447, 448 ; tlieir contra-

dictions, 460 ; on insufficiency of

data for reconstruction of text of

Marcion's Gospel, and settlement
of the discussion, 450, 451; on
passages in Marcion's Gospel, 4(51,

464, note 1, 468, 469, 472 ; on Ax-
ionicus andBardesane8,530, note 2 :

date of Ptolemeeus and Heracleon,
522, 526, 529, 530 ; on date of

Celsus, 535, 537 ; on language of

Canon of Mui-atori, 541, note 1,

545, 546 ; on alleged quotation
from Ist Epistle of John in Epistle
of Polycarp, 561 ; admits proba-
ble use of fourth Gospel by Ch*-

mentines, 606, note 1.

V^'ulgato, 390, note 2.

7ossian, 25, 30, 51, 52.

WEASELS, 144, 162, note 1.

Woizsacker, on Epistle of Bamabaa,
219, 220 ; on quotation in work of

Hippolytus ascribed to Valentinua,

429.

Weatcott, Canon. 4, 33 to 35, 37
to 42, 52 ; Miracles inseparable

from Christianity, 68 ; assump-
tion I'f Personal God, cannot be
proved, 104, note 1 ; to speak

of God as Infinite and Person 1 a

contradiction, 107, note 3 ; on a

quotation of Justin's, 281 ; apolo-

getic criticism, by, 281, note 4 ; 300,

note 2 ; on coincidence between
quotation of Justin and Clemen-
tines, 311, note 2 ; on Justin's quo-
tation from the " Memoirs," 318,

319, 320 to 329 ; on Apocrypha of

Hegesippus, 350, note 1 ; supposed
reference of Hegesippus to Luke,
352 ; on the uncritical character of

the first two centuries, 367, note 1

;

his silence regarding original lan-

guage of work attributed to Mat-
thew, 372, note 2 ; on Clementines,

389, note 1 ; on auppoaed (quotation

from Mark in Clementines, 400,

401 ; l*aul attacked as " the enemy"
in Clementines, 406, note 5 ; on
Basilides, 41 1, 412 ; statement re-

garding Glaucius to whom Basilides

appealed, 413 ; his explanation of

use of uncanonical worka b)' Basi-

lides, 413, note 4 ; assertion that

Basilides admitted historic truth of

Gospels, 415 ; no reference to N. T.

in fragments of laidorus, 414, 415 ;

alleged quotations of our Gospels
by Basilides, 417, 418 ; uncertainty

regardnig writings used by Hippo-
lytus, 419 ; silence regarding doubt
whether Hippolytus quotes Basi-

lides, 420 ; on the formula em-
ployed ill the supposed quotations,

420 ; doea not refer to quotations

of Valentinua alleged by Tiachen-
dorf, 425 ; extraordinary atatement
regarding Valentinua, 425 ; alleged

references of Valentinua to Mat-
thew, 425, 426 ; alleged quotation

by Valentinua from Gospels in

work of Hippolytus, 427, note 11,

428 ; silenco regarding imcertain
system of quotation of Hippolytua,
429 ; doea not atate facts, 430, 431

;
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assertion regarding Valentiniis and
New Testament Canon, 432, 433

;

not clear that Marcion himself
altered his Gospel, 474 ; some sup-

posed alterations, various readings,

477 ; on text of Marcinn's Epistles

of Paul, 477 ; ou passage in Ter-

tullian on Marcion's treatment of

(Jospels, 478, 479, 631 ; alleged

references of Tatian to Matthew,
481, 482 ; on Tatian's Diatessa-

ron, 486 ; the incorrectness of his

assertions, 487 ; Tatian's Diates-

saron said to be the first recog-

nition of a four-fold Gospel, 488,

489 ; later history of Diatessaron
involved in confusion. 489; on
" Scriptures of the Lord " referred

to by Diunysius of Corinth, 492,

495 ; incorrectness of his deduc-
tions from words of Di')nysius, 494

;

alleged reference of Dionysius to

Matthew and the Apocalypse, 495
;

and to a New Testament Canon,
495, 496 ; on works read in church-
es, 496 ; asserts that Melito of Sar-

dis speaks of a collected New Tes-

tament, 497 ; extraordinary nature
of this assertion, 497, 498 ; he fol-

lows and exaggerates Lardner, 498,
note 1 ; value of Melito's evidence
for a New Testament Canon, 498,

500, 501 ; on Syriac fragment of

Oration, 502, 503 ; fragment on
Faith, 503 ; silence as to doubtful
character, 503 ; claims fragment as-

cribed to ApoUinaris as evidence
for our Gospels, 507 ; on alleged

quotations of Athenagoras, 510,

511, 512, 513 ; on PtolemjBus and
Heracleon, 519, 624, note 5 ; Ptole-

raeeuB on duration of ministry of

Jesus, 533, note 8 ; date of Celsus,

637, note 4 ; on Canon of Mnatori,

541, note 5, 546, note 2 ; Clement
of Rome as evidence for FourthGos-
pel, 649, note 1 ; alleged allusions

in Pastor of Hermas to Fourth Gos-
pel, 561^ 552, note 3, 555, note 5

;

sViCged .lohannine influence trace-

able in Ignatian epistles, 557 ; on
evidence of Justin for Foui-th Gos-
pel, 563 ; claims Heg3sippus as wit-

ness for Fourth Gospel, 592 ; on
" doorof Josus,"59o ; allogodquota-

tion by presbyters, in Irenajus, from

work of Papias,604, note 3 ; assertion

that numerous references intending
to show that Papias was acquainted
with Matt., Mark and John, 604

;

note 3 ; n evidence of fftct, ib.
;

Papias knew Fourth Gospel, 604,
note 3 ; Papias maintained divine
inspiration of Apocalypse, 605 ; al-

leged references in Clementines to

Fourth Gospel^ 606 ; alleged refer-

ences to Fourth Gospel in Epistle

to Diognetus, 618, 619-629 ; alleged

reference to Fourth Gospel by Basi-

lides, 629, 630 ; alleged reference

by Tatian, 632, 633 ; alleged refer-

ence to Fourth Gospel by Athena-
goras, 635

;
passage in Canon of

Muratori, 638, note 2 ; contrast in

form and spirit between Fourth
Gosi^eland Synoptics, 680 ; on Papi-
as, reference to Acts, 722, n. 2, 3, 4.

Wescott, Canon, 921, 924, note 3, 973,
1021, note 3, 1050, note 1.

Wette, De, on quotations of Justin,

compared with oui synoptics, 288,

289, 299 ; on Evangelical (luotations

of Clementines, 387, 395, 397, 398,

400 ; on Marcion's gospel, 439,
469, 474 ; on Athsnagoras, 514,
note 1 ; date of Irenteus, 524, notes

3 and 4 ; Apocalypse and Fourth
Gospel cannot have been written by
same author, 642 ; mistaken remin-
iscences in Fourth Gospel, 68(i, note
1 ; on speech of Peter, egarding
death of Judas, 774 ; on J cts, 868.

Wetstein, 474, 905.

Weiss, 16, 28.

Wette, De, on .Justin's quotations,

288, 395 ; o.: passage from Igna-

tius, 605, note 1; on Acts, 836, 934.

Wiesler, 857, 858, 892, note 3, 963,

note 1.

Wetsmann, 20.

Winer, 772, 868.

Wisdom of Sirach (Ecclesiasticus),

569, 571, 572.

Wisdom of Solomon, Brazen Serpent,

571, note 3 ; Logos doctrine in,

569 to 572.

Witchcraft, universality of belief in,

157 ; belief in dispelled, 159, 160
;

of Old Testament laws against

Exod. xxii. 18, Levit. xix. 31, xx.

6 and 27, Deut. xviii. 10, 11, 12,

156, 167.
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lyordsworth, Dr., Bishop of Lincoln,
731, note 6, 732, note I, 747, note
3, 794, note 1, 811, note 0, 941,
note 1.

XENOPHANES, of Colophon, on
Anthi'opomorphic Divinity, 111.

ZAHN, 2, 8, 30, 43, 45, 48, 51, 721,
note 4.

Zaccliteus, 465.

Zach.iriiis, 510, 517.

Zcphyrinus, liiahop of Rome, Natalus
implores to be received into the
Church by, 149.

Zaller, 388, 409, note 2, 605, note 1,

810, 8JG, note 2, 826, 830, 879 ; on
evidence and proof, 952.

Zoroaster, religion of, claims to have
been Divine Revelation, 64,




